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Associated SchoolOther School

Town/Village

Having read the consultation document thoroughly, I believe that Model A represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.  This model includes the closure or merger of  several schools:

Your reason for ticking:

In your opinion, if it is viable option but there are changes to Model A that would improve it please outline them below, please use additional sheets as necessary?

Having read the consultation document thoroughly, I believe that Model B represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.  This model includes the closure or merger of several schools:

Your reason for ticking:

In your opinion, if it is viable option but there are changes to Model B that would improve it please outline them below, please use additional sheets as necessary?

Having read the consultation document thoroughly, I believe that Model C represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.  This model includes the closure or merger of several schools:

Your reason for ticking:

In your opinion, if it is viable option but there are changes to Model C that would improve it please outline them below, please use additional sheets as necessary?

If you have an alternative sugestion or would like to combine elements of models A,B,C, please set out your views below:

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Hexham

No

No

Yes

Bellingham

No

No

No

The Haydon bridge proposal is just what is needed, not every child could cope with a huge school, and a more vocational school allows choice for parents and students

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

I believe that all young children should be able to access their first school in their local community. I feel extremely worried at the prospect of my children leaving first school at 9 years old not and then having to travel on such a dangerous road, the A69, to a super school. Children as young as nine still need familiarity, consistency, nurturing and support and this should remain in Haltwhistle. Having the opportunity for children to continue their learning up to the age 11/12 within same grounds, enables them the chance to mature more, make better choices.  I feel closeting the either the lower or middle school would not only have a deprimental effect on the children and families but also the wider community. Shops and local trades would suffer greatly with not having the passing trade it does now. I do not want either school in Haltwhistle to close 

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

QEHS

Consett

No

Why change what isn't broken. The schools marked for closure are good schools many in rural villages. Community is just as important as education as children need to feel comfortable in an environment to be able to thrive. Children should not have to travel far at a young age just to get to school they will become tired irritated and won't learn. Haydon bridge and surrounding areas need their own high school or secondary school as again travelling long distances will affect the ability to learn, focus and achieve. 

There is no viable option. The high schools should be working with the first and middle schools to enhance current provision not remove or change it to super packed schools. Children learn best when happy, they are not necessarily going to be happy after travelling over 30 minutes to 1 1/2 just to get to school. They will be more challenging, some may not even bother making it in, most won't complete homework at home due to travel therefore creating substandard results as a rush job on the bus. Children are not just statistics and money, they are important people of the future and they deserve to be offered the best not the substitute. Which these proposals are. 

No

This is the worst option of a bad three. Why would you want a secondary school of over 2500 pupils? Why does anyone think this option is even a possibility? Many super schools across the country have failed somewhere, either in standards of education or in pastoral care. Students need to be heard, have opinions, have someone to turn to. Large schools can't provide that level of support whether it be education or pastoral as mentors have too many students and don't get to know them. Secondly why should parents have to send children all the way from Haydon Bridge to Hexham. There should always be a choice for parents and their child.

Keeping smaller middle and first schools open. Creating a school or rescuing the school in Haydon Bridge and supporting the already existing 3 tier system.

No

The schools marked for closure are good schools many in rural villages. Community is just as important as education as children need to feel comfortable in an environment to be able to thrive. Children should not have to travel far at a young age just to get to school they will become tired irritated and won't learn. You need to be looking at keeping QEHS as 3 tier and work with Haydon Bridge to create their own system whether that be 2 or 3 tier. QEHS is already a large school, it would save its self if it stopped cutting GCSE options and A level courses. Haydon bridge has a large area to also support and it should be sustainable for the students within its area who don't wish to attend QEHS. 

QEHS stays 3 tier surrounding schools became hubs and fed into QEHS or Haydon Bridge. The High schools work with the other schools helping to bridge education gaps and encourage students to stay in the High schools for A LEVELS. First and middle schools are important to develop children, their curiosity and family values are supported and developed through community. Parents feel safe knowing that the teachers know their children. Parents then support the schools. 

3 tier. Hubs of first and middle that feed into high schools. The people of Hexham and Haydon Bridge deserve to have their own schools.  Each high school will provide support to the hubs and vice versa. Hubs will still involve rural communities, but the high school will develop relationships from an earlier age.  Look at the wider community, the children that travel to your already thriving schools from out of catchment area. They chose these schools for a reason and it wasn't because they were super schools, or academy schools. It was because of the better class of education and care. 

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Also Corbridge Middle - form only allows one option to be ticked

Don't know

This seems to be me the best option from the three presented as it would be the least disruptive - but none give sufficient detail on either the process of managing the inevitable negative impact during implementation or sufficient evidence that this will deliver better learning experiences or outcomes for children.

No

I do not believe moving to a two tier system present the best options for education in our area. This would mean the loss of excellent schools and teaching staff that are currently judged as outstanding by ofsted; do not currently predict a deficit in order to support Hadrian Learning Trust's ambitions. HLT have not presented with any level of detail to make a compelling case for this level of far-reaching change.

No

I do not see that the estimated additional £10million capital needs is achievable given the pressures that there will be on funding.

I think this level of far-reaching change and the inevitable impact it ill have on so many children's learning and future lives needs a greater level of detail and longer and wider consultation.  It seems that our schools are faced with many local and national challenges at a time of change with under-investment and under-funding for our schools across England. Choosing to close the strong schools and lose the excellent teachers we have cannot be a solution to these problems and the fragmented system we have.  I think more time should be given to explore other options and listen to those most closely involved in education - including all the head teachers in the affected schools as well as time for parents and other stakeholders to properly understand the implications in what has become a very complicated consultation with Hadrian Learning Trust carrying out their own consultation at the same time.   I think there should be more focus given to post 16 education provision in the west of the county as this seems poorly provided for. I recognise that a proportion of young people will always looks to other 6th form options but I think too many feel that have to travel to Newcastle and Gateshead to continue their learning (with the added travel costs for this) as QEHS can't provide for them. Surely this should also be looked at as part of the study too?

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

HEXHAM

No

Although it maintains the three tier system in the hexham partnership i don't think it is a good idea to have only one high school serving the area.  At the moment the high school does not meet the needs of many of our children.  Great if you are bright, sporty and/or have supportive parents.  We need an alternative choice - the competition will help maintain standards.  Too many of the small rural school have closed and the travel time each day for young children is too long.   

No

This option fills me with dread for our community.  This is a rural area and I am disappointed to repeatedly hear '2 tier will bring us in line with the  rest of the country' - we are not like the rest of the country.  The three tier system, when done correctly, is the best system in the county for the development of children and adolescents.  When you have been part of both systems you start to understand how worthwhile the 3 tier is.  In the future, when we finally accept we have a generation of children whose knowledge is exam driven and their mental health and resiliance is poor there will be an overhall of education nationally and we will look at three tier and wonder why we got rid of it.  The size of QEHS is appallingly large - children will be lost.  When a large school fails it is very hard to turn it around and  half the children in the area will be affected.  I did not move to this area for this - i could have stayed in the city to get this sort of experience for my children.  In fact you rarely get this size in the city and you have choice of school.    Once again too many small school shut and the ones that are left could not offer in years 5 and 6 what the middle schools are offering. The high school could not offer the enriched curriculum opportunities that middle schools offer year 7 and 8 - instead they will narrow the curriculm early and will be driven by exam success.  

None

Don't know

It is good that the HBHS is open but it is a very hotch potch model so i am not sure it will work and i am not sure what the benefits would be.  I like the fact the middle schools are still part of the system but i can't see that being agreeable with the Hadrian Learning trust which have made it clear they want rid of HMS

Keep QEHS as a high school and encourage them to let go of HMS - then the middle schools could link together

I like the look of the Collaborative hubs version2 that i saw on CMS website - makes more sense and has a focus round the community, the pupils and a broad curriculum.  

Haydon Bridge

No

It significantly reduces parental choice in the west of Northumberland, and takes no account of children with SEND, or those with a vocational as opposed to academic leaning.  It takes no account of the effect on rural communities where schools are at the heart of the community.

No

Please see previous answer.

No

I'm sure there must be more to this proposal than meets the eye in that there is already a very popular primary school in Haydon Bridge, and this proposal would either not attract nursery/primary children, or would have a significant impact on the existing primary school.  Since Shaftoe Trust Primary School in Haydon Bridge is now an academy, is there something behind this proposal that we are not being told?  Again, the closing of several small successful rural schools would have an untold effect on the communities they serve.

Haydon Bridge High School has put forward a viable and realistic alternative to all the suggested proposals A,B and C presented by the Local Authority.  This is being referred to as  Haydon Bridge model 'D', and is the one that is most thought out, sets achievable goals, and offers an alternative to the 'academic' route proposed by Queen Elizabeth High School in Hexham.  It offers parental choice, considers the needs of students with SEND, those wishing to follow apprenticeships and vocational/technical education, yet still retains an exciting and forward looking academic route.    It does not impinge on Shaftoe Trust Primary School in the village, and remains at the heart of the community, securing a vibrant, lively and divers village for the foreseeable future.  Students would not have to travel longer distances than they do now.  The school does need capital investment, which could easily be accommodated by the saving of money from scrapping plans to build a new super school somewhere in Hexham.  The LA would have to promote the school far more than it has in the recent past, and give it the same status as that of QEHS.  The decline of the school has in part been fuelled by lack of support from the LA which could have been avoided.  The school has somewhat revived its fortunes in the last few months, and given the chance, could once again rapidly secure the excellent reputation it has always had in the village and beyond.  The uncertainty created by these proposals is significantly adversely impacting on the current students on whose future we depend, and they deserve an excellent stable school structure to enable them to achieve.  This could be best achieved by the HBHS model 'D'.  Please give serious and considered thought to the plans put forward by Haydon Bridge High School.  It is the one I support.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Barrasford

No

 I strongly believe that the young people from Haydon Bridge need their own school in their own community.  A merger between the two high schools would mean longer travelling times for students and an impersonal education when they got there.  It would be in the best interests of young people in this area to have some decent investment in their school and give parents choice.  I also disagree with plan A as some rural first schools would close and the youngest children from our community would be expected to travel even further than they already do.  Our unique rurality means rural first schools are essential and we need to work from this basis.  The High schools must not forget the good work that the first and middle schools do in their part of a child's educational journey, each element is a careful balance of the child's educational, physical and emotional needs.  

No

I do not believe that a two tier system is what is best for our unique rural community.  I believe the three tier system is the only option for the needs of our children, for now and forever.  A closure of first school would mean children travelling longer distances to school, some children already travel long distances and it is unfair to expect them to travel further and have a fair chance of a good education when they get to school.  A 4 year already finds the school day enough of a challenge without adding more challenges.  The closure of first schools would also present major challenges and potential closure of many pre-schools that currently have an excellent transition process with first schools. My children both benefitted from going to a pre school attached to their first school and then making a easy and smooth transition into first school.  Middle schools are also an excellent transition for the oldest children in small first schools.  One of my children has made the transition into Hexham Middle School this year and he was really ready for the move and the challenges that middle school have presented him with.  If he were to stay in a small primary school then I don't believe this would have given him the educational opportunities that Middle School has.   

No

I do not live in the Haydon Bridge catchment area and am not as clear about their challenges as the Hexham area, but I do think that the thought of a 4-16 school at Haydon Bridge would be far too big and far too far for many of their children to have a fair education, I believe the council should be striving to give each and every child an outstanding education.  The rural challenges are not easily overcome but I believe that some investment, team work and creative thinking could meet the needs of each child in unique and amazing rural community.    A local first school, followed by a larger middle school with more challenges and opportunities, followed by a broad and exciting curriculum at high school is what will give our children a fair chance in their education.  We cannot ignore the rurality of our community and wish these challenges would go away. I believe the plans you have outlined do this and I am strongly against all the models stated.   

Each community will have the best idea of the challenges that they face and a broader consultation with representatives from each area I believe would be a good start.  We already have a lot of good things happening in our schools and a lot of excellent resources in our communities.  Our two major challenges at the two High Schools needing major investment and a fresh look at what they offer to our young people.  We need to ask ourselves what are the needs of our community and try and meet these challenges with creative and open thinking.

I am a parent of two boys one at Chollerton First School and one at Hexham Middle School.  I hope I have made a clear argument against your plans, I have given it my best shot and feel passionate about the issues we face.  I do not have any clear ideas about what a good way forward is, but I do believe that a good plan could be reached with a deeper and broader consultation.  If you need members of the community to volunteer their time to find a way forward I would consider this.  Many thanks for reading my response.  Good luck! 

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Yes

Least amount of disruption to education for my children.

No

Many children would be travelling a great distance.

Don't know

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge First School

Corbridge

Don't know

I don't have enough background knowledge of proposals A and C to determine whether Model A or Model C would be the most beneficial to the majority of children in our community.  I am strongly against model B though as I feel the benefits of a three tier system, keeping the existing middle schools open, far outweight the other options.

No

I, and my family, are very much against the closure of the middle schools in our community. Our son is currently going through Corbridge Middle School and our daughter is due to start there in September. We feel the three tier system is invaluable at an age where children need it most. The developmental and social changes children go through between the ages of Year 5 and Year 8 are huge and middle schools allow children to grow and develop as confident individuals in a secure, comfortable, nurturing environment. Children develop their interests and abilities in different areas, not just the more academic subjects, and we strongly believe middle schools are the perfect place for children of this age to experience and develop a broad curriculum setting them up for future education and life. We feel that children in a two tier system are more likely to 'slip through the net'and not develop to their full potential as they are 'one of many' and don't feel they'll be offered as many chances. Mostly though we feel it is the pastoral care of children that would most suffer if this three tier system was gotten rid of. We currently have such an effective, excellent three tier system that is working very well so please don't change it.

Don't know

I don't have enough background knowledge of proposals A and C to determine whether Model A or Model C would be the most beneficial to the majority of children in our community.  I am strongly against model B though as I feel the benefits of a three tier system, keeping the existing middle schools open, far outweight the other options.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

Yes

Don't know

Parent/carer

Allendale Primary School

Whitfield

No

No option for education at the end of year eight Potentially not child focussed education and too many pupils in a massive school

No

No choice for secondary education - large schools do not focus on child centred education, loss of nurturing middle schools TOO MANY PUPILS IN ONE PLACE, transport issues in Hexham 

No

No choice for secondary education - large schools do not focus on child centred education, loss of nurturing middle schools TOO MANY PUPILS IN ONE PLACE safeguarding issues with mixing of pupils across age ranges and key stages 

Review the options that are available and the financial implications that are misguided Middle schools do work in the extreme rural setting of Northumberland  Secondary schools value the small school model that Northumberland have as I teach in one! Nurture the children NOT the financial bonuses of academy chains that pull out and heads that THAT GAIN Do not ruin the education of generation as I DO NOT want my daughter to suffer through this  MOST IMPORTANTLY FIND A WAY TO KEEP THE MIDDLE SCHOOLS, these children are more independent and confident in later life and more nurtured compared to their secondary peers

Parent/carer

Henshaw C of E Aided Primary School

Bardon mill

No

No

Yes

There needs to be a school in the west Tyne area that has the same set up as Collingwood in Morpeth, an SEN School that is built for children who have a academic ability but who can’t cope in a mainstream school. Priory does not have the facilities for these children.   It is utterly unthinkable that we are expecting our most vulnerable children to travel huge distances to a school in Morpeth. They have been let down by the system and let down by this education review!

There needs to be a school in the west Tyne area that has the same set up as Collingwood in Morpeth, an SEN School that is built for children who have a academic ability but who can’t cope in a mainstream school.  It is utterly unthinkable that we are expecting our most vulnerable children to travel huge distances to a school in Morpeth. They have been let down by the system and let down by this education review!  As for the change in the schools that are currently being proposed I do think that a two tier system is what’s best, it’s less transition and upheaval for all the children, I do however think haydon bridge should be kept open and it should take over as the main school for that area and the feeder schools ie allendale, Henshaw etc should all be able to feed into it as they would now, I went to HBHS and although it needs improvement there is a sustainable feed of children who’s parents are willing to support it, I have 4 children in total and my eldest would need the SEN School but I have 3 children who would thrive at HB but would get lost in a super School in hexham

Parent/carer

Other

Broomley

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

stocksfield

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

No

No

Models A,B &amp; C are not an option for me.  Wark school is a excellent viable school with good Ofsted reports. Children thrive from start to finish here through exceptional audience from all the staff. To close this school would have a negative effect on the wide community. NO SCHOOL NO COMMUNITY.  I would love to give my child the best start in life by sending them the wark school.  This school has proven it can respond and act on many situations that has been thrown in there way because they are viable, hardworking and determined to get make the best for our children.

Parent/carer

Broomley

Prudhoe

No

Closure of Whittonstall will adversely affect Broomley which is part of the same federation

No

As before it will adversely affect Broomley

No

Adverse affect on Broomley

To retain rural first schools and consider alternative high school to Haydn bridge

Staff Member

Whittonstall First School

NE42 6EU

No

No

No

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Hexham

No

No

No

Three tier is in the best interests of children, academies destroy comprehensive education and the equality of opportunity for all that the system was designed to provide.  These proposals are about finances not education.  Spend the money on improving the schools we’ve got not creating new ones. Someone needs to hold QE to account - they are holding the entire West Northumberland education system to ransom and the council is complicit - this is wrong. 

Wark C of E First School

Birtley

No

No

No

Wark school is marked for closure in all three proposals. Any closure would have a significant effect upon pupil travel distances and to the viability of Wark economically and as a place for families to come and live. The school which has an excellent academic record and a forward looking governing body is tailored to the needs of pupils and to their parents with extensive and meaningful pre and wrap around care for pupils. there is no suggestion that this could and would exist elsewhere. The school has the physical and academic capacity to easily accomodate any increase in numbers with a the adoption of a two tier system and could act as an important alternative  to pupils from the Bellingham school proposed.  The proposals vastly underestimate the logistics of taking children as young as 7 North in the Tyne valley on a daily basis. This is against the general flow of commuting so would significantly increase parent journey times and congestion on a relatively poor B class road. Closure of either Wark or Bellingham bridges, for long periods, which have both occurred in the last 18 mths would make such a commute impossible.  The school could be easily converted to accomodate first school pupils up to  age 11  before transferring them to Haydon Bridge for secondary education, an arrangement which has worked well for many years.   i ask the authority to carefully reconsider these dramatic proposals and understand that Wark has a performance record and geographical location that makes it indispensible to the local and wider community. 

Staff Member

West Woodburn First School

Woodburn

No

You are killing community’s and you don’t think of the trauma these children are going to go through, you are not bothered at all about their education it all boils down to money, these super big schools will fail just like the super cramlington hospital but you don’t care as long as you get your big fat wages and early pensions 

No

No

Give smaller schools a chance and support them

Pupil/Student

Beaufront First School

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Beaufront First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Allendale Primary School

Allendale

No

I appreciate that the merging/closure of some small first and primary schools makes sense but I cannot support the closure of HBHS. I am against HBHS merging QEHS for the following reasons: 1. The new school will be far too big which risks have a detrimental effect on the education of all pupils. Individual strengths and needs will not be catered for.  2. Without any competition from alternative secondary schools there is less motivation to keep standards high at QEHS. 3. The closure of HBHS will be terrible for the local community. Fewer families will choose to move to Haydon Bridge and the surrounding areas and house prices will drop. 4. Young people who are already travelling significant distances will have to travel even further.

Close/merge the first/primary schools as outlined in Model A. Retain HBHS as a secondary school. Move QEHS to a new building.

No

I appreciate that the merging/closure of some small first and primary schools and middle schools makes sense but I cannot support the closure of HBHS.  My objections to HBHS merging with QEHS are the same as will model A: 1. The new school will be far too big which risks have a detrimental effect on the education of all pupils. Individual strengths and needs will not be catered for.  2. Without any competition from alternative secondary schools there is less motivation to keep standards high at QEHS. 3. The closure of HBHS will be terrible for the local community. Fewer families will choose to move to Haydon Bridge and the surrounding areas and house prices will drop. 4. Young people who are already travelling significant distances will have to travel even further.

Keep HBHS as a secondary school (11-18). Turn QEHS into a secondary school (11-18) and move to a new building on a new site.  Close all of the middle schools.  Close/merge some of the first/primary schools. Make all first schools become primaries.

Yes

As outlined in my responses to models A and B, I believe keeping and improving HBHS is the best option for West Northumberland. This option will also improve standards at QEHS (as a 9-18 or 11-18 school) and continue to mean that parents have some choice.

I am unsure why it is necessary for HBHS to extend its age range to 4-18.

Keep HBHS as a secondary school (11-18), improving or replacing the school building.  Close all of the middle schools, merge/close some first primary schools and make any first schools become primaries.  Build a new school for QEHS on a new or existing site and turn it into a secondary school (11-18).

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

No

No

leave the faultless 3 tier system as it is, and build a new high school with the 42 million set aside

Staff Member

Corbridge Middle School

No

No

No

The 3 tier system of education in Northumberland is a successful education system. Putting it very simply, "it works."  The size of the catchment area for the West of Northumberland covers a vast area. It is impossible to use a model of 2 tier education to fit the needs of the children in the area - you can't even compare the area to the west of Newcastle!  My own son is educated in the 3 tier system; indeed I live in Northumberland for that reason. I want him to be educated in the 3 tier system as it nurtures children. It allows them to be children - it allows them to thrive. The middle school ethos in the West of Northumberland allows this to happen.  I have worked in education for ten years in a secondary environment - children are lost in the system. The size of secondary schools do not allow children to be known. SEN children do not get the correct level of intervention because of sheer numbers and secondary schools cannot afford to utilise funding to the best advantage of the children due to extensive and regular education cuts.  I now have the sheer, daily joy of working at Corbridge Middle School where I see children engaged, helping each other, thriving on fantastic opportunities given to them, staff working above and beyond to bring out the best in these children. Every pupil is an individual and every individual is cared for and nurtured. The education offered at Corbridge Middle School is at an excellent standard. The idea of closing a successful, financially viable and active school makes me wonder what on earth Northumberland County Council are thinking about. You do not close "success." You work to help other schools achieve this success, following the methods of the model. It isn't broken. Don't try to fix it.

Birtley,Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

No

It’s flawed

Don’t do it

No

No

Stay with the current system

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Hexham

No

Cost to much money and cause to much disruption to children’s education. Will inevitably be loss of jobs to school staff.

No

Same reason as before.

No

Same reason again, too much interruption to children’s education, loss of jobs, traffic congestion.

Leave the system the way it is, it’s worked for years. This will cause a huge disruption to children’s education especially those in the later phase of their education. I worked in education for 17 years and most people can see straight though the government local councils and ofsted. This is usually how it works, the government/ local councils decide they want to change things so they say to ofsted - go to that school and give it a bad report so it makes it easier for us to close it. That’s how government and local councils work now. It is unlawful and corrupt, what does it matter what we say, you will just do it anyway.

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

No

No

I do not want my child to be lost in a 'super school' .... Faceless, nameless .... Just a number 

Parent/carer

Henshaw C of E Aided Primary School

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Join greenhead and henshaw to keep them together on the henshaw site. Children from the catchment area of greenhead would become catchment for henshaw.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

No

Do not agree with this model at all No

Do not agree with this model at all Don't know

Good in the fact it keeps the school open but could be improved on

Why not make Haltwhistle and Bellingham middle schools into Primary schools then children can feed into Haydon Bridge from year 7 from these areas as well as Haydon Bridge and the smaller rural communities. Plus boost the funding and carry out the repairs necessary.   There are a lot of happy thriving children attend this school and Haydon Bridge would not be the same without it. We don’t want our children being shipped to Hexham with longer journeys and earlier starts in the morning, some children are already picked up as early as 7.30am from Sparty Lea area and this may be earlier if there are more to pick up to take to Hexham schools, it’s not fair on the children.   We urge you to think about the people and what we want.

Parent/carer

Cambo

Otterburn

Don't know

I agree that some smaller schools are not financially viable especially where there are alternative schools within a short distance of each other. The concerns of parents are transport to/from alternative schools. The children who live / currently attend school on the extremities of the catchment areas will be significantly disadvantaged due to excessive travelling that would be necessary. In most cases it will add over 2 hours per day on top of the normal school day. For younger children this would have a significant detrimental effect on their education.

I believe strongly that the current 'catchment' system is removed in order allow the flexibility of parents opting to apply for a place at their closest school / one within their personal work direction. I believe the authority should provide transport to the alternative school but in such a way that the collection / drop-off points be reasonable. My son currenty attends Cambo First school although we live in the Otterburn area / Hexham catchment. Our closest high school is Ponteland and not Hexham. Cambo itself falls in the Morpeth feeder system. We are literally in the middle of all 3 in distance, however Ponteland is closest and Hexham the furthest.  I believe that support from parents would be given as long as catchment / feeder schools / transport are addressed. There would be no additional  cost to the authority for the above.  I would ask that for those residents who live in Otterburn / Redesdale parents are given the option as to which school system to attend ie remove the 'catchment' for the schools.  

No

Too radical. see previous

N/a

Don't know

The expense of the new buildings has to be taken into account against the savings of running existing schools. Keeping a local system for Haydon Bridge may be an option due to the travel implications and additional burden on the Hexham schools.  Removing children from Haydon Bridge to merge with Hexham would have a detrimental impact on all of the pupils. Class sizes would have to increase which would affect all.

I believe the current system of catchment areas be removed. Parents should be given more flexibility as to their choice of school due to the additional burden of travel for all of those affected. I believe the compromise would be to allow parents to apply for a place and to be given free transport to the school. eg in our case, be given the option of applying for Ponteland or Morpeth as an alternative and be allowed transport to the school on the understanding that we can get our child to the current pick-up point. This would not incur any cost to the authority as the bus would be travelling the route in any event.  

Parent/carer

Other

No

Dear Sir/Madam,  I am writing to you today as I am most upset about the thought of my daughters first school. I don’t think it is right that this is happening for children at such a tender age of 4, there is protection issues for young children to be getting on a bus with teenagers. It is going to have a massive effect on the children’s education. What happens to the children who struggle to speak up in a small classroom now ? What are they going to feel like in a massive classroom ? Will they even been seen or heard ? With such a big school there will be more likely for bullying to happen and not to be seen . What will happen to all the teachers jobs if these schools close ? I also won’t be letting my child go to Haydon Bridge as I want her to go where I was when I was young as I know they are fantastic schools.  Kind regards 

Don't know

Dear Sir/Madam,  I am writing to you today as I am most upset about the thought of my daughters first school. I don’t think it is right that this is happening for children at such a tender age of 4, there is protection issues for young children to be getting on a bus with teenagers. It is going to have a massive effect on the children’s education. What happens to the children who struggle to speak up in a small classroom now ? What are they going to feel like in a massive classroom ? Will they even been seen or heard ? With such a big school there will be more likely for bullying to happen and not to be seen . What will happen to all the teachers jobs if these schools close ? I also won’t be letting my child go to Haydon Bridge as I want her to go where I was when I was young as I know they are fantastic schools.  Kind regards 

No

Dear Sir/Madam,  I am writing to you today as I am most upset about the thought of my daughters first school. I don’t think it is right that this is happening for children at such a tender age of 4, there is protection issues for young children to be getting on a bus with teenagers. It is going to have a massive effect on the children’s education. What happens to the children who struggle to speak up in a small classroom now ? What are they going to feel like in a massive classroom ? Will they even been seen or heard ? With such a big school there will be more likely for bullying to happen and not to be seen . What will happen to all the teachers jobs if these schools close ? I also won’t be letting my child go to Haydon Bridge as I want her to go where I was when I was young as I know they are fantastic schools.  Kind regards 

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Prudhoe

No

No

No

Staff Member

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

Alternative proposal provided by Haydon Bridge High School where academic and vocational coursed to be offered to students. Offering courses which will be project based learning alongside GCSE program.  To also offer a SEN provision on site to support and nurture students and provide skills to deal with life after school with a bright future having been nurtured in a caring and supportive environment.    A large school is not what is needed for students who live in a rural catchment area who will have attended small primary schools and will be phased by a 2000+ school, built by the local authority to support a profit making academy!

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

St Joseph's RC Middle School

No

No

No

There should be no school closures, either first school or middle school. The current 3 tier system should remain in place and all schools remain open. The current system works and provides excellent education for the children, which is after all what NCC consistently state is the most important thing. The reported 'war chest' of £40m could be put to use building the new school that QEHS needs and also provide a new school for Haydon Bridge.  There should be two high schools (QEHS &amp; Haydon Bridge) giving parents and children a choice and not limiting it to one option. I'm staggered that any of our schools are being considered for closure as their results are exceptional and none of them are failing, either educationally or financially.  

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School Stochsfield

No

Closing or merging Newbrough will adversely affect the education of its pupils and the village community.

No

Closing or merging Newbrough will adversely affect the education of its pupils and the village community.

No

Closing or merging Newbrough will adversely affect the education of its pupils and the village community.

Maintain status quo, accepting that small schools are unavoidable in rural W Northumberland.  New rough provides an excellent education - if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it!

Staff Member

Haydon Bridge High School

Ninebanks

No

The closure of Haydon Bridge High School would effectively removes any element of parental or student choice of educational setting. The proposed new secondary school would be too large to allow the quality of personalised education students deserve and are currently getting at HBHS. The projected admission figures for HBHS are a direct result of the debacle of Bright Tribe's involvement in the school's affairs over recent years. The resultant criminal uncertainty of the school's future has meant even the staunchest supporters of the school have had to make choices between a school they value and wish their child to go to but which may not remain open for the duration of their public examination courses, or a selective high school outside their community, which has a reputation and track record on focusing on the academically elite, creaming off high achievers for top courses and leaving lower ability students to languish on vocational and lower tier courses which ultimately shut down access to academic A levels such as maths and sciences and so close down career chances. 

No

The closure of Haydon Bridge High School would effectively removes any element of parental or student choice of educational setting. The proposed new secondary school would be too large to allow the quality of personalised education students deserve and are currently getting at HBHS. The projected admission figures for HBHS are a direct result of the debacle of Bright Tribe's involvement in the school's affairs over recent years. The resultant criminal uncertainty of the school's future has meant even the staunchest supporters of the school have had to make choices between a school they value and wish their child to go to but which may not remain open for the duration of their public examination courses, or a selective high school outside their community, which has a reputation and track record on focusing on the academically elite, creaming off high achievers for top courses and leaving lower ability students to languish on vocational and lower tier courses which ultimately shut down access to academic A levels such as maths and sciences and so close down career chances.

No

What is the logic in having a 4 - 16 school in Haydon Bridge alongside the current primary school? This is an ill thought out sham idea which is aimed to pacify angry students and parents who wish to remain at HBHS by presenting one option where HBHS does not close.

Model D proposed by Haydon Bridge High School.  West Northumberland needs a local and smaller school. Students will not prosper and grow as they currently do if they are required to move from a small village primary school to a 2000+ student school. The journeys required to travel to Hexham are unreasonable, in terms of length but also the type of roads, including feeder taxis, and especially in bad weather.  Parents and students must be given choice.  Hexham school cannot be allowed to "game" with students futures by shutting off students subject and examination pathways at an early age. This is expressly forbidden in the new Ofsted structure. At HBHS students are valued and nurtured and many make exceptional progress, becoming the first generation in their family to go to university. These students would be lost in the elitist and ruthless pursuit of high places in examination league tables that Hexham school pursues.

Governing Body The Sele First School

No

Governors feel that it is not possible to separate NCC consultation from that of the Hadrian Trust; both would impact on the effectiveness of the current model at SELEfirst.    The DfE has confirmed its intention to introduce a National Funding Formula (NFF) for Schools with effect from April 2020 so that all schools will have funding set according to the same allocation mechanism. The proposal from central government is that schools across England will move to a standardised funding model.  The funding formula factor values will be set by the DfE and no longer locally by the LA. This will be subject to agreement in the next Comprehensive Spending Review. Whatever the national formula, it is estimated that 72% of a schools budget is simply related to the numbers of pupils it has. In light of this Governors felt that the status quo was not an option for either partnership.  Governors have a strong sense that the direction of travel at Hadrian Trust is a move to 11-18; Governors have considered the rationale given by SLT at Hadrian Trust and feel that they have put forward a persuasive rationale for change.  Governors felt that NCC needed to make an urgent decision to secure the availability of high quality provision for the students of Haydon Bridge post Y6. 

No

Governors feel that they can only respond for proposals impacting on SELEfirst and whilst there will be many and varied creative solutions for the two partnerships that is not for them to advocate.    The DfE has confirmed its intention to introduce a National Funding Formula (NFF) for Schools with effect from April 2020 so that all schools will have funding set according to the same allocation mechanism. The proposal from central government is that schools across England will move to a standardised funding model.  The funding formula factor values will be set by the DfE and no longer locally by the LA. This will be subject to agreement in the next Comprehensive Spending Review. Whatever the national formula, it is estimated that 72% of a schools budget is simply related to the numbers of pupils it has.   Governors agreed that school sustainability both now and in the future with the onset of a funding model that would depend primarily upon pupil numbers the Primary model might help sustain small rural schools.  They felt that there were currently unacceptable variations in first school funding, the amount first schools in both partnerships have available to spend per pupil that disadvantaged SELEfirst.  Governors were aware of solutions put forward by groups of other schools however, in determining the way forward for SELEfirst they came to the following conclusions.  Governors feel that they have substantial evidence to suggest that a reduction to a PAN of 60 is unrealistic for SELEfirst; it has not been possible to paste the evidence into this format however in summary:  Given the available figures on school funding both now and on estimates of fairer funding Governors see that we provide excellent value for money and that SELEfirst is highly sustainable in its current form or when considering a move to Primary.  Current numbers in each year group are Reception 84, Y1 - 78, Y2 - 78, Y3 - 89, Y4 - 81.  A move to a PAN of 60 would not work in that we are a popular school.  The Twenty year trend is that in year admissions ensure that year group size rises from year to year for example 2014-2015 - 17 additional pupils; 2015 - 2016 - 15 additional pupils; 2016 - 2017 - 22 additional pupils; and so far this year 2017 - 2018 - 13 additional pupils.  Governors believe parents would appeal for places and that if only a very small number were successful class size legislation Reception to Y2 would mean that the current single age classes would swiftly move to larger, mixed age and mixed key phase groups.  We believe that this would have a highly detrimental impact on standards, continuity and consistency of provision.  A reduction to two form entry has been modelled and would be the highly disruptive to the current highly effective model in that the number of classes would fluctuate from 15 classes, to 17, to 19, to 18, to 17, to 16, to 15 to 14. This would mean temporary accommodation and temporary teaching staff; it would be a distraction for SLT whose efforts wold be best spent on ensuring the current high quality of education evidenced in three times outstanding Ofsted, National Support School and National Teaching School status.  Governors felt that NCC needed to make an urgent decision to secure the availability of high quality provision for the students of Haydon Bridge post Y6.   When considering these questions and the information supplied by Hadrian Learning Trust Governors feel that:  •The financial arguments put forward by HLT are valid and persuasive; that a new build 11-18 school on one site would provide significant benefits including improved facilities and opportunities for pupils leaving SELEfirst.  •The most recent consultation appears to confirm HLT chosen direction of travel; QEHS will need to build capacity to take HBHS and they have a financial strategy which supports 11-18 plans excluding KS2 pupils; they need capital investment that appears is forthcoming from NCC despite their academy status.  If we chose to remain as a first school there will be limited options in Hexham for our Y5 and Y6 children.  •Current HMS / QEHS sites require major capital investment; they are not fit for purpose and in keeping both sites they require senior leaders at HLT to focus too much on maintaining site and building stock, this diverts significant funding when it is clear that both time and money would be better spent on further developing teaching, the curriculum and provision for pupils.  •That the arguments put forward regarding the advantages of two tier are valid and persuasive given the national and county picture for example transparent accountability for KS2; transition points being reduced; opportunities for rural schools to be more sustainable by becoming Primary when faced with future funding models; advantages for pupils starting KS3 as they move school at 11 and having time before they hit GCSE options and exams.  •SELEfirst feels well placed to continue to provide the best possible outcomes, opportunities and provision for Y5 and Y6 pupils. Senior leaders, Governors and staff are 100% committed in their continued desire to aim for outstanding educational, emotional and personal development.   •We feel that SELEfirst benefits from ‘local governance’ and would not be seeking to enter MAT arrangements with HLT.  •Between spring 2017 and March Governors considered a number of options for becoming Primary in response to HLT proposals.    •Governors feel that a one off capital investment from NCC (and this would be essential and non-negotiable) would be the best solution allowing all parents who wished pupils to continue at SELEfirst to do so until end of Y6. This would mean continuing with a PAN of 84.  This final point in turn has implications for our response to proposals within EWN.   

Governors plans would need to ensure our current PAN of 84 (this would also ensure the current smooth transition from our 78 place Nursery where flexible hours provision is expanding alongside out of hours provision); we would seek assurances from NCC for a one off capital investment to develop the current site to provide additional capacity on the west of the site that currently includes the footprint of a caretaker’s house and a dining room block.  Initial studies show that we could have 7 additional classes here.  Governors have considered becoming an Academy in the past; we are in a strong position to do this as we currently Outstanding and we are a Teaching School.  Governors have taken the view that nothing would have been gained, no added value via this approach.   Governors also felt that if the move to Primary were mooted without adequate capital investment they would consider this position.  For children who wish to to stay at SELEfirst in Y5 and Y6 and then transition to QEHS.  

No

Governors feel that they can only respond for proposals impacting on SELEfirst and whilst there will be many and varied creative solutions for the two partnerships that is not for them to advocate.    The DfE has confirmed its intention to introduce a National Funding Formula (NFF) for Schools with effect from April 2020 so that all schools will have funding set according to the same allocation mechanism. The proposal from central government is that schools across England will move to a standardised funding model.  The funding formula factor values will be set by the DfE and no longer locally by the LA. This will be subject to agreement in the next Comprehensive Spending Review. Whatever the national formula, it is estimated that 72% of a schools budget is simply related to the numbers of pupils it has.   Governors agreed that school sustainability both now and in the future with the onset of a funding model that would depend primarily upon pupil numbers the Primary model might help sustain small rural schools.  They felt that there were currently unacceptable variations in first school funding, the amount first schools in both partnerships have available to spend per pupil that disadvantaged SELEfirst.  Governors felt that the proposals by Hadrian Trust to move to 11-18 were based upon a rationale that was persuasive; if they decided upon this direction of travel the status quo for SELEfirst was not an option.  Governors felt that NCC needed to make an urgent decision to secure the availability of high quality provision for the students of Haydon Bridge post Y6. 

A mixed economy that was financially sustainable and fair to all , that allowed for the right of self determination of more rural settings.  This has been mooted by clusters of schools.  However, in Hexham we feel we need to be aligned to any plans Hadrian Trust has to become 11-18.  

Parent/carer

Whitfield C of E Voluntary Aided Primary School

Haydon Bridge HS

Langley

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

halton lra gate

Yes

bigger school more investment

Don't know

No

Parent/carer

Slaley First School

No

Hayden Brdge requires a school to provide essential education for pupils in that catchment area, without travelling no to Hexham. Proposed first school closures would be detrimental to rural communities and no consideration has been given to the bigger picture i.e. time scales etc of implementation.   You expect Slaley to become a bigger school with increased catchment area taking in Whitley Chapel but yet state that it's yearly admission numbers will stay at 10 each year? How can this be right? 

No

A move to a two tier system would be detrimental for all areas of education in such a unique education system we have in Northumberland. Why change when it is clear this system works and is successful.   Hayden Bridge requires to have a school to provide education within it's catchment area not travel pupils to Hexham.   Closure of rural schools would be detrimental to rural communities and wider picture if housing etc.   It is clearly just all financially motivated. It is a huge leap for children attending a relatively small primary school but then having to make a huge jump to a potential super school in year 7 - this can only be detrimental to their education.

No

Rural school closures will be detrimental to local communities and areas.

Pupil/Student

Beaufront First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

Closing good schools is wrong. It is bad for students. It is bad for local communities. It is bad for the region. It is bad for education and no good will come of it.

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Corbridge middle school

Slaley

No

I don't believe that HBHS needs to close I think it needs investment.

No

No

Reinvest in HBHS because it serves a huge rural catchment  which would be enormous if linked to Hexham QEHS and would mean many pupils would have very long bus journeys to school, would not be able to stay on for after school clubs and sports etc  

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

It is not related to the education of all children in West Northumberland. It is driven by a political agenda that is not about student’s education or their needs but about using capital investment where it is not deserved. Hadrian Learning trust chose to step away from the council and go it alone therefore the only secondary school that should be in this discussion is Haydn Bridge.

No

It is not related to the education of all children in West Northumberland. It is driven by a political agenda that is not about student’s education or their needs but about using capital investment where it is not deserved. Hadrian Learning trust chose to step away from the council and go it alone therefore the only secondary school that should be in this discussion is Haydn Bridge

Yes

This takes into account the wider needs of children for the future. Bellingham will end up two tier anyway because if option a or b is taken on and HLT consultation agress to go 11-18 school

Haydon Bridge option D is a very good proposal that council members are scared of as it is a good one. Have the council thought about the national kudos they could gain from the re-designing of rural schools around the country. How amazing for the council to be a pioneer of something like this, that changes the face of education. 

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I believe the proposed structure that Haltwhistle community campus has put forward will work best for my family. I don’t wish for the schools to close in haltwhistle or at haydon bridge. I’ve 2 young children who I don’t wish to travel to hexham on a bus. I think the super school idea will be too big and my children will not get the education they deserve as the will just become a number. They won’t be able to attend after school clubs or even socialise with friends.

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

No

No

Wark has had a school since 1684 and has been the hub of this friendly village. The offsted report is good, children have a very good teaching base and move on to the next level with higher than average academic achievement. Wark can become a primary school in a two tier system, it was before. Closing this school will have a massive impact on social, recreational and community life. Bellingham Middle school to revert back to two tier, it was in the  1950s 60s &amp; 70s. The £60millon money would be better spent on improving the rural schools before making all these rural areas ghost villages. Think what this impact will do for future generations.

Pupil/Student

Beaufront First School

No

No

No

I love my school. My teachers know me well and care for me. I would find a bigger school too scary.  I know all of the children in my school and we are all friends. I enjoy the work we do and I am learning lots.  I think we should keep small schools in our villages and countryside. I like to go to the Apple Show at Beaufront School and we see lots of our neighbours there.  I hope that my baby brother and sister will come to my school and the new nursery that they are opening at Beaufront. I want to go to Corbridge Middle School not a very big secondary school. It is important to me that my teachers know me well. I am very happy at Beaufront school. It is the best. Rosie Bolam aged 5

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

corbridge

No

No

I do not believe a 2 tier system meets the needs of our communities - villages need to retain their schools as they are the heart of every community.

No

Fund Hexham High school to sort its building out and leave the rural communities alone to retain their schools in the existing 3 tier system.

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

No

No

Haydon Bridge doesn't need two schools for primary children - proposing to use our children from Newbrough to sustain a second primary in a village is completely unsustainable and I do not see the educational value in doing this.   Should this proposal option go ahead then my children would not attend the new school in haydon bridge, they will go to a different local school as I fundamentally oppose children of ages 4-16 being schooled together.   There is no placement for nursery children within the proposed Haydon bridge school - a factor which would influence where former newbrough children and local families will send their children in the future.

I support the Haydon Bridge High School Development Proposal for Academic and Vocational Learning. I believe this will provide more choice for future parents within the west tynedale area. I am not opposed to a change from 3 to 2 tier, and believe that this is possible without the mass disruption to local communities

I support the Haydon Bridge High School Development Proposal for Academic and Vocational Learning.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I think the proposal from haltwhistle community campus should be considered. I believe this is the best fir my grandchildren. I don’t want them traveling to hexham at such a young age to a super school where they won’t receive the education they need as it will be too big.

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Humshaugh

Yes

Due to my child having Special educational needs I feel that his needs are being met fully within a very caring/nurturing faith school.  He copes well within St Joseph's setting and number of children who attend and if this changes then I don't think he will be able to cope.  It is his right to be able to continue his education within a mainstream setting where is the Inclusion of the children in all of these proposals?.

No

No

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Hexham

No

Beaufront school is Ofsted rated outstanding and at full capacity. Why should it close in lieu of Acomb, which is only good and not able to fill its places?  Beaufront has the most amazing community spirit and wonderful atmosphere producing fantastic children as well as fantastic results. Acomb is at best average (I did a placement there so know), to suggest Acomb take on Beaufront pupils rather than the other way around is an insult to the defication and skill of Beaufront staff. It is asking the Beaufront children to have a lower quality of education rather than giving Acomb pupils the chance of a better education.

Beaufront (outstanding and at full capacity) stays open, Acomb (good, below capacity) merges or closes.

Yes

Beaufront is outstanding and would be able to take on the role of primary school with skill and expertise. It would be sacrilige to close one of the best schools in Northumberland, lowering the standard of education. I am fully behind Beaufront becoming a primary school.

No

To close Beaufront (outstanding and at full capacity) and force a merger into Acomb (good and not at full capacity) lowers education standards for all. If one of these schools must close it should be Acomb, it is very average, while Beaufront has outstanding staff and produces great citizens as well as results. Its ethos and atmosphere is second to none and deserves to stay open.

Close Acomb not Beaufront, why make the average education of our children lower, it is criminal to close an outstanding school instead of a very average one.

I understand the need for change, but outstanding schools should always get precedence over good schools. The average education of Northumberland pupils should always be as high as possible. To even think of closing an outstanding school at full capacity such as Beaufront is an insult to our children and our / their hopes for the future.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

Don't know

I think Model A or C is the best all round option but am not sure which would be the least disruptive to the children in our surrounding areas

No

I firmly favour and support the three tier system and strongly believe in keeping our middle schools open

Don't know

I think Model A or C is the best all round option but am not sure which would be the least disruptive to the children in our surrounding areas

Staff Member

Hexham First School

A comb First

Wall

No

This model does not seem to me to move things forward in the big issue of two or three tier. Surely it’s time Northumberland fitted in with the rest of the country and adopted a two tier system.

Yes

This seems to be, in my opinion the only option. Northumberland have spent years dithering about which system to adopt and now run both. Surely this model is the only way forward? If it means new school buildings and investment then this is the way to go.   The west of county has always been left on a back burner compared with the other areas of Northumberland where huge investment has gone into new school buildings and a two tier system. For everyone’s benefit bringing the West alongside the rest of county is only sensible.   Having worked in Hexham First as Deputy Head for many years and struggled to work in a run down building for so long, I understand how vital new investment is needed (buckets from leaking roofs were a feature not an occasional thing!) . I frequently drive past new building work to Darras Hall school, noting it will be Primary and that new schools are being built next to my elderly mother’s flat which was the leisure centre. Ponteland also recently had another new school built to replace the old first school. Surely if parents in Hexham could see the benefits of these they would not continue to fight for the Middle Schools to remain?   There has long been an outcry for a new High School, this is the opportunity for one to be built. Northumberland needs to run one system and bring itself in line with the rest of the country. 

I would like to mention the proposed merger of Acomb First and Beaufront First. Even though this section asks for improvements, there is no other space for people to raise concerns on this matter.  As mentioned I taught within the Hexham partnership for many years and my children attended Acomb First. This village school at the time had 86 pupils although numbers have varied. The school is a vital part of the community, it’s a school where children who live in the village are walked to school every day and a place where parents meet. The school itself is used by the community for example by groups such as the WI and Local History Society after school hours. If you close Acomb you would rip out the heart of the community.  I find it interesting that you are able to say how many children live outside the catchment area for all proposed school closures, yet for Beaufront this has been omitted? Perhaps this is because, I believe, only 4 children out of 70 live within catchment? Was this omitted deliberately? Unlike the children at Acomb who can be walked to school, the children at Beaufront are driven because so many of them live outside catchment. A fair proportion of children attending Beaufront are actually in Acomb catchment? I also believe a fair number of children at Beaufront live outside Northumberland Authority?  Surely County cannot be thinking of paying to bus 59 children from Acomb to Beaufront when they would only have to transport 4 the other way?   For many years the parents at Beaufront have fought to keep this school and I expect they will put up a good fight this time round. A very large proportion of these parents are very articulate professionals. However, I don’t believe they want the Acomb children in their school, they want their school to remain as a pre- school for Mowden Hall? If Beaufront were to close how many would take their children to Acomb or would they find another small school elsewhere?   The other point is size. Acomb has the land to expand into a Primary School, Beaufront does not?

No

For the reasons given in my last answer. I believe Model B is the only way to bring the County together in a two tier system with the rest of the country.

I think combining elements would lead to confusion? Northumberland has to be firm and go with two tier throughout County. It needs to go with the rest of the Country. If two tier is the way for new school investment and saving money then it needs to be done. This argument has dragged on for so many years now. Let’s hope it’s resolved soon in everyone’s best interests.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

No

No

Chollerton c of e school to remain open as it is an OUTSTANDING school with sound buildings &amp; room to expand if needed. Closing this school would have a massive effect on the village and surrounding villages. How could you transport children as young as 4 on a bus to a school miles away??

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I like haltwhistle community campus proposal. Would hate for haydon bridge to close and my grandchildren to travel to hexham so young to such a big school.

Parent/carer

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Newbrough

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Yes

Yes

No

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

After taking time to read the consultation document, to attend meetings and thoroughly read information available online I can’t support any model which would result in the closure of Haydon Bridge high school. Firstly it would remove the choice of secondary school available to parents and children. If a child were bullied or excluded where would they go? If would also mean my children travelling from a Haltwhistle to Hexham to attend secondary school which I feel is just too far. What about extra curricular activities, friends that are spread out over such a large area. This could significantly impact a child’s experience of education and subsequently how well they perform. I also feel that the proposed models would mean my children were attending school that are simply too big. I don’t want them to be simply another child lost in a huge school.   I have read the proposed models several times and what I find confusing in each model is the mixture of two and three tier or the inclusion of an all through school at HBHS. Where would the primary school age children to attend the all through school come from if Shaftoe Primary is to remain open? I think there should be either a three tier OR two tier not a mixture of these with all through school thrown in for good measure!   I appreciate the financial difficulties facing many schools in the area and I am under no illusion that things can’t go on as they are. Some schools will have to close.  I attended the meeting at Haltwhistle Upper school and the proposal they put forward is one alternative I support.   My main points are that I feel strongly that HBHS should not close and also the education system in the west of northumberland schools be either two tier OR three tier.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

The proposal presented is vague at best with 2 many unknowns, partly due to jumping the gun and not having the output of the HLT consultation.  This proposal relies entirely on HLT retaining 3-tier, closes HBHS, and then moves promptly into discussing changes to first, middle and primary schools, which in itself should not be in the scope of this consultation, particularly for the Hexham partnership. It also makes no consideration of the impact on the Prudhoe partnership of such far reaching changes.  It is also clear that there is a lack of local knowledge of these first schools from whoever put together the consultation, and it also ignores some of the guidance presented in the initial background, namely that first schools should have a minimum capacity of 75, which would tend to suggest that both Acomb and Beaufront schools should be excluded from change at this time as they meet that criteria.  Acomb 1st school is very much a part of the Acomb Village community with the majority of the children coming from within the village and able to walk to school. The majority of parents are more than happy with both the educational progress and the pastoral care received by their children, which is further evidenced by recent Ofsted reports.  While there is some spare capacity, there is not sufficient to absorb the current Beaufront intake (although it is questionable if they would all choose Acomb should Beaufront close) and it would also cause significant traffic issues in the village given so many of the children are out of catchment and therefore transported to school by parents or carers.  In reverse, Beaufront could not absorb the Acomb intake, and given the majority of the Acomb children are in catchment, a large coach would be required to transport the children (as they would be eligible for free NCC transport) but the road infrastructure between Acomb and Beaufront is not suitable.  There is no safe walking route between the 2 schools and increasing the number of cars dropping off would also be problematic.  Personally, I would not be happy with my children travelling by bus to school with limited supervision at such a young age, and as such would have to consider all available options (Beaufront, Hexham schools and schools further East).    

I don't see how anyone can seriously comment on the viability at this stage. It is my belief that Northumberland County Council should have regained control of HBHS and done a thorough assessment of the improvements staff and parents claim are being made before consulting. They should also have pushed HLT to conclude their consultation and present their business case before jumping into modelling the options.  I would also like the question answered as to why the RSC has so much say over HBHS if academisation was never completed.  This feels like the central government 'academisation at any cost' policy has been allowed to spill over into local decision making.  The focus should be on what is best for our children!

No

Again, the proposal presented is vague at best!   This proposal relies entirely on HLT converting to 2-tier, finding an appropriate site and developing suitable new buildings.  This 'super-school' must cater to a catchment that is geographically huge, but population sparse, vastly increasing the amount of travelling children aged 11-18 may have to do, with the closure of additional middle schools exacerbating this.  In this day and age, the environmental impact of the additional travel should also be a factor.  This also limits wrap around options for pupils, and would require HLT to expand their curriculum as you are effectively removing any parental choice for those West of Hexham. Clearly if the 2-tier model is pushed across the county further consultation on primary conversions would be needed and at this point the size of the rural schools should be assessed, but this seems inappropriate at this stage. Again the proposal makes no consideration of the impact on the Prudhoe area of such far reaching changes.  It is also clear that there is a lack of local knowledge of these first schools from whoever put together the consultation, and it also ignores some of the guidance presented in the initial background, namely that first schools should have a minimum capacity of 75, which would tend to suggest that both Acomb and Beaufront schools should be excluded from change at this time as they meet that criteria.  Acomb 1st school is very much a part of the Acomb Village community with the majority of the children coming from within the village and able to walk to school. The majority of parents are more than happy with both the educational progress and the pastoral care received by their children, which is further evidenced by recent Ofsted reports.  While there is some spare capacity, there is not sufficient to absorb the current Beaufront intake (although it is questionable if they would all choose Acomb should Beaufront close) and it would also cause significant traffic issues in the village given so many of the children are out of catchment and therefore transported to school by parents or carers.  In reverse, Beaufront could not absorb the Acomb intake, and given the majority of the Acomb children are in catchment, a large coach would be required to transport the children (as they would be eligible for free NCC transport) but the road infrastructure between Acomb and Beaufront is not suitable.  There is no safe walking route between the 2 schools and increasing the number of cars dropping off would also be problematic.  Personally, I would not be happy with my children travelling by bus to school with limited supervision at such a young age, and as such would have to consider all available options (Beaufront, Hexham schools and schools further East). 

Central government's 'academisation' solution has caused this mess, and should not be allowed to dictate the future education of our children. We need proposals that demonstrably put our children first.

No

This proposal feels like clutching at straws, in that it completely ignores the proposed outcomes from the HLT consultation creating a 'super school' of a different kind with a 9-18 campus in (or near?) Hexham.  With no indication of location, how the school would be managed, or the transport impacts it is near impossible to make lucid arguments.  In addition you have thrown in a 4-16 provision in place of HBHS, ignoring the need for 16-18 education for those pupils - where are they expected to go?  This still leaves a mixed model for Haydon Bridge, which is surely already part of the current problem with intake in years 7 and 8 at HBHS as rural parents seem to have a preference for a 3-tier education and can still take that option, feeding into HBHS in year 9, or continuing with a school still operating a 3-tier model and choose QEHS.  This model also has no impact on 1st school education in Hexham, and as such any consultation on the futures of Hexham 1st schools should be excluded to be looked at in detail once the future of the middle and high school is established.   Clearly if the 2-tier model is pushed across the county further consultation on primary conversions would be needed and at this point the size of the rural schools should be assessed, but this seems inappropriate at this stage. Again the proposal makes no consideration of the impact on the Prudhoe area of such far reaching changes.  It is also clear that there is a lack of local knowledge of these first schools from whoever put together the consultation, and it also ignores some of the guidance presented in the initial background, namely that first schools should have a minimum capacity of 75, which would tend to suggest that both Acomb and Beaufront schools should be excluded from change at this time as they meet that criteria.  Acomb 1st school is very much a part of the Acomb Village community with the majority of the children coming from within the village and able to walk to school. The majority of parents are more than happy with both the educational progress and the pastoral care received by their children, which is further evidenced by recent Ofsted reports.  While there is some spare capacity, there is not sufficient to absorb the current Beaufront intake (although it is questionable if they would all choose Acomb should Beaufront close) and it would also cause significant traffic issues in the village given so many of the children are out of catchment and therefore transported to school by parents or carers.  In reverse, Beaufront could not absorb the Acomb intake, and given the majority of the Acomb children are in catchment, a large coach would be required to transport the children (as they would be eligible for free NCC transport) but the road infrastructure between Acomb and Beaufront is not suitable.  There is no safe walking route between the 2 schools and increasing the number of cars dropping off would also be problematic.  Personally, I would not be happy with my children travelling by bus to school with limited supervision at such a young age, and as such would have to consider all available options (Beaufront, Hexham schools and schools further East).

More detail would be needed on the potential site for the combined middle and high school in Hexham, and also what happens to 16-18 year olds from Haydon Bridge. More clarity on any feed-ins between schools at the higher levels would also be good.

There are a number of flaws in this consultation.  The first is while there are 3 proposals, the outcome of the HLT consultation will very likely leave just one on the table. The second for me is that you have unnecessarily expanded this consultation to the Hexham partnership first and middle schools, which potentially are unaffected by the closure of HBHS and the HLT consultation (should it somehow result in retaining 3-tier). I have also heard directly from several of the 1st schools that your financial figures are just plain wrong. On top of that, you have over the last week been lauding the potential positive impact of North of Tyne devolution on schools funding - surely it would be worth having more information on this before making such fundamental changes to a system that is actually producing some of the better results in the North East.  Haydon Bridge Catchment:  In my opinion, the first step should be NCC regaining control of HBHS - as far as I am aware this has not happened, or if it has there has been no announcement, given that the consultation document suggested a February date.  If NCC cannot regain control and the decision is entirely in RSC hands then why are you consulting?  Secondly, decide on the education model for the Haydon Bridge catchment - the fact HBHS covers years 7-13, but a number of feeder schools come via Bellingham middle is always going to cause lower numbers at the bottom of the school. Anecdotally, rural parents seem to prefer the 3-tier model and I know some chose their schools based on HBHS being a secondary, and avoiding it's feeder primaries.  Hexham catchment:  it is premature to consult on the Hexham first and middle schools until the HLT consultation is concluded.  Should they choose to proceed to 2-tier, then consult on the future of 1st and middle schools based on the need to convert to primary, once a full business case has ben presented.  In both cases, opportunities arising from the North of Tyne devolution deal need to be considered, although my suspicion is the urban areas will drown out the needs of rural areas.  The Hexham and Haydon Bridge catchments are very different geographically and in population density to other parts of Northumberland, never mind Newcastle and North Tyneside.  Basically NCC have jumped the gun with a badly conceived consultation which suits no-one other than HLT who are being allowed to dictate education policy.  NCC in my opinion are complicit in the incompetence of the RSC with regard to the HBHS and BrightTribe debacle (how was that allowed to take 2 years).  This should have been an opportunity to regain control of education policy in the west of the county, with a focus on the children, not the finances. Instead it appears to be a bodged box ticking exercise.

Pupil/Student

Beaufront First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School Newbrough

No

No

No

Newbrough Primary is an excellent school. It's numbers are rising and with new homes been built in the area, numbers could rise again. This school delivers a brilliant education as I have seen first hand in my 5 year old daughter who has gone from strength to strength since joining this lovely local school. This school also has a brilliant mud play area within the nursery I strongly believe kids need the outdoors to learn and appreciate our beautiful countryside and enjoy learning through mud/forest school. They have had the mini police join the school which is lovely to see and hear my child talk about after school. Newbrough can't lose this lovely local school it's a huge part of our village. 

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Corbridge

No

No

No

I don't think enough information is provided in the consultation documents to meaningful respond to. The local first schools are thriving hubs of their villages. The wholesale closures all models represent will have a devastating impact on rural tynedale life. The proposed closure of Corbridge Middle School is particularly troubling to us as parents of newly adopted children. For them having a clear route though education with their cohort of friends is particularly important and from a very personal perspective all models represent a degree of change which I know my children would struggle to cope with.  I am unclear as to how any of the models achieve a vision for brilliant education for our children in the local area.   Other than the fact that QEHS s in debt and needs a new building and Haydon Bridge HS has lost its sponsors and seems to be struggling for admission: I am not sure what problems you are trying to fix?

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Consett

No

No

Don't know

None of the models QE has already changed to an academy supposedly to release funds to update school which as yet has not happened, another consultation is going on regarding merging with hexham middle and taking children from 11 years old this uncertainty is not good for the school creates too much stress for parents children and staff another merger would be a nightmare.  Our local school in consett merged with another local school got a shiny new building and became an academy is in the two tier standard system and is not doing well at all QEHS is a much better school and it would be very sad to see it ho the same way.

Pupil/Student

Beaufront First School

Bingfield

No

I love my school and do not want to go to a really big school.  I love all our teachers who know a lot of clever stuff and make every day fun.  I love our school garden and the woods and the shop we have made. We play outside all the time and have whole days outside with everyone outside the school we cook in the fire pit and do lots of running about and get to make different things we can take home or eat. Sometimes we get to wear home clothes which is okay as everyone knows everyone. When I was little at school the big ones looked after us at playtime and helped us with lunchtime.

No

I want to go to middle school like my brother he loves it.

No

I thinkk the high school needs a lot of money as it looks really grubby and needs to be looked after more.

Look after what we have and make it work better.

Pupil/Student

Beaufront First School

Hexham Midddle school

Bingfield

No

I have had an amazing time at Beaufront and am looking forward to going to HMS in September. Orchard block is a good way of getting the same age together and used to being part of a huge school.   I think that the system should stay and needs to be looked after. Spend money where it is needed.  The buildings need to be looked after so everyone is safe and feels valued. HMS should not have a leaking roof and QEHS looks very run down so they should be looked after first. If there is any money left then it should go to the small schools.   I would not want to ever go to a super size school. It does not sound very super to me. I like knowing peoples names and being part of something. Not want to be part of a crowd. Know it’s good to have a voice.

No

Don’t think it’s fair small schools should shut when they have down everything right and are the starting place for children to learn.

Keep the good schools open so children can will have a great time at first school and get ready for middle school.

No

Need to build on what already have and not make drastic changes. Sounds exciting but noting proven to work.

Spend money where t is needed and not make too many changes.

Parent/carer

Bellingham Middle School and Sports College

QEHS

Bellingham

No

I think options outlined are not feasible. Very little consideration has been given to the impact on children travelling vast distances, quite often in atrocious weather, or the impact closures will have on the towns or villages. 

No.

No

Once again, this is primarily financial concern, and there is little concern for the geography of northumberland and the rural nature of the county. Schools have evolved to serve the locality, to ensure education for the children of the town, not to ship them to a massive central school on a huge scale, where is the individual and personalised education in this scheme? 

No.

No

Our local school, Bellingham Middle, attract children from a scattered rural community, where children are bused in from across the county from Kielder, Otterburn and Wark to name a few rural villages. These children already set off early to reach Bellingham, how does the proposal explain how these children reach Hexham on a daily basis? Is it acceptable they travel in excess of 50+ miles round trip per day? How does this work for children age 9 setting off earlier than 8am to reach school? What about parents travelling to the school for meetings etc when many don't drive or unable to afford expensive public transport (which is not available from some locations). Have you factored in fuel and driver costs? How can this be acceptable for eco and green concerns? 

No.

I would agree closing schools that are functioning on low numbers, not simply to jump to an easy option of a 2 tier system. We chose my sons school carefully, and our location for work, jobs were secondary, so that he could be educated in a superior 3 tier system. Children with Send or dyslexic needs will get 'lost' in a super school. Bellingham could become a central hub for North Northumberland, allowing children to be taught within acceptable travelling distances. Please do not consider closing our fabulous and dynamic school. Please also consider the impact on our small towns and villages. 

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Bellingham

No

None of the options are suitable. You are closing schools that are not failing financially or educationally. I fully appreciate the high schools are failing and gcse results are poor but this is not coming from the first schools. You need to invest your money where it's needed and value the incredible first schools you have. I have spoken to numerous parents who feel the only solution, if the schools you suggest close, would be to pay for private education. It seems you don't appreciate how fortunate you are to have such exceptional schools in your area. If you interfere with something that is already successful and it fails you will have to answer some very difficult questions. Kielder school has 9 pupils and already travel to Bellingham. If any school should have been earmarked for closure it's kielder. In addition to the fact you are suggesting excessive travelling and a lack of school options for young children there is the matter of jobs and the local economy. You are going to take a huge number of jobs in areas where there are very few job opportunities to begin with. This will have a profound impact on local economics. 

No

Same reasons as previous answer No

Same reasons as given previously Leave the first schools open. If necessary change them to primaries to allow for a two tier system and invest heavily in the failing high schools.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Acomb

No

I believe the first school system should be protected and that the children should remain in this system. The financial pressures should be dealt with in another way.

No

The reasons are the same as previously stated.

No

The system should stay the same and the people responsible for the poor financial management that has led to this situation should not be left in charge of the proposed destruction of the education system. If the changes are inevitable, then the current management team should not be allowed to oversee it as they failed to manage the current schools adequately.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Barrasford

No

No

No

  My feelings are extremely strong with regards to the recent proposals outlined in the NCC consultation.  I believe that closing our first schools and dismantling the middle school system would be extremely detrimental to the welfare and education of our young people. I believe as a parent that we should not adopt any of the models proposed and that we should reject them wholeheartedly.  It is my belief that the alternative model should leave the current system as it stands.  The three tier system works within the context of our rural community.  Children are at the heart of our schools; they are nurtured and supported until they are ready to make their natural transition from first to middle schools and from their to the High School.  Without the excellent provision of our specialist teachers - EYFS, KS1 and KS2,  I believe that children will become "lost" in a huge sprawl. It also worries me that much of the inspirational and creative curriculum that we currently have will suffer.  In addition, children with SEN will go undetected, suffering in huge classroom settings and going unsupported.  The three tier system works and it suits the changing demographics of our children today.  Early interventions and care should be paramount in a child's early stages of the education system.  Instead of thinking of ways to  save money, look at the proven successes of our current system and save what we have.  The west of Northumberland is a unique area, we should be supporting our community and our children instead of trying to conform with city settings and a government agenda.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Great WhittingtonNo

Loss of the vital specialisms required to offer children a broad and balanced curriculum. Why should we have to lose our children’s vital transitional crutch; a system that offers so much more.  There is a definite need for more funding at primary level, but this could be achieved through the amalgamation of smaller primaries to cut costs.

No

No definite outline of which schools are to close.

Keep middle schools

No

As before

As outlined previously.

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Queen Elizabeth High School

Henshaw

Yes

The three tier structure remains in place.  I firmly believe that this structure is right for this area of the county as it enables children to attend schools close to home when they are younger and travel only becomes necessary from Y5.   Middle schools provide access to specialist teachers and facilities from Year 5, which smaller primary schools cannot provide.  First schools are ideal in that they are nuturing environments for children during their early years and provide education in local communities. QEHS grows in size, but doesn't become too big.    Unfortunately, I do not feel that HBHS is sustainable in the long term as pupil numbers in this part of the county are falling. While it will be sad to see the loss of any of our wonderful small first schools, this model appears to result in the fewest closures.

While I can see that the closure and merger of some small schools is unfortunately inevitable, the inclusion of Whittonstall First School seems unnecessary.  There isn't room to accommodate the number of children at Broomley First School and young children would be travelling over 5 miles (at least).  I believe the two schools already share a headteacher. 

No

Loss of middle schools and three tier system. QEHS becomes too big.

No

Don't believe there are enough children to sustain two high schools. Would parents and pupils who have decided to go to Hexham come back to Haydon Bridge in sufficient numbers to make viable?

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

No

Yes

Middle schools in this area are of a high quality and valued immensely.

Parent/carer

Other

Ovingham

Ovingham

No

Making children and families travel to and from school every day is unnecessary travel and stress, traffic and pollution. 

No

As before

No

As before

Keep schools local

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Hexham

No

Too expenses and the loss of the flexibility and expertise in the current mofel

Hey rid of Atkins No

Closing st joes is a mistake

Don't know

Keep the sites as they are but centralise the back office delta to save money  Ensure that the boards in charge of the combined academies is someone who cares about children’s education unlike Atkins.

Acomb First School

Don't know

The concern of the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group concerns the potential closure of Acomb First School.  The Neighbourhood Plan has now passed the Regulation 14 stage of the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2015, and thus is already approved by NCC. It is now ready for submission for Independent Examination.  The Plan includes a Policy (number 2) which states that "Proposals involving the loss or change of use of any of these (Community) facilities will not be supported unless it can be demonstrated that the use is no longer required, viable, or if there is the provision of alternative equivalent facilities within the village". Acomb First School is specifically identified and named as a Community Facility. Clearly, Acomb First School is required, as it is used by a large section of the Community. It is viable (as it will expand when the 39 new family houses, currently being built in the village are occupied) and any proposal to close the School does not provide "alternative equivalent facilities within the village". Any proposal to close the School, therefore does not meet the requirements of the Neighbourhood Plan. Finally, Planning Approval to build the aforementioned 39 new properties, was given on the basis that the village of Acomb was sustainable. A significant part of the evidence of sustainability was that the village had a School. Thus, removal of the School from the village would result in the failure of sustainability, and potentially threaten the viability of the Planning Approval.

Don't know

See previous response

Don't know

See previous response

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Don't know

The Hexham Courant's reader poll concerning the Tynedale rural schools' crisis is in. 88% of those who responded rejected all 3 options put to them, instead voting for 'none of the above.' Which I believe is because many, like me, see that the school system up here works in terms of geographic area, pupil attainment and pupil well being. The 2 tier debate is being forced upon us all by QEHS when 3 tier works in these more rural areas of our vast county. As it is, with this inclement weather, we see parents in more rural areas, and even from less rural areas like Haydon Bridge (1.5 hours to drive from Haydon Bridge to Hexham yesterday), are struggling to get their children to their school. Now add on another 6+ miles to their journey (in some cases already travelling long distances) and the situation becomes even worse. Even on a clearer day the increased traffic coming into the amalgamated school areas will create congestion.   As an HMS and QE parent, I am not alone in feeling that we were absolutely sold a pup by Mr Atkins, the Executive Headteacher at QEHS, who promised us, at the time they were putting forward proposals regarding their MAT conversation, that academy status would secure education at HMS &amp; QE for ages 9-18 - now they simply want to cut free the 9-11 year olds. They promised this would lead to capital funding for building repairs and improvements, that pupils would see no difference to day to day school life, no difference in staffing, no difference in terms of what buildings they used. 18 months down the line, once they'd got what they wanted, despite parent and staff opposition (hey, why listen to parents and staff? Funnily enough, the same scenario as has played out with this new 2 tier proposal), and we're being told it could be all change! What happened to those promises of the security the MAT would bring? Parents and staff don't want this and we will fight it. QEHS has lied to us throughout this whole MAT procedure and we feel badly done by.   But I don't blame QEHS entirely. They are battling with shabby, dilapidated buildings and very low funds and want to find a way of building a new, purpose built School. I lay the blame firmly at the door of the government. Fund our schools properly so that we're not plunged into these desperate times of having to shake up an entire school system that works for the area we live in, which is very different to more urban areas and London. We're fed the usual lines about these tough economic times and that there is no money. We know there's money. There's money when it's needed for the DUP, for Trident, for the folly that is HS2....this government wastes an inordinate amount of money and yet can't find enough to build a decent school for our future generations. And was it £80million estimated for an unnecessary new council HQ??  The reason pupil numbers have shrunk so badly at Haydon Bridge is because no parent wants to send their child to a school with that sort of uncertainty hanging over it. My son attends Hexham Middle School. Half of his class travel in from as far as Haltwhistle - 2 of his friends come from even further at Greenhead. How is that right? That's an hour's car travel twice a day for those boys to get to their nearest decent school because their local schools are either in a funding crisis or under threat of closure.   I have a child in each tier of school. 1 in Selefirst, 1 in HMS and 1 in QEHS. Someone will suffer under any of these proposals. Come and visit the year 5/6 children at HMS then come and visit the grounds and buildings of Selefirst and tell us exactly how you envisage that's going to work having that many much bigger children on the same site as the rest of the school. The staff work tirelessly to stagger lunchtimes, playtimes etc working with a small ground area, narrow corridors etc. But at least the children are all small. Having age 9-11 children on site simply wouldn't work - and I have a 7 year old and 11 year old so I see the physical difference in size and in boisterousness.   Please get on board with parents who thoroughly oppose this move. Please demand that your government funds our area and our schools properly to avoid this unnecessary fiasco. Newcastle schools in deprived areas have fantastic school facilities - why is Hexham left out? Do our children not deserve or need decent school facilities just because it's not classed as a deprived area? It soon will be if the government and local council continue to run it into the ground.   Kind regards,   

No

The Hexham Courant's reader poll concerning the Tynedale rural schools' crisis is in. 88% of those who responded rejected all 3 options put to them, instead voting for 'none of the above.' Which I believe is because many, like me, see that the school system up here works in terms of geographic area, pupil attainment and pupil well being. The 2 tier debate is being forced upon us all by QEHS when 3 tier works in these more rural areas of our vast county. As it is, with this inclement weather, we see parents in more rural areas, and even from less rural areas like Haydon Bridge (1.5 hours to drive from Haydon Bridge to Hexham yesterday), are struggling to get their children to their school. Now add on another 6+ miles to their journey (in some cases already travelling long distances) and the situation becomes even worse. Even on a clearer day the increased traffic coming into the amalgamated school areas will create congestion.   As an HMS and QE parent, I am not alone in feeling that we were absolutely sold a pup by Mr Atkins, the Executive Headteacher at QEHS, who promised us, at the time they were putting forward proposals regarding their MAT conversation, that academy status would secure education at HMS &amp; QE for ages 9-18 - now they simply want to cut free the 9-11 year olds. They promised this would lead to capital funding for building repairs and improvements, that pupils would see no difference to day to day school life, no difference in staffing, no difference in terms of what buildings they used. 18 months down the line, once they'd got what they wanted, despite parent and staff opposition (hey, why listen to parents and staff? Funnily enough, the same scenario as has played out with this new 2 tier proposal), and we're being told it could be all change! What happened to those promises of the security the MAT would bring? Parents and staff don't want this and we will fight it. QEHS has lied to us throughout this whole MAT procedure and we feel badly done by.   But I don't blame QEHS entirely. They are battling with shabby, dilapidated buildings and very low funds and want to find a way of building a new, purpose built School. I lay the blame firmly at the door of the government. Fund our schools properly so that we're not plunged into these desperate times of having to shake up an entire school system that works for the area we live in, which is very different to more urban areas and London. We're fed the usual lines about these tough economic times and that there is no money. We know there's money. There's money when it's needed for the DUP, for Trident, for the folly that is HS2....this government wastes an inordinate amount of money and yet can't find enough to build a decent school for our future generations. And was it £80million estimated for an unnecessary new council HQ??  The reason pupil numbers have shrunk so badly at Haydon Bridge is because no parent wants to send their child to a school with that sort of uncertainty hanging over it. My son attends Hexham Middle School. Half of his class travel in from as far as Haltwhistle - 2 of his friends come from even further at Greenhead. How is that right? That's an hour's car travel twice a day for those boys to get to their nearest decent school because their local schools are either in a funding crisis or under threat of closure.   I have a child in each tier of school. 1 in Selefirst, 1 in HMS and 1 in QEHS. Someone will suffer under any of these proposals. Come and visit the year 5/6 children at HMS then come and visit the grounds and buildings of Selefirst and tell us exactly how you envisage that's going to work having that many much bigger children on the same site as the rest of the school. The staff work tirelessly to stagger lunchtimes, playtimes etc working with a small ground area, narrow corridors etc. But at least the children are all small. Having age 9-11 children on site simply wouldn't work - and I have a 7 year old and 11 year old so I see the physical difference in size and in boisterousness.   Please get on board with parents who thoroughly oppose this move. Please demand that your government funds our area and our schools properly to avoid this unnecessary fiasco. Newcastle schools in deprived areas have fantastic school facilities - why is Hexham left out? Do our children not deserve or need decent school facilities just because it's not classed as a deprived area? It soon will be if the government and local council continue to run it into the ground.   Kind regards,  

Don't know

The Hexham Courant's reader poll concerning the Tynedale rural schools' crisis is in. 88% of those who responded rejected all 3 options put to them, instead voting for 'none of the above.' Which I believe is because many, like me, see that the school system up here works in terms of geographic area, pupil attainment and pupil well being. The 2 tier debate is being forced upon us all by QEHS when 3 tier works in these more rural areas of our vast county. As it is, with this inclement weather, we see parents in more rural areas, and even from less rural areas like Haydon Bridge (1.5 hours to drive from Haydon Bridge to Hexham yesterday), are struggling to get their children to their school. Now add on another 6+ miles to their journey (in some cases already travelling long distances) and the situation becomes even worse. Even on a clearer day the increased traffic coming into the amalgamated school areas will create congestion.   As an HMS and QE parent, I am not alone in feeling that we were absolutely sold a pup by Mr Atkins, the Executive Headteacher at QEHS, who promised us, at the time they were putting forward proposals regarding their MAT conversation, that academy status would secure education at HMS &amp; QE for ages 9-18 - now they simply want to cut free the 9-11 year olds. They promised this would lead to capital funding for building repairs and improvements, that pupils would see no difference to day to day school life, no difference in staffing, no difference in terms of what buildings they used. 18 months down the line, once they'd got what they wanted, despite parent and staff opposition (hey, why listen to parents and staff? Funnily enough, the same scenario as has played out with this new 2 tier proposal), and we're being told it could be all change! What happened to those promises of the security the MAT would bring? Parents and staff don't want this and we will fight it. QEHS has lied to us throughout this whole MAT procedure and we feel badly done by.   But I don't blame QEHS entirely. They are battling with shabby, dilapidated buildings and very low funds and want to find a way of building a new, purpose built School. I lay the blame firmly at the door of the government. Fund our schools properly so that we're not plunged into these desperate times of having to shake up an entire school system that works for the area we live in, which is very different to more urban areas and London. We're fed the usual lines about these tough economic times and that there is no money. We know there's money. There's money when it's needed for the DUP, for Trident, for the folly that is HS2....this government wastes an inordinate amount of money and yet can't find enough to build a decent school for our future generations. And was it £80million estimated for an unnecessary new council HQ??  The reason pupil numbers have shrunk so badly at Haydon Bridge is because no parent wants to send their child to a school with that sort of uncertainty hanging over it. My son attends Hexham Middle School. Half of his class travel in from as far as Haltwhistle - 2 of his friends come from even further at Greenhead. How is that right? That's an hour's car travel twice a day for those boys to get to their nearest decent school because their local schools are either in a funding crisis or under threat of closure.   I have a child in each tier of school. 1 in Selefirst, 1 in HMS and 1 in QEHS. Someone will suffer under any of these proposals. Come and visit the year 5/6 children at HMS then come and visit the grounds and buildings of Selefirst and tell us exactly how you envisage that's going to work having that many much bigger children on the same site as the rest of the school. The staff work tirelessly to stagger lunchtimes, playtimes etc working with a small ground area, narrow corridors etc. But at least the children are all small. Having age 9-11 children on site simply wouldn't work - and I have a 7 year old and 11 year old so I see the physical difference in size and in boisterousness.   Please get on board with parents who thoroughly oppose this move. Please demand that your government funds our area and our schools properly to avoid this unnecessary fiasco. Newcastle schools in deprived areas have fantastic school facilities - why is Hexham left out? Do our children not deserve or need decent school facilities just because it's not classed as a deprived area? It soon will be if the government and local council continue to run it into the ground.   Kind regards,   

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Barrasford

No

No

No

I believe that the existing system should remain and that the 3 tier system remain.  Our grandchildren have thrived at their first school and have excelled under the careful and supportive environment of their first school teachers.  Small group teaching has enabled my eldest grand son to thrive and to feel confident about the new pressures of middle school.  My youngest grandson, is academic and he has been challenged and pushed at his first school by his very dedicated teacher.  I'm not sure that this would be the case in a huge primary setting.  Putting young children on buses would also be an extreme safe guarding risk!  In addition, the first school provides meals on wheels and other valuable services to our community, without it many of our elderly people will suffer too.  Leave things as they are!!  3 tier works in our rural communities.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Greenhaugh

No

Closure of the Greenhaugh school will result in significantly more travel for our family. We will have reduced choice in terms of education for our children and also reduced quality of education as Bellingham school has many problems which are not present at Grenhaugh. We moved in to the area because of Greenhaugh School and its proximity to our house. We are able to walk to Greenhaugh School and its closure will result in significantly more travel.  Greenhaugh First School was rated good in last year's OFSTED inspection, has never set a deficit budet, and serves the largest catchment of any first or primary school in west Northumberland. It must not be closed. The Greenhaugh governors are willing to embrace change to continue to serve our rural community. However, neither they, nor we the parents, nor the entire local community, accept the closure of the school, which would rip the heart out of our neighbourhood.

Don't close the excellent first schools

No

Closure of the Greenhaugh school will result in significantly more travel for our family. We will have reduced choice in terms of education for our children and also reduced quality of education as Bellingham school has many problems which are not present at Grenhaugh. We moved in to the area because of Greenhaugh School and its proximity to our house. We are able to walk to Greenhaugh School and its closure will result in significantly more travel.  Greenhaugh First School was rated good in last year's OFSTED inspection, has never set a deficit budget, and serves the largest catchment of any first or primary school in west Northumberland. It must not be closed. The Greenhaugh governors are willing to embrace change to continue to serve our rural community. However, neither they, nor we the parents, nor the entire local community, accept the closure of the school, which would rip the heart out of our neighbourhood.

No

Closure of the Greenhaugh school will result in significantly more travel for our family. We will have reduced choice in terms of education for our children and also reduced quality of education as Bellingham school has many problems which are not present at Grenhaugh. We moved in to the area because of Greenhaugh School and its proximity to our house. We are able to walk to Greenhaugh School and its closure will result in significantly more travel.  Greenhaugh First School was rated good in last year's OFSTED inspection, has never set a deficit budet, and serves the largest catchment of any first or primary school in west Northumberland. It must not be closed. The Greenhaugh governors are willing to embrace change to continue to serve our rural community. However, neither they, nor we the parents, nor the entire local community, accept the closure of the school, which would rip the heart out of our neighbourhood.

Consult openly. HLT gives the impression that these consultations were lip-service to achieve a decision long-since made. This proposal will benefit HLT at the profound expense of vast numbers of first- and middle-school children. The future must benefit the children of west Northumberland, not one academy.



[bookmark: 2]I fully support HBHS option D, they are providing a much needed SEN option for this area, something that your initial proposal didn’t have room for at all, which is absolutely ridiculous given how many vulnerable children are in the area and need a decent education within a short traveling time, it’s not acceptable to put our most vulnerable children in a situation where they have to travel the furthest distance for a chance an being included in schools.   By failing to provide an SEN facility within the westtyne area Northumberland County Council are failing to be inclusive for children and young people with disabilities, you are essentially discriminating against them simply because they don’t fit with your idea. 

Email:  I’m sure over the last few weeks you’ve received more than a few emails from parents with regards to the West Tyne schools. 
I however have a bit more of a complex situation than the standard family, you see we have 4 children, all of which attend a Primary School. We live in Bardon Mill very close to the school, we have 2 girls and twin boys, we want our children to have a fantastic education and we really do want the best for them all, however we have a rather urgent problem, our eldest daughter is currently in year 5, she had an EHCP and a long list of complex issues. 
At the moment she’s awaiting an assessment for Autism, she currently already has 3 diagnosis - Left Hemiplegia Cerebral Palsy, Extreme Hypermobility & Epilepsy. She has very challenging behaviour issues and is currently in a reduced timetable at school because she’s unable to cope with the classroom setting for long periods of time, she comes home in the afternoons and we work on projects that School have set for her. The Headteacher and her team at the school are amazing with her, I cannot praise them enough!  However our problem is that come September 2019 we don’t have anywhere we can send her, if she can’t emotionally cope in a classroom in a small rural school like her current school then she will never cope in a large mainstream senior school. 
We don’t have a education setting in an acceptable distance that can give her the academic skills and qualifications that she needs and deserves with a more relaxed environment focused on children with special Educational needs.
She loves her school work, she is exactly where she needs to be academically but emotionally, socially and physically she struggles every day. We’ve already looked into Priory and she doesn’t ‘fit’ there because she is so strong in her studies, she can’t travel huge distances to places like Collingwood in Morpeth because of her physical limitations. So we keep coming back to the same issue, where do we send her in just over a year??

I realise you have a lot of families who have a lot of issues they’d like you to hear about, but our daughter’s immediate future is our priority, as it stands we are having to look into homeschooling her for her senior years and of course that’s not a choice we want to make, and certainly not something to be taken lightly especially with 3 other children to consider, but at the moment we don’t have another option. I’ve replied, twice actually, to your consultation online, the second one was prompted by HBHS option D which I have to say did seem to be a good idea but as a SEN family we need some acknowledgement from NCC that our children matter too, that the most vulnerable members of our communities and families have someone who can see that there is a huge void in the educational settings in this area and it is something that has to be addressed in the immediate future.

I saw your interview on the Hexhamtv Facebook page and felt compelled to email you to give you an insight into our issues and our problem, I would have been at the meeting today in hexham but unfortunately the children have all been battling a stomach bug most of the week. 
I’m determined to stand up for her and what she needs and deserves. I’m her Mum, it’s my job to fight for everything she is entitled to, all I’m asking is that you and everyone who needs to hear it actually get a chance to, and in return I can try to answer any questions you might have for us.

Parent/carer

Henshaw C of E Aided Primary School

Bardon mill

No

No

No

We hope to hear from you soon,

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

St Josephs

HEXHAM

Yes

Dont want to loose our middle schools....also wouldnt want to loose Beaufront...so mergers would be preferable to closure...or can we increase numbers at Beaufront to eliminate change?

No

No

Most costly and most change.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Shotley Bridge

No

Option A includes the closure of 8 rural schools.  I am strongly opposed to the closure of schools which provide a crucial service to their communities.  This cannot be in the best interests of pupils in the area who will have to travel further to attend schools with larger class sizes.   The closure of first schools mean that very young children will be forced to travel further away from their parents to the detriment of their well-being.    Furthermore, I cannot see that it makes financial sense to merge/ close schools and increase class sizes.  I teach in FE and find that class sizes of 25+ are unmanageable with 16-18 year olds.  I cannot imagine how a teacher copes with upwards of 25 in a class of 5-6 year olds.  Surely this will only lead to an increase of applications for top-up funding, specialist support and employment of LSAs etc.  The First School at Whittonstall it is more than just a school, it provides a place where families who live an otherwise isolated existence on farms/ hamlets etc can gather and feel part of their community.  It has close links to the church and really is the beating heart of the local area. Children in Whittonstall feel safe, supported and thrive in the environment.  Not all children are suited to large settings.  My child, for example, has special needs and originally attended a large village primary school where there were 28 in his class.  He did not cope in this environment. Smaller settings, like Whittonstall, provide smaller class sizes with less sensory overload and enable children like mine to stay in mainstream education.  My fear is, that if we close all small settings, then we will force a lot of children with special needs out of mainstream education.  In addition, the report states that Whittonstall is financially viable, has a good Ofsted rating and does not predict a financial deficit for the forseeable future, so why close it??  

No

Option B includes the closure of 13 rural schools.  I am strongly opposed to the closure of schools which provide a crucial service to their communities.  This cannot be in the best interests of pupils in the area who will have to travel further to attend schools with larger class sizes.   The closure of first schools mean that very young children will be forced to travel further away from their parents to the detriment of their well-being.    Furthermore, I cannot see that it makes financial sense to merge/ close schools and increase class sizes.  I teach in FE and find that class sizes of 25+ are unmanageable with 16-18 year olds.  I cannot imagine how a teacher copes with upwards of 25 in a class of 5-6 year olds.  Surely this will only lead to an increase of applications for top-up funding, specialist support and employment of LSAs etc.  The First School at Whittonstall it is more than just a school, it provides a place where families who live an otherwise isolated existence on farms/ hamlets etc can gather and feel part of their community.  It has close links to the church and really is the beating heart of the local area. Children in Whittonstall feel safe, supported and thrive in the environment.  Not all children are suited to large settings.  My child, for example, has special needs and originally attended a large village primary school where there were 28 in his class.  He did not cope in this environment. Smaller settings, like Whittonstall, provide smaller class sizes with less sensory overload and enable children like mine to stay in mainstream education.  My fear is, that if we close all small settings, then we will force a lot of children with special needs out of mainstream education.  In addition, the report states that Whittonstall is financially viable, has a good Ofsted rating and does not predict a financial deficit for the forseeable future, so why close it?? 

No

Option C includes the closure of 11 rural schools.  I am strongly opposed to the closure of schools which provide a crucial service to their communities.  This cannot be in the best interests of pupils in the area who will have to travel further to attend schools with larger class sizes.   The closure of first schools mean that very young children will be forced to travel further away from their parents to the detriment of their well-being.    Furthermore, I cannot see that it makes financial sense to merge/ close schools and increase class sizes.  I teach in FE and find that class sizes of 25+ are unmanageable with 16-18 year olds.  I cannot imagine how a teacher copes with upwards of 25 in a class of 5-6 year olds.  Surely this will only lead to an increase of applications for top-up funding, specialist support and employment of LSAs etc.  The First School at Whittonstall it is more than just a school, it provides a place where families who live an otherwise isolated existence on farms/ hamlets etc can gather and feel part of their community.  It has close links to the church and really is the beating heart of the local area. Children in Whittonstall feel safe, supported and thrive in the environment.  Not all children are suited to large settings.  My child, for example, has special needs and originally attended a large village primary school where there were 28 in his class.  He did not cope in this environment. Smaller settings, like Whittonstall, provide smaller class sizes with less sensory overload and enable children like mine to stay in mainstream education.  My fear is, that if we close all small settings, then we will force a lot of children with special needs out of mainstream education.  In addition, the report states that Whittonstall is financially viable, has a good Ofsted rating and does not predict a financial deficit for the forseeable future, so why close it?? 

All three proposals involve the closure of good and outstanding schools in out area.  I am vehemently opposed to the idea of taking very young children out of an environment where they are thriving and forcing them to travel further to attend schools with much larger class sizes.  These decisions are most certainly not being made in the best interests of the children in our area.  They are being made because there is a perception that it will be more cost effective.  For reasons previously mentioned I think that increasing class sizes is false economy.  In my opinion children from rural communities who, let's not forget, are unaccustomed to large urban settings will be adversely affected.  Their social, educational progress and well-being will suffer and I ask that you re-consider these proposals.    The people of Northumberland like the three-tier system.  It works and pupils acheive good results.  If QEHS and HBHS need new buildings and resources then provide them with that.  Surely there is no need to subject all children and families in the area to so much upheaval, stress and upset!!  

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

I find it hard to see how the proposal will save money long or short term and more importantly it is not in the best interests of the children that thrive in these wonderful village schools and the 3 tier system

Staff Member

West Woodburn First School

No

You are killing communitys these children have to far to travel

No

Come and see woodburn school it is a great school ,it takes the ridsdale children 20 mins to get to school by the time they pick up other children from the farms so by the time they get to otterburn it could take 45 minutes ,also when they get off the bus the big buses drop them off the other side off the road will anybody see them across the road that A68 is a very busy toad.

No

Not all parents have cars what happens if their child is poorly and has to be collected from school what will happen then ? You are wanting to cut transport costs but it will take bigger buses to take all the children. These idiotic ideas haven't been thought through properly .why doesn't someone travel with the children one day you will see what I mean you have just looked at villages and school's and calculated as the crow fled you really haven't a clue on what your suggesting.

Keep small school's open

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

Haydon Bridge

No

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Beaufront First School

Humshaugh

No

I love my rural school the way it is. No

I love my school as it is - outstanding so why do you want to close it?

No

Don’t close our rural school because I love it the way it is

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Bellingham middleSimonburn

No

No

No

I agree that something needs to be done with regards to the education system, however in the small, rural communities, changing to 2 tier is NOT the answer.   I have a daughter who is currently at HB, who was painfully shy and wouldn't say boo to a goose. She is in year 9, so just moved. All of her friends went to QE. SHE made the decision to go to HB, after visiting both schools, and her main reason was that she would be totally 'lost' in a large school, rather than having her own persona at HB. She has thrived and grown since going to high school, something I fear would not have happened at QE.   The education which is provided at HB is fabulous, she has gone onwards and upwards and has nothing but praise for all the staff. I fear, NCC, that this is something which you brought on yourselves (purposely??) by the lack of support given to HB over the years; allowing parents a 'choice' where to send their children, as most parents are worse than sheep for following each other if one moves.  You've also done very little to support the school, along with the local press, not supporting, making decisions promptly enough, and basically looking forward to the time when you will have available a prime piece of building land to sell off and make a huge profit on.  With regards to the 3 tier system, I went through the this, and my husband a 2 tier system in town.  My husband gated the system and wished it was more like ours in Northumberland.  Please remember that these are RURAL schools, If this was a 2 tier system, remember, there aren't the numbers (since you've given everyone the option on where they send their kids to school!!) and you would end up in a class of 3 of 4 - how does that help a child's education??  An example: My niece who is very much above average academically, was in a 3tier 1st school as she approached the end of year 4 the school was 'bullied' into changing to primary.  In a rural school, it takes longer for children to mature, however by the age of 9 they are ready to progress.  At this school (a very good school with a cracking Ofsted report) most of the parents thought the same and moved their children to other schools in the 3 tier system. My neice's parents struggle with money and live on a remote farm, so are unable to transport or pay to take  their child to school (which quite frankly is YOUR job NCC!), however when speaking to the headteacher of the newly formed primary, she advised the parents to move their child for her educations sake. She would be in a YEAR GROUP, with 3 other children, yes, a total of 4 children, and all the other 3 have quite 'intense' learning issues. This would undoubtedly mean, my niece being looked over when time and effort was given to the other children. They moved this child to the same school her elder sister goes to, however had to pay for a seat on a bus which came to the house anyway.  When her elder sister left the school to go to high school, the bus didn't stop at the farm (although it went past the road end) so the place of the bus was pulled.  Luckily, as she is such a gifted child, the school wish for herr to continue there rather than move (which was to be the case) and have found a way around this.    2 tier does NOT work in the rural communities - this does in the 'town' schools, however NOT rurally.  Please listen to the parents AND the children, its their education you are playing games with.  My daughter is use to take her exams in 2 years time, please think about her when you are sitting in an office making decisions, this affects our children for the rest of their working lives!

No

No

No

I personally dont believe any of the three models are appropriate for our rural area.I believe not enough time and thought has been put into these proposals regarding the children and their education.i find it all unacceptable.i believe the closure of haydon bridge high would be an absolute disaster.the Haltwhistle community campus schools and their closure proposals are almost blackmailing parents into ticking the boxes and closing haydon bridge high.the people behind these proposals should hang their heads in shame they will be responsible for ripping whole communities apart.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

No

I don't believe Haydon Bridge High School should close and I would like the County Council to explore the option of developing a school that offers more vocational and apprentice based training.  The suggestion to close eight first and primary schools seems arbitrary.  I would like to see proper financial models for the proposals.  How much will new school buildings cost?  How much revenue will be generated from the sale of school land etc.  In the case of Broomhaugh First School it is expected to accept children from Whittonstall.  Not all the children from Whittonstall are from Northumberland - will these children travel further to attend Broomhaugh?  Broomhaugh teaches children in mixed age classes.  This would have to change with increased numbers which might be a good thing but would the classes be at capacity - if not would this cause financial problems for the school?  Two new classrooms would be required - are there funds for this?

No

I feel very strongly that the three tier model should not be discarded so readily.  Children in Years 5 &amp; 6 at middle schools,  being taught by subject specialists, appear to me to be at an advantage compared to their peers in primary education.  With this model, newly formed small primaries would have to take on Year 6 SATS with mixed age classes. I don't believe that we would see an improvement in educational experience.  I believe that the Hadrian Learning Trust should not be dictating the outcome of this consultation and would like the County Council to defend the three-tier education system.      

No

Of the three proposals this appears the least worst but my reasons for not closing first schools made in option A all still apply.

I would like to see the schools given further time to develop alternative proposals.  HLT has taken months to develop its own proposal yet the response from the first and middle schools is expected to be made in weeks.  I question why an academy trust is to be given funds to build a new school.    I would like to see much more detailed financial modelling of these options and the likely effect on local communities before commenting further.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

Yes

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

Yes

Don't know

Don't know

Retain and reintroduce a 3 tier system consistently across the whole of the West of Northumberland.  Including 10 first schools 4 middle schools 1 3-13 provision incorporate first/middle in Bellingham 2 high schools - we need a choice!

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

Ridsdale

No

No

No

 My 6 and 8 year old children travel from Ridsdale to West Woodburn on the school bus they are already on the bus for 50 mins per day, five times a week now. If the council decide to close the school my children’s transport time would at least double in time and cost to the county. I think this is too long for young children. Also how safe is it for bus to get into Otterburn school??? Would you need an escort on the bus for the children getting on and off the bus safely as the school is on a very fast travelling road. Would they need to cross that road??? Not very safe for 4 year olds. Closing West woodburn school or any of the village schools would have a huge negative impact on the surrounding communities. I would like to see the school continue as a primary and the children and community continue as they are. It would be a huge blow if it was to close. My children are the fourth generation to attend this school.

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Sele First School Hexham

Yes

The problems I have are that both Sele First School and St Josephs RC Middle school are already full and any significant increases would mean big and potentially damaging changes to these schools. In their current format there is no room.

No

Yes

This causes the least amount of disruption for all other schools except HBHS, and would improve things in the future for Hayden Bridge once the initial turmoil is finished.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Bingfield

No

I believe the first school system is ideal for such a rural area, small children, aged from 4 should not have to travel for long periods to get to school, day in, day out. It’s too tiring, which is counterproductive for learning. 

No

As previously stated

No

Keep the small, good schools open. 

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Broomhaugh 1st and QEHS

Riding mill

No

No

To close those schools would effectively be shutting down the whole communities. It is a widely known fact that villages centre around the school and people go to live in these villages because they cater for the needs of their children. The schools are outstanding or good and make these small areas of Northumberland worth living in. WIthout them they'll become ghost towns and the whole area we are talking about will have no desirability. It will be a disaster. The 3 tier system has served this type of rural, spread out landscape for many years and I do not believe changing to 2 tier will improve outcomes. There is no evidence. Frankly here is very little evidence to support any of the 3 proposed models

No

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Bellingham first and middle

Near bellingham No

The unnecessary travelling for small children. No thought seems to have been taken for the actual kids of these schools

No

The whole model is absolutely ridiculous and not viable at all for young children

No

I genuinely don’t know, but I do know more thought should have taken place with regards to travelling for young children from Rural areas. We are farmers and we work hard and are proud of our local schools yet NCC seem to think it’s its ok to close them all

HAYDON BRIDGE

No

1. The QEHS and Hexham Middle  sites are over-crowded as is. It is why the QEHS and Hexham Middle School sites were not combined ten years ago.  A significant increase in the student population would result in a serious and unacceptable decline in students' education while new premises which could accommodate all pupils were identified and then built. The time table for the building etc is not spelled out but could conceivably stretch for 5 -10 years. That would imply serious educational impairment for a generation of students with all its social consequences. 2. There is no boarding provision at Hexham Middle or QEHS, HBHS currently does have a boarding provision because of the distance some pupils are obliged to travel. It is my understanding that legal requirement has not changed. 

If you wanted to change the model so that the HBHS campus remained open until after the new school to the west of Hexham was purpose built, complete with a boarding wing as the distance required to travel to Hexham on a daily basis is greater than legally allowed (this is the current reason for the boarding wing at HBHS), then this might prove a viable option. In this scenario, all students would transfer to the new school at the same time. The three sites could then be disposed of.

No

Again the sites of QEHS and Hexham Middle School are overcrowded. The time line of completion of a new school by 2022 is over optimistic and the impact on the students who would be forced to have their education in an over crowded environment is grossly under estimated. Again there is no provision for pupils who are legally entitled to board. This legal entitlement will increase as the distance to the school increases.

If you wanted this model to work, you would have to not have any of the closures/transfer of pupils until a new and purpose built school was built.

Yes

Although this provision is the most radical, it does enable the vast majority of pupils to have smaller transportation distance. It also does not require the QEHS and Hexham Middle School campuses which already suffer from over-crowding to be further over crowded.  What is not clear is if there would then be two primary schools in Haydon Bridge --Shaftoe Trust and the new HB all years or if it would simply be HB all years. Over all I believe this option represents the least disruption to education for the vast majority of pupils.

Parent/carer

Bellingham Middle School and Sports College

And QEHS

Bellingham

No

The Councillors are forgetting that the three tier system with smaller schools is essential for the more remote Northumberland communities to continue to exist, never mind thrive. This situation needs long-term thought - it is not just the education of the children at sake but also the knock-on effect on local economy. We run a  Campsite near Bellingham that brings 1000s to the village each year. The visitors all comment that the town itself is a major factor in enjoying their stay. Imagine a scenario where the population has declined (limited schooling options, long travel times), businesses leave etc. We are left with hardly any amenities, tourists stay elsewhere...... Sorry but not only are young children suffering across the Tyne valley and beyond but the wealth and future of the whole area is ultimately at risk. Why can politicians never think long term? 

Love mit the size of secondary schools. Haydon Bridge numbers have only declined dramatically in last 2-3 years due to poor governance and mismanagement. There is a clear need for funding of a better High school - Haydon Bridge is by far the better location than Hexham. Northumberland children already suffer long journey times - concentrating school options in Hexham exacerbates the problem for children all over the west of the county and the Tyne valley.

No

2 tier still requires more schools to avoid tiring schedules especially for younger children. Think about why people choose to live in the country - schools are still a major factor. Wark and Bellingham are villages with a spectrum of ages and a number of families- hence they are doing quite well as communities. All proposals will seriously damage the communities in the long term - I am sure this is obvious but is simply being ignored.

No

Absolutely not! Poor kids. As with other options - people will simply have to move their families away.

It is reasonable to have large High schools but given the size of the County and travel times then 2 locations are needed. Three tier still works best for a spread out rural area but 2 tier could work if new primaries have key locations that limit travel distances/times. E.g Hexham, Bellingham and Haltwhistle are key locations for good primaries and need to have good schooling for children at least to the age of 11. Children in Greenhaugh, Wark, Kielder, otterburn, need an option closer than either Hexham or Haydon Bridge. New Families will not want to move to those locations otherwise. Bellingham First and Middle is a large site and used to be secondary- why waste it? No point replacing it with housing (who will move there?).  Haydon Bridge or even further west remains a better option for a 2nd High school. What happened to the importance of choice?  If it is a good school with adequate resources and proper management there is no reason for low numbers. Numbers will continue to fall under any of the proposed plans as people move to cities away from Northumberland- perhaps that is what is wanted (saves a lot of money) but it is not good for the wealth of the county in the long term. Keep 2 locations for high schools and keep middle or primaries in key rural locations!!!

Haydon Bridge

No

We have had a very good school in Haydon Bridge for many years where pupils have gone on to own their own business, become Doctors, nurses ect.  Closing down HBHS will have an enormous effect on the children and the who area.

How can you build a county council school and give it to an academy school?

No

You need to think of the who community but most of all the young vulnerable children what would be lost in one big school

No

Don't know if this would work as it is something new.  No one knows anything about how it works not been given a clear picture.

As over last page don't know

As you closed Allendale MS all middle schools should go.  Keep Hexham QE.  Keep HBHS.  Then it would be all 11-18 years old.  Not one rule for one and a different rule for another.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

This proposal is not based on putting the educational needs of children first. This proposal will decimate rural communities. It will send children as young as 4 on school buses across the county in all weathers (existing school travel is disrupted badly in winter already). It will extend the length of their school day by many hours. This is not providing a better education for children.

No

This proposal is not based on putting the educational needs of children first. This proposal will decimate rural communities. It will send children as young as 4 on school buses across the county in all weathers (existing school travel is disrupted badly in winter already). It will extend the length of their school day by many hours. This is not providing a better education for children.

No

This proposal is not based on putting the educational needs of children first. This proposal will decimate rural communities. It will send children as young as 4 on school buses across the county in all weathers (existing school travel is disrupted badly in winter already). It will extend the length of their school day by many hours. This is not providing a better education for children.

Leave as is. Just because the Hexham partnership can’t manage its budget doesn’t mean other schools who can should close or merge.

Parent/carer

Humshaugh C of E First School

Humshaugh

No

No

Yes

I believe it is important for many children to have a school in Haydon Bridge the merger of Hexham and Hayden Bridge would be too big and the distances children would have to travel from rural communities too far. As a parent and Teaching Assistant at Humshaugh I believe we could be a fantastic primary school and the merger with Chollerton Would be positive for both schools and the children .

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge First School

Corbridge

No

The current system works. This is a very rural area and smaller schools and the pastoral care they can afford is imperative in the growth of our children.

No

 Middle schools offer specialist teaching in years 5 &amp; 6 which is often not available in primary schools. The fact that the children can become accustomed to moving from class to class for various lessons and have a variety of specialist teachers in invaluable in preparing them for the big world of High School. To have children from rural areas thrown into a “Super School” will prove terrifying and in a society which is daily expressing concerns about the mental health of our young people, surely maintaining the middle school system will ensure that we can provide our children with a nurturing environment in which to grow and mature at normal and appropriate rates. I have a child at Corbridge Middle and another who will be starting there in September and I can honestly say that CMS is a fantastic School which has the children at its heart. The staff know the children as individuals, not only being able to comment academically but also personally. This ensures that the children feel important and valued, not pushed aside and ignored as is sadly often the case in very large schools. The academics are fantastic but the children are also given numerous opportunities to feel part of their school family, building confidence, team work and self esteem. I fear that such opportunities will be lost should proposal b be implemented.  Should this proposal go ahead, I have serious concerns as to the impact on my children who will go through the transitional period. This is especially so in relation to my son in year 4. One of the arguments for two tier is that children go through less school changes and that this is clearly beneficial for them. However, my son would potentially move to middle school in September and have two years in a School earmarked for closure with the inevitable problems that that would have. He would then potentially move to Hexham for years 7&amp;8 and then move again to temporary accommodation for his GCSE years before finally moving to the new premises to complete his school education. How can this be right? I have asked for information on the impact of children going through transition from three to two tier and have not received anything positive to date.   I did come across this in my research from Nadine Norris MP for Mid Bedfordshire back in 2009  “One of the reasons why the vote to retain a three-tier system was carried was that it was felt that sacrificing a generation of children in the transformation from one system to the other was too high a price to pay; many children would probably have been spending much of their education in portakabins while schools were being sold off to raise finance for new schools to be built or while mergers of schools were taking place, and it was felt that the transitional impact on those children would be too great. That was one of the issues. Another was, of course, the cost. It was felt that no evidence existed to demonstrate that huge improvements could be achieved through the change or that this would be a life-changing event, in terms of academic or other outcomes, for children. On the contrary, the evidence demonstrates that the pastoral care given in middle schools—in the smaller school environment—can hugely enhance a child's education. All that was lacking was the commitment to get behind three-tier education, invest in it and make it work well.”  Need I say more?

No

Again, this proposal sees the end of some smaller schools. Smaller schools work. For years, the benefits of smaller class sizes have been extolled. Why change it? Yes, Haydon Bridge needs help, and the buildings at QEHS are in dire need of repair, but why should good small schools achieving good and outstanding results be closed and the pupils therefore suffer as a result?

Consideration needs to be given to supporting the existing system, not changing it completely. Haydon Bridge can offer much needed education for a rural county. Can help be given to increase the provision for other subjects, including more agricultural countryside courses from 16-18? If such provision can be expanded with links to other providers, then those courses can attract pupils and therefore help support the rest of the school.  QEHS is at risk of becoming limited in the subjects it can offer and a number of their pupils already leave to attend other sixth form colleges. Can consideration be given to increasing the provision at sixth form at QEHS which again, will shore up pupil numbers.  

Governor

A comb First school

Hexham

No

The actual plan for model A in relation to Acomb is very misleading. Firstly (in the text) it indicates that Acomb would close or merge with Beaufront but then in the following table it says that there is an option for no change. However when discussing Beaufront in the table it indicates a merger or closure for Acomb.  From what I understand from NCC meetings one or other of the schools would close and there are no plans to merge. If I had to choose then clearly I would select Acomb to remain the same if that is actually an option.

Leave Acomb alone. It's a community school serving members of the village unlike Beaufront which serves members of a much wider demographic.

No

Again the blurb and the table give conflicting information. One says Acomb and Beaufront will merge or close (which we know means closure) and the table indicates a merger or closure or a third option that of Beaufront becoming a primary school.  Beaufront becoming a primary would enable it to increase the out of area population; currently 66 out of 70 pupils live outside of the school catchment area that is a massive 94%.   Merging Acomb and Beaufront would not be educationally sound for either pupils because of the social make up of the two schools.  Promoting the Sele as a primary school is fool hardy as they do not have the space and with each required new building the aim of saving money becomes ever distant.

60% of Acombs population is from the local catchment area which indicates that it is at the heart of the village community. Therefore I advocate leaving it exactly the same or allow it to develop into a primary school.

No

The blurb is exactly the same as for the previous models and the proposal a closure for one of the schools.  This document is very poorly constructed and written and will not provide reliable and viable data that should be used to make decisions about the education of so so many children.

Leave Acomb alone or let it become a primary. The on site nursery and new housing will provide it with a steady stream of pupils and in turn the school will provide a wrap around education experience.

Leave Acomb alone or allow it to become a primary school because:  1. It has recently been judged as 'good' by Ofsted with academic data that is above national and regional averages. 2. It provides a service and is at the heart of the community. 3. Even when the school was RI parents did not move their children from the school. 4. 60% of the school population is from the catchment area unlike Beaufront.  5. Acomb provides an exceptional wrap around education experience working with other stakeholders to provide nursery and after school care.  6. There is an exception family atmosphere in the school with very few behaviour issues and consequently a feeling of well being and belonging. 7. There is a clear vision by the Head Teacher, Governors and parents to continually improve teaching and learning for the pupils in Acomb First School.  Acomb First School is an outstanding example of what a rural school can achieve and should be allowed to continue on its path to an outstanding Ofsted grading. 

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Rochester

No

No

Yes

I think that there should still be a school in Haydon bridge i have 2 children here and feel they travel far enough.Also there is a drug problem in Hbhs and QE so merging these 2 schools together i feel will only make the problem worse.School can be too big!There will be too many communities put together and i feel bullying and other problems will be much worse if the schools merge.

I would like to see Haydon bridge high school to remain as it is but for NCC to put money into it.It is a good school and the pupils are getting good grades.The reason why there is not many pupils applying for this school is because thete is so much uncertainty surrounding it.If parents knew the school eas definately going to stay open and funding was going to be given they would be applying for places.No one wants the upheaval of moving their children halfway through their most important uears of education.

Pupil/Student

Beaufront First School

Humshaugh

No

I don’t think it is right for our outstanding school to  close or merge because it is brilliant as it is and makes me happy

No

I don’t think it is right for our outstanding school to  close or merge because it is brilliant as it is and makes me happy

No

I don’t think it is right for our outstanding school to  close or merge because it is brilliant as it is and makes me happy

Parent/carer

Bellingham Middle School and Sports College

Haydon Bridge

West Woodburn Hexham

No

My eldest son, who is now at University, attended Haydon Bridge. He had no problems and the school was great. I do know that Haydon Bridge has had  not very good Ofsted report and has been in the local paper just about every week about this and other issues, but i would like to see the school stay open. I have a son who attends Bellingham Middle school at present, he is in year 6, and he is looking forward to following his brothers footsteps to attend Haydon Bridge High. I can understand the possible closure of some first schools that only seem to have a handful of students attending, such as West Woodburn first school. My son who is at Bellingham middle, started at West Woodburn first but i took him out after about six months as i wasn't happy with a few things and the head teacher and i did not see 'eye to eye' on certain issues.  I did write a letter of complaint to Northumberland County council about it at the time and arrange for my son to attend Bellingham first school, which he enjoyed.  So, yes i would like to see the High schools remain open as they are, but like someone said on the news justa couple of nights ago, yes there are consultations going on but i think that minds have already been made up now for a while to close the high schools regardless of what parents and students think. Plus we still have a three tier system here which the authoritieshave been wanting to change for years now and i think it's just another way of getting what they want. It always seems to boil down to money. If Haydon Bridge were to be invested in, i think it would be brought up to where it was and a lot of people would be happy. Same with Hexham High.   I am pleased that Bright Tribe have pulled out of the sponsorship as reading between the lines they weren't interested in the school for a school. Please keepHaydon Bridge High school open,  

No

As set out before

No

I personally would like to see Haydon Bridge stay open. Yes close smaller schools that only have a handful of pupils. The age range for Haydon Bridge has changed from starting at year nine to year seven which is good, so you have the option of leaving a middle school to go to the high school two years earlier if so wish to. 

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

haltwhistle

No

No

No

haydon bridge high school development proposal

Slaley

No

- This is the best of the 3 options, since it preserves the concept of local First Schools - Don't understand why several schools with good/ outstanding ratings and a decent number of pupils should be closed

No

- I don't think it would be beneficial for small First Schools such as Slaley to become small Primary Schools. Much better for children in Year 5 to move to larger schools.

No

Same comment as for Model A

- Keep most First Schools as per current situation (why are they suddenly deemed to be non-viable?). Thye are a very precious resource in our local communities. - Federate the Middle &amp; High Schools so they can address the issue of dropping off of perf

Parent/carer

HBHS

newbrough

No

poor consultation doc, your doc does not show why this option is viable, communities and transport links are not considered and having so many young people move so many schools in such a short space of time is not educationally sound.  current schools which you have earmarked for closure are good viable schools which are the heart of communities and if closed would rip the heart out of those communities and make very young children travel unnecessarily far on busses

not viable or educationally sound.  NO

No

poor consultation doc, your doc does not show why this option is viable, communities and transport links are not considered and having so many young people move so many schools in such a short space of time is not educationally sound.  current schools which you have earmarked for closure are good viable schools which are the heart of communities and if closed would rip the heart out of those communities and make very young children travel unnecessarily far on busses

not viable or educationally sound

No

poor consultation doc, your doc does not show why this option is viable, communities and transport links are not considered and having so many young people move so many schools in such a short space of time is not educationally sound.  current schools which you have earmarked for closure are good viable schools which are the heart of communities and if closed would rip the heart out of those communities and make very young children travel unnecessarily far on busses

NO

I 100% agree with HBHS current proposal D to create and manage a viable mainstream school with academic and vocational pathways for age 11-18.  I also 100% support the need for an alternative provision and SEND centre within HBHS proposal, all on HBHS current site  This model breaks down education barriers for ALL students Accommodates the real and widespread needs of our communities Enables students of ALL ABILITIES to engage and exceed in their own education Educates the children of our community today to contribute, shape and drive tomorrows society caters for individual ambition for each and every student provides a safe, positive and nurturing environment Empowers future generations (post 16) maintains parental choice caters for SEND provision IS VIABLE maintains transport currently working provides much needed vocational option in the community and for the wider area to consider is a hybrid model 

Parent/carer

HBHS

newbrough

No

I 100% agree with HBHS current proposal to create and manage a viable mainstream school with academic and vocational pathways for age 11-18.  I also 100% support the need for an alternative provision and SEN centre within HBHS proposal, all on HBHS current site  closing HBHS and expecting students to negotiate extra travel and to have potentially 4 school changes in 5 years (which my current year 6 children would have under this option) is not educationally sound, nor will it improve education standards, it will however be detrimental to their learning and their well being  You have not stated in your proposal how this option would be educationally advantageous or how it is viable nor have you demonstrated how the transport would be manged or how the towns infrastructure would cope with the extra transport descending on it each day.  This will destroy local communities within the rural setting of our unique part of Northumberland and is not in the best interest of parents, communities, staff or students and as far as I can tell only in the best interest of those hoping for a new super school in Hexham, mainly NCC and HLT who seem to be getting a shiny new school for nothing and at tax payers expense ££!!   

it is not a viable option NO NO NO

No

same reason as previous:  I 100% agree with HBHS current proposal to create and manage a viable mainstream school with academic and vocational pathways for age 11-18.  I also 100% support the need for an alternative provision and SEN centre within HBHS proposal, all on HBHS current site  closing HBHS and expecting students to negotiate extra travel and to have potentially 4 school changes in 5 years (which my current year 6 children would have under this option) is not educationally sound, nor will it improve education standards, it will however be detrimental to their learning and their well being  You have not stated in your proposal how this option would be educationally advantageous or how it is viable nor have you demonstrated how the transport would be manged or how the towns infrastructure would cope with the extra transport descending on it each day.  This will destroy local communities within the rural setting of our unique part of Northumberland and is not in the best interest of parents, communities, staff or students and as far as I can tell only in the best interest of those hoping for a new super school in Hexham, mainly NCC and HLT who seem to be getting a shiny new school for nothing and at tax payers expense ££!! 

not a viable option NO NO NO

No

same reasons as previous: I 100% agree with HBHS current proposal to create and manage a viable mainstream school with academic and vocational pathways for age 11-18.  I also 100% support the need for an alternative provision and SEN centre within HBHS proposal, all on HBHS current site  closing HBHS and expecting students to negotiate extra travel and to have potentially 4 school changes in 5 years (which my current year 6 children would have under this option) is not educationally sound, nor will it improve education standards, it will however be detrimental to their learning and their well being  You have not stated in your proposal how this option would be educationally advantageous or how it is viable nor have you demonstrated how the transport would be manged or how the towns infrastructure would cope with the extra transport descending on it each day.  This will destroy local communities within the rural setting of our unique part of Northumberland and is not in the best interest of parents, communities, staff or students and as far as I can tell only in the best interest of those hoping for a new super school in Hexham, mainly NCC and HLT who seem to be getting a shiny new school for nothing and at tax payers expense ££!! 

NOt a viable option No NO NO

I 100% agree with HBHS current proposal D to create and manage a viable mainstream school with academic and vocational pathways for age 11-18.  I also 100% support the need for an alternative provision and SEND centre within HBHS proposal, all on HBHS current site  This model breaks down education barriers for ALL students Accommodates the real and widespread needs of our communities Enables students of ALL ABILITIES to engage and exceed in their own education Educates the children of our community today to contribute, shape and drive tomorrows society caters for individual ambition for each and every student provides a safe, positive and nurturing environment Empowers future generations (post 16) maintains parental choice caters for SEND provision IS VIABLE maintains transport currently working provides much needed vocational option in the community and for the wider area to consider is a hybrid model

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

1) I strongly believe that the closure of first schools will be detrimental to the communities they serve. The first schools facilitate services such as pre-school, local groups such as cubs and scouts, community assistance etc. They also offer a focal point where families and the wider community are brought together through inclusive school events. Schools retain and attract young families helping to sustain village populations. While the loss to the community is difficult to quantify, it should not be dismissed. There will be serious financial as well as social ramifications for those small villages affected.  2) Young children should not be forced to travel further than they already do to get to first school. There will be additional cost to provide transport. More importantly children will be more tired due to longer journey times and would therefore suffer educationally.  3) No explanation has been given in the consultation document as to why certain schools have been selected for closure. Outstanding and good schools with excellent facilities have been selected seemingly arbitrarily. The reasons for selection need to be made clear before the proposal can be fairly or rationally considered.  4) There appears to be contradictory evidence that many (if not all) of the first schools selected for closure in the Hexham Partnership are actually financially viable and do not predict future financial deficits in the next three years. The true financial position of these schools including the deficit amount needs to be clarified before the consultation can be fairly or rationally considered.  5) The closure of Haydon Bridge High School will mean that there will only be one high school to serve a geographically enormous catchment. As a result; (i) Effectively there would be no choice for high school aged children in the West of Northumberland, (ii) Massively increased transport costs and travel times for secondary aged children in the current Haydon Bridge catchment (again educationally detrimental for those pupils affected), (iii) The increased size of the merged Hexham schools would make them larger and evidence would suggest that educational standards would suffer.  In summary, the proposal would be detrimental to educational standards and to the community as a whole. It appears to be nothing more than a way to consolidate the capital investment required in the West of Northumberland schools while cutting ongoing financial operating costs.  

No

1) I strongly believe that the closure of first and middle schools will be detrimental to the communities they serve. These schools facilitate services such as pre-school, local groups such as cubs and scouts, community assistance etc. They also offer a focal point where families and the wider community are brought together through inclusive school events. Schools retain and attract young families helping to sustain village populations. While the loss to the community is difficult to quantify, it should not be dismissed. There will be serious financial as well as social ramifications for those small villages affected.  2) Young children should not be forced to travel further than they already do to get to first school. There will be additional cost to provide transport. More importantly children will be more tired due to longer journey times and would therefore suffer educationally.  3) No explanation has been given in the consultation document as to why certain schools have been selected for closure. Outstanding and good schools with excellent facilities have been selected seemingly arbitrarily. The reasons for selection need to be made clear before the proposal can be fairly or rationally considered.  4) There appears to be contradictory evidence that many (if not all) of the first schools selected for closure in the Hexham Partnership are actually financially viable and do not predict future financial deficits in the next three years. The true financial position of these schools including the deficit amount needs to be clarified before the consultation can be fairly or rationally considered.  5) The closure of Haydon Bridge High School will mean that there will only be one high school to serve a geographically enormous catchment. As a result; (i) Effectively there would be no choice for high school aged children in the West of Northumberland, (ii) Massively increased transport costs and travel times for secondary aged children in the current Haydon Bridge catchment (again educationally detrimental for those pupils affected), (iii) The increased size of the merged Hexham schools would make them larger and evidence would suggest that educational standards would suffer.  6) I strongly disagree with the proposal to move to a two-tier system. The three tier system is particularly suited to the geographic / demographic spread of this area. The first / middle pathway for young children from very small / sparse communities is an ideal preparation for their introduction to the much larger high school. Under this proposal, the many children from small primaries would find it very difficult to adapt to being thrust into such an enormous secondary. This would adversely effect pastoral and educational outcomes.

No

1) I strongly believe that the closure of first and middle schools will be detrimental to the communities they serve. These schools facilitate services such as pre-school, local groups such as cubs and scouts, community assistance etc. They also offer a focal point where families and the wider community are brought together through inclusive school events. Schools retain and attract young families helping to sustain village populations. While the loss to the community is difficult to quantify, it should not be dismissed. There will be serious financial as well as social ramifications for those small villages affected.  2) Young children should not be forced to travel further than they already do to get to first school. There will be additional cost to provide transport. More importantly children will be more tired due to longer journey times and would therefore suffer educationally.  3) No explanation has been given in the consultation document as to why certain schools have been selected for closure. Outstanding and good schools with excellent facilities have been selected seemingly arbitrarily. The reasons for selection need to be made clear before the proposal can be fairly or rationally considered.  4) There appears to be contradictory evidence that many (if not all) of the first schools selected for closure in the Hexham Partnership are actually financially viable and do not predict future financial deficits in the next three years. The true financial position of these schools including the deficit amount needs to be clarified before the consultation can be fairly or rationally considered.  In summary, the proposal would be detrimental to educational standards and to the community as a whole. It appears to be nothing more than a way to consolidate the capital investment required in the West of Northumberland schools while cutting ongoing financial operating costs.  

Regarding schooling in the Hexham Partnership:  Continue to support first and middle schools whose financial deficits are negligible or non-existent. Do not close them to sell off assets and make perceived operational savings. To do so would be irreversible, and would have a devastating impact on educational standards and the wider community of West Northumberland for the reasons stated earlier.  Where necessary, consider cost saving measures such as resources shared among schools (such as shared specialist teachers). Make investments to upgrade the QEHS / HMS facilities using the capital funding that is available, to a standard that is appropriate and which alleviates the burden of ongoing maintenance on the school's budgets.   Regarding the consultation Process:  The question of HBHS closure is a matter for the residents in that catchment to decide. If the overall feeling is positive for closure and merger with Hexham, then the investment / improvement to QEHS needs to include their incorporation. This consultation appears to attempt to combine several overlapping matters and is therefore confusing. The potential for Haydon Brdge / Hexham merger should be dealt with in a separate consultation preceding this one. Once it is clear whether opinion towards a merger is positive, then a further consultation would be better prepared consider the format of the merger.  In addition, the inclusion of the two-tier versus three-tier argument adds further complexity and confusion to this consultation. It should be dealt with separately.  Some of the information published in the consultation document appears to be inaccurate or incomplete and requires clarification and further detail, particularly with respect to school funding deficits.  There is a total lack of transparency regarding why certain schools have been selected for potential closure and regarding the financial situation of the Academy Schools.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Yes

No

No

Retain and reintroduce a 3 tier system consistently across the whole of the West of Northumberland including  10 first schools 4 middle schools 1 3-13 provision incorporate first/middle in Bellingham 2 high schools

Pupil/Student

Bellingham Middle School and Sports College

Wark C of E First school

Wark

No

I loved wark school when I was there and I want other children to have as much fun learning as I did. I DO NOT WANT WARK TO BE CLOSED

No

I think moving to a big massive school full of more children is too scary.

No

I think it is a silly idea to scare children and make them go to a huge school that they don't want to go to. Bellingham was scary when I started and it only has 100 of us there, I got lost a few times at first but know my way round and am happy and love going to school there I want it to stay open because every subject has its own classroom and a small class so the attention from the teacher is fair and equal. I don't want to move again in 2 years time I want to go to high school when I am older and more confident.

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

West Woodburn Don't know

I would like to think we could save the small rural schools however if the closure had to happen this would be the better offer.

Don't know

Same as I said in option A these two options are better than C however I would like to see the small schools stay open

No

I did not like this option as this meant a 4 year old would have to travel 45mins to get to and from school and this is too far.

Stocksfield

No

No

No

I cannot agree with any of the proposals! They will all have irrecoverable consequences for pupils, parents and communities. The implications for rural areas would be dire, affecting the economy and viability of these communities. Eg. Villages such as Acomb, with  large scale housing developments in progress have attracted buyers to  settle there because there is a local school and nursery. Are you seriously planning to bus all the Acomb children from 3 years old into Hexham? Businesses will be affected and further population loss could result. Environmentally disastrous increase in school traffic will occur.  I would like to see  costings of these proposals with all the above factored in.  It seems that much of the reasoning behind these proposals stems from the financial shortfall of the HLT Academy QEHS.  I suggest a 4th Option which would be to adequately fund QEHS from the money earmarked to  demolish and rebuild new schools, and the savings on transport costs and boarding accommodation.  Several of the schools under threat are ‘outstanding Ofsted’ and are also, financially viable.   For these reasons i cannot support any of the models in your proposal.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

I support the current three-tier system with regard to the choice it offers our pupils and the social and academic provision. I do not support proposals to move QEHS from its current site, which would inevitably mean fewer pupils could walk to school and loss of greenfield land in Hexham. The current site should be maintained with financial investment made in improving the existing school buildings. There is a need for an improved curriculum offer within West Northumberland to include a greater range of practical and vocational subjects which have been cut from the QEHS curriculum on financial grounds, and which are no longer available at Haydon Bridge. Many students are being lost to e.g Newcastle College and Prudhoe at 16 to enable them to receive education in these subjects. Selective Entry to QEHS 6th form should be removed to enable students who live in Hexham to attend their local high school.  

No

No

See above

Haydon Bridge High School

South shields

No

No

No

Parent/carer

No

No

No

I do not agree with the closure of Acomb first school. I feel very strongly about this as a parent. Acomb first school provides broad and balanced opportunities at key stage 3 + 4. Acomb is a viable community school which has the potential to be a successful Primary school if the opportunity arises. They treat every child as an individual. 76% of pupils are from the catchment

Haydon Bridge

No

The closure of Haydon Bridge High School. This was for many years a thriving and happy school, recently its had harder times because of persistent and continuous political tinkering, but this could be easily reversed and the school flourish again.

No

No

The closure of Haydon Bridge High School. This was for many years a thriving and happy school, recently its had harder times because of persistent and continuous political tinkering, but this could be easily reversed and the school flourish again.

No

No

The closure of Haydon Bridge High School. This was for many years a thriving and happy school, recently its had harder times because of persistent and continuous political tinkering, but this could be easily reversed and the school flourish again.

No all three models are faulty.  The whole process needs to be reviewed, and the inclusion of Haydon Bridge High School resurrected in the future plans for the county. 

Stop using the education of our children - our next generation's future - as a political pawn. Recognise the dispersed nature of the Northumberland population and reinstate schools that cater for this, including providing proper residential provision where appropriate (The loss of Ridley Hall for this purpose was the result of unforgiveable political manoeuvring by the so called "Academy" lobby). Recognise the benefit to the communities that surround our schools. Restore Haydon Bridge High School to inclusion in the plan for the future.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

The document states that the first schools are struggling financially which is untrue, also that the proposed plans would improve education in our area.  We already have outstanding education in our area which is above the national average and I believe that these plans are about money rather than education.  

No

The middle schools in our area are excellent and provide so many opportunities for children that wouldnt be available to them with a 2 tier system.  Again I believe these proposals are about money rather than improving education.

No

It is very important that Acomb First School remains open.  Most of the children attending Acomb First School are from its catchment area and it would remain viable based on pupil numbers if it only took children from its catchment. It has safe walking routes/footpaths for families who have to walk. The roads up to Beaufront First School are very narrow with no footpaths and it can become dangerous in bad weather.  Acomb First School serves a community with high numbers of young families. It serves a community with housing that is affordable for potential new families and new children who will need a school. It is one of the larger primary schools in the west of Northumberland and it is viable and sustainable and staff have planned well in advance for the school in case it would need to become a primary school.  It is a vital part of our community and brings the community together and has done for generations.  If Beaufront School had to close the parents from Beaufront would most likely move their children elsewhere.  This would mean children from Acomb would have to travel across to Beaufront every day, where the site is totally unsuitable for higher pupil numbers, because they had lost their own village school.   As regards the most suitable site should the schools merge, Acomb children would have to be provided with transport should Acomb close (as there are no safe walking routes). Due to numbers this would have to be a coach rather than a mini bus. This added to the already large numbers of parents taking children to the Beaufront site in my opinion would raise a safety issue. There are no paths, street lights, some single-track and the speed limit is 60 miles an hour for part of the potential walk.  The exit onto the bridge end roundabout for a morning would lengthen commutes for people working in Hexham. Also road safety about the exiting onto that roundabout would be horrendous with the amount of cars doubling. Some of the roads do not allow/fit two cars side by side, and there arent enough passing places.  There are not passing places needed for the safe arrival of the children at Acomb. Parking at Beaufront school is a nightmare and would be impossible if the schools merged on that site.  Beaufront school ended up closed in february when there was snow due to several crashes on the bank, whilst Acomb School remained open for the whole of that time.  Both schools needed to close when we had the heavy snow in March though.  

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

The first schools need to remain open.

No

The middle schools should remain open, they provide better education than a 2 tier system and they work better in rural areas otherwise children have to travel for miles to school.

No

It is very important that Acomb First School remains open.  Most of the children attending Acomb First School are from its catchment area and it would remain viable based on pupil numbers if it only took children from its catchment. It has safe walking routes/footpaths for families who have to walk. The roads up to Beaufront First School are very narrow with no footpaths and it can become dangerous in bad weather.  Acomb First School serves a community with high numbers of young families. It serves a community with housing that is affordable for potential new families and new children who will need a school. It is one of the larger primary schools in the west of Northumberland and it is viable and sustainable and staff have planned well in advance for the school in case it would need to become a primary school.  It is a vital part of our community and brings the community together and has done for generations.  If Beaufront School had to close the parents from Beaufront would most likely move their children elsewhere.  This would mean children from Acomb would have to travel across to Beaufront every day, where the site is totally unsuitable for higher pupil numbers, because they had lost their own village school.   As regards the most suitable site should the schools merge, Acomb children would have to be provided with transport should Acomb close (as there are no safe walking routes). Due to numbers this would have to be a coach rather than a mini bus. This added to the already large numbers of parents taking children to the Beaufront site in my opinion would raise a safety issue. There are no paths, street lights, some single-track and the speed limit is 60 miles an hour for part of the potential walk.  The exit onto the bridge end roundabout for a morning would lengthen commutes for people working in Hexham. Also road safety about the exiting onto that roundabout would be horrendous with the amount of cars doubling. Some of the roads do not allow/fit two cars side by side, and there arent enough passing places.  There are not passing places needed for the safe arrival of the children at Acomb. Parking at Beaufront school is a nightmare and would be impossible if the schools merged on that site.  Beaufront school ended up closed in february when there was snow due to several crashes on the bank, whilst Acomb School remained open for the whole of that time.  Both schools needed to close when we had the heavy snow in March though.  

Haltwhistle

Don't know

To keep three tier school and another high school at Haydon Bridge.

Model A with a high school at Haydon Bridge too.

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Wark

Farm between Barrassford and Wark

No

The three tier system works so why change it

No

The three tier system works so why change it

No

The three tier system works so why change it

Retain the current three tier system (ofsted outstanding) its proven to work  I disagree with the obvious discrimination against west tynedales church schools.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

We are proud of our 3 tier school system and I believe it should remain.

I strongly believe in model A but I believe there should be two High Schools available and that Haydon Bridge High School should remain open.

No

No

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

St Josephs, Hexham Middle

Hexham

No

I do not believe the West of Northumberland is well served by having a single High School, and not having a high school within local authority control.  There would seem to be little point in pursuing this option if QEHS is no longer a High School and converts to being a Secondary School.  The existing QEHS site is not big enough to accommodate HBHS, even if new buildings are built there will be insufficient playing fields.  No detail has been given as to where a new school would be located, though the timeline at Option A says that the school will relocate to a new site in 2022.  There are 1256 students at QEHS and 361 at HBHS, the suggested capacity of QEHS at 1550 is insufficient to meet the numbers from the merged schools.    Whilst the Middle Schools in the QEHS catchment would carry on as they do it is unclear where children from the HBHS catchment primary schools move on to.  Do they go to Middle School in Hexham catchment for two years and then High School? 

No

I have no objection about converting to two tier education, but I cannot see that this requires the closure of HBHS.  No detail is given on the location of the new Hexham secondary school, and clarity must be given on this.  The proposed  new high school will have a capacity of 2,250 pupils, however there are currently 1627 on roll at HBHS and QEHS, in addition to this the new secondary school will take two years from Bellingham middle (55), Haltwhistle Upper (70), Corbridge Middle (175), Hexham Middle (240) and St Josephs Middle (160), giving an existing roll of 2,327.  The capacity of the new school needs to be greater therefore.    At 2,327 the new Hexham secondary school will have the largest geographic catchment in the UK and will be one of the largest schools in the UK.  Despite this the Secondary school will be fed into by several primary schools with a capacity of 105 (but most will have a roll significantly below this.  I do not think it is fair or reasonable to expect children to be able to move from a class of 10 or so into a year of 300 plus.  It would appear to be more sensible to rationalise the existing schools to bigger primary schools - in Hexham St Marys with a current capacity of 150 is favoured over St Josephs with a capacity of 336, in Corbridge the first school (150) is retained ahead of the Middle School (360), in both cases I think this should be the other way round.

No

Model C is more attractive than the other two in that it sees HBHS continue, and therefore allows some choice as to where children are educated.  I cannot understand however how or why existing first and middle schools in the Hexham partnership remain in place feeding into a secondary school.  Again it is clear from the consultation that QEHS will relocate to a new site, but again no details are given as to where this school will be sited.

It may be worth considering converting the Haydon Bridge partnership fully to two tier, closing some of the smaller first schools (Greenhaugh, Wark, West Woodburn), and Bellingham middle converting to a primary.  I cannot see how a mixture of two and three tier in Hexham will work, I would favour retaining it as is with investment in new buildings for the High School, if the HLT are to convert to a secondary then the rest of the Hexham partnership should do the same.

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

Under the current system Hexham has a very good outcome for education. Making a school bigger can only dilute the education given to children. The current proposals address spare capacity in schools and whilst this maybe an issue, I do not believe that enough considertion has been given to the schools named to close or merge. Nor has consideration been given to the impact on rural communities, how the changes effect the children and their families in the short term, including childcare provision, employment opportunities and longer term social impacts.  Wark First School is a viable school which has made positive changes and strives to provide an exceptional service to its pupils. It recent Ofsted rating was Good as is its SIAMS rating. We have above national average educational results and offer a broad and varied curriculum. With leadership which enables constant review and challenge the school is offering outstanding opportunities for our children.    

No

Under the current system Hexham has a very good outcome for education. Making a school bigger can only dilute the education given to children. The current proposals address spare capacity in schools and whilst this maybe an issue, I do not believe that enough considertion has been given to the schools named to close or merge. Nor has consideration been given to the impact on rural communities, how the changes effect the children and their families in the short term, including childcare provision, employment opportunities and longer term social impacts.  Wark First School is a viable school which has made positive changes and strives to provide an exceptional service to its pupils. It recent Ofsted rating was Good as is its SIAMS rating. We have above national average educational results and offer a broad and varied curriculum. With leadership which enables constant review and challenge the school is offering outstanding opportunities for our children.   

No

Under the current system Hexham has a very good outcome for education. Making a school bigger can only dilute the education given to children. The current proposals address spare capacity in schools and whilst this maybe an issue, I do not believe that enough considertion has been given to the schools named to close or merge. Nor has consideration been given to the impact on rural communities, how the changes effect the children and their families in the short term, including childcare provision, employment opportunities and longer term social impacts.  Wark First School is a viable school which has made positive changes and strives to provide an exceptional service to its pupils. It recent Ofsted rating was Good as is its SIAMS rating. We have above national average educational results and offer a broad and varied curriculum. With leadership which enables constant review and challenge the school is offering outstanding opportunities for our children.   

Under the current system Hexham has a very good outcome for education. Making a school bigger can only dilute the education given to children. The current proposals address spare capacity in schools and whilst this maybe an issue, I do not believe that enough considertion has been given to the schools named to close or merge. Nor has consideration been given to the impact on rural communities, how the changes effect the children and their families in the short term, including childcare provision, employment opportunities and longer term social impacts.  Wark First School is a viable school which has made positive changes and strives to provide an exceptional service to its pupils. It recent Ofsted rating was Good as is its SIAMS rating. We have above national average educational results and offer a broad and varied curriculum. With leadership which enables constant review and challenge the school is offering outstanding opportunities for our 

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

I agree with the proposition of closing Haydon Bridge High School/merging it with QEHS.  I strongly disagree with the proposition of closing/merging rural first schools for the following reasons:  - calculations of additional travelling distances do not appear to have taken direction of travel into account - while I understand that there are school buses available, realistically many first school children will be driven to school by their parents due to their young age. A parent who commutes to Newcastle, for example, cannot realistically accommodate an extra round trip of potentially 6/7 miles in the ‘wrong’ direction on rural roads. I believe this will push many parents into seeking places for their children in Hexham schools, which will put those schools under pressure but also add to the demise of rural communities. Fewer people will seek to buy a home in rural communities no longer served by a local first school. Those currently living in the catchment for the schools proposed to close may choose to leave. Property prices will sink, leading to a further disparity of wealth between rural and urban communities.   - every first school is a valuable employer within its community  - NCC will face a much larger drain on its financial reserves (and an urban housing crisis) if it allows rural communities to wither. Only families with the wealth to run two cars will be able to manage.   - the government is investing an extraordinary amount in Early Years education : let’s not waste this by getting rid of something that clearly supports an excellent Early Years experience for Northumberland’s children. Almost all the schools faced with closure are rated Good by Ofsted. We must not underestimate the holistic benefits of attending a school close to home, within a known community for children in this critical first stage of their education. Getting this right - and placing proper value on what we are doing well - could secure a prosperous and successful future for West Northumberland’s children.   - The Hexham Partership is running a surplus and predicts to continue doing so for many years. Therefore concerns of schools running below capacity should not be relevant. These schools continue to perform well both financially and academically. 

Merge Haydon Bridge with QEHS but allow the rural first schools to operate as they currently are doing, with no closures or mergers.   If it is deemed necessary to change to a 2 tier system the first schools should be given the option to become primaries, operating with their current numbers. 

No

No

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

Don't know

There is no impact on my child’s school, however I do not believe this will be a viable option if HLT changes to 11-18

If the Hadrian Learning Trust moves to two tier, Sele First would be prepared to grow this school to accommodate Years 5 and 6. The school is well led, financially viable and provides excellent educational outcomes for children and would be able to do so as a Primary. However, this is wholly contingent on being able to maintain 3-form entry, allowing 84 children in each year group. To achieve this Sele First would need to expand the number of classrooms – this is feasible if they are provided with investment to achieve it.  We do not believe that Sele First could maintain the very high level of educational outcomes by dropping to two form entry.

No

If the Hadrian Learning Trust moves to two tier, Sele First would be prepared to grow this school to accommodate Years 5 and 6. The school is well led, financially viable and provides excellent educational outcomes for children and would be able to do so as a Primary. However, this is wholly contingent on being able to maintain 3-form entry, allowing 84 children in each year group. To achieve this Sele First would need to expand the number of classrooms – this is feasible if they are provided with investment to achieve it.  We do not believe that Sele First could maintain the very high level of educational outcomes by dropping to two form entry.

Don't know

There is no impact on my child’s school, however I do not believe this will be a feasible option if HLT moves to 11-18

If the Hadrian Learning Trust moves to two tier, Sele First would be prepared to grow this school to accommodate Years 5 and 6. The school is well led, financially viable and provides excellent educational outcomes for children and would be able to do so as a Primary. However, this is wholly contingent on being able to maintain 3-form entry, allowing 84 children in each year group. To achieve this Sele First would need to expand the number of classrooms – this is feasible if they are provided with investment to achieve it.  We do not believe that Sele First could maintain the very high level of educational outcomes by dropping to two form entry.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

and Corbridge Middle School

No

We don't believe that it offers a solution to the issues the council claim to exist. Northumberland is a large area with lots of different communities. Removing Haydon Bridge High School reduces parental choice and would involve a lot of travel for children. Merging Haydon Bridge High School with Queen Elizabeth High School would create a massive school that would not be of benefit to the children. The  excellent pastoral care and teaching that the children currently receive would be lost. The impact on rural communities would be detrimental.

No

The three-tier system provides excellent care, support and teaching to our children, as shown by the academic standard being achieved. The standards that are being achieved academically at QEHS are in part due to the fantastic start that the children are given in their First and Middle schools. QEHS have not provided a convincing argument for becoming a Secondary school and there is no proof that they are in financial difficulty. (See their accounts submitted to the Charity Commission in August 2107). This option would have a massive detrimental effect on the local communities . 

Don't know

Certainly Haydon Bridge deserve a new good school but this should not be to the detriment of the children in the Hexham partnership.

Haydon Bridge and QEHS should have investment but they are not the only schools in the district. As parents whose children are almost on the edge of catchment area (almost 17 miles from Hexham) having the option of a Middle School step has been invaluable. Not all children are the same and children with SEND must be considered as well. The Hub system proposed by Corbridge Middle School seems to provide some answers but doesn't address the issue that we have no choice when it comes to 13-18 education. We have had to look outside of catchment/county in order to provide education for out younger two children. Lack of parental choice at 13 must be addressed.

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

No

No

I would like to go to smaller schools where the teachers know all the pupils and I get to learn a wide variety of subjects. A very big secondary school would be very scary

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

Give schools more time to work on an alternative to closure. Rural communities need their schools! Sparsely populated regions like Northumberland need the 3-tier system!

No

Give schools more time to work on an alternative to closures. Rural communities need their schools! Sparsely populated regions like Northumberland need the 3-tier system!

No

Give schools more time to work on an alternative to closures. Rural communities need their schools! Sparsely populated regions like Northumberland need the 3-tier system!

Give schools more time to work on an alternative to closures (eg Broomley/Whittonstall shared resources model where required). Rural communities need their schools! Sparsely populated regions like Northumberland need the 3-tier system!  Give the schools and students of West Northumberland certainty for the future!   Stop conflating separate issues (like the desperate situation at Haydon Bridge) with schools that are functioning brilliantly and generating excellent results. Stop lying about the real reasons behind this consultation. Start providing accurate financial and surplus places information!  Why should our excellent rural schools be at the mercy of the decisions of an academy? Why did you give that academy the power to do this 18 months ago? Take some responsibility, clean up your mess and give our wonderful schools the credit, funding and future they deserve before our rural villages become a geriatric wasteland!  Oh, and before you all lose your seats at the next election!

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

It is vital for rural schools to remain open. They are the hub of local communities. If schools close, families will leave or not even consider moving to our wonderful county, which means the rural community will suffer.  Our county is unique because of how it is set out with pockets of small villages. You can not expect very young children to be put on buses and sent to other schools out of their area.  

No

We can not lose our middle schools. It has been proven now that children who go through 3 tier progress just as well as those who go through 2 tier. Primary schools can not offer science labs, technology rooms, food technology rooms. Primary schools can’t always offer teachers who are trained in specific subjects and have deep knowledge and understanding of their area of expertise. Two small transitional steps are far better than one huge one. Our first schools and middle schools talk and work together well. Why change something that works??

No

Work with the Individual schools who need the financial support. Do not upset something that works for our children, families, communities and county. There’s a reason many families choose West Northumberland as a place to live and that’s our amazing 3 tier school system! 

Staff Member

St Mary's RC First School

Bellingham

Yes

I believe that the three tier system is the best option for children's education in Northumberland. I went to school in Hexham in the three tier system and I am now a teacher here too. I have worked in primary schools across the UK and know from experience that three tier education caters better to the curriculum and of children's well being.  The middle schools are fantastic and deliver valuable specialist teaching and resources. Most first schools would not be able to cater for the extra year groups and specialist subjects/resources at their schools if they were to turn into a primary school. That is why I think the middle schools should stay open.

Closure/merging of first schools: I understand that some rural village schools have a small intake of children but most of their OFSTED ratings are GOOD. They are financially viable and children have a fantastic education in their local community. The rural village schools are at the heart of their community.

No

Closing financially viable and OFSTED rated GOOD middle schools is not right for our children. The staff, children and parents at these schools have worked incredibly hard and to close them would be absurd. Children at middle schools receive specialised teaching and have useful resources that first schools cannot cater for. This consultation needs to remember that the most important part of this decision is the children's education and well being. The children at the moment don't know what is going and are worried for their future education. The thought of losing their school will and is having a detrimental impact on them. 

No

The variation of ages of children at the proposed Haydon Bridge school is far too large. Children as young as four and live outside of Haydon Bridge will be expected to go on school buses on their own. If that was my child, I would feel very uneasy about that and would find an alternative, however, some people might not have a choice.   

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

QEHS and The Sele

Corbridge

No

No

No

Why fix something that isn't broken. Three tiered systems work, they have done for years.

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I propose you go with haltwhistle community campus proposal. I went to those schools and haybridge and would hate for my nephew and nice to travel to hexham.  I believe that if the schools close haltwhistle will no longer be the great town we have now. No one will move here if there’s no schools to go to, which will effect the shops and business people have worked hard for. 

Parent/carer

Prudhoe

No

I believe the education provision in tynedale to be wonderful as it is. I feel the 3 tier system to help children develop in a supportive, secure environment. The current educational reputation in tynedale is well known and as such attracts pupils from outside the area specifically for the 3 tiers   I feel this whole idea has been caused by the failure of bright tribe and they should be accountable. 

Support schools which have identified a need.

No

I believe the education provision in tynedale to be wonderful as it is. I feel the 3 tier system to help children develop in a supportive, secure environment. The current educational reputation in tynedale is well known and as such attracts pupils from outside the area specifically for the 3 tiers   I feel this whole idea has been caused by the failure of bright tribe and they should be accountable.   Not enough information given on each option 

Not a viable option

No

I believe the education provision in tynedale to be wonderful as it is. I feel the 3 tier system to help children develop in a supportive, secure environment. The current educational reputation in tynedale is well known and as such attracts pupils from outside the area specifically for the 3 tiers   I feel this whole idea has been caused by the failure of bright tribe and they should be accountable. 

Not viable

I feel you need to give further statistically correct information for a informed choice. The information provided by The proposed HBHS is factually incorrect and misleading causing much distrust of the head and organisation.   All the heads of the schools should get together for a collaborative approach to find a pupil centred outcome.

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

Prefer to vote for Haydon Bridge High School Option D.

Prefer to vote for Haydon Bridge High School Option D.

No

Prefer to vote for Haydon Bridge High School Option D.

Prefer to vote for Haydon Bridge High School Option D.

No

Prefer to vote for Haydon Bridge High School Option D.

Prefer to vote for Haydon Bridge High School Option D.

Prefer to vote for Haydon Bridge High School Option D.

No

you are proposing to close first schools to bail out poor funding over many years for the high schools. This is financially driven and not focused on ensuring the best educational outcomes for all children.  Combining the high schools would have significant and negative impacts for the outcomes and educational experiences of the children within west northumberland. Bigger does not mean better. There is plenty of research to prove that children achieve better in smaller schools. This  model also does not support parental choice if there is only one option for high school

Maintain 2 high schools

No

The current 3 tier model is successful. There is no evidence to support the need to change the whole schooling system. There are other ways to reduce surplus places whilst maintaining the 3 tier system and rural first schools.

No

closing rural first schools will have a negative impact on these rural communities.

Focus on educational outcomes- academically, socially and emotionally support parental choice provide an education system that is sustainable whilst maintainng the excellent outcomes achieved within the 3 tier system safeguard rural communities further consultation is needed with realistic timescales in order for all schools to work together

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

Bellingham Middle School

West Woodburn No

I do not agree with the closure of the 8 first and primary schools. Out of the 8 proposed closures only one of them requires improvement at their last Ofsted inspection. Thus, proving that they are meeting the educational needs of our children. Most of the middle schools are doing so as well, it would appear that the problems start at a high school level. The High schools are letting the current system down but I’m not entirely certain it is their fault. I feel that Northumberland County Council has neglected the needs of the high schools over the last few years. Why was Bright Tribe allowed to take so long to carry out Due Diligence? The length of this process has had a massive detrimental effect on the integrity and image of HBHS. As you state 239 children from the HBHS catchment currently attend QEHS, probably because of the fiasco surrounding the Bright Tribe take over. Something should have been done before it came to this. Or is this what County wanted all along so that we can be forced into a 2 tier system to save money? QEHS is in need of urgent repairs to buildings, forcing some buildings to be closed off. Why has it been allowed to get into this state? This should have been address before they became unusable. In your proposals it looks like the First &amp; Middle schools are going to have pay the price for rectifying this mess. Rural schools will be greatly disadvantaged compared to their urban peers if any of these closures go ahead. Rural schools are at the heart of our community. They are one of the last points of contact with rural communities and play an essential role in our country life. The closure and merger of these smaller rural schools will restrict our children’s attendance to after school clubs and extracurricular activities. Some parents may struggle to financially cover the cost of picking their children up from after school club, as the normal transport provide won’t accommodate for later finishes. Others may not have access to a car to be able to collect them. With no service buses stopping within 5 miles of our home we wouldn’t be able to use public transport as an alternative either. The proposed extra travelling distance to Otterburn School is a huge concern to us. We already live 5.5 miles from West Woodburn School taking our children 20 minutes via a bus. An extra 5.8miles to Otterburn will see them sat on a bus for up to 40minutes, twice a day. Perhaps longer depending in how many children get on the bus and from where. How are the children to be transport to the alternative schools? Who is going to pay for this? My children are currently the third pick up on their bus route; they are collected from the end of our farm lane on a rural road. They then have another pick up in East Woodburn and then onto school. Are they then supposed to pick up the rest of Woodburn School in the village and onto Otterburn? This would require a coach to fit all the children on, a coach would not be able to turn around or get down the narrow country roads the current mini bus has to use. The loss of the schools to these small rural villages will have a huge detrimental effect on the whole community. Many local businesses supply the schools with fruit &amp; veg; milk; meat.  If the schools close lots of businesses will see a decline in their supply and may result in staff reductions. Many people from the area work at these schools, they will have to try and find new jobs out of the area. So with people having to work outside of the area and their children having to go to school out of the area, what is going to keep people in our rural villages? Not a great deal. People are going to leave the villages, leaving only the elderly who have lived there all their lives, with no bus services and no shops.  If HBHS &amp; QEHS are merged together where is our choice? We are supposed to be given a choice of schools, dependant on places and obviously transport depends on catchment areas. With only one high school in the West of the Tyne we have no choice. What if my child doesn’t get on well at the school? What if they are bullied? Where can we send them to then? What if the school fails? We are left with no choice but to keep them in a failing school and compromising their education. Recently QEHS has had some negative press relating to lost/stolen exam papers, it isn’t very reassuring that this school would be responsible for the education of all our children in the West Tyne.  

None

No

I do not agree with this proposal either, for many of the same reasons as Model A. I have already disagreed with the proposal for HBHS &amp; QEHS to merge, in this model you are proposing closing the middle schools as well and creating a 2 tier super school. What are the benefits of a 2 tier over a 3? Nobody has communicated or backed up the advantages of this move. It would appear that this model if not all of them is being driven by the Hadrian Learning Trust. We don’t know the outcome of their consultation yet and feel it was foolish to consult before the outcome of the Hadrian Trust was known as that would potential eliminate one of the models. Again if we merge QEHS &amp; HBHS in a 2 tier system and create a so called super school you remove our choice and limit our children’s education. What evidence has been provided that these super schools are a success or purely a financial decision? Kenton school has 1800 pupils and has recently been issued with an ‘improvement needed’ ofsted.  Other super schools are struggling too, its not a reassuring proposal. How can you expect children from the rural areas where there could be as little as 60 children in the school (even if you closed the proposed first schools and made the few remaining primary schools) to then go to a super high school with over 2000 pupils? These children will be petrified and completely over whelmed. What do you think is going to happen to their education? They will be used to be being taught in small class rooms of no more than 20 in a class.  

None

No

Again I don’t agree with this third proposal for the same reasons as previously. A 4 to 16yrs school is too big an age range. And the closure of Bellingham middle school would see my children travelling from the age of 11 travelling 42miles a day at least to get an education. It will take them over an hour each way. Again I have issues with after school clubs, if the boarding facilities had still of been at HBHS my children would have been eligible to board due to where we live. This would accommodate the huge travelling distance/time and after school clubs.  With all this extra travelling in all the models when do you propose the children get time to do all their homework that they get, even at the age of 6 my son gets homework. They are already tired when they come home from school but to then sit on a bus for over an hour and then to start homework. When do they get time to eat? Sleep? Or most importantly play and do the things that they enjoy?  

The Haydon Bridge High School Proposal.  Thus giving children &amp; parents a choice still and an alternative way of learning as all children are different, not all children are academic and this proposal gives children the opportunity to have a more vocational learning environment.  

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

No

The merger of QEHS and HBHS is not in the interest of the pupils in the catchment area of either school. A merged high school will simply be too big to ensure top educational outcomes and will make it impossible for pupils to be nurtured and treated as individuals as is their right. Problems in merging the schools will be exacerbated by the fact that HBHS pupils and parents reportedly do not want to travel to Hexham and/or become part of QEHS. In fact they deserve to be offered a top class education within their catchment area, particularly given the awful uncertainty they have been living with for the past few years.  Whilst I am not currently a current or future parent in a school facing closure, I am deeply concerned about the number of people impacted by these proposed closures and the effect on rural communities where the first school is often the lifeblood of the village. I am not persuaded that the proposals have at their heart improving educational outcomes rather than pure financial goals. Much more detail needs to be provided to justify the financial and educational case and explain how the wellbeing, particularly of the youngest pupils will be safeguarded taking into account disruption, additional travel time etc.   

No

See my response to Model A in relation to merging QEHS and HBHS. The problem of size will be even more significant in an 11-18 School of 2,200 pupils - insufficient explanation is given as to how students can flourish in this size of school (which, despite being in a very low population rural area would be one of the biggest secondary schools in the country).  If the decision is taken to make QEHS into an 11-18 School, The Sele First School is well placed to become a primary school but ONLY if the following conditions are met;  1. Sufficient capital investment is made available for the school to expand on the current site to take in years 5 and 6 pupils; and  2 The Sele First School retains 3 form entry and a PAN of 84. This condition is key to the school’s OFSTED outstanding status and status as a teaching school. In turn, these points are of paramount importance to educational outcomes and wellbeing of students. The proposed reduction in PAN for the Sele First School in Model B does not seem to make sense in circumstances where the school currently has upwards of 76 pupils in each year. Where are the additional pupils supposed to go, especially when so many smaller schools are proposed to close? The case for reducing the size of year groups at the Sele First School is not explained or justified and should in no circumstances be implemented.  I repeat my comments on Model A regarding the proposed closure of the first schools. 

See above regarding the Sele First School and the necessary changes to Model B that would be required IF this Model were to go ahead.

No

The Haydon Bridge 4-18 School element of this proposal seems to have some merit, in the sense that I strongly believe Hexham and Haydon Bridge senior schools should not merge (see previous comments on Models A and B) and if this proposal secures top quality education locally for Haydon Bridge catchment area, it should be explored.  I can also see the merit in a 9-18 campus in Hexham housing the middle school and the High School as long as this was on a properly funded new site with state of the art facilities. I view the key consideration for the senior schools to be that children are in a superb environment with all educational mod cons and fantastic teaching. I consider this could probably be achieved in either a secondary school or a 9-18 campus housing a middle and high school. I slightly favour the secondary school option because I have concerns about children moving school twice, first at 9 years old, but I appreciate the experience in Northumberland of the 3 tier system and making it work for children and I consider that if Middle and High schools were in the same site it would make the second transition easier and allow the schools to share facilities.   See my comments on Model A regarding the closure of first schools. 

See my comments above regarding implementation of this Model should it go head.

See previous comments.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Colwell

No

Having read the consultation document thoroughly, I do not believe that any of the potential models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland.  Whilst the response form asks for views on what are described as “proposed options”, I note the assurance within the consultation document that these are merely “potential models” presented to aid the consultation process. I am grateful for the repeated assurances that have been given by councillors since the publication of the consultation document that (a) the Council is highly receptive to alternative ideas/proposals and (b) it is not, in fact, proposed that large numbers of schools will close in any new model of education provision. As such, it seems reasonable to conclude that NCC does not suggest that any of the potential models actually represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland.   I do not believe that any of the potential models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland because:  - There is no evidence that any of the potential models will improve educational outcomes.  - There is a serious risk that such dramatic changes, particularly the closure of many small rural schools and, in models A and B, a high school and/or five middle schools, will be detrimental to educational outcomes.  - The Hexham Partnership overall enjoys very good educational and pastoral standards. Those standards should be promoted and, ideally, exceeded. We should strive to improve on what we already do well and extend those standards to all schools in Northumberland. None of these potential models is likely to fulfil that aim, but there is a significant risk that what is presently done well will be damaged.  - Such extensive changes will be highly disruptive to the educational journeys of the children and to the strong partnerships of schools. - There is no evidence that any of the potential models offer greater financial viability either collectively or for individual schools. - On the contrary, every school closed will result in a loss of £110,000 capital funding from central government plus £16,000 PE funding for schools with primary age children. Taking sparsity funding into account, Model B produces the most significant loss of funding of circa £1,540,000 each year, whilst Model A produces the “best” loss of circa £990,000 each year. These are enormous losses in the context of our school budgets.  - Whilst the consultation document contains no analysis of the impact that closure of large numbers of schools will have on the local communities that they serve, nor on the local economy more generally, it is overwhelmingly likely that such closures will have a profound and, in some cases, devastating impact. The schools suggested for closure/merger are in many cases an integral part of the local community, and often the very reason that families move to an area.   - Part of the rationale for the proposal for change is the surplus of places overall within the 2 partnerships. I understand from discussions with NCC that this issue is driven by concerns raised by the Department for Education. I believe that there is an underlying lack of understanding on the part of the DfE in relation to the geographical challenges within this part of Northumberland. In the case of a small rural school, a small number of surplus places can appear as a large percentage: in practical terms, one or 2 families moving into an area (often because there is a good local school) results in those “surplus” spaces being taken. We trust that NCC will ensure that the DfE is provided with the necessary information to enable them to achieve a proper understanding of the situation. Ultimately what matters most is educational attainment and financial viability, rather than whether there are surplus places on the basis of PAN. In any event, most surplus places actually lie in the larger schools. These might appropriately be reduced by rationalisation of buildings / sites, particularly in the context of the clear existing need for building works.  - All potential models reduce dramatically my parental choice in the appropriate school for my children. Reducing parental choice is wholly inconsistent with Government policy. In model B, there will be no choice at all in relation to secondary education and in model A there will be only limited choice up to year 8. Real parental choice is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland. It inspires parental confidence and engagement, and promotes inclusion.   - All models will result in a significant increase in travelling for my children. There will be a massive burden on the transport system in West Northumberland, with much new transport infrastructure needed to be put in place to support any of the models.  - The true and full cost of these changes has not been explored, discussed or shared with the community as part of the consultation. - Model A will result in one very large high school serving the whole of west Northumberland which leaves us with no choice for our children and is ridiculous.  The phrasing of this entire consultation is poor and has been constructed to lead people to pick one of the proposed models. It's an incredibly duplicitous approach and one which disappoints me hugely.  - None of the potential models include any analysis of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver, nor of the potential risks inherent in such model.  - None of the potential models include any financial detail or modelling that would demonstrate the financial impact of each and enable respondents to judge comparable viability.  - The models do not take into account changes in Government funding for schools. The consultation document suggests that these changes will make the overall financial position of our schools worse and the case for change greater, when it is not at all clear that this will be the case.  - None of the potential models include any information about the wider risks or benefits to their local community.   The lack of information has an impact on my ability to make an informed choice with regard to these models.

It is not a viable model.

No

Having read the consultation document thoroughly, I do not believe that any of the potential models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland.  Whilst the response form asks for views on what are described as “proposed options”, I note the assurance within the consultation document that these are merely “potential models” presented to aid the consultation process. I am grateful for the repeated assurances that have been given by councillors since the publication of the consultation document that (a) the Council is highly receptive to alternative ideas/proposals and (b) it is not, in fact, proposed that large numbers of schools will close in any new model of education provision. As such, it seems reasonable to conclude that NCC does not suggest that any of the potential models actually represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland.   I do not believe that any of the potential models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland because:  - There is no evidence that any of the potential models will improve educational outcomes.  - There is a serious risk that such dramatic changes, particularly the closure of many small rural schools and, in models A and B, a high school and/or five middle schools, will be detrimental to educational outcomes.  - The Hexham Partnership overall enjoys very good educational and pastoral standards. Those standards should be promoted and, ideally, exceeded. We should strive to improve on what we already do well and extend those standards to all schools in Northumberland. None of these potential models is likely to fulfil that aim, but there is a significant risk that what is presently done well will be damaged.  - Such extensive changes will be highly disruptive to the educational journeys of the children and to the strong partnerships of schools. - There is no evidence that any of the potential models offer greater financial viability either collectively or for individual schools. - On the contrary, every school closed will result in a loss of £110,000 capital funding from central government plus £16,000 PE funding for schools with primary age children. Taking sparsity funding into account, Model B produces the most significant loss of funding of circa £1,540,000 each year, whilst Model A produces the “best” loss of circa £990,000 each year. These are enormous losses in the context of our school budgets.  - Whilst the consultation document contains no analysis of the impact that closure of large numbers of schools will have on the local communities that they serve, nor on the local economy more generally, it is overwhelmingly likely that such closures will have a profound and, in some cases, devastating impact. The schools suggested for closure/merger are in many cases an integral part of the local community, and often the very reason that families move to an area.   - Part of the rationale for the proposal for change is the surplus of places overall within the 2 partnerships. I understand from discussions with NCC that this issue is driven by concerns raised by the Department for Education. I believe that there is an underlying lack of understanding on the part of the DfE in relation to the geographical challenges within this part of Northumberland. In the case of a small rural school, a small number of surplus places can appear as a large percentage: in practical terms, one or 2 families moving into an area (often because there is a good local school) results in those “surplus” spaces being taken. We trust that NCC will ensure that the DfE is provided with the necessary information to enable them to achieve a proper understanding of the situation. Ultimately what matters most is educational attainment and financial viability, rather than whether there are surplus places on the basis of PAN. In any event, most surplus places actually lie in the larger schools. These might appropriately be reduced by rationalisation of buildings / sites, particularly in the context of the clear existing need for building works.  - All potential models reduce dramatically my parental choice in the appropriate school for my children. Reducing parental choice is wholly inconsistent with Government policy. In model B, there will be no choice at all in relation to secondary education and in model A there will be only limited choice up to year 8. Real parental choice is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland. It inspires parental confidence and engagement, and promotes inclusion.   - All models will result in a significant increase in travelling for my children. There will be a massive burden on the transport system in West Northumberland, with much new transport infrastructure needed to be put in place to support any of the models.  - The true and full cost of these changes has not been explored, discussed or shared with the community as part of the consultation. - Model A will result in one very large high school serving the whole of west Northumberland which leaves us with no choice for our children and is ridiculous.  The phrasing of this entire consultation is poor and has been constructed to lead people to pick one of the proposed models. It's an incredibly duplicitous approach and one which disappoints me hugely.  - None of the potential models include any analysis of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver, nor of the potential risks inherent in such model.  - None of the potential models include any financial detail or modelling that would demonstrate the financial impact of each and enable respondents to judge comparable viability.  - The models do not take into account changes in Government funding for schools. The consultation document suggests that these changes will make the overall financial position of our schools worse and the case for change greater, when it is not at all clear that this will be the case.  - None of the potential models include any information about the wider risks or benefits to their local community.   The lack of information has an impact on my ability to make an informed choice with regard to these models.

I do not believe that Model B is a viable option.

No

Having read the consultation document thoroughly, I do not believe that any of the potential models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland.  Whilst the response form asks for views on what are described as “proposed options”, I note the assurance within the consultation document that these are merely “potential models” presented to aid the consultation process. I am grateful for the repeated assurances that have been given by councillors since the publication of the consultation document that (a) the Council is highly receptive to alternative ideas/proposals and (b) it is not, in fact, proposed that large numbers of schools will close in any new model of education provision. As such, it seems reasonable to conclude that NCC does not suggest that any of the potential models actually represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland.   I do not believe that any of the potential models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland because:  - There is no evidence that any of the potential models will improve educational outcomes.  - There is a serious risk that such dramatic changes, particularly the closure of many small rural schools and, in models A and B, a high school and/or five middle schools, will be detrimental to educational outcomes.  - The Hexham Partnership overall enjoys very good educational and pastoral standards. Those standards should be promoted and, ideally, exceeded. We should strive to improve on what we already do well and extend those standards to all schools in Northumberland. None of these potential models is likely to fulfil that aim, but there is a significant risk that what is presently done well will be damaged.  - Such extensive changes will be highly disruptive to the educational journeys of the children and to the strong partnerships of schools. - There is no evidence that any of the potential models offer greater financial viability either collectively or for individual schools. - On the contrary, every school closed will result in a loss of £110,000 capital funding from central government plus £16,000 PE funding for schools with primary age children. Taking sparsity funding into account, Model B produces the most significant loss of funding of circa £1,540,000 each year, whilst Model A produces the “best” loss of circa £990,000 each year. These are enormous losses in the context of our school budgets.  - Whilst the consultation document contains no analysis of the impact that closure of large numbers of schools will have on the local communities that they serve, nor on the local economy more generally, it is overwhelmingly likely that such closures will have a profound and, in some cases, devastating impact. The schools suggested for closure/merger are in many cases an integral part of the local community, and often the very reason that families move to an area.   - Part of the rationale for the proposal for change is the surplus of places overall within the 2 partnerships. I understand from discussions with NCC that this issue is driven by concerns raised by the Department for Education. I believe that there is an underlying lack of understanding on the part of the DfE in relation to the geographical challenges within this part of Northumberland. In the case of a small rural school, a small number of surplus places can appear as a large percentage: in practical terms, one or 2 families moving into an area (often because there is a good local school) results in those “surplus” spaces being taken. We trust that NCC will ensure that the DfE is provided with the necessary information to enable them to achieve a proper understanding of the situation. Ultimately what matters most is educational attainment and financial viability, rather than whether there are surplus places on the basis of PAN. In any event, most surplus places actually lie in the larger schools. These might appropriately be reduced by rationalisation of buildings / sites, particularly in the context of the clear existing need for building works.  - All potential models reduce dramatically my parental choice in the appropriate school for my children. Reducing parental choice is wholly inconsistent with Government policy. In model B, there will be no choice at all in relation to secondary education and in model A there will be only limited choice up to year 8. Real parental choice is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland. It inspires parental confidence and engagement, and promotes inclusion.   - All models will result in a significant increase in travelling for my children. There will be a massive burden on the transport system in West Northumberland, with much new transport infrastructure needed to be put in place to support any of the models.  - The true and full cost of these changes has not been explored, discussed or shared with the community as part of the consultation. - Model A will result in one very large high school serving the whole of west Northumberland which leaves us with no choice for our children and is ridiculous.  The phrasing of this entire consultation is poor and has been constructed to lead people to pick one of the proposed models. It's an incredibly duplicitous approach and one which disappoints me hugely.  - None of the potential models include any analysis of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver, nor of the potential risks inherent in such model.  - None of the potential models include any financial detail or modelling that would demonstrate the financial impact of each and enable respondents to judge comparable viability.  - The models do not take into account changes in Government funding for schools. The consultation document suggests that these changes will make the overall financial position of our schools worse and the case for change greater, when it is not at all clear that this will be the case.  - None of the potential models include any information about the wider risks or benefits to their local community.   The lack of information has an impact on my ability to make an informed choice with regard to these models.

I do not believe that Model C is a viable option.

Securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland  Educational outcomes in the Hexham partnership are, overall, very good. The results achieved by children at Beaufront (KS1 results for all subjects were in the top 10% for attainment nationally) and in many other first schools, the results produced by Middle Schools at Key Stage 2, and the results produced by QEHS at the end of this educational journey provide clear evidence that the system for the education of our children in the Hexham Partnership is working well.   These outcomes have been achieved in a 3 tier system. I believe that the 3 tier system best suits west Northumberland, given the nature of the population spread and the numbers of small first schools. We must remember that accessible and appropriate education may, of necessity, look different in different areas.  Offering real parental choice is vital. I believe that this is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland. It inspires parental confidence and engagement, and promotes inclusion.  I appreciate that a solution for the situation that has regrettably developed at Haydon Bridge High School must be found. It must, though, be the right solution for that whole community and must not be one that adversely affects either the Hexham partnership schools or the other schools within the Haydon Bridge partnership. Short term subsidisation of HBHS (or any school) should not be considered “wasted” if it allows the time to find the right solution, both from educational and financial sustainability perspectives.  I also appreciate that finances are an important factor. It is unclear if the proposals around the majority of the school closures proposed in the consultation would lead to cost savings: indeed closure of Beaufront would reduce income by more than it reduces costs. I acknowledge that the large financial deficit at HBHS (and perhaps those predicted elsewhere, about which we know less) will need to be tackled. In doing so, I am expecting NCC will look at and consider the “bigger picture” when it comes to education. Putting money into education, either as capital or as an annual spend, is not to be considered a subsidy but an investment in the future of our children. As a visionary local education authority, I hope that NCC will see this as a worthwhile investment. Safe, happy, healthy children who have been educated to achieve their maximum potential will become happy and fulfilled adults, able to make a positive contribution to society and significantly less likely to present a future burden to other public services or health care.   I support the “Collaboration Hub” proposed by Corbridge Middle School as a means to facilitate such collaboration openly, constructively and supportively. I believe that the proposal can be developed and refined by: a) Analysis of the particular strengths of each school, so that such strengths can be shared with others; b) Identification of areas that could be improved in each school, so as to benefit from the strengths or facilities of others; c) Identification of common needs, that might be shared through capital funding; d) Careful grouping of schools, so as to best match overall mutual benefit, with collaboration across hubs to accommodate more specific requirements and share more specific strengths; e) Greater collaboration in curriculum development – both within educational tiers and between them.   This must be a dynamic process approached openly and within an environment of safety. We would welcome support and guidance from independent professional educationalists in steering this process. It is likely, ultimately, to result in a re-shaping of the way in which education looks in the west Northumberland over the forthcoming years, but this will have been achieved through a process of careful collaboration to produce a demonstrably effective system.    I accept and support the proposition that capital funding should be made available to QEHS/HLT. However, any capital contribution from NCC must be conditional on a long-term agreement with HLT to ensure that they respect the views of elected members and their communities (council tax payers), as expressed through this consultation process.

Parent/carer

Whitley Chapel C of E First School

No

 This model in no way represents an innovative or unique solution to the issues presented by NCC, and provides no evidence that it prioritises achieving the best educational experience and outcomes for future generations across west Northumberland.  No meaningful detail or evidence is presented from which this models can be interpreted, analysed and forwarded for future debate and necessary scrutiny. As such it cannot be interpreted as offering a positive, sustainable &amp; viable future for education which places the interests of pupils at its centre, and is therefore not fit for purpose.  At the very least the council needs to provide objective detail concerning:  how this model will improve the experience of education for pupils. how this model meets existing govt./DofE guidelines including those relating to closure of schools. how this model meets the long-term future needs of the population – including how it reflects various demographic, population and economic change. financial analysis of each model presented, including transparency regarding the assumptions which have been used in generating future projections. the necessary capital investment for each model, and how this would be managed and spent effectively. the ongoing environmental and financial impacts of additional distances travelled by pupils. the ways in which each model reflects local development plans including provision of housing and transport. how any changes implemented will be managed, not least with regards to the commissioning, design, planning, procurement, &amp; development processes that will be undertaken in each model requiring new build/redevelopment of existing estate. Staffing – in particular how any changes will be managed and phased to ensure no disruption to education. 

No

 This model in no way represents an innovative or unique solution to the issues presented by NCC, and provides no evidence that it prioritises achieving the best educational experience and outcomes for future generations across west Northumberland.  No meaningful detail or evidence is presented from which this models can be interpreted, analysed and forwarded for future debate and necessary scrutiny. As such it cannot be interpreted as offering a positive, sustainable &amp; viable future for education which places the interests of pupils at its centre, and is therefore not fit for purpose.  At the very least the council needs to provide objective detail concerning:  how this model will improve the experience of education for pupils. how this model meets existing govt./DofE guidelines including those relating to closure of schools. how this model meets the long-term future needs of the population – including how it reflects various demographic, population and economic change. financial analysis of each model presented, including transparency regarding the assumptions which have been used in generating future projections. the necessary capital investment for each model, and how this would be managed and spent effectively. the ongoing environmental and financial impacts of additional distances travelled by pupils. the ways in which each model reflects local development plans including provision of housing and transport. how any changes implemented will be managed, not least with regards to the commissioning, design, planning, procurement, &amp; development processes that will be undertaken in each model requiring new build/redevelopment of existing estate. Staffing – in particular how any changes will be managed and phased to ensure no disruption to education.

No

 This model in no way represents an innovative or unique solution to the issues presented by NCC, and provides no evidence that it prioritises achieving the best educational experience and outcomes for future generations across west Northumberland.  No meaningful detail or evidence is presented from which this models can be interpreted, analysed and forwarded for future debate and necessary scrutiny. As such it cannot be interpreted as offering a positive, sustainable &amp; viable future for education which places the interests of pupils at its centre, and is therefore not fit for purpose.  At the very least the council needs to provide objective detail concerning:  how this model will improve the experience of education for pupils. how this model meets existing govt./DofE guidelines including those relating to closure of schools. how this model meets the long-term future needs of the population – including how it reflects various demographic, population and economic change. financial analysis of each model presented, including transparency regarding the assumptions which have been used in generating future projections. the necessary capital investment for each model, and how this would be managed and spent effectively. the ongoing environmental and financial impacts of additional distances travelled by pupils. the ways in which each model reflects local development plans including provision of housing and transport. how any changes implemented will be managed, not least with regards to the commissioning, design, planning, procurement, &amp; development processes that will be undertaken in each model requiring new build/redevelopment of existing estate. Staffing – in particular how any changes will be managed and phased to ensure no disruption to education.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

Like to keep the three tier system and another high school at Haydon Bridge.

Model A with a high school at Haydon Bridge too.

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

See part 5

No

See part 5

No

See part 5

I want to go to Middle School like my sister as she says it is really good. I'm scared about going to a really big school.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

Yes

This model allows a three tier system to continue.

No

I would be unhappy at the closure of Corbridge Middle School and the transition to a two tier system.

Don't know

My main concern is that the three tier education model remains in the West Northumberland area.

Staff Member

Acomb First School

Acomb

Yes

I'm part of little oaks nursery. We rent a classroom from acomb first school for our outstanding nursey we currenly have around 36 children . If acomb closed or merged we would have to find alternative premises which would be a total shame as we work very closely with the school. I would hate to see any schools close it's such a shame as everyone wants to keep their village local school. Acomb in particular is very close to my heart as my father went to that school as did my partner and me and our two children.

No

No

I really don't see any alternatives. I'm sure everyone will be fighting and working hard to keep their local schools. It's just a total shame it comes down to all this. All children deserve a descent education and parents want what is best for their children. The children is what is most important in any decisions made .

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Healey

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

No

I have said no to all 3 options presented as no model offers a new building, fit for purpose prior to any changes in pupil numbers

Please provide a modern school, that meets the needs of the children, that has enough electricity, seats, changing facilities, is structurally sound and does not leak before you consider making any changes to the number and age of the children being educated.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall first school

Whittonstall

No

No

No

The three tier schooling system is the route we chose from the start of our children's education. Having been through two tier system myself and my children the two tier we felt strongly that it fails to produce caring and nurturing schooling compared with the results of the three tier system. And it has been noticeable in the results our grandchildren's education to date. We wanted smaller age groups in each system as we feel this brings out the best in our young children and gives better grounding to face the future a step at a time. Not a number or name on a register

Parent/carer

Yes

No

No

Staff Member

Newbrough C of E Primary School

Yes

No

No

Newbrough C of E Primary School was rated as an OFSTED good. Newbrough C of E Primary School is financially viable and has sustainable pupil numbers for the foreseeable future. Severe safeguarding issues surround the model, in particular when transporting children. 

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham Middle School, QEHS

Hexham

No

I feel that this is not the best option No

I feel that this is not the best option Yes

I feel that if the Sele became a Primary school it would allow a consistent level of education for all pupils up to the end of KS2 who would then go on to the secondary site QEHS/ Hadrian Trust  Having the two schools would allow for children to move seamlessly between the two tiers   If Sele becomes a primary and a PAN of 84 it would allow class sizes to remain the same and not change year on year if the PAN was to change

Wark

No

I am against the merger of QEHS and HBHS.  This would create a huge school and in my opinion larger schools mean larger classes and less one to one tuition for children who occasionally need it.  I also oppose the closure/merger of the first schools.  These schools are part of the community and rural communities which are struggling to survive with other closures i.e. banks, shops etc.  I also believe the 4 year olds are too young to be travelling on school transport.

No

As Model A

No

As previous models

No

I do not wish to see any of our local first schools closed/merged nor do I want to see HBHS close.  I believe reverting to a two tier system and leaving both HBHS and QEHS open would be the most effective.  The money that would have been used for building a new school at Hexham should be used to repair and renovate the existing High Schools and First Schools the most essential upgrading, such as making the First Schools suitable for the addition of the 9-11 year olds who would have transferred to the Middle Schools, being carried out first.  HBHS should be given as much help and advice from the Education Committee to bring it back to the standard it held in the past.  Both of my daughters attended this school in the 1990's, both thrived and went on to University and now have professional careers - let's get HBHS back to this standard.  As previously stated the First Schools should be left as they are - small happy schools which are part of the community.  The staff at Wark First School are dedicated to giving them the best education in a caring environment.  I do not think it is in the best interests of the children or their families for them to have to travel to school every day especially the children attending school for the first time.



[bookmark: 3]donkleywood

No

Greenhaugh and the areas of Tarset, Greystead and Falstone are remote with a very small population.  There are few opportunities for young people in the area and limited housing suitable for young people.  The closure of Greenhaugh school would be yet another reason why people either move away from the area or do not come here in the first place.  The population is ageing and the lack of a local school will only make matters worse. For a community to stay viable we need a good mix of all ages. 

No

Greenhaugh and the areas of Tarset, Greystead and Falstone are remote with a very small population.  There are few opportunities for young people in the area and limited housing suitable for young people.  The closure of Greenhaugh school would be yet another reason why people either move away from the area or do not come here in the first place.  The population is ageing and the lack of a local school will only make matters worse. For a community to stay viable we need a good mix of all ages. Greenhaugh needs it's school!

No

Greenhaugh and the areas of Tarset, Greystead and Falstone are remote with a very small population.  There are few opportunities for young people in the area and limited housing suitable for young people.  The closure of Greenhaugh school and other small local schools would be yet another reason why people either move away from the area or do not come here in the first place.  The population is ageing and the lack of a local school will only make matters worse. For a community to stay viable we need a good mix of all ages.   It is also unacceptable to bus small children the dstances that would be involved should these closures go ahead.

Leave the small local 1st schools alone - bussing 4 - 7 year olds in all weathers and often in the dark is totally unacceptable.

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Corbridge

No

Not enough time has been given to look at options.   Not enough information has been given to to help decide on the future of our schools.  I object to closing good and viable schools.  The impact this Consultation is having on pupils and teachers is significant.

No

Not enough time has been given to look at options.   Not enough information has been given to to help decide on the future of our schools.  I object to closing good and viable schools.  The impact this Consultation is having on pupils and teachers is significant.

No

Not enough time has been given to look at options.   Not enough information has been given to to help decide on the future of our schools.  I object to closing good and viable schools.  The impact this Consultation is having on pupils and teachers is significant.

Not enough time has been given to look at options.   Not enough information has been given to to help decide on the future of our schools.  I object to closing good and viable schools.  The impact this Consultation is having on pupils and teachers is significant.

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Corbridge

No

Not enough time has been given to look at options.   Not enough information has been given to to help decide on the future of our schools.  I object to closing good and viable schools.  The impact this Consultation is having on pupils and teachers is significant.

No

Not enough time has been given to look at options.   Not enough information has been given to to help decide on the future of our schools.  I object to closing good and viable schools.  The impact this Consultation is having on pupils and teachers is significant.

No

Not enough time has been given to look at options.   Not enough information has been given to to help decide on the future of our schools.  I object to closing good and viable schools.  The impact this Consultation is having on pupils and teachers is significant.

Not enough time has been given to look at options.   Not enough information has been given to to help decide on the future of our schools.  I object to closing good and viable schools.  The impact this Consultation is having on pupils and teachers is significant.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

I don't think Whittonstall First School and Haydon Bridge High School should close. Closing these schools would have a negative impact on the local community as a whole. Pupils local to those schools should have access to education locally and not have to travel further to school. I don't want my children's education and well being disrupted by being taught in temporary accommodation in 2020 and 2021. I don't want the number of children in high school to increase as this will have a negative impact on my children's education and social and emotional experience and their achievement.  The investment should be put into the existing schools in a continued 3 tier system. The council and the government need to adequately fund the current education system. The current system works well providing education in local communities with smaller schools where pupils are known as individuals not numbers.

There should be increased collaboration between the existing schools. Whittonstall First School and Haydon Bridge High School should be supported to stay open. Create hubs between groups of the existing first and middle schools. Increase QEH communication and collaboration with their feeder schools. •even stronger collaboration amongst the few schools we have to develop excellent teaching in all our schools •new stronger leadership and governance model across our schools to further support educational improvements and financial sustainability •fully inclusive provision in our area •bespoke Special Educational Needs expertise and provision for our needs •make National Funding Formula work for our unique situation •understand how to make our education provision work with the transport networks we have •look to the skills required for employment and training in rural Northumberland and Newcastle to drive our curriculum offer. .expanding current innovative practice  .further streamlining of curriculum  .formally sharing staff  .identifying support required from or offered to other hubs .a bespoke Hub Special Educational Need provision .amending catchment areas .forming hard federations to enable even stronger leadership, governance, staff development and financial gain  .forming an “all-through” or same phase multi academy trust .joining existing MATs in the area .making the most of the National Funding For    

No

Absolutely not! I do not agree that moving to a 2 tier system is in the interests of children in this area. My high school children already feel like a faceless number rather than an individual, that would not get better. In a larger system it would get worse. There is no evidence of 'a school within a school'. I don't believe that would be achieved. Rural communities have a right to have a local school. The current schools are financially viable and provide excellent education at a local level. Children should not be forced to travel miles to go to school just because they live in a rural area.I want my children to continue to be educated in a 3 tier system. The current system offers smaller schools. Children are known better as individuals in a smaller community at middle school and first school. I don't want them to be in a larger high school where they would drown and be overwhelmed. They would be a number rather than a person. We don't have to 'fit with the national system' we have a 3 tier system that works. In Middle Schools provision for language, science, art, DT and FT are far more specialist in terms of teachers and facilities compared to Primary Schools. Middle School stretch pupils more. The Council has stated they have capital investment for buildings. This can be allocated without changing the current 3 tier system that works very well. I do not want the catastrophic disruption of unnecessary change to ruin my children's education. Transition is better at year 9 rather than year 7. they can stay in a smaller more nurturing school longer and receive specialist teaching in middle school more so than primary. I do not want my children forced into a faceless academy of 2250 pupils! 

It is not a viable option. It would cause catastrophic disruption with a negative impact on educational standards and children's well being.

No

I think it is preferable to keep Haydon Bridge High School open and support it to achieve. I think Whittonstall should also be supported to stay open. I'm not in favour of HMS and QEH on the same site as it offers too much dominance over the wider schools. Would it progress to being their 2 tier system by the back door? It is not clear how the pupils numbers for HMS and QEH is calculated. The current schools and the 3 tier system should be maintained.

Greater collaboration to existing schools. Investment in current schools including buildings. Development of local hubs for first and middle schools. Increased communication and improved working relationship with QEH and their feeder schools. •even stronger collaboration amongst the few schools we have to develop excellent teaching in all our schools •new stronger leadership and governance model across our schools to further support educational improvements and financial sustainability •fully inclusive provision in our area •bespoke Special Educational Needs expertise and provision for our needs •make National Funding Formula work for our unique situation •understand how to make our education provision work with the transport networks we have •look to the skills required for employment and training in rural Northumberland and Newcastle to drive our curriculum offer.  Each hub to consider opportunities for: .expanding current innovative practice  .further streamlining of curriculum  .formally sharing staff  .identifying support required from or offered to other hubs .a bespoke Hub Special Educational Need provision .amending catchment areas .forming hard federations to enable even stronger leadership, governance, staff development and financial gain  .forming an “all-through” or same phase multi academy trust .joining existing MATs in the area .making the most of the National Funding Formula 

Maintain smaller schools in a 3 tier system. Invest in existing schools including the buildings, staff and pupils. Maintain all the best things about our current system. Maintain the transitions at year 5 and 9 which better supports the emotional social and educational needs of our young people. Maintain the specialist teaching and facilities in middle school for years 5 and 6 which are not provided in primary schools. Our children want to stay in a 3 tier system with less stressful transitions and smaller more nurturing schools with excellent achievements. Improve collaboration of QEH with the other schools in the system.

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Falstone

No

Option A closes Greenhaugh First School. Greenhaugh is academically successful, has never operated at a deficit, and is at the heart of our communities, serving the largest catchment in the consultation area. Moving the children to Bellingham would increase journey-to-school distance by 29% (based on current pupils) and create a catchment area larger than Newcastle and Sunderland combined. Closing Greenhaugh First School will rob our communities of young families. Without it, our communities will die.

No, option A is completely non-viable.

No

Option B closes Greenhaugh First School. Greenhaugh is academically successful, has never operated at a deficit, and is at the heart of our communities, serving the largest catchment in the consultation area. Moving the children to Bellingham would increase journey-to-school distance by 29% (based on current pupils) and create a catchment area larger than Newcastle and Sunderland combined. Closing Greenhaugh First School will rob our communities of young families. Without it, our communities will die.

No, option B is completely non-viable.

No

Option C closes Greenhaugh First School. Greenhaugh is academically successful, has never operated at a deficit, and is at the heart of our communities, serving the largest catchment in the consultation area. Moving the children to Bellingham would increase journey-to-school distance by 29% (based on current pupils) and create a catchment area larger than Newcastle and Sunderland combined. Closing Greenhaugh First School will rob our communities of young families. Without it, our communities will die.

No, option C is completely non-viable.

Northumberland County Council, you represent us. Your Councillors are elected by us, and your budgets come from our purses. To you, and to this whole exercise, we say no.  We're not against change. I have no axe to grind on two-tier versus three-tier. We can agree on change together. That's what consultation means. That's what consultation is. At least, that's what consultation should be.  But your false consultation is unacceptable. You have used our money to propose closing our successful and dearly loved school. No. Enough. This stops now. We say no.  You have not worked with us - you have sprung this on us. You have not followed DfE guidance on the closure of rural schools. That guidance requires you to ensure that closure of our school is "clearly in the best interests of educational provision in the area". You offer no evidence for this. We say no.  You appear to be representing not us, but Hadrian Learning Trust. These proposals work to the Trust's advantage, in some cases facilitating the changes they want, and giving them a monopoly over secondary education in our area. They are not your constituents. We are. And we say no.  I am told you held a closed meeting with the Roman Catholic Diocese of Hexham and Newcastle, telling them that they must accept option A. I am told that Governors of St Joseph's Middle School were then told to accept option A against the strongly-expressed wish of some of them not to do so. If your consultation results in a Church intimidating its own clergy, dare I venture that perhaps you're doing it wrong?  This is not consultation. Open the doors. You know as well as us that a closed meeting has no place in a consultation. We say no.  Your staff tell us that you have been challenged to solve the issue of "surplus places". Why? When a school is viable, what is wrong with surplus places? When a school is successful, what is wrong with surplus places? You say it's not about bricks and mortar, but that's all these surplus places are: our schools are not employing teachers for any surplus places.  What is wrong with surplus places?  I don't want an answer from you. I want that to be your response to Whitehall: "What is wrong with surplus places?"  You work for us. That is your job. Northumberland is the most sparsely populated county in England, and west Northumberland is one of its sparsest regions. One size does not fit all, and Whitehall's size does not come within a country mile of fitting us.  We want these schools. We pay for these schools. It is our choice. We say no.  Our Parish Councils represent us. Our National Park Authority represents us. They say no. And we say no.  You represent us. You work for us.  We. Say. No.  

Staff Member

Corbridge Middle School

No

I do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question sufficiently.  No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided to enable this model to be confidently examined.

Make 3-tier the only option throughout both partnerships, this works and has clearly proved its worth in the last 40 years. Since Academies have been involved they have mismanaged their own schools. This would not have happened under LA control as the impact is too greater risk for the authority. It needs to be taken back under control and managed correctly and with an understanding of the needs of the many and not the few.

No

I do not agree that creating an 11-18 secondary school is the only option or the best way to meet the objectives. In summary I strongly believe that an age range change would have a detrimental impact on our nationally admired educational system including the actual children, families and communities. 

The eveidence would show that this is actually not a viable option. Both financially and educational outcomes and pastoral care. It is also against the majority of people's views of who you are responsible for. Remove the academy status from HLT as they are obviously not able to manage their schools. They have clearly produced a business case that showed they were able to manage their business which is proving not the case. This was put forward during the review on school funding and any good business case would have taken this risk into its plan. They have clearly shown this is not the case by the statements they have made. The two schools involved need to be managed by the LA and the partnership of schools in the area as to the best way forward. HLT have clearly stated that they do not want to work with another schools as they have repeatedly ignore requests to do so stating that it is the middle schools that do not provide the correct eduction. The results do not agree with this although their own middle school has major concerns. I fear that they do not have the heart of the children, families and communities by their autocratic approach - purely exclusive and not inclusive. This, they say is based on their greater financial need. However, this is not backed up by their actual published accounts. This concerns me greatly. 

No

I refer to Model A response - the region needs to have a secure 3-tier system which clearly works with the correct funding and management of the LA.

Make the system all 3-tier.

Take control of the two High School back under the LA and manage the partnerships through good educational managers and not business people who only have profits as their targets.  This is about education of the many, not the few. Make it a fully inclusive system with additional 16 plus educational/vocational options in the two partnerships to encourage good cooperation and parental choice to drive standards upwards.

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Hexham

Yes

I like this proposal better than the other two proposals to keep middle schools

No

As it means a loss of middle schools and QEHS is not big enough to hold children ages 11-18as well as Hayden. Ridge children also where will it be built not enough room in hexham to build a bigger school, couldn't imagine that going down well with residents

No

I just think that middle schools especially for kids with special needs find it any easier transition going from primary to middle then to high school. Where's with this proposal children are going into a school from 9 years and are going to be with other children upto 18year olds. Coming from a person who was in a two tier system in my old school it was awful and such a shock from being 11 and straight from primary school into a high school with older children it was a huge jump and lots of problems with bullying as well

Keep the middle schools,separate the much younger children a from older children. As a parent of a special needs child who is 11 years old but is still terrified of the older kids who come out of the school at the same time she does from st Joe's, I feel this would work much better, than putting much younger children with the older kids in one school

Leave it as it is... fabulous schools with amazing staff/reputation here which are just going to go downhill with the new proposal.  Or even close a few of the smaller primary schools with small amount of children and merge them with others who are the same into one bigger school

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

Prefer to vote for Haydon Bridge High School Option D.

Prefer to vote for Haydon Bridge High School Option D.

No

Prefer to vote for Haydon Bridge High School Option D.

Prefer to vote for Haydon Bridge High School Option D.

No

Prefer to vote for Haydon Bridge High School Option D.

Prefer to vote for Haydon Bridge High School Option D.

Prefer to vote for Haydon Bridge High School Option D.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

I do t believe that closing the local school Acomb would be the right decision for local people. There are more local children use this school inside the catchment area than Beaufront. I do not believe that QEHS can possibly accommodate any more additional pupils in the current state it is in. Facilities are stretched as it is.

Do not amalgamate Haydon Bridge.

No

Don't know

I feel very strongly that Haydon Bridge must remain. My son is currently at QE  and I am certain that this school can not accommodate more pupils in its present state

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Don't know

This option seems to me to be the best option, but it is difficult to make a decision when some information for example financial information isn't available - how much is going to be saved by closing some schools, how much is it going to cost to build new schools to accommodate extra pupils?

The above sentence does not make sense!  There is no doubt that we are in need of a new school in the area, but as many of the first schools and middles schools are not in deficit budget (nor is QEHS despite it being widely publicised that it is) and have either good or outstanding Ofsted ratings, it seems bizarre that these schools should close. Is there any information to prove that changing the age range to 11-18 will improve the children's education? Would it not be more sensible to spend the money available on a new high school and build on the work the schools in our partnership do together?

No

I do not believe it is in the educational interests of our children to change the age range of QEHS to 11-18.   Children in years 5 and 6 in middle schools get so many more opportunities than those attending primary schools. They have access to specialist teachers and are taught in science laboratories, design and technology rooms and food technology rooms therefore enhancing their experience of these particular subjects which wouldn't usually happen for another two years.  The three tier system works well in this area. Children do well academically in the three tier system and do well in both GCSE and A levels in relation to the rest of the country.

No

I have yet to hear a decent argument that shows education will be improved for the children by changing the age range at HMS and QEHS.

There is no doubt that both Haydon Bridge High School and Queen Elizabeth High School are in need of money being spent on them. Surely it makes more sense to spend money on these buildings than waste it on unnecessarily closing schools and making others bigger. We should be building on what schools already do well - working together - rather than splitting them and their amazing teachers up! The Corbridge Middle idea of building a new High School in Hexham and having hubs in Hexham, Corbridge, Bellingham, Haydon Bridge, Halwhistle and working in collaboration with firsts schools is a great idea. Shouldn't the schools be given the chance to work together to fix any problems there might be?

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Colwell

No

Having read the consultation document thoroughly, I do not believe that any of the potential models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland.  Whilst the response form asks for views on what are described as “proposed options”, I note the assurance within the consultation document that these are merely “potential models” presented to aid the consultation process. I am grateful for the repeated assurances that have been given by councillors since the publication of the consultation document that (a) the Council is highly receptive to alternative ideas/proposals and (b) it is not, in fact, proposed that large numbers of schools will close in any new model of education provision. As such, it seems reasonable to conclude that NCC does not suggest that any of the potential models actually represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland.   I do not believe that any of the potential models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland because:  - There is no evidence that any of the potential models will improve educational outcomes.  - There is a serious risk that such dramatic changes, particularly the closure of many small rural schools and, in models A and B, a high school and/or five middle schools, will be detrimental to educational outcomes.  - The Hexham Partnership overall enjoys very good educational and pastoral standards. Those standards should be promoted and, ideally, exceeded. We should strive to improve on what we already do well and extend those standards to all schools in Northumberland. None of these potential models is likely to fulfil that aim, but there is a significant risk that what is presently done well will be damaged.  - Such extensive changes will be highly disruptive to the educational journeys of the children and to the strong partnerships of schools. - There is no evidence that any of the potential models offer greater financial viability either collectively or for individual schools. - On the contrary, every school closed will result in a loss of £110,000 capital funding from central government plus £16,000 PE funding for schools with primary age children. Taking sparsity funding into account, Model B produces the most significant loss of funding of circa £1,540,000 each year, whilst Model A produces the “best” loss of circa £990,000 each year. These are enormous losses in the context of our school budgets.  - Whilst the consultation document contains no analysis of the impact that closure of large numbers of schools will have on the local communities that they serve, nor on the local economy more generally, it is overwhelmingly likely that such closures will have a profound and, in some cases, devastating impact. The schools suggested for closure/merger are in many cases an integral part of the local community, and often the very reason that families move to an area.   - Part of the rationale for the proposal for change is the surplus of places overall within the 2 partnerships. I understand from discussions with NCC that this issue is driven by concerns raised by the Department for Education. I believe that there is an underlying lack of understanding on the part of the DfE in relation to the geographical challenges within this part of Northumberland. In the case of a small rural school, a small number of surplus places can appear as a large percentage: in practical terms, one or 2 families moving into an area (often because there is a good local school) results in those “surplus” spaces being taken. We trust that NCC will ensure that the DfE is provided with the necessary information to enable them to achieve a proper understanding of the situation. Ultimately what matters most is educational attainment and financial viability, rather than whether there are surplus places on the basis of PAN. In any event, most surplus places actually lie in the larger schools. These might appropriately be reduced by rationalisation of buildings / sites, particularly in the context of the clear existing need for building works.  - All potential models reduce dramatically my parental choice in the appropriate school for my children. Reducing parental choice is wholly inconsistent with Government policy. In model B, there will be no choice at all in relation to secondary education and in model A there will be only limited choice up to year 8. Real parental choice is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland. It inspires parental confidence and engagement, and promotes inclusion.   - All models will result in a significant increase in travelling for my children. There will be a massive burden on the transport system in West Northumberland, with much new transport infrastructure needed to be put in place to support any of the models.  - The true and full cost of these changes has not been explored, discussed or shared with the community as part of the consultation. - Model A will result in one very large high school serving the whole of west Northumberland which leaves us with no choice for our children and is ridiculous.  The phrasing of this entire consultation is poor and has been constructed to lead people to pick one of the proposed models. It's an incredibly duplicitous approach and one which disappoints me hugely.  - None of the potential models include any analysis of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver, nor of the potential risks inherent in such model.  - None of the potential models include any financial detail or modelling that would demonstrate the financial impact of each and enable respondents to judge comparable viability.  - The models do not take into account changes in Government funding for schools. The consultation document suggests that these changes will make the overall financial position of our schools worse and the case for change greater, when it is not at all clear that this will be the case.  None of the potential models include any information about the wider risks or benefits to their local community.   Merger with Acomb - I do not believe that this would be in the best financial or educational interests of either Beaufront or Acomb.   - It is difficult to see why NCC would suggest this merger. In practice, the two schools are not sufficiently geographically proximate for parents to see them as natural alternatives – a problem compounded by the lack of any public transport. A merged school would have to anticipate numbers based on combined present PANs but would not meet the needs of both communities, so that there is a serious danger that it would end up undersubscribed. A merger with a PAN of only 75 would in practice not be a merger as it would imply one school with the same number of pupils currently at Beaufront.   The lack of information has an impact on my ability to make an informed choice with regard to these models. 

I do not believe that Model A is a viable model

No

Having read the consultation document thoroughly, I do not believe that any of the potential models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland.  Whilst the response form asks for views on what are described as “proposed options”, I note the assurance within the consultation document that these are merely “potential models” presented to aid the consultation process. I am grateful for the repeated assurances that have been given by councillors since the publication of the consultation document that (a) the Council is highly receptive to alternative ideas/proposals and (b) it is not, in fact, proposed that large numbers of schools will close in any new model of education provision. As such, it seems reasonable to conclude that NCC does not suggest that any of the potential models actually represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland.   I do not believe that any of the potential models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland because:  - There is no evidence that any of the potential models will improve educational outcomes.  - There is a serious risk that such dramatic changes, particularly the closure of many small rural schools and, in models A and B, a high school and/or five middle schools, will be detrimental to educational outcomes.  - The Hexham Partnership overall enjoys very good educational and pastoral standards. Those standards should be promoted and, ideally, exceeded. We should strive to improve on what we already do well and extend those standards to all schools in Northumberland. None of these potential models is likely to fulfil that aim, but there is a significant risk that what is presently done well will be damaged.  - Such extensive changes will be highly disruptive to the educational journeys of the children and to the strong partnerships of schools. - There is no evidence that any of the potential models offer greater financial viability either collectively or for individual schools. - On the contrary, every school closed will result in a loss of £110,000 capital funding from central government plus £16,000 PE funding for schools with primary age children. Taking sparsity funding into account, Model B produces the most significant loss of funding of circa £1,540,000 each year, whilst Model A produces the “best” loss of circa £990,000 each year. These are enormous losses in the context of our school budgets.  - Whilst the consultation document contains no analysis of the impact that closure of large numbers of schools will have on the local communities that they serve, nor on the local economy more generally, it is overwhelmingly likely that such closures will have a profound and, in some cases, devastating impact. The schools suggested for closure/merger are in many cases an integral part of the local community, and often the very reason that families move to an area.   - Part of the rationale for the proposal for change is the surplus of places overall within the 2 partnerships. I understand from discussions with NCC that this issue is driven by concerns raised by the Department for Education. I believe that there is an underlying lack of understanding on the part of the DfE in relation to the geographical challenges within this part of Northumberland. In the case of a small rural school, a small number of surplus places can appear as a large percentage: in practical terms, one or 2 families moving into an area (often because there is a good local school) results in those “surplus” spaces being taken. We trust that NCC will ensure that the DfE is provided with the necessary information to enable them to achieve a proper understanding of the situation. Ultimately what matters most is educational attainment and financial viability, rather than whether there are surplus places on the basis of PAN. In any event, most surplus places actually lie in the larger schools. These might appropriately be reduced by rationalisation of buildings / sites, particularly in the context of the clear existing need for building works.  - All potential models reduce dramatically my parental choice in the appropriate school for my children. Reducing parental choice is wholly inconsistent with Government policy. In model B, there will be no choice at all in relation to secondary education and in model A there will be only limited choice up to year 8. Real parental choice is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland. It inspires parental confidence and engagement, and promotes inclusion.   - All models will result in a significant increase in travelling for my children. There will be a massive burden on the transport system in West Northumberland, with much new transport infrastructure needed to be put in place to support any of the models.  - The true and full cost of these changes has not been explored, discussed or shared with the community as part of the consultation. - Model A will result in one very large high school serving the whole of west Northumberland which leaves us with no choice for our children and is ridiculous.  The phrasing of this entire consultation is poor and has been constructed to lead people to pick one of the proposed models. It's an incredibly duplicitous approach and one which disappoints me hugely.  - None of the potential models include any analysis of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver, nor of the potential risks inherent in such model.  - None of the potential models include any financial detail or modelling that would demonstrate the financial impact of each and enable respondents to judge comparable viability.  - The models do not take into account changes in Government funding for schools. The consultation document suggests that these changes will make the overall financial position of our schools worse and the case for change greater, when it is not at all clear that this will be the case.  None of the potential models include any information about the wider risks or benefits to their local community.   Merger with Acomb - I do not believe that this would be in the best financial or educational interests of either Beaufront or Acomb.   - It is difficult to see why NCC would suggest this merger. In practice, the two schools are not sufficiently geographically proximate for parents to see them as natural alternatives – a problem compounded by the lack of any public transport. A merged school would have to anticipate numbers based on combined present PANs but would not meet the needs of both communities, so that there is a serious danger that it would end up undersubscribed. A merger with a PAN of only 75 would in practice not be a merger as it would imply one school with the same number of pupils currently at Beaufront.   The lack of information has an impact on my ability to make an informed choice with regard to these models. 

I do not believe Model B is a viable model.

No

Having read the consultation document thoroughly, I do not believe that any of the potential models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland.  Whilst the response form asks for views on what are described as “proposed options”, I note the assurance within the consultation document that these are merely “potential models” presented to aid the consultation process. I am grateful for the repeated assurances that have been given by councillors since the publication of the consultation document that (a) the Council is highly receptive to alternative ideas/proposals and (b) it is not, in fact, proposed that large numbers of schools will close in any new model of education provision. As such, it seems reasonable to conclude that NCC does not suggest that any of the potential models actually represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland.   I do not believe that any of the potential models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland because:  - There is no evidence that any of the potential models will improve educational outcomes.  - There is a serious risk that such dramatic changes, particularly the closure of many small rural schools and, in models A and B, a high school and/or five middle schools, will be detrimental to educational outcomes.  - The Hexham Partnership overall enjoys very good educational and pastoral standards. Those standards should be promoted and, ideally, exceeded. We should strive to improve on what we already do well and extend those standards to all schools in Northumberland. None of these potential models is likely to fulfil that aim, but there is a significant risk that what is presently done well will be damaged.  - Such extensive changes will be highly disruptive to the educational journeys of the children and to the strong partnerships of schools. - There is no evidence that any of the potential models offer greater financial viability either collectively or for individual schools. - On the contrary, every school closed will result in a loss of £110,000 capital funding from central government plus £16,000 PE funding for schools with primary age children. Taking sparsity funding into account, Model B produces the most significant loss of funding of circa £1,540,000 each year, whilst Model A produces the “best” loss of circa £990,000 each year. These are enormous losses in the context of our school budgets.  - Whilst the consultation document contains no analysis of the impact that closure of large numbers of schools will have on the local communities that they serve, nor on the local economy more generally, it is overwhelmingly likely that such closures will have a profound and, in some cases, devastating impact. The schools suggested for closure/merger are in many cases an integral part of the local community, and often the very reason that families move to an area.   - Part of the rationale for the proposal for change is the surplus of places overall within the 2 partnerships. I understand from discussions with NCC that this issue is driven by concerns raised by the Department for Education. I believe that there is an underlying lack of understanding on the part of the DfE in relation to the geographical challenges within this part of Northumberland. In the case of a small rural school, a small number of surplus places can appear as a large percentage: in practical terms, one or 2 families moving into an area (often because there is a good local school) results in those “surplus” spaces being taken. We trust that NCC will ensure that the DfE is provided with the necessary information to enable them to achieve a proper understanding of the situation. Ultimately what matters most is educational attainment and financial viability, rather than whether there are surplus places on the basis of PAN. In any event, most surplus places actually lie in the larger schools. These might appropriately be reduced by rationalisation of buildings / sites, particularly in the context of the clear existing need for building works.  - All potential models reduce dramatically my parental choice in the appropriate school for my children. Reducing parental choice is wholly inconsistent with Government policy. In model B, there will be no choice at all in relation to secondary education and in model A there will be only limited choice up to year 8. Real parental choice is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland. It inspires parental confidence and engagement, and promotes inclusion.   - All models will result in a significant increase in travelling for my children. There will be a massive burden on the transport system in West Northumberland, with much new transport infrastructure needed to be put in place to support any of the models.  - The true and full cost of these changes has not been explored, discussed or shared with the community as part of the consultation. - Model A will result in one very large high school serving the whole of west Northumberland which leaves us with no choice for our children and is ridiculous.  The phrasing of this entire consultation is poor and has been constructed to lead people to pick one of the proposed models. It's an incredibly duplicitous approach and one which disappoints me hugely.  - None of the potential models include any analysis of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver, nor of the potential risks inherent in such model.  - None of the potential models include any financial detail or modelling that would demonstrate the financial impact of each and enable respondents to judge comparable viability.  - The models do not take into account changes in Government funding for schools. The consultation document suggests that these changes will make the overall financial position of our schools worse and the case for change greater, when it is not at all clear that this will be the case.  None of the potential models include any information about the wider risks or benefits to their local community.   Merger with Acomb - I do not believe that this would be in the best financial or educational interests of either Beaufront or Acomb.   - It is difficult to see why NCC would suggest this merger. In practice, the two schools are not sufficiently geographically proximate for parents to see them as natural alternatives – a problem compounded by the lack of any public transport. A merged school would have to anticipate numbers based on combined present PANs but would not meet the needs of both communities, so that there is a serious danger that it would end up undersubscribed. A merger with a PAN of only 75 would in practice not be a merger as it would imply one school with the same number of pupils currently at Beaufront.   The lack of information has an impact on my ability to make an informed choice with regard to these models. 

I do not believe that Model C is a viable model.

Securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland  Educational outcomes in the Hexham partnership are, overall, very good. The results achieved by children at Beaufront (KS1 results for all subjects were in the top 10% for attainment nationally) and in many other first schools, the results produced by Middle Schools at Key Stage 2, and the results produced by QEHS at the end of this educational journey provide clear evidence that the system for the education of our children in the Hexham Partnership is working well.   These outcomes have been achieved in a 3 tier system. I believe that the 3 tier system best suits west Northumberland, given the nature of the population spread and the numbers of small first schools. We must remember that accessible and appropriate education may, of necessity, look different in different areas.  Offering real parental choice is vital. I believe that this is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland. It inspires parental confidence and engagement, and promotes inclusion.  I appreciate that a solution for the situation that has regrettably developed at Haydon Bridge High School must be found. It must, though, be the right solution for that whole community and must not be one that adversely affects either the Hexham partnership schools or the other schools within the Haydon Bridge partnership. Short term subsidisation of HBHS (or any school) should not be considered “wasted” if it allows the time to find the right solution, both from educational and financial sustainability perspectives.  I also appreciate that finances are an important factor. It is unclear if the proposals around the majority of the school closures proposed in the consultation would lead to cost savings: indeed closure of Beaufront would reduce income by more than it reduces costs. I acknowledge that the large financial deficit at HBHS (and perhaps those predicted elsewhere, about which we know less) will need to be tackled. In doing so, I am expecting NCC will look at and consider the “bigger picture” when it comes to education. Putting money into education, either as capital or as an annual spend, is not to be considered a subsidy but an investment in the future of our children. As a visionary local education authority, I hope that NCC will see this as a worthwhile investment. Safe, happy, healthy children who have been educated to achieve their maximum potential will become happy and fulfilled adults, able to make a positive contribution to society and significantly less likely to present a future burden to other public services or health care.   I support the “Collaboration Hub” proposed by Corbridge Middle School as a means to facilitate such collaboration openly, constructively and supportively. I believe that the proposal can be developed and refined by: a) Analysis of the particular strengths of each school, so that such strengths can be shared with others; b) Identification of areas that could be improved in each school, so as to benefit from the strengths or facilities of others; c) Identification of common needs, that might be shared through capital funding; d) Careful grouping of schools, so as to best match overall mutual benefit, with collaboration across hubs to accommodate more specific requirements and share more specific strengths; e) Greater collaboration in curriculum development – both within educational tiers and between them.   This must be a dynamic process approached openly and within an environment of safety. We would welcome support and guidance from independent professional educationalists in steering this process. It is likely, ultimately, to result in a re-shaping of the way in which education looks in the west Northumberland over the forthcoming years, but this will have been achieved through a process of careful collaboration to produce a demonstrably effective system.    I accept and support the proposition that capital funding should be made available to QEHS/HLT. However, any capital contribution from NCC must be conditional on a long-term agreement with HLT to ensure that they respect the views of elected members and their communities (council tax payers), as expressed through this consultation process.

Corbridge

No

There is no doubt that considerable investment is needed in schools in West Northumberland particularly QEHS due to underinvestment over many years by many successive government decisions regarding buildings and school equipment. 20 years ago it was no longer fit for purpose.  However trading off finances supposedly gained by closing schools and moving to 2 tier or some sort of mixture is not the answer. West Northumberland is a unique area and the schools are deeply rooted within their local villages and communities. The shockwaves felt there will be massive. It seems to me that this whole process is massively slanted to the benefits QEHS will see and outlying villages will gain absolutely zero.  Closing HBHS cannot be the answer, by doing this you completely remove any parental choice. Both my children attended QEHS, my son gained a fine education but my daughter who attended a few years later had a terrible time caused by a slump in teaching and management standards. In retrospect I should have moved her to HBHS. Who knows, this could happen again.  Surely more thinking needs to be done to find a place for HBHS and the other schools who will probably close. QEHS has very little time these days for less academic students so there is food for thought.       

No

There is no doubt that considerable investment is needed in schools in West Northumberland particularly QEHS due to underinvestment over many years by many successive government decisions regarding buildings and school equipment. 20 years ago it was no longer fit for purpose.  However trading off finances supposedly gained by closing schools and moving to 2 tier or some sort of mixture is not the answer. West Northumberland is a unique area and the schools are deeply rooted within their local villages and communities. The shockwaves felt there will be massive. It seems to me that this whole process is massively slanted to the benefits QEHS will see and outlying villages will gain absolutely zero.  Again I cannot see that moving to a 2 tier system and closing so many schools will benefit childrens education at all. For parents there is a huge plus point in being to send their children to a local village school in a friendly safe environment. I have read nothing to persuade me that children will gain a better education in their early years in a massive intimidating one size fits all school in Hexham. People want to see some sort of guarantee of a better education for their children if all that money is to be spent.  My two children both attended Corbridge Middle School any I cannot praise the school enough. I came from a two tier part of the country and was very sceptical when I discovered three tier but was amazed at how they worked with specialist subject teachers. I just cannot see how a child's educational experience could become better than it is now.  Nothing in the various information I have read about the Hadrian plan convinces me otherwise.

No

See reasons for model B

The problem as I see it and through discussing with friends is that a huge amount of money needs to be spent bringing school buildings and equipment up to a fit state. This is particularly the case in Hexham with QEHS and HMS. In order to do this money has to be saved and many of the outlying rural schools are being lined up for closure. At the same time the proposal is to move to 2 tier.   I read that over 10000 people have signed a petition against this so obviously they will have to be listened to. They must be happy with the education their children are receiving and how it is delivered. Nothing I have seen convinces me that by moving to a massive school in Hexham a child will receive a better education. We have a system in West Northumberland which works so why take a massive risk and destroy it? Remember that no impact assessment on local communities has been done. How will this affect local employment, rural populations, local shops &amp; businesses, local clubs &amp; societies who use the schools. The list is endless. How would the new school cope with a potential 100 buses per day taking children to school?  Yes something needs to be done and things need to change, some hard decisions need to be made, but you need to get it right. From what I can make out we have the Hadrian Learning Trust on one side and everybody else on the other. Folks need to get together and talk. Is this happening? Is anybody seeking the expert opinions of the Middle and First Schools? Surely the Hexham Partnership means something to NCC and Hadrian Learning Trust?      

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

Haydon Bridge

No

This would prevent choice for parents and pupils.

No

Again this would prevent choice for parents and pupils. A new large school would mean that a lot of children would just become lost in it and as this would be run by an academy I have concerns about the large sums of money being given/gifted to them in the building of a new school. As we have seen with Haydon bridge the county council has not been able to keep a track of monies given to academies and would have very little say or control over it once built and as a recent report has stated that most academies could be insolvent within a few years again raises my fears.

Don't know

At least with this option we are not putting all our eggs in one basket with a big school it would offer some choice to both parents and pupils.

Make Haydon Bridge a vocational opportunity more than an academic one not every child can be a brain surgeon and they must be given every chance to flourish in their own way.

First I would like to say that this has once again been a poor consultation run by NCC, staff at presentation that did not have any real knowledge of the topic i.e. the response to the question what would be provide in a new school for children with special educational needs? and being told that there would be ramps was beyond belief. Staff saying that nothing was in place if Haydon Bridge shut as it was not yet decided but Mr Johnston then telling you something totally different again not good enough and how a consultation on SEN is taking longer to run than a one on the whole education in the west again has me beat and both should be run side by side as they are so closely linked.  I feel that keeping Haydon Bridge open  as a more vocational educational setting along with QEHS as an academic setting will benefit children as they and parents will have a choice for a more hands on education as to a more formal one. I don't know if it needs to be the all through school as children in their early years require basically the same a good grounding in the basics of reading, writing and maths and as the child develops you could see the best path option for them. I think that there must also be very close links and working within all schools to ensure that the needs of the children are best served, but I do think that this will be hard as now some are council run and others academies but not all the same academies which causes its own problems.  It would also have been good to have seen the response from the schools staff which is said to be shown in the next stage during this consultation, along with questions being answered and not just a list of frequently asked questions as the council said this would be a once in life time opportunity so the public should have been better informed from the start.  I also have reservations on the primary school closures due to the increased catchment areas and extra travel over some very poor road net works, once again this will reduce the choice of parents throughout the educational system and will no doubt have a devastating effect on local communities all of which should have been looked at prior to this short consultation.      

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

There is no clear justification for the changes proposed, either from an educational perspective or financial.   The choice of school closure/merger appears to be solely based on geographical location which, in the case of Beaufront  and Acomb will result in a school much larger in pupil size than either school building would be capable of supporting without very significant building work, which would be very costly.   Plans A, B and C use out of date financial information. I am very concerned that even when speaking directly to a number of council representatives at the hexham mart meeting the financial argument for the changes could not be given and they admitted the financial position is not known beyond 2021. It therefore seems illogical to spend 50-60 million trying to fix a system that is not broken, only suffering from lack of investment over many years.   

No

There is no clear justification for the changes proposed, either from an educational perspective or financial.   The choice of school closure/merger appears to be solely based on geographical location which, in the case of Beaufront  and Acomb will result in a school much larger in pupil size than either school building would be capable of supporting without very significant building work, which would be very costly.   Plans A, B and C use out of date financial information. I am very concerned that even when speaking directly to a number of council representatives at the hexham mart meeting the financial argument for the changes could not be given and they admitted the financial position is not known beyond 2021. It therefore seems illogical to spend 50-60 million trying to fix a system that is not broken, only suffering from lack of investment over many years.  

No

There is no clear justification for the changes proposed, either from an educational perspective or financial.   The choice of school closure/merger appears to be solely based on geographical location which, in the case of Beaufront  and Acomb will result in a school much larger in pupil size than either school building would be capable of supporting without very significant building work, which would be very costly.   Plans A, B and C use out of date financial information. I am very concerned that even when speaking directly to a number of council representatives at the hexham mart meeting the financial argument for the changes could not be given and they admitted the financial position is not known beyond 2021. It therefore seems illogical to spend 50-60 million trying to fix a system that is not broken, only suffering from a lack of investment over many years.  

Working in the public sector (general practice) I understand the pressures being put on services both in terms of finances and results.  How general practice is tackling this is not by closing smaller practices but by supporting them by schemes of working at scale, or as a federation. This allows provision of services to be maintained in terms of location but much of the extra or back office work can be shared across a group of practices. These changes are being driven by the people who understand general practice best- the GP’s. I feel this approach could be used in education in west Northumberland and has already been supported by many of the first schools affected in this consultation. It could be driven by the head teachers who are already doing an outstanding job and understand the needs of their pupils yet are used to working to a budget. This could require some staff to work across sites but will allow schools, that are the heart of many rural communities, to stay open and flourish.   We should be celebrating the great results achieved by some of the schools in our region- Beaufront and Queen Elizabeth are 2 of these. Surely looking forward we should be learning from these schools and using their strengths to support the schools not achieving such great results, not threatening some of these schools with closure.  I am also deeply concerned of the affect the proposed changes will have on our teachers. Teachers, that in my experience have been doing a brilliant job, must currently be feeling very undervalued. I would want any proposed changes to ensure our great teaching staff stay in their posts - which I fear would not be the case in A, B or C. Either by redundancy or resignation. To avoid this please use the views of the educational professionals consulted before plans A, B and C were drawn up to develop a very different plan D. 

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

I don't not feel that there is enough information in the consultation document to comment fully to this question.  Closing the rural schools will adversely affect the education of our children.  I believe that the high level of educational outcome at QEHS is down, in part, to the excellent start our children have, in our outstanding rural schools. The specialist subject teaching that children receive in years 5&amp;6 could not be provided in small rural primary schools.    Closing Hydon Bridge High School will have a huge impact on the community there.  Children being bussed long distances is not conducive to learning. Traveling longer distance to school may also impact of the ability of children to participate in extra curricular activities and we all know how important these can be.  

Please see the model proposed by Corbridge Middle for a hub model.

No

My opinion this is the worst of the three options.    Forcing the closure of all the middle schools and lots of first schools in such a short time frame with no support of the schools in question is not acceptable. Your proposial does not make it clear what will happen next September.  It makes no suggestion of what will happen to the children who come to our schools from out of catchment, loosing their funding may have an impact in Nothurmentland.    As a parent of children in yrs 2 and 5, both of whom will loose their schools, friends and teachers, can I highlight what,disaster this would be for all our children.  

Again the hub model from Corbridge Middle.

No

I don't not feel that there is enough information in the consultation document.    This is the least painful model of the three however it will still have a huge impact of my children's education, and that of many.     It maintains a smaller over all school size, the move from smaller primary schools to a huge school is bound to be daunting. This model goes some way to maintain the benefits of teaching in a smaller school can bring.  However, its still closes the middle schools which is such a terrible idea.  They are part of what makes education in West Northumberland so special and helps with a  high level of academic achievement.  

Using existing three tier model whilst getting a new building for QEHS would be the best of all solutions.

I would back the hub model and would be pleased with more collaborative working.

Over and above my attached comments on Beaufront soecifically, there is a clear lack of fiscal and academic evidence within the consultation document to allow respondents to make a qualified judgement on NCC’s models, and therefore no clear basis from which to propose alternatives or combined elements of models.   In terms of a broader picture I would say that QE’s results, building on the educational provision at first and middle schools appear to indicate the the current 3 tier system of education is serving pupils well. This is despite that education being provided in schools that have clearly suffered from historical underinvestment in facilities and infrastructure. I do not see any clear argument as to how moving to a 2 tier system will improve this particularly given the transition it would entail for pupils from a small primaries to a secondary school of over 2000 pupils. Nor do I believe it should be allowed if HLT decide to go 2 tier, against the views of its community and partners, that this one school can enforce the whole system of partnership schools to change their structure against their will.       I am writing to share my view on the consultation about education in the West of Northumberland. As context, my daughter is currently a year 1 pupil at Beaufront First School - this is a school that myself and my daughter both value hugely for its inclusive and nurturing approach and for its excellent academic outcomes. 

Having read the consultation document thoroughly, I do not believe that any of the potential models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland for the following reasons:

a.) There is no evidence that any of the potential models will improve educational outcomes. None of the potential models include any analysis of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver, nor of the potential risks inherent in such model. None of the potential models include any financial detail or modelling that would demonstrate the financial impact of each and enable respondents to judge comparable viability. 

b.) There is a serious risk that such dramatic changes, particularly the closure of many small rural schools and, in models A and B, a high school and/or five middle schools, will be detrimental to educational outcomes. 
 
c.) The Hexham Partnership overall enjoys very good educational and pastoral standards. Those standards should be promoted and, ideally, exceeded and none of these potential models is likely to fulfill that aim, but there is a significant risk that what is presently done well will be damaged.  

d.) Such extensive changes will be highly disruptive to the educational journeys of the children and to the strong partnerships of schools.

e.) There is no evidence that any of the potential models offer greater financial viability either collectively or for individual schools.

f.) All potential models reduce dramatically parental choice in the appropriate school for their child. Reducing parental choice is wholly inconsistent with Government policy. In model B, there will be no choice at all in relation to secondary education and in model A there will be only limited choice up to year 8. Real parental choice is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland. 

g.) All models will result in significant travelling issues for many children and our local transport networks. This will be costly, will increase substantially the already significant congestion in and around Hexham, will result in an extended school day for pupils, and will reduce the opportunities to participate in after-school enrichment activities. 

h.) Model A will result in one very large high school serving the whole of west Northumberland. Model B will result one of the largest secondary schools in the country. In both scenarios this will exacerbate an already difficult transition for children from small first/middle schools to a (very) large high school.

i.) A solution for the situation at Haydon Bridge must be found. It must, though, be the right solution for the whole community and must not be one that adversely affects either the Hexham partnership or the other schools within the Haydon Bridge partnership. Each of the three potential models proposes that Beaufront will close or merge with Acomb First School. This would not be in the best interests of either school, educationally or financially. 

In closing, Beaufront First School is a popular, successful and sustainable school that delivers excellent educational outcomes and an outstanding educational experience within a nurturing, supportive and inclusive environment. It is an Ofsted rated outstanding school - one of the main reasons my wife and I selected the school for our daughter, rather than Corbridge First School, which is more proximal to our home. Its key stage 1 results for all subjects are in the top 10% for attainment nationally. It is financially viable and predicts surplus for at least the next 2 fiscal years. Its leadership - from both the Head Teacher and the board of governors - is excellent. 

I cannot countenance any situation where it might be considered reasonable to close or merge this school - rather, any effort to do so would be little more than educational vandalism. 

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

Our daughter is currently in year 1 at Beaufront. Since arriving at the school she has thrived, and as a consequence her educational attainment has also thrived. She is an engaged, excited and happy pupil. As a parent we chose to take our daughter out of her village catchment school to attend Beaufront. This was not an easy decision to make and caused much deliberation. In the end we made this choice primarily for 4 reasons: 1) Beaufront’s flexible teaching approach allowed by smaller class sizes. Smaller classes enabled education to be tailored to your child’s individual needs, be it to push on where able or provide support where needed. As this was done as a matter of course there was no stigma attached to extra help if needed; 2) its excellent, educational attainment and consistent outstanding OFSTED assessment. Having experienced nursery provision in a ‘good’ school there is a noticeable difference in provision; 3) the nurturing, inclusive, friendly culture and ethos of the school, where our daughter now knows and chooses to play with children across all years as a matter of course day to day; and 4) the more varied and enriching curriculum offered by the school in comparison to others we visited - swimming lessons throughout school, gardening days and time in the allotment for example or varied after school clubs, art, dance, PE etc.   With the benefit of hindsight it was the best decision we made and I have no hesitation in similarly sending our two other children to Beaufront when the time comes despite it being out of catchment. Excercise parental choice I believe is a policy much promoted under the current government administration As a parent, the fact so many parents send their children to Beaufront, out of catchment, is testament to the educational and pastoral provision it provides. It works and it works superbly well, both financially and educationally. This is not a school that is has many empty seats, or is financially unsustainably, or does not serve its pupils well. In short it is not a school that should close or merge.   Despite this, each of the three potential models proposes that Beaufront will close or merge with Acomb First School. As a consequence I cannot support any of them. This is particularly so as I do not see any argument as to how educational experience and attainment will be improved as a result. Nor do I see in the consultation document any clear fiscal argument as to how financially sustainability will be improved. Moreover, I understand that Beaufront does not predict any financial deficit going forward.   Having thoroughly read Beaufront’s response to the consultation I wish it to be noted that I support and echo their views. I wish to reiterate and highlight the following points in particular:   Beaufront is a popular, highly successful and sustainable school, which is of crucial importance to the local community and 4 surrounding settlements that it serves.   Beaufront’s PAN is 15, which we understand to be the number that NCC considers to form the basis of a sustainable school. With 70 children on the roll it has the fewest number of spare places in the Hexham Partnership. In Beaufront there are bums on seats.   The consultation process highlights the fact that most of our pupils live “out of   catchment”. This in my view is testament to the excellent schooling at Beaufront, meaning parents will travel.  Over the years, numbers of children in the immediate  area of Beaufront have gradually decreased, yet the school has grown and grown. We are  proud of the fact that parents choose to send their children to Beaufront, they do so for many reasons but, most commonly, for the nurturing environment in which we teach the children and its extended community which the ethos and values of school creates.   Beaufront is Ofsted “Outstanding”. Whilst NCC have suggested that this is of limited  significance, there have been no events to trigger any further review since our last in  2011, and our results since then have clearly given no cause for any concern. As a parent I note a school’s OFSTED assessment is very much of consequence when making a decision of where to send your child.   Beaufront’s SIP reports are consistently good and KS1 results for all subjects in the last academic year were in the top 10% for   attainment nationally. To close/ dismantle / merge a school of this standard, which I believe has much to do with its current size and flexibility this offers in teaching, is nothing other than educationally neglectful and damaging.   This is achieved as a result of the skills of Beaufront’s teaching and support staff, who know each individual child incredibly well. A steady number of children come to Beaufront having failed to thrive in their previous school or non-school based pre-school provider. We have a deserved-reputation, upon which we intend to build, for enabling children who struggle with low-level learning difficulties to fulfil their potential, whilst also ensuring that children of all abilities develop strongly, as evidenced by the high numbers of pupils achieving “greater depth”.   We believe that we can share our skills in this respect with other schools, whilst  retaining and building upon our success.  Beaufront is a sustainable school financially. Beaufront has never run a financial deficit and do not believe it will in the future.   Whilst we have few surplus places, our aim is to have none; we are acutely  conscious of the need to maintain our popularity and to meet the needs of our families.   Beaufront provides the only community facility for the whole of Sandhoe, Beaufront  Woodhead, Oakwood and the surrounding farming areas. It fulfils many community functions: for example, serving as a polling station, hosting parish council meetings, and hosting (and participating in) the local horticultural show;   Beaufront itself is a community and supports many families in that respect. I wish to stress how important this is to the success and inclusive culture that Beaufront generates.   Pupils engage with the local community regularly, and enjoy what we strongly  believe to be mutually beneficial engagement with senior citizens within the  community.   

No

Please see my response to part 2 on model A. My views apply to all 3 models.

No

Please see my response to part 2 on model A. My views apply to all 3 models.

I trust my input is considered in full during the consultation process.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

The resultant High school would simply be too big. One of the largest schools in the UK is not suited to a small market town serving a sparsely populated region like West Northumberland.   The change to two tier would have enourmous knock-on effects on the excellent First and Middle schools in the area. Any disruption to this currently excellent system can only really damage it.   Plus, an academy could introduce arbitrary entrance policies at any time. Consequently, having a trust with a complete monopoly on education at secondary/high level for a whole swathe of Northumberland could leave children who aren’t accepted with huge commutes to a LEA school. Every child deserves a guarantee of a quality education in their region, which the academy model, by design, simply cannot supply. The model is only remotely viable when there are local alternatives.  HLT has shown an inability to manage resources by the fact that it is in financial trouble and in need of NCC funds only 18 months into its tenure, despite having to submit a 3 year financial plan prior to taking over. How can such a financially incompetent organisation be trusted with this complete monopoly on our childrens’ future?  If indeed Haydon Bridge must be closed then another separate school must be created. For the reasons of geography, monopoly, the lack of guarantees of places and excessive size of the resulting school mentioned previously- at least two schools in West Northumberland is a must, preferably with at least one is under LA control.  To expand on the geographical issue, it has been estimated that this proposal would require up to 400,000 additional miles of road travel by West Northumberland pupils. One of the biggest current issues is carbon emissions. This extra travel would mean that over 100 tonnes per year of additional CO2 will be emitted into the atmosphere (conservative calculation assuming many children share lifts and use school busses).  The absence from the model of any additional distances for pupils at Haydon Bridge is a glaring omission.  I find it hard to believe, however, that Haydon Bridge school must be closed. Any new or enlarged school will have largely the same staff, (there is a limited pool of qualified teaching staff in West Northumberland) and all of the same pupils. Therefore the main change will be the management, facilities and potentially the location. Surely restoring the current facilities and reforming the management will be more cost effective than creating a mega school in Hexham?  The proposal to close so many first and middle schools is nothing short of catastrophic. It will suck the heart and soul out of these villages and drive away young families, raising the average age and turning them into dormitory retirement villages.  Invest in Haydon Bridge, or create a new separate school to the west of Hexham. Restore at least one school to LA control and keep the 16 mostly Outstanding an Good first and middle schools earmarked for closure.

Model A is clearly not viable.

No

All of my points from the first question apply here, with the addition of the following:  The quality of the education delivered under the current three tier system is fantastic. The system works in this unique rural setting. Many young families including us have moved to West Northumberland specifically because of the quality of education provided.   The overwhelming feeling among all the parents, governors and teachers I have spoken to is that any sudden drastic change to such a well performing system can only drive standards one way: Down.  If it ain’t broke don’t fix it.   Where there are issues like in Haydon Bridge they must be addressed without potentially wrecking an entire district’s educational system.  Additionally, my previous points about the inappropriateness of a huge High School are even more applicable here as this proposed Hexham secondary school would obviously be even bigger.

There is nothing remotely viable about Model B.

No

This option involves the arbitrary closure of numerous rural schools which I cannot support.  If the two high schools in West Northumberland have surplus spaces and both require redevelopment, then redevelop them on or near their current sites as smaller schools.  The council appears not to have considered the effect on its finances of driving away young families from the region, and the subsequent loss of council tax. 

Option C is not viable.

The wholesale destruction of rural communities by removing their schools is unjustifiable. The issues facing Haydon Bridge are brought about by adopting the failing Academy system, handing them over to academy trusts with no apparent financial foresight or manegerial expertise. 80% of academies nationally are failing. The council should be looking to move away from Academies and taking back control of the high schools to guarantee local, high quality education, without increasing travel for pupils and teachers, and without the risk of pupils being potentially excluded by any academy imposed admissions policies.

Educational outcomes in the Hexham partnership are, overall, very good. The results achieved by the children at Beaufront (the KS1 results for all subjects were in the top 10% for attainment nationally) and in many other first schools, the results produced by Middle Schools at Key Stage 2, and the results produced by QEHS at the end of this educational journey provide clear evidence that the system for the education of our children in the Hexham Partnership is working well.   Given this, I would strongly encourage NCC to retain the current structure as is. That being said, the hub model proposed by Corbridge Middle School is an interesting concept worthy of further exploration/assessment.            I am writing to share my view on the consultation about education in the West of Northumberland. As context, my daughter is currently a year 1 pupil at Beaufront First School - this is a school that myself and my daughter both value hugely for its inclusive and nurturing approach and for its excellent academic outcomes. 

Having read the consultation document thoroughly, I do not believe that any of the potential models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland for the following reasons:

a.) There is no evidence that any of the potential models will improve educational outcomes. None of the potential models include any analysis of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver, nor of the potential risks inherent in such model. None of the potential models include any financial detail or modelling that would demonstrate the financial impact of each and enable respondents to judge comparable viability. 

b.) There is a serious risk that such dramatic changes, particularly the closure of many small rural schools and, in models A and B, a high school and/or five middle schools, will be detrimental to educational outcomes. 
 
c.) The Hexham Partnership overall enjoys very good educational and pastoral standards. Those standards should be promoted and, ideally, exceeded and none of these potential models is likely to fulfill that aim, but there is a significant risk that what is presently done well will be damaged.  

d.) Such extensive changes will be highly disruptive to the educational journeys of the children and to the strong partnerships of schools.

e.) There is no evidence that any of the potential models offer greater financial viability either collectively or for individual schools.

f.) All potential models reduce dramatically parental choice in the appropriate school for their child. Reducing parental choice is wholly inconsistent with Government policy. In model B, there will be no choice at all in relation to secondary education and in model A there will be only limited choice up to year 8. Real parental choice is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland. 

g.) All models will result in significant travelling issues for many children and our local transport networks. This will be costly, will increase substantially the already significant congestion in and around Hexham, will result in an extended school day for pupils, and will reduce the opportunities to participate in after-school enrichment activities. 

h.) Model A will result in one very large high school serving the whole of west Northumberland. Model B will result one of the largest secondary schools in the country. In both scenarios this will exacerbate an already difficult transition for children from small first/middle schools to a (very) large high school.

i.) A solution for the situation at Haydon Bridge must be found. It must, though, be the right solution for the whole community and must not be one that adversely affects either the Hexham partnership or the other schools within the Haydon Bridge partnership. Each of the three potential models proposes that Beaufront will close or merge with Acomb First School. This would not be in the best interests of either school, educationally or financially. 

In closing, Beaufront First School is a popular, successful and sustainable school that delivers excellent educational outcomes and an outstanding educational experience within a nurturing, supportive and inclusive environment. It is an Ofsted rated outstanding school - one of the main reasons my wife and I selected the school for our daughter, rather than Corbridge First School, which is more proximal to our home. Its key stage 1 results for all subjects are in the top 10% for attainment nationally. It is financially viable and predicts surplus for at least the next 2 fiscal years. Its leadership - from both the Head Teacher and the board of governors - is excellent. 

I cannot countenance any situation where it might be considered reasonable to close or merge this school - rather, any effort to do so would be little more than educational vandalism. 

I trust my input is considered in full during the consultation process.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Corbridge

No

Having read the consultation document thoroughly, I do not believe that any of the potential models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland for the following reasons:  a.) There is no evidence that any of the potential models will improve educational outcomes. None of the potential models include any analysis of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver, nor of the potential risks inherent in such model. None of the potential models include any financial detail or modelling that would demonstrate the financial impact of each and enable respondents to judge comparable viability.   b.) There is a serious risk that such dramatic changes, particularly the closure of many small rural schools and, in models A and B, a high school and/or five middle schools, will be detrimental to educational outcomes.    c.) The Hexham Partnership overall enjoys very good educational and pastoral standards. Those standards should be promoted and, ideally, exceeded and none of these potential models is likely to fulfill that aim, but there is a significant risk that what is presently done well will be damaged.    d.) Such extensive changes will be highly disruptive to the educational journeys of the children and to the strong partnerships of schools.  e.) There is no evidence that any of the potential models offer greater financial viability either collectively or for individual schools.  f.) All potential models reduce dramatically parental choice in the appropriate school for their child. Reducing parental choice is wholly inconsistent with Government policy. In model B, there will be no choice at all in relation to secondary education and in model A there will be only limited choice up to year 8. Real parental choice is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland.   g.) All models will result in significant travelling issues for many children and our local transport networks. This will be costly, will increase substantially the already significant congestion in and around Hexham, will result in an extended school day for pupils, and will reduce the opportunities to participate in after-school enrichment activities.   h.) Model A will result in one very large high school serving the whole of west Northumberland. Model B will result one of the largest secondary schools in the country. In both scenarios this will exacerbate an already difficult transition for children from small first/middle schools to a (very) large high school.  i.) A solution for the situation at Haydon Bridge must be found. It must, though, be the right solution for the whole community and must not be one that adversely affects either the Hexham partnership or the other schools within the Haydon Bridge partnership. Each of the three potential models proposes that Beaufront will close or merge with Acomb First School. This would not be in the best interests of either school, educationally or financially.   In closing, Beaufront First School is a popular, successful and sustainable school that delivers excellent educational outcomes and an outstanding educational experience within a nurturing, supportive and inclusive environment. It is an Ofsted rated outstanding school - one of the main reasons my wife and I selected the school for our daughter, rather than Corbridge First School, which is more proximal to our home. Its key stage 1 results for all subjects are in the top 10% for attainment nationally. It is financially viable and predicts surplus for at least the next 2 fiscal years. Its leadership - from both the Head Teacher and the board of governors - is excellent.   I cannot countenance any situation where it might be considered reasonable to close or merge this school - rather, any effort to do so would be little more than educational vandalism. 

Model A is not viable.

No

Having read the consultation document thoroughly, I do not believe that any of the potential models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland for the following reasons:  a.) There is no evidence that any of the potential models will improve educational outcomes. None of the potential models include any analysis of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver, nor of the potential risks inherent in such model. None of the potential models include any financial detail or modelling that would demonstrate the financial impact of each and enable respondents to judge comparable viability.   b.) There is a serious risk that such dramatic changes, particularly the closure of many small rural schools and, in models A and B, a high school and/or five middle schools, will be detrimental to educational outcomes.    c.) The Hexham Partnership overall enjoys very good educational and pastoral standards. Those standards should be promoted and, ideally, exceeded and none of these potential models is likely to fulfill that aim, but there is a significant risk that what is presently done well will be damaged.    d.) Such extensive changes will be highly disruptive to the educational journeys of the children and to the strong partnerships of schools.  e.) There is no evidence that any of the potential models offer greater financial viability either collectively or for individual schools.  f.) All potential models reduce dramatically parental choice in the appropriate school for their child. Reducing parental choice is wholly inconsistent with Government policy. In model B, there will be no choice at all in relation to secondary education and in model A there will be only limited choice up to year 8. Real parental choice is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland.   g.) All models will result in significant travelling issues for many children and our local transport networks. This will be costly, will increase substantially the already significant congestion in and around Hexham, will result in an extended school day for pupils, and will reduce the opportunities to participate in after-school enrichment activities.   h.) Model A will result in one very large high school serving the whole of west Northumberland. Model B will result one of the largest secondary schools in the country. In both scenarios this will exacerbate an already difficult transition for children from small first/middle schools to a (very) large high school.  i.) A solution for the situation at Haydon Bridge must be found. It must, though, be the right solution for the whole community and must not be one that adversely affects either the Hexham partnership or the other schools within the Haydon Bridge partnership. Each of the three potential models proposes that Beaufront will close or merge with Acomb First School. This would not be in the best interests of either school, educationally or financially.   In closing, Beaufront First School is a popular, successful and sustainable school that delivers excellent educational outcomes and an outstanding educational experience within a nurturing, supportive and inclusive environment. It is an Ofsted rated outstanding school - one of the main reasons my wife and I selected the school for our daughter, rather than Corbridge First School, which is more proximal to our home. Its key stage 1 results for all subjects are in the top 10% for attainment nationally. It is financially viable and predicts surplus for at least the next 2 fiscal years. Its leadership - from both the Head Teacher and the board of governors - is excellent.   I cannot countenance any situation where it might be considered reasonable to close or merge this school - rather, any effort to do so would be little more than educational vandalism.  

Model B is not viable.

No

Having read the consultation document thoroughly, I do not believe that any of the potential models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland for the following reasons:  a.) There is no evidence that any of the potential models will improve educational outcomes. None of the potential models include any analysis of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver, nor of the potential risks inherent in such model. None of the potential models include any financial detail or modelling that would demonstrate the financial impact of each and enable respondents to judge comparable viability.   b.) There is a serious risk that such dramatic changes, particularly the closure of many small rural schools and, in models A and B, a high school and/or five middle schools, will be detrimental to educational outcomes.    c.) The Hexham Partnership overall enjoys very good educational and pastoral standards. Those standards should be promoted and, ideally, exceeded and none of these potential models is likely to fulfill that aim, but there is a significant risk that what is presently done well will be damaged.    d.) Such extensive changes will be highly disruptive to the educational journeys of the children and to the strong partnerships of schools.  e.) There is no evidence that any of the potential models offer greater financial viability either collectively or for individual schools.  f.) All potential models reduce dramatically parental choice in the appropriate school for their child. Reducing parental choice is wholly inconsistent with Government policy. In model B, there will be no choice at all in relation to secondary education and in model A there will be only limited choice up to year 8. Real parental choice is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland.   g.) All models will result in significant travelling issues for many children and our local transport networks. This will be costly, will increase substantially the already significant congestion in and around Hexham, will result in an extended school day for pupils, and will reduce the opportunities to participate in after-school enrichment activities.   h.) Model A will result in one very large high school serving the whole of west Northumberland. Model B will result one of the largest secondary schools in the country. In both scenarios this will exacerbate an already difficult transition for children from small first/middle schools to a (very) large high school.  i.) A solution for the situation at Haydon Bridge must be found. It must, though, be the right solution for the whole community and must not be one that adversely affects either the Hexham partnership or the other schools within the Haydon Bridge partnership. Each of the three potential models proposes that Beaufront will close or merge with Acomb First School. This would not be in the best interests of either school, educationally or financially.   In closing, Beaufront First School is a popular, successful and sustainable school that delivers excellent educational outcomes and an outstanding educational experience within a nurturing, supportive and inclusive environment. It is an Ofsted rated outstanding school - one of the main reasons my wife and I selected the school for our daughter, rather than Corbridge First School, which is more proximal to our home. Its key stage 1 results for all subjects are in the top 10% for attainment nationally. It is financially viable and predicts surplus for at least the next 2 fiscal years. Its leadership - from both the Head Teacher and the board of governors - is excellent.   I cannot countenance any situation where it might be considered reasonable to close or merge this school - rather, any effort to do so would be little more than educational vandalism. 

Model C is not viable.

GUNNERTON

No

I OPPOSE THE CLOSURE OF CHOLLERTON "OUTSTANDING" SCHOOL. THE CHILDREN SHOULD BE SCHOOLED LOCALLY-- WITH NO NEED TO TRAVEL AND EXTRA 3.6 MILES TO A SCHOOL WHICH a) ONLY HAS A "GOOD" OFSTEAD RATING AND                                                                                                        b)has insufficient physical capacity to house another 38 pupils from Chollerton 

No

No

I OPPOSE THE CLOSURE OF CHOLLERTON "OUTSTANDING" SCHOOL. THE CHILDREN SHOULD BE SCHOOLED LOCALLY-- WITH NO NEED TO TRAVEL AND EXTRA 3.6 MILES TO A SCHOOL WHICH a) ONLY HAS A "GOOD" OFSTEAD RATING AND                                                                                                        b)has insufficient physical capacity to house another 38 pupils from Chollerton 

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

Increase funding to Haydon bridge school to improve standards and increase applications. This then gives no argument to increasing the size of Hexham high school which requires spending on its infrastructure

No

No need to close existing successful village schools that are operating within budget and are doing well both in educational results and inspections.  Rural communities would suffer unnecessarily if this proposal is successful.

No

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

I believe that after reading all the relevant documents option a is the only one which is best for our children. Once again Haltwhistle is drawing the short straw when it comes to council matters and I don't want my granddaughter having to travel to Hexham for her education.

No

No

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School Settlingstones

No

Yes

No

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

Keep Haydon Bridge high school open so that children who live in Haltwhistle and attend Haltwhistle middle school can continue their education within a reasonable travelling distance.

No

No

I agree with the proposal put forward by Mr Sampson, head teacher of Haltwhistle Community Campus middle school. This would include various first schools, four middle schools and two high schools thus creating a choice for parents.  Bellingham would have its own provisions due to locality.  If the only option for Haltwhistle children was Hexham then they would spend a lot of time travelling each day, be unable to join in with after school activities as they would need to be on the School transport to return home each night.   If any of our children were to be taken poorly, some parents do not have access to personal transport and public transport is only one bus per hour. This would make collecting your child very difficult.  Transport restrictions would also make parent consultations very difficult for some parents. 

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

Give schools more time to come up with an alternative to closure

No

Give schools more time to come up with an alternative to closure

No

Give schools more time to come up with an alternative to closure

Give schools more time to work on an alternative to closures (eg Broomley/Whittonstall shared resources model where required). Rural communities need their schools! Sparsely populated regions like Northumberland need the 3-tier system!  Give the schools and students of West Northumberland certainty for the future!   Stop conflating separate issues (like the desperate situation at Haydon Bridge) with schools that are functioning brilliantly and generating excellent results. Stop lying about the real reasons behind this consultation. Start providing accurate financial and surplus places information!  Why should our excellent rural schools be at the mercy of the decisions of an academy? Why did you give that academy the power to do this 18 months ago? Take some responsibility, clean up your mess and give our wonderful schools the credit, funding and future they deserve before our rural villages become a geriatric wasteland!  Oh, and before you all lose your seats at the next election!

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

West Woodburn No

1. It would mean the village school would close and my daughter would be sent on a 6 mile bus journey, when at present she can walk to school. 2. The school is the heart of the village. Take away the school, the village will socially crumble. So much for the county council ensuring that rural communities are revitalised. 3. I want my daughter to have a three-tier education and not in a year and a half's time, to go from a small rural school to a mega-school of 2,000 kids. Young children need stepping stones in their education, not cliff faces.

No

1. It would mean the village school would close and my daughter would be sent on a 6 mile bus journey, when at present she can walk to school. 2. The school is the heart of the village. Take away the school and the village would socially crumble. So much for the county council ensuring that rural communities are revitalised. 3. I want my daughter to have a three-tier education and not, in a year and a half's time, to go from a small rural school to a mega-school of 2,000 kids. Children should have stepping stones in their education, not cliff faces.

No

1. It would mean that the village school would close and my daughter would be sent on a 6 mile bus journey, when at present she can walk to school. 2. The school is the heart of the village. Take away the school and the village will socially crumble. So much for the county council ensuring that rural communities are revitalised. 3. I want my daughter to have a three-tier education and not, in one and a half's years time, go from a small rural school to a mega-school of 2,000 kids. Children need stepping stones in their education, not cliff faces.

Maintain a three-tier school system. Close Haydon Bridge secondary school. Construct secondary school in Haltwhistle for west of county. Increase secondary school capacity in Hexham to take influx from North Tynedale villages that lie on/close to, route of A68.

Haydon Bridge, Hexham

No

Haydon Bridge needs secondary education. The effects on our village would be catastrophic. Not only economically (the children and staff contribute to our local shops future), but alto  which families would want to move/stay here if their children have to travel 7 miles each way a day for education?

No

The same as my reasons for being against model A

Yes

This would definitely benefit the children of Haydon Bridge, the village shops, and those residents who are employed at HBHS.Also extending the age groups taught to 4-16 ensures continuity. I remember from personal experience the stress involved changing schools when I was young - and that was only once at age 11,changing at 16 for further education I feel would not be so traumatic.

Keep the children at HBHS until age 18 - it has capacity as you have already indicated.

Wark-on-Tyne

No

See later.

No

See later.

No

See later.

Why we are here: after eight years of Conservative party government it is clear the policy of dismantling schools from local council control is being hurried along by the starvation of funds from local councils (40% as far as Northumberland is concerned I understand). Schools are left with either closing, becoming part of a trust or becoming a so called Free School. This has been Tory policy for some years. The mismanagement of Hayden Bridge School by a trust aided and abetted by the County Council now means excellent schools are under the threat of closure through absolutely no fault of their own. Communities face losing an important part of their village life which will have knock on effects for decades to come. It seems most counsellors involved with this consultation have never visited the area let alone the schools. They are often found wanting even knowing where some places are. Some head teachers, such as the one at QEHS have displayed opportunistic and manipulative tendencies to further their own agendas. This leaves excellent and popular schools such as the Roman Catholic schools in Hexham facing closure as well as many Church of England First Schools. This could all be avoided by government properly funding local authorities to enable them to sustain and improve their education provision from income tax which all residents pay. The way this has been tackled has been clumsy and dispiriting for all involved.  So the way forward is proper funding from income tax. My preferred option is for the current system to continue with the difficult issue of Hayden Bridge School resolved by proper funding from Northumberland Council. If none of this is possible because of party political diktat then we are hostages to fortune and I would like to see Wark School continue to thrive and provide a first class education for our children with either first school or primary status within a Christian Trust. Closure is not an option. Also I seem to be getting less for my increased Council Charge. This has been noticed and will be acted upon at the forthcoming local elections.

Parent/carer

St Mary's RC First School

No

No

No

QEHS needs a new purpose built building. West Northumberland needs a choice of of secondary education,ie. Haydon Bridge high school is needed as an alternative to HLT. All the options offered by Northumberland county council reduce choice at best, at worst threaten to destroy communities. A model that promotes three tier and enables choice is what West Northumberland needs.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

When schools grow too large their results fail and then there will be no other options available to our children.  If there is only one choice then there is no reason to keep the standard high.

No

Same reasons as outlined in Part 2.No

Haltwhistle needs a middle school.  Northumberland County Council are preoccupied with the East and North of Northumberland but some communities are base in the West - don't forget this.

The available funds should be spent on all of the schools not just a select few.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

I think the children of Haydon Bridge deserve a decent local school

No

I think the children of Haydon Bridge deserve decent local education. This must be achieved as soon as possible and the childeren who have suffered as a result of the outrageous mess that bright tribe caused ther must be compensated in some way which brings their education up to a reasonable standard.

This is a viable option if Haydon Bridge school stays open as a secondary or school for 4-16 yearr olds.

No

I think it would be beneficial to change to a 2 tier system and close the middle schools.

My suggestion is that there is a change to a 2-tiers primary and secondary school system in which Haydon Bridge also get the decent school they deserve. This can be a school for 4 to 16 year olds. Money saved from closing middle schools and some primaries (in line with plan B) can then be spent on radically improving the infrastructure of QEH and primary schools.

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

CMS

Riding Mill

Don't know

No

Don't know

Staff Member

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

I am believer in the three tier model as providing a better model for educating children regardless of area- it regulated the rate at which children 'grow up' and are exposed to negative influences of older delinquent behaviours.  Within Northumberland however it also provides a solution to the issue of huge catchment areas and excessive journeys for education.  By returning to a pure three tier system in the West of Northumberland, Middle Schools become financially viable and can provide the specialist teachers they did wen i went through the system with great success.  It is also a model which rips the schools out of fewer local communities that will dies without schools at their heart; Haltwhistle for example wil likely lose its Leisure Centre and Youth Clubs should the school be lost and would probably suffer a ripple effect that would close many other businesses and cripple housing prices.   

I believe a second High/ Secondary school in the west is essential to provide parental choice as well as an alternative for any child that is unhappy within school due to bullying or other issues. Finally, without another school it would be problematic to accommodate excluded pupils and school refusers.

No

Geographically and financially, the two tier model does not provide a suitable model for the children within Northumberland, or their communities.

No

It is a nonsensical model with very little thought having gone into it- why would there be a primary school in Haydon Bridge when there is also an all through school? It is clearly a token gesture so that the Council can say that they gave an option that maintained a school at Haydon Bridge. Frankly it is insulting to everyone that read it that you thought this would go unnoticed.

I feel like the Council has a solution (New Hexham School) and has worked backwards asking what problems this could solve and then making these problems the goal of the consultation. Instead the Council should have focused on the "problems" that face Northumberland regarding education.  Within the West these are finance, geography, a hyrbrid system, mixed age classes and quality of education. It is my opinion that if you fix the first four issues, quality of education will improve.  As such i would suggest:  - Close or merge any primary/ first school with less than 200 pupils, taking into account geographical location/ journey times. - Refurbish or rebuild a minimal number of Middle schools within the West, equally spaced with adequate/ high quality facilities. - Refurbish/ rebuild one High School in the West as alternative provision to Hexham. This school should be equally well financed and should provide opportunities to explore not only a purely academic curriculum but also the vocations important to the region (e.g. a lack of Agriculture lessons in recent years has upset the community) - Instate a pure three tier system so that school numbers support schools financially. 

Staff Member

Corbridge Middle School

Cramlington

No

I don't believe model A would secure sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland. It would close schools which make a valuable contribution to their local communities and increase the travel of pupils. Hadrian Learning Trust (HMS and QEHS) are already struggling to provide adequate pastoral care and inclusion to their pupils so increasing their capacity number to 720 for HMS and 1550 for QEHS would only deteriorate the wellbeing of pupils.  By closing Haydon Bridge High School, parents and students will NOT have a choice of where to send their children to school.  

Build new school for QEHS but not for HMS Keep HBHS open Keep first schools open

No

Out of all the models proposed by NCC this one is the MOST inadequate for West Northumberland. We are a unique rural county and 2 tier system would not work.This is not what we want!  First of all it would involve closing 14/32 schools... destroying communities, massive job losses for staff across those schools. This model is purely based on a two-tier model which is NOT what the parents, staff and pupils want!  It would involve so many alterations to first schools to become primaries, all the middle school would close ( which are at the heart of the pastoral care in a rural county) and only one massive secondary school for such a vast part of the county.  Creating a "massive" secondary in Hexham with a capacity of 2250 pupils (350 pupils per year group) cannot provide a sustainable and viable education! There is no way the staff can know the pupils "inside out" to help them reach their potential. 

This model is not viable!

No

I don't think closing Bellingham Middle School and asking Y7 and Y8 students to tavel all the way to Haydon Bridge or Hexham is reasonable. They are too young for this early transfer. It would be confusing to have a mixture of first schools, primaries, middle school, secondary and a high school! 

I would conserve the middle school but create an "all through" system across the county. 

The headteachers and Governors of the schools in West Northumberland have put together an alternative model (Collaboration Hubs) which I personally think would work better than models A, B and C.  This alternative model give the opportunity for all the schools to work together on an "all through" collaborations of schools from age 3 to 18.  This model is based on a three tier system which I think is essential for this part of the county. It would allow to provide excellent pastoral and educational standards and conserve the valuable contribution to local communities. It will avoid creating a "massive secondary" school managed by an academy which cannot treat children as individuals.   Each hub would be able to: - expand on current innovative practice - provide a balanced and broad curriculum with specialised staff - provide a bespoke SEN provision - form strong leadership, governance, staff development and financial gain - form an all-through group of schools - make the most of the National Funding Formula  The model suggests the following arrangement: St Mary's VA first -&gt; St Joseph's VA Middle (Catholic Hub age 3-13) Whittonstall First, Slaley first, Corbridge C of E first and Broomhaugh C of E first -&gt; Corbridge Middle (Corbridge Hub age 3-13) Whitley Chapel C of E First, Wark First, The Sele First, Humshaugh C of E first, Hexham first, Chollerton first, Beaufront first and Acomb first -&gt; HMS Middle (Hexham Hub age 3-13) Catholic Hub + Corbridge Hub + Hexham Hub -&gt; QEHS (age 13-18)  Henshaw C of E, Greenhead C of E and Haltwhistle -&gt; Haltwhistle Middle (Haltwhisle Hub age 3-13) West Woodburn, Otterburn, Greenhaugh, Kielder and Bellingham -&gt; Bellingham Middle (Bellingham Hub age 3-13) Newbrough C of E, Allendale, Whitfield C of E and Shaftoe (Haydon Bridge Hub age 3-18)  Haltwhistle Hub + Bellingham Hub +Haydon Bridge Hub -&gt; Haydon Bridge High (3-18)

Staff Member

Corbridge Middle School

HEXHAM

No

I don't think it is desireable to have only one high school in the area. Too many rural first schools have gone which will affect the viablilty of small communities and very young children travelling to far each day

No

I was educated in a 2 tier sytem and the first 10 years of my career was in secondary school (the biggest one had 1400 pupils).  I moved to this area when i had children and i started working in a middle school.  The benefits are huge with a 3 tier system - middle school is a fantastic place to enter your adolescence.  Year 7 and 8 is when you start to change from a child to an adult and in a middle school you are known and therefore changes in physical and mental health and self esteem are far more likely to be spotted and supported.  In a secondary school you would be the new pupil and no-one will know there has been  a change. More children are slipping through the system - on the national news every day the problems in secondary schools.  The thought of creating a school which could potentially have 1800-2300 pupils is not an improvement to the current system.  Having no choice where to send your child is not an improvement to the system.  The current trust who are running QEHS seem to have no educational vision but seem to have a focus on finance and exam results- who is going to hold them to account on a daily basis?  In a 2 tier system the focus is on tests/exams.  In primary schools the year 6 curriculum is narrowed to support SATS.  Then a move to secondary results in making option choices so that GCSE's curriculums can be underway - where has the joy and wonder of learning gone?  In a middle school SATS come and go as part of the timetable (1 lesson of maths and english a day) then year 7 and 8 is time to explore subjects, topics, enter competitions, visitors to school, trips out, enrichment opportunities - find the joy in learning and discover new interests.  Why would you want to get rid of this?  Just to be in line with rest of country?  I think the 2 tier system has it wrong for children of this generation.   QEHS needs a new building - agree with this but it doesn't need to be at the expense of the 3 tier system.  I live in Hexham, I send my children to school in hexham and i work in Corbridge middle school.  i am very much part of the community and i find it sad and dissappointing that this way of life that i and many others chose is being decided upon by people who do not live in the area and do not understand the rural environment.   

Don't know

Its very messy but it does have the advantage of HBHS still being a provision.

Take HMS out of Hadrian Learning trust and give it a new headteacher whom will provide leadership which will drive teaching and learning forward - its being stiffled as part of the HLT.  As a parent of children who went through HMS i feel this school has been badly let down by the county in the last 5 years.

Collaborative hub version 2 - see CMS website

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

AND Sele school Hexham

Yes

It seeks to keep Hexham schools open

As long as there will be sufficient class room sizes to pupils and enough teachers to pupils with the 2 high schools merging together. It would be detrimental to children’s education if you were to put say 40 children in a class per teacher.

No

I prefer the middle schools in Hexham open as there are far too many children in middle schools to find new places for

No

Merge the 2 high schools as proposed ONLY if there is sufficient enough teachers to successfully teach pupils of a reasonably sized class.

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Wark

Yes

My principal argument is that the existing 3 tier arrangement has operated successfully for 40 years and out performs the two tier system on a number of areas.  I was a product of the two their system as I originate from outside of the area. Having experienced both systems,  it is obvious to me that the two tier system does not work as well as, in my view, 11 years olds are emotionally less well equipped to handle being in the company of 18 year olds than they are at 13 years of age. In addition the middle school system allows them to mature at a more relaxed pace which has positive outcomes in both educational and personal achievements. Also, the  additional levels of pastoral care that the middle school allows for positive mental health and well being. Attending Y7 and Y8 at middle school allows children to transfer smoothly into high school.  In Nigel Wyatts's recent publication "3 Tiers for Success" he states that there are consistently higher outcomes at age 16 than all schools nationally for pupils who attended middle schools.  Ofsted inspections (Sept 17) indicate that middle schools out achieve the secondary schools.  From a Catholic perceptive, retention of the middle school system also means that Catholic education is available up until Y8 in West Northumberland.

No

No

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Corbridge

No

In my opinion the above offers nothing in it proposed outline to help or Inprove the education of our children .

No

The size and number of our schools are an important part in helping keep a hart and soul to our villages and play an inportent part in sustaining and attracting family's to our villages. Without these village school's and all they offer they would lose their souls and all they offer to local life.

No

The governing education bodies  need to read and listen to the views of parents teacher and goveners . They are in the best position to decide if a two or three tear system is best for the future education of our children . In my opinion children thrive and succeed in smaller more child friendly schools rather than big institutions Please let this your desision be based on what is right for our children and not some cost savings sceam that is ill thought out not what the bulk of people won't .

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

I believe this is the option that will work the best for the children.

I believe that two high schools work best but instead of Haydon Bridge, an extension to Haltwhistle Upper School would work as an alternative high school.

No

No

As I have stated earlier, Haltwhistle is a bigger town than Haydon Bridge and an exention to the upper school would work as a high school instead of Haydon Bridge which has always been a poor school.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

Would not work for Sele First if HLT move to two tier (11-18).

No

would not work for SELEfirst as reducing PAN to 60 would be highly detrimental to current outstanding provision, not meet needs of community given current numbers, be highly disruptive

 SELEfirst could continue with its current 84 PAN with the addition of Y5 and Y6; this would give the best possible transition to Primary as Y4 would simply stay at SELEfirst from the point of system change. SELEfirst can provide substantial evidence to support their view that the current model of three teaching staff per year group is a highly effective model; allowing distribution of expertise and experience; a highly cohesive team approach, this is very supportive for example if a member of staff is absence or in terms of supporting NQTs and less experienced members of staff. SELEfirst would also need NCC assurance that they would receive a one off capital investment to develop the current site to provide additional capacity on the west of the site that currently includes the footprint of a caretaker’s house and a dining room block.  This could provide 7 additional classes here. 

No

No change to SELEfirst would it work if HLT move to 11-18.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Whittonstall

No

No

No

Leave the schools as they are and fix haydon bridge not mive yge problem.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Haydon bridge

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

It proposes the closure of Wark School which is sustainable and vital to the local community

Keep Wark School open as a primary school and close Bellingham Middle School

No

It proposes the closure of Wark School

Keep Wark School open as a Primary School and close Bellingham Middle School

No

It proposes the closure of Wark School

Keep Wark School open as Primary School and close Bellingham Middle School

Keep Wark School open, make it a Primary School, close Bellingham Middle School

Governor

Acomb First School

No

High Schools and Middle schools We believe that option A would result in a very large high school combined from QEHS and HBHS and in addition offer no parental or pupil choice especially for pupils who live in remote areas.  A joint site for HMS and QEHS (Inc. HBHS) would have to cater for extremely large number of pupils from age 9-18 (potentially at least 2000). How would this accommodate the needs of all children?  It appears there would be admissions to HMS at year 5 and year 7 (from HBHS primary schools) due to the mixed economy of 2 and 3 tiers across the partnership.  We do not believe that a mixed economy provides the foundations for secure financial and educational planning.  This could have a devastating effect upon the Haydon Bridge primaries as many parents may choose to move their children to HMS at year 5.  This model means that some children would have 2 years at HMS before transferring to high school which is a short time in an educational journey and may have detrimental effects upon pupils.  In addition having 2 admission points into HMS could create a lack of stability for existing pupils and staff.  In addition if there were to be just one high school based in Hexham there would be long distances on minor roads resulting in lengthy times spent travelling for Northumberland children especially from the North Tyne and West of Haydon Bridge. There would a lack of parental choice for children aged 13-18 due to closure of HBHS. Would QE provide a broad range of opportunities and courses for all children of all abilities and skills? Transition to a larger middle school for year 5 children from smaller rural schools which may be detrimental to many pupils at this young age.  CLOSURE/MERGER OF SMALL SCHOOL  The county figures are based on 75 children capacity for a First School.  There are highly successful and viable smaller schools locally and nationally.   In this County journeys are often made on minor roads and this has not been taken into account especially for buses and the resulting safeguarding issues for very young children.    Mergers of Catchment areas and closures; Surely priority for remaining open should be given to schools who provide for children from within catchment areas and within the Local Authority  The proposed mergers of catchment areas based on existing numbers on role may not produce accurate numbers due to parental choice.  Many parents may make other choices. If the proposed mergers are based on the numbers of children in catchment areas the figures may be very different.    Other questions to be answered • How would academy status in the Haydon Bridge Partnership affect potential mergers? • Capacity of HMS and QEHS in Sept 19?    Potentially 3 years without appropriate buildings? • Provision of data for every school for children from catchment areas who attend their local schools.

No

We believe that option B would result in a very large Secondary school combined from QEHS and HBHS and years 7 and 8 from the middle schools (2250 pupils) and in addition offer no parental or pupil choice especially for pupils who live in remote areas.  Another consideration is that if there were to be just one high school based in Hexham there would be long distances on minor roads resulting in lengthy times spent travelling for Northumberland children especially from the North Tyne and West of Haydon Bridge.  There would a lack of parental choice for children aged 11-18 due to closure of HBHS. Would QE provide a broad range of opportunities and courses for all children of all abilities and skills?  CLOSURE/MERGER OF SMALL SCHOOLS  The county figures are based on 75 children capacity for a Primary school.  There are highly successful and viable smaller schools nationally.  The county figures are based on class size of entry of 15 (half form entry) for a viable Primary School.  There are highly successful and viable smaller Primary schools locally and nationally.  The document lists Kielder as an exception due to distance from nearest school.  We would like to know the rationale behind Whitfield remaining open as a Primary school with a 0.3 Form of Entry (FE) which is smaller than or similar to other schools that are proposed for merger or closure.  See table.   Model B  School                      FE                         catchment children Wark First               0.5                    27 ACOMB                      0.5                    45 Beaufront              0.5                     4 West Woodburn              0.3                     17 Greenhead  Primary           0.3                     18 Greenhaugh First       0.3                     24 Chollerton  0.3 33  Mergers of Catchment areas and closures; Surely priority for remaining open should be given to schools who provide for children from within catchment areas and within the Local Authority   The proposed mergers of catchment areas based on existing numbers on role may not produce accurate numbers due to parental choice.  Many parents may make other choices. If the proposed mergers are based on the numbers of children in catchment areas the figures may be very different.    In addition documentation and models are available which states that a Primary school is viable with 55 pupils in classes with 5 children when the school is well managed with excellent educational outcomes and financial sustainability.    In this County journeys are often made on minor roads and this has not been taken into account especially for buses and the resulting safeguarding issues for very young children.     Other questions to be answered • How would academies situations in the Haydon Bridge Partnership including their Ofsted grades affect potential mergers? • Capacity of Secondary schools and Primary in Sept 19 and beyond?    There are potentially 3 years without appropriate buildings? • Provide data for every school about the numbers of children from catchment areas who attend their local school.

No

Whilst we welcome the provision for alternative secondary provision in HBHS by providing 4-16 In Haydon Bridge with new building we do not support a mixed economy of 2 and 3 tier across the partnerships.  In addition, some of the schools proposed for closure/ merger have greater pupil numbers, including from their catchment areas, and capacity than several which are identified to remain open or become primary schools. The table below presents some of these anomalies and raises questions.  Model C To remain open or become Primaries  School                               FE Current Catchment children Greenhead Primary              0.3 18 Henshaw Primary                      0.5 Not available   Whitfield Primary              0.3 Not known Otterburn First  becomes Primary                      0.5 Not known  Slaley First                       0.5 Not known Humshaugh First                      0.5        Not known                      To closure or merge  Greenhaugh First               0.3 26 Newbrough Primary              0.5 42 West Woodburn First               0.3 17 Wark First                       0.5 27  ACOMB FIRST                          0.5        45  Beaufront  First              0.5 4 Whittonstall  First             0.46 17 Chollerton First               0.3 33     Within the Hexham partnership Acomb appears to be a viable size for the children in its catchment area. It should not close.  We also refer to our comments on options A and B.  In addition • If there is 4-11 provision in both Shaftoe Trust Primary and at the proposed HB 4-16 all through provision surely this will affect numbers and viabilities of both schools Primary provision.  • As there is no proposed sixth form for Haydon Bridge will the sixth form provision   at QEHS be for all pupils including more technical and vocational subjects? 

 Alternative proposal and principles   All our children and the children of the future are on an educational journey which should have the best possible provision.  We are not in a position to provide an alternative proposal based on the limited information we hold regarding other schools budgets, pupil numbers from catchment areas and the county.   However we do have a number of non-negotiables that we believe are needed for educational merit and success for all children, and viable sustainable schools and communities for the future.    • Provision of Secondary education for all pupils that offers academic, skills and  vocational curriculums   • The need two Secondary or High school provisions for the pupils of West Northumberland that provide broad curriculums and specialist teachers.  • Sixth form provision that is wide ranging.  • Keep as many rural schools open as possible for local populations and communities  • No mixed economy of 2 or 3 tier meaning that there are multiple transition dates which affects the viability of schools.    • Please note that we are not involving our children in the consultation or publicity as we do not believe it is age appropriate.     General questions we would like answered and other considerations  • What are the numbers of primary and secondary pupils from outside Northumberland?  • Do we accommodate secondary age pupils from out of county at QEHS and our middle schools rather than children from the West of county? •   ACOMB FIRST SCHOOL   OUR SITUATION  Acomb and Beaufront are proposed for merger / and subsequent closure of one of the schools in all three models.  We note the following facts • Both schools are viable as individual First or primary based on current pupil numbers • Loss of lump sum and sport premium if one school closes. Total loss of over £126,000 to LA.  • Both schools are larger individually as First schools than several schools that are not identified for possible closure. . About Acomb First School  Acomb First School is a successful village community school providing a great education for all children. We are inclusive and actively welcome all children and their families from age 2 to 9 through our partnership with Little Oaks nursery.  We are a proud outward looking and forward thinking community school. Our vision statement states that “The happiness and success of each child are at the heart of the school.” This was recognised in a recent Ofsted Inspection in January 2018 when Inspector Lucie Stephenson said  “Leaders and governors of this very small village school are highly ambitious for all pupils. They ensure that the happiness and success of each child are at the heart of the school.”   Ofsted   In January 2018 a robust inspection against the current Ofsted framework took place over two days leading to a judgement of Good overall and Good in all areas.  Acomb has a vibrant school team of leadership, which includes governors, experienced and motivated staff who are proactive and embrace current training and developments and highly supportive parents. We are confident that the school is ready to meet further challenges and to continue to provide the best care and education for life for the children of the community both now and in the future.   • We have been actively planning for the possibility of change in the Hexham partnership, which may include becoming a Primary. This has included forward planning in our staffing structure and expertise and budget management. • We are a community school with 76 % coming from the catchment area and other parents actively choosing the school from surrounding areas. • Our outcomes for children are above the national figures across all age groups.  EYFS, phonics, Key stage 1. (ASP data)  PAN, capacity and premises PAN (Pupil admission number) is currently 15 and year group sizes do vary based upon the population in the village and surrounding catchment area. If we have space we will accommodate other children from further afield and many parents actively choose Acomb over other schools. We currently have sustainable numbers of pupils for each class.  Capacity.  We have some capacity (i.e. space) to provide for a merger school or primary as we have flexible spaces within the school. This has been discussed with Little Oaks management who currently operate from within the school building and there are options to consider. There would be a need for some capital investment to ensure that we have the appropriate environment for larger numbers of pupils or a wider age range.  School building. Our school has had recent additions to its site through LA investment which included a purpose built large hall and kitchen and classroom space in 2004. It has also benefited from a large modern classroom, currently used by key stage 1, in 2010  Outdoor  environment;  Large field with extensive views over the Tyne valley, wild life area including a fenced pond, several fruit trees, adventure playground and dedicated Forest School area.   Financial planning.  Indicative budget and projections are currently being reviewed and we have a surplus this year and next.  At present our spending on teaching staff is high when benchmarked against other school which reflects our commitment to and investment in providing high standards of teaching and learning which has been successful. We have also been forward looking in our appointments by ensuring we have a structure suitable for a possible future as a Primary school. New building in the village of 39  homes has potential to increase our pupil numbers.  WHAT WE CAN OFFER...NOT AN EXHAUSTIVE LIST! (QUOTES FROM OFTSED JAN 2018)  • Team of ambitious and knowledgeable governors “Action following a review of governance has resulted in a strong and skilful governing body. Governors now have a clear understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the school. They are effective in holding leaders to account and offer practical support and advice to leaders.” • Extremely knowledgeable, caring and experienced staff who work as a team  • A broad curriculum “Pupils enjoy the broad curriculum, which is enhanced by a wide range of trips, forest school activities, clubs and other events.” • Wrap around care Breakfast club since 2005 and After school club in place since September 2016. • “Outstanding” (Ofsted May 2016) preschool provision provided by Little Oaks nursery on school site through an extremely successful partnership which provides seamless transition. • Acomb Toddler group meets in the school hall every Wednesday in term time. • Links with other schools.  We have formed links with many other schools both locally and further afield for staff and children. This has included welcoming year 5 children from Bridgewater Primary in Newcastle to our school to take part in a shared Forest school day.  • Forest school site and expert trained staff who are often employed by other schools when possible.  • Encourage walking to school to minimise traffic and for health and well-being. Many of our parents do not wish to drive their children to school.  • We encourage considerate safe parking when parents need to drive. • Staff car park to minimise congestion outside school  • Wide ranging and consistent sports provision with weekly multisport coaching and swimming using Wentworth Leisure centre coaching staff and facilities.  • Sports Awards bronze, silver and gold over recent years.   • Caring family ethos • Excellent early years provision “Good leadership, teaching and learning with a range of well-planned learning opportunities are enabling children in the early years to make good progress in all areas of learning “  Ofsted Jan 18 • Excellent SEND provision • Excellent provision and outcomes for disadvantaged children. • Our maths leader has successfully implemented Maths mastery provision across the school after participation in Great North Maths hub in from 2016. • The school is part of EEF English project which includes a range of schools across the North East. • Excellent behaviour as recognised by Ofsted and the general public. • SMSC links including linking British values to real life experiences  • Highly supportive parents • Wonderful children! • Proven success with SEND and disadvantaged children. • Personalised learning  • Community knowledge • Community continuity    POSSIBLE MERGER/CLOSURE  We are an outward looking and forward thinking school and want the best possible outcomes for local children throughout their educational journey. Our meetings with parents last year and this year indicate that parents would be happy to be a first or primary and many would prefer the opportunity for their children to remain at Acomb until year 6.  We believe that Acomb offers excellent provision and can continue to do so in the future.   We have conducted a questionnaire which asked parents 3 questions and have had our feelings confirmed.  If Acomb were to closure the majority of our families would choose to go school in Hexham rather than transfer to a school at Beaufront for both practical reasons and perceived school ethos.   Planning for the future. • We acknowledge the success of our local middle schools and that their provision for years 5 and 6 is different to what a smaller Primary might offer.  However we believe  we will  able to provide an at least  good primary education and secure base for moving on to secondary education  • Acomb is a successful First school which finds the prospect of becoming a primary school an exciting development should the opportunity arise. • We are financially viable, and following a recent budget setting meeting,  have a surplus for the next 3 years.  • We have flexible space and buildings which are owned by the LA •  Acomb will consider joining an appropriate trust or other partners should the opportunity arise • Acomb is open to sharing expertise  practice and policy with other schools  • Acomb is open to sharing staff as  appropriate and viable • We plan for sustainability and tailor what we offer according to need. We tailor what we offer according to need • Nursery provision  on site …34 on role at present  from 2-4 years   • We can successfully combine age ranges. This is proven through current practice.  • We are dedicated to Education at the heart of the community for nursery and up to primary age  To summarise;  Acomb is a successful and viable First school providing good educational provision for the community. We have recently had a successful Ofsted Inspection and are dedicated to providing the best for the children in our community now and in the future.  We are a successful First school and also have the potential to become a successful village Primary school, having been proactive in recruiting the expertise and having the space to do so if a two tier system were to be adopted. Whilst we accept the need for change we  look forward to planning our future beyond September 2019 as we believe the Acomb community needs our educationally successful, viable and sustainable  village  school  Please note we also sending our response as a PDF due to the layout restrictions 

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

No

Yes

It brings education in West Tynedale into line with the education nationally, minimises transitions and provides a more financially sound system.

The Sele First School's PAN should remain at 84 to ensure that class sizes do not rise above 30 and that single year group classes can be maintained. A reduction in the intake could result in appeals and the above changes having to be implemented. I feel that this could have a negative impact on the education that is provided and a reduction in the excellent standards that presently exist. The school would require capital funding in order to expand. Provision for the required expansion are already under consideration by the Governing body of the school.

No

The recent proposals presented by Haydon Bridge High School to provide a different, less academic education require some consideration as many children currently have to travel to Newcastle or Gateshead to access post-16 education. 

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

The closure of the school within the Haydon Bridge Parish would be detrimental to the area, children's education and infrastructure of this rural location. The effects in my opinion would be catastrophic.

Not a viable option.

No

As in my response to Model A, this can not be considered as a viable option in view of its effects to children's education, the area and infrastructure of these rural areas potentially affected, in general. 

Again this cannot be considered as a viable option.

No

Again, as in my response to Models A &amp; B this effects of this proposal are far reaching and have not been given the level of consideration essential with effect to the rural communities relevant, far reaching and potentially catastrophic.

Can not be considered as a viable option.

I fully support the proposal as put forward by Haydon bridge High School. This proposal would offer both academic and vocational opportunities and alternatives, giving choice of establishments in the area (e.g. both Haydon Bridge and Hexham). Such an option would offer opportunities currently unavailable in this rural location, thus eliminating the need for the current level of travel or even relocation placed upon young adults in general. I can not understand how we could even consider a transition from small schools to such a large education facility with over 2000 students, when currently the financial status of the existing facility being considered for expansion, is in doubt and unconfirmed. The proposal also offers special education needs and facilities which are currently not offered within proposed establishments. However, the proposed Haydon Bridge option does cover such diverse requirements.

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

No

No

Letter received: Dear Sirs,  I am writing this letter to say as a grandparent of two children at Newbrough School, I am disgusted that Newbrough Primary School has been included with the rural school closures. This is a big part of our 3 villages and a busy little school with good teaching and numbers.   I would like to go with Option D as I also would not want to see Haydon Bridge High close as that would mean parents would have no choice of High Schools.   If you go ahead with this super school the money that would be spent every year on transport; nannies for the travel would be ridiculous, also bullying and some children could get lost in the system.  Rural schools always have the same problem numbers go up and down this will not change and I cannot understand that you can't see this. I am 66 yrs old and this has gone on as long as I can remember so please leave Newbrough school alone.   Yours faithfully

I would like to go with Option D as I also would not want to see Haydon Bridge High close as that would mean parents would have no choice of High Schools.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Yes

I agree in part to option A, please see below.

A 3 tier system should operate in West Tynedale to take into account the large catchment area.  Haltwhistle middle school should stay open as has been proposed by NCC in option A, however Haydon Bridge High School should also STAY OPEN.  Closure of HBHS would mean a lack of choice for parents and pupils from West Tynedale.  I believe that we are already a 'poor relation' from the South East corner of Northumberland, and closing HBHS would be further detrimental to this part of the county.  Closing HBHS couldalso affect the long term prosperity of towns/villages in this catchment area for years to come, which I don't believe has been considered in these proposals.

No

I don't agree with the proposals in option B

n/a

No

I don't agree with the proposals in option C

n/a

3 tier system, keep HBHS open...keep Haltwhistle Middle school open

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

No

No

No. Leave all schools alone!

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

I think that they should be another high school.

Don't know

Don't know



[bookmark: 4]Parent/carer

Humshaugh C of E First School

Humshaugh

No

No

No

Utilise the £40m-£52m warchest that the council has disclosed is earmarked for education in West Northumberland on building upgrades, particularly at Queen Elizabeth HS and other rural schools.  Investigate and instigate legal proceedings against the Bright Tribe trust to recoup the money "invested" in Haydon Bridge. There needs to be an investigation into why and how Haydon Bridge was allowed to spiral down so quickly after becoming an academy.  No rural first schools should be closed or merged. They are the lifeblood of rural communities, and the three-tiered system provides clearly outstanding results in the area and no council, academy trust or single school has the right to destroy, destabilize and demonize our schools.   This entire consultation process has been deeply flawed and troubling from the beginning, and the views of the public have not been solicited until overwhelming hostility was apparent. This ham-handed attempt to impose change via fiat is unwelcome, undemocratic and unworkable.   

Corbridge

No

It only solves some problems

Yes

It provides a better model for the future of all the schools

Model B proposes the closure of Corbridge Middle School and that Corbridge CE First School becomes a primary school with a maximum roll of 210 instead of its present maximum roll of 150.  However, this does not take into account the outline planning permission for up to 233 residential dwellings on land at Milkwell Lane, Corbridge, which would clearly add additional pupils to the roll of the primary school and therefore the school needs to be appropriate for possibly 300 or more pupils.  Also the use of Corbridge Middle School land, if the school closes, for further residential development would add even more numbers to the primary school roll. This would also be the case if the First School closed and its land were to be used for further residential development but in that case the Middle School site and buildings would be sufficient for the increased roll.  Corbridge Middle School has had extensive improvements to the building in recent years and would provide a far better site and buildings for the new primary school.  I therefore request that you also consider the alternative of the First School closing and the Middle School site being used for the new primary school.

No

It only solves some problems

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

My alternate option 1: stick to the 3 tier as its worked for years and years it breaks children in nicely as they develop into the next stage of education. Keep Haydon Bridge open and put any funds they have or were going to secure into getting it back to where it once was beforehand.it must stay open. Travelling to Hexham is ridiculous and unnecessary. I studied alongside many a*students at Haydon Bridge so. It cant be that bad... Personally think bright tribe ruined it.   My alternative Option 2: Make 2 tier, expand Haltwhistle school in budget on surrounding farm land and they could incorporate agricultural education into schools earlier. As i think this is a key keen area living in rural communities. Close smaller schools in the area like greenhead, henshaw for example. And expand Haltwhistle. Then send them to Haydon Bridge for the 2nd tier of education. I do not see any issue with Haydon Bridge and wanting to send kids On a bus to Hexham day in day out is bizzare... They will b shattered. On top on the amount of homework they get. There education will slip. And the grades too. Then whos to blame?! Building a super school in Hexham is most. Definitely not the way forward. Its categorically a waste of much needed  funds which could be put to great use developing the brilliant schools already in place now. Which bloody monkeys are deciding our kids future here like... Absolutely unbelievable. This makes me feel sick. Haltwhistle is a central location for the school to remain... Do not close Haydon Bridge or Haltwhistle schools there is too many children and families  that will be affected. 

Haydon Bridge

No

No

Yes

It is vital to the village of Haydon Bridge that the school remains open. If parents in the west of Northumberland are to have choice, then Haydon Bridge High School must remain open. One school in Hexham does not provide choice.  Many of the businesses in Haydon Bridge rely on custom related to the school to remain open. The Parish Council/Development Trust have worked hard to encourage tourism in Haydon Bridge and this too would be seriously harmed by the loss of local businesses. 

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Corbridge Middle , QEHS

Whittonstall

No

No clear vision for education in West Northumberland presented in the plan. No evidence of how plan with deliver improved education outcomes or even sustain the excellent outcomes we have at the moment. No detailed financial modelling behind proposal to judge financial viability - this is unacceptable. No link with any housing development plan for school place planning. Surplus places presented in the consultation document for hexham are significantly higher than those reported to EFSA at 23% versus 12%-14% ( depending on whether you include QEHS sixth form )? The impact of these proposals on our rural communities has not been considered in this consultation. Pre-school children have not been considered within the consultation.   I cannot accept the scale of school closure being proposed across our rural first schools - change should be focused on where the key problems are ( solution for HBHS , dealing with the surplus capacity within the HLT , finding tailored solutions for financial non-viable schools within the West of Northumberland ).   Closure are being proposed where schools are financially viable and surplus places are close to the government target of 10%. Parental choice is being removed from many areas having encouraged parents for years to seeks out the best schools for their children. Out of catchment children are being dis-regarded in this process - why? The guidance in place from the EFSA in respect of place planning states that one of the main factors to take into account when preparing pupil forecasts is the net of cross border in/out flows. These pupils attract the same funding to Northumberland schools.    

No

No clear vision for education in West Northumberland presented in the plan. No evidence of how plan with deliver improved education outcomes or even sustain the excellent outcomes we have at the moment. No detailed financial modelling behind proposal to judge financial viability - this is unacceptable. No link with any housing development plan for school place planning. Surplus places presented in the consultation document for hexham are significantly higher than those reported to EFSA at 23% versus 12%-14% ( depending on whether you include QEHS sixth form )? The impact of these proposals on our rural communities has not been considered in this consultation. Pre-school children have not been considered within the consultation.   I cannot accept the scale of school closure being proposed across our rural first schools - change should be focused on where the key problems are ( solution for HBHS , dealing with the surplus capacity within the HLT , finding tailored solutions for financial non-viable schools within the West of Northumberland ).   Closure are being proposed where schools are financially viable and surplus places are close to the government target of 10%. Parental choice is being removed from many areas having encouraged parents for years to seeks out the best schools for their children. Out of catchment children are being dis-regarded in this process - why? The guidance in place from the EFSA in respect of place planning states that one of the main factors to take into account when preparing pupil forecasts is the net of cross border in/out flows. These pupils attract the same funding to Northumberland schools.

No

No clear vision for education in West Northumberland presented in the plan. No evidence of how plan with deliver improved education outcomes or even sustain the excellent outcomes we have at the moment. No detailed financial modelling behind proposal to judge financial viability - this is unacceptable. No link with any housing development plan for school place planning. Surplus places presented in the consultation document for hexham are significantly higher than those reported to EFSA at 23% versus 12%-14% ( depending on whether you include QEHS sixth form )? The impact of these proposals on our rural communities has not been considered in this consultation. Pre-school children have not been considered within the consultation.   I cannot accept the scale of school closure being proposed across our rural first schools - change should be focused on where the key problems are ( solution for HBHS , dealing with the surplus capacity within the HLT , finding tailored solutions for financial non-viable schools within the West of Northumberland ).   Closure are being proposed where schools are financially viable and surplus places are close to the government target of 10%. Parental choice is being removed from many areas having encouraged parents for years to seeks out the best schools for their children. Out of catchment children are being dis-regarded in this process - why? The guidance in place from the EFSA in respect of place planning states that one of the main factors to take into account when preparing pupil forecasts is the net of cross border in/out flows. These pupils attract the same funding to Northumberland schools.

A combined sixth form for Haydon Bridge and QEHS, most likely on the Hexham site , but retaining the choice of two separate 13-16 secondary schools. QEHS has 147 surplus places currently which will not be helping its financial viability.  New buildings for the HLT ( QEHS / HMS ) which meet the required capacity - at the moment HMS has 173 surplus places.  Further exploration and development of the current models being proposed around collaborative hubs.   In the event of 2 Tier :   Creation of Primary Hubs whereby pupils can remain locally in First Schools until the end of Y4 and then transfer to a larger Primary Hubs for Y5/Y6.       

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Barrasford

No

It all seems to come down to money. Closing out village school will finish our village, the school is the hub it gives so much more than education. Chollerton is on all three options so has it any hope. It is a  utter disgrace.  

Think of the pupils and lives instead of money.

No

Again Chollerton is on this list. The children are going to have to travel, at the age of four miles to school. We have no bus service, how will parents collect kids if ill? Not everyone owns a car. After school clubs, how do the children get home?  

Scrap it all together. Save money and retain village life.

No

Oh Chollerton is on here too. Has anyone making these decisions actually visited Barrasford? We are in the middle of nowhere, hence the need for a school. Where has common sense gone? 

Reconsider, villages need schools, we are not an inner city area. 

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

Single secondary for a massive area ? Largest catchment in England eithout overnight provision for northern farms.   No clear ratoinal on school closures or guanantee that land sales go back into education.

No

No clear ratoinal on school closures or guanantee that land sales go back into education

No

No clear ratoinal on school closures or guanantee that land sales go back into education

Schools and alliances need time to look at preserving 3 teir system.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall First School

No

The current model for education in west Northumberland works fine as it is - with the exception of Hayden Bridge HS. A solution that solves that problem without needlessly destroying the local community schools in places such as whittonstall should be sought. You shouldn’t disrupt and pull apart an education model based on a single badly managed school.  You’re the experts, you figure it out - maybe don’t present 3 frankly terrible options as your consultation before you’ve even asked the libel stakeholders what a good model might look like?

No

The current model for education in west Northumberland works fine as it is - with the exception of Hayden Bridge HS. A solution that solves that problem without needlessly destroying the local community schools in places such as whittonstall should be sought. You shouldn’t disrupt and pull apart an education model based on a single badly managed school.  You’re the experts, you figure it out - maybe don’t present 3 frankly terrible options as your consultation before you’ve even asked the libel stakeholders what a good model might look like?  Additionally, the 3 tier model works well in rural communities like west Northumberland. It doesn’t need to be change - particularly not based on the flawed reasoning and shoddy evidence base that QEHS is using to justify their own hugely disruptive ideas for change.

No

The current model for education in west Northumberland works fine as it is - with the exception of Hayden Bridge HS. A solution that solves that problem without needlessly destroying the local community schools in places such as whittonstall should be sought. You shouldn’t disrupt and pull apart an education model based on a single badly managed school.  You’re the experts, you figure it out - maybe don’t present 3 frankly terrible options as your consultation before you’ve even asked the libel stakeholders what a good model might look like?

You’re the experts - you figure it out.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

Yes

I do totally agree with this model however I do think that two high school options would be best for the numbers of children attending far and wide (in Hexham if Haydon Bridge has to close but would prefer Haydon Bridge to stay open).

Having two options for high school would be a good opportunity to provide a less hectic environment for children coming from a smaller scale middle school.  (In Hexham if Haydon Bridge high school must close).

No

three tier system

No

three tier system is best option.

Keeping local first and middle schools as they are and if Haydon Bridge High must close, provide two high school options in Hexham.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

I don't think Haydon Bridge School should close. I think investment is needed and pupils will come back. I also don't think it's viable to try and keep a three tier system when it seems that QEHS are set on becoming two tier and this will have a huge knock on across the West.

No

I don't think Haydon Bridge should close. Presenting us with falling admissions numbers is not a realistic picture of the situation as for the last three years the school has been in special measures so it's no surprise this is happening. If the government hadn't privatised the school in the first place by forcing it to becoming an academy rather than fixing a failing school, then the Bright Tribe travesty would not have happened. It's a disgrace that our government are content to allow this to happen.

Prepare for a two tier system with minimum closure to rural schools, but do not close Haydon Bridge.   

No

I believe the HBHS school be invested in rather than closed but I don't think it seems like a three tier system is viable any more.   From the information I have been presented with (which is woefully lacking in financial evidence when it comes to Northumberland Councils transparency about how much revenue each school closure would generate for example) it seems that a two tier system is looking inevitable, given the structure of government funding and the way the key stage systems are structured in schools.  

Keep HBHS open but prepare for two tier.

 If QEHS decide to go ahead with the two tier model, then this will force schools in the region to follow and there should be a further consultation based on that

No

A local accessible school is very important for young children to attend within a reasonable distance to their home.

No

No

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb is a viable school and offers so many opportunities for our community. Acomb has a good ofsted, they treat every child as an individual. The Community School has (76% of pupils from catchment). The parents are happy and supportive. Acomb provides broad and balanced opportunities at Ks 3 and 4. Acomb has good viability, sustainability and Educational merit.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

Acomb school should not close it currently has 59 pupils which only 14 of these children are outside the catchment

No

Acomb school should not close it currently has 59 pupils which only 14 of these children are outside the catchment

No

Acomb school should not close it currently has 59 pupils which only 14 of these children are outside the catchment

Acomb first school currently has 5o pupils. Only 14 of those are outside the catchment whereas Beaufront school currently have 70 pupils which 66 of these live outside the catchment. Acomb is a viable community school which has potential to be a successful Primary school if the opportunity arises.  Acomb has a fully experienced, caring and knowledgeable teaching team which provides a very high standard of learning. They have currently been rated as Good by Ofsted in May 2016. The school have excellent provision in place for children who require additional needs. There are sustainable numbers of pupils in each class and Acomb also has a fantastic EYFS team with a dedicated Reception class and also an excellent EYFS provision for 2,3 and 4 year olds through The partnership with Little Oaks nursery.  Acomb has extensive green areas for learning including a dedicated wildlife area and forest school, this being the only school in the local area to provide Forest school on site.   They also have excellent provision of wrap around care from Little Oaks nursery which provides breakfast club and Acomb After School club.  Acomb school provide a broad curriculum for the pupils including internet safety, healthy eating, global music week amongst others. They provide an excellent sports provision including weekly swimming and multi sports coaching sessions.  Finally I would like to add that all of the pupils and teaching staff mean such a lot to the village  immunity of Acomb and hope this will carry on into the future.

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Falstone

No

No

No

Leave the rural school alone concentrate on ones that are not hitting targets and are over budget. If you had the children's education at heart then this would not be happening.

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

No

Yes

NCC need to sort out the mess they created and stop passing the buck.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Also St Josephs RC Middle School No

If this model were to proceed it would need significant capital investment in QEHS and NCC has not identified how this would be leveraged in the consultation.  Without this the option cannot be supported.  NCC has also made a very grave mistake in conflating the solution for HBHS with closure of first schools, which is a separate issue and should be decoupled as a consultation.

For Model A to be viable it would require:  - Explicit support of Hadrian Learning Trust - Very significant capital investment in their Hexham school sites culminating in a total refresh of the high school facilities - Absolute clarity on any residential requirements for pupils - Decoupling of any proposals for closure of first/primary schools - Further clarity on travel to learn arrangements

No

The proposal has no clarity on how QEHS would be able to develop the capacity to take on these changes - the availability of capital funding to rebuild the school must be absolutely explicit before a decision is made.  Conflating the closure of rural first/primary schools is also a mistake, this is a separate issue and should be consulted on separately

- Explicit approval of Hadrian Learning Trust would be required - 100% guarantee would be required on the capital funding to create a new school in Hexham - The proposals to close small rural schools should be abandoned and subject to separate consultatio

No

This option maintains the horrible mish-mash of education tiers across West Northumberland and fudges the current issues.  It also gives no clarity on where the capital for a new school in Hexham would come from.

No

NCC cannot carry out these changes in isolation.  It needs to work in collaboration with both DfE and the local academy trusts to find a solution to the issues in West Northumberland that will be supported by significant capital investment.  Once this is agreed in Principal then it will be possible to design an education system that is fit for the 21st Century.  There is some inevitability around a movement to a two tier system, but this can only be achieved if the right capital support is available.  The current proposals risk culminating in more children being taught in cramped and unsuitable facilities.  Plans for rural first/primary schools need serious reconsideration.  It is not necessary to go through such wholesale closure.  Moving to a Junior/Primary school system may help to alleviate some of these pressures.

Parent/carer

Henshaw C of E Aided Primary School

HENSHAW

No

There needs to be firm plans to develop a new school to accommodate the capacity into Hexham.  The 'might be plans' are not good enough.  If schools are to close provisions/plans need to be in place to ensure all children have enough space and provisions to succeed in their education.

Yes

Model B states that a new QEHS building would be built to accommodate the space required.

No

Unrealistic to use HBHS for that age range.  Safe gauding issues must be endless.

Staff Member

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

Lack of clarity of detail. Time scales too tight No transparent information provided to prove this is a suitable option No information or facts presented as to how this would improve the educational outcomes and emotional well being of children in schools in this area Lack of information as to how this would be achieved financially and no info re costs of building works, transportation costs etc Impact on rural area

No

Lack of clarity of proposal No transparency of information on facts and figures as to how this would improve the educational outcomes and emotional well being of children in the system The three tier system works extremely well in this area Impact on rural communities Lack of information as to how this would be achieved financially

No

No proof or facts presented as to how this would improve the educational outcomes for the children in the west Tyne valley Lack of information on financial viability  Negative impact in rural communities Lack of information on how financially this would be sustained and put into place i.e. Building works, transport costs

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

Favour model b. Reduce uncertainty by making first schools primaries in time for current year 3 pupils. Longer position remains uncertain and longer it takes to happen longer parents will have to object to change and fear it.

Yes

From a personal perspective have a child in year 3. Would love her to stay at the Sele even if this is in a Portacabin or similar. Very concerned at her entering a middle school with teachers potentially leaving and imminent closure. Expect if she went there her education would suffer. Two more years at the Sele would be wonderful. Strongly support Sele becoming a primary from sept 2019. Teachers all seen to support the love so make it happen quickly

If necessary reduce catchment and future intake to 2 form entry. Catchment is very wide. We bought in west end of Hexham to secure a place. We moved from gosforth where if you lived at the wrong end of the street you were out of catchment. Appreciate school funding is dependant on pupil numbers and that is why Maggie Anderson wants to stay 3 tower but based on size of site suggest 2 form would for more comfortably on school site.

No

Prefer model c

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School Fourstones

Don't know

It is difficult to comment whether this option is sustainable and viable as the documentation does not include costings and savings. The option does not have any fixed plan on where the school would be.

This option does involve the closure of a number of rural schools. I feel for the people within these communities as it is important for rural communities to have a school the closure of these schools will not only impact on the children but the community as a whole and the closing of schools could have an impact on local business and isolate many individuals. I understand that the closing of these schools is to save money. However the documentation does not provide any information about these savings and what additional cost would be incurred by transporting the children to other school and whether schools will need extending to accommodate the extra children. I understand that other rural communities have successfully managed to not close any school through pooling resources it is my view that it would be be helpful if this was explored. The Local Authority should look at how other Local Authority's have done this and whether it would make the schools financialy viable.

Don't know

It is again difficult to comment whether this option would represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education as there are no costing or projections on savings there are no firm plan on where the school would be.

As option A this option does involve the closure of many rural schools which will have a negative and devastating impact on these communities. I urge the council to look at whether this is wholly necessary and whether savings could be made by pooling resources.  I am not adverse to change and feel that there would be benefits in a two tier model, however there are many people who are passionate about a 3 tier system and believe it should remain. 

No

Again there are no costings to this model so it is difficult to really make an informed choice.  I feel very strongly about this option not being appropriate but this is because it would involved my children's local school being closed on a personal level I do not want this to happen as it will have an impact on my children, my life, my friend , family and local community. In this model it appears ludicrous that you literally pick up a viable school and move it down the road. I would be extremely concerned about my children going to school on a bus at such a young age. I am concerned that from the age of 4 they will attend a large school with much older pupils.

If the option is to have a school in Haydon Bridge would it make more sense for this to be an 11-18 school

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

Hexham middle school would become too large in model A. This will have a negative impact on the education of children at this school, and a negative impact on their emotional wellbeing. This is unacceptable and extremely unfair.  The children in the Haydon Bridge area deserve a more local school that can meet their educational needs.   I have no objection to the closure of a small number of first or primary schools if they are financially unsustainable or unable to attract a sufficient number of children, 

No

Model B would create 1 extremely large high school of 2250 pupils. This is totally unacceptable and highly unlikely to create a school with high academic standards or good behavioural standards. This would have an extremely negative effect on the emotional well being of children. Educational research demonstrates the need for pupils to feel valued as individuals in order to reach their full academic potential. Creating a ‘giant’ one size fits all model is not an acceptable solution for the educational challenges this area faces.

No

I don’t agree with the proposals for the Hexham partnership in model C. I would prefer a gradual move to a two tier system for Hexham. This wold enable a more sustainable financial model for the future in light of the government’s move to a new payment system. This would avoid what is proposed by model C ie having very young children from the lower years of Hexham middle school on the same site as much older children in a large high school and 6th form. This should be avoided as younger children would be intimidated by such a vast educational site. It could significantly impact on their emotional wellbeing and learning.   I have no objections to the proposals for the Haydon Bridge partnership in model C.

I would prefer an amended option C.   The Haydon Bridge partnership would move to the two tier system proposed in model C.   The Hexham partnership would change as follows: Move gradually to a two tier system of primary and secondary schools of a reasonable size (not too large or too small) to allow children to achieve their full potential in terms of their education, emotional wellbeing and general development. This should also allow for future financial sustainability and badly needed investment to improve facilities.   Avoid at all costs the creation of  a ‘giant’ one size fits all secondary school or a giant middle school. This is too likely to create a school that fails everyone both in terms of their education, and their emotional wellbeing.  We want to retain some choice for pupils and parents across the two partnerships.   Like Haydon Bridge, Hexham schools badly need investment across the primary and secondary age range to bring facilities up to standard.     

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

Haydon Bridge should have its own high school for its residents and surrounding area. Do not agree with the closure of local schools. Money would be better spent on upgrading facilities for the existing schools and improving those which of falling short of standards.  If there is a decision from the other consultation to move to a 2 tier system, there will be a high and potentially negative impact on first schools that are doing well with the current system/ set-up including the ones that are marked as no change. They will be forced to change. Without investment to retain the high standards and retain the 3 form entry the school and our children's education will be at risk.   Do not see any educational benefit of Hexham schools moving to a two tier system. 

No

Haydon Bridge should have its own high school for its residents and surrounding area. Do not agree with the closure of local schools. Money would be better spent on upgrading facilities for the existing schools and improving those which of falling short of standards.  Do not see any educational benefit of Hexham schools moving to a two tier system.  If it moves to a 2 tier system, there will be a high and potentially negative impact on first schools that are doing well with the current system/ set-up. Without investment to retain the high standards and retain the 3 form entry the school and our children's education will be at risk.   Reducing intake of first/ primary schools to accomodate the two tier system is unacceptable as it would have a negative impact on education and be harder to get your choice of school.

No

Haydon Bridge should have provision for 16-18 year olds for its residents and surrounding area. Do not agree with the closure of local schools. Money would be better spent on upgrading facilities for the existing schools and improving those which of falling short of standards.  Don't think it would work well having such very young children potentially mixing with a lot older children. Too much investment would be required to keep them seperate if that is what is being looked at if they co-locate.  Concerned about securing a place at QEHS if we opted to first send our children to a middle school other than Hexham Middle School, and therefore feeling forced to choose Hexham Middle School to guarentee a place at QEHS.     If the other consultation forces a move to a 2 tier system, there will be a high and potentially negative impact on first schools that are doing well with the current system/ set-up. Without change and investment to retain the high standards our children's education will be at risk. 

Retain the local schools so children can have their early education in the comfort of their own surroundings and do not have to travel far for school.  Retain the 2 tier system which is working well.  Money would be better spent on upgrading facilities for the existing schools and improving those which are falling short of standards.  If first schools are forced into being primary schools, change and investment would be required to retain the educational standards that we now get and expect for our children. This would only be possible if there is investment to expand the school in order to retain intake levels and retain the 3 form entry.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Rural areas need smaller schools that young children are not travelling a long way to. Under this option, very small children will be forced to travel long distances. Village schools are the heart of local communities and support and are supported by their community.

No

Rural areas need smaller schools that young children are not travelling a long way to. Under this option, very small children will be forced to travel long distances. Village schools are the heart of local communities and support and are supported by their community.

No

Rural areas need smaller schools that young children are not travelling a long way to. Under this option, very small children will be forced to travel long distances. Village schools are the heart of local communities and support and are supported by their community.

I feel the majority of village schools should be maintained. Merger of Haydon Bridge and Hexham is acceptable with careful management. QE is already a very large school.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Not wanting Acomb school to closeNo

Not wanting Acomb school to closeNo

Not wanting Acomb school to closeAs an Ofsted "Good" school the opportunities are endless. After speaking to the head of Acomb the reassurance that if they go to being a primary they are ready and more than able for the task. With over 70% of the pupils attending from the catchment area the school is in a prime location. The staff have a great variety of teaching abilities and an asset to the school

Wark

No

Wark has a financially viable and educationally thriving school. Closing this school would impact the community in a number of ways.  1)   Children will have to travel 5.8 miles extra for their education which means longer days. 2)   In case of emergencies, when children have to be sent home through ill health or for other reasons, parents will have further to travel - many of these children have extended family in the village but these carers will have to make arrangements to collect the child - bus, taxi or friend - if they have no transport of their own.   3)   There is no encouragement for new families to move into the village as schooling will no longer be available locally. The distances have been quoted for transfer of education but has anyone looked at the road conditions and transport requirements?  Cynically, I wonder if a view has been taken that the land the schools sit on would make ideal development opportunities for the Council; where Wark is concerned this land is not owned by NCC so is unavailable for development.  There is a great need in local communities to encourage younger people in, younger families are the future of our rural areas.  I believe that Wark school can operate equally well as a First or Primary and is willing and able to do so.  These comments apply to Model A, Model B and Model C

No

Wark has a financially viable and educationally thriving school. Closing this school would impact the community in a number of ways.  1)   Children will have to travel 5.8 miles extra for their education which means longer days. 2)   In case of emergencies, when children have to be sent home through ill health or for other reasons, parents will have further to travel - many of these children have extended family in the village but these carers will have to make arrangements to collect the child - bus, taxi or friend - if they have no transport of their own.   3)   There is no encouragement for new families to move into the village as schooling will no longer be available locally. The distances have been quoted for transfer of education but has anyone looked at the road conditions and transport requirements?  Cynically, I wonder if a view has been taken that the land the schools sit on would make ideal development opportunities for the Council; where Wark is concerned this land is not owned by NCC so is unavailable for development.  There is a great need in local communities to encourage younger people in, younger families are the future of our rural areas.  I believe that Wark school can operate equally well as a First or Primary and is willing and able to do so.  These comments apply to Model A, Model B and Model C 

No

Wark has a financially viable and educationally thriving school. Closing this school would impact the community in a number of ways.  1)   Children will have to travel 5.8 miles extra for their education which means longer days. 2)   In case of emergencies, when children have to be sent home through ill health or for other reasons, parents will have further to travel - many of these children have extended family in the village but these carers will have to make arrangements to collect the child - bus, taxi or friend - if they have no transport of their own.   3)   There is no encouragement for new families to move into the village as schooling will no longer be available locally. The distances have been quoted for transfer of education but has anyone looked at the road conditions and transport requirements?  Cynically, I wonder if a view has been taken that the land the schools sit on would make ideal development opportunities for the Council; where Wark is concerned this land is not owned by NCC so is unavailable for development.  There is a great need in local communities to encourage younger people in, younger families are the future of our rural areas.  I believe that Wark school can operate equally well as a First or Primary and is willing and able to do so.  These comments apply to Model A, Model B and Model C 

Wark school can be a First or Primary school and should be encouraged and supported in moving forward, providing a good education for future generations that we hope will stay in or move to Wark.  

Staff Member

Acomb First School

No

Because of possible mergers/closures

No

Because of closure of Acomb school

No

NO because of possible closure of Acomb first school

Acomb is a viable community school which has the best quality education for our children and has the potential to be a successful Primary school if the opportunity arises. They provide a broad and balanced range of opportunities at KS3 + 4.  The school provides the best quality education for our children in a vibrant community school which is outward looking and plans for the future. They are dedicated to continuing this provision in the future.  Excellent wrap around care from Little Oaks nursery which was rated as Outstanding in May 2016 by ofsted and Acomb After School club. There is also a community toddler group every Wednesday morning during term time.  I believe Acomb is also financially sustainable

Haydon Bridge

No

Educationally disruptive in the long term. Will result in negative educational outcomes by forcing children into already overcrowded dilapidated schooling.

Keep all children on current campuses until the super school is built.

No

Educationally disruptive. No real difference from Option A. The implications of traffic flow and over crowding in the short term has not been fully considered. Basically yit is condemning  the cohorts in Y1 -11 to poor educational outcomes which will take years for the West of Tynedale, an economically deprived rural area to recover from. The rural poor who already suffer from poor aspirations will get no benefit and you are placing a generation at risk

If Model B, then until the super school is built, all children should remain on existing campuses so that their education is not disrupted. A vocational 6th form should be added to the super school to ensure that those academically less gifted are encouraged.

No

This option really limits the aspirations of those stuck in rural poverty. It creates a return to the worst problems of a Grammar school system but one where  the access to good education is designated by post code not by exam. It would stifle aspiration and does not nothing to increase social mobility in the area.

Consider  the HB High School proposal as a way forward.

The Haydon Bridge High School proposal for a hybrid secondary school with an emphasis on vocational learning for the 6th form running alongside an academic 6th form represents the best way forward. QE HS could then become a secondary school and a new QE HS could be built to the east of Hexham. Then the middle schools in the Hexham area could close and the first schools which were viable could become primaries. By amalgamating the Hexham catchement middle schools, you would eliminate some of the historical excess places. For example, St Joseph's has three forms because it is supposed to cater for the entire RC population of the Tyne Valley. However the RC school in the East of the Tyne valley became a primary years ago and now feeds into St Thomas More.  Because HB HS covers a much wider geographical area, there may be sound reasons why  some form of middle school should be maintained. This should be a choice for local communities. By supplying vocational 6th form education, HB HS would eliminate the need for the less academic to travel to Newcastle or Carlisle and potentially keep more students in education and enhance their life outcomes. Equally by creating a dedicated ASC unit, the HB HS proposal would eliminate the need for the most vulnerable to travel large distances out of their home environment. It is the least educationally disruptive of all the proposals.  

Parent/carer

Great WhittingtonNo

I am not convinced that closing schools will benefit the local communities they are in. It will increase travels times for both pupils and parents getting their children to school.

No

I am not convinced that closing schools will benefit the local communities they are in. It will increase travels times for both pupils and parents getting their children to school.

No

I am not convinced that closing schools will benefit the local communities they are in. It will increase travels times for both pupils and parents getting their children to school.

Undertake a more thorough review of the options for all schools.  Look at ways the more rural schools can be kept open. Undertake proper discussion and consultation with any schools and parents of children at those schools to be earmarked for closure before opening a public consultation.

Haydon Bridge

No

The schools in Haydon Bridge are the heart of the community and are vital part of the soicial and economic fabric Haydon Bridge. Our schools have done a sterling job despite being undermined by years of uncertainty. They need stability and proper funding not more disruption.

No

No

I fully support the alternative proposals developed by Haydon Bridge High school in partnership with our community

Hexham

No

The proposals to change the education structure in West Northumberland needs more in-depth analysis.  These ideas are being rushed through.  The creation of only one high school will deny parents any choice and the lack of competition could have a negative impact to school standards in the long run.  The proposed closure of so many village schools is not beneficial to the rural community. Again the proposals have been rushed through without thought for their impact.  Young families will not wish to settle in these villages.

No

The creation of one large high school will deny parents any choice, and the lack of competition could easily lead to a lowering of standards in the long run.  This concept of secondary education for West Northumberland has not been thought through thoroughly.  Such a major change added to the closure of all the middle schools needs further investigating and modelling.  The loss of village schools and middle schools would have a huge impact on rural life. Such change should be given more time to access their impact on the education needs and on community life for this area.

Don't know

Of the three options given this is the least damaging, but it needs a lot more consideration for its impact.  Its impact would be most severe on the social life and future of the villages.  This could have the effect of encouraging families to move into towns, thus worsening the housing problems in the towns and leaving empty houses in the villages.  The age gap of 4  - 16 year olds would have a negative effect particularly on the little ones.

To keep some of the village schools open to enable the younger children to have a reasonable commute.  In particular to keep open Greenhaugh School. Kielder School is not in the direction of travel for most parents who work in Hexham, Newcastle or Bellingham.  It is unlikely that parents would choose this school which has only 9 pupils at present.

More time is needed to assess the rural needs of these schools.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

It retains the first/middle school system, which I do not support.  Change is required to align with the national educational framework, with children transitioning only at the boundaries of key-stages.  I do support the merging of schools to achieve viable numbers (where travel is achievable).  However this proposal is entirely invalidated should HLT decide to go 11-18.

Yes

Yes it's a "good" option, though further revision would be required.  I support the systemic shift to a two-tier system, and accept the closing on middle-schools and merger/closure of some smaller rural schools, across west of Northumberland. 

I see no reason to cap PAN numbers for new Primary schools where higher numbers are realistic/viable.

No

It retains the two-tier system - which IMO needs to change.

I've no issue with an all-through school in Haydon Bridge if this is the most viable option for the catchment.  However primary/secondary system is required across West Northumberland to realise required benefits.

I wonder why there hasn't been any discussion/consideration of infant (KS1) and Junior (KS2) schools in more rural areas, alongside Primary Schools, as part of a shift towards a genuine &amp; nationally-aligned 2tier system.  DfE's introduction of the Fairer Funding Model means that the time is absolutely right to shift to a 2tier system.

Staff Member

Bellingham First School

No

I feel that the current 3 tier system does not meet the needs of all children and I think children would receive a much better education through a 2 tier system.

Yes

I feel strongly that turning Bellingham First in to a primary school would all for all primary ages children to have access to a good education with dedicated and passionate staff.  It will allow children to have access to a supportive school who see the whole child who can be education in a nurturing setting, rather than seen merely as a statistic or test result. 

Yes

As with my response to option B, I strongly support the change of Bellingham First in to Bellingham Primary.  I can clearly see that all staff are dedicated to the children and the community, and staff at Bellingham First are excited at the prospect of being able to extend the age range in order to better meet the needs of the children in the area.

Parent/carer

Other

Broomley First School

Broomley

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

None of the schools should close No

None of the schools should close No

None of the schools should close Acomb first school is an excellent community school which 76% of pupils are from the catchment. The school provide excellent sports provision including weekly swimming and multi sports coaching. The school have excellent green areas including a wildlife area and forest school. They also have excellent EYFS provision with a dedicated Reception class and provision for 2,3 and 4 year olds through The partnership with Little Oaks nursery which was rated as Outstanding in May 2016

Acomb

No

Acomb school should not close

No

Acomb school should not close or merge

No

Acomb school should not close or merge

How can the council get the financial figures so wrong. Acomb school is not in a financial deficit and how can they plan forward for children that have not yet been born????  Acomb school has been in the heart of this community for the 60 plus years I have lived here and well before that. I cannot believe that the best thing to do would be to close the school or even to merge with beaufront school. Acomb has 76% of pupils from catchment whereas beaufront only have 4 pupils from their catchment with the other 66 pupils being from outside the catchment who then go on to private schools or schools out of the area. All of Acomb pupils continue to hexham middle or st Joseph's then onto QEHS staying within the hexham partnership.  I have had many a conversation with parents of pupils who attend beaufront who all say their children go their so they(the parents can network!!!)   I strongly feel that Acomb must stay open!!!

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

No

No

No

I wish for West Woodburn First School to remain open as it is a vital service for the community and the children who attend.

Haydon Bridge

No

No provision for vocational learning and ASC children

No

No provision for vocational learning and ASC children

No

No provision for vocational students and ASC children

I support the Haydon Bridge High School Development Proposal for Academic and Vocational Learning.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

I believe vin three tier system, and do not want children to be travelling on buses distances each day .I think travelling to hexham to a large school like a city school in rural areas is quite wrong. Schools should be the heart of communities.

No

No

How about using three tier system at Haltwhistle and making the middle school also the high school using a good building and extending it if required. We do not want to be using buses for our children travelling to hexham each day . We need to keep schools local and stop moving everything to bigger as bigger is not better.All of the models provided are not acceptable for the children do not spoil their futures,and the towns and villages they live in .

Chesterwood

No

Doesn't serve our children well

No

Doesn't serve our children well

No

Doesn't serve our children well

I would like to support the proposals put forward by Haydon Bridge High School.  They offer a choice to parents and children and recognise the rural nature of West Northumberland and schools' importance to rural communities

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Barrasford

No

Any proposal to close Chollerton first school is unacceptable. As a parent I seek choice about where my child is educated based on the quality of education my child will receive. I do not believe that the quality of education has been adequately considered in this consultation and that concerns me. It seems to be purely a financial and political matter.  For the health and wellbeing of my child I feel it is important that we can walk to school. I want to have a school in our community where we can enjoy walking to school and there be no need for more transport on the roads and unnecessary travelling for my child which impacts on health and wellbeing.  Children at Chollerton benefit from targeted and specific learning plans and parents are also well supported. In larger schools this nurturing approach to learning is diluted, parents and children are not known to teachers individually.   I believe this consultation is biased against the continuation of faith schools and as a parent I want to have a choice about whether my child receives a Christian education in a Church of England school within the Hexham Partnership.  Attendance and educational outcomes at Chollerton First school are high because children are healthy and happy and this is because we have a thriving school where everyone in the community is committed to making it a success.

It is not a viable option

No

Any proposal to close Chollerton First school is unacceptable. We have a rich and varied outdoor environment which is utilised for the whole of the academic year. Forest school, P.E and pre-school learning are all so successful because there is such an expansive outdoor environment. Other community groups also access school grounds throughout the year for example beavers, cubs and scouts. School productions take place in the village hall and also at St Giles church within the parish, this partnership would be lost without a village school.  Strong and consistent pupil numbers are expected for the next three years and the building is in a sound condition to continue effective teaching and learning.

Model B is not a viable option

No

We need to have a choice of academic and vocational offers as children progress through their education. Any proposal to withdraw vocational courses through the closure of Haydon Bridge High School is unacceptable we need a school for vocational excellence in addition to the academic focus of QEHS.

Option C is not a viable option

The merger of Chollerton and Humshaugh first schools is not viable because the capacity of Humshaugh is only 104. There will not be enough places for 2 schools of c 40 pupils plus 2 pre schools plus expansion in both villages due to new housing development. This capacity will easily be exceeded and due to the nature of Humshaugh being a listed building there will not be the same opportunities for expansion that there would be in a more modern school. There are no opportunities for expanding the playground space easily and there is also little space for dropping off zones and bus stops outside Humshaugh school. Merger of Chollerton with Humshaugh would cause significant congestion on a daily basis. The same unnecessary congestion would happen in Hexham if village schools and middle schools in the partnership closed.

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

No

No

Would like my children to go to Haltwhistle Middle School.

No

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

Yes

No

Staff Member

Whittonstall First School

Prudhoe

No

No

No

Whittonstall first School is a viable community school with higher pupil numbers than stated in all 3 proposals !!  To use the catchment area pupil numbers to justify closure is nothing more than a dirty trick on the councils behalf.. shame on you !!  You could of instead have consulted on Whittonstall becoming a primary school still feeding in to your precious model of a 2 tier education system that your converting so much .  There are over 35 children from outside Whittonstall’s catchment that choose to come here because of how good this school is and no place for them in other schools in their area and now they are to be forced into traveling further to the broomhaugh School in riding mill !! Another small school which in turn does not have the facilities to give them the standard of education that they currently receive .  This whole shambolic mess is nothing short of your own making and now to try to blame this on the viability of Schools... Northumberland County council you obviously are not concerned for the education and welfare of children in your county....

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Birtley

Don't know

Wark Church of England First School is a fantastic community resource for our local community.  It offers for 3-9 year olds: • The best start in life in a safe, happy and nurturing environment • The best education for our children • Individualised learning to enable them to meet their full potential • A broad curriculum to keep our children’s future aspirations high • Enriched childrens lives • Educational outcomes above the national levels • Strong links with the local community  • Childcare 8am – 5.30pm five days a week • Good recent Ofsted report • Good recent SIAMS report • Reacts positively to changes • Is integral part of our village with long standing connections Any proposal to remove any of the above from the village is unacceptable, the public meeting at the school on Thursday 22nd February resulted in a packed school with a strong consensus that Wark First School is important to our community.  I feel for the following reasons that the school should not be considered for closure: • Guy Opperman MP indicated in his letter of 22nd February 2018 to Wayne Daley, that the financial position of Wark First School will be better than that of the budget forecast. • The school budget indicates a financially viable budget, this is recognised in the consultation document. • The school are consistently rated by Ofsted is ‘Good’. • The loss of a Church of England School in the North Tyne valley restricts the choice of many parents to choose a faith school education. • The governing body have the enthusiasm, skills and determination to proceed in becoming a primary school which will further build on the outstanding offer Wark first school delivers. • The school react swiftly and appropriately when required. • The school provide a wide curriculum to their children, including bringing in the community to teach cookery, whole school forest schools, first aid, wild above adventure.  The school are keen to progress with the wide curriculum offer and extend this to 9-11 year olds. • By removing a first school you discourage young families into the area, which in turn will create a demise of local shops, businesses and services, therefore impacting on the economy of the area. • The proposal of Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School to become a secondary school has not been confirmed, therefore this consultation is premature as it does not align with the provision of secondary education in the area. • The building can be used for community events. 

No
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No
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Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Birtley

No
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No
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No
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For the reasons outlined below I feel that Northumberland County Council should listen to the community of Wark First School and investigate the possibility of extending the education provision to include years 5 and 6 i.e the whole of Key Stage 2. Wark Church of England First School is a fantastic community resource for our local community.  It offers for 3-9 year olds: • The best start in life in a safe, happy and nurturing environment • The best education for our children • Individualised learning to enable them to meet their full potential • A broad curriculum to keep our children’s future aspirations high • Enriched childrens lives • Educational outcomes above the national levels • Strong links with the local community  • Childcare 8am – 5.30pm five days a week • Good recent Ofsted report • Good recent SIAMS report • Reacts positively to changes • Is integral part of our village with long standing connections Any proposal to remove any of the above from the village is unacceptable, the public meeting at the school on Thursday 22nd February resulted in a packed school with a strong consensus that Wark First School is important to our community.  I feel for the following reasons that the school should not be considered for closure: • Guy Opperman MP indicated in his letter of 22nd February 2018 to Wayne Daley, that the financial position of Wark First School will be better than that of the budget forecast. • The school budget indicates a financially viable budget, this is recognised in the consultation document. • The school are consistently rated by Ofsted is ‘Good’. • The loss of a Church of England School in the North Tyne valley restricts the choice of many parents to choose a faith school education. • The governing body have the enthusiasm, skills and determination to proceed in becoming a primary school which will further build on the outstanding offer Wark first school delivers. • The school react swiftly and appropriately when required. • The school provide a wide curriculum to their children, including bringing in the community to teach cookery, whole school forest schools, first aid, wild above adventure.  The school are keen to progress with the wide curriculum offer and extend this to 9-11 year olds. • By removing a first school you discourage young families into the area, which in turn will create a demise of local shops, businesses and services, therefore impacting on the economy of the area. • The proposal of Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School to become a secondary school has not been confirmed, therefore this consultation is premature as it does not align with the provision of secondary education in the area. • The building can be used for community events. 

Wark C of E First School

No

I do not believe that it is necessary to close a viable, sustainable school where parents give full support and children receive an excellent varied education in a happy environment.

I do not consider this a viable option.

No

Same as A

I do not consider it a viable option.

No

Same as A

I do not consider this a viable option

1. Build case to prove viability in a 2 or 3 tier educational system 2. Investigate multi academy trust options ie, the good shepherd trust. the diocese of Newcastle 3. Investigate free school options

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

I do not support closing Acomb school

No

I do not support closing Acomb school

No

I do not support closing Acomb school.

Acomb school should be kept open. It is financially viable, provides a broad and balanced education at ks3 and ks4. The school provides breakfast clubs, after school clubs and hosts a toddler group. Little oaks nursery on the school site provides a great link from pre school to school.  If Acomb lost the school along with all the benefits associated with it it would be a tragedy for the community.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

Acomb should not closeormerge with beaufront

No

Because of the possible closure/merger with beaufront

No

Because of the closure of Acomb first school

It is fantastic that our school(acomb) is able to offer high standards of education to a group of wonderful children and supportive parents. The school provide high quality teaching and learning opportunities for all of the children.  The schools vision statement "The happiness and success of each child is at the heart of the school" was recently recognised by the Ofsted inspection January 2018 when inspector Lucie Stephenson said " leaders and governors of this very small village school, are highly ambitious for all pupils. They ensure that the happiness and success of each child is at the heart of the school"  There are sustainable numbers of pupils in each class and are financially sustainable now and in the future.  

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

QEHS

Acomb, Hexham No

I think Haydon Bridge should keep a 4-18yr schooling system as merging the HB High School with QEHS would make QE too big in pupil numbers. Bright Tribe seems to have been the undoing of Haydon Bridge High.

No

As stated already.

Yes

The west of Northumberland should become two tier with rural schools becoming primary schools and high schools taking children from 11-18/19 years. By widening the age group range, rural school closures should not be necessary.   This is very important as rural schools help provide the focus to make strong communities and have multiple social benefits for the inter generational opportunities they provide but these are never costed ie. the chance to attend Christmas shows and school carol concerts, Easter egg hunts and summer sports events to bring in the family and friends and create strong communities of interest and support networks for the school. Rural schools also provide after school clubs - sports, science, maths, running and keep fit clubs which give rural children who otherwise have long distances to travel to urban facilities, a good chance to develop sporting and athleticism skills, music and drama skills, speaking and singing and so on from a young age.        

I attended the Hexham Mart consultation event last Saturday 17th March 2018 and I overheard people the following comments: "I'm totally bewildered" "I'm bamboozled" plus a lot of other confused comments about the style of the consultation.  It occurred to me that there is a confusion of choice. In my ideal world, children would attend the school that they are in the catchment for and all school teachers would be supported to be good teachers in this rapidly changing world. Children would arrive at school ready to learn. And there would be no parent parking within half a mile of any school to enable children to walk a few steps and get some fresh air before the school day begins.  

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

Chollerton First school provides a fantastic education within a three tier system that works in the rural community within which it is located. This ofsted outstanding school is a great setting for learning and developing. The spacious grounds also enable outdoor play, exercise and forest school learning with the school. Therefore I oppose this option. 

This is not a viable option.

No

Chollerton First school is at the heart of the community providing an outstanding education as well as supporting community activities and clubs such as the cubs and scouts. This enables the children to develop both socially and academically. Additionally this is within a C of E setting to nurture the pupils.

This is not a viable option.

No

Chollerton First school has a fantastic family ethos in which children are supported by teachers and fellow pupils. This option would threaten this setting. Additionally the personalised support and learning could not be maintained within this proposal. This would have a negative impact on educational standards achieved and the well-being of the children.

This is not a viable option.

The alternative proposal I would like to make is to keep Chollerton First school open. This is for the reasons already stated above. This should be within a wider context of keeping the current educational model as it is. First schools and middle schools should remain exactly as they are to maintain the excellent education they provide. Any money available as part of the models suggested in A, B or C could be spent on improving the educational offering to high school pupils. Therefore keeping Haydon Bridge High school open and refurbishing Hexham High school. This would maintain choice and an improved educational offering. Any remaining money should be split between the existing First and Middle schools to further enhance their already excellent educational provision.   This would maintain the excellent education received currently without the disruption and uncertainty in the other 3 models.  

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

No

No

Save money by not wasting it on unnecessary roadworks.

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

Governors have put forward the ASPIRE proposal.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

I have 5 grandchildren of varying ages and this model is not suitable

Yes

Moving on in education I think this model would be a better approach to the disruptions with the children's education people don't like change we need to do the best for our children in these rural areas

No

I don't agree with this model this is just my opinion

I think that this has alread been decided and whatever happens in the future I hope it is of benefit to the education of our children in Northumberland wherever they live, I emailed Damien Hinds on this matter in early January and I will be happy to share my response 

Governor

Wark C of E First School

Humshaugh

No

The closure of the church schools in Wark and Chollerton are not acceptable and will lead to the demise of the wider community. The burden of extra travel will be expensive and untenable for many families.  Although the suggestion is that Wark children would go up the valley to Bellingham there is a greater desire to face Hexham because of the problems with Haydon Bridge.  This is a flawed option because it proposes the closure of an outstanding school (Ofsted) and one that is growing, expanding and financially viable. 

Completely re think it

No

Again this is an ill thought through fudge.  Closure of the middle school at Bellingham would be as devastating to the local community as closing the first school and families will leave.  Again, closing the Ofsted outstanding church school in Chollerton and the the good and expanding church school in Wark are unacceptable to the local communities.

Just re think this.  Closing middle schools will save you money from the education budget but be far more expensive in the medium to long term.  Do not close either Wark or Chollerton Schools.

No

You have no sponsor for a through school in Haydon Bridge and the reputation of the school means it will be hard to attract pupils.  Once again, closing either Wark or Chollerton schools is unacceptable.

The problem with this is that any proposal I put forward may well be divisive and I want the church schools to stand together. Also, it is for the LA to bring forward proposals for consultation.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

No

Don't know

Acomb first school has and will continue to provide high standards of teaching and learning from the extremely caring, knowledgeable and highly experienced staff. There are sustainable numbers of pupils in every class, the school provide excellent sports provision including weekly swimming and multi sport coaching. They also provide an excellent wrap around care provision with Little Oaks nursery providing breakfast club and Acomb After School club. There is also a commu ity toddler group which use the school hall on a Wednesday morning during term times

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

Acomb should not close

No

Acomb school should not close

No

Acomb school should not close

A community school which always puts every pupil first. The teaching staff are 'll experienced, caring and knowledgeable. The school has great links with a Newcastle school. They are able to provide great green areas including a dedicated wildlife area and forest school facilities which are fantastic for all of the children to learn about and use.  Little Oaks nursery and Acomb after school club which provide full wrap around care this is so important to the wellbeing of the children and an asset to the community.  Every member of the teaching staff are friendly, caring and most importantly our children respect them. If you take our community school away there is no community left. If acomb school shuts I will not send my child to beaufront as I believe there teaching  methods and teaching staff will not measure up to that of those at Acomb first school. 

Parent/carer

Other

Broomley First Schol

Stocksfield

No

I don't agree that small community-based schools should be shut; they offer far more than just an educational environment in rural communities. If there is not an educational progress issue, then they can be no other viable reason for shutting an educational establishment. If it down to money, which it obviously is, then other uses for the schools/grounds/sports facilities in their 'down time' need to be investigated - they should be the hub of our communities with a business element of utilising/renting the spaces out to groups etc

No

QEHS would become so large as to become unwieldy to run effectively - and by that I don't mean manage, but that ensuring that every child matters within that establishment would become an impossibility. A school within a school model is an alternative, but surely that is just an admittance that a school of that size needs to be 'broken' down. With the best will in the world, managing this type of organisation then becomes unwieldy - too great a number of middle managers will mean that no-one has the big picture. Only those staff 'on the ground' with experience will be the ones who can join the dots, but will not have a voice to be listened to. 

No

Utilise school spaces during down time appropriately - make them the hub of community activities, so as to create a revenue stream of their own.

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

No

Greenhead to merge with Henshaw

No

Greenhead to merge with Henshaw

No

Greenhead to merge with Henshaw

Greenhead could merge with Henshaw creating a stronger church school and continued small school presence in the area

Staff Member

The Sele First School

Newcastle

Yes

It allows Sele First to remain with an unchanged PAN entry. As a teacher in a 3 form entry school I have found it to be a brilliant system. Teachers can share expertise and class sizes are small enough to enable effective teaching for individuals. Reducing the PAN to 60 would result in many appeals for places, which the school would have to accept, leading to mixed key phase classes. I do not believe this will improve the quality of precise and detailed education we can offer in school.

No

See reasons for A

Yes

It allows Sele First to remain with an unchanged PAN entry. As a teacher in a 3 form entry school I have found it to be a brilliant system. Teachers can share expertise and class sizes are small enough to enable effective teaching for individuals. Reducing the PAN to 60 would result in many appeals for places, which the school would have to accept, leading to mixed key phase classes. I do not believe this will improve the quality of precise and detailed education we can offer in school. I believe that larger primary schools can offer children a personal, flexible, caring and imaginative education. With good organisation and structure, the school does not feel like a 'big' school. We are able to share our strengths.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

Haydon bridge

No

No schools should be closed because of cost over pupils

No

No

Leave the schools as they are

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

No

No

No

I’m in favour of the hub proposal proposed by Corbridge Middle School .

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

Governors have put forward the ASPIRE proposal

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

No

No

I like my school and think it is very good. I don't think that closing schools in our area will make it better. I don't want to go from my small school to an enormous school when I am 11.

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

Yes

No

I believe the three tier educational model best serves my children and the students in this geographical area. This model would result in the closure of Corbridge Middle School, which i disagree with.

Don't know

My main preference is that the three tier educational model is preserved as i feel this best serves West Northumberland.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall first school

Ebchester

No

I disagree with altering the current system. Corbridge middle school is a fantastic learning centre, preparing children for the next step and supporting them as they develop into their teenage years.  The standard of teaching is demonstrated in the results produced and the feeling of positivity and enthusiasm from all the staff is overwhelming and I would dearly like my son to attend after finishing year 4 at Whittonstall First School.  Which brings me to the point that you are proposing to close Whittonstall First School in all 3 proposals. I am so disappointed by this. Again, the fact that WFS was only visited by Andy Johnston and Sue Avison after the proposals being written indicated to me that this is a paper exercise to the council and not about the schools’ academic achievements, fantastic quality of teaching and support staff. Also disregarding the impact on the children and the village itself. It has been clearly publicised the financial sustainability of WFS noting that they work in a federation with Broomley First School, sharing the head teacher and many resources; something the council failed to be aware of, I have established.  From my position of being a parent of two children in your schools, I couldn’t be happier. There are a huge number of parents who feel the same way and they have vocalised this in many forms. This must be quite a rare thing! I urge you to look at the fantastic schools and the results they are producing. The teachers and head teachers are giving their all for the benefit of my children and their futures. They are outstanding and I shall be forever grateful to the opportunities they have had; going through the schooling they have been fortunate to have been given.  

I refer you to the suggestions made by Mrs J Kennedy, Head teacher at Corbridge Middle School and  Mrs L Barker, Head teacher at Whittonstall First School. 

No

My answer is the same as the last proposal :   I disagree with altering the current system. Corbridge middle school is a fantastic learning centre, preparing children for the next step and supporting them as they develop into their teenage years.  The standard of teaching is demonstrated in the results produced and the feeling of positivity and enthusiasm from all the staff is overwhelming and I would dearly like my son to attend after finishing year 4 at Whittonstall First School.  Which brings me to the point that you are proposing to close Whittonstall First School in all 3 proposals. I am so disappointed by this. Again, the fact that WFS was only visited by Andy Johnston and Sue Avison after the proposals being written indicated to me that this is a paper exercise to the council and not about the schools’ academic achievements, fantastic quality of teaching and support staff. Also disregarding the impact on the children and the village itself. It has been clearly publicised the financial sustainability of WFS noting that they work in a federation with Broomley First School, sharing the head teacher and many resources; something the council failed to be aware of, I have established.  From my position of being a parent of two children in your schools, I couldn’t be happier. There are a huge number of parents who feel the same way and they have vocalised this in many forms. This must be quite a rare thing! I urge you to look at the fantastic schools and the results they are producing. The teachers and head teachers are giving their all for the benefit of my children and their futures. They are outstanding and I shall be forever grateful to the opportunities they have had; going through the schooling they have been fortunate to have been given.   

Again I refer you to the suggestions from Mrs J Kennedy and  Mrs L Barker, whom I have complete confidence in. 

No

Same response again.  I disagree with all 3 models on the basis they have not been researched enough. I was advised by NCC member of staff that this is to reform education for the county for the next 25-30 years. Why on earth wouldn’t you research the details in advance of spending a fortune of tax payers money on exceedingly unpopular proposals; that may ultimately be scrapped due to the overwhelming flow of negativity as a result?  I disagree with altering the current system. Corbridge middle school is a fantastic learning centre, preparing children for the next step and supporting them as they develop into their teenage years.  The standard of teaching is demonstrated in the results produced and the feeling of positivity and enthusiasm from all the staff is overwhelming and I would dearly like my son to attend after finishing year 4 at Whittonstall First School.  Which brings me to the point that you are proposing to close Whittonstall First School in all 3 proposals. I am so disappointed by this. Again, the fact that WFS was only visited by Andy Johnston and Sue Avison after the proposals being written indicated to me that this is a paper exercise to the council and not about the schools’ academic achievements, fantastic quality of teaching and support staff. Also disregarding the impact on the children and the village itself. It has been clearly publicised the financial sustainability of WFS noting that they work in a federation with Broomley First School, sharing the head teacher and many resources; something the council failed to be aware of, I have established.  From my position of being a parent of two children in your schools, I couldn’t be happier. There are a huge number of parents who feel the same way and they have vocalised this in many forms. This must be quite a rare thing! I urge you to look at the fantastic schools and the results they are producing. The teachers and head teachers are giving their all for the benefit of my children and their futures. They are outstanding and I shall be forever grateful to the opportunities they have had; going through the schooling they have been fortunate to have been given.  

I refer you to the suggestions made by Mrs J Kennedy, Head teacher, Corbridge Middle School and  Mrs L Barker, Head teacher, Whittonstall First School.  I have complete confidence in them and I urge you to talk to the staff who have shown me how passionately they care about my children’s futures.  Please please give them the chance they deserve!

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

I understand that HBHS is in a state of financial crisis, but I don't think it's a good idea to close the high school and merge with QEHS, when Hexham is already creating a "super school". I think it takes away choice for the parents and children from having an option of schools and having something in their local area.  I also think it's a shame that so many of the first schools would have to close/merge. I think at such a young age it's important for young people to feel cared for and well catered for within their community and I think the smaller, more personal schools work well within a rural area. 

No

Same as model A - I don't think it's a good idea to merge the two high schools and take away choice for parents and pupils. To then close several middle schools in addition to this takes away people's choice even more and forces them into a very large school within Hexham as the smaller schools in other areas will already be stretched because of the closures of schools in their villages.   I don't think such a huge "super school" works within the setting of Hexham, which does have a community spirit in my opinion. I'm also not sure that Hexham, as a town, is big enough to cope with the capacity of a school that size. 

Yes

I think this is the most viable model of the 3. Investments should be made towards both High Schools and parents/pupils should continue to have schools within their local communities. I think the middle schools in Hexham should remain open with children having the choice to go to the Academy in Year 7 or Year 9.

If this forces many schools in the area to convert into a primary school, as I think it will - these schools should be given the option to keep their PAN the same and increase the number of pupils who can attend the school as a whole. For example, my child will hopefully be attending The Sale First School from September and I know that their 3 form year groups work well. If their school admission number had to stay the same which in turn forced their PAN for each year group to go down I think this would have a detrimental effect on the pupils at the school with larger class sizes and pupils not being able to get a place at the school.  Again, I think it's a real shame that many schools across the region will need to close/merge. I'm afraid I'm not sure what the solution is, but I do think smaller, personable schools work well within a rural area and if there's any way to keep the smaller schools open then I think this should be strongly considered. Asking young children to travel an additional 5+ miles to school might not sound like much, but in winter months this could have a drastic effect on children's attendance, with country roads that aren't passable. It's also not easy for many parents who might need to put their children into breakfast/after school clubs before making their daily commute - it would extend the school day for very young children by adding in these extra miles. 

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

AND Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

Merging HBHS with QEHS to create one very large 'super school' cannot possibly be in the best educational interests of children.  The catchment area of this proposed school would be huge, reportedly 200sq miles!  Extra travelling time for students to and from school would mean a ridiculously long day, leading to increased stress on students which would potentially affect academic success. Closure of rural first/primary schools means young children having to travel further.  School transport is not a safe environment for young children as young as 4 or 5, not every family has a car and public transport in the more remote areas is not an option.  These small schools are often he heart of the community they serve.  Families move to these areas because of the nurturing reputation of the schools.  Take those schools away, families will move away with financial impact.

No

Changing to a 2 tier system - NO!!!! Hadrian Learning Trust's proposal to create a two tier school was rejected in their first consultation.  They ignored the feedback and felt it necessary to push onwards with their financially driven plan.  The two tier system may be the majority one nationwide, but that does not necessarily make it the best one for this area.  Three tier works here, due in part to the rural, somewhat isolated small communities involved. Middle schools serve a purpose; children are ready to leave first schools at age 9 but are still too young to be in a very large school with young adults. The threat towards first/primary schools - my argument against Model A applies here too.

No

I agree that education at Haydon Bridge should be maintained but I do NOT agree with the 4 - 16 years of age range.  In mainstream education that is unacceptable.  Creating 'schools with schools' is not a particularly successful model.   In the proposal you highlighted that this change would receive funding - maybe so, but childrens' welfare comes before purely financially driven decisions. Same applies for age 9 - 18 campus at QEHS.  The school sites are not big enough, and the rumoured alternatives are ridiculous!.

All of these models are based on one school in special measures.  the insistence of forcing Haydon Bridge High School to become an Academy, and the farcical situation with Bright Tribe (who have had other serious issues nationwide) has led to a previously good school being ruined and now threatened with closure. How about doing something innovative and maybe protecting education services for a very rural community?? NCC retake control of Haydon Bridge High School, keep it as a High School (age 13 - 18) and make it a school that offers academic and vocational subjects, subjects that QEHS don't offer?  Instead of taking away parental choices on the childrens' education providers, offer something different?NCC needs to take ALL the feedback they receive from this consultation and really think about what they are proposing.  Something may need to change.... but none of these models are the answer. 

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

No

No

 I reject all of the Council’s proposals. Whilst I accept that change is sometimes necessary, I question the consultation process itself due to the way it has been conducted (the consultation document arrived at school almost at the same time that it was announced by the media) and the fact that two weeks of the relatively short consultation process have taken place in the school holidays, including the deadline for responses. In addition, I do not believe that we have been provided with sufficient information and details to enable us to provide a reasoned and thorough response.  I don’t think your consultation document is particularly clear and I and my friend noticed one serious error where contrasting information was given about where the children would be moved to in Model C. This made me question the document and consultation as a whole and wonder how much time and effort was put into developing it.  I would urge the Council to spend more time on a document and consultation such as this, as the outcome is so potentially serious for the future of our children and the people of West Northumberland.  Finally, as most parents are not educational experts, I don’t believe many of us are qualified to submit our own viable alternatives as suggested in the consultation document. However, I feel quite confident that the Council, which surely does employ educational experts and researchers with many years of experience in the field, would be far better placed to suggest more viable and creative solutions than the very poor ones outlined in the consultation document.  As Newbrough School is under threat of closure under Model C of your consultation, my response mainly focuses on rejecting that particular model.   Of course there are a large number of reasons to keep the school open.  I will list them below: • The fact that it is financially stable and viable now and into the future • The fact that the school population is growing, with high birth rates in the area • The good OFSTED report and fantastic, creative and supportive teachers • The excellent nursery and wraparound care, meaning parents are able to work without loss of income and the detrimental effect that can have on families, children and educational outcomes • The fact that so many of the children can walk, cycle or scoot to school, meeting friends and neighbours along the way • The unique learning environment, including Forest School, the school pond and chickens, where the children learn so much beyond what they can find in books • The community projects, such as mini-police and helping to populate the local river • The fact that the children all know and support each other • The fact that the school is at the heart of our village community and without it, the villages of Fourstones and Newbrough would have aging and diminishing populations and the local economy would suffer. This impact would be irreversible.  It is worth noting that people really do feel passionate about Newbrough Primary School, the learning environment and the quality of education that it provides.  It is not simply a matter of convenience. For instance, I know two families from other villages who have moved their children from Shaftoe and Humshaugh schools respectively because they felt that Newbrough was a better school which offered their children more than the other schools.  The parents say their children have made better progress and been happier since moving to Newbrough. Newbrough isn’t ‘just another rural primary school’. It is a great school, where children learn, are happy and really thrive.   Newbrough school is really at the heart of our community. As our child has no siblings, attending Newbrough has meant she has made valuable friendships with children from the local community and as a result of that, so have we as a family. This is why we moved to Fourstones 6 years ago, a village with a primary school a mile from our house. We knew that as a family we would develop friendships and relationships with other families from the area and we would become active members of the community. We, and many other families, would not have moved here had there not been a school. The school brings families together, forges relationships and allows a community to grow and thrive. If you remove the school, you take all of that away and the population will age and the village will slowly reduce in size.  I believe that this would be a tragedy for Fourstones and Newbrough.  Small rural first and primary schools have always formed a vital and integral part of rural village life in Northumberland. The county is the largest and least densely populated in the country and these schools provide a unique first learning environment for the children of our communities during this precious early stage of their development, before they move on to larger schools in local towns.  These schools survive and thrive in many rural areas in the country (and the world) and there is no reason why, if viable as Newbrough clearly is, with the right support, they cannot continue to do so long into the future.  My major concern with your proposal for Model C is the criteria that the Council has used for selecting Newbrough for closure. The Council is well aware that Newbrough is a financially stable, sustainable primary school with growing numbers and a thriving happy student population and good educational outcomes.  As this school is not included in any other models in this consultation, it seems that the closure would simply allow the Council to utilise the Newbrough student population in order to populate the proposed new school in Haydon Bridge. I presume you would not have made this included Newbrough in your proposal at all, if Shaftoe Primary School in Haydon Bridge had not been recently taken over by a trust. If this were not the case, the Shaftoe children would have been used for the new school population. Therefore Newbrough would not have been considered under the criteria that you have listed as relevant to your decision. Newbrough has been included in Model C, it seems, purely because Shaftoe cannot be included in the model and Newbrough is the next closest school. This is quite simply not a reason to close down a thriving and successful school at the heart of a community! As a result of that, you would have two schools in Haydon Bridge competing for primary aged children, which is illogical.   The following are further reasons why I reject the Haydon Bridge school proposal in Model C in particular. I believe, and I think it is a legal requirement, that parents should have a choice about where to send their children to school. I would chose not to send my child to the proposed Haydon Bridge 4-16 school. I would most likely chose to send her to a different school for the following reasons:  You have included very few details about the proposed 4-16 school. As I am not an expert, I know little about the educational outcomes and benefits of this model, but I am not willing to allow my child to be a guinea pig in this new school. I would be concerned about sending her to such a big school, as I don’t believe that primary school aged children should be at a large school mixing with older children. Young children need specialised support and education tailored to their age group within a suitable primary environment.  I would not be happy to send my child on a bus with older children along the small road to Haydon Bridge. This road was not designed as a bus route and in many places it is a single lane. I don’t believe it would be safe for my child.  As parents, we both work towards Newcastle, so it would be illogical to send our child to school in Haydon Bridge. We would send her to a school in the Hexham direction.   My proposal In order to close a school, you must ensure that the closure is ‘clearly in the best interests of educational provision in the area.’ It is not at all clear that this is the case with many of the schools that you propose to close in West Northumberland and certainly not in the case of Newbrough.   Although I am not an educational expert, I support Haydon Bridge High School’s alternative proposal, which provides choice for families and children in the area. It appears to offer an original and creative solution with an excellent educational rationale and great prospective outcomes for children.  I also support Corbridge Middle School’s Collaborative Pathways Model, which offers a supportive and collaborative solution to addressing the challenges which face our schools.  As the Council is funded by and represents myself, my family, and the people of Northumberland, I urge you to consider my response to your consultation and engage your best experts to consider these alternatives and take time to find a positive solution to the problems that you face; a solution which puts our children, education and choice at the very heart of education in West Northumberland. 

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Bellingham

No

No

No

I have ticked 'no' for every option because I don't believe that any of these options are good options. I think Northumberland County Council are failing the children in this area with all of these options and are not taking into account the impact this will have on the children's learning. I am very disappointed in these proposals.

I as many other parents in the area would obviously like to see my child's school to be saved. However in the case of HBHS pupils I think this bombshell is terribly unfair. My daughter is currently in year 9 and we attended open nights less than a year ago where we were guaranteed that choosing HBHS was a fantastic option for our children's future. I was most impressed with Darren Glover and believed that HBHS would serve my daughter well for the next 5 years of her education. Had I known that this wouldn't have been the case I, along with many others, would have chosen to send my child to QEHS. I think that Northumberland County Council has failed these children desperately and should be thoroughly ashamed. My daughter has settled well at HBHS and made lots of new friends, on hearing of the uncertainty that she is facing she is most upset.

Staff Member

Haydon Bridge High School

Bardon Mill

No

Lack of thought for social and economic consequences in rural areas

No

Lack of thought for social and economic consequences in rural areas

No

Lack of thought for social and economic consequences in rural areas

 Suggestions by the authorities ,for less drastic and extreme measures ,would be appreciated by parents and staff alike. 

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

hexham

Yes

I want to retain the 3 tier system as I think this benefits children learning and wellbeing.  My children moved to Hexham from York over 10 years ago and came from a two tier system.  I feel they have benefitted from the 3 tier system in that they have not have the upheaval of moving to a large secondary system where the learning style is completely different to a primary model, where they generally have the same teacher for all subjects.  By gradually introducing this change in much smaller environment in a middle school is far less disruptive to the child.  My children learnt to become more independent and experienced working in specialist areas such as science labs and technology rooms, which are not usually available in primary schools and taught by specialist teachers. This is all taught in a smaller, nurturing environment with the help of familiar staff they see every day and who know the children only enhances their well being.  The amount of pressure the children are put under is for ever increasing and the rise in mental health issues in children their well being is surely paramount.  By putting children into an extremely large school at an already difficult time of their lives would only be detrimental to their well being and by putting an end to the two tier system, I feel this will only impact on the increase on having to find funding from somewhere to support the children's mental well being and as this is obviously a cost cutting exercise by the Northumberland county council, where is this money coming from? As there is no money now, so how will there be in the future?  

leave it alone and keep the system as it is would be my ideal model.  Its not broken so why do you feel the need it needs fixing??  Obviously if schools are no longer financially viable then merging them is probably the best answer.  But then the question will be how will the council fund the transport costs to get the children to these schools.  How far do you expect a 4 year old to travel??  Also some of these rural areas rely on schools to attract families to the area and often places like village halls and other community clubs etc use the school to run community events.  This impact has to be considered especially in very rural areas.

No

as outlined in option A the middle schools would shut and the the two tier system does not fit into this area with its large geographical area.

none

No

it would not be suitable or appropriate to have a school with children ranging from the age of 4 to 18 years

Leave it as it is as it works for Hexham and the west of Northumberland.  Please think of our childrens well being and the pracitcalities for both the children and the parents in the travelling some of the options entail.

Wark C of E First School

No

I cannot see the benefit in breaking up a model that works so well. Whilst 1 realize that many folk with a 'Parochial viewpoint' may wish to retain local focus points, such as a school there really are significant disadvantages to losing Wark First School - A breaking up of a first rate team of paid and vocabulary contributors to all aspects of school curriculum and activities. Is not a way forward. Closing or moving this school would: Severely weaken the village removing a viable asset, involve significant transportation/logistical challenges incorporating children being away for much longer, local links with the village will be sundered,; such as meals provided by hotel, children providing events for family members (particularly elderly who might not be able to travel)

Do not consider it a viable option

No

Much the same as A. I believe that Wark First school would be admirably placed, if necessary to be a primary school in its own right.

I do not consider it to be a viable option

No

I do not consider this a viable option

As this option, as far as Wark C of E First school is considered, offers nothing apparently ifferent to option/model B. My reasons are as for option b (at 3)

There exists alternative models that if the three tier system is to go and if wark C of E school were to be one of the schools to close then I believe our choice would be to persue such options as; A multi academy trust along the times already successfully adopted by others as put forward by the diocese - maybe following the good shepherd trust or free school.

Acomb

No

Closure of Acomb first school

No

Closure of Acomb first school

No

Closure of Acomb first school

We currently have a successful school which is sustainable in numbers and financially. 76% of children are from the catchment whom are all encouraged to walk to school for their well being and also road safety outside if the school.  The teaching staff are led by the amazing Angela Speed who cares for every child as if they were her own. Every child at this school is well behaved and achieve their best at every level.  I also believe the school have put the appropriate meaures/plans in place for the future should the school change primary school and gave the room for expansion.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Barrasford

No

Discrimination against church schools longer travelling times for children  rural communities need to keep the school as they are vital to the development of young children

No

Discrimination against church schools longer travelling times for children  rural communities need to keep the school as they are vital to the development of young children

No

Discrimination against church schools longer travelling times for children  rural communities need to keep the school as they are vital to the development of young children

Make Chollerton C of E a primary school. We have the space and grounds required to do so. School is an integral part of the community and due to the rural nature of the Tyne Valley more schools are needed to accommodate the childrens need. Longer travelling times will be detrimental to the childrens education.This should be about education not politics. Chollerton offers Outstanding Education, which should continue. 

Hexham

No

Northumberland is one of the most rural counties in the UK with very specific challenges, both in terms of its geography and the wide dispersion of settlements. Its rurality must be understood and accommodated in any change of policy, not denied, and special dispensation must be given to this fact by the Couny Council when they put forward such substantial changes as those in the three options proposed.  This is a problem that has been prompted by the hapless mismanagement by the County Council and the Department for Education, who between them have crushed the future of Hayden Bridge High School with interventions and false promises from Bright Tribe, thus setting in train a review of all first schools that feed into it. The main issue to be addressed is in the secondary sector, yet the stance taken by the Council is to break something “that ain’t broke” . The first schools listed for closure are all high achieving, successful and caring places for our children. They are not just centres for learning - they are the beating heart of their respective communities and ensure these resilient rural communities remain vibrant and vital. Their loss will result in an ever increasing aging rural population, and a countryside that is increasingly a prison for those who can’t move elsewhere, or a refuge for the wealthy old who can afford to live there.

There is a wealth of talent and knowledge in all our schools that has not been given the chance or the adequate time to be engaged to find the most appropriate solutions to the issues raised, nor have they been privy to the same evidence or data that the Coucil has has in devising these options.  Don’t press ahead with your plans so quickly, you will only generate an equal and opposite force against them. Instead, defer or delay the decision and give more time to this process, and involve all the schools concerned. They have been badly treated with this consultation process, but will come up with a better solution.  Also wait to find out more regarding the Funding Formula changes’ it is not yet set in stone and there may be still time to negotiate a better deal.     

No

No

See my views in model a

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I support the vision set out by the Haydon Bridge High School. It is progressive with joined up learning and thinking.

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Ebchester

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

I think that this is most viable option put forward by the council, however I dont feel I can support it.

I don’t think there is a need to close as many rural first schools

No

I dont feel there is a need to close as many first schools and with the geography of Northumberland, having children travel from all over northumberland at 11 is not a good idea.

No

This seems the most ridiculous option put forward by the council. A 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge?  Are you mad! The Newbrough children would be the only children at this school to start with as Shaftoe would still be open. You would then have two first schools in Haydon Bridge when you propose to close great first schools in the surrounding area. Our children would be supposed to go to this school and if this is put forward we would definitely not send our children there.

I’m not against closing Haydon Bridge high school and merging with QEHS as having a new school for all high school children would be beneficial

Governor

Humshaugh C of E First School

Wark C of E First School

Humshaugh

No

This model is critically flawed because it discriminates against church education by closing Wark and Chollerton Schools, and it forces children to travel too far

Do not close either Wark or Chollerton School

No

As with the other models, you are discriminating against church schools and forcing children to travel too far

Do not close either Wark or Chollerton School

No

As with the other models, you are discriminating against church schools and forcing children to travel too far

Do not close either Wark or Chollerton Schools

I want you to completely re think this consultation process as you are:  Unlawfully discriminating against Church Schools  Forcing children to travel more than your own guidelines  Basing your decisions on political whim rather than educational necessity.  Closing schools with good educational records and sound financial viability   Do not close Wark or Chollerton Schools

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

Acomb first school is financially sustainable, viable and has an amazing educational merit. This is all provided by the caring, knowledgeable and experience staff. The school is viable as a community school which has a potential to be a successful Primary if the opportunity arises. 76% of the pupils are from the catchment which is very high compared to the school we could be merged with.   As a parent now and in the future I would highly recommend that Acomb First School should stay open as They are the only school in the local area to provide Forest school which our children need.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

None of the models proposed will work as it seems the financial figures are incorrect as well as a number of other items.  Rural schools should all stay open they have worked now for a long time why change something that is not broken.  Acomb school has potential to expand and has plans in place should it be changed to a primary school. They currentlyprovide sustainable numbers of pupils in each class.  They have excellent provisions in place for children with additional needs as well as an extensive sports provision including weekly swimming and multi sports coaching. They have great SMSC links with a Newcastle school. Every child is priority at this school and the teaching staff are all highly experienced, knowledgeable and caring.  



[bookmark: 5]Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I propose we use the money that is available to build the “super school” to support and fund the schools that are already functioning and keep them running. More and more houses are being built so surly that means family’s with children that need schooling will also follow

Parent/carer

Yes

No

No

Parent/carer

Other

Broomley School (federated with Whittonstall)

Prudhoe

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Allendale Primary School

Carrshield

No

No

No

I support the Haydon Bridge High School Development Proposal for Academic and Vocational Learning.

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

plus Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

As I understand it, education in the west of Northumberland is currently sustainable, viable and – above all – excellent. I see no reason to make these changes.

No

As I understand it, education in the west of Northumberland is currently sustainable, viable and – above all – excellent. I see no reason to make these changes.

No

As I understand it, education in the west of Northumberland is currently sustainable, viable and – above all – excellent. I see no reason to make these changes.

As I understand it, education in the west of Northumberland is currently sustainable, viable and – above all – excellent. I see no reason to make any changes.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

I do not believe the closure of smaller schools to be in the best interest of the children or the communities the schools serve. Northumberland is a large, rural country. Younger children should not be forced into longer commutes, nor should their families be forced into moving away from their communities.

No

I do not believe the two-tier system to be advantageous to school-children compared to three-tier system. Neither do I believe that this change should be forced upon the region's first schools at the demand of the Middle and High Schools. In addition, I do not believe increasing the capacity of the Hexham schools to accommodate the pupils presently from Haydon Bridge should be an option. Not only will the children be forced into a huge super-school where they could be swamped by the population, but the additional distance to be traveled by children already travelling miles to Haydon Bridge will be detrimental.

If this change is to happen, then additional funding must be provided to the first schools to allow them to make necessary changes as required to include additional 2 year-groups. In the case of Selefirst in Hexham, they must be allowed to retain the 3-class intake, and add to the existing buildings to accommodate the extra 6 classes.

No

As for the previous answers, the closure of small rural first schools is to be avoided.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

No

No

No

Parent/carer

St Mary's RC First School

Yes

No

No

Pupil/Student

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

No

No

Keep the 3 tier model- I really want to go to middle school, don't deny me this opportunity

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School Humshaugh

No

Yes

I don't agree with any of the models proposed as I think Rural Schools should be left to deliver the wonderful start in life you can't achieve in large schools.

No

I think you should invest in the schools already proving to be successful, and with good Ofsted Reports.  

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

Only one secondary school reduces choice and impacts on small rural communities.

No

Two secondary schools are needed.

No

To be viable Haydon Bridge High School needs to have a vocational sixth form and not 4 plus.

Vocational options to QEHS needed at post 16. One super school given to an academy is morally wrong and state schools should receive the new build eg The Sele or Haydon Bridge.

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School Newbrough

No

No

No

Overall, as parents we believe that the current system isn't failing the children from a education perspective. Rural schools offer a holistic and focussed approach to the development of our children, they build strong communities (without the schools the village communities can/will fall apart) they help build strong social bonds &amp; networks which are important building blocks in a child's life and for the families in remote areas. The extra burden/cost families will face to get their children to school is also significant. We can only assume that it is political/financial motivations behind these proposals. As such we would like to see an independent economic analysis of why the current system isn't working as well as independent economic modelling/forecasts for each of the proposed Models before commenting on this further - and we feel it is every parents right to have access to these. 

Pupil/Student

Chollerton C of E First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

I don't believe HBHS should close. It should be invested in.   I also think that QEHS will move to two tier and if that's the case then schools will have to follow, therefore three tier is really no longer viable.

Keep HBHS open. Prepare for two tier with minimal rural school closures.

No

I don't think HBHS should close.

No

I think HBHS should remain open and be invested in but I don't think 3 tier is viable any more judging by the information we have received at various consultations and presentations.

Keep HBHS open. Prepare for 2 tier, minimal school closures. 

I would like to state that I do not feel there enough information and there are too many variables to make an informed decision at this time.  This isn't helped by the fact that the council haven't given enough transparent financial information e.g. how much revenue would be generated by closing schools; how far out of catchment pupils are coming etc. and what happens with the National Funding Forumla with regards to the middle schools.    I think that the situation that HBHS is in is disgraceful. If the government weren't so keen to privatise failing schools to companies that are profit driven then they would not be in this situation. The government should invest in the education system, not sell it off. Therefore I feel strongly that HBHS should not be allowed to close.   With regards to the 3 -tier vs 2-tier debate, it seems that the way the government is assessing schools does not favour three tier. The 2-tier proposal from QEHS, which is looking inevitable, will force other local schools to fit the two tier system.  At the moment this is all speculation until the outcome of QEHS is known. At the point there should be another consultation from the council in response to that.   Finally,  I don't see the benefit of having a superschool in Hexham when there could be another secondary in Haydon Bridge.  Thank you. 

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

I live in Haltwhistle and we were always going to send our son to Haltwhistle schools. He is currently in reception at the first school and to then go on to the middle school.   Even though the middle school has had its problems, these occured over a long period of time. The new head appears to making a difference to the school and its improving.   It would be unfair and unjust to take this school away from the community who wish to send their children there.   I do not want and find it crazy to have to think about sending my child to Hexham at 11 years old on a bus. When there is a perfectly good school on our door step.  This will add an hour to his school day and still have to sit and concentrate on homework.   Will this have an impact on his after school activities ? Its very likely.   Please leave Haltwhistle Middle school alone.   Improve the school = improving numbers of children = better education for our children  

Why not turn Haltwhistle middle into a secondary school ? That educates Haltwhistle and the wider area. There will be no need for school buses to take as many children from Haltwhistle and surrounding areas to Hexham.  Children continue to be educated in their community.   I grew up in a very large town and went to school in a very large high school. It is not what I want for my child

Yes

The same as option A

The same as option A

No

This is just a crazy option.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

No

No

No

Haydon Bridge High Schools Accademic and Vocational model. I believe we need to keep Rural schools in our community.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

I don’t support the closure of Acomb school.

No

I do not support the closure of Acomb school.

No

I do not support the closure of Acomb school.

Acomb is a viable community school that provides broad and balanced opportunities at ks3 and ks4. Acomb has the potential to be a successful primary school if the 2 tier system is introduced.  The school is a vital part of the local community, providing breakfast club, after school clubs and toddler group.

Parent/carer

St Mary's RC First School

Yes

No

Don't know

Parent/carer

St Mary's RC First School

Yes

No

No

Chollerton school plays a vital role in the spares community area it covers - an issue that central government acknowledges by the doubling of the grant to such areas.

Email:  As with many people in the West Area of Northumberland, Chollerton Parish Council have major concerns as to the way this consultation has been handled and how, subsequently, decisions will be made.
Chollerton First School is rated “outstanding” by Ofsted with Key stage 1 results in the top 5% NATIONALLY. Financially sound and with strong pupil numbers for the next three years the school contributes to the local area from a site that provides so much more to the parish.
Central government have recognised the rural challenges by significantly increasing the ‘rural grant’ to schools and as a Parish Council we are receiving more and more information, some of it from NCC, on opportunities to maintain the quality of rural living by way of, amongst others, additional funding. 
We urge the administration at NCC- many of whom represent the West area - to listen to those who had faith in them and to return that faith by working with all relevant bodies to seek out solutions that recognise and address ALL the issues. At this week’s PC meeting we were somewhat encouraged by County Councillor Rupert Gibson’s comments that he was noticing “changing thoughts” at County Hall following evidence highlighted in response to the consultation.

Chollerton C of E First School

Colwell

No

Unacceptable option for Chollerton school

No

Unacceptable option for Chollerton school

No

Unacceble option for Chollerton school

This is an opportunity to build on this wonderful school and we insist that the whole aspect of why this school historically delivers exceptional Ofsted results and is held in such high esteem by parents, locals and indeed, the schools they move on to, is duly considered.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

And St Joseph's RC Middle School

Matfen

Don't know

For all options, there hasn't been enough involvement with major stakeholders such as parents, teachers and the practical effects it will have on the children seems to not have been considered widely enough.

Don't know

For all options, there hasn't been enough involvement with major stakeholders such as parents, teachers and the practical effects it will have on the children seems to not have been considered widely enough.

Don't know

For all options, there hasn't been enough involvement with major stakeholders such as parents, teachers and the practical effects it will have on the children seems to not have been considered widely enough.

More detailed and professional consultation.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

I feel the school system works the way it is and shouldn't be tampered with.

No

I feel the school system works the way it is and shouldn't be tampered with.

No

I feel the school system works the way it is and shouldn't be tampered with.

The school system works really well the way it is and my children have thrived so far with the current system.  changing the system would have massive set backs to so many of the children's educations.  I feel our rural schools are fantastic particularly for those of us who are in more rural areas.  I personally chose for my children to be educated in a smaller school because I feel they are getting the best results from there education.  I do not want them being forced into attending a bigger school in the town and have there education put at risk. The age range that are currently in place are ideal for educating them at each level. To put the younger children with the older children would cause alsorts of problems and Provent the younger children from getting the full potential out of there're early stages of education.  This is the most important part of there education. The school system works brilliant the way it is. And should stay the way it is.

Pupil/Student

Chollerton C of E First School

Gunnerton

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

Yes

Totally agree with this option apart from tweaking it slightly.

Keeping the three tier system.  Having a first school, middle school in Haltwhistle then high school in either Haydon Bridge or Hexham having two high school options in Hexham.

No

Wanting my children to attend the three tier system.

No

Same - wanting my children to attend three tier so they won't be lost in super schools.

Keeping all first schools and middle schools open and then in the event of Haydon Bridge high closing, having two options for high schools in Hexham.  Would like to see Haydon Bridge remain open too.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

We think Acomb school doesn't need to close as it is a financially sustainable school with no deficit predicted. Its a community school which serves Acomb very well. All the children are treated very equal and giving great learning opportunities within the school and a forest school for outdoor activities.

Parent/carer

St Mary's RC First School

Yes

No

No

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

Bellingham

No

Children in small schools have a better education they learn in a family environment. You will be killing small communities families won’t move to the areas there will just be old people left . It is unacceptable for sml children to travel so far .Dont know who thinks of these stupid ideas for once put the children first and not finances. If the children are poorly how will they get home ? Some parents don’t have a car to pick them up . Why should small children be put under so much stress it’s disgusting you should be ashamed of yourselfs .

No

No

Just keep small schools open

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Byrness Village No

Do not think it is the best option and in the interest of the children and the communities.

No

Do not think it is the best option and in the interest of the children and the communities.

No

Do not think it is the best option and in the interest of the children and the communities.

Parent/carer

Bellingham First School

Bellingham

No

Yes

No

Pupil/Student

Chollerton C of E First School

Gunnerton

No

No

No

Gilsland

No

I don't like option A because I don't believe closing HBHS and merging with QEHS and transferring pupils to Hexham would be the right option.

I believe in a three tier system and do agree with some principles raised in Option A, such as Haltwhistle Middle school staying open.  I also agree some first and primary schools should amalgamate which would result in some small school closing.  I would like to see a re-introduction of first schools.

No

I don't like Option B because I don't believe a two tier system in this area is the best option.

There is nothing in this option I agree with.

Yes

I don't like Option C because I believe a three tier system would best suit this area.

The only thing I like about this option is HBHS staying on its existing site.

I believe we should retain/reintroduce a three tier system consistently across the whole of the West of Northumberland.  Please see Appendix A.

Governor

Hexham First School

Hexham

Don't know

I believe that the impact on the community needs to be addressed further.

No

The impact on rural communities needs to be assessed with assurance including financial addressed.

No

Too much financial commitment to the wrong area for delelopment.

Haydon Bridge

No

Closing local schools and making young children travel to school is not the best option or providing the best education or environment for them

No

Closing local schools and making young children travel to school is not the best option or providing the best education or environment for them

No

Closing local schools and making young children travel to school is not the best option or providing the best education or environment for them

I support Haydon Bridge High School’s alternative proposal to give the best education both academically and vocationally to all

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Gilsland

No

All of the schools are part of a three-tier system that fits and works for our unique rural area

Invest in three tier system.

No

Schools are part of a three-tier system that fits and works for our unique rural area

No

Schools marked for closure are part of a three-tier system that fits and works for our unique rural area

Invest in properly integrated three tier system as all of the schools marked for closure are part of a three-tier system that fits and works for our unique rural area

Parent/carer

Other

Shaftoe trust academy

Bardon mill

No

As a parent, who lives on the military road, I do not like the thought of my child having to travel everyday to Hexham, on dangerous roads, a lot of the time our minor roads are untreated in winter.  It is a 13 mike trip to Hexham for my child, which I consider too far. 

No

Yes

It’s detrimental to get rid of our rural schools, I feel it is important to vote for this as we should keep them and it’s wide range of studies such as agriculture. It is a acceptable distance from our home to haydon bridge. These proposed super schools are too big.  As a mother of 3 girls, the first due to start high school in September, I’m disgusted with this whole process. The constant worry of where my child will end up, having her heart already set on haydon bridge and trying to prepare a very nervous child as it is is not easy, without the uncertainty of knowing if the school will close.  

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

And St Josephs RC Middle School

Hexham

Yes

We have 4 children in the Hexham school system with special educational needs.  Three attend Sele First School, although the eldest will move to St Joseph's RC Middle School in September.  One is in year 6 at St Joseph's. We feel strongly that the support and general environment that they get from the 3 tier system is superior for all children but especially those like ours with special educational needs.  Both the Sele and St Jospeh's have the systems and staff to provide a high quality educational system.  Moving to a 2 tier system would, we feel, diminish this. It is clear that the infrastructure of QEHS requires significant investment and that HBHS will be shutdown, necessitating a merger.  However, even as a High School, this would still be a large school.  Merging both high schools and adding the children from the local middle schools, years 7 and 8 would create a very large secondary school.  Very large schools struggle to meet the needs of any children beyond the highly motivated most talented students. We therefore support option A, while understanding that it is not necessarily the easiest route to funding for the infrastructure improvements required.

If viable, the improvements required to the infrastructure at QEHS should be carried out sooner than later, as they are greatly needed.

No

As noted in the previous section,  we do not believe that a 2 tier system offers the same educational advantages to children that the 3 tier system does.

No

As noted in the previous section,  we do not believe that a 2 tier system offers the same educational advantages to children that the 3 tier system does.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

Yes

Model A but with 2 high schools.

Could funding that would be used to build new school not be allocated to existing schools to improve building and sources.

No

No

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

I don't believe children in this area will benefit from a 2 tier education system.

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

Hexham

No

No

No

I do not agree with any of the proposals. I do not believe it is in the best interests of pupils to close rural school and force them not only to have to travel much further to access their education but to put them in much bigger schools with massively different class sizes. Parents choose their local schools because they want what is best for their children and their freedom to choose is effectively being taken away. I strongly disagree with all of the potential losses of jobs of teaching and support staff.

Parent/carer

No

No

No

Acomb school is a community school and therefore should be kept open

Parent/carer

St Mary's RC First School

QEHS

Hexham

No

I do not agree with the unnecessary closing of any school that is not failing.

No

I do not agree with the unnecessary closing of any school that is not failing.

No

I do not agree with the unnecessary closing of any school that is not failing

Keep the tier system the same. If HBHS must close then divide the catchment are between Hexham and Haltwhistle/Brampton for provision. There are existing schools that are successful. This way limits the impact on rural schools and still gives parents the choice of provision.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Byrness Village No

Do not think it is the best option and in the interest of the children and the communities.

No

Do not think it is the best option and in the interest of the children and the communities.

No

Do not think it is the best option and in the interest of the children and the communities.

I strongly favour the alternative proposal put forward by Haydon Bridge High School. I am strongly opposed to a large Super school in Hexham and to the closure of our rural first and middle schools.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

West Woodburn No

No schools should be closed. Children living in rural areas are already disadvantaged.

No

No schools should be closed. You are ripping communities apart. All 3 of my children are at Haydon bridge high school, we chose it because the staff care for the students. I do not want my children to have to go to a huge school in Hexham.

No

No schools should be closed.

Keep all schools open... What will happen if their is an increase in birth rate?  Surely all of these children won't fit in the new primary and high school!?

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Prudhoe

No

I don't agree with any of the models, it is all about money and budgets, nobody is thinking about the impact it will have on the children and the possible implications of mergers.

No

It's one high school, and it is causing a catastrophic ripple effect from its closure. My children will be affected greatly, we live in prudhoe now but before we were living in the CMS catchment. We  chose CMS because of the SEN provision available, it was a major decision which wasn't taken lightly as it was important for us to know her needs were going to be met. Ovingham Middle School was our other option but was extremely over subscribed so couldn't get her in at the time(2016/2017). Are only other option was Highfield Middle, which we weren't prepared to send her to for may reasons. We are not a big income, and it costs us a lot of money on petrol to get her to and from school( she can't get a bus because she is not in catchment) but we knew what we signed up for and were prepared to pay more for her to go to a good school that she would be able to get the right support for her. If CMS closes that means that we will have to travel another 8 miles a day to get her to and from school, which is a significant cost for us to have to pay to get both my children to school to two different schools every day. One in hexham as proposed and one at Broomhaugh in Riding Mill. What is the SEN going to be like with the numbers of children that would attending these  super schools. It's all about budget and about nothing else at the end of the day. Closing our good to outstanding schools within the county is criminal, and at the cost of our children's education.

No

4 years olds with 16 years how ridiculous is that!!!!It's a safeguarding issue for one, would you put your 4 year children on a bus 6 miles away I don't think so!! Think of the impact on kids with ASD or SEN, what it would do to them or are you going to return them back to the special school system because they can't keep up with the curriculum within these massive schools? Look up the legislation related to children and young people, Children Act 1989 sect 17 clearly states that "Local Authorities have a general duty to safeguard and promote the welfare of children within their area", how is this protecting our children? I do not agree with any of these options at all.

My opinion is that the problem is once children reach the age of 16 and their options, QEHS has become the school of the elite and children would rather go to Hexham from year 9 because it has a good reputation. Once they get to 16 what choice have they got as many are sent away because they don't have the grades to match QEHS high standards so what choice do they have either HBHS, which is miles away from where they live or Newcastle College, many opt for Newcastle College because it offers what they want. I don't agree with any of the models because it is all about the money and nothing else, the kids will suffer in the long run, brilliant teachers will loose their jobs despite getting most of the schools to a outstanding level in terms of ofsted, because the three tier system works based on educational attainment and results. To change everything because of one school seems cost ineffective and would only benefit the councils' pockets and not the children.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Whittonstall

No

Whittonstall is a financially viable school and hub of the local community which is niches loved by our children and families. Closing it has been ill thought out and much of the information / financial calculations given for reasons to close are factually incorrect. The impact on financials and teaching staff at Broomley school has been given no consideration, despite the fact we at Whittonstall form a federation. No consideration has been given to the numerous proposed new homes being built on the Markey Tiles site within catchment and the children who will move there. Closure will cause instability within the community and our children’s learning. It will be an ill thought out process with underhand rationale possibly paving the way for open cast mining to which the community are equally strongly opposed.

Whittonstall staying open is the only viable option for families in our community.  To exclude it from all options is unjust and biased.

No

Whittonstall is a financially viable school and hub of the local community which is niches loved by our children and families. Closing it has been ill thought out and much of the information / financial calculations given for reasons to close are factually incorrect. The impact on financials and teaching staff at Broomley school has been given no consideration, despite the fact we at Whittonstall form a federation. No consideration has been given to the numerous proposed new homes being built on the Markey Tiles site within catchment and the children who will move there. Closure will cause instability within the community and our children’s learning. It will be an ill thought out process with underhand rationale possibly paving the way for open cast mining to which the community are equally strongly opposed.

Whittonstall staying open is the only fair and viable option for our community.

No

Whittonstall is a financially viable school and hub of the local community which is niches loved by our children and families. Closing it has been ill thought out and much of the information / financial calculations given for reasons to close are factually incorrect. The impact on financials and teaching staff at Broomley school has been given no consideration, despite the fact we at Whittonstall form a federation. No consideration has been given to the numerous proposed new homes being built on the Markey Tiles site within catchment and the children who will move there. Closure will cause instability within the community and our children’s learning. It will be an ill thought out process with underhand rationale possibly paving the way for open cast mining to which the community are equally strongly opposed.

Whittonstall staying open is the only fair and viable option for our community.

Whittonstall is a financially viable school and hub of the local community which is much loved by our children and families. Closing it has been ill thought out and much of the information / financial calculations given for reasons to close are factually incorrect. The impact on financials and teaching staff at Broomley school has been given no consideration, despite the fact we at Whittonstall form a federation. No consideration has been given to the numerous proposed new homes being built on the Marley Tiles site within catchment and the children who will move there. Closure will cause instability within the community and our children’s learning. It will be an ill thought out process with underhand rationale possibly paving the way for open cast mining to which the community are equally strongly opposed. We want our school kept open and the hub of our local community kept alive. The way the press have been kept informed before our head teachers and parents so that children have been accosted at the school gates is nothing short of disgusting.

Pupil/Student

Chollerton C of E First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

Closing Haltwhistle Middle would be a mistake.  I think you should make it so they stay here till their 16 then go to a high school.

No

Haydon Bridge should be improved and kept open, it has been a great school and it would be a waste to close it!

Don't know

I would rather Haydon Bridge high school as opposed to QEHS but all these middle schools shouldn't have to close.

Keep Haltwhistle Middle open!!!

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

Haydon Bridge

No

I believe that it will incur more costs for building a big mega school and having to pay to transport and accommodate students from the surrounding area. It does not save any money and it kills local communities.

No. In my opinion, all suggestions are bad. It is based on the assumption that education is a business. It is not a business. You have to spend a lot of money and you will see return in twenty or twenty-five years. But you can't run it as a business.

No

See my previous response.

No.

No

See my previous answer.

Bad thinking, bad ideas.

As the least disruptive, the proposal to spread GCSEs across three years and creation of a hybrid school. It will allow all the academic paths open and will bring vocational education to the West Tyne.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

Rural schools are the one good thing about the education system in this country. This model is destroying the community

No

Same as above

No

There is another way

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

And Corbridge Middle School

South Northumberland

No

I strongly disagree with closing Whittonstall first school which is financially viable for the next five years and a wonderful school. My children would have to travel 10 miles on a school bus stopping at various locations until they reached the proposed new school. I find this totally unexeptable to send children as young as 3 on long bus journeys everyday. I believe that closing the school would have a huge detrimental effect on the children, parents and the community.

No

Same answer as A

No

same Answer as A

I agree with Leanne Barker (head of WFS) proposal to form the Tynedale Learning Trust as a much more viable solution.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Ex parent

Gunnerton

No

No Ourstanding schools or village schools should be closed unless there is another school within 3 miles.

No

No school closures for young children

No

No village schools should be closed it will kill all our villages

Close all the middle schools and emerge them all on one site with QEHS on one new site. But separate buildings, so the younger children can't mix with the older children but staff can costs over sites.

Pupil/Student

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

Damage to successful partnerships  - Negative impact for our children (academically and socially/emotionally)  - Closure of good and outstanding schools  - Closure of financially viable schools  - Impact on rural villages and communities  - Impact of increased travel for children  - Potential reduction in providing a “broad and balanced curriculum”  - Lack of choice - 2,250 (approx) pupils education in the hands of one organisation  - Lack of financial modelling

No

Ibwant to go through a personal middle school and not be forced into a massive secondary with huge carchment and long commites.

No

Damage to successful partnerships  - Negative impact for our children (academically and socially/emotionally)  - Closure of good and outstanding schools  - Closure of financially viable schools  - Impact on rural villages and communities  - Impact of increased travel for children  - Potential reduction in providing a “broad and balanced curriculum”  - Lack of choice - 2,250 (approx) pupils education in the hands of one organisation  - Lack of financial modelling

The schools need a good period to work thrugh a comprehensive solution

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Carterway HeadsNo

closing rural schools changes communities completely!  Whittonstall is a thriving school, it draws a lot of students in from over the border and is oversubscribed, weve been given no vaklid reason why it would close.  (Please reassure us this is not so that the open cast coal mine can proceed)

No

We are advocates of the 3 tier system, it is working brilliantly in our rural areas and we have not been given any valid educational reasons for changing to tow tier - are there any?  The Middle Schools give our children specialised teaching in yr 5 and 6 which otherwise wouldn't happen - they are happy, well educated children - surely the most important thing when debating. 

Don't know

we need to invest in the system we have.  It works well for the children and local communities and the implications of closing schools just have not been presented to us at all.  This needs further thought by the authorities.  We need to look at what (or have UK Coal had a say??!!) will happen when all those people no longer visit local facilities.

DON'T CLOSE OUR SCHOOLS!!!

Parent/carer

Slaley First School

Slaley

No

There is no financial solution for this to be sustainable being put forward currently.  If Queen Elizabeth goes secondary regardless of the consultation then kids coming out of middle schools will be disadvantaged vs kids coming out of primaries.

Yes

I think that the best model is one with a harmonised system across the board and if QE go two tier the rest should follow.  Two tier fits the key stage model better, as children can complete KS2 before moving.   If kids move into secondary earlier they have more chance to get settled before having to make important subject choices.

I think that two tier could be sustainable without the closure of so many first / primary schools, especially when some outstanding schools are at risk. The county needs to look at how to move in the right direction but not go too far with consolidation / closures.  The county needs to be clear on how to protect teaching standards in the secondary school especially with such a massive construction and organisational challenge in such crash timings - is the timing for QE expansion realistic and if not what is the back up plan?

Don't know

I like the option to retain Hayden bridge - this gives parents a choice for secondary education and keeps QE a more realistic size. However, I prefer two tier to three tier. 

Why not protect Hayden bridge as an alternative location and more vocational teaching establishment to QE but still go with two tier? I don’t understand why the only two tier option is the one involving the closure of Hayden bridge?

Keep Hayden Bridge open as a more vocational establishment and an alternative to QE (could be smaller scale than today) but harmonise the district to 2 tier to fit with national curriculum.   Relook at what can be done to minimise first/ primary school closures - these are what sustain rural communities.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I believe hbhs own acedemic and vocational model should be considered it makes sense and offers stability in a small village and allows children to be educated in a smaller environment and would benefit students from not having to travel to college in Newcastle or Carlisle  Haydon Bridge school is friendly with dedicated staff who’s pupils and staff have been treat appallingly by the council who’s only aim since forcing the closure of allendale middle school is to run down Haydon Bridge so they can waste millions on a super school

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

West Woodburn No

I feel we need to stay as I 3 tier system

No

I don’t think they should close west Woodburn school and we should stay 3 tier

No

Stay as a 3 tier system and keep the rural schools open

-why close schools with good and outstanding ofstead  -have you took into consideration the impact of the increased travel on the children and the length of time the children will be on a bus before and after school?  -when in a small rural school all sta

Pupil/Student

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

Whittonstall first school

No

Don't close Whittonstall it's a great school

Mrs barker has a plan ask her I'm only 8

No

Don't close Whittonstall or corbridge. I am worried about this.

Mrs barker has a plan ask her I am 8 years old

No

You can shut Whittonstall it's a great school.

Mrs barker has a plan, I'm only 8.

I'm 8 years old, so I don't have another idea. I trust adults and teachers to come up with a plan so I can do well at school. 

Wark First SchoolWark

No

No

No

Queen Elizabeth High School

Bellingham middleFalstone

No

No

Yes

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge COE First School

Corbridge

No

The proposed model leads to the eventual evolution to an expanded 11-18 site in Hexham and erosion of the 3-tier system which provides the best education for our children.

No

This model completely abolishes the 3 tier system which provides the best education for our children.  The closure of an excellent middle school in Corbridge to help facilitate the proposed expansion of the Hexham site to create a gigantic 11-18 school is completely unpalatable and unjustified.

No

This model also focusses on the creation of a huge 9-18 school which will provide a poorer education for our children than the current 3 tier system.

The focus of all models by Northumberland CC appears to be the partial or entire dismantling of a 3 tier education system which is favoured by many people in the area.  There is insufficient financial evidence to support this course if action and indeed empirical data ignored which proves the 3 tier system provides a better education for our children.  Resources should be focussed on engaging with local communities to maintain this system and support rural schools wherever possible.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

A two tier education system won't work to the benefit of the children.

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/carer

Yes

Like to keep 3 tier system and another high school.

Model A with a high school at Haydon Bridge too.

Don't know

Don't know

Staff Member

Whittonstall First School

Prudhoe

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Acomb school to good to close

No

Acomb school to good to close

No

Acomb school to good to close

Acomb school has a great learning attitude to all children. Would be great as a primary school if the first school is for change, also the school has great support in the community with ambitious leaders. Having had children in this school they have a vast broad curriculum, with all children being treated equal. The our opinion Acomb school is very viable and sustainable. 

Staff Member

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Yes

Because the area in question is so large, it is unfair to expect pupils to travel so far to get to school. With more schools open with places, this would allow pupils to have a shorter commute and their day would not be taken up with travel and then expected to do homework and other school commitments once they arrive home. Shorter commutes would allow pupils to have a better work/life balance. 

I believe two high schools would be better than one for the reason that other schools have tried to become larger and larger resulting in a drop in standards and letting the pupils down. Pupils need to feel safe in a school and their education is key to their future.

No

It is not fair to make pupils travel long distances to school.  Local businesses will suffer because everyone will leave the local towns during the day. House prices will drop in some areas because families won’t want to move to a town/village without a school. House prices will soar in other areas where there are schools and the demand for housing will be higher.

No

I strongly believe that pupils aged 3 years old - 16 years old should not attend the same school. Again, pupils need to feel safe in a school to thrive. That age range have completely different needs and wants and it would be a large challenge for the staff to cater for everyone’s requirements. 

Pupil/Student

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolRiding Mill

No

No

No

I don’t want to have to stay at first school for another 2 years until year 6. I am ready to move up to a school that is s not bigger and where I can have teachers who are experts in all the different subjects. My brother go to Corbridge Middle School and they love it. I would be scared to join a massive secondary school at year 7 - there would be too many big kids there and too many people. I would be scared that I wouldn’t be able to make friends in such a big school. I might get lost and the teachers wouldn’t know me. There would be so many children there that no one would care about me. Please don’t change our schools.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Shotley Bridge

No

Not close whittonstall first school

No

Not close whittonstall first school

No

Not close whittonstall first school

Pupil/Student

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

corbridge middle school

No

No

Yes

Pupil/Student

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

Because the current system works

No

No

See a

No

See a

The current system is working. The specialist education that the children receive in middle school is a fantastic step into high school.  The children have specialise teaching in a variety of subject areas which will stretch and challenge their learning.

Hexham

No

The problem is funding not the present system.

Don't know

The main issue is funding and if that was resolved and energy was put into resolving shortages of funding then the 3 tier system would be  best for a large county like Northumberland with a scattered population.

Don't know

Education should not be a political football.

Barrasford

No

No

No

Staff Member

Otterburn First School

and West Woodburn

Morpeth

No

Yes

There will be an increase in numbers at otterburn and both children at Otterburn and West Woodburn will have access to more space and facilities and will remain in a more nurturing environment for 2 more years instead of moving on to a middle school.

Don't know

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall

No

Why shut school that are performing well and have many pupils

No

No

It seems to me that all these proposals will end up in a 'neither one thing or the other'  model. Some first schools will stay open, some middle schools will stay open, some schools will become 11-18, others 4-16...can't you just decide on one model for the whole of Northumberland...First, middle and high schools have worked well for years and I think that the middle school system is ideal for young people, they are much better cared for in Middle schools than in a gigantic High school and when they do move up to High School in Year 9 they are much more mature and able to deal with the change than  if they go up in Year 7. People have moved to this area because of the middle school system. 11-18 High schools..what comes to mind is sex, drugs, smoking and bad influences, our children are much more protected from this in middle schools. As for shutting small first schools..again small schools are more nurturing than big primary schools. What better than to go to school in your own village, where you can actually walk instead of getting into a car and driving for 30  minutes. Schools are very important for small village communities and bring a sense of belonging to the local community. BIG IS NOT BETTER

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Slaley

No

Because 3 tear system is better than 2 tear because round about 365 children will be in the same classroom and the teacher won’t know the children’s names

Yes

Because if Hayden Bridge School  closes then the nearest place for the children to go is Queen Elizabeth High School.

Don't know

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

I do not feel that creating one of the largest secondary schools in the country would work in an area where primary education is delivered over such a widespread area by many small rural (often village) schools.  The transition from middle school to high school would potentially be quite traumatic for the children.  We have not been shown any evidence that shows that combining HBHS and QEHS would improve education in the area.  We have not seen an evidence of how this would improve things financially.  We do not feel that merging or closing Beaufront is a viable option.  We feel that closing so many rural schools will have a detrimental effect on education in the area. Each primary school closed will mean a loss of £110,000 funding from the goverment so I struggle to see the financial benefits of this.  It appears that no analysis has been done on the impact of closing the schools, either financially, or from an educational perspective, not to mention the potential demise of many rural communities and villages.  It appears that the Dept of Education don't really understand the fact that surplus places in smalls schools can appear as a large percentage when really these surplus places could be taken by 1 or 2 families moving to the area.   Closing rural schools will mean that children as young as 4 will have to travel substantially increased distances to get to school.  Beaufront is an outstanding school both on paper (shown in the ofsted report) but also in reality for want of a better word.  We moved to the area as there is a fantastic choice of small rurals schools here.  We chose Beaufront after visiting several local schools.  It caters for children with a broad range of needs.  It is financially viable and has never had a budget deficit and will not have one in the coming years. Closing such an amazing school would quite simply be ludicrous!

No

Please see our opinion on closing/merging Beaufront in previous section.  I do not believe that switching to a 2 tier system would be beneficial in this area, as the reason we have should a good education system in the area is due to the excellent first and middle schools that prepare the children for High school.  Transitionning from a small primary school to a huge secondary school would be very difficult for a lot of the children. However on the other hand we do feel that Eileen and her team would be able to take on the task of becoming a primary school should this be forced upon them.

No

I feel that the issue with HBHS should be dealt with as a separate issue and a decision should be rushed.  It should be an informed decision.  I don't feel that we have been given enough information to the driving factors and benefits behind any of the proposals.  Please see previous reasons for not closing/merging Beaufront.

It's very unclear what the financial and educational problems are (if any) from looking at the consulation document, so I don't feel sufficiently informed to be able to offer an alternative proposal.  If the reasons for closing Beaufront are due to spare places then I feel that these will no longer exist with the opening of a nursery and wrap around school care planned for the future.  I appreciate that there are major problmes at Haydon Bridge High School.  Short term subsidisation of HBHS should be considered in the short term rather than rushing into a solution.  NCC needs to give us more information before we can try and propose an alternative solution.  In my opion with regards to the small rural first schools and the 3 tier system, if something is working well, why change it!

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

Yes

Letter received: Dear Lorraine,   This is my response to the public consultation about Education in West Northumberland. I am responding as a parent/carer of a child attending Newbrough Primary School.   I don't understand why Northumberland persists with the 3 tier model which has been dropped in the rest of the country. Moreover, because 3 tier education does not fit with rest of the country, it doesn't fit with national education guidance and policy either. For example, the SATs taken at the end of year 6 fall in the middle of Middle school. This means that there is no effective way of measuring the effectiveness of first schools, since it is middle schools' responsibility to take them through their SATs. This would not happen if Northumberland adopted a 2 tier model.   Since it is easier for larger secondary schools to attract capital investment, it seems to me that Option C will have the effect of reducing such investment, undermining arguments for the financial soundness of Option C in the longer term. It would be better, as in option B, for there to be a single large secondary school in Hexham which can attract this investment.   I note from the initial cost estimates from the consultation document that option C is the most expensive option.   Haydon Bridge doesn't need two schools for primary children. You're proposing to use our children to sustain an extra school in Haydon Bridge. The educational rationale of this seems to be completely unfounded.   I know my child, and I don't believe they would thrive in a large 4-16 school int he same way that they are thriving at Newbrough Primary School.   Newbrough Primary School is a Church of England school, but the 4-16 school in the proposal would not be. I value my child being brought up with a Christian ethos very highly.   You have not published detailed financial models for the new 4-16 school proposed under option C, so it is not clear to me that option C model would actually result in the cost savings which are supposedly the motivation for proposing it. This is in contrast to the financial situation at Newbrough Primary School, which is financially sound now and predicted to remain so in future years.   Other rural counties like Cumbria and North Yorkshire seem to sustain small primary schools; I don't see why NCC can't use the models they do to make our schools more financially viable.   I will exercise my parental right to chose by sending my child to school in Hexham rather than any 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge.   I can't believe it is seriously proposed to sent a fleet of cars and/or buses along the road between Newbrough and Haydon Bridge. That road is not wide enough and I don't think it could take the additional traffic safely.   Option C leaves parents of pre-school children in Newbrough without any nursery option; that in turn will leave them unprepared when they start school.   It concerns me that parents won't be able to work as much if there is no nursery in Newbrough. If they can't work that means those families will have less money.   The school playing field and MUGA are the only place in the village where children can play a proper game of football, cricket or rounders.   From 

No

Parent/carer

Whitley Chapel C of E First School Juniper

No

Taking away a school who is succeeding and not in the red who has a large number of upcoming pupils in the next 2-3 years is ridiculous.  The school is a large part of the rural community. It is the hub of it. In such a big farming community closure of the school with have adverse effect not just on the children who would become a number in a bigger school at such a young age but it would have a huge detrimental effect on the farming and the rest of the community.   Where will the funding come from to transport all these children to slaley. Currently most parents drop their children off at Whitley Chapel on the way to work as it’s in a great passing location out of the shire but most would need school transport to get there children over to slaley.

No

Taking away a school who is succeeding and not in the red who has a large number of upcoming pupils in the next 2-3 years is ridiculous.  The school is a large part of the rural community. It is the hub of it. In such a big farming community closure of the school with have adverse effect not just on the children who would become a number in a bigger school at such a young age but it would have a huge detrimental effect on the farming and the rest of the community.   Where will the funding come from to transport all these children to slaley. Currently most parents drop their children off at Whitley Chapel on the way to work as it’s in a great passing location out of the shire but most would need school transport to get there children over to slaley.

No

Taking away a school who is succeeding and not in the red who has a large number of upcoming pupils in the next 2-3 years is ridiculous.  The school is a large part of the rural community. It is the hub of it. In such a big farming community closure of the school with have adverse effect not just on the children who would become a number in a bigger school at such a young age but it would have a huge detrimental effect on the farming and the rest of the community.   Where will the funding come from to transport all these children to slaley. Currently most parents drop their children off at Whitley Chapel on the way to work as it’s in a great passing location out of the shire but most would need school transport to get there children over to slaley.

I understand savings need to be made but focus should be on the schools that are over budget and not meeting the standards needed.  Look at alternative private investment from businesses who can offer programmes for the children. This would not only bring money in but give the children the oppruity to explore and learn new skills



[bookmark: 6]1) Introduction: I understand that there are two key issues that need to be addressed in west Northumberland: Bright Tribe Trust pulling out of Haydon Bridge High School as its proposed sponsor and dilapidated buildings within the HLT building stock. However, it is incomprehensible to me that the suggested solution to these issues is to dismantle a system that is serving its children and wider community extremely effectively. It is a model to be enhanced and replicated.  I moved to this area specifically so that my children could benefit from the existing three-tier system. Their experience has been everything I could have hoped. They are currently enjoying a fantastic first school experience at Beaufront County First School where they have been nurtured and educated as individuals and are happy, confident, engaged children who love school and are achieving their full potential academically and socially. This is thanks to brilliant leadership from a headteacher who also teaches and knows every child in the school and the talented and dedicated team that she has built around her. My eldest child is about to move to Corbridge Middle School where she is looking forward to experiencing more specialist teaching, a bigger environment, more clubs and societies to explore and develop her interests and greater independence. If the system continues largely unchanged, all my children can look forward to results at GCSE and A level that are amongst the best in the country. More importantly, I can look forward to seeing them continuing to develop as people who have the skills and confidence to fulfil their potential and make a contribution to society.  2) Two-tier vs three-tier: My own experience is of a two-tier system and I am not ideologically opposed to it but it does not best serve the very rural area we have in west Northumberland. Whilst I appreciate that it is beyond the control of NCC that the HLT consultation has cut across the NCC consultation in terms of timing, I do strongly feel that NCC should take this into consideration when reviewing consultation responses. Many parents I have spoken to have been left confused and uncertain as to how to respond. I believe this will affect both consultation levels and content. The continued push for two-tier from HLT - despite the majority of respondents to its stage one consultation being opposed to two-tier - has also, I believe, created a feeling that two-tier is inevitable, even against a general feeling that this is the wrong thing for the area. I am very unhappy at the prospect of only one high / secondary school being available in the area. It will be one of the largest high / secondary schools in the country and this is not appropriate in a rural area. This issue is magnified if there is a move to a two-tier system. To me it is also an issue that that school would be under academy and not NCC control.  3) Educational benefit: The first priority should be quality of educational provision. There can always be improvements - and schools are actively suggesting ways in which the current offering can be enhanced - but the existing system provides a very high level of educational provision. There is not sufficient evidence that any of the proposed models would improve this situation. In fact, I strongly believe that all three models - with their proposed school closures - would have a detrimental effect on educational outcomes. Results at QEHS are amongst the best in the country. SATs results at my own children's first school are in the top 10 per cent nationally.   4) Financial benefit: From the documentation provided, I can see no clear evidence that there is a financial benefit to the proposed changes. The options are not costed out and therefore it is impossible to know whether there is any real financial gain. There also seems to be some doubt about what effect the National Funding Formula will have on school finances, which I can appreciate creates challenges for NCC, but my understanding is that this will probably improve the situation for rural schools. And would it not be advisable to wait for confirmed detail on this funding before making devastating changes, such as school closures? If a two-tier model is adopted, investment will need to be made in new buildings and there will be an increased transport bill. If schools are merged, there is an immediate loss of the 'lump sum' that schools receive from central government. There are individual proposed closures that do not make financial sense. For example, it is being proposed that Beaufront First School closes / merges with Acomb First School but BFS has never been in financial deficit and runs close to capacity, sometimes with children not able to obtain a place. This makes it difficult for me to have confidence in the financial argument for change and, for me, calls into doubt the whole basis of the consultation. As is explained in the document, a predicted deficit is not an actual deficit and schools usually make changes to ensure it is removed (although I would hope that this is not generally through staff cuts as stated in your document) so why is this data included under 'financial challenges', including accompanying graphs? I think this is misleading. The lack of clarity and transparency in terms of financial information (including the NFF issue, which I appreciate is beyond NCC's control) makes it difficult to respond to your specific request for: 'views on whether you believe that the current structure and number of schools can be sustained'. You also ask for: 'views on how any capital monies should be invested in schools in the west of Northumberland and whether it should be made available.' My answer is that yes, capital monies should be made available and should be invested in making existing school buildings (HLT and Haydon Bridge High School) fit for purpose and not in building new primary school facilities in a dismantled three-tier system (which would still require investment in the aforementioned QEHS and HBHS buildings). Any capital investment made in HLT building stock should be on the proviso of HLT fully cooperating with the structure of the school system agreed as a result of the consultation process, including accepting pupils at year 9 if it becomes two-tier and other parts of the education system in west Northumberland remain three-tier.  5) Surplus places: Whilst I understand in broad terms that the system needs to be financially sustainable, surely there needs to be some flexibility in the system to allow for late entrants (families moving into the area) or for moves between schools when a child, for whatever reason, is not thriving at their initial school? There seems to be too great an emphasis on this factor in the consultation document. Where this issue is coupled with a confirmed / ongoing financial deficit, I can see how it warrants concern but would argue that a level of surplus is desirable in financially viable schools.  6) Parental choice: I have benefitted from parental choice at first school level. I have again exercised this right at middle school level, choosing to send my daughter to CMS rather than HMS, which is her catchment school. I do not want my children to go to a 'super school' and would not have moved to this area if that was the only available option. I feel strongly that Haydon Bridge High School should be supported to improve its position as a second option and understand that the school has put forward a proposed plan for this, which I would ask you to give serious consideration.  7) Travel: We choose to transport our children to school because of the excellence of the school provision at Beaufront First School and because it is achievable for us to make the 10-minute journey from our home. This is very different to being in a situation where your four-year-old child has to be put on a bus to travel to school. Not only is it potentially distressing for such young children to travel without a parent / carer and tiring because of the extended school day they would then have to experience but there are other important disadvantages. It affects a child's engagement in after-school activities and wider community life through the school, which are key to social development and it creates a disconnection between the school and parents.   8) Alternative models - how I think education in the west should look for the next 25 years: I do not support any of the three proposed models. And, for clarity, I do not support any model that involves a move to a two-tier system. I do not support the closure of first schools in general and I certainly do not support the closure of good and outstanding first schools (which the majority of the schools in the Hexham Schools partnership are). There is insufficient data in terms of enhanced educational outcomes or even enhanced financial benefits to justify the disruption to an existing largely highly successful system. I do not believe that so many school closures are needed in order to achieve the financial savings required and that there is too great a cost in terms of educational outcomes for our children. This view is supported by the proposed closure of an outstanding first school that is financially viable. The three models presented all ignore parental choice, pastoral care, management of transitions and impact on communities.   I have been informed by an NCC representative that detailed information on financial and educational benefits of the proposed models will only be available after this stage of the consultation process. This does not, therefore, enable me to come up with a model of my own. I strongly believe that the people best placed to propose alternative models that build on what we have that is great and make improvements to it with our children at the centre of things are the leaders and teachers of our schools. I therefore fully support the collaboration hub model put forward by Corbridge Middle School as this builds on the existing success of the current system and enhances it further with a focus on outcomes for the children whilst addressing financial sustainability.   My personal experience means that I have a greater understanding of the Hexham partnership and I also believe that there are separate issues affecting the Haydon Bridge partnership. However, I feel very strongly that parental choice should be maintained throughout the school system (ie up to age 18). I therefore fully support the proposal put forward by Haydon Bridge High School for its own future development.   In conclusion, any alternative model should:  " Retain the three-tier system " Not create a 'super school' " Minimise school closures (the ideal being that no schools are closed) " Maintain parental choice at first, middle and high school level " Not allow the closure of any good or outstanding schools " Enhance existing collaboration (as per the CMS model) " Make capital investment in HLT and HBHS buildings so that they are 'fit for purpose' " Listen to the leaders and teachers in our schools

Email received:
I am writing to you as the very concerned parent of three children currently enjoying an excellent first school education in west Northumberland. My eldest daughter is due to move to middle school this September, my son is making the same move next September and my youngest child in 2021. 

Having myself experienced a two-tier educational journey, I am a passionate advocate for the three-tier system we have in west Northumberland because of the excellent outcomes it produces in terms of educational performance and the overall experience for our children, which I believe will ensure they are well-equipped for life.

I moved to west Northumberland specifically to enable my children to have this educational experience and feel very strongly that none of the models presented by NCC – or indeed Hadrian Learning Trust in its separate consultation – improve on what we already have. I am particularly concerned at the prospect of our rural area having one of the largest secondary schools nationally.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Humshaugh

No

My full reasoning is provided in Part 5 below but in brief because:  1) It involves the closure of successful and popular first schools 2) It creates too large a high school 3) It completely removes parental choice at high school level and significantly reduces parental choice at first school level

No

My full reasoning is provided in Part 5 below but in brief because:  1) It dismantles a three-tier system with excellent educational outcomes for no clear educational or financial benefit 2) It involves the closure of successful and popular first schools 3) It involves the closure of successful and popular middle schools 4) It creates a very large secondary school that is not fit for purpose in a rural area 5) It completely removes parental choice at secondary school level and significantly reduces parental choice at primary school level

No

My full reasoning is provided in Part 5 below but in brief because:  1) It involves the closure of successful and popular first schools 2) It involves the closure / move of a popular primary school to the Haydon Bridge High School site 3) It involves the closure of middle schools in the Haydon Bridge partnership 4) It significantly reduces parental choice at first school level 5) It creates a much bigger school on the Haydon Bridge High School site

I trust that you will do what you can to ensure that the views of all stakeholders are heard and fully considered before any decisions are made and attach my personal response to the NCC consultation for your information.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

There is no evidence to show any educational benefit to this model.  Closing an Outstanding Ofstead, financially viable school will have a detrimental affect on our children's educational achievements.  Beaufront school not only provides outstanding education it provides outstanding pastoral care which was a major factor when choosing this school. While I appreciate there are a number of issues that need addressing regarding schooling in the West of Northumberland, I do not feel that the NCC consultation along side the HLT consultation has provided answers to the issues.  They are riding rough shod over proven Good &amp; Outstanding rural schools &amp; not taking into consideration the children's education or well being in the process.  There are children who thrive and achieve in large schools but there are also children who wont &amp; that is where our rural schools come into there own and provide a much needed service to such a sparse area &amp; ensure each child is recognised, nurtured &amp; achieve there full potential.  We moved back to the area for such schools &amp; if these are taken away for a super school we will have to re think our location as this type of school will not suit our children.  Also where is the parental choice?????????

Not viable

No

There is no evidence to show any educational benefit to this model.  Closing an Outstanding Ofstead, financially viable school will have a detrimental affect on our children's educational achievements.  Beaufront school not only provides outstanding education it provides outstanding pastoral care which was a major factor when choosing this school. While I appreciate there are a number of issues that need addressing regarding schooling in the West of Northumberland, I do not feel that the NCC consultation along side the HLT consultation has provided answers to the issues.  They are riding rough shod over proven Good &amp; Outstanding rural schools &amp; not taking into consideration the children's education or well being in the process.  There are children who thrive and achieve in large schools but there are also children who wont &amp; that is where our rural schools come into there own and provide a much needed service to such a sparse area &amp; ensure each child is recognised, nurtured &amp; achieve there full potential.  We moved back to the area for such schools &amp; if these are taken away for a super school we will have to re think our location as this type of school will not suit our children.  Also where is the parental choice?????????

Not viable

No

There is no evidence to show any educational benefit to this model.  Closing an Outstanding Ofstead, financially viable school will have a detrimental affect on our children's educational achievements.  Beaufront school not only provides outstanding education it provides outstanding pastoral care which was a major factor when choosing this school. While I appreciate there are a number of issues that need addressing regarding schooling in the West of Northumberland, I do not feel that the NCC consultation along side the HLT consultation has provided answers to the issues.  They are riding rough shod over proven Good &amp; Outstanding rural schools &amp; not taking into consideration the children's education or well being in the process.  There are children who thrive and achieve in large schools but there are also children who wont &amp; that is where our rural schools come into there own and provide a much needed service to such a sparse area &amp; ensure each child is recognised, nurtured &amp; achieve there full potential.  We moved back to the area for such schools &amp; if these are taken away for a super school we will have to re think our location as this type of school will not suit our children.  Also where is the parental choice?????????

Not viable

I understand that changes to the education provided in the West of Northunmberland may be necessary but not to the detriment of proven successful rural schools such as Beaufront.  I stand by the proposals set out by Beaufront First School.

NCC’s consultation documents provide no specific information ( re. Finances, capacity etc) about how any of the three proposed scenarios for the future of the education system will solve the stated problems. As such, they are not fit for purpose, and certainly do not provide the basis for any informed parental choice, or facilitate the conception of ‘alternative proposals’  I suggest you allow more time for an ‘option D’ to be created by all affected stakeholders. To ensure that this can occur, you could take back control from HLT by publicly stating that you will not enable their plans- they need you to close the middle schools for their ‘super school’ to be economically viable. If you refuse to do this, then any future consultation could be on your terms rather than theirs                                      
I am contacting you with regard to Northumberland County Council’s consultation concerning the proposed restructuring of the school system in West Northumberland.

My only child—my five-year-old daughter—is a pupil at Whitley Chapel Church of England First School…one of the schools that has been included in all three of the county council’s proposed scenarios for closure. I would like to outline my concerns, which are profound.

In short, this school, and others like it, should NOT be closed.
First and foremost: this will have a significant adverse effect on the children’s education, welfare, and overall life.
Closure will result in young children travelling substantially longer distances to school. This should not be underplayed: an extra four miles or so each way might sound insignificant, but adds up to 16 miles per day for two round-trips by a parent; 80 miles extra per week, per child; more than 2,500 miles per academic year per child, and many precious hours of young lives taken up by unnecessary travel, instead of important rest, play, and time with family. Not to mention the increased risk of children spending more time travelling on country roads, and the adverse environmental impact of this.
Closure would have adverse effects across the community, including a loss of jobs, which would greatly impact families, their children, and communities as a whole.
Lack of a local school means it would be difficult to attract young families to the area, with consequences including an ageing and decreasing population, with concomitant detrimental economic effects.
Other community assets would be directly put at risk, such as parish/village halls, church, etc., with negative consequences for all, including children.
Parental choice would be removed entirely.
This would result in no availability of early years care and education in the area.
The suggested alternative school for current Whitley Chapel children is not Church of England, which is important to many parents.
 The proposed closure of our school is astounding for many reasons, even overlooking the above damaging consequences of (hopefully hypothetical) closure. For instance, our school:

• Has high standards and produces good academic results.
• Creates happy, confident, well balanced and enthusiastic children.
• Is not in financial deficit, and is not projected to be.
• Provides a unique, special, nurturing environment, conducive to learning and personal development.
• Is in a unique setting, which allows for a multitude of important outdoor activities.
• Does not suffer from claimed ‘excess capacity’ in terms of staff numbers.
• Has a growing local population (including babies and toddlers), which promises increasing numbers of new pupils.
• Comprises excellent infrastructure, with recently renovated and improved buildings.
• Has a strong, dedicated and passionate governing body.
• Can rely on a community keen to help with sharing of expertise, volunteers helping in classrooms, and generous financial support.
• Expect an even better financial situation in the future, thanks to the National Funding Formula (2020).
• Has a history of deep stakeholder involvement, and serves the entire community. It will continue to be ready to change and to be flexible when required, as it has always done.
 
It is perhaps of especially grave concern that NCC’s consultation documents provide no specifics about how any of their three proposed scenarios for the future of the education system will solve the stated problems. As such, they are simply not fit for purpose.

Parent/carer

Whitley Chapel C of E First School

No

HBHS should not be closed  The closure of rural first schools will have adverse effects on our children’s education and the small communities that they serve. Specifically, the closure of Whitley Chapel school would lead to:  The loss of a unique, nurturing learning environment tailored to the needs of children from small isolated communities who may be unused to having a large peer group.  The need upon closure for children from the age of four to travel long distances to school, with knock-on effects on learning due to tiredness, and on family life, due to the extra time taken.  Loss of jobs within the community.  Lack of school means it would be difficult to attract young families to the area, with far reaching impact including ageing community and economic effects due to a shrinking population.  In the school’s absence, the adjacent parish hall and church may also be under threat.  The proposals vastly reduce parental choice regarding the number and types of schools in the area, and the fact that the suggested merger school is not a C of E school.  Closure of our school would lead to lack of early years provision in the area.   I strongly feel that Whitley Chapel First School should NOT be closed:  Our school has high standards and produces good academic results, and happy, enthusiastic children.  Its finances are well-managed, it is NOT in deficit and it is NOT over-capacity in terms of staff numbers.  The setting of the school allows for a multitude of outdoor activities, at a time when there are government initiatives to encourage physical activity in children.  There is a growing local population with a predicted influx of young children to the school this year and next. Continued provision for Early Years and beyond is necessary in this area.  The school buildings (which are owned and maintained by the diocese) have recently been improved, updated, and ‘future-proofed’.  We have a strong governing body.  The school enjoys a great deal of community help and support, with sharing of expertise, volunteers helping in classrooms, as well as financial donations. This goodwill (and the financial savings that are associated with it) would be likely to be lost if the pupils transferred elsewhere.  The National Funding Formula is projected to improve Whitley Chapel School’s financial situation.  The school has a track record of listening and responding to stakeholders and serving the changing needs of the community. The management have demonstrated that they are prepared to initiate change and be flexible when required.

The idea to rebuild HMS and QEHS separately but on a single site is a good one. Scaling down these schools as well as HBHS would solve roughly 40% of the capacity issues in the area.  A shared site could mean shared resources (sports facilities, specialist equipment, some teaching staff) which would save money, and keeping the two schools separate would ensure that Hexham did not end up with a 2,000+ capacity ‘super school’. 

No

West Northumberland needs to keep three-tier education.  The Current system works well in W. Northumberland as evidenced by excellent academic results. These are due, at least in part, to the extra two years of specialist teaching that pupils in the three-tier system receive in years 5 and 6, compared to those in a two-tier system, who do not enter schools with advanced facilities or subject streaming until year 7. Any alteration to this has great potential to adversely affect academic attainment.  • Rural Northumberland is a unique area with special needs, and to state that it is ‘out of step with the vast majority of schools nationally’ assumes that it could be shoe-horned into a ‘one size fits all’ model. In reality, the three-tier system suits and serves rural Northumberland very well. Children from small, often isolated rural communities, many of whom will have never experienced a large peer group, are initially educated close to home in small classes. Middle schools provide an intermediate step, before pupils enter a large high school. This allows them to organically develop social and emotional maturity, and the skills for learning. In a two-tier system they will move straight from a very small primary to a very large secondary, which can cause serious emotional stress. The pastoral system in a large secondary school is also much less effective in identifying individuals who require support   Closure of some first schools would lead to issues including: o Loss of high-achieving, financially viable, emotionally nurturing schools. o Children from the age of four travelling long distances to school o Negative effects across communities including a loss of jobs and difficulty attracting young families to certain areas. o Lack of early years provision in some areas.  • The period of change would likely be turbulent across the whole of the Hexham partnership, with the potential for adverse educational, emotional, and wider social effects on children who are within the system.  • The secondary school model relies upon the closure of all local middle schools to be financially viable. In reality, there is overwhelming support among local parents for the current three-tier system, as evidenced by the thousands of people signing petitions in its support and the results of HLTs informal consultation in summer 2017. At least one (catholic) middle school has indicated that they wish to stay open. It is therefore likely that any change would result in a mixed economy of schools operating in the two- and three-tier systems. Furthermore, more parents would likely opt to use private schools when the alternative is a 2,000+ capacity secondary school. These factors threaten the long-term viability of what is currently a very high-achieving high school.  • The proposed restructuring removes parental choice. As outlined above, the number and type of primary schools will inevitably be reduced as a knock-on effect of conversion to a two-tier system. If the HLT’s plans come to fruition, there will only be a single (huge) school in the area for children from the age of 11. Furthermore, responses to the HLT’s informal consultation about the possibility of conversion to two-tier in the summer of 2017 were overwhelmingly negative.  • It is unjust and inappropriate that the dictatorial actions of the HLT impose sweeping top-down change across the whole of the West Northumberland school system, by effectively enforcing the closure of first and middle schools against the wishes of parents.    In short, there is no good reason for the current format of the Hexham schools to be altered, and in fact conversion to a two-tier system is likely to have far-reaching adverse effects on our children’s education.  

No

I cannot comment in detail on the proposals relating to HBHS as I am not a local resident. However, I do think that every effort should be made to keep the school open.   I do not support the proposal to create a single 9-18 school from the HLT schools. This would be too big.   The closure of rural first schools would have adverse effects on our children’s education and the small communities that they serve. Specifically, the closure of Whitley Chapel School would lead to:  The loss of a unique, nurturing learning environment tailored to the needs of children from small isolated communities who may be unused to having a large peer group.  The need upon closure for children from the age of four to travel long distances to school, with knock-on effects on learning due to tiredness, and on family life, due to the extra time taken.  Loss of jobs within the community.  Lack of school means it would be difficult to attract young families to the area, with far reaching impact including ageing community and economic effects due to a shrinking population.  In the school’s absence, the adjacent parish hall and church may also be under threat.  The proposals vastly reduce parental choice regarding the number and types of schools in the area, and the fact that the suggested merger school is not a C of E school.  Closure of our school would lead to lack of early years provision in the area.   I strongly feel that Whitley Chapel First School should NOT be closed:  Our school has high standards and produces good academic results, and happy, enthusiastic children.  Its finances are well-managed, it is NOT in deficit and it is NOT over-capacity in terms of staff numbers.  The setting of the school allows for a multitude of outdoor activities, at a time when there are government initiatives to encourage physical activity in children.  There is a growing local population with a predicted influx of young children to the school this year and next. Continued provision for Early Years and beyond is necessary in this area.  The school buildings (which are owned and maintained by the diocese) have recently been improved, updated, and ‘future-proofed’. We have a strong governing body.  The school enjoys a great deal of community help and support, with sharing of expertise, volunteers helping in classrooms, as well as financial donations. This goodwill (and the financial savings that are associated with it) would be likely to be lost if the pupils transferred elsewhere.  The National Funding Formula is projected to improve Whitley Chapel School’s financial situation.  The school has a track record of listening and responding to stakeholders and serving the changing needs of the community. The management have demonstrated that they are prepared to initiate change and be flexible when required.   In short, there is no rational reason for the closure of Whitley Chapel First School. In fact, closure would be likely to have far-reaching adverse effects both to local children now and in the future, and also the wider community. A value cannot be placed on the unique attributes of this school and others like it, and it is incredibly short-sighted to attempt to save money by making them an easy target for closure.      

If HBHS was rebuilt it could be scaled down which would solve some capacity issues  Similarly, rebuilding the HLT’s schools on a smaller scale would help with capacity issues.   While I do not support the creation of a single 9-18 school in Hexham, I think that rebuilding the middle and high schools on a shared site (to facilitate shared resources) is a good idea. 

In summary: there is no rational reason whatsoever for the closure of Whitley Chapel First School, and, furthermore, closure would undoubtedly have varied, profound and far-reaching adverse effects for its children now and in the future, as well as for the wider community in which they live. Northumberland County Council must, therefore, reconsider its suggested courses of action, and avoid the imposition of any changes to the school system in West Northumberland that would result in these series and irreparable consequences. All stakeholders must do their utmost to ensure the welfare, wellbeing and optimal education of West Northumberland’s young children, and to protect the rural communities in which they enjoy their lives.

Haydon  Bridge No

No

No

I believe that none of the options suggested in the consultation document are acceptable, the document itself is set out to invoke tension with each school or village defending their bit . When it should have united the Western Region with structured planning for a joined up and inclusive system that recognizes the unique and complex nature of the region. The graphs and charts with projected future figures would appear to be designed to create a dire image, this is unacceptable.    Having studied the Haydon Bridge High School proposal- to keep The Haydon Bridge School open with a full  curriculum and provision for all pupils / students from either 2 tier or 3 tier systems through to 18 years - all to be included with a very clear infrastructure putting education first and bringing out the very best in every students whatever their capabilities is admirable. I would fully support this proposal as inspirational - A Vision for Education in the Future.   Whether students are academically proficient and destined for university or college, to those wishing to follow a more vocational pathway especially with links to local businesses and apprenticeships is truly inspirational. The provision for special educational needs and provision for those with disabilities is also long overdue and welcomed as everyone in society has a right to be included. This is important not only for these students but also for everyone to accept each other without prejudice and bodes well for all students to develop tolerance and acceptance. The vocational aspects will give more opportunity to those with creative skills that may be developed and encouraged - and with local apprenticeships the links to the local community, which the school has always enjoyed, will be enhanced.  The site of HBHS is large and having buildings from the original Technical College already in place, with investment to redevelop creating buildings fit for purpose the vision would be totally feasible. The Western Region has waited patiently to follow other regions in Northumberland in having their schools brought up to date - HBHS does have a recently built Eco building and the school gym was recently extended and refurbished, it also has The Lodge which was refurbished relatively recently all these resources are usable assets    The Lodge being entirely separate from the school could be used as a training center for adult education or company hire as a training venue - this could be charged for and would generate an income as well as filling a need in the area. The sports hall could also attract an income - The Parish Council and Shaftoe Educational Trust helped to fund this building with the use by the community being advocated at the planning stage. For many years public access ceased though the village has no access to gym facilities, on opportunity exist for a week-end and evening leasing to a fitness franchise, again generating income.     The Western Regional Consultation Document seemed to favour a large new built school to eventually house all Secondary students from the total catchment area of both Hexham and Haydon Bridge. An area of 1,000 square miles. The newly built school would be on a new site and the logistics of transporting all of the pupils would be astronomic. The number of buses and parking would be detrimental to the new site and those in the vicinity, also to move children from the current location would entail some of the pupils then requiring transport. That is currently unnecessary as the existing Hexham High School is central in location. This option would also commandeer all available funding for a newly built school, and run by a newly created Academy - is this wise?   The huge area that forms the HBHS catchment area - 800 sq. miles enforces many pupils to travel a considerable distance and the B roads that are traveled necessitate the transfer of some pupils from taxis / mini buses before catching the school bus - to then extend the distance is unacceptable. The Consultation document implies that the two High Schools are only 6 miles apart ( its actually 7) this gives anyone not knowing the area a false impression - the area is vast.  Surely if there is funding to be acquired for the western regions school it is inconceivable to spend it all on one site - especially an New Academy that does not have to comply with the Education Authority further more - to create one super school would mean that students or their parents will be denied a choice. This contravenes Government Policy surely? The very logistics of travelling outside this vast area would make it impossible - so no choice would be possible.  The current situation of diminishing pupil numbers at Haydon Bridge was caused by parents choosing to move their children to Hexham because of Scaremongering in the press and the Brite Tribe Academy fiasco what would happen if Hadrian Trust Academy failed and parents wanted to move their children?  There must also be taken into consideration the devastating effects on an area if a school is closed as they are a vital part of the infrastructure and source of employment, in the village of Haydon Bridge the school is the only large employer in the area and the influx of people on a daily basis brings trade for shops - so supporting further employment. The village has worked hard to increase the tourist trade as this replaces the school trade at holiday times. Without the shops the tourist trade would diminish so making the infrastructure no longer viable.   I think the long term future of the western region also needs to be taken into account - with large house building developments recently in the region, and as the trend is towards working from home using modern technology,we will see an increase in population. The effects of Britain coming out of Europe will necessitate the development in farming regions to produce locally and as Haydon Bridge School has access to the School Farm - modern farming technology can be explored - so helping in the building of a sound foundation for development.  Haydon Bridge has maintained good results throughout the recent turbulent times and given the opportunity will continue to do so - on a personnel level - I was educated there as were my three children. More recently four of my grandchildren did really well - One is now teaching A level Chemistry, another is in the final months of a Masters Degree in Chemistry the third is in the final stages of a Music Degree and the fourth just completed an apprenticeship in fine cuisine.      This consultation is about the future not only for education but also that of The Western Region of Northumberland without a choice of good schools development will be impeded. Haydon Bridge High School will attract more students with their forward thinking and all encompassing vision and - a clear pathway so students fulfill their aspirations. Of course this will depend on the support and funding being put in place and an unbiased IEB overseeing the initial development, then given time in the future an Academy will see the potential and enthusiasm, then eagerly sponsor HBHS 

Staff Member

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

Before any plans or decisions are made I would like to see a full financial model of any proposal with fully researched reasons behind the decisions being made and full costings for all new builds or renovations that will be needed.  Whittonstall First School is a financially viable school and is a hub of the local community.    Many children also attend the school from Co. Durham catchment and these children seem to be being overlooked in the proposals outlined.  Surely funding follows the child so why would Northumberland not want to facilitate these children.  The models in general do not seem to take into account the out of catchment children or the money that they bring in.  Whittonstall First School has a thriving Nursery which is not being considered in the current proposals and  I feel it should be as it is a lifeline to some families.    Whittonstall First School is federated with Broomley First School and any changes to Whittonstall First School would have a detrimental effect on Broomley First School which does not seem to have been considered in any of the proposals either.  Whittonstall First School is in a good state of repair and does not require a lot of spending currently.  If at any point in the decision process it were to incorporate year 5 and 6 to become a primary the spending would be minimum - has it been looked at comparatively with the cost of works required at Broomhaugh if we were to merge?  The proposals across the board do not give sufficient CHOICE as a parent.  Freedom of choice is something that should not be taken away but it is what is being proposed.  If Haydon Bridge High School is closed there will be no choice of accessible education to children in outlying areas.  How would any of these children be able to access after school clubs? What if a child does not fit in with the QEHS ethos they would literally have nowhere to go to school if Haydon Bridge closes.  QEHS is an academy which means they can decide on their own ethos and curriculum and the council can have no input and this is something that worries me greatly with regards subject choices on offer, SEND, post-16 education and non-academic choices available.  Rural schools may not fit into the models that are being put in place in other areas of the UK but they fit the Northumberland area and I feel it should be up to Northumberland County Council Education represenatives to make it clear to the people in the south of the country who are pushing these models onto us that it does not fit all situations and the needs of a rural community are far more varied and need to be considered in more depth before being pushed into any rushed model that will create more problems in the long term.  The distances that children will be expected to travel are another area of concern, some children already get buses early in the morning and if their local school closes they will be expected to travel further and could be on a bus as early as 7.30 in the morning!  A lot of hub suggestions and new models seem to have been put forward since the whole process started and I sincerely hope that Northumberland County Council will not just rush ahead and that you will listen to what is best for all and not make decisions hastily.  Changes may be needed but please do not rush these changes and get it wrong so that it needs to be looked at again in a couple of years or so that it ends up costing millions to the taxpayer.  Please think of the children involved and all of the diverse needs that they have.   

Staff Member

Other

No

Whittonstall First School is proposed for closure. This seems unjustifiable as -  We are financially viable 

No

No

 We are close to capacity and closing Whittonstall would not address the problem of surplus places in other Northumberland schools. 

Whittonstall First School is proposed for closure. This is not justified as -  We are financially viable 

Whittonstall First School id proposed for clsure. This is not justified as -  We are financially viable 

 We have significant shared costs, staff and resources with Broomley First School which support our financial viability as a Federation. This proposal would be very detrimental to this arrangement and have far reaching implications for the viability of Broomley. 

 We are close to capacity and closing Whittonstall would not address the problem of surplus places in other Northumberland schools. 

 We are close to capacity and closing Whittonstall would not address the problem of surplus places in other Northumberland schools. 

 The closure of Whittonstall First School would have a severe detrimental impact on the cohesion of the local community to which it contributes so much – including the significant loss of jobs in the area. 

 We have significant shared costs, staff and resources with Broomley First School which support our financial viability as a Federation. This proposal would be very detrimental to this arrangement and have far reaching implications for the viability of Broomley. 

 We have significant shared costs, staff and resources with Broomley First School which support our financial viability as a Federation. This proposal would be very detrimental to this arrangement and have far reaching implications for the viability of Broomley. 

 We are in the process of forming a MAT with the Tynedale Community Learning Trust; a process that we have been actively involved in for a year now. 

 The closure of Whittonstall First School would have a severe detrimental impact on the cohesion of the local community to which it contributes so much – including the significant loss of jobs in the area. 

 The closure of Whittonstall First School would have a severe detrimental impact on the cohesion of the local community to which it contributes so much – including the significant loss of jobs in the area. 

 There insufficient capacity to accommodate our pupils at Broomhaugh 

 We are in the process of forming a MAT with the Tynedale Community Learning Trust; a process that we have been actively involved in for a year now. 

 Distances pupils will be expected to travel from their homes to school are of real concern 

 There insufficient capacity to accommodate our pupils at Broomhaugh 

 We are in the process of forming a MAT with the Tynedale Community Learning Trust; a process that we have been actively involved in for a year now. 

 No provision has been made for pre-school education in the proposals 

 Distances pupils will be expected to travel from their homes to school are of real concern 

 There insufficient capacity to accommodate our pupils at Broomhaugh 

 The local development plan is in turmoil but we have on our doorstep a significant brownfield site which, if developed in the future would have a significant impact on Whittonstall pupil numbers. There is current interest from developers in this site which has the capacity for 300 new homes within the catchment. More generally, our response to all three models A, B and C is NO We cannot accept the models being put forward on the grounds that; 

 No provision has been made for pre-school education in the proposals 

 Distances pupils will be expected to travel from their homes to school are of real concern   No provision has been made for pre-school education in the proposals 

The core issues seem to be surplus places in the Hadrian Learning Trust and wider issues with Haydon Bridge High School. To solve these issues does not require a wide ranging upheaval to the whole of the West of the County and the closure of financially viable schools. NCC need to go back and focus on these core issues. If the money is available to invest heavily in providing funding to build a new 'superschool' at Hexham (which would be owned by an Academy Trust not NCC) then this money could be invested instead in improving the existing provision. To close Haydon Bridge High School would be extremely damaging to the rural economy and community surrounding it. Young families will not choose to live in this area without local educational provision, having huge knock-on effects for these communities. I am not an expert in education and cannot advise you how to put right the issues at Haydon Bridge High, but it is clear for anyone to see the damage done by removing this school and the impact of the vast catchment area this would create.     

 There is no clear vision for education in the West Northumberland area presented in the document. 

 The local development plan is in turmoil but we have on our doorstep a significant brownfield site which, if developed in the future would have a significant impact on Whittonstall pupil numbers. There is current interest from developers in this site which has the capacity for 300 new homes within the catchment. More generally, our response to all three models A, B and C is NO We cannot accept the models being put forward on the grounds that; 

 The local development plan is in turmoil but we have on our doorstep a significant brownfield site which, if developed in the future would have a significant impact on Whittonstall pupil numbers. There is current interest from developers in this site which has the capacity for 300 new homes within the catchment. More generally, our response to all three models A, B and C is NO We cannot accept the models being put forward on the grounds that; 

 There is no clear and logical analysis, supported by robust evidence, of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver. 

 There is no clear vision for education in the West Northumberland area presented in the document. 

 There is no clear vision for education in the West Northumberland area presented in the document. 

 There are no detailed finances provided behind each of the models to judge financially viability. 

 There is no clear and logical analysis, supported by robust evidence, of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver. 

 There is no clear and logical analysis, supported by robust evidence, of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver.   It is not clear how surplus places and capacity are being modelled in each option and we have concerns around the lack of any link with a housing development plan with Northumberland. 

 There are no detailed finances provided behind each of the models to judge financially viability. 

 There are no detailed finances provided behind each of the models to judge financially viability. 

 The impact on our rural communities has not been considered in the event of the school closures and Dfe guidance in this area does not appear to have been followed. 

 It is not clear how surplus places and capacity are being modelled in each option and we have concerns around the lack of any link with a housing development plan with Northumberland.   The impact on our rural communities has not been considered in the event of the school closures and Dfe guidance in this area does not appear to have been followed. Appendices 1-

 It is not clear how surplus places and capacity are being modelled in each option and we have concerns around the lack of any link with a housing development plan with Northumberland.   The impact on our rural communities has not been considered in the event of the school closures and Dfe guidance in this area does not appear to have been followed. Appendices 1-

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Broomley First School

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Before any plans or decisions are made a full financial model should be available to the public.  Full research for any options and full costings for all new builds or renovations should be done.  I understand Whittonstall First School is federated with Broomley First School and any changes to Whittonstall First School would have a hugely detrimental effect on Broomley First School which does not seem to be mentioned in any of the proposals.    None of the models seem to take into account the out of catchment children or the money that they bring in to Northumberland County Council.  Nursery numbers are not being considered in the current proposals and they should be.    Have costings been looked at for any renovations or new builds? Potentially you are looking to close buildings that are in a good state of repair and if they are financially viable why spend money on building or renovation works at other sites?  The proposals across the board do not give sufficient CHOICE.  Freedom of choice is something that should not be taken away but it is what is being proposed.  If Haydon Bridge High School is closed there will be no choice of accessible education to children in outlying areas.  What if a child does not fit in with the QEHS ethos they would literally have nowhere to go to school.  QEHS is an academy which surely means they can decide on their own ethos and curriculum and the council can have no input with regards to subject choices on offer, SEND, post-16 education and non-academic choices available - this is worrying.  Rural schools may not fit into the models that are being put in place across other areas of the UK but they fit the Northumberland area and it should be up to Northumberland County Council Education represenatives to make it clear to the people in the south of the country that the needs of a rural community are far more varied and diverse and need to be considered in more depth before being pushed into any rushed model that will create more problems in the long term.  The distances that children will be expected to travel are another area of concern,how early will some of these children have to get a bus?  I have seen a lot of alternative models and hub suggestions on social media and I would hope that Northumberland County Council will listen to what is being suggested and not rush into any decision that could be the wrong one.     

Wark C of E First School

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Queen Elizabeth High School (and also Broomhaugh)

Riding Mill

Yes

I do not believe that closing any of these schools is an answer. Poor funding is what has led them to not match up to the governments extremely high standards, and merging existing schools will only stretch that poor funding further.  However, I believe this is the lesser of the evils, in that it is not as bad as the other models proposed, which are far worse.  Therefore, if the government is unable to keep all the schools open (or unwilling, as is more likely, given that they continue to funnel obscene amounts of funding into Defence, Trident, Nuclear power etc.) then Model A would be my choice out of the three options provided in this consultation.  I repeat that I do not believe that closing schools is an answer.

Keep all the schools open, in the existing system, and fund them better in order to improve those areas which the government believes are not currently acceptable.   Funding can be found in many places, not least our politicians pockets: a wage of over £50,000 has been proven not to make you any happier, so why don't we cut that extra fat and put it somewhere it would really make a difference?

No

The middle school system which currently exists serves the rural community in Northumberland very well. I personally benefited from it for 7 years.  I moved to Corbridge Middle School when I was 11; I moved from central Birmingham, where I had just undergone an incredibly stressful year of entrance exams for their two-tier system. I had failed every single entrance exam, despite being a straight A student, due to my strengths not lying in the IQ style intelligence on which these exams were based. I was also incredibly shy at this time.  Immediately at CMS I felt calmer in a smaller environment: the school had roughly 360 students in it when I joined. I flourished, joined the choir, drama groups and orchestra. My shyness quickly dropped away in the nurturing environment and community this smaller school has.  I have no doubt that if I had moved to one of Birmingham's large High Schools at the age of 11 I would have shrunk rather than grown.  2 years later I was able to move up to High School having aced my SATs (All As).  Again, here, with a smaller student body, I was able to continue to grow in confidence. My family had moved around a lot when I was younger (my parents were missionaries until I was 9) and when I turned 15 it looked like we would move again. For the first and only time in my life I refused to move, and explained to my parents that the school I was in at the time (QEHS) was the best I had ever been to (I have attended 8 in my life) and that I wanted to continue into the sixth form where I was confident in the staff and could undertake my A levels in a great environment. My parents agreed and we stayed.  The key things which made me refuse to leave QEHS are the key tenets of the middle school system: - A smaller range of year groups, which made a close-knit student body: I had friends of all ages - Because of this, a smaller student body, which made for a keener community - A good location, which meant that staying for after-school clubs was possible (my parents both work, so could not transport me to &amp; from school if I stayed late to attend extra-curricular activity).  All of this combined to give me a set of 16 GCSEs (Mostly As and A*s, with 2 Bs), 1 AS level in Chemistry (A), and 3 A levels in Maths (A), English Literature (A*) and Drama (A*).  I do not believe that I would have thrived so fully, as a quiet individual, in a larger school with thousands of other voices to overwhelm mine.  I would like to make a point that my school career was not without its low points. I struggled with bullying on the school bus, which lasted from being 12-13, before moving up to High School. Unfortunately, the middle school found it difficult to control behaviour on the school bus as there were no staff members on it: only the bus driver, who was obviously busy driving and did not observe this behaviour. For two years I underwent verbal assault on almost every bus journey home. On several occasions this also became physical assault. Despite multiple detentions these events continued due to three very malicious individuals. Allow me to propose what may happen if you put children as young as 4 years onto school buses to ferry them to schools far from their home villages if the system was to be 'centralised' into a two tier system. Buses where behaviour cannot be regulated. Buses on which they can be kicked in the stomach, drawn on with red pen. This kind of an environment is unacceptable for young children. Many parents will reply to this consultation with fears of leaving their little ones to travel to school on their own in this manner. Their fears are not unfounded. At 12 and 13 years of age I was mature enough to know I could speak to the teachers at school, to be able to mentally endure these events. 4 year olds cannot and should not have to do this.

I do not believe option B can be improved, as it is fundamentally flawed.

No

The middle school system which currently exists serves the rural community in Northumberland very well. I personally benefited from it for 7 years.  I moved to Corbridge Middle School when I was 11; I moved from central Birmingham, where I had just undergone an incredibly stressful year of entrance exams for their two-tier system. I had failed every single entrance exam, despite being a straight A student, due to my strengths not lying in the IQ style intelligence on which these exams were based. I was also incredibly shy at this time.  Immediately at CMS I felt calmer in a smaller environment: the school had roughly 360 students in it when I joined. I flourished, joined the choir, drama groups and orchestra. My shyness quickly dropped away in the nurturing environment and community this smaller school has.  I have no doubt that if I had moved to one of Birmingham's large High Schools at the age of 11 I would have shrunk rather than grown.  2 years later I was able to move up to High School having aced my SATs (All As).  Again, here, with a smaller student body, I was able to continue to grow in confidence. My family had moved around a lot when I was younger (my parents were missionaries until I was 9) and when I turned 15 it looked like we would move again. For the first and only time in my life I refused to move, and explained to my parents that the school I was in at the time (QEHS) was the best I had ever been to (I have attended 8 in my life) and that I wanted to continue into the sixth form where I was confident in the staff and could undertake my A levels in a great environment. My parents agreed and we stayed.  The key things which made me refuse to leave QEHS are the key tenets of the middle school system: - A smaller range of year groups, which made a close-knit student body: I had friends of all ages - Because of this, a smaller student body, which made for a keener community - A good location, which meant that staying for after-school clubs was possible (my parents both work, so could not transport me to &amp; from school if I stayed late to attend extra-curricular activity).  All of this combined to give me a set of 16 GCSEs (Mostly As and A*s, with 2 Bs), 1 AS level in Chemistry (A), and 3 A levels in Maths (A), English Literature (A*) and Drama (A*).  I do not believe that I would have thrived so fully, as a quiet individual, in a larger school with thousands of other voices to overwhelm mine.  I would like to make a point that my school career was not without its low points. I struggled with bullying on the school bus, which lasted from being 12-13, before moving up to High School. Unfortunately, the middle school found it difficult to control behaviour on the school bus as there were no staff members on it: only the bus driver, who was obviously busy driving and did not observe this behaviour. For two years I underwent verbal assault on almost every bus journey home. On several occasions this also became physical assault. Despite multiple detentions these events continued due to three very malicious individuals. Allow me to propose what may happen if you put children as young as 4 years onto school buses to ferry them to schools far from their home villages if the system was to be 'centralised' into a two tier system. Buses where behaviour cannot be regulated. Buses on which they can be kicked in the stomach, drawn on with red pen. This kind of an environment is unacceptable for young children. Many parents will reply to this consultation with fears of leaving their little ones to travel to school on their own in this manner. Their fears are not unfounded. At 12 and 13 years of age I was mature enough to know I could speak to the teachers at school, to be able to mentally endure these events. 4 year olds cannot and should not have to do this.

I do not believe that C can be improved, as it is a fundamentally flawed plan which would cause huge problems to the rural community in Northumberland.

The school system in Northumberland, with its three-tiers, is a great system which works well. It should not be changed.  In fact, I believe it is a model which would suit other, similar, rural communities, and the government should consider looking at rolling it out to other areas of the UK.  If there are problematic areas (I'm sure there are, nothing is perfect) I believe this is due to the chronic underfunding of our education system in the United Kingdom. This chronic and systematic under funding by successive Conservative governments has caused huge detriment to what have been wonderful and flourishing schools in all areas of the UK.  So instead of closing schools and merging them, the government should seek to reinforce the valuable infrastructure which is already present, by funding for existing initiatives and funding for new projects, new builds at existing sites.

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Stocksfield

No

The 3 tier system is doing fine, the other people who want to close it is only for their financial greed, and they don't care about the education it is just simply for money saving and building better schools, but in fact they are fine - just leave the 3 tier system alone!

No

schools don't need to merge, the 3 tier system encourages a healthy education. 

No

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Hexham

No

No

The three tier schooling provides excellent results currently and I have not been convinced by any arguments that a two tier system would provide better results. I have concerns about there being such a big school in Hexham.

No

Staff Member

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

No thought for a lot of the the students.

No

No thought for a lot of the students.No

No thought for 6th form students. Haydon Bridge High School has the best proposal so far. Lots of thought for students of all ages and abilities.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

and the High School

Haydon BRidge No

No

No

In an area such as Northumberland, which is amongst the most rural in England, provision to suit the geography is required.  I recommend that 'primary' education should be provided as close as possible to the homes of the pupils. This will involve a larger number of smaller schools in the villages and 'outby' areas, it will minimise travel for pupils and parents and will retain social and community support during the formative years.  Secondary education, which should include both academic and technical courses, can be accomplished in a smaller number of larger schools which should be distributed in such a way as to minimise travel for the largest possible number of students. To keep the variety of available courses as diverse as possible I suggest that 'speciality' teachers could work at different schools on different days - or even in 'virtual' classrooms.  Haydon Bridge, though it requires major investment for the buildings, is ideally geographically placed to cover the westernmost area of Northumberland.   Hexham, which also requires investment in buildings, is less suitable as a secondary education hub for the whole west because the numbers involved would be too huge to be practical and the travel would be increasingly problematic for those to the west.   Closing Haydon Bridge High School would damage both the students and the community.  Though we are currently in an era of 'everything must make a profit' we must not lose sight of the central purpose of education (and health etc.) which is to optimise the wellbeing of all of society's members. 

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

Option A involves the retention of the three-tier system. Given the current outlook for school funding, I do not think this system provides a viable basis for schools in the longer term.

Yes

Although the recent decline of HBHS could have been prevented, it is hard now to envisage the school being restored to its former health. Given this situation, I think the interests of young people in Tynedale and other parts of West Northumberland would be best served by concentrating resources and effort on the creation of a new, purpose-built secondary school in Hexham, to serve the entire area. This school would have the 'critical mass' to provide a wide curriculum. Moreover, the use of new school buildings designed to modern standards would provide a better learning environment for kids, and reduce the amount of money diverted from teaching and learning to pay for heating and maintenance costs.  The move from the current three-tier system to the two-tier model would obviously require first schools to become primaries, extending their provision to include years 5 and 6. While the practical difficulties of achieving this should not be under-stated, the fact is that each school would automatically become 'larger', with a consequent increase in income. As such, model B should improve the long-term viability of first/primary schools that might be threatened under other models.

No

See response to model B.

All three models proposed by NCC involve the closure of multiple first schools. Some of the schools that are proposed for closure are currently operating at close to capacity, and are financially solvent. In many cases, it is hard to see how nearby schools could absorb the children displaced from these schools. Village schools are highly valued by local communities, and closing schools should not be undertaken lightly. Small schools serving nearby communities could be 'merged' while continuing to provide schooling on both sites - this would reduce management and facilities costs without affecting service provision.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

Why would you close Chollerton school and send the children to Humsahugh?  The following are all things that Chollerton has to its advantage; •Is Ofsted rated ‘Outstanding’,  •Is rated ‘Outstanding’ by the School Improvement Partner (March 2018) •Has a ‘Good’ SIAMS Report (Statutory Inspection of Anglican and Methodist Schools) •Has Key Stage 1 results in the top 5% nationally •Has Early Years Foundation Stage &amp; Phonics at least 5% higher than the national average •Has an attendance record above the national average. •Has achieved the ‘Gold School Games Award’ for the past two years.  •Is supported by a committed governing body and  •Is supported by a pro-active PTFA,  •Has strong and consistent pupil numbers for the next three years.  •Has buildings and grounds in excellent repair; in a modern, efficient building.  •Has a playground, sports field and a forest school environment (safe woodland) complete with allotment, polytunnel and mud kitchen on-site. Children can play in a protected, clean, safe and secure environment that is beneficial to learning.  •Has space for expansion, should that be required.  •Unlike many schools, has a fully operational kitchen that provides nutritious hot meals for the children on a daily basis. •Supports a fantastic pre-school, which one of our children currently uses and our eldest child attended previously, which provides excellent local childcare for working parents •Provides a meals on wheels service to the elderly in the village •Allows the beaver and cub groups to use the grounds and facilities •Is a place for community worship Fundamentally provides a nurturing, caring, supportive and stimulating environment in which children flourish as they start academic life.  You are proposing to send them to Humshaugh School which is  •Is Ofsted rated ‘Good’ •Has a very small concrete yard so children have to play in a public park at play time as there is insufficient space onsite •Is Grade II listed so will be inefficient to run, expensive maintenance costs, and issues with expansion •Has no space for expansion if it has to become a primary school •Put 76 children (39 from Chollerton, 37 from Humshaugh) into Humshaugh that has a capacity for 55 •Has no space for expansion  •If HLT succeed in becoming a secondary school, Humshaugh would then need to become a primary with near-on 100 pupils crammed into a building built for 55.  •Both Barassford and Humshaugh have current and future building plans that will further increase pupil numbers.   If anything the Humshaugh children should be coming to Chollerton    

No

Why would you close Chollerton school and send the children to Humsahugh?  The following are all things that Chollerton has to its advantage; •Is Ofsted rated ‘Outstanding’,  •Is rated ‘Outstanding’ by the School Improvement Partner (March 2018) •Has a ‘Good’ SIAMS Report (Statutory Inspection of Anglican and Methodist Schools) •Has Key Stage 1 results in the top 5% nationally •Has Early Years Foundation Stage &amp; Phonics at least 5% higher than the national average •Has an attendance record above the national average. •Has achieved the ‘Gold School Games Award’ for the past two years.  •Is supported by a committed governing body and  •Is supported by a pro-active PTFA,  •Has strong and consistent pupil numbers for the next three years.  •Has buildings and grounds in excellent repair; in a modern, efficient building.  •Has a playground, sports field and a forest school environment (safe woodland) complete with allotment, polytunnel and mud kitchen on-site. Children can play in a protected, clean, safe and secure environment that is beneficial to learning.  •Has space for expansion, should that be required.  •Unlike many schools, has a fully operational kitchen that provides nutritious hot meals for the children on a daily basis. •Supports a fantastic pre-school, which one of our children currently uses and our eldest child attended previously, which provides excellent local childcare for working parents •Provides a meals on wheels service to the elderly in the village •Allows the beaver and cub groups to use the grounds and facilities •Is a place for community worship Fundamentally provides a nurturing, caring, supportive and stimulating environment in which children flourish as they start academic life.  You are proposing to send them to Humshaugh School which is  •Is Ofsted rated ‘Good’ •Has a very small concrete yard so children have to play in a public park at play time as there is insufficient space onsite •Is Grade II listed so will be inefficient to run, expensive maintenance costs, and issues with expansion •Has no space for expansion if it has to become a primary school •Put 76 children (39 from Chollerton, 37 from Humshaugh) into Humshaugh that has a capacity for 55 •Has no space for expansion  •If HLT succeed in becoming a secondary school, Humshaugh would then need to become a primary with near-on 100 pupils crammed into a building built for 55.  •Both Barassford and Humshaugh have current and future building plans that will further increase pupil numbers.   If anything the Humshaugh children should be coming to Chollerton 

No

Why would you close Chollerton school and send the children to Humsahugh?  The following are all things that Chollerton has to its advantage; •Is Ofsted rated ‘Outstanding’,  •Is rated ‘Outstanding’ by the School Improvement Partner (March 2018) •Has a ‘Good’ SIAMS Report (Statutory Inspection of Anglican and Methodist Schools) •Has Key Stage 1 results in the top 5% nationally •Has Early Years Foundation Stage &amp; Phonics at least 5% higher than the national average •Has an attendance record above the national average. •Has achieved the ‘Gold School Games Award’ for the past two years.  •Is supported by a committed governing body and  •Is supported by a pro-active PTFA,  •Has strong and consistent pupil numbers for the next three years.  •Has buildings and grounds in excellent repair; in a modern, efficient building.  •Has a playground, sports field and a forest school environment (safe woodland) complete with allotment, polytunnel and mud kitchen on-site. Children can play in a protected, clean, safe and secure environment that is beneficial to learning.  •Has space for expansion, should that be required.  •Unlike many schools, has a fully operational kitchen that provides nutritious hot meals for the children on a daily basis. •Supports a fantastic pre-school, which one of our children currently uses and our eldest child attended previously, which provides excellent local childcare for working parents •Provides a meals on wheels service to the elderly in the village •Allows the beaver and cub groups to use the grounds and facilities •Is a place for community worship Fundamentally provides a nurturing, caring, supportive and stimulating environment in which children flourish as they start academic life.  You are proposing to send them to Humshaugh School which is  •Is Ofsted rated ‘Good’ •Has a very small concrete yard so children have to play in a public park at play time as there is insufficient space onsite •Is Grade II listed so will be inefficient to run, expensive maintenance costs, and issues with expansion •Has no space for expansion if it has to become a primary school •Put 76 children (39 from Chollerton, 37 from Humshaugh) into Humshaugh that has a capacity for 55 •Has no space for expansion  •If HLT succeed in becoming a secondary school, Humshaugh would then need to become a primary with near-on 100 pupils crammed into a building built for 55.  •Both Barassford and Humshaugh have current and future building plans that will further increase pupil numbers.   If anything the Humshaugh children should be coming to Chollerton 

I have spent the last eight years working to support communities and micro enterprises in wider upland Northumberland and in and around the Northumberland National Park (facilitating Leader EU funding and as a Community Enterprise Officer).  I therefore know firsthand that significant changes such as closing schools have devastating effects on communities that are often irreversible.  Impact of Closing Chollerton School on pupils/ staff; •Will mean longer travelling times for children from the age of 4 generating tiredness and affecting their ability to learn. It is not acceptable to compare the distance between schools, rather consideration should be given to the distance travelled by the child living furthest away. •Will mean moving from an Ofsted ‘Outstanding’ to an Ofsted ‘Good’ institution and the emotional stress of their school closure. •Will mean the loss of safe, on-site, facilities including substantial playground, playing fields, allotment, polytunnel, mud kitchen and forest school. •Will mean the loss of local Early Years provision; Chollerton Pre-school is situated within Chollerton First School. •The loss of physical activity and fitness as children who currently walk to school will have to take a bus.  •Closure of the school will unequivocally lead to redundancies/ unemployment/ forced early retirement.  See more detail below.  Impact of closing Chollerton school on the rural communities of Barrasford and the school catchment area: •School staff redundancies.  These are just the people that live in the catchment area for the school Local school staff redundancies oChollerton First School - a cook,  a full time teacher (there are only 2 full time teachers employed by the school), two classroom assistants, the school administrator, dinner lady oChollerton Pre School - two of the four pre- school workers  •The 2 self employed childminders that live in the village have said they will have to close as their businesses will no longer be viable. Closure of businesses supporting the school •Chollerton First School provides ‘meals on wheels’ with associated social interaction for local elderly residents. Loss of hot meal provision for the elderly  •Chollerton First School provides facilities for the local Beaver and Cub groups to use on a weekly basis. Beavers and Cubs would have to locate somewhere else •Chollerton First School offers regular ‘community worship’ occasions for the village. No community worship especially important while awaiting the appointment of new parish vicar •We will effectively lose the ‘heart and soul’ of our village with simple things like the loss of social interaction whilst doing the school run (on foot) and loss of local school fundraising PTFA events which are historically well attended by locals and those from neighboring villages and provide community support and interaction. The school is the hub and would be lost •Barrasford and the surrounding villages currently have a mixed demographic, young couples, young families, retired couples etc.  Without good local amenities and infrastructure Barrasford and the local villages become less attractive to those looking to relocate with young families.  This will have a negative economic and social impact on our rural community and businesses, an ageing rural population would also place a burden on local health services. Loss of mixed demographic fundamental for thriving communities. •Local amenities e.g. pub and shop would be threatened with loss of revenue and may become untenable. Loss of local infrastructure •Any loss of local amenities would further impact on the frail and elderly in the village as there is only a limited bus service twice a week to the nearest town and they would become increasingly isolated. Increased rural isolation •There will be a negative environmental impact from having to bus children around the County who can, at present, walk to their local school. Increased carbon footprint  So my opinion D suggestion would be; See fewer schools being closed and instead moving to a model of sharing resources (as an alternative method of saving money if this is fundamentally what the consultation is about).  As an initial suggestion; what about introducing more executive head teachers to cover more than one school in the more rural locations? If the HLF proposal go ahead give oppertunities for first schools to stay open but move to becoming primary schools. 

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Broomhaugh First School

No

 • Some of the schools listed for closure are thriving, performing well academically and are financially sustainable. They are the heart of their local communities and their closure is unnecessary eg. Beaufront, Whittonstall, Chollerton. • I have seen no modelling or evidence to support the argument that all these schools need to be closed. • The selection of schools for closure seems random and irrational. I want more transparency over both the funding and surplus places issues. • Staff across the partnership work very well together to help prepare children for the transfer to their new schools. They are inspirational and it is thanks to all the hard work from individual school staff over the years, who go above and beyond (with very little support from county), that QEHS gets such good results. Why change a system that works? The issues of Haydon Bridge and HLT high schools can be tackled without forcing such upheaval and trauma on families and communities across the area, in my opinion. • Concern about the impact on rural communities – the communities in Haydon Bridge and Haltwhistle want and need their own high school and I am concerned that there would be severely restricted parental choice at secondary level if Haydon Bridge High School were to close. • Lack of parental choice not only affects parents and children but also impacts on standards in the school itself if there is no competition to drive continual improvement • I would like to see more options for children who wish to pursue vocational subjects and more consideration of how to prepare our children for future employment locally (as well as on a wider stage). • I strongly disagree with any money from NCC going towards propping up an academy trust that appears to have mismanaged its funds. • Having worked at Corbridge First School for many years and then experienced Broomhaugh First School as a parent and governor, I have concerns about how these schools would accommodate significantly larger numbers of children. Have the council actually visited the schools named in the document and costed out the changes they are suggesting? From what I can gather, none of the schools named has the space or facilities to enable them to take in such significantly larger numbers of pupils by September 2019, and I am concerned about how these proposals have been pulled together. • I am uncomfortable with the way that this consultation has been managed and with the way in which it appears that schools are being pitted against each other. 

No

No, for all of the reasons named above, and in addition: • I fully support the three tier structure and feel that the current system works extremely well, as results show. I speak from the experience of having been educated in the three tier system myself, having taught in first, middle and primary schools across two decades, and now as a parent of children in first and middle schools in the area, as well as a school governor. Our local area is unique and this system suits it well. I am not opposed to two tier as such, as I know that in more urban areas it can work well, but the schools in the West Tyne cover a huge geographical area. I do not want to see children (of all ages) travelling significantly further distances than they currently do. Longer commutes to work have a key role in determining happiness levels for adults, and I believe that longer school days would have a detrimental effect on student wellbeing and thus impact on how well they function academically. • The move to Corbridge Middle School at Year 5 has made a huge difference to my daughter, who has an Autism Spectrum Disorder diagnosis. She is thriving at middle school, enjoying the challenge that comes from specialist teaching and the expertise of the staff in dealing with children on the spectrum. She was extremely daunted by the prospect of moving to a school of fewer than 400 pupils and experienced panic attacks and anxiety-related sleep issues for the year leading up to the move, so I am very grateful that she has had the opportunity to make this smaller step before having to deal with life in a huge high school. All the staff know her and understand her special needs and help her to feel safe and to succeed with her own personal challenges. I cannot emphasise enough the impact it has on us as a family when she is anxious, and the positive benefits for us all that have come from the nurturing at Broomhaugh First and Corbridge Middle School’s excellent pastoral care system.  • I do not believe that a titan or ‘super’ school would be appropriate in our rural area and have no desire to send my children through that system. I also have serious concerns about the traffic and logistics of bussing so many children through Hexham, which already struggles in this respect. 

No

No, again, for all of the reasons stated above.  I do think it would be positive for Haydon Bridge to retain their own High School and I have no objection to the 4-16 age range proposed, in principle. However, I think schools should be allowed to have more say in how they can collaborate and save on costs without such dramatic changes being imposed on them. We have some excellent visionary people working in this area and I would like to see a longer term plan that involves a clear vision for the future education of our children, with clear modelling and transparency over financial issues.   I would like clearer understanding of the financial situation underpinning Hadrian Learning Trust's consultation. What figures did HLT submit in the initial move to convert to Academy status? How has this situation been allowed to develop?  I have serious doubts about the management of HLT if they have found themselves in such an unexpectedly dire financial situation so quickly, and would strongly oppose the Council giving any money to a school that had opted out of local government control, particularly when there are so many schools in our LEA that have been chronically underfunded for so long. I visit a lot of schools across the region and see the resources that children in Newcastle and North Tyneside have compared with the poorly resourced schools that my own children attend and it is sickening.     

 I want to see decisions made in the best interests of the children; money and politics should not come into it.  I am not opposed to change if it is needed, but I am fundamentally opposed to this knee-jerk reaction which has been ill thought-out and which appears to lack any vision for the future education of our children. I have seen no persuasive argument for the widespread changes that have been proposed. The current education system works. The issues in Haydon Bridge and Haltwhistle can be tackled without such radical change imposed on school communities which are thriving.  I want to see the school leaders, staff and governors in our area being listened to and involved in any change. Any school employee in the Tynedale area could tell you that this community is unique - it is by no means an easy catchment area to teach in, but the staff that have made the current system work (I might add, with very poor support from Northumberland LEA) should be involved. They know their communities and how to initiate and manage change in these areas. I want to see schools working together more, not being divided by the very people who should be offering us leadership and guidance.     

I like the idea of hubs of schools working together as proposed by Corbridge Middle School and I would like to see Jane Kennedy playing a key role in helping to shape the future education of our community schools. I could see that if schools were given time and support to work together that a more natural process of cutting back and pulling together to save resources would emerge. I also find the Haydon Bridge High School proposal to be the most visionary I have seen so far.  I do not want to see a mixed up system of some middle and some primary/secondary schools as in Ponteland - I don't think anyone benefits from that. But does going 2-tier really offer the solution to the issues? Is there no way that we can retain the bits of our system that work? Is there any way Corbridge Middle School could be brought into the fold with Hadrian Learning Trust and Hexham Middle School to provide 9-18 schooling? Or could Jane Kennedy and Corbridge Middle School bring together and lead the first schools in a federation or MAT to improve transition issues? We need our rural schools, and we need that middle step. I would rather see money go to Haydon Bridge and to supporting the restructuring of the first and middle schools to work together than see it go to an academy trust that has refused to work with its feeder schools or recognise their value.   Yes, we need capital investment in our school buildings - but this does not have to be brand new 'state of the art' buildings. Successful schools are built by the people who go in every day and give above and beyond the call of duty. These staff should not feel bullied or belittled, with no say in their futures, when in many cases they have sacrificed large parts of their lives for their schools. Our headteachers are experts at managing very tight funds and making the best use of the staff, the greatest assets in securing the results we have. Please do not break up our highly successful school system without a well thought out plan, clear, inspiring leadership, and a vision for the future which places the children at the heart of every decision that is made.

Parent/carer

Whitley Chapel C of E First School Hexhamshire

No

 Please note, I refer to Whitley Chapel in my response, as it is our local school, however the same holds true for many of the other rural schools who are facing closure. Furthermore there is a lot of overlap in my answers to these responses, so please bear this in mind.  The HLT trust believes a two tier approach is necessary to be educationally and financially viable – I strongly disagree due to ownership of schools (i.e. no financial gain from losing C of E schools!), and current performance across the area. The NFF - why wouldn’t a school with half the number of pupils still meet national curriculum requirements? The pupil to teacher ratio would remain the same surely? The numbers across the whole schooling system would not change, just the groupings, so this doesn’t make sense to me. I also feel the timelines suggested are utterly unrealistic in this instance for the changes proposed. Is it even possible for all the funding to be in place in time? I feel the closure of many rural first schools would not only be detrimental to educational needs in the area, but also to the communities they represent.  Looking at the numbers in the schools, it can be seen, some are operating at slightly lower capacity than they “should” however these schools are thriving, and I know that our local school (Whitley Chapel) is funding any shortfalls through fundraising and local resident contributions. The buildings are well maintained and up to date and the School uses its space in an effective way, using only what is demanded to reduce costs. Additionally, we have no deficit predicted for the foreseeable future. Closure of this school would also affect many parents with regards to nursery hours, and the funded places. Staff are going above and beyond (with no reward!) to ensure the provision of additional care such as nursery hours and wrap-around care to accommodate the need. Due to the rurality of the area, parents have long commutes and this makes life easier for them.  I personally have to say I would choose to send my children to Hexham over the proposed first school merger, and I know others would say the same. Has this increase in capacity been thought about? Travelling further into the countryside and away from daily commutes just wouldn’t be an option for many parents. I (as with many others) also have concerns about putting my 4 year  old on a bus – there are such strict car seat laws in the UK (and for good reason!) that I would not feel it safe to put children on a bus (most of which I pass drive too fast on the country roads in my opinion), with a stranger, so therefore would be required to undertake the runs myself, or getting the help from family. Therefore getting schooling in Hexham would seem to be a logical step! I would also be inclined to say the actual figures for this haven’t been thought about in real terms, as many additional costs could be incurred, and closure of C of E first Schools would not provide any additional funding as the schools are not owned by the Council, they are owned by the Church.  Our school, as with many other rural schools sees peaks and troughs with admissions. This consultation document only looks at the current numbers, and I know that over the next 5 years, Whitley Chapel will see a large rise in admissions due to the baby boom in the area at the moment. The entire West area is sparsely populated and such national strategies which might work in large cities, just don’t work in rural areas such as this. Hence why the three tier model is favoured by the majority – surly the views of us accounts for something.     So many unanswered questions. At the end of the day, I want the best education, and environment for my children during their education, and the current three tier, with the smaller rural first schools is delivering and producing excellent results.  

I believe this is the most realistic model and would accommodate the needs of the area HOWEVER, i don't think this should include First School Closures.   1) not closing the rural first schools! these are a vital resource and children are thriving in the environments they create.   2) HBHS has found itself in an unfortunate position. I do not believe full closure is the answer, and instead feel returning the school to how it used to be would benefit the needs of the area, and would keep a hold of pupils longer. Offering courses like Agriculture, building, etc for those who wish to gain skills, but not necessarily do A-levels would be ideal. With QEHS being relatively close, it means that those who are more academically favoured and wish to go on to University have that opportunity, but those who don’t, aren’t forgotten about. 

No

there are so many closures predicted here, and the outcomes of that upheaval on timelines, and more importantly the children's well being, has to be questioned.   Please note, I refer to Whitley Chapel in my response, as it is our local school, however the same holds true for many of the other rural schools who are facing closure. Furthermore there is a lot of overlap in my answers to these responses, so please bear this in mind.  The HLT trust believes a two tier approach is necessary to be educationally and financially viable – I strongly disagree due to ownership of schools (i.e. no financial gain from losing C of E schools!), and current performance across the area. The NFF - why wouldn’t a school with half the number of pupils still meet national curriculum requirements? The pupil to teacher ratio would remain the same surely? The numbers across the whole schooling system would not change, just the groupings, so this doesn’t make sense to me. I also feel the timelines suggested are utterly unrealistic in this instance for the changes proposed. Is it even possible for all the funding to be in place in time? I feel the closure of many rural first schools would not only be detrimental to educational needs in the area, but also to the communities they represent.  Looking at the numbers in the schools, it can be seen, some are operating at slightly lower capacity than they “should” however these schools are thriving, and I know that our local school (Whitley Chapel) is funding any shortfalls through fundraising and local resident contributions. The buildings are well maintained and up to date and the School uses its space in an effective way, using only what is demanded to reduce costs. Additionally, we have no deficit predicted for the foreseeable future. Closure of this school would also affect many parents with regards to nursery hours, and the funded places. Staff are going above and beyond (with no reward!) to ensure the provision of additional care such as nursery hours and wrap-around care to accommodate the need. Due to the rurality of the area, parents have long commutes and this makes life easier for them.  I personally have to say I would choose to send my children to Hexham over the proposed first school merger, and I know others would say the same. Has this increase in capacity been thought about? Travelling further into the countryside and away from daily commutes just wouldn’t be an option for many parents. I (as with many others) also have concerns about putting my 4 year  old on a bus – there are such strict car seat laws in the UK (and for good reason!) that I would not feel it safe to put children on a bus (most of which I pass drive too fast on the country roads in my opinion), with a stranger, so therefore would be required to undertake the runs myself, or getting the help from family. Therefore getting schooling in Hexham would seem to be a logical step! I would also be inclined to say the actual figures for this haven’t been thought about in real terms, as many additional costs could be incurred, and closure of C of E first Schools would not provide any additional funding as the schools are not owned by the Council, they are owned by the Church.  Our school, as with many other rural schools sees peaks and troughs with admissions. This consultation document only looks at the current numbers, and I know that over the next 5 years, Whitley Chapel will see a large rise in admissions due to the baby boom in the area at the moment. The entire West area is sparsely populated and such national strategies which might work in large cities, just don’t work in rural areas such as this. Hence why the three tier model is favoured by the majority – surly the views of us accounts for something.     So many unanswered questions. At the end of the day, I want the best education, and environment for my children during their education, and the current three tier, with the smaller rural first schools is delivering and producing excellent results.  

No

Please note, I refer to Whitley Chapel in my response, as it is our local school, however the same holds true for many of the other rural schools who are facing closure. Furthermore there is a lot of overlap in my answers to these responses, so please bear this in mind.  The HLT trust believes a two tier approach is necessary to be educationally and financially viable – I strongly disagree due to ownership of schools (i.e. no financial gain from losing C of E schools!), and current performance across the area. The NFF - why wouldn’t a school with half the number of pupils still meet national curriculum requirements? The pupil to teacher ratio would remain the same surely? The numbers across the whole schooling system would not change, just the groupings, so this doesn’t make sense to me. I also feel the timelines suggested are utterly unrealistic in this instance for the changes proposed. Is it even possible for all the funding to be in place in time? I feel the closure of many rural first schools would not only be detrimental to educational needs in the area, but also to the communities they represent.  Looking at the numbers in the schools, it can be seen, some are operating at slightly lower capacity than they “should” however these schools are thriving, and I know that our local school (Whitley Chapel) is funding any shortfalls through fundraising and local resident contributions. The buildings are well maintained and up to date and the School uses its space in an effective way, using only what is demanded to reduce costs. Additionally, we have no deficit predicted for the foreseeable future. Closure of this school would also affect many parents with regards to nursery hours, and the funded places. Staff are going above and beyond (with no reward!) to ensure the provision of additional care such as nursery hours and wrap-around care to accommodate the need. Due to the rurality of the area, parents have long commutes and this makes life easier for them.  I personally have to say I would choose to send my children to Hexham over the proposed first school merger, and I know others would say the same. Has this increase in capacity been thought about? Travelling further into the countryside and away from daily commutes just wouldn’t be an option for many parents. I (as with many others) also have concerns about putting my 4 year  old on a bus – there are such strict car seat laws in the UK (and for good reason!) that I would not feel it safe to put children on a bus (most of which I pass drive too fast on the country roads in my opinion), with a stranger, so therefore would be required to undertake the runs myself, or getting the help from family. Therefore getting schooling in Hexham would seem to be a logical step! I would also be inclined to say the actual figures for this haven’t been thought about in real terms, as many additional costs could be incurred, and closure of C of E first Schools would not provide any additional funding as the schools are not owned by the Council, they are owned by the Church.  Our school, as with many other rural schools sees peaks and troughs with admissions. This consultation document only looks at the current numbers, and I know that over the next 5 years, Whitley Chapel will see a large rise in admissions due to the baby boom in the area at the moment. The entire West area is sparsely populated and such national strategies which might work in large cities, just don’t work in rural areas such as this. Hence why the three tier model is favoured by the majority – surly the views of us accounts for something.     So many unanswered questions. At the end of the day, I want the best education, and environment for my children during their education, and the current three tier, with the smaller rural first schools is delivering and producing excellent results.  

This also seems a more viable option (not generally, just compared to the provided options)  I again, have issues with timelines, and disagree with school closures in rural areas, but appreciate action is required to sort out HBHS. 

I unfortunately don't feel I can comment here, having not seen any figures or how some suggestions have been derived. I am also unaware of schooling systems in enough detail to feel i could make a valid contribution.    I feel the closure of rural first schools would be a massive mistake and impact communities irreversibly.    This area, and the schooling within is amazing, when I moved from East Anglia and told family and friends we were going to school in Northumberland, people acknowledged the excellent educating, I was told I would get a better education than the current school I was out (fee-paying private school - predicted to scrape through main GCSE's!). I came to this area age 12 and have 9 GCSE's Grade B or above, 3 A-Levels and 2 AS-Levels (all above Grade C) a First Class Honours Degree in a biological related subject, and a Distinction in my Masters! this is such credit to the educational system in the area!

Governor

Whittonstall First School

Shotley Bridge

No

Not to close whittonstall first schoolNo

Not to close whittonstall first schoolNo

Not to close whittonstall first school

Email received:  Dear Sir,  I write further to my wife’s email below.   I too have several concerns involving the attempt to rush through the unification of schools, involving the closing of numerous schools, in West Tynedale.  Please note, as a Northern Irishman, I have been through the two tier system. Having subsequently experienced the three tier system here in West Tynedale with my own two children I can honestly see the numerous benefits and advantages that this system brings.  The suggestion of closing several rural schools will clearly have an adverse effect on the areas they service. They are a focal point for those communities that are otherwise widely spread due to the nature of the areas they service. Expecting children to spend hours each week in cars or buses transiting to/from school is time that they could better spend in after-school activities.  As to the consultation process itself: this has been poorly conceived and woefully thought-through. It appears to be a vain-glorious attempt to create a “mega-school” in Hexham at the expense of every other school that it would affect. QEHS is certainly in need of significant funding to replace and upgrade its facilities. But at what cost to the very area it serves?  The reality is that the proposals, as they stand, will inevitably have an adverse effect on the education of the children of the area. Ironically that would then have an adverse effect on the (currently excellent) results that QEHS achieves – the educational ability of those arriving at QEHS is because of the very education system that is in danger of being dismantled.  For the avoidance of doubt, I too cannot support any of the proposals currently put forward by the Consultation process.     Kind regards    

Parent/carer

No

No

No

Dear Councillor Daley   I attended a consultation event run by Corbridge Church of England First School last Thursday evening with regards to the two consultations running with regards to education in the West of Northumberland. Representatives of the middle school were in attendance but no one had been available to attend from the Hexham Partnership.  The consultation was very helpful in clarifying a number of the issues arising from the consultation. Essentially, the session confirmed that the each of the consultation documents, those produced by the County Council and the Hexham Partnership, is lacking in information, unclear and in some cases contradictory.  An issue as serious as the education of children in the largest county in the Country, which gives rise to its own specific issues including the size of catchments, is being rushed through without sufficient consideration being given to consequences. The timetable suggests the decision is to be made by July and as yet there is little to no financial modelling available to support the options put forward and no consideration being given to the social implications for the more rural communities of Northumberland, amongst other matters.  As a parent of two children who would be directly affected by the proposals I have not yet found any information with regards to what investment might take place at their existing school to support its transition to a primary, or whether in fact this is intended to take place on the existing site.   I am also very concerned at the prospect of my children moving at the age of 11 to a secondary school of approximately 2,500 pupils. This will make it one of the largest in the country which seems nonsensical given the size of its catchment.   This also gives rise to significant concerns with regards pastoral care and the educational choices that will be available to students.  In short, the Council seems to have rushed its consideration to the future of education in the west of Northumberland without giving full and proper consideration to the information available or the likely outcomes. We cannot, therefore, support any of the proposals at this time.   Regards                                              

Parent/carer

Whitley Chapel C of E First School Whitley Chapel

No

No

No

Wark

No

The trustees of Wark Town Hall consider the closure of Wark First School to be detrimental to the education of the youngest children in our community, detrimental to the community itself and detrimental to the longer-term sustainability of the Town Hall. We reject Model A.

N/A

No

The trustees of Wark Town Hall consider the closure of Wark First School to be detrimental to the education of the youngest children in our community, detrimental to the community itself and detrimental to the longer-term sustainability of the Town Hall. We reject Model B.

N/A

No

The trustees of Wark Town Hall consider the closure of Wark First School to be detrimental to the education of the youngest children in our community, detrimental to the community itself and detrimental to the longer-term sustainability of the Town Hall. We reject Model C.

N/A

We are writing this response on behalf of the management committee of Trustees of the Wark Mechanics Institute and Town Hall (Wark Town Hall). The Town Hall has strong and long-standing links with the school. For instance, we have worked with the school on workshops by performers coming to the Hall and provided a venue for those performances. We host activities like the school's annual 'Race for Life' and there are specific competitions for the children in the school in our annual Leek Show, which is held in the Town Hall. We also host the weekly parent and toddler group which most of the children in Wark School attend before they go to preschool in the school itself. We feel that closure of the school in Wark would be detrimental to the sustainability of the Town Hall. Schools in rural communities allow young families to choose  places like Wark to live in and having a school (and thus younger families) gives support not just to Town Hall, but also to the local shops, the surgery etc. This is the case not just in Wark but also in the other communities in the North Tyne area and the rest of West Northumberland.  Wark School provides an excellent education for its students, is consistently rated as 'Good' in OFSTED and C of E inspections and offers a broad curriculum. It also has exceptionally strong links with the community which we, as Trustees of the Town Hall,  are proud to support. Losing the school would be a severe blow to the whole community.  Having attended a couple of meetings in the school and discussed the issue with both the Head Teacher and the Chair of Governors, we are aware that Wark School is financially sustainable either as a First School or as a Primary and we have been assured that the staff and the Governors would be able to convert the school to a primary school, should this be necessary as part of the wider reorganisation of the school system in this part of the county. Governors and staff are also confident that they could continue to provide a good and all-round education for young people in the village and surrounding areas. The Trustees of the Town Hall would support options which allow our school to continue operating as a first school or convert to a primary school. 

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Corbridge

No

Creating such a large school is completely contrary to what I believe is in the interest of the education of the children. Closing Beufront Frist School seems ludicrous when it is in the top 10% achiving schools in the country! I have asked for, but not recieved any financial forcasts that demonstrate that these schools are not financially viable. Northumberland does not fit the model for the rest of the country, so the current model works well for this area - if these schools are truly not finacially viable and educationaly not viable, the data to show this must be made available. How can we make an informed decision when we are not given the information we are asking for?

I can't see this model providing a long term benefit to the education of children in Northumberland.

No

The three tier system works well in Northumberland and I believe it produces an above average education. I have not seen any evidence that shows this change would improve education standards, and I have also not seen any evidence that this would improve things finacially.

No

I have not seen any evidence that this change would improve education standards in the area, and again, I have not seen any financial forcasts that show this proposed change would improve things. Closing schools in small rural villages is short sighted - it will spell the end of these comumnities. 

Northumberland does not fit the model for the rest of the country, so the current model works well for this area - if these schools are truly not finacially viable and educationaly not viable, the data to show this must be made available.   I understand that there are major problems at Haydon Bridge High School, but I don't feel that all these changes to the education system in Northumberland should be tied together.  From the cosultation document, I cannot understand what the financial and educational problems are. It is just not clear what is driving these very big changes to our childrens education system.  How can we make an informed decision when we are not given the information we are asking for?

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

South Northumberland

No

It would be devestating to the children of Whittonstall First School to close. This is an amazing school where children thrive and to think of closing it and splitting up all the young children who have formed close bonds with their peers is totally disgraceful. Also expecting them to travel long distances at such a young age is totally shocking. I have 3 children at this school and I am totally appalled at the plans released. This school is not in deficit and also next to the village has planning permission from a large builder to build 200 plus new houses to market to young families. Whittonstall would be the nearest school in that catchment. It clearly makes no sense to close this wonderful school.

As above

No

For all the reasons mentioned in model A   The three tier system has proven to show huge advantages to children over the two tier system.  DO NOT CLOSE WHITTONSTALL FIRST SCHOOL OR CORBRIDGE MIDDLE SCHOOL

No

For all the reasons outlined in model A  Do not close Whittonstall first school

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

whittonstall first school

edmundbyers

No

whittonstall and the other first schools should stay open, they enrich our community and are often the life of the village. 

keep whittonstall first school open! it is financially viable and a lovely school, how very dare you even think of closing it?

No

corbridge middle school and all the other middle schools are amazing. At corbridge, we were the winners of a national competition for science, and then represented the UK in a science competition. we also had three teams go to the big bang fair in Birmingham, and none of these will happen again if you close the schools. I also think that the three tier system is the best school system, and that closing it in the west of Northumberland would be a huge blow to our area and society. 

keep whittonstall, corbridge and don't go two tier.

No

I think that whittonstall should be kept open along with theother schools.

keep whittonstall put the 52 million pounds into improving the building and resources of QEHS.

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Cartaway heads

No

Whittonstall is an amazing school and I dont want it to close

No

the 3 tier system is good because it has got a good age range and you don't feel too overwhelmed at a young age, 

No

see previous

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Keep and expand Haltwhistle school and send to Haydon Bridge after the upper school tier as 3tier like normal. Use the facilities we have, use tge funds that will be sourced from the same place to build the new super school which is ridiculous and put the money in the 1s we already have.... Stop playing with our childrens education and future and quite frankly their lives....  

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

and Hexham Priory school

No

Haydon Bridge High school should not merge with QEHS at Hexham. Haydon Bridge is an important part of the local community, generations of students have attended. I have sent all my children there and my youngest child is currently in Year 9 there. It is finally turning the corner after a very troubled few years. It is a smaller school which suits some of the children including my son. Sending these children to a massive school could damage their education. There should not be wide scale closure or amalgamation of the primary/first schools. Closure of these smaller schools would cause a wide scale reduction in the future of school age children residing in those areas, parents of very small or young children do not want them to be travelling longer distances especially in unpredictable winters such as we've just had.These primary schools have been at the heart of local communities for generations. Whilst their pupil numbers are lower than desired they are an integral part of the rural communities.

No

Yet another model where Haydon Bridge would be closed, I believe this proposal is wrong for the same reasons as model A, closing first, middle and local high school would be detrimental to the local community and its demographic of children in the future. All these schools have a place in their communities. Some have fought back against unsatisfactory Ofsted inspections to start and rebuild and are finally becoming more successful. To shut them now is a disgrace really as the teachers are trying so hard and the pupils have love and respect for their schools. 

No

Closing these schools will still mean that communities are not going to have the same amount of children living in them in the future. 25 pupils 'outside' Haltwhistle catchment area attend the middle school. This means that their parents prefer that school to their local school. That surely says something about peoples views on Haltwhistle school. There have been some tough times, exacerbated by Bright Tribe but locals are loyal to the school which counts for so much.

Mr Glovers plan for Haydon Bridge is the better plan

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

I do not feel merging HBHS with QEHS is a good idea. The area is rural  and relatively sparsely populated, and this would mean long distances for children to travel. I would prefer a smaller school as I feel it gives children a better experience.  Closing rural first schools will have a negative impact on entire communities.

No

As above I do not support merging HBHS and QEHS due to the disadvantages of a very large school and long distances for children to travel. I also feel there are disadvantages to reducing the Sele School to 2 forms of entry as this will make it more difficult to maintain their current high standards and teaching school status, so I do not support this. I feel the 3 form intake should be maintained and has worked well.  Closing rural first schools will have detrimental effect on the village communities. 

No

Closing rural first schools is likely to have detrimental effect on rural communities. This will have economic and social effects across the whole region, including a knock on impact on the towns.  It makes no sense to me that the council is consulting on co-locating HMS and QEHS at the same time as the HLT academy is consulting on a different proposal entirely. There needs to be a joined up plan between all education providers in the area.

There needs to be a joined up and negotiated position between the council and HLT, with the best educational interests of the children as the priority. 

Parent/carer

Other

Broomley First School

No

No

No

None of the models (A,B or C) presented show any impact school closures would have on the children affected, the time it would take to travel to and from schools, or the rural communities they serve. There is no financial information provided to show that any model would save the council money therefore without any real figures how can one make a judgement? The consultation also doesn't appear to take into account the new central government funding proposals which would reduce some schools deficits and ensure they are financially viable. There is also a complete lack of provision for pre school children, they seem to have been completely disregarded. Rather surprisingly there is no acknowledgement that the closure of Whittonstall First school would have an enormous impact on its federated partner Broomley. Therefore I have no faith in any of the models presented as an alternative to the status quo. The excellent schools who have been drawn into these proposals have some fantastic ideas to reduce the number of surplus places in the west of Northumberland and ensure a quality sustainable model is provided that puts the child first, perhaps the council should seek advice from those educators who we all respect?! 

My suggestion would be to talk to those schools who have made excellent proposals that address the budget deficits and surplus places and not be swayed by Hadrian Learning Trust who, granted need a new building at Hexham High, but have just acadamised and therefore should have proved their financial viability before this occurred?  One Academy Trust should not be able to force wholesale education reform on an area. The closure of Haydon Bridge High School would be devastating for the outer west and would reduce parental &amp; pupil choice. They should be supported in the visionary proposals put forward by Darren Glover that would provide an excellent alternative to the academia that is pursued at QE. Every child deserves a choice and a chance at a first class education that meets THEIR needs, not forced to attend a high school that is potentially educating 2250 children (some of whom would have transferred from very small first or primaries of less than 100 pupils!). Lower down the years Corbridge Middle School proposals of education hubs where there are ever closer links between the pathways would support shared resources and again reduce the deficit. Perhaps smaller first schools could be encouraged to look at the Broomley &amp; Whittonstall Federation where schools share resources, staff and expenditures? This is not something that can be addressed overnight and the short timeframe to begin the school closures given in the consultation is exceptionally tight which is very concerning. 

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Don't know

No

No

i think that Corbridge middle has a widely spread range of activitise from sports clubs and ton frenchip club they have good support teachers and all the lessons havae something to keep you busy and my brother went to corbridge middle school so a couple of teachers knew me but they didnt pick me over other people.If hms and QE merged I would go to prudho high school but we would struggle alot to get there five days a week.Also many of the first schools that feed into corbridge would shut.Many of my friends said they would go to prudhoe.Lots of people move to Corbridge middle and it has kept like that for a while its also nice that they school get involved in lots of things that help the cummunitte and the school.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Yes

I agree in part to option A

A 3 tier system should operate in West Tynedale to take into account the large catchment area.  Haltwhistle middle school should stay open as has been proposed by NCC in option A, however Haydon Bridge High School should also STAY OPEN.  Closure of HBHS would mean a lack of choice for parents and pupils from West Tynedale.  I believe that we are already a 'poor relation' from the South East corner of Northumberland, and closing HBHS would be further detrimental to this part of the county.  The long term prosperity of these towns &amp; villages would also suffer for years to come.

No

I don't agree with the proposals in option B

n/a

No

I don't agree with the proposals in option C

n/a

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham Middle School

Hedley on the HillNo

This model continues to have a mixture of first, middle, high and primary schools. I am under the impression that the high school wants to become a secondary school and that investment in the current middle school is unlikely. 

Yes

This appears to be the only viable option. The high school and middle school buildings need replaced. All schools will become primary and not have a mixture.

Investment in first schools is needed in order for this to work. First schools don't have the facilities for teaching years 5 and 6. For example PE facilities at the Sele. I would suggest with age group you need changing rooms and the gym is small for year 4 pupils let alone year 5 and 6. In addition the intake would be vastly reduced into reception. A whole class less would be admitted. Where would these children go? Would exemption be made to listed building restrictions in order to provide better facilities?

No

This is ridiculous and far fetched. You couldn't provide the staff to provide a range of curriculum subjects in the 11-16 as there wouldn't be enough pupils. I can't imagine parents wanting to send Reception children to a school with children up to 16.

Build a new Primary school in Hexham on the middle school to replace the Hexham first school. Would children from outlying areas such as Kielder and Otterburn spend over an hour each way each day on the bus to get school?

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Riding mill

No

Because some of the schools that would close are brilliant and children would have to travel longer distances in the morning

No

Middle schools give lots of opportunities and specialist subject teachers in ks2 and I really want my brother and other children to experience that. It would be scary to go from a small school to one with over 2000 children some being 18 years old. Also I want to keep the three tier system

No

Keep the three tier system. Corbridge middle school have done a model in which schools work together to provide the best education for us

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Whittionstall

Yes

I believe that the Hadrian Bridge pupils should be allowed to get their education Queen Elizabeth High School. I also thing Hexham Middle and High school should remain 3 tier as i have been in a primary school before moving house to Whittionstall and transferring to the first school there.I found that the way they teach and the age range there is a lot more suitable for younger education.

I personally don't think Whittionstall should be shut down because of the amount of people that live with in catchment (in which nursery and reception have not been included in numbers even though they will be the ones in the school when changes are made) or for any other financial reasons. What needs to be put first before anything is the actual education of the children of the future. Which is why i also do not believe heated swimming pools and and brand new buildings should come before our futures.

No

I think Corbridge middle should stay open and the 3 tier system should remain as it is. Whittonstall first school should stay open.

No

I think that Whittionstall first school should stay open and Hadrian bridge high school should shut.

I don't think Hexham Middle and Queen Elizabeth high should be amalgamated.

I think Whittionstall first should stay open and Hadrian Bridge pupils should be allowed to transfer into Hexham's education system.

See letters sent to Coucillors Jackson, Daley,and Gibson.
Email received:
Northumberland County Council's consultation on education in West Northumberland

Simonburn Parish Council strongly objects to any proposal to close or merge Wark Church of England First School

The Council fully supports the School’s Governing Body as well as the parents, pupils and the wider community who are all keen to keep this school functioning in Wark.

It is an excellent school (as reflected in above national outcomes standards OFSTED and SIAMS inspections); providing a safe, happy and nurturing learning environment with a growing reputation and an increasing number of pupils. This school is financially sound (current Government funding model) and NCC states that there will be a financial surplus by 2020/21.

In addition to this the school has excellent facilities, it is a very active community school and has valuable pre-school provision and wrap around care.

A village school is a major consideration when young families move to a new area to live.  Tynedale has an older demographic and younger families are essential in maintaining a sustainable and balanced community.  100% of the parents of pupils recommend this school

Simonburn Parish Council can see no possible reason for closing Wark Church of England First School.

Wark

No

Stated in letter To Coucillors

No

As stated in letter to Coucillors

No

As stated in letter to Councillors

Yours faithfully,

Staff Member

Queen Elizabeth High School

Heddon on the Wall

No

Job security for staff and fair access for rural children.

No

Job security for staff and fair access for children.

No

Job security for staff and fair access for children.

Investment in Hexham West schools.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Broomly

Stocksfield

No

Our children go to a small and very good school. These changes will mean that children in our area will have to travel further to larger schools in the future. I am concerned that closures of other schools in the area will have detrimental effects on pupil numbers and funding arrangements, and these don't appear to have been fully considered. 

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Newlands

No

No

No

Gunnerton

No

No

No

Woodhall Mill, Haydon Bridge

No

In my opinion, Model A needs a lot more factual evidence before it becomes a potential model.  Using words like "broadly" and "assumptions" do not give the general public the knowledge that they need, to be invited to give clear views based on accurate information e.g. no year by year projected numbers of potential new entrants for each school is given, merely the number of 2017/18 entrants and a future number, which I assume groups future years together.  The next four years MUST be available to NCC individually.  Hence, the public can only take it on trust that any first school merging WILL, in fact reach the required pupil numbers OR indeed that it has NOT reached the required numbers WITHOUT merging!  I did attend a drop in session to try to find out more accurate facts but apart from talking to someone in finance after a long wait and an interruption during our discussion.  The bottom line, I discovered, was any option chosen had to be financially sound and viable.  I think that alone is not enough.  Everyone else was tied up in clusters and no sign of breaking up occurred.  I could not see how the presence of someone from the catering staff could help me!  However, there were meaningful chats with representatives from schools.  My other worry is that different Council departments are not communicating.  As a result of Core Strategy, Haydon Bridge was allocated 240 new homes to be built - now all complete and still building goes on - 274 at the last count and more in the pipeline.  Even the starter homes can accommodate a small family and so more babies and children in the village.  Our village is not alone-all villages were required to increase the number of home.  Newbrough are advertising new homes for sale in the "Courant" today! Have these numbers been taken into account?  I have little faith in "big is beautiful" and that's what a super school will be-ENORMOUS.  I see no logic in having smaller schools within a larger school as Hadrian Learning Trust suggest.    

Not a viable option

No

For more than two years, HBHS has been battling controversy, rumour and half truths.  Should the school merge with QEHS, there will still be no calmness until at least Sept 2022.  That's if all goes to plan and the public has NO knowledge to base an opinion on except that a super school will appear in the "west end of Hexham".  Where?  Is there a plan?  Are plans drawn up already?  Has the decision already been made??  Is it a contoversial site-green belt?  More holdups beyond 2022?   Extra temporary accommodation is never satisfactory either for students or their teachers especialLy at secondary level with more movement around school and especially in inclement weather.  And that is what will be asked of children who are already traveling further.  In extreme cases, children who walk/drive to meet a taxi to take them to the school bus, which will then take them to school!  There's just not enough accurate detail being shared.  As in Model A, merging first schools on hazy numbers doesn't seem too important when many villages are having more homes built and also if you take into consideration that most school have nurseries, how can it be contemplated asking such young children to travel out of their village?

Not viable

No

A disjointed afterthought of a Model. Again, what does "significant" mean in describing proposed new buildings.  It sounds like part of a let out clause.  A primary school already exists in Haydon Bridge and serves the area admirably.  It is not necessary to spend more money accommodating children at HBHS.   My opinion of the first school merger is the same as for Models A and B.  Here seems to be a suitable place to comment on misinformation in your consultation document, where you say of HBHS "the low number of pupils has been in place for many years".  Even in 2016 as parents were choosing the secondary school for their child, the 2016/2017 numbers were looking healthy but then parents began to withdraw their decision.  Why?  Adverse media publicity:  it was reported that the Government would not after many months confirm Bright Tribe as the Trust to take over HBHS; next NCC decided to close HBHS; NCC sent letters to all prospective parents to inform them; then lo and behold the Government refused to allow HBHS to be closed.  All this happened before Christmas 2016.  No wonder numbers dropped.  Such heartlessness!  

Not viable in its present form.

I advocate that we move away from politics and that we put finance in its correct place.  We aren't dealing with industry; making commodities and making profits here.  We are dealing with our children and who, as future adults, will take over when we have gone.  Let's return to teaching and learning in a safe and stimulating environment.  As a retired teacher. who has always taught in areas of Northumberland and, in particular, Hexham I am saddened by the mix ups, confused communications and what appears to be poor and short-sighted decision-making.  I see no viability in any model and, as a result, I ask that you look at HBHS's proposed Model.  I don't say that it is perfect because I don't have NCC's overview but there is a substantial base from which to build. (It may well blend with some of Corbridge Middle's proposed model.)  In my opinion the HBHS Model embraces the 21st Century and also returns to considering students as real people and where teachers and students know each other. I love phrases like the student's outcomes should be at the "forefront of decision-making" and "creating a school rich in educational options" and "a scalable hybrid model".  If I were a member of Staff at the school, I would be enthused by this Model.  It also seems to me that the outlay would not be some huge scheme costing millions from the word go, but would progress more gradually, with time for more thought to be given to decisions.  The Headteacher was appointed by Bright Tribe.  He could have vanished when Bright Tribe pulled out, but he didn't.  The school has produced this Model; their last exam results were good; parents say how happy they are with the school.  Let's keep choice at secondary level.  To aid NCC further with the ongoing financial dilemma, I do strongly believe that the Hadrian Learning Trust should be responsible for sourcing the financial outlay for the Hexham Partnership, if an outlay is necessary.  To conclude, please keep the first schools in their villages.  Once gone they'll never come back and yet along with the church, they are the heart of the villages and, incidentally, something that tourists like to see when they visit!! 

Parent/carer

No

No

No

Email received: Dear Councillor Daley  I attended a consultation event run by Corbridge Church of England First School last Thursday evening with regards to the two consultations running with regards to education in the West of Northumberland. Representatives of the middle school were in attendance but no one had been available to attend from the Hexham Partnership.  The consultation was very helpful in clarifying a number of the issues arising from the consultation. Essentially, the session confirmed that the each of the consultation documents, those produced by the County Council and the Hexham Partnership, is lacking in information, unclear and in some cases contradictory.  An issue as serious as the education of children in the largest county in the Country, which gives rise to its own specific issues including the size of catchments, is being rushed through without sufficient consideration being given to consequences. The timetable suggests the decision is to be made by July and as yet there is little to no financial modelling available to support the options put forward and no consideration being given to the social implications for the more rural communities of Northumberland, amongst other matters.  As a parent of two children who would be directly affected by the proposals I have not yet found any information with regards to what investment might take place at their existing school to support its transition to a primary, or whether in fact this is intended to take place on the existing site.   I am also very concerned at the prospect of my children moving at the age of 11 to a secondary school of approximately 2,500 pupils. This will make it one of the largest in the country which seems nonsensical given the size of its catchment.   This also gives rise to significant concerns with regards pastoral care and the educational choices that will be available to students.  In short, the Council seems to have rushed its consideration to the future of education in the west of Northumberland without giving full and proper consideration to the information available or the likely outcomes. We cannot, therefore, support any of the proposals at this time.  Regards                                                  

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

No

No

The consultation models are uncertain and/or unclear in their current form to the point of obfuscation.  I am unable to understand the impact analysis and therefore find it very difficult to give constructive feedback on any of the three models. I think this draws the consultation process into question.

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Bellingham Middle School

Tarset

No

No

No

Keep our excellent rural schools!!!

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Consett

Don't know

 Unanimous decision by the Governing Body. We do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided. We do however wish to make the following points: 1. Closure of Haydon Bridge High School - our stakeholders are clear that it is important for there to be two “high/secondary” schools in the west of Northumberland to allow for parental choice and in the event that QEHS failed either financially or educationally for whatever reason. 2. Closure of eight schools- whilst offering the fewest closures of the three options, it is not clear how the annual loss of 6% of the total revenue income to the two partnerships will be found in efficiency savings by closing/merging schools. 3. Continued hybrid system in Haydon Bridge partnership - the current situation of small primary schools being close to middle schools provides an ongoing risk to the viability of small primary schools. It appears that currently some parents are choosing to move their children at the end of year 4 to middle schools rather than remain for years 5&amp;6 in their primary schools. 4. Surplus places - the closure of Haydon Bridge High School would remove a large percentage of the total number of surplus places from the Haydon Bridge partnership, however the proposed closure of the suggested first/primary schools would leave no spare capacity (-14 places) in first schools in the Hexham Partnership and still leave 29% surplus capacity in the first/primary schools in Haydon Bridge partnership

We believe it is important to offer at least one model that is fully three tier across both partnerships. This would help with school to school support/collaboration and potentially prevent “leakage” from smaller two tier schools into larger three tier schools.

No

Majority decision by the Governing Body. We do not agree that creating an 11-18 secondary school is the only option or the best way to meet the objectives. In summary we strongly believe that an age range change would have a detrimental impact on our students, families and communities. We urge you to listen to all the schools in the Hexham Partnership to ensure that all the schools continue to go from strength to strength. We would refer you to the ‘Making significant changes to an open academy - Departmental advice for all types of academy trust’ document which states: Where proposals are likely to have a significant impact on other local provision a full business case will usually be required to provide evidence that the education of children in the area, as a whole, will not be compromised. Where local provision is organised in three tiers and the aim is to move to two tier age range, the department expects schools to work together to ensure an appropriate coordinated implementation, and will only approve any individual proposal in that context. Our view is based upon the following and responds to information from the Hadrian Learning Trust consultation document which has been shared with Hadrian Learning Trust 1. EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES AND EXPERIENCE All schools in the Hexham Partnership are good or outstanding. Outcomes at the current 13-18 Queen Elizabeth High School are: ● in the top 12% schools nationally for KS4 progress ● 4th nationally in your group of 55 “similar” schools for both KS4 attainment and progress ● 22nd nationally in the Sunday Times parent guide for non-selective secondary schools ● in the top 15% schools nationally for KS5 with progress score 0.16 and average grade B vs C nationally. ● Last year, 60% of your KS4 students stayed at your school for post 16 studies. Currently approximately 40% of all students at Queen Elizabeth High School are part of Hadrian Learning Trust by virtue of having attended Hexham Middle School.   6  Impact on the wider partnership Model B states that there would be a significant impact on other schools within the partnership and their communities including the potential closure of Corbridge Middle School and some of the first schools closing or becoming primary. From responses we have received, we know that this would be overwhelmingly unpopular with our parents, staff and wider community. (Appendix 1) No information has been provided to suggest how, by changing the age range of the schools this would improve the progress of students. The pupils in a primary school would not have the range of specialist teaching in years 5 &amp; 6 which we believe would risk the standards currently achieved at GCSE. This level of specialism would not be possible in one form entry or less primary schools. We have noted from the Sele First School response to your consultation, that they propose forming a three form entry primary school with the offer of specialist teaching in years 5&amp;6. This would suggest that the current provision of specialist teaching in middle schools is valued by the Sele first school which is a National Support Schools and a Teaching School. A broad and balanced curriculum for primary aged students is currently a focus for Ofsted. At Corbridge Middle School we do have specialist teaching in years 5 to 8. We have attached an extract of the speech given by Amanda Spielman, HM Chief Inspector of Education, Children’s Services and Skills, at the Festival of Education 23rd June 2017 which shares her views on curriculum and the substance of education (Appendix 2). Without evidence that a risk assessment on the effect on attainment at KS2 has been completed we are concerned that standards may not be maintained at KS2, leading to the potential that standards at KS4 would not be maintained let alone improved. Evidence from other schools, or partnerships of schools, who have expanded or changed their age range shows this is a high risk. Nine of the sixteen secondary schools in Northumberland have changed their age range. In 2017, the top four secondary schools for progress 8 and top three secondary schools for attainment 8 are all 13-18 secondary schools with feeder middle schools. We have seen no measurable evidence that students in the care of Hadrian Learning Trust since year 5 have progressed any better than those from Corbridge Middle School or St Joseph’s Middle School. There is no evidence that the progress of pupils would be improved by extending the teaching, leadership and management of Hadrian Learning Trust for all 11 - 18 students. No evidence how educational experience would be better than now The enrichment opportunities that students at Corbridge Middle School have are outstanding. We are able to frequently involve whole year groups in a variety of enrichment opportunities. We also engage fully with local businesses and members of the community to extend students’ learning into business and the local community. This would be much harder in a very large secondary school, with little evidence that this currently takes place at Queen Elizabeth High School. There is a lack of evidence how enrichment opportunities would be maintained or improved. This has an impact on lifelong learning, engagement and future aspirations. Our current structure of education allows children to have three chances for holding positions of responsibility across the breadth of school life whether this is as a member of school council, captain of houses, leader of bands, sports teams, or main acting/singing parts in school productions. Almost half of the children at Corbridge Middle have represented the school in a sports event or competition and almost 60%   7   have participated in a lunchtime or after school sports club. Participation and uptake of activities for pupil premium children is comparable with all other children. No information regarding what an 11-18 school can achieve and deliver compared to the current structure with modifications There has been no information provided or research evidence on how the change in structure would improve the provision for the pupils in 7&amp;8 or indeed 9. Corbridge Middle School has never been opposed to making changes. We do believe we have played an instrumental part in the partnership work on assessment, age related expectations and continuity of the curriculum across schools. We have attempted to explore the sharing of staff with Hadrian Learning Trust as we already have experience of successfully sharing both teaching and support staff with other schools outside our partnership. We would welcome further opportunities for working together at a strategic level, as a close partnership of schools, for the benefit of the wider community. As part of the consultation, we had expected that an improved more inclusive offer for post 16 education would have been incorporated into the plans. Given the context of our large rural catchment area, it is disappointing that for whatever reason 40% of year 11 students at Queen Elizabeth High School have to continue their education much further afield. 2. PROPOSED SIZE OF THE SCHOOL AND THE IMPLICATIONS Currently Queen Elizabeth High School, with a KS4 cohort size of 302 (in 2017), has the 58th largest cohort size in England. If QEHS received approval to become a secondary school, the Sele First School would become the only primary school with more than one form entry with all other feeder schools being one form entry or less (30 pupils or less). Of those “secondary” schools with a cohort size similar or greater than the size of Queen Elizabeth High School, 29% (17) are 13/14-18 high schools. The Hadrian Learning Trust statement on page 7 that ‘our local three tier system is increasingly out of step... there are now only 46 13-18 high schools (1.4% of all secondaries)’ is therefore misleading. Schools of a similar size to Queen Elizabeth High School are more likely to be part of a three tier system than the national picture suggests. Commentary We struggle to understand how any organisational or physical design of a new secondary school could minimise the enormity of the transition from small primary school to large secondary school. Parental feedback (Appendix 1) confirms our belief that there would be serious implications for the wellbeing and education of children moving to such a large establishment. Hadrian Learning Trust Consultation Document Section 5. What does this mean for your child? identifies some aims for how they will be improving the educational journey for all children. They have not explained how they plan to achieve these aims and we would disagree that the aims mentioned would provide any improvement on what we currently have. Parental feedback has confirmed that:     8   ● the current transitions are gentle and align with the physical development of our children from small first schools to a large high school ● they feel no need to align time spent in school with the key stages as long as the curriculum taught at each stage is aligned across the partnership of schools In addition: ● there is no evidence to suggest that there is a dip in learning as a result of our three tier system, as shown by the 2017 Progress 8 score for Queen Elizabeth High School placing it in the top 12% schools nationally ● Carrying out KS2 SATs halfway through middle school is felt to reduce the stress caused by SATs being ‘the finale’ of primary school. How much preparation for KS4 exams is required? Parents already tell us that the level of testing carried out at Queen Elizabeth High School in preparation for KS4 exams is causing stress for their children ● Providing more time in larger schools does not necessarily allow pupils to take part in more “aspects of school life”. Currently students have a real opportunity to represent their school as a part of many different types of team, perform in or support school shows, be part of the school council and take part in competitions. This is all made possible because the schools are small enough to make opportunities more accessible. Loss of parental choice for children at age 11 in rural areas with poor public transport We have major concerns that parents would have only one choice of secondary education. Whilst the ‘Collaborative Model’ that we shared with parents has been well received, the main feedback has been on the lack of choice from age 13. This would be exacerbated if the age range was changed to 11-18. We have adapted our ‘Collaborative Model’ (Appendix 3) to a ‘Collaborative Pathways Model’ (Appendix 4) accordingly to include provision up to age 18 in the Haydon Bridge area. Distances involved and lack of public transport within the Hexham (and Haydon Bridge) catchment areas mean that already parents have little choice but to send their child to their “catchment school”. Any choice that currently exists would be taken away. If HBHS were to close and with William Howard school instructed to reduce its PAN; NCC would still have an obligation to provide places but currently the only nearest options at year 7 would be Hexham, Prudhoe Highfield Middle School, Ponteland Middle or High School, Consett, Ryton or Blaydon. 3. INCLUSION Attainment and progress data from Corbridge Middle School and feedback from our School Improvement Partner indicate that Corbridge Middle School provides an excellent educational experience for pupils and particularly for SEN and disadvantaged students. Parental feedback and feedback from outside agencies from Northumberland, County Durham and London education authorities is outstanding. We have not been provided with any information detailing why provision for disadvantaged students or students with Special educational needs and disabilities will be enhanced by Model B.   9   Any details of proposed enhanced provision, SEND support or specialist services are missing from your consultation report. 4. Managing Change We have not had access to a risk assessment or an impact study that supports the Hadrian Learning Trust view that it has the capacity to drive the school to become an outstanding school as well as manage the significant changes should this proposal go ahead. The scale of the changes which are being proposed would require outstanding Leadership and Management ● Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School are good schools, not outstanding schools. ● Ofsted judged Leadership and Management to be good, not outstanding ● Reducing the MAT from two schools to one school is out of step with policy of the National School Commissioner. ● Queen Elizabeth High School is not a National Teaching School or National Support School ● Hadrian Learning Trust is not an approved sponsor. It would be useful to know where this age range fits with any longer term strategic plan to expand the MAT. There has been a lack of information regarding future growth of the MAT: vertical, horizontal or geographical expansion. At Corbridge Middle School we believe that we are an outward facing school who actively seek the opportunity to work strategically with others. We are particularly keen to work together on any aspects of Teaching and Learning and Leadership. We would welcome the opportunity to work with the Hadrian Learning Trust and all other schools to work together on a vision for educational provision. 5. FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY There is no financial modelling for Model B. Please see appendix 5 for more information. Hadrian Learning Trust achieved a surplus of £91,000 in their first annual accounts ending August 2017 Hadrian Learning Trust have shown a swing of +£500,000 in forecast year end balances by end August 2019 in the nine months between consultations. Hadrian Learning Trust have shown a swing of +£720,000 in forecast end balances by end August 2022 when comparing both consultations. No modelling has been provided to show the impact of becoming an 11-18 school in expenditure so we are unable to make any further judgement. Closure of fourteen schools- has the largest impact on school closures of all three options, it is not clear how the annual loss of 9% of the total revenue income to the two partnerships from this potential model will be found in efficiency savings by closing/merging schools. Size of school rather than phases in school There are too many variables to state that a primary-secondary system is inherently more efficient to run. It is both the size of the school/s and organisation of schools which attracts efficiencies rather than the phases educated. With 72.9% of the income in schools relating directly to the number of pupils in the school, it is    10   more important to achieve economies from expansion either through federation or multi academy trusts, than considering age range change. Our geographical area does have different challenges in that only 52% of the residents of the Hexham catchment area live in the town of Hexham and only 29% of residents of Hexham/Haydon Bridge catchment area live in the town of Hexham. Any education system being designed for our area must take into account the needs of those residents who live not only in Hexham but also in the wider catchment area. The potential financial gain for Hadrian Learning Trust cannot be viewed in isolation but must incorporate any financial implications for the schools feeding into Hadrian Learning Trust and income into the partnership of schools as a whole. This includes the loss of lump sum funding @ £110,000 per school, sport premium funding of £16,000 per school and the potential loss of up to £25,000 sparsity funding per school if rural schools are merged to form larger schools. NCC have currently put forward a potential model of two tier education for both Hexham and Haydon Bridge partnerships which would see a loss of £1.6 million in budget share per annum for the partnerships of schools in the West. This loss in income equates to 9% of the total budget share (minus rates). We would be interested to see your modelling for this. Minimum per student funding level The information supplied in the Hadrian Learning Trust Consultation document is misleading. We have received the following information from the Funding Policy Unit at the Department for Education: It is correct that the minimum per pupil funding level is lower for KS3 only schools than it is for secondary schools which teach both KS3 and KS4. The minimum per student level for secondary schools has been set in consideration of the requirements of teaching both KS3 and KS4 students. The policy intention is that the factor provides a minimum level of funding to the school as a whole, depending on the phases of education it provides. The funding is not for the education of the individual students who attract it. This is why the minimum per student funding level for key stage 3 only schools is lower. Having said that, we have received feedback from several stakeholders about the size of the differential, and we are reflecting on this for 2019-20. In 2018-19 and 2019-20 LAs can choose whether or not to implement the minimum per student funding levels and can choose to set them up to the values used in the NFF. The funding levels published for 19/20 are under review and at present the NCC Schools Forum has used the funding provided to support the higher Key Stage 4 AWPU of £4,580 (cf £4,386 Hard NFF rate). The current 18/19 budget share for Queen Elizabeth High School, Hexham Middle School, Corbridge Middle School and St Joseph Middle School show that all schools are receiving more than the minimum per student funding level so no top up funding is to be received. The technical guidance note confirms that the minimum per student funding level is in place for 18/19 and 19/20. There is no evidence that this per student funding guarantee will be available after implementation of the hard National Funding Formula. We also now understand that the Policy Funding Unit of the ESFA are reviewing the guaranteed levels for KS3 and 4 for 2019/2020.  11  If this were an important consideration for Hadrian Learning Trust, they are already in a position to combine Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School into one school to attract the higher per student funding level for 40% of the proposed Key Stage 3 students. 6. CAPITAL INVESTMENT HAS BEEN PROMISED FOR EDUCATION IN THE WEST Parental feedback has confirmed that they would wish for capital investment in the building stock of both Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School and ideally a complete new build for Queen Elizabeth High School. We understand as part of the NCC consultation into education in the west Northumberland that NCC have set aside £45m for investment in education. It has been made clear that any investment ‘relies upon a rationalisation and investment process’. Whilst all three potential models put forward by NCC include statements regarding a new build of Queen Elizabeth High School/Hexham Middle School whether a two or three tier system is in place, it is not clear how much “rationalisation” ie schools closures would be required in order to release any capital funding. We hope that capital funding is forthcoming to provide Queen Elizabeth High School with a state of the art facility which can be achieved for far less than £50+ million without major disruption to all other schools

We do not view this option as a viable option for maintaining or improving the educational outcomes and experience of children within the west of Northumberland

Don't know

We do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided. We do wish to make the following points: 1. Co-location of HMS and QEHS on one site - with a new build, this may resolve the issues of decaying building stock and surplus places at both schools whilst also allowing for both financial efficiencies (to be determined) and educational advantages from a closer proximity of the two schools. 2. Haydon Bridge High School - keeping a secondary school in the Haydon Bridge Partnership supports our view that our stakeholders view that it is important for there to be two “high/secondary” schools in the west of Northumberland to allow for parental choice, management of risk if either QEHS or HBHS failed either financially or educationally for whatever reason and the opportunity for the two schools to work collaboratively together along with Prudhoe High school. 3. Haydon Bridge High School - it is not known whether there is a potential sponsor so whether this option is viable. If it is viable it is felt that the school should have a fresh start with a new build which supports the planned curriculum offer and capacity required within the HBHS proposed model. This should remove the current surplus capacity and place the school on a sound financial footing. 4. Closure of ten schools- whilst offering fewer closures than option A, it is not clear how the annual loss of 7% revenue income to the two partnerships will be found in efficiency savings by the closing/merging of schools. 5. A two system in Haydon Bridge partnership and three tier system for Hexham Partnership could continue the current “leakage” of children from Haydon Bridge to Hexham partnership this could continue to place at risk the small primary schools in the Haydon Bridge partnership. 6. Surplus places - the closure of Haydon Bridge High School, Haltwhistle and Bellingham Middle schools would remove a large percentage of the total number of the current 50% surplus places from the Haydon Bridge partnership, however the proposed closures would still leave 30% surplus places in the Haydon Bridge Partnership and no spare capacity (-14 places) in first schools in the Hexham Partnership (Appendix 6 Education in the West and Surplus School Places). 7. Travel time for pupils in the rural parts of Haydon Bridge catchment area would increase significantly for children aged 11.

One of the complications of this consultation is that it is trying to address ● Hadrian Learning Trust’s wish to change their age range to 11-18, ● the lack of sponsor and threatened closure of Haydon Bridge High school ● a surplus places issue and ● financial concerns in some schools whilst final details of the national funding formula and future housing projections are unclear. There are also added complications due to the number of academies involved in the consultation over which NCC has no control. What has been missing in this consultation is the opportunity for groups of schools to work together, with the data required, to come up with solutions to the current challenges being faced by some individual schools. We have tried to gather views from across the Hexham Partnership regarding individuals’ views on: 1. What do you like about the education currently offered to your children? 2. What could be better? What would you like a new improved education to look like? 3. What, succinctly, is your dream? We concentrated on trying to come up with a Collaborative Model (Appendix 3) where 6 individual hubs could be given the time and data to come up with an age 3-13 educational pathway, leading into a new age 13-18 high school. This model was sent to all school leaders in both partnerships. We have not had the time to speak with each school individually on their views of such an approach. It would be fair to say that where we currently have close working relationships in the Hexham Partnership, feedback has been positive. Feedback from parents and colleagues widely shared the view that although they liked the idea, there needed to be a second choice of school post 13 in west Northumberland. We have adapted the model to come up with version 2; the Collaborative Pathways model (Appendix 4). We have deliberately not said whether schools are first, primary, or ‘all-through’ - this would be for the school leaders in the different ‘hubs’ to discuss. There are different needs and therefore potential solutions for the Hexham Partnership and the Haydon Bridge Partnership. The groupings of the schools is not set in stone and we already know that some schools would like to “collaborate” in different hubs from those set out. Hadrian Learning Trust are not wishing to engage whilst they drive forward with their plans to change their age range. In the Hexham Partnership where educational outcomes are already good we feel we should be able to take stock rather than rush into a solution at this stage. We are not talking about an extensive period of time to carry out this work but more time than has currently be allowed given the pressure of following a “formal” consultation process. We would welcome the support of NCC or other independent experts in carrying out this work. We would like to see more formal collaboration between schools, both across phases and within phase. All-through collaborations, with strong leadership, from 3-18 could be fantastic.  14

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Allendale

No

I believe that the way forward for sustainable education is the conversion to a two tier education system. West Northumberland is out of step with the rest of the country.  The three tier education system does not fit with the national curriculum key stages.  I dont believe it is a child's best interests to undergo a school transfer at the end of year 4 and then again at year 8.

No

I adopt the submissions of The Sele First school.

The evidence in the consultation in regard to reducing PAN numbers does not add up.  It would be wholly destructive to reduce the Sele PAN to 60. It is an outstanding teaching school and is a beacon of educational excellence.  Reducing the intake would have a significant and unacceptable effect on the one outstanding establishment which could expand to be an outstanding primary school in the area.   I adopt the Sele's submission in this regard.

No

This is a "dogs breakfast" of a proposal that would maintain education in west northumberland post age 9 completely out of step. 

The key things that should come out of the consultation in my view:  1)there should be a conversion from three tier to two tier education  2)HLT's decision in this regards seems to be heading in this direction which I support  3)Appropriate funding should be budgeted for the creation of a modern state of the art secondary school in Hexham.   4)At the same time the council should not ignore the need to invest in the first schools to allow them to continue with their intake for a further two years.  This should not be at the expense of reducing PAN's for the new primary's which would be a false economy.

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

corbridge

No

No

No

Keep the three tier system.



[bookmark: 7]Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Hexham

No

None of the 3 options are viable

No

None of the 3 options are viable

No

None of the three options are viableThe main thought that I have is that the QEHS tail is wagging the LA dog here.  Firstly QEHS/MS is currently financially viable and should continue to be so if it is managed correctly.  The High School in Haydon Bridge should not be allowed to close - it clearly needs investment. The people of West Northumberland deserve better than one school closes because of neglect, creating a mega-school in Hexham with the largest catchment in England, It is usually sound advice to never become an outlier because the chances are the project will be a disaster.  All current schools should form into hubs where a single management structure within each hub provides support. That way the excellent first schools and middle schools will survive, continuing to provide above average education at a reasonable cost. 

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

Acomb is a viable community school which is very successful first school and also available to move to being a primary school. The school is very viable and very sustainable. Excellent EYFS provision for the 2, 3 and 4 year olds also in partnership with the nursery.

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

St Marys RC First School

Yes

I don't agree with any of the 3 options but if I had to choose any it would be Option A.  I don't want to see the closure of any school but I do think the closing of middle schools would have a negative impact on the standard of education. Also we send our children to our chosen schools because of religious reasons.  If the system becomes 2 tier we would lose this option at Year 7 unless we were prepared to let our children travel for hours each way on a bus.  Not an option for us.  Also if there was only one high school parents would have choice taken away from them.  Pastoral care would also suffer.  The pastoral care at St Josephs is second to none.  St Mary's would loose amenities if it was to become a primary, a library, an IT room and a resource room.  Other first schools would have mixed age classes in Year 6, a vital year for SATS. Teachers would lose jobs.

No

same as before

No

same as before

Parent/carer

Other

Broomley First School and Whittonstall First School

Hedley on the HillNo

Whittonstall &amp; Broomley First School Federation is financially viable  Whittonstall is close to capacity and closing Whittonstall would not address the problem of surplus places in other Northumberland schools.  Whittonstall has significant shared costs, staff and resources with Broomley First School. This supports the financial viability of the Federation. This proposal would be very detrimental to this arrangement and have far reaching implications for the viability of Broomley.  The closure of Whittonstall First School would have a severe detrimental impact on the cohesion of the local community to which it contributes so much – including the significant loss of jobs in the area.  The Federation is in the process of forming a MAT with the Tynedale Community Learning Trust  Distances pupils will be expected to travel from their homes to school are unacceptable  No provision has been made for pre-school education in the proposals 

Keep Whittonstall open

No

Whittonstall &amp; Broomley First School Federation is financially viable  Whittonstall is close to capacity and closing Whittonstall would not address the problem of surplus places in other Northumberland schools.  Whittonstall has significant shared costs, staff and resources with Broomley First School. This supports the financial viability of the Federation. This proposal would be very detrimental to this arrangement and have far reaching implications for the viability of Broomley.  The closure of Whittonstall First School would have a severe detrimental impact on the cohesion of the local community to which it contributes so much – including the significant loss of jobs in the area.  The Federation is in the process of forming a MAT with the Tynedale Community Learning Trust  Distances pupils will be expected to travel from their homes to school are unacceptable  No provision has been made for pre-school education in the proposals 

Keep Whittonstall open

No

Whittonstall &amp; Broomley First School Federation is financially viable  Whittonstall is close to capacity and closing Whittonstall would not address the problem of surplus places in other Northumberland schools.  Whittonstall has significant shared costs, staff and resources with Broomley First School. This supports the financial viability of the Federation. This proposal would be very detrimental to this arrangement and have far reaching implications for the viability of Broomley.  The closure of Whittonstall First School would have a severe detrimental impact on the cohesion of the local community to which it contributes so much – including the significant loss of jobs in the area.  The Federation is in the process of forming a MAT with the Tynedale Community Learning Trust  Distances pupils will be expected to travel from their homes to school are unacceptable  No provision has been made for pre-school education in the proposals 

Keep Whittonstall open

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Queen Elisabeth

No

Whittonstall is a great school so don't close it. I don't want to go to a huge school, I like to know everyone in my year. 

Listen to Jane Kennedy, she has a plan 

No

Don't close Whittonstall or corbridge otherwise my brother will have to move schools and away from his friends. I don't want to go to a large school, I like to know everyone in my year.

Listen to Jane Kennedy

No

Whittonstall is a great little school and I got to know everyone there. I don't want to go to a huge school with thousands of pupils.

Listen to Jane Kennedy, she has a good plan. 

Work together and come up with a good solution to save our schools

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale

No

No

No

The proposal set out by HBHS is the education system I support as an option for my children.  It sets out specifically education that fundamentally puts the individual students education needs first, based on project based learning, a 3 yr GSCE programme, vocational and apprenticeship opportunities and an aim to provide special educational needs and disability provision.  With the correct funding and support of our local government I feel very strongly that HBHS can continue to provide excellent education for our local communities.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall First School

Shotley Bridge

No

Merging QE and HBHS won’t work. This “super” school fundamentally wont work in the rural nature of west Northumberland in terms of travel and educational experience for children. It will effect educational standards.   Whittonstall First school is an essential part of the community, it’s viable and at capacity. It looks low on numbers due to low birth rate in year 3, but is over subscribed. This doesn’t take account of communities on the county border. Closer will make the village an “unsustainable “ village - a place to just drive through.   Three tier works- don’t kill it. 

Don’t close whittonstall- use a group federated model to ser efficiencies and keep three tier as far aa possible because it works.

No

Two tier won’t work in such a rural district. There is no evidence that a purely two tier model will work and children will spend more time travelling to and from school.   Achievement of first and middle schools sets up QE for great results. It is too much of a risk to jeopardise this.   No convincing argument has been forthcoming and the “facts” use for thus consultation are wrong. Whittonstall school is viable and has pupil sufficient numbers.

Federated group model to gain efficiencies and raise capital got QE building.

No

QE going secondary has no solid basis based on an options appraisal and no business case has been presented. It is too risky to jeopardise the excellent educational outcomes ; academic and non- academic achieved under the current system,   Closing whittonstall will extend travel of very young kids to a community they are not familiar with. It will make the village unsustainable and does not recognise the cross county border ties of residents. There are no spaces in Shotley Bridge or Ebchester schools for these pupils- you do know these villages extend across the river?? 

Group federated model and closer partnership working is the answer to make efficiencies ( (although I believe most schools show s surplus). Surely working together will help find more surplus to invest in capital costs for QE.

The options aren’t really a range of options are they? Closer of schools in all options doesn’t put forward the option of status quo and partnership working. Federated schools such has Broomley and Whittonstall have made schools viable.   Also, with so much house building in west Tynedale why not look at section 106 anc commited sums for capital funding for schools. I’m sure housebuilders at Kitty Frisk £450k houses made plenty profit and contributed a lot in commuted sums as well as New Homes Bonus into Ncc confers, Sort out your planning requirements and get profit making housebuilders to pay for QE and HBHS capital requirents. 

Staff Member

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

Sledge hammer to a walnut. NCC should be looking at how best to support rural schools rather than shutting them. How do they think that destroying small communities is a good thing. DEFRA is trying hard to ensure the upkeep and survival of small rural communities, and NCC is trying it's best to dismantle them.... What's next, no buses... Oh that happened, no snow ploughing... Oh that happened, no post offices... Oh that happened,   

Improve by bining it and starting again. It has no redeeming features.

No

Worse than A.... Basically everything in Northumberland is closed outside hexham. If NCC want to destroy the whole of Northumberland, please vote B now!!!! 

How NCC even had the balls to put the option out amazed me. But knowing its the option that best fits QEHS proposed outlook.... Speaks volumes. NCC please don't sail us all down the river because QEHS want you to.

No

Even though this option saves my job, my school and my 2 wee girls school, it doesn't make it right. See that bigger picture. Have you seen the map of QEHS proposed catchment area... Distances of cullcoates to Sunderland in the east, cramlington to consett in the west.... That's just stupid. Someone at NCC needs to get some perspective, and a map!!!

Get a map.... Drive the distances during the school run in a 52 seater bus on rural roads and all the pick ups, and you tell me it can be done in under 45mins, and I'll show you a picture of Lewis Hamilton driving for snaith bus company.

Northumberland is a rural county. It has great communities that have great schools. I have read the Corbridge middle school option and it looks good. It's not perfect but is so much better than any NCC option that at should be looked at. Why NCC is trying so hard to make QEHS the only option is beyond me. It actively kicks out 60% of its pupils after GCSE to ensure its A level grades remain high. That's not a community school, it business!!!! With all the money available, why not build an all encompassing community high school/college. Whether in hexham or haydon bridge, but one that embraces all 16+ pupils or adult learners. Be a new beacon school that Northumberland can be proud of not divide county that depends on a school that refuses 60% of its students a further education and one,if NCC gets it way, offers no alternative.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

I do not believe that closing first/primary schools is in the best interests of our children's educational standards. I think it is unsatisfactory for example to close Greenhead Primary school which has an ofsted rating of good and send those children to Haltwhistle Academy lower campus which is rated inadequate and the fact that its position is tenuous due to Bright tribe potentially pulling out from that school.  With regards to closing schools because of the low predicted future admissions, there is a lot of proposed buiding of housing in some areas which would attract more families into the area which could potentially increase the potential admissions in the future. Also a lot of the smaller first schools have better outcomes educationally due to the fact that the children are more nurtured and have more focused attention on their indivivual needs that would potentially be lost in bigger classes.  With regards to chollerton first school, they have an excellent reputation and results, to close this school would be an absolute travesty and deeply impact the surrounding villages.  I do not think that closing HBHS would be beneficial to the community, I believe it would reduce choice for parents with regards to where they send their children. It would mean increased travel times for children, longer days for them. Increased burden on school transport, potentially increased disruption on Hexham roads in the mornings and afternoons when children are dropped off and picked up, not to mention an increased carbon footprint due to the additional transport and journey times.  Disruption to communities as a whole.   Also I do not believe that a bigger high school is best for the community, I do not believe it would be sustainable and if it failed, where do the children then attend school if there is no choice?  I do not believe Model A is a viable option for the future of education in West Northumberland.  

No

I do not believe the closure of first/primary and middle schools is in the best interests of our childrens educational standards.  I believe this model reduces choice for parents in choosing schools, I do not believe a Super High school is a good idea, I don't think it would be sustainable financially, it would disrupt multiple communities. There would also be more pressure on the roads in the Hexham area with more school transport. I do not think that closing HBHS would be beneficial to the community, I believe it would reduce choice for parents with regards to where they send their children. It would mean increased travel times for children, longer days for them. Increased burden on school transport, potentially increased disruption on Hexham roads in the mornings and afternoons when children are dropped off and picked up, not to mention an increased carbon footprint due to the additional transport and journey times.  Disruption to communities as a whole.   Also I do not believe that a bigger high school is best for the community, I do not believe it would be sustainable and if it failed, where do the children then attend school if there is no choice? With regards to closing schools because of the low predicted future admissions, there is a lot of proposed buiding of housing in some areas which would attract more families into the area which could potentially increase the potential admissions in the future. Also a lot of the smaller first schools have better outcomes educationally due to the fact that the children are more nurtured and have more focused attention on their indivivual needs that would potentially be lost in bigger classes.  With regards to chollerton first school, they have an excellent reputation and results, to close this school would be an absolute travesty and deeply impact the surrounding villages. I do not believe Model B is a viable option for the future of education in West Northumberland.   

No

I do not believe the closure of first/primary schools is in the best interests of our children's educational standards.  With regards to closing schools because of the low predicted future admissions, there is a lot of proposed buiding of housing in some areas which would attract more families into the area which could potentially increase the potential admissions in the future. Also a lot of the smaller first schools have better outcomes educationally due to the fact that the children are more nurtured and have more focused attention on their indivivual needs that would potentially be lost in bigger classes.  With regards to chollerton first school, they have an excellent reputation and results, to close this school would be an absolute travesty and deeply impact the surrounding villages.   I do not believe that Model C is a viable option for the future of education in West Northumberland. 

I believe that HBHS should be allowed to try and improve their situation by offering more vocational courses, which would potentially attract pupils who would have gone further afield to colleges. I think with the right support that they can improve things to become more viable, I feel that the school has been allowed to flounder over many years with little to no help.   HMS and QEHS should be allowed to have a new school building. I think we should remain a three tier system as it best supports our children and community due to the rural location that most of them live in.   But I absolutely do not believe that closing first/primary schools is in the in the best interests of our children. I think that the local schools should be able to form partnerships in order to share resources and support each other rather than close or merge. With better assistance with budgeting I believe a lot of these schools can sustain their financial viability, they are already excellent schools in most cases, I believe that would continue in the long term.   I do not think longer journey times is in the best interests of our children's wellbeing or their ability to learn. I think the impact of school closures would have a negative effect on our children and the wider community.  

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

I DO NOT support any of Northumberland County Council’s proposed ‘Models’ for the future of education in the West of the County.   I do not believe that any of the proposed changes will offer my children a better educational outcome than the one we have now.   The consultation document fails to provide any educational or financial forecasts for any of the potential Models.  It asks parents to chose which of NCC’s proposed ‘Models’ we would prefer yet it does not offer us any information on which to base our decisions.  It does not tell us the forecasted financial outcomes of any of their suggested models.  Crucially, it does not tell us the forecasted educational outcomes of their proposed models.  WHY?   As parents we care deeply about our children’s education.  Why on earth would we choose a system without educational or financial forecasts?     There is no evidence that any of the potential models will improve educational outcomes.  There is no evidence that any of the potential models offer greater financial viability either collectively or for individual schools.  I believe there to be serious risk that such dramatic changes, particularly the closure of many small rural schools and, in models A and B, a high school and / or 5 middle schools, will in fact be detrimental to educational outcomes. Every school closed will result in a loss of £110,000 capital funding from central government plus £16,000 PE funding for schools with primary age children therefore I do not believe the changes proposed in Model A to offer greater financial viability.  The consultation document contains no analysis of the impact that closure of large numbers of schools will have on the local communities that they serve, nor on the local economy more generally.  However, I believe it to be overwhelmingly likely that such closures will have a profound and, in some cases, devastating impact. The schools suggested for closure / merger are in many cases an integral part of the local community, and often the very reason that families move to an area.   All 3 potential models propose that Beaufront First School will close or merge with Acomb First School. This would not be in the best interests of either school, educationally or financially.  I wholeheartedly object to this proposal and therefore on this basis I DO NOT support any of the three Models proposed in the Consultation by NCC.  Beaufront First School is a thriving, viable and sustainable school.  It is a continually Ofsted rated ‘Outstanding’ school.  It provides the highest level of education in an exceptionally nurturing environment.  The school's KS1 results are in the top 10% nationally.  The school has strong and consistent pupil numbers and is almost always at full capacity. Currently it has 70 pupils.  It has a track record of delivering financial surpluses with an expectation that this will continue in the future.  The school ticks every box that a Council would expect from a school.    It is utterly absurd that a Council would consider closing a school which is as successful as Beaufront.   BEAUFRONT FACTS:  1)Beaufront is a popular and viable school:  The school's PAN is 75, the number that NCC considers to form the basis of a sustainable school. Beaufront currently has 70 children on the roll. It has the fewest number of spare places in the Hexham Partnership and has plans to ensure those spaces are filled. The school has plans in place to introduce a wrap around care facility and a nursery.  Seemingly the lack of these two facilities are the only reasons parents would chose not to send their children to Beaufront. The introduction of these two facilities will undoubtedly bring to roll to the full capacity of 75.     The consultation process highlights the fact that most of Beaufront's pupils live “out of catchment”: The school has undertaken research into this and has reached the conclusion that their popularity lies in their ethos of inclusivity. A school was established at Beaufront in the 1890s for the children of those who worked or lived on the Beaufront Estate.   Over the years, numbers of children in the immediate area of Beaufront have gradually decreased, yet the school has grown and grown. The school is proud of the fact that parents choose to send their children to them.  I, as a parent, am proud to make that choice for my children.  Families, move to the area because of this school.  Some families choose to travel long distances from elsewhere in the County just to attend our school. What an accolade for a rural first school and how foolish of a council to suggest closing it!  2)Beaufront is a highly successful school:  It is Ofsted “Outstanding”. Whilst NCC have suggested that this is of limited significance, there have been no events to trigger any further review since their last in 2011, and their results since then have clearly given no cause for any concern.  Their SIP reports are consistently good.  Their KS1 results for all subjects in the last academic year were in the top 10% for attainment nationally.  3)Beaufront is a sustainable school:  Budget forecasts in 2016/17 identified the potential for deficit if no action was taken, under deliberately prudent assumptions around income and expenditure levels.  Beaufront has never run a financial deficit and do not believe it will in the future.  The school has significantly reduced the previously predicted deficits as a result of prudent financial management. They do not expect to have a deficit in the future. A summary of their most recent budget predications and more detailed financial analysis is available from the school should you require it.  The school has also made additional plans to increase financial robustness, whilst also enabling additional investment in education provision. These plans, pre-dating this consultation, include an extension of Beaufront’s offer to include nursery and out-of-hours provision. An application for Community Powers has been made. If the application is granted, the school predicts a financial surplus, even on the most conservative of income forecasts, which surplus will be invested in education provision.   The school's plans with regard to Community Powers address also the overall sustainability of the school. Whilst the school has few surplus places, their aim is to have none.  The research carried out by the school prior to making the application for Community Powers revealed that many other families would choose to send their children to Beaufront if they offered nursery and out of hours provision. The school believes that this also explains why some families within the catchment choose different schools.   ALL MODELS REDUCE PARENTAL CHOICE All potential models reduce dramatically parental choice in the appropriate school for their child. Reducing parental choice is inconsistent with Government policy. In model B, there will be no choice at all in relation to secondary education and in model A there will be only limited choice up to year 8. Real parental choice is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland.  One size does not fit all, as the experiences of many of the children attending Beaufront First School have shown: a steady number of pupils transfer to Beaufront having failed to thrive and progress in their catchment school.   CREATION OF A HUGE HIGH SCHOOL Model A will result in one very large high school serving the whole of west Northumberland. Model B will result one of the largest secondary schools in the country.  I DO NOT want my children to attend a 'super school' and if this is the outcome I will opt to send my children to a high school outside of the area.  As a family we will seriously consider moving out of the area before our children reach high school age so that they do not have to attend a huge high school.  We originally moved into the West of the county because of the high standard of education offered in the schools here. We actively chose Beaufront First School over The Sele School because we wanted a smaller, more nurturing environment for our children to thrive in.  What NCC and HLT are proposing for the creation of an enormous high school will force us to move out of the area completely.  I have no doubt that this will be the case for many other families too. 

No

I DO NOT believe that any of the suggested Models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.  Please see my response to Model A.  I offer the same reasons for Model B.

No

I DO NOT believe that any of the suggested Models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.  Please see my response to Model A.  I offer the same reasons for Model C.

First and foremost I think that as part of the Consultation process any schools which are proposed for closure or merger MUST be assessed on a case by case basis and it MUST be with the main goal of providing the best educational outcome for our children. A broad, brush stroke approach to school closures is a recipe for disaster and is not going to give our children the best educational outcome.  A lazy approach like this can only result in poorer educational outcomes.  I attended the public meeting at Hexham Mart on Saturday 17th March and I was astonished by the lack of knowledge displayed and poor answers offered by the NCC representatives.  Nobody from NCC had any financial or educational forecasts for their suggested models. I asked an NCC representative whether anybody from NCC had visited the 16 schools suggested for closure / merger as part of the Consultation preparation and I was told clearly that nobody had.  I was told “we do not have the manpower to visit the schools”.  This is absolutely astonishing and ludicrous.  I was appalled and as a result have no confidence in the Consultation process.  Indeed, I have grave concerns about it.   If NCC took the time to examine the listed 16 schools on a case by case basis it would be clear that both Beaufront First School and Acomb First School are viable and sustainable schools in their own right and that to merge them and therefore close one of them would be detrimental to both schools and the communities which they serve.   There are clear alternative options for these schools if, as proposed, the west of the county shifts to a two tier system for example.   An individual analysis of both these schools would reveal that each of them would actually make viable and sustainable primary schools.  (I believe Beaufront has outlines viability and sustainability as a Primary in it's Governing Body's response to this Consultation)   These two schools are not interchangeable.  They each serve a very separate community and are each vital to those communities. To merge them and to close one of them would be catastrophic to both schools and the communities they serve.  NCC MUST consider other options than closing successful schools.       I do support the "Collaboration Hub" proposed by Corbridge Middle School. An idea which will enhance close and dynamic collaboration between schools: essentially, an “improved and enhanced” version of the excellent working relationships that schools already enjoy, with greater scope of sharing facilities and teaching provision.   I believe that the proposal can be developed and refined by: (a) Analysis of the particular strengths of each school, so that such strengths can be shared with others; (b) Identification of areas that could be improved in each school, so as to benefit from the strengths or facilities of others;  (c) Identification of common needs, that might be shared through capital funding; (d) Careful grouping of schools, so as to best match overall mutual benefit, with collaboration across hubs to accommodate more specific requirements and share more specific strengths; (e) Greater collaboration in curriculum development – both within educational tiers and between them.    The Collaboration Hub could definitely incorporate Haydon Bridge High School: there is every reason why a school that has suffered the difficulties experienced at HBHS over recent years would benefit greatly from supportive collaboration.   Capital funding should be made available to QEHS / HLT. However, any capital contribution from NCC must be conditional on a long-term agreement with HLT to ensure that they respect the views of elected members and their communities (council tax payers), as expressed through this consultation process. 

Hexham

No

No

No

Alternative Proposal for future educational provision in west Northumberland 1.   Take the academies out of the proposals and return the responsibility for expansion to Secondary back to the Hadrian Learning Trust, together with finding alternative provision for its years 5 and 6.   Local schools will no doubt assist.  2.   Set aside plans for closures as disruption caused will negate any perceived benefits.  3.    Write off the deficit at Haydon Bridge, build on progress now being made, guarantee that the school will remain open and support their current proposals.  4.    In parallel with these focus on maintained schools and High Needs provision.  5.    Proposals for the future  Planning for the future educational provision in west Northumberland for the next 30-40 years  needs to afford more choice and facilitate the flexibility to accommodate change.   Who knows what educational provision will look like in 25 years – it could well have moved on-line.    The only permanent buildings and facilities should be those that will always be needed.   These facilities would form a Central Hub around which high quality modern static modules could be sited, each with their own individual enclosed area and customised to their individual needs     Facilities would include state of the art  Swimming Pools (inc. 25metre and Practice pool with viewing platforms), all weather Sports pitches and tennis courts, Sports Halls and Gymnasiums, indoor and outdoor table-tennis, Running Tracks etc. the list goes on – available to schools during the day and the general community after school hours and at weekends.   Free access for maintained schools, and paid access for academies. On the same site up-to-date facilities for the Arts, Music and Media, ICT etc. plus state of the art Science and Technology Blocks, and facilities for vocational training including Construction and Engineering, together with the Health, Social and Childcare and other the Service Industries, and links to industry, commerce, healthcare and hospitality should be developed to encourage investment.  In addition to cafeteria facilities housed within each block, the site could have its own restaurant, like The Charter restaurant that used to exist at QEHS and that could be housed within a Hospitality/Hotel Block that could additionally provide accommodation for visitors to the area.  During term time scheduled access to the Central Hub facilities would be free to pupils in education maintained by the Local Authority, with a paid rate negotiated for academies and other private companies.  The facilities could be made available to the community out of school hours.   Examples of potential residents to be accommodated in the static modules would include those in the High Needs Block who are currently travelling farther afield and possibly dedicated EOTAS provision.   The site will not only provide appropriate accommodation for those with High Needs, but could go some way towards addressing the increase in High Needs funding, particularly as it   facilitates expansion and contraction as appropriate to best fit current needs.    Adult Education Centre, Careers Advice, Job Centre, Sports Clubs etc. etc could all reside on the site on a permanent/semi-permanent basis. Furthermore, if an academy were to decide to offload some of its pupil year groups back into the maintained school sector, these students could be readily accommodated along with their teachers on this site, a site with which they would hopefully be familiar, having already had the benefit of visiting the site and using some of the facilities. This would be an innovative flexible approach to educational provision in west Northumberland and also has the potential to address some of the High Needs issues.  

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Shotley Bridge

Don't know

for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland. This model includes the closure or merger of several schools. ● Yes ● No ● Don't know Your reasons for ticking the above Unanimous decision by the Governing Body. We do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided. We do however wish to make the following points: 1. Closure of Haydon Bridge High School - our stakeholders are clear that it is important for there to be two “high/secondary” schools in the west of Northumberland to allow for parental choice and in the event that QEHS failed either financially or educationally for whatever reason. 2. Closure of eight schools- whilst offering the fewest closures of the three options, it is not clear how the annual loss of 6% of the total revenue income to the two partnerships will be found in efficiency savings by closing/merging schools. 3. Continued hybrid system in Haydon Bridge partnership - the current situation of small primary schools being close to middle schools provides an ongoing risk to the viability of small primary schools. It appears that currently some parents are choosing to move their children at the end of year 4 to middle schools rather than remain for years 5&amp;6 in their primary schools. 4. Surplus places - the closure of Haydon Bridge High School would remove a large percentage of the total number of surplus places from the Haydon Bridge partnership, however the proposed closure of the suggested first/primary schools would leave no spare capacity (-14 places) in first schools in the Hexham Partnership and still leave 29% surplus capacity in the first/primary schools in Haydon Bridge partnership. In your opinion, if it is a viable option but there are change to Model A that would improve it, please outline them below We believe it is important to offer at least one model that is fully three tier across both partnerships. This would help with school to school support/collaboration and potentially prevent “leakage” from smaller two tier schools into larger three tier schools.

No

Majority decision by the Governing Body. We do not agree that creating an 11-18 secondary school is the only option or the best way to meet the objectives. In summary we strongly believe that an age range change would have a detrimental impact on our students, families and communities. We urge you to listen to all the schools in the Hexham Partnership to ensure that all the schools continue to go from strength to strength. We would refer you to the ‘Making significant changes to an open academy - Departmental advice for all types of academy trust’ document which states: Where proposals are likely to have a significant impact on other local provision a full business case will usually be required to provide evidence that the education of children in the area, as a whole, will not be compromised. Where local provision is organised in three tiers and the aim is to move to two tier age range, the department expects schools to work together to ensure an appropriate coordinated implementation, and will only approve any individual proposal in that context. Our view is based upon the following and responds to information from the Hadrian Learning Trust consultation document which has been shared with Hadrian Learning Trust 1. EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES AND EXPERIENCE All schools in the Hexham Partnership are good or outstanding. Outcomes at the current 13-18 Queen Elizabeth High School are: ● in the top 12% schools nationally for KS4 progress ● 4th nationally in your group of 55 “similar” schools for both KS4 attainment and progress ● 22nd nationally in the Sunday Times parent guide for non-selective secondary schools ● in the top 15% schools nationally for KS5 with progress score 0.16 and average grade B vs C nationally. ● Last year, 60% of your KS4 students stayed at your school for post 16 studies. Currently approximately 40% of all students at Queen Elizabeth High School are part of Hadrian Learning Trust by virtue of having attended Hexham Middle School.   6  Impact on the wider partnership Model B states that there would be a significant impact on other schools within the partnership and their communities including the potential closure of Corbridge Middle School and some of the first schools closing or becoming primary. From responses we have received, we know that this would be overwhelmingly unpopular with our parents, staff and wider community. (Appendix 1) No information has been provided to suggest how, by changing the age range of the schools this would improve the progress of students. The pupils in a primary school would not have the range of specialist teaching in years 5 &amp; 6 which we believe would risk the standards currently achieved at GCSE. This level of specialism would not be possible in one form entry or less primary schools. We have noted from the Sele First School response to your consultation, that they propose forming a three form entry primary school with the offer of specialist teaching in years 5&amp;6. This would suggest that the current provision of specialist teaching in middle schools is valued by the Sele first school which is a National Support Schools and a Teaching School. A broad and balanced curriculum for primary aged students is currently a focus for Ofsted. At Corbridge Middle School we do have specialist teaching in years 5 to 8. We have attached an extract of the speech given by Amanda Spielman, HM Chief Inspector of Education, Children’s Services and Skills, at the Festival of Education 23rd June 2017 which shares her views on curriculum and the substance of education (Appendix 2). Without evidence that a risk assessment on the effect on attainment at KS2 has been completed we are concerned that standards may not be maintained at KS2, leading to the potential that standards at KS4 would not be maintained let alone improved. Evidence from other schools, or partnerships of schools, who have expanded or changed their age range shows this is a high risk. Nine of the sixteen secondary schools in Northumberland have changed their age range. In 2017, the top four secondary schools for progress 8 and top three secondary schools for attainment 8 are all 13-18 secondary schools with feeder middle schools. We have seen no measurable evidence that students in the care of Hadrian Learning Trust since year 5 have progressed any better than those from Corbridge Middle School or St Joseph’s Middle School. There is no evidence that the progress of pupils would be improved by extending the teaching, leadership and management of Hadrian Learning Trust for all 11 - 18 students. No evidence how educational experience would be better than now The enrichment opportunities that students at Corbridge Middle School have are outstanding. We are able to frequently involve whole year groups in a variety of enrichment opportunities. We also engage fully with local businesses and members of the community to extend students’ learning into business and the local community. This would be much harder in a very large secondary school, with little evidence that this currently takes place at Queen Elizabeth High School. There is a lack of evidence how enrichment opportunities would be maintained or improved. This has an impact on lifelong learning, engagement and future aspirations. Our current structure of education allows children to have three chances for holding positions of responsibility across the breadth of school life whether this is as a member of school council, captain of houses, leader of bands, sports teams, or main acting/singing parts in school productions. Almost half of the children at Corbridge Middle have represented the school in a sports event or competition and almost 60%   7   have participated in a lunchtime or after school sports club. Participation and uptake of activities for pupil premium children is comparable with all other children. No information regarding what an 11-18 school can achieve and deliver compared to the current structure with modifications There has been no information provided or research evidence on how the change in structure would improve the provision for the pupils in 7&amp;8 or indeed 9. Corbridge Middle School has never been opposed to making changes. We do believe we have played an instrumental part in the partnership work on assessment, age related expectations and continuity of the curriculum across schools. We have attempted to explore the sharing of staff with Hadrian Learning Trust as we already have experience of successfully sharing both teaching and support staff with other schools outside our partnership. We would welcome further opportunities for working together at a strategic level, as a close partnership of schools, for the benefit of the wider community. As part of the consultation, we had expected that an improved more inclusive offer for post 16 education would have been incorporated into the plans. Given the context of our large rural catchment area, it is disappointing that for whatever reason 40% of year 11 students at Queen Elizabeth High School have to continue their education much further afield. 2. PROPOSED SIZE OF THE SCHOOL AND THE IMPLICATIONS Currently Queen Elizabeth High School, with a KS4 cohort size of 302 (in 2017), has the 58th largest cohort size in England. If QEHS received approval to become a secondary school, the Sele First School would become the only primary school with more than one form entry with all other feeder schools being one form entry or less (30 pupils or less). Of those “secondary” schools with a cohort size similar or greater than the size of Queen Elizabeth High School, 29% (17) are 13/14-18 high schools. The Hadrian Learning Trust statement on page 7 that ‘our local three tier system is increasingly out of step... there are now only 46 13-18 high schools (1.4% of all secondaries)’ is therefore misleading. Schools of a similar size to Queen Elizabeth High School are more likely to be part of a three tier system than the national picture suggests. Commentary We struggle to understand how any organisational or physical design of a new secondary school could minimise the enormity of the transition from small primary school to large secondary school. Parental feedback (Appendix 1) confirms our belief that there would be serious implications for the wellbeing and education of children moving to such a large establishment. Hadrian Learning Trust Consultation Document Section 5. What does this mean for your child? identifies some aims for how they will be improving the educational journey for all children. They have not explained how they plan to achieve these aims and we would disagree that the aims mentioned would provide any improvement on what we currently have. Parental feedback has confirmed that:     8   ● the current transitions are gentle and align with the physical development of our children from small first schools to a large high school ● they feel no need to align time spent in school with the key stages as long as the curriculum taught at each stage is aligned across the partnership of schools In addition: ● there is no evidence to suggest that there is a dip in learning as a result of our three tier system, as shown by the 2017 Progress 8 score for Queen Elizabeth High School placing it in the top 12% schools nationally ● Carrying out KS2 SATs halfway through middle school is felt to reduce the stress caused by SATs being ‘the finale’ of primary school. How much preparation for KS4 exams is required? Parents already tell us that the level of testing carried out at Queen Elizabeth High School in preparation for KS4 exams is causing stress for their children ● Providing more time in larger schools does not necessarily allow pupils to take part in more “aspects of school life”. Currently students have a real opportunity to represent their school as a part of many different types of team, perform in or support school shows, be part of the school council and take part in competitions. This is all made possible because the schools are small enough to make opportunities more accessible. Loss of parental choice for children at age 11 in rural areas with poor public transport We have major concerns that parents would have only one choice of secondary education. Whilst the ‘Collaborative Model’ that we shared with parents has been well received, the main feedback has been on the lack of choice from age 13. This would be exacerbated if the age range was changed to 11-18. We have adapted our ‘Collaborative Model’ (Appendix 3) to a ‘Collaborative Pathways Model’ (Appendix 4) accordingly to include provision up to age 18 in the Haydon Bridge area. Distances involved and lack of public transport within the Hexham (and Haydon Bridge) catchment areas mean that already parents have little choice but to send their child to their “catchment school”. Any choice that currently exists would be taken away. If HBHS were to close and with William Howard school instructed to reduce its PAN; NCC would still have an obligation to provide places but currently the only nearest options at year 7 would be Hexham, Prudhoe Highfield Middle School, Ponteland Middle or High School, Consett, Ryton or Blaydon. 3. INCLUSION Attainment and progress data from Corbridge Middle School and feedback from our School Improvement Partner indicate that Corbridge Middle School provides an excellent educational experience for pupils and particularly for SEN and disadvantaged students. Parental feedback and feedback from outside agencies from Northumberland, County Durham and London education authorities is outstanding. We have not been provided with any information detailing why provision for disadvantaged students or students with Special educational needs and disabilities will be enhanced by Model B.   9   Any details of proposed enhanced provision, SEND support or specialist services are missing from your consultation report. 4. Managing Change We have not had access to a risk assessment or an impact study that supports the Hadrian Learning Trust view that it has the capacity to drive the school to become an outstanding school as well as manage the significant changes should this proposal go ahead. The scale of the changes which are being proposed would require outstanding Leadership and Management ● Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School are good schools, not outstanding schools. ● Ofsted judged Leadership and Management to be good, not outstanding ● Reducing the MAT from two schools to one school is out of step with policy of the National School Commissioner. ● Queen Elizabeth High School is not a National Teaching School or National Support School ● Hadrian Learning Trust is not an approved sponsor. It would be useful to know where this age range fits with any longer term strategic plan to expand the MAT. There has been a lack of information regarding future growth of the MAT: vertical, horizontal or geographical expansion. At Corbridge Middle School we believe that we are an outward facing school who actively seek the opportunity to work strategically with others. We are particularly keen to work together on any aspects of Teaching and Learning and Leadership. We would welcome the opportunity to work with the Hadrian Learning Trust and all other schools to work together on a vision for educational provision. 5. FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY There is no financial modelling for Model B. Please see appendix 5 for more information. Hadrian Learning Trust achieved a surplus of £91,000 in their first annual accounts ending August 2017 Hadrian Learning Trust have shown a swing of +£500,000 in forecast year end balances by end August 2019 in the nine months between consultations. Hadrian Learning Trust have shown a swing of +£720,000 in forecast end balances by end August 2022 when comparing both consultations. No modelling has been provided to show the impact of becoming an 11-18 school in expenditure so we are unable to make any further judgement. Closure of fourteen schools- has the largest impact on school closures of all three options, it is not clear how the annual loss of 9% of the total revenue income to the two partnerships from this potential model will be found in efficiency savings by closing/merging schools. Size of school rather than phases in school There are too many variables to state that a primary-secondary system is inherently more efficient to run. It is both the size of the school/s and organisation of schools which attracts efficiencies rather than the phases educated. With 72.9% of the income in schools relating directly to the number of pupils in the school, it is    10   more important to achieve economies from expansion either through federation or multi academy trusts, than considering age range change. Our geographical area does have different challenges in that only 52% of the residents of the Hexham catchment area live in the town of Hexham and only 29% of residents of Hexham/Haydon Bridge catchment area live in the town of Hexham. Any education system being designed for our area must take into account the needs of those residents who live not only in Hexham but also in the wider catchment area. The potential financial gain for Hadrian Learning Trust cannot be viewed in isolation but must incorporate any financial implications for the schools feeding into Hadrian Learning Trust and income into the partnership of schools as a whole. This includes the loss of lump sum funding @ £110,000 per school, sport premium funding of £16,000 per school and the potential loss of up to £25,000 sparsity funding per school if rural schools are merged to form larger schools. NCC have currently put forward a potential model of two tier education for both Hexham and Haydon Bridge partnerships which would see a loss of £1.6 million in budget share per annum for the partnerships of schools in the West. This loss in income equates to 9% of the total budget share (minus rates). We would be interested to see your modelling for this. Minimum per student funding level The information supplied in the Hadrian Learning Trust Consultation document is misleading. We have received the following information from the Funding Policy Unit at the Department for Education: It is correct that the minimum per pupil funding level is lower for KS3 only schools than it is for secondary schools which teach both KS3 and KS4. The minimum per student level for secondary schools has been set in consideration of the requirements of teaching both KS3 and KS4 students. The policy intention is that the factor provides a minimum level of funding to the school as a whole, depending on the phases of education it provides. The funding is not for the education of the individual students who attract it. This is why the minimum per student funding level for key stage 3 only schools is lower. Having said that, we have received feedback from several stakeholders about the size of the differential, and we are reflecting on this for 2019-20. In 2018-19 and 2019-20 LAs can choose whether or not to implement the minimum per student funding levels and can choose to set them up to the values used in the NFF. The funding levels published for 19/20 are under review and at present the NCC Schools Forum has used the funding provided to support the higher Key Stage 4 AWPU of £4,580 (cf £4,386 Hard NFF rate). The current 18/19 budget share for Queen Elizabeth High School, Hexham Middle School, Corbridge Middle School and St Joseph Middle School show that all schools are receiving more than the minimum per student funding level so no top up funding is to be received. The technical guidance note confirms that the minimum per student funding level is in place for 18/19 and 19/20. There is no evidence that this per student funding guarantee will be available after implementation of the hard National Funding Formula. We also now understand that the Policy Funding Unit of the ESFA are reviewing the guaranteed levels for KS3 and 4 for 2019/2020.  11  If this were an important consideration for Hadrian Learning Trust, they are already in a position to combine Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School into one school to attract the higher per student funding level for 40% of the proposed Key Stage 3 students. 6. CAPITAL INVESTMENT HAS BEEN PROMISED FOR EDUCATION IN THE WEST Parental feedback has confirmed that they would wish for capital investment in the building stock of both Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School and ideally a complete new build for Queen Elizabeth High School. We understand as part of the NCC consultation into education in the west Northumberland that NCC have set aside £45m for investment in education. It has been made clear that any investment ‘relies upon a rationalisation and investment process’. Whilst all three potential models put forward by NCC include statements regarding a new build of Queen Elizabeth High School/Hexham Middle School whether a two or three tier system is in place, it is not clear how much “rationalisation” ie schools closures would be required in order to release any capital funding. We hope that capital funding is forthcoming to provide Queen Elizabeth High School with a state of the art facility which can be achieved for far less than £50+ million without major disruption to all other schools. In your opinion, if it is a viable option but there are change to Model B that would improve it, please outline them below We do not view this option as a viable option for maintaining or improving the educational outcomes and experience of children within the west of Northumberland

Don't know

Majority decision by the Governing Body. We do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided. We do wish to make the following points: 1. Co-location of HMS and QEHS on one site - with a new build, this may resolve the issues of decaying building stock and surplus places at both schools whilst also allowing for both financial efficiencies (to be determined) and educational advantages from a closer proximity of the two schools. 2. Haydon Bridge High School - keeping a secondary school in the Haydon Bridge Partnership supports our view that our stakeholders view that it is important for there to be two “high/secondary” schools in the west of Northumberland to allow for parental choice, management of risk if either QEHS or HBHS failed either financially or educationally for whatever reason and the opportunity for the two schools to work collaboratively together along with Prudhoe High school. 3. Haydon Bridge High School - it is not known whether there is a potential sponsor so whether this option is viable. If it is viable it is felt that the school should have a fresh start with a new build which supports the planned curriculum offer and capacity required within the HBHS proposed model. This should remove the current surplus capacity and place the school on a sound financial footing. 4. Closure of ten schools- whilst offering fewer closures than option A, it is not clear how the annual loss of 7% revenue income to the two partnerships will be found in efficiency savings by the closing/merging of schools. 5. A two system in Haydon Bridge partnership and three tier system for Hexham Partnership could continue the current “leakage” of children from Haydon Bridge to Hexham partnership this could continue to place at risk the small primary schools in the Haydon Bridge partnership. 6. Surplus places - the closure of Haydon Bridge High School, Haltwhistle and Bellingham Middle schools would remove a large percentage of the total number of the current 50% surplus places from the Haydon Bridge partnership, however the proposed closures would still leave 30% surplus places in the Haydon Bridge Partnership and no spare capacity (-14 places) in first schools in the Hexham Partnership (Appendix 6 Education in the West and Surplus School Places). 7. Travel time for pupils in the rural parts of Haydon Bridge catchment area would increase significantly for children aged 11.  13

One of the complications of this consultation is that it is trying to address ● Hadrian Learning Trust’s wish to change their age range to 11-18, ● the lack of sponsor and threatened closure of Haydon Bridge High school ● a surplus places issue and ● financial concerns in some schools whilst final details of the national funding formula and future housing projections are unclear. There are also added complications due to the number of academies involved in the consultation over which NCC has no control. What has been missing in this consultation is the opportunity for groups of schools to work together, with the data required, to come up with solutions to the current challenges being faced by some individual schools. We have tried to gather views from across the Hexham Partnership regarding individuals’ views on: 1. What do you like about the education currently offered to your children? 2. What could be better? What would you like a new improved education to look like? 3. What, succinctly, is your dream? We concentrated on trying to come up with a Collaborative Model (Appendix 3) where 6 individual hubs could be given the time and data to come up with an age 3-13 educational pathway, leading into a new age 13-18 high school. This model was sent to all school leaders in both partnerships. We have not had the time to speak with each school individually on their views of such an approach. It would be fair to say that where we currently have close working relationships in the Hexham Partnership, feedback has been positive. Feedback from parents and colleagues widely shared the view that although they liked the idea, there needed to be a second choice of school post 13 in west Northumberland. We have adapted the model to come up with version 2; the Collaborative Pathways model (Appendix 4). We have deliberately not said whether schools are first, primary, or ‘all-through’ - this would be for the school leaders in the different ‘hubs’ to discuss. There are different needs and therefore potential solutions for the Hexham Partnership and the Haydon Bridge Partnership. The groupings of the schools is not set in stone and we already know that some schools would like to “collaborate” in different hubs from those set out. Hadrian Learning Trust are not wishing to engage whilst they drive forward with their plans to change their age range. In the Hexham Partnership where educational outcomes are already good we feel we should be able to take stock rather than rush into a solution at this stage. We are not talking about an extensive period of time to carry out this work but more time than has currently be allowed given the pressure of following a “formal” consultation process. We would welcome the support of NCC or other independent experts in carrying out this work. We would like to see more formal collaboration between schools, both across phases and within phase. All-through collaborations, with strong leadership, from 3-18 could be fantastic.  

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Broomley and Whittonstall Federated First Schools

No

No

Because I love the way our schools in the three tier system work well together and in partnership. I love my middle school and all the specialist teachers, support and fun I get out of every day. At my first school I got really bored in maths and it was all to easy even though my first school was brilliant and Ofsted Outstanding. However at my new middle school it is not boring and all the learning I get out of it is in a fun way such as games, puzzles or a choice of things to do. My maths has thrived in the classroom and I get set extra work and homework if I want it.   When I was In year three my teacher thought I had mild dyslexia but took no notice and I continued to learn as I had always done. Then they gave me a screening test in year five and I came out as my teacher in year three had noticed, with mild dyslexia but a little stronger than two years ago. At the middle school I have grown in my skills with the help I have been given during school hours and at home my spelling mistakes have shot down by a mile and my number mix up in maths is a lot better.  I have worried that my brother may not be able go to my wonderful school and would still be at his first for an extra two years, where he would have one main teacher for all lessons with two assistants to help out in the classroom. If he went through the three tier system I am sure he would feel safer and more secure, as he has autism tendencies and finds it hard to make friends and I worry he would struggle moving straight to a big school. I have also been worried that all my teachers won't have a job any more if there becomes a "Hexham Super School" which will cover the size of 1,000 square miles ( bigger than the size of greater London). The number of pupils will vary between 1,800 to 2,200. I do not want this school to be built, however I do think that QEHS needs funding to be refurbished because there are not enough chairs in classrooms for all the pupils to sit down. However QEHS has got lots of funding to buy equipment for the PE department ( gym, over one sports hall... etc).

No

I would like for you to follow the 'Collaborative Pathways Model' that Corbridge Middle School has launched using hubs.  Also, I think QEHS should use their funding to renew parts of their school to make all facilities equal.  They can do this as they are now an academy so they can use their money in the way they want to.  

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Bellingham

No

No

No

Please leave it alone, we as parents believe that this system is the best for our children, we are penalised enough for living in the countryside (born and bred),please for once let our kids have something a bit easier than a commute that they don't need, thank you. 

Parent/carer

Bellingham First School

No

Yes

Yes

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

Damage to successful partnerships  - Negative impact for our children (academically and socially/emotionally)  - Closure of good and outstanding schools  - Closure of financially viable schools  - Impact on rural villages and communities  - Impact of increased travel for children  - Potential reduction in providing a “broad and balanced curriculum”  - Lack of choice - 2,250 (approx) pupils education in the hands of one organisation  - Lack of financial modelling

No

Don’t want primary and then huge secondary

No

Damage to successful partnerships  - Negative impact for our children (academically and socially/emotionally)  - Closure of good and outstanding schools  - Closure of financially viable schools  - Impact on rural villages and communities  - Impact of increased travel for children  - Potential reduction in providing a “broad and balanced curriculum”  - Lack of choice - 2,250 (approx) pupils education in the hands of one organisation  - Lack of financial modelling

Schools need a longer period to look at this. It is a very complex situaton ans some chage will need made but no need to sell off some of our great schools to plumb holes in council finances.

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Consett

No

I got sent to Corbridge middle school by my parents in year 4, I came from Shotley Bridge Junior School. The reasons why I got sent were: *Smaller classes *Better education *More fun in learning *Gives pupils a bigger chance to prepare for high school in year 9 and not secondary school in year 7.  Model A still uses the three tier system as I understand but why would you want to close down two lovely schools (WFS and HBHS) to then have 350 people in a year? By the way having 350 people in a year is like having Corbridge middle school in a whole year!   

Just keep West Northumberland as a three tier system! Don't change at all we are all STARS wanting an extremely good education and closing down schools to build others and transfer everyone id just disrupting our learning!

No

YOU ARE GOING TO CLOE DOWN CORBRIDGE?!  HOW DARE YOU with no disrespect but Corbridge is a lovely bubbly school that does very well. I am proud to be a corbridge pupil and if you took corbridge away it would break my heart, it would completely tear me apart. At this moment in time corbridge is my life, I go to school every morning 5 days a week and as I arrive at school I say to myself thank you. Thank you for letting me be at this school.

No

My reasons are the same HOW DARE YOU threat to close down the schools, teachers are going to lose their jobs, pupils will have to go to a building that some pupils and parents might not like.

Please keep the west of northumberland alive, don't change my education!

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

No

Whittonstall

No

Corbridge middle school is one of the schools you propose to close. Loads of children come in to this school and come out having had a great education. this school prepares them to achieve great things at high school and beyond. it is also financially valuable. it has nice sized classes and is not to big so we then get the benefit of specialist teachers. everyday i travel to school and have a 15 minute journey. that journey is very convenient because we are getting to school quicker. thats more time at school than on the bus unlike the journey to some school. my past school whittonstall is proposed to be closed. it may be small but it is very convenient.

none

No

Corbridge Middle School is a great place that local children can come to. I, as a student think that bus journeys would take longer to get to the school dependant on where people are moved to. I think that it is a good sized school which means specialist teachers can come and help people with learning difficulties and people who need more help with some subjects. They can also help with teaching specialist subjects you may not get in other bigger school due to their size.  Corbridge middle school is one of the schools you propose to close. Loads of children come in to this school and come out having had a great education. this school prepares them to achieve great things at high school and beyond. it is also financially valuable. it has nice sized classes and is not to big so we then get the benefit of specialist teachers. everyday i travel to school and have a 15 minute journey. that journey is very convenient because we are getting to school quicker. thats more time at school than on the bus unlike the journey to some school. my past school whittonstall is proposed to be closed. it may be small but it is very convenient. 

none

No

Corbridge middle school is one of the schools you propose to close. Loads of children come in to this school and come out having had a great education. this school prepares them to achieve great things at high school and beyond. it is also financially valuable. it has nice sized classes and is not to big so we then get the benefit of specialist teachers. everyday i travel to school and have a 15 minute journey. that journey is very convenient because we are getting to school quicker. thats more time at school than on the bus unlike the journey to some school. my past school whittonstall is proposed to be closed. it may be small but it is very convenient.

none

the idea of a collaboration hut is good

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall First School

Whittonstall

No

Corbridge Middle School is a great place that local children can come to. I, as a student think that bus journeys would take longer to get to the school dependant on where people are moved to. I think that it is a good sized school which means specialist teachers can come and help people with learning difficulties and people who need more help with some subjects. They can also help with teaching specialist subjects you may not get in other bigger school due to their size.  

none

No

Corbridge Middle School is a great place that local children can come to. I, as a student think that bus journeys would take longer to get to the school dependant on where people are moved to. I think that it is a good sized school which means specialist teachers can come and help people with learning difficulties and people who need more help with some subjects. They can also help with teaching specialist subjects you may not get in other bigger school due to their size.  

none

No

Corbridge Middle School is a great place that local children can come to. I, as a student think that bus journeys would take longer to get to the school dependant on where people are moved to. I think that it is a good sized school which means specialist teachers can come and help people with learning difficulties and people who need more help with some subjects. They can also help with teaching specialist subjects you may not get in other bigger school due to their size.  

none

I think the collaborative hub as suggested by several schools is a good idea

Haydon Bridge High School

No

No

No

HBHS option is the best as I am currently doing my GCSE in year 10 and have my exams next year. I dont want to move to a bigger school with new teachers as it is might affect my results. The new proposal to stay as HBHS to do a vocational option is a good idea and as not everyone wants to go to newcastle or to college. There is lots of space at HBHS and the staff are good, and know all the students so they can help us do our best.

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

also queen elizabeth high school

Hexham

No

Model A represents change for a host of schools and communities. it will create a huge 11-18 school in Hexham which is completely out of keeping with tynedale. I do not think it is easy or even possible to keep good pastoral care and maintain educational standards  in a massive school of this kind. Optio A will also lead to the closure of several of good and or outstanding schools.  The councils own figures show a funding  deficit that is confined to the haydon bridge partnership and mostly due to the ongoing failure of haydon bridge high school.  The council are linking many issues that are independent of each other

No

See my previous answer

Yes

The three tier system has stood the hexham school children in good stead for many years: children have thrived and results have been good. The councils own figures demonstrate that the funding has actually not changed significantly.  I understand the council has already secured significant funding to refurbish the "hydro" part of the QEH site. 

There is no need to build a new school on a new site in Hexham: the council has already secured funding to refurbish the hydro. Some additional funding is needed to refurbish the sports facilities and other areas of the school.   If one retains the three tier system in the rest of Tynedale there is no reason why the HMS site could not continue to be used for middle school education. One of the reasons three tiers works is the separation of ages reducing chances for bullying and exploitation of younger children by older children.  Hidden in the council's account is: what is the source of the capital funding. I would assume it is the sale of the maany school sites earmarked for closure. But if children are bussing to school instead of cycling and riding and loosing time for other activities when travelling additional distances, there will be a health cost for many..  Additional capital funding could resource a smaller school in Haydon Bridge as in the plan.

Don't know

I dont think we have been given enough information to make a decision.

No

i dont agree it is the best for our children to close their local schools and move to a 2 tier system. This would create a large school which i think would be damaging to the education and pastoral care of our children. in addition i think it would have a detrimal effect on our rural villages to close school and the business that operate there.

Don't know

Again i do not think enough information has been provided.

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Wark

Yes

I strongly feel that the middle schools provide the best option of education for years 5-8. The middle schools in West Northumberland currently provide a good standard of education to our children. Closing these schools and sending them all to QEHS would involve massive upheaval in their lives and undoubtedly will impact their education. Such a huge school would also be terrifying for an 11 year old. There is no way the current levels of support and pastoral care could be maintained on this 2 tier plan. These formative teenage years are so important in the development of children’s mental health. I feel the Hadrian Learning Trust is not thinking about the needs of the children but focusing on the easiest way to get a cash injection to buy new resources and update their facilities. The knock on effect to First Schools is also significant. Where and how are they going to accommodate years 5 and 6? Where is the money going to come from for this? The existing resources available for our years Reception to 4 are going to be seriously compromised. I also feel that the needs of the more mature year 5s and 6s are better served on a different site to the very young children at first school.

No

The existing 3 tier system has operated successfully for over 40 years. Outcomes are excellent for children in this area. Year5 and 6 pupils currently get access to specialist teaching in specialist rooms eg science, art,music, PE. The level of pastoral support for years 7 and 8 is very good and pupils transfer easily to high school. As a Catholic I also would like to see catholic education continue in Hexham to at least year 8

Don't know

Haydon Bridge closes and children from their attend QEHS and the various middle schools in the area. Everything else remains the same.

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Humshaugh C of E First School

Humshaugh

No

No

No

HLT should not be given power to dictate change to the face of education in our area.  HLT should not be the only local choice for education from the age of 11 onwards as would happen in the two teer model proposed.  I feel that the catholic middle school should be retained as I want a religious based education setting for my children. I would like to see a Catholic high school emerge to enable a continuance of a religious based education setting and provide another althertive to HLT high school as I have lost faith and trust in HLT through this process, their tactics and their complete disregard for all other schools in our area.  If a Catholic high school does not emerge then I still support a three tier system with st Joe’s remaining as a middle school. Children from st Joe’s would then still need to be able to enter the high school at year 9, even if HLT ploughed ahead and went two teer. They should not be able to bully people into bypassing St Joseph’s Middle School by telling them that they will not get a high school place or will not be  guaranteed one, even if it’s their catchment high School, at year 9. I question if they would be discriminating against children on grounds of religious choice if they didn’t.  I feel that the three teer system should remain and that the merging and closing of so many schools should be reconisdered. I am especially against closing so many C of E Schools, vastly impacting upon parents access to a religious based education setting.  A support the Haydon Bridge areas proposal for an alternate model for their school with gcse and apprenticeship routes as well as sen provision.  Clearly HLT are in financial trouble and also have awful buildings. Instead of trying to fix this by changing everyone’s else, a new solution is needed, such as a different high school choice (Catholic) and one that isn’t an academy.  HMS also has a terrible reputation locally amongst parents for pastoral care and SEN care. Let’s also look at and acknowledge their wider issues and realise that they aren’t the solution.  HLT is the problem here, not the solution. 

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Hexham

Yes

I believe a 3 tier system should be in place, as 11 year olds to be in a huge school with 18 year olds is not acceptable too big an age gap, and it would hinder the younger ones education. The caring nurturing nature of middle schools especially st josephs in hexham is a major credit to the education system.

No

To merge middle schools in with high school is too much. 18 year olds mixing with 11 year olds is not good practice, 11 year olds are still small children, they grow up enough in high school at 13 years, let alone pushing them earlier!

No whole model I dont agree with

No

Having 9-18 year olds in same school is ludicrous. Far too young at 9 to mix with 18 year olds! Ridiculous proposal and the cost is preposterous

No

Just keep our schools as they are, it has worked for years - why spoil it?

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

No

No

No

I disagree with the closure of small schools, I am at middle school and it is amazing. The change came for me at the right time. I have settled in my new school perfectly and couldn't imagine moving to a large super school at age 11.   

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

No

The closure of West Woodburn First School which is proposed in Model A, B and C would have a devastating impact on the young children who attend and also on the village and surrounding rural community. West Woodburn School is rated Good by Ofsted and from personal experience.  I fully endorse this rating.  The teaching staff are second to none, the education the children receive and also the care taken of them by every member of staff is wonderful and the very thought of closure is unacceptable and demonstrates a total lack of understanding of the importance and value of rural school- West Woodburn and also the other schools in a similar position.  My Grandfather attended West Woodburn School as a boy, my Daughter taught there for several years and my two Grandsons, aged 7 and 6 now attend and I sincerely hope my 2 year old Granddaughter will be given this opportunity.  The closure of West Woodburn would mean the children having to travel considerably further to attend school, the actual journey increased by the necessity to pick up children from out lying surrounding areas. The impact on increased travel is well know to me - I myself attended Kirkwhelpington Primary School unfortunately it's since closed as a result of which my own Daughter had to travel from the age of 41/4 some 12 miles to Belsay School, the total of 24 miles increased by the route of the journey - whilst the current proposals do not suggest such large millage, the increase to a large number of pupils would still be substantial and would also impact on the pupils who at present can walk to school.  The tiredness and anxiety caused by additional travel would most certainly be detrimental to both their health and education.  In all three Models, A, B and C there is a clear lack of forethought or planning, the closure of the rural schools listed would also mean the loss of successful partnerships between the schools and the very real threat of a reduction in providing a board and balanced curriculum.  It would seem to me that the education and welfare of our younger children has been given scant regard by these proposals.  There is a total lack of any financial modelling, money having already been wasted by this procedure which could have been much better spent invested in our rural schools.

No

No

Retain the three tier system

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

I have grave concerns of the academic focus at post-16 at QEHS (it strikes me as a push towards grammar school status, either officially or unofficially). Keeping HBHS open may have a financial cost, but it does provide an alternative in west Northumberland, either for those unable, or disinterested, in the higher academic focus of QEHS. Alternatives at this point are either Brampton, Prudhoe, Carlisle or Newcastle, and this does not serve the entire local population of West Northumberland, simply an academic elite, but this is a preferable model as the total size of the High School will be less concerning than an 11-18 school. However, the academic focus of QEHS is a major concern for me.  However, as this model will result in a smaller school for older pupils, it is preferable to model B, but is still very far from ideal in my opinion unless more inclusivity and choice is available in Hexham.

Keep HBHS open.  If choosing between Acomb First School and Beaufront, I appreciate that the latter has a larger role, but the majority of them come from outside the catchment area, and therefore travel by private transport already. The population of Acomb First School is far more local, with many walking to school. I believe that there is both a moral argument (based on locality) and a financial argument (long term transport costs) for favouring Acomb First School in this merger.

No

My main concern is that a merger of HBHS and QEHS will make a huge secondary school; I believe one of the largest in the UK. This is particularly a concern for 2 reason: 1) Many of the students will come from small schools (even after proposed mergers) and the "jump" will be difficult, intimidating and daunting. 2) As stated under model A, I have grave concerns of the academic focus at post-16 at QEHS (it strikes me as a push towards grammar school status, either officially or unofficially). Keeping HBHS open may have a financial cost, but it does provide an alternative in west Northumberland, either for those unable, or disinterested, in the higher academic focus of QEHS. Alternatives at this point are either Brampton, Prudhoe, Carlisle or Newcastle, and this does not serve the entire local population of West Northumberland, simply an academic elite.

I restate my comments from Option A:  Keep HBHS open.  If choosing between Acomb First School and Beaufront, I appreciate that the latter has a larger role, but the majority of them come from outside the catchment area, and therefore travel by private transport already. The population of Acomb First School is far more local, with many walking to school. I believe that there is both a moral argument (based on locality) and a financial argument (long term transport costs) for favouring Acomb First School in this merger.  

Yes

I accept that shutting/merging is possibly inevitable at first school level, however, this is my preferred option as it keeps the schools in Hexham at a smaller, more manageable level and allows education in the Haydon Bridge, Haltwhistle and wider area. However, it does not address the potential loss of vocational education, and indeed academic education for the less than top level students, in the entire area. 

Allow Haydon Bridge High School to offer a diverse and inclusive post-16 education.

I am less concerned about the 11-18 proposals in the Hexham area than I am about the lack of a diverse, inclusive and vocational education in Hexham. As such, I would be prepared to see Hexham partnership change to a two tier system, with some mergers along the way. However, the savings made should be channelled into keeping Haydon Bridge open (which also makes long term financial sense when transport costs are considered as well as the impact on the local economy of a sustainable, well-trained workforce) and also challenging the sixth form entry policy at QEHS so that it serves all of the people of the area.

Other

No

 To take this step would create a monopoly of secondary education in the area, with no choice of secondary schools within a very large catchment area.   It would also entail a significant increase in travel costs (whether borne by pupils or ratepayers) and increased traffic on the roads which is environmentally undesirable, and may cause additional risk to students.    Educationally it would create a very large school (one of the largest in the country) with the concomitant problems of pastoral care. [HLT are aware that this is a problem, as they have already indicated that they would take steps to ameliorate the issue; why deliberately create a problem that you then need to solve?]  There is additionally a heavy reduction of rural primary and first school provision particularly in the west, which will accelerate reducing population and economic activity.  

No

Amalgamation of QEHS and HBHS schools would disadvantage the Catholic community in the area by reducing the choice of schools available to Catholic parents.  At present there is Catholic education provided to both Catholic and non-Catholic students who choose to send their children to St Mary’s first school or St. Joseph’s Middle school.  These schools provide good local faith based education up to the age of 13.   There is then a choice of schools for these parents at the age of 13+; they can go to the QEHS high school, to Haydon Bridge High School or to St Thomas More RC school at Blaydon which welcomes entrants at 13+ or into the sixth form. Should the proposal to amalgamate go ahead, this would precipitate a change in the whole school system in the area, with the closing of St Joseph’s Middle school.  This would remove the provision of faith based education in the area for year 7&amp;8.  For students wishing to continue a faith based education they would need to travel to Blaydon at a much younger age than at present. This would not be a practical option for students living west of Hexham (e.g. Haydon Bridge or Haltwistle and beyond) as the distance would be too great and these students would be deprived of that option.  In addition the communities in the North Tyne would see the closure of Bellingham Middle School which would again involve students there having to travel large distances at younger ages to a secondary school.  

The main issue in the area is the perceived failure of HBHS.  This school should be taken back into Local Authority control, and with strong leadership and support, regain its previous good standing and performance.  This provides both a more local education for students west of Hexham, but also an element of competition for QEHS which has been shown to help keep standards up. It is also encouraged by the DoE so that schools can guide and support each other.  This would then continue to provide an important choice of secondary education in the area (both faith and non-faith based) which will maintain or improve standards, and maintain choice for parents and students.  Education standards in the area are already good. Reorganisation is not likely to improve these standards, and is more likely to reduce them during transition phases.  

No

The model C proposal would again remove choice at the sixth form level, and remove valuable middle school places at Bellingham. It also reduces the provision of small rural first schools that heavily impacts the rural populations and will contribute to further depopulation of these areas, with the concomitant economic disadvantage.   

The main issue in the area is the perceived failure of HBHS.  This school should be taken back into Local Authority control, and with strong leadership and support, regain its previous good standing and performance.  This provides both a more local education for students west of Hexham, but also an element of competition for QEHS which has been shown to help keep standards up. It is also encouraged by the DoE so that schools can guide and support each other.  This would then continue to provide an important choice of secondary education in the area (both faith and non-faith based) which will maintain or improve standards, and maintain choice for parents and students.  Education standards in the area are already good. Reorganisation is not likely to improve these standards, and is more likely to reduce them during transition phases.  

No

The model does not consider the continued survival and community needs of the rural areas considered. The small rural first schools in particular provide more than just a simple education product translateable &amp; transferrable with that of a city school: this has not been understood or included in the proposals. The entire consultation is flawed and damaging, in my opinion.

Recalculate the purpose of the consultation, with a broader and more realistic understanding of what might be lost if the threatened closures/mergers go ahead.

No

The model does not consider the continued survival and community needs of the rural areas considered. The small rural first schools in particular provide more than just a simple education product translateable &amp; transferrable with that of a city school: this has not been understood or included in the proposals. The entire consultation is flawed and damaging, in my opinion.

Incorporate a more rounded and genuine calculation of what these schools provide before considering their abolition/merging. The knock-on effects to the communities would be far more expensive than the status quo.

No

The model does not consider the continued survival and community needs of the rural areas considered. The small rural first schools in particular provide more than just a simple education product translateable &amp; transferrable with that of a city school: this has not been understood or included in the proposals. The entire consultation is flawed and damaging, in my opinion.

Re-calculate the contribution made by the individual schools to their specific, and individually valuable, vital communities, before launching a mass threatened closure/merger. There should be at least some attempt to incorporate a calculation of the knock-on effects to the web of community interaction before such an attack from afar should be even considered.

My main contact and experience is with the smaller rural first schools. While what I do will be off the radar of central government etc.., these schools provide a place and a meetingpoint and a hub of interaction to which I regularly bring outsiders in.   At Whitley Chapel first school, for example, a dozen students from all over the world came together to help empty their leaking pond of its amazing wildlife - working alongside the children to fill up buckets with pondweed and frogs etc.. This was all linked into the children's learning, was documented, fed into forest schools development and resilience. Then this year we are going back to revisit the site and work with them again. The students will be new, they will have really valuable interactions, and those very rural children will get to do something specific to their beautifully-looked-after school site just as their older siblings and younger siblings will do in future. To suggest that this particular school will be just eliminated, with those children added to a longer bus journey and miss out on that focal point for learning, meeting and doing-with-others, is really very worrying.   I mention one example above (we have two more dates planned there in April/May) but I could provide others. There is something qualitatively different about these small-scale, village-hub schools, that cannot be replicated by mergers and extra bus journeys, which would break up the social ties and the longer-view survival and thriving of the communities. The village - grandparents, parents and children and all - is different, is healthier, has a future and optimism and more social cohesion 'with'. 'Without', you're messing up a whole load of support networks, interactions, learnings and sharings, local ties and development.

Parent/carer

Other

Broomley

Stocksfield

No

Needs greater clarity on how this model will be financially sustainable and continue to provide excellent educational outcomes. Also little thought has been given to early years provision.

No

Needs greater clarity on how this model will be financially sustainable and continue to provide excellent educational outcomes. Also little thought has been given to early years provision.

No

Needs greater clarity on how this model will be financially sustainable and continue to provide excellent educational outcomes. Also little thought has been given to early years provision.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

QEHS

Hexham

No

It is reasonable to expect that Haydon Bridge High School can be improved, but unimaginative and unrealistic to expect that one off capital investment and merging two high schools to create a very large educational establishment, will resolve the issues described in this consultation.  This option is highly unlikely to meet the educational needs of students and does not consider problems facing many first schools with financial viability.

No

This model is a blunt and highly disruptive way to enable huge change from a three to two tier education system. The disruption to so many student's educational needs can not be justified and the size of change is unlikely to bed in for many years if at all.   It is unreasonable to expect a one off capital expenditure to resolve all the educational issues described in this consultation, as many more will be created through the establishment of a High School of huge size. 

No

This option does not resolve the financial issues faced by schools in the Hexham partnership, but it does help to resolve some of the issues faced by Haydon Bridge and this is reflected in the detail I have provided in Part Five - Your alternative propsals

I would support the Haydon Bridge partnership becoming two tier as detailed in model C, but in order for the Hexham partnership to become financially viable, it will also need to become two tier.  By the Hexham partnership going to a two tier system, this will add two years not four to the site at QEHS. If the middle and high were at the same site it would be perceived by students as a very large school and only two separate schools in name. By investing in Haydon Bridge High School as described in model C and parents becoming more confident in sending their children to Haydon Bridge, this will help to ensure that school sizes in Hexham and Haydon Bridge High Schools are not excessive but are financially viable, as less students out of catchment would be attending QEHS.  Changing the Hexham partnership to two tier should also be accompanied by investment in QEHS and new primaries to bring much needed improvement to facilities.  I also suggest that the financial viability of schools which are proposed to be shut should first be stated, otherwise there would be temptation to close schools which could become primaries, but are less profitable than some others.  

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

No

No

No

Do not change to 2 tier system and close out rural schools. Ridiculous proposal for many many reasons.  Use the money to improve both high schools (buildings/resources/subjects etc)

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

None of the schools should be closed

No

None of the schools should be closing

No

None of the schools should be closing

Acomb first school should not be closed as it’s sustainable. It has full wrap around care (breakfast club and after school club) little oaks nursery shares the same building and is also the feed for the school. The recent Good ofsted inspection should be taken into consideration and also the fact that when the school was placed in special measures/room for improvement all of the participants rents had faith in the teaching staff and we did not loose any children as all parents were in support of this excellent school and even better teaching Staff!

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

Because of possible mergers/closures

No

Because of possible closures and mergers

We need to keep our local school open as it is part of the community, Acomb is a viable community School wheich has potential to be a successful Primary if the opportunity arises. The School offers lots to the community and is geared up if the event of it going to primary. The Parents are happy and very supportive. The School has good financial sustainabilty, and each child is treat as an individual.

Stocksfield

No

You can't treat rural areas as uf they were the same as more urban areas.

No

Same as A. 3 tier works for sparsely populated rural areas and schools need to be seen in context of whole community - rural schools are the heart if their community.

No

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Haltwhistle community campus proposal   Retain 3 tier system   6-10 first schools 4 middle schools  One 3-13 provision incorporate first/middle in Bellingham  2 high schools

Wark First SchoolWark

No

Don’t agree with mergers of schools resulting in young children travelling long distances.

No

Don’t agree with super school, children will suffer and shy children will get lost in school system. To large of classes. To long of travel for a lot of children.,

No

The worst idea of all.

Keep 3 tier. Smaller schools give best educational start. Have a good and strong link with community. Can meet individual needs of each child helping them to reach their upmost potential. If local schools closed village life would change as no new young families would move in as they would,not want young children travelling long distances for early school years. Having small local schools any problems with child at school can be addressed very quickly. The schools have local governors who know the school the area and families of children in school ,making it a much happier and present environment for children to thrive and develop in their early school years. Making them more confident to move on to middle school. The teachers get to know children and their families and build up a good working relationship, which wouldn’t happen in large school.

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Shotley Bridge

Don't know

Unanimous decision by the Governing Body. We do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided. We do however wish to make the following points: 1. Closure of Haydon Bridge High School - our stakeholders are clear that it is important for there to be two “high/secondary” schools in the west of Northumberland to allow for parental choice and in the event that QEHS failed either financially or educationally for whatever reason. 2. Closure of eight schools- whilst offering the fewest closures of the three options, it is not clear how the annual loss of 6% of the total revenue income to the two partnerships will be found in efficiency savings by closing/merging schools. 3. Continued hybrid system in Haydon Bridge partnership - the current situation of small primary schools being close to middle schools provides an ongoing risk to the viability of small primary schools. It appears that currently some parents are choosing to move their children at the end of year 4 to middle schools rather than remain for years 5&amp;6 in their primary schools. 4. Surplus places - the closure of Haydon Bridge High School would remove a large percentage of the total number of surplus places from the Haydon Bridge partnership, however the proposed closure of the suggested first/primary schools would leave no spare capacity (-14 places) in first schools in the Hexham Partnership and still leave 29% surplus capacity in the first/primary schools in Haydon Bridge partnership.

We believe it is important to offer at least one model that is fully three tier across both partnerships. This would help with school to school support/collaboration and potentially prevent “leakage” from smaller two tier schools into larger three tier schools.

No

Majority decision by the Governing Body. We do not agree that creating an 11-18 secondary school is the only option or the best way to meet the objectives. In summary we strongly believe that an age range change would have a detrimental impact on our students, families and communities. We urge you to listen to all the schools in the Hexham Partnership to ensure that all the schools continue to go from strength to strength. We would refer you to the ‘Making significant changes to an open academy - Departmental advice for all types of academy trust’ document which states: Where proposals are likely to have a significant impact on other local provision a full business case will usually be required to provide evidence that the education of children in the area, as a whole, will not be compromised. Where local provision is organised in three tiers and the aim is to move to two tier age range, the department expects schools to work together to ensure an appropriate coordinated implementation, and will only approve any individual proposal in that context. Our view is based upon the following and responds to information from the Hadrian Learning Trust consultation document which has been shared with Hadrian Learning Trust 1. EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES AND EXPERIENCE All schools in the Hexham Partnership are good or outstanding. Outcomes at the current 13-18 Queen Elizabeth High School are: ● in the top 12% schools nationally for KS4 progress ● 4th nationally in your group of 55 “similar” schools for both KS4 attainment and progress ● 22nd nationally in the Sunday Times parent guide for non-selective secondary schools ● in the top 15% schools nationally for KS5 with progress score 0.16 and average grade B vs C nationally. ● Last year, 60% of your KS4 students stayed at your school for post 16 studies. Currently approximately 40% of all students at Queen Elizabeth High School are part of Hadrian Learning Trust by virtue of having attended Hexham Middle School.   6  Impact on the wider partnership Model B states that there would be a significant impact on other schools within the partnership and their communities including the potential closure of Corbridge Middle School and some of the first schools closing or becoming primary. From responses we have received, we know that this would be overwhelmingly unpopular with our parents, staff and wider community. (Appendix 1) No information has been provided to suggest how, by changing the age range of the schools this would improve the progress of students. The pupils in a primary school would not have the range of specialist teaching in years 5 &amp; 6 which we believe would risk the standards currently achieved at GCSE. This level of specialism would not be possible in one form entry or less primary schools. We have noted from the Sele First School response to your consultation, that they propose forming a three form entry primary school with the offer of specialist teaching in years 5&amp;6. This would suggest that the current provision of specialist teaching in middle schools is valued by the Sele first school which is a National Support Schools and a Teaching School. A broad and balanced curriculum for primary aged students is currently a focus for Ofsted. At Corbridge Middle School we do have specialist teaching in years 5 to 8. We have attached an extract of the speech given by Amanda Spielman, HM Chief Inspector of Education, Children’s Services and Skills, at the Festival of Education 23rd June 2017 which shares her views on curriculum and the substance of education (Appendix 2). Without evidence that a risk assessment on the effect on attainment at KS2 has been completed we are concerned that standards may not be maintained at KS2, leading to the potential that standards at KS4 would not be maintained let alone improved. Evidence from other schools, or partnerships of schools, who have expanded or changed their age range shows this is a high risk. Nine of the sixteen secondary schools in Northumberland have changed their age range. In 2017, the top four secondary schools for progress 8 and top three secondary schools for attainment 8 are all 13-18 secondary schools with feeder middle schools. We have seen no measurable evidence that students in the care of Hadrian Learning Trust since year 5 have progressed any better than those from Corbridge Middle School or St Joseph’s Middle School. There is no evidence that the progress of pupils would be improved by extending the teaching, leadership and management of Hadrian Learning Trust for all 11 - 18 students. No evidence how educational experience would be better than now The enrichment opportunities that students at Corbridge Middle School have are outstanding. We are able to frequently involve whole year groups in a variety of enrichment opportunities. We also engage fully with local businesses and members of the community to extend students’ learning into business and the local community. This would be much harder in a very large secondary school, with little evidence that this currently takes place at Queen Elizabeth High School. There is a lack of evidence how enrichment opportunities would be maintained or improved. This has an impact on lifelong learning, engagement and future aspirations. Our current structure of education allows children to have three chances for holding positions of responsibility across the breadth of school life whether this is as a member of school council, captain of houses, leader of bands, sports teams, or main acting/singing parts in school productions. Almost half of the children at Corbridge Middle have represented the school in a sports event or competition and almost 60%   7   have participated in a lunchtime or after school sports club. Participation and uptake of activities for pupil premium children is comparable with all other children. No information regarding what an 11-18 school can achieve and deliver compared to the current structure with modifications There has been no information provided or research evidence on how the change in structure would improve the provision for the pupils in 7&amp;8 or indeed 9. Corbridge Middle School has never been opposed to making changes. We do believe we have played an instrumental part in the partnership work on assessment, age related expectations and continuity of the curriculum across schools. We have attempted to explore the sharing of staff with Hadrian Learning Trust as we already have experience of successfully sharing both teaching and support staff with other schools outside our partnership. We would welcome further opportunities for working together at a strategic level, as a close partnership of schools, for the benefit of the wider community. As part of the consultation, we had expected that an improved more inclusive offer for post 16 education would have been incorporated into the plans. Given the context of our large rural catchment area, it is disappointing that for whatever reason 40% of year 11 students at Queen Elizabeth High School have to continue their education much further afield. 2. PROPOSED SIZE OF THE SCHOOL AND THE IMPLICATIONS Currently Queen Elizabeth High School, with a KS4 cohort size of 302 (in 2017), has the 58th largest cohort size in England. If QEHS received approval to become a secondary school, the Sele First School would become the only primary school with more than one form entry with all other feeder schools being one form entry or less (30 pupils or less). Of those “secondary” schools with a cohort size similar or greater than the size of Queen Elizabeth High School, 29% (17) are 13/14-18 high schools. The Hadrian Learning Trust statement on page 7 that ‘our local three tier system is increasingly out of step... there are now only 46 13-18 high schools (1.4% of all secondaries)’ is therefore misleading. Schools of a similar size to Queen Elizabeth High School are more likely to be part of a three tier system than the national picture suggests. Commentary We struggle to understand how any organisational or physical design of a new secondary school could minimise the enormity of the transition from small primary school to large secondary school. Parental feedback (Appendix 1) confirms our belief that there would be serious implications for the wellbeing and education of children moving to such a large establishment. Hadrian Learning Trust Consultation Document Section 5. What does this mean for your child? identifies some aims for how they will be improving the educational journey for all children. They have not explained how they plan to achieve these aims and we would disagree that the aims mentioned would provide any improvement on what we currently have. Parental feedback has confirmed that:     8   ● the current transitions are gentle and align with the physical development of our children from small first schools to a large high school ● they feel no need to align time spent in school with the key stages as long as the curriculum taught at each stage is aligned across the partnership of schools In addition: ● there is no evidence to suggest that there is a dip in learning as a result of our three tier system, as shown by the 2017 Progress 8 score for Queen Elizabeth High School placing it in the top 12% schools nationally ● Carrying out KS2 SATs halfway through middle school is felt to reduce the stress caused by SATs being ‘the finale’ of primary school. How much preparation for KS4 exams is required? Parents already tell us that the level of testing carried out at Queen Elizabeth High School in preparation for KS4 exams is causing stress for their children ● Providing more time in larger schools does not necessarily allow pupils to take part in more “aspects of school life”. Currently students have a real opportunity to represent their school as a part of many different types of team, perform in or support school shows, be part of the school council and take part in competitions. This is all made possible because the schools are small enough to make opportunities more accessible. Loss of parental choice for children at age 11 in rural areas with poor public transport We have major concerns that parents would have only one choice of secondary education. Whilst the ‘Collaborative Model’ that we shared with parents has been well received, the main feedback has been on the lack of choice from age 13. This would be exacerbated if the age range was changed to 11-18. We have adapted our ‘Collaborative Model’ (Appendix 3) to a ‘Collaborative Pathways Model’ (Appendix 4) accordingly to include provision up to age 18 in the Haydon Bridge area. Distances involved and lack of public transport within the Hexham (and Haydon Bridge) catchment areas mean that already parents have little choice but to send their child to their “catchment school”. Any choice that currently exists would be taken away. If HBHS were to close and with William Howard school instructed to reduce its PAN; NCC would still have an obligation to provide places but currently the only nearest options at year 7 would be Hexham, Prudhoe Highfield Middle School, Ponteland Middle or High School, Consett, Ryton or Blaydon. 3. INCLUSION Attainment and progress data from Corbridge Middle School and feedback from our School Improvement Partner indicate that Corbridge Middle School provides an excellent educational experience for pupils and particularly for SEN and disadvantaged students. Parental feedback and feedback from outside agencies from Northumberland, County Durham and London education authorities is outstanding. We have not been provided with any information detailing why provision for disadvantaged students or students with Special educational needs and disabilities will be enhanced by Model B.   9   Any details of proposed enhanced provision, SEND support or specialist services are missing from your consultation report. 4. Managing Change We have not had access to a risk assessment or an impact study that supports the Hadrian Learning Trust view that it has the capacity to drive the school to become an outstanding school as well as manage the significant changes should this proposal go ahead. The scale of the changes which are being proposed would require outstanding Leadership and Management ● Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School are good schools, not outstanding schools. ● Ofsted judged Leadership and Management to be good, not outstanding ● Reducing the MAT from two schools to one school is out of step with policy of the National School Commissioner. ● Queen Elizabeth High School is not a National Teaching School or National Support School ● Hadrian Learning Trust is not an approved sponsor. It would be useful to know where this age range fits with any longer term strategic plan to expand the MAT. There has been a lack of information regarding future growth of the MAT: vertical, horizontal or geographical expansion. At Corbridge Middle School we believe that we are an outward facing school who actively seek the opportunity to work strategically with others. We are particularly keen to work together on any aspects of Teaching and Learning and Leadership. We would welcome the opportunity to work with the Hadrian Learning Trust and all other schools to work together on a vision for educational provision. 5. FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY There is no financial modelling for Model B. Please see appendix 5 for more information. Hadrian Learning Trust achieved a surplus of £91,000 in their first annual accounts ending August 2017 Hadrian Learning Trust have shown a swing of +£500,000 in forecast year end balances by end August 2019 in the nine months between consultations. Hadrian Learning Trust have shown a swing of +£720,000 in forecast end balances by end August 2022 when comparing both consultations. No modelling has been provided to show the impact of becoming an 11-18 school in expenditure so we are unable to make any further judgement. Closure of fourteen schools- has the largest impact on school closures of all three options, it is not clear how the annual loss of 9% of the total revenue income to the two partnerships from this potential model will be found in efficiency savings by closing/merging schools. Size of school rather than phases in school There are too many variables to state that a primary-secondary system is inherently more efficient to run. It is both the size of the school/s and organisation of schools which attracts efficiencies rather than the phases educated. With 72.9% of the income in schools relating directly to the number of pupils in the school, it is    10   more important to achieve economies from expansion either through federation or multi academy trusts, than considering age range change. Our geographical area does have different challenges in that only 52% of the residents of the Hexham catchment area live in the town of Hexham and only 29% of residents of Hexham/Haydon Bridge catchment area live in the town of Hexham. Any education system being designed for our area must take into account the needs of those residents who live not only in Hexham but also in the wider catchment area. The potential financial gain for Hadrian Learning Trust cannot be viewed in isolation but must incorporate any financial implications for the schools feeding into Hadrian Learning Trust and income into the partnership of schools as a whole. This includes the loss of lump sum funding @ £110,000 per school, sport premium funding of £16,000 per school and the potential loss of up to £25,000 sparsity funding per school if rural schools are merged to form larger schools. NCC have currently put forward a potential model of two tier education for both Hexham and Haydon Bridge partnerships which would see a loss of £1.6 million in budget share per annum for the partnerships of schools in the West. This loss in income equates to 9% of the total budget share (minus rates). We would be interested to see your modelling for this. Minimum per student funding level The information supplied in the Hadrian Learning Trust Consultation document is misleading. We have received the following information from the Funding Policy Unit at the Department for Education: It is correct that the minimum per pupil funding level is lower for KS3 only schools than it is for secondary schools which teach both KS3 and KS4. The minimum per student level for secondary schools has been set in consideration of the requirements of teaching both KS3 and KS4 students. The policy intention is that the factor provides a minimum level of funding to the school as a whole, depending on the phases of education it provides. The funding is not for the education of the individual students who attract it. This is why the minimum per student funding level for key stage 3 only schools is lower. Having said that, we have received feedback from several stakeholders about the size of the differential, and we are reflecting on this for 2019-20. In 2018-19 and 2019-20 LAs can choose whether or not to implement the minimum per student funding levels and can choose to set them up to the values used in the NFF. The funding levels published for 19/20 are under review and at present the NCC Schools Forum has used the funding provided to support the higher Key Stage 4 AWPU of £4,580 (cf £4,386 Hard NFF rate). The current 18/19 budget share for Queen Elizabeth High School, Hexham Middle School, Corbridge Middle School and St Joseph Middle School show that all schools are receiving more than the minimum per student funding level so no top up funding is to be received. The technical guidance note confirms that the minimum per student funding level is in place for 18/19 and 19/20. There is no evidence that this per student funding guarantee will be available after implementation of the hard National Funding Formula. We also now understand that the Policy Funding Unit of the ESFA are reviewing the guaranteed levels for KS3 and 4 for 2019/2020.  11  If this were an important consideration for Hadrian Learning Trust, they are already in a position to combine Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School into one school to attract the higher per student funding level for 40% of the proposed Key Stage 3 students. 6. CAPITAL INVESTMENT HAS BEEN PROMISED FOR EDUCATION IN THE WEST Parental feedback has confirmed that they would wish for capital investment in the building stock of both Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School and ideally a complete new build for Queen Elizabeth High School. We understand as part of the NCC consultation into education in the west Northumberland that NCC have set aside £45m for investment in education. It has been made clear that any investment ‘relies upon a rationalisation and investment process’. Whilst all three potential models put forward by NCC include statements regarding a new build of Queen Elizabeth High School/Hexham Middle School whether a two or three tier system is in place, it is not clear how much “rationalisation” ie schools closures would be required in order to release any capital funding. We hope that capital funding is forthcoming to provide Queen Elizabeth High School with a state of the art facility which can be achieved for far less than £50+ million without major disruption to all other schools. 

We do not view this option as a viable option for maintaining or improving the educational outcomes and experience of children within the west of Northumberland

Don't know

Majority decision by the Governing Body. We do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided. We do wish to make the following points: 1. Co-location of HMS and QEHS on one site - with a new build, this may resolve the issues of decaying building stock and surplus places at both schools whilst also allowing for both financial efficiencies (to be determined) and educational advantages from a closer proximity of the two schools. 2. Haydon Bridge High School - keeping a secondary school in the Haydon Bridge Partnership supports our view that our stakeholders view that it is important for there to be two “high/secondary” schools in the west of Northumberland to allow for parental choice, management of risk if either QEHS or HBHS failed either financially or educationally for whatever reason and the opportunity for the two schools to work collaboratively together along with Prudhoe High school. 3. Haydon Bridge High School - it is not known whether there is a potential sponsor so whether this option is viable. If it is viable it is felt that the school should have a fresh start with a new build which supports the planned curriculum offer and capacity required within the HBHS proposed model. This should remove the current surplus capacity and place the school on a sound financial footing. 4. Closure of ten schools- whilst offering fewer closures than option A, it is not clear how the annual loss of 7% revenue income to the two partnerships will be found in efficiency savings by the closing/merging of schools. 5. A two system in Haydon Bridge partnership and three tier system for Hexham Partnership could continue the current “leakage” of children from Haydon Bridge to Hexham partnership this could continue to place at risk the small primary schools in the Haydon Bridge partnership. 6. Surplus places - the closure of Haydon Bridge High School, Haltwhistle and Bellingham Middle schools would remove a large percentage of the total number of the current 50% surplus places from the Haydon Bridge partnership, however the proposed closures would still leave 30% surplus places in the Haydon Bridge Partnership and no spare capacity (-14 places) in first schools in the Hexham Partnership (Appendix 6 Education in the West and Surplus School Places). 7. Travel time for pupils in the rural parts of Haydon Bridge catchment area would increase significantly for children aged 11

 One of the complications of this consultation is that it is trying to address ● Hadrian Learning Trust’s wish to change their age range to 11-18, ● the lack of sponsor and threatened closure of Haydon Bridge High school ● a surplus places issue and ● financial concerns in some schools whilst final details of the national funding formula and future housing projections are unclear. There are also added complications due to the number of academies involved in the consultation over which NCC has no control. What has been missing in this consultation is the opportunity for groups of schools to work together, with the data required, to come up with solutions to the current challenges being faced by some individual schools. We have tried to gather views from across the Hexham Partnership regarding individuals’ views on: 1. What do you like about the education currently offered to your children? 2. What could be better? What would you like a new improved education to look like? 3. What, succinctly, is your dream? We concentrated on trying to come up with a Collaborative Model (Appendix 3) where 6 individual hubs could be given the time and data to come up with an age 3-13 educational pathway, leading into a new age 13-18 high school. This model was sent to all school leaders in both partnerships. We have not had the time to speak with each school individually on their views of such an approach. It would be fair to say that where we currently have close working relationships in the Hexham Partnership, feedback has been positive. Feedback from parents and colleagues widely shared the view that although they liked the idea, there needed to be a second choice of school post 13 in west Northumberland. We have adapted the model to come up with version 2; the Collaborative Pathways model (Appendix 4). We have deliberately not said whether schools are first, primary, or ‘all-through’ - this would be for the school leaders in the different ‘hubs’ to discuss. There are different needs and therefore potential solutions for the Hexham Partnership and the Haydon Bridge Partnership. The groupings of the schools is not set in stone and we already know that some schools would like to “collaborate” in different hubs from those set out. Hadrian Learning Trust are not wishing to engage whilst they drive forward with their plans to change their age range. In the Hexham Partnership where educational outcomes are already good we feel we should be able to take stock rather than rush into a solution at this stage. We are not talking about an extensive period of time to carry out this work but more time than has currently be allowed given the pressure of following a “formal” consultation process. We would welcome the support of NCC or other independent experts in carrying out this work. We would like to see more formal collaboration between schools, both across phases and within phase. All-through collaborations, with strong leadership, from 3-18 could be fantastic.

Parent/carer

Other

prudhoe

stocksfield

No

this is not a consultation. You have loaded questions which direct people towards the answer you want. Fund 3 tier schools, keep village first schools open

No

This is not a consultation. This is a joke. Keep the three tier model which works best for children and northumberland communities

No

This is not a consultation.

Keep the current system

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

QEHS, Whittonstall first

Blanchland

No

I do not want to go to a big school and that is the reason I moved to a more rural area so I didn't have to. Three tier systems are important to people like me who are from small villages.

No.

No

I do not want to go to a big school that is why we moved to this area. I am from a small village and do not want to go to a super school.  I currently go to Corbridge middle and it is an amazing school with passionate children and teachers, and it is a proper community school and everyone is friendly. Corbridge is a great environment for learning and the teachers help you with so much. why would you want to close down such a good school?

No

It is terrifying for the young pupils to be around older pupils. I am strongly against changing the age groups and I think we should stick with the three tier system.

instead of building a super school you should spend the money on improving the building of the current QEHS and stick to the three tier system.

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Shotley bridge

No

I do not agree with the schools that are being closed down. I feel that the schools in rural areas have been chosen to close because they have less pupils instead of being based on the standard of education their. I also believe that these schools are being made to suffer because of a mistake that wasn't there fault. If Hayden bridge high school had been returned the money they were owed that nobody would even be in this mess. I also do not agree with the closing down of Whittonstall first school in all the options as they were told by the council not so long ago that they would not be closed down, which in turn meant they spent more money on it, only to be closed down. Now, not only do I not think Whittonstall should be closed down, but I also feel that has been a great waste of money.

To not shut down Whittonstall or any other school and instead get Hayden bridge high school it's money back and use it to improve Hayden bridges standard in education and save everyone else the trouble of having to take the consequences of your mistake.

No

I do not agree with the schools that are being closed down. I feel that the schools in rural areas have been chosen to close because they have less pupils instead of being based on the standard of education their. I also believe that these schools are being made to suffer because of a mistake that wasn't there fault. If Hayden bridge high school had been returned the money they were owed that nobody would even be in this mess. I also do not agree with the closing down of Whittonstall first school in all the options as they were told by the council not so long ago that they would not be closed down, which in turn meant they spent more money on it, only to be closed down. Now, not only do I not think Whittonstall should be closed down, but I also feel that has been a great waste of money.

To not shut down Whittonstall or any other school and instead get Hayden bridge high school it's money back and use it to improve Hayden bridges standard in education and save everyone else the trouble of having to take the consequences of your mistake.

No

I do not agree with the schools that are being closed down. I feel that the schools in rural areas have been chosen to close because they have less pupils instead of being based on the standard of education their. I also believe that these schools are being made to suffer because of a mistake that wasn't there fault. If Hayden bridge high school had been returned the money they were owed that nobody would even be in this mess. I also do not agree with the closing down of Whittonstall first school in all the options as they were told by the council not so long ago that they would not be closed down, which in turn meant they spent more money on it, only to be closed down. Now, not only do I not think Whittonstall should be closed down, but I also feel that has been a great waste of money.

To not shut down Whittonstall or any other school and instead get Hayden bridge high school it's money back and use it to improve Hayden bridges standard in education and save everyone else the trouble of having to take the consequences of your mistake.

Return Hayden bridge high school the money it is owed and use it to improve its standard of education. But do not close any other schools because of this.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

Keep the rural schools open rather than move to two tier superschools that are costly and have a proven track record of failure.

No

No

No

Haydon Bridge High School

No

No

No

HBHS proposal is the best option for my future. I want to go to HBHS and not QE because it is too big and further for me to travel. My brother goes to HBHS and he loves it. HBHS has lots of space and good teachers and their vision for the future is great as it offers a wide range of subjects for GCSE so we have time to decide on our future - Apprenticeship or A level.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I would like to suggest haltwhistle community campus proposal. I do not want my children going to hexham to a super school. It’s too far to travel I don’t want my children to get lost in a big school as they become a number.

Wark

No

I feel Wark school teaches to a high standard and making young children travel further to attend school is a very bad idea

I do not think model A is a good solution in any way make or form. His is a very bad idea and won’t resolve budget issues. Wark budget forecast are significantly wrong in your predictions

No

I am sure when this consultation comes to fore you will find that a very high percentage of rural residents will be against this because closing schools will cripple local communities and it will also reduce house prices in these areas.  People need to be as close to schools as possible for logistical reasons for children’s education.

Nothing that has been proposed in this consultation has a meritable value for people living in a rural area.

No

Model C is also not a good proposal

Model C is a poor idea and I am 100 percent against this

I believe you should keep the 3 tier system with Wark school remaining open as a primary school.  Wark has consistently been marked good in the ofsted report.  Wark is a Church of England school giving parents a choice to have their children attend a faith educated school.  Wark school is an integral part of the village with long standing connections.  The governing body have the enthusiasm, skills and determination to proceed in becoming a primary school which will further build on the outstanding offer Wark school delivers 

Parent/carer

Other

Broomhaugh / Broomley First

Riding Mill

No

My view is that Model A is hugely detrimental to communities, parental choice and children's education.  There are a number of (from my perspective) 'showstopper' issues which I have explained below:   1. The option reduces parental choice at all levels of schooling.  In particular:   a. The creation of a single 'super-school' for the whole of Haydon Bridge and Hexham Partnership removes alternatives at high school level.  This means that children with a less academic focus will have no provision.  It means that should Hadrian Learning Trust (HLT) begin to underperform, more than 2,000 pupils would have no choice but to remain there.  It means that parents have no ability to select an educational ethos which works for their children's needs.  This is against the whole policy ethos of education for the last 20 years and should be unacceptable.   b. Removal of 7 firsts and 1 primary means children will be obliged to attend 1 specific school in the vast majority of cases, regardless of whether this school is appropriate to their needs or performing at an acceptable standard.     2. Closes schools which are not facing significant issues, to the detriment of children and communities (NB: on this, I need to focus on Hexham, which is the area I know personally, but I suspect this is also relevant for Haydon Bridge):   a. Greenhaugh is a Good school, and does not face financial challenges until year 3, at which point a new funding formula will be in place.  The merger of its catchment leads to significant extra travel for children (see below) and reduces amenity locally.  A better solution would be to retain the school and consider ways to increase its efficiency.  The rationale for closure appears to be to address issues in Bellingham, for which there are undoubtedly better solutions.   b. Whitley Chapel is a financially viable school, rated good by Ofsted.  It is unclear what the rationale is for closure.   c. Whittonstall is a financially viable school, rated good be Ofsted.  It is unclear what the rationale is for closure.  Closure would negatively impact on federated Broomley, leading to a reduction of standards and viability in a key Prudhoe Partnership First.   d. While other schools (e.g. Chollerton) forecast deficits, it is unclear whether these are significant in the documentation.  There may be alternative options (e.g. federation, sharing of posts) which would address these issues and which have not been considered.     3. Concentrates too much power in a single Academy Trust   a. HLT has not proved reliable in terms of its financial forecasting.  On set up it claimed to be financially viable, but less than 12 months later was asking parents for funds; it forecast a £100k deficit in 2016/17 as late as last summer, but achieved a surplus.  This does not indicate strong management and it's unclear why the Council would choose to reward it with either significant investment or monopoly status in the educational economy.     4. Damaging impact on educational experience of children   a. Travel times: the Scottish Executive carried out research on the impact of travel of children's education and concluded that 'Long journeys to school have a negative effect on children's educational performance.  Long travel times in an uncomfortable bus or an inability to participate in extra curricular activities reduce academic performance'.  The proposals under this option significantly increase travel times for children.  Based on the numbers on roll and distances in your document, an estimate of the impact is at least 375,000 additional miles travelled per year, on poor quality roads.   b. Loss of alternative education pathways.  Additionally, the proposals concentrate children onto academic pathways.  QEHS has a strong academic focus, but this is not appropriate for all children.   c. 2 outstanding and 6 good schools close, while 1 school which is currently rated RI be Ofsted grows.  This is counter-intuitive.     5. Your proposal is not sufficiently innovative or ambitious, and is based on an old fashioned view of education:   a. I recognise that the primary intention of your options is financial rather than educational, but there are a number of educational challenges which need to be considered to develop proposals for the next 50 years.   b. It misses opportunities to consider vocational opportunities for children at High School / Sixth Form level.   c. It does not consider options for use of online, distance learning resources to support education and a greater variety in the curriculum - e.g. through partnership with colleges   d. It does not consider how SEND provision could be improved - e.g. by creating dedicated hubs of specialist support   e. It does not consider how schools could collaborate to share expertise and reduce costs.     6. Does not consider the unique needs of rural economies   a. You have not considered the impact on wrap around care or nursery places, which parents depend on to work   b. You have not considered the impact on the future of communities and their ability to remain sustainable as a result of attracting families to education facilities   c. You have not addressed the presumption that local rural schools should be retained     7. Leaves too little capacity in first schools for future requirements, while other challenges are not addressed   a. Based on your pupils on roll and proposed capacity figures, 5 schools - including Broomhaugh, Slaley - do not have sufficient capacity to deal with displaced children from closed schools   b. Overall, Hexham Partnership will have too little capacity at first school level as a result of closures, but retain surplus at high school level.   c. 11 schools will still have &gt;20% surplus, and 6 will be below your own 75 pupil target size.  This makes no sense.     8. Timescales too rushed   a. The reasons for the accelerated timescales are unclear, but the cynic would conclude they are driven by the electoral cycle rather than what is good for children   b. Lessons should be learned from the failure to gain planning approval for Pont and the fact that children will be educated in temporary accommodation for an unspecified period as a result.   c. Sufficient time should therefore be left, rather than rushing implementation. 

There is no way of making this option viable as it presupposes an unacceptable reduction in educational choice.

No

Many of the objections to Model A also apply and I have updated these below.  However, the fundamental objective of this option is to implement Two Tier education across West Northumberland.  This is inappropriate in this model or any model for a number of reasons:   1. It further erodes parental choice by isolating Hexham from the Prudhoe Partnership.  My own children are educated in Broomley because the Council could not provide adequate capacity in Broomhaugh at the time when we applied.  This would not be possible if Riding Mill and Stocksfield (3 miles apart) were operating entirely separate systems.  2. It does not reflect the needs of children in rural communities.  The three tier model manages children's journey from small rural communities to a large high school in a series of stages - small rural schools feed into larger rural middles which feed into one of two high schools.  This means children are carefully transitioned to larger environments but does mean more transitions overall.  It means children build relationships in similar age groups before moving onto the next stage.  The jump from a Primary of 56 - 105 children to a Secondary of 2,250 pupils is huge in a rural community and there is no reflection in proposals as to how this could be managed.  3. Any solution would inevitably recreate the first - middle journey in a different form.  All the proposals we have seen for moving to two tier education have to recreate the transitions in a different form - merging schools into bigger primaries (with bigger catchment areas), creating clusters of schools with a hub for years 5 and 6, or schools within schools to support children adapt to a much larger environment.  It is therefore unclear why the move is desirable other than as a political objective.  4. There is no evidence that primary / secondary would address any of the challenges set out.  The existing primary model enforced in Haydon Bridge as a result of Allendale Middle closing has among the highest levels of financial deficit, surplus places and quality issues based on your documentation.  To my knowledge one primary is the only school impacted in this consultation where governors genuinely have doubts about the viability of the school.  Nationally, secondary schools have well publicised funding challenges and primaries are also struggling.  There is no evidence that primary / secondary is more affordable or better for children.  To be clear, my objection here is to any two tier model (not just model B) unless there is substantial evidence that the above issues can be managed.  My other concerns about Model B are:  1. The option reduces parental choice at all levels of schooling.  In particular:  a. The creation of a single 'super-school' for the whole of Haydon Bridge and Hexham Partnership removes alternatives at high school level.  This means that children with a less academic focus will have no provision.  It means that should Hadrian Learning Trust (HLT) begin to underperform, more than 2,000 pupils would have no choice but to remain there.  It means that parents have no ability to select an educational ethos which works for their children's needs.  This is against the whole policy ethos of education for the last 20 years and should be unacceptable.  b. Removal of firsts / middles means children will be obliged to attend 1 specific school in the vast majority of cases, regardless of whether this school is appropriate to their needs or performing at an acceptable standard.  This is worse than in Model A as parents of children as young as Year 5 will have lost the ability to choose middle schools based on their ethos, objectives or approach - i.e. focused on their needs, in favour of a single choice of primary.  This lack of choice will persist from the age of 9 to the age of 18.   2. Closes schools which are not facing significant issues, to the detriment of children and communities (NB: on this, I need to focus on Hexham, which is the area I know personally, but I suspect this is also relevant for Haydon Bridge):  a. All Middle Schools are financially viable based on your documents.  All middles in Hexham are rated Good by Ofsted.  It's unclear how closing these is beneficial to children or address financial sustainability.  b. Greenhaugh is a Good school, and does not face financial challenges until year 3, at which point a new funding formula will be in place.  The merger of its catchment leads to significant extra travel for children (see below) and reduces amenity locally.  A better solution would be to retain the school and consider ways to increase its efficiency.  The rationale for closure appears to be to address issues in Bellingham, for which there are undoubtedly better solutions.  c. Whitley Chapel is a financially viable school, rated good by Ofsted.  It is unclear what the rationale is for closure.  d. Whittonstall is a financially viable school, rated good be Ofsted.  It is unclear what the rationale is for closure.  Closure would negatively impact on federated Broomley, leading to a reduction of standards and viability in a key Prudhoe Partnership First.  e. While other schools (e.g. Chollerton) forecast deficits, it is unclear whether these are significant in the documentation.  There may be alternative options (e.g. federation, sharing of posts) which would address these issues and which have not been considered.   3. Concentrates too much power in a single Academy Trust  a. HLT has not proved reliable in terms of its financial forecasting.  On set up it claimed to be financially viable, but less than 12 months later was asking parents for funds; it forecast a £100k deficit in 2016/17 as late as last summer, but achieved a surplus.  This does not indicate strong management and it's unclear why the Council would choose to reward it with either significant investment or monopoly status in the educational economy.   4. Damaging impact on educational experience of children  a. Travel times: the Scottish Executive carried out research on the impact of travel of children's education and concluded that 'Long journeys to school have a negative effect on children's educational performance.  Long travel times in an uncomfortable bus or an inability to participate in extra curricular activities reduce academic performance'.  The proposals under this option significantly increase travel times for children.  Based on the numbers on roll and distances in your document, an estimate of the impact is on average 11.5 miles per day for over 2,000 impacted pupils.  b. Loss of alternative education pathways.  Additionally, the proposals concentrate children onto academic pathways.  QEHS has a strong academic focus, but this is not appropriate for all children.  c. Loss of middle schools which provide improved pastoral support for rural communities - I have spoken to a number of parents who selected a middle school based on its ethos and support for children's needs.  This would be lost in your proposal.  d. 11 schools close which are Good or Outstanding.   1 school which is currently rated RI be Ofsted grows.  This is counter-intuitive.   5. Your proposal is not sufficiently innovative or ambitious, and is based on an old fashioned view of education:  a. I recognise that the primary intention of your options is financial rather than educational, but there are a number of educational challenges which need to be considered to develop proposals for the next 50 years.  b. It misses opportunities to consider vocational opportunities for children at High School / Sixth Form level.  c. It does not consider options for use of online, distance learning resources to support education and a greater variety in the curriculum - e.g. through partnership with colleges  d. It does not consider how SEND provision could be improved - e.g. by creating dedicated hubs of specialist support  e. It does not consider how schools could collaborate to share expertise and reduce costs.  f. It is focused on a reductive argument between 2 tier and 3 tier, rather than on what is best for pupils.   6. Does not consider the unique needs of rural economies  a. You have not considered the impact on wrap around care or nursery places, which parents depend on to work  b. You have not considered the impact on the future of communities and their ability to remain sustainable as a result of attracting families to education facilities  c. You have not addressed the presumption that local rural schools should be retained   7. Leaves too little capacity in first schools for future requirements, while other challenges are not addressed  a. Based on your pupils on roll and proposed capacity figures, 6 schools - including Broomhaugh, Slaley - do not have sufficient capacity to deal with displaced children from closed schools  b. 10 schools will still have &gt;20% surplus, and 2 will be below your own 75 pupil target size.  This makes no sense.   8. Timescales too rushed  1. The reasons for the accelerated timescales are unclear, but the cynic would conclude they are driven by the electoral cycle rather than what is good for children  2. Lessons should be learned from the failure to gain planning approval for Pont and the fact that children will be educated in temporary accommodation for an unspecified period as a result.  3. Sufficient time should therefore be left, rather than rushing implementation. 

There is no way to make this option viable.  It is unacceptably detrimental to educational experience, rural communities and parental choice.

No

Although I am not in favour of this option, I am supportive of proposals to merge HLT into a 9-18 school on a single site and to create an all through school in Haydon Bridge.  I think this option could be further strengthened, however.  The changes at First / Middle level remain unacceptable though:  1. The option reduces parental choice at all levels of schooling.  In particular:  a. Removal of firsts / primaries / middles means children will be obliged to attend 1 specific school in the vast majority of cases, regardless of whether this school is appropriate to their needs or performing at an acceptable standard.   2. Closes schools which are not facing significant issues, to the detriment of children and communities (NB: on this, I need to focus on Hexham, which is the area I know personally, but I suspect this is also relevant for Haydon Bridge):  a. Greenhaugh is a Good school, and does not face financial challenges until year 3, at which point a new funding formula will be in place.  The merger of its catchment leads to significant extra travel for children (see below) and reduces amenity locally.  A better solution would be to retain the school and consider ways to increase its efficiency.  The rationale for closure appears to be to address issues in Bellingham, for which there are undoubtedly better solutions.  b. Whitley Chapel is a financially viable school, rated good by Ofsted.  It is unclear what the rationale is for closure.  c. Whittonstall is a financially viable school, rated good be Ofsted.  It is unclear what the rationale is for closure.  Closure would negatively impact on federated Broomley, leading to a reduction of standards and viability in a key Prudhoe Partnership First.  d. While other schools (e.g. Chollerton) forecast deficits, it is unclear whether these are significant in the documentation.  There may be alternative options (e.g. federation, sharing of posts) which would address these issues and which have not been considered.   3. Concentrates too much power in a single Academy Trust  a. HLT has not proved reliable in terms of its financial forecasting.  On set up it claimed to be financially viable, but less than 12 months later was asking parents for funds; it forecast a £100k deficit in 2016/17 as late as last summer, but achieved a surplus.  This does not indicate strong management and it's unclear why the Council would choose to reward it with either significant investment.   4. Damaging impact on educational experience of children  a. Travel times: the Scottish Executive carried out research on the impact of travel of children's education and concluded that 'Long journeys to school have a negative effect on children's educational performance.  Long travel times in an uncomfortable bus or an inability to participate in extra curricular activities reduce academic performance'.  The proposals under this option significantly increase travel times for children.  Based on the numbers on roll and distances in your document, an estimate of the impact is 12 miles per day on average for almost 1,200 pupils, on poor quality roads.  b. Up to 10 outstanding or good schools close, while 1 school which is currently rated RI be Ofsted grows.  This is counter-intuitive.   5. This proposal at least attempts to find a model for HB and a model for Hexham but remains based on an old fashioned view of education:  a. I recognise that the primary intention of your options is financial rather than educational, but there are a number of educational challenges which need to be considered to develop proposals for the next 50 years.  b. It misses opportunities to consider vocational opportunities for children at High School / Sixth Form level.  c. It does not consider options for use of online, distance learning resources to support education and a greater variety in the curriculum - e.g. through partnership with colleges  d. It does not consider how SEND provision could be improved - e.g. by creating dedicated hubs of specialist support  e. It does not consider how schools could collaborate to share expertise and reduce costs.   6. Does not consider the unique needs of rural economies  a. You have not considered the impact on wrap around care or nursery places, which parents depend on to work  b. You have not considered the impact on the future of communities and their ability to remain sustainable as a result of attracting families to education facilities  c. You have not addressed the presumption that local rural schools should be retained   7. Leaves too little capacity in first schools for future requirements, while other challenges are not addressed  a. Based on your pupils on roll and proposed capacity figures, 3-4 schools do not have sufficient capacity to deal with displaced children from closed schools  b. Overall, Hexham Partnership will have too little capacity at first school level as a result of closures, but retain surplus at high school level.  c. 10 schools will still have &gt;20% surplus, and 3 will be below your own 75 pupil target size.  This makes no sense.   8. Timescales too rushed  1. The reasons for the accelerated timescales are unclear, but the cynic would conclude they are driven by the electoral cycle rather than what is good for children  2. Lessons should be learned from the failure to gain planning approval for Pont and the fact that children will be educated in temporary accommodation for an unspecified period as a result.  3. Sufficient time should therefore be left, rather than rushing implementation. 

I do not support this option, but agree that rebuild of QEHS / Hexham Middle and HBHS as an all through model are fundamental to the future design of education.  I have outlined this further in the next question.

I realise it is unhelpful to reject all options without alternatives.  In one way, the potential for investment of £45m is a genuine opportunity.  But there is also the risk that this money is invested poorly and the imposition of disruptive change could ruin the wonderful rural education system we have.  This system currently outperforms almost every other area in Northumberland, including those which the Council has previously reformed.    I think other ways forward deserve exploration.  However, the information provided by NCC is inadequate to do more than sketch these out.  As such, a further round of informal consultation with more developed options would be beneficial and it is premature to move to formal consultation.  However, I've tried to make some recommendations 1.1 - 7.1 below.  My suggestion is:  1. Any model needs to be underpinned by a series of principles:  A. Schools should collaborate for the good of children  Our schools need to work together to deliver the education we want for our children and to help them transition between Key Stages.  The Council needs to think about how it invests across all age groups to make the most difference.  Any changes made will impact on all schools - not just those that are instructed to bring down the shutters - and children.  We need to create an education system which supports schools to work together to support every child, rather than one in which schools are focused only on children within their walls.  B. Schools should be established on a scale which is appropriate for rural areas  We need to maintain the exceptional pastoral case, and flexible transition which characterises the current model.  We should develop an education model which is financially sustainable without relying on growing schools to a size which reduces pastoral care for children.This means accepting that rural schools may be very small and maintaining financial viability of these wherever possible.  It means avoiding the creation of a 'super-school'.      C. Parental choice should be maintained and supported  The right to choose schools has helped make education in West Northumberland among the most successful in Northumberland.  I was concerned to hear the Council describe parental choice in negative terms at the mart - that schools which have thrived by supporting parents to choose are not viable and should close if their own catchments will not support them.  Looked at another way, these schools support rural education for Northumberland children as a result of being attractive to a broader community.  Any model should provide choice of ethos, culture, focus, curriculum and location for parents in the future.  For me, this means fewer school closures.  D. Innovation is about more than having fewer, bigger schools  The Council has asked for innovative models of learning - but all the options from the Council and Hadrian Learning Trust are predicated on very traditional models of education based around schools working on their own to deliver traditional, academic teaching in a traditional way.  Other schools in the UK and internationally are exploring different models of teaching and learning: more collaborative models where teachers work across multiple schools to deliver specialist education, online learning so sixth formers have access to the best teachers nationally and a broader range of subjects and apprenticeships where employers and young people work together to develop the skills they need.  We should think more creatively about the model and breadth of children's education, rather than focusing on the buildings and treating children as units to be transported around the County.  E. Schools should be seen as integral to rural communities  Northumberland is the most rural county in England and the communities of West Northumberland are among the most sparsely populated in the County.  Many of our schools receive sparsity funding.  The transport network is poor with many single-track roads and a lack of public transport between villages and towns.  The schools are at the heart of their communities - providing facilities for community use and attracting parents to live there, for example.  Some provide nursery care to enable parents to work.  A successful model would consider how schools to work in the local community to generate revenue and support rural economies to thrive.  F. Schools should be about more than the number of GCSEs and A Levels they deliver  Our schools produce exceptional standards - but what parents tell us they value is the experience their children get.  I've heard lots from parents whose children have special needs met in unique and valuable ways in schools (and from some who have been disappointed at the support they get).  And lots of parents who have moved between schools for a more creative curriculum, more access to sports or more pastoral care.  It's clear that parents value the journey as much as the academic outcome at the end.  Any model needs to consider the experience of children as much as the numbers of heads on roll and the number of GCSEs they achieve.  Based on these principles, here is what I would like to see:  1. Surplus places should be tackled on a targeted basis, not by closure many schools.  For example, almost 60% of surplus places are in 5 schools - Haydon Bridge High, Hexham Middle, QEHS,  Bellingham Middle and Haltwhistle Upper.  Resolving surplus places in the first 4 of these would reduce surplus places to around 15% for West Northumberland - lower than the average for Northumberland - and to 6% for Hexham.  Rebuilding a school costs £20k/pupil according to HM Government information on Free Schools - based on this, these 4 schools could be rebuilt for £45m on a more appropriate scale.  This would reduce surplus places, provide an opportunity to improve Haydon Bridge and provide more sustainable financials for HLT.  Recommendations: 1.1 Adopt a series of principles to make clear what the new model is based on 1.2 Support proposals published by HBHS to create an all through school with intake at both Year 7 and Year 9.   1.3 HLT should be encouraged to rebuild  on a 9-18 footprint and retain intake at Year 9.  2. Three tier education should be retained as far as possible  There is little evidence that secondary models are more sustainable or improve outcomes.  In contrast, there is clear evidence from parents and children that three tier is valued for its academic outcomes, pastoral care and careful transition at various stages of the academic journey.  The direction for two tier is largely political (from the Conservative Party) and driven by a single academy trust.  Recommendations: 2.1 The Council should protect the three tier model.   2.2 This means that it should consider how it can work with HLT to maintain intake at year 9 as part of agreeing any package of capital investment.   2.3 Capital investment should not be made if the Trust will not sign up to a long term commitment on this.   2.4 The Council should also make robust representations to the RSC that HLT proposals are not in the overall educational interest of Hexham or Haydon Bridge.  3. Schools and local communities should be in the driving seat on their future  The Council proposes a top-down reorganisation of schools, but it is debatable whether the Council is well positioned to determine the needs of rural communities, children or schools.  This is best illustrated by the case of Whittonstall, where the Council appears not to have understood the impact on Broomley of closing one part of the federation, or that local investment in play facilities at the school had been underwritten by a commitment to its future.  I think schools should be empowered to bring forward case-by-case proposals for change.  This should consider the educational pathway as well as facilities.  Recommendations: 3.1 The Council should not make blanket decisions on school closures, but should support decisions on schools on a case by case basis where they have community support 3.2 You should explore the Corbridge Middle approach for clusters, which could over time redesign schools to the needs of specific communities.   3.3 You should withdraw proposals for widespread closures of first school, particularly where schools are of good quality and financially viable (e.g. Whitley Chapel, Whittonstall) 3.4 You should encourage clusters of schools to create Multi-Academy Trusts to safeguard their future and provide flexibility.  4. Prioritise investment in improving schools and delivering new models of education  My view is that HBHS should have first call on investment in new facilities, to support it to become financially sustainable, transform its learning model and improve standards.  This commitment may help attract a suitably committed academy sponsor.  I also agree that investment is needed in QEHS to protect standards, but this should be proportionate to need and tied to specific HLT commitments to the character of education in Hexham.  Recommendations: 4.1 You should prioritise rebuild work at HBHS before QEHS 4.2 QEHS investments should be aligned to reducing surplus places in the High School and Hexham Middle, and to a commitment to intake at year 9 4.3 Investment should not be unreasonable - e.g. I hear that QEHS students were promised a swimming pool, which is clearly beyond requirements  5. Transition to any new model should follow capital investment  The Council's current timeline is rushed.  There is a significant risk that planning issues (for example) would delay building work and lead to many children being educated in sub-standard facilities.    Recommendations: 5.1 The Council should propose a reasonable timeline should be mapped out which allows for rebuild of schools ahead of children moving to them, not afterwards. 5.2 There needs to be a clear plan for managing children's transition, beyond 'the schools sort it out between them' as part of any proposed closures.  6. The Council should consider how it uses change to support nursery, wraparound and SEND in an innovative way  Recommendations: 6.1 The Council should consider how it uses investment to support pre-school education and wraparound care which will support the economic growth of rural areas.   6.2 It should explore the creation of a SEND hub (or hubs) to address issues in special educational needs provision.  7. The Council should protect the rural nature of our communities  The government has set out clear presumptions against closure of rural schools.  It is inconsistent to do this while simultaneously requiring the Council to reduce surplus places, which are in many cases the consequence of aging facilities and dispersed populations.    Recommendations: 7.1 Following changes to reduce places as per 1 above, the Council should robustly argue to government that surplus places are a result of the rural demography of its area. 

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

Whilst I like the idea that in this model that that all the middle schools in the are would continue to operate I don't like the idea that Haydon Bridge would merge with QE. I firmly believe that there is a place for Haydon Bridge to operate as a school within the west of Northumberland for the sake of the community, to give parents and their children options. It is not right that QE would have the monopoly on secondary education. Plus QE is an academy and not everyone agrees with these as schools in terms of the way they operate, they are businesses' that highly over pay their administrative staff as well as the person in charge of them plus in some cases their trustees too.  We only need to look to the press to see how badly many academies are now performing. Academies are not accountable to anyone. Are you going to let parents of children in the West only have that as an option?

No

Far too many closures of good and outstanding schools. If you had a chain of shops would you close ones that were doing well? Why should QE get all the money and everyone else suffer? They became an academy to be in charge of their own destiny. Why have they not made links and secured funding from local businesses'? Whilst I recognise and do believe that investment is seriously needed in schools in the West, why close then and change to two tier? It's not the three tier system that's failing it's the lack of investment that has historically always gone to the areas such as Blyth and Ashington . Invest in what we have got. Give QE some money to update, they already have Priority schools funding secured can this be added to?  With capital investment at QE maintenance and running costs would reduce so they would not need as much money and the money they have got could then be spent on the pupils.

No don't want to see a move to two tier.

Don't know

I like this model best out of all three however, I still think there are too many closures of some schools which are very much the heart of the communities that they are part of. The impact of their closures has not been taken into account.  I think it is very important that Haydon Bridge remains open and I was delighted to read in the Courant recently of their idea to offer more vocational subjects as well as the academic ones. This gives pupils a choice. It also means pupils would have less travel. Surely NCC need to assess the impact of pupils being able to walk to school? in light of the fact of the increase in child obesity and you must also need to consider omissions from all the extra vehicles that would be on the road to transport pupils?

Consider making Haydon Bridge a SEND centre. We have no services this side of the county, how much must it cost to send pupils from the west to specialist support services in other areas of the County? Think about the carbon footprint! How exciting it would be to have something like a SEND Hub in this area of the county.

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Low Westwood

No

If we merge schools together there is not enough room for all the children and there might not be enough staff to support all the children

No

No

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall First School

Corbridge

No

I don't want to go to a large school to be treated as number and not get the holistic education I would like and believe I will get tint the current three tier system.

No

I want to stay in the three tier system.  I have enjoyed getting specialist teaching in year 5, something that the smaller primary schools would not be ale to provide. The three tier system maintains the nurturing environment which I have experienced at fist school. 

No

This option is slightly better as Haydon Bridge get their own school however I would not want to go to a two tier system in Hexham.

I would support the 'Hub model'  Keeping the existing three tier system and helping all the school work together.

Parent/carer

Otterburn First School

Byrness

No

I am very concerned that our catchment middle school does not able to provide a good education for my children. I am also concerned about the long distance from my home to this school. I would prefer my children to remain longer at Otterburn school, and for this to become a primary school.

For Otterburn to become a primary school and a secondary school to be available from year 7.   Or significant improvements made to Bellingham Middle.

Yes

I believe that staying at Otterburn longer will be better for my children as this is a good school and within a reasonable travel distance. I would like them to go on to a secondary school following this, but I believe that Haydon Bridge is currently functioning poorly and significant changes need to be made.

No

I am concerned about accommodating such a large range of ages of children on a single site, especially in terms of young children being exposed to teenage behaviour (both at school and on school transport).  I believe it is beneficial to children to be educated for as long as possible in their local area and that longer journeys to school will impact young children.

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

consett

No

It is not fair on all the pupils currently attending schools possibly being shut down because of the idea of the 2 tier system its not fair that you feel it is necessary to close schools and open one school that will contain over 2400 pupils. We have dream that Corbridge Middle School will remain open.There are 350 pupils in our school as a whole and having that in one year group is an immense amount of students how on earth are student supposed to feel comfortable  expressing how they feel ext.Going up to the High School at the age of 11 would be terrifying as Y8 just visited and it was very large to us never mind our younger siblings and there class mates.At CMS ALL pupils have access to all the support needed provided by specialist teachers they are able to socialise comfortably with all pupils and staff around. Will that be the case in the possible new school? please take all the schools wishes into consideration

keep all schools open !!!!!

No

It is not fair on all the pupils currently attending schools possibly being shut down because of the idea of the 2 tier system its not fair that you feel it is necessary to close schools and open one school that will contain over 2400 pupils. We have dream that Corbridge Middle School will remain open.There are 350 pupils in our school as a whole and having that in one year group is an immense amount of students how on earth are student supposed to feel comfortable  expressing how they feel ext.Going up to the High School at the age of 11 would be terrifying as Y8 just visited and it was very large to us never mind our younger siblings and there class mates.At CMS ALL pupils have access to all the support needed provided by specialist teachers they are able to socialise comfortably with all pupils and staff around. Will that be the case in the possible new school? please take all the schools wishes into consideration

No

It is not fair on all the pupils currently attending schools possibly being shut down because of the idea of the 2 tier system its not fair that you feel it is necessary to close schools and open one school that will contain over 2400 pupils. We have dream that Corbridge Middle School will remain open.There are 350 pupils in our school as a whole and having that in one year group is an immense amount of students how on earth are student supposed to feel comfortable  expressing how they feel ext.Going up to the High School at the age of 11 would be terrifying as Y8 just visited and it was very large to us never mind our younger siblings and there class mates.At CMS ALL pupils have access to all the support needed provided by specialist teachers they are able to socialise comfortably with all pupils and staff around. Will that be the case in the possible new school? please take all the schools wishes into consideration

It is not fair on all the pupils currently attending schools possibly being shut down because of the idea of the 2 tier system its not fair that you feel it is necessary to close schools and open one school that will contain over 2400 pupils. We have dream that Corbridge Middle School will remain open.There are 350 pupils in our school as a whole and having that in one year group is an immense amount of students how on earth are student supposed to feel comfortable  expressing how they feel ext.Going up to the High School at the age of 11 would be terrifying as Y8 just visited and it was very large to us never mind our younger siblings and there class mates.At CMS ALL pupils have access to all the support needed provided by specialist teachers they are able to socialise comfortably with all pupils and staff around. Will that be the case in the possible new school? please take all the schools wishes into consideration

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Slaley

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Just don’t turn if into 2tuer nobody would like it so don’t do it !

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

No

No

If you shut any of the schools it will not improve any bodys education, it will make it worse 

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Consett

No

PLEASE TAKE YOUR TIME TO READ THIS 

No

!!!Our school shall remain open lets be real all you care about is the money and the new school on the other side! You people don’t care about the education and well being of the students and pupils of the schools when you have to select a school in the survey I just want you to go and scroll through that list and think how many young children attend each school and add up how many YOU will affect by changing the tier system. For some the smaller first schools e.g Whittonstall the smaller more close-nit environment,is all the young pupils have ever known and then sending them to a school holding over 2400 pupils is selfish. With over 300 pupils in each year group how on earth  are students supposed to feel comfortable and safe in an environment like that.Social skills will decline! I thought as the council and you were supposed to do what’s best for the people around you and put there WELL BEING before MONEY because let’s face the facts that’s all you care about. Also the building of the new school will be taking place while GCSE exams are taking place ultimately affecting the results and lives ahead the teachers are under so much stress because there school that they have worked hard to maintain is being close and their jobs are being lost.How would you feel if that was you? All our staff work extremely hard for all pupils and one another. If you have got this far then I thanks you for taking your time to read this please take mine and everyone else’s opinions into consideration.Thankyou...

PLEASE TAKE YOUR TIME TO READ THIS  !!!Our school shall remain open lets be real all you care about is the money and the new school on the other side! You people don’t care about the education and well being of the students and pupils of the schools when you have to select a school in the survey I just want you to go and scroll through that list and think how many young children attend each school and add up how many YOU will affect by changing the tier system. For some the smaller first schools e.g Whittonstall the smaller more close-nit environment,is all the young pupils have ever known and then sending them to a school holding over 2400 pupils is selfish. With over 300 pupils in each year group how on earth  are students supposed to feel comfortable and safe in an environment like that.Social skills will decline! I thought as the council and you were supposed to do what’s best for the people around you and put there WELL BEING before MONEY because let’s face the facts that’s all you care about. Also the building of the new school will be taking place while GCSE exams are taking place ultimately affecting the results and lives ahead the teachers are under so much stress because there school that they have worked hard to maintain is being close and their jobs are being lost.How would you feel if that was you? All our staff work extremely hard for all pupils and one another. If you have got this far then I thanks you for taking your time to read this please take mine and everyone else’s opinions into consideration.Thankyou...

PLEASE TAKE YOUR TIME TO READ THIS 

Don’t do it

No

!!!Our school shall remain open lets be real all you care about is the money and the new school on the other side! You people don’t care about the education and well being of the students and pupils of the schools when you have to select a school in the survey I just want you to go and scroll through that list and think how many young children attend each school and add up how many YOU will affect by changing the tier system. For some the smaller first schools e.g Whittonstall the smaller more close-nit environment,is all the young pupils have ever known and then sending them to a school holding over 2400 pupils is selfish. With over 300 pupils in each year group how on earth  are students supposed to feel comfortable and safe in an environment like that.Social skills will decline! I thought as the council and you were supposed to do what’s best for the people around you and put there WELL BEING before MONEY because let’s face the facts that’s all you care about. Also the building of the new school will be taking place while GCSE exams are taking place ultimately affecting the results and lives ahead the teachers are under so much stress because there school that they have worked hard to maintain is being close and their jobs are being lost.How would you feel if that was you? All our staff work extremely hard for all pupils and one another. If you have got this far then I thanks you for taking your time to read this please take mine and everyone else’s opinions into consideration.Thankyou...

PLEASE TAKE YOUR TIME TO READ THIS 

Don’t do it

!!!Our school shall remain open lets be real all you care about is the money and the new school on the other side! You people don’t care about the education and well being of the students and pupils of the schools when you have to select a school in the survey I just want you to go and scroll through that list and think how many young children attend each school and add up how many YOU will affect by changing the tier system. For some the smaller first schools e.g Whittonstall the smaller more close-nit environment,is all the young pupils have ever known and then sending them to a school holding over 2400 pupils is selfish. With over 300 pupils in each year group how on earth  are students supposed to feel comfortable and safe in an environment like that.Social skills will decline! I thought as the council and you were supposed to do what’s best for the people around you and put there WELL BEING before MONEY because let’s face the facts that’s all you care about. Also the building of the new school will be taking place while GCSE exams are taking place ultimately affecting the results and lives ahead the teachers are under so much stress because there school that they have worked hard to maintain is being close and their jobs are being lost.How would you feel if that was you? All our staff work extremely hard for all pupils and one another. If you have got this far then I thanks you for taking your time to read this please take mine and everyone else’s opinions into consideration.Thankyou...

Keep all schools open and just give Hexham high school a fully refurbished building PLEASE

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

I do not wish to see Acomb First School closed. The small schools are vital in rural areas.

No

I do not wish to see Acomb First School closed. The small schools are vital in rural areas.

No

I do not wish to see Acomb First School closed. The small schools are vital in rural areas.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Barrasford

No

Almost all of the 16 schools are a vital part of their rural local communities. Without a school rural communities do not thrive.   It is the scale of the closures that is alarming.  I can only think of one amalgamation that would make common sense mainly due to proximity of two primary schools.  All the rest are part of a successful three-tier system that fits and works in this rural area.

No

Almost all of the 16 schools are a vital part of their rural local communities. Without a school rural communities do not thrive.   It is the scale of the closures that is alarming.  I can only think of one amalgamation that would make common sense mainly due to proximity of two primary schools.  All the rest are part of a successful three-tier system that fits and works in this rural area.

No

Almost all of the 16 schools are a vital part of their rural local communities. Without a school rural communities do not thrive.   It is the scale of the closures that is alarming.  I can only think of one amalgamation that would make common sense mainly due to proximity of two primary schools.  All the rest are part of a successful three-tier system that fits and works in this rural area.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I think the proposal from haltwhistle community campus will work rather then the other options. I have grandchildren who go to the schools and wouldn’t want them traveling to hexham.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Bardon Mill

No

Not in the best interest of our rural communities in west Northumberland but a way of providing financial support to a struggling Academy Trust in Hexham. There would be no choice in secondary education only QE. Many children would be expected to travel unreasonable distances to school each day and the proposal would have a detrimental effect on many communities. The size of the school proposed would be intimidating to many children from rural communities as well as there being a clash of cultures.

No

Not in the best interest of our rural communities in west Northumberland but a way it seems of providing financial support to a struggling Academy Trust in Hexham. There would be no choice in secondary education only QE. Many children would be expected to travel unreasonable distances to school each day and the proposal would have a detrimental effect on many communities. The size of the school proposed would be intimidating to many children from rural communities as well as there being a clash of cultures.

No

Why remove a good 6th form at Haydon Bridge also there is a perfectly good primary school already in Haydon Bridge as well as in Newbrough; it just doesn't make sense. Not in the best interest of our rural communities in west Northumberland but a way it seems of providing financial support to a struggling Academy Trust in Hexham.

I support the proposal put forward by Haydon Bridge High School which offers vocational studies alongside academic studies which many in the area would welcome.  Half the students at QE leave at age 16, part of the reason being that they must have a certain number of points to continue their education.  There are a lot of students less academic but nevertheless very smart and hardworking if given the right support would be more likely to succeed in life. Those that do not want to go to university have for years been neglected and this seem like an opportunity to redress the balance.

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Consett

No

I think it should stay the same as it is, (middle schools being separate to the high school) because middle schools provide a more private education and merging all the schools together will be a lot of building and then will have a lot of children. Also it is fine the way it is 

No

No

You should keep the three tier system the same

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

Too large a catchment area to expect pupils to travel. Will ruin local communities if educational provision is removed.

No

Same as A, 3 tier education works and is the best fit for large rural communities.

No

Same as A. Local first schools are essential in a large rural community for the safety and wellbeing of our young children.

Leave our schools alone! Provide more money to sustain education in rural West Northumberland, people here have the right to live and work locally and not have to travel to Cramlington where all the money seems to go now.

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

No

Please see part 5.

No

Please see part 5.

No

Please see part 5.

I don't want my middle school to close because I really enjoy it there. Corbridge Middle School is a great school. I have felt very welcome there. I do lots of the clubs at school and feel really involved. I have specialist teachers. I wouldn't have those at primary school. I don't want to go to a superschool.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Close smaller surrounding schools like Greenhead,  henshaw, bring to Haltwhistle. Incorporate more rural educational subjects within school like agriculture lessons to middle school subjects. Expand the middle school to surrounding land and keep three tier then send to Haydon Bridge after as normal. Keeping children within safe and reasonable transport distances. No reason to close a huge site like Haydon Bridge when its done great all the time i was growing up. Get proper people in. It was ruined by last lot who I believe are out now. Do the job properly. Rescue the schools rite full reputation it built up. Invest in our childrens future. Dont ruin their lives by thinking of the money which this seems to be about!!  

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Haltwhistle

No

The schools shouldn’t shut

No

Things should stay as they are not good for children to travel alone and so young

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

I prefer option D is the better model for our community and the future of the children of Haydon Bridge High School

No

Option DOption D/Option HB -- the HBHS proposal for hybrid secondary school where GCSEs will take place over 3 years and will bring 6th form vocational education to the West Tyne in a meaningful way while keeping an academic pathway open. It is the least educationally disruptive.

No

Option D/Option HB -- the HBHS proposal for hybrid secondary school where GCSEs will take place over 3 years and will bring 6th form vocational education to the West Tyne in a meaningful way while keeping an academic pathway open. It is the least educationally disruptive.

Option D/Option HB -- the HBHS proposal for hybrid secondary school where GCSEs will take place over 3 years and will bring 6th form vocational education to the West Tyne in a meaningful way while keeping an academic pathway open. It is the least educationally disruptive.

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

corbridge

Don't know

No

Don't know

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Sunderland Bridge

No

Does not look at individual schools No

Does not look at individual schools No

Does not look at individual schools Change is required so focus on failing, undersubscribed, fianacial struggle schools and NOT on schools such as Whittonstall that is fully subscribed thriving, financially sound and children as individuals in a caring environment. 

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

No

I want Haydon Bridge High School to remain open!

No

i want HBHS to remain open

Yes

keep HBHS openI would like HBHS to take pupils till 18 yr old. it supports continuity of education. Also it is such a rural county that it would be a distance for them to travel to Newcastle everyday, especially as public transport can be very sparse in a lot of the areas 

i fully back Darren Glover of HBHS proposal.  This in my opinion is a fantastic vision to move HBHS forward and secure in for the long term future.  west of Northumberland education is very unique with such rural communities and it is vital to keep both haydon bridge and hexham high school both open

Acomb First School

No

No

No

Rather than close/merge Acomb and beachfront which are two large schools. Why not merge the smaller schools between Acomb and beaufront.  Acomb is a community school and needs to stay that way. Currently 76% off pupils are within the catchment. The school is within walking distance of the school and the school encourage walking for the well being of the children

As our elected representative for education on the County Council, we are asking for your support in firmly opposing all of the options in the consultation document for education in West Northumberland.

 We particularly object to the disproportionate closures of Church of England schools and wonder why this is. Our local Wark C of E First School is financially viable, has had good OFSTED and SIAMS reports; the majority of children walk to School (those coming from Stonehaugh have a relatively short bus journey); the School has a rising intake; the community is very much involved in its extracurricular activities; the School has recently set up a pre-school and is quite capable of becoming a primary school and educating children up to the age of eleven.

 The closure of any such small rural schools would have a detrimental effect on the villages concerned. Why would any young family move into a rural area which had no school? We ask that proper impact assessments be carried out into the immediate and long-term implications of any such closures. It is the duty of local authorities to carry out such impact assessments as contained within s.149 of the equalities Act 2010, section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties of local authorities which are considering closing schools.

Finally, we ask that you oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age eleven, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder School to Hexham QE).

 
Thank you for supporting our children’s education. We look forward to your response and to hearing of your submissions to Council and Cabinet.

No

The closure of Wark First School is detrimental to our children's education. The best option would be for it to become a primary school as it has viable funding, good OFSTED, a rising intake and is capable of such a change -- NB it's recent taking on pre-scholl children.

No

The closure of Wark First School is detrimental to our children's education. The best option would be for it to become a primary school as it has viable funding, good OFSTED, a rising intake and is capable of such a change -- NB it's recent taking on pre-scholl children.

No

The closure of Wark First School is detrimental to our children's education. The best option would be for it to become a primary school as it has viable funding, good OFSTED, a rising intake and is capable of such a change -- NB it's recent taking on pre-scholl children.

 

Parent/carer

Whitley Chapel C of E First School

No

I think there is an absolute need for a high school in Haydon Bridge, to prevent the students from the HBHS catchment having to travel great distance to access education and to provide CHOICE for all high school age children in the West of Northumberland. If QEHS continue with their high admission levels for 6th form then we need a more vocational/practical focussed high school to complement it.  I do not feel it is necessary or beneficial to close thriving first schools. Where is the evidence financial or otherwise that this will help the situation in any way?  I am however supportive of the continuation of middle schools and 3 tier.

No

A 11-18 super school is not in the best interests of our children. We live in a rural county with a disparate population even if rural primary’s have 75 pupils (which I do not think is likely to be the case year after year due to population rise and fall in rural areas) a transfer to a 2,000+ pupil is going to be difficult at best, traumatic at worst and will have major impact on attainment level and the well being of pupils. Surely it is better to allow children to adjust slowly (ie. in two transfer steps) rather than throwing them in at the deep end with the enormous step between small primary and huge secondary.  I have seen no financial evidence to support the argument that closing schools to create one large secondary is going to work and have serious concerns about the logistics of how this change would effect Hexham. The transport links for example how will the main roads into hexham cope with the massive increase in traffic? I cannot make a decision without seeing MUCH more information. 

No

I am not happy with this model but of the three this would be my preferred option minus the closure of viable first schools (see below)  I am not 100% comfortable with a 4-18 school for HBHS and if I lived in that area I may not be quite so positive about model C. However from my point of view this model retains 3 tier which is very good for pupil well being and I would very much like HLT to consider a 9-18 school rather than 11-18.  I do not support the closure of 8 first schools many of whom are thriving and financially viable. This reduces parental choice of families living in rural communities.  I cannot make an informed decision without much more information.

I would be happier with model C if the closure of first schools was limited to those that are in proven financial deficit and have no route out other than closure. These schools are the beating heart of rural comunities and their closure would be devasting. In the case of Whitley Chapel (and I know other schools are in a very similar situation) the closure of the school would directly impact the parish hall and in all likelihood render it unusable due to shared waste facilities (septic tank etc.). The knock-on effect of this would be that local clubs would close or move out of the local area (Whitley Chapel YFC, The Leek Club etc.), families would be less inclined to move to the parish with no school and no social outlet, local trades people and local people would lose jobs, the web of impact is VERY far reaching and should not be ignored. If a school is thriving, not in deficit and provides a imperative service to its local community then it seems ridiculous and disrespectful to close it. 

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Broomley

Mickley

No

No

No

My child goes to Broomley, there for the closure of whittonstal will affect his school. I also believe that closing viable rural schools and expecting children to travel miles is disgusting. You will be ruining community's and we will see less and less young families living in these areas. The current system works has for years and does not need to see the radical changes suggested. 

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Ovingham middle school

Bywell

No

The three tier system should not be abandoned.

No

The three tier system should not be abandoned

No

The three tier system should not be abandoned

The three tier system needs to remain it is vital for this rural community spread across a wide landscape. Qehs has consistently improved year on year and has the best results in the county and in the top of the country for a public school.please do not break this system. If west Northumberland becomes two tier qehs will lose pupils from catchment schoops such as Corbridge.

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

Our school is amazing and you have no good reason to shut us down. We are trying our best to convince you that little kids can't just go to high school at their age!

No

No

No

No

No

I support Mr Glover's proposal.

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Riding Mill

No

No

No

I love Corbridge Middld School and don’t want our 3 tier school system to change. I love having specialist teachers (eg science, maths etc) and the special rooms for different subjects from year 5. It would be rubbish if I had to wait until year 7 to get this. Also I don’t want to go to a massive school when I am in year 7 after going to a small first of primary school. It would be really scary. 

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb School is part of the community and it is also the heart of the village. Acomb is a viable community school which has potential to be a successful. Acomb, has a good ofsted, they have excellent outcomes for children. They have a variety of things to offer parents and children. The school has excellent provision for children with additional needs. Acomb School has a forest school, has sustainable numbers in each clas, provides wrap around school care, a toddler group.  We need to save our village school to keep our village alive.                    



[bookmark: 8]Parent/carer

The Sele First School

QEHS

Hexham

No

We need to change to a full 2 tier education system and make it works as equally as is possible for all children across Northumberland.

Is it possible to keep HBHS and offer more of a range of GCSE subjects and vocational courses with channels into aprenterships in businesses seeking part sponsorship from outside. Build and offer state of the art sport and cultural facilities.

Yes

The need to change to a Primary/Secondary model across the county.

No

We need to change . Now is the time to get it right for children of the future.

N/A

Perhaps more of an issue in wider education, but if a system could be created whereby fewer heads/dept. heads run clusters of schools, with bigger numbers of children; offering greater depth in the curriculum; more sport; arts; Humanities; and links with businesses; then many more children more be in a better place to take on the challenges of leaving full time education today. If HBHS could remain open and offer distinct different agendas to QEHS them that could give children more choice. Money will be needed for buildings and facilities of course.  

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Hexham

No

To many pupils in one school and much more bullying. If you were a year 6 and you went to a school with 2,000 pupils in it you would definitely be scared.

No

I don’t agree on it a being a primary. I like a three tiered system as it has helped  develop my social and emotional needs through a more nurturing environment.  Also, the closure of middle and first schools will have a huge implication for the staff and the location.

No

I chose no because if haydon bridge merge, then it would be 4 year olds to 16 year olds. I think this is appalling because being a young child and being with all the teenagers will be very intimidating. Plus, it still gets rid of the 3 tier system. 

•Keep he 3 tier system I can understand that merging some schools will save cost. However, I really adore  the three tier system because I have felt safer and secure.    I think that if I went straight to a academy I would feel intimidated by the fact there is many other pupils in that school and would be a lot more bullies. I have became more confident and haven’t been pressured on being myself. 

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Riding Mill

No

No

No

I am in year 5 and I think my move to the middle school from first school has been really great. I get to learn lots of things from all my different teachers and I do loads of great subjects which I wouldn’t do if I had to stay at first school. I don’t want to go to a massive high school in year 7. It sounds too scary and I don’t think I would like having to mange being with that many other children and all the teachers and classrooms would be really frightening. I like being able to move to a bigger school slowly by going to a middle school at year 5 then a high school at year 8.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

No

Because of the potential closure of Acomb first school

No

Because of potential closure of acomb

Acomb is a viable community school which has the potential to be a hugely successful Primary if the opportunity arises. The school provide broad and balanced opportunities at key stage 3 and 4. The school is sustainable and is financally sustainable now and for the future.  The happiness and success of each child is at the heart of the school. The school is lead by an amazing head teacher and experienced and caring staff. Please keep Acomb open.

West Woodburn No

No

No

I firmly believe that Woodburn Fist School should stay open.  It is very much the cornerstone of the clocal community, and encourages new growth within the village.   Kill off the school and you kill off the community.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Queen Elizabeth High

Hexham

No

Should QEHS and HMS become 2 tier Sele First cannot stay as they are

Sele first school would embrace 2 tier and welcome her as 5 and 6. To enable this they need to extend the school with capital funding from the county and remain a 3 form (84 PAN) intake

No

Sele first cannot reduce their intake to 60 /2 form intake.  They are currently financially viable but this woukd not help the town.  And what would happen to children currently at the Sele if the PAN is reduced..   Will it be a lottery of who stays ?????

Sele first school would embrace 2 tier and welcome years 5 and 6. To enable this they need to extend the school with capital funding from the county and remain a 3 form (84 PAN) intake.  This is essential to the school remaining a county funded school and not becoming and academy which they do not believe is the right way for the school.

No

Sele first cannot remain as they are if 2 tier is introduced by HLT. They are currently financially viable but this would not help the town.  And what would happen to children currently at the Sele if the PAN is reduced..   Will it be a lottery of who stays ?????

Sele first school would embrace 2 tier and welcome years 5 and 6. To enable this they need to extend the school with capital funding from the county and remain a 3 form (84 PAN) intake.  This is essential to the school remaining a county funded school and not becoming and academy which they do not believe is the right way for the school.

Sele first remain 84 PAN Sele to embrace 2 tier and welcome years 5 and 6 Sele first to extend school to accommodate 6 classrooms for the additional children NCC to support Sele with capital funding to enable extension Sele will then be able to expand on their teaching school capacity and train specialist subject teaching staff.

No

No

No

I support Mr Glover part D.

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

Do not believe Acomb school should close or be merged

No

no because of closure to acomb school

No

acomb should not be closed

Acomb First school is as the heart of village.  I walk my children to school if we were to close this would not be possible.  We have good strong leadership.  Recently recognised as a good school by Ofsted.  We have a viable school community  which has the potential to be a successful primary or remain as a first school

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

Because of the possible closure of Acomb school

No

NO because of the possible closure of Acomb first school

No

Because of the potential closure of Acomb first school

Community needs this school to stay open.

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

TARSET

No

IT INVOLVES THE CLOSURE OF GREENHAUGH SCHOOL TO THE DETRIMENT OF CHILDREN IN THIS VALLEY

No

AS ABOVE

No

AS ABOVE

RETAIN THE PRESENT ARRANGEMNENTS WHICH HAVE SERVED WELL OVER MANY YEARS

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Broomley First School

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Greenhaugh

No

No

No

Use the money to sort the high school problems but leave the primary schools as they work very well, I am not keen on my 4 yr old being in same school as 11yr Olds.  I am concerned about bullying in large schools with such a big age range! 

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Newcastle

No

No

No

Closure of these schools will come at too great a cost to the local communities affected

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Sunderland Bridge

No

Focus on all schools, unfair to thriving schools

No

Focus on all schools when should only look at failing

No

Wrong focus

No option to maintain good thriving schools such as Whittonstall

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

No

I do not want my school to close because I love the three tier system. i would not like it if I went to a school with over two thousand people in it.

No

As before

No

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

No

I am upset my old first school would close

No

Please do not close my middle school it is a brilliant school

No

Leave it as it is

Please leave our schools alone, we love them as they are

Don't know

See comments under alternative suggestions

Don't know

See comments under alternative suggestions

Don't know

See comments under alternative suggestions

While not wishing to express any views on the proposed models, I wish to contribute some alternative thinking which I hope may help to inform this consultation and the wider question of the future for rural schools in the county.   As a resident of rural Northumberland whose children attended small rural schools I passionately believe in their value in providing education close to children's homes and embedded in the local community. As a volunteer for the Barefoot programme which supports the delivery of the ICT curriculum in schools, I have found enthusiasm for greater use of digital technology in some of the smallest schools in the county.  BT and Northumberland county council have jointly invested millions of pounds in extending the infrastructure of high speed broadband across the county. While this has not yet reached 100% of premises in the county, all communities of any significant size have been covered and it is likely that virtually all village schools should be able to obtain a superfast broadband connection. I understand that the council's own network has been upgraded to take advantage of this technology, including schools.  However, I am not aware of any moves to apply this connectivity in a more imaginative way to the challenges of rural schools: it is being used to speed up classroom access to the internet and administrative functions, but no more than that. It should be possible to deliver lessons with much less reliance on teachers and pupils being physically in the same place.   So for example, could individual teachers with specialist skills deliver classes to more children across rural areas online? Could small groups of children across remote village schools be combined online to make more efficient use of teaching time? Could children needing or who could benefit from specialised teaching skills get better access to them online even if they are in small schools in remote areas?  Several different models could be envisaged, ranging from "beaming" teaching from one point in the school network into other schools, to delivering lessons to children online in their homes or other local centres. The use of technology need not eliminate direct contact, but could be used to deliver some lessons in combination with face to face teaching.   Thus by better exploitation of technology which is already available, but using in more innovative ways, it may be possible to deliver better access to teaching resources currently associated with larger schools in towns, improving educational outcomes, and avoiding the need to close small rural schools.  

Greenhaugh First School

Lanehead, TarsetNo

This Model suggests the closure of Greenhaugh First School which I think is totally unacceptable. It is a good school and vital for the local families of Greenhaugh and its catchment area communities. Children thrive in small rural schools.  Rural schools should be supported to remain; educating their rural children in their local area and giving them a solid sense of identity and place. The 3 tier system works well for rural Northumberland.  Northumberland is unique in that many parts of it are very deeply rural and it requires a different/unique approach.

Keep schools open Use new technology to develop a viable option- look to other countries who have even more extremes of rurality to deal with. Could expert teachers 'host' classes from a 'Hub' to rural schools which children could tap into remotely supported by TAs ? Ensure schools work together better to give the best for the children.

No

This Model suggests the closure of Greenhaugh First School which I think is totally unacceptable. It is a good school and vital for the local families of Greenhaugh and its catchment area communities. Children thrive in small rural schools.  Rural schools should be supported to remain; educating their rural children in their local area and giving them a solid sense of identity and place. The 3 tier system works well for rural Northumberland. However if a 2 tier system is to be the only way forward let the small schools manage this too. Schools supporting each other may bring the best out for the children.

Keep schools open Use new technology to develop a viable option- look to other countries who have even more extremes of rurality to deal with. Could expert teachers 'host' classes from a 'Hub' to rural schools which children could tap into remotely supported by TAs ? Ensure schools work together better to give the best for the children.

No

This Model suggests the closure of Greenhaugh First School which I think is totally unacceptable. It is a good school and vital for the local families of Greenhaugh and its catchment area communities. Children thrive in small rural schools.  Rural schools should be supported to remain; educating their rural children in their local area and giving them a solid sense of identity and place. The 3 tier system works well for rural Northumberland. However if a 2 tier system is to be the only way forward let the small schools manage this too. Schools supporting each other may bring the best out for the children.

Keep schools open Use new technology to develop a viable option- look to other countries who have even more extremes of rurality to deal with. Could expert teachers 'host' classes from a 'Hub' to rural schools which children could tap into remotely supported by TAs ? Ensure schools work together better to give the best for the children.  It would be good to see a new school at Haydon Bridge but at the expense of existing good First Schools ? No.  Replace the existing school in the west of the west for 11-16 years or 9-16 years. (2/3 tier) 16-19 years go to new Sixth Form Campus in Hexham that will provide for all interests and abilities with support.

Hub and Spokes model of delivery   Small schools fundamentally interlinked together and to the next stage of education which is also linked together to the next stage of delivery.  Sort the High/Secondary Schools first - this is the bit that is needing attention the most.  This would form the Hub.   Replace/convert/extend an existing school in the west of the west for 11-16 years or 9-16 years. (2/3 tier) Replace/convert/extend an existing school in the North Tyne for 11- 16years or 9-16 years (2/3 tier) These would form the Spokes.  16-19 years go to new Sixth Form Campus in Hexham that will provide for all interests and abilities with support.  Invest in Technology - state of the art to last and flexible enough for developing into the next 25 years throughout the whole education system in the West.  Invest in SEND throughout the whole education system in the West.  Support and care built in for all children whatever their abilities.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstal First School and QEHS

Blanchland

No

I do not in any way agree with creating a super school with this amount of children. This option removes my choice as a parent.  This is not an option that considers the learning environment for the children at all. Children can not possibly be seen and heard in  such huge schools, furthermore, we are a unique area being so rural and over such a large county and geographical area, children from these areas are not used to such intimidating environments, with such a lack of community.  We as parents we choose to live in Rural areas to give a better life  and education to our children, we therefore do not want Rural education to be given a CITY APPROACH. This is not what I chose for my children.

I do not agree with this option in any way

No

I do not in any way agree with this option. This is not much of a different option at all from option A in the case of the merge of QEHS and Haydon Bridge creating a huge school. I was expecting much more creative way to education in the future as you have talked about an innovative approach. A Blanket approach and reverting to the same age ranges as around the country does not show innovation or show a careful thought about our Rural children and their needs. QEHS and Haydon Bridge merger would create a huge school and I do NOT agree with huge super schools, this is not a suitable environment for rural children, this does not consider their learning needs or support already declining rural communities. I do not agree with 2 tier schooling in Rural communities. I want 3 tier education to CONTINUE for my children and wholeheartedly believe this is how rural children thrive. Please think about rural children as unique situations for different schooling not as a blanket approach as you do for city schools. Middle schools are a huge careful step in the support of rural children and allow them to slowly grow in confidence and thrive in this learning environment. In the case of Corbridge Middle, this is a hugely successful school with incredibly passionate staff and children, Children here thrive, This school is financially viable therefore proposals to close this make no sense at all and do not best serve our children. Again Whittonstall First school is to close in this proposal while it is financially viable, well run and is good ofsted. This makes no sense and is a very important rural community school. This option is not what I chose for my children.   

I do not agree with this option at all. I do believe that the issues at Haydon bridge and QEHS need addressing. These 2 schools need strong leadership teams who will actually fix the problems and make these schools successful again. It is not the location or school sizes that have contributed to their failings, therefore the teams in these schools need addressing. QEHS building does need investment.  

No

I do not in any way agree with this option. I chose 3 tier and want this to stay for children in rural communities, as this provides environments that supports rural children and helps them thrive, build confidence and gradually grow.  This proposal supports Huge class sizes, huge school, long journeys to school, loss of community schooling, a blanket educational approach and this is not what I chose for my children.

Put in place a strong leadership team into QEHS and Haydon bridge who can make sure these schools can be financially viable and meet educational needs for our children, Not a team that gives up and then creates a plan that forces other schools to close in order for them to survive. Leave all middle and first schools in place as they best serve our rural children and their communities.

I have had to repeat my thoughts and wishes for my children's educational needs many times during this consultation as all 3 options are overlapping therefore not really giving us parents actual choice or innovative options. But in short..  1. KEEP 3 TIER schools in rural communities to best serve our rural children, do not close or merge successful financially viable first and middle schools. 2. FIX QEHS &amp; HAYDON BRIDGE INDIVIDUALLY, with an effective leadership team in each school to ensure each school is financial viable and meeting all  educational needs, without creating issues, closures or mergers in our first and middles schools. 3. NO AGE CHANGES. no "all Through" or  2 tier approaches for our rural children.

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

No

No

  In addition to completing the NCC consultation form, we would like to express our grave concerns regarding this consultation. We are parents of a child at Chollerton First School, which is earmarked for closure under all 3 models. We cannot support the closure of this school as, not only will it threaten the quality of our children’s education, it will have wider, far-reaching consequences for our local community.

Chollerton First School, supported by a steadfast governing body and a proactive PTFA, is rated ‘Outstanding’ by Ofsted with Key Stage 1 results in the top 5% nationally, Early Years Foundation Stage & Phonics at least 5% higher than the national average and an attendance record above the national average. It has also achieved the ‘Gold School Games Award’ for the past 2 years. The financial information presented in the consultation document is incorrect and misleading. From 2018/2019 Chollerton First School will not be in deficit and the situation will improve further with the introduction of the National Funding Formula.  We have strong and consistent pupil numbers for the next 3 years. Our buildings and grounds are in excellent repair; we are in a modern, efficient building. There is a playground, sports field and a forest school complete with allotment, polytunnel and mud kitchen on-site. Children can play in a protected, secure environment that is beneficial to learning. Chollerton First School has space for expansion, should that be required. Chollerton First School supports a fantastic pre-school that provides excellent childcare and prepares our children for their school journey. 

We do not understand how the proposal to close this school and send the children to Humshaugh will solve the issues raised, nor improve the quality of Chollerton children’s education; in fact we think it will do the opposite. NCC propose, from next September, to put 76 children (39 from Chollerton, 37 from Humshaugh) into a Grade II listed building (inefficient to run with expensive maintenance costs), with a capacity for 55, with no space for expansion and a small concrete yard for playtime. Children at Humshaugh already have their playtime in a public park as there is insufficient space onsite. Should HLT succeed in becoming a secondary school, Humshaugh would then need to become a primary with near-on 100 pupils crammed into a building built for 55. Both villages have current and future building plans that will further increase pupil numbers. We see no logic in this decision, nor any valid argument for the closure of Chollerton First School. We think it would be detrimental to the education of both Chollerton’s and Humshaugh’s children.

The effects of closing Chollerton First School on our children would be:

•Longer travelling times for children from the age of 4 generating tiredness and affecting their ability to learn. It is not acceptable to compare the distance between schools, rather consideration should be given to the distance travelled by the child living furthest away.
•Moving from an Ofsted ‘Outstanding’ to an Ofsted ‘Good’ institution and the emotional stress of their school closure.
•Loss of safe, on-site, facilities including substantial playground, playing fields, allotment, polytunnel, mud kitchen and forest school.
•Loss of local Early Years provision; Chollerton Pre-school is situated within Chollerton First School.
•Loss of physical fitness as children who currently walk to school will have to take a bus. This is relevant in our current obesity epidemic and a practice we should be encouraging, rather than hindering.

The effects on our village and local community would be:

•Chollerton First School provides ‘meals on wheels’ with associated social interaction for local elderly residents. This would be lost.
•Chollerton First School offers regular ‘community worship’ occasions for the village. This would be lost.
•The village shop would be threatened by loss of passing trade.
•Loss of the village shop would have further impact on the frail and elderly in our village as there is only a bus service twice a week to the nearest shop and they would become more socially isolated.
•Chollerton First School provides facilities for the local Beaver and Cub movements. This would be lost.
•There will be an environmental impact of having to bus children around the County who can, at present, walk to their local school.
•It will be harder to attract new families into our village without a local school and builders are less likely to develop as a result. This will impact negatively on local businesses and self-employed individuals and result in an ageing community and detrimental economic effects of a shrinking population.
•We will effectively lose the ‘heart and soul’ of our village with simple things like the loss of social interaction whilst doing the school run (on foot) and loss of local school fundraising PTFA events which are historically well attended by villagers and provide community support and interaction.

In addition we take issue with several aspects of the consultation.

•There has been no financial modeling either to show what long-term benefit, if any, these models would bring, or to assess the cost implications.
•There has been no assessment of the impact on staff, quality of education and social wellbeing, the environment and local communities.
•The initial paper form (distributed to Chollerton First School) is very misleading with regard to which box to tick to answer ‘no’ on Part 4. This has already been distributed to the wider community and NCC staff, when asked at the Mart meeting, were neither apologetic, nor could they provide a solution that will ensure capturing these forms which may, inadvertently, have been incorrectly completed. Please see attached pdf.
•We appreciate NCC seeking other solutions, however we think that a general lack of credible information makes alternative proposals difficult to offer.
•The timescales suggested (from September 2019) are incredibly short and allow no time for proper planning and enactment. These are not decisions to be rushed through.
•Staff at Chollerton First School were informed of the content of the consultation document via Tyne Tees television. We think it despicable that a press release was sent out prior to all head teachers being informed. This shows what little regard NCC hold for those who put them in office.
•Chollerton First School’s financial picture as portrayed in the consultation document is inaccurate and misleading. 
•There was no consideration in any model to keep Chollerton First School open with no rational explanation as to why it was highlighted for closure.

Whilst we appreciate that there are issues within the education system in West Northumberland that need addressing, we do not think these relate to our excellent first schools. It feels like these schools are paying the price for issues ‘higher up the chain’.  

We urge NCC to focus their attention on both Haydon Bridge High School and the situation with Hadrian Learning Trust rather than enforcing the closure of some excellent, financially viable and unique rural first schools which would have devastating effects on the quality of our children’s education, their emotional wellbeing and our community as a whole.

We hope these points are given serious consideration during the decision making process.
    I think all efforts need to be made to maintain the 3 tier system which works so well in our, relatively unique, rural environment. As such there needs to be collaboration between HLT and the LA to achieve this. I am not convinced HLT are listening to parent's wishes.  I appreciate HLT are out with your jurisdiction but feel they need to raise the funding discrepancy for years 7&amp;8 in middle compared to secondary schools with the DFE. They have not done this and have no intention of doing so. They also need to address internally why they lose 40% of pupils at 6th form - were they to keep these pupils on they would improve their financial state. NCC could also lobby the DFE regarding the funding discrepancy of middle schools.  I second the proposal of a collaborative model put forward by Corbridge Middle School whereby the First and Middle Schools in various 'hubs' work together and share resources such that they all remain financially viable and secure.   With regard to Haydon Bridge - I think all efforts need to be undertaken to maintain this school prior to closure should these attempts fail. Could they have a link with QEHS? At present QEHS lose pupils after year 11 - is that because their needs are not being met? Could HBHS meet these needs by offering a more 'vocational' educational experience for these pupils with those more 'academic' pupils going to QE from both catchment areas? I don't necessarily disagree with creating a 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge but don't see why the First Schools in Hexham partnership need to close under this model.  I also do not have a problem with putting HMS and QEHS on one site - but maintain 2 separate institutions and the 3 tier system. Efficiency savings could be made in terms of sharing resources and staff and there would not be repercussions on all the other surrounding schools.  I think there is insufficient financial modelling and information to make further suggestions. I appreciate the main issue is Haydon Bridge and HLT and I think these need to be addressed first prior to making any further changes. The First Schools should not be casualties of mismanagement and problems higher up the chain. They need to preserved for all the reasons I have already presented in earlier answers for the sake of both our children's education and our wider local communities.  I do support the notion that the buildings at QEHS need capital investment.   I have already filled in a consultation form however since submission more information has come to light and I have had a few further thoughts that I would like to share and questions I would like answered.

I am a parent of a child at Chollerton First School, which your proposal highlights for closure under all 3 models. I would like to know why specifically Chollerton, and not Humshaugh first school, (in any model) was listed for closure? Other schools are suggested for merger with it left open as to which site would accommodate the pupils. Why was this not the case for Chollerton and Humshaugh when Chollerton is:

1. The better school (as per Ofsted report).   2. Has better, safer, significantly larger on-site play areas and facilities.
3. Is in a modern, efficient and low maintenance building with plenty of space for expansion.
4. Is in a much better and safer location to facilitate drop off and pick up (unlike Humshaugh which is right on the main road at the entry to the village with no space on the school side of the road to drop off and there would be significant traffic disruption in the village at peak times).
5. Has more pupils and is less under-capacity than Humshaugh?

Please correct me if I am wrong but as NCC has not suggested closure of Humshaugh First School in any model does that mean you cannot close it over Chollerton First School? If that is the case then I would like to know the justification for this (taking into consideration all the points above) and believe there to be prejudice within this consultation. I do not see, on any level, how closing Chollerton and moving the children to Humshaugh will improve the quality of their education and their working environment; in fact it will be detrimental to both in addition to causing wider socio-economic effects given Chollerton First School is a significant employer within the catchment area and supports local childminders within the village of Barrasford. 

With regard to ‘Model D’ I think NCC need to make every effort to maintain the 3 tier system (and keep the rural first schools, including Chollerton, going), which is quite clearly serving the children of West Northumberland well, based on SATS and GCSE results. It is not acceptable to blame Hadrian Learning Trust, as NCC is in a strong position. If Corbridge Middle and St Joseph’s Middle are kept open, not only does this maintain parent choice for longer, it means HLT will be forced to accept the children at year 9 as they are not going to decline almost 2/3 of pupils in their catchment area as it would not be sustainable. That way, even if they become a secondary school, it will not be quite such a vast affair. The middle schools may well benefit as parents in favour of the 3 tier system are more likely to send their children to Corbridge and St Joseph’s so pupil numbers may well increase at these two schools. 

With regard to the issue of surplus places within the Hexham Partnership, the vast majority of these (58%) are at QE high school and HMS. Closure of a few First schools (the ones highlighted for closure only have 6% of the surplus places in total) will not significantly address this issue. Surely, given both QEHS and HMS need new buildings, the obvious thing to do is to re-build (on a shared site but as separate institutions) on a smaller, and more realistic, scale bearing in mind the actual PANs? 

The other aspect to consider, and I feel slightly disloyal for doing so as it is also a fantastic school, is the ‘Beaufront effect’. Given the vast majority of these children are from out of catchment I suspect, should Beaufront be closed, that not all of these children would attend Acomb, but be distributed more evenly across the other first schools within the children’s own catchment areas, thereby filling further surplus places.

Should HLT be successful and NCC close middle schools (to which I object) thereby forcing first schools to become primaries then why not develop a ‘hub and spoke’ system, including provision and development of nursery/pre-school care (which is woefully lacking in our area) with some first schools accommodating the younger age groups and then several of them feeding into a single ‘hub’ school for the older years? 

For example: Chollerton, Humshaugh, Beaufront could each accommodate nursery/pre-school, reception and years 1-3 and Acomb could accommodate children from the entire combined catchment of these schools for years 4-6. You could federate all the schools and have an executive headteacher, they can play to each site’s strengths and share facilities and potentially teachers as required. The benefits to both children and communities of the small rural first schools will be maintained whilst giving these children, at an age when they are ready, the chance to expand their social networks and educational experience prior to moving onto secondary school. This essentially goes back to the days of infant and junior schools however I actually think it would work well in our relatively unusual, large but sparsely populated county. 

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Barrasford

No

I don't agree with the closure of 'outstanding' and 'good' First Schools in the rural setting. We are a unique area and what works in the city setting cannot be applied to our environment. The potential impact of these changes in all options is considerable and you have provided no financial modelling on how these school closures will improve the situation. These First Schools are currently financially viable and likely to stay so with the NFF. Your financial situation regarding Chollerton First School is inaccurate and from next year we will not be in deficit. Whilst I agree, there is an issue regarding HBHS, it feels like the First Schools are paying the price in a 'ripple effect' for failings higher up the chain. The HBHS situation needs extensive consideration and I think that situation needs to be addressed first, before anything else is considered.  Closure of Chollerton First School - effects on pupils:  They would be moved from an Ofsted 'Outstanding' school to a 'good one'. Our KS1 results are in the top 5% nationally.  You are proposing to put 76 children into a school built for 55 which is Grade 2 listed, has no space for expansion - already the children at Humshaugh have to have their play time in the public park - and I suspect more expensive to run/heat/maintain that Chollerton (which is a modern, efficient building with space for expansion). This 'cramming in' of children will be detrimental to their educational experience and increase the risk of spreading illness etc.  Currently our pupils have access to on-site forest school, polytunnel &amp; gardening, mud-kitchen, playground and playing fields - all within the safety and security of the school. All this would be lost, which would again be detrimental to the educational experience of the pupils. These facilities would not be provided under your proposals.  Increased journey times for pupils as young as 4 - you need to consider journey times from pupil's homes - not between schools.  In addition at present, many children can walk to school at present- this is an important factor in our current national 'obesity crisis' and is very beneficial to these children. They would then have to be bussed around the county which would impact negatively on their health and well being.  The Chollerton Pre-School would likely be forced to close (it is based in the school) with resultant loss of early years provision in our area. This is currently an amazing pre-school and loss of this would be detrimental to our children.  Closure of Chollerton First School - effect on wider community: This could have a long lasting social impact on our community. We would 'lose the heart' of our village.  At present the school provides 'Meals on Wheels' for elderly residents of our village - this means the vulnerable and elderly of our village would not only lose this service but also become more socially isolated as a result due to the loss of daily social interaction. The school offers it's facilities to the local beavers/cubs which would be lost should you close the school. The Barrasford Shop would lose vital passing trade from the school run and it's viability would be threatened. Should the shop close, again the elderly/vulnerable in the village would suffer as we only have public transport (bus service) 3 times a week so they would become more isolated and less able to obtain vital supplies. There would be an environmental impact on the local community due to greater pollution from buses transferring children to school (who at present either have a short bus ride or walk to school). The village would fail to attract new families due to a lack of school. Have you considered that new building proposals are currently underway  in both Barrasford and Humshaugh, which, under your proposal, would likely increase the number of children in both villages? This investment in the villages might be re-considered should you close the school.  

Consider closing Haydon Bridge and transferring pupils to QE and HMS but only if this is the only real option for HBHS. The first schools do not need to close for this to occur.

No

I cannot support HLT moving to a 2 tier system as I do not think it is in the best interests of the children in our County for the following reasons:  What works in the city environment cannot be translated into our unique rural situation. Our First schools provide an excellent, nurturing environment in which to learn. They are small, however, and by Y5&amp;6 pupils are ready to widen their social networks and at present have exposure to specialist teachers and environments in which to learn. This would be removed under your proposal and it would be to pupil's detriment. First schools would be forced to become Primaries or to close. I cannot support closure of Chollerton First School or any other, for my reasons stated under option A (which I will paste onto the bottom of this). You propose to merge Chollerton and Humshaugh and for Humshaugh to become a Primary. At present merging the 2 First Schools would result in 76 children, this number would increase considerably if it were to also become a Primary. Again, I refer you to my answer to Model A - how would you propose fitting almost 100 children into a school built for 55 with no capacity for expansion? How would this improve the quality of my child's education (which is at present excellent)? I argue that this would have a detrimental impact on the quality of Chollerton pupils' education. I suspect the same could be said for other First Schools under threat but I know less about their individual situations.  Should HLT move to a 2 tier system and take on the pupils from HBHS this would result in an enormous school of approx 2250 pupils. I have grave concerns regarding such a school size as fear pupils would become 'lost' in such a big environment and lose the current, impressive, pastoral care offered in the 3 tier system whereby pupils progress through gradually bigger institutions. The emotional 'stress' put on children on transition from a small rural primary to such an enormous secondary school needs to be considered. Some children would also have considerable journey times from a young age and there would effectively be a loss of parental choice of school from the age of 11.  Model A answer:  Closure of Chollerton First School - effects on pupils:  They would be moved from an Ofsted 'Outstanding' school to a 'good one'. Our KS1 results are in the top 5% nationally. We have the 'Gold School Games Award'  You are proposing to put 76 children into a school built for 55 which is Grade 2 listed, has no space for expansion - already the children at Humshaugh have to have their play time in the public park - and I suspect more expensive to run/heat/maintain that Chollerton (which is a modern, efficient building with space for expansion). This 'cramming in' of children will be detrimental to their educational experience and increase the risk of spreading illness etc.  Currently our pupils have access to on-site forest school, polytunnel &amp; gardening, mud-kitchen, playground and playing fields - all within the safety and security of the school. All this would be lost, which would again be detrimental to the educational experience of the pupils. These facilities would not be provided under your proposals.  Increased journey times for pupils as young as 4 - you need to consider journey times from pupil's homes - not between schools.  In addition at present, many children can walk to school at present- this is an important factor in our current national 'obesity crisis' and is very beneficial to these children. They would then have to be bussed around the county which would impact negatively on their health and well being.  The Chollerton Pre-School would likely be forced to close (it is based in the school) with resultant loss of early years provision in our area. This is currently an amazing pre-school and loss of this would be detrimental to our children.  Closure of Chollerton First School - effect on wider community: This could have a long lasting social impact on our community. We would 'lose the heart' of our village.  At present the school provides 'Meals on Wheels' for elderly residents of our village - this means the vulnerable and elderly of our village would not only lose this service but also become more socially isolated as a result due to the loss of daily social interaction. The school offers it's facilities to the local beavers/cubs which would be lost should you close the school. The Barrasford Shop would lose vital passing trade from the school run and it's viability would be threatened. Should the shop close, again the elderly/vulnerable in the village would suffer as we only have public transport (bus service) 3 times a week so they would become more isolated and less able to obtain vital supplies. There would be an environmental impact on the local community due to greater pollution from buses transferring children to school (who at present either have a short bus ride or walk to school). The village would fail to attract new families due to a lack of school. Have you considered that new building proposals are currently underway  in both Barrasford and Humshaugh, which, under your proposal, would likely increase the number of children in both villages? This investment in the villages might be re-considered should you close the school.  

I do not think this is a viable option.

No

I do not see why the First Schools need to close in this model. For all my reasons already stated I cannot support closure of First schools with no financial modelling on how this will improve the current system - which works well for the First Schools and they are financially viable. I do not necessarily have objections to creating a run through 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge, nor to HMS and QEHS moving to one site - although I feel they should remain 2 distinct academic institutions - see my responses to Models A &amp; B (pasted below).   Closure of Chollerton First School - effects on pupils:  They would be moved from an Ofsted 'Outstanding' school to a 'good one'. Our KS1 results are in the top 5% nationally.  You are proposing to put 76 children into a school built for 55 which is Grade 2 listed, has no space for expansion - already the children at Humshaugh have to have their play time in the public park - and I suspect more expensive to run/heat/maintain that Chollerton (which is a modern, efficient building with space for expansion). This 'cramming in' of children will be detrimental to their educational experience and increase the risk of spreading illness etc.  Currently our pupils have access to on-site forest school, polytunnel &amp; gardening, mud-kitchen, playground and playing fields - all within the safety and security of the school. All this would be lost, which would again be detrimental to the educational experience of the pupils. These facilities would not be provided under your proposals.  Increased journey times for pupils as young as 4 - you need to consider journey times from pupil's homes - not between schools.  In addition at present, many children can walk to school at present- this is an important factor in our current national 'obesity crisis' and is very beneficial to these children. They would then have to be bussed around the county which would impact negatively on their health and well being.  The Chollerton Pre-School would likely be forced to close (it is based in the school) with resultant loss of early years provision in our area. This is currently an amazing pre-school and loss of this would be detrimental to our children.  Closure of Chollerton First School - effect on wider community: This could have a long lasting social impact on our community. We would 'lose the heart' of our village.  At present the school provides 'Meals on Wheels' for elderly residents of our village - this means the vulnerable and elderly of our village would not only lose this service but also become more socially isolated as a result due to the loss of daily social interaction. The school offers it's facilities to the local beavers/cubs which would be lost should you close the school. The Barrasford Shop would lose vital passing trade from the school run and it's viability would be threatened. Should the shop close, again the elderly/vulnerable in the village would suffer as we only have public transport (bus service) 3 times a week so they would become more isolated and less able to obtain vital supplies. There would be an environmental impact on the local community due to greater pollution from buses transferring children to school (who at present either have a short bus ride or walk to school). The village would fail to attract new families due to a lack of school. Have you considered that new building proposals are currently underway  in both Barrasford and Humshaugh, which, under your proposal, would likely increase the number of children in both villages? This investment in the villages might be re-considered should you close the school.   What works in the city environment cannot be translated into our unique rural situation. Our First schools provide an excellent, nurturing environment in which to learn. They are small, however, and by Y5&amp;6 pupils are ready to widen their social networks and at present have exposure to specialist teachers and environments in which to learn. This would be removed under your proposal and it would be to pupil's detriment. First schools would be forced to become Primaries or to close. I cannot support closure of Chollerton First School or any other, for my reasons stated under option A (which I will paste onto the bottom of this). You propose to merge Chollerton and Humshaugh and for Humshaugh to become a Primary. At present merging the 2 First Schools would result in 76 children, this number would increase considerably if it were to also become a Primary. Again, I refer you to my answer to Model A - how would you propose fitting almost 100 children into a school built for 55 with no capacity for expansion? How would this improve the quality of my child's education (which is at present excellent)? I argue that this would have a detrimental impact on the quality of Chollerton pupils' education. I suspect the same could be said for other First Schools under threat but I know less about their individual situations.  Should HLT move to a 2 tier system and take on the pupils from HBHS this would result in an enormous school of approx 2250 pupils. I have grave concerns regarding such a school size as fear pupils would become 'lost' in such a big environment and lose the current, impressive, pastoral care offered in the 3 tier system whereby pupils progress through gradually bigger institutions. The emotional 'stress' put on children on transition from a small rural primary to such an enormous secondary school needs to be considered. Some children would also have considerable journey times from a young age and there would effectively be a loss of parental choice of school from the age of 11.      

Do not include closure of any First Schools in this proposal. You are proposing too many changes, too rapidly and without sufficient planning/information to allow an informed decision.

In relation to the The Sele School, should HLT become a secondary, the other middle schools be closed and primary schools established, I do not think in any way they should be allowed to maintain a 3 form entry as that threatens other surrounding smaller schools which are so beneficial to our children and the wider communities as a whole, for all the reasons stated by so many people across so many platforms already - including myself both in my consultation form and an earlier letter.    

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Bellingham

No

2 Children at school do not want it to close.

No

Same as model a

No

Same as model a

I would like to offer the option that haydon bridge school has put forward. Option D - project based learning which would keep the school open.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle lower Haydon Bridge high school

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Hbhs have proposed their option D. I think this is the best idea!

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

No

I do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question.

No

I do not agree that creating an 11-18 secondary school is the only option or the best way to meet the objectives. In summary we strongly believe that an age range change would have a detrimental impact on our students, families and communities.

No

I do not agree that creating an 11-18 secondary school is the only option or the best way to meet the objectives. In summary we strongly believe that an age range change would have a detrimental impact on our students, families and communities.

3 tiers system offers education tailored to children's emerging needs at right pace

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Beaufront

No

I don't think it is right to close village schools they are a big part of the community

No

No

Keep the schools as they are there is no need to change and ruin community's

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Corbridge Middle School

Hexam

No

1)i don't want qe to get any bigger  2)i don't want HBHS to close 3)i don't want WFS to close

No

1)i don't want CMS to close  2)i don't want WFS to close 3)i don't want HBHS to close 4)I don't think the two tier system suits rural northumberland   5)i don't want QE to have 2250 pupils!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

No

1)i don't want WFS to close

it would be decent if WFS didn't close and you put some money into HBHS as well as QE and HMS

have nothing change and put some money into QE (building),HMS(building and staff) and HBHS(in general).

Pupil/Student

Greenhaugh First School

No

It isolates too large a number of kids who live in rural villages and would not benefit from their local schools being closed.

No

No

D as proposed by HBHS. Options A,B and C are just not viable for people living in rural areas. Forcing kids of as young as 5 years old who live in rural areas to commute up to 1 hour into school each day is preposterous.  In the North Tyne, villages and towns are spread out and people rely on local amenities to get by. Getting rid of local schools would absolutely discourage people from having young families in Northumberland and that really is a disgrace. Both the kids and their parents really benefit from making social connections through these schools with people in their area.  

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

After the recent Ofsted inspection it has proven that this school is coming on leaps and bounds. The staff and teachers do a fantastic job providing excellent care. The education that the children get is great with the added bonus of the onsite forest school giving the children a variety of learning experiences. After consulting the head teacher they said the school is financially sustainable for the foreseeable future and also ready if they become a primary school. The school also caters well for children special needs when required.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Morpeth  (but with association with grandchildren in Ebchester)

No

My grandchildren are at a crucial stage in their education and are quite distressed about the proposed changes. To compound the issue they live in Ebchester, County Durham -just over the Northumberland border and there is no certainty that they will be able to continue their schooling where they are happy, totally settled and doing well. The disruption caused by the potential reorganisation is likely to have long term consequences for them.

No

See previous comments

No

See previous comments

The education provided at Whittonstall Fist School and Corbridge Middle School is of a high standard - if the system isn't broken DON'T TRY TO CHANGE IT !

Barrasford

No

Village schools must be kept

No

Don't know

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Sunderland bridgeNo

No option to support thriving schools

No

No option to keep thriving schools No

No option to keep thriving schools Financially sound, fully subscribed, caring, happy schools should be supported and encouaraged.  Whittonstall is working, leave it alone!!

Pupil/Student

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Greenhead

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

h

No

HBHS should not close.  QEHS would become too big

No

HBHS should not close.  Too far for children to travel

No

HBHS stays openextend HBHS to 18

I support HBHS own proposal We need to keep two high schools

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

I do not want Acomb to school to close.

No

No

In my opinion Acomb school should not close it would make more sense to merge with one of the smaller school. Acomb First School is a very forward thinking school which have everything in place to stay the way we are or move to primary , our school is financially viable. Some of the many great things our school has to offer are good strong leadership, the outcomes for our children are better than regional and national average. We have wrap around care a toddler group many after school activities. Particular expertise in Mastery maths, sustainable numbers of pupils in every class. High standards of teaching and learning.

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

We need TWO high schools and rural towns and communities need their schools as they are the hub of the community.  I would also like to add that children doing year 10 GCSE in Haydon Bridge and then transferring to QEHS for year 11 is an absolute disgrace and simply not acceptable. Thankfully not applicable to my own children.

No

We need two high schools and haltwhistle certainly needs a middle school, it is not acceptable to close this and have the children travelling a 30 mile round trip to school from 11

No

I do not agree with an all through 4-16 school at all

I support the plan of haydon bridge school proposed by darren glover. I think the academic and vocational model is fantastic, and a much needed option that would benefit the whole area. The school roll numbers would soon increase especially when parents are assured of non closure and the council supports the school. This combined with a very negative attitude from our local newspaper is the reason for falling numbers . I also strongly agree with the proposal by haltwhistle community campus. The haydon bridge proposal combines with haltwhistles proposal of 6 first schools, 4 middle and 2 high together with the unique settlement for bellingham is far more suited to our region.

Staff Member

Whittonstall First School

Whittonstall First, Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall

No

Does not represent the needs of a our children living in a rural area. Our schools are essential as part of our communities

No

Does not represent the needs of our children in a rural area.  We must support our financially viable schools- they are essential to our communities and surrounding areas.

No

This does not represent the needs of our children living in Tynedale and surrounding rural areas.  We must support the proven 3 tier system and our financially viable schools - which are essential to our rural communities.

I Support Haydon Bridge High School and their excellent proposal of introducing of a new vocational-led curriculum ensuring our children gain valuable experience and skills geared towards employment (vital in a rural area) alongside our traditional academic subjects and curriculum.

Parent/carer

Prudhoe West Academy

Prudhoe

No

These local schools are vital to the community. Every child deserves to go to school and make friends in their own locality, and to be able to walk to and from school for obvious health benefits. Not be packed into a school bus at a young age to attend a huge and impersonal school.

No

No

These local schools are vital to the community. Every child deserves to go to school and make friends in their own locality, and to be able to walk to and from school for obvious health benefits. Not be packed into a school bus at a young age to attend a huge and impersonal school.

No

No

As previous. Leave things as they are.

Leave well alone. These schools perform well and are hubs of their community.  Northumberland is the largest and one of the most rural counties. Small village schools work well for us.

Pupil/Student

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

No

No

No

My son is 4 this year and goes to Greenhead Nursery. He is due to start Greenhead Primary in September, he has been integrated into the school and knows his teachers and friends. To now close this School which his parents and Grandparent attended will just be heart breaking and extremely unsettling. Please give us the opportunity to find a different option and relieve some of the problems the school has money wise 

Allendale

No

HBHS should not close.  Too far for pupils from remote areas to travel.  QEHS would become too big

No

Merger of QEHS and HBHS too large.  HBHS Should not close.  Too far for children form remote areas to travel

Yes

HBHS to stay open Merger of QEHS and Hexham Middle People in West Northumberland are currently lacking confidence in the system.  Everyone wants to best for their children.  Rural areas travel times are time are vital.  We ought to be reducing these not increasing, hence the option 

link with HBHS documents  'A vision for the future of our students'

HBHS own vision addresses needs of rural environment very positive.  focus on individuals.  Would enable evening extra curricular activities to be attended by children.  Supports Community



[bookmark: 9]Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

St marys / Queen Elizabeth High

oakwood , Hexham

Yes

The three tier systems as it stands offers a high quality education for all pupils and also offers choice for parents Smaller 3 tier school offer nurturing and safe places to learn, where each child is known - giving younger children at year 5 access to specialist teachers in a small supportive environment. •Our three tier system has skilled &amp; inspirational staff who we value •Work in partnership to achieve outstanding results at KS2 and KS3 - the transition from middle to high school is seemless and makes the children feel safe and secure going into that high school environment at a later age. •Three tier school system is a a vital part of local communities and serves our rural communities well. A recent middle school survey found that those going through a 3 tier system were achieving high grades that in  a 2 tier. We also have a faith school system in hexham which services the community well in providing a faith option for those who wish - moving to a large 2 tier system will force the closure of many schools that are thriving and achieving high standards of education for our children. 

No

There is no reason to change the current system in Hexham as it is working well. A change to a 2 tier system and a forced change across the area is a financial decision made by one school to the detriment of the education of all other children

No

As previous

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Leadgate

No

I don’t agree with any of the models as they all propose to close the school my child goes to which will have an adverse effect on his education due to change. A 2 tier system does not work well for every child as they are too big. Some children require more support than others and large settings can really disrupt their ability to learn effectively.

None

No

None of the models are viable as my child is outside of catchment area due to there being no places in good rated school available in Durham CC.

None

No

None

None

Keep Whittonstall school open, it is financially sustainable, the only reason that this issue has occurred is because Haydon Bridge has a huge deficit and Hexham High wants a new school.   My child is entitled to a good education, many 2 tier systems are failing children at the moment so why would I want my child to be part of that. 

Allendale

No

No

No

Alt proposals involve excessive distances for travel purposes.  Village benefits from school presence

Model D proposals need strong consideration.  Head teacher of HBHS has produced strong proposal

Bellingham

No

No

No

Haydon Bridge High Schools own model

Ovingham

No

Education in rural areas is an important factor in keeping village communities alive, in giving children the idea of community. In all of the proposed options this is taken away. We have to empower people to enjoy the area in which they have been brought up in or migrated to not deplete them as we have in the past by closing libraries and other local amenities to make these areas less attractive and less sustainable.

No

As last comments no future for the villages in any of the documents to sustain any further development. Is the plan to sell off the land to developers to increase the number of people in these rural enclaves with no facilities to accommodate their needs.

No

Again closure seems to be the only options that have been considered. This based on falling numbers and a desire to remove the current way the schools are ran and change to two tier that seems to be the preferred method.

Keep the rural identity and have faith in the staff members employed. There are ways to increase the usage of the schools and reduce the cost incurred rather than use the backdoor to get the preferred education methods established.

Pupil/Student

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

No

I love my school - it is brilliant, the teachers are great and my friends are there. I don't want it to close. I also like that I can walk or cycle to school when it is sunny because it is so near. Please keep Greenhead School open

No

I love my school - it is brilliant, the teachers are great and my friends are there. I don't want it to close. I also like that I can walk or cycle to school when it is sunny because it is so near. Please keep Greenhead School open

No

I love my school - it is brilliant, the teachers are great and my friends are there. I don't want it to close. I also like that I can walk or cycle to school when it is sunny because it is so near. Please keep Greenhead School open

Please keep Greenhead school open - it is brilliant

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

Hexham

No

Yes

To standardise the model of education on the west and enable viable first schools to become effective primaries

To include SEND provision in the plans and consider the use of some of the larger schools as bases for mainstream SEND units rather than just continuing to develop larger special schools

No

Greenhaugh First School

No

No

No

Tarset and Greystead and Falstone Parish Council's wish to jointly submit the following response to the consultation.   The closure of Greenhaugh school would not encourage young families to move into the area, which in turn could have an effect on local businesses.  County Council proposals to close first schools in order to solve the High school issues appear misjudged.  Rural schools represent a significant part of the heart of communities. Although financial concerns are clearly central to NCC's thinking no costs or benefits have been provided within the consultation document. The substantial additional costs implied by potential school closures, the investment in new buildings and additional transport costs require the production of a proper business case before any meaningful decisions can be made.  There is a  failure of the consultation document to set out NCC's view of how any of the proposed changes will improve the quality of education in the area. In the short term it is almost inevitable that pupils will be adversely impacted by changing schools part way through course work and by extended journeys to and from school.  

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Chollerton First School

COLWELL

No

This would involve the closure of many outstanding  schools

No

Merging/ closing schools does not solve problems but creates them

No

Closing schools in the successful Hexham  partnership does not solve problems. If it isn't broken, why fix it ??

Leave the Hexham Partnership alone but work with the communities in the Haydon Bridge Partnership to develop a school specifically for the area it serves.

Otterburn

Yes

I believe that educating children in the three tier system is the best option for this local area.  It always the children from Very small first schools to transition into a middle school before transferring into a larger high school.  The children seem to benefit from the smaller schools and transitioning to the high school at 13.

Leaving Wark open as a first school.

No

I do not believe that a two tier system would work in this area as children from remote areas would be travelling a long distance every day. I am aware of a children living out at Catcleugh who would have to travel over 50 minutes to get there if it was a direct route, which it won't be as they will stop at Bryness, Otterburn, West Woodburn and so on which will add at least 40 minutes to the journey. The children in remote areas such as: Keilder, Catcleugh, outlying areas of Elsdon will have a very long day with nearly 3 hours of travelling a day.   Another reason why I don't think that this is a good option is because it will affect the local communities, families will move away from the areas as they will not want their children to have to travel such distances and this will then cause issues for local businesses.   

No

The several transition times in the schools would cause issues for staff and children. It should be the same throughout the catchment area.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

Haydon Bridge

Don't know

Whilst I felt you set out a compelling case for change, the options set out didn't provide me with the information that I needed to inform my decision.  I would like further information on the following: - When measuring distance it would be more useful to understand the length of time taken to travel by an average school minibus to give a better understanding of additional journey times you proposing  - there is no impact assessment on local communities if a school closes ie number of jobs lost and impact on local shops and services - the approach of setting out 3 options has the unfortunate side effect of pitting schools against each other at a time when they really need to work together to deliver the best outcomes for our children - finally and most importantly there is no plan for how any of these proposed changes are going to improve outcomes and opportunities for our young people 

Don't know

Whilst I felt you set out a compelling case for change, the options set out didn't provide me with the information that I needed to inform my decision.  I would like further information on the following: - When measuring distance it would be more useful to understand the length of time taken to travel by an average school minibus to give a better understanding of additional journey times you proposing  - there is no impact assessment on local communities if a school closes ie number of jobs lost and impact on local shops and services - the approach of setting out 3 options has the unfortunate side effect of pitting schools against each other at a time when they really need to work together to deliver the best outcomes for our children - finally and most importantly there is no plan for how any of these proposed changes are going to improve outcomes and opportunities for our young people 

Don't know

Whilst I felt you set out a compelling case for change, the options set out didn't provide me with the information that I needed to inform my decision.  I would like further information on the following: - When measuring distance it would be more useful to understand the length of time taken to travel by an average school minibus to give a better understanding of additional journey times you proposing  - there is no impact assessment on local communities if a school closes ie number of jobs lost and impact on local shops and services - the approach of setting out 3 options has the unfortunate side effect of pitting schools against each other at a time when they really need to work together to deliver the best outcomes for our children - finally and most importantly there is no plan for how any of these proposed changes are going to improve outcomes and opportunities for our young people 

System change is a very costly and risky thing to undertake and I don't get any reassurance from this documentation that the options you have set out will significantly improve educational outcomes for our children and young people.  Are there any outstandingly successful education models that have been proven to work in remote rural areas?  If so, it could be useful to base a case for change on an existing proven model and set out a road map of how we move from our current model to a new model that is proven to deliver better educational outcomes in a very rural setting.  

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

With all 3 proposed models Beaufront First School is under threat of closure. Beaufront is an outstanding, exceptional school with a friendly happy atmosphere along with the exceptional teaching and the ability to nurture children. If Beaufront were to close or merge with Acomb school 3 of my children will be severely effected. My daughter is currently in year 2 and my twin boys are due to start reception in September 2018 (applications have been made) These changes will be hugely disruptive for all 3 children and will have a significant effect on their confidence.  

No

With all 3 proposed models Beaufront First School is under threat of closure. Beaufront is an outstanding, exceptional school with a friendly happy atmosphere along with the exceptional teaching and the ability to nurture children. If Beaufront were to close or merge with Acomb school 3 of my children will be severely effected. My daughter is currently in year 2 and my twin boys are due to start reception in September 2018 (applications have been made) These changes will be hugely disruptive for all 3 children and will have a significant effect on their confidence.  

No

With all 3 proposed models Beaufront First School is under threat of closure. Beaufront is an outstanding, exceptional school with a friendly happy atmosphere along with the exceptional teaching and the ability to nurture children. If Beaufront were to close or merge with Acomb school 3 of my children will be severely effected. My daughter is currently in year 2 and my twin boys are due to start reception in September 2018 (applications have been made) These changes will be hugely disruptive for all 3 children and will have a significant effect on their confidence.  

We believe the 3 tier system allows children, especially those in need of the extra support.   Surely the reason QEHS has had such good results is partly due to the stepping stones children are given in the first and middle schools.  We understand that something needs to change and Haydon Bridge High School merging with QEHS seems like a sensible option.  Why dont we look at the changes in 2 phases:  Phase 1: Invest in merging Haydon Bridge High School with QEHS to form a new SUPER SCHOOL in Hexham for ages 13 - 18. Then Haydon Bridge primary becomes a First and Middle school sharing the old High School site.  This surely seems like the simplest option for Haydon Bridge to adopt the 3 tier system and creates minimal disruption for the rest of our schools.  Phase 2: Once the new school is up and running if it is still felt necessary to change to the 2 tier system then surely this could be looked at as a phase 2 option.  

Staff Member

Corbridge C of E Aided First Schoolmorpeth

Yes

Yes

Yes

Staff Member

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

I don't agree with the closure of 'Good' and 'Outstanding' First Schools.

No

No

I think the 3 tier system should be retained and I don't agree with the closure of schools.

I think you should rethink your whole strategy and start prioritising the needs of local children. These schools have an amazing track record on the whole; the staff are committed and dedicated and doing a great job.  The communities they serve are stronger and more productive as a result of having schools in their midst. If you close the schools you will destroy the heart of Northumberland as a rural county. Please rethink what you're doing, and look at the bigger picture, and the long-term effects.

Email:  I write today to ask yourself and NCC to work to every end to maintain an option for three tier education in then area! QEHS and the entire Hexham partnership are one of the most successful in the country! They are a non-selective group outperforming many selective schools!

This success begins with the excellent education provided by our small village first schools who know the children and their families intimately; and continues with the fantastic effort our middle schools make in guiding adolescents through a highly specialised time of life both academically and in terms of psycho/social development.

It is the success of our first two tiers that allows QEHS to build upon that foundation and achieve such good results!

Let us shine a light and be a beacon for the rest of the nation on valuing individual learning styles, supporting children  and families for academic, social and emotional growth, and on celebrating the success of all children whatever their strengths and weaknesses!

There is room for improvement!  We need to provide wider options at GCSE and A level, and to find a way to keep in our local system the 40% of students who leave us after GCSE!

Of course we need buildings that are fit for our purpose going forward, and rebuilding schools in required! However both Prudhoe Community High School, and Ponteland High School have managed to come to  arrangements where new state-of-art schools are built and the offer of a hybrid 2 and 3 tier system remains!

Surely West Northumberland can also be assured that we are offered this at a minimum!

Large High schools do not service vulnerable pupils well, and we know that this population is on the rise! In fact , they do not service most pupils to the same successful ends hat smaller schools achieve! Why would we set out to create a super school- one of the largest in the country? It is a costly decision in the long term!

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Gunnerton

No

No

No

Please give every opportunity to maintain our outstanding three tier system here in the Hexham Partnership!

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Newton

No

Not enough information  High school too big Shows no understanding of the rural communities and the  role of schools in protecting them  Totally disregards exceptional practice in first and middle schools which is why QEHS had good results  No real economic plan for how this would be more sustainable or viable Doesn’t show how children would be better served or how standards would be raised

No

Not enough information  High school too big Shows no understanding of the rural communities and the  role of schools in protecting them  Totally disregards exceptional practice in first and middle schools which is why QEHS had good results  No real economic plan for how this would be more sustainable or viable Doesn’t show how children would be better served or how standards would be raised

No

Not enough information  High school too big Shows no understanding of the rural communities and the  role of schools in protecting them  Totally disregards exceptional practice in first and middle schools which is why QEHS had good results  No real economic plan for how this would be more sustainable or viable Doesn’t show how children would be better served or how standards would be raised

There are many alternatives which can be created given enough time! If this is a once in a generation opportunity...surely there is time to create the programme that fits the communities needs and desires.  CMS is among the schools putting together alternative ideas which should be looked at!

Governor

Chollerton C of E First School

No

Poorly thought out no costings, no criteria for any decisions Poor option

None

No

Like Model A poorly thought out. Merging, closing schools especially in hexham would be a bad decision for the communities. What evidence does the council have that changing the present system in Hexham would actually improve it? The record and data relating to areas that have already changed from 3 to 2 tier in Northumberland demonstrates clearly that children's education will suffer especially in the short term!

No

No

Again not a viable option to many problems on both educational grounds and financial grounds...not value for money!

No

Leave Hexham as it is but build a new educational hub with a Middle school.....which could be NCC run and build the new high school leased to the HLT with a new age range of 13-18  In Haydon bridge develop a new Secondary school specialising in non academic route or work in partnership to creat  a New Church Academy

RIdsdale

No

The consultation is causing a great deal of anxiety, worry and concern amongst the local population.  West Woodburn School is thriving.The School is a wonderfully happy place where children thrive and moving them would cause much upset.  West Woodburn School had a "Good" rating from Ofsted and many of the features mentioned on the report were thought to be outstanding,so why upset a thriving school.  Dedicated staff have a great desire to improve the children's education, welfare, and social development.  Closure would mean that small children and pre-school children travelling twice the distance they do now.   The school is highly valued and held in high esteem by parents.  There are implications for the local community. Schools are an important consideration for potential house buyers. Families would be less likely to move into our community and this would erode the viability of key community services such as our shop, post office and public houses and have a negative impact on our parish community as a whole.  I feel that the loss of West Woodburn School would be a great blow to the villages involved.

No

Same as Model A.

No

Same as Model A

Keep a wonderful school open.

Governor

Whittonstall First School

Gosforth

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Gosforth

No

Consultation process was flawed

No

Consultation process was flawed

No

Consultation process was flawed

Run a fit for purpose consultation process

Pupil/Student

Halthwhistle Middle School

Haltwhistle

Yes

I agree but I want two High Schools

Don't Know

Don't Know

Pupil/Student

Halthwistle Middle School

Haltwhistle

Yes

No

Move year 6 down to the lower school but keep all schools

Yes

Yes this is good

In my view the problems concerning education have arisen (a) as a result of the failure of the previous administration  to take effective action concerning Haydon Bridge coupled with central government and our MP supporting an incompetent Academy Trust and (b) the move by QE HS to amalgamate the High School and the Middle School in order to force a two tier system.
"Letter received:
I am writing to you as the elected Leader of our county council to seek your support in strongly opposing the proposals contained within the consultation document on education in West Northumberland. 
I have completed the online consultation process but wanted to impress on you how strong my opposition is to all three of the current proposals and to ask you to lobby on my behalf to find an alternative. 
Specifically, I object to the proposals that disproportionately close Church of England schools and would ask that you enquire into the bias that this shows, particularly in light of the alternatives offered to county schools that have not been extended to the church ones. 
My concern is that it would appear from the proposals that the church schools have been discriminated against on grounds of religion, contrary to legislation and your duty under s.149 of the equalities Act 2010. I would value your enquiry into this and look to a subsequent response. 
Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without the proper community impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these impact assessments is contained within section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. 
Next, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others. 
Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder School to Hexham QE)
Thank you again for your support and I look forward to your response to the above points in due course.

Barrasford

No

I do not agree with any of the options proposed.  Village schools play an important part in any community.  There does not seem to be any coherent plan so far as rural settlements are concerned by either local or national government.  If rural industries are to prosper then infrastructure must be provided.  However we have seen post offices, village shops, public houses and transport being cut.  New housing is built which only attracts wealthy buyers.  Families need local schools.  Closures will turn villages into retirement/commuter settlements.

Not viable.

No

See reasons above.

Not Viable.

No

See above

Not viable.

Yours sincerely"

Staff Member

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

Yes

Yes

Yes

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Gunnerton

No

No

No

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

Closing Wark School would be detrimental to our children, the village community and the Church. 1) The children thrive at Wark School with all its educational facilities and after-school activities and the children have the added advantage of living in or close to the village so travelling is kept to a minimum. 2) Wark is a church school and linked to St Michael's and its congregation. The children therefore benefit from learning Christian tenets and values and the church gains from this youthful impact at all its services (including messy church) and festivals. 3) The interaction of the church and the village is long-standing and the school is an integral part of this link. The proposed closure of the school will therefore have both a detrimental effect on the church and the village community. 4) Closure of the school will mean that our young children living at outlying farms will have no alternative but to travel longer distances to and from school. 5) Without a school, families will no longer find a move to Wark an attractive proposition. This will impact both on the church and the village which will comprise an ageing population and eventually could become unsustainable. 6) The Council has nothing to gain from closing Wark School as it does not own the land on which the school is built. 7) The Council needs to visit the North Tyne Valley and realise that its proposals to close ANY of our schools in these small, rural villages will have a detrimental effect both for the communities and for the children living there.

No

Same reasons as given previously.No

Save reasons as given previously.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwshistle

No

Yes

Yes

No because it would cause lots of bullying to younger kids.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

I think there should have 2 high schools QE and Haydon Bridge High School.

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

No

No

No

I would like the Council to look further into the proposals laid out by Mr P Sampson and Mr D Glover .My child is on SEN register and I do not want her travelling approx 15 miles to school each door . Any school is a hub of the Community and closing our schools will kill our Communities and have a detrimental effect throughout .

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding mill

No

No

No

Our children benefit hugely from the small rural schools. At present they move to the next school at the right age for development and to access extra subjects such as languages and music.    High schools are outstanding because middle schools are outstanding. Middle schools are outstanding because first schools are outstanding.   The teachers know individual child’s needs, and develop them accordinaordinary.   Please do not change the 3 tier system. it is fabulous. Let our children be children and nurtured!

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Don't know

This seems the least disruptive of all models proposed, however this model still involves the closures of many school which are performing well and are financially viable. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided

No

This models involved the closure of middle schools. We live in county Durham , however choose to send our children to northumberland to take advantage of the three tier system. We have seen our children develop substantially moving from a primary to a middle school. Ang again not enough information has been provided to support this option.

Don't know

There are still a lot of closures involved with this option. I do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided.

Before Northumberland County Council progresses with the options, more detail needs to be provided to all stakeholders. 

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Shotley Bridge

No

Whittonstall should stay open it's financially viable, great Ofsted results and a much needed school. 

No

Whittonstall should stay open.  It's a federation school. You haven't taken this into consideration or the impact this will have on the small village community. The church, pub and child minders will all lose the majority of their business and have to close. 

No

I believe this consultation is flawed. You haven't been transparent and open with information and most of the numbers you published were incorrect.  The way you have went about the whole thing is underhand especially pushing to finish a 3 tier system.

No to all options.   I suggest you look at the 55 million you have to spend and invest it in an already amazing system with great results.   Build a new QE but keep it 3 tier. And invest in the financially viable and great Ofsted result first schools.   The response has been a massive no to the QE becoming a super school.   Do you really want to spend millions turning it into an Acadamy, because the head wants it ( big fat pay check) and give HLT the big cheque for it to fail 4 years down the line like the other Acadamys such as Berwick and North Stanley to name a few.   Strengthen and build on what we have. 3 tier with investment. 

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

St Josephs middle school

Hexham

No

No

No

Staff Member

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

Yes

More financially viable and better for the children to be in a school with more on roll for the development of social and emotional skills. Also, will reduce the number of children having to be taught in mixed year classes.

Yes

More financially viable and better for the children to be in a school with more on roll for the development of social and emotional skills. Also, will reduce the number of children having to be taught in mixed year classes.

Yes

More financially viable and better for the children to be in a school with more on roll for the development of social and emotional skills. Also, will reduce the number of children having to be taught in mixed year classes.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

We need more than one high school.

No

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Keep middle schools open.  HMS and QEHS merge without making other schools close.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Slaggyford

Yes

but two high schools.

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall First School

Mosswood

No

Unnecessary closure of good and outstanding financially viable schools

No

Unnecessary closure of good and outstanding schools that are economically viable

No

Unnecessary closure of good and outstanding schools that are financially viable

Understand that the Haydon Bridge situation needs to be handled to ensure excellent provision for the children in that area but can see no logic for closing good rural schools outside of the Haydon Bridge catchment who are providing an excellent supportive three tier education. It appears the council are being held to ransom by QEHS to ensure new buildings / two tier system can be implemented to the severe detriment of the children that QEHS is meant to serve. Please consider keeping all of the financially viable schools open and considering appropriately the many excellent alternatives being suggested by the proposed impacted schools.   Please consider the legitimate question " if you could secure appropriate funding to meet the ongoing QEHS improvements required would any of this nonsense be required?" 

Other

BROOMLEY FIRST SCHOOL, STOCKSFIELD

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE

No

THE THREE TIER SYSTEM OFFERS  STEADIER, CALMER, SAFER MOVEMENT THROUGH THE SCHOOL YEARS.

No

No

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

This would be terrible for haydon bridge with children having to travel much further on busy main roads to get to school. Hexham is already very congested in the morning and another few hundred students woulduld make the problem worse

No

We would not want to see the sele be reduced to a 2 form entry. The current structure works very well and if the intake was reduced to 60 pupils this would not meet local need.

No

This would not work for the sele if the system went to 2 tier. The sele needs to take the additional older age groups ad expand facilities

We have a 4 year old and a 2 year old and ther 4 year old currently at the sele pre school. We would be happy for the sele to take two additional years to become a primary but we think its important that the school can maintain 3 classes at point of entry. Its an excellent school and if anything should expand its intake not reduce numbers. 4 will probably need additional capital funding to build some additional classroom facilities.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

I think instead of having one high school, there should be two.

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Broomley First School

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Broomhaugh

Riding Mill

No

I believe the three tier system to be far superior to the two tier and cannot believe the whole education system in West Tynedale should go through this wholesale upheaval based on one sided views. Instead of getting the feeder schools to assist QEHS to resolve the issues they have created a wide scale problem for every school, pupil, parent and teacher in the area. 

No

See previous response in A

No

See A

Corbridge Middle School have outlined a good proposal.

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Halwhistle

Yes

I agree to keep it 3 tier but have 2 high schools which should be Queen Elizabeth High School and Haydon Bridge High School.

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

I feel it is unfair to completely close Haydon Bridge, it is a long way for some children to travel. Queen Elizabeth High School will be too big and they will be the only school available. I feel the temporary buildings will be unsettling for new and existing pupils at the Queen Elizabeth. I feel this will be unsettling and be a very bad environment for pupils to learn and have to complete exams I think that the closure of some of the first schools and the merge with others seems odd. I realise that there is a need to save money, however there are some schools being closed because of small numbers but others that have the same number not being closed.

Build a new Queen Elizabeth High School away from the existing without the temporary buildings on old site in the interim period

No

I definitely do not agree with the 2 tier system, the Queen Elizabeth High School would be too big, the pupils would be lost in the system.Queen Elizabeth High School currently does not want to be an inclusive school, they hand pick the Academically good students to stay on in sixth form, there are no opportunities for pupils who are more practical, if Queen Elizabeth High School becomes a big secondary school that will mean even more pupils who have to find a place after GCSE. I do not agree with 11 year old children mixing with 18 year old. With the best will in the world the pupils would not be segregated all of the time. The children who currently go to middle schools are being taught by specialist teachers, they are in a smaller environment so they are well looked after and are know. This means that they have an amazing education. The enrichment opportunities are great, Corbridge Middle School is a fantastic school it encourages independent, confident students. Why close a school that is successful and well attended. I have experience of both Hexham Middle &amp; Corbridge Middle and I do not believe either should be closed, the 3 tier system is unique and caters for the needs of our area. The Queen Elizabeth High School would be too large, the pupils would be lost in the system, they would not be know, so therefore I feel would not react their full potential. It would feel like Kenton School. (which is awful) 

I do not think of any improvements to this model, I do not think it should change to a 2 tier system

Don't know

Out of all the proposals I feel this is a better option, this means that the successful middle schools would continue which is much better for the children. It would benefit Haydon Bridge because they would keep a school in their area. I am still not sure about the merging of Hexham Middle School and Queen Elizabeth High School. As I stated in Model A, it seems odd that some first schools are to be merged but others of a similar number are being kept open. 

I feel that we need to keep the 3 tier system, this caters for the needs of the children in Tynedale. The 3 tier system gives our children a brilliant opportunity to learn in a safe caring environment. I would make the High School a much more inclusive school for all pupils from 13 - 18 years old. I think that whether the student is academic or practical there should be an inclusive 6th form. 40 % of pupils end up leaving Queen Elizabeth currently after GCSE because they are not welcome.I think that the Queen Elizabeth High School should have a new building, to keep the old building maintained will probably end up costing as much as building the new school. Bring back the good community school, one that caters for all the pupils, a school that wants all the pupils to achieve their best and not have to worry about getting in to Newcastle or other colleges in the North East. The school should be focused on the pupils and not be governed by results or money. In reality I realise that you have to have money to run the schools, however I do not think this should be the total focus. 

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Also Broomhaugh and QE

Corbridge

No

No

No

I can understand that a few of the first schools may need to close for financial reasons. However I don't agree with the closure of middle schools. 40 years ago the middle school system was created to accommodate the significantly different needs of the age ranges of the children between 5 and 16. It was created to overcome problems with banding them all in 2 tiers and as such does an incredible job for the emotional welfare of the children at such a vulnerable age in their development and confidence. I have personally watched my eldest flourish in the middle school and I am also watching the same incredible developments that are taking place with my middle child who is currently at Corbridge Middle School. 6 years ago my eldest was at a primary school in London and the changes I have seen in her confidence and abilities as a result of the middle school have shocked me to the core. The child I have now is 100% different in terms of confidence and strength to the one I brought up from London in  yr 3. I attribute this change to CMS and will be forever grateful for the nurturing environment that they allowed her coping with the onset of teenage hormones etc. My suggestion would be for QE and CMS to COLLABORATE their efforts and allow the continued access to specialised subjects from yr6 (which is one of the reasons why QE gets so many fantastic students in order to continue to get such high results) but to allow children to chose their GCSE options in yr 8 (obviously whilst still at CMS) rather than waiting to get to QE in yr 9. The teaching methods could remain unaltered and QE and CMS could communicate more with respect to syllabus expectations. The funds from the closure and therefore inclusion of Haydon Bridge High School could allow more finances to go towards QE and guarantee more children rather than relying on those that wish to come from County Durham, whilst at the same time, those from County Durham that choose to come to CMS could also be guaranteed a place at QE if bigger facilities were invested in thanks to the closure of Haydon Bridge. There would be more money generated through more 'bums on seats' for QE if they had access to all the children from Haydon Bridge and all the children who wished to come via CMS who would be guaranteed a place. This would retain the middle school system, generate more income from more children at QE and also retain the additional students that come from County Durham therefore maintaining the outstanding facility that is CMS and allowing the children to choose their options earlier (through collaboration) and then giving QE the ability to further it's excellent grades.

West Woodburn, Ridsdale and East Woodburn

No

Please see formal response from Corsenside Parish Council below.

No

Please see formal response of Corsenside Parish Council below.

No

Please see formal response of Corsenside Parish Council below.

Response of Corsenside Parish Council to the Northumberland County Council Consultation Document on Education in the West Northumberland  Corsenside Parish Council wish to express their very great concern about the recent consultation document on the future of schools and education in the west of Northumberland. This is causing a great deal of anxiety, worry and concern and not a little anger amongst many members of our parish. We feel that this consultation is flawed in presenting proposals at this stage and feel very strongly that parents and stakeholders should be consulted, and their views and opinions listened to and taken into account, before any proposals are developed.  Proposals developed after consultation could then genuinely be said to be cognisant of the views and opinions of the communities which will have to live with the impact of their implementation. We feel very strongly that none of the options presented can be supported as all options presented are prejudiced against several schools who would be earmarked for closure under every proposal should one of these be adopted.  Further, there is no information provided to show how any of the suggested models offer the best educational outcomes for our children whilst also tackling the issues of budget deficits and surplus places.  Without such detail how can an informed decision be made regarding the viability of one model or another. Whilst there are arguments for and against both two-tier and three-tier education we feel that the three-tier model is the best fit for the rural and remote nature of the communities in the west of Northumberland.  This system allows small schools to remain in the heart of their local communities, it mitigates the effects of lengthy travel distances and times for young children for as long as possible, promotes health and well-being by allowing many children to walk to school, it promotes social and moral development by allowing children to access out of hours provision and contributes to the viability of local communities and the maintenance of key local services.  History, School Effectiveness and Support in Corsenside There has been a school in West Woodburn for two hundred years, 2018 being the schools bicentenary. It is located in the very middle of the village, is embedded at the centre of the community and is close to the heart of generations of local people who have happy memories of their early education at the school.  It is very well supported by the wider community who attend events and lend their financial support enthusiastically. For example, Ofsted (2017) noted that the school had “worked diligently to strengthen links with the local, rural community, within whose heart [it] lies”. It is also highly valued and held in very high esteem by the current cohort of pupils and parents: “Parents say that their children ‘rush’ to get to school each morning because they are happy, well looked after and enjoy all that the school has to offer ‘academically and socially’.  Pupils agree enthusiastically, saying that they feel safe because they are with ‘people you know you can trust’. According to pupils, ‘everyone is friendly’ and there is no bullying. Pupils and their parents would recommend the school to others without hesitation.” (Ofsted, 2017) It enjoys the support of a highly skilled, capable and dedicated staff team who are driven by the desire to do their utmost to improve the children’s education, welfare and social development and this is at the forefront of the considerable work they do.  This was recognised recently by Ofsted who judged the school to be Good overall but with many of the features mentioned in the report thought to be Outstanding. We feel that the loss of the school in West Woodburn would be a severe blow to the village of West Woodburn and the wider parish of Corsenside which the school serves so very well.  Budget We are concerned that this consultation presents seemingly inaccurate and potentially misleading information with respect to funding and projected deficits, given that no account is taken, or information provided, regarding the considerable increase in funding as a result of the introduction of the new National Funding Formula for schools.  Indeed, the consultation document states that the projected deficits “do not take into account the changes to the budget formula for 2018/19”.  This formula, according to Department for Education figures, will see West Woodburn First School budget increase from £182,000 in 17/18 to £300,000 in 18/19 when the formula is introduced.  This represents an increase of some 42% in pupil led funding for West Woodburn First School, the highest increase of any of the schools in the west of Northumberland and yet all options you present would see the closure of this vital community asset.   We are also aware that the figures with respect to schools’ budgets have been changing and are being updated by NCC on a very regular basis (as schools’ governors finance sub committees meet to set indicative budgets for the coming year) meaning the information provided in the consultation based on pre-New Funding Formula figures is now out of date and inaccurate.  This does somewhat lead us to question the wisdom of the timing of this consultation and the soundness of the decision to go ahead with it at a time in the financial year where budgetary uncertainty and flux is to be expected.    West Woodburn First School, for example, has a deficit of less than £10,000 next year and in the following year it will be less than £1,000.  These figures are based on the old funding formula and would be easily absorbed, leading to a surplus budget, under the new Funding Formula’s allocation.  Educational Outcomes We feel that the outcomes for pupils are best served by the three-tier system and therefore strongly support the continuation of Bellingham Middle School.  There is strong evidence of a dip in pupils’ progress when transfer takes place at age 11.   This reversal of progress in two tier systems is well documented and it has been termed a national scandal by Ofsted and by successive education secretaries. “Continuity in the curriculum and progression in learning as pupils move from primary to secondary schools are long standing weaknesses of the education system.” – (Changing Schools, HMI 2002 p.2) Indeed, work carried out by Professor Maurice Galton of Cambridge University indicates that: … around half the pupils in English and Science (49% and 49% respectively) made no gain in their level score one year after moving from primary to secondary school. For mathematics, however, the corresponding figure was 33%. … the relatively high proportion of the sample failing to make progress suggest that transfer to secondary school is still associated with subsequent underperformance in the case of certain pupils. Also, and importantly, as research conducted as part of the Cambridge Primary Review points out, middle school systems - ... avoided the developmental double whammy of school transfer coinciding with the onset of puberty. (Community Soundings: the Primary Review regional witness sessions, Cambridge Primary Review, 200, Page 38) There are better educational outcomes for pupils educated under the three-tier system.  The evidence shows that pupils in middle schools make greater progress during KS3 than pupils in any other type of schooling, even though it includes the transition from middle to upper school in Year 9.  Indeed, data compiled on the achievement of about 6,000 pupils leaving Year 8 in middle school in 2011 showed that these pupils achieved at a level above that achieved nationally at the end of Year 9 in other schools as demonstrated by the results of the last of the nationally set KS3 SATs in 2007.    Emotional Wellbeing and Mental Health We feel that the three-tier system is also more able to cater for the moral and social development and well-being of pupils as schools have a narrower age range on which to focus and are better able to meet the differing needs of children at different stages of their education.  Coupled with this there is also the advantage of reducing the influence of teenagers and young adults on those pupils who are still children.   We also feel that there would be potential for a significant risk to the emotional wellbeing and mental health of pupils who would move from still relatively small primary schools under a two-tier system to a potentially very large secondary school of two and a half thousand children or more should Haydon Bridge High School close and Queen Elizabeth High School expand. Coming from a relatively small, nurturing and safe feeling primary school, this could be completely overwhelming for many children.  We also feel that a secondary school of such a size can not possibly deliver education on a personal level and children would inevitably become just a face in the crowd or just a number on a register rather than being able to develop good relationships with staff who truly know and understand the individual as would be possible in a school with smaller numbers on role.  Travel, Physical Health and Wellbeing Your consultation sets out additional travel distances for travel to the next nearest school, however appears not to take into account that many children currently have no travel at all as they live within the village and walk to school.  This, from a health and well-being perspective, is surely to be encouraged and is one of the stated aims of NCC’s own ‘Go Smarter, Go Cheaper, Go Greener’ initiative.  Indeed, this initiative cites that ‘Teachers find that pupils who walk, cycle or scoot to school are more relaxed, alert and ready to start the day than those who travel by car’, it also expounds the benefits of improved health and fitness and increased independence and social interaction along with improvements in safety, pollution levels and congestion.  We feel it very wrong to subject children as young as 4 years old to daily bus journeys of up to an hour for the round trip, in order to be educated elsewhere.  We feel that this exposes them to unnecessary disruption and risk and they are best served educationally within their own community.  It would also be difficult for children who are transported to school by bus to access after-school clubs and other such activities as they would need to be on the bus to get home – it would rely on parents being able to collect their children at the end of the extended day and obviously result in more and unnecessary car journeys and adversely affect families from lower-income households who do not have transport. Given the Sutton Trust’s (2017) recommendation that children should have more access to extra-curricular opportunities to increase social mobility, this unnecessary travel would be detrimental to our children’s social capital and social mobility.  There is also the impact upon pre-school education to be considered where children younger than 4 would be facing long journeys to access the pre-school hours they are entitled to.  Indeed, these measures seeing the closure of many local schools could, at worst, disenfranchise some families altogether from pre-school education if they have no transport or the family vehicle is required to get the working partner to work.  We have further concerns on the impact on children’s education that winter weather would bring.  There would be a hugely increased risk to the children who would need to make journeys on icy roads which are steep and twisting in places. Additionally, there has been several days this winter where the A68, the road through West Woodburn, has been impassable due to dangerous conditions and we have observed periods of time in the recent past where the road has been blocked for longer periods of time.  Parents are constantly being reminded that every day at school counts and yet the proposals set out a future which has disrupted education built in by default.  We find this unacceptable and would point out that WWFS has remained open and continued to serve its pupils and the community throughout most of these disruptive bad weather events.  In terms of travel it is difficult and disruptive enough for the older children of our parish who are subject to up to 2 hours per day on a bus from age 13 (Year 9) onwards in order to access their high school education but we feel that it would be entirely wrong to enforce these journey times on children of 11 and 12 (Years 7 and 8) which would be necessary should a two tier system be implemented.  This travel time could be spent much more productively and lead to better outcomes, if education was to remain locally under the three-tier system, by using it to complete homework or for wider social development. With particular respect to West Woodburn First school, the school in our parish, the data you supply regarding distances to nearest school is inaccurate.  The nearest school with a travelling distance of 4.6 miles is Bellingham First School.  However, you cite 5.8 miles to the next nearest school in the table on page 8, the same figure you quote for Otterburn First School, the two schools which each of your proposals see merging.  The inaccuracies here surely call into question the accuracy of other aspects of the document causing concern as to how much trust we can place in the information presented. [See Appendix A]  Social Capital As a by-product of the loss of our school there are implications wider than the loss of local education and a local community resource.  Having a school at the heart of a vibrant, sustainable local community provides children and young people with the social capital that supports their wider development and improves their educational outcomes. A by-product of the loss of the school would be the loss of this social capital.  Families would be less likely to move into our community and this would erode the viability of key community services such as our shop, post office and public houses and have a negative impact on our parish community as a whole.  Conclusion and Recommendations We would not and could not support any of the options as laid out in the consultation and feel that none of the proposals represent the best outcomes for pupils or represent the needs or wishes of the people NCC are elected to serve.   It would seem that the proposals are based on out of date and inaccurate information making it impossible to make a properly informed judgement.   These proposals will have a significant impact upon the current cohort of children who are in line to have their educational lives severely disrupted and risk creating a ‘lost’ generation who, by the potential actions of NCC, are unable to achieve to their full potential.  Pupils, inevitably are becoming aware of the potential for change and whilst, in West Woodburn First School, the staff are doing their utmost to calm and reassure them, children as young as four are already becoming unsettled and beginning to worry about their future.  This is wrong. Our children should be treated with more respect and afforded the best opportunities available based on evidence of best outcomes. We feel that the development of a model which allows successful schools to remain at the heart of their local communities under a three-tier system, which is cognisant of the rurality of the west of Northumberland and the extremely long travel times for children, should be developed and would be our favoured option. We respectfully ask that you abandon the current consultation, based on seemingly inaccurate information, and begin again by engaging and listening to parents and stakeholders in a meaningful dialogue to elicit their views and opinions which could then, along with accurate figures from the new National Funding Formula, inform the development of realistic proposals which have as core values the best educational and social outcomes and fulfil the needs of our children and represent the views and wishes of the people of west Northumberland.     Appendix A Inaccuracies in Travel Distances Your document states that no child should be subject to an additional travel of greater than 6 miles. For the children of West Woodburn First School you cite in the table on page 8 that the distance to the nearest school is 5.8 miles, the same distance you quote for Otterburn First School.  This implies that Otterburn First School is the nearest school to West Woodburn First School.  Bellingham First School however, is actually the nearest being 4.6 miles from West Woodburn First School Despite your assertions of 5.8 miles in the table on page 8 of your document, you cite a maximum additional travel distance of 4.7 miles in the proposal details on page 13 (model A) and page 16 (model B) but go back to 5.8 miles on page 19 (model C).  Each of these models sees the merger of West Woodburn First School and Otterburn First School. The actual distance, as measured by car odometer is 6.1 miles to Otterburn First School, however, this road is often impassable due to flooding after even moderate amounts of rainfall, the alternative route on non-flooding roads would be a travel distance of 7.3 miles. Circulation  Questionnaire Response Recipient   NCC Leader      Peter Jackson        xxxxx.xxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx  NCC Deputy Leader and Children’s Services  Wayne Daley        xxxxx.xxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx  NCC Local Councillor     John Riddle        xxxx.xxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx  NCC Chief Executive     Daljit Lally        xxxxxx.xxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx  NCC Director of Education and Skills   Andy Johnson        xxxx.xxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx  Schools Commissioner for North of England  Janet Renou        xxx.xxxxx@xxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx  Member of Parliament     Guy Opperman        xxxxxxxx@xxxxx.xxx  Chair of Governors WWFS    Tony Gibson        xxxxxxxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxx.xxx  Head of School WWFS     Victoria Rutherford        xxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx  Executive Head WWFS     Caroline Elsey        xxxxxxxx.xxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx    

No

Please see formal Response of Corsenside Parish Council below.

No

Please see formal Response of Corsenside Parish Council below.

No

Please see formal Response of Corsenside Parish Council below.

MY APOLOGIES IF YOU RECEIVE THIS TWICE - THERE APPEARED TO BE A PROBLEM WHEN I SUBMITTED THE FORM THE FIRST TIME.   Response of Corsenside Parish Council to the Northumberland County Council Consultation Document on Education in the West of Northumberland  Corsenside Parish Council wish to express their very great concern about the recent consultation document on the future of schools and education in the west of Northumberland.  This is causing a great deal of anxiety, worry and concern and not a little anger amongst many members of our parish.  We feel that this consultation is flawed in presenting proposals at this stage and feel very strongly that parents and stakeholders should be consulted, and their views and opinions listened to and taken into account, before any proposals are developed.  Proposals developed after consultation could then genuinely be said to be cognisant of the views and opinions of the communities which will have to live with the impact of their implementation.  We feel very strongly that none of the options presented can be supported as all options presented are prejudiced against several schools who would be earmarked for closure under every proposal should one of these be adopted.  Further, there is no information provided to show how any of the suggested models offer the best educational outcomes for our children whilst also tackling the issues of budget deficits and surplus places.  Without such detail how can an informed decision be made regarding the viability of one model or another.  Whilst there are arguments for and against both two-tier and three-tier education we feel that the three-tier model is the best fit for the rural and remote nature of the communities in the west of Northumberland.  This system allows small schools to remain in the heart of their local communities, it mitigates the effects of lengthy travel distances and times for young children for as long as possible, promotes health and well-being by allowing many children to walk to school, it promotes social and moral development by allowing children to access out of hours provision and contributes to the viability of local communities and the maintenance of key local services.   History, School Effectiveness and Support in Corsenside  There has been a school in West Woodburn for two hundred years, 2018 being the schools bicentenary. It is located in the very middle of the village, is embedded at the centre of the community and is close to the heart of generations of local people who have happy memories of their early education at the school.  It is very well supported by the wider community who attend events and lend their financial support enthusiastically. For example, Ofsted (2017) noted that the school had “worked diligently to strengthen links with the local, rural community, within whose heart [it] lies”. It is also highly valued and held in very high esteem by the current cohort of pupils and parents: “Parents say that their children ‘rush’ to get to school each morning because they are happy, well looked after and enjoy all that the school has to offer ‘academically and socially’.  Pupils agree enthusiastically, saying that they feel safe because they are with ‘people you know you can trust’. According to pupils, ‘everyone is friendly’ and there is no bullying. Pupils and their parents would recommend the school to others without hesitation.” (Ofsted, 2017) It enjoys the support of a highly skilled, capable and dedicated staff team who are driven by the desire to do their utmost to improve the children’s education, welfare and social development and this is at the forefront of the considerable work they do.  This was recognised recently by Ofsted who judged the school to be Good overall but with many of the features mentioned in the report thought to be Outstanding.  We feel that the loss of the school in West Woodburn would be a severe blow to the village of West Woodburn and the wider parish of Corsenside which the school serves so very well.   Budget  We are concerned that this consultation presents seemingly inaccurate and potentially misleading information with respect to funding and projected deficits, given that no account is taken, or information provided, regarding the considerable increase in funding as a result of the introduction of the new National Funding Formula for schools.  Indeed, the consultation document states that the projected deficits “do not take into account the changes to the budget formula for 2018/19”.  This formula, according to Department for Education figures, will see West Woodburn First School budget increase from £182,000 in 17/18 to £300,000 in 18/19 when the formula is introduced.  This represents an increase of some 42% in pupil led funding for West Woodburn First School, the highest increase of any of the schools in the west of Northumberland and yet all options you present would see the closure of this vital community asset.    We are also aware that the figures with respect to schools’ budgets have been changing and are being updated by NCC on a very regular basis (as schools’ governors finance sub committees meet to set indicative budgets for the coming year) meaning the information provided in the consultation based on pre-New Funding Formula figures is now out of date and inaccurate.  This does somewhat lead us to question the wisdom of the timing of this consultation and the soundness of the decision to go ahead with it at a time in the financial year where budgetary uncertainty and flux is to be expected.    West Woodburn First School, for example, has a deficit of less than £10,000 next year and in the following year it will be less than £1,000.  These figures are based on the old funding formula and would be easily absorbed, leading to a surplus budget, under the new Funding Formula’s allocation.   Educational Outcomes  We feel that the outcomes for pupils are best served by the three-tier system and therefore strongly support the continuation of Bellingham Middle School.  There is strong evidence of a dip in pupils’ progress when transfer takes place at age 11.   This reversal of progress in two tier systems is well documented and it has been termed a national scandal by Ofsted and by successive education secretaries.  “Continuity in the curriculum and progression in learning as pupils move from primary to secondary schools are long standing weaknesses of the education system.” – (Changing Schools, HMI 2002 p.2)  Indeed, work carried out by Professor Maurice Galton of Cambridge University indicates that: … around half the pupils in English and Science (49% and 49% respectively) made no gain in their level score one year after moving from primary to secondary school. For mathematics, however, the corresponding figure was 33%. … the relatively high proportion of the sample failing to make progress suggest that transfer to secondary school is still associated with subsequent underperformance in the case of certain pupils.  Also, and importantly, as research conducted as part of the Cambridge Primary Review points out, middle school systems -  ... avoided the developmental double whammy of school transfer coinciding with the onset of puberty. (Community Soundings: the Primary Review regional witness sessions, Cambridge Primary Review, 200, Page 38)  There are better educational outcomes for pupils educated under the three-tier system.  The evidence shows that pupils in middle schools make greater progress during KS3 than pupils in any other type of schooling, even though it includes the transition from middle to upper school in Year 9.  Indeed, data compiled on the achievement of about 6,000 pupils leaving Year 8 in middle school in 2011 showed that these pupils achieved at a level above that achieved nationally at the end of Year 9 in other schools as demonstrated by the results of the last of the nationally set KS3 SATs in 2007.     Emotional Wellbeing and Mental Health  We feel that the three-tier system is also more able to cater for the moral and social development and well-being of pupils as schools have a narrower age range on which to focus and are better able to meet the differing needs of children at different stages of their education.  Coupled with this there is also the advantage of reducing the influence of teenagers and young adults on those pupils who are still children.   We also feel that there would be potential for a significant risk to the emotional wellbeing and mental health of pupils who would move from still relatively small primary schools under a two-tier system to a potentially very large secondary school of two and a half thousand children or more should Haydon Bridge High School close and Queen Elizabeth High School expand. Coming from a relatively small, nurturing and safe feeling primary school, this could be completely overwhelming for many children.  We also feel that a secondary school of such a size can not possibly deliver education on a personal level and children would inevitably become just a face in the crowd or just a number on a register rather than being able to develop good relationships with staff who truly know and understand the individual as would be possible in a school with smaller numbers on role.   Travel, Physical Health and Wellbeing  Your consultation sets out additional travel distances for travel to the next nearest school, however appears not to take into account that many children currently have no travel at all as they live within the village and walk to school.  This, from a health and well-being perspective, is surely to be encouraged and is one of the stated aims of NCC’s own ‘Go Smarter, Go Cheaper, Go Greener’ initiative.  Indeed, this initiative cites that ‘Teachers find that pupils who walk, cycle or scoot to school are more relaxed, alert and ready to start the day than those who travel by car’, it also expounds the benefits of improved health and fitness and increased independence and social interaction along with improvements in safety, pollution levels and congestion.   We feel it very wrong to subject children as young as 4 years old to daily bus journeys of up to an hour for the round trip, in order to be educated elsewhere.  We feel that this exposes them to unnecessary disruption and risk and they are best served educationally within their own community.  It would also be difficult for children who are transported to school by bus to access after-school clubs and other such activities as they would need to be on the bus to get home – it would rely on parents being able to collect their children at the end of the extended day and obviously result in more and unnecessary car journeys and adversely affect families from lower-income households who do not have transport. Given the Sutton Trust’s (2017) recommendation that children should have more access to extra-curricular opportunities to increase social mobility, this unnecessary travel would be detrimental to our children’s social capital and social mobility.   There is also the impact upon pre-school education to be considered where children younger than 4 would be facing long journeys to access the pre-school hours they are entitled to.  Indeed, these measures seeing the closure of many local schools could, at worst, disenfranchise some families altogether from pre-school education if they have no transport or the family vehicle is required to get the working partner to work.  We have further concerns on the impact on children’s education that winter weather would bring.  There would be a hugely increased risk to the children who would need to make journeys on icy roads which are steep and twisting in places. Additionally, there has been several days this winter where the A68, the road through West Woodburn, has been impassable due to dangerous conditions and we have observed periods of time in the recent past where the road has been blocked for longer periods of time.   Parents are constantly being reminded that every day at school counts and yet the proposals set out a future which has disrupted education built in by default.  We find this unacceptable and would point out that WWFS has remained open and continued to serve its pupils and the community throughout most of these disruptive bad weather events.   In terms of travel it is difficult and disruptive enough for the older children of our parish who are subject to up to 2 hours per day on a bus from age 13 (Year 9) onwards in order to access their high school education but we feel that it would be entirely wrong to enforce these journey times on children of 11 and 12 (Years 7 and 8) which would be necessary should a two tier system be implemented.  This travel time could be spent much more productively and lead to better outcomes, if education was to remain locally under the three-tier system, by using it to complete homework or for wider social development.  With particular respect to West Woodburn First school, the school in our parish, the data you supply regarding distances to nearest school is inaccurate.  The nearest school with a travelling distance of 4.6 miles is Bellingham First School.  However, you cite 5.8 miles to the next nearest school in the table on page 8, the same figure you quote for Otterburn First School, the two schools which each of your proposals see merging.  The inaccuracies here surely call into question the accuracy of other aspects of the document causing concern as to how much trust we can place in the information presented. [See Appendix A]   Social Capital  As a by-product of the loss of our school there are implications wider than the loss of local education and a local community resource.  Having a school at the heart of a vibrant, sustainable local community provides children and young people with the social capital that supports their wider development and improves their educational outcomes. A by-product of the loss of the school would be the loss of this social capital.  Families would be less likely to move into our community and this would erode the viability of key community services such as our shop, post office and public houses and have a negative impact on our parish community as a whole.   Conclusion and Recommendations  We would not and could not support any of the options as laid out in the consultation and feel that none of the proposals represent the best outcomes for pupils or represent the needs or wishes of the people NCC are elected to serve.    It would seem that the proposals are based on out of date and inaccurate information making it impossible to make a properly informed judgement.    These proposals will have a significant impact upon the current cohort of children who are in line to have their educational lives severely disrupted and risk creating a ‘lost’ generation who, by the potential actions of NCC, are unable to achieve to their full potential.  Pupils, inevitably are becoming aware of the potential for change and whilst, in West Woodburn First School, the staff are doing their utmost to calm and reassure them, children as young as four are already becoming unsettled and beginning to worry about their future.  This is wrong. Our children should be treated with more respect and afforded the best opportunities available based on evidence of best outcomes. We feel that the development of a model which allows successful schools to remain at the heart of their local communities under a three-tier system, which is cognisant of the rurality of the west of Northumberland and the extremely long travel times for children, should be developed and would be our favoured option.  We respectfully ask that you abandon the current consultation, based on seemingly inaccurate information, and begin again by engaging and listening to parents and stakeholders in a meaningful dialogue to elicit their views and opinions which could then, along with accurate figures from the new National Funding Formula, inform the development of realistic proposals which have as core values the best educational and social outcomes and fulfil the needs of our children and represent the views and wishes of the people of west Northumberland.     Appendix A  Inaccuracies in Travel Distances  Your document states that no child should be subject to an additional travel of greater than 6 miles.  For the children of West Woodburn First School you cite in the table on page 8 that the distance to the nearest school is 5.8 miles, the same distance you quote for Otterburn First School.  This implies that Otterburn First School is the nearest school to West Woodburn First School.  Bellingham First School however, is actually the nearest being 4.6 miles from West Woodburn First School  Despite your assertions of 5.8 miles in the table on page 8 of your document, you cite a maximum additional travel distance of 4.7 miles in the proposal details on page 13 (model A) and page 16 (model B) but go back to 5.8 miles on page 19 (model C).  Each of these models sees the merger of West Woodburn First School and Otterburn First School.  The actual distance, as measured by car odometer is 6.1 miles to Otterburn First School, however, this road is often impassable due to flooding after even moderate amounts of rainfall, the alternative route on non-flooding roads would be a travel distance of 7.3 miles.    Circulation   Questionnaire Response Recipient                        Via NCC Online Response Form  NCC Leader      Peter Jackson        xxxxx.xxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx  NCC Deputy Leader and Children’s Services  Wayne Daley        xxxxx.xxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx  NCC Local Councillor     John Riddle        xxxx.xxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx  NCC Chief Executive     Daljit Lally        xxxxxx.xxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx  NCC Director of Education and Skills   Andy Johnson        xxxx.xxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx  Schools Commissioner for North of England  Janet Renou        xxx.xxxxx@xxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx  Member of Parliament     Guy Opperman        xxxxxxxx@xxxxx.xxx  Chair of Governors WWFS            Tony Gibson        xxxxxxxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxx.xxx  Head of School WWFS     Victoria Rutherford        xxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx  Executive Head WWFS     Caroline Elsey        xxxxxxxx.xxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx    

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

Potentially Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

Having one super school covering a huge geographic area entails children travelling huge distances on a daily basis. It is also putting all the children from the whole of West Northumberland in one place at the same time. What happens if there is some major incident/ disaster? Potentially a whole age band of children from the area could be wiped out!

No

Keep Haydon Bridge High School and work with Queen Elizabeth High School to make it more of a technical school offering more vocatitional and practical courses with qualifications tailored to employment.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

Haydon Bridge should stay open.  So 2 high schools, and it stay 3 tier 

Don't know

Don't know

No

I can see no good reason why Northumberland Education Committee should want to close any of the sixteen schools which are under threat.  They are all providing a good standard of education and the Education Committee should be doing their best to support them, not threaten them with closure.  When young people are looking for somewhere to live, they look for a good school for their children.  A school is one of the pillers on which a village is built.  Very young children first starting school might find a long journey difficult to cope with and the school might seem to them a long way from home, and children who have several miles to travel to and from school will have less time at home.  Fever school will mean less opportunities for inter-school activities and exchange of ideas.  The demand for a local school might suddenly increase if a housing estate is scheduled to the village.

No

Don't know

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Corbridge

No

No

No

I do not believe any of the options are good. The consultation document is lacking information does not explain enough, no reasons for closures or why this would benefit. It also appears that it has provided incorrect information. It is unbelievable that a school that is outstanding could be closed.  These options would ruin children’s lives and education. What support will be provided for children undergoing such stress already at a young age nothing has been done, what about transport and putting children in unnecessary danger.  Why close schools when there is money to build a new high school without damaging rural communities in so many ways.

None of the proposals need combined, it is a pathetic document.  Leave the schools open and use the money to build a new high school.   This should be about what is best for children and education and the document clearly is not.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

  I would urge you to consider the bold, ambitious plans laid out by HBHS in their “model D”.  What they are proposing is not just moving the deckchairs on the Titanic (which is how I and many see the unambitious and dare I say pedestrian models a, b and c which are wholly financially driven and seem not to put the child first), but a potential model for the future of education in England.   In a nutshell this is mainstream education for 11-18 incorporating vocational and academic pathways.  Their ideas for project-based learning are superb and tie in with the way many vocational university courses are taught. For example, York university uses this model of learning and enquiry for their law undergrad degree.  None of the other proposals suggest such an excellent and rounded approach to developing soft skills and critical thinking whilst also setting out ambitious plans for academic excellence and offering such a breadth of options at GCSE. The most able students will have the opportunity to achieve 12 GCSEs. Others will have the support to fulfil their potential whilst gaining serious and transferable employment skills.  This plan is facilitated by ingeniously incorporating 3 years in to KS4, with the opportunity for students to take GCSEs early through the timetabling of double curriculum time. Classes which traditionally have a low intake like music can thrive as students across two or three years can attend the same classes.   This is giving our children a range of opportunity I *KNOW* QE cannot provide. Having been through the process of choosing GCSE options with my eldest at QE, and taking the time to discuss what he was going to do, he had to redecide at the 11th hour because Latin was removed from the options due to low intake.   I know from personal experience therefore that the model HBHS is proposing will increase the choice, potentially allow my son to take 6 options, and therefore it will provide an education best suited to his future needs without compromise. This will undoubtedly be the case for all students attending this school in the future.  The vocational model is a vital component. I’m impressed to hear the school is already talking to potential stakeholders in this, and the inclusion of that element will secure also an academic sixth form. Students will no longer have their ambitions frustrated by travel issues to Carlisle or Newcastle. This is a vital, local provision which we do not have and which the consultation entirely fails to address satisfactorily.  I have not heard a more convincing plan on SEN and inclusion from any of this consultation than the plans that HBHS are due to submit to you.   The model proposed by HBHS is evidence-based, bold, transformative, and crucially it is deliverable within the proposed budgets. It will provide a broad-based curriculum offering choice whilst also allowing students to specialise vocationally or academically as they progress through their school career. They are proposing a plan which will make their students employable as well as fulfilled and rounded people.  I have every faith that the team in place now has the experience, and the will, to deliver this plan. HBHS will continue to be a vital community asset in the west of the county. Please consider this seriously when the school puts their submission in front of you.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Primary School

Haydon Bridge

No

Haydon Bridge High School is essential for our children and our community. A lot of people from the village are employed by the High School and if it closed it would bring a lot of unemployment. Also a lot of the few shops in the village are dependant on the trade from the school children. People will not want to move to this village if there is no facilities or full education available locally. The children's education should be put first, regardless of cost. Children's education is important and something they cannot do again if they are disrupted and mucked about with. Money and viability should not enter this discussion as we all pay our taxes so our children can receive a good education. The government have a duty to these children to educate them, the way that suits each individual. Not all children are academic and need college education. The building industry need apprentices. Shops need workers and the NCC need manual workers for which no degree is necessary. Haydon Bridge High School has the ability to cater for any child's needs education wise. Without this school our community would die.  Also primary schools should stay local for children, and not include a long journey twice a day at early ages.   Two smaller High Schools in the Western area gives the parental choice that parents are entitled to, which was decided by the government. One bigger school does away with parental choice in this area. The vast catchment area involved consists of mainly rural areas. The extra distances that children would have to travel would add to an already too long a day for young children, as no accommodation is available for the children with the longest travel, that was available at Ridley Hall, until it was closed by the authorities.

This is definitely NOT a viable option.

No

The exact same reasons as option A.

This is definitely NOT a viable option.

No

The exact same reasons as option A

NOT a viable option.

My views are that Haydon Bridge High School's own proposal of a 'vision for the future' would work well, as children would have a choice of options to help towards their future, whether academic or otherwise. With this catchment area being mostly rural, this is the only High School in the area which has a WORKING SCHOOL FARM to educate pupils to care for and manage a working farm considering lots of the pupils come from agricultural families. This school is vital to the community to teach a varied education for pupils from 11 to 18 years of age. We have a very good Primary school in the village to accommodate 3 to 10 year olds having Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Primary School. Because of this we have in place a working two tier system.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall First School, Queen Elizabeth High School

Edmundbyers

No

I agree with the plans for closing HBHS and transferring pupils from HBHS to HMS and QEHS, as this appears to be the only viable option in the circumstances.  However, I profoundly disagree with the proposal in this and in all of the other models to close and / or 'merge' a series of rural First Schools. We believe that by starting at a wonderful small First School in Whittonstall and then moving on to a brilliant Middle School in Corbridge, our children have had an educational journey of the highest quality. They have been known and nurtured by dedicated, talented teachers. Within this system they have made great progress as pupils and, equally importantly, as people. It is heart-breaking to think that a system that works so well is now under threat.  

I think this is the least problematic of the three options consulted on, and its plans for provision at Middle / High School level make sense. However, the proposal to close and / or 'merge' First Schools should be abandoned forthwith.  The best use of resources would be to build on what we already have in the three tier system, supporting our small rural First and Middle schools. Economies of scale can be achieved by schools working together in partnership or as Federations. Resources and expertise can be shared, to the benefit of all of the children and their communities.  I accept that the High School needs to be a building priority too but in my view the local authority’s attempt to justify closures of other schools by pointing to the need to finance such re-building is completely disingenuous. Closing good schools which are financially sound is a terrible idea: morally, economically and politically.  

No

I completely oppose the plan to abandon the three-tier system in this region.  My children are currently in years 5 and 8 and so are both now at Middle School. We had never met the three-tier system until we moved to this area and are passionate converts. Key benefits for us: (1) A small, intimate, immensely nurturing and caring First School deeply woven into its community which produced hugely impressive cohorts of children: small enough that everyone in the school knew everyone else, and that any problems were quickly spotted and dealt with. (2) The benefits of subject-specialist teaching in years 5 and 6, as a result of which my children have progressed by leaps and bounds in Middle School. (3) The close ties between local First and Middle Schools made the transition work very smoothly, with longstanding working relationships between schools which manage the continuity of curriculum and expectations very effectively.  I also profoundly disagree with the proposal in this and in all of the other models to close and / or 'merge' a series of rural First Schools. We believe that by starting at a wonderful small First School in Whittonstall and then moving on to a brilliant Middle School in Corbridge, our children have had an educational journey of the highest quality. They have been known and nurtured by dedicated, talented teachers. Within this system they have made great progress as pupils and, equally importantly, as people. It is heart-breaking to think that a system that works so well is now under threat.

In my opinion this is not a viable option. Closing good schools which are financially sound is a terrible idea: morally, economically and politically. 

No

I do not have strong views on the plans for HBHS in this model.  I can see that merging HMS and QEHS into a single 9-18 school could be a sound way forward for those schools and would allow them to secure the investment they need while preserving the three-tier structure for the Hexham Partnership.  However, I profoundly disagree with the proposal in this and in all of the other models to close and / or 'merge' a series of rural First Schools. We believe that by starting at a wonderful small First School in Whittonstall and then moving on to a brilliant Middle School in Corbridge, our children have had an educational journey of the highest quality. They have been known and nurtured by dedicated, talented teachers. Within this system they have made great progress as pupils and, equally importantly, as people. It is heart-breaking to think that a system that works so well is now under threat.  

I think this is a reasonable option in terms of its plans for provision at Middle / High School level. However, the proposal to close and / or 'merge' First Schools should be abandoned forthwith.  The best use of resources would be to build on what we already have in the three tier system, supporting our small rural First and Middle schools. Economies of scale can be achieved by schools working together in partnership or as Federations. Resources and expertise can be shared, to the benefit of all of the children and their communities.  I accept that the High School needs to be a building priority too but in my view the local authority’s attempt to justify closures of other schools by pointing to the need to finance such re-building is completely disingenuous. Closing good schools which are financially sound is a terrible idea: morally, economically and politically.  

All of these proposals have different merits and problems, but all of them share one unacceptable feature for which the consultation document does not provide any adequate justification: the plan to close a series of good and outstanding small rural First Schools with close ties to their communities, with excellent records in nurturing their pupils. These are the schools which attract significant numbers of out-of-county parents (such as ourselves) to send their children to school in Northumberland, bringing a significant flow of funding into our schools, a flow which would dry up immediately if these schools were to be closed. I urge the Council to abandon this plan.

Staff Member

Whittonstall First School

Castleside

No

There is incorrect capacity data included in the consultation document as Whittonstall provides education for 71 pupils. A partnership with Broomley school already exists and each school is at full capacity which would prevent a successful merger.

No

No

No

The proposal fails to take proper account of the good, often outstanding education offered by the schools it is proposed should close. Also fails to take account of the particular demographics and geography of the area served by these schools,or the impact on the community of closure. There appears to have been no impact analysis of the educational outcomes of this or any of the options proposed. The financial viability statement in relation to the school with which I am associated (Chollerton First School) is inaccurate and misleading. This is an Outstanding school and is financially viable, there are strong links with the community and Church and the buildings are in a good state of repair with no necessary expenditure envisaged.  In these circumstances it is not understood why it has been proposed for closure in all of the models, or in what way the educational outcomes of the children attending could be maintained of improved. Each model should be individually costed and there should be transparency - it is not clear whether the ultimate costs of any of the models would in fact exceed savings or whether the anticipated deficits would be extinguished as a result of adopting any of the models. The issues are too many and varied to be considered fully or properly in the consultation as it stands, or in the time scales proposed. 

No

See above

No

See above

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Gunnerton

No

the loss of eight primary schools

No

loss of eight excellent primary schools. 3 tier would result in the loss of schools and have devastating efects on small rural communitys all ready struggling with the loss of services

No

Let again the loss of more excellent schools

Keep all primary schools as they are and remain three tier. Invest in new buildings for QEHS and Haydon bridge on existing sites.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

Totally against this.  The education and needs of the children should come first over money and politics.

No

No

The proposal set out by Haydon Bridge High School, it is well thought out, puts education and students first.  Perfect for our community, excellent location for rural areas to commute. Haydon Bridge High School is an amazing school with excellent staff, who provide a safe environment for our children, reinvest into our schools instead of running them down.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

QEHS

BIRTLEY

No

I believe that while there is an urgent need to address the problems faced by current &amp; future pupils at Haydon Bridge, this alone should not trigger an overhaul of our current primary schools

No

I believe that while there is an urgent need to address the problems faced by current &amp; future pupils at Haydon Bridge, this alone should not trigger an overhaul of our current schools Also, as funding is obviously desperately overdue for a new building for QEHS this should be sourced without pillaging budgets from other viable, well supported &amp; much loved village schools

No

I believe that sustainable &amp; viable education is currently available throughout the west of Northumberland. Haydon Bridge has suffered enormously and change is overdue there. Fluctuations in numbers &amp; location of school age children will continue throughout the generations to come, and we must ensure that all children can receive a solid education without hours of travelling every week. 

The current situation at Haydon Bridge should be addressed seperately, and funding for improved buildings at QEHS should be sought immediately Current pupil numbers within individual first schools will fluctuate - as they always have - and provision should be maintained within these catchment areas for future pupils

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

QEHS

No

Results in a two tier system which has a hurrendous affect on rural schools and communities

No

No

Again closure of rural schools and a change to the two tier system

No

No

Rural communities time travel for young children closure of schools and two tier system that rips communities apart!

No

Build a new high school with the 40 million pounds in council pot ( baring in mind Prudhoe high school was built with 16 million ) and leave in place the three tier with money Left over !!! Only way our communities and our children's education stays strong !!!!!!

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

No

No

No

Large academies are failing across the County. NCC should not even consider funding £30-£50m in one super school. The size doesn't fit our rural geography or our rural children. The three tier system must be maintained.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Broomley and Whittingstall Federated First Schools

No

Guy Opperman supports none of the proposed models and Bruce Parvin stated to my son-in-law at a drop-in meeting at Corbridge Middle School  meeting that no financial or capacity modelling had been done to support any of these proposals. It seems very unfair that NCC expects to change children and families lives because they allowed HBHS to become an academy that has subsequently failed, despite parents being against that move. I understand thatthe schools in Hexham are producing good-outstanding education and are financially viable so should not be at risk of closure.

N/A

No

Guy Opperman supports none of the proposed models and Bruce Parvin stated to my son-in-law at a drop-in meeting at Corbridge Middle School  meeting that no financial or capacity modelling had been done to support any of these proposals. It seems very unfair that NCC expects to change children and families lives because they allowed HBHS to become an academy that has subsequently failed, despite parents being against that move. I understand that the schools in Hexham are producing good-outstanding education and are financially viable so should not be at risk of closure. I don't consider HLT should be able to influence the proposed two tier system across the board because of their 'stated'financial difficulties. I believe they had a £91,000 surplus up to August 2017. I do realise their money disappears quickly as they pay their top staff such bif salaries compared to those in mainstream schools.

N/A

No

Guy Opperman supports none of the proposed models and Bruce Parvin stated to my son-in-law at a drop-in meeting at Corbridge Middle School  meeting that no financial or capacity modelling had been done to support any of these proposals. It seems very unfair that NCC expects to change children and families lives because they allowed HBHS to become an academy that has subsequently failed, despite parents being against that move. I understand that the schools in Hexham are producing good-outstanding education and are financially viable so should not be at risk of closure.

N/A

I propose keeping the three tier system as it is. It has been proven to deliver the very best educational outcomes for our children. Research published by the National Middle Schools Forum of GCSE results shows that at Grade 4 and Grade 5 and above, pupils in the Three Tier System schools achieve better results than those in Two Tier System schools

Staff Member

Whittonstall First School

Shotley Bridge

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

No

Absolutely not a viable proposal!

No

Not a viable proposal!

No

My reason for ticking the no box is the same for the other proposals. You are killing off our rural communities by closing all the schools. Haydon Bridge needs the community high school as an alternative to QEHS. The town needs it and local businesses and jobs depend on it.

Keep HBHS open. It is an excellent school with dedicated staff. It has a farm, make it a centre of excellence in Agriculture, affiliate it to the local university. It is in a rural area where farming is prevalent.  It is a good alternative to QEHS, who are already full to capacity and  don’t accept children into 6th form who get low grades at gcse.  HBHS offers project based learning, 3 year option for GCSEs. More vocational and apprenticeship based learning. Also doesn’t lose mock exam papers! Or asks parents for monthly payments!!  As for the budget and financial deficit... it is a national problem needing more government spending and is not something to criticise the school over. An education is not a luxury.  

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Sunderland Bridge

No

Focus on failing schools    Option includes all schools

No

Wrong focus, options need to look at failing schools NOT successful schools

No

Options that seek to change thriving schools are WRONG

Whittonstall is a financially sound, fully subscribed, school with happy parents children and staff you should be encouraging and supporting other schools to follow this excellent e ample and NOT seek to get rid of it!!!



[bookmark: 10]Email received:
My personal response is that I believe the West of Northumberland should become 2-tier. I
have been appalled by the reaction of people who have jumped on an emotional
bandwagon without thinking for themselves and examining what is best for the children.
Children need an extra 2 years at their secondary school in order to make the correct
decision about their GCSEs. These have become increasingly difficult and schools need the
children from year 7 in order to cover the curriculum and prepare the children.
I do not believe that Haydon Bridge can ever be financially viable. There are insufficient
children in the West of Northumberland for two high schools. In order to offer children the
widest range of opportunities post 16, there should be one school, probably based in
Hexham that takes children from the Haydon Bridge and Hexham catchment areas. I do not
believe that Northumberland should be using capital money to fund a school large enough
for out of catchment children.
I also believe that some schools do need to close – either due to their proximity to other
schools, their educational offer or them being, no longer, fit for purpose. The presence of a
‘local’ school does not necessarily mean the children are getting the best experience they
can.
Bellingham Middle School, Greenhaugh First School and West Woodburn First in the Haydon
Bridge partnership should close. Otterburn, Bellingham First and Kielder should become
primary schools with catchments being re-drawn appropriately. The catchment that was
Greenhaugh’s should be split with Falstone and up the valley being Kielder’s and the other
side of Falstone to Bellingham being Bellingham’s. Free transport should be offered for
children who live in Falstone, to come to Kielder.
I believe that Queen Elizabeth should take children from year 7 and some investment be put
aside to help their feeder schools become primary. There are some first schools that should
close in the Hexham area – again where they are in close proximity to other schools or
where they are not offering a good education (old, outstanding, OFSTED judgements can
sometimes be misleading) .
I hope Councillors have the strength to make the right decisions to ensure education in the
West of Northumberland has a sustainable future so that we do not need to revisit this in a

Staff Member

Kielder Community First School

Hexham

No

Yes

No

few years’ time.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

No

West of Northumberland needs more than one Secondary or High School. If my children don't settle or experience issues such as bullying at QEHS there would be no alternative school in the West - they would have to travel for over 45 mins to Ponteland or Prudhoe.

I agree to keeping the three-tier model but think there should be more than one high school for West Nortumberland

No

I believe a three-tier system should be maintained in West Northumberland

No

I believe a three-tier system should be maintained in West Northumberland

Some of the smaller first and middle schools to merge to make remaining schools more financially viable and improve quality through shared resources/teaching experience etc  Maintain 3-tier model as per Model A, and that a new school at Hexham should be built to improve facilities  Build another smaller High School West of Hexham (not necessarily Haydon Bridge) as option for children who cannot (for whatever reason) attend or settle at QEHS. This school could offer more specialist and/or vocational courses and support.       

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

No

They close haydon bridge

No

No

close haydon bridge

Coanwood, Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I support Haltwhistle Community Campus' Response as it considers ALL the communities in the West of Northumberland and the needs of ALL groups of children. It proposes a three-tier system &amp; two high school establishments as a bespoke response to the organisation of the education of children in West Northumberland .  I think the way the consultation has been run is appalling as it has pitted school against school to the detriment of pupils &amp; communities Reducing access to education damages communities. Why would families want to stay or move into an area where children have to travel many miles to get to school?

Morpeth

No

We are deeply concerned that the disruption caused by the closure of village schools and the bussing of young children to the new merged schools after reorganisation will impact negatively on the education of those children. We are also concerned that these changes will have an equally damaging effect on the quality of life in those villages that lose their schools. This is particularly regrettable when the schools due for closure received Good and, in the case of Chollerton CofE First, Outstanding Ofsted grades in recent inspections.

No

There is no good reason for switching to a two-tier education system in a rural area which has small schools available, but which would require an extensive building programme and considerable upheaval to set up adequately equipped primary schools, and to extend QEHS to take Years 7 and 8. All the regrettable impacts on the education of village children in the schools due for closure would occur, as in Model A, and so would the damage to the fabric of village community life. In addition, the creation of a new set of schools serving the needs of different age-groups is a gamble, especially as the essential requirement remains to save money by the changes, not take on new spending requirements in extratransport costs and the necessary building programme. 

No

This Model involves more school closures and even more negative impacts on children and village communities. In addition, a huge gamble is being taken by investing in an extensive - and expensive - building programme to create a new all-through school at Haydon Bridge with no guarantee of parents wishing to send their children there, and even less of the school succeeding in a challenging role which few teachers would feel experienced enough to tackle a management job in.

 We understand the Council's need to keep all its costs down, but we believe that the closure programme will not save as much as is hoped, and will lead to losses in the quality of education provided for village children that the Council will come to regret, while the sad decline in the cohesion and vitality of village communities will be accelerated by these changes.  * We would draw the Council's attention to the importance of local facilities in the provision of learning in the early-years. * Village schools provide valuable opportunities for children to become involved in their local communities, learn about their history and develop    a sense of their own place in community life. Classes containing children at different educational stages offer opportunities for peer group    tutoring, which benefits the tutors as much as the tutees.  * In a village setting, the school becomes a focus around which village communities cohere, providing a basis for good social relationships (among    parents as well as their children) and involving children in village activities such as fetes and carnivals, church festivals and fund-raising    events. This quality of learning experience is borne out by a recent comment from an Ofsted Inspector on Greenhaugh First School: '...the    curriculum is enriched in a myriad of ways. Pupils benefit from a wide variety of trips, first-hand practical experiences and visiting experts    such as geologists and authors.' This valuable inter-dependence of schools and their village communities will be lost where closures occur. * Without a village school to act as a focus for adult interaction, there is a risk that village communities will become little more than dormitory    units where there is limited social intercourse and a reduced concern for the welfare of others in the community.  While it may be difficult to assign financial values to the above factors, we believe that the advantages of maintaining well-functioning village schools will in the long term lead to a net gain, educational, social and financial, by securing better learning outcomes for socially better-adjusted children, while fostering good community relations and a greater sense of involvement for children and adults alike.  We believe that the Council should not simply opt for the lowest cost solution, but accept that in rural areas of the county some additional financial support is needed to maximise the non-quantifiable benefits outlined above. In time, this investment will be rewarded through the formation of well-adjusted and economically productive adults.  Many villages are facing a serious problem as their demographic character changes, young people leaving to be replaced by older, often retired folk. Closing eight or nine schools in West Northumberland will exacerbate this problem, striking at the heart of village life by removing the prime source of its vigour, vitality and sense of renewal.    

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

Haydon Bridge children deserve a good education but merging with QEHS appears to be a financial decision not considering what is best for the children (or ours where we have a strong and successful system). They deserve their own hig school in Haydon Bridge. This would also include closing a number of schools that are predominantly all good/outstanding ofsted and will require many children to travel long distances. It is not in the best interests of HB children or my children who will attend QEHS. The new high school will be too big for many children coming from rural areas. School closures will kill some of rural communities where the school is the centre of community.  Not enough information has been provided or any financial modelling to prove  model A is the best option - there are inconsistencies in the information provided by council. The consultation process should stop and include all local schools in order to provide the best way forward for our schools or it is likely our education system will deteriorate. A big no to A.

No

Haydon Bridge children deserve a good education but merging with QEHS appears to be a financial decision not considering what is best for the children (or ours where we have a strong and successful system). They deserve their own hig school in Haydon Bridge. This would also include closing a number of schools that are predominantly all good/outstanding ofsted and will require many children to travel long distances. It is not in the best interests of HB children or my children who will attend QEHS. The new high school will be one of the biggest in the UK and this is too big a jump for many children from rural schools. School closures will kill some of rural communities where the school is the centre of community. We will lose our middle school and this will effect our first school and many others as there is no information on extra funding the new primary schools would recieve. I believe our primary education will diminish in order to fund the new secondary school. Children will miss out on the benefit of our successful middle school where they are provided specialist teachers from year 5 that won't be offered in a primary school.  Not enough information has been provided or any financial modelling to prove  model B is the best option - there are inconsistencies in the information provided by council. The consultation process should stop and include all local schools in order to provide the best way forward for our schools or it is likely our education system will deteriorate. A big no to B.

No

I agree with keeping children in Haydon Bridge where they live. However this would also include closing a number of schools that are predominantly all good/outstanding ofsted and will require many children to travel long distances. School closures will kill some of rural communities where the school is the centre of community.   Not enough information has been provided or any financial modelling to prove  model C is the best option - there are inconsistencies in the information provided by council. The consultation process should stop and include all local schools in order to provide the best way forward for our schools or it is likely our education system will deteriorate. A big no to C.

Yes - STOP this consultation that has not been thought through properly, has errors and inconsistencies in information provided, has not engaged all schools in West Northumberland and that has no financial modelling to prove any of the 3 models are viable. You are potentially destroying a strong education system because of the problems in Haydon Bridge and the models appear to be all financially driven for a quick fix solution. It is an injustice for all children in West Northumberland if any options go ahead without a detailed consultation with all interested parties.

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

West Woodburn No

I am opposed to any plan that involves the closure of West Woodburn First School. On a personal level I have a grandson there and a granddaughter about to attend in September. Last year their father, my son-in-law, died through a brain tumour. My grandson, in particular, witnessed at close hand his illness involving seizures, his deterioration over a couple of years and his lingering death at home. He has been assessed and would appear to be on the autism spectrum. I am sure you will appreciate that he has particular needs and these have been met by the school in an exemplary way. He will not cope well with a move to a larger school and I believe will not receive the level of support he has been given at West Woodburn.  My granddaughter, though not yet four, has attended pre-school at West Woodburn and will be just over four when she starts in September. A move to a larger, more distant school next year will prove disruptive and in my opinion place her at an unfair disadvantage educationally. My daughter lives just opposite to the school and having been deprived of her late husband's support is extremely stressed at the thought of closure. As my wife and I provide her with considerable day to day support with the children the matter of closure and the resulting increase in travel for the children affects us all, so her needs are ours too. We are all concerned that small children will have to spend so much time on daily buses to Otterburn, especially when the regular route is inaccessible due to snow or floods, as it has been recently. I know others have expressed concerns about the travel implications both to yourselves and to our Councillor, John Riddell, and I endorse those concerns fully. We have no guarantee that Otterburn will be able to cope with an influx of children from West Woodburn, so our children's education could be at risk.  I think we are very lucky to have such a well organized and caring school on our doorstep. It has been there for 200 years and is a vital part of the fabric of our village. Now that we have fibre broadband here which makes working from home viable, as I know from personal experience, I can anticipate more families with children moving in and numbers of children increasing. The community actively encourages families to send their children to the school but the uncertainty generated by this current consultation and in particular by the manner in which it was announced in the local press as a 'fait accompli' has certainly resulted in a couple of future parents considering sending their children elsewhere, which in terms of numbers of attendees is a self fulfilling prophesy.  Our village is only 40 minutes from the centre of Newcastle and has much to offer new residents, but removal of the school will only have a negative effect on the whole community. The school participates in community events at Christmas, Easter and the village show in September and has open days when local residents are invited to meet the staff and children. The viability of the village shop is enhanced by custom from the children and their parents.  I appreciate that in opposing the model I am concentrating on local issues only, but this is what effects my family profoundly and I feel it perfectly fair to make these points to a committee who may be guided by considerations that ignore our 'personal' issues in the village. As this consultation is supposed to be for the benefit of our children our views are of paramount, rather than passing, importance.    

No

My reasons are the same as for Model A

No

My views are the same as for Models A and B

I am not an expert on these matters and do not feel qualified to come up with alternative suggestions. I appreciate that there are problems in Hexham/Haydon Bridge that need to be addressed but I need that to happen without involving the closure of local schools that are working perfectly well and have done so for generations. Closing these schools may seem a politically expedient way of dealing with the issues but it is not a solution that will appeal to many residents in the affected areas and it is not justifiable to solve one problem by creating others. This is not a typical area. The population is sparse so inevitably the educational system will have more challenges, as have other services including bin collections and road maintenance. This is a fact of life and I do not feel that our families should be deprived of something that is enjoyed by communities around the country and that is already here and has been for 200 years, namely a local school for our small children in and around the village just to provided a quick fix for the County Council's problems elsewhere.     

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

Yes

Yes

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High school

Haltwhistle

Don't know

I would hate to see Haydon Bridge School close. My daughter is in her 2nd year at that school and is doing very well there. She has high hopes for what she wants to do for a career when she leaves school and I feel that a change in school at this stage of her education would be disastrous.  Can I also say my son attendedthis school and he had struggled at middle school,  Haydon Bridge worked very closely with him and he came on leaps and bounds. 

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

Numbers in schools will rise and three tier will be around longer so everyone is use to it.

Use 3 high schools.

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Humshaugh

No

No

No

The options you have proposed will NOT work in our area that needs to be covered.  The communities cover vast countryside and would cause long bus journies for the younger children.  Having one super school will definitely not work as there would be too many children on one site.  Closing Haydon bridge should not be an option and Queen Elizabeth's needs to introduce more vocayional courses instead of concentrating on the academic side.  As for introducing a 2 tier system it's shocking it's even mentioned.  Why change something that works.  I do agree with the state of the Hexham high school needing money spent on it as for years it has needed work done to this.  As for closing some of the first schools especially outstanding ones I don't see any reason for this to happen.  Financially they are fine and turning out some incredibly fantastic children.  Not just academically but socially to which is very important.  You also have made no room for our preschool children which are extremely important as this is the next generation coming into the school system.  Please can you take note of what the countryside people are saying as this could be a grave mistake you are making for our smaller village's and one that cannot be rectified if you change the school system.  Please please listen to the parents teachers villagers etc before making a desicion.

Oakwood, Hexham

No

I am a resident of Oakwood and grandparent of a child at beaufront , my youngest daughter also went to Beaufront first school and had an excellent start to her school life and  first class education 

No

Again this option would close Beaufront first school

Yes

None of these models support beaufront first school. As a grandparent of a pupil there and 2 further children who I hope will have the opportunity to attend beaufront, it is an outstanding school with wonderful pastoral care, the staff all work so hard to make school a happy place to be. The school is used well by the community and the pta there provide social occasions for parents and the community There is a aging population in the village of Oakwood and the closure of the school would have a huge impact on the village, it would not attract new families here without a school. The two tier system worries me, the age diffence between pupils I feel would not be beneficial to younger children. 

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Humshaugh

Humshaugh

No

Small rural schools should stay open ,asking four year olds to travel even further is nonsense.small rural schools often work within the community that will be taken away .the cost to transport children and the impact on environment and infrastructure would be massive.

No

No

Keep the schools as they are ,the vast majority are all performing to above standards 

Parent/carer

Whitley Chapel C of E First School Whitley Chapel

No

No data or evidence is provided to support the assumption that first schools should have a minimum roll of 75 pupils.  Much smaller first schools in the catchment are consistently solvent, appropriately staffed (i.e. staffing levels flexibly maintained proportional to roll/PAN rather than physical potential capacity), and are consistently achieving excellent academic standards for their pupils.  This, however, is an argument for the viability of the status quo within the current first/middle system.  What makes the proposed model A unviable is the untested assumption that parents of children currently in the immediate catchment would keep their children in a primary system until 11 years before going directly to QEHS.  It is highly likely that parents will opt to send their children to non-academised middle schools in the area, seeking entry to high school at aged 13.  It is unconscionable that an academised QEHS could refuse entry at this stage to children living within its catchment seeking remain within the state education system.  It can also be anticipated that a sizeable proportion of parents with the means would take their children out of the state system and into private education, which would be to the financial detriment of QEHS and the Hexham partnership.  Given that there appears to have been no formal impact assessment of the proposed changes in terms of the likely parental response, it is not possible for anyone to assert the viability of any of the models that moot closure of viable and excellent first schools which are uniquely fit for purpose in a rural area such as West Northumberland.

To guarantee viability, any move to increase the school roll at QEHS, and hence tariff-derived income, must be made without the risk of an unmodelled loss of roll in other ways.  At present there are insufficient data or information for anyone to make an informed decision.  At the very least, an impact assessment examining the immediate response of parents in terms of where they place their children needs to be conducted.  Much wider and more difficult to quantify medium and long term impacts must also be considered, such as the loss of vibrancy in a rural economy that will become immediately less attractive to young families, both in terms of retaining families in the area and attracting new families to settle.   The lack of data and robust assessments hampers any decision regarding all three models.  My comments here can therefore be taken to apply to all three, as the nonsensical closure of viable and excellent rural first school is a feature of each model.  At the core of any argument are the children themselves.  The proposed models cannot improve the quality of their current first/middle experience while doing nothing to guarantee a viable solution to their future high school/secondary experience.

No

See comments against model A.

See comments against model A.

No

See comments against model A.

See comments against model A.

Proposals to sustain Haydon Bridge High School should be energetically sought.  These may include innovations such as expansion of the offer of more vocationally-oriented subjects as part of a truly comprehensive set of options within the local state system.  QEHS appears to maintain very high league table positions via stringent entry criteria into its sixth form.  This is counter to the ethos of a comprehensive state-funded education available to all, and directly counter-productive if an expansion to the school roll is seen as part of any financial solution.  Comprehensive state education should NOT be selective, and relaxing this approach would be to the benefit of both the community and the school roll.  More detail needs to be made available to allow parents and others to make truly informed decisions.  These should include:  - impact assessments that provide costed appraisals of the immediate hard costs of implementation of any of the models  - details of anticipated funds for investment, including where they will be derived from  - costs of transport and the impact on young children of increased travel times to and from school  - wider impacts on communities involved, including modelling of such effects as any anticipated loss of council tax revenue, increase carbon footprint related to travel, any  - impacts on real estate such as parish halls that share physical amenities with school properties pencilled for closure.   

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon bridge

No

No

No

I support the Haydon Bridge High School development proposal for academic and vocational learning

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

South Northumberland

No

Don’t close whittonstall first school No

Don’t close whittonstall first school No

Don’t close whittonstall first school

Staff Member

Haydon Bridge High School

No

This involves the closure of HBHS which I disagree with

No

It involves the closure of HBHS

No

It suggests no sixth form provision at HBHS

HBHS has a new proposal which is an inclusive education tailored for the needs of the students in Northumberland

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle middle school

Haltwhistle

No

Do not agree with it

No

Do not agree with it

No

Do not agree with it

Alternative suggestion  To keep 8 first schools but needing to combine some of the more rural schools. To have a complete 3 tier system throughout the east and west of the county without the hybrid system currently in place at haydo bridge high school. This would allow Haltwhistle middle school to be nearly be at capacity and keeping haydon bridge high school either in its current location or somewhere else but having a more vocational offering than Hexham. There needs to be a choice of high schools for our children and a school of over 2000 children in this geographical area is just ridiculous !!

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

No

The closure of West Woodburn would have a severe detrimental affect on the children and the surrounding rural community.

No

The closure of West Woodburn First School would he harmful to the children, the increased travelling distance and the loss of continuity of care and education most certainly not in their best interest.

No

There is a lack of clear plan or vision, closing schools Ofsted rated Good and Outstanding without any fore thought with a very real potential for reduction in providing a broad and balanced curriculum.

Retain the three tier system.

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

St Joseph's Hexham

Hexham

Yes

I prefer the middle school option. After talking to a lot of friends in the souther areas of the country they would go back to this if they could

No

Closing all the middle schools in the area is wrong and the stress being put on family's at a very important time of children and parents lives will cause problems.

Yes

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Brdge

No

No

No

Haydon Bridge High School Proposa

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

No

No

No

3 tier maintained in Hexham and schools working together so if any schools become un-viable a solution for the children is reached. A high school or secondary provision must be funded for Haydon Bridge.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

There should be at least 2 high school.  Keep Haydon Bridge.

No

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

I like it but I would like to change it to be two highs schools.

Don't know

Don't know

Gunnerton

No

I am broadly in support of the proposed merger of Haydon Bridge High School and QEHS but I do not support the merging and closure of some of the first and primary feeder schools in the district.   In my view there are not sufficient student numbers to justify a separate high school in Haydon Bridge, especially when there are already significant pressures on the performance, financial resources and physical infrastructure of the existing school. It appears that many high school students in the Haydon Bridge catchment are already travelling to QEHS of their own volition and students of current high school age are sufficiently able to cope with travelling longer distances to school.   Hexham is the principle town in the Tynedale district so is the obvious location for a combined school. Land on the West Road opposite the cemetery is the most sensible choice to allow easy access from both Hexham and Haydon Bridge and to avoid any additional traffic pressure on Hexham.      However, I do not support the planned merging and closure of some of the feeder first and primary schools in the district. I understand the financial and efficiency arguments used for proposing a minimum 75 pupil threshold for a school but this ignores the vital role a local school plays in keeping rural communities alive. Quite often the school is the only surviving local service and its closure would cause further de-population and marginalisation of these villages. This is particularly important in a rural district such as Tynedale.   Looking specifically at the proposed Chollerton and Humshaugh first school merger I cannot see any justifiable reason why one school can be chosen over the other. Both schools have current student numbers below 40 and a maximum capacity below 55. If capital investment is therefore required to build a new combined school with a bigger capacity, it makes more sense to leave the existing buildings as they are, particularly as Chollerton First School currently has an Oustanding Ofsted rating.    

Do not make any mergers or changes to the existing first and primary schools.

No

I am not in favour of changing the existing first and middle school system to a primary and secondary system. Assuming the merger of QEHS and HBHS goes ahead, this will already increase the size and scale of the high school community.    In my view adding further pupils in years 7 and 8 will make the school too large (2000+ students) and to be manageable will require a split school site, which is effectively the same as a middle school system anyway.  It also causes disruption to the existing first and middle schools in rural communities and I have already outlined the reasons why I don't support this in Model A previously.    

No

In my view a school with an age range 4-16 is too wide and would discourage some students continuing into post-16 education.  I have already outlined in Model A that I don't believe a separate high school in Haydon Bridge can be justified.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

Because less schools have more spaces.  I like it but could have two more high schools.

No

Yes

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

No

I object to model A, B and C  I believe that people in the country deserve the same facilities as people in urban areas.  Especially for young children -parents and communities need a local school nearby. Their loss will affect the whole community.  Bearing this in mind, how about merging 2 first schools to become a bigger FIRST school? Not an academy and not a primary.Then you can still keep the very popular 3 tier system that works so well for this area.  You have given the following reasons for the consultation: 1.withdrawal of Bright Tribe This should have been resolved much earlier then parents wouldn't have moved their children causing the numbers to get so low...Haydon Bridge High should be supported and invested in- it is an ESSENTIAL  part of the educational provision in this rural area. it should offer vocational courses as it used to, which would give pupils a choice of high school and offer different opportunities for young people.Ideally it should have boarding pupils as it used to for those who live far away.  2.Hadrian Learning Trust changing to 11-18 The statistics and finances in their consultation do not stack up. There are misleading graphs (e.g page 9. The picture is not so dramatic if the y axis starts at 0). 50 million to build a new, massive, unpopular high school given the mass upheaval and disruption that will be caused to all the other schools in the area will not be cost effective. And not worth it as they are currently succesful schools. Please put the children first. I am in support of the three tier system. It meets the needs of the local communities in rural Northumberland. You have stated:"we do not want people to focus simply on what is the most cost effective way to provide education in the west, rather it has to be based on what is in the best educational interests of the current and future children in this area". Q.E.H.S is in the top 12% of secondary schools already. The three tier system and the first and middle schools that feed into Q.E.H.S make a significant educational contribution to the success of Q.E.H.S.  3.condition of the schools buildings, land and maintenance and securing significant capital investment in buildings and facilities If Q.E.H.S is to be awarded 12 million to refurbish the Hydro buildings, this will cause a lot of disruption to pupils already never-mind the building of a new super-school.  4.provision for vulnerable children I need more information on this.  5.sustainability and viability (ability to be maintained at a certain level) You have said the vast majority of schools are not in financial difficulty... I repeat:"we do not want people to focus simply on what is the most cost effective way to provide education in the west, rather it has to be based on what is in the best educational interests of the current and future children in this area". If you truthfully want this please consider the needs of local communities in the areas where you are suggesting shutting schools. These are good schools.  I know Academies are not under local authority control but it would make sense to include them in your decision making and pairing up of schools close to each other.  -Have you looked at rural areas of Scotland for inspiration or or in different European countries with areas and population similar to West Northumberland? For example Sweden. 

Haydon Bridge

No

Closing and merging schools will mean rural-living children will have to travel even further to get the education they need and deserve. Travelling over an hour and a half to and from school is not acceptable in a country as developed as ours.

No

Not acceptable to merge schools, making classes bigger and making children travel further to school. Disgraceful.

No

Closing schools will NOT have a positive outcome for the children

Haydon Bridge High School has a positive proposal for the future of the schools in Northumberland which accomodates the real needs of our community.

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

Selefirst

Hexham

No

No

No

I think none of the options are appropriate. Although I have positive experience of the two tier system I feel that three tier works best for our rural communities. It is not appropriate for young children to travel long distances to school, nor is it appropriate for them to stay in a small school until 11 before going to a huge super school. I think there needs to be a high school in Haydon Bridge. I also think small rural schools are vital for children and communities. None of your proposals are costed, there is no evidence that the three tier system is failing our children. Haydon bridge needs support, QEHS needs better buildings- but the cost for this should not be shouldered by the first and middle schools. 

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

There is no evidence that model A will improve educational outcomes. Furthermore, there is a serious risk that such dramatic changes, particularly the closure of many small rural schools, will be detrimental to educational outcomes. Such extensive changes will be highly disruptive to the educational journeys of the children. Closing small rural schools, dramatically reduces parental choice in the appropriate school for their child. Reducing parental choice is wholly inconsistent with Government policy.

No

Model B will result one of the largest secondary schools in the country.   The Hexham Partnership currently enjoys very good educational and pastoral standards. I would be very concerned that this vital aspect would be lost in a 'super school'.  Good schools attract families to west Northumberland. In the event that the “super-school” formed in model B suffers a reputational / performance drop, there is a serious risk of wider economic consequences should west Northumberland becomes a less desirable place in which to live.

No

There is no evidence that any of the potential models offer greater  financial viability either collectively or for individual schools. On the contrary, every school closed will result in a loss of £110,000 capital funding from central government plus £16,000 PE funding for schools with primary age children. These are enormous losses in the context of our school budgets.

I support the “Collaboration Hub” proposed by Corbridge Middle School as a means to facilitate such collaboration openly, constructively and supportively. I believe that the proposal can be developed by: a) Analysis of the particular strengths of each school, so that such strengths can be shared with others; b) Identification of areas that could be improved in each school, so as to benefit from the strengths or facilities of others; c) Identification of common needs, that might be shared through capital funding; d) Careful grouping of schools, so as to best match overall mutual benefit, with collaboration across hubs to accommodate more specific requirements and share more specific strengths; e) Greater collaboration in curriculum development – both within educational tiers and between them.  This clearly must be a dynamic process approached openly and within an environment of safety.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

I DO NOT support any of Northumberland County Council’s proposed ‘Models’ for the future of education in the West of the County.   I do not believe that any of the proposed changes will offer my children a better educational outcome than the one we have now.   The consultation document fails to provide any educational or financial forecasts for any of the potential Models.  It asks parents to chose which of NCC’s proposed ‘Models’ we would prefer yet it does not offer us any information on which to base our decisions.  It does not tell us the forecasted financial outcomes of any of their suggested models.  Crucially, it does not tell us the forecasted educational outcomes of their proposed models.  WHY?   As parents we care deeply about our children’s education.  Why on earth would we choose a system without educational or financial forecasts?     There is no evidence that any of the potential models will improve educational outcomes.  There is no evidence that any of the potential models offer greater financial viability either collectively or for individual schools.  I believe there to be serious risk that such dramatic changes, particularly the closure of many small rural schools and, in models A and B, a high school and / or 5 middle schools, will in fact be detrimental to educational outcomes. Every school closed will result in a loss of £110,000 capital funding from central government plus £16,000 PE funding for schools with primary age children therefore I do not believe the changes proposed in Model A to offer greater financial viability.  The consultation document contains no analysis of the impact that closure of large numbers of schools will have on the local communities that they serve, nor on the local economy more generally.  However, I believe it to be overwhelmingly likely that such closures will have a profound and, in some cases, devastating impact. The schools suggested for closure / merger are in many cases an integral part of the local community, and often the very reason that families move to an area.   All 3 potential models proposes that Beaufront First School will close or merge with Acomb First School. This would not be in the best interests of either school, educationally or financially.  I wholeheartedly object to this proposal and therefore on this basis I DO NOT support any of the three Models proposed in the Consultation by NCC.  Beaufront First School is a thriving, viable and sustainable school.  It is a continually Ofsted rated ‘Outstanding’ school.  It provides the highest level of education in an exceptionally nurturing environment.  The school's KS1 results are in the top 10% nationally.  The school has strong and consistent pupil numbers and is almost always at full capacity. Currently it has 70 pupils.  It has a track record of delivering financial surpluses with an expectation that this will continue in the future.  The school ticks every box that a Council would expect from a school.    It is utterly absurd that a Council would consider closing a school which is as successful as Beaufront.   BEAUFRONT FACTS:  1)Beaufront is a popular and viable school:  The school's PAN is 75, the number that NCC considers to form the basis of a sustainable school. Beaufront currently has 70 children on the roll. It has the fewest number of spare places in the Hexham Partnership and has plans to ensure those spaces are filled. The school has plans in place to introduce a wrap around care facility and a nursery.  Seemingly the lack of these two facilities are the only reasons parents would chose not to send their children to Beaufront. The introduction of these two facilities will undoubtedly bring to roll to the full capacity of 75.     The consultation process highlights the fact that most of Beaufront's pupils live “out of catchment”: The school has undertaken research into this and has reached the conclusion that their popularity lies in their ethos of inclusivity. A school was established at Beaufront in the 1890s for the children of those who worked or lived on the Beaufront Estate.   Over the years, numbers of children in the immediate area of Beaufront have gradually decreased, yet the school has grown and grown. The school is proud of the fact that parents choose to send their children to them.  I, as a parent, am proud to make that choice for my children.  Families, move to the area because of this school.  Some families choose to travel long distances from elsewhere in the County just to attend our school. What an accolade for a rural first school and how foolish of a council to suggest closing it!  2)Beaufront is a highly successful school:  It is Ofsted “Outstanding”. Whilst NCC have suggested that this is of limited significance, there have been no events to trigger any further review since their last in 2011, and their results since then have clearly given no cause for any concern.  Their SIP reports are consistently good.  Their KS1 results for all subjects in the last academic year were in the top 10% for attainment nationally.  3)Beaufront is a sustainable school:  Budget forecasts in 2016/17 identified the potential for deficit if no action was taken, under deliberately prudent assumptions around income and expenditure levels.  Beaufront has never run a financial deficit and do not believe it will in the future.  The school has significantly reduced the previously predicted deficits as a result of prudent financial management. They do not expect to have a deficit in the future. A summary of their most recent budget predications and more detailed financial analysis is available from the school should you require it.  The school has also made additional plans to increase financial robustness, whilst also enabling additional investment in education provision. These plans, pre-dating this consultation, include an extension of Beaufront’s offer to include nursery and out-of-hours provision. An application for Community Powers has been made. If the application is granted, the school predicts a financial surplus, even on the most conservative of income forecasts, which surplus will be invested in education provision.   The school's plans with regard to Community Powers address also the overall sustainability of the school. Whilst the school has few surplus places, their aim is to have none.  The research carried out by the school prior to making the application for Community Powers revealed that many other families would choose to send their children to Beaufront if they offered nursery and out of hours provision. The school believes that this also explains why some families within the catchment choose different schools.   ALL MODELS REDUCE PARENTAL CHOICE All potential models reduce dramatically parental choice in the appropriate school for their child. Reducing parental choice is inconsistent with Government policy. In model B, there will be no choice at all in relation to secondary education and in model A there will be only limited choice up to year 8. Real parental choice is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland.  One size does not fit all, as the experiences of many of the children attending Beaufront First School have shown: a steady number of pupils transfer to Beaufront having failed to thrive and progress in their catchment school.   CREATION OF A HUGE HIGH SCHOOL Model A will result in one very large high school serving the whole of west Northumberland. Model B will result one of the largest secondary schools in the country.  I DO NOT want my children to attend a 'super school' and if this is the outcome I will opt to send my children to a high school outside of the area.  As a family we will seriously consider moving out of the area before our children reach high school age so that they do not have to attend a huge high school.  We originally moved into the West of the county because of the high standard of education offered in the schools here. We actively chose Beaufront First School over The Sele School because we wanted a smaller, more nurturing environment for our children to thrive in.  What NCC and HLT are proposing for the creation of an enormous high school will force us to move out of the area completely.  I have no doubt that this will be the case for many other families too.  

No

I DO NOT believe that any of the suggested Models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.  Please see my response to Model A.  I offer the same reasons for Model B.

No

I DO NOT believe that any of the suggested Models represent a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.  Please see my response to Model A and Model B.  I offer the same reasons for Model C.

First and foremost I think that as part of the Consultation process any schools which are proposed for closure or merger MUST be assessed on a case by case basis and it MUST be with the main goal of providing the best educational outcome for our children. A broad, brush stroke approach to school closures is a recipe for disaster and is not going to give our children the best educational outcome.  A lazy approach like this can only result in poorer educational outcomes.  I attended the public meeting at Hexham Mart on Saturday 17th March and I was astonished by the lack of knowledge displayed and poor answers offered by the NCC representatives.  Nobody from NCC had any financial or educational forecasts for their suggested models. I asked an NCC representative whether anybody from NCC had visited the 16 schools suggested for closure / merger as part of the Consultation preparation and I was told clearly that nobody had.  I was told “we do not have the manpower to visit the schools”.  This is absolutely astonishing and ludicrous.  I was appalled and as a result have no confidence in the Consultation process.  Indeed, I have grave concerns about it.   If NCC took the time to examine the listed 16 schools on a case by case basis it would be clear that both Beaufront First School and Acomb First School are viable and sustainable schools in their own right and that to merge them and therefore close one of them would be detrimental to both schools and the communities which they serve.   There are clear alternative options for these schools if, as proposed, the west of the county shifts to a two tier system for example.   An individual analysis of both these schools would reveal that each of them would actually make viable and sustainable primary schools.  (I believe Beaufront has outlines viability and sustainability as a Primary in it's Governing Body's response to this Consultation)   These two schools are not interchangeable.  They each serve a very separate community and are each vital to those communities. To merge them and to close one of them would be catastrophic to both schools and the communities they serve.  NCC MUST consider other options than closing successful schools.       I do support the "Collaboration Hub" proposed by Corbridge Middle School. An idea which will enhance close and dynamic collaboration between schools: essentially, an “improved and enhanced” version of the excellent working relationships that schools already enjoy, with greater scope of sharing facilities and teaching provision.   I believe that the proposal can be developed and refined by: (a) Analysis of the particular strengths of each school, so that such strengths can be shared with others; (b) Identification of areas that could be improved in each school, so as to benefit from the strengths or facilities of others;  (c) Identification of common needs, that might be shared through capital funding; (d) Careful grouping of schools, so as to best match overall mutual benefit, with collaboration across hubs to accommodate more specific requirements and share more specific strengths; (e) Greater collaboration in curriculum development – both within educational tiers and between them.   This must be a dynamic process approached openly and within an environment of safety. It is likely, ultimately, to result in some re-shaping of the way in which education looks in the west Northumberland over the forthcoming years, but this will have been achieved through a process of careful collaboration to produce a demonstrably effective system.     The Collaboration Hub could definitely incorporate Haydon Bridge High School: there is every reason why a school that has suffered the difficulties experienced at HBHS over recent years would benefit greatly from supportive collaboration.   Capital funding should be made available to QEHS / HLT. However, any capital contribution from NCC must be conditional on a long-term agreement with HLT to ensure that they respect the views of elected members and their communities (council tax payers), as expressed through this consultation process.   

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

Don't know

Merger of some schools could create over capacity, as in the case of Whittonstall &amp; Broomhaugh - although closure of Whittonstall could affect ex-catchment pupil stream from Shotley Bridge / Consett area, ultimately also affecting QEHS intake.  Closure / merger of rural schools where 2 relatively small schools are in close proximity, could be justified if cost savings can be truly shown. However, no specific financial modelling has been provided to show how the 6-9% savings would be achieved, which would be needed to cover the financial input indicated across all models.  Consideration should also be given to the knock on effect of closure of a village school to that village, in terms of maintaining a healthy balanced population. When moving to an area, people look for a viable village community. The loss of the village school reduces the attractiveness of the village to young families, which then can have effects on local shops and other businesses and the local economy in general.  Closure of HBHS would leave QEHS with a monopoly of secondary education provision in West Northumberland and in opposition to parental / pupil choice. QEHS is currently run in an autocratic fashion. Giving a monopoly on secondary education would only strengthen and encourage that autocracy and with QEHS's current selective 6th form policy this could result in less academic pupils forced to travel to Newcastle or Ashington for completion of education.

Complete closure of HBHS could be unnecessary. It could become a First / Middle school campus with year 9 and above joining QEHS, or continuing education to school leaver age, but focusing more on vocational education / qualification in order to differentiate itself from QEHS, which appears to favour a more academic approach, thus giving parents and pupils a real choice in high school education.  Furthermore, apprenticeship type schemes which could be offered at HBHS, particularly in subjects such as Health and Social care, would help secure future local workforce, maintaining viable local populations.

No

QEHS is currently the 23rd largest school in the UK. If it were to become 11-18 the pupil count would rise to 2250. This would then be the 8th largest school in the country with the largest catchment area. The school would become unwieldy and anonymous, with pastoral care severely threatened.  Government recommends that New Schools should be no larger than 200 - 220 pupils per year with an overall capacity average of 910 pupils. QEHS would be almost 2.5 times larger than this recommendation with no financial or educational justification. QEHS is not in financial deficit currently, nor is this predicted in the immediate future. It already has secured a £12 million DfE grant for restoring the Hydro Building, but if it chooses to move to a new site, then the £12 million is not forfeited and could be used on a new building.  For a rural area such as West Northumberland, creating such a large single secondary school would not address the differing needs of pupils from very differing environments which at age 11 could have lasting detrimental effects on a child's education and social development.   One reason that HBHS had a boarding wing was to counteract the excessive travel time for some pupils and the effect that had on their school day. Closure of HBHS would only further increase daily travel for a larger number of pupils, to levels where it would impact on their educational and social development.  Excessive pupil transportation whilst being good for local Transport Companies, is not so good for the Council's carbon footprint.  Maintenance of the 3 tier system is well suited to the geography of the area. With all schools in the Hexham partnership either rated Good or Outstanding, the current system is working well educationally as well as pastorally, providing QEHS with educationally and socially progressive pupils.  The Middle School's Forum has published statistics which highlight that 2 tier educated pupils perform worse at KS4 than 3 tier educated pupils. Furthermore, EBAC edcuated pupils have also been shown to achieve better results within the 3 tier system than 2 tier. QEHS argue that it is less disruptive to education to change schools after KS2, however this has not been supported statistically, with middle schools able to support pupils who may have performed less well at KS2 immediately after, and continue that support in an environment where that pupil is well known for a further 2 years, rather than that pupil transferring to an environment where they are not known in a large secondary school, risking further regression of the pupils progress.  QEHS have also indicated that years 7 &amp; 8 would have larger class sizes than current middle schools, thus enabling cost savings which could be utilised further up the school.....but at what cost to those year 7 &amp; 8 pupils? This simply highlights the lack of commitment QEHS has to its KS3 pupils.  Large schools have not performed well locally. Kenton is closest in size to the proposed QEHS, but is in special measures, with several other local large 2 tier Northumberland secondary schools performing poorly.  In contrast, the 3 tier system in the Whitley Bay area, which is an urban area which could be compared to South East Northumberland, has largely performed well, further strengthening the argument for maintenance of the 3 tier system in varying geographical environments.  QEHS's argument that 3 tiers no longer fits the national picture, whilst true, is flawed. The educational landscape is now so varied with the introduction of Academies, Federated and Free Schools that there is no "National Picture" of any substance, with many different intake ages.

Not viable.

Don't know

This model shows good utilisation of HBHS, but the rural primary educated children could be disadvantaged verses the pupils on the Haydon Bridge Campus, or 3 tier educated pupils in the Hexham Partnership especially in years 5 &amp; 6 due to less access to specialist teaching staff and enhanced facilities that a Middle school or larger campus could provide over a rural Primary School.  There is less significant rural school closure in this model, which is positive, but it effectively consolidates a 2 tier system for the Haydon Bridge Partnership, some of which is already in place, verses a 3 tier system for the Hexham Partnership. These 2 areas do differ geographically so that difference could be justified.

The Geographical Educational Hub system as proposed by Corbridge Middle School appears to be a good alternative, maintaining the 3 tier system for the benefit of pupils across both the Haydon Bridge and Hexham Partnerships.  The Hubs allow areas to work together to provide education and social development for their local population to the end of year 8.  One Hub model supports maintenance of HBHS, with the other supporting a middle school in Haydon Bridge, but then year 9 pupils transferring to QEHS.  The second model, with education in Haydon Bridge ceasing at the end of middle school is most viable, but then HBHS could relocate to a new site in Hexham, perhaps taking over the current Hexham Middle School site if Hexham Middle and QEHS occupy new buildings on a joint site.  This would then give a real choice of high school education for the whole area with both schools in close proximity, thus taking the geographical lottery out of the equation.  As outlined in improvements to Model A; Complete closure of HBHS could be unnecessary. It could become a First / Middle school campus with year 9 and above joining QEHS, or continuing education to school leaver age on the new HBHS site in Hexham, but focusing more on vocational education / qualification in order to differentiate itself from QEHS, which appears to favour a more academic approach, thus giving parents and pupils a real choice in high school education. The new HBHS school in Hexham would obviously then be a choice for all pupils, whether from the Hexham or Haydon Bridge Partnerships.  Furthermore, apprenticeship type schemes which could be offered at the new HBHS site, particularly in subjects such as Health and Social care, would help secure future local workforce, maintaining viable local populations.

Parent/carer

Wark

No

Do not close Wark School

No viable alternative

No

Do not close Wark School

No viable alternative

Yes

Do not close Wark School

No viable alternative

Wark School to form an academy with other Diocese primary schools and provide education 5-11, after which children will go to Hexham QE (Bellingham Middle and Haydon Bridge to close as both failing schools which do not provide a good education)

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Broomhaugh

Riding Mill

No

The three tier system works well and it is only QEHS that has sustainability issues. With the support of all the first and middle schools, parents and governors, lobby the government for funding to renew QEHS and HBHS either on the same site or separately.

No

See reasons re: model A

No

See reasons re: model A

I feel the proposals set out by Corbridge Middle School are a very worthwhile alternative.

Grandparent

No

This option includes the closure of Chollerton, an Ofsted Outstanding school!

No

This option includes the closure of Chollerton, an Ofsted Outstanding school!

No

This option includes the closure of Chollerton, an Ofsted Outstanding school!

It is impossible to offer an alternative suggestion due to the minimal time provided for this consultation and the complexity of issues and opportunities covered. Whilst understanding that the current position at Haydon Bridge requires action and the Hadrian Learning Trust has embarked on its own consultation, it is totally unacceptable for the NCC to expect parents and governors from so many schools to respond in so short a time period and over the Eater holidays to such a complex set of issues and options!  In addition; the consultation document is neither parent friendly  nor clear in its objectives, assuming it is largely about capacity and sustainability the evidence is poor and the business case not proven for any of the three options.  Expecting parents, governors and the wider community to respond with an alternative option is therefore unrealistic given the timescale.  The primary objective must be to offer the best education possible to children from across what is undoubtedly a challenging rural area. Education is much more than purely academic results it also includes being a part of a rich and vibrant community with positive opportunities for development and excellent pastoral care. It is therefor not just the short term financial sustainability of the schools that matter but the longer term sustainability of the whole community. Small rural schools are always going to be challenging to maintain financially and their numbers will fluctuate naturally over time, however they provide so much more than academic education. Schools like Chollerton are the absolute heart of the community providing an inter-generational meeting place, a focus for collective worship at key points in the year and a venue for everything from pre-school to after school activities and events. In short they provide the glue that holds the community together and in so doing they contribute to the welfare and wellbeing of everyone not just the pupils.   A school like Chollerton is a key asset in the socio-economic development of the area.  Future development opportunities are increased significantly by the existence of such a highly respected and recognized Ofsted Outstanding school. Parents, governors and the wider community deserve more time to come together with all of the statutory agencies to develop a more positive and properly thought through option.  It needs to  address the educational needs of the children in the area but also consider their future beyond school.    

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Yes

Middle schools are a good system for children of the ages 10-13 as this is a perfect time for them to grow relationships which generally last a long time.  This places a good atmosphere for learning.

No

Don't know

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge first

Corbridge

Don't know

Why change something that isn’t broken obviously all down to cost cuts ridiculous

No

See previous answer

Don't know

A or c anything but b is ridiculous Leave it alone nothing wrong with current arrangement

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

I agree but I think there should be two high schools.

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

Don't know

Don't know

Governor

Other

WFS, CMS and QEHS

Whittonstall

Don't know

Not enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities or the surplus place issue has been provided. I do however wish to make the following points: 1. Closure of Haydon Bridge High School - I beleive it is important for there to be two “high/secondary” schools in the west of Northumberland to allow for parental choice and in the event that QEHS failed either financially or educationally for whatever reason.  2. Closure of eight schools- whilst offering the fewest closures of the three options, it is not clear how the annual loss of 6% of the total revenue income to the two partnerships will be found in efficiency savings by closing/merging schools. 3. Continued hybrid system in Haydon Bridge partnership - the current situation of small primary schools being close to middle schools provides an ongoing risk to the viability of small primary schools. It appears that currently some parents are choosing to move their children at the end of year 4 to middle schools rather than remain for years 5&amp;6 in their primary schools. 4. Surplus places - the closure of Haydon Bridge High School would remove a large percentage of the total number of surplus places from the Haydon Bridge partnership, however the proposed closure of the suggested first/primary schools would leave no spare capacity (-14 places) in first schools in the Hexham Partnership and still leave 29% surplus capacity in the first/primary schools in Haydon Bridge partnership.      

It is important to offer at least one model that is fully three tier across both partnerships. This would help with school to school support/collaboration and potentially prevent “leakage” from smaller two tier schools into larger three tier schools.

No

No evidence to suggest current educational outcomes would be maintained or improved.  1. EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES AND EXPERIENCE All schools in the Hexham Partnership are good or outstanding. Outcomes at the current 13-18 Queen Elizabeth High School are: ● in the top 12% schools nationally for KS4 progress ● 4th nationally in their group  of  55 “similar” schools for both KS4 attainment and progress ● 22nd nationally in the Sunday Times parent guide for non-selective secondary schools ● in the top 15% schools nationally for KS5 with progress score 0.16 and average grade B vs  C nationally. ● Last year, 60% of their KS4 students stayed at your school for post 16 studies.  Currently approximately 40% of all students at Queen Elizabeth High School are part of Hadrian Learning Trust by virtue of having attended Hexham Middle School.  Impact on the wider partnership Model B states that there would be a significant impact on other schools within the partnership and their communities including the potential closure of Corbridge Middle School and some of the first schools closing or becoming primary. This would be overwhelmingly unpopular with parents, staff and wider community.  No information has been provided to suggest how, by changing the age range of the schools this would improve the progress of students. The pupils in a primary school would not have the range of specialist teaching in years 5 &amp; 6 which I believe would risk the standards currently achieved at GCSE. This level of specialism would not be possible in one form entry or less primary schools. I have noted from the Sele First School response to your consultation, that they propose forming a three form entry primary school with the offer of specialist teaching in years 5&amp;6. This would suggest that the current provision of specialist teaching in middle schools is valued by the Sele first school which is a National Support School and a Teaching School.  A broad and balanced curriculum for primary aged students is currently a focus for Ofsted. At Corbridge Middle School there are specialist teaching in years 5 to 8 and no focus is put on maths and english in order to do well in KS2 SATs.   Without evidence that a risk assessment on the effect on attainment at KS2 has been completed I am concerned that standards may not be maintained at KS2, leading to the potential that standards at KS4 would not be maintained let alone improved. Evidence from other schools, or partnerships of schools, who have expanded or changed their age range shows this is a high risk. Nine of the sixteen secondary schools in Northumberland have changed their age range. In 2017, the top four secondary schools for progress 8 and top three secondary schools for attainment 8 are all 13-18 secondary schools with feeder middle schools.    I have seen no measurable evidence that students in the care of Hadrian Learning Trust since year 5 have progressed any better than those from Corbridge Middle School or St Joseph’s Middle School. There is no evidence that the progress of pupils would be improved by extending the teaching, leadership and management of Hadrian Learning Trust for all 11 - 18 students.   No evidence how educational experience would be better than now The enrichment opportunities that students at Corbridge Middle School have are outstanding. There are frequent opportunities for whole year groups to experience a variety of enrichment. they also engage fully with local businesses and members of the community to extend students’ learning into business and the local community. This would be much harder in a very large secondary school, with little evidence that this currently takes place at Queen Elizabeth High School. There is a lack of evidence how enrichment opportunities would be maintained or improved. This has an impact on lifelong learning, engagement and future aspirations.  The current structure of education allows children to have three chances for holding positions of responsibility across the breadth of school life whether this is as a member of school council, captain of houses, leader of bands, sports teams, or main acting/singing parts in school productions. Almost half of the children at Corbridge Middle have represented the school in a sports event or competition and almost 60% have participated in a lunchtime or after school sports club. Participation and uptake of activities for pupil premium children is comparable with all other children.   No information regarding what an 11-18 school can achieve and deliver compared to the current structure with modifications  There has been no information provided or research evidence on how the change in structure would improve the provision for the pupils in 7&amp;8 or indeed 9.  As part of the consultation, we had expected that an improved more inclusive offer for post 16 education would have been incorporated into the plans. Given the context of our large rural catchment area, it is disappointing that for whatever reason 40% of year 11 students at Queen Elizabeth High School have to continue their education much further afield.   2. PROPOSED SIZE OF THE SCHOOL AND THE IMPLICATIONS Currently Queen Elizabeth High School, with a KS4 cohort size of 302 (in 2017), has the 58th largest cohort size in England. If QEHS received approval to become a secondary school, the Sele First School would become the only primary school with more than one form entry with all other feeder schools being one form entry or less (30 pupils or less).  Of those “secondary” schools with a cohort size similar or greater than the size of Queen Elizabeth High School, 29% (17) are 13/14-18 high schools. The Hadrian Learning Trust statement on page 7 that ‘our local three tier system is increasingly out of step… there are now only 46 13-18 high schools (1.4% of all secondaries)’ is therefore misleading. Schools of a similar size to Queen Elizabeth High School are more likely to be part of a three tier system than the national picture suggests.  Commentary I struggle to understand how any organisational or physical design of a new secondary school could minimise the enormity of the transition from small primary school to large secondary school. I beleive there would be serious implications for the wellbeing and education of children moving to such a large establishment.  The current transitions are gentle and align with the physical development of our children from small first schools to a large high school There is no need to align time spent in school with the key stages as long as the curriculum taught at each stage is aligned across the partnership of schools There is no evidence to suggest that there is a dip in learning as a result of our three tier system, as shown by the 2017 Progress 8 score for Queen Elizabeth High School placing it in the top 12% schools nationally Carrying out KS2 SATs halfway through middle school is felt to reduce the stress caused by SATs being ‘the finale’ of primary school. How much preparation for KS4 exams is required? The level of testing carried out at Queen Elizabeth High School in preparation for KS4 exams is causing stress for children Providing more time in larger schools does not necessarily allow pupils to take part in more “aspects of school life”. Currently students have a real opportunity to represent their school as a part of many different types of team, perform in or support school shows, be part of the school council and take part in competitions. This is all made possible because the schools are small enough to make opportunities more accessible.      Loss of parental choice for children at age 11 in rural areas with poor public transport  I fully support the use of the ‘Collaborative Pathways Model’ proposed by Corbridge Middle School.  My children would not be able to access any of the after school drop in sessions or enrichment activities at QEHS if I worked. It is only because I do not work and am able to pick up my children that they can make full use of the opportunities made available. QEHS contniue to forget that not everyone lives in Hexham or has access to public transport.  Distances involved and lack of public transport within the Hexham (and Haydon Bridge) catchment areas mean that already parents have little choice but to send their child to their “catchment school”. Any choice that currently exists would be taken away.  If HBHS were to close and with William Howard school instructed to reduce its PAN; NCC would still have an obligation to provide places but currently the only nearest options at year 7 would be Hexham, Prudhoe Highfield Middle School, Ponteland Middle or High School, Consett, Ryton or Blaydon.  3. INCLUSION Attainment and progress data from Corbridge Middle School and feedback from our School Improvement Partner indicate that Corbridge Middle School provides an excellent educational experience for pupils and particularly for SEN and disadvantaged students. Parental feedback and feedback from outside agencies from Northumberland, County Durham and London education authorities is outstanding. I have not been provided with any information detailing why provision for disadvantaged students or students with Special educational needs and disabilities will be enhanced by Model B. Any details of proposed enhanced provision, SEND support or specialist services are missing from your consultation report. 4. Managing Change I have not had access to a risk assessment or an impact study that supports the Hadrian Learning Trust view that it has the capacity to drive the school to become an outstanding school as well as manage the significant changes should this proposal go ahead. The scale of the changes which are being proposed would require outstanding Leadership and Management which I currently do not believe they have exhibited. It would be useful to know where this age range fits with any longer term strategic plan to expand Hadrian Learning Trust. There has been a lack of information regarding future growth of the MAT: vertical, horizontal or geographical expansion. At Corbridge Middle School I believe that they are an outward facing school who actively seek the opportunity to work strategically with others.    5. FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY There is no financial modelling for Model B.  Hadrian Learning Trust achieved a surplus of £91,000 in their first annual accounts ending August 2017  Hadrian Learning Trust have shown a swing of +£500,000 in forecast year end balances by end August 2019 in the nine months between consultations. Hadrian Learning Trust have shown a swing of +£720,000 in forecast end balances by end August 2022 when comparing both consultations. No modelling has been provided to show the impact of becoming an 11-18 school in expenditure so we are unable to make any further judgement.  Closure of fourteen schools- has the largest impact on school closures of all three options, it is not clear how the annual loss of 9% of the total revenue income to the two partnerships from this potential model will be found in efficiency savings by closing/merging schools.  Size of school rather than phases in school There are too many variables to state that a primary-secondary system is inherently more efficient to run. It is both the size of the school/s and organisation of schools which attracts efficiencies rather than the phases educated. With 72.9% of the income in schools relating directly to the number of pupils in the school, it is more important to achieve economies from expansion either through federation or multi academy trusts, than considering age range change.  Our geographical area does have different challenges in that only 52% of the residents of the Hexham catchment area live in the town of Hexham and only 29% of residents of Hexham/Haydon Bridge catchment area live in the town of Hexham. Any education system being designed for our area must take into account the needs of those residents who live not only in Hexham but also in the wider catchment area.   The potential financial gain for Hadrian Learning Trust cannot be viewed in isolation but must incorporate any financial implications for the schools feeding into Hadrian Learning Trust and income into the partnership of schools as a whole. This includes the loss of lump sum funding @ £110,000 per school, sport premium funding of £16,000 per school and the potential loss of up to £25,000 sparsity funding per school if rural schools are merged to form larger schools. NCC have currently put forward a potential model of two tier education for both Hexham and Haydon Bridge partnerships which would see a loss of £1.6 million in budget share per annum for the partnerships of schools in the West. This loss in income equates to 9% of the total budget share (minus rates). We would be interested to see your modelling for this.  Minimum per student funding level The information supplied in the Hadrian Learning Trust Consultation document is misleading.  I have received the following information from the Funding Policy Unit at the Department for Education: It is correct that the minimum per pupil funding level is lower for KS3 only schools than it is for secondary schools which teach both KS3 and KS4. The minimum per student level for secondary schools has been set in consideration of the requirements of teaching both KS3 and KS4 students. The policy intention is that the factor provides a minimum level of funding to the school as a whole, depending on the phases of education it provides. The funding is not for the education of the individual students who attract it. This is why the minimum per student funding level for key stage 3 only schools is lower.   Having said that, we have received feedback from several stakeholders about the size of the differential, and we are reflecting on this for 2019-20.   In 2018-19 and 2019-20 LAs can choose whether or not to implement the minimum per student funding levels and can choose to set them up to the values used in the NFF. The funding levels published for 19/20 are under review and at present the NCC Schools Forum has used the funding provided to support the higher Key Stage 4 AWPU of £4,580 (cf £4,386 Hard NFF rate). The current 18/19 budget share for Queen Elizabeth High School, Hexham Middle School, Corbridge Middle School and St Joseph Middle School show that all schools are receiving more than the minimum per student funding level so no top up funding is to be received.  The technical guidance note confirms that the minimum per student funding level is in place for 18/19 and 19/20. There is no evidence that this per student funding guarantee will be available after implementation of the hard National Funding Formula. We also now understand that the Policy Funding Unit of the ESFA are reviewing the guaranteed levels for KS3 and 4 for 2019/2020. If this were an important consideration for Hadrian Learning Trust, they are already in a position to combine Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School into one school to attract the higher per student funding level for 40% of the proposed Key Stage 3 students.   6. CAPITAL INVESTMENT HAS BEEN PROMISED FOR EDUCATION IN THE WEST     I would wish for capital investment in the building stock of both Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School and ideally a complete new build for Queen Elizabeth High School.  I understand as part of the NCC consultation into education in the west Northumberland that NCC have set aside £45m for investment in education. It has been made clear that any investment ‘relies upon a rationalisation and investment process’. Whilst all three potential models put forward by NCC include statements regarding a new build of Queen Elizabeth High School/Hexham Middle School whether a two or three tier system is in place, it is not clear how much “rationalisation” ie schools closures would be required in order to release any capital funding. I hope that capital funding is forthcoming to provide Queen Elizabeth High School with a state of the art facility which can be achieved for far less than £50+ million without major disruption to all other schools.  

We do not view this option as a viable option for maintaining or improving the educational outcomes and experience of children within the west of Northumberland

Don't know

I do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities or surplus places has been provided. I do wish to make the following points:  1. Co-location of HMS and QEHS on one site - with a new build, this may resolve the issues of decaying building stock and surplus places at both schools whilst also allowing for both financial efficiencies (to be determined) and educational advantages from a closer proximity of the two schools. 2.  Haydon Bridge High School - keeping a secondary school in the Haydon Bridge Partnership supports the view that it is important for there to be two “high/secondary” schools in the west of Northumberland to allow for parental choice, management of risk if either QEHS or HBHS failed either financially or educationally for whatever reason and the opportunity for the two schools to work collaboratively together along with Prudhoe High school.  3. Haydon Bridge High School - it is not known whether there is a potential sponsor so whether this option is viable. If it is viable it is felt that the school should have a fresh start with a new build which supports the planned curriculum offer and capacity required within the HBHS proposed model. This should remove the current surplus capacity and place the school on a sound financial footing.   4. Closure of ten schools- whilst offering fewer closures than option A, it is not clear how the annual loss of 7% revenue income to the two partnerships will be found in efficiency savings by the closing/merging of schools. 5. A two system in Haydon Bridge partnership and three tier system for Hexham Partnership could continue the current “leakage” of children from Haydon Bridge to Hexham partnership this could continue to place at risk the small primary schools in the Haydon Bridge partnership.  6. Surplus places - the closure of Haydon Bridge High School, Haltwhistle and Bellingham Middle schools would remove a large percentage of the total number of the current 50% surplus places from the Haydon Bridge partnership, however the proposed closures would still leave 30% surplus places in the Haydon Bridge Partnership and no spare capacity (-14 places) in first schools in the Hexham Partnership (Appendix 6 Education in the West and Surplus School Places). 7. Travel time for pupils in the rural parts of Haydon Bridge catchment area would increase significantly for children aged 11.  

None

The following is based upon at least maintaining current excellent educational provision in the Hexham Partnership and improving the offer in the Haydon Bridge Partnership by: • strengthening the leadership and governance of all schools  • using a few strong academy sponsors • federating or closely collaborating other schools to build upon current good practice • investing in new school buildings to reduce surplus place capacity and protect future financial sustainability • enabling the sharing of staff and developing a local staff development pathway  • develop an integrated offer for SEND and alternative provision within existing framework • supporting parental choice without jeopardising the future of schools in the Haydon Bridge Partnership   1. Hadrian Learning Trust  a. Ask that NCC do not support the proposal to change the age range of QEHS when responding to the question in Section D of the expected Hadrian Learning Trust Full Business Case application to the Regional Schools Commissioner on grounds that no evidence has been provided that educational outcomes will be maintained or improved b. Invest in new school buildings and community sports facilities for both Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School on one new site at either Hermitage House (home to school accessibility issues?) or directly west of Shaw Lane. The staff and students of Hadrian Learning Trust deserve to have fantastic facilities to match the outcomes currently being achieved  c. Hadrian Learning Trust encouraged to form one 9-18 school if necessary to gain future advantage  from National Funding Formula and to engage in a more collaborative way with the schools in their pyramid d. Review of post 16 curriculum offer to ensure needs of students are met as much as possible in the Tyne valley  2. Haydon Bridge High School  a. Develop proposal put forward by Headteacher of HBHS to ensure it stands up to financial and educational scrutiny, especially for students with additional needs b. New build all through school 3-18 on site of Haydon Bridge High School with appropriate capacity to eliminate surplus places and reduce fixed costs c. New school from 3 -18 to be sponsored by WISE Academies to include Shaftoe Trust and HBHS  d. New Haydon Bridge school to provide specialist teachers for years 5-8 at Haydon Bridge, Haltwhistle and  Bellingham schools where appropriate/required e. Vocational offer at HBHS and QEHS complement rather than compete with each other    2. Allow parental choice whilst resolving surplus places and building for the future   a. Whole Haydon Bridge Partnership to revert to three tier system with new build all through 0-13 provision/schools at Haltwhistle and Bellingham along with all through school at Haydon Bridge.  b. Haltwhistle and Bellingham schools sponsored by WISE Academies feeding into Haydon Bridge School, thereby eliminating surplus places at Haltwhistle and Bellingham and preventing unnecessary competition c. Ask rural first schools which pyramid of schools best suits their community especially Otterburn First School (and West Woodburn), Newbrough, Allendale and Wark due to faster/better transport links or direction of community travel d. If required by ESFA, put forward case that school buildings in rural communities provide a community facility for nursery provision, wrap around care, community activities, holiday clubs and recreational space. The buildings do not just provide education so there will always be an element of surplus capacity to accommodate this provision.  e. Seek confirmation whether Greenhead/Henshaw are viable as one school, form collaboration with Whitfield  3. Provision for most vulnerable and those with special educational needs  a. Develop local delivery plan based on feedback from SENDCo and Pupil Premium champion from each school plus Corbridge and Hexham Youth Initiative groups (plus HB equivalent) b. Educational offer to include in school support and any alternative provision required  4. Historical development of overcapacity of school places in the west of the county – caused by: lack of investment in fit for use buildings as pupil population changed from old secondary school system to three tier system; introduction of primary schools in Haydon Bridge Partnership and the exercising of parental choice from Haydon Bridge to Hexham partnership schools a. Operate a bottom up rather than top down approach to resolving surplus places (total surplus places in West is 30% but Hexham partnership is @ 14% and Haydon Bridge partnership is @ 50% b. 60% of all surplus places are caused by five schools: QEHS, Hexham Middle, HBHS, Haltwhistle Middle and Bellingham Middle so build new all through schools to resolve the surplus places, improve financial sustainability and support rural nature of west Northumberland c. Where it is clear that educational offer or financial benefits can be made invest in other school buildings   5. Federate or academise wherever possible to strengthen leadership and governance of schools a. schools in the west need fewer, stronger governing bodies and leadership structures within schools to be able to drive improvement and collaborate effectively b. with the regional schools commissioner attempt to limit the number of academy chains within west Northumberland c. encourage the federation of small rural schools with larger schools to provide school to school support and     Separate email sent with proposed amendments to school structure and possible collaborations  

Governor

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

I do not have enough evidence to understand the potential viability and sustainability of this model.   Simply closing schools because there are surplus places, bussing them further afield and not looking at the physical or environment aspects is in my opinion shows lack of direction and planning.

I do not have enough evidence to understand the potential viability and sustainability of this model.

No

I do not have enough evidence to understand the potential viability and sustainability of this model.   Simply closing schools because there are surplus places, bussing them further afield and not looking at the physical or environment aspects is in my opinion shows lack of direction and planning.  Also creating a super school with 1500-2000 pupils in such a small town is bound to have a detrimental impact in transport, numbers of pupils around Hexham - it would be mayhem during morning and evening rush hour and probably lunchtime.  The current system feeds into QEHS which then in turn gives them their excellent results.  Don't just say if doesn't work well change it because then the damage has been done and its too late.

I do not have enough evidence to understand the potential viability and sustainability of this model.

No

I do not have enough evidence to understand the potential viability and sustainability of this model.   However I do agree with the first paragraph:  "Model C is a potential proposal to create an all through 4-16 years school in Haydon Bridge, involving a change of the age range of the school.  It would be proposed that HBHS would receive funding for significant new buildings on the site of the existing high school.  Simply closing schools because there are surplus places, bussing them further afield and not looking at the physical or environment aspects is in my opinion shows lack of direction and planning."  Creating a super school with 1500-2000 pupils in such a small town is bound to have a detrimental impact in transport, numbers of pupils around Hexham - it would be mayhem during morning and evening rush hour and probably lunchtime.  The current system feeds into QEHS which then in turn gives them their excellent results.  Don't just say if doesn't work well change it because then the damage has been done and its too late.

I do not have enough evidence to understand the potential viability and sustainability of this model.   However I do agree with the first paragraph but not creating a super school at QEHS  "Model C is a potential proposal to create an all through 4-16 years school in Haydon Bridge, involving a change of the age range of the school.  It would be proposed that HBHS would receive funding for significant new buildings on the site of the existing high school.  Simply closing schools because there are surplus places, bussing them further afield and not looking at the physical or environment aspects is in my opinion shows lack of direction and planning." 

Create a 4-16 school at Haydon Bridge with a more vocational route.  Have a new building for the current cohort at QEHS.  Look in depth with better measures at the physical and environment issues in closing schools.  Surplus places and finances are not the only issues to be considered.

Haydon Bridge

No

Fighting for Haydon Bridge High School.

No

I am fighting for Haydon Bridge High School

No

I am fighting for Haydon Bridge High School.

I am a Parish Councillor in Haydon Bridge. I am also a former teacher and spent some years in the Hexham Partnership as Deputy Head Teacher of Hexham Middle School so am well aware of how the schools in the partnership work and how they seem to be reacting to QEHS's proposal.  In this regard I can understand how finance is having a bearing more and more on the quality of education being able to be presented. However, if QEHS wishes to change its age range to try to overcome the problems then, as it is already an academy and is beyond the control of NCC, I say, let them carry on. But, NCC should not use this as a catalyst to change the rest of the West Northumberland area.  Haydon Bridge High School has suffered immense harm/damage to its reputation through adverse publicity - some of it by NCC itself - resulting in students moving away from the area. Yes, it did have a poor Ofsted three years ago, but efforts were being made to rectify the situation. Yes it was running a deficit budget but so were other schools. Even QEHS. Efforts were being made to come out of deficit and Bright Tribe were approached to take over. Between it and NCC delay after delay happened. Ridley Hall (what had been the boarding wing) was closed suddenly when Bright Tribe refused to take it over and NCC did likewise. Those students affected went elsewhere rather than Haydon Bridge. So the movement away continued.  Then Bright Tribe pulled out. What a mess!! What has happened to the deficit now? If Bright Tribe had taken control it is understood that NCC would have written the deficit off!!    The new Head put in place by Bright Tribe has continued despite Bright Tribe disappearing, is showing great leadership; he has the Staff the students on his side and the majority of the local community indeed the catchment area also. The school has put together a VISION FOR THE FUTURE. It is a first class document which if given the chance to operate will offer all students irrespective of academic ability the chance to succeed.  Haydon Bridge High School must be given the opportunity to remain as the heart of our community. Many houses are being built at the moment. Families occupying these houses need schools preferably in their neighbourhood. If Haydon Bridge High School is allowed to close Haydon Bridge will die and become a commuter village.   Money needs to be spent on both HBHS and QEHS to bring them up to date. However, the thought of closing HBHS and merging with QEHS and building a marvellous new super school is not the way forward. Parents need choice. Having only one super school does not offer choice.  I cannot support any of the options put forward so trust that my voice, along with thousands of others will be heeded.    

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Greenhead

No

Greenhead school should not be closed. Nor should it be merged with Henshaw school, as considered by the governors. The distances involved are too far for young children to travel. The closure of the school will have devastating consequences on the community and the village. It could spell the end of the village, initiating closure of the tea room, village hall, pub and church. Greenhead is a wonderful community, working together on lots of projects and events. The school is integral to this both as a participant and as an incentive to families to settle and continue the community. The village is already suffering due to lack of transport and loss of shops. Children from small rural schools would find it hard to integrate into larger town schools such as Haltwhistle.  Small rural schools should have special status. https://www.tes.com/news/school-news/breaking-news/rural-schools-should-have-protected-status      

No

Greenhead school should not be closed. Nor should it be merged with Henshaw school, as considered by the governors. The distances involved are too far for young children to travel. The closure of the school will have devastating consequences on the community and the village. It could spell the end of the village, initiating closure of the tea room, village hall, pub and church. Greenhead is a wonderful community, working together on lots of projects and events. The school is integral to this both as a participant and as an incentive to families to settle and continue the community. The village is already suffering due to lack of transport and loss of shops. Children from small rural schools would find it hard to integrate into larger town schools such as Haltwhistle.  Small rural schools should have special status. https://www.tes.com/news/school-news/breaking-news/rural-schools-should-have-protected-status

No

It would be good for Greenhead school to remain open. But Haydon Bridge school should remain open. It is too far for children to travel to Hexham once they leave Greenhead.

I do not agree with an alternative proposal put by governors of Greenhead School. That will also involve too much travelling for children, and will not help the continuation of the community at Greenhead.  Greenhead school should remain open under any option, and work done to increase pupil numbers and to reduce deficit. This can be done with governor and community support.   Both local community and welfare of children must be of utmost concern - no travelling, no integration with bigger town schools, no closure of the community facility.  

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Low Warden

No

Educational standards and pastoral care at both of the schools attended by our three children are currently excellent. I have not seen any evidence that any of the potential models represent a good option for improving educational outcomes. In fact, I believe that there is a serious risk that both educational standards and pastoral care will suffer in both the medium and long term if these dramatic changes are instituted as proposed.  Although I believe there are concerns regarding an overall surplus of school places in West Northumberland, I  have not seen any evidence that any of the potential models offer greater financial viability either collectively or for individual schools.  Model A will result in one very large high school serving the whole of west Northumberland. I do not feel that this is a sensible approach to educational provision. One size cannot fit all and it is essential that all families have some choice regarding schooling for their children.  Closure or merger of Beaufront with Acomb First School would not be in the best interests of either school, educationally or financially.   As a Roman Catholic family we view provision of RC education in our region as a necessity. St Joseph's is a successful, nurturing school and we believe it is essential for our local Catholic community. We really value the opportunity for our children to spend their mid-childhood years in a Catholic school.

Most surplus places actually lie in the larger schools. These might appropriately be reduced by rationalisation of buildings / sites, particularly in the context of the clear existing need for building works.   We should aim to offer real parental choice. I believe that this is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland. It inspires parental confidence and engagement, and promotes inclusion.   Beaufront is a highly successful and sustainable school which works outstandingly well as a First School and has the potential to become an equally outstanding Primary School if a decision is made to switch to a two-tier system.

No

Educational standards and pastoral care at both of the schools attended by our three children are currently excellent. I have not seen any evidence that any of the potential models represent a good option for improving educational outcomes. In fact, I believe that there is a serious risk that both educational standards and pastoral care will suffer in both the medium and long term if these dramatic changes are instituted as proposed.  Although I believe there are concerns regarding an overall surplus of school places in West Northumberland, I  have not seen any evidence that any of the potential models offer greater financial viability either collectively or for individual schools.  Model A will result in one very large high school serving the whole of west Northumberland. I do not feel that this is a sensible approach to educational provision. One size cannot fit all and it is essential that all families have some choice regarding schooling for their children.  Closure or merger of Beaufront with Acomb First School would not be in the best interests of either school, educationally or financially.   As a Roman Catholic family we view provision of RC education in our region as a necessity. St Joseph's is a successful, nurturing school and we believe it is essential for our local Catholic community. We really value the opportunity for our children to spend their mid-childhood years in a Catholic school.

None of the potential models include any analysis of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver, nor of the potential risks inherent in such model.   None of the potential models include any financial detail or modelling that would demonstrate the financial impact of each and enable respondents to judge comparable viability.   It is unclear to me if the proposals around the majority of the proposed school closures would lead to cost savings: closure of Beaufront would reduce income by more than it reduces costs. I acknowledge that the large financial deficit at HBHS (and perhaps those predicted elsewhere) will need to be tackled. In doing so, I would encourage NCC to see the “bigger picture” when it comes to education. Putting money into education, either as capital or as an annual spend, should not be seen as some sort of subsidy but as an investment in the future of our children. A truly visionary local education authority should see this as a worthwhile investment. Safe, happy, healthy children who have been educated to achieve their maximum potential will become happy and fulfilled adults, able to make a positive contribution to society and significantly less likely to present a future burden to other public services or health care. 

No

I do not believe that Model C has been well thought through with regards to the pastoral welfare of the very young children currently attending the small village school s listed for closure. In particular, closure of small rural first schools will result in very young children requiring school transport around rural areas. Aside from issues of cost, I believe that this is a highly undesirable situation for young children.  The consultation document points to the fact that many parents already choose to transport their children to schools outside their catchment area: whilst this maybe correct, it is one thing for a parent to make such a choice for their child but quite another to have no choice in the matter. We choose to drive our children to schools outside of our catchment area. In fact, we have no schools within walking distance as, like very many families, we live rurally. However, we are fortunate enough to be able to transport our children. Many families living in small villages do not have transport during the school day. As an experienced paediatrician ring for very many young children, I am aware how long the 0900-1530 school day is for young children. I feel very strongly that it would be an unacceptable additional challenge for these young children to have to cope with school transport in addition to the school day. I also believe that it is unacceptable for families of young children to be unable to reach the school during the school day when problems arise.   

I believe that the current 'perfect storm' of events presents the council with an opportunity to think outside of the box and develop a novel approach to provision of education. Ours is a largely rural community with unique geographical challenges and as such, we need to present educational opportunities that work for our local communities. Widespread closure of small rural schools is clearly not the solution!

Educational outcomes in the Hexham partnership are, overall, very good. The results achieved by children at Beaufront (KS1 results for all subjects were in the top 10% for attainment nationally) and in many other first schools, the results produced by Middle Schools at Key Stage 2, and the results produced by QEHS at the end of this educational journey provide clear evidence that the system for the education of our children in the Hexham Partnership is working well. We must strive to exceed these achievements and extend them elsewhere.   These outcomes have been achieved in a 3 tier system. For the reasons set out in my response to the HLT consultation, I continue to believe that the 3 tier system best suits west Northumberland, given the nature of the population spread and the numbers of small first schools. We must remember that accessible and appropriate education may, of necessity, look different in different areas.  However, I am not fixated on a three versus two tier system. If council can present evidence that persuades me that a two tier system can offer my children an equally excellent educational journey, I would be very open to changing.   More broadly, I appreciate that finances are an important factor. It is unclear if the proposals around the majority of the school closures proposed in the consultation would lead to cost savings. I acknowledge that the large financial deficit at HBHS (and perhaps those predicted elsewhere, about which we know less) will need to be tackled. In doing so, I encourage NCC to see the “bigger picture” when it comes to education. Putting money into education, either as capital or as an annual spend, should not be seen as some sort of subsidy but as an investment in the future of our children. A truly visionary local education authority should see this as a worthwhile investment. Safe, happy, healthy children who have been educated to achieve their maximum potential will become happy and fulfilled adults, able to make a positive contribution to society and significantly less likely to present a future burden to other public services or health care.   Inspirational teaching and learning opportunities together with strong pastoral care and carefully managed transitions can best be achieved by close and dynamic collaboration between schools: essentially, an “improved and enhanced” version of the excellent working relationships that schools already enjoy, with greater scope of sharing facilities and teaching provision.   Accordingly, I am supportive of the “Collaboration Hub” proposed by Corbridge Middle School as one means to facilitate such collaboration openly, constructively and supportively. This is by no means the only solution but I would strongly urge council to listen to the proposals put forward by the governing bodies of each of the local schools and devise a novel, community led, response to the current crisis in provision of education.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Catton, Hexham No

Not even a suitable consideration No

Not even a suitable consideration No

Not even a suitable consideration In my eyes none of A, B, C are adequate for the schooling in the West of the Region. But as HBHS has now had an Ofsted visit &amp; hoping it will get improved status, that would illiminate the uncertainties for teachers &amp; students, which would attract more students to consider joining &amp; maybe some of the other who moved away may consider returning. If HB came out of Special Measures the Council should make sure students are forced to attend their nearest schools to save money on school transport.  Schools should share teachers to illiminate costs, working closer together &amp; not against each other &amp; HB should be offering different curicullum subjects than QE which would engage students in their daily lives eg farming, mechanics, engineering, joinery, building, outword bounds &amp; living up to their name as a sports college etc. Giving more BTEC subjects &amp; even NVQ, to work for. Any empty buildings could be offered at a minimal rent or no rent but in return the company would need to offer services which could be taught to the students at a knock down rate which would reduce costs.  There should be 2 schools as is now which both need building improvements done, but will be alot cheaper than building a brand new one.  Having 2 seperate schools will also allow for new intakes from all the new houses being built throughout the region, which if a new bigger school was built for 2000 kids &amp; just after opening the numbers increased how would they find the extra money to build on to the school. Closing Haydon Bridge isnt just closing a school, its also closing a community which will also lose its local shops &amp; in time becoming a ghost town.  Any Council decisions must consider the Rural communities &amp; not a few savings which will cost more in day to day lives. Also if you had one super school &amp; a student was bullied at least having 2 schools the pupil could transfer to the other school. If you had one school, which school would they need to attend, Prudoe or Ponteland which would end up being a daily 80 mile trip.  In my eyes HBHS should be given the lifeline it deserves to adopt the Academic &amp; Vocational model, which is Darren Glover's vision for this fantastic school.   My eldest son left last year with fantastic grades &amp; now now at LIPA (Liverpool Institute for Performing Arts) &amp; my youngest son is working for highrer grades

Wark

No

No

No

We are writing to you on behalf of the Officers, parents and children of Wark Toddler Group.  Wark Toddler Group is a group for pre-school babies and toddlers, that has been running for many decades, every term-time Tuesday, within Wark Town Hall.  Many of the children that have attended Wark First School over the past 20 years have started their educational and social journey at Wark Toddler Group.  As you would expect, the Toddler Group therefore has very strong links with Wark First School.  We feel that the closure of Wark First School would be detrimental to the viability of Wark Toddler Group.  Good schools in rural communities allow young families the opportunity to either remain in, or choose to live in, villages such as Wark.  Having a good first school in Wark has been instrumental in both retaining and attracting young families to the village, including those with young pre-school children.  With out these families there would be no support for Wark Toddler Group.  The closure of Wark School would inevitably result in the closure of Wark Toddler Group, thus denying young families in the village a vital local support group.  Wark Toddler Group has, over the years, provided important community support for many new mothers and fathers, including many disadvantaged parents who find themselves isolated through a lack of services and transport in our rural community.  At a time when many of our services are being cut through under funding, the support provided by Wark Toddler Group for many isolated and disadvantaged new parents is even more important.  Wark First School provides an excellent education for all its students, with the majority achieving higher than national average results.  The school is consistently rated as Good by Ofsted and offers a broad, strong and creative curriculum.  The school also has strong links to the community which, as Officers of Wark Toddler Group, we are proud to support.  Losing the school would be a severe blow to the village and have a substantial detrimental impact on the whole community.  Officers from Wark Toddler Group have attended two community consultation meetings within the school and discussed the proposed closure at length with both the Head Teacher and the Chair of Governors, as well as several other Governors and teachers.  We therefore know that Wark School is financially sustainable either as a First School or a Primary School, and that the school could become a primary school should this be necessary as a part of a wider re-organisation of schools in West Northumberland.  Governors and staff at the school have reassured us that Wark School could continue to provide a good all-round education for the children of our community.  As Officers of Wark Toddler Group we would fully support options which allow our school to continue providing the best education to our children, either as a First School or a Primary School.     

Continue to work towards maintaining HBHS. It's closure would remove parental choice. The addition of vocational subjects to the curriculum there seems like a good idea. The model that they have proposed for remaining open that includes 'scaleability' is excellent, as is their proposed specialist SEN provision.  Take back control from HLT by refusing to enable their plans- they need NCC to enforce closure of the middle schools for their secondary school to be financially viable. Once they are not dictating the terms of the consultation process, NCC can make the best decisions for all of the schools in the area, in collaboration with them all.  Do not close financially viable first schools. They are valuable resources in their unique areas and their closure would have far-reaching effects.  Keep the three tier system in W. Northumberland- it works well in our unique area. NCC/ our MP should be lobbying central government to make sure we are not disadvantaged when the NFF is implemented.  Rebuild HMS and QEHS on a new single site where they can share resources. Scaling them down (particularly HMS) would remove a significant proportion of the capacity issue in the Hexham partnership.  Email:  As the parent of a child at Whitley Chapel C of E First School, which has been earmarked for closure in all three of the county council’s proposed scenarios, I would like to outline my concerns regarding the adverse impacts of the closure of this excellent school on our children’s education and well-being, as well on the wider community, including:

The loss of a unique, nurturing learning environment tailored to the needs of children from small isolated communities who may be unused to having a large peer group.
The need upon closure for children from the age of four to travel long distances to school, with knock-on effects on learning due to tiredness, and on family life, due to the extra time taken.
Loss of jobs within the community.
Lack of school means it would be difficult to attract young families to the area, with far reaching impact including ageing community and economic effects due to a shrinking population.
In the school’s absence, the adjacent parish hall and church may also be under threat.
The proposals vastly reduce parental choice regarding the number and types of schools in the area, and the fact that the suggested merger school is not a C of E school.
Closure of our school would lead to lack of early years provision in the area.

I strongly feel that Whitley Chapel First School should NOT be closed:

Our school has high standards and produces good academic results, and happy, enthusiastic children.
Its finances are well-managed, it is NOT in deficit and it is NOT over-capacity in terms of staff numbers.
The setting of the school allows for a multitude of outdoor activities, at a time when there are government initiatives to encourage physical activity in children.
There is a growing local population with a predicted influx of young children to the school this year and next. Continued provision for Early Years and beyond is necessary in this area.
The school buildings (which are owned and maintained by the diocese) have recently been improved, updated, and ‘future-proofed’.
We have a strong governing body.
The school enjoys a great deal of community help and support, with sharing of expertise, volunteers helping in classrooms, as well as financial donations. This goodwill (and the financial savings that are associated      with it) would be likely to be lost if the pupils transferred elsewhere.
The National Funding Formula is projected to improve Whitley Chapel School’s financial situation.
The school has a track record of listening and responding to stakeholders and serving the changing needs of the community. The management have demonstrated that they are prepared to initiate change and be flexible when required.
I am also greatly concerned that NCC’s consultation documents provide no specific information about how any of the three proposed scenarios for the future of the education system will solve the stated problems. As such, they are not fit for purpose, and certainly do not provide the basis for any informed parental choice.

 

Parent/carer

Whitley Chapel C of E First School Steel

No

HBHS has expressed a wish to stay open- this should be explored.  The proposed closure of the multiple schools removes parental choice and would jeopardise the future of small rural communities (especially at a time where advanced internet provision means that these have an opportunity to expand).  The closure of Whitley Chapel First School specifically would lead to: " Loss of a unique, nurturing learning environment tailored to the needs of children who may be unused to having a large peer group. " Children from the age of four travelling long distances to school. " Adverse effects across the community including a loss of jobs. " Lack of school means it would be difficult to attract young families to the area, with far reaching impact including ageing community and economic effects due to shrinking population. " In the school's absence, the parish hall and our church may also be under threat. " Removing parental choice. " Lack of early years provision in the area. " The fact that the suggested alternative school is not C of E.  I strongly feel that Whitley Chapel School should NOT be closed: " Our school has high standards and produces good academic results, and happy, enthusiastic children.  " Its finances are well-managed, it is NOT in deficit and it is NOT over-capacity in terms of staff numbers.  " It provides a unique learning environment that nurtures the whole child.  " The setting of the school allows for a multitude of outdoor activities, at a time when there are government initiatives to encourage physical activity in children.  " There is a growing local population with a predicted influx of young children to the school this year and next. Continued Early Years provision is necessary in this area. " The school buildings (which are owned and maintained by the diocese) have recently been improved, updated, and 'future-proofed'. " We have a strong governing body. " The school enjoys a great deal of community help and support, with sharing of expertise, volunteers helping in classrooms, as well as financial donations. This goodwill (and the financial savings that are associate with it) would be likely to be lost if the pupils transferred elsewhere. " The National Funding Formula (2020) is projected to improve Whitley Chapel School's financial situation. " The school has a track record of listening and responding to stakeholders and serving the community. The management have demonstrated that they are prepared to initiate change and be flexible when required.  

No

" The proposed changes remove parental choice, both with regards to the number and type of first/primary schools available and the fact that the  secondary school would have a capacity of approximately 2,250 pupils and be one of the biggest in the country, which is an extremely unattractive prospect for many.  "       The current three-tier system works well in W. Northumberland as evidenced by excellent academic results. The opinion of most local teachers is that these are due, at least in part, to the extra two years of specialist teaching that pupils in the three-tier system receive in years 5 and 6, compared to those in a two-tier system, who do not enter schools with advanced facilities or subject streaming until year 7. Any alteration to this has great potential to adversely affect academic attainment.  " Rural Northumberland is a unique area with special needs, and to state that it is 'out of step with the vast majority of schools nationally' assumes that it could be shoe-horned into a 'one size fits all' model. In reality, the three-tier system suits and serves rural Northumberland very well. Children from small, often isolated rural communities, many of whom will have never experienced a large peer group, are initially educated close to home in small classes. Middle schools provide an intermediate step, before pupils enter a large high school. This allows them to organically develop social and emotional maturity, and the skills for learning. In a two-tier system they will move straight from a very small primary to a very large secondary, which can cause serious emotional stress. The pastoral system in a large secondary school is also much less effective in identifying individuals who require support.   Closure of some first schools would lead to issues including: o Loss of high-achieving, financially viable, emotionally nurturing schools. o Children from the age of four travelling long distances to school o Negative effects across communities including a loss of jobs and difficulty attracting young families to certain areas. o Lack of early years provision in some areas.  " The period of change would likely be turbulent across the whole of the Hexham partnership, with the potential for adverse educational, emotional, and wider social effects on children who are within the system.  " There is overwhelming support among local parents for the current three-tier system, as evidenced by the thousands of people signing petitions in its support and the results of HLT's informal consultation in summer 2017.   " It is unjust and inappropriate that the dictatorial actions of the HLT impose sweeping top-down change across the whole of the West Northumberland school system, by effectively enforcing the closure of first and middle schools. If the council wishes to take back control and stop HLT from dictating the nature of the school system, they could simply refuse to engage and publicly state that they will NOT close the middle schools- HLT's plan could then not go ahead as they need to be the single education provider from the age of 11 to be financially viable  "      There is no good reason for the current format of the schools within the Hadrian Learning Trust to be altered, and in fact conversion from a three-to a two-tier system is likely to have far-reaching adverse effects on our children's education.   Closure of Whitley Chapel First School specifically, would lead to: " Loss of a unique, nurturing learning environment tailored to the needs of children who may be unused to having a large peer group. " Children from the age of four travelling long distances to school. " Adverse effects across the community including a loss of jobs. " Lack of school means it would be difficult to attract young families to the area, with far reaching impact including ageing community and economic effects due to shrinking population. " In the school's absence, the parish hall and our church may also be under threat. " Removing parental choice. " Lack of early years provision in the area. " The fact that the suggested alternative school is not C of E.  I strongly feel that Whitley Chapel School should NOT be closed: " Our school has high standards and produces good academic results, and happy, enthusiastic children.  " Its finances are well-managed, it is NOT in deficit and it is NOT over-capacity in terms of staff numbers.  " It provides a unique learning environment that nurtures the whole child.  " The setting of the school allows for a multitude of outdoor activities, at a time when there are government initiatives to encourage physical activity in children.  " There is a growing local population with a predicted influx of young children to the school this year and next. Continued Early Years provision is necessary in this area. " The school buildings (which are owned and maintained by the diocese) have recently been improved, updated, and 'future-proofed'. " We have a strong governing body. " The school enjoys a great deal of community help and support, with sharing of expertise, volunteers helping in classrooms, as well as financial donations. This goodwill (and the financial savings that are associate with it) would be likely to be lost if the pupils transferred elsewhere. " The National Funding Formula (2020) is projected to improve Whitley Chapel School's financial situation. " The school has a track record of listening and responding to stakeholders and serving the community. The management have demonstrated that they are prepared to initiate change and be flexible when required.   

No

I am not a resident of Haydon Bridge and therefore cannot provide in-depth comments on the proposals relating to that area. My only comment is that a school with such a large age range would have to be carefully managed to ensure the children only mixed in age-appropriate groups.   The idea to create a single 9-18 school from the HLT's schools is not acceptable but please see my comments below for an alternative proposal.  The closure of multiple first schools in also unacceptable and would have detrimental effects on small rural communities. The specific effects of the closure of Whitley Chapel School would include:  " Loss of a unique, nurturing learning environment tailored to the needs of children who may be unused to having a large peer group. " Children from the age of four travelling long distances to school. " Adverse effects across the community including a loss of jobs. " Lack of school means it would be difficult to attract young families to the area, with far reaching impact including ageing community and economic effects due to shrinking population. " In the school's absence, the parish hall and our church may also be under threat. " Removing parental choice. " Lack of early years provision in the area. " The fact that the suggested alternative school is not C of E.  I strongly feel that Whitley Chapel School should NOT be closed: " Our school has high standards and produces good academic results, and happy, enthusiastic children.  " Its finances are well-managed, it is NOT in deficit and it is NOT over-capacity in terms of staff numbers.  " It provides a unique learning environment that nurtures the whole child.  " The setting of the school allows for a multitude of outdoor activities, at a time when there are government initiatives to encourage physical activity in children.  " There is a growing local population with a predicted influx of young children to the school this year and next. Continued Early Years provision is necessary in this area. " The school buildings (which are owned and maintained by the diocese) have recently been improved, updated, and 'future-proofed'. " We have a strong governing body. " The school enjoys a great deal of community help and support, with sharing of expertise, volunteers helping in classrooms, as well as financial donations. This goodwill (and the financial savings that are associate with it) would be likely to be lost if the pupils transferred elsewhere. " The National Funding Formula (2020) is projected to improve Whitley Chapel School's financial situation. " The school has a track record of listening and responding to stakeholders and serving the community. The management have demonstrated that they are prepared to initiate change and be flexible when required.  

Overall Model C is not acceptable, however, some aspects could be improved to modify the current system and make it more financially viable. For example, instead of the HLT's schools becoming a single 9-18 school they could remain as separate middle and high schools but be re-sited to a single site with some shared resources such as sports facilities, specialist equipment, and possibly even some teaching staff. Building them on a smaller scale would  solve a significant proportion of the capacity issues in the Hexham partnership. This type of reorganisation would mean that they fulfil NCC's remit for a separate capital investment programme from the council core budget (the consultation document states that this is 'potentially linked with a programme of rationalisation of school buildings......such money cannot simply be spent on subsidising existing school buildings as it relies upon a rationalisation and investment process'). 

In short, there is no rational reason for the closure of Whitley Chapel First School. In fact, closure would be likely to have far-reaching adverse effects both to local children now and in the future, and also the wider community. A value cannot be placed on the unique attributes of this school and others like it, and it is incredibly short-sighted to attempt to save money by making them an easy target for closure. I therefore hope that Northumberland County Council will reconsider their decision to impose any change to the school system in West Northumberland.



[bookmark: 11]No

The Councillors believe that the consultation has not factored the requirements or the challenges of the children in the rural areas of west Northumberland.  There is concern that when a rural school is closed this has a detrimental impact on local community and fewer people are likely to be attracted to the area. It is for this reason that Rochester with Byrness Parish Councillors believe an alternative solution needs to be found that doesn't have such a devastating impact.  Additionally there needs to be provision made that would allow parents the choice for their children to go to either Hexham or Ponteland for education and that both areas area considered to be within the catchment area for choice.   The Councillors also welcome thoughts as to the proposed impact on the Catholic schools within Hexham area.

No

The Councillors believe that the consultation has not factored the requirements or the challenges of the children in the rural areas of west Northumberland.  There is concern that when a rural school is closed this has a detrimental impact on local community and fewer people are likely to be attracted to the area. It is for this reason that Rochester with Byrness Parish Councillors believe an alternative solution needs to be found that doesn't have such a devastating impact.  Additionally there needs to be provision made that would allow parents the choice for their children to go to either Hexham or Ponteland for education and that both areas area considered to be within the catchment area for choice.   The Councillors also welcome thoughts as to the proposed impact on the Catholic schools within Hexham area.

No

The Councillors believe that the consultation has not factored the requirements or the challenges of the children in the rural areas of west Northumberland.  There is concern that when a rural school is closed this has a detrimental impact on local community and fewer people are likely to be attracted to the area. It is for this reason that Rochester with Byrness Parish Councillors believe an alternative solution needs to be found that doesn't have such a devastating impact.  Additionally there needs to be provision made that would allow parents the choice for their children to go to either Hexham or Ponteland for education and that both areas area considered to be within the catchment area for choice.   The Councillors also welcome thoughts as to the proposed impact on the Catholic schools within Hexham area.

The Parish Councillors seek a further review that considers the rural schools and options for these all to remain open. Additionally consideration must be given to ensuring the journey times for children are kept to be as short as possible and that Ponteland is included in the catchment area for parents to choose the location for the education of their children.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale Town No

Mis-trust of the management of QEHS given recent headlines regarding conduct of exams and information given in respect of their proposed conversion to 2 tier. Major concerns as to the provision of education to large class numbers and in a school that is not able to support an influx of pupils from other schools. Also major concerns that proposals include the closure of schools with Good Ofsted ratings and merging with schools where improvement is required. I cannot see the benefits in maintaining both a 2 tier and 3 tier system across the area, the system needs to be one or the other so that there is consistency. Timelines are really worrying, and would seriously impact on the education of my children. Lack of detail at the kinds of education provision for pupils, will it be academic primarily or will there be a mix of provision between academic and vocational. Lack of financial information to be able to make a truly informed decision.

No

Mis-trust of the management of QEHS given recent headlines regarding conduct of exams and information given in respect of their proposed conversion to 2 tier. Major concerns as to the provision of education to large class numbers and in a school that is not able to support an influx of pupils from other schools. Also major concerns that proposals include the closure of schools with Good Ofsted ratings and merging with schools where improvement is required.I cannot see the benefits in maintaining both a 2 tier and 3 tier system across the area, the system needs to be one or the other so that there is consistency.Timelines are really worrying, and would seriously impact on the education of my children. Lack of detail at the kinds of education provision for pupils, will it be academic primarily or will there be a mix of provision between academic and vocational. Lack of financial information to be able to make a truly informed decision.

No

Whilst this option would secure the future of HBHS, I am not happy about the proposed age ranges for the campus. The implications for the feeder Primary schools seriously threaten their viability, as well as concerns regarding school transport for such a broad age range, personally would not want 4 year old children being exposed to the behaviour/language of older children whilst between home and school where no control can be exercised. Concerned about the loss of 6th form provision to a school that focuses on vocational as well as academic courses.

Haydon Bridge High School to remain open with the provision of 11-18 education, securing the feeder Primary/Middle schools. Based on the proposal submitted by HBHS, the introduction of GCSE courses/exams running across yrs 9,10 &amp; 11 giving the potential for more qualifications in subjects that give a good mix for pupils who chose the vocational path or those who chose the academic path. Maintains the 6th form and gives continuity to the pupils to study relevant subjects to their chosen paths rather than having to relocate to further their studies. Investment into the school buildings would be preferable to the investment into building a "super school".  Since the current Headmaster took position there has been a complete reversal in the attitudes of the school, having had children in the school under previous heads, I can see major changes in the quality of the teaching and for the better. The pastoral support given by the school is of an excellent nature and they deal quickly and effectively with any concerns that we have raised. The confidence has been further boosted by the fact that once Bright Tribe had withdrawn from the academisation process, the headmaster remained in post giving further confidence in the school.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

St joeseph's

Corbridge

No

Schools in the West of Northumberland face challenges, including large financial deficit at HBHS and preference of HLT to move to two tier.  But in my view the Council's options analysis does not set out proper explanations for all the proposed changes or a vision for future of education.  Nor does it provide an articulation of the costs or benefits of the models.  Particular concerns: - very little focus on educational outcomes - financial analysis does not take into account changes in NFF, and provides misleading insinuation that its introduction will make finding worse for most schools.  Analysis by our MP, Council officers and on the Council website suggests the opposite is the case. - no evidence whether financial pressures facing majority of schools in west of Northumberland are worse than elsewhere in country, or that there is a particularly acute problem that justifies such major structural changes (except for HBHS). Because of the school budget setting process, and cautious assumptions made by Governing bodies, it is misleading to look at projected budgets and conclude that financial deficits are inevitable. More weight should be placed on the ability of schools to previously balance their budget. - models mix up a number of issues which should be considered separately - no financial or educational justification provided for closing so many first schools  I have particular concerns that Beaufront has been identified for even potential closure.  It is an outstanding school, with superb educational outcomes. I have studied its finances and am confident that it is financially sustainable. It also provides a differentiated offer to parents.  Acomb is not a natural alternative; not geographically close enough and I was particularly attracted to Beaufront by its values and  outstanding features - including unique family atmosphere and whole school community which it has.  I would like to provide a personal perspective as a parent.  My eldest daughter recently left Beaufront, having reached exceeding standards across many subjects.  She entered the school after 1.5 years at Corbridge, where she had made poor progress, but identified as a well behaved "no problems child".  Within two days at Beaufront she had been assessed, learning challenges identified and additional help recommended. I believe that the size and values at Beaufront meant she went from being parked to being supported.

No

See above

No

See above.

My belief is that the different issues need to be individually assessed.  1. Future of HBHS  We do not live in the HBHS catchment area and am only partially sighted on its issues.  I hope a solution can be found, but ultimately it needs to be attractive to prospective parents, achieve excellent educational outcomes and be financially viable in its own right.  2. Two or three tier  My understanding of the evidence is that there is no conclusive evidence that major structural change improves outcomes.  Leadership and outstanding teaching are the important factors, and my view is that energy, time and resources should be focussed on these more important issues.  In urban areas, with many potential learning journeys, transitions In a 3 tier system can be hard to manage.  But in a rural area with relatively few schools there is no reason why these cannot be manage effectively.    It is unclear if the cost savings in moving to 2-tier are significant, and capital costs at existing first schools need to be considered.  That being said, I would have been happy for Beaufront to become a primary school and my children to be educated in a 2-tier system.  Indeed, from a personal perspective I would prefer the additional 2 years at Beaufront, but my views set out in this response reflect my beliefs about the system as a whole, including for those living in remote rural areas.  If a change is made, I would urge the more accelerated timetable proposed by the Council.  I would be very unhappy with the longer process recommended by HLT, as I would not want my children to be in addle school which has been identified for closure, for an extended period. I would instead look to move my children to te educational system in Newcastle.  3. Future of small rural schools  As set out below, I do not think that justification has been provided for the dramatic programme of school closures proposed by the Council.  I have personal knowledge of Beaufront and do not believe there is any justification for its potential closure. I know other schools less well, but propose that each is considered separately to identify if it is producing excellent results and is financially viable.  The impact on communities should also be considered.  4. Cost savings and co-ordination  I would welcome proposals for even stronger collaboration between schools, to save money, share resources and improve outcomes.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

This model will not provide the quality, rounded education that I expect all children in Northumberland to receive, including my own.

No

This model will not provide the quality, rounded education that I expect all children in Northumberland to receive, including my own.

No

This model will not provide the quality, rounded education that I expect all children in Northumberland to receive, including my own.

We should insist that high school education in the area receives new leadership that takes a fresh look at the causes of the problems in individual high schools and doesn't look to break uo aspects of the area's current system that are actually working.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Acomb first school is a financially sustainable school with the majority of the children in the catchment area, and again the majority of whom walk to school. Closing Acomb would have a negative environmental impact.  The village is expanding and has a good balance of young and older residents, closing the village school would limit the attraction of the village for new families.  The facilities offered by the school are varied including the breakfast club and after school club and also classes run by the teachers themselves which offer opportunities for children to pursue a variety of new activities.  There is a natural progression from the local nursery which is attached to the school is an added bonus for the local families and helps reduce disruption to the children as they familiar with their surroundings when moving through their early years in education.

Would suggest a sharing of resources among the schools using the funding that would need to be spent on expanding the current schools to accommodate the pupils involved in the closures.

No

As with option A, there is no choice as the closure appears in Model A, B and C.  Acomb first school is a financially sustainable school with the majority of the children in the catchment area, and again the majority of whom walk to school. Closing Acomb would have a negative environmental impact.  The village is expanding and has a good balance of young and older residents, closing the village school would limit the attraction of the village for new families.  The facilities offered by the school are varied including the breakfast club and after school club and also classes run by the teachers themselves which offer opportunities for children to pursue a variety of new activities.  There is a natural progression from the local nursery which is attached to the school is an added bonus for the local families and helps reduce disruption to the children as they familiar with their surroundings when moving through their early years in education.

Would suggest a sharing of resources among the schools using the funding that would need to be spent on expanding the current schools to accommodate the pupils involved in the closures.

No

As with option A and B there is no choice as the closure appears in Model A, B and C.  Acomb first school is a financially sustainable school with the majority of the children in the catchment area, and again the majority of whom walk to school. Closing Acomb would have a negative environmental impact.  The village is expanding and has a good balance of young and older residents, closing the village school would limit the attraction of the village for new families.  The facilities offered by the school are varied including the breakfast club and after school club and also classes run by the teachers themselves which offer opportunities for children to pursue a variety of new activities.  There is a natural progression from the local nursery which is attached to the school is an added bonus for the local families and helps reduce disruption to the children as they familiar with their surroundings when moving through their early years in education.

Would suggest a sharing of resources among the schools using the funding that would need to be spent on expanding the current schools to accommodate the pupils involved in the closures.

Disagree strongly with the proposals to close Acomb school.  My granddaughter is very happy at Acomb school and is progressing well and very settled in this schools environment.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Bardon Mill

No

I cannot see how making a secondary school with 1550 students and no alternative secondary provision can improve the educational outcomes for students. All the evidence suggests that secondary schools should be 750 to 1000 (maximum) students for best outcomes.  There is insufficient space at QEHS to accommodate the increased student numbers and students in the intervening years will be seriously disadvantaged with inadequate facilities.  Many students from the rural areas will not be able to cope with the change to such a large school - many struggle currently with the changes they face.  In considering travelling distances the initial distance to current schools has not been considered. The additional miles that would need to be travelled would make travel times unacceptable for the seven years that students would be at Hexham.  The impact on rural areas following the closure of schools could be devastating with many communities losing and not attracting families as there will be a tendency for them to locate themselves within easy travel time of Hexham.

No

As for Model A except the student role of 2250 is even more unacceptable.

No

To keep HBHS as a 4-16 school does not make any sense.  Haydon Bridge already has a perfectly good primary school; how would having a second one help with surplus places?  To take away the 6th form provision will force students to go to Newcastle or Carlisle for post 16 education unless they meet the high demands that QEHS set for admittance to their 6th form.  Unless it is an unfortunate error the timeline shows students from Haltwhistle and Bellingham Middle Schools go to Hexham (why would students from Haltwhistle have to by-pass HBHS in order to travel further to school?).  This would leave the secondary intake for HBHS as being those students in the main from the primary schools at Allendale and Haydon Bridge.

The proposal put forward by HBHS provides a proper choice for students between an academic curriculum and one that provides a vocational curriculum alongside an academic curriculum.  Many students from the rural areas in the west of the county attend school because they have to rather than because they want to.  To give them the opportunity to study vocational subjects will enable them to continue working and living in rural areas with the skills they actually need and will make them more likely to engage with education.  They will gain some of the skills and certificates of competence that employers require and so give them a better chance of securing employment, especially if apprenticeship training can be undertaken.  There are no opportunities in any of the 3 proposals put forward for students to follow their desired pathways if they are not academic or do not want to go to university.  To have a centre of excellence that addresses this in Haydon Bridge will help retain students beyond 16 and attract additional students from outside the existing catchment area.  It will be fantastic to have a school in the area that provides a significantly different curriculum choice from that which is currently, or will be, on offer for those that do not want a purely academic route.  The retention of young people within the rural areas can only help to keep those communities vibrant and viable as that is where many of them will want to keep their family ties.  The school is to be congratulated on the outcomes that have been achieved considering the uncertainty that has surrounded it over the last few years.  The school roll would not have fallen to the level it is currently had sufficient support and reassurances been provided by the county council rather than the negative attitudes that seem to have prevailed over the years.  The school is also seeking to establish a specialist SEND provision.  This can only benefit those students as they will be integrated within the school and included in main stream provision when appropriate so enabling them to acquire skills needed for their futures.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Broomley First School

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

No

Yes

Model A, B and C are not an option for me as Wark is a viable and busy school and I see no need to close such an excellent school.  My children thrived at this school and the young children today deserve the same brilliant standard of education.  Closing the school will have a negative affect on our community.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Knaresdale

Yes

Have two high schools (QEHS and HBHS) but keep the first schools and middle schools as said in this model.

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Consett

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Allendale Primary School

No

Large scale schools are not supportive to children in rural settings, three tier is better at supporting rural children and helps to support transitions between phases much better

No

Again this involves the removal of the three tier system, this is the most supportive for pupils in rural settings and supports transitions much better

No

As before the removal of three tier does not support pupils and transition is better in the system that we have now, pupils are the focus now as opposed to the suggested models

Maintain the three tier system for the benefit of the learners

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Don't know

Possibly, it does retain a three tier system but loses a lot of good first schools.  I would support the corbridge middle school approach to combine resources, maintain the life of the villages by continueing to support the smaller schools which for 4yo children allow them to settle in to full time education in a supportive and familiar environment.  I would also support a school at Hayden bridge to allow parents to choose a different type of schooling for their children as it could be turned into a more collaborative partnership with local businesses or follow a more vocational pathway. 

Possibly, it does retain a three tier system but loses a lot of good first schools.  I would support the corbridge middle school approach to combine resources, maintain the life of the villages and continue to support the smaller schools which for 4yo children allow them to settle in to full time education in a supportive and familiar environment.  I would also support a school at Hayden bridge to allow parents to choose a different type of schooling for their children as it could be turned into a more collaborative partnership with local businesses or follow a more vocational pathway. 

No

I dont feel moving to a two tier system is beneficial for children, there are lots of points of evidence for this on the school responses.  Children can be nurtured more through a three tier system and this system has been built over many years in northumberland with excellent school results. 

No

It seems a fudge to convert some to primary schools and leave some as first schools. Why? As for a 4-16yo school  at Hayden bridge this doesn't make sense, it is such a huge age range how can it respond to the needs of all the children across this range.  What avout the needs of the 16-18yo in Haydon Bridge. There are already schools set up to feed Haydon Bridge and parents would gladly send their children there if the school was invested in. 

I would support a collaborative hub approach,  Certainly the closing of Beaufront first school seems to make sense as it is less than 2miles from Acomb has limited space and only has 4 children which attend from its catchment area. I fully support the other small schools which offer such a valuable service to the children from their community who invest in the school and it therefore it continues to be the centre of the village. 

Staff Member

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

This still doesn't solve the educational issues of three tier rather than two tier. The whole educational system in England is set up for two tier and our students being in three tier puts them at a disadvantage compared to the rest of the country. It also puts the teachers under huge pressure to teach GCSEs in just two years rather than the three that all other schools use.

If model A did go ahead then a serious amount of money, planning and staffing would need to be provided for QEHS to absorb the extra students. Any students half way through either their GCSEs or A levels/BTECs would need to be able to complete their qualifications - some of these are in classes of one in Sixth Form, so would be an extremely expensive model for the year of completion. Even if students are doing the same subjects and they fit in the same option blocks, often the order they've been taught in or the coursework that's been completed makes it impossible to just merge into an existing QEHS class.  Part of my role at QEHS is to meet with students and parents of young people who want to join the school because they have moved from other parts of the country or want to transfer from Hayden Bridge or Proudhoe. If they are wanting to transfer in Y10 or Y12, our advice is always to drop back a year as switching half way through just cannot work. Please do not inflict this onto the Hayden Bridge students or the QE teachers without the necessary excess budgets to allow the current HB pupils to complete their GCSE or A levels/BTECs. One way to help with this would be to make sure that Sixth Form students transfer a year earlier I.e. That no students start Y12 at HB this September. Another consideration is the amount of lead up time it takes to gather students GCSE and Sixth Form options in order to create the timetable. we currently interview the 600 Y9 and Y12 students during February and March to be able to create the timetable. W would obviously need the capacity (and therefore budget) and access to the HB students at this time in order to be able to plan to include them as well.

Yes

I believe that Hayden Bridge is no longer sustainable and that if they were forced to work within budget (as we are) that the small year groups mean that students would have an extremely limited choice of subjects. I strongly believe that we need to go to a two tier model so that students can be studying all subjects from Y7 with specialist teachers and facilities and that this should be open to the students in the Hayden Bridge catchment as well as those in the QEHS catchment.

I am extremely concerned about the proposed timings. If model B does go ahead then a serious amount of additional money, planning and staffing would need to be provided for QEHS to absorb the extra students. Any students half way through either their GCSEs or A levels/BTECs would need to be able to complete their qualifications - some of these are in classes of one in Sixth Form at HB, so would be an extremely expensive model for the year of completion. As Hayden Bridge has been allowed to continue with this model for a number of years at a huge deficit, it would only be fair that QEHS be provided with the same money for the year they need to complete these extremely expensive classes.  Even if students are doing the same subjects and they happen to fit in the same option blocks, often they are doing a different exam board, they've been taught the modules in a different order or the coursework that's been completed makes it impossible to just merge into an existing QEHS class.  Part of my role at QEHS is to meet with students and parents of young people who want to join the school because they have moved from other parts of the country or want to transfer from Haydon Bridge or Prudhoe. If they are wanting to transfer within Y10 or Y12, our advice is always to drop back a year as switching half way through just cannot work. Please do not inflict this onto the Hayden Bridge students or the QE teachers without the necessary excess budgets to allow the current HB pupils to complete their GCSE or A levels/BTECs. One way to help with this would be to make sure that Sixth Form students transfer a year earlier i.e. that no students start Y12 at HB this September. Another consideration is the amount of lead up time it takes to gather students GCSE and Sixth Form options in order to create the timetable. We currently interview the 600 Y9 and Y12 students during February and March to be able to create the timetable. We would obviously need the capacity (and therefore budget) and access to the HB students at this time in 2019 in order to be able to plan to include them as well.

Don't know

This seems to still be an expensive model as it will mean new buildings for Haydon Bridge in addition to a new school for QEHS. The new Haydon Bridge would still have small year groups and this will restrict the subject choice at GCSE if they are working within budget. They may continue to struggle to attract subject specialist staff for the exam years (as they often tend to prefer to also teach Sixth Form) and therefore their results may continue to be lower. However keeping QEHS at a more manageable size would be beneficial.

One alternative would be a Sixth Form for the whole Tyne Valley. The huge reduction in Sixth Form funding is what's caused the problem for all the Tyne Valley schools and having a larger Sixth Form would enable us all to spread the cost and allow more subject choice to the students and allow us to maintain more vocational as well as academic choices for them. There are downsides to this too though as teaching staff often particularly enjoy teaciphing Sixth Form and this could affect recruitment to the remaining 11-16 schools.

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

It's just not credible, 

No

Probably closest to what is needed but it doesn't look as though it has been properly thought out in relation to mergers/closures. Like much of the documentation, it comes across as hastily put together, with no real logical explanation. Which is a shame considering the importance of the consultation, it would have been helpful is the consultation could have been written more clearly. 

No

A very weird hybrid model, that would create mayhem educationally.  There would be the slow demise of some of the schools with another round of closures on the back of parents voting with their feet. 

There is clearly a strong case for taking both Hexham and Haydon Bridge partnerships two-tier.  When looked at properly the HLT proposals look sound and well thought out. It's all well and good retaining a full set of nice first and middle schools, but if that ultimately means narrowing the curriculum and removing option choices then it is not worth it.  The attraction of my children ultimately ending up at QE is the combination of strong educational performance and a wide a range of option choices, probably the one of the widest in the region.   The Hexham partnership achieves strong educational performance due to the sum of its parts, great pupil, great schools, great teachers and great parents.  Changing to two-tier will not compromise this at all as most schools and teachers would be retained. It would mean however that more teachers could be retained than under 3 tier, which will give that breadth of options which the children and parents value so much.  National policy is out of sync with three their - educationally and in terms of funding. There are very few 3 tier systems left in the country. Two tier works, it works in rural settings.  As part of the consultation process, talk to North Yorkshire council and see how it has worked for them and their recent lift in performance. Talk to the secondary school in Richmond that serves a community much like Hexham (their website gives a good description of the catchment) see if they think two-tier works for them.  There will be very few if any 3 tier systems left if any in 5-10 years time.  Educationally 3 tier is not best for the children.  All the middle schools in Northumberland "hothouse" their pupils as soon as they arrive in year 5, to get them up to the standards needed to get through SATS. And unless changes can be made to the key stages (not credible), then 2 tier is the only way to remove this "hothousing".   In an ideal world, there would be a secondary school in Hexham and Haydon Bridge.  I fear trying to turn back the tide may be too late with many parents already sending their children to Hexham. If a viable school can't be established in Haydon Bridge then Hexham is the only option it would seem. The only possible alternative would be to see if HLT could sponsor Haydon Bridge if HLT was prepared to do this.  They clearly know how to run a school and would not be some out of region mob like Bright Tribe that only seemed to be in it for the money.  The NCC consultation has been very poorly set out and has only acted to ignite strong flames of protest.  It has caused anger and fear, creating headlines that the council is going to decimate the schools in the west of Northumberland, which I would guess would never happen and was never going to happen.  It has set school against school and led to the creation of a very vocal (but ultimately small - out of catchment) protest group, who have leapt upon this crazy consultation and fanned the flames even more.  They have whisked up hysteria by creating fear of a doomsday scenario.    Two tier will enable most, if not all the village first schools to remain open by becoming primary. It will ensure that the breadth of education is retained higher up in the pyramid, which we all value highly.   This is a unique oppourtunity.  Investing in new school facilities to match a three teir system would be crazy, given that there would inevitably be the need to reorganise again in 5 years time. If you aregoing to invest - which everyone agrees is needed, then invest in two tier.  And don't go for some crazy hybrid/mixed, two and three tier. Again this will unravel and be death by a thousand cuts of many schools over time, with pupils suffering during this process. 

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

Haltwhistle

No

This is what NCC have wanted for years.  Why allow HBS deficit to go down from 2014 why was nothing done before now. These primary schools have always managed ok till now, we are a rural community. We are not town/city based like NCC at County Hall. QEHS - This school is also in deficit, they have lost mock exam papers, they are pressuring their own students how to answer their consultations forms. QEHS did not want HBHS pupils when parents were asked in 2017. Hatlwhistle is not under RSC yet so it's not a fair consultation presuming it is. If RSC does take over it seems as if it will force Haltwhistle to change it's age range from 4-9 to 4-11 years old.

Give more funding to HBHS as there isn't a viable reason why the cash is going to QEHS other than above it still isn't right. As you are not showing us the true data for the last 5 years nor are you saying how much deficit QEHS have.

No

No as again if you say HBHS and QEHS were to merge then HBHS would close, you are not saying why! Cash should be put into the west of the county as it seems NCC forget Northumberland stretches to the Border. Again it is what NCC want a 2 tier system not once are you thinking of the children.  Again you are measuring the closest schools based on Hexham. I thought this hadn't been decided?? But why no measurable distances against HBHS? The comparison table on model B uses a different coding, with no explanation. What does I mean??  This will need to be put out in new consultations as everything needs to be equal and this isn't and it should be a fair consulation. If this isn't addressed I will bring this up at a later date and provide this dated document as evidence.

Put cash into HBHS. Share pupils from QEHS to HBHS and Prudhoe and QEHS on share or merge as it seems again only West of the County are being disadvantaged, why?? as again this is not equal to everyone.

No

As by the document it seems Greenhead would remain as it is as there is no mention of closure, nor is there any mention of change to the schools at Haltwhistle.  If you were proposing a change of closure in these school a new consultation document would need to be sent out to everyone. However again the table and codes are different to those under model A. this is an error and a new consultation period would need to begin to show these correctly. There is money available to fund new buildings on site, so this school can be saved - why is this money not available under the other models proposed by NCC?

There is clearly money to be spent either saving HBHS or building one or two new schools to be equal using the distance between Greenhead and Hexham a new school should be built within the Bardon Mill region equal on distance.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle

Haltwhistle

Yes

Two high schoolsNo

Yes

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Yes

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle

Haltwhistle

Yes

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle School

Haltwhistle

Yes

I think there should be two High Schools

Don't Know

Don't Know

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Queen Elizabeth High School. Haltwhistle community campus upper school

Haltwhistle

Don't know

Not sure this is actually the answer. But it does have some good points. My only concern is the effect this will have on the children moving at such a late stage in there education and if it will have dramatic effect on the teaching, as having to address more students and class size.

No

This is not an option for me at all. No

This is not a option that work in anyone's best interest.

The Haltwhistle Community Campus upper School have put forward a proposal. Which I think would benefit our area in the best way. I am behind them 100 %. They have thought of everything and as a parent this is very helpful. As I don't always understand everything that is being said in meetings.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

In my mind NCC's entire consultation is flawed with the proposals hinging too much on the unknown output of the HLT consultation.  This option relies on HLT retaining 3-tier (which appears unlikely), closes HBHS, and then moves promptly into discussing changes to first, middle and primary schools, which in itself should not be in the scope of this consultation, particularly for the Hexham partnership. It also makes no consideration of the impact on the Prudhoe partnership of such far reaching changes.  It is also unclear if NCC have any real say in the closure of HBHS as it is not clear if it is now considered an academy without sponsor or a maintained school, and no consideration appears to have been given to proposals from the staff at HBHS.  It seems abundantly clear that there is a lack of local knowledge of the impacted first schools from the consultation authors, and this proposal ignores the guidance presented in the initial background, namely that first schools should have a minimum capacity of 75, which would tend to suggest that both Acomb and Beaufront schools should be excluded from change at this time as they meet that criteria and are both currently viable and well supported by their parents and wider communities. Those communities are in many ways very different and would not present a good fit in any merger.  Acomb 1st school is very much a part of the Acomb Village community with the majority of the children coming from within the village and able to walk to school. The majority of parents are more than happy with both the educational progress and the pastoral care received by their children, which is further evidenced by recent Ofsted reports.  There are excellent options for wrap-around care, and a broad curriculum including forest school and use of the other excellent outdoor spaces.  I am confident in their plans for the future as either a first or primary school in partnership with the other Hexham schools and Little Oaks nursery.  While there is some spare capacity, there is not sufficient to absorb the current Beaufront intake (should they all choose Acomb) and it would cause traffic issues in the village given so many of the extra children are out of catchment and require personal transport.  Similarly, Beaufront could not absorb the Acomb intake, and given the majority of the Acomb children are in catchment, a large coach would be required to transport the children (as they would be eligible for free NCC transport) but the road infrastructure between Acomb and Beaufront is not suitable.  There is no safe walking route between the 2 schools and increasing the number of cars dropping off would also be problematic.  I don't see many parents who can currently walk to school being happy with their children travelling by bus with limited supervision at such a young age.

As with the other proposals, there is insufficient information to think it could be viable via minor adjustment. It is my belief that Northumberland County Council should have regained control of HBHS and done a thorough assessment of the improvements staff and parents claim are being made before consulting. They should also have pushed HLT to conclude their consultation and present their business case before jumping into modelling the options.  I would also like the question answered as to why the RSC has so much say over HBHS if academisation was never completed.  This feels like the central government 'academisation at any cost' policy has been allowed to spill over into local decision making.  The focus should be on what is best for our children!

No

Again, this option has significant flaws and the proposal presented is vague at best!  While I suspect HTL will choose to converting to 2-tier and change their age range there are only vague allusions here to finding an appropriate site and developing suitable new buildings, but no meaningful information to assess.  This 'super-school' must cater to a catchment that is geographically huge, but population sparse, vastly increasing the amount of travelling children aged 11-18 may have to do, with the closure of additional middle schools exacerbating this.  In this day and age, the environmental impact of the additional travel should also be a factor.  On the subject of finance, which is said to have triggered parts of this consultation, there is no analysis of the increased transport costs or the impact of increased traffic on Hexham and any costs to change the road systems to accommodate a super school.  This also limits wrap around options for pupils eg. After school clubs, and would require HLT to expand their curriculum as you are effectively removing any parental choice for those West of Hexham. Clearly if the 2-tier model is pushed across the county further consultation on primary conversions would be needed and at this point the size of the rural schools should be assessed, but this seems inappropriate at this stage. Again the proposal makes no consideration of the impact on the Prudhoe catchment while I understand Prudhoe High is already seeing increased applications from Hexham children due to HLT's restrictive admissions policy.  It seems abundantly clear that there is a lack of local knowledge of the impacted first schools from the consultation authors, and this proposal ignores the guidance presented in the initial background, namely that first schools should have a minimum capacity of 75, which would tend to suggest that both Acomb and Beaufront schools should be excluded from change at this time as they meet that criteria and are both currently viable and well supported by their parents and wider communities. Those communities are in many ways very different and would not present a good fit in any merger.  Acomb 1st school is very much a part of the Acomb Village community with the majority of the children coming from within the village and able to walk to school. The majority of parents are more than happy with both the educational progress and the pastoral care received by their children, which is further evidenced by recent Ofsted reports.  There are excellent options for wrap-around care, and a broad curriculum including forest school and use of the other excellent outdoor spaces.  I am confident in their plans for the future as either a first or primary school in partnership with the other Hexham schools and Little Oaks nursery.  While there is some spare capacity, there is not sufficient to absorb the current Beaufront intake (should they all choose Acomb) and it would cause traffic issues in the village given so many of the extra children are out of catchment and require personal transport.  Similarly, Beaufront could not absorb the Acomb intake, and given the majority of the Acomb children are in catchment, a large coach would be required to transport the children (as they would be eligible for free NCC transport) but the road infrastructure between Acomb and Beaufront is not suitable.  There is no safe walking route between the 2 schools and increasing the number of cars dropping off would also be problematic.  I don't see many parents who can currently walk to school being happy with their children travelling by bus with limited supervision at such a young age. 

Central government's 'academisation' solution has caused this mess, and should not be allowed to dictate the future education of our children. We need proposals that demonstrably put our children first. This proposal supports the stated needs of HLT. 

No

This proposal feels like a partially developed compromise. It completely ignores the proposed outcomes from the HLT consultation creating a 'super school' of a different kind with a 9-18 campus in (or near?) Hexham.  With no indication of location, how the school would be managed, or the transport impacts it is difficult to judge viability or how this would improve educational and pastoral outcomes.  In addition you have thrown in a 4-16 provision in place of HBHS, ignoring the need for 16-18 education for those pupils - where are they expected to go?  This still leaves a mixed model for Haydon Bridge, which is surely already part of the current problem with intake in years 7 and 8 at HBHS as rural parents seem to have a preference for a 3-tier education and can still take that option, feeding into HBHS in year 9, or continuing with a school still operating a more traditional 3-tier model and choose QEHS.  This model also has no direct impact on 1st school education in Hexham, and as such any consultation on the futures of Hexham 1st schools should be excluded to be looked at in detail once the future of the middle and high school is established.   Clearly if the 2-tier model is pushed across the county further consultation on primary conversions would be needed and at this point the size of the rural schools should be assessed, but this seems inappropriate at this stage, and does not tie in with this model. Prudhoe High has recently been rebuilt to meet 3-tier needs and predicted capacities yet will potentially be impacted by these changes with no thought apparently given.  It seems abundantly clear that there is a lack of local knowledge of the impacted first schools from the consultation authors, and this proposal ignores the guidance presented in the initial background, namely that first schools should have a minimum capacity of 75, which would tend to suggest that both Acomb and Beaufront schools should be excluded from change at this time as they meet that criteria and are both currently viable and well supported by their parents and wider communities. Those communities are in many ways very different and would not present a good fit in any merger.  Acomb 1st school is very much a part of the Acomb Village community with the majority of the children coming from within the village and able to walk to school. The majority of parents are more than happy with both the educational progress and the pastoral care received by their children, which is further evidenced by recent Ofsted reports.  There are excellent options for wrap-around care, and a broad curriculum including forest school and use of the other excellent outdoor spaces.  I am confident in their plans for the future as either a first or primary school in partnership with the other Hexham schools and Little Oaks nursery.  While there is some spare capacity, there is not sufficient to absorb the current Beaufront intake (should they all choose Acomb) and it would cause traffic issues in the village given so many of the extra children are out of catchment and require personal transport.  Similarly, Beaufront could not absorb the Acomb intake, and given the majority of the Acomb children are in catchment, a large coach would be required to transport the children (as they would be eligible for free NCC transport) but the road infrastructure between Acomb and Beaufront is not suitable.  There is no safe walking route between the 2 schools and increasing the number of cars dropping off would also be problematic.  I don't see many parents who can currently walk to school being happy with their children travelling by bus with limited supervision at such a young age. 

Leave the Hexham first schools out of the proposal, and look carefully at the mixed model for Haydon Bridge, without excluding 16-18 provision. Incorporate HBHS own proposal into your thinking perhaps?

This consultation is flawed.  While there are 3 proposals, the outcome of the HLT consultation will very likely leave just one on the table. You have also unnecessarily expanded this consultation to the Hexham partnership first and middle schools, which potentially are unaffected by the closure of HBHS and the HLT consultation (should it somehow result in retaining 3-tier). I have also heard directly and indirectly from several of the 1st school public meetings that your financial and intake figures are just plain wrong. On top of all of that, you have over the last week been lauding the potential positive impact of North of Tyne devolution on schools funding - surely it would be worth having more information on this before making such fundamental changes to a system that is actually producing some of the better educational results in the North East.  Having said that, I would make the following suggestions -  Haydon Bridge Catchment:  In my opinion, the first step should be NCC regaining control of HBHS - as far as I am aware this has not happened, or if it has there has been no announcement, given that the consultation document suggested a February date.  If NCC cannot regain control and the decision is entirely in RSC hands then why are you consulting?  Secondly, decide on the education model for the Haydon Bridge catchment - the fact HBHS covers years 7-13, but a number of feeder schools come via Bellingham middle is always going to cause lower numbers at the bottom of the school. Anecdotally, rural parents seem to prefer the 3-tier model and I know some chose their schools based on HBHS being a secondary, and avoiding it's feeder primaries.  Thirdly, the proposal produced by HBHS appears to competently address a number of the concerns regarding intake numbers, and future viability, while also suggesting educational options that are very much needed in this area, but not provided by HLT. All in all it seems to be suggesting a truly inclusive environment with appropriate educational and pastoral goals.  Hexham catchment:  It is premature to consult on the Hexham first and middle schools until the HLT consultation is concluded.  Should they choose to proceed to 2-tier, then consult on the future of 1st and middle schools based on the need to convert to primary, once a full business case has been presented.  Further comments (as your document really doesn't cater to this):  In both cases, opportunities arising from the North of Tyne devolution deal need to be considered, although my suspicion is the urban areas will drown out the needs of rural areas due to the population densities concerned and a lack of understanding among policy makers of the needs of sparsely populated rural areas.  The Hexham and Haydon Bridge catchments are very different in geography and population to other parts of Northumberland, never mind Newcastle and North Tyneside.  Basically NCC have jumped the gun and seem to be allowing HLT to dictate their education policy.  I would also like an explanation from yourselves or the RSC as to how the HBHS and BrightTribe academisation debacle was that allowed to take 2 years and plunge the county into this mess.  This consultation should have been an opportunity to regain control of education policy in the west of the county, with a focus on the children, not the academies.  Unless you want your rural villages to continue to age, until they are nothing but retirement or holiday areas, then you need to serve needs of families with children - who mostly want a local school, which they can walk to, where the educational and pastoral needs of their children are met. 

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle School

Haltwhistle

Yes

I think they should keep option A but tweak it to have 2 High Schools.

Don't Know

Don't Know

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

I have the same reason for ticking no for each response - you have not provided any information to suggest that these changes are actually financially viable. I would need to see much more detailed financial data, including the impact of school closures on local economy, to be able to assess this. I suspect this would take a long time to model, but you have said in the document that you are looking at a 25 year plan, so the effect of loss of local schooling on a village and its economy will be relevant to that (and to council tax revenue). I fully accept that finance is important; you have made it central to the consultation, but the data to back your proposals up is not there.  In addition I think removing all senior schooling from Haydon Bridge - which clearly needs help - is not necessarily in the interests of pupils from the West of the county - Keilder to Hexham is a very long daily commute. Would you offer boarding places? This happens in remote parts of Scotland in government schools. 

As mentioned above, if this was financially viable, boarding places for some children should be considered. 

No

As above, you haven't provided the financial data.  I have no intrinsic objection to a primary/secondary system, but our current system is good so it would have to be shown to be as good for the children, and cheaper, for me to support it. 

Again, consider boarding places. 

No

Again, lack of financial data. 

I think the model for HBHS recently published (since this consultation was opened so obviously not included) is worth consideration. The team currently working there are likely to understand the challenges and needs very well. They may need help to achieve solutions.  Of course, as a parent of children at an Ofsted Outstanding First School which is not running a deficit, the current system in my area seems to be working very well. I appreciate that some areas, especially Haydon Bridge, need help. But shaking everything up so fast for the sake of one area is likely to have unintended consequences. Whatever is chosen, slowing the process would allow each change to be assessed in isolation and prevent repetition of things which don't work (there will inevitably be some, even if the plan overall works very well).  In addition I have considerable concerns about the council making a very large capital investment in an Academy over which it has no control. 

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Hexham First &amp; Middle School, Hexham Priory School

No

If Haydon Bridge School is closed this will increase the size of Hexham High School, the size will increase far beyond a reasonable size within which for students to prosper at all. This will seriously damage the standard of education for these children and have a serious effect on increasing poverty in Northumberland. The extra mileage that will be added to all those who have to drive to the school will have a massive environmental impact as well and impact the air quality and environment extremely badly.

The is no other viable option - the current situation with the schools that are currently functioning must continue to avoid the standard of education drastically changing for the worse.

No

No

Keep the current schools open - do not mess with there very successful track record. You will destroy rural living, the rural economy and seriously damage the environment by closing these schools. 

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Colwell

No

Outstanding school. Safe. Secure. Children feel safe and do well here

No

No

Staff Member

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

The modal proposed by Haydon Bridge High School is by far the best. It takes into consideration ALL children and ALL abilities.

Greenhead

No

I believe it's outrageous to consider closing Greenhead CofE school. This is a further example of the ongoing neglect of the rural hinterland of the county. Very young schoolchildren should not be expected to take the bus to school.

No

I believe it's outrageous to consider closing Greenhead CofE school. This is a further example of the ongoing neglect of the rural hinterland of the county. Very young schoolchildren should not be expected to take the bus to school.

No

Whilst Greenhead school is not closed in this model, there are still a number of primary schools closed, forcing very young schoolchildren to make unreasonable journeys.

It seems fundamentally ridiculous that academies are allowed to drive the agenda on 2-tier or 3-tier education. Northumberland is a large rural county for which a 3-tier system makes most sense. Academies should be obliged to operate within the framework established by the county council, which should be designed for the benefit of all the counties children, including those in the rural fringes.  I have watched with increasing disbelief the utter mess that has been created of Northumberland's education system. An entire generation of schoolchildren will suffer if this does not get sorted out. Funding priorities need to be reviewed and the academy programme needs to be better controlled so it is serving the children's interests and not just generating profits for private companies.  

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Shotley Bridge

No

No

No

I believe a three tier system is in the best interests of my children. As Whittonstall First is financially viable and offers excellent education and care for my children, I would be against its closure and believe the feeder system into Corbridge Middle should be maintained. Thank you. 

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

I support the school’s response and therefore cannot fully support A,B or C. However options A and C are the least worst. 

High school/secondary school provision should be funded in Haydon Bridge

No

I support the school’s response and therefore cannot fully support A,B or C. However options A and C are the least worst.   Model B would significantly affect the current educational provision and should be avoided 

No

I support the school’s response and therefore cannot fully support A,B or C. However options A and C are the least worst. 

Formalising partnerships and having individual schools working together and of course, improved funding. 

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Greenhead

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Greenhead

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall

No

No

No

I want to keep the three tier system.  I want to retain Hayden Bridge to allow parental/pupil choice.  I want to retain schools not close them.  I do not think that the entire system should change on the basis of a unilateral decision made by an academy, or by the crisis left by an academy trust waking away.  I support CMS proposals for collaborative pathways. 

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

The Sele First

No

It would threaten the existence of the middle schools and force the closure of rural schools to the detrement of communities and choice. There is clear evidence of the effectiveness of the 3 tier system (ref Nigel Wyatt 3 Tiers for Success).  Haydon Bridge School should not be closed. It is a viable school grossly let down by a business, know as an academy. A more vocational education could be offered and attractive to those who would not thrive in one great big exam factory should the QEHS and Haydon Bridge merge. An academy having such power and responsibility is too risky for our children's future.

No

The Middle schools are excellent schools and have supplied the QEHS with well educated children. Hexham Middle School seemed to be doing well until The Hadrian Learning Trust found they couldn't balance their books. It would threaten the existence of too many of the rural schools to the detrement of communities and choice. There is clear evidence of the effectiveness of the 3 tier system (ref Nigel Wyatt 3 Tiers for Success).  Haydon Bridge School should not be closed. It is a viable school grossly let down by a business, know as an academy. A more vocational education could be offered and attractive to those who would not thrive in one great big exam factory should the QEHS and Haydon Bridge merge. An academy having such power and responsibility is too risky for our children's future. As for a new building, as I understand it there is already money there to build a new school and 44 million to sort out the rest.

No

Again. It would force the end to a successful system, devastate communities, devalue peoples homes, create an enormous school which could cause enormous structural expense to alter road layouts to accommodate a huge concentration of traffic and stop everyone having a choice.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

I don’t believe this represents the best educational outcome for west Northumberland

Yes

I believe this option is the most financially viable and the best educational outcome for west Northumberland. I do however, believe for this option to work for early years education there would need to be a significant one off capital investment into the sele first school to allow it to provide years 5 and 6 and to also keep the PAN as 80 as this represents the best educational outcome for our students.

A significant one off capital investment in the sele first school and to keep the PAN as 80 and not reduce it to 60

No

I don’t believe this represents the best educational outcome for west Northumberland

West Woodburn No

The consultation paper does not make any effective case to show that closing the First School in West Woodburn will improve standards of education in West Northumberland.  As a resident of West Woodburn I observe a school that is at the heart of its community.  The children and school participate in community life through open days, Easter/Christmas/Harvest Festival events and the Village show.  I observe staff who are passionate about the school and work hard to involve the community in school life. The community are more than happy to contribute to fundraising events to support the school in these difficult financial times.   I believe closing the school will impact significantly on the village.  Why will families choose to live here if there is no school?  With poor transport links those who do not drive will not have the ability to live in West Woodburn and travel to the next nearest school.

No

The consultation paper does not make any effective case to show that closing the First School in West Woodburn will improve standards of education in West Northumberland.  As a resident of West Woodburn I observe a school that is at the heart of its community.  The children and school participate in community life through open days, Easter/Christmas/Harvest Festival events and the Village show.  I observe staff who are passionate about the school and work hard to involve the community in school life. The community are more than happy to contribute to fundraising events to support the school in these difficult financial times.   I believe closing the school will impact significantly on the village.  Why will families choose to live here if there is no school?  With poor transport links those who do not drive will not have the ability to live in West Woodburn and travel to the next nearest school.  The village of Bellingham will suffer a similar fate if the Middle School also closes.

No

The consultation paper does not make any effective case to show that closing the First School in West Woodburn will improve standards of education in West Northumberland.  As a resident of West Woodburn I observe a school that is at the heart of its community.  The children and school participate in community life through open days, Easter/Christmas/Harvest Festival events and the Village show.  I observe staff who are passionate about the school and work hard to involve the community in school life. The community are more than happy to contribute to fundraising events to support the school in these difficult financial times.   I believe closing the school will impact significantly on the village.  Why will families choose to live here if there is no school?  With poor transport links those who do not drive will not have the ability to live in West Woodburn and travel to the next nearest school.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Acomb First school is a village school and has been established for over 100 years. It is a community school, with the majority of the pupils being from the catchment area and is financially sustainable.  The standard of education is of a high standard and the recent offstead supports this, this is what is important - the children's education rather than the bottom line.  There is a broad range of activities offered within the village community and a number of groups which are well established and offer the chance for children to sample new activities / interests.  In particular Forest School, school clubs, multi sports, coding, tap dancing and Maypole.  There are a number of community events, i.e. Quiz nights, fairs, BBQ, carol service. And the village itself is expanding, with a new housing development with family housing.  The school is at the heart of the village, and the reason why there is a mixed age community in the village. No local school runs the risk of an aging community.

Use the budget that will be spent expanding current schools to accommodate increased numbers to share the resources among the schools; concentrate on the children's education which is the most important factor.

No

Acomb First school is a village school and has been established for over 100 years. It is a community school, with the majority of the pupils being from the catchment area and is financially sustainable.  The standard of education is of a high standard and the recent offstead supports this, this is what is important - the children's education rather than the bottom line.  There is a broad range of activities offered within the village community and a number of groups which are well established and offer the chance for children to sample new activities / interests.  In particular Forest School, school clubs, multi sports, coding, tap dancing and Maypole.  There are a number of community events, i.e. Quiz nights, fairs, BBQ, carol service. And the village itself is expanding, with a new housing development with family housing.  The school is at the heart of the village, and the reason why there is a mixed age community in the village. No local school runs the risk of an aging community.

Use the budget that will be spent expanding current schools to accommodate increased numbers to share the resources among the schools; concentrate on the children's education which is the most important factor.

No

Acomb First school is a village school and has been established for over 100 years. It is a community school, with the majority of the pupils being from the catchment area and is financially sustainable.  The standard of education is of a high standard and the recent offstead supports this, this is what is important - the children's education rather than the bottom line.  There is a broad range of activities offered within the village community and a number of groups which are well established and offer the chance for children to sample new activities / interests.  In particular Forest School, school clubs, multi sports, coding, tap dancing and Maypole.  There are a number of community events, i.e. Quiz nights, fairs, BBQ, carol service. And the village itself is expanding, with a new housing development with family housing.  The school is at the heart of the village, and the reason why there is a mixed age community in the village. No local school runs the risk of an aging community.

Use the budget that will be spent expanding current schools to accommodate increased numbers to share the resources among the schools; concentrate on the children's education which is the most important factor.

Under each proposal, I feel there is no choice provided as Acomb school is threatened with closure.  My daughter is extremely happy at Acomb school and should the decision be made to close it I would be extremely unlikely to send her to Beaufront.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham Middle School, Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

This is a terrible option for parents in Tynedale.  It will leave one high school, one academy high school, with a monopoly on secondary education in this part of the county.  There will be no real alternative for parents who do not find that one type of school the best option for their children.  QE is a very good school with a very good profile and track record, and if it were run by the county, then I would be slightly more comfortable with this as the one high school in the area.  But the school is now an academy and it is working against the community's wishes to significantly change local education.  Because of this, Haydon Bridge should be supported and helped to succeed. Even if that has to be an academy as well, that would at least provide an alternative for parents.  A QEHS as the sole provider will decide independently how pupil funding is spent, what pupil supports will be provided, what courses will be taught, what community provision will be available and what extracurricular activities will be pursued.  The community and the county will have very little to say about these crucial issues.  Such a scenario does not make Tynedale a more attractive option for parents or anyone who wants to live here.  The best option, however, is for the county to resume its leadership of local education and give parents the confidence that schools are being run for educational purposes and not for the personal gain of trustees, shareholders and executive heads.  To that end Haydon Bridge should be fully supported by the county.

No

As explained in Part 2, the closure of Haydon Bridge would be a big loss to education in Tynedale as then QEHS would have a complete monopoly on secondary education in this area.  A merger of the two high schools is a worst case future for everyone.  Hexham will not be better off with a giant fortress type school outside the current town limits, generating considerable new traffic because it is too far to walk, adding nothing to the sense of community, putting more of the town's historic buildings at risk and undermining the value of communities in Haydon Bridge as well.  As far as the closures and mergers of various first and middle schools goes, I would encourage this to be as limited as possible.  This area is blessed with many fantastic, well-supported first schools and middle schools.  Feeder schools that help upper schools achieve tremendous results.  Despite, reading the information, it really is incomprehensible that the county would want to put all this at risk by dramatically changing the school structures.  The county's leadership has helped create these school; they are successful, have a tremendous amount of support and ensure the long-term viability of rural communities.  If there is capital funding available, then use it to replace the buildings that need replacing.  But to close so many schools, to throw away much of what is valued in this area and to limit the opportunities for parents to be involved in their childrens' schools does not help Tynedale or Northumberland.

Yes

Of the three options, this is preferred for the reasons stated above.  But it should not include a new site for QEHS or closures of middle schools.  The goal should be to have a viable secondary school in Haydon Bridge and as many community-based first and middle schools as possible.  This is the model that works in this region, this is the model that is supported in these communities and this is the model that is successful.  We very much need the county to stand up to HLT and demand that they respect the will of the local communities as publicly expressed in the current consultation and the consultation last summer as well in the overwhelming support for three tier from over ten years ago.  The county needs to challenge their reasons, challenge their funding, challenge their leadership on this issue.  Local parents have done this but it is not publicised.  HLT should not be allowed to unilaterally change the education structure in Tynedale.  Rather, they should be supporting other schools, not undermining them.  The QEHS consultation is not independent and is not being conducted in good faith.  HLT wants very much to have their chosen outcome, whether or not this is in the best interest of the county or even of the communities that support them.  They want all the best pupils (the ones from Tynedale going to RGS), they do not want the pupils not considering A levels or Uni.  They want the highest scores at QE to justify increases in their salaries.  None of this is good for Hexham or Tynedale or Northumberland as it will marginalise many who do not fit into this one model of schooling.  Also, as the school is already one of the best in the region, there is little room to improve but lots of opportunity to become less effective.  We need the county to ensure that HLT supports local first schools and middle schools, that they respect their role in the community and not try to dictate to others what they do not want.  HLT should respect the heritage with which they have been entrusted and use the capital funds they already have available to improve their excellent facilities.  We need the county to ensure that HLT makes decisions that are the best decisions for Tynedale, not just the best decisions for HLT.  A greenfield all bells and whistles new build is not as great as it sounds.  QEHS and HMS are already ideally situated, with a tremendous history and with lots of space for development.  Use the available capital to replace ageing facilities but do it with respect for what is there.  This continuity creates community and ensures buy-in from everyone.  Otherwise you may as well bulldoze the high street or put a road through the Sele.  It really is on the same level.  

Parent/carer

Whitley Chapel C of E First School Whitley Chapel

No

I don't feel that there is enough information included within the consultation document to make an informed decision about any of the proposals and therefore I am of the view that none of the three options provide a sustainable and viable proposal for the education of my children. These are my reasons: * I do not believe that closing Whitley Chapel school is financially beneficial. The school site/property is owned by the Church and therefore this provides for no financial benefit to the Council (staffing/other resources would need to remain in the same even in a merged school). I presume that additional money would need to be spent on Slaley School to allow it to accommodate 67 pupils (projected) when their current capacity is 50. Having compared both school sites, Whitley Chapel would seem to lend itself better to expansion/sustainability.  * Linked to the above point, I have concerns that merging the two schools would lead to inadequate accommodation for the pupils. I foresee (given the speed of suggested implementation) that pupils will end up either being crammed into classrooms that are two small or the use of temporary buildings such as porta-cabins.  * There is very limited/no reference to nursery provision in the consultation document and I understand that nursery pupil numbers are not included in the roll numbers. I want to know how the Council intends to ensure that there is adequate nursery provision in the area? If the closure of Whitley Chapel and merger with Slaley goes ahead and this leads to the discontinuance of a maintained nursery school in the area, the local authority must provide a thorough assessment of the quality and quantity of alternative provision compared to the school proposed to be discontinued and the accessibility and convenience of replacement provision.  * There has a been a "baby boom" in Whitley Chapel, the school age population will significantly increase in the next two years. This will feed the problems described above in terms of appropriate accommodation and also nursery provision issues. Basing your proposals on current school populations doesn't future-proof them. * The closure of Whitley Chapel CofE School would mean pupils from our village having to travel to Broomhaugh CE School for the nearest CE school which is a further 7 miles away from Whitley village. I saw no reference in the consultation document to the impact of the proposed closures on the balance of denominational provision in the area and the impact on parental choice.  * Whitley Chapel School is a successful school both in terms of educational attainment and it's financial sustainability. * There would be a significant cost to the LA if they were to have to pay for the additional transport for pupils to travel to Slaley. I would drop my children off at Whitley Chapel School but would have to utilise subsidised transport if they had to attend Slaley. Not to mention the environmental impact of the proposals. * Whitley Chapel is an integral part of the local community, supporting various others groups: The Young Farmers, The Church, The Baby and Toddler Group, Parish Hall and Hexhamshire Leek Club to name a few. The loss of such a big part of our community (that has very few facilities at all) should not be underestimated.   In summary, i do not feel that any of the proposals provide strong reasoning, nor is it in the best interests of educational provision in the area.  

No

I don't feel that there is enough information included within the consultation document to make an informed decision about any of the proposals and therefore I am of the view that none of the three options provide a sustainable and viable proposal for the education of my children. These are my reasons: * I do not believe that closing Whitley Chapel school is financially beneficial. The school site/property is owned by the Church and therefore this provides for no financial benefit to the Council (staffing/other resources would need to remain in the same even in a merged school). I presume that additional money would need to be spent on Slaley School to allow it to accommodate 105 pupils (projected) when their current capacity is 50. Having compared both school sites, Whitley Chapel would seem to lend itself better to expansion/sustainability.  * Linked to the above point, I have concerns that merging the two schools would lead to inadequate accommodation for the pupils. I foresee (given the speed of suggested implementation) that pupils will end up either being crammed into classrooms that are two small or the use of temporary buildings such as porta-cabins.  * There is very limited/no reference to nursery provision in the consultation document and I understand that nursery pupil numbers are not included in the roll numbers. I want to know how the Council intends to ensure that there is adequate nursery provision in the area? If the closure of Whitley Chapel and merger with Slaley goes ahead and this leads to the discontinuance of a maintained nursery school in the area, the local authority must provide a thorough assessment of the quality and quantity of alternative provision compared to the school proposed to be discontinued and the accessibility and convenience of replacement provision.  * There has a been a "baby boom" in Whitley Chapel, the school age population will significantly increase in the next two years. This will feed the problems described above in terms of appropriate accommodation and also nursery provision issues. Basing your proposals on current school populations doesn't future-proof them. * The closure of Whitley Chapel CofE School would mean pupils from our village having to travel to Broomhaugh CE School for the nearest CE school which is a further 7 miles away from Whitley village. I saw no reference in the consultation document to the impact of the proposed closures on the balance of denominational provision in the area and the impact on parental choice.  * Whitley Chapel School is a successful school both in terms of educational attainment and it's financial sustainability. * There would be a significant cost to the LA if they were to have to pay for the additional transport for pupils to travel to Slaley. I would drop my children off at Whitley Chapel School but would have to utilise subsidised transport if they had to attend Slaley. Not to mention the environmental impact of the proposals. * Whitley Chapel is an integral part of the local community, supporting various others groups: The Young Farmers, The Church, The Baby and Toddler Group, Parish Hall and Hexhamshire Leek Club to name a few. The loss of such a big part of our community (that has very few facilities at all) should not be underestimated.   In summary, i do not feel that any of the proposals provide strong reasoning, nor is it in the best interests of educational provision in the area.  

The only suggestion I would have would to be to retain the existing First Schools as primaries. I don't see how a merger of schools with two additional year groups is financially feasible - just taking Slaley as an example; how much money is it going to cost to ensure Slaley is a fit for purpose building/infrastructure for 105 pupils when it has a current capacity for 50 vs keeping both schools open as primaries?

No

I don't feel that there is enough information included within the consultation document to make an informed decision about any of the proposals and therefore I am of the view that none of the three options provide a sustainable and viable proposal for the education of my children. These are my reasons: * I do not believe that closing Whitley Chapel school is financially beneficial. The school site/property is owned by the Church and therefore this provides for no financial benefit to the Council (staffing/other resources would need to remain in the same even in a merged school). I presume that additional money would need to be spent on Slaley School to allow it to accommodate 105 pupils (projected) when their current capacity is 50. Having compared both school sites, Whitley Chapel would seem to lend itself better to expansion/sustainability.  * Linked to the above point, I have concerns that merging the two schools would lead to inadequate accommodation for the pupils. I foresee (given the speed of suggested implementation) that pupils will end up either being crammed into classrooms that are two small or the use of temporary buildings such as porta-cabins.  * There is very limited/no reference to nursery provision in the consultation document and I understand that nursery pupil numbers are not included in the roll numbers. I want to know how the Council intends to ensure that there is adequate nursery provision in the area? If the closure of Whitley Chapel and merger with Slaley goes ahead and this leads to the discontinuance of a maintained nursery school in the area, the local authority must provide a thorough assessment of the quality and quantity of alternative provision compared to the school proposed to be discontinued and the accessibility and convenience of replacement provision.  * There has a been a "baby boom" in Whitley Chapel, the school age population will significantly increase in the next two years. This will feed the problems described above in terms of appropriate accommodation and also nursery provision issues. Basing your proposals on current school populations doesn't future-proof them. * The closure of Whitley Chapel CofE School would mean pupils from our village having to travel to Broomhaugh CE School for the nearest CE school which is a further 7 miles away from Whitley village. I saw no reference in the consultation document to the impact of the proposed closures on the balance of denominational provision in the area and the impact on parental choice.  * Whitley Chapel School is a successful school both in terms of educational attainment and it's financial sustainability. * There would be a significant cost to the LA if they were to have to pay for the additional transport for pupils to travel to Slaley. I would drop my children off at Whitley Chapel School but would have to utilise subsidised transport if they had to attend Slaley. Not to mention the environmental impact of the proposals. * Whitley Chapel is an integral part of the local community, supporting various others groups: The Young Farmers, The Church, The Baby and Toddler Group, Parish Hall and Hexhamshire Leek Club to name a few. The loss of such a big part of our community (that has very few facilities at all) should not be underestimated.   In summary, i do not feel that any of the proposals provide strong reasoning, nor is it in the best interests of educational provision in the area. 

Whittonstall First School

London

No

Closure of schools is short sighted and unacceptable.

No

Closure of schools is short sighted and unacceptable.

No

Closure of schools is short sighted and unacceptable.

I am in favour of the hub model proposed by Corbridge Middle School.

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

No

Yes

Models A, B and C are not an option for me as this school is a massive part of our community.  Providing excellent education for our children through brilliant teaching.  Wark is a viable and thriving school so to close it would have a negative impact on our community.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Newton

No

No detail or clarity has been provided as to how this will improve the education of my child whilst reducing the financial burden of funding the Tynedale education provision.

Not applicable.

No

No detail or clarity has been provided as to how this will improve the education of my child whilst reducing the financial burden of funding the Tynedale education provision.

Not applicable

No

No detail or clarity has been provided as to how this will improve the education of my child whilst reducing the financial burden of funding the Tynedale education provision.

Not applicable.

Maintain current school structure that is achieving good results for our children.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall First

No

No

No

My nephew and nieces attend schools earmarked for closure. I believe schools should be retained and the three tier system should remain in place.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle School

Haltwhistle

Yes

2 High Schools

Don't Know

Don't Know

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

Haydon Bridge High School’s Proposal

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle School

Haltwhistle

No

I don't like the sound of this one.

Yes

Have more than one High School.

Don't Know

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

No

Option A does not identify to me, as a parent of a child at West Woodburn First School(WWFS), why it will offer a more sustainable and viable education model than that which currently exists.  WWFS is rated 'good' by Ofsted.  It offers a nuturing environment for children who describe the school as part of their family.  The location offers my child the opportunity to walk to school - this is a valuable contribution to our family's quality of life.   The consultation has failed to make any cogent case to demonstrate how the closure of WWFS will improve the model of education for West Northumberland.  I believe the opposite is true.     

Not applicable

No

Option B does not identify to me, as a parent of a child at West Woodburn First School(WWFS) who will move to Bellingham Middle School (BMS), why it will offer a more sustainable and viable education model than that which currently exists.  WWFS is rated 'good' by Ofsted.  It offers a nuturing environment for children who describe the school as part of their family.  The location offers my child the opportunity to walk to school - this is a valuable contribution to our family's quality of life.   The consultation has failed to make any cogent case to demonstrate how the closure of WWFS will improve the model of education for West Northumberland.  I believe the opposite is true.    Bellingham Middle School requires an urgent and significant improvement in its standards.  Closing the school is not the answer.  Investing in the school and providing adequate support is.  Had NCC provided this in the first instance then BMS may not have found itself in the position it is currently in.  Option B does not identify to my how it will improve the standard of education offered to my child.  

Not applicable

No

I do not believe option C is a serious option.  I believe NCC have included this option to make up the numbers so that it can say that 3 proposals have been offered up for consideration.

Not applicable

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle School

Greenhead

Yes

Two high schools

No

No

Keep it the same.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle School

Haltwhistle

Yes

I think A but I want two high schools not just one.

No

Yes

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

No

Please see the 'Alternative Model- Collaboration Hubs' as submitted by Corbridge Middle School. I believe this presents a better solution to the issues needing to be addressed.

No

Please see the 'Alternative Model- Collaboration Hubs' as submitted by Corbridge Middle School. I believe this presents a better solution to the issues needing to be addressed.

No

Please see the 'Alternative Model- Collaboration Hubs' as submitted by Corbridge Middle School. I believe this presents a better solution to the issues needing to be addressed.

Please see the 'Alternative Model- Collaboration Hubs' as submitted by Corbridge Middle School. I believe this presents a better solution to the issues needing to be addressed.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

No

Yes

I strongly believe in the three tier system and do Not Wish this to Change.

Renovate HMS and improve the building or relocate. Improve SEN provision locally which is leading to increasing numbers of people reluctantly homeschooling.

Gunnerton

No

I do not believe that the closure of Chollerton CofE First School is necessary or advisable

No

I do not agree that the closure of Chollerton Cof E First school is necessary

No

as before

Please consider retaining Chollerton First School which has an OUTSTANDING Ofsted report and extending it to include years 5 &amp; 6. The building is excellent and could be extended and the financial forecast for 2018/2018 &amp; 2019/2020 does not show a deficit.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle School

Yes

Yes, accept I think there should be 2 High Schools

No

No because 2 teir system is wrong, why do we need to change.

No

Middle Schools should stay normal We could have 2 big Middle schools and 2 big High Schools.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

No

No

? Hayden bridge high school, could link with Kirkley Hall.   Leave all other schools alone. They are fabulous!

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Ridley Mill

No

Not enough data.

No

Because the current system works perfectly well - and is, in fact, exemplary. Furthermore, HLT should not be allowed to dictate the agenda to suit themselves.

No

Insufficient data.

1. The Collaborative Pathway Model proposed by Corbridge Middle School. 2. The Haydon Bridge High School proposal, catering for both vocational and academic. Of these two acceptable alternatives, I strongly support the Collaborative Pathway Model.  For reasons why I so strongly object to the proposals made by both NCC and HLT I can do no better than refer you to the submission made by the governors of Broomhaugh First School, which splendidly encapsulates all that I feel about this misguided attempt to destroy much that is great about education in West Northumberland.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle School

Haltwhistle

Yes

No

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle School

Don't know

Don't Know

Don't Know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle School

Haltwhistle

Don't know

Don't know

Yes

I think option C because I would like two high schools not just one.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

As a farming family it is not viable for us to make our children travel long distances and durations with the addition of Home Work etc on top.  I believe Northumberland, and rural children especially require a different view to other counties! 

Nothing

No

As a farming family it is not viable for us to make our children travel long distances and durations with the addition of Home Work etc on top.  I believe Northumberland, and rural children especially require a different view to other counties!  It would also effect the local villages as you get families would not want to live so far away from education. The schools keep our communities strong. 

N/A

No

As a farming family it is not viable for us to make our children travel long distances and durations with the addition of Home Work etc on top.  I believe Northumberland, and rural children especially require a different view to other counties!  It would also effect the local villages as you get families would not want to live so far away from education. The schools keep our rural communities strong. Our school is financially viable and is not running a loss. I personally went to this school and Couldn’t of asked for a better up bringing. 

No

Keep our rural schools or at least the ones that are currently / projected finacilly viable - like chollerton is. Then use the large sum of funds you already have available  improve or rebuild the shoddy QEHS that is in a state.   Worst case I would like to see chollerton as.  a primary school if we need to go the  2 tier. It’s an invaluable asset with huge grounds, that are full of life and education.  The school has plenty scope to grow and is in a very safe area with a great location in the heart of a huge  rural community. It would be devastating to see it close, not only for the children and parents but for the local community and the knock on effect of that.   

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Acomb first school is the heart and soul of the village and attracts so many familys to the village.  If the school closed alot of people will end up leaving the village and moving.  The school that they are thinking about maybe going to i would not be puttimg my children there as i wpuld not put them on a bus at such a young age to travel to school when it is not safe where the school it.  My whole family have went to acomb first school starting from my grandmother right down to my own children

Not to close any of the first schools

No

Closing the first schools are putting parents and children under alot of stress.  Startimg school is stressful enough for the young children without making to travel to get to school at the young age of 4.

Not to close or merger first school together

No

Village schools are very important and they need to stay open

Not to close ot merger any school

Staff Member

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Prudhoe

No

No

Yes

Humshaugh

No

Unfair

No

Unfair

No

Unfair

Please do not allow changes

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Staff Member

Corbridge Middle School

No

No

No

Stay as we are

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

As a farming family it is not viable for us to make our children travel long distances and durations with the addition of Home Work etc on top.  I believe Northumberland, and rural children especially require a different view to other counties!  It would also effect the local villages as you get families would not want to live so far away from education. The schools keep our communities strong and supports our children with what they actually need. 

No

As a farming family it is not viable for us to make our children travel long distances and durations with the addition of Home Work etc on top.  I believe Northumberland, and rural children especially require a different view to other counties!  It would also effect the local villages as you would find  families would not want to live so far away from education. This would have a knock in effect to the sustainability of other business and age the local community  The schools keep our communities strong and supports our children with what they actually need. 

No

As a farming family it is not viable for us to make our children travel long distances and durations with the addition of Home Work etc on top.  I believe Northumberland, and rural children especially require a different view to other counties!  It would also effect the local villages as you would find  families would not want to live so far away from education. This would have a knock in effect to the sustainability of other business and age the local community  The schools keep our communities strong and supports our children with what they actually need. 

Keep chollerton or make it a primary. We need chollerton as it is in the heart of a huge rural community. It would be devastating to the kids, parents and community to close. 

Wark C of E First School

No

No

Don't know

If you want sustainable rural communities it so important that a rural village like wark maintains a school for the village to flourish in the future!

Parent/carer

No

Please see response below

No

Please see response below.

No

Please see response below.

I wish to express my very great concern about the recent consultation document on the future of schools and education in the west of Northumberland. I feel that this consultation is flawed in presenting proposals at this stage and feel very strongly that parents and stakeholders should be consulted, and their views and opinions listened to and taken into account, before any proposals are developed.  Proposals developed after consultation could then genuinely be said to be cognisant of the views and opinions of the communities which will have to live with the impact of their implementation. I feel very strongly that none of the options presented can be supported as all options presented are prejudiced against several schools who would be earmarked for closure under every proposal should one of these be adopted.  Further, there is no information provided to show how any of the suggested models offer the best educational outcomes for our children whilst also tackling the issues of budget deficits and surplus places.  Without such detail how can an informed decision be made regarding the viability of one model or another. Whilst there are arguments for and against both two-tier and three-tier education we feel that the three-tier model is the best fit for the rural and remote nature of the communities in the west of Northumberland.  This system allows small schools to remain in the heart of their local communities, it mitigates the effects of lengthy travel distances and times for young children for as long as possible, promotes health and well-being by allowing many children to walk to school, it promotes social and moral development by allowing children to access out of hours provision and contributes to the viability of local communities and the maintenance of key local services.  History, School Effectiveness and Support in Corsenside There has been a school in West Woodburn for two hundred years, 2018 being the schools bicentenary. It is located in the very middle of the village, is embedded at the centre of the community and is close to the heart of generations of local people who have happy memories of their early education at the school.  It is very well supported by the wider community who attend events and lend their financial support enthusiastically. For example, Ofsted (2017) noted that the school had “worked diligently to strengthen links with the local, rural community, within whose heart [it] lies”. It is also highly valued and held in very high esteem by the current cohort of pupils and parents: “Parents say that their children ‘rush’ to get to school each morning because they are happy, well looked after and enjoy all that the school has to offer ‘academically and socially’.  Pupils agree enthusiastically, saying that they feel safe because they are with ‘people you know you can trust’. According to pupils, ‘everyone is friendly’ and there is no bullying. Pupils and their parents would recommend the school to others without hesitation.” (Ofsted, 2017) It enjoys the support of a highly skilled, capable and dedicated staff team who are driven by the desire to do their utmost to improve the children’s education, welfare and social development and this is at the forefront of the considerable work they do.  This was recognised recently by Ofsted who judged the school to be Good overall but with many of the features mentioned in the report thought to be Outstanding. I feel that the loss of the school in West Woodburn would be a severe blow to the village of West Woodburn and the wider parish of Corsenside which the school serves so very well.  Budget I am concerned that this consultation presents seemingly inaccurate and potentially misleading information with respect to funding and projected deficits, given that no account is taken, or information provided, regarding the considerable increase in funding as a result of the introduction of the new National Funding Formula for schools.  Indeed, the consultation document states that the projected deficits “do not take into account the changes to the budget formula for 2018/19”.  This formula, according to Department for Education figures, will see West Woodburn First School budget increase from £182,000 in 17/18 to £300,000 in 18/19 when the formula is introduced.  This represents an increase of some 42% in pupil led funding for West Woodburn First School, the highest increase of any of the schools in the west of Northumberland and yet all options you present would see the closure of this vital community asset.   I am also aware that the figures with respect to schools’ budgets have been changing and are being updated by NCC on a very regular basis (as schools’ governors finance sub committees meet to set indicative budgets for the coming year) meaning the information provided in the consultation based on pre-New Funding Formula figures is now out of date and inaccurate.  This does somewhat lead me to question the wisdom of the timing of this consultation and the soundness of the decision to go ahead with it at a time in the financial year where budgetary uncertainty and flux is to be expected.    West Woodburn First School, for example, has a deficit of less than £10,000 next year and in the following year it will be less than £1,000.  These figures are based on the old funding formula and would be easily absorbed, leading to a surplus budget, under the new Funding Formula’s allocation.  Educational Outcomes I feel that the outcomes for pupils are best served by the three-tier system and therefore strongly support the continuation of Bellingham Middle School.  There is strong evidence of a dip in pupils’ progress when transfer takes place at age 11.   This reversal of progress in two tier systems is well documented and it has been termed a national scandal by Ofsted and by successive education secretaries. “Continuity in the curriculum and progression in learning as pupils move from primary to secondary schools are long standing weaknesses of the education system.” – (Changing Schools, HMI 2002 p.2) Indeed, work carried out by Professor Maurice Galton of Cambridge University indicates that: … around half the pupils in English and Science (49% and 49% respectively) made no gain in their level score one year after moving from primary to secondary school. For mathematics, however, the corresponding figure was 33%. … the relatively high proportion of the sample failing to make progress suggest that transfer to secondary school is still associated with subsequent underperformance in the case of certain pupils. Also, and importantly, as research conducted as part of the Cambridge Primary Review points out, middle school systems - ... avoided the developmental double whammy of school transfer coinciding with the onset of puberty. (Community Soundings: the Primary Review regional witness sessions, Cambridge Primary Review, 200, Page 38) There are better educational outcomes for pupils educated under the three-tier system.  The evidence shows that pupils in middle schools make greater progress during KS3 than pupils in any other type of schooling, even though it includes the transition from middle to upper school in Year 9.  Indeed, data compiled on the achievement of about 6,000 pupils leaving Year 8 in middle school in 2011 showed that these pupils achieved at a level above that achieved nationally at the end of Year 9 in other schools as demonstrated by the results of the last of the nationally set KS3 SATs in 2007.    Emotional Wellbeing and Mental Health I feel that the three-tier system is also more able to cater for the moral and social development and well-being of pupils as schools have a narrower age range on which to focus and are better able to meet the differing needs of children at different stages of their education.  Coupled with this there is also the advantage of reducing the influence of teenagers and young adults on those pupils who are still children.   I also feel that there would be potential for a significant risk to the emotional wellbeing and mental health of pupils who would move from still relatively small primary schools under a two-tier system to a potentially very large secondary school of two and a half thousand children or more should Haydon Bridge High School close and Queen Elizabeth High School expand. Coming from a relatively small, nurturing and safe feeling primary school, this could be completely overwhelming for many children.  We also feel that a secondary school of such a size can not possibly deliver education on a personal level and children would inevitably become just a face in the crowd or just a number on a register rather than being able to develop good relationships with staff who truly know and understand the individual as would be possible in a school with smaller numbers on role.  Travel, Physical Health and Wellbeing Your consultation sets out additional travel distances for travel to the next nearest school, however appears not to take into account that many children currently have no travel at all as they live within the village and walk to school.  This, from a health and well-being perspective, is surely to be encouraged and is one of the stated aims of NCC’s own ‘Go Smarter, Go Cheaper, Go Greener’ initiative.  Indeed, this initiative cites that ‘Teachers find that pupils who walk, cycle or scoot to school are more relaxed, alert and ready to start the day than those who travel by car’, it also expounds the benefits of improved health and fitness and increased independence and social interaction along with improvements in safety, pollution levels and congestion.  I feel that it is very wrong to subject children as young as 4 years old to daily bus journeys of up to an hour for the round trip, in order to be educated elsewhere.  I feel that this will expose them to unnecessary disruption and risk and they are best served educationally within their own community.  It would also be difficult for children who are transported to school by bus to access after-school clubs and other such activities as they would need to be on the bus to get home – it would rely on parents being able to collect their children at the end of the extended day and obviously result in more and unnecessary car journeys and adversely affect families from lower-income households who do not have transport. Given the Sutton Trust’s (2017) recommendation that children should have more access to extra-curricular opportunities to increase social mobility, this unnecessary travel would be detrimental to our children’s social capital and social mobility.  There is also the impact upon pre-school education to be considered where children younger than 4 would be facing long journeys to access the pre-school hours they are entitled to.  Indeed, these measures seeing the closure of many local schools could, at worst, disenfranchise some families altogether from pre-school education if they have no transport or the family vehicle is required to get the working partner to work.  I am also concerned on the impact on children’s education that winter weather would bring.  There would be a hugely increased risk to the children who would need to make journeys on icy roads which are steep and twisting in places. Additionally, there has been several days this winter where the A68, the road through West Woodburn, has been impassable due to dangerous conditions and we have observed periods of time in the recent past where the road has been blocked for longer periods of time.  Parents are constantly being reminded that every day at school counts and yet the proposals set out a future which has disrupted education built in by default.  We find this unacceptable and would point out that WWFS has remained open and continued to serve its pupils and the community throughout most of these disruptive bad weather events.  In terms of travel it is difficult and disruptive enough for the older children of our parish who are subject to up to 2 hours per day on a bus from age 13 (Year 9) onwards in order to access their high school education but we feel that it would be entirely wrong to enforce these journey times on children of 11 and 12 (Years 7 and 8) which would be necessary should a two tier system be implemented.  This travel time could be spent much more productively and lead to better outcomes, if education was to remain locally under the three-tier system, by using it to complete homework or for wider social development. With particular respect to West Woodburn First school, the school in our parish, the data you supply regarding distances to nearest school is inaccurate.  The nearest school with a travelling distance of 4.6 miles is Bellingham First School.  However, you cite 5.8 miles to the next nearest school in the table on page 8, the same figure you quote for Otterburn First School, the two schools which each of your proposals see merging.  The inaccuracies here surely call into question the accuracy of other aspects of the document causing concern as to how much trust we can place in the information presented. [See Appendix A]  Social Capital As a by-product of the loss of our school there are implications wider than the loss of local education and a local community resource.  Having a school at the heart of a vibrant, sustainable local community provides children and young people with the social capital that supports their wider development and improves their educational outcomes. A by-product of the loss of the school would be the loss of this social capital.  Families would be less likely to move into our community and this would erode the viability of key community services such as our shop, post office and public houses and have a negative impact on our parish community as a whole.  Conclusion and Recommendations I would not and could not support any of the options as laid out in the consultation and feel that none of the proposals represent the best outcomes for pupils or represent the needs or wishes of the people NCC are elected to serve.   It would seem that the proposals are based on out of date and inaccurate information making it impossible to make a properly informed judgement.   These proposals will have a significant impact upon the current cohort of children who are in line to have their educational lives severely disrupted and risk creating a ‘lost’ generation who, by the potential actions of NCC, are unable to achieve to their full potential.  Pupils, inevitably are becoming aware of the potential for change and whilst, in West Woodburn First School, the staff are doing their utmost to calm and reassure them, children as young as four are already becoming unsettled and beginning to worry about their future.  This is wrong. Our children should be treated with more respect and afforded the best opportunities available based on evidence of best outcomes. I feel very strongly that should change be necessary, the development of a model which allows successful schools to remain at the heart of their local communities under a three-tier system, which is cognisant of the rurality of the west of Northumberland and the extremely long travel times for children, should be developed and would be our favoured option. With respect, I ask that you abandon the current consultation, based on seemingly inaccurate information, and begin again by engaging and listening to parents and stakeholders in a meaningful dialogue to elicit their views and opinions which could then, along with accurate figures from the new National Funding Formula, inform the development of realistic proposals which have as core values the best educational and social outcomes and fulfil the needs of our children and represent the views and wishes of the people of west Northumberland.     Appendix A Inaccuracies in Travel Distances Your document states that no child should be subject to an additional travel of greater than 6 miles. For the children of West Woodburn First School you cite in the table on page 8 that the distance to the nearest school is 5.8 miles, the same distance you quote for Otterburn First School.  This implies that Otterburn First School is the nearest school to West Woodburn First School.  Bellingham First School however, is actually the nearest being 4.6 miles from West Woodburn First School Despite your assertions of 5.8 miles in the table on page 8 of your document, you cite a maximum additional travel distance of 4.7 miles in the proposal details on page 13 (model A) and page 16 (model B) but go back to 5.8 miles on page 19 (model C).  Each of these models sees the merger of West Woodburn First School and Otterburn First School. The actual distance, as measured by car odometer is 6.1 miles to Otterburn First School, however, this road is often impassable due to flooding after even moderate amounts of rainfall, the alternative route on non-flooding roads would be a travel distance of 7.3 miles.    

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle School

Haltwhistle

No

Yes

Yes

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

No

I am really concerned about the closure of our village schools. These schools are at the core of their communities for both the children and their parents.

No

I am really concerned about the closure of our village schools. These schools are at the core of their communities for both the children and their parents.

No

I am really concerned about the closure of our village schools. These schools are at the core of their communities for both the children and their parents.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Our first school as you are aware has been in the village for over 60 years.My husband and Daughter plus numerous other family members all were taught at Acomb. It is a lovely school and all staff members are all for the the children. The school is very important as the parents of numerous children do not drive. They would find it impossible to get there children to a different school.

To leave Acomb school where it is and for Beaufront to join Acomb in Acomb.

No

As I have said Acomb school would be a great loss to the villagers.

To leave Acomb school where it is and if need be for Beaufront to come to Acomb.

Don't know

I’m not sure what should happen.im being honest.

I don’t know.

I’m hoping that you as a council can see that Acomb school should stay where it is and for Beaufront to join Acomb in Acomb. The parents of the Beaufront children all drive and the Beaufront children all come from different areas so are driven to the school, at Acomb school it is Acomb children who go to the school it has always been that way. Plus there are a lot of parents who do not drive.

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

No

No

It is a travesty that wark school should close. Its a thriving school at the centre of the community. It is a viable school with fantastic teachers and governors providing a great start for children.

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

wark

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Simonburn

No

I do not want this school to close it is vital to our community and there are small villages feed into this school - Stonehough, Simonburn, Birtley.  Taking children from Wark and integrating them into larger schools will have a detrimental impact on their education and development.

Not to close

No

Not to close

Not to close

Yes

Not to close.  Why close schools that are good to change to something that is not working.

I came to this school my daughter came and now my grandchildren.  It has always been a good school and  it is even better now.  It is a very good church school.

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

Why shut wark school?

No

Wark school should not shut

No

No

Wark school should not shut

Why shut a school that encompasses a large area including stonehaugh and simonburn and is the heart of the local community. It provides a high level of education which can evolve to a 2 tier system if needed, it is a striving thriving school which is a credit to Northumberland County Council. Its viable - keep wark open!

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

Haydon Bridge

No

Morally wrong.

No

No

I strongly believe that a ‘super school’ does not suit all young people &amp; the individual needs of those children have to be taken into account. I feel rural communities should be given the same right to funding as those in urban areas. The government announced that they want to put additional funding into vocational courses. I feel Haydon Bridge High is the perfect location for this. Offering something that is completely lacking in our area, hence attracting more students. The catchment area for Haydon Bridge school is huge, surplus buildings on the grounds could potentially be used for boarding? I absolutely feel that it is necessary for families &amp; children to have an alternative option to a huge, academic, money making school where children aren’t known individually. I also have huge concerns about where the children will be taught if the proposed school closure were to go ahead. It would not be acceptable to teach children in porta cabins in QEHS yard for two years at the least! 

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle School

Haltwhistle

No

This is another general bad idea

No

No because the age gap in some schools

Don't Know

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

No

Don't know

I support Model D as you are able to do 6th form vocational courses.

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

No

I am really concerned about the proposed closure of many village schools. These village schools are at the heart of their communities and are so important for the children and their families.

No

I am really concerned about the proposed closure of many village schools. These village schools are at the heart of their communities and are so important for the children and their families.

No

I am really concerned about the proposed closure of many village schools. These village schools are at the heart of their communities and are so important for the children and their families.

Keep wark school open - it is a brilliant school with brilliant dedicated teaching. The pre school closed within the school so what did they do, they provided the facilities and care to open a pre school so our kids wouldnt lose out. Wark can and should become a primary school. I would love my kids to stay there until age 11, i trust that teachers and governors of wark will do their best because we are a community.
"Letter received:
I am writing to you as the elected Leader of our county council to seek your support in strongly opposing the proposals contained within the consultation document on education in West Northumberland. 
I have completed the online consultation process but wanted to impress on you how strong my opposition is to all three of the current proposals and to ask you to lobby on my behalf to find an alternative. 
Specifically, I object to the proposals that disproportionately close Church of England schools and would ask that you enquire into the bias that this shows, particularly in light of the alternatives offered to county schools that have not been extended to the church ones. 
My concern is that it would appear from the proposals that the church schools have been discriminated against on grounds of religion, contrary to legislation and your duty under s.149 of the equalities Act 2010. I would value your enquiry into this and look to a subsequent response. 
Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without the proper community impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these impact assessments is contained within section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. 
Next, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others. 
Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder School to Hexham QE)
Thank you again for your support and I look forward to your response to the above points in due course.

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Simonburn

No

Not in the best interest for my family or the community.

No

Not in the best interest for my family or community

No

Not in the best interest for my family or community

Yours sincerely"

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

I am writing to let you all know that together with the other parents at Whittonstall School I strongly oppose all 3 ludicrous proposals rolled out in your consultation plans: our school is financially viable and no proposal has been offered which keeps the school open. Our MP Guy Opperman supports our fight as he can see the lunacy in your proposals and we parents truly appreciate his support.  For the sake of clarity as to why we are fighting to keep the school open, we feel that all 3 proposals are unjust and unpalatable for the financially viable schools which are adversely affected or face closure.  The way the consultation has been rolled out has been despicable - press confronting parents and children at school gates literally minutes after the factually incorrect documentation has been forwarded to school heads. Giving a heads up to the press hours in advance was disgusting and underhand to say the least and has caused untold stress to teachers, parents and children alike. Spin over children from out of catchment keeps being brought up, but nobody has highlighted the fact that Co Durham schools in this area are full, and a further financial consideration is transferred by Co Durham to Northumberland for each child schooled here.  Whittonstall First School provides superb teaching and a nurturing social hub to the children of our remote community. It is financially viable and our families are opposed to replacing the happy status quo of a school the children love with any of the 3 ill conceived proposals which do not place our children’s education or wellbeing at the heart of their plans. The children’s well-being surely must be paramount in your considerations: The three tier system is largely responsible for keeping our children within age appropriate behaviour boundaries. This has a huge impact on children’s confidence, the way they mature and the successes at high school level.   Broomhaugh parents are strongly opposed to their school merging with ours, which makes us all feel further uneasy about our children being potentially unwelcome. Broomgaugh school building is inadequate for both schools to merge, so more money would require spending to build another premises. It all just beggars belief.  On a further note, nothing has been mentioned of the tens of thousands of pounds spent on creating the play area at Whittonstall School last year from community funding. Is this all to be wasted, dug up and thrown away by potential developers?  At that juncture confirmation was sought from the Council by Mrs Susan Ross (parent of children at Whittonstall) that the school would stay open. She then passed your confirmation on to community funding and this was paramount in the latter’s considerations when granting her application for money on behalf of the school. Your dramatic U turn leaves our school, families and, undoubtedly, the community funding officers, feeling further mislead. The new play zones are fun, educational, develop enquiring minds and open to the community as a whole, adding a further hub for local families to congregate at. What a waste it would be if all this hard work and hard earned cash were simply thrown away.  We will fight to keep Whittonstall  First School open and hope that your consultation process places our children's social, emotional and educational needs first above all else.   Yours sincerely Gina Tillotson Newlands Grange Whittonstall  DH8 9LH

No

See A

No

see A

See comments A



[bookmark: 12]Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haydon bridge

Haltwhistle

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

I would like the schools choice

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Consett

No

No

No

I am not in favour of any of the proposals put forward. They all see our fantastic, financially viable school close. This is not an option! Whittonstall first school have worked closely with other schools in the area to propose a sustainable, financial viable trust which would protect ours and other small schools in the county. I cannot see any problems in this proposal and I cannot understand why the council have refused to listen to reason. I am a Durham County Council resident but I do not send my daughter to school in the area because they are all hugely over subscribed, the class numbers are too high and I personally believe in the three tier school system. I think it gives more children more opportunities to flourish academically and socially. Please listen to what we have to say and save our school! 

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle School

Acomb

Yes

I agree but I think we should have 2 high schools. I like it three tier

No

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle School

Haltwhistle

Don't Know

Two High SchoolsYes

But their should be 2 high schools Don't Know

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

Don’t believe Haydon Bridge school should close. We need choice of high school. prefer 3 tier but if changes to 2 worry about size of QE. Sele School could offer good provision up to year 6, but needs 3 classes per year to work. Due to teacher experience etc. it is an outstanding school with current model 3 class per year model and wrong to exclude children in catchment.

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

No

I do not believe wark first school should close. It is a viable, thriving school which is at the heart of the community.

No

ame as model a

No

same as model a

I would prefer wark first school to remain open. If this is not possible under NCC then as part of a multi trust academy. This is because it is financially viable and is a tremendously well run and good school. The pl;ans to expand to a primary are well thought through. I would like the system to move to 2 tier and wark to change to a primary. Closing the school would be a disaster for this village community and would fewer families would move into this immediate area.

Staff Member

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

No

No

No

The governors of Haltwhistle First School and Haltwhistle Middle School believe that whilst option A is in the best interest of our 'campus', it is necessary to provide an alternative high school provision for pupils.  Education is not 'one size fits all'and councillors need to make alternative provision for pupils for whom QE is not appropriate or desirable.  We therefore request that our original model for provision is reconsidered.    Consultation with NCC: Possible changes to education in the West of Northumberland. • When considering the possible changes to the education provision in the West of Northumberland, we believe it is important that we look first at what we want to achieve, before deciding on the best ways to meet those goals.  • In the original documents shared (page 8, paragraph 23) it mentions the key factors. We urge all officers and councillors to reflect on these factors and put each of them in the context of each community. These will be in a different order for a large city (Newcastle), a town (Hexham), a small town (Haltwhistle) and villages (Wark).   • Then there are issues which may have an effect on educational outcome, that are not immediately obvious, but these things can be important and should also feed into the decision making. These issues include things like friendship groups (living too far away from the main catchment) and being able to attend after school activities, whether that be sports, arts, or catch up academic classes.   • When putting our proposal together we have ranked the importance of these factors as a whole for the West of Northumberland. We have made considerations for the large town, the smaller towns and the rural villages. The order in which we have placed these are: 1. Catchment areas 2. Home to school transport 3. Rural and wider community issues 4. Special Educational Needs and Disability 5. Pupil Transition 6. Buildings and Finance 7. Admission Arrangements 8. Sport and Recreation Implications 9. Impact on employees of schools and academies Leading to:  • Positive Educational Outcomes   Proposal • To address the concerns surrounding surplus places and present and future funding (which are directly linked to surplus places) we believe there has to be a discussion and decision made regarding the two-tier and three-tier system.   • It is impossible for a hybrid system to be in place, as this creates conflict and a lack of clarity for parents and children. It equally creates competition for children between schools, which is not helpful. This hybrid system has contributed to the falling numbers in the Haydon Bridge Partnership due to too few children being spread across too many schools.  • From the information shared, we believe there are a total of thirty-seven schools in the West of Northumberland.  We believe this could be reduced to thirteen schools saving 1000 surplus places, addressing the financial challenge and providing parents with choice and a best-fit for community and local schooling offer.  • We believe the focus should very much be the focus on the development and shape of education in the whole West of Northumberland and not purely about Secondary education: Haydon Bridge and QEHS    • When considering the whole picture we believe the following structure would address many of the concerns: o Retain (and reintroduce) a Three Tier System consistently across the whole of the West of Northumberland.  • This would include: o Six First Schools o Four Middle Schools o One 3-13 Provision incorporate First / Middle in Bellingham o Two High Schools  • This would reduce the surplus places by just under one thousand places.  • In a recent informal consultation, it is quite clear that there is not an appetite from parents, carers and professionals for a change in the three-tier system and a move to a larger two-tier model.  • It would be vital that the Three-tier System was incorporated across the whole of the West of Northumberland, with very clear PANs and feeder schools identified, to ensure closer partnership and educational continuity.   • Special Educational Needs should be incorporated in all three tiers and not centrally located. There should be a local offer and an inclusive approach to all wellbeing and disability issues. The majority of children should attend a mainstream school within their local area.  • Transport and infrastructure must be reflected upon when making decisions on whether to retain an element of local offer - is there a transport and road network sufficient enough to ensure the safety and wellbeing of all children?   •  Restructure First and Primary to create six First Schools • There would be a need to review all first and primary Schools and reduce the number to seven first schools, ranging from 250 to 370 on roll. Therefore due diligence would need to take place to ensure the amalgamation of schools ensures the best locations, facilities and resources.  • These first schools would now be large enough to be cost effective, without large numbers of surplus places, and with staff being redeployed where needed.   • Transport and facilities would need to be reviewed and considered.  • Some work would need to be done to upgrade buildings and it would be right and proper to offer some funding from the central pot which has been identified as in the region of £40m.  • Although some younger children may have to travel a little further than at present to their first school, on the whole the vast majority of children will be placed in an educational hub near to their home communities, and will only have longer travel as they grow older.   • Children currently in smaller schools will now have an offer where they can attend schools in which they will be in a class of similar age children, and not having to share classes with older and younger children due to financial constraints, as is the case at present.   •  Maintain Four Middle Schools •   Retain the middle schools in: o Corbridge o Hexham RC o Hexham o Haltwhistle  • Having a middle structure means there is a stepped approach and children stay closer to their local communities. Although this goes against the national trend, the West of Northumberland needs a bespoke offer due to the size of the area we are serving and the travel that children will have to make out of their local communities. It is not correct to say that the three tier system is educationally less sound – we know this not to be the case.   • By ensuring there is a structured and consistent three-tier structure in place, then all four middle schools would have enough children to reach their PAN and therefore be financial viable.  • Some work would need to be done to upgrade buildings and it would be right and proper to offer some funding from the central pot identified as in the region of £40m.  • Bespoke Offer in Bellingham • To address the specific need in the Bellingham area, there needs to be a bespoke model, as their influencing factors are quite different to those in Hexham.   • We propose that they are still in line with the 3 tier system, and we propose there is an all phase school in Bellingham that caters for three-to thirteen year-olds on one site. This would address the surplus places and ensure there are clear pathways for the local children to attend a ‘local’ provision and then go into the 14-19 curriculum as other children do in the area.  • Maintain the offer of Two High Schools • At secondary level, the limited success of new government 14-19 initiatives, such as UTCs and Studio Schools is largely due to the fact that they compete for Year 9s in a two tier system, where children are already settled into secondary schools from year 7. However, these new 14-19 schools fit perfectly with a three tier system. It is vital that all schools have an identical entry age to avoid a disjointed system.   • We propose that QEHS has a new build, but remains a 14-19 provision, as this supports the three tier system, identified as suiting the West of Northumberland best.  Its PAN would remain at 1300. The argument that QEHS as it stands is not financially viable can be addressed by QEHS working differently (ie ‘cutting their cloth accordingly’).  • We propose that a second 14-19 High School offer (PAN 600) should be within the area west of Hexham, (also in a new build), either on the present Haydon Bridge Site or somewhere else within the west of Northumberland, to compliment the curriculum offer at QEHS and to ensure that there is a genuine parental choice.  This would give the west of Northumberland a secondary offer of 1800 places, with clear choice and pathways.  • At present the recent Haydon Bridge 2017’s data states that this is an ‘Average’ school and actually sits eighth out of fifteen schools in the whole of Northumberland. This is in spite of the recent challenges and difficulties it has faced. We propose that NCC and the RSC work together to ensure that this positive description is shared with all local MATs and communities to foster a more positive view of the school and seek a sponsor.  • We propose that a second high school is vital to address the academic and vocational educational offer in the west, at the same time as supporting those socially or academically vulnerable groups of children who in our experience,  are more likely to develop well and exceed expected progress in a smaller, more personalised environment.  •  It would be right and proper to offer this provision a new build too, funded from the funding of £40m identified.  • The alternative secondary school in for children in the west of Northumberland, is over the border in Cumbria, and has just announced that it is reducing its PAN by thirty children, which will result in one hundred and fifty fewer spaces. Therefore fewer Northumberland children will be accepted in the future. This will create a lack of choice for the children in the extreme west of the County, if there is no offer west of Hexham.   • The wellbeing of all children should be a key principle. The need to address attendance issues at Key Stage 4 and to look to long term solutions for the area regarding young people Not in Education, Employment or Training should be a key consideration when designing new educational establishments and offers.  Summary   We believe that Northumberland County Council, The Regional Schools Commissioner and Councillors have a duty to review the key influencing factors for all the communities in the West of Northumberland and the needs of all groups of children.    There is an acceptance by all professionals that something has to change the surplus places and financial pressures that go hand-in-hand with them.     This is a debate about the whole educational structure of the West of Northumberland and not purely about a particular phase or area.    There is a need to take into account the local offer of schools for all abilities and to address the inclusion agenda. Parent and community voice should be heard and respected, and parents should be given choice.     We propose a three-tier system to reflect the challenges and needs of the rural communities and the size of the area in which we serve. There needs to be a bespoke response to the unique challenges that the organisation of the education of children in the West of Northumberland brings.    We believe the re-introduction of the First schools, with a reduced number of establishments: • Addresses the surplus places • Ensures children are attending classes with children of their own age • Financial security helps ensure a good or better offer is given to all children • Upgrade in facilities, where needed, for all establishments from the £40m      We believe the establishment of four middle schools allows: • Addresses the surplus places • Financial security helps ensure a good or better offer is given to all children • Upgrade in facilities, where needed, for all establishments from the £40m  • Address the governments challenge at Key Stage 3 and the ‘Missing / Hidden Years’    The retention of the offer of two high school establishments that complement each other, with both having new facilities to serve their curriculums will enable • New building offer to QEHS for 1300 on roll • New building offer for another ‘more western’ high school for 600 on roll • Curriculums that are bespoke to support the diverse challenges of the local area • Addresses the surplus places Financial security helps ensure a good or better offer is given to all children • Allows some parental choice, and an alternative if a situation ‘breaks down’ for a student at high school age.     We believe the SEN offer should be retained at community level, where appropriate support and resources are built into the thirteen schools to address children’s needs in their local school, with their local friends.    We believe these proposals ensure that local communities still maintain school buildings that can be used as a central hub for community identity and use. Great schools have great parental and community support and in-put.  Haltwhistle First School 2 February 2018    

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

corbridge middle

No

HB should have their own school for children within their catchment area.    This option still includes closing / merging first schools which is not appropriate.  Many of the first schools, despite being 'small' are still financially viable and rated as good schools by ofsted.  Why close perfectly good schools which are often at the heart of the community if they are not failing and there is no financial argument?    The smaller first schools are also a positive of the current system.  They enable more rural children to go to a school near them and make friendships within their location (social well being is also an important part of growing up).  The schools often provide facilities for the entire communities so taking this away not only affects the children at that school but the wider community.  Education should take a holistic approach and not just be about the grades (and money).  The places we grow up in – our communities - are so important in engaging young people with a love of learning in a caring and supportive environment.  Smaller schools are often more nurturing, the staff can get to know children well.  Children’s social and emotional well-being and happiness should be paramount.  Parents getting to know each other on school yards and even the simple gesture of inviting other children to play won’t happen if our rural children are picked up and bussed miles away at the age of 5 – taking away these opportunities is inexcusable.       

It's not a suitable option.

No

I am firmly against a 2 tier system and the introduction of a 'super school'.    I think a 3 tier, middle school system is an asset.  Choice is one of the key factors here - certain schools suit the needs of different children and enable them to thrive (whether it be a smaller school or larger school).  Choosing a school which best suits your child is so important - well being and happiness are a huge contributing factor to educational attainment so they can't be separated.  There is a choice of first and middle schools in the area and this is a strength of the current system in place. I personally have taken my child out of one middle school in Hexham and put her into Corbridge and the difference has been incredible.  From an unhappy child, who was becoming withdrawn, uninterested in school and struggling within friendships, to a child with a smile on her face, happy, socially thriving and enthusiastic about her work.  The transformation has been unbelievable and this was possible due to choice.  I dread to think about the impact on mental health if we didn't have this choice.  I am not alone in this, I have volunteered in a youth organisation for years and know literally dozens of cases over the past few years where children have changed school because one school does not fit all.  Taking this choice away and creating one 'super school' is quite frankly nauseating.    I also want to point out that the middle schools are NOT in deficit, have good ofsted ratings and achieve better than the national average for KS2 SATS results.  I've looked at the tables and compared the 3 middle schools (Corbridge, St. Joseph's and HMS) and the smaller of these three schools (Corbridge) actually does better than the largest of these 3 schools (HMS) so bigger schools does not mean better - although all these schools are above the national average (why change this when we're doing well and have the choice?)  A criticism has been that our schools should be doing even better.  No – I don’t agree with this - I don’t want schools to teach to tests (and I’ve seen this happen), I want schools to provide an education which creates a love of learning and provides a broad curriculum, rather than cancelling the 'arts' lessons to put extra Maths and English on the timetable to up their rankings.    Whilst I have looked at the stats (quantitative measurements always seem to be preferred by decision makers) my anecdotal /personal view is that our middle schools should be celebrated.  Corbridge in particular is a breath of fresh air.  Even my daughter who has recently moved there commented on how many opportunities she's had since she started- it's supportive, the staff are excellent and children thrive.  NCC need to celebrate these schools and their achievements not threaten them with closure.    Whilst a 2 tier model might work in other locations, it is not suitable in Northumberland with a large rural community and it would seem the majority of people do not want this (I refer to the first consultation on changing age ranges which showed the 'majority' opposed such a move.  There have also been numerous other polls showing a majority against a 2 tier system).   To then propose a 'super school' with 2250 pupils is simply not appropriate.   There is no evidence that a large school will increase educational attainment - where is the modelling and evidence to support this?  I think there is more evidence to support the failings of super schools, (see the example of The Isle of Sheppey in Kent).  Attainment is not just in question here but from a personal perspective, I believe the social and mental well being is in jeopardy especially when children from rural communities are expected to transition to such a huge school - it is not in their benefit. The transition point to middle school, I believe is a huge benefit of this system.  It allows children to grow up appropriately but not too fast.  It lets them move away from reception age children but not to be faced with 17/18 year olds.  They leave the first schools and generally join larger schools with more facilities and a wider curriculum offering specialist yr 5 &amp; 6 teachers.     To close middle schools and shoe horn children into expanding first/primaries is simply ridiculous.  I have a child at the Sele school and whilst the School's plan is to build more classrooms, there is no outdoor space, no specialist facilities i.e. cooking facilities for Home Economics, no Design and Technology labs, no science labs, a lack of dedicated art facilities.  When our middle schools have these facilities and the outdoor spaces in abundance, why sacrifice these excellent schools, with specialist yr 5 &amp; 6 teachers to put them in first / primary schools which simply are not fit for purpose and do not have the space/facilities.      I am passionate about my children's education and have done quite a lot of background research.  I have read these consultation documents and tried to evaluate the facts and figures but I feel they are misleading and ill thought out.  There is no modelling for the scenarios and the financial forecasts seem sketchy.   How can we base decisions on such a lack of evidence and ill thought out ideas.  The actual evidence to go on is parents and children's experiences which overwhelmingly appear to support our 3 tier system.    

In my opinion this is a ridiculous option  - no words are strong enough to describe the incredulity at potentially breaking up a system which achieves good results, where children and parents have choice.  

No

This option still includes closing / merging first schools which are financially viable and doing well which is not appropriate.

There is no option to support a 3 tier system in this consultation.    As a parent, I have undertaken a lot of research looking at examples of the different education systems in place around the UK, including 'super schools' to evaluate their strengths and weaknesses.  However, I am not qualified to come up with a model for Northumberland.  I wish I could but I do not have the experience with all DfE policies and of working in the schools sector.  Why not collaborate with those who do such as Middle School Forum?  As an aside, I am qualified in research methods and spent years working in public participation.  In my opinion, this has not been a fair consultation.  The initial question last year asked if the age range should change in schools so the high school becomes an 11-18.  The majority of responses said no - although response rate was low.  This is often due to apathy and people not believing decision makers will listen to them, so they simply don't bother replying as they think it's a fore-gone conclusion.  This consultation goes some way to proving the latter point as many people believe the options presented were far removed from the initial question and there was no option to support the 3 tier system, so it was a done deal.  Options given are A, B, C.  Where was D - the 3 tier system? then this part for other options or combined elements?  I’m all for consultations but they have to be fair and provide balanced, unbiased information so people can make an informed judgement.  I don’t believe this has happened from both HLT and NCC, which is a real shame.    Research methods aside, I can only offer my experiences as a parent of going through the system and having experienced a few different schools.  I sympathise with schools which are struggling financially (there are a small number according to the figures) and it is these schools which should be collaborated with to see what can be done.  Presenting the 3 options which all involve closing schools which aren’t struggling is disheartening by NCC.  The positives of our middle schools surely must shine through – what ever models are put forward, I sincerely hope NCC listen to parents, children and those who genuinely have the best interests of our children at heart rather than an egocentric attitude and financial gain at the expense of others.    I do acknowledge the buildings (especially QEHS) but also many other schools, need renovating and investing in but changing and affecting the lives of so many children, parents and communities due to the assumed notion that bigger is better is indefensible.  Whatever happens will be NCC’s legacy – I sincerely hope decision makers will listen.     

Tarset and Greystead

No

Closure will mean young children and families less likely to live in an area - school = heart of community - area will become geriatric wasteland affecting businesses except Doctors Surgeries, Chemist and Funeral Directors!!

No

See answer to part 2

No

See answer to part 2

See option submitted to the authority during the first consultation phase by the Governors and Head of Greenhaugh First School.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Allendale Primary School

Allendale

No

No

Yes

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

No

do not want the school to close.

No

No

I would like wark to stay open.

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Hexham

No

I don't believe that merging two high schools will benefit the education of the Haydon Bridge and QEH pupils. Creating a larger school may solve the financial/capacity problems but I think it will harm the wellbeing and education of pupils. I think children should be able to attend their local school and disagree with transporting children for greater distances than is necessary. I also think that closing so many first schools will badly affect the communities they serve. I disagree with Model A from an educational, social, financial and environmental perspective. 

No

I believe that retaining the three tier system benefits children in Northumberland. My children have moved from 2 tier in Cornwall so my older son has been in years 5 &amp; 6 in a Primary School and my younger son has experienced years 5 &amp; 6 in a Middle School - Corbridge Middle School. (They have also experienced 3 months of being at Hexham Middle School when we first moved into the area). Obviously schools working within each system can be very different but at its best the three tier system offers a better educational experience for children with specialist teachers and  at the same time not exposing them to the stresses of a larger school in year 7. I can see that financial sustainability may be achieved by Model B but at the expense of what matters most - children's wellbeing and educational experience.  I went to what I considered at the time to be a large comprehensive school with 1,600 pupils. I cannot imagine that going to a school with a capacity of 2300 is good for the wellbeing and therefore education of young people. Students need to feel like they are recognised as individuals and to have a sense of place. This model just feels like the council wishes to treat children like financial units of cost and scaling up is convenient.   Model B doesn't feel at all environmentally sustainable and if there were a way of quantifying the value of the existing educational set up in the West of Northumberland compared with this centralised one I am sure that in the long run even the difference in costs involved in securing the buildings at both high schools would be negligible or cancelled out. As parents and tax payers we do not have a full picture of the financial modelling beyond the imagined costs of running two schools 'at deficit' compared with all the other social costs that  Model B entails. I am sure that if a line in the budget included the financial costs relating to the benefits of community cohesion, less travel time, children living nearer to their schools, sustaining the life of rural villages and social networks then it would point away from Model B (A and C). Surely the job of the council is to look at the whole picture ?

No

Of the three models this is the one that I dislike least but I cannot support it because it proposes that so many First Schools need to close. Please work with the First and Middle Schools to see if there is a better solution to this. I am sure that the three tier system has worked in this part of Northumberland specifically because of the spread out rural population and to require very young children to travel further than necessary to school and at the same time killing off the life of certain villages seems a great shame both for the children's educational outlook and for the communities where they live.

It would be good for children in the QE catchment to have better A level and 16-18 provision. Too many children are having to leave the area to study A levels in Newcastle because QE is highly selective.  Ideally completely start again with Hexham Middle School - I am a big fan of three tier but this school is definitely not a good example. A lot of the problems appear to be to do with the large number of pupils being housed  in an unwieldy dilapidated set of buildings, organised by a rather austere and distant senior management. I cannot imagine that this process has been at all helpful for the staff and pupils at that school. As a result I fear that combining HMS and QEH will make more problems rather than solve them. 

Please collaborate directly with the first and middle schools to see how they can achieve better educational and financial outcomes within the existing network of schools.  Please find a way to provide the funds for QEH and HBHS to have better buildings but don't let this destroy the education of children caught in the middle of this transition.  Why not create a new sixth form college for the Hexham/HBHS students separate from HLT ?    PS How is NCC planning to assess the results of the public consultation ? What methods are you going to use to collate everyone's ideas?

Staff Member

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Yes

- All first / primary schools to fall into first school model - Reduction in the number of first schools to create NOR 200+ - Maintain three tier system and Middle schools in the east, west and centre - Create an all through school in Bellingham - Ensure 

No

- Too big - Too impersonal - Doesn't create parental choice - Not inclusive - Doesn't put the individual first

No

- Doesn't make sense.

Parent/carer

Hatton Lea Gate No

No

No

I support the letter to council from HCC and HBHS.

Parent/carer

Hatton Lea Gate No

No

No

I agree with the letter HCC has put into the council about our schools.

Wark

No

We dont think a financially viable and good school like wark should close.

No

No

Wark could work as either a first or a primary school and continue to deliver great all round education for our children. This option is financially viable well into the future and would allow the school to stay at the heart of our school community. Governors are developing detailed proposals now.

Staff Member

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham Middle, Broomley First School

stocksfield

No

Yes

Don't know

NEWBROUGH

Don't know

Don't know

No

I am concerned of the impact that losing a rural school (Newbrough Primary) will have on the village - there is new housing being built here which is surely partly viable due to the proximity of a school. If the main aim is to move to two tier, which I support, Newbrough is already a viable Primary school with provisions and facilities in place to support a transition. Closing such a school makes no sense - it has good pupil numbers, is financially viable, and provides complete wrap around care for local parents, including a nursery provision.  Local parents will not want to send their children to a 4-16 in Haydon Bridge, particularly seeing as there is a stand alone primary there too - why on earth would you send your small child to a school with such a big age group? It will result in the pupils moving to small schools that are not in their immediate catchment.

I support the Haydon Bridge High School Option, that allows the high school to stay as it is but fully supported  by NCC

I support the model put forward by Haydon Bridge High School

Staff Member

Acomb First School

No

This option would result in a very large high school combining QEHS and HBHS and offer no parent or pupil choice.   Detrimental effect on puils 2yrs in HMS then high school??!!! It would result in lengthy travel times, massive safeguarding issues. Lack of parental and pupil choice. Children need vocational not just academic courses. Detrimental Yr 5 children from smaller rural schools. Merger of cathment areas and closures surely priority to stay open should be given to schools who provide for children within the catchment area and within the L.A.

No

This option would result in a very large secondary school combining QEHS and HBHS and Year 7 and 8 from Middle offering no parental or pupil choice especially those that live in remote areas.  If only one high school in Hexham, lengthy travelling times.  Would QE cover all children's needs to cover their abilities and skills.

No

Welcome provision for alternative secondary provision in HBHS by providing 4-16 Haydon Bridge - new building but do not support mixed of 2 and 3 tier across partnership.  Some of the schools proposed for closure/merger have greater pupil numbers including from catchment areas and also capacity than several that have been identified to remain open or become primary.  There is no proposed 6th form for HB so will the 6th form provision at QEHS be for all pupils i.e. more technical and vocational subjects.

Acomb First School is bigger than most schools and has more in catchment45 out of 59. We need to give our children and future children the best possible provision of education. We need to keep as many rural schools open as possible for local populations and communities. We need to provide secondary education offering academic and vocational courses.  We nee a school in Acomb!!!

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

No

I do not believe this model is in the best interests of our children. Why close and school with a good ofsted, is financially viable and children leave with better outcomes than the national average.

No

No

Wark remains open either as a first or if necessary becomes a primary. It retains its excellent staff, high educational standards and continues to provide a vital and central role in the community

Acomb

No

This option would result in a very large high school combining QEHS and HBHS and offer no parent or pupil choice.   Detrimental effect on puils 2yrs in HMS then high school??!!! It would result in lengthy travel times, massive safeguarding issues. Lack of parental and pupil choice. Children need vocational not just academic courses. Detrimental Yr 5 children from smaller rural schools. Merger of cathment areas and closures surely priority to stay open should be given to schools who provide for children within the catchment area and within the L.A.

No

This option would result in a very large secondary school combining QEHS and HBHS and Year 7 and 8 from Middle offering no parental or pupil choice especially those that live in remote areas.  If only one high school in Hexham, lengthy travelling times.  Would QE cover all children's needs to cover their abilities and skills.  

No

Welcome provision for alternative secondary provision in HBHS by providing 4-16 Haydon Bridge - new building but do not support mixed of 2 and 3 tier across partnership.  Some of the schools proposed for closure/merger have greater pupil numbers including from catchment areas and also capacity than several that have been identified to remain open or become primary.  There is no proposed 6th form for HB so will the 6th form provision at QEHS be for all pupils i.e. more technical and vocational subjects.

Acomb First School is bigger than most schools and has more in catchment45 out of 59. We need to give our children and future children the best possible provision of education. We need to keep as many rural schools open as possible for local populations and communities. We need to provide secondary education offering academic and vocational courses.  We nee a school in Acomb!!!

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge C of E aided school

Newcastle upon Tyne

Yes

Both my childrens schools remain unchanged

To try to minimize the number untake for overpopulation classroom numbers in the QEHS.

No

Absolutely the worst proposal for my children.

Dont do it.

Yes

Although schools will close for me and my children their schools will remain open and unchanged. The entry to the QEHS seems more viable. Concerns over overpopulated class size in high school.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

Middle Schools are kept open. One large High School would be a reasonable option to offer choice of subjects.

No

Do not wish all Middle Schools to be closed. They work well in our area. My son was ready to move on from  First School and embrace a wider range of opportunities taught by specialist teachers. It is a better next step rather than jumping from a small Primary to a huge secondary school. Travel time for pupils must be considered. I think HLT want to create a huge exam factory. No evidence it will have better outcomes.

Not at all viable in my opinion, worst of all options.

No

Would rather HBHS closed than Haltwhistle Middle. Their plans are not the way forward. A step back!

None

There are several other good plans around that should be considered, but I would wish the Middle School system to remain.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

HMS

Hexham

No

No

No

All aspects proposed will result in disruption to children’s education and jobs. No of the proposals take into account the funding required to bring he current schools up to standard and extra space required to house increased students.  Graeme Atkins and his board of governors at QEHS have been blackmailing parents, schools, pupils and the wider public into agreeing to his idea of a 2 tier system. This is an insult to the people of Hexham and the wider community, a new school has been promised for Hexham for a number of years now and this is not the way to get it, forcing schools to join his vision at the detriment of smaller rural schools.  

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

Beauftront First School is Outstanding in everyway &amp; such viable schools should be protected.

No

Beauftront First School is Outstanding in everyway &amp; such viable schools should be protected.

No

Beauftront First School is Outstanding in everyway &amp; such viable schools should be protected.

Schools that are financially viable with high educational achievement should be nurtured.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

I have a child at Acomb 1st school and am resident in the same village. I cannot see how closing many small community schools will in any way improve our children's future schooling &amp; education. The children are not at the heart of this decision &amp; many communities face having their heart ripped from them. The three tier system means children gave a stepping stone before attending a large high school. If there were to be 2 extra year groups &amp; pupils from Haydon Bridge catered for, the secondary school would be so huge I would worry my child would be lost in the crowd. The QEHS is very focused on academics so Haydon Bridge offers a more vocational alternative for some students, it just needs to be supported &amp; funded appropriately.  I would hate to see Acomb school close, it is a fantastic school in the heart of a thriving community with many local children attending from the immediate catchment area. It offers brilliant opportunity for outdoor learning, using local facilities &amp; amenities. There are safe paths for children to walk to &amp; from school. They offer brilliant wrap around care with breakfast &amp; after school club as well as an amazing nursery facility. My child is very happy at this school and is progressing well. They also have links with a city school offering kids the chance to interact with others from different backgrounds. I would be happy to keep my child in this school should it expand to become a primary, although I would prefer the 3 tier system to remain. I feel so saddened and angry by the prospect of so many fantastic rural schools facing closure to the detriment of our children's education &amp; futures. 

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

St josephs middleHaydon bridge

No

No

No

Invest in the schools we currently have! pupil numbers only fall when people are scared into removing their children! Haydon Bridge High in particular what percentage of its potential pupil role currently cross over into Cumbria?? This never happened before the closure of allendale middle and the scaremongering of academy chains!  2 tier can never work in rural areas one size does not fit all!!!

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

Wark C of E is a very successful highly function school serving the community incredibly well. It has nursery, breakfast club, and after school care. The alternative of children being send on a bus at the age of 4 more than 10 miles to the nearest school increasing their day enormously can’t be conducive to a healthy learning environment but surely will make them more tired and feeling a bit lost and insecure

Keep Wark first school open . Perhaps as an academy?

No

Same reason as question a

No

Any proposal that closes Wark first school is going to have a detrimental effect on the community and the children

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle School

Haltwhistle

Yes

No

Yes

Hatton Lea Gate No

No

Don't know

I support Haltwhistle CC letter to the council.

Staff Member

Haydon Bridge High School

HB

No

No

No

 I support the Haydon Bridge High School Development Proposal for Academic and Vocational Learning. The moto is "Every child matters". The other options do not take this into account. Many SEN and vulnerable students are suffering mentally because of expectations and the high level of education they are expected to achieve. Some will never get GCSE's in English and Maths. Give these students a chance to work in a hands on situation and I'm sure they will flourish! 

Parent/carer

Henshaw C of E Aided Primary School

Greenhead

Bardon Mill

No

In addition to my previous response I would also like to add that I am against the proposal by The Board of Governors of the West Tyne Schools Federation to close the Greenhead sit and merge catchment areas.  As stated on the Greenhead school’s website in the Executive Head teacher's message -    we recognise the importance of helping our pupils to develop their full potential and we do our utmost to make that a reality. We also recognise that this is more likely to happen when school and home work together as a partnership for the good of the children. We try to develop the whole child and work to enable them to become balanced individuals with a sense of responsibility towards others.   Our school is an integral part of the village community. We work with our neighbours and all contribute to the feeling of belonging and citizenship. All children are regarded as equals in our school and we encourage them in all their achievements. As our children leave primary education our aim is that he/she is equipped with the knowledge, skills, attitudes and confidence to move on to the next stage of education, and for life.     I believe the governors should ensure we fulfil this commitment by keeping the Greenhead site open. Numbers in intake can vary from year to year and the year above my daughter at Henshaw had one child in it for many years however this child still received an excellent education and is an active member of her local community.  I do not feel we can abandon Greenhead as a village community.  As an accountant I can understand how the numbers add up but we are talking about other things that cannot be monetised so easily.  I therefore oppose this.   

No

In addition to my previous response I would also like to add that I am against the proposal by The Board of Governors of the West Tyne Schools Federation to close the Greenhead sit and merge catchment areas.  As stated on the Greenhead school’s website in the Executive Head teacher's message -    we recognise the importance of helping our pupils to develop their full potential and we do our utmost to make that a reality. We also recognise that this is more likely to happen when school and home work together as a partnership for the good of the children. We try to develop the whole child and work to enable them to become balanced individuals with a sense of responsibility towards others.   Our school is an integral part of the village community. We work with our neighbours and all contribute to the feeling of belonging and citizenship. All children are regarded as equals in our school and we encourage them in all their achievements. As our children leave primary education our aim is that he/she is equipped with the knowledge, skills, attitudes and confidence to move on to the next stage of education, and for life.     I believe the governors should ensure we fulfil this commitment by keeping the Greenhead site open. Numbers in intake can vary from year to year and the year above my daughter at Henshaw had one child in it for many years however this child still received an excellent education and is an active member of her local community.  I do not feel we can abandon Greenhead as a village community.  As an accountant I can understand how the numbers add up but we are talking about other things that cannot be monetised so easily.  I therefore oppose this.

No

In addition to my previous response I would also like to add that I am against the proposal by The Board of Governors of the West Tyne Schools Federation to close the Greenhead sit and merge catchment areas.  As stated on the Greenhead school’s website in the Executive Head teacher's message -    we recognise the importance of helping our pupils to develop their full potential and we do our utmost to make that a reality. We also recognise that this is more likely to happen when school and home work together as a partnership for the good of the children. We try to develop the whole child and work to enable them to become balanced individuals with a sense of responsibility towards others.   Our school is an integral part of the village community. We work with our neighbours and all contribute to the feeling of belonging and citizenship. All children are regarded as equals in our school and we encourage them in all their achievements. As our children leave primary education our aim is that he/she is equipped with the knowledge, skills, attitudes and confidence to move on to the next stage of education, and for life.     I believe the governors should ensure we fulfil this commitment by keeping the Greenhead site open. Numbers in intake can vary from year to year and the year above my daughter at Henshaw had one child in it for many years however this child still received an excellent education and is an active member of her local community.  I do not feel we can abandon Greenhead as a village community.  As an accountant I can understand how the numbers add up but we are talking about other things that cannot be monetised so easily.  I therefore oppose this.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Newton

Don't know

Insufficient information to demonstrate the real impact and implication (financial, social, environmental) of each option.

Don't know

As previous

Don't know

As previous

Comparison of all options including status quo is required

No

This involves the closure of a usable site for a school when this model requires extra capacity elsewhere but it is unclear from where it will be provided.

No

See reasons for ‘No’ provided for Model A.

Yes

This model involves the use of a usable site for a school when extra capacity elsewhere is required but it is unclear from where it will be provided.

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

No

In all the options listed Greenhough is listed for closure. I feel this is a serious mistake    Greenhough is a thriving school that has managed its finances to keep itself financially viable.  It continues to achieve impressive ofsted reports.  It has the largest catchment area of the schools earmarked for closure.  It has tried to work with the council and proposed possible solutions.   If you close rural schools it will have large, negative implications. It will increase children's travel time, it will decrease or remove parental choice, it will damage local economies and discourage people from living rurally.   Please be proud and support the incredible schools you have. Help the ones that are failing don't penalise the ones that are succeeding  

No

See previous response

No

See previous response

I am not qualified to do so not have we been given sufficient time to prepare detailed responses

Parent/carer

Otterburn First School

otterburn

Yes

Yes

No

Lanehead, TarsetNo

Greenhaugh school is a successful school which contributes to the whole community. It is not in deficit. There is no justification for bussing small children from Greenhaugh the additional distances Bellingham First school and even less justification of bussing them to Kielder. Losing a village school is not like closing a local bank. There is no mobile school, and internet schooling is not an option. These are real children, parents and residents, and the ripple effect of a closure affects us all.

No

See response I've. The same points apply

No

See above

Keep Greenhaugh open, to include pupils from Kielder. Make it a primary school if the three tier system is being phased out, transferring pupils at age 11 to QEHS

No

As with any proposal to change school structures, NASUWT’s central concern is with the security of our members’ jobs and their conditions of service.  The school closures proposed in this model is likely to result in significant job losses for teachers.   

No

As with any proposal to change school structures, NASUWT’s central concern is with the security of our members’ jobs and their conditions of service.  The school closures proposed in this model is likely to result in significant job losses for teachers, especially with the loss of the middle schools in both partnerships.

No

As with any proposal to change school structures, NASUWT’s central concern is with the security of our members’ jobs and their conditions of service.  While the retention of a school on the HBHS site is welcome, we'd still have concerns about the closure of first schools proposed in this model and the consequential loss of teachers' jobs.

As previously stated, NASUWT’s central concern is with the security of our members’ jobs and their conditions of service when new school structures are proposed.  Retention of Key Stage 3/4 education in Haydon Bridge would benefit pupils in the partnership and the staff currently working at the school. For this to happen, there are several issues to be resolved. Namely, the current Ofsted rating, the financial situation and the DfE's policy that the school should have an academy sponsor (without a suitable sponsor being identified). This could possibly be achieved by moving Newborough C of E Primary onto the HSBS site and extending its age range (a possible mechanism for this element of Model C).  NASUWT has concerns about the number of school closures proposed in the three models and consequential loss of our members' jobs. We would support any proposal that minimises school closures.  NASUWT welcomes the NCC’s commitment to establish a meaningful ‘staffing protocol’ at an early stage, should the closure of any schools be approved. We would certainly engage positively in developing a protocol that utilises experienced staff in any new structure, provides better job security for staff at risk of redundancy and improved continuity for students. 

Hatton Lea Gate No

No

No

I support Haltwhistle CC the letter sent to you there proposals.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Middle School

Haltwhistle

Don't Know

Don't Know

Yes

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

QEHS

Heddon on the wall

No

I just don't think there is anything wrong with the system we have , 3 teir system works well for my Child , gets good results ,most importantly the Children are happy, why change something that isn't broken.The thought of Children being sent to a School of the size and age range being purposed ,is just frightening.

No

There is no need for a change a system that is working well ,and as far as I can see from everyone I have spoke to nobody wants.

No

I don't want the closure of our First and Middle Schools ,which would have a huge in fact on a lot of rural communities, I think sending a Child into a School of the size being purposed is a very bad idea, I know it would traumatize my Child if it were to go ahead.Don't change something that nobody wants.

I do think some of the buildings do need upgrading especially at QEHS but not at the expense of losing our First and Middle Schools.

Wark C of E First School

Chollerton

No

Retain the three tier system - which is working well in West Tynedale

No

Not a viable option

No

Not a viable option

Retain the current three tier system in west tynedale!

Newlands

No

WFS has a full complement of children and it looks as though the old marley tile site will receive planning permission for at least 100 ew houses. I feel that there will be many children looking for a good first school close by

No

No

Haltwhistle

Don't know

I am somewhat confused by the option, and believe that a decision has already been reached.

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

No

No

No

My family have used the school to start their education for hundreds of years. It is a thriving school that has proven it can manage financially in a tough climate. It supports children as individuals in their learning aid it would be terrible if it was to close.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

Haydon brdge

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Simonburn

No

I do not want to see Wark First School closed

No

I do not want Wark First School to close

No

I do not want Wark First School to close

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Upper School

Haltwhistle

Yes

I agree but I disagree on having 1 high school.

I picked option A as I like 3 tier but I don't like 1 High school.

No

Yes

Staff Member

Queen Elizabeth High School

Newcastle

No

Too many great local schools being closed for purely financial reasons, not educational ones. At the top end, making one big school (high or secondary) is again financial.  Wrap around care quality would disappear.

No

See previous answer

No

See earlier answer

Demand the money that is required to deliver the education that our communities deserve and need.  We have the largest (I believe) catchment and this means our costs will be different - and that means higher.  Perhaps make Haydon Bridge stop at Y11 to focus on the earlier years - 6th form used to be financially good for a school, but now seems to be more of a drain on monies, especially if it is relatively small.

Whittonstall

No

By closing Whittonstall First School which is currently thriving and sustainable, the future and vital fabric of the whole village is at risk.  Think church, pub and all the local employment each brings to the living structure of the community, let alone the staff and pupils of the purpose built school which was only built in the 1990's and is far from life expired.

See answer under model A

No

See answer under model A

See answer under model A.  Same opinion applies.

Yes

See answer under model A.  Same opinions apply.

See answer under model A

there is absolutely no valid argument or reason to contemplate closure of Whittonstall First School in its present format.  The future of the whole community and its future is dependent upon it.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

Leave the Schools as they are they could still work together its not fair on the children.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Catton, Hexham No

Not a consideration

No

Not a consideration

No

Not a consideration

When creating your 31 page document, it makes Hexham look so impressive, but the real importance should be numbers at Haydon Bridge, before Special Measures &amp; do those numbers then mirror the amount of kids who now attend QE as a lot of Allendale kids quit HBHS &amp; were moved to Hexham middle schools so were primed for QE.  In my eyes NONE of A, B, C are adequate for the schooling in the West of the Region. But the new Academic &amp; Vocational model Darren Glover will put forward for Haydon Bridge has my full backing as I believe this is a good structure for the school &amp; community. It will also iliminate the uncertainty for the teachers &amp; students who have stayed in this fantastic school, making excellent achievements over the last few years. But is now time for the County Council to support the school &amp; community.   Schools should share teachers to illiminate costs, working closer together &amp; not against each other. Haydon Bridge should be offering students the choice of working for GCSE &amp; A levels or different curriculums which would engage them in their daily lives eg farming, mechanics, engineering, joinery, building, outword bounds, tourists &amp; living up to their name as a sports college etc. Offering more BTEC &amp; NVQ courses to work for, if they believe University isnt their pathway, then they will be more engaged to take on an apprenticship.   Any empty buildings could be offered at a minimal rent or no rent but in return the company would need to offer services which could be taught to the students at a knock down rate which would reduce costs.  There should be 2 schools as is now which both need building improvements done, but will be a lot cheaper than building a brand new one.  Having 2 seperate schools will also allow for new intakes from all the new houses being built throughout the region, which if a new bigger school was built for 2000 kids &amp; just after opening the numbers increased how would they find the extra money to build on to the school.  Closing Haydon Bridge isnt just closing a school, its also closing a community which will also lose its local shops &amp; in time becoming a ghost town.  Any Council decisions must consider the Rural communities &amp; not a few savings which will cost more in day to day lives.  

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

QEHS, Whittonstall First

Edmundbyers

No

Actually I think that in terms of ages 9-18 provision this probably is the best option: it would solve the ongoing problems at Haydon Bridge and use those pupil numbers to funnel significant extra funding to QEHS, although the resulting catchment area for the merged school might be unmanageably large.  BUT this plan is fatally undermined by the feature it shares with the other two models, and which is not adequately explained in the consultation document: the unwarranted and recklessly destructive plan to close a series of First Schools ('merge' is a euphemism). The First Schools are the anchor of the high-quality educational provision in this region, and are the main reason why so many out-of-county parents (myself included) make the initial choice to send their children into the Northumberland system, bringing their funding with them. Local First Schools have enormous educational and community benefits, not least because of their human scale - communities in which, literally, every person at the school knows every other person: the schools slated for closure include schools recognized as good / outstanding by OFSTED: and the plans would have knock-on effects beyond the Hexham partnership, in that, for example, Broomley First School, which is in a federation with Whittonstall First School, would cease to be viable if Whittonstall were summarily closed. (This is even before we come to the timetable for the planned closures, which is far to fast for any good-quality alternative provision to be put in place.)  The proposed cull of First Schools is a solution to a different problem than the one which this consultation purports to address, and is a destructive, educationally regressive 'solution' which is likely to be self-defeating even in the most narrowly-defined financial terms.

Adopt Model A (or Model C) for the 9-18 range.  Abandon the ill-conceived plan to close First Schools. Instead encourage local First (and Middle) Schools to work more closely together to achieve economies by the sharing of resources, perhaps by some or all of them forming a MAT.

No

The plan to abandon the three-tier system, which would at a stroke jettison the most distinctive and high-quality features of educational provision in the region, makes this plan a non-starter from my view.  It was the three-tier system which attracted me to send my children across the county line to school in Northumberland, and I am not alone in this: abandoning this system would cut off a significant flow of funding into the region.   As in all three of the models proposed (and here I will repeat myself) I do not see any justification for the closure of a swathe of First Schools. Local First Schools have enormous educational and community benefits, not least because of their human scale - communities in which, literally, every person at the school knows every other person: the schools slated for closure include schools recognized as good / outstanding by OFSTED: and the plans would have knock-on effects beyond the Hexham partnership, in that, for example, Broomley First School, which is in a federation with Whittonstall First School, would cease to be viable if Whittonstall were summarily closed. Our experience as parents is that First Schools are not only caring and community-engaged bodies, but are very educationally effective, working very closely with children whom they come to know intimately in a deeply nurturing environment.  But the real catastrophe would be the loss of the Middle Schools. I am aware there is national debate about this and that QEHS, for its own financial reasons, is pressing to move to a two-tier model. However, this would mean a deeply disruptive transition at age 11 from small rural primary schools with no specialist subject teaching to a HUGE secondary school - one of the largest in England, both in pupil numbers and in catchment area - in which literally thousands of children across the entire 11-18 age range would be mixed together.  By contrast, our experience of the outstanding Middle School at Corbridge has been that, coming out of First School, our sons were ready to blossom and to seize the opportunities that, for example, a full range of specialist subject teaching in years 5 and 6 offered; they were able to prepare for and take Y6 SATs in a supportive but expert environment in which they were aware that their entire career at their next school would not be judged on the outcome; and all of this within a human-scale school of some 300 people, which still seemed very big when they first arrived.  I am absolutely opposed to this model, which subordinates educational excellence and community service to the most narrow and short-term financial concerns.

This is not a viable option and should be abandoned.

No

In terms of the plans for Hexham and Haydon Bridge, this may well be a viable plan. I have no first-hand knowledge of the Haydon Bridge situation, and if the Council and community conclude that a new 4-16 through school there is the best way forward, then so be it. Likewise, I can see that merging HMS and QEHS into a 9-18 through school might be an excellent way of securing some economies in Hexham while preserving the three-tier structure. My only concern is whether losing the pupil numbers which currently flow to QEHS from Haydon Bridge might make the Hexham situation worse rather than better.  BUT - at the risk of repeating myself - this plan is fatally undermined by the feature it shares with the other two models, and which is not adequately explained in the consultation document: the unwarranted and recklessly destructive plan to close a series of First Schools ('merge' is a euphemism). The First Schools are the anchor of the high-quality educational provision in this region, and are the main reason why so many out-of-county parents (myself included) make the initial choice to send their children into the Northumberland system, bringing their funding with them. Local First Schools have enormous educational and community benefits, not least because of their human scale - communities in which, literally, every person at the school knows every other person: the schools slated for closure include schools recognized as good / outstanding by OFSTED: and the plans would have knock-on effects beyond the Hexham partnership, in that, for example, Broomley First School, which is in a federation with Whittonstall First School, would cease to be viable if Whittonstall were summarily closed. (This is even before we come to the timetable for the planned closures, which is far to fast for any good-quality alternative provision to be put in place.)  The proposed cull of First Schools is a solution to a different problem than the one which this consultation purports to address, and is a destructive, educationally regressive 'solution' which is likely to be self-defeating even in the most narrowly-defined financial terms. 

Adopt Model C as far as Haydon Bridge, HMS and QEHS are concerned (or Model A).  Abandon the ill-conceived plan to close First Schools. Instead encourage local First (and Middle) Schools to work more closely together to achieve economies by the sharing of resources, perhaps by some or all of them forming a MAT. 

The one element which is in common to all three models, and which must be abandoned, is the unwarranted and self-defeating plan to close a swathe of First Schools. Instead the County Council ought to seek economies by encouraging local First and Middle Schools to work more closely together to achieve economies by the sharing of resources, perhaps by some or all of them forming a MAT.  In particular, I would suggest combining elements of models A and C: if HBHS is to be closed and its pupils transferred to QEHS, let QEHS also merge with HMS and become a 9-18 through school with a major intake point at 13. This could provide significant economies in Hexham without disrupting the three-tier model that so many parents and children value.    

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Gilsland

No

No

No

I agree with the proposal from Haltwhistle Middle School which i have copied below.  When considering the possible changes to the education provision in the West of Northumberland, we believe it is important that we look first at what we want to achieve, before deciding on the best ways to meet those goals.   · In the initial consultation, a number of key factors were listed, to take into account (we have listed them below). We urge all officers and councillors to reflect on these factors and put each of them in the context of each community. These will be in a different order for a large city (Newcastle), a town (Hexham), a small town (Haltwhistle) and villages (Wark).   · Then there are issues which may have an effect on educational outcome, that are not immediately obvious, but these things can be important and should also feed into the decision making. These issues include things like friendship groups (living too far away from the main catchment) and being able to attend after school activities, whether that be sports, arts, or catch up academic classes.   · When putting our proposal together we have ranked the importance of these factors as a whole for the West of Northumberland. We have made considerations for the large town, the smaller towns and the rural villages. The order in which we have placed these are:  1. Catchment areas  2. Home to school transport  3. Rural and wider community issues  4. Special Educational Needs and Disability  5. Pupil Transition  6. Buildings and Finance  7. Admission Arrangements  8. Sport and Recreation Implications  9. Impact on employees of schools and academies  All leading to:  · Positive Educational Outcomes  Proposal  · To address the concerns surrounding surplus places and present and future funding (which are directly linked to surplus places) we believe there has to be a discussion and decision made regarding the two-tier and three-tier system.   · A mixture of two tier and three tier, as is currently the case in West Northumberland, creates a lack of clarity for parents and children. It equally creates competition for children between schools, which is not helpful. This hybrid system has contributed to the falling numbers in the Haydon Bridge Partnership due to too few children being spread across too many schools.   · From the information shared, we believe there are a total of thirty-seven schools in the West of Northumberland. We believe this could be reduced to thirteen schools saving 1000 surplus places, addressing the financial challenge and providing parents with choice and a best-fit for community and local schooling offer.   · We believe the focus should be very much on the development and shape of education in the whole West of Northumberland and not purely about Secondary education: Haydon Bridge and QEHS   · When considering the whole picture we believe the following structure would address many of the concerns:  o Retain (and reintroduce) a Three Tier System (consistently across the whole of the West of Northumberland.  · This would include:  o Six First Schools  o Four Middle Schools  o One 3-13 Provision incorporate First / Middle in Bellingham  o Two High Schools   · This would reduce the surplus places by just under one thousand places.   · In a recent informal consultation, it is quite clear that there is not an appetite from parents, carers and professionals for a change in the three-tier system and a move to a larger two-tier model.   · It would be vital that the Three-tier System was incorporated across the whole of the West of Northumberland, with very clear school sizes, and feeder schools identified, to ensure closer partnership and educational continuity.   · Special Educational Needs should be incorporated in all three tiers and not centrally located. There should be a local offer and an inclusive approach to all wellbeing and disability issues. The majority of children should attend a mainstream school within their local area.   · Transport and infrastructure must be reflected upon when making decisions on whether to retain an element of local offer - is there a transport and road network sufficient enough to ensure the safety and wellbeing of all children?    · Restructure First and Primary to create six First Schools  · There would be a need to review all first and primary Schools and reduce the number to six first schools, ranging from 250 to 370 on roll. Some work would be needed to make sure the combining of schools ensures the best locations, facilities and resources.   · These first schools would now be large enough to be cost effective, without large numbers of surplus places, and with staff being redeployed where needed.   · Transport and facilities would need to be reviewed and considered.   · Some work would need to be done to upgrade buildings and it would be right and proper to offer some funding from the central pot which has been identified as in the region of £40m.   · Although some younger children may have to travel a little further than at present to their first school, on the whole the vast majority of children will be placed in a school near to their home communities, and will only have longer travel as they grow older.   · Children currently in smaller schools will now have a school where they can be in a class of similar age children, and not having to share classes with older and younger children due to financial constraints, as is the case at present.    · Maintain Four Middle Schools  · Retain the middle schools in:  o Corbridge  o Hexham RC  o Hexham  o Haltwhistle   · Having a middle school structure means there is a stepped approach and children stay closer to their local communities than travelling to a big secondary. Although this goes against the national trend, the West of Northumberland needs a bespoke offer due to the size of the area we are serving and the travel that children will have to make out of their local communities. It is not correct to say that the three tier system is educationally less sound – we know this not to be the case.   · By ensuring there is a structured and consistent three-tier structure in place, then all four middle schools would have enough children to be full, and therefore be financially viable.   · Some work would need to be done to upgrade buildings and it would be right and proper to offer some funding from the central pot identified as in the region of £40m.   · Bespoke Offer in Bellingham  · To address the specific need in the Bellingham area, there needs to be a bespoke model, due to the remoteness.   · We propose that they are still in line with the 3 tier system, and we propose there is an all phase school in Bellingham that caters for three-to thirteen year-olds on one site. This would address the surplus places and ensure there are clear pathways for the local children to attend a ‘local’ provision and then go into the 14-19 curriculum as other children do in the area.   · Maintain the offer of Two High Schools  · At secondary level, the limited success of new government 14-19 initiatives, such as UTCs and Studio Schools is largely due to the fact that they compete for Year 9s (13 year olds) in a two tier system, where children are already settled into secondary schools from year 7 (age 11). However, these new 14-19 schools fit perfectly with a three tier system. It is vital that all schools have an identical entry age to avoid a disjointed system.   · We propose that QEHS has a new build, but remains a 14-19 provision, as this supports the three tier system, identified as suiting the West of Northumberland best. Its size would remain at 1300.   · We propose that a second 14-19 High School offer (600 students) should be within the area west of Hexham, (also in a new build), either on the present Haydon Bridge Site or somewhere else within the west of Northumberland, to compliment the curriculum offer at QEHS and to ensure that there is a genuine parental choice. This would give the west of Northumberland a high school offer of 1800 places, with clear choice and pathways.   · At present the recent Haydon Bridge 2017’s data states that this is an ‘Average’ school and actually sits eighth out of fifteen schools in the whole of Northumberland. This is in spite of the recent challenges and difficulties it has faced. We propose that NCC and the RSC work together to ensure that this positive description is shared with all local MATs and communities to foster a more positive view of the school and seek a sponsor, as this is not how the school has been presented recently in the press.   · We propose that a second high school is vital to provide a broad educational offer in the west, at the same time as supporting those children who in our experience, are more likely to develop well and exceed expected progress in a smaller, more personalised environment. The second school will also provide some choice for students and parents.   · It would be right and proper to offer this provision a new build too, funded from the funding of £40m identified.   · The alternative secondary school in for children in the west of Northumberland, which is over the border in Brampton, Cumbria, has just announced that it is reducing each year group by thirty children, which will result in one hundred and fifty fewer spaces. Therefore fewer Northumberland children will be accepted in the future. This will create a lack of choice for the children in the extreme west of the County, if there is no offer west of Hexham.   · The wellbeing of all children should be a key principle. The need to address attendance issues at Key Stage 4 and to look to long term solutions for the area regarding young people Not in Education, Employment or Training should be a key consideration when designing new educational establishments and offers, as should the need for quality vocational education for 16-18 year olds.   Summary  § We believe that Northumberland County Council, The Regional Schools Commissioner and Councillors have a duty to review the key factors for all the communities in the West of Northumberland and the needs of all groups of children.   § There is an acceptance by all professionals that something has to change, given the surplus places and the financial pressures that go hand-in-hand with them.   § This is a debate about the whole educational structure of the West of Northumberland and not purely about a particular phase or area.   § There is a need to take into account the local offer of schools for all abilities and to address the inclusion agenda. Parent and community voice should be heard and respected, and parents should be given choice.   § We propose a three-tier system to reflect the challenges and needs of the rural communities and the size of the area in which we serve. There needs to be a bespoke response to the unique challenges that the organisation of the education of children in the West of Northumberland brings.   § We believe the re-introduction of the First schools, with a reduced number of establishments:  · Addresses the surplus places  · Ensures children are attending classes with children of their own age  · Financial security helps ensure a good or better offer is given to all children  · Upgrade in facilities, where needed, for all establishments from the £40m   § We believe the establishment of four middle schools allows:  · Addresses the surplus places  · Financial security helps ensure a good or better offer is given to all children  · Upgrade in facilities, where needed, for all establishments from the £40m  · Address the governments challenge at Key Stage 3 and the ‘Missing / Hidden Years’   § The retention of the offer of two high school establishments that complement each other, with both having new facilities to serve their curriculums will enable  · New building offer to QEHS for 1300 on roll  · New building offer for another ‘more western’ high school for 600 on roll  · Curriculums that are designed to support the diverse challenges of the local area  · Addresses the surplus places  Financial security helps ensure a good or better offer is given to all children  · Allows some parental choice, and an alternative if a situation ‘breaks down’ for a student at high school age.   § We believe the SEN offer should be retained at community level, where appropriate support and resources are built into the thirteen schools to address children’s needs in their local school, with their local friends.   § We believe these proposals ensure that local communities still maintain school buildings that can be used as a central hub for community identity and use. Great schools have great parental and community support and in-put.   

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

Too far for children to travel on roads not fit/safe for purpose Who would travel with children on buses What happens if children  attend after school clubs Schools are far too big, shy or children not academically good will be left behind. Community suffers as no schools in West , no work, people not moving into the area. Parents wouldnt be involved with school as it is too far away, therefore no parental support for people in far west.  School and children are heart of community, and children enjoy their parents being involved with the school

Not a viable option

No

As option A The West of Northumberland needs a school.  Northumberlan is such a large catchment area, not like urban areas, we need more smaller schools for children to allow them to build up friendships and allow socialisation.  In this era of technology, children are spending more and more time on computers ipads etc, if we take them miles away from friends at sschool this situaton will only get worse.  We will have a nation of children who cannot mix with peers  The other concern is with such a huge amount of children (upwards of 2000) bullying is going to be difficult to control 

No

A ridiculous suggestion, expecting parents to put children from 4 yrs age on a bus to travel 10 mile to school and back each day  is just ludicrous.  The problems associated with this suggestion are too big to even contemplate. Someone is having a laugh!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

I have looked at the proposal that Haltwhsitle School has proposed and in the main this appears to make more sense.   Each area in Northumberland has individual needs catered for.  Children are safe and within a reasonable travelling distance of their home. The communities can continue to be involved in their schools and take ownership. Parents will have choice of 2 high schools which is right and proper.  Haltwhistle middle school and HBHS all need updating (others also may need updating) but money appears to be available.  Let us see a little common sense, this is educationional demands for next 20 yrs and we need to get it right for our children and the future.  Lets not throw the baby out with the bathwater by closing all our schools. 

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

I don't like this model because: 1. Children in the closed sites will need to travel further to school. Parents that work full time are already struggling to fit school times in with work times, without the added burden of having to travel further distances to school. Children of that age can not be expected to travel by themselves on any provided transport. 2. The schools that are to receive the extra pupils are not large enough to cope. I can only comment on Broomhaugh, which my youngest child attends. Despite what your figures may say, I wouldn't like to say very many more pupils attend this school without it being extended. Extensions would take up play space, which at the age groups concerned is vital for outdoor exercise. There would be a greater number of vehicles dropping children off at the school - there is insufficient road space for this, even at the levels of attendance now there is overcrowding on the road at school times. A larger school would mean more staff - where are they to park? 3. I don't think this model sits well with the size and populations of Northumberland. It is a large county with sparse population - a larger number of smaller schools is required to serve the area properly. The issue here is central government policy; blanket policy will never fit rural counties like this very well. I don't think it's the right approach to try and patch things up to fit and compromise the education of the young - these people are our future! 4. I think the system should remain as it is. Extra funding will need to be found to cover the differences, if this means taking money from other services so be it - children's education should be a high priority.

How about this: Everything stays the same, except that Haydon Bridge merges with Hexham since this is the real problem area. If any middle school needs to close it should be Hexham as this appears to be well under it's quota for students. 

No

In addition to the points made for model A, which are equally valid for this model:  1. There is evidence that suggests that a 3 tier system achieves a higher standard of education than 2 tier, therefore, since education is of primary importance the system should remain 3 tier. 2. This option see's Corbridge Middle school close - why is this? The information I have states that Corbridge middle is almost at full capacity, whilst Hexham middle is upto 400 pupils under capacity! Therefore, it should be Hexham middle that closes. I can't help but feel that there is some commercial interest here, as Hexham belongs to an academy. Education is not a commercial thing - it should not be driven by the desires of those running academies. 

No

This seems to be the worst model of them all - not only do you propose keeping a school at Haydon Bridge, where you say there is no demand, but on top of that money appears to rebuild Hexham despite there being no demand for a middle school there with Corbridge still open. In addition, it's a bad idea to have an age range of 4-16 year olds in the same school at Haydon Bridge.

Get together with other rural councils and change the root cause of the funding cut-backs: funding per pupil doesn't work.

No

No

Don't know

I definitely think there should be a high school in Haydon Bridge. I think it gives students the choice, if there was only 1 school at Hexham and a child had problems for example bullying, what would the alternative option be for them? I think Haltwhistle middle schools proposal is a good one and takes into account the Geographical elements for the pupils. A 'one size fits all' should not apply to our area as it is such a huge area.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Corbridge Middle Hexham

Don't know

I don't have a problem with HBHS merging with QEHS, in fact I think the people of Haydon Bridge catchment deserve access to the excellent education offered by QEHS, after several years of poor treatment by the authorities. However, I am not in favour of the closure of Whittonstall First School in particular, having had my three sons receive an outstanding early education there. The school is not anticipating any financial deficit in the coming few years. I cannot speak at first hand for any of the other first schools  where closure/merger is proposed.

Don't close those viable first schools which are deemed to be providing excellent early education.

No

As a parent of children who are going through the three-tier system, and receiving an excellent education, I am not in favour of the creation of an 11-18 school in Hexham, and the knock-on effect this would inevitably have on the rest of education in the area. Corbridge Middle School is an excellent school, and a good step for children between very small rural first schools and a much larger secondary school. I understand that this may be an anomaly in the national context, but that is not a good enough reason to get rid of it. It cannot be beyond the wit of those who apply the national funding formula to calculate the appropriate funding allocation for schools in the three-tier system. My comments on Option A above apply again, with regard to closure of Whittonstall First School.

Don't know

This option may be good for HBHS - my comments above apply regarding poor treatment of HBHS in recent years - but not being a resident of that area I cannot comment specifically on the 4-16 idea. However, I am not in favour of the creation of a school in Hexham for 2250 pupils ranging in age from 9 to 18 - my own children will not be in the lower age range at this stage, and will be relatively unaffected, but the thought of a 9 year-old arriving at a school of this size, in the company of students up to 18 years old, is not one I can support. I understand QEHS have an idea of operating 'schools within a school', but I cannot see that this would be an improvement on the current three-tier system, which allows children to develop gradually through the years of their education, in a more boundaried environment and with teachers who know them well and can pick up on issues or difficulties quickly. My comments on the other options apply with regard to closure/merger of Whittonstall First School and closure of Corbridge Middle School, i.e. I am not in favour of either of those actions.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Parent Governor at Shaftoe Trust until conversion.

Haydon Bridge

No

1. Haydon Bridge village would lose an important facility. 2. A combined school would be larger than ideal. 3. Vehicular travel would increase. 4. Parental choice would diminish. 5. Students should only be asked to attend a merged school once the new facilities are built and ready. Otherwise, that cohort would suffer a huge educational disadvantage if made to use temporary facilities. 6. I would object to (the suggested) £45m of taxpayers' money being handed to an unaccountable academy for new facilities. 7. A combined school in Hexham on the QEHS' premises would require too many students' buses to operate safely.

No

1. Haydon Bridge village would lose an important facility. 2. A combined school would be larger than ideal. 3. Vehicular travel would increase. 4. Parental choice would diminish. 5. Students should only be asked to attend a merged school once the new facilities are built and ready. Otherwise, that cohort would suffer a huge educational disadvantage if made to use temporary facilities. 6. I would object to (the suggested) £45m of taxpayers' money being handed to an unaccountable academy for new facilities. 7. A combined school in Hexham on the QEHS' premises would require too many students' buses to operate safely.

No

1. HBHS can offer many positive attributes by retaining a sixth form. Vocational qualifications should be an important offer. It is important for students to have a choice of sixth form for academic subjects too, as QEHS' sixth form admissions policy is selective. If refused entry there, students would have to travel large distances. 2. Primary school provision in the village is now from an unaccountable academy, who would have to be granted undue influence over the combined school if persuaded to move site. 3. If the 4-16 school was to create a competitor primary school in Haydon Bridge it would be illogical, as NCC's December 2017 report outlines that there are already too many schools in the area.

Educational provision in West Northumberland should be left largely as it is, because: 1. There are too many conflicting interests, management systems of schools, and mix of 2/3 tier to make rationalisation feasible. 2. Services in rural areas can never be delivered at similar cost to urban services, so the current schools' deficits should be viewed in that context and subsidised. 3. The (suggested) £45m available for new facilities would pay the combined deficits for approximately 45 years. 4. Deficits can be reduced by increased sharing of staff between schools (for instance, a specialist teacher such as in languages could do one day per week in 5 schools, ensuring each can provide a full curriculum). The same is true for support staff such as tech. 5. HBHS' deficit can be further reduced by selling or renting surplus buildings like Park House. 6. HBHS' management have produced a thoroughly viable plan for the future. I support this plan. 7. NCC should support the HBHS to its utmost; allocating sufficient staff and resources to ensure that it definitely emerges from special measures. This would be a sensible investment for the future, as a favourable Ofsted rating would encourage more attending students and therefore a higher income. 8. NCC's December 2017 report states that it should take into account the local wishes and needs. These are undoubtedly for HBHS to remain open. If proof is required of these, I volunteer to provide a petition. 9. DfE's guidance states that the presumption should be against closing rural schools. It says the case for closure should be in the interests of educational provision (not cost). HBHS' management have a viable plan for educational provision. The guidance also states that the effect on the local community must be carefully considered, and the likely increase in use of motor vehicles.

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Parents' Association representing all of the pupils at Greenhaugh First School

No

No option has been given to Greenhaugh First School other than closure.  FOGS do not believe that this is viable for the school or for our community.  Greenhaugh First School staff and governors have supplied a Business Plan that demonstrates the high educational standards attained at the school, and its financial viability into the future.

No

No option has been given to Greenhaugh First School other than closure.  FOGS do not believe that this is viable for the school or for our community.  Greenhaugh First School staff and governors have supplied a Business Plan that demonstrates the high educational standards attained at the school, and its financial viability into the future.

No

No option has been given to Greenhaugh First School other than closure.  FOGS do not believe that this is viable for the school or for our community.  Greenhaugh First School staff and governors have supplied a Business Plan that demonstrates the high educational standards attained at the school, and its financial viability into the future.

Friends of Greenhaugh First School (FOGS) exists to support the best possible quality of education in our isolated rural community at our school.  Greenhaugh has the largest catchment area in West Northumberland (117 square miles) and the second largest in Northumberland (after Wooler), achieves high educational quality above the national average, and has strong community support.   FOGS is therefore highly supportive of the alternative proposals being brought forward by Greenhaugh First School staff and governors and outlined in the Greenhaugh First School Business Plan.    However, the rushed timescale, uncertainty of consultation outcomes, and need for clarity on the changing National Funding Formula and its impact on rural schools mean that these will inevitably have to evolve further.  The existence of Greenhaugh First School, 20 miles from Hexham, preserves the mixed demographic of our local community, encouraging young families to locate into or remain in our isolated rural area, without which the community demographic would significantly change to a largely older population.  The school also supports local jobs and develops skills for young people for the future. FOGS supports high quality education provision in either a two-tier or three-tier system.  FOGS  is aware that Greenhaugh First School has investigated options to do either in the light of Northumberland County Council proposals for education in West Northumberland including:  - remaining as a First School, - becoming a Primary,  - joining a Multi-Academy Trust.    All of these options are financially viable and will support the sustainability and demographic of our local community.  FOGS fully supports Greenhaugh First School staff and governors in pursuing these options to bring forward alternative proposals to retain our high standard of financially viable education in our remote rural community, as set out in its Business Plan.  These alternative proposals have by necessity had to be developed within the challenging timescales and uncertainties regarding both the NCC West Northumberland and Hadrian Learning Trust consultations.  Therefore they will need to evolve as the outcome of both consultations become clearer. In our view, the HLT consultation has forced the NCC West Northumberland consultation, with major impacts at First School Level, affecting 16 schools with high quality educational provision, including Greenhaugh First School.  Whilst schools are as flexible and reactive as possible, an extremely short timescale has been allowed for schools and partnerships to develop alternative proposals.    FOGS does not support the short timescale given for this consultation.    FOGS considers that HLT proposals will damage the excellent First School system which underpins the Middle and High School system which enables pupils to achieve high quality educational outcomes.   FOGS considers that the effect of the NCC proposals will be to break a First School system that is working well for its pupils, and achieving excellent educational outcomes, to the significant detriment to the sustainability and demographic of its local community, particularly in regard to Greenhaugh.  The Department for Education’s statutory guidance for proposers and decision makers, April 2016 states with respect to the closure of rural schools:  “There is a presumption against the closure of rural schools. This does not mean that a rural school will never close, but the case for closure should be strong and a proposal must be clearly in the best interests of educational provision in the area.  “When producing a proposal, the proposer must carefully consider:  - the likely effect of the closure of the school on the local community - educational standards at the school and the likely effect on standards at neighbouring schools - the availability, and likely cost of LA of transport to other schools  - any increase in the use of motor vehicles which is likely to result from the closure of the school and the likely effects of any such increase - any alternatives to the closure of the school”  FOGS fully supports Greenhaugh First School in its challenge to Northumberland County Council that they have not given the above adequate – or any - consideration before proposing closure for Greenhaugh School in all three Models for discussion.  FOGS also notes the travel distance implications of the NCC West Northumberland consultation for its pupils.    If options A, B or C are implemented, the catchment area for existing Greenhaugh First School pupils will extend massively from its existing 117 square miles (the second largest catchment area in Northumberland after Wooler), nearly doubling it to 199 square miles, which in Tyne and Wear would encompass a larger area than Newcastle, Gateshead, Newcastle Airport and Sunderland combined.  Already, school transport to Greenhaugh takes up to 45 minutes for the first pupil on the school bus; this distance and time would massively increase under the NCC proposals.   FOGS supports Greenhaugh First School in its view that this is not appropriate or desirable for pupils of 4 years plus, and this contravenes the Department for Education guidance on maximum travel distances to school (a maximum journey time of 45 minutes, which already applies).  FOGS values the high quality of education provided at Greenhaugh First School, and its role within its sustainable local community, which would significantly change without First School provision.    FOGS fully supports Greenhaugh School and governors in the alternative First/Primary/MAT proposals that they are bringing forward and outlined in the Business Plan for Greenhaugh First School.  These are though obviously subject to uncertainty due to the outcome of both NCC and HLT consultations; more time is required to develop effective proposals to support our children and communities over the next 40+ years.  FOGS would like to see further and more open consultation to assist all schools in West Northumberland to develop their alternative proposals, individually or in partnership.   NCC gives the impression that this consultation is lip-service to achieve a decision long-since made. However, the impact of these proposals could be to break a First School/three tier system that is working well.   The future must benefit all of the children in west Northumberland. 

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Lanchester

No

detrimental impact on children

No

detrimental impact on children

No

detrimental impact on children

W.F.S. to continue in its present state.  Successful, viable school with happy children and parents

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle Upper Site

Fetherstone

No

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High

No

No

No

I agree with Haydon Bridge High School's Option D

Staff Member

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Lanehead

No

HMS and QE are onto the second stage of talks into becoming secondary schools so Model A is not viable.

Don't know

Don't know

Close Kielder instead.

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

St Mary's RC First School

Yes

I think the 3 tier system works. I also think that St Joseph's is a remarkable school,and to close it would be  disaster for children like my daughter who is a current Year 7 pupil there. 

No

I am a strong believer in the 3 tier system in Northumberland. I would like both my children to have been to First,Middle and High. I would be both devastated and appalled if middle schools were to close. And there would be lot of younger children,especially the ones in rural smaller schools that would find the transition to high school traumatic at such a young age.

Don't know

I would like to keep the system to 3 tier and have all children of the same age entering schools at the same time.

Hatton Lea Gate No

No

Yes

I support Haltwhistle CC proposals for the schools.

Haydon Bridge High School

Whitfield

No

I don't agree with Model A.  It won't help me with my learning.

No

No

I agree with Model D.  It will cater to my needs.  I am not sure what to do yet, maybe something like an artist or a writer but I want other opportunities for jobs I might be interested in.  Model D HBHS will cater for my needs.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Acomb

No

Closing either acomb or beaufront school will take away the sense of community within the schools and will result in the loss of a great school. This is not in the best interests of any child

No

Closing either acomb or beaufront school will take away the sense of community within the schools and will result in the loss of a great school. This is not in the best interests of any child

No

Closing either acomb or beaufront school will take away the sense of community within the schools and will result in the loss of a great school. This is not in the best interests of any child

Only close failing schools. Merging, relocating and closing is a terrible idea where schools are successful and thriving in local communities. This should be about happy, well educated children and not a knee jerk idea

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Colwell

No

Closing Chollerton school is not an acceptable solution to the problems predominantly caused by issues with Haydon Bridge High School and Hadrian Learning Trust proposing to move to a 2 tier system. Chollerton is an outstanding school, a huge part of the local community and is vital to the area. It is financially stable and the buildings are in a good state of repair. There are also new houses being built within this catchment, bringing new families to the area.  Why should our local school suffer as a result of issues with the local high schools? 

Model A is not viable

No

Closing Chollerton school is not an acceptable solution to the problems predominantly caused by issues with Haydon Bridge High School and Hadrian Learning Trust proposing to move to a 2 tier system. Chollerton is an outstanding school, a huge part of the local community and is vital to the area. It is financially stable and the buildings are in a good state of repair. There are also new houses being built within this catchment, bringing new families to the area.  Why should our local school suffer as a result of issues with the local high schools? 

Model B is not viable

No

Closing Chollerton school is not an acceptable solution to the problems predominantly caused by issues with Haydon Bridge High School and Hadrian Learning Trust proposing to move to a 2 tier system. Chollerton is an outstanding school, a huge part of the local community and is vital to the area. It is financially stable and the buildings are in a good state of repair. There are also new houses being built within this catchment, bringing new families to the area.  Why should our local school suffer as a result of issues with the local high schools? 

Model C is not viable

Chollerton school should remain open and could potentially expand to take year 5 and year 6 students if necessary. Haydon Bridge's issues should be sorted out by the council to keep the school open and to avoid the 'knock on effects' that this consultation suggests. Hadrian Learning Trust must listen to the views of the local people and act accordingly. This region lends itself to a 3 tier system, due to its rural nature and sparse population. Maintaining local first schools in the region's villages is fundamental to keeping the local communities alive and prosperous.  I would like to finish by asking why this consultation has been raised now, AFTER the local government elections. Significant changes are being proposed and these were not apparent in the manifesto published before the elections. 

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

Don't know

I don't feel like any option is a good option for my children! I believe that 3 tier works best in our area! Both the Haltwhistle middle and Haydon Bridge school are great schools and I don't worry about my children getting lost and forgot about in these schools which I think they would in bigger schools with loads more children in hexham!

I think that if Haltwhistle middle has to close then the next best thing would be to have our children in Haltwhistle stay at the first school an extra 2 years and then go to Haydon bridge from there! We need Haydon bridge in our area! Yes our children need to travel to it but it's still a lot closer than hexham and with the A69 being so dangerous it's the least distance they will have to do!!!

I've wrote my views on the other pages.

Staff Member

Queen Elizabeth High School

haydon bridge

No

No

No

It is my personal belief that options a, b &amp; c are completely inadequate and do not provide suitable secondary provision for the west Tynedale.  The concept of one large school for the entire cohort of secondary aged students is wrong for this area, it would equate into no parental choice and if that school were to go into special measures that would effect all pupils education in the area.  With the councils planned influx of houses being built in the west Tynedale area, there is provision needed for pupils across the current Haydon Bridge high school catchment area and the Queen Elizabeth high school catchment area.  I think the idea of west Tynedale becoming two tire system is logical and would align the area with the rest of the country. 

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Lanchester

No

Detrimental impact of children and the community

No

Detrimental impact on children, and community

No

Detrimental impact on children and community

W.F.S. is a excellent school that values the whole child in a caring environment.    Although not all children live in the village they are from the close surrounding area and do not incur a long journey to school.  All you option would mean a long journey for young children.    It is financially secure now and in the future.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High

No

QE is not big enough to hold all of us and we can't pick vocational studies for GCSE

No

Same reasons as option/model A No

Although the school stays open, you will no longer be able to atke 6th form and some subjects aren't available.

HBHS Model D is better than all of the other options

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Halwhistle

No

No

No

Everything stays as it is

Parent/carer

Bellingham First School

Bellingham

Yes

This option will prevent young pupils from a long commute to School each day.  Bellingham Middle school has a large catchment area and lots of potential for new pupils, if Bellingham Middle was closed, 100's of pupils would need to travel miles to school and it will be too much for the younger pupils. The site at Bellingham is improving all the time, with North Tynies, Bellingham 1st and Bellingham Middle forming strong links, it would be a crying shame to lose that sense of community by closing Bellingham Middle. Both School combined appear to have plenty of space to accommodate merges

In theory will co-operation from all partners, the site at Bellingham could become a nursery, primary and secondary school.

No

Too much travel time for pupils and a cost involved with School buses

No

Way too expensive, a big financial output into the creating of the new school at Haydon bridge and lots of cost involved in transporting the pupils there

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

You have failed to take the importance of our rural school into consideration.  It enables our children to be educated in a way which reflects their upbringing ina rural environment where the feel safe and secure.  Wark in particularly enables parents to work by providing childcare close to home. Most employment is travelling towards Newcastle or Hexham. Bellingham is the wrong way adding an extra 20 minutes plus to the working day. It may not sound much but it means higher childcare bills and often not arrivingat work until all car parking spaces are taken.  It is important to us that our children go to a Church of England school. A faith school is very important to our options and you are removing this from the area completely. The ethos in the school is amazing. I went to many larger schools and it is daunting and much more rivalry. Wark is like a family and all the children support one another. I have seen older ones holding the hands of younger ones in joint sessions and working together, tying laces for those who cannot manage and even helping cut up food for their table companions at lunchtime.  Our village relies on the community brought together by the school. You take away that essential link and you destroy the community. Families move into the area because of the nearby, close-knit school. You take that away and it become just an ageing population, which will dwindle. We could then lose other essential services such as the surgery, butchers and post office. 

Leave Wark in situ as the catchment faith school. It is essential to be given the option to practise our faith in this increasingly faithless world.

Don't know

You have failed to take the importance of our rural school into consideration.  It enables our children to be educated in a way which reflects their upbringing ina rural environment where the feel safe and secure.  Wark in particularly enables parents to work by providing childcare close to home. Most employment is travelling towards Newcastle or Hexham. Bellingham is the wrong way adding an extra 20 minutes plus to the working day. It may not sound much but it means higher childcare bills and often not arrivingat work until all car parking spaces are taken.  It is important to us that our children go to a Church of England school. A faith school is very important to our options and you are removing this from the area completely. The ethos in the school is amazing. I went to many larger schools and it is daunting and much more rivalry. Wark is like a family and all the children support one another. I have seen older ones holding the hands of younger ones in joint sessions and working together, tying laces for those who cannot manage and even helping cut up food for their table companions at lunchtime.  Our village relies on the community brought together by the school. You take away that essential link and you destroy the community. Families move into the area because of the nearby, close-knit school. You take that away and it become just an ageing population, which will dwindle. We could then lose other essential services such as the surgery, butchers and post office.

Create a Church if England Primary school at Wark. We have the resources to accomplish this.

No

You have failed to take the importance of our rural school into consideration.  It enables our children to be educated in a way which reflects their upbringing ina rural environment where the feel safe and secure.  Wark in particularly enables parents to work by providing childcare close to home.  It is important to us that our children go to a Church of England school. A faith school is very important to our options and you are removing this from the area completely. The ethos in the school is amazing. I went to many larger schools and it is daunting and much more rivalry. Wark is like a family and all the children support one another. I have seen older ones holding the hands of younger ones in joint sessions and working together, tying laces for those who cannot manage and even helping cut up food for their table companions at lunchtime.  Our village relies on the community brought together by the school. You take away that essential link and you destroy the community. Families move into the area because of the nearby, close-knit school. You take that away and it become just an ageing population, which will dwindle. We could then lose other essential services such as the surgery, butchers and post office.   It is far too far to expect small children to travel. Shame on you.   I also do not feel safe having young children in the company of adolescent children. I already know of a 16 year old grooming a 13 year old. No way you are putting younger kids in this position too. 

DONT DO IT. This is ridiculously drastic. It is too far for young children to travel each day.

I would love to say ‘leave those kids alone’. Sadly, I see the need to reduce the first schools to make savings, especially with the demise of Haydon Bridge. However, a blanket closure is ludicrous - the lives of our children are being forgotten! The community is important to them too.   My number 1 priority is Wark. It is a fantastic rural school. It is a faith school. Our faith is important. The teachers work tirelessly with great enthusiasm bring the children on in leap and bounds. The school is one big family. Do not split it up. Bellingham is too far a detour for working parents. I have only been able to start working again due to the wraparound care at Wark. They have worked tirelessly to create a new independent preschool when North Tynies pulled out. They can work tirelessly to form into a primary if provided with that option.  Why not look at what makes our schools unique and build on this? Make Haydon Bridge a Specialist agricultural school again. Our country is separating from Europe, agriculture improvements and changes will be an essential part of this. It is what made it great in the first place. You are missing a trick by forming all children into the same shape in super-schools. Let their upbringing and environment form them as much as formal education.   Please. 

Hexham

Don't know

Distance children are being expected to travel to access their basic right to a quality education

No

Closing good schools for bad reasons

No

Create a reasonable funding plan that puts the welfare of children and their education first no other agenda should enter consideration unless one is morally bankrupt.

Hatton Lea Gate No

No

Yes

I support Haltwhistle CC proposals.

Hatton Lea Gate No

No

Yes

I support Haltwhistle CC letter to the council.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

Yes

I think this model would be good for the schools to stay a 3 tier system. The children love being in a school with children not too old, once they get to year 4 they are ready to mix with middle school children. 

The merge of Acomb being that Acomb stays open, due to the fact the majority of children who live in the catchment go to this school. Whereas Beaufront have only a minority that actually live in the catchment that attend there school. 

No

Do not want a 2 teir system. I don't want Acomb to become a primary school.

Yes

I believe this is the model that would best suit the children. 3 tier systems are good and have served Northumberland well. New builds for the middle and high school would be beneficial for the schools, offering a fresh start to offer the best education. Keeping 3 tier is good for the school to keep young children in a high level at the same age. If changed to a 2 tier the children would be kept at a small school for too long, middle schools have access to more facilities. 

Keep Acomb first school, they have space to merge and extend the school. They have a nursery which is outstanding with a lot of the Beaufront children attend. Catchment is Definelty a key factor that sways in Acombs favour.you would have to put transport on for the children from Acomb. Which would end up being massive traffic issues around beaufront first school.  

Haltwhistle

No

No

Yes

I support Haltwhistle community campus proposal. I do not want to see haydon bridge school close, I have accepted a year 9 place there for my daughter. My son is studying a levels at present as is expected to pass with A and B grades. Numbers have declined but I think this is due to the uncertainty regarding bright tribe takeover and the way it has been reported in press and by NCC. Everyone I have spoken to do not want haydon bridge to close, without Haltwhistle Middle and Haydon Bridge High who will want to move to the area? What impact will that have? A negative one.

Staff Member

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

No

Don't know

I don't have an alternative proposal, in regards to the two tier debate it is my opinion that the two tier system should have been brought in at the last attempt - these situations would not have occurred if we had switched west Tynedale to a two tier system when I was in year 7 at Hexham Middle School.   I believe that a large 'super school-esque' proposal is not adequate for the children of Northumberland, and that closing the rural schools and making children as young as 5 travel 20 plus miles is not a solution to the problems we face, Northumberland County Council already have their idea on what is going to happen and this consultation is purely a paper based exercise because you have to give us a chance to put 'our opinions across'. Is this a democracy or a dictatorship?

Haydon Bridge

No

The closure of Haydon Bridge High School is unnecessary and driven by dogma. There is no guarantee that a super-sized school will deliver high standard of education and there are many risks involved in planning to build one. How will it be financed? Where will it be built? Is the timescale of opening in 2022 achievable? Even if so, there are children in west Northumberland who will have been to FOUR different schools by then. Planning to fail those children in this way should not be considered.   The council's consultation document states that 'the combined backlog of maintenance work in schools in the Haydon Bridge and Hexham Partnerships amounts to approximately £17.85 million....... Much of this relates to work required at Haydon Bridge High School.' Why was this allowed to happen? Have the relevant officers been held to account for their neglect of their duties? What was the money diverted from school maintenance in the west of the county spent on? This scandal goes back much further than any requirement of the Council to cut budgets under a policy of austerity.  Also, this option perpetuates the unworkable mixture of two and three tier education in the west of the county.

No

The closure of Haydon Bridge High School is unnecessary and driven by dogma. There is no guarantee that a super-sized school will deliver high standard of education and there are many risks involved in planning to build one. How will it be financed? Where will it be built? Is the timescale of opening in 2022 achievable? Even if so, there are children in west Northumberland who will have been to FOUR different schools by then. Planning to fail those children in this way should not be considered.   The council's consultation document states that 'the combined backlog of maintenance work in schools in the Haydon Bridge and Hexham Partnerships amounts to approximately £17.85 million....... Much of this relates to work required at Haydon Bridge High School.' Why was this allowed to happen? Have the relevant officers been held to account for their neglect of their duties? What was the money diverted from school maintenance in the west of the county spent on? This scandal goes back much further than any requirement of the Council to cut budgets under a policy of austerity.  However, this option does have the merit of addressing the unworkable mixture of two and three tier education in the west of the county.   

No

This option does not address the shambolic mixture of two and three tier education in the west of the county. Indeed it extends it by introducing the notion of an all through 4-16 years school in Haydon Bridge. This school would inevitably be seen as a second class option to the High School in Hexham. The consultation document does not even mention the possible effects of the new school on Shaftoe Primary School.  I doubt this option is meant to be taken seriously, and suspect it is included only to evidence the Council's supposed willingness to consider an option which does not include selling the Haydon Bridge High School site for development. I believe this option suffers from a deep lack of both sincerity and integrity.   

If the funds are available to redevelop HBHS, then why not do so and retain it as a High School? HBHS has submitted it's own proposal, which show ambition and confidence for the future. The numbers of pupils has fallen in recent years, but this is in the light of continued speculation about the school's long term future, often originating from the pronouncements of the Council's own officers. It is clear that standards are rising at HBHS. Should this be accompanied by a move to two tier education and a clear commitment from the Council to the future of the school I am confident it would rapidly return to viability.

Option B, as outlined in the consultation document, envisages a move to two tier education, with the closure of the middle schools. I am sure that excellent education can be provided with either two or three tiers, but not both. If the move to two tier education can be achieved, then Option B estimates a secondary school roll of 2250 pupils. Surely this is large enough to sustain two viable, humanely sized High Schools to serve the west of Northumberland? The adverse effects of any changes on the communities west and north of Hexham would be mitigated (no community will welcome the closure of it's school), and the added congestion and disturbance of hundreds of extra pupils being bussed or driven into Hexham each day would be avoided. The financial and planning risks involved in building a super-sized school would also be removed.   Such an option would respect the diversity, population sparcity and community identity of the west of Northumberland. It would be more popular with the communities the Council exists to serve and would, at last, show an authority responsive to its constituents.  I propose that:  A two tier model of education should be adopted in the Haydon Bridge and Hexham Partnerships.  Both QEHS and HBHS should be retained as 11-18 high schools with wide and complementary curriculums. Building works should be funded at both schools to bring them up to the required standard and to remedy the many years for under-maintenance and neglect whilst under the control of Northumberland County Council. The schools would probably not be of equal size, and there may be, say, a target of 1500 pupils at QEHS and 750 at HBHS, appropriately reflecting the catchments and communities each school serves.  A careful review should be undertaken of first and primary schools across the area to take full advantage of the opportunity presented by the middle school sites, and to minimise essential school closures and mergers.  Northumberland County Council should then commit itself, publicly and privately, and through the actions of it's officers, to confidently assuring the future of these schools in order to rebuild public confidence.        

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Lanchester

No

unreasonable, poorly thought out causing harm to each child

No

Unreasonable, harmful to all children

No

Unreasonable, harmful to all children

W.F.S. is a excellent school that values the whole child in a caring environment.    Although not all children live in the village they are from the close surrounding area and do not incur a long journey to school.  All your option would mean a long journey for young children; unreasonable and unfair when this is a "fit for purpose" school.    It is financially secure now and in the future.

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

Will of the people - we want to retain current system.

No

Will of the people - we want to retain current system.

No

Will of the people - we want to retain current system.

Retain the three tier system - it works. NCC should not support HLT age-range change proposal and infirm RSC of this to avoid them being granted an age-range change.



[bookmark: 13]Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Consett

Don't know

Unanimous decision by the Governing Body. We do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided. We do however wish to make the following points: 1. Closure of Haydon Bridge High School - our stakeholders are clear that it is important for there to be two “high/secondary” schools in the west of Northumberland to allow for parental choice and in the event that QEHS failed either financially or educationally for whatever reason. 2. Closure of eight schools- whilst offering the fewest closures of the three options, it is not clear how the annual loss of 6% of the total revenue income to the two partnerships will be found in efficiency savings by closing/merging schools. 3. Continued hybrid system in Haydon Bridge partnership - the current situation of small primary schools being close to middle schools provides an ongoing risk to the viability of small primary schools. It appears that currently some parents are choosing to move their children at the end of year 4 to middle schools rather than remain for years 5&amp;6 in their primary schools. 4. Surplus places - the closure of Haydon Bridge High School would remove a large percentage of the total number of surplus places from the Haydon Bridge partnership, however the proposed closure of the suggested first/primary schools would leave no spare capacity (-14 places) in first schools in the Hexham Partnership and still leave 29% surplus capacity in the first/primary schools in Haydon Bridge partnership. 

We believe it is important to offer at least one model that is fully three tier across both partnerships. This would help with school to school support/collaboration and potentially prevent “leakage” from smaller two tier schools into larger three tier schools.

No

Majority decision by the Governing Body. We do not agree that creating an 11-18 secondary school is the only option or the best way to meet the objectives. In summary we strongly believe that an age range change would have a detrimental impact on our students, families and communities. We urge you to listen to all the schools in the Hexham Partnership to ensure that all the schools continue to go from strength to strength. We would refer you to the ‘Making significant changes to an open academy - Departmental advice for all types of academy trust’ document which states: Where proposals are likely to have a significant impact on other local provision a full business case will usually be required to provide evidence that the education of children in the area, as a whole, will not be compromised. Where local provision is organised in three tiers and the aim is to move to two tier age range, the department expects schools to work together to ensure an appropriate coordinated implementation, and will only approve any individual proposal in that context. Our view is based upon the following and responds to information from the Hadrian Learning Trust consultation document which has been shared with Hadrian Learning Trust 1. EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES AND EXPERIENCE All schools in the Hexham Partnership are good or outstanding. Outcomes at the current 13-18 Queen Elizabeth High School are: ● in the top 12% schools nationally for KS4 progress ● 4th nationally in your group of 55 “similar” schools for both KS4 attainment and progress ● 22nd nationally in the Sunday Times parent guide for non-selective secondary schools ● in the top 15% schools nationally for KS5 with progress score 0.16 and average grade B vs C nationally. ● Last year, 60% of your KS4 students stayed at your school for post 16 studies. Currently approximately 40% of all students at Queen Elizabeth High School are part of Hadrian Learning Trust by virtue of having attended Hexham Middle School.   6  Impact on the wider partnership Model B states that there would be a significant impact on other schools within the partnership and their communities including the potential closure of Corbridge Middle School and some of the first schools closing or becoming primary. From responses we have received, we know that this would be overwhelmingly unpopular with our parents, staff and wider community. (Appendix 1) No information has been provided to suggest how, by changing the age range of the schools this would improve the progress of students. The pupils in a primary school would not have the range of specialist teaching in years 5 &amp; 6 which we believe would risk the standards currently achieved at GCSE. This level of specialism would not be possible in one form entry or less primary schools. We have noted from the Sele First School response to your consultation, that they propose forming a three form entry primary school with the offer of specialist teaching in years 5&amp;6. This would suggest that the current provision of specialist teaching in middle schools is valued by the Sele first school which is a National Support Schools and a Teaching School. A broad and balanced curriculum for primary aged students is currently a focus for Ofsted. At Corbridge Middle School we do have specialist teaching in years 5 to 8. We have attached an extract of the speech given by Amanda Spielman, HM Chief Inspector of Education, Children’s Services and Skills, at the Festival of Education 23rd June 2017 which shares her views on curriculum and the substance of education (Appendix 2). Without evidence that a risk assessment on the effect on attainment at KS2 has been completed we are concerned that standards may not be maintained at KS2, leading to the potential that standards at KS4 would not be maintained let alone improved. Evidence from other schools, or partnerships of schools, who have expanded or changed their age range shows this is a high risk. Nine of the sixteen secondary schools in Northumberland have changed their age range. In 2017, the top four secondary schools for progress 8 and top three secondary schools for attainment 8 are all 13-18 secondary schools with feeder middle schools. We have seen no measurable evidence that students in the care of Hadrian Learning Trust since year 5 have progressed any better than those from Corbridge Middle School or St Joseph’s Middle School. There is no evidence that the progress of pupils would be improved by extending the teaching, leadership and management of Hadrian Learning Trust for all 11 - 18 students. No evidence how educational experience would be better than now The enrichment opportunities that students at Corbridge Middle School have are outstanding. We are able to frequently involve whole year groups in a variety of enrichment opportunities. We also engage fully with local businesses and members of the community to extend students’ learning into business and the local community. This would be much harder in a very large secondary school, with little evidence that this currently takes place at Queen Elizabeth High School. There is a lack of evidence how enrichment opportunities would be maintained or improved. This has an impact on lifelong learning, engagement and future aspirations. Our current structure of education allows children to have three chances for holding positions of responsibility across the breadth of school life whether this is as a member of school council, captain of houses, leader of bands, sports teams, or main acting/singing parts in school productions. Almost half of the children at Corbridge Middle have represented the school in a sports event or competition and almost 60%   7   have participated in a lunchtime or after school sports club. Participation and uptake of activities for pupil premium children is comparable with all other children. No information regarding what an 11-18 school can achieve and deliver compared to the current structure with modifications There has been no information provided or research evidence on how the change in structure would improve the provision for the pupils in 7&amp;8 or indeed 9. Corbridge Middle School has never been opposed to making changes. We do believe we have played an instrumental part in the partnership work on assessment, age related expectations and continuity of the curriculum across schools. We have attempted to explore the sharing of staff with Hadrian Learning Trust as we already have experience of successfully sharing both teaching and support staff with other schools outside our partnership. We would welcome further opportunities for working together at a strategic level, as a close partnership of schools, for the benefit of the wider community. As part of the consultation, we had expected that an improved more inclusive offer for post 16 education would have been incorporated into the plans. Given the context of our large rural catchment area, it is disappointing that for whatever reason 40% of year 11 students at Queen Elizabeth High School have to continue their education much further afield. 2. PROPOSED SIZE OF THE SCHOOL AND THE IMPLICATIONS Currently Queen Elizabeth High School, with a KS4 cohort size of 302 (in 2017), has the 58th largest cohort size in England. If QEHS received approval to become a secondary school, the Sele First School would become the only primary school with more than one form entry with all other feeder schools being one form entry or less (30 pupils or less). Of those “secondary” schools with a cohort size similar or greater than the size of Queen Elizabeth High School, 29% (17) are 13/14-18 high schools. The Hadrian Learning Trust statement on page 7 that ‘our local three tier system is increasingly out of step... there are now only 46 13-18 high schools (1.4% of all secondaries)’ is therefore misleading. Schools of a similar size to Queen Elizabeth High School are more likely to be part of a three tier system than the national picture suggests. Commentary We struggle to understand how any organisational or physical design of a new secondary school could minimise the enormity of the transition from small primary school to large secondary school. Parental feedback (Appendix 1) confirms our belief that there would be serious implications for the wellbeing and education of children moving to such a large establishment. Hadrian Learning Trust Consultation Document Section 5. What does this mean for your child? identifies some aims for how they will be improving the educational journey for all children. They have not explained how they plan to achieve these aims and we would disagree that the aims mentioned would provide any improvement on what we currently have. Parental feedback has confirmed that:     8   ● the current transitions are gentle and align with the physical development of our children from small first schools to a large high school ● they feel no need to align time spent in school with the key stages as long as the curriculum taught at each stage is aligned across the partnership of schools In addition: ● there is no evidence to suggest that there is a dip in learning as a result of our three tier system, as shown by the 2017 Progress 8 score for Queen Elizabeth High School placing it in the top 12% schools nationally ● Carrying out KS2 SATs halfway through middle school is felt to reduce the stress caused by SATs being ‘the finale’ of primary school. How much preparation for KS4 exams is required? Parents already tell us that the level of testing carried out at Queen Elizabeth High School in preparation for KS4 exams is causing stress for their children ● Providing more time in larger schools does not necessarily allow pupils to take part in more “aspects of school life”. Currently students have a real opportunity to represent their school as a part of many different types of team, perform in or support school shows, be part of the school council and take part in competitions. This is all made possible because the schools are small enough to make opportunities more accessible. Loss of parental choice for children at age 11 in rural areas with poor public transport We have major concerns that parents would have only one choice of secondary education. Whilst the ‘Collaborative Model’ that we shared with parents has been well received, the main feedback has been on the lack of choice from age 13. This would be exacerbated if the age range was changed to 11-18. We have adapted our ‘Collaborative Model’ (Appendix 3) to a ‘Collaborative Pathways Model’ (Appendix 4) accordingly to include provision up to age 18 in the Haydon Bridge area. Distances involved and lack of public transport within the Hexham (and Haydon Bridge) catchment areas mean that already parents have little choice but to send their child to their “catchment school”. Any choice that currently exists would be taken away. If HBHS were to close and with William Howard school instructed to reduce its PAN; NCC would still have an obligation to provide places but currently the only nearest options at year 7 would be Hexham, Prudhoe Highfield Middle School, Ponteland Middle or High School, Consett, Ryton or Blaydon. 3. INCLUSION Attainment and progress data from Corbridge Middle School and feedback from our School Improvement Partner indicate that Corbridge Middle School provides an excellent educational experience for pupils and particularly for SEN and disadvantaged students. Parental feedback and feedback from outside agencies from Northumberland, County Durham and London education authorities is outstanding. We have not been provided with any information detailing why provision for disadvantaged students or students with Special educational needs and disabilities will be enhanced by Model B.   9   Any details of proposed enhanced provision, SEND support or specialist services are missing from your consultation report. 4. Managing Change We have not had access to a risk assessment or an impact study that supports the Hadrian Learning Trust view that it has the capacity to drive the school to become an outstanding school as well as manage the significant changes should this proposal go ahead. The scale of the changes which are being proposed would require outstanding Leadership and Management ● Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School are good schools, not outstanding schools. ● Ofsted judged Leadership and Management to be good, not outstanding ● Reducing the MAT from two schools to one school is out of step with policy of the National School Commissioner. ● Queen Elizabeth High School is not a National Teaching School or National Support School ● Hadrian Learning Trust is not an approved sponsor. It would be useful to know where this age range fits with any longer term strategic plan to expand the MAT. There has been a lack of information regarding future growth of the MAT: vertical, horizontal or geographical expansion. At Corbridge Middle School we believe that we are an outward facing school who actively seek the opportunity to work strategically with others. We are particularly keen to work together on any aspects of Teaching and Learning and Leadership. We would welcome the opportunity to work with the Hadrian Learning Trust and all other schools to work together on a vision for educational provision. 5. FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY There is no financial modelling for Model B. Please see appendix 5 for more information. Hadrian Learning Trust achieved a surplus of £91,000 in their first annual accounts ending August 2017 Hadrian Learning Trust have shown a swing of +£500,000 in forecast year end balances by end August 2019 in the nine months between consultations. Hadrian Learning Trust have shown a swing of +£720,000 in forecast end balances by end August 2022 when comparing both consultations. No modelling has been provided to show the impact of becoming an 11-18 school in expenditure so we are unable to make any further judgement. Closure of fourteen schools- has the largest impact on school closures of all three options, it is not clear how the annual loss of 9% of the total revenue income to the two partnerships from this potential model will be found in efficiency savings by closing/merging schools. Size of school rather than phases in school There are too many variables to state that a primary-secondary system is inherently more efficient to run. It is both the size of the school/s and organisation of schools which attracts efficiencies rather than the phases educated. With 72.9% of the income in schools relating directly to the number of pupils in the school, it is    10   more important to achieve economies from expansion either through federation or multi academy trusts, than considering age range change. Our geographical area does have different challenges in that only 52% of the residents of the Hexham catchment area live in the town of Hexham and only 29% of residents of Hexham/Haydon Bridge catchment area live in the town of Hexham. Any education system being designed for our area must take into account the needs of those residents who live not only in Hexham but also in the wider catchment area. The potential financial gain for Hadrian Learning Trust cannot be viewed in isolation but must incorporate any financial implications for the schools feeding into Hadrian Learning Trust and income into the partnership of schools as a whole. This includes the loss of lump sum funding @ £110,000 per school, sport premium funding of £16,000 per school and the potential loss of up to £25,000 sparsity funding per school if rural schools are merged to form larger schools. NCC have currently put forward a potential model of two tier education for both Hexham and Haydon Bridge partnerships which would see a loss of £1.6 million in budget share per annum for the partnerships of schools in the West. This loss in income equates to 9% of the total budget share (minus rates). We would be interested to see your modelling for this. Minimum per student funding level The information supplied in the Hadrian Learning Trust Consultation document is misleading. We have received the following information from the Funding Policy Unit at the Department for Education: It is correct that the minimum per pupil funding level is lower for KS3 only schools than it is for secondary schools which teach both KS3 and KS4. The minimum per student level for secondary schools has been set in consideration of the requirements of teaching both KS3 and KS4 students. The policy intention is that the factor provides a minimum level of funding to the school as a whole, depending on the phases of education it provides. The funding is not for the education of the individual students who attract it. This is why the minimum per student funding level for key stage 3 only schools is lower. Having said that, we have received feedback from several stakeholders about the size of the differential, and we are reflecting on this for 2019-20. In 2018-19 and 2019-20 LAs can choose whether or not to implement the minimum per student funding levels and can choose to set them up to the values used in the NFF. The funding levels published for 19/20 are under review and at present the NCC Schools Forum has used the funding provided to support the higher Key Stage 4 AWPU of £4,580 (cf £4,386 Hard NFF rate). The current 18/19 budget share for Queen Elizabeth High School, Hexham Middle School, Corbridge Middle School and St Joseph Middle School show that all schools are receiving more than the minimum per student funding level so no top up funding is to be received. The technical guidance note confirms that the minimum per student funding level is in place for 18/19 and 19/20. There is no evidence that this per student funding guarantee will be available after implementation of the hard National Funding Formula. We also now understand that the Policy Funding Unit of the ESFA are reviewing the guaranteed levels for KS3 and 4 for 2019/2020.  11  If this were an important consideration for Hadrian Learning Trust, they are already in a position to combine Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School into one school to attract the higher per student funding level for 40% of the proposed Key Stage 3 students. 6. CAPITAL INVESTMENT HAS BEEN PROMISED FOR EDUCATION IN THE WEST Parental feedback has confirmed that they would wish for capital investment in the building stock of both Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School and ideally a complete new build for Queen Elizabeth High School. We understand as part of the NCC consultation into education in the west Northumberland that NCC have set aside £45m for investment in education. It has been made clear that any investment ‘relies upon a rationalisation and investment process’. Whilst all three potential models put forward by NCC include statements regarding a new build of Queen Elizabeth High School/Hexham Middle School whether a two or three tier system is in place, it is not clear how much “rationalisation” ie schools closures would be required in order to release any capital funding. We hope that capital funding is forthcoming to provide Queen Elizabeth High School with a state of the art facility which can be achieved for far less than £50+ million without major disruption to all other schools

We do not view this option as a viable option for maintaining or improving the educational outcomes and experience of children within the west of Northumberland

Don't know

Majority decision by the Governing Body. We do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided. We do wish to make the following points: 1. Co-location of HMS and QEHS on one site - with a new build, this may resolve the issues of decaying building stock and surplus places at both schools whilst also allowing for both financial efficiencies (to be determined) and educational advantages from a closer proximity of the two schools. 2. Haydon Bridge High School - keeping a secondary school in the Haydon Bridge Partnership supports our view that our stakeholders view that it is important for there to be two “high/secondary” schools in the west of Northumberland to allow for parental choice, management of risk if either QEHS or HBHS failed either financially or educationally for whatever reason and the opportunity for the two schools to work collaboratively together along with Prudhoe High school. 3. Haydon Bridge High School - it is not known whether there is a potential sponsor so whether this option is viable. If it is viable it is felt that the school should have a fresh start with a new build which supports the planned curriculum offer and capacity required within the HBHS proposed model. This should remove the current surplus capacity and place the school on a sound financial footing. 4. Closure of ten schools- whilst offering fewer closures than option A, it is not clear how the annual loss of 7% revenue income to the two partnerships will be found in efficiency savings by the closing/merging of schools. 5. A two system in Haydon Bridge partnership and three tier system for Hexham Partnership could continue the current “leakage” of children from Haydon Bridge to Hexham partnership this could continue to place at risk the small primary schools in the Haydon Bridge partnership. 6. Surplus places - the closure of Haydon Bridge High School, Haltwhistle and Bellingham Middle schools would remove a large percentage of the total number of the current 50% surplus places from the Haydon Bridge partnership, however the proposed closures would still leave 30% surplus places in the Haydon Bridge Partnership and no spare capacity (-14 places) in first schools in the Hexham Partnership (Appendix 6 Education in the West and Surplus School Places). 7. Travel time for pupils in the rural parts of Haydon Bridge catchment area would increase significantly for children aged 11.  

One of the complications of this consultation is that it is trying to address ● Hadrian Learning Trust’s wish to change their age range to 11-18, ● the lack of sponsor and threatened closure of Haydon Bridge High school ● a surplus places issue and ● financial concerns in some schools whilst final details of the national funding formula and future housing projections are unclear. There are also added complications due to the number of academies involved in the consultation over which NCC has no control. What has been missing in this consultation is the opportunity for groups of schools to work together, with the data required, to come up with solutions to the current challenges being faced by some individual schools. We have tried to gather views from across the Hexham Partnership regarding individuals’ views on: 1. What do you like about the education currently offered to your children? 2. What could be better? What would you like a new improved education to look like? 3. What, succinctly, is your dream? We concentrated on trying to come up with a Collaborative Model (Appendix 3) where 6 individual hubs could be given the time and data to come up with an age 3-13 educational pathway, leading into a new age 13-18 high school. This model was sent to all school leaders in both partnerships. We have not had the time to speak with each school individually on their views of such an approach. It would be fair to say that where we currently have close working relationships in the Hexham Partnership, feedback has been positive. Feedback from parents and colleagues widely shared the view that although they liked the idea, there needed to be a second choice of school post 13 in west Northumberland. We have adapted the model to come up with version 2; the Collaborative Pathways model (Appendix 4). We have deliberately not said whether schools are first, primary, or ‘all-through’ - this would be for the school leaders in the different ‘hubs’ to discuss. There are different needs and therefore potential solutions for the Hexham Partnership and the Haydon Bridge Partnership. The groupings of the schools is not set in stone and we already know that some schools would like to “collaborate” in different hubs from those set out. Hadrian Learning Trust are not wishing to engage whilst they drive forward with their plans to change their age range. In the Hexham Partnership where educational outcomes are already good we feel we should be able to take stock rather than rush into a solution at this stage. We are not talking about an extensive period of time to carry out this work but more time than has currently be allowed given the pressure of following a “formal” consultation process. We would welcome the support of NCC or other independent experts in carrying out this work. We would like to see more formal collaboration between schools, both across phases and within phase. All-through collaborations, with strong leadership, from 3-18 could be fantastic.  14

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High

Allendale

No

I do not like the proposition

Don't know

This is not a suitable proposal

No

I would not be able to cope with thisI agree to Option D

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

None of the models fit for as I feel the current system should be kept in place.

No

Corbridge Middle School is a thriving academic environment that serves the children in the best possible way. In an ever expanding town the thought of removing the middle school is reducing access to education on the doorstep and the impact on travel in an already rural community will have colossal strain on funds on individuals and the wider community.

No

To leave the 3 tier system in place.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High

Haltwhistle

No

Because I don't want to go to QE and it's further to travel.  Also you have to pay for the bus.

Not a viable option

No

Because I would hat to go to QE because it's too big and I wouldn't know anybody or the teachers.

Not a viable option

No

Option DIsabel

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Anick

No

No

No

I think the current 3 tier system supports our rural communities, with the new models young children Would be expected to travel large distances and the small communities schools currently serve would loose their focus, what bonds them together 

Newbrough

Yes

I agree that young children should NOT have to travel far to access education and therefore the 6 mile maximum travel distance is acceptable. The children's education would not suffer as they would remain at a local school and those that move would be older and therefore more capable to travel. Year 5 children moving on to Middle School, traveling further independently is safer and building on maturity. I believe in a rural area such as West Northumberland 3 tiers works - schools are no necessarily local and therefore needs local schools. 

Yes

I think that a new school for QEHS is essential whatever the outcome of this consultation, it is a totally unacceptable building which is falling down. I believe that it retains the important village schools and I support the closure of HBHS as a school which is financially unviable and I believe the children would recieve a better level of edcuation that they previously would have at HBHS at QEHS and under this model 

No

I have no idea where this model has occurred from - a half transition between 2-tier and 3-tier schooling. I do not believe that the QE site is suitable as a school for so many more children, the access is dreadful as it is with small roads and lots of busses - does this really need exacerbating? Two tier schooling is the best.   Also, do NCC really think it is appropriate to have 4 year old children bussed from small local schools, for example Newbrough to HBHS, with 16-18 year olds? I think this is crazy?! With such huge developmental age difference/maturity this is unsafe and propagating problems and is extremely unsafe. Also, why is the model planning to close school thats are financially viable and rated good to then bus children to a school that is in Special Measures? Why are you removing what is good OFSTED education to send children to a worse performing school? This proposal offers children a LOWER standard of education than is already available.   This proposal does not show any way in which the problems faced by HBHS or HB Primary will be solved - simply sending more children to the schools does not fix an underlying issue.   The merger of local schools also means that children will lose access to a religious first school upbringing - why should a child have to travel many miles on a bus if parents would like them to be brought up in a christian environment?  Also schools such as Newbrough - why close a financially viable school in favour of one that is not financially viable?  Village schools are they heart of the community - why are you allowing so much building in the local villages, trying to attract families to move in to the county and then closing the schools, and bussing the children to a school in special measures?   This model seems a very strange uncoordinated model. 

Does NCC have an anti-religious hidden agenda? These models all propose the closure of a lot of Church of England schools. It feels as though this is discrimination against Christianity with NCC feeling there is no place in the West of Northumberland for Christian schools.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

I would prefer a move that transitions away from a three tier system to a primary and secondary system in line with he majority of the UK as it allows for better comparability and accountability relative to national tests.

Yes

I believe transitioning to a primary and secondary system allows for both better accountability in line with national tests and comparability with other schools as majority of the UK use the two tier system.

Reducing the Sele first schools intake to 60 would be a poor use of resources considering the schools excellent current and previous standings, instead expanding total capacity to accommodate a year 5 and 6 would be in the best interest of local education.  

No

I would prefer a move that transitions away from a three tier system to a primary and secondary system in line with he majority of the UK as it allows for better comparability between schools and accountability relative to national tests.

I would prefer a move that transitions away from a three tier system to a primary and secondary system in line with he majority of the UK as it allows for better comparability and accountability relative to national tests. This would be an excellent opportunity to expand the total capacity of the successful Sele first school to accommodate a year 5 and 6 instead of reducing it's yearly intake. This change would avoid potentially negatively disrupting the Sele's current working system and instead allow the school to have a greater positive impact on more children through it's knowledge and expertise.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Lanchester

No

Unreasonable , not workable, unfair to all children

No

Unsuitable, unreasonable for all children

No

Unreasonable, unsuitable for all children

W.F.S. is a excellent school that values the whole child in a caring environment.    Although not all children live in the village they are from the close surrounding area and do not incur a long journey to school.  All you options would mean a long journey for young children which is unfair.    It is financially secure now and in the future.  Whittonstall First School has excellent results, has it quota of children, is "fit for purpose". LEAVE IT ALONE TO THRIVE!

Parent/carer

Other

Hexham First School and St Joseph’s Middle

Hexham

Yes

I believe that the current three tier system works well in West Northumberland. One of my children currently attends St Joseph’s RC Middle School, which is, in my opinion, a good school. I chose to send my child to this school as I wanted a faith education for my child and believed that the nurturing environment, values taught and excellent pastoral care offered at St Joseph’s would be right for my children. I do not believe that such values or pastoral care would be present at the large secondary school proposed by the Hadrian Learning Trust. Option A would continue to offer both of my children a faith education up to age 13. I cannot see how Northumberland County Council are allowed to consider completely removing the option of providing any faith education from age 11.  I do not necessarily agree with the closure of some of the rural schools as proposed in Model A. I appreciate that schools must be financially viable as well as educationally but feel that many of Tynedale’s villages will suffer if their schools are closed. 

No

I do not agree with the closure of all Middle Schools and removal of the choice of faith education from age 11. I do not support the option of all Hexham Partnership First schools becoming Primary Schools.   Incorporating Haydon Bridge partnership schools will make the proposed QEHS secondary school far too big. Even if my child’s current first School becomes a Primary the maximum number of children attending would be 210. To then transfer to a school 10 times this size (or 20 times for some schools) would be traumatic for many children and detrimental to their educational and emotional well-being. Not all children have the natural ability or confidence to achieve their potential in a large school environment. These children would potentially suffer in larger schools, that is why the education and nurture they have received for so long in our district has been one of its greatest strengths. Even if QEHS adopt the “school within a school” model that they propose many children simply could not cope within such an environment.   It truly disappoints me that financial sustainability is the driving force behind the proposals, rather than the well-being of the children. 

Yes

Whilst it is not my preferred option, I can see that there are some possible benefits in Model C. I strongly support the retention of Middle Schools in the district, particularly St Joseph’s to maintain a faith school option.   Whilst it is not ideal to have a mixture of two and three tier education in the district this is what we have now, as do other areas in the County.   Haydon Bridge High should be allowed to continue to operate, with the right leadership and funding in place. Perhaps more vocational courses could be offered at Haydon Bridge replacing what QEHS seem to no longer want to offer. This would give parents the option to send their child to the school that offers the right pathway to whatever chosen career their child may want to follow, not just to the one school locally that pushes university and academia. 

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

Nothing I have read has proved to me this is a viable option. It would be detrimental to students. They MUST be put first and this has not happened in any of the options modelled. Their wellbeing academically,  mentally and emotionally need to be priority.  They need to be looked at  as individuals not as a commodity,a number, an entry  in the cash flow! I am against option  A

No

Nothing I have read has provided me with information to prove this is a viable option.  Children /teens/ young adults  must be put first.  Their complex needs/requirements holistically as individuals  have not been addressed. All options are financially lead and the children are numbers not individuals with their  academic,  emotional and mental requirements being met. All options seriously let children down. I am against  option  B

No

Yet again an option  in which children have not been put first. Yet again, nothing I have read in this option proves to me this is a viable option. Yet again it is a financially lead. Yet again it is detrimental to the pupil  academically,  mentally and emotionally. I am against option C

Northumberland is such a spread out, rural area, the 3 tier system  must stay. Expecting children to travel the distances you are proposing is ridiculous. Expecting young people to flourish academically, mentally  and  emotionally   in a 'super'school is ridiculous. Children/young people will be lost, communities  will be lost. I am against options A, B and C

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

Village school are a vital part of the community and supports young children’s development in there home villages.

Don't know

No

As earlier

Leave it all alone, provide more support for current schools that face closure 

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High

No

I agree to Option D

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

I believe the schools should stay open and the 3 tier system continue as much as possible.

No

I don't think the middle schools should close.

Don't know

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Bellingham

No

Want to keep Haydon Bridge high school open. One child been through this school.  Two still at the school.

No

Want to keep Haydon Bridge high school open.

No

Want to keep Haydon Bridge high school open.

I would like you to consider an option D put forward by Haydon Bridge high school.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

I feel it is a mistake not to have a high school in Haydon Bridge - A super school in hexham would be too large and would not put the needs of children with special needs or those children who benefit from more pastoral care which is easier as manage in a small school. It would eliminate any choice for children who need to be educated in the west.

No

As previously - it eliminates diversity and choice educationally within the west tyne area. Many children would be lost in a super school.

Yes

There would be a choice for parents.

Some sort of 6th form provision should be included. QEHS do not have flexibility allowing children to try a levels unless teachers are convinced they will pass. This is good for the schools success rate - not so good for the children who aspire to things they find difficult!

West Woodburn

No

Not approved - see point 1 in alternative proposal.

No

Not approved - see point 1 in alternative proposal.

No

Not approved - see point 1 in alternative proposal.

1 Please county Councillors, try to get to grips with the rural dimensions of west northumberland  2 I am trying to keep this short and my point succinct  Rural northumberland has low density population which although disappeared has a local focus around the scattered villages. Distances between facilities are much great are much greater than in built up areas. Keeping the core of each village functioning is essential to maintain and populate the countryside, and schools are important hub for social provision. You all know this but do not act as though you do.   3 It is wise to impose an education system designed for urban living onto a dispersed rural community??  The two tier system works fairly well clearly populated towns where access to schools is over a relatively short distance from home and public transport is generally well provided for. But in rural communities where where public transport is almost non existant and school busses are essential a 4-5 year old can spend a long time in the school bus as it meanders round the country side picking them up and dropping them off. This is not suitable or safe for young children when the only adult on the bus is the driver. Returning pupils home if they are taken ill becomes a real problem, especially if the family is not well known to the teachers as can happen in a bigger school. The positioning of schools for the very young should bear this in mind  4 The present consultation seems to be rushed and not well thought out. The overall provision of secondary education in this rural area seems uncertain, should it be this way or that should it be that way and until we know how it will be provided for in the long term devising a system for the younger pupils to feed into becomes almost impossible.  5 IMPORTANT  MANY MANY RURAL RESIDENTS ARE AWARE OF THIS CONSULTATION, DO NOT LIKE PROPOSALS A B AND C BUT ARE NOT MAKING THEIR VIEWS KNOWN TO YOU BECAUSE THEY CONSIDER YOU HAVE ALREADY MADE UP YOUR MINDS ON THE OUTCOME YOU WANT AND THAT THIS IS JUST A TOKEN GESTURE TO ENABLE YOU TO SAY THAT CONSULTATION HAS TAKEN PLACE. IT SHOULD BE MADE MUCH CLEARER AND FIRM ASSURANCE GIVEN, NO DECISION ON THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM TO BE ADOPTED FOR RURAL WEST NORTHUMBERLAND HAS YET BEEN MADE AND THAT THEIR VIEWS ARE IMPORTANT.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

The plan to close a large number of (small) first schools and bus 4+ age kids does not make sense. Village communities would be decimated by these proposals, as younger families are not likely to move into a community without a school, meaning that these particular communities will no longer regenerate. Nothing has been said within the consultation about nursery provision. Is the expectation that parents with nursery age children all have access to a car and will drive their children and others ( parents and carers without access to a car) to wherever their nearest Early years unit with nursery provision may be? Closing successful, viable schools is irresponsible and short sighted.  Obviously there may be some schools with too few children on the school role where closure may be necessary, however this should be a matter for the school, parents and governors and their own wider community to determine when and if that happens.  Greenhead C of E primary school as an example. It is noted that the proposal from the Hadrian Learning Trust does not support the closure of such a large number of schools.  With regard to Haydon Bridge High School, I support totally the Haydon Bridge High School Development Proposal for Academic and Vocational Learning. We should not be looking at a " one size fits all " approach to Key Stages 3/4/5 within Tynedale. Apart from the geographical and logistical advantage of having a High School in Haydon Bridge, the advantages offered by Darren Glover's proposal in offering core academic skills alongside high quality vocational subjects would provide much needed choice and give options to those children who would prefer a more vocational route of study - much lauded by employers and currently unavailable to children until year 12, when their only option is to travel into Newcastle. As an example, the QE no longer offers cookery as part of its curricculum, yet several years ago, this was a much prized offering, and combined with catering for weddings and social events also provided an additional funding stream. Haydon Bridge could offer this and make use of buildings currently not used (due to lack of funding for repairs and maintenance.) Likewise agriculture - a significant area of employment within West Northumberland. Taking the school back to its roots, whilst also offering other key vocational subjects would show huge initiative on the part of NCC, and build on vital skills whilst providing core academic subjects alongside.  The school could offer a specialist education plan which could even attract students from outside its catchment area. Additional revenue streams are also available to schools for IT/tech investment. This plan could most definitely work and be of major benefit to the area as a whole.                      

Greenhaugh

No

Our choice to move to Greenhaugh 32 years ago was hugely influenced by the existence of Greenhaugh First School. With one 15 month old child and another on the way we were looking for a thriving rural community in which to bring up our children. A vital part of this was the school. Our children grew up as part of a wonderful school and because the school was an integral part of the wider community, members of that too.  These factors remain the same today, the remote rural community of this valley are brought together in the key hubs that are so invaluable to the social health of the area. The school being one of the most important of these.  The school brings young families into a community which otherwise would become a dormitory or retirement area. Businesses looking to attract a workforce in their twenties and thirties will find it more difficult to attract them to an area with no local school and the chances of young entrepreneurs choosing this area to live and work will also reduce. New housing plans of any kind will find those looking to buy, restricted to those not in need of this important community asset. The entire demographic makeup of the area could be adversely affected.  The proposal to close Greenhaugh school is not just about closing a school, it is about closing down one of the principal centres of this community, which we feel can only herald the economic and social decline of the wider area. We are no longer parents of Greenhaugh school, but hoped to see countless more parents and children have the choice that we enjoyed of having a wonderful local school. I therefore vehemently disagree with the proposal to close this school.

Keep Greenhaugh School Open

No

Our choice to move to Greenhaugh 32 years ago was hugely influenced by the existence of Greenhaugh First School. With one 15 month old child and another on the way we were looking for a thriving rural community in which to bring up our children. A vital part of this was the school. Our children grew up as part of a wonderful school and because the school was an integral part of the wider community, members of that too.  These factors remain the same today, the remote rural community of this valley are brought together in the key hubs that are so invaluable to the social health of the area. The school being one of the most important of these.  The school brings young families into a community which otherwise would become a dormitory or retirement area. Businesses looking to attract a workforce in their twenties and thirties will find it more difficult to attract them to an area with no local school and the chances of young entrepreneurs choosing this area to live and work will also reduce. New housing plans of any kind will find those looking to buy, restricted to those not in need of this important community asset. The entire demographic makeup of the area could be adversely affected.  The proposal to close Greenhaugh school is not just about closing a school, it is about closing down one of the principal centres of this community, which we feel can only herald the economic and social decline of the wider area. We are no longer parents of Greenhaugh school, but hoped to see countless more parents and children have the choice that we enjoyed of having a wonderful local school. I therefore vehemently disagree with the proposal to close this school.

Keep Greenhaugh School Open

No

Our choice to move to Greenhaugh 32 years ago was hugely influenced by the existence of Greenhaugh First School. With one 15 month old child and another on the way we were looking for a thriving rural community in which to bring up our children. A vital part of this was the school. Our children grew up as part of a wonderful school and because the school was an integral part of the wider community, members of that too.  These factors remain the same today, the remote rural community of this valley are brought together in the key hubs that are so invaluable to the social health of the area. The school being one of the most important of these.  The school brings young families into a community which otherwise would become a dormitory or retirement area. Businesses looking to attract a workforce in their twenties and thirties will find it more difficult to attract them to an area with no local school and the chances of young entrepreneurs choosing this area to live and work will also reduce. New housing plans of any kind will find those looking to buy, restricted to those not in need of this important community asset. The entire demographic makeup of the area could be adversely affected.  The proposal to close Greenhaugh school is not just about closing a school, it is about closing down one of the principal centres of this community, which we feel can only herald the economic and social decline of the wider area. We are no longer parents of Greenhaugh school, but hoped to see countless more parents and children have the choice that we enjoyed of having a wonderful local school. I therefore vehemently disagree with the proposal to close this school.

Keep Greenhaugh School Open

If 3 tier education remains in place then Greenhaugh school should remain open as a first school. If 2 tier education is adopted then Greenhaugh should become a Primary school

No

The proposed closure of several small rural first schools in the area is appalling.  It is disgusting to expect young first school age children to have to travel great distances to access their education.  This will no doubt have a profoundly negative effect on pupils of this age, not to mention the dangers of having such young children travelling.  This will also likely effect the small rural communities, with more families likely to leave villages in order to be closer to education institutions leaving these rural communities to slowly die.  Furthermore the proposed merger of HBHS and QEHS is utterly ridiculous.  The current QEHS site cannot accommodate extra student numbers and given the time that it will take to expand the site, will surely effect the pupils education with packed out classes not giving the pupils the teaching time they deserve.

No

Please see response to proposal A for my feelings on the closure of the first schools in the area.  Having been through HBHS and leaving in 2014, I know that it is a good school.  It has not had the appropriate care from NCC it deserves in order to keep it running. Closing the school would have drastic impacts on the local community - the majority of my close family still live in the village and I know it could effect them negatively as the younger population slowly move away from the village to access the schools elsewhere leaving the elderly population of the village to slowly stagnate.  Local businesses would also likely suffer from the reduced number of people in the village.

No

Again the closure of the first schools in the area would have a negative effect on the area - see my response to proposal A for more information.  The closure of Haltwhistle and Bellingham Middle schools is absolutely outrageous.  I am still fuming over the closure of Allendale Middle School - something that NCC has somehow managed to get away with.  The closure of Haltwhistle and Bellingham would again have large quantities of students travelling unnecessarily - something which I found quite draining when I was at school.

I think all 3 of the proposals are quite frankly disgusting.  This is a clear attempt by NCC to save money to put into their own pockets at the cost of the education of the areas children.  Absolutely shameful.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I support the Haydon Bridge High School Development Proposal for Academic and Vocational Learning.  In my view this is the only option I have read or heard that shows anything like an appropriate action for education in West Northumberland. The closure of the high school would not only have a detrimental effect on the education of children in the Haydon Bridge High School catchment area, but would be the final nail in the coffin for Haydon Bridge and the surrounding commmunities where the feeder schools are located. Many of these communities simply wouldn't exist without their local schools, and (speaking as a local shop worker) many local businesses rely on the trade from students and staff of these schools to survive. In short, closing these schools will almostg guarantee the collpase of these local communities, and this cost MUST be factored into any decision regarding education.  It should also be noted that there is decent evidence to argue against getting rid of the 3-tier system in the first place; ranging from the impact it has on final grades, to social aspects such as lower rates of teen pregnancy in people who attended 3-tier over those who attended 2-tier.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Falstone

No

The above school is performing at an excellent standard at almost capacity, no financial problems, now or predicted.  No reason to change, subjecting pupils to longer journeys, earlier starts and later finishes.

Nothing can improve on status quo.

No

There is nothing that need to change.  Most of these schools especially the small ones are performing well and close to budget.

Nothing

No

No need for change.

Nothing

In my view, these small schools are the lifeblood of their villages, drawing families to live there and maintaining the community without them, the villages / towns would become more isolated and much less attractive to families.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Queen Elizabeth High School

Corbridge

No

No

No

There is nowhere near enough information provided by NCC to choose one model over another. The lack of financial information and distinct lack of improved educational standards of one model over another is shameful. This is not a meaningful consultation in any way. You need to give proper consideration to the Collaborative Pathways Model put forward by Corbridge Middle School.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

The consultation ignores the impact on children -  children deserve the opportunity for an excellent education and children, some as young as three (i.e. X) , should not be expected to travel excessive distances to access education.  Our current school (Whittonstall) provides a fabulous education and has done for over 100 years.  It has been rated as “Good” by Ofsted and consistently produces some of the best excellent academic results in the country (KS1 SATs results are in the top 5% nationally).  As well as being good academically the school is a lovely caring, school - each child is valued and cared for - a daft example being that the week this all kicked off the children were given little cupcakes to cheer them up on the Friday and X’s teacher sent one for Y too - they already know her even though she doesn't start until September.  

No

Financial position - Whittonstall was federated with another local school in 2012 in order to ensure its financial viability.  The Federated status means that costs are shared between the two sites with a shared headteacher, and other staff, as well as shared service contracts.  The consultation document does not recognise the federated status and does not consider the impact on the other school - bluntly (I’ve checked the accounts!) if Whittonstall closed the other school wouldn’t be able to stay open either  - the council have ignored this “minor” point!

No

There is also a wider impact on the community - the school is the third largest employer in the area employing 45 people; the proposals would hugely impact all of these people as well as local businesses and the community as a whole.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

Haydon bridge

No

I cannot agree with the decline/ dearh of communities

Don't know

Don't know

Hexham

No

Rural schools need to be preserved for the unique educational and social opportunities they deliver.    Haydon Bridge should have it's own High School.

This is not a viable option.

No

Middle schools should be maintained.  Standards, pastoral care, facilities and teaching are very good.  No rural schools should close.

This is not a viable option.

No

Children should not travel long distances from home to another school.  Measure the true time and mileage involved.  Do not put young children's lives in danger on rural roads.  Do not close rural schools either first or middle.

This is not a viable option.

Invest in both high schools.  Maintain middle schools. Maintain rural schools. Be brave, keep the system that works so well in the west.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Hexham

No

No

No

For Haydon Bridge to become an academic and vocational option for education in this area. It is totally viable as there currently isn’t a comparable option. Haydon Bridge staying open with this model would benefit not just the rural feeder schools but also the wider community beyond Haydon Bridge,attracting pupils from areas not currently considering Haydon Bridge.

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

Yes

Haydon Bridge is financially unviable with some parents in the west of Northumberland choosing to send their children to William Howard in Brampton, Cumbria.

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

slaley first school castleside

Yes

We would like the schools to stay as they are, as children have been suited to 3rd tier education, rather than going 2 tier

Although we want model A, it looks likely to become model B, primary where corbridge middle will close.

Don't know

No

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Corbridge

No

The closure of Whittonstall First School will cause many problems for parents and carers of many of the pupils. Since attending this school my child has thrived and blossomed becoming a confident and well behaved individual whose academic knowledge is expanding. I believe that these smaller rural schools are better for children offering a better learning environment with smaller classes where teachers and pupils can form closer relationships leading to more rounded individuals and setting them up for the move into the next stage of their education. I believe my child will not benefit from a move into a larger school further away and may in fact suffer a drastic setback in their development and education.

Keep Whittonstall First School open and help them to become self funding.

No

As before

As before

No

As before

As before

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High

Allendale

No

No / Don't Agree

No / Don't Agree

I believe in Haydon Bridge's Option D.  It will be better for all the pupils and parent/carers

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

It is important that Haydon Bridge retains its High School. It has been serving the needs of local and children from surrounding areas for many years. It has provided those children with a solid education which serves them well in adult life.  I feel very strongly that pupils should not have to travel any further  to school.  Leaving home early and returning late is detrimental to a child’s education. Many are tired and lose motivation.  Haydon Bridge High School has put forward an excellent vision for the future which has my full support.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham Middle School and Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

I think the arguments to merge the high schools is persuasive but believe we should move to a two tier system at the same time. I think NCC’s arguments to move to a 2 tier system are persuasive. First and foremost, as a parent I believe that reducing the number of transition points and providing our children with more time at high school before choosing their GCSE options, will only benefit our children academically. I believe that aligning ourselves with the national 2 tier system will level the playing field in terms of academic assessment and other opportunities, such as investment opportunities. I also believe that it allows NCC to deliver greater value for money.  However, it is contingent on significant investment from NCC and the Trusts to ensure the learning environment is fit for purpose. I would therefore argue that the resulting high school be removed from academy status and brought back under the council, due to the large capital investment. This is a timely consultation and I think we should ensure we take every opportunity to get it right and improve prospects for our children and generations to come. As such, I think it would be a missed opportunity if we do not move to a 2 tier system. In summary, I support the amalgamation of the high schools but believe we should move to a 2 tier system at the same time. 

No

I agree that we should move to a two tier system, but I do not agree that Sele First School should reduce it’s PAN to 60; it should remain at 84 and be provided with the capital investment to deliver this.

I have reviewed Sele First Schools response to this consultation and attended their open sessions. As a parent of children at the school, I am in full support of their proposals to expand to accommodate years 5 and 6, but to remain with a 3 year intake with a PAN of 84. I completely agree with the assessment made by Sele First that the quality of education would decrease in this Outstanding school if forced to move to a 2 class intake with PAN of 60 as it would result reduced flexibility and  multi year classes. It would also disrupt the fantastic provision they currently provided to Hexham through their flexibility and inclusive nature. To use our situation as a specific example, I have a child in reception and a child due to start nursery in September. We live in Hexham but slightly out of catchment. With a PAN of 84 and an older sibling at the school, I am confident that my youngest would secure a place in reception in 2019. However, if the Pan is reduced to 60, I do not think we would get a place. We would of course appeal. If successful the impact would be cascaded down the school, if unsuccessful we are faced with the possibility of having children at different schools or removing my eldest from a school in which he is thriving. Neither are acceptable in my view. There will be many others in this situation and with examples of other implications. The school have very clear plans of how they could accommodate the additional children with moderate investment from NCC. It would seem very low risk for NCC to invest in this already outstanding and sustainable school who have served the community of Hexham brilliantly for many years. Please let them continue to do so. 

No

I believe that we should move to a two tier system, and that NCC have made some strong arguments for this. I therefore do not support Model C.

I have reviewed Sele First Schools response to this consultation and attended their open sessions. As a parent of children at the school, I am in full support of their proposals to expand to accommodate years 5 and 6, but to remain with a 3 year intake with a PAN of 84. I completely agree with the assessment made by Sele First that the quality of education would decrease in this Outstanding school if forced to move to a 2 class intake with PAN of 60 as it would result reduced flexibility and  multi year classes. It would also disrupt the fantastic provision they currently provided to Hexham through their flexibility and inclusive nature. To use our situation as a specific example, I have a child in reception and a child due to start nursery in September. We live in Hexham but slightly out of catchment. With a PAN of 84 and an older sibling at the school, I am confident that my youngest would secure a place in reception in 2019. However, if the Pan is reduced to 60, I do not think we would get a place. We would of course appeal. If successful the impact would be cascaded down the school, if unsuccessful we are faced with the possibility of having children at different schools or removing my eldest from a school in which he is thriving. Neither are acceptable in my view. There will be many others in this situation and with examples of other implications. The school have very clear plans of how they could accommodate the additional children with moderate investment from NCC. It would seem very low risk for NCC to invest in this already outstanding and sustainable school who have served the community of Hexham brilliantly for many years. Please let them continue to do so. 

Barrasford

No

Chollerton school should not close as it has recently received an outstanding assessment. The school is vital to the community- children's integration and socialisation. We are being encouraged to walk our children to school but by closing this school children would need to be transported to Humshaugh school which is 4 miles away. These children are as young as 4 years old and this adds to the stresses of starting school. Chollerton school is also a  new school which would also lead to economic reasons for keeping it open. Does this also mean that children will be in larger classrooms with larger range of ages of the children in each class- this does not seem to work well for our children's education.

No

As previous answer

No

As previous answer

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

I do not agree with any of the models as, among other things, they incorrectly suggest Acomb First School is not economically viable in its own right. This is patently incorrect and is one of at least three errors in the documents about this one school alone. (Original publication showed the school as RI when it had recently gone to good, and our intake for this September to be 3 from our catchment area when it is actually 6, plus two from outside catchment).   Furthermore, the FAQs give an incredibly vague range of one to two million per year to leave things as they stand. This means it would take anything from 25 to 60 years to recoup the 50-60 million being "invested." I have no confidence in the accuracy or precision of the data being used for this consultation about our school or any of the others. There are also understood to be problems with some of the distances being estimated for transport to schools e.g. with inappropriate roads being included.

No

I do not agree with any of the models as, among other things, they incorrectly suggest Acomb First School is not economically viable in its own right. This is patently incorrect and is one of at least three errors in the documents about this one school alone. (Original publication showed the school as RI when it had recently gone to good, and our intake for this September to be 3 from our catchment area when it is actually 6, plus two from outside catchment).   Furthermore, the FAQs give an incredibly vague range of one to two million per year to leave things as they stand. This means it would take anything from 25 to 60 years to recoup the 50-60 million being "invested." I have no confidence in the accuracy or precision of the data being used for this consultation about our school or any of the others. There are also understood to be problems with some of the distances being estimated for transport to schools e.g. with inappropriate roads being included.

No

I do not agree with any of the models as, among other things, they incorrectly suggest Acomb First School is not economically viable in its own right. This is patently incorrect and is one of at least three errors in the documents about this one school alone. (Original publication showed the school as RI when it had recently gone to good, and our intake for this September to be 3 from our catchment area when it is actually 6, plus two from outside catchment).   Furthermore, the FAQs give an incredibly vague range of one to two million per year to leave things as they stand. This means it would take anything from 25 to 60 years to recoup the 50-60 million being "invested." I have no confidence in the accuracy or precision of the data being used for this consultation about our school or any of the others. There are also understood to be problems with some of the distances being estimated for transport to schools e.g. with inappropriate roads being included.

My priority is my own school - Acomb First. It is economically viable and I understand that Beaufront is too. Whatever changes are made in the coming years, those two schools should both remain open. They serve very different groups of children and parents - Acomb is a village school with about 3/4 of its intake from within catchment, Beaufront only has 4 from its catchment and is populated by children ferried in from far and wide. It's highly unlikely that most of either group of parents would send their children to the other school if theirs shut. It's pointless to close one.

Staff Member

Newbrough C of E Primary School

Don't know

Although a 3 tier system works well, I think a 2 tier system is a more positive option.  I feel 2 transitions for children is enough rather than 3, as it has an impact on their learning until they settle in.  The National curriculum also supports this structure.  

Yes

A 2 tier system across the area would be beneficial, not only for our primary school, but also for other schools in the area.  As outlined in model A, I feel two transitions for children is enough rather than 3, as it has an impact on their learning until they settle in.  However it would be upsetting for any community to loose their village school and careful consideration needs to be taken to ensure viable choices are made.

No

I do not believe that option C is a good model to take.  A 4-16 school would be huge and definitely too large for 4 year old children to begin their education. In my opinion children benefit from a smaller school environment to grow in confidence before moving on to a larger secondary school. Where would 3 year old children go for their provision before starting this school? Who will supervise very young children on the buses? Transporting children on a bus from small rural villages to Haydon Bridge would be complicated, especially on small country roads. A lot of children like to walk/bike to school, this option will be taking away from them. It is unlikely that families with children would move to a small village with no school. A Church of England School closure would mean it's strong Christian ethos would be lost. Schools have all got their own excellent facilities which have been built up over time and these would be lost or need to be rebuilt if the school was to move.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

Yes

Don't know

Leave the schools the way they are!

No

No

No

I believe the three tier system is superior to the general primary/secondary system.   This is after a 30 plus year teaching career.   I submit this as a concerned grandparent.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Hamsterley

No

Its financially secure with the prospect of more pupils and funding. It has and will continue to grow. It brings the best education in my opinion as a 3tier platform and i have seen my children flurish. Closing the school would effect local business and also is the 3rd biggest employee in the area. Shutting the school will effect planning permission on the old marley tiles site which is "proposed for 300" homes. If the whittonstall school closes this will effect many many business's and will be putting jobs at risk. Lastly derwerntside council already have all there schools full.

No

Same reason as model A

No

Same reason as model A

Non

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High

Don't know

I agre with Option D

I agree with Option D

Don't know

I agree with Option D

I agree with Option D

Don't know

I agree with Option D

I agree with Option D

I agree with Option D

All High School in West Northumberland

Greenhaugh

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

I believe that the current state of schools in West Northumberland is not sustainable due to the number of available places and also the cost.  A completley different model could be considered that all High Schools only take pupils until the age of 16 and a new 6th form college (or what ever it is now) could be developed that would give a broader range of subjects to pupils from Ponteland, Prudhoe, Hexham and Haydon Bridge.  This would allow current High Schoold to remain for 11 to 16 years or 13 to 16.    

Staff Member

Acomb First School

Hexham

No

Opposed to the closure or merger of Acomb and Beaufront First Schools and also the merger Haydon Bridge High School with QEHS resulting in the closure of HBHS.

Not a viable option so no change would improve this proposed model.

No

Oppose the closure of Acomb First School due to the merger of its pupils with those attending Beaufront First School and that of Haydon Bridge High School.  Also not in favour of the establishment of QEHS as some sort of 'super' school as it would: be far too big; deny parents a choice in where their offspring were to be educated and entail too many students travelling long distances to school.

Not a viable option so again any change would not improve this proposed model.

No

Oppose the closure of Acomb First School due to the merger of its pupils with those attending Beaufront First School and that of Haydon Bridge High School.  Also opposed to the establishment of QEHS as some sort of 'super' school for the following reasons:  Size - far too big/impersonal and risks not being able to properly meet the needs of every student;  One secondary school denies parents the choice of where their children are educated; Too many students would be required to travel long distances to school.

Model not a viable option so can't be improved.

My alternative proposal would involve: retaining a school in Acomb (reasons outlined below); maintaining an 11-18 secondary school in Haydon Bridge (am highly supportive of HBHS's alternative &amp; exciting proposal which has great merit and should be explored further) and the Hexham partnership schools moving to 2 tier with the resultant expansion and relocation of QE Academy.  The need for retaining school in Acomb are as follows:  Acomb First School, based within the village of Acomb, is at the centre of the village community and has been so for the past 150 years.  As a community based school (76% of children are from within catchment)it has a caring, family ethos and will  always do its best for the children of the Acomb community.  Ofsted recognised that we offer the very best care and educational standards when it rated us good in January 2018;  2) "The happiness and success of each child is at the heart of the school” (Acomb First School Vision Statement).  This was acknowledged in our latest Ofsted report that states “Leaders and governors of this very small village school are highly ambitious for all pupils. They ensure that the happiness and success of each child are at the heart of the school”;  3) The teaching at Acomb First is of a high quality delivered by caring, knowledgeable and experienced staff;  4) Pupils achieve high standards of learning - outcomes for pupils are better than regional and national averages;   5) Acomb First School offers a first rate EYFS provision via a dedicated Reception class (recognised by Ofsted in Jan. 2018: “Good leadership, teaching and learning with a range of well-planned learning opportunities are enabling children in the early years to make good progress in all areas of learning “) and also in partnership with 'Little Oaks Nursery' (Ofsted Outstanding, May 2016)catering for  2,3 &amp; 4 year olds.  The close working relationship between the school and nursery offers a seamless  transition for the children moving into Reception at Acomb First;   6) Excellent provision is made for children with additional needs because, "all staff have a comprehensive knowledge of individuals" (Ofsted Jan. 2018);  7) Acomb First pupils enjoy a wide and enriching curriculum.  This includes: excellent sport provision via weekly swimming and multi sports coaching; strong SMSC links with inner city schools and regular opportunities to experience days in the forest - we are fortunate to have 3 trained Forest School Leaders and 1 Forest School Facilitator within the school and Little Oaks staff;   8) Acomb First School is fortunate to have a happy and highly supportive group of parents who are passionate about the school;  9) Acomb First has sustainable numbers of pupils in every class.  In addition, according to the Acomb Neighbourhood Plan (approved by NCC) a housing development under construction in Acomb (also approved by NCC on the basis of the sustainability of the village) is expected to bring one additional child per school year into the school.  This factor, combined with the strong established historical family ties with the school and our recent Ofsted report, is anticipated to bring an increase in admissions.  Incidentally, any plan to close Acomb First School would be in contravention of Policy 2 of Acomb's Neighbourhood Plan;   10)Acomb First School is financially sustainable and viable.  Despite being a small school, our budget has never been in deficit, We are financially well managed by the current leadership and our current budget has been forward planned for first or primary school status which will be adjusted according to any future decisions made;   11)The head and governors are ambitious and forward thinking. For some time now, they have focused on ensuring new staff are experienced and could provide for Years 5 &amp; 6  without staff changes or any impact on our pupils should any decision be made regarding a move to primary status.  It should be noted that school leaders and staff are enthusiastic about the opportunity to extend our provision to become a community primary should this arise.   Acomb First School also provides for a broad range of children and families from within the local community with the following groups being well established and attended:  Acomb Baby &amp; Toddler Group - held every Wednesday, this group not only attracts families from Acomb but also from Humshaugh, Hexham &amp; Corbridge;  Acomb First School Breakfast Club (run by Little Oaks)- always well attended, providing essential early morning care for our working families; Acomb First School After-School Club (operated by Cristina Knox)- also well supported, offering engaging activities for the children and our working families with the vital option for late collection.  Being a community-centred school, Acomb First, along with Little Oaks Nursery, hold many events that are all well supported by the wider Acomb community.  These include spring &amp; summer fairs, end of term barbeques, a Christmas shopping event and carol service.  To conclude, it cannot be stressed enough the importance of our school to the whole village.  Inevitably, if the school were to close new families would no longer choose to move into the village and some families currently living in Acomb would be forced to move out resulting in an aging community such as in Wall and Birtley. I urge you to look favourably on our wonderful school and  ensure it continues to be enjoyed by many more generations of Acomb children.  

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Stocksfield

No

From an educational perspective the current system already delivers  the very best educational experience to my children. Both of my children thrive within the current system.   Research published by the National Middle Schools Forum of GCSE results shows that at grade 4 and grade 5 and above, pupils in the Three Tier System schools achieve better results than those in Two Tier System schools.   Evidence of educational success in the current model is everywhere – from assessments and outcomes that consistently outperform regional and national averages.    Rural communities are dependent on serving the needs of those living there, but also in continuing to attract people to the area, with all the resulting economic and social benefits. Closing first schools will devastate rural villages. New families won't move into the villages, I certainly would not have moved into the area without a local first school being available. 

It is not a viable option

No

As previously stated  From an educational perspective the current system already delivers  the very best educational experience to my children. Both of my children thrive within the current system.   Research published by the National Middle Schools Forum of GCSE results shows that at grade 4 and grade 5 and above, pupils in the Three Tier System schools achieve better results than those in Two Tier System schools.   Evidence of educational success in the current model is everywhere – from assessments and outcomes that consistently outperform regional and national averages.    Rural communities are dependent on serving the needs of those living there, but also in continuing to attract people to the area, with all the resulting economic and social benefits. Closing first schools will devastate rural villages. New families won't move into the villages, I certainly would not have moved into the area without a local first school being available. 

It is not a viable option

No

As previously stated  From an educational perspective the current system already delivers  the very best educational experience to my children. Both of my children thrive within the current system.   Research published by the National Middle Schools Forum of GCSE results shows that at grade 4 and grade 5 and above, pupils in the Three Tier System schools achieve better results than those in Two Tier System schools.   Evidence of educational success in the current model is everywhere – from assessments and outcomes that consistently outperform regional and national averages.    Rural communities are dependent on serving the needs of those living there, but also in continuing to attract people to the area, with all the resulting economic and social benefits. Closing first schools will devastate rural villages. New families won't move into the villages, I certainly would not have moved into the area without a local first school being available. 

It is not a viable option

I am not opposed to change, however, change needs to occur for the correct reasons. In this case change would have to ensure an outstanding education for my children. The challenge is that they already receive this under the current system so change enforced upon us with primarily financial driving forces to try and rectify years of chronic under funding in the west of Northumberland is not something that I can readily support.   The current proposals aim to fix problems that have arisen due to previous poor decision making, by a relatively small group of individuals within two institutions. Although the proposals may potentially fix these current challenges, particularly the financial element, it would seem that people are unable to see that this will be at the expense of breaking the rest of the system. This, in my mind, is completely unacceptable. The end result will be that all of education in the west of Northumberland will be compromised.   I appreciate resource, financial and otherwise, is a challenge, however, any change on this scale needs to  1. Be for the greater good of the whole community and not just a small group of individuals.   2. Ensure a better education for my children and the children of future generations.  3. Involve all of the stakeholders and enable a suitable time frame for proposals to be formulated and discussed.  There are already impressive alternatives that are being tabled, particularly by Corbridge Middle School, that propose a joined up approach, all schools pulling together to form collaboration hubs and problem solve together for the greater good of the whole community. This I would thoroughly support.   There needs to be a 'stop'moment where all involved listen to the communities, parents and governors and look at the bigger picture. An appropriate time scale then needs to be applied so all of these proposals can be properly discussed and developed. Again, this I would support.   For the sake of all children, and the future generations of West Northumberland, I request that the council give due consideration to all of the responses received to this consultation. As a organisation you have the ability to continue to deliver an outstanding education system in the West of Northumberland, however, proceeding without due diligence at this stage will undoubtedly compromise this is an catastrophic way.    

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall First School

Carterway HeadsNo

We have not been given enough evidence that these schools need to close.  There is a huge part of having a school in a rural location/village that hasn't been addressed.  These schools form a vital part of each community, and younger children don't need to travel long distances to school each day. The education that we have received from Whittonstall First School and Corbridge Middle School has been first rate, and the teaching and leadership that our children have received could not be bettered.  We are concerned that money is going to be put into something that could not be better for the educational and social needs of our children.  Once we have lost these schools, there is no going back, they are gone forever, and what could be more important than keeping these areas thriving and our children well-educated and happy? 

No

The three tier system is amazing.  Especially in the areas that you are looking at, where a lot of children live in remote and isolated locations, the gentle First - Middle - High is brilliant in offering the children a place where they can learn in a safe and secure environment.    We have found with the buses into school that it seems the councillors in Morpeth really don't understand this location at all - and would really ask them to come out and visit where we live before they make absolutely shattering decisions to these communities. To send the children from the very edges of this region a long way into the county for First School seems completely bonkers to us, at the moment our children have a journey which is over an hour to Middle School, to have to do this in the First School years would have destroyed them.  Our local first school is excellent, and also brings in children from over the border, and it is oversubscribed for the coming few years.  The decision to close it seems incomprehensible - and we really haven't received enough information to make an informed opinion.  We are concerned that decisions have already been made, and hope that you will take the time to carefully consider the opinions of all the parents and children attending these schools, and do your best in your positions working for the public in providing these children the best possible education they can get, and in making sure that these communities continue to thrive - which we believe to be the status quo.

No

Again, we think that the closure of Whittonstall School and the other schools affected can be avoided.  We're not sure if the rumours flying around about there being substantial funding available, and not being used are true, wouldn't it be criminal if we weren't doing everything that we possibly could to make a success of a very fitting and fantastic educational system?  It's a shame that the end of the consultation has happened in the Easter holidays, when a lot of people are away, and a lot of the rural community are at their busiest, and we wonder if you would have had a lot more replies, and there would have been a lot more people at the STARS event today at County Hall - do take this into account, as a sheep farmer I appreciate our schools, but have been unable to attend due to work commitments, and know of many others in the same position.  It may be easy to forget that our rural community is quite different to most when you're sitting in Morpeth! 

We would like to see any funding that you have put into the existing model.  Should these changes take place, they actually won't affect our children quite so much, as they'll be 'through' and into High School - but for the sake of the next lot of children coming through, and also for the areas affected we believe that keeping these schools is so, so important, and hope that you will listen to the people actually living in these places.  It would be good to think that in this Democracy our views will be taken into account, and that decisions made are for the good of education and community, and not purely based on finances for once.  There is nothing like a good education to secure the future of the communities, and to keep people living there, and longer term views need to be looked into - it seems that everything is so short term at the moment - it would be good to think that you are thinking of the impact in the future and not just for your time at the council.  Thanks.

Staff Member

Newbrough C of E Primary School

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

1. I do not agree with merging HBHS with QEHS:-   A)  I do not think that moving to a ‘super-sized’ school at age 11 will provide the best educational outcomes, particularly for vulnerable learners.  If there were 2 schools to choose from, children are more likely to be treated as individuals and parental choice would not be lost.    B).  I would want to see a choice of secondary schools - there is room for two.  Much of the gradual move of students from HBHS to QE has been due to the fact that NCC and then Bright Tribe allowed this school to deteriorate.    Although Haydon Bridge High School faces real challenges I would urge the council to look favourably on any proposal which might retain a second secondary school in Haydon Bridge/West Tyne.  I personally asked Wayne Daley at the event at the Mart in March, if the council would take on and provide support to Haydon Bridge (given there is no sponsor) if a school was retained there and he said that they would have to.  NCC have glossed over their contribution to the failings at Haydon Bridge and should now be prepared to look at this properly going forward - in the interests of educational outcomes.  C)  Choice of secondary education is important especially if a 2 tier model is adopted as this will alleviate the problems envisaged of children transferring to a bigger school at 11 years old.  Size is important as it affects how relationships between staff and children can be developed which is critical to educational outcomes.  Too much time and effort is already spent on data crunching and providing irrelevant numbers to children and parents at QEHS.  3. There needs to be far more careful and creative consideration of where first/primary collaboration could occur.  The criteria used to select schools is not transparent or thought through.  Some schools in the West that are smaller than those listed have not even been mentioned - eg Riding Mill or Humshaugh? 

No

1.  I DO NOT AGREE WITH MERGING HAYDON BRIDGE AND QUEEN ELIZABETH HIGH SCHOOL because:-  A)  I believe that there are strong educational arguments for a primary/ secondary model- not only because the national curriculum is designed in this way, but also because every time that the pupils change school, it has been shown that they lose approximately a term of progress. This is of particular concern in relation to more vulnerable learners.  However, I do not think that moving to a ‘super-sized’ school at age 11 will provide the best educational outcomes.  If there were 2 schools to choose from, children are more likely to be treated as individuals and parental choice would not be lost.    B).  I would want to see a choice of secondary schools – there is room for two.  Although Haydon Bridge High School faces real challenges I would urge the  council to look favourably on any proposal which might retain a secondary school in Haydon Bridge/West Tyne.  I personally asked Wayne Daley at the event at the Mart in March, if the council would take on and provide support to Haydon Bridge (given there is no sponsor) if a school was retained there and he said that they would have to.   NCC have glossed over their contribution to the failings at Haydon Bridge and should now be prepared to look at this properly going forward - in the interests of educational outcomes.    C). Choice of secondary education is important especially if a 2 tier model is adopted as this will alleviate the problems envisaged of children transferring to a bigger school at 11 years old.  Size is important as it affects how relationships between staff and children can be developed which is critical to educational outcomes.  Too much time and effort is already spent on data crunching and providing irrelevant numbers to children and parents at QEHS which do not move their learning forward.  Local secondary schools should be providing opportunities for all children – not just those who have an APS high enough to give them some form of insurance to keep their statistics up.   2.  There needs to be far more careful and creative consideration of where first/primary collaboration could occur.  The criteria used to select schools is not transparent or thought through.  Some schools in the West that are smaller than those listed have not even been mentioned - eg Riding Mill or Humshaugh?  3.There needs to be far more careful and creative consideration of where first/primary collaboration could occur.  The criteria used to select schools is not transparent or thought through.  Some schools in the West that are smaller than those listed have not even been mentioned - eg Riding Mill or Humshaugh?  3. NCC and First Schools within the 2 partnerships need to be transparent about where discussion is already taking place for schools wishing to move to a primary age range.  If discussions were more collaborative and objectives made clear, more creative solutions could be sought.  Could infant/junior school models be considered in more rural areas? 

No

1. I do not agree with a 4-16 age range.  This does not make sense introducing another age range when you are trying to streamline the 2 different systems we currently have.  2.  There is already a primary school in Haydon Bridge.    3.   There needs to be far more careful and creative consideration of where first/primary collaboration could occur.  The criteria used to select schools for closure is not transparent or thought through.  Some schools in the West that are smaller than those listed have not even been mentioned - eg Riding Mill or Humshaugh?  4.  Closing Newbrough Primary School does not make sense for numerous reasons that I list below.     A - IT IS GROWING SCHOOL   • While it appears that approximately 50% of children from the catchment area attend the school, the picture is more complex than this and it is changing. It is largely the result of historical reasons: 1. the school did not, until 2 years ago, offer wrap-around care which meant parents who worked chose to take their children elsewhere 2. parents of Year 4 children have chosen to transfer them to Hexham Middle School and Queen Elizabeth High School • This pattern is now changing, with the school being at or close to the pupil admission number in the current Reception (14/15) and Year 1 (13/15) cohorts and 11 children expected to join Reception in September 18. • The school offers Breakfast and After School Club daily with up to 12 children per session attending • It offers nursery provision for children from 3 years old and 82% of the children in nursery have 2 parents who work full or part-time. If the school were to close and transfer to Haydon Bridge, parents who work in Newcastle or Hexham have said they would not wish to travel in the opposite direction in order to drop their children off at school.   B. THE SCHOOL IS FINANCIALLY VIABLE AND REMAINS SO FOR THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE    C. NEWBROUGH HAS A GROWING REPUTATION which means that it has attracted a number of children from out of catchment. Children receive a good education with lots of additional activities eg our Mini Police; it is the only school in West Northumberland involved in this scheme for Year 5 children. It has taken an increasingly active role in local sporting competitions, often competing against teams from Middle Schools, and gained a silver games mark award in recognition of this. If the school was closed and transferred to Haydon Bridge, it would be more difficult for children to stay for after school activities like sporting events because of the need to catch the school buses.   D. CURRENTLY A HIGH PROPORTION OF CHILDREN WALK, cycle or scoot to school and we have worked hard to promote these healthy and environmentally friendly methods of transport through schemes like ‘Living Streets’. Parents have expressed many concerns to us about the possible transport of children as young as 4 to Haydon Bridge each day and safeguarding issues that might arise if all the children and young people from the village were transported on the same bus. The cost of transporting 60 children each day would also be considerable.   E. THE SCHOOL IS VITAL TO THE LIFE OF THE VILLAGES OF FOURSTONES, WARDEN AND NEWBROUGH; close the school and it would be far less likely that families with young children would move into the village.  The school is also increasingly being used for local community events.   F. THE SCHOOL SUPPLIES MIDDAY MEALS NOT JUST TO OUR SCHOOL BUT ALSO HUMSHAUGH AND ELDERLY RESIDENTS OF THE VILLAGE FOR MEALS ON WHEELS. Close the school, and these local services would be lost or more challenging and costly to maintain.   G. THE SCHOOL ALREADY HAS EXCELLENT FACILITIES including a fantastic sports field, a M.U.G.A. which is also used by the community, and a developing Forest School area. It doesn’t make sense to shut these, transfer the school and then spend additional money recreating them elsewhere.   H. THE DISTINCTIVE ETHOS OF THE SCHOOL WOULD BE LOST if it was transferred to another school.    I.  THERE SHOULD BE A CLEAR PRESUMPTION AGAINST THE CLOSURE OF SMALL, RUARL SCHOOLS. The consultation document proposed sweeping and wholesale closures or mergers as part of any potential structural re-organisation of education and I do not support this. Should any closures really be necessary, It should be decided on a case by case basis with clear criteria set out against which the decision should be made.  Should a 2 tier model be adopted, there may be scope for infant/junior models to be looked at to help retain local education for the youngest children.    5.  I DO NOT AGREE WITH MERGING HAYDON BRIDGE AND QUEEN ELIZABETH HIGH SCHOOL.  A)  I believe that there are strong educational arguments for a primary/ secondary model- not only because the national curriculum is designed in this way, but also because every time that the pupils change school, it has been shown that they lose approximately a term of progress. This is of particular concern in relation to more vulnerable learners.  However, I do not think that moving to a ‘super-sized’ school at age 11 will provide the best educational outcomes.  If there were 2 schools to choose from, children are more likely to be treated as individuals and parental choice would not be lost.    B).  I would want to see a choice of secondary schools - there is room for two.  Although Haydon Bridge High School faces real challenges I would urge the council to look favourably on any proposal which might retain a secondary school in Haydon Bridge.  I personally asked Wayne Daley at the event at the Mart in March, if the council would take on and provide support to Haydon Bridge (given there is no sponsor) if a school was retained there and he said that they would have to.  NCC have glossed over their contribution to the failings at Haydon Bridge and should now be prepared to look at this properly going forward - in the interests of educational outcomes for all.    C). Choice of secondary education is important especially if a 2 tier model is adopted as this will alleviate some of the problems envisaged of children transferring to a bigger school at 11 years old.  Size is important as it affects how relationships between staff and children can be developed which is critical to educational outcomes.  At a good secondary school, children would have 2 years before commencing GCSE courses to broaden their experiences and develop and mature personally and teacher’s have the opportunity to build relationships and get to know students before commencing GCSE’s.   This consultation is meant to be about improving educational outcomes for children within the 2 partnerships.  Closing Newbrough and trying to transplant it to Haydon Bridge, with subsequent transport problems for many, would not deliver this for children in the villlages.  Having 1 supersized school would also NOT provide the best educational outcomes for all. 

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

No

I do not agree with the closure of our fabulous school.   My first point; I am outside of it's catchment area and i chose this school out of choice for what it offers the children that attend it. I have tried Bellingham first school and found it lacking in lots of areas. Merging all the local first school into Belligham will put far too much pressure on what can be delivered from Bellingham school. why close good schools down? our children thrive from these, Our school has not been in any special measures or debts. it is a small school but extremely valuable to our children and the local community. I personally have a child that has gone onto St.Joseph's middle school from Greenhaugh first school and he has done very well educationally from both schools that you wish to close. I have 2 smaller children that would be attending Greenhaugh first school in the very near future. I refuse to put my child into another huge school which struggles to educate on an individual basis. My child that attends Greenhaugh school at the moment needs extra attention given and he receives more one to one teaching where he can even though there is nothing wrong with him enough to gain any kind of government funding. I fear in a larger class and a less personal learning method he would absolutely 'slip through the cracks'. I am sure he is not the only child where this system would damage his learning pathway. Huge schools in cities failing all over the country, the first school is not the issue.  Which brings me on to my second point; The problem stems from the High school. Not lower level where most children and their education will take a massive hit. it's from the top downwards. How will closing of small schools enrich the High school/s? the issues will still be there... please put your efforts and money that will need spending into this area, at the route of the evil. For whatever reason the  high school is being poorly lead. All you will achieve is huge schools which then struggle with space/ staff/ more children= more issues... I dare say if you ask most teachers directly they would agree their time is stretched enough at higher levels. I have myself visited the high schools and i can hand on heart say what you DO NOT want is a 'super school' there. Have you seen the chaos that hang around those gates and some of the abhorrent adolescents stood smoking and being inappropriate. It will bring nothing but embarrassing news for our town.   Which brings me to my third point; Communities. We live in arguably the most vast spread apart county in England. We can not be treat with the same stick most other counties cope with. Children travel enough distance already to attend their own small schools without adding to their daily routes from such a young age and for some parents you will be asking for them to travel in opposite directions to where main jobs are in these areas, therefore adding to job risks and pressures. Also you are surely aware that schools attract families. They can be a source of income for lots of small business'. You seriously risk businesses closing down or being affected. Communities shrivel up as more families choose to live in a closer proximity to schools.... therefore hurting our already vast county and and incomes that rely from these communities, it's such a wider picture than just relocating a school. We work so closely with the National Park too.  I guess what I am stating is 'why fix something that is not broken'. Your interference at the lower level could cost the children's education dearly. Yes something needs to be done I agree but at High school level. if you take away the words 'first, middle and high' you are left with schools, which is what they are, so now where are the issues in schools? find those schools and support them and help them.. in this case I'm aware that it's Haydon Bridge High school mainly so start with that. Unpicking what is already a steady structure and proven to support children's learning as our school comes out where it should on the table is not a viable answer. Also coming from somebody who attended a 2 tier system (2 separate buildings merged may i add) i can only say my education seriously suffered at that level... teachers were stretched and the school was bursting at its seams. The maturity levels were so importantly different that i dare say has an impact down the line where pregnancies, smoking etc all have an impact on our NHS too. It did nothing for my learning and also nothing for my well being or confidence neither simply because i was 'not ready' to deal with the decisions on offer at that 'delicate' age. I watch my own children and I honestly say hand on heart I am jealous and pleased that they have the opportunity to learn via a 3 tier system, i think it helps them focus better and that in turn should bring better results IF the high school is well equipped enough to carry on the learning journey.  I don't want my child to fall through the cracks, I don't want to see our lovely school close and staff losing their jobs and careers they've worked for. I don't want my child's education to fall before its started. I don't want to see communities slowly dry up and businesses closing down. The council should not want this either.   I don't want my just turned 11yr old getting on a bus travelling nearly 20 miles twice a day then being faced with the difficulties of making right decisions when things that aren't 'age appropriate' are being forced upon them where a 13yr old would be a bit more mature to process the information and sights. I can speak for myself as my child is 11 the end of August and I can honestly say it would be the wrong move to force him into the 2 tier system. My son will most likely have a few issues from this decision if it is made. Surely this should be a parents choice and some children will turn another corner due to the decision you're wanting to impose.  Please don't close our schools... they work for us.  Please help where the help is being screamed for at high school levels.  Ignoring this and playing with the lower building blocks will only make the whole thing crash.  If you want prosperous schools help them. If you want a flourishing Northumberland where more families move in and keep businesses open and more business coming then please help keep the first schools open and in our case Greenhaugh First school is exceptionally important we work so heavily in the community.  Please, more funding for schools would help instead of putting money into messing with the system where you have zero proof that it will work in our very vast County.   At the moment all is 3 separate education levels... changing this will have an effect (of course it will it has to doesn't it) but also imposing the closure of many many great schools within their own communities you truly do risk 'putting all your eggs in one basket' is that how you view our children's education? and happiness alongside it. I fear this decision will reap what it sows down the line financially in other ways, it does not take a genius.  And as the last note... Children. Listen to their voice too... they love their schools. The staff work tirelessly to make it the most individually supportive environment for the children to work in an effective manor. There is nothing wrong with First school level of education at all don't penalise us for Secondary education issues.   

No

I do not agree with the closure of our fabulous school.   My first point; I am outside of it's catchment area and i chose this school out of choice for what it offers the children that attend it. I have tried Bellingham first school and found it lacking in lots of areas. Merging all the local first school into Belligham will put far too much pressure on what can be delivered from Bellingham school. why close good schools down? our children thrive from these, Our school has not been in any special measures or debts. it is a small school but extremely valuable to our children and the local community. I personally have a child that has gone onto St.Joseph's middle school from Greenhaugh first school and he has done very well educationally from both schools that you wish to close. I have 2 smaller children that would be attending Greenhaugh first school in the very near future. I refuse to put my child into another huge school which struggles to educate on an individual basis. My child that attends Greenhaugh school at the moment needs extra attention given and he receives more one to one teaching where he can even though there is nothing wrong with him enough to gain any kind of government funding. I fear in a larger class and a less personal learning method he would absolutely 'slip through the cracks'. I am sure he is not the only child where this system would damage his learning pathway. Huge schools in cities failing all over the country, the first school is not the issue.  Which brings me on to my second point; The problem stems from the High school. Not lower level where most children and their education will take a massive hit. it's from the top downwards. How will closing of small schools enrich the High school/s? the issues will still be there... please put your efforts and money that will need spending into this area, at the route of the evil. For whatever reason the  high school is being poorly lead. All you will achieve is huge schools which then struggle with space/ staff/ more children= more issues... I dare say if you ask most teachers directly they would agree their time is stretched enough at higher levels. I have myself visited the high schools and i can hand on heart say what you DO NOT want is a 'super school' there. Have you seen the chaos that hang around those gates and some of the abhorrent adolescents stood smoking and being inappropriate. It will bring nothing but embarrassing news for our town.   Which brings me to my third point; Communities. We live in arguably the most vast spread apart county in England. We can not be treat with the same stick most other counties cope with. Children travel enough distance already to attend their own small schools without adding to their daily routes from such a young age and for some parents you will be asking for them to travel in opposite directions to where main jobs are in these areas, therefore adding to job risks and pressures. Also you are surely aware that schools attract families. They can be a source of income for lots of small business'. You seriously risk businesses closing down or being affected. Communities shrivel up as more families choose to live in a closer proximity to schools.... therefore hurting our already vast county and and incomes that rely from these communities, it's such a wider picture than just relocating a school. We work so closely with the National Park too.  I guess what I am stating is 'why fix something that is not broken'. Your interference at the lower level could cost the children's education dearly. Yes something needs to be done I agree but at High school level. if you take away the words 'first, middle and high' you are left with schools, which is what they are, so now where are the issues in schools? find those schools and support them and help them.. in this case I'm aware that it's Haydon Bridge High school mainly so start with that. Unpicking what is already a steady structure and proven to support children's learning as our school comes out where it should on the table is not a viable answer. Also coming from somebody who attended a 2 tier system (2 separate buildings merged may i add) i can only say my education seriously suffered at that level... teachers were stretched and the school was bursting at its seams. The maturity levels were so importantly different that i dare say has an impact down the line where pregnancies, smoking etc all have an impact on our NHS too. It did nothing for my learning and also nothing for my well being or confidence neither simply because i was 'not ready' to deal with the decisions on offer at that 'delicate' age. I watch my own children and I honestly say hand on heart I am jealous and pleased that they have the opportunity to learn via a 3 tier system, i think it helps them focus better and that in turn should bring better results IF the high school is well equipped enough to carry on the learning journey.  I don't want my child to fall through the cracks, I don't want to see our lovely school close and staff losing their jobs and careers they've worked for. I don't want my child's education to fall before its started. I don't want to see communities slowly dry up and businesses closing down. The council should not want this either.   I don't want my just turned 11yr old getting on a bus travelling nearly 20 miles twice a day then being faced with the difficulties of making right decisions when things that aren't 'age appropriate' are being forced upon them where a 13yr old would be a bit more mature to process the information and sights. I can speak for myself as my child is 11 the end of August and I can honestly say it would be the wrong move to force him into the 2 tier system. My son will most likely have a few issues from this decision if it is made. Surely this should be a parents choice and some children will turn another corner due to the decision you're wanting to impose.  Please don't close our schools... they work for us.  Please help where the help is being screamed for at high school levels.  Ignoring this and playing with the lower building blocks will only make the whole thing crash.  If you want prosperous schools help them. If you want a flourishing Northumberland where more families move in and keep businesses open and more business coming then please help keep the first schools open and in our case Greenhaugh First school is exceptionally important we work so heavily in the community.  Please, more funding for schools would help instead of putting money into messing with the system where you have zero proof that it will work in our very vast County.   At the moment all is 3 separate education levels... changing this will have an effect (of course it will it has to doesn't it) but also imposing the closure of many many great schools within their own communities you truly do risk 'putting all your eggs in one basket' is that how you view our children's education? and happiness alongside it. I fear this decision will reap what it sows down the line financially in other ways, it does not take a genius.  And as the last note... Children. Listen to their voice too... they love their schools. The staff work tirelessly to make it the most individually supportive environment for the children to work in an effective manor. There is nothing wrong with First school level of education at all don't penalise us for Secondary education issues.   

No

I do not agree with the closure of our fabulous school.   My first point; I am outside of it's catchment area and i chose this school out of choice for what it offers the children that attend it. I have tried Bellingham first school and found it lacking in lots of areas. Merging all the local first school into Belligham will put far too much pressure on what can be delivered from Bellingham school. why close good schools down? our children thrive from these, Our school has not been in any special measures or debts. it is a small school but extremely valuable to our children and the local community. I personally have a child that has gone onto St.Joseph's middle school from Greenhaugh first school and he has done very well educationally from both schools that you wish to close. I have 2 smaller children that would be attending Greenhaugh first school in the very near future. I refuse to put my child into another huge school which struggles to educate on an individual basis. My child that attends Greenhaugh school at the moment needs extra attention given and he receives more one to one teaching where he can even though there is nothing wrong with him enough to gain any kind of government funding. I fear in a larger class and a less personal learning method he would absolutely 'slip through the cracks'. I am sure he is not the only child where this system would damage his learning pathway. Huge schools in cities failing all over the country, the first school is not the issue.  Which brings me on to my second point; The problem stems from the High school. Not lower level where most children and their education will take a massive hit. it's from the top downwards. How will closing of small schools enrich the High school/s? the issues will still be there... please put your efforts and money that will need spending into this area, at the route of the evil. For whatever reason the  high school is being poorly lead. All you will achieve is huge schools which then struggle with space/ staff/ more children= more issues... I dare say if you ask most teachers directly they would agree their time is stretched enough at higher levels. I have myself visited the high schools and i can hand on heart say what you DO NOT want is a 'super school' there. Have you seen the chaos that hang around those gates and some of the abhorrent adolescents stood smoking and being inappropriate. It will bring nothing but embarrassing news for our town.   Which brings me to my third point; Communities. We live in arguably the most vast spread apart county in England. We can not be treat with the same stick most other counties cope with. Children travel enough distance already to attend their own small schools without adding to their daily routes from such a young age and for some parents you will be asking for them to travel in opposite directions to where main jobs are in these areas, therefore adding to job risks and pressures. Also you are surely aware that schools attract families. They can be a source of income for lots of small business'. You seriously risk businesses closing down or being affected. Communities shrivel up as more families choose to live in a closer proximity to schools.... therefore hurting our already vast county and and incomes that rely from these communities, it's such a wider picture than just relocating a school. We work so closely with the National Park too.  I guess what I am stating is 'why fix something that is not broken'. Your interference at the lower level could cost the children's education dearly. Yes something needs to be done I agree but at High school level. if you take away the words 'first, middle and high' you are left with schools, which is what they are, so now where are the issues in schools? find those schools and support them and help them.. in this case I'm aware that it's Haydon Bridge High school mainly so start with that. Unpicking what is already a steady structure and proven to support children's learning as our school comes out where it should on the table is not a viable answer. Also coming from somebody who attended a 2 tier system (2 separate buildings merged may i add) i can only say my education seriously suffered at that level... teachers were stretched and the school was bursting at its seams. The maturity levels were so importantly different that i dare say has an impact down the line where pregnancies, smoking etc all have an impact on our NHS too. It did nothing for my learning and also nothing for my well being or confidence neither simply because i was 'not ready' to deal with the decisions on offer at that 'delicate' age. I watch my own children and I honestly say hand on heart I am jealous and pleased that they have the opportunity to learn via a 3 tier system, i think it helps them focus better and that in turn should bring better results IF the high school is well equipped enough to carry on the learning journey.  I don't want my child to fall through the cracks, I don't want to see our lovely school close and staff losing their jobs and careers they've worked for. I don't want my child's education to fall before its started. I don't want to see communities slowly dry up and businesses closing down. The council should not want this either.   I don't want my just turned 11yr old getting on a bus travelling nearly 20 miles twice a day then being faced with the difficulties of making right decisions when things that aren't 'age appropriate' are being forced upon them where a 13yr old would be a bit more mature to process the information and sights. I can speak for myself as my child is 11 the end of August and I can honestly say it would be the wrong move to force him into the 2 tier system. My son will most likely have a few issues from this decision if it is made. Surely this should be a parents choice and some children will turn another corner due to the decision you're wanting to impose.  Please don't close our schools... they work for us.  Please help where the help is being screamed for at high school levels.  Ignoring this and playing with the lower building blocks will only make the whole thing crash.  If you want prosperous schools help them. If you want a flourishing Northumberland where more families move in and keep businesses open and more business coming then please help keep the first schools open and in our case Greenhaugh First school is exceptionally important we work so heavily in the community.  Please, more funding for schools would help instead of putting money into messing with the system where you have zero proof that it will work in our very vast County.   At the moment all is 3 separate education levels... changing this will have an effect (of course it will it has to doesn't it) but also imposing the closure of many many great schools within their own communities you truly do risk 'putting all your eggs in one basket' is that how you view our children's education? and happiness alongside it. I fear this decision will reap what it sows down the line financially in other ways, it does not take a genius.  And as the last note... Children. Listen to their voice too... they love their schools. The staff work tirelessly to make it the most individually supportive environment for the children to work in an effective manor. There is nothing wrong with First school level of education at all don't penalise us for Secondary education issues.   

I think you need to better manage and give more funding to the 2 local high schools, however, if this is not an option I would with a heavy heart support another high school in Hexham. A 'twin' to Queen Elizabeth High School if you like and run them as one huge system. I can not support the 3 tier system. I can not see the need to close good little schools that manage themselves well. But clearly Haydon Bridge was and is not managing itself well which is the main reason all of this was brought to the forefront.  So at that top level then yes, it needs a new angle and new management process.

Yes

Don't know

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High

West Woodburn Don't know

No

No

Yes

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Haltwhistle Community  Campus  proposal keep approx ten first schools , keep middle schools and create two high schools 

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

No

No

No

I support the alternative model put forward by Haltwhistle Community Campus as part of the consultation process

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

2 high schools

Don't know

No

Parent/carer

Other

Gosforth East Middle School

Newcastle

Don't know

No

Please do not close the middle schools. I have two children in a different middle school and they have benefited so much from the 3 tier system. There is a small, manageable transition at 9. At 12 they still run around the playground, which has to be good for their physical and mental health. Middle schools help to protect children from teenage stresses. With a smaller range of ages in the school, they can offer a more gentle, nurturing environment where children are treated in a more age appropriate way. 

No

4-16 and 9-18 are far too big age ranges for schools. The existing middle schools work very well and are much kinder to the children.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High

Haydon Bridge

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High

Bellingham

Don't know

No

No

I agree with Haydon Bridge High School - Option D

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Great whittington No

No

No

PLease take HB school plan seriously- that plan is key to the sustainable future of education in the west. It is inspirational and will continue to allow genuine parental choice. Three tier works for the wide rural area west Northumberland covers.

Governor

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

No

No

No

I support the alternative proposal put forward by the joint academies of Haltwhistle Community Campus as part of the consultation process

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Melkridge

No

No

No

I wholly support the alternative proposal submitted by the combined academies of Haltwhistle Community Campus during the first stage of this consultantion process

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

No

No

No

Before any plans or decisions are made a full financial model should be available to the public.  Full research for any options and full costings for all new builds or renovations should be done.  The taxpayer needs to know how much this is going to cost.  Nursery numbers are not being considered in the current proposals and they should be.    Have costings been looked at for any renovations or new builds? Potentially you are looking to close buildings that are in a good state of repair and if they are financially viable why spend money on building or renovation works at other sites?  Freedom of choice is something that should not be taken away but it is what is being proposed.  If Haydon Bridge High School is closed there will be no choice of accessible education to children in outlying areas.  What if a child does not fit in at QEHS they would literally have nowhere to go to school.  QEHS is an academy which surely means they can decide on their own ethos and curriculum and the council can have no input with regards to subject choices on offer, SEND, post-16 education and non-academic choices available - this is worrying.  Rural schools may not fit into the models that are being put in place across other areas of the UK but they fit the Northumberland area and it should be up to Northumberland County Council Education represenatives to make it clear to the people in the south of the country that the needs of a rural community are far more varied and diverse and need to be considered in more depth before being pushed into any rushed model that will create more problems in the long term.  The distances that children will be expected to travel are another area of concern,how early will some of these children have to get a bus?  I understand from social media that Whittonstall First School is federated with Broomley First School which does not seem to be mentioned in any of the proposals.  Also, none of the models seem to take into account the out of catchment children or the money that they bring in to Northumberland County Council.  There have been a lot of alternative models and hubs suggested and I would hope that Northumberland County Council will listen to what is being said and not rush into any wrong and expensive decisions.  

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

and also QEHS CONSETT

No

I don't believe this is the correct option.

Refer to the alternative collaborative model.  (Corbridge Middle School website)

No

I don't believe this is the correct option.

Refer to the alternative collaborative model.  (Corbridge Middle School website)

No

I don't believe this is the correct option.

Refer to the alternative collaborative model.  (Corbridge Middle School website)

 Refer to the alternative collaborative model.  (Corbridge Middle School website).   Please also read my response to the Hardian Learning Trust.  We believe the education of the children in the area would be compromised.  If it ‘aint broke don’t fix it.  The current system works, and therefore does not need to be scrapped.  The existing 3 tier model is proven.  It has also thrived under recent changes to govt legislation in that numbers have gone up as the catchment includes other Local Authorities.   Put simply, if people are spending their own money to bus in their children into the area the 3 tier system is proven.  I have read, and concur fully with, the Corbridge Middle School Governors response to the Hadrian Learning Trust Consultation.  Please also refer to the stakeholder response ‘I have a dream’ online survey.  I attended a meeting at Corbridge Middle School and contributed to this survey.  I share the issues raised in this document.  

Staff Member

Whittonstall First School

Whittonstall

No

I do not support a 2 tier system in our rural area

No

I do not support a 2 tier system.

No

I do not support a 2 tier system

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Shotley Bridge

No

A two tier system is totally wrong in such a rural area.

No

As previous.

No

As previous.

Melkridge

No

Having a middle school is a good tier for pupils to develop in maturity and responsibility and learning styles. Having a second choice of High School is essential for pupils and can be financially viable if there is proper structure and investment. If there is only one High School what happens to those pupils who don’t thrive in such a large super school or are being bullied or are excluded. Attending a large super school of over 2000 pupils will be daunting for many pupils who have previously been in small rural schools. Some pupils can get lost or forgotten in such a large number of pupils. Hayton Bridge High school results last year were as good as those of Ponteland High School. It is suffering from not having had a more recent inspection. The Council also needs to acknowledge the role it played in the demise of this High School and how its answer to that is to close it and give the future of the pupils to an academy trust. If the Council has the level of money available to invest in a super school at Hexham it could use that money to build a new small high school further west than Hexham.

No

Please see the reasons given in the previous section to model A

No

Please see previous reasons given on this form.

I support the proposal put forward by the combined academies of Haltwhistle Community Campus as the first part of this consultation process with the schools.  That proposal would allow the remaining primary and first schools and middle schools to be financially viable with sufficient pupil numbers and deal with the problem of surplus places. It also would provide for a second high school further west than Hexham to give an important choice to pupils and parents and to keep local town communities alive as less pepople will want to live in a town with insufficient education provision.

Parent/carer

Whitley Chapel C of E First School

No

Closing Haydon Bridge removes any choice for pupils and parents of high schools, if a pupil struggles at QEHS there is no option for changing schools. Many of the first schools that are set to close are already financially viable and doing very well educationally and their closure would destroy the heart of many scattered, rural communities. Not enough information in the proposal as to how these closures would actually solve the problems facing the council,no costing of expanding small schools to fit the pupils from closing schools, no cost of transporting students to these schools and above all, removing all choice from parents. Moving children from a Christian school to a non christian one, how will the council provide for those children requiring a christian based education? 

Make Haydon Bridge a more practical, appreniceship based school, bring back the agricultural element, tree surgery and land-based training. We live in a rural area, so offer rural training! Don't close the small first schools, it's a terrible idea that will have a huge impact on future generations and whole communities.

No

The 3 tier system works very well in our area, educational results reflect well on both first and middle schools. The schools marked for closure are both educationally and financially viable. Closing Haydon Bridge removes all choice for parents and pupils, and i don't want to send my child to a huge secondary school at age 11. Closing the small first schools has a huge impact on the surrounding communities. What about the faith aspect? Many schools up for closure are church schools, do you plan to build churches near to the remaining schools or ship in Vicars to offer assemblies and care for the pupils well-being, this is another example of removing parental choice. The idea of a "super school" with over 2,200 children in it is worrying, students will get missed and suffer in such a big school. And the remaining primaries will still be very small so the transition for many children would be a traumatic one, educational outcomes would suffer, not to mention the children.

It is not, in my opinion a viable option, the only way to imporve Model B is to scrap it completely!

No

Closing and merging all those schools removes parental choice for many.The idea that 4 year olds would mix with 18 year olds at haydon bridge seems totally innappropriate and closing 2 middle schools to create such a mess is unthinkable. I feel the same could be said for a 9-18 school in hexham. My children's school is both financially and educationally viable and there is no deficit predicted, it does not deserve to close, the village hall, next to the school, would likely close too and the heart of the community would be gone. 

The only change needed is total rejection of this model, all models proposed by the council are ill thought out, vague and not supported by the majority of parents in west northumberland. Please listen to the parents and their opinions!

agricultural and land based training at haydon bridge, practical aprrenticeships. DO NOT CHANGE TO 2 TIER it will do irreversible damage to so many small communites and i do not believe it will solve the problems- look at Allendale middle school. 

Corbridge

No

No

No

Before any plans or decisions are made a full financial model should be available to the public.  Full research for any options and full costings for all new builds or renovations should be done.  The taxpayer needs to know how much this is going to cost.  Have costings been looked at for any renovations or new builds? Potentially you are looking to close buildings that are in a good state of repair and if they are financially viable why spend money on building or renovation works at other sites?  Freedom of choice is something that should not be taken away but it is what is being proposed.  If Haydon Bridge High School is closed there will be no choice of accessible education to children in outlying areas.  What if a child does not fit in at QEHS they would literally have nowhere to go to school.  QEHS is an academy which surely means they can decide on their own ethos and curriculum and the council can have no input with regards to subject choices on offer, SEND, post-16 education and non-academic choices available - this is worrying.  Rural schools may not fit into the models that are being put in place across other areas of the UK but they fit the Northumberland area and it should be up to Northumberland County Council Education represenatives to make it clear to the people in the south of the country that the needs of a rural community are far more varied and diverse and need to be considered in more depth before being pushed into any rushed model that will create more problems in the long term.  The distances that children will be expected to travel are another area of concern,how early will some of these children have to get a bus? Nursery numbers are not being considered in the current proposals and they should be.  I understand from social media that Whittonstall First School is federated with Broomley First School which does not seem to be mentioned in any of the proposals.  Also, none of the models seem to take into account the out of catchment children or the money that they bring in to Northumberland County Council.  There have been a lot of alternative models and hubs suggested and I would hope that Northumberland County Council will listen to what is being said and not rush into any wrong and expensive decisions.  

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Hexham

No

It is ridiculous k

No

Ridiculous

No

Ridiculous

Why change the way our children go to school? Is it acceptable for the younger children to be put in a school with teenagers? School is an important part of life and this move will just unsettle everyone

Hexham

No

Rural Northumberland has had too many facilities away.  Rural schools offer so much more than educating children.  Do not take this away from comms.  Haydon Bridge should remain a separate high school.

Not an option.

No

Middle schools have specialist facilities to support children at a time of transition both educationally and personally.  Rural schools are an excellent start to a child's educational journey.

Not an option.

No

Children should not travel long distances from home to school for rural children they are already travelling 40-45 minutes to attend their local good or outstanding rural community schools.  To add to this journey time is unfair and may effect educational standards.  Children will be tired from a long journey at both ends of the day.

Not an option.

Haydon Bridge High School needs investment and new sponsors to take it forward.  QE needs investment.  Rural and Middle Schools should be maintained.  True costings/savings need to be worked on.  Value for money in building projects needs to be investigated properly.

Greenhaugh/Lanehead

No

While some aspects of the proposal are sound I cannot agree with the wholesale closure of rural schools. I am in particular concerned about the proposal to close Greenhaugh First School.  It is hugely successful, well regarded and enormously important to the continuing life of the community. It is currently not in deficit and, given some work on costings, should not be within the normal planning forecast window.   It is extremely short-sighted in the sense of wider well-being for communities in Northumberland,  a predominately rural country it is inevitable that imposing somewhat arbitary pupil numbers for deciding school viability will denude most of the county of its schools. Figures based on average numbers which include urban areas do not represent the real world of the rural environment. If communities within the county are to remain viable the demographic balance really does have to be part of the thinking. Without a school young families will not choose to live in communities leading to their inevitable decline. These decisions are about much much more than simply school finance or fitting the solution to some preferred school organisation structure. They will impact on the very existence and dynamic of many small villages. Greenhaugh First School is not in deficit, is successful and closure would run contrary to County,s own identification of Greenhaugh/Lanehead as a population growth area where development will be allowed - extremely unlikely without a school.   I agree wholeheartedly that Haydon Bridge High School should be closed. Apart from the current and projected calamitous financial situation the small number of pupils does not allow a satisfactory or wide secondary curriculum. It has been artificially supported since its inception by requiring pupils whose natural geographical destination is Hexham to travel to Haydon Bridege for Secondary Education. This has always been the wrong destination for pupils from the North Tyne and now that pupil numbers have fallen even the gerrymandered attempt to support a secondary school in Haydon Bridge has proved to be an expensive failure.  The proposal to built a second secondary school of equal status in Hexham appears to be sound. It would prevent Queen Eizabeth from becoming too large but at the same time provide competition within Tynedale. It will also make much more sense in terms of direct travel for secondary pupils.

Please see above.No

Please refer to my thoughts on model A

No

Please read my thoughts on Model A

Please read my thoughts on Model A

Staff Member

Beaufront First School

Slaley

No

We have not been given enough information about the financial and educational benefits of the proposed model in order to decide whether this model 'represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.'   I have seen no projections that demonstrate that either educational outcomes will be improved by adopting this model, nor that financial difficulties faced by schools will be improved. I also have seen no information which explains the new pupil capacities of the re-organised schools, how this relates to current surplus places, and how this has been projected to take account of future school intake.  The current system allows rural communities local access to high quality education, thus encouraging sustainable communities in these areas.  The current education system in the west of Northumberland already provides  a good or better education for a majority of pupils, not withstanding the problems that have arisen with Haydon Bridge High School and Bright Tribe, and the desire of the HLT to become a secondary school.  

No

We have not been given enough information about the financial and educational benefits of the proposed model in order to decide whether this model 'represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.'   I have seen no projections that demonstrate that either educational outcomes will be improved by adopting this model, nor that financial difficulties faced by schools will be improved. I also have seen no information which explains the new pupil capacities of the re-organised schools, how this relates to current surplus places, and how this has been projected to take account of future school intake.  The current system allows rural communities local access to high quality education, thus encouraging sustainable communities in these areas.  The current education system in the west of Northumberland already provides  a good or better education for a majority of pupils, not withstanding the problems that have arisen with Haydon Bridge High School and Bright Tribe, and the desire of the HLT to become a secondary school.  

No

We have not been given enough information about the financial and educational benefits of the proposed model in order to decide whether this model 'represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.'   I have seen no projections that demonstrate that either educational outcomes will be improved by adopting this model, nor that financial difficulties faced by schools will be improved. I also have seen no information which explains the new pupil capacities of the re-organised schools, how this relates to current surplus places, and how this has been projected to take account of future school intake.  The current system allows rural communities local access to high quality education, thus encouraging sustainable communities in these areas.  The current education system in the west of Northumberland already provides  a good or better education for a majority of pupils, not withstanding the problems that have arisen with Haydon Bridge High School and Bright Tribe, and the desire of the HLT to become a secondary school.  

The current education system in the west of Northumberland already provides  a good or better education for a majority of pupils, not withstanding the problems that have arisen with Haydon Bridge High School and Bright Tribe, and the desire of the HLT to become a secondary school.    

Governor

Wark C of E First School

Birtley

No

No

No

I am writing as a governor of Wark CoE First school. All 3 proposals include the closure of Wark school. This would mean the closure of a school that is at the heart of our community, is a well respected school with good quality teaching and leadership, allowing our children to flourish and giving them the best start to their education journey. The School is open to suggestions for change, it has looked at becoming a primary school and there is certainly the space for this and it could be easily achieved. The Head Teacher and the governing body are very keen to explore this route further. Similarly the idea of creating a MAT with others is attractive to the Head Teacher and governing body. The School has created a business plan which has been submitted to NCC and embraces these ideas. I would ask NCC to abandon the current proposals and facilitate discussions with like minded schools to create new structures for education in our community.                                                                             

Haydon Bridge

No

Loss of HBHS and its greater impact on the wider community. Loss of parental/ student choice. Potential greenfield site being used for ‘new’ buildings rather than existing school brownfield sites.

No

Loss of HBHS and its greater impact on the wider community. Loss of parental/ student choice. Potential greenfield site being used for ‘new’ buildings rather than existing school brownfield sites. Travel distances for north &amp; west residents Travel distances for north &amp; west Tyndale residents

No

HBHS losses the ability to provide education until 18 years &amp; therefore parental choice.

There already is an excellent school in Haydon Bridge, why not make it work for all partners, pupils,parents and the wider community (I.e. sports facilities) Following a political agenda that suits a short sighted few would deprive west Northumberland of a extremely valuable asset. Specialist use of HBHS to cater for a flexible future of technical (hands on) and academic. Re- investment into both High School sites ( even if reduced capacity for both) but choice. Remember the current role problems for HBHS initiate from the uncertainty created by the pervious lack of support given and the dismantling of the middle school system. 

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Melkridge

No

No

No

I support the proposal which has been submitted by the Haltwhistle Community Campus academy as part of the first stage of this process.

Staff Member

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

No

No

No

I would support the proposal from Haltwhistle Community Campus

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

Two High Schools are required.

No

Two high schools are required.

No

Do not agree with all through 4-16 years school.

I support the plan of Haydon Bridge High School from Darren Glover and particularly like the idea of the school also becoming an apprenticeship training base which would work well in our area.  This combined with the proposal from Haltwhistle community campus would work well for our community.

Parent/carer

Bellingham First School

Bellingham

Yes

I can understand the necessity for closure of failing school, financing and academically but have grave concerns about lengthy commutes for, essentially, Young children. The distance for the catchment areas for the first schools is not 'huge' should closures occur but this increases exponentially for the middle schools. Option A allows for many children to remain relatively 'local' from year 5 to high school age. E.g children living in otterburn and kielder travelling to Hexham is unrealistic and there education would suffer as a consequence of much earlier mornings and returning home later, reducing time for meaningful study at home and quality non academic time to ensure a healthy balance.  Option c would be a less preferred alternate, for the same reasons as above. Moving quite young children from a rural environment and smaller schools into a massive academic institution, I believe, would also have a negative impact on their well being.  I feel it should also be considered that removing the option of a middle school within the local area of Bellingham which ha children from a large geographical area would be detrimental to the local economy. Speaking from experience I moved into the area and a contributing factor was appropriate school provision. Comminities as a whole would suffer, local businesses, real estate etc

No

See previous comments on option aDon't know

As outlined in comments in option a

Otterburn

No

No

Yes

It is important to keep HBHS open - please not the school's proposal which is interesting.  It is also important to keep the village schools open - they are vital to their communities in many ways which you as a council should care about.  Providing education to the west of Northumberland should not just be looked at from a financial point of view, it's problems are a special case and need to be funded accordingly.  My last point is that the whole scheme suggests that you are interested in these school sites as prospective building land to be sold off to developers (particularly Haydon Bridge) we therefore resist this proposal.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

The closure of so many schools will have a devastating effect on the pupils. Bus journey are too long.  The heart of many communities will be ripped away leaving most of west Northumberland a dormitory existence.

No

The numbers don't add up. For example the Acomb/Beaufront merger leaves 20 places short but the school expects to house another 2 years of pupils.

Leave all of the first schools open but make them primary. Close the middle schools.

No

As per q1

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Kiln Pit Hill

No

There is a lack of evidence provided by the Council to date as to how any of the three models would address the issues outlined.   Huge concern for the implications for education and the wider communities

No

There is a lack of evidence provided by the Council to date as to how any of the three models would address the issues outlined.   Huge concern for the implications for education and the wider communities

No

There is a lack of evidence provided by the Council to date as to how any of the three models would address the issues outlined.   Huge concern for the implications for education and the wider communities

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

The Sele first school.

Wall

No

The proposal involves the closure of schools which is detrimental to the local communities.

The people living in the region need full transparency and more time to make an informed decision.

No

The proposal involves the closure of schools which is detrimental to the local communities. And an end to the 3 tier system which works well for the area.

The people living in the region need full transparency and more time to make an informed decision.

No

The proposal involves the closure of schools which is detrimental to the local communities.

The people living in the region need full transparency and more time to make an informed decision.

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

No

Included in your proposals is no indication of impact of the proposed mergers. As a parent of a child going into QEHS I have no clear understanding of the implications of Haydon Bridge pupils merging with QEHS. Will classroom sizes increase, what additional resources will be in place to cope with increased pupil numbers? As QEHS currently stands, it's facilities look positively dilapidated therefore any increase in numbers can surely only impact negatively. 

No

The timeframe given to implement this massive change is unrealistic. Again within the consultation in no plan as to how this would be undertaken. As a parent of children at St Joseph's I cannot see how it is in the best interests of pupils to close a school that is rated as being good and performing financially.

Yes

I feel that Haydon Bridge 4-16 school is the best option. Haydon Bridge residents deserve a school that is local, accessible and can perform well especially in light of the current high school fiasco. 

I do not have an alternative proposal but I would like to share my disappointment and disapproval  at there being no mention of provision for children with special needs in any models. Is the council therefore stating that no children with disabilities will be able to attend secondary mainstream?

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High

No

I would not like to go to QEHS and I would not like to pay for transport

Not a viable option

No

Because I would hate to go to a big school because you wouldn't be recognised by any of the teachers.  You wouldn't be able to know all of the students in your year.  I wouldn't like to pay for transport.

Not a viable option

No

Not a viable option

HBHS Model D

Barrasford

No

Local schools should stay in the Community where children from the age of 4 thrive and are given a great start in life.

No

No

Leave first schools in their local community. The 3 teir has worked for years so why change it.

No

This whole consultation has caused massive confusion and instability across the west of the county.  As a volunteer supporting an 'Ofsted Outstanding' nursery which is currently housed within Acomb 1st school, it is worrying that you have also thrown the future of an outstanding early years provider into doubt. The nursery currently has over 30 pupils feeding into numerous first schools across the county and the potential merger of Acomb and Beaufront schools is a major risk.

I see no reason for Acomb or Beaufront, which both currently meet your minimum capacity criteria to be under threat. Please consider the knock on effects of this consultation rather than looking at spreadsheets and maps.

No

This whole consultation has caused massive confusion and instability across the west of the county.  As a volunteer supporting an 'Ofsted Outstanding' nursery which is currently housed within Acomb 1st school, it is worrying that you have also thrown the future of an outstanding early years provider into doubt. The nursery currently has over 30 pupils feeding into numerous first schools across the county and the potential merger of Acomb and Beaufront schools is a major risk.

I see no reason for Acomb or Beaufront, which both currently meet your minimum capacity criteria to be under threat. Please consider the knock on effects of this consultation rather than looking at spreadsheets and maps.

No

This whole consultation has caused massive confusion and instability across the west of the county.  As a volunteer supporting an 'Ofsted Outstanding' nursery which is currently housed within Acomb 1st school, it is worrying that you have also thrown the future of an outstanding early years provider into doubt. The nursery currently has over 30 pupils feeding into numerous first schools across the county and the potential merger of Acomb and Beaufront schools is a major risk.

I see no reason for Acomb or Beaufront, which both currently meet your minimum capacity criteria to be under threat. Please consider the knock on effects of this consultation rather than looking at spreadsheets and maps.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Corbridge

No

Basic model with no evidence or knowledge to support it.  Insufficient information to make a judgment.

Avoid closing successful first schools that provide the foundation of positive outcomes for the middle and high school.

No

Basic model with no explanation to support case that may improve educational outcomes.

Ask educational experts what they think. Ask parents what they want.  Base decisions on facts such as educational standards.

No

Model provides no persuasive or factual evidence that this could ever work.

School withi s schools should be first, middle and high schools. Need choice.

For existing schools to work more closely together to improve educational standards.  Put money where it’s needed- HMS and High schools.   Leave the rest to continue successfully.

Staff Member

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

Don't know

We do not have the information necessary to state if we support this as a "viable/ sustainable" solution.

Possible solution but HB Pupils need and deserve a local school. Closure of several successful rural schools can not be the best way to further enhance our education offer?

No

Don't know

Same as option A

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCORBRIDGE

No

The Hexham Partnership of schools currently has excellent results.  This option will irreversibly change both education and local communities for the worse and forever.

No

Two tier does not work well in rural spread out counties.

No

Please see Corbridge Middle Schools proposal

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

NE17 7BE

No

Unfortunately by closing Haydon Bridge and other schools you are taking away parental choice.

No

Same response as Model B but as my daughter currently attends Corbridge Middle I would be very sad to see it close as she has progressed so well from her previous school.

Don't know

I still think that there is still some scope for improvement and that not all schools should close.  I still worry that parental choice will be limted.

Governor

Whittonstall First School

Broomley first school

Hedley on the HillNo

From the points you make Mr Daley - already identified five key priority areas for improvement:  Being ready for school - this is about working with a full range of services including early years providers to ensure children have the language, attitudes, social competence, emotional and physical well-being to be ready to learn as soon as they start full-time education. We currently have nursery and pre-schools in our first schools and to remove these simply goes against your own policy. This is not about bricks and mortar it is about assisting our children to be ready for school and allowing them the ability to attend play groups, preschools nurseries not closing them. Despite this being your number one you have completely neglected this in your consultation.   "I truly believe we are on the verge of a new dawn for education in our region, and it’s not before time." Mr Daley

No

"Educational Achievement for All - we want to ensure all children and young people receive high quality teaching and learning to achieve their potential. Our ambition is that all children and young people North of Tyne have the opportunity to attend a good or better school."  This must surely can not mean long travel times for some of our youngest students. You would be preventing them from after school club, and other after school activities also should they have to travel so far to school. This is not about bricks and mortar this is about small people lives and communities. ALL children must include rural children to.   "Closing the Gap - We must learn from the successes of the best performing schools." May I introduce you to The Queen Elizabeth High school and the pyramid of schools that currently have some of the best results nationally. May you use this as an example not tear it apart. Learn from them do not destroy them. This model would widen the gap so far it would engulf a generation.    

No

"Career Pathways - children by their very nature are aspirational, we need to be able to support them in what they want to do, help open doors for them and enable them to get on the career ladder." May I suggest that you allow them to grow and develop in the community where they live. Allow them to develop with the support of their community and when they are ready and confident leave to a bigger school.  "Leadership, recruitment and Retention - we have some outstanding teachers and leaders but we want more, we want to further develop our own local talent into teaching. We want the North of Tyne to be a destination where outstanding educators want to come and work - not just from elsewhere in the country but from around the world." - by removing middle schools you remove the specialist teachers and you also de skill and devalue the education that our children currently receive. You will be making a great number of excellent and valued staff redundant.   "These may sound like grand aspirations but surely they are the very least we should be providing for our children." Absolutely the very least.  "My own experience and research has proven to me that it’s not rocket science. There are some basic fixes. The education set-up in the region is very fragmented. We have maintained schools, free schools, grammar schools, private schools all working to their own plans." This is where you could help schools work together and yet you are not giving them that opportunity. You are allowing an academy to dictate this entire process.  "We need a more joined-up approach. We want employers, local authorities, universities and schools all working together to find common ground and understand how we can grow the region and become more agile and future-proof in a post-Brexit world." So please do this and stop pitching schools against each other. If you want to grow the region then you need to keep communities sustainable with a school , local businesses and transport links. You take the school away then you take away the heart of the community. The village becomes no more than a retirement home collection or holiday homes. You reduce further the population of our region and you wipe out jobs and businesses too.   

Please look closely at the Corbridge and Haydon Bridge models. Also the feedback from Broomhaugh school. As I am not an academic it is not my place to create a better system than we already have. What you should also consider is the STAR campaign groups ASPIRE points.   My plea to you is -  -  Don't allow counsellors to make comparisons with Blyth, Ponteland or other places you have made these changes. This is not Blyth, we have great schools and a vast area with a small population. You should never have allowed Allendale Middle to close, Greenhead should never have been made a primary, Bright tribe in to Haydon Bridge etc. Don't continue with these mistakes by making more. More bad decisions can not correct past ones.  - Parents are not fighting for the bricks and mortar of the buildings. We would happily see new builds and better schools, but in most cases we already have this! What we do not want to see is the removal of successful schools, community hubs and community hearts. Don't leave West northumberland as a ghost town. Take away the pre school, the nursery, the first school and you destroy the entire village. Three tier is vital to our area and is not simply an expensive luxury.   - Our rural areas are not the chocolate box image that many in Government and people in towns believe. There are real challenges to living in a rural area and having a local school is paramount. We want a local school. We want distances to be realistic. None of the proposed models do this. We are not going to be satisfied with just a good school, we want a good local school.  - Good leadership of schools is essential. This consultation has demonstrated even further how great school leaders have come together to work on solutions. What is drastic and very noticeable are those school leaders not willing to work together. Those schools who have simply said - "we do not wish to work together, we are not interesting in looking at collaborative ideas. We will turn primary with money invested in our school". These are the school leaders which I am most concerned about. They are the ones who are not allowing for joined up thinking. We want to see schools all working together to find common ground and understand how we can grow the region and become more agile and future-proof. There are distinct schools - HLT, Kielder, Sele, Acomb etc that are only concerned in investment within their own school.  Their own bricks and mortar and power, not working with other schools, not considering the children who will have to travel great distances. Children who will no longer be able to attend after school clubs due to the bus leaving. Their own school results boostered by the fact they have larger numbers and yet again our children are reduced to data. These are in fact the school leaders who should be most discouraged from having leadership over even bigger schools. These are the school leaders who in actual fact do not work together, create difficulties in transition, and ones who no doubt feel they have the child as central when in actual fact it is their own domain that they are fixated on.   - Many school leaders have demonstrated an enormous amount of respect for the importance of preschool and early years learning, leaders who have shown they can and are willing to work together and this I am very proud of. These are the leaders that we should be holding up as examples and celebrating. School leaders who are able to see beyond their own school walls and appreciate what we have here and what is at stake. They are also demonstrating willingness to change for the benefit of the children and not for the benefit of the school.  - From a surplus places issue can we agree that you need to make better representations to the DfE about rural schools. It is a complete failure to suggest that you have to solve a problem that does not exist in the majority of schools and where we have small schools appreciate that this offers benefits for young children not disadvantages. We are shaping children for the future and our small schools are perfect at this, we do not want exam factories.  A small primary school may not be advantages for children but a small first school is simply the most perfect place especially for children such as my own with SEN. All the evidence suggests larger schools do not benefit children with SEN as well as smaller.  - Can you see bigger does not mean better? Making our schools fewer but bigger does not give an instant financial fix, in fact what you are actually doing is removing thousands from the Northumberland education economy.   - Our middle schools are incredible, successful and immensely popular. Our region draws people from Newcastle and Durham for our schools. That you would want to remove them is simply not justifiable on any grounds and would cause great damage to the prosperity of our region and  towns especially Corbridge. Many people move or live in the area in order to gain access to this fantastic school system. Equally many people who live in rural areas do not have the choice to move to a town in order to be closer to facilities should you centralise everything in Hexham or around larger primaries.    - "This really is a once in a lifetime opportunity for us for us to frame and shape the development of our future workforce  - people who have the skills to be the very best at what they do and can use these skills both here and throughout the world."   My final please is build on what we have, invest in what we have, don't destroy it!   



[bookmark: 14]I believe that we should improve what we have, schools should federate and work together more as in the Whittonstall Broomley model and a hub model highlighted by Corbridge Middle School could work. I believe that Haydon Bridge School must remain and could offer more vocational courses unlike what is offered at QEHS. NCC need to look at the model proposed by HBHS.    Finally I do not believe the consultation is valid. As a consultation by definition “should give reasoning behind proposals to allow those consulted to give intelligent consideration and an intelligent response”. Why have NCC not released any financial modelling or any educational impact assessments which would allow parents to make an informed choice? A number of schools have undertaken some financial modelling based on the three options proposed by NCC. Each of the options would bring large deficits ranging from £1.5m to £2m. This should not have been something individual schools should have to do. Any true and valid consultation should have had detail of financial modelling within it to allow the consultee to respond in an appropriate manner.   Why do some of the schools have no option to stay open despite the Department for Education highlighting that schools must be given the option to stay open and that there is a presumption against closing rural schools?  The information in the document is factually incorrect, many of the details on numbers of children within the school and financial figures are incorrect.  Why do NCC want to stop having places for children from outside of catchment when the funding from central Government follows the children which means that NCC receives a significant amount of money for the 256 children in the Hexham partnership alone?  The lack of educational impact assessments, outcome assessments and the impact on our children and their educational attainment do not appear anywhere in the document let alone any community impact assessments without these how can anyone make an informed choice?  

Letter received:
Dear Cabinet Member
I am writing to you to highlight a number of letters written to the Right Honourable Prime Minister, Theresa May, by concerned children from Whittonstall First and Corbridge Middle Schools in Northumberland. 
The children decided to write to the Prime Minister to ask for her assistance in response to the 'informal consultation' undertaken by Northumberland County Council. We thought you may like to see the letters that the children have written and consider these as part of your consultation responses. 
Daniel Meikle the school boy who decided to write to the PM and encourage some of his friends to do so has received a response from Theresa May to say that she considering the letters. 
As you will be aware our school is a financially viable, federated school with excellent results, and as a rural school meets the needs of the community it serves. We cannot see how changing the three tier system in Northumberland will in amy way improve educational outcomes for our children. In fact it is clear that many large academies are failing despite large new builds such as the North Durham Academy in Stanley. 
This consultation has caused great concern and upset for these and many other children. We are very concerned as to what will happen to the 256 children from County Durham currently in the Northumberland system. There's no suggestion of where these children would go to school. Schools in County Durham are either at capacity or close to it so what happens to these children? As funding is derived directly from central Government based on the number of schools and per pupil based on the school census which NCC receives why do you want to cut their places? That would cut funding into education in Northumberland. 
We do understand that it is an 'informal consultation' and we are making responses which we hope will be properly considered. A petition to save Whittonstall school has close to 3,000 signatures already (2322 online and a further 500+ in hard copy), despite having just over 70 pupils within the school. We believe this shows the value of our school within the wider community. 
Thank you for your time, we look forward to your responses.
Kind regards

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Corbridge Middle School

No

This would not improve educational outcomes for children within the schools. In my opinion it would reduce educational attainment. There is no evidence in the document financial or education attainment based to show me that this would be beneficial to my children. In fact financial modelling undertaken by schools shows that this model would reduce income into the County by between £1.5 and £2m per annum.   I believe that three tier is best and is fits the children's emotional development stages and is why the attainment at high school is so significant. This would not benefit my children in any way.  I do not agree with closing rural first schools especially when they are high achieving and financially viable.   There's is also no suggestion of what would happen to the nursery or SEN provision. I believe that nursery and SEN provision would suffer with the changes implied in this model.

No

This would not improve educational outcomes for children within the schools. In my opinion it would reduce educational attainment. There is no evidence in the document financial or education attainment based to show me that this would be beneficial to my children. In fact financial modelling undertaken by schools shows that this model would reduce income into the County by between £1.5 and £2m per annum.   I believe that three tier is best and is fits the children's emotional development stages and is why the attainment at high school is so significant. This would not benefit my children in any way.  I do not agree with closing rural first schools especially when they are high achieving and financially viable.   There's is also no suggestion of what would happen to the nursery or SEN provision. I believe that nursery and SEN provision would suffer with the changes implied in this model.

No

This would not improve educational outcomes for children within the schools. In my opinion it would reduce educational attainment. There is no evidence in the document financial or education attainment based to show me that this would be beneficial to my children. In fact financial modelling undertaken by schools shows that this model would reduce income into the County by between £1.5 and £2m per annum.   I believe that three tier is best and is fits the children's emotional development stages and is why the attainment at high school is so significant. This would not benefit my children in any way.  I do not agree with closing rural first schools especially when they are high achieving and financially viable.   There's is also no suggestion of what would happen to the nursery or SEN provision. I believe that nursery and SEN provision would suffer with the changes implied in this model.

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

The closure of the High School in Haydon Bridge is a detrimental option for [a] the education of those of high school age in west Northumberland, [b] the economic vitality of the village, and the future needs of the village with some 100+ new homes being planned.  While school numbers have been falling recently this is almost entirely down to the mismanagement of the School by almost all involved and by the uncertainty surrounding the move to Academy status. Understandably, parents have looked to the education of their own children and opted to send them (mainly) to Hexham. The "current data" referred to in the consultation document which "indicates there are 239 students, including sixth form, living in the HBHS catchment but on roll at Queen Elizabeth High School (QEHS). Based on Year 9 to Year 11 students only, this means around 38% of families within the HBHS catchment choose to send their children to QEHS" could easily, and probably truthfully, be argued to suggest that an additional 239 students would opt to stay at Haydon Bridge High School if it had not been mismanaged and its future put in jeopardy. The additional income from even 200 students would go a long way to solving the financial problems of the School.  The School was, and could be, the heart of the community and an economic life-line for all those who worked there from the village. The ideas being put forward by the School should be given serious consideration.

Not relevant. To my mind the closure of Haydon Bridge High School is not an option for the village or those children who would and should go there in the future.

No

The closure of the High School in Haydon Bridge is a detrimental option for [a] the education of those of high school age in west Northumberland, [b] the economic vitality of the village, and the future needs of the village with some 100+ new homes being planned.  While school numbers have been falling recently this is almost entirely down to the mismanagement of the School by almost all involved and by the uncertainty surrounding the move to Academy status. Understandably, parents have looked to the education of their own children and opted to send them (mainly) to Hexham. The "current data" referred to in the consultation document which "indicates there are 239 students, including sixth form, living in the HBHS catchment but on roll at Queen Elizabeth High School (QEHS). Based on Year 9 to Year 11 students only, this means around 38% of families within the HBHS catchment choose to send their children to QEHS" could easily, and probably truthfully, be argued to suggest that an additional 239 students would opt to stay at Haydon Bridge High School if it had not been mismanaged and its future put in jeopardy. The additional income from even 200 students would go a long way to solving the financial problems of the School.  The School was, and could be, the heart of the community and an economic life-line for all those who worked there from the village. The ideas being put forward by the School should be given serious consideration.

Not relevant. To my mind the closure of Haydon Bridge High School is not an option for the village or those children who would and should go there in the future.

No

This seems a ludicrous option, put up to be seen as such, with pupils as young as 4 being bused around the county. 

Please listen to the proposals from those staff working extraordinary hard to save Haydon Bridge High School, the wider community - a number of whom rely on the High School for employment, and those children in the future whose families will be moving into new homes in the village.  While I fully understand the financial pressures you are under, as a County Council you must look at the whole issue: education of our children, economic viability of our village population, a social cohesion provided by a thriving High School.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Hedley on the HillNo

"I have made clear my view that the process of change has not been managed according to any reasonable interpretation of due process. I do not accept that this situation was initiated by the First schools. If it had been then the proposal to consult would have received the formal support of all of the respective Governing Bodies."  "Furthermore, after many meetings and details of the proposals being drip fed during the "informal" stage of the consultation, it is clear that parents have not been persuaded of the merits of change. In fact, right across the partnership, 94% of parents have rejected the Council's proposed changes."  You fought this in Ponteland whilst in opersition and now in power you bring forth mass destruction. Your voters have taken note.

No

This is the least visionary proposal every created. Please look at all the hard work put into the models by Haydon bridge and Corbridge. If you are seeking to bring together completely different problems and put them into one consultation then they have done a much better job.

No

The schools themselves in their responses, have set out very well what is important about their school and these should be seen clearly. They are financially viable in the main - with few exceptions. They are good or outstanding and they are essential to rural communities and towns. Certain schools have not been able to collaborate with other schools. This is not about school preservation for the sake of it, it is about building and investing on what an incredible school system we have. Investment in Hexham high school not at the expense of our middle schools.

As a Conservative administration who has a national party whose policies are responsible for this consultation - academisation, poor and inadequate funding formula, rural infrastructure under investment and policies that neglect rural issues generally, you must be aware of the huge disappointment, anger and upset caused.   However much you might want us to write in, make suggestions to improve our offering, the offer to invest lots of money but only if we agree to closing so many schools. We appreciate our local schools more than we do facilities. We appreciate community hubs and short travel times more than fancy buildings. We appreciate allowing children to grow and develop at their own pace more than bigger schools. We appreciate specialist teaching and class sizes where staff know our kids names more than super schools with swimming pools.  We appreciate schools that can cater for children with SEN more than schools measured by how many empty spaces they have.   Parents won’t forget or forgive that these proposals are damaging their children’s education. A whole generation is affected. This generation deserves a wide education that includes arts as well as the sciences, at least as much as previous generations deserved it. This generation deserves sports and design and technology as much as previous generations did. They deserve individual attention and extra support when they need it. They deserve class sizes as low as those in other European countries. Our children only get one chance to go to school. And whoever caused the economic crash of 2008, it wasn’t this generation of children.   These children only get one chance to go to school – and they really are our future, our country’s future, and this generation shouldn’t be paying the price. Today I urge all counsellors to fight for our schools properly.   Education is far from just about funding. We need to look at some of the fundamentals. Despite, teachers, working so hard and students putting in so much effort, education in our country is going badly wrong. We are being let down by our politicians. Our country has amongst the most unhappy children in the World. Our children are more anxious about tests than any other country in the developed world. School is now cited as the main cause of stress for 65% of 12-year olds and 82% of 16 year olds.  And it didn’t used to be like this.  But it’s not just the students.  Teachers in England are reported as having amongst the highest levels of stress of any profession. Suicide risks for primary teachers in England was 42 per cent higher than the general population during the period 2011 to 2015. Our country has an unprecedented teacher recruitment and retention crisis. Many teachers are now saying they won’t encourage their own children to take up the profession.  And is the unhappiness and stress suffered by our children any surprise? The reductive narrow curriculum and testing regime is failing our children.   We have the longest working hours for staff and the most stress on pupils but we aren’t top of the international league tables. Countries like Finland and Norway and Canadian provinces like Ottawa, whose governments don’t behave like ours, fill the top slots. They trust their teachers, they don’t obsessively test children all the time but they do better than our system.  So, when we say we want change, it’s not Nirvana we are looking for, it’s being more like Norway. It’s not a fantasy, it’s being more like Finland.  That would be a huge change. We need to see huge change because our children are the most unhappy and our teachers the most stressed.  If you close our middle schools then you deny children the opportunities to study arts, dance, drama, design and technology. Remove our three tier and you narrow curriculum, schools focus on GCSE choices too early and OFSTED have even been outspoken to the damage of this.  We need change now because your proposals perpetuate the exam factories culture our schools have been forced into, it doesn’t promote the analytic thinking, the problem-solving and imagination, it doesn’t give children the life skills and the creativity that they are going to need heading into an era of automation.   Our children gain this from our middle schools and you are suggesting removal of these. They gain this from having a choice of Haydon Bridge or Hexham. They need investment they don't need to be merged.   We need change now because our children are among the most obese but remove the middle schools and you don’t teach them to cook. Your proposals to remove local schools removes their ability to join after school sports clubs, prevent walking to school and subject them to long bus rides. Tired children are not good learners.  Obsessive testing has overtaken everything else in our school system.  We need truly fundamental change. So that the space passionate teachers need is there by right. So that teachers can reclaim their professionalism and imagine a future for the profession. So that heads don’t have to be brave to do the right thing. Given staff the class sizes of the right size and children thrive. Do not bow to DofE surplus place dictat, be bold and do the right thing for the children.  Re-consider what really is improvement. Be the game changer.   

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

Yes

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

QES would be unmanageably large.  Resulting damage to the excellent first and middle schools in the area.  Increased travelling for many pupils especially those not accepted by the academy. Possibly an extra 400,000 miles of travelling resulting in increased carbon footprint and pollution.

No

QES would be unmanageably large.  Resulting damage to the excellent first and middle schools in the area.  Increased travelling for many pupils especially those not accepted by the academy. Possibly an extra 400,000 miles of travelling resulting in increased carbon footprint and pollution.

No

Closing many small schools will discourage young families from staying or moving to many villages and remote farming areas. This will not actually save money as the working population will be reduced and hence the tax revenue.

Invest in Hayden Bridge or create a separate school to the West of Hexham. Restore at least one school to LA control and keep the 16 first and middle schools earmarked for closure.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Byrness

No

I don't agree that Model A is a good because I don't want to attend school in portacabins and I don't want to attend a super school. If I don't manage to get into QE/ the super school I will have to travel ti Newcastle each day which I don't want to do due to where I live.

Keeping HBHS open, instead of building the super school, use the money to help HBHS which will not cost nearly as much as the super school.

No

See previous Answer

Previous answer No

previous answer previous answer Model D - HBHS academice and vocational courses. Noadditional travel cost. More choice. Smaller school education that suits and meets the needs of individuals.

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

No

No

No

Keep wark school open why close a school that gets excellent ofsted results.

Staff Member

The Sele First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Bardon mill

No

No

No

I support the Haydon bridge High School proposal to remain open and to retain the 6th form with the development proposal for Academic and Vocational learning. My eldest son and daughter both were happy and achieved well at Haydon bridge high school and both really enjoyed 6th form then went to Winchester university at 18+ My youngest child is 15 and sits his GCSES this year and wants to go into 6th form in September 2018 he enjoys school and is doing well with the fantastic and enthusiastic teachers at this school.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Corbridge Middle Queen Elizabeth High School Hexham

Riding Mill

No

No

No

I cannot support any of the options outlined. Young children should be able to attend a first school in their local community. The three tier education system in Northumberland delivers good outcomes and should be adequately funded to continue.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

No

Yes

Agree with Model D from Mr Glover.

Wark C of E First School

No

No

No

Keep this school open its fantastic.

Wark C of E First School

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Byrness

No

Model A does not give options and if this were to become a reality, why should hundreds of families have to pay for travel to a superschool that is their only option. Travel would be more dangerous as there is longer to travel and crases on the A69 nearly everyday because of the longer travel time, there would be less time for homework and revision, also the children would be more tired so their grades would suffer.

No

No

HBHS Model D HBHS vocational and academice model will provide choice for parents and children. Also providing a wide range of subjects, apprenticeship pathways (business, healthcare and childcare). No travel cost, time issues, opportunities to achieve 12 GCSE's, less stress and pressure because the 3 year KS4 and resit opportunity. Also because HBHS is a smaller school - education that suits and meets the needs of individuals and provides academic and vocational routes. If I can't get a 6.7 grade average I won't get into QE sixth form, there is no sixth form provision in Northumberland.

Wark C of E First School

No

No

No

Keep it open

Parent/carer

Other

Broomley first school

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

And Haltwhistle lower

Haltwhistle

No

Silly idea getting children to travel and no need to close the perfectly good middle schools

No

We need options and with this we don't and I feel the kids will be lost in a systenew until you sort yourself out

No

Totally ridiculous asking kids as young as 4 to travel long distances discrimination because we live in the country

Close the smaller first schools and reduce to 6 have 4 middles with Bellingham being the exception of having a 4-13 school all feeding Haydon bridge and qe this way keeping options open schools full and children happy therefore successful.

Hexham

No

Do not close good/outstanding educational settings.  These schools are adept at being financially viable whilst achieving great standards.  Keep Haydon Bridge High School open.

This is not a viable option.

No

Middle School offer excellent education at a time of great change emotionally and physically for students.  The excellent teaching, pastoral care and specialist facilities need to be maintained.  Closing a rural school will affect communities - the school is often the provider of so many facilities for a community.

This is not a viable option.

No

Young children should not be punished for living in a rural comm and have to travel long distances from home to school.  The true distance they travel.  Good and outstanding rural schools exist, are viable financially and have good pupil member forecasts for the next few years.  Building projects are taking place in many comms.  Have these been taken into account?

Not an option.

Support Haydon Bridge.  Finance new build for QE - long overdue.  Maintain the excellent system set up for rural comms - 3 tier education.

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

No

I do not support this

No

I do not suipport this

No

I do not support this

I wish to support the consultation of wark school and I will do whatever I can to keep it open with its fantastic staff and children.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Broomley

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

Do not believe it is in the best interests of the children to change the current system

No

Any proposed changes to the current system are NOT in the best interests of the children

No

Closure of schools and changes to the current 3 tier system are NOT in the best interests of the children.

Fully support the points put forward by STARS.

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

Model A does not change anything with regards to the three tier system. I can't see the benefit of this Model for pupils in Hexham.

Yes

Model B would see schools moving to a two tier system. I would prefer my children to remain at The Sele First School where they would receive a good standard of education until age 11.  I think some pupils in this area are not ready to make the move to middle school at aged 9. It's unsettling for them and this impacts on their progress. Children need stability and a good standard of education in an environment where they are nurtured. Hexham Middle School does not provide this.

No

Model C would still see pupils leave First school at aged 9.  I believe pupils should stay at First school until aged 11.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

It doesn't meet my needs and what I want to do after my GCSE's.

No

Model B does not provide apprenticeships so it would mean I would have to travel further.

No

It does not cater for everyone's needs.

I think Model D is the best, this is because there are not many apprenticeship providers in the area.  Parents and kids should be allowed to have a say.  The Council should not be able to decide our futures, it should be up to us.

Gunnerton

No

The council needs to support haydon bridge high school with refurbishment and professional support, and numbers would increase making it viable. It has been a wvery popular school which has been successful. Under this model eight first schools, providing good and outstanding education would close, which would have serious and long term effects on the future of the community and no guarantees that the quality of education for the children will improve.

No

In this model haydon bridge is still closing along with the 8 first schools and 5 middle schools. The 3 tier education system is popular, especially in villages and has provided good results over many years. The middle schools provide specialist teachers for year 5 and 6 that small primary would not be provided with the finance for. The middle schools have art rooms, science labs, language specialists, changing rooms, sports halls, gyms that could not be provided in a small primary school. The 3 tier system works well and is ideal for rural areas west northumberland is a very rural area.

No

A 4-16 year school at haydon bridge is a big concern. However well intentional the organisation for ages within the school are, a 4 year old going to the same school as a 16 year old is inappropriate when they could be going in a smaller school in their own community near to their family which would provide a better introduction to school life. If bellingham middle school closes, children as young as 9 will be travelling on school transport from beyond Kielder and beyond Byrness 5 days a wee. This is 36 miles more a day than going to bellingham. Now that there is no bordering facility (ridley Hall) for the children it is even more important to keep bellingham middle school open.

If there is capital money available, refurbish haydon bridge HS and queen elizabeth high school and rebuild on their existing site if necessary and keep the three tier system which has worked well as it is. It appears that the massive disruption to education in the villages of this part of northumberland is so that QEHS can get a state of the art school. Where are the state of the art first and primary schools going to go.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall

No

I strongly feel that I have to speak up for the excellence of education provided at the schools which will Close!  Having been a strong supporter of two tier, before I had my own at Corbridge middle school I was surprised st my response to the middle school. It is  totally superb school ( I am a teacher also) and the head and staff are second to none. The experience the children get by coming to CMS is outstanding. Every child I have ever met that goes there lives their school. This cannot be said if many schools! It provides a very enriching and specific, bespoke education for each child. Surely we should be trying to change the system to be MORE like this, rather than stopping such an excellent system??? There has to be more than financial reasons to change such a successful system??? It seems totally rediculous that as an educationalists we are constantly trying to improve our education, develop the children, improve performance, and then take drastic steps to chuck out the prominent outstanding schools?! Should we not be aiming to replicate the system which has proven to work so well?! 

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Broomhaugh  C of E First School

Whittonstall

No

No

No

Leave the first and middle schools how they are as the they are working and the children are thriving!! Sort out the high school so the children can finish their education in an environment that will continue to see them thrive NOT just survive!!

Barrasford

No

No

No

Keep rural schools open

Barrasford

No

No

Don't know

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Elsdon

No

Paying for travel is too much I don't want to go to QE because too many people Can't achieve highgrades at average of 6-7

Not trustworthy because QE lost their mock exams. The buildings are crumbling.

No

Model B shares mostly some core problems with Model A

No beause the students have a bad attitude in general. Insufficient sixth form provision.

No

Model C isn't sufficient for me. It's not fair on any sixthformers who want to study here, and I'd rather not go to QE! (or Newcastle) to do A-levels.

Yes,  keep the sixth form open with the school.

HBHS Model D

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Bingfield NE19 2LE

No

Model A like model B and C would not deliver sustainable nor viable educational outcomes for our children.  Risk that detrimental to educational outcomes. Closure of rural schools and middle schools will reduce choice, specialisms, pastoral care, childrens’ confidence and welfare, threatens mental health and wellbeing and increases undesirable life style such as longer daily travelling times which impacts on child as well as upon the environment and adding to congestion.  Damage to rural communities. Villages will wilt without schools - no young families would be attracted to live there anymore devastating impact.  No child wants to spend longer in the car. No parents want their children travelling longer journeys every single day, twice a day. Reducing number of schools will mean reducing capital investment from central government. 

Look at ofsted ratings, financial viability and size of small rural schools. Let thriving schools continue to thrive. If school chosen by parents it’s what they want. Not only criteria of classroom size. Look at quality outcomes, great teaching and great outcomes for children and build on this.

No

No choice at all in relation to secondary education.what happens for child that not fit in, needs a choice. Not mean exclusion if not thriving in a school but if choice can move to alternative school. This happens every year in every school. Let there be choice. One size does not fit all. How manage travel? Would be dreadful congestion and waste of the time of young children who cold otherwise walk or bike to school. Mental health issues. Too big a school. No one would want to have to go to a supersize school.  A child would be invisible, a number not an individual. Concerning. Higher number of parents make lifestyle changes to send children to private school that does deliver pastoral care and educational outcomes.

Choice of schoolsNo

Closure of an Ofsted outstanding, thriving and at capacity first school in nonsensical. Need to learn from thriving schools. Beaufront provides quality teaching, happy confident children that were not doing well in catchment school previously. Specialisms, tailored care. Parents choose. each child is engaged and reaching potential. Educational results in top 5% of country. Develop love of learning and curiosity that is the foundation for middle and high school to build upon.  Beaufront is an outstanding school that parents choose to demand a place for their children. 

Inspirational teaching and strong pastoral care are key for success.

Collaborative hub of existing first and middle schools to share best practice, champion excellence.  Keep three tier that provides pastoral and personal development transitions.  Invest in HMS buildings and staff  Invest in QEHS building and staff  Invest in HBHS to establish alternative vocational and specialist teaching  Provide real choice and excellent teaching.   Not want state of the art facilities but need fit for purpose buildings with excellent teaching staff and resources.  Put people at heart of strategy - children’s mental health and educational outcomes, and teachers who are inspiring and committed to improving educational standards and have skills and experience to share their passion for learning. 

Greenhaugh/Tarset

No

The consultation is deeply flawed. The council purports to be addressing two main problems: QEHS's likely decision to go two-tier and HBHS's recent history as a 'failing' school, and yet all three models propose the closing of eight first schools.  It is disingenuous to suggest there might be a hypothetical fourth option - given a choice of three, most respondents to the consultation will believe they are required to choose one of them. This is totally unacceptable. The council has put forward no arguments to show why any of these proposals should be better for the children of West Northumberland than the system which exists at present. Damaging a currently good first school system by closing successful small schools and requiring children to travel further to learn in larger units will do nothing to address the problem of a 'failing' HBHS.  Presumably the council wishes to cut costs in one area in order to throw money at the other.  In fact the council offers no financial modelling, and no evidence of educational benefits or assessment of disadvantages in respect of its proposals.  Although the council quotes falling numbers in the first schools for its drastic proposals, as far as I am aware none of the eight first schools slated for closure is struggling educationally or financially.  My own local school, Greenhaugh, has been able to budget successfully for fluctuating numbers throughout its history, it has a consistently good educational record, at times attracting large numbers of children from out of catchment.  The school has a reputation for outstanding  pastoral care and is loved by pupils and parents. It has strong links with the community and is highly valued by the community.  If it were to close, it would damage this area, as young families would be less likely to be attracted here and to stay. 

No

See above

No

See above

Don't close perfectly good first schools. Focus your attention and resources on putting Haydon Bridge High School back on its feet, in order to offer an acceptable choice of secondary education for pupils in west Northumberland.  Plan for spending money on refurbishing existing buildings and supporting good teachers instead of trying to put it into grandiose building schemes with no proven educational benefit.  Wait until Queen Elizabeth decides to go 11-18, before doing some proper research, including transparent consultation with all interested parties, into how this might impact on the present three-tier system.    

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Falstone

No

Greenhaugh First School has been given no option under A, B or C other than closure.  This is unreasonable and not viable for our rural community.  Greenhaugh First School has high educational standards, is important to our isolated rural community, and has demonstrated its financial viability into the future.  It is sustainable and frequently admits pupil numbers out of catchment area due to its educational quality.  Its buildings are adequate and in good repair.  The Northumberland County Council proposals for the future of West Northumberland schools, advocating the closure of 14 First Schools, are on the grounds of: educational quality; pupil numbers vs capacity; financial viability; suitability and costs to maintain buildings and estates.  I do not accept that any of the justifications put forward for these extensive proposed closures apply to Greenhaugh First School as the evidence demonstrates the opposite.  It appears that the Northumberland County Council proposals are driven by the proposed changes to Hadrian Learning Trust (an Academy outwith Local Authority Control) and issues at Haydon Bridge School. Please do not attempt to fix problems higher up the educational system by breaking a high-performing and viable First School system that is working well for our children and communities in this exceptionally dispersed rural area. 

It is not in my opinion a viable option.

No

Greenhaugh First School has been given no option under A, B or C other than closure.  This is unreasonable and not viable for our rural community.  Greenhaugh First School has high educational standards, is important to our isolated rural community, and has demonstrated its financial viability into the future.  It is sustainable and frequently admits pupil numbers out of catchment area due to its educational quality.  Its buildings are adequate and in good repair.  The Northumberland County Council proposals for the future of West Northumberland schools, advocating the closure of 14 First Schools, are on the grounds of: educational quality; pupil numbers vs capacity; financial viability; suitability and costs to maintain buildings and estates.  I do not accept that any of the justifications put forward for these extensive proposed closures apply to Greenhaugh First School as the evidence demonstrates the opposite.  It appears that the Northumberland County Council proposals are driven by the proposed changes to Hadrian Learning Trust (an Academy outwith Local Authority Control) and issues at Haydon Bridge School.  Please do not attempt to fix problems higher up the educational system by breaking a high-performing and viable First School system that is working well for our children and communities in this exceptionally dispersed rural area. 

It is not in my opinion a viable option.

No

Greenhaugh First School has been given no option under A, B or C other than closure.  This is unreasonable and not viable for our rural community.  Greenhaugh First School has high educational standards, is important to our isolated rural community, and has demonstrated its financial viability into the future.  It is sustainable and frequently admits pupil numbers out of catchment area due to its educational quality.  Its buildings are adequate and in good repair.  The Northumberland County Council proposals for the future of West Northumberland schools, advocating the closure of 14 First Schools, are on the grounds of: educational quality; pupil numbers vs capacity; financial viability; suitability and costs to maintain buildings and estates.  I do not accept that any of the justifications put forward for these extensive proposed closures apply to Greenhaugh First School as the evidence demonstrates the opposite.  It appears that the Northumberland County Council proposals are driven by the proposed changes to Hadrian Learning Trust (an Academy outwith Local Authority Control) and issues at Haydon Bridge School.  Please do not attempt to fix problems higher up the educational system by breaking a high-performing and viable First School system that is working well for our children and communities in this exceptionally dispersed rural area. 

It is not in my opinion a viable option.

It appears that the Northumberland County Council West Northumberland proposals are driven by the proposed changes to Hadrian Learning Trust (an Academy outwith Local Authority Control) and issues at Haydon Bridge School.  I do not see this as a reason to disrupt so extensively a First School system which is working well and embedded in its communities.  We are parents of a Year 4 girl who has flourished at Greenhaugh First School, and a 2-year old boy who we hope will benefit from the same excellent education provision that our daughter has had, in our local area.  Travel time, with school transport, already approaches the maximum 45-minutes journey time set out under Department for Education Guidelines.  Under the much larger catchment area (nearly doubled from 117 miles to 199 miles – larger than the total of Newcastle Airport, Newcastle, Gateshead and Sunderland) it is hard to see how a 4-year old in Reception would cope with the extent of travel under any of the proposals under Options A, B or C.  The only alternative would be for young families to relocate away from the area, potentially breaking up close-knit families with grandparents close to hand, and significantly and fundamentally changing the community demographic for the future.  This appears as a very short sighted policy with extremely far reaching community impacts.  I would remind NCC of The Department for Education’s statutory guidance for proposers and decision makers, April 2016, with respect to the closure of rural schools:  “There is a presumption against the closure of rural schools. This does not mean that a rural school will never close, but the case for closure should be strong and a proposal must be clearly in the best interests of educational provision in the area.  “When producing a proposal, the proposer must carefully consider: - the likely effect of the closure of the school on the local community - educational standards at the school and the likely effect on standards at neighbouring schools - the availability, and likely cost of LA of transport to other schools  - any increase in the use of motor vehicles which is likely to result from the closure of the school and the likely effects of any such increase - any alternatives to the closure of the school”  These do not appear to have been taken into account sufficiently – or at all.  As parents, we are not party to all of the facts and figures that Northumberland County Council holds on all West Northumberland schools, and so do not consider it reasonable for NCC to expect us to come up with an alternative proposal for all of West Northumberland in the extremely limited time, without the information that is available to the Local Authority.  Therefore we cannot come up with additional costed proposals with this limited information and timescale.  However, my husband, as an Associate Member of the Governing Body of Greenhaugh First School and myself, as a former governor, are aware that the school and governing body have been working hard against an extremely challenging timescale to develop alternative proposals, including: - Retaining Greenhaugh as a First School (which would get our strongest support) - Delivering Primary education - Joining a MAT either through the Diocese or Local Authority.  I would support any of these proposals in order to keep our rural school open, maintain the viable and high-quality education provision for our children, and retain the family-friendly demographic of our local community.  I understand that significant effort is ongoing to investigate partnerships and future delivery models, and would strongly urge NCC, if it is insistent in making these changes (which we both strongly oppose), to allow proper time to investigate these.  Our strongly preferred option would be not to break a successful First School system which works well for our children and communities, in order to fix problems higher up the system.  NCC must allow adequate time for proper and well-thought out development of and consultation on viable alternatives to maintain sustainable future education provision and community infrastructure. 

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

Don't know

Don't know

Retains and reintroduce a 3 tier system.  Consistency across the whole of the west of Northumberland including   10 first schools  4 middle schools  3 - 13 provision incorporate first/middle in Bellingham  2 High Schools!!!

Chollerton C of E First School

No

#NAME?

No

#NAME?

No

- Would it be viable to have a 4-16 year old school in haydon bridge, along side shaftoe trust primary school? - depending upon catchment area, some nine year olds would have to travel 35 miles each way - It is good that some children live in hexham or cl

- The three tier system should continue. It has an excellent model for sparsely populated areas - Young children need education in our close to their own communities - The distance between humshaugh and chollerton assumes that children live very close to

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

Because it will not help me with my future career.

This will not suit me.

No

No, it won't help me.

No, it won't help me.

No

No, it won't help me.

No.

I agree with Haydon Bridge model D as it will help me with my future career.

Governor

Beaufront First School

Bingfield NE19 2LE

No

Threatens closure or merger for Beaufront First School. This is a thriving successful school. Parents chose to send their child/children here. Parents engaged and passionate about this school. Ofsted outstanding and SIP reports support this too. 70 children plus growing capacity with nursery places 2018/2019 onwards. Community value - Apple show, polling station garden and close relationship with community at our school events such as Easter show summer fete Christmas fair nativity and soup lunches. School provides a lot of outdoor experience with garden field woods fire pit climbing frame and outdoor classroom.  School has specialist teachers and school cook also qualified teacher field to fork and full educational experience to keep fit and healthy. Pastoral and social care - children understand positive relationships and self confidence. High mental health and well being. Celebrate this school, champion it’s successes.

Keep rural schools that are thriving.

No

Parents / Children would have no choice of school. What happens when child not fit-  where go to get another chance?  Huge negative impact caused by travelling.  Detrimental impact of communities withering without a school at heart of a village.   Too big means individuals become too invisible.  Unique needs of each child should be addressed and accommodated not about numbers.

Need to learn from thriving first schools. Look at educational outcomes not building size to determine which schools should open/close.  Need to champion great teaching.

No

Need to provide choice and to focus on educational outcomes and improving experience for children.  Not risk detrimental impact of destroying excellent schools.

Beacon schools that are inspiring and successful outcomes.

Leave the sustainable first schools alone.  Address building investment for HMS   Invest in QEHS all agree dreadful state of disrepair. Find capital  Invest in HBHS address the hole Bright Tribe have left and move forward to make this a viable choice for parents/children.

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

The Sele First School

Hexham

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

My feeling is that things should remain as they are in the first case (as in 3 tier), and that’s because we know it works educationally. There is lots of data that educational models and standards in Hexham schools are high, but nothing to suggest that the change to 2 tier will maintain that, especially through years of instability as it beds in. The HLT indeed does not, as an academy, have to publish any data about how they are going to fund and maintain educational standards so it’s a public unknown which is not giving parents the full picture.    If it is indeed the fact that HBHS is a failing school - why are efforts not being made to fix that, and create an alternative 'vocational' high school option on the site of HBHS for those not wanting an 'academic' route which QEHS could provide? Surely that's a better, and cheaper model, for the inclusion of all our young people aged 13 - 18 who are the next generation of our work force and tax payers?  The chair of governors for St Josephs Middle School identified that there has been a drop in young people living the Northumberland area over the last few years. Closing the rural first schools means families won’t move into the villages, and having only 1 option of a huge high school for approximately 2200 children in the area, will not be particularly desirable for families either. Therefore the potential knock on, is that less children in the area over the course of the next 10/15/20 years will mean that the ‘super school’ will be undersubscribed dramatically and you will be having to consult on downsizing!  

Otterburn First School

No

Yes

I believe some schools becoming primary and closing middle schools in our childs best interest. I would be happy with a 2 tier system.

No

Gunnerton

No

No

No

Leave it as it is!

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

No

We make a 32 mile round-trip each day to ensure our daughters receive what we believe is the best holistic educational experience in the area. We chose to travel from Brampton to Greenhead, as the school was the only one of 7 in the area where our daughters and we felt immediately part of the community. This is vital for our children specifically, as we are a military family, and regular long-distance moves and periods where I am deployed overseas has a significant impact upon our daughters’ wellbeing. The staff and children at Greenhead are first and foremost part of the most welcoming community our daughters have had the privilege to be part of, and provide an environment where they feel safe and have the confidence to learn, grow and treat others with love and respect. This school is the heart of the local community, and I believe it would devastate the area to lose such an asset.

No

See comments regarding Greenhead C of E in Mode A response.

Yes

It is the only option where Greenhead C of E is not listed for closure.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Hexham Middle School

Bingfield

No

Damaging impact on rural schools.  Mixed issues unclear information. Drastic proposal. Lack of coherence.  Removes choice.  Unclear of educational gains and what will improve.  Expects audience of consultation to come up with models without providing information. Need professionals to do their job thoroughly and represent best interests of children and young people. Want open and transparent decision making.

Split decisions   First schools - what is working? What is sustainable?  Middle schools- where need investment   High schools- invest where lacked previously and provide real choice.  Courage in existing system and build on this not destroy it. Put choice/demand and educational standards at heart of decision making.

No

Successfully schools become champion schools.  Build on hub and collaboration not destroy choice and specialisms.  Invest where clearly needed.  Do not attempt to fix what is not broken.   Cherish the experiences first schools give young children that mould there future educational outcomes and mental health.

No closures of sustainable schools.  Build on existing success.

No

Need collaboration and openness to create truly successful new model of education.  Choice. Pastoral care. Excellent teaching. Specialisms. Well managed transitions. Individuals not numbers. Build on what we have already to be truly inspirational and brave.

Listen to staff, parents and governors who are embedded in this educational system.   Do not make decisions without the relevant information.   

Collaborative hub to share best practice and become continual learning and imprc

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

Because I won't want to move into a big school with too many people and will affect my career.

Not a viable option.

No

No, it won't help me.

No.

No

I would like to be a veterinarian or something to do with animals.

I agree with model D Haydon Bridge.

Chollerton C of E First School

No

No

No

Chollerton C of E First School

No

No

No

Please leave things the way they are. Families come to our villages for a better life and to send their children to the local school. We have a brilliant school at barrasford with out our school it will be clevastation it is the hub of our village

Other

Don't know

I have looked in some detail at the consultation document with a view to making a reasoned assessment of the three options presented. However, I find this impossible as there is no information presented in document that allows for an informed comparison: no financial modelling; no surplus capacity modelling; no demographic projections - nothing. One could be forgiven for thinking that this 'consultation' is little more than patronising window dressing for a decision that has already been made 'in camera' and in collusion with Hadrian Learning Trust. Parents and children in West Northumberland deserve better and I fear that the council is about to reap the whirlwind of anger that their proposed culling of rural schools has generated. And don't for one moment think that people are going to 'bottle it', if I may hijack a phrase from one of your own councillors. 

Don't know

I have looked in some detail at the consultation document with a view to making a reasoned assessment of the three options presented. However, I find this impossible as there is no information presented in document that allows for an informed comparison: no financial modelling; no surplus capacity modelling; no demographic projections - nothing. One could be forgiven for thinking that this 'consultation' is little more than patronising window dressing for a decision that has already been made 'in camera' and in collusion with Hadrian Learning Trust. Parents and children in West Northumberland deserve better and I fear that the council is about to reap the whirlwind of anger that their proposed culling of rural schools has generated. And don't for one moment think that people are going to 'bottle it', if I may hijack a phrase from one of your own councillors.

Don't know

I have looked in some detail at the consultation document with a view to making a reasoned assessment of the three options presented. However, I find this impossible as there is no information presented in document that allows for an informed comparison: no financial modelling; no surplus capacity modelling; no demographic projections - nothing. One could be forgiven for thinking that this 'consultation' is little more than patronising window dressing for a decision that has already been made 'in camera' and in collusion with Hadrian Learning Trust. Parents and children in West Northumberland deserve better and I fear that the council is about to reap the whirlwind of anger that their proposed culling of rural schools has generated. And don't for one moment think that people are going to 'bottle it', if I may hijack a phrase from one of your own councillors. 

Don't know

The consultation form is wrong, it doesn’t give everybody the chance to comment only parents or carers of children at school. It does not matter which party has control at County Hall the West of Northumberland get nothing, it is time this changed. Close Haltwhistle School and we will lose our swimming pool, but you could have made Haltwhistle a main school as one of the options and had people travel here instead of our children having to travel else where. The bigger the school the worse it will be especially for children going into the 6th form, teachers don’t turn up for lessons and pupils have to learn from books. It is the headmasters or head mistress that needs looking at, when Eddie Waite was headmaster at HaydonBridge school it was brilliant plenty of people wanting to go there, I know that was in the fifties. I think you need to look at why schools went down hill after it was changed from a two tier system.  

Don't know

The consultation form is wrong, it doesn’t give everybody the chance to comment only parents or carers of children at school. It does not matter which party has control at County Hall the West of Northumberland get nothing, it is time this changed. Close Haltwhistle School and we will lose our swimming pool, but you could have made Haltwhistle a main school as one of the options and had people travel here instead of our children having to travel else where. The bigger the school the worse it will be especially for children going into the 6th form, teachers don’t turn up for lessons and pupils have to learn from books. It is the headmasters or head mistress that needs looking at, when Eddie Waite was headmaster at HaydonBridge school it was brilliant plenty of people wanting to go there, I know that was in the fifties. I think you need to look at why schools went down hill after it was changed from a two tier system. 

Don't know

The consultation form is wrong, it doesn’t give everybody the chance to comment only parents or carers of children at school. It does not matter which party has control at County Hall the West of Northumberland get nothing, it is time this changed. Close Haltwhistle School and we will lose our swimming pool, but you could have made Haltwhistle a main school as one of the options and had people travel here instead of our children having to travel else where. The bigger the school the worse it will be especially for children going into the 6th form, teachers don’t turn up for lessons and pupils have to learn from books. It is the headmasters or head mistress that needs looking at, when Eddie Waite was headmaster at HaydonBridge school it was brilliant plenty of people wanting to go there, I know that was in the fifties. I think you need to look at why schools went down hill after it was changed from a two tier system. 

Parent/carer

Other

Shaftoe Trust &amp; HaydonBridge High

Langley

No

A Superschool would be recipie for disaster. Year 4s mixing with 6th form is an outrage.

It’s too young to start High school. Yr 4s are immature babies still. Year 7/8 is a much more palatable age group although still very impressionable to have around adults!

No

No

It all seems financially focused and lacking in the enrichment of children’s education. We are a VERY rural county. It just isn’t right.

Keep local schools local. They breed community and enrich the areas they are in. Haydon Bridge High School although it has had difficulties should not be written off.  Value should be placed on having a less daunting non super school for children yes children to attend. Small class groups get a better teaching experience and learn better than those in huge classes that go under the raider of overworked teachers who do not know their students!   Hexham Haydon Bridge Corbridge and the larger villages are all seeing housing developments I cannot see how building a super school or merging the others is going to benefit these new residents. Surely the school will outgrow its purpose straight away!   Why not just fund the structure you already have more effectively.    Also I am not at all impressed with the view that academy children (Shaftoe) do not warrant a place at any of the options you have outlined. Entrance tests for 8 year olds.... what about those with further needs they don’t stand a chance!  Therefore taking their local education out of their reach. Not fair at all.

Staff Member

Acomb First School

No

Option A would result in a very large high school (possibly over 2000) and would not offer parental or pupil choice, in particular for those living in remote areas. The conjestion in Hexham would be immense, especially if the already dangerous West end junction was used.  There have been several road accidents at that junction in recent years.  The mix of 2 and 3 tier would mean admissions in years 5 and 7 from HBHS primaries, therefore many parents may choose to move their children to HMS in year 5 resulting in children spending only 2 years in HMS before moving to QEHS.  This culd cause instability for existing pupils and staff.  Acomb first school is larger than some of the schools will be after they merge. This is a large county and journeys are often made on minor roads which requires careful consideration, especially for very young children (from age 4).  Priority should be given to schools to remain open where they provide for children from within catchment areas and within local authority. 

No

Option B would result in a very large secondary school combined with QEHS, HBHS and year 7&amp; 8 pupils from middle schools..  Parental and pupil choice would be non existent, especially for pupils from remote areas. Again, long distances would need to be traveled on minor roads resulting in lengthy travelling times, for pupils from the West of Haydon Bridge and North Tyne.  County has based figures of class size entry of 15 to be a viable Primary school. If Kielder has been listed as an exception due to distance from nearest school, why is Whitfield remaining open as a primary school with only 0.3 form of entry which is smaller than or similar to other schools proposed to close or merge?  The proposed mergers of catchment areas based on existing numbers on rile may not produce accurate numbers die to parental choice.  Many parents may make other choices.  If the proposed mergers are based on the numbers of children in catchment areas the figures may be very different.  Additionally, documentation and models are available which states that a primary school is viable with 55 pupils in classes with 5 children when the school is well managed with excellent educational outcomes and financial sustainability.  In this county, journeys are often made on minor roads unsuitable for buses resulting in Safeguarding issues for very young children. 

No

Whilst we welcome the provision for alternative secondary provision in HBHS by providing 4-16 In Haydon Bridge with new building we do not support a mixture of 2 and 3 tier across the partnerships. In addition, some of the schools proposed for closure/ merger have greater pupil numbers, including from their catchment areas, and capacity than several which are identified to remain open or become primary schools.  Within the Hexham partnership Acomb appears to be a viable size for the children in its catchment area.  

All our children and future children should have the best possible provision.  We are not in a position to provide an alternative proposal based on the limited information we hold regarding other schools budgets, pupil numbers from catchment areas and the county.   However we do have a number of non-negotiables that we believe are needed for educational merit and success for all children, and viable sustainable schools, communities and villages for the future.    Provision of Secondary education for all pupils that offers academic, skills and  vocational curriculums  need two Secondary or High school provisions for the pupils of West Northumberland that provide broad curriculums and specialist teachers.  Sixth form provision that is wide ranging.  Keep as many rural schools open as possible for local populations and communities, enable villages to survive and thrive.  No mix of 2 or 3 tier resulting in multiple transition dates which affects the viability of schools.      

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

I believe the tyne valley has too many people to put into an enormous school where children will need to travel long distances at the start and end of their day.  They should be schooled in their community with independence to make their own way to school at a later stage of their childhood with healthy walking to school being an option for many pupils.  There needs to be three tiers due to the number of pupils involved and the system is absolutely wonderful as it is other than the funding needing putting into the facilities available rather than spending all the money on a needless transformation to "fix" a system that simply isn't broken!

No

I believe the tyne valley has too many people to put into an enormous school where children will need to travel long distances at the start and end of their day.  They should be schooled in their community with independence to make their own way to school at a later stage of their childhood with healthy walking to school being an option for many pupils.  There needs to be three tiers due to the number of pupils involved and the system is absolutely wonderful as it is other than the funding needing putting into the facilities available rather than spending all the money on a needless transformation to "fix" a system that simply isn't broken!

No

I believe the tyne valley has too many people to put into an enormous school where children will need to travel long distances at the start and end of their day.  They should be schooled in their community with independence to make their own way to school at a later stage of their childhood with healthy walking to school being an option for many pupils.  There needs to be three tiers due to the number of pupils involved and the system is absolutely wonderful as it is other than the funding needing putting into the facilities available rather than spending all the money on a needless transformation to "fix" a system that simply isn't broken!  I hope you listen to the parents and their sheer numbers and realise that the majority of people who it will affect do not want this to happen! 

I believe a new high school is desperately needed - be it on the current site or an alternative, perhaps a separate sixth form collect for vocational qualifications and maybe a level students in a modern facility -   I think the investment should be made to the middle and high schools to improve the facilities available in these very tired buildings but with good education at their hearts - the system as it is works, its just investment is needed to upgrade the facilities.  I firmly believe the children should not be made to travel long distances at each end of their day from very young by losing the rural schools but I also think it is important for children to be educated in their own locality not travelling by bus to another area.   I love the three tier system having been educated in this style of system myself in Leeds and believe the middle school provides a hugely important stepping stone to children's wellbeing and development.    The schools are all wonderful just as they are and if it ain't broke, don't try and fix it!

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School Fourstones

No

I do not believe that merging HBHS amd QEHS is in the best interest of the children located in west Northumberland. This will result in a mega school with children having to travel from miles away in order to receive an education. I do not believe the transport infrastruture in Hexham could cope with the additional traffic generated.  Closing smaller rural primary schools will impact upon younger children having to travel further distances to get to school. This will also likely impact upon local communities as schools are seen as the heart of a community.  Furthermore, I worry that if the merged school should start getting bad OFSTED reports there will be no choice but to continue sending a child to the only available school in the area.  Northumberland Council need to start investing in children as they are the future. 

Don't merge the schools!

No

I do not believe that merging HBHS amd QEHS is in the best interest of the children located in west Northumberland. This will result in a mega school with children having to travel from miles away in order to receive an education. I do not believe the transport infrastruture in Hexham could cope with the additional traffic generated.  Closing smaller rural primary schools will impact upon younger children having to travel further distances to get to school. This will also likely impact upon local communities as schools are seen as the heart of a community.  Furthermore, I worry that if the merged school should start getting bad OFSTED reports there will be no choice but to continue sending a child to the only available school in the area.  Northumberland Council need to start investing in children as they are the future. 

Don't merge the schools!

No

I do not believe this option is viable.   I would certainly object the closure of an excellent primary school such as Newbrough.  Closing smaller rural primary schools will impact upon younger children having to travel further distances to get to school. I also do not believe that children who are as young as 4 should attend such a large school as proposed.  This option will also likely impact upon local communities as schools are seen as the heart of a community.  Northumberland Council need to start investing in children as they are the future.

No, do not closure rural schools.

I believe an option D should be considered.   I support the alternative Haydon Bridge High School proposal to adopt the academic and vocational model to ensure all children in the catchment have the access to a decent education.

Greenhead

No

No

No

I strongly believe that rural schools are a VITAL part of their community and NONE of them should be facing closure.    Northumberland is one of the largest counties in England and has the most sparse population, which means that schools will also be widely scattered across the county, especially in the west, and will have fluctuating (and in rural communities often smaller) roles year on year. Rural schools play a vitally important role, need fairer funding to enable them to survive and should be given protected status.  If the school in my home village of Greenhead closes, it will be a step towards closing down the village.  We are a small community with already limited facilities (the church of St Cuthbert, Greenhead Primary CE School, The village hall, the Greenhead Hotel and the Tea Room) but we centre and thrive around those facilities. I am extremely concerned that if the school goes, the church will follow, and the heart will be ripped out of Greenhead. I suspect this pattern will follow on throughout the county.  I believe the whole consultation process needs completely re-thinking, with a much fairer distribution of funding across the whole of West Northumberland. Most importantly, the children should come first, and I urge you to listen to them and their families, as well as the wider communities as a whole.

Haydon Bridge

No

This would mean HaydonBridge High School would close. This would in future make our village a ghost town,as which people with children would wish to move here when it would involve their children travelling 7 miles each way for education. Also the village shops would take a real income hit due to the children and staff not using them anymore. New houses are being built at this time, and probably in the future, the children there will need education meaning the School roll will increase. A lot of those children who have left HBHS to go to Hexham and Brampton have probably left due to the uncertainty of the future of HBHS.

No

See my comments on model A.

Yes

You have stated that this model would cater for children aged 4-16. Why not 4-18? Surely this would increase the School roll and make it financially viable.

See above.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Bellingham

No

I don't agree to shut the school and have barcodes, it will be like a prison.

No

Yes

Option D please.

No

A rural county needs specific provision for its education. This proposal does not take this into account. It offers only a solution that will see the loss of important community facilities and the destruction of rural communities as a result.

There needs to be a different model- none of the 3 proposed models are suitable for our county

No

As previous section

No

Reasons previously given

There needs to be a different model proposed. The schools in Northumberland have struggled with few resources and failing buildings for too many years.  Underinvestment has taken its toll. That's a legacy of many years of council decisions to fund Ashington, Blyth and other areas of "social deprivation" rather than fairly distribute money to other areas of the county, where some of the greatest revenue from council tax is derived. The Tyne Valley has suffered from years of underfunding; a new approach from the council is desperately needed now, but it must be properly thought out. This county needs a solution to education that reflects its geography. Schools are at the heart of many communities and must remain so. They are not just places to educate children; they are places for communities. They should, therefore, be considered as such. The county council should not simply look at the restructuring of education in terms of the schhols, but also in terms of the communities they serve and hold together. Fewer rural, village schools mean less social mobility. It means fewer families move to the area, or residents move out of villages to be nearer to schools. It means older redidents become the norm. It means communities die.  It means whole areas become unsustainable.  It means the loss of Northumbrian village life. And with it the loss of our traditions and heritage. Soon, we'll all have to live in large conurbations as rural services decline further, as the hearts of our communities are ripped out. Is that what we want? Village schools should be protected and proposals to close 16 across just the west of Northumberland is the start of the ruination and decimation of our county. As our elected representatives, the county council has to listen to the views of its electorate not just the finance department or the voice of one Hexham headteacher - who is not from here and understands nothing of our county's needs - who fancies a change and desires to do so at the expense of the rest of us. There needs to be options other than the 3 proposed by NCC. Listen to parents, teachers and children and consider what is best for the schools and communities that are involved. There are better solutions out there.  You have an opportunity to completely change how education is structured across the west- do it! But do it with a commitment to make it better. Transporting children miles to school each day isn't improving educational standards. Making a 2000+ pupils school in Hexham isn't going to either. The majority of the schools you propose to close are already providing excellent outcomes for children and supporting communities along the way.  Restructure for excellence, yes, but also with the best for all at the heart of what you do.   

Parent/carer

No

No

No

No

Yes

I just think its the way forward

Don't know

Too costly

Email received:
I am writing my response to the consultation in the west of Northumberland and I am totally against the possible closure of Chollerton first school! I am a self- employed registered childminder living in the village of Barrasford. I am really upset about the talk of closing Chollerton first school. I was born and bred in the parish, I went to this first school as well as members of my family, and when I had my two sons there was no question as to which school I wanted them to attend. This school is a lovely, well ran school that makes you feel welcome and part of the community. The children are friendly, they all speak to you and they know each other well. I look after children before and after school so drop off and collect from there, if they were to be moved to a different school I feel that it would be the end of my childminding business that I have built up over the past 20 years. I haven’t got the facilities to collect them from another school and with a different age range of children, I would not have a car big enough to fit them all in as well as the cost implications. I wouldn’t get them in my car, plus I don’t have adequate car seats to transport them safely, which is paramount. Yes they would probably get a bus back here but what would happen if they were poorly? (And I’m first point of contact for most children cause I’m nearer) and what if they wanted to attend an after school club? I just can’t see if possible to run a flexible, reliable childminding service that’s not close to the local school.     As far as the school goes, what will happen to that? Will it be knocked down? And the majority of the staff at the school live locally, what would happen to their jobs? Will they be guaranteed jobs? You can’t have two head teachers at one school and as there is one already at Humshaugh school, what will happen to Mrs Davey?     There are slight more children at Chollerton first school than Humshaugh school and Chollerton have received an Outstanding by Ofsted compared to Humshaugh who received a good, so what does that tell you as far as the staff and structure of the school.     And what would happen to the village and the local economy? Take the well established pre-school what’s does the future hold for it? As well as Toddler Group what future does that have? The village shop too that is used by parents of the school, will they go elsewhere and the shop end up closing? There’s also the local reliable family run mini bus service that currently run into school? They are a great company, the mini buses are new buses, maintained regularly and are always clean not to mention the drivers who are friendly and often introduce themselves to the children before they even start at school. Plus I don’t think these roads are suitable now to run big buses on, it’s ideal for mini buses to transport young children (some of who will be as young as 4 in reception) on.     This decision effects everyone like the local community, it would ruin the local community, the village would become and ghost town and certainly wouldn’t attract any more families into the village so the decision should not be taken lightly!     In my opinion, I think it would be better to keep children in their local community, keep local village schools going in the heart of the community and to close the middle schools. To me this would make most sense as there is less of them to close and there has been talk about going to a two-tier system for years.     Many thanks, 

======

Chollerton First School

No

I am writing my response to the consultation in the west of Northumberland and I am totally against the possible closure of Chollerton first school! I am a self- employed registered childminder living in the village of Barrasford. I am really upset about the talk of closing Chollerton first school. I was born and bred in the parish, I went to this first school as well as members of my family, and when I had my two sons there was no question as to which school I wanted them to attend. This school is a lovely, well ran school that makes you feel welcome and part of the community. The children are friendly, they all speak to you and they know each other well. I look after children before and after school so drop off and collect from there, if they were to be moved to a different school I feel that it would be the end of my childminding business that I have built up over the past 20 years. I haven’t got the facilities to collect them from another school and with a different age range of children, I would not have a car big enough to fit them all in as well as the cost implications. I wouldn’t get them in my car, plus I don’t have adequate car seats to transport them safely, which is paramount. Yes they would probably get a bus back here but what would happen if they were poorly? (And I’m first point of contact for most children cause I’m nearer) and what if they wanted to attend an after school club? I just can’t see if possible to run a flexible, reliable childminding service that’s not close to the local school.     As far as the school goes, what will happen to that? Will it be knocked down? And the majority of the staff at the school live locally, what would happen to their jobs? Will they be guaranteed jobs? You can’t have two head teachers at one school and as there is one already at Humshaugh school, what will happen to Mrs Davey?     There are slight more children at Chollerton first school than Humshaugh school and Chollerton have received an Outstanding by Ofsted compared to Humshaugh who received a good, so what does that tell you as far as the staff and structure of the school.     And what would happen to the village and the local economy? Take the well established pre-school what’s does the future hold for it? As well as Toddler Group what future does that have? The village shop too that is used by parents of the school, will they go elsewhere and the shop end up closing? There’s also the local reliable family run mini bus service that currently run into school? They are a great company, the mini buses are new buses, maintained regularly and are always clean not to mention the drivers who are friendly and often introduce themselves to the children before they even start at school. Plus I don’t think these roads are suitable now to run big buses on, it’s ideal for mini buses to transport young children (some of who will be as young as 4 in reception) on.     This decision effects everyone like the local community, it would ruin the local community, the village would become and ghost town and certainly wouldn’t attract any more families into the village so the decision should not be taken lightly!     In my opinion, I think it would be better to keep children in their local community, keep local village schools going in the heart of the community and to close the middle schools. To me this would make most sense as there is less of them to close and there has been talk about going to a two-tier system for years.     Many thanks, 

No

I am writing my response to the consultation in the west of Northumberland and I am totally against the possible closure of Chollerton first school! I am a self- employed registered childminder living in the village of Barrasford. I am really upset about the talk of closing Chollerton first school. I was born and bred in the parish, I went to this first school as well as members of my family, and when I had my two sons there was no question as to which school I wanted them to attend. This school is a lovely, well ran school that makes you feel welcome and part of the community. The children are friendly, they all speak to you and they know each other well. I look after children before and after school so drop off and collect from there, if they were to be moved to a different school I feel that it would be the end of my childminding business that I have built up over the past 20 years. I haven’t got the facilities to collect them from another school and with a different age range of children, I would not have a car big enough to fit them all in as well as the cost implications. I wouldn’t get them in my car, plus I don’t have adequate car seats to transport them safely, which is paramount. Yes they would probably get a bus back here but what would happen if they were poorly? (And I’m first point of contact for most children cause I’m nearer) and what if they wanted to attend an after school club? I just can’t see if possible to run a flexible, reliable childminding service that’s not close to the local school.     As far as the school goes, what will happen to that? Will it be knocked down? And the majority of the staff at the school live locally, what would happen to their jobs? Will they be guaranteed jobs? You can’t have two head teachers at one school and as there is one already at Humshaugh school, what will happen to Mrs Davey?     There are slight more children at Chollerton first school than Humshaugh school and Chollerton have received an Outstanding by Ofsted compared to Humshaugh who received a good, so what does that tell you as far as the staff and structure of the school.     And what would happen to the village and the local economy? Take the well established pre-school what’s does the future hold for it? As well as Toddler Group what future does that have? The village shop too that is used by parents of the school, will they go elsewhere and the shop end up closing? There’s also the local reliable family run mini bus service that currently run into school? They are a great company, the mini buses are new buses, maintained regularly and are always clean not to mention the drivers who are friendly and often introduce themselves to the children before they even start at school. Plus I don’t think these roads are suitable now to run big buses on, it’s ideal for mini buses to transport young children (some of who will be as young as 4 in reception) on.     This decision effects everyone like the local community, it would ruin the local community, the village would become and ghost town and certainly wouldn’t attract any more families into the village so the decision should not be taken lightly!     In my opinion, I think it would be better to keep children in their local community, keep local village schools going in the heart of the community and to close the middle schools. To me this would make most sense as there is less of them to close and there has been talk about going to a two-tier system for years.     Many thanks, 

No

All 3 models would have a massive impact on my childminding business that I have built up over the last 20 years! Closing the local school would ruin the community. No one would want to buy houses here, the shop, the toddler group, pre-school and other services would be lost because there wouldn't be anyone to use them.

Staff Member

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

No

No

No

The three tier system, works perfectly, with all Hexham partnerships working well together for the great of our children in education.  The closures of so many rural schools is unacceptable, with all these changes to the west of Northumberland we need more evidence financially why these changes need to take place, thank you.  

No

QE does not have enough room to support new pupils. Time to build a new school impacts on current children.

No

We need two high schools in the county HBHS has room to expand and already shows improvements in table ranking for highest exam results. QE needs improvements to dilapidated building and is already bursting at the seems.

As above there is no space to merge HBHS with QE on QE site. If QE is merging with HBHS even more crowded and this is unacceptable until a new school could be built to accommodate them all. Need 2 high schools in the county!

No

HB needs to continue to support A level students and introduce new vocational options for those pupils who wish to persue an apprenticeship and do not want to travel to newcastle for college. Time is of the essence. Students need stability

HBHS have proposed an alternative option to more education formed to include vocational and academic options on its existing site. HBHS has space and current building need maintained improvements but capital investment be necessary to update and improve to accommodate proposed changes. Northumberland needs 2 high schools to support geographical expenses of the county and serve communities.

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Allendale Parish Council met on 5 April 2018 and discussed the school consultation.   Cllr Galley proposed, and Cllr Sandison seconded, that Allendale Parish Council should not respond to the informal consultation as it did not have enough information and facts linked to the students in the Parish, and how this would affect them. The proposal was amended with the Clerk being asked to inform Northumberland County Council why Allendale Parish Council would not be responding to the consultation. The revised proposal was carried by the remaining Cllrs with the exception of Cllr Dunn who was against the proposal. The Clerk was asked to submit the response on behalf of the Council.  Helen Newsome Clerk Allendale Parish Council  

Gunnerton

No

The proposal to close schools rated as 'Outstanding' by Ofsted would be ridiculous and not educationally sensible.    The impact on the community of closing so many rural schools would be huge and not justifiable when the real issue to resolve is the high school in Haydon Bridge.    The rural first schools under the new government funding arrangements would be financially viable not as shown in the tables in the consultation document

No

A much larger secondary school with a wider age range is likely to be divided into an upper and lower school (e.g. Park View in Chester le Street) which is effectively the same as having a middle school system.  Same comments as Model A previously:   The proposal to close schools rated as 'Outstanding' by Ofsted would be ridiculous and not educationally sensible.    The impact on the community of closing so many rural schools would be huge and not justifiable when the real issue to resolve is the high school in Haydon Bridge.    The rural first schools under the new government funding arrangements would be financially viable not as shown in the tables in the consultation document

No

Ridiculous idea to think of a school that takes 4 year olds and 16 year olds in the same school.

It makes sense to combine QEHS and Haydon Bridge High School as there are only now 300 students from Haydon Bridge who do not already travel to Hexham.   Retain the first and middle schools as they are today as that system has proved to be educationally excellent.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Hexham

No

Keep local schools open! Beaufront is outstanding and financially viable, how can you possibly justify closing it!

No

Beaufront could become a great primary but NO locals schools should be closed.

No

Beaufront is outstanding and financially viable and should not be closed. No local schools should be closed, children need their local schools, we are rural not urban and our schools must reflect this.

Leave our schools alone!

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Yes

It is inevitable that funding of smaller schools not running at max capacity is going to be a struggle therefore I do believe this model is the way forward. It allows local middle schools to continue and I believe the closing of haydon bridge high school is the way forward as it is an old run down school and now has a negative reputation which as a parent I would seriously re consider my children not attending it.

No

I do not believe it viable to close middle schools it will create longer school journeys for young children.

No

I do not agree with a 4-16 year old school what so ever. I live 0.25 miles away from haltwhistle school and there is no way i want my 5 year old travelling to haydon bridge

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Riding Mill

No

I recognise that there are challenges facing education and that some change may be necessary, but not in the way currently proposed.  I do not believe the HLT document makes a strong enough case for the educational benefits across the whole partnership.  There are too many questions left unanswered and very unclear by the current document. Northumberland Council is currently proposing two models that do not impose two-tier across the whole system, as well as asking for additional alternatives, and we believe all options should be explored carefully and with the appropriate time and investment before any final solution is implemented. 

Remain as three tier

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

bellingham middleBellingham

No

i dont think that it is in the interests of students in rural Northumberland for QE and HBHS to merge. HBHS has a viable plan for its future, independent of schools in Hexham and this should be considered.  whilst i believe that there are currently too many first schools in the area and that some rationalisation is probably reasonable i have concerns about young children having to travel too far to school. i think that there it is somewhat excessive having first schools at Wark, Bellingham, Greenhaugh and west Woodburn, all within a small area and that perhaps this could be looked at with one larger school to cover this area. 

No

for the same reasons stated re model A, i don't believe that it is in the students interests for HBHS to shut.  I am not sure about closing middle schools, there are beneifts of three tier education, it would mean that young children have to travel greater distances at a younger age.  

No

as stated before. i like the idea of an inclusive all through age school at HBHS but believe that this should encompass sixth form ages too, as outlined in the "option D" HBHS proposal

i fully support the proposal suggested by HBHS, having attended presentation/meetings about this and considered this and alternatives. 

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

I do not agree with my little brother in Year 8 being taught in portakabins.  In addition to this my girlfriend wants to study a mixture of different thinks this model does not fit their educational needs.

The same as my last answer.

No

Same.

Same.

No

Same.

Same.

I am worried about my brother if he doesn't get an average of a level 6, 7 Model D will make sure that my brother will not be forced out of this area.  I am also worried about the additional costs that my parents would have to fork out sending him to a different area.  D = current friends will help my friends reach their life ambitions.    I agree to all of the above. KR

No

In the ongoing consultation area the future of schools in northumberland I would like to add my support for maintaining Chollerton first school.  The school achieves high standards and has a wonderful atmosphere and apppears to be thriving with a healthy number of pupils. Northumberland has plans for the 42 new homes in barrasford and the growing community will require a good local school. Given the high standard of chollerton first school, I feel that it would be tragic for the community to lose it as this important time in its development.

No

No

Haydon Bridge High School

Newbrough

No

One high school is too large for Hexham. Conjestion in Hexham would increase.  Catchment area is too large.

No

Parents would not have choice of schools and distance to travel would bean issue.

No

4-16 too large an age range.

Keep QEHS and HBHS separate to ensure 6th form caters for technical and vocational subjects.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

Yes

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School Fourstones

No

No

No

I cannot support any of the options listed in models A-C. •I strongly oppose Option C as this would mean the closure of our village school and the loss of beating heart of our community. We are a thriving village with many young families who use and support our local school. Small rural schools offer a unique educational experience for our children and we have been assessed as being financially viable for at least the next three years.  •I cannot support an option which suggests sending my very young children to a combined primary and secondary school (5 miles away) as in any way in their best interests either socially, emotionally or academically. Primary and secondary children have VERY different needs and should not be educational together as a cost saving exercise. No research or evidence has been provided by the council to support the combined primary and secondary education model.  • I don’t personally object to a 2 teir system, however I feel strongly that the lack of choice that would entail from the closure of Haydon Bridge High would be detrimental to the educational choices of parents and children in the wider community. • I support the ideas outlined in the Haydon Bridge ‘Option D’ proposal which in my view offers greater choice and educational opportunities for the future of our communities.



[bookmark: 15]Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Allenheads

No

Because classes would be bigger and students would get less help.

I don't agree

No

No

I agree with option D, to keep the school open.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I agree with Mr Glover's Model D.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

No

No

"Letter received:
I am writing to you as the elected Leader of our county council to seek your support in strongly opposing the proposals contained within the consultation document on education in West Northumberland. 
I have completed the online consultation process but wanted to impress on you how strong my opposition is to all three of the current proposals and to ask you to lobby on my behalf to find an alternative. 
Specifically, I object to the proposals that disproportionately close Church of England schools and would ask that you enquire into the bias that this shows, particularly in light of the alternatives offered to county schools that have not been extended to the church ones. 
My concern is that it would appear from the proposals that the church schools have been discriminated against on grounds of religion, contrary to legislation and your duty under s.149 of the equalities Act 2010. I would value your enquiry into this and look to a subsequent response. 
Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without the proper community impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these impact assessments is contained within section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. 
Next, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others. 
Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder School to Hexham QE)
Thank you again for your support and I look forward to your response to the above points in due course.

Other

All schools

Chollerton

No

Firstly, I object to the proposals that disproportionately close Church of England schools and would ask that you enquire into the bias that this shows, particularly in light of the alternatives offered to county schools that have not been extended to the church ones.  Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without the proper impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these impact assessments is contained within s.149 of the equalities Act 2010, section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools.   Thirdly, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable, and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others.  Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Keilder School to Hexham QE). 

No

I object to the proposals that disproportionately close Church of England schools and would ask that you enquire into the bias that this shows, particularly in light of the alternatives offered to county schools that have not been extended to the church ones.  Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without the proper impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these impact assessments is contained within s.149 of the equalities Act 2010, section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools.   Next, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable, and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others.  Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Keilder School to Hexham QE). 

No

I object to the proposals that disproportionately close Church of England schools and would ask that you enquire into the bias that this shows, particularly in light of the alternatives offered to county schools that have not been extended to the church ones.  Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without the proper impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these impact assessments is contained within s.149 of the equalities Act 2010, section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools.   Next, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable, and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others.  Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Keilder School to Hexham QE). 

Yours sincerely"

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

Does not fit in with desired two tier system.

Yes

HBHS and QEHS are changing to a secondary school so it makes sense to change first and middle schools to primary. Ponteland is a building a state of the art school for its students so our children should be given the benefit of a new super school

No

Absolutely not. This just adds more confusion by having first middle secondary and now a 4-16 school, HBHS has lost all credibility and I will not send my kids to a failing school.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

Haydon Bridge

No

The heart of the Community is based on keeping education local and easily available. Also, a lot of children travel from Otterburn, Kielder, to Haydon Bridge. It has always been a valuable part of the village and beyond

Unacceptable

No

Much the same as my comments on Model A. The existing schools are an important part of village infrastructure and it is important that the the High School maintains its presence

Unacceptable

No

The same as my objections to Models A and B. It is vital that the school remains as an important part of the village

Unacceptable

Option D/Option HB -- the HBHS proposal for hybrid secondary school where GCSEs will take place over 3 years and will bring 6th form vocational education to the West Tyne in a meaningful way while keeping an academic pathway open. It is the least educationally disruptive.

Greenhead

No

No

No

No rural schools should face closure in Northumberland.  Such a policy would disadvantage local children, in effect punishing them for being part of a sparsely-populated county  Rural schools play an extremely important role in keeping rural communities alive - at a time when there is much concern about the decline of these communities and their relatively ageing population. They need fairer funding to enable them to survive and these schools should be given protected status.  In my home village of Greenhead, if the school is closed, it will be the first step towards closing down the whole village. I am extremely concerned that if the school goes, the church will follow, and Greenhead will have its heart taken out. This pattern will undoubtedly follow throughout the county.  I believe the whole consultation process needs a total re-think, with a much fairer distribution of funding across the whole of the county. The group that stands to lose most in this mess are the children - they should be the first consideration. I urge you to listen to them and their families, as well as the wider communities as a whole.  Education is the single most important sector that is under the direct influence of local authorities. Northumberland should stand up and be counted as the county with the best interests of its children at heart.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Langley

No

No

No

I want to be a policeman therefore after Year 11 I want to have a lot of academical and locational opportunities and I can do that with HBHS Model D.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Whitfield C of E Voluntary Aided Primary School

QEHS, HBHS, Ovingham Middle  No

The importance of rural schools to the community, the distance younger children have to travel. 

No

The importance of rural schools to the community, the distance younger children have to travel.

No

The importance of rural schools to the community, the distance younger children have to travel.

I'd like NCC to consider HBHS' fourth model: main stream school for 11-18 with vocational and academic pathways at 6th form. I think they have the most comprehensive plans for integrating SEN into mainstream education.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Greenhaugh FIrstGilsland

No

No

No

Model D as proposed by HBHS.  There is a wide variety of youngsters in our region ( as in all regions ) and for a sizable percentage, a large secondary school at Hexham would not be in their best interests. We need to prepare our children to become well ajusted and useful members of society and must bare in mind that in education "one size does not ever fit all".  The suggestion that HBHS looks to become an centre of excellence for ICT seems to be well suited to the NE region and HBHS itself.    Greenhaugh First School should not be on any of the closure lists. It has been consistently rated "good" by Ofsted and runs on budget. More importantly it is a small inclusive school with a big heart! Numerous children, with wide ranging issues, have moved from other schools and settled well at Greenhaugh. There is defiantly a space in our education system for schools such as this.  The school has made it clear it is prepared to adapt to any changes necessary. Closing this school would be a short sighted move, which would be very difficult to reverse at any time in the future. Greenhaugh puts its pupils first and Northumberland County council should ensure it does the same.

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Hexham

Yes

Our schools work well as they are giving excellent education to our young people and giving them and their parents a good choice Also feel it’s unfair giving HLT tax payers money to build there school when they should b self financed it as a academy

Made QE a more academic school and Haydon Bridge more vocational and keep middle schools as they are

No

No

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

And broomley

Stocksfield

No

No

No

No closures. None of the proposals are in the best interests of your community. It is not acceptable to be shipping children as young as 4 across the county. It will have a detrimental impact on the children and the environment. Whittonstall is part of a federation that you seem to have no concept of. If it closes you will also be damaging Broomley School. I see no viable plans for financial sustainability.  You have also illegally deferred the MAT proposals to acadamise our schools to push through your own agenda and this cannot be allowed. Haydon Bridge should also be supported in it's plans to introduce learning options in areas specific to their demographic.  Their headmaster should be listened to. He has some excellent ideas.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

The closures would break down communities, cause problems in a lot of families in terms of commuting, support, finance, community, social aspects. I don't think the councillors appreciate how the village schools bring people together.  I would not have met the people and families that now support each other and the children would not be involved in the way they are with sport, social events, if we were not in a village school. The mental effect aspect to a lot of people would suffer with the feeling of isolation, no convenient after school care for working families.

No

No

The council could perhaps stop wastimg money on unneccassary road works...Namely £100ks on drawing a cycle lane into Corbride, removing it and drawing more lines  How much did that cost??? And all of the curbing in Hexham...why is that good use of money to rip out curbs that are perfectly fine to replace with, wait for it...curbs. And the junctions which are replaced with junctions that narrow the road by centimetres...plus all of the landscaping required afterwards.  I say, if you need to save money look at the roadwork spend!! And leave our children and communities alone.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

The 3-tier system is an anomaly system that doesn't fall in with the majority of the systems in the country. The assessment cycles do not match to a 3-tier system so accountability and educational drive is not at its most efficient. 2-tier is the only answer.

Yes

2-tier fits with the national assessment cycles. Currently Y3-4 and Y7-8 have the potential of being left to coast as those children are no longer responsible for the externally accountability of the school. They are not a priority. I would rather my daughter stayed in our village until aged 11. Even though she would then be going to a 11-18 setting I feel it unlikely she would have much or any contact with 6th form or KS4 pupils. I would rather funds were put into a system that was common-place across the rest of the country. I would rather my daughter had one move of school than 2. I would rather money was spend on consolidated high quality education than money spent keeping very small schools open. Bigger schools would mean more opportunities for my daughter due to staffing variety, increased funding and focused teaching of children of the same age range.   I would  recommend Acomb school to stay open as 76% of pupils actually live in catchment, children can walk to school and go on to local Hexham schools. The questions need asking: how many catchment pupils go to Beaufront, how many pupils get driven to school already (therefore parents could drive to another school?), how many children would actually go to Acomb if Beaufront closed and how many children go on to attend Hexham schools rather than leave for the independent schools setting? If Acomb closed I would not send my daughter to Beaufront school.   Acomb is a school in a community with a well established toddler group to build on that future community, has an outstanding long-standing nursery to nurture the future children and established wrap around care.   It seems that the parents of  Haydon Bridge have already voted with their feet so it could easily close or become a vocational setting. 

Maybe consider a vocational hub school on the HB site for KS4-5 eduation? Eg farming, agriculture etc. 

No

If millions of pounds are going to be spent on new schools it should be schools that systematically work as proven by the majority of the country (2-tier) rather than one that is already failing financially and educationally.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

No

I am unable to support this, or any model, as the Council has failed to provide detailed information regarding how this will solve the problems of surplus places and financial viability.

No

I am unable to support this, or any model, as the Council has failed to provide detailed information regarding how this will solve the problems of surplus places and financial viability.

No

I am unable to support this, or any model, as the Council has failed to provide detailed information regarding how this will solve the problems of surplus places and financial viability.

When the Council has carried out thorough research and modelling to clearly show the impact of any proposed changes, I and countless others will be in a better position to judge the suitability of any suggested models.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

I believe the Haydon bridge is providing a good education for it's pupils as evidenced by it's position in the Northumberland results league table.  If it is merged with Queen Elizabeth High school it will produce a very large school with unacceptable travelling distances for some of the pupils involved.  It will also lose the feeling of community that is created and lose local jobs.   The proposal includes the closure of a number of schools which are successful both educationally and financially.  Why lump schools who have no financial problems in with those that do?  The small schools not only create a valuable focus in the community for this children they also provide jobs and attract people to the area to live.  Closures will rip the heart out of many communities.

I support Corbridge Middle School's proposed alternative

No

I believe that the creation of a school merging those 3 schools into one of the biggest secondary schools in the country would turn education into a faceless education of the masses.  Many children, including those less confident and vulnerable, are likely to just disappear into the school and not receive the support they would receive in a more reasonable sized school.  It will also lead to some pupils travelling unacceptable distances.   I believe the Haydon bridge is providing a good education for it's pupils as evidenced by it's position in the Northumberland results league table.  If it is merged with Queen Elizabeth High school it will produce a very large school with unacceptable travelling distances for some of the pupils involved.  It will also lose the feeling of community that is created and lose local jobs.   The proposal includes the closure of a number of schools which are successful both educationally and financially.  Why lump schools who have no financial problems in with those that do?  The small schools not only create a valuable focus in the community for this children they also provide jobs and attract people to the area to live.  Closures will rip the heart out of many communities.  

No

I think the idea of a new locus at Haydon Bridge and new building for QEH are necessary.  However I do not believe it is necessary to close the small local schools.  The proposal includes the closure of a number of schools which are successful both educationally and financially.  Why lump schools who have no financial problems in with those that do?  The small schools not only create a valuable focus in the community for this children they also provide jobs and attract people to the area to live.  Closures will rip the heart out of many communities.

I support Corbridge Middle Schools alternative solution

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Greenhaugh

Gilsland

No

It leads to the decay of small rural communities

No

It also leads to the decay of small rural communities

No

I dont like this one either

Save money some other way for example the government should stop getting schools to non value added work.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

Yes

I believe a middle school system (3 tier) although rare, suits out community. I therefore prefer this option and we keep Hexham middle and improve QEHS facilities whilst merging with HBHS

No

I don’t believe moving to a two tier system suits out community. Children can get a great education in a three teir system, gaining specialist teachers from year 5 as opposed to year 7. Hexham middle has the potential to be an outstanding school and should be given the opportunity to stay open. 

No

As in option two, I believe a three tier system is better for the children in this area 

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon bridge

No

No

No

I do not belive any of the models presented by the County council are good models for the future of our children, schools and communities. I believe that engagement and encouragement of the schools we have to meet their budgets and to provide the buildings with the updates they require in order to do this. 

I agree with model d proposed by Haydon bridge high school. I do not think that any schools should be closed or merged. It is unreasonable to bus or expect parents to transport young children up to 7 miles further away from home. These schools require the 50million pound budget to be split amongst them in order to update their facilities and allow them to provide the education children need and deserve. Also one key point for me is that models a-c are not viable for the future. They do not take into account the amount of new housing the governments are packing into these small spaces. Inevitably the development of each village is going to grow the population substantially enough to warrant a village school.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Bardon Mill

No

I would have to pay for travel, to be in school where I would not be seen as an individual. I would lack the mixture of subjects I would be able to study if I went to a different school.

No, I would not like to be merged with QEHS, as it has experience of losing their exam papers, making it untrustworthy. They also do not have the capacity to take on more students. 

No

It lacks the mixture of subjects that I would need to achieve my future job. I want to do A level History, BTEC Business and IT. I would be unable to do this if they closed HBHS.

There is no 6th Form provision anywhere else in Northumberland, I would have to gain higher grades then I am currently capable of to get into 6th form, if HBHS closed down.

No

It takes away from smaller communities and schools.

It closes down the 6th form, forcing A level students to travel more to be taught.

I agree with HBHS option D.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Kielder

No

Because students would not get a long at all.  Teachers would not care as much.

No

Haydon Bridge is a good school and gets the grades.

No

None of the students I know like this decision at all.  It disrupts learning massively.  People doing important exams will have to focus on making friends, getting used to school as well as revising.  Will cause a lot of people to be unhappy.

Model D.  I think this is the best way forward.  I like the structure of learning and I think it will get good results.  Also, students are already settled and it will cause the least problems.

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

Hexham

No

There is no reason to choose option A.  You have not given an option to choose NONE OF THE ABOVE, leave the schools alone, leave them as there are. 

There is no viability in Option A.

No

Option B is no better than Option A.

No viability for option B.

No

If you close rural, village schools you will be fully responsible for the death of rural villages.  The only people who will live in them will be retired people. The youth, energy and focus that a village school gives to the community can not be replaced.   The forming of a super-school in Hexham, possibly becoming the 5th largest in the Country, in this rural community? Really? The people that make these decisions should be instantly dismissed, have they absolutely no comprehension of the chaos this will cause.  Have you actually listened to ANY parental opinion???? Do you want tiny children, from Year1 to be travelling on buses for an hour in the morning and an hour at night? Are you happy to be responsible for them being unable to take advantage of after-school clubs to enrich their education? Are you concerned at all about how tired these young children will be when they arrive both at home and back at school? Are you actually concerned about their education, or just the mighty POUND SIGN?  It's an absolute disgrace, and a betrayal of our Northumbrian way of life.   SHAME ON YOU. 

Just stop everything you are planning.   Run an open, honest consultation, be transparent about how much money you are saving or indeed earning - publish how much Mr Atkins at QEHS stands to personally make from this.   Only then can the concerns of parents, teachers and carers be properly addressed. 

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

Don't know

No

No

I support Mr Glover's proposal D.

Parent/carer

Other

Ovingham MiddleStocksfield

No

No

No

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

West Woodburn Don't know

Don't know

No

I don't agree with any of the proposals I have 3 children all who have attended West Woodburn first school my youngest is still there in year 3. She absolutely loves the school the staff and her peers she has struggled with ill health over the years spending a lot of time in the RVI hospital overtime she was poorly the school sent her a card wishing her well. With her missing a lot of school she has struggled at some aspects in her school work the teaching staff are really good with her and support her really well. I know 100% she would struggle terrible going to a another school more so if it was a primary as there a lot bigger schools with a lot more children in each class. When we received the letter with the proposals on she got very upset at the thought of the school closing. We are lucky where we live as she can walk to the school from home which is lovely the school is a part of the community and thought of it closing really upsets us all as a family as like I said her siblings went to the school too. If West Woodburn came to be a primary I don't think she would struggle with the change as much as she has a lot of friends there. I really hope it doesn't come to the school closure as I think it will a huge mistake and a massive miss in the community also if I was looking for a house I always look to see if there is a nearby school which I think west Woodburn fits all this its a lovely school which is well ran with lovely staff .

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

See First School Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Riding Mill

No

West Northumberland is a huge area. Having what would effectively be a single secondary school would result in unacceptable journey times for a large number of pupils.  A single large secondary school would be unattractive to a large number of parents, More affluent parents would seek alternatives which would inevitable have a negative impact on pupil numbers, pupil attainments and another downward cycle of falling pupil numbers and financial deficits.   The Haydon Bridge area needs funding for its own secondary school provision in order to support and maintain communities, raise standards and attract greater pupil numbers  The closure of rural first/primary schools will have a detrimental affect on communities and consequently on the wider childhood experience that has a significant contribution to a child.s educational attainment.

No

West Northumberland is a huge area. Having what would effectively be a single secondary school would result in unacceptable journey times for a large number of pupils.  A single large secondary school would be unattractive to a large number of parents, More affluent parents would seek alternatives which would inevitable have a negative impact on pupil numbers, pupil attainments and another downward cycle of falling pupil numbers and financial deficits.   The Haydon Bridge area needs funding for its own secondary school provision in order to support and maintain communities, raise standards and attract greater pupil numbers  The closure of rural first/primary schools will have a detrimental affect on communities and consequently on the wider childhood experience that has a significant contribution to a child.s educational attainment.  The argument for closure of middle schools with good educational attainment has not been properly made or justified.

Yes

West Northumberland is a huge area. This option avoids having what would effectively be a single secondary school which would result in unacceptable journey times for a large number of pupils.  Providing the Haydon Bridge area withfunding for its own secondary school provision should support and maintain communities, raise standards and attract greater pupil numbers  However the closure of rural first/primary schools will have a detrimental affect on communities and consequently on the wider childhood experience that has a significant contribution to a child's educational attainment.  

This option would gander greater acceptance if a way could be found to maintain all schools (no closures) but perhaps have first schools form some sort of alliance whereby resources, practices etc could be pooled thereby improving financial performance.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

Acomb first school  An Ofsted Good school Treat every child as an individual Outcomes for children are better than regional and national average Forward looking and enthusiastic about the opportunity to extend their provision to become a community primary if this should arise. They have already planned their future with that in mind and have appropriate staffing should this happen. They provide excellent provision for children with additional needs.  It is a community school where 76% of the catchment are from the village

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Acomb First School needs to remain open.  Merging Acomb First School with Beaufront School wouldn't work because:  - Beaufront First school is similar to a private school, most of the children who attend there are from well outside the catchment areas and will then move on to private middle schools.  If the schools merged, Beaufront parents would most likely move their children elsewhere, so we would have a situation where children from Acomb and surrounding areas would need to travel to Beaufront because their own village school in Acomb had closed.   Acomb First School is a village school, serving a large community and most of the children attending are from Acomb and are able to walk to school.  The roads leading to Beaufront school are very narrow country roads and there is very limited parking there and no footpaths.  Beaufront school had to close due to bad weather in February and some parents had crashed their cars along the roads there.  It would be unsafe and unworkable.  Children would have to travel on coaches on these roads, there isnt enough parking space for all the cars and coaches at Beaufront.  Acomb School has more parking and there are safe footpaths, but it would still be a problem if pupil numbers doubled at Acomb.   

Keep Acomb First School open and if the schools have to merge then please can we have the school split onto the 2 current sites to avoid the problems outlined above and reduce the need for building work?

No

The middle schools need to stay open, they provide so many opportunities for children that they wouldn't get at a primary school.  Standards of education would drop with a two tier system, not improve.    

No

Acomb First School must remain open, it serves a large community and brings our community together.  Most of the children (76%) are from the catchment area and can safely walk to school.  There is a new estate being built in Acomb which will attract young families who will need a local school.  It was rated good by Ofsted in 2018 and outcomes for children are rated better than regional and national average.  It is financially stable and able to become a primary school.  There is a sustainable number of pupils in each class.  The attached nursery, Little Oaks, has been rated outstanding by ofsted and would risk closure too if Acomb First School closed.  The school provides excellent wrap around care with a breakfast club, after school club and a toddler group.  It has Sports Award Gold, Silver and Bronze.  There is excellent outdoor space and a forest school.  The parents and children are very happy and supportive of the school and Little Oaks.  The school leaders are confident and enthusiastic about the school becoming a primary school if necessary and they have made plans with this in mind and have appropriate staffing.  The school has SMSC links with Newcastle School.    

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Slaley

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Slaley First School

Slaley

Yes

No

No

Parent/carer

Other

QEHS and st Joseph’s middle school

Hexham

No

No

Don't know

Would Establish secure finances and viability for secondary education, but rather than closure of so many primary schools, more creative thinking around joint structural administration, working and specialisation could be implemented

See above

See above

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Prudhoe

No

Fundamentally disagree with the concept of two tier schools. I believe this will affect the quality of learning and school experience for many if not all children.

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

No

No

No

i support the proposal from haydon bridge high school for academic and vocational learning option d

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

Haydon Bridge High School should remain OPEN.  Surely it cannot be beyond the wit of the authorities and school to be able to provide a quality, sustainable secondary school education for a town the size of Haydon Bridge that the children deserve. Any difficulties there, should have no bearing on schooling in Hexham.  A huge superschool would be so wrong for local children. Many of the first schools ear marked for closure would have a detrimental effect on the welfare of children should they close.  e.g Wark and GReenhaugh, the distances proposed to travel to other schools, on pooly maintained roads in a winter such as we have just witnessed is not sustainable.  In addition the true meaning of sustainable needs to be taken into account for all the schools that are proposed for closure to measure the impact on the local community.  The scale of closure would have far reaching, long term effects on the demographic of Northumberland that is not currently talked about in the consultation documents.  In a county such as Northumberland, some services are always going to need more money to keep them open and that is necessary if we want villages like Wark and Greenhaugh to survive and thrive.   

No

Haydon Bridge High school should not be closed.  The children of that area deserve a high quality education locally and I cannot believe that is not possible.  Closure would mean the resulting Superschool in Hexham would be too big having a detrimental effect on the quality of education in Hexham.  The problems for Haydon Bridge should bear no relation to Hexham.   The reduction in PAN for schools remaining open to enable them to become primary schools makes no sense whatsoever. It will massively reduce the flexibility those schools have plus.  Any first schools becoming primary schools need to be supported with appropriate capital investment to build new class rooms.  Plus, the maths just doesn't add up, For Sele first school, where do the 24 children that would no longer get a place go?

No

Haydon Bridge should remain open.   But a school in Hexham covering age 9 to 18?  Really?  That would be overwhelming for 9 year olds.  No, no, no.

   Haydon Bridge should remain open.  Hexham QEHS should receive appropriate capital support to build a new school on the MIDDLE SCHOOL site Hexham and Corbridge could move to a primary/secondary system, covering years reception to 6 at primary and then years 7 to 11 at secondary school and then a new school for years 12 and 13.  The school could be on the same site, but housed in a separate "campus" away from the youngest children.   There are some schools that do seem very close together.  Acomb/Beaufront for example but any closure HAS to be supported with capital investment for the receiving school.  That has to be a guarantee.   The value of being able to walk to school seems to be ignored at present, as well as the environmental benefit. Where there are schools ear marked for closure and the next nearest school is more than 2 miles away, they should remain open.       Please also consider children going to pre-school.  3 year olds travelling so far is not mentioned in the consultation document. 

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Humshaugh

No

I think every effort should be made to keep Haydon Bridge school open. It is important to the community and if you improve it then pupils in catchment are more likely to go there than defect to Hexham. This will also reduce travelling time/distances for some pupils.  I do think, however, that the 3 tier system works well in this area and should be preserved.  I do not agree with the decision to close so many First Schools including Chollerton.  When considering increased distances that children need to travel with school closures, you need to consider the distances from children's individual homes (who live furthest away) rather than between the schools.  There are 2 schools (Beaufront &amp; Whittonstall) with many children outside of catchment area - have you considered what would happen to these children should those schools be closed? For example, I doubt all the children from Beaufront would  chose to attend Acomb school, should Beaufront be closed, so these children may well chose to attend other local First schools within their own catchment, area thus resolving some under-capacity issues.  I have a grandchild at Chollerton and I live in Humshaugh so I know both schools.  Chollerton quite clearly has better facilities and greater space for expansion than Humshaugh school, which is in a grade 2 listed building with no space for expansion. Chollerton is in a modern building, which is cheaper and more efficient to run. At present, I have noticed that the children at Humshaugh appear to spend their break time in the public park - this is due to lack of space/facilities on the school site. I cannot see how you can accommodate 76 children in an old building (built for 55) with no space for expansion and not a blade of grass on-site, whilst 'improving' the quality of children's education.  Chollerton's children are already -  *at an outstanding school *have forest school, garden club with poly tunnel, mud kitchen all on site *support an excellent pre-school which facilitates parents' return to work *are not in financial difficulties, as incorrectly stated in your consultation document  Chollerton has the space to expand and accommodate the children of Humshaugh in addition to becoming a Primary should it be required. Your decision to close Chollerton over Humshaugh does not seem logical on any level.  I am familiar with both villages and feel that loss of Chollerton school would have a greater impact on the village of Barrasford and it's surrounding area than loss of the school at Humshaugh - a village with fewer families and a larger proportion of middle class retirees. This is supported by the fact that Humshaugh is only at 67% capacity and Chollerton is at 78% capacity. We have an active community based more around our village community shop and hall than around the school itself, unlike the situation in Barrasford where the school provides greater support for the community.   As a resident of Humshaugh I would have concerns about the increased traffic that would ensue should Chollerton be closed and the children sent to Humshaugh, particularly coming over Chollerton Bridge but also at school drop off - Humshaugh school is on the main road into the village with very limited 'drop off' space, all of which is on the opposite side of the road. All the children will have to cross the main road at a busy time of day which will have safety implications for the children and also cause chaos with the traffic into and out of the village at peak times.  Chollerton First School supports the community in many ways: *It provides 'meals on wheels' for elderly residents, which also provides social interaction for these residents. *It holds community worship events for the village and thus social/community interaction *It provides facilities for the local beaver/cubs groups *It provides childcare by supporting the pre-school. Child care/nursery provision is extremely lacking in this area. *The parents support local businesses such as the shop and pub which would see a loss in trade. Barrasford is not served well by public transport so loss of the shop would be catastrophic for many elderly, vulnerable residents who would not have ready access to obtain food. *It has an active PTFA with many local fund raising events, well attended by members of the community (providing social interaction)  and from which local businesses benefit. *The school employs many local residents so potential unemployment would increase within the immediate community.  These are just some of the socio-economic implications of closing Chollerton school.   

No -  I think you should keep Haydon Bridge school open if at all possible.

No

I think the 3 tier system serves the children of this sparsely populated, and large, rural area well.   I do not think a school of 2250 children would be beneficial to their education. It is too large and will risk children becoming 'lost in the system'. What is the point in creating 'schools within schools' as HLT suggest when they already have that system with the middle and high schools? The catchment area of a HLT would become enormous - compare it to central London! It would become the 8th largest school in the country. A school that size ought to be in a large city, where children live within a few miles of the school, not in a large but sparsely populated rural county.  Parental choice will be virtually eliminated from age 11 and I suspect many children will be lost to the private sector.  First schools will be forced to close or become Primaries. Children in rural areas benefit from small local First schools but need to develop wider social networks and access greater facilities as they progress to years 5 &amp; 6. This occurs at present and the children benefit as a result (see local SATS results). Keeping them in primary schools will be a backwards step for them.  I cannot agree with closure of Chollerton First school for all the reasons I outlined under Model A. Chollerton is an outstanding school with impressive facilities and closure would be detrimental to the quality of the children's education and have wider detrimental socio-economic effects.

I do not think moving to a 2 tier system is in the interests of the children of our county. I have seen no evidence (eg in terms of improvement in GCSE results) that going Primary/Secondary will improve the quality of education currently delivered (which is currently incredibly high when compared nationally).  NCC is actually in a strong position to stop HLT becoming a secondary school by supporting the middle schools and keeping them (and first schools) open, not closing them! This maintains parental choice (and I suspect neither Corbridge Middle nor St Joseph's would struggle to attract pupils) and would make it difficult for HLT to proceed (their proposal has dramatic detrimental effects to  other schools and to communities as a whole).  NCC should be doing everything within its power to prevent them.

No

Whilst this model maintain's the 3 tier system and the school in Haydon Bridge, I do not support the closure of so many small rural First schools, in particular Chollerton First School, for all the reasons I have outlined under Model A.   Why do the schools in the Hexham Partnership have to be so affected? They are not in financial difficulties and are currently delivering an excellent all-round education to children.

Sort out Haydon Bridge, maintain a school there and maintain the 3 tier system.   Minimise First school closures in the Hexham Partnership (in particular, do not close Chollerton) and thus support  local communities.   I do not agree with merging Humshaugh and Chollerton but should this be deemed absolutely necessary then close Humshaugh and move those children (fewer) to Chollerton rather than the other way round (see my reasons for this under Model A).  Invest in new buildings at both Haydon Bridge and QE/HMS.  Combine neighbouring first/middle or middle/high schools and onto one site (but keep them as separate institutions). That way they can make efficiency savings in terms of sharing teaching staff and shared/greater access to facilities/resources whilst maintaining the 3 tier system. eg: * put Corbridge First and Middle on one site. *Put HMS and QEHS on one site *Put St Mary's and St Joseph's on one site *Do the same at Haydon Bridge  Petition the DFE/Guy Opperman to correct the funding discrepancy between years 7 &amp; 8 in Middle compared to secondary schools - most of the county would get behind that one.

Sort out Haydon Bridge, maintain a school there and maintain the 3 tier system.   Minimise First school closures (do not close Chollerton) and thus support for local communities. I do not agree with merging Humshaugh and Chollerton but should this be deemed absolutely necessary then close Humshaugh and move those children (fewer) to Chollerton rather than the other way round (see my reasons for this under Model A).  Invest in new buildings at both Haydon Bridge and QE/HMS.  Combine neighbouring first/middle or middle/high schools and onto one site (but keep them as separate institutions). That way they can make efficiency savings in terms of sharing teaching staff and shared/greater access to facilities/resources whilst maintaining the 3 tier system. eg put Corbridge First and Middle on one site Put HMS and QEHS on one site Put St Mary's and St Joseph's on one site do the same at Haydon Bridge  Petition the DFE/Guy Opperman to correct the funding discrepancy between years 7 &amp; 8 in Middle compared to secondary schools - most of the county would get behind that one.  Should HLT become a Secondary School then keep the other 2 middle schools open to maintain parental choice. HLT are not going to refuse entry to these children at year 9 as if they did their numbers would be severely affected and they would become non-sustainable.  Should it be absolutely evident that first schools have to become Primaries then why not create a more central school for the older children whilst keeping small rural schools for the younger ones? They can share resources/teaching staff/facilities under the auspices of an executive head whilst still keeping the important benefits of small school environments and community support for villages alive. eg - develop Chollerton/Acomb/Wark etc as a pre-school/nursery and school for reception and years 1, 2 and 3 and then move all the children from those catchment areas to another 'base unit' eg Humshaugh for years 4, 5 &amp; 6. That way as the children get older they expand their social networks and can have age appropriate lessons. An added benefit would be greater early years provision that is woefully lacking in rural areas.   It should be noted that if you simply rebuilt HMS and QEHS (on one site) on a slightly smaller scale, that would resolve a significant proportion of the current under-capacity issues.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Humshaugh

No

My husband has already filled in a consultation form. These are the sentiments of both of us, as outlined below.  I think every effort should be made to keep Haydon Bridge school open. It is important to the community and if you improve it then pupils in catchment are more likely to go there than defect to Hexham. This will also reduce travelling time/distances for some pupils.  I do think, however, that the 3 tier system works well in this area and should be preserved.  I do not agree with the decision to close so many First Schools including Chollerton.  When considering increased distances that children need to travel with school closures, you need to consider the distances from children's individual homes (who live furthest away) rather than between the schools.  There are 2 schools (Beaufront &amp; Whittonstall) with many children outside of catchment area - have you considered what would happen to these children should those schools be closed? For example, I doubt all the children from Beaufront would  chose to attend Acomb school, should Beaufront be closed, so these children may well chose to attend other local First schools within their own catchment, area thus resolving some under-capacity issues.  I have a grandchild at Chollerton and I live in Humshaugh so I know both schools.  Chollerton quite clearly has better facilities and greater space for expansion than Humshaugh school, which is in a grade 2 listed building with no space for expansion. Chollerton is in a modern building, which is cheaper and more efficient to run. At present, I have noticed that the children at Humshaugh appear to spend their break time in the public park - this is due to lack of space/facilities on the school site. I cannot see how you can accommodate 76 children in an old building (built for 55) with no space for expansion and not a blade of grass on-site, whilst 'improving' the quality of children's education.  Chollerton's children are already -  *at an outstanding school *have forest school, garden club with poly tunnel, mud kitchen all on site *support an excellent pre-school which facilitates parents' return to work *are not in financial difficulties, as incorrectly stated in your consultation document  Chollerton has the space to expand and accommodate the children of Humshaugh in addition to becoming a Primary should it be required. Your decision to close Chollerton over Humshaugh does not seem logical on any level.  I am familiar with both villages and feel that loss of Chollerton school would have a greater impact on the village of Barrasford and it's surrounding area than loss of the school at Humshaugh - a village with fewer families and a larger proportion of middle class retirees. This is supported by the fact that Humshaugh is only at 67% capacity and Chollerton is at 78% capacity. We have an active community based more around our village community shop and hall than around the school itself, unlike the situation in Barrasford where the school provides greater support for the community.    A  As a resident of Humshaugh I would have concerns about the increased traffic that would ensue should Chollerton be closed and the children sent to Humshaugh, particularly coming over Chollerton Bridge but also at school drop off - Humshaugh school is on the main road into the village with very limited 'drop off' space, all of which is on the opposite side of the road. All the children will have to cross the main road at a busy time of day which will have safety implications for the children and also cause chaos with the traffic into and out of the village at peak times.  Chollerton First School supports the community in many ways: *It provides 'meals on wheels' for elderly residents, which also provides social interaction for these residents. *It holds community worship events for the village and thus social/community interaction *It provides facilities for the local beaver/cubs groups *It provides childcare by supporting the pre-school. Child care/nursery provision is extremely lacking in this area. *The parents support local businesses such as the shop and pub which would see a loss in trade. Barrasford is not served well by public transport so loss of the shop would be catastrophic for many elderly, vulnerable residents who would not have ready access to obtain food. *It has an active PTFA with many local fund raising events, well attended by members of the community (providing social interaction)  and from which local businesses benefit. *The school employs many local residents so potential unemployment would increase within the immediate community.  These are just some of the socio-economic implications of closing Chollerton school.  

No. I think you should keep Haydon Bridge school open if at all possible.

No

These are the same comments made by my husband. I agree with them, as outlined below, entirely.  I think the 3 tier system serves the children of this sparsely populated, and large, rural area well.   I do not think a school of 2250 children would be beneficial to their education. It is too large and will risk children becoming 'lost in the system'. What is the point in creating 'schools within schools' as HLT suggest when they already have that system with the middle and high schools? The catchment area of a HLT would become enormous - compare it to central London! It would become the 8th largest school in the country. A school that size ought to be in a large city, where children live within a few miles of the school, not in a large but sparsely populated rural county.  Parental choice will be virtually eliminated from age 11 and I suspect many children will be lost to the private sector.  First schools will be forced to close or become Primaries. Children in rural areas benefit from small local First schools but need to develop wider social networks and access greater facilities as they progress to years 5 &amp; 6. This occurs at present and the children benefit as a result (see local SATS results). Keeping them in primary schools will be a backwards step for them.  I cannot agree with closure of Chollerton First school for all the reasons I outlined under Model A. Chollerton is an outstanding school with impressive facilities and closure would be detrimental to the quality of the children's education and have wider detrimental socio-economic effects. 

As above, I concur the sentiments of my husband. We have written this together.  I do not think moving to a 2 tier system is in the interests of the children of our county. I have seen no evidence (eg in terms of improvement in GCSE results) that going Primary/Secondary will improve the quality of education currently delivered (which is currently incredibly high when compared nationally).  NCC is actually in a strong position to stop HLT becoming a secondary school by supporting the middle schools and keeping them (and first schools) open, not closing them! This maintains parental choice (and I suspect neither Corbridge Middle nor St Joseph's would struggle to attract pupils) and would make it difficult for HLT to proceed (their proposal has dramatic detrimental effects to  other schools and to communities as a whole).  NCC should be doing everything within its power to prevent them. 

No

I concur with my husbands sentiments, as outlined below.  Whilst this model maintain's the 3 tier system and the school in Haydon Bridge, I do not support the closure of so many small rural First schools, in particular Chollerton First School, for all the reasons I have outlined under Model A.   Why do the schools in the Hexham Partnership have to be so affected? They are not in financial difficulties and are currently delivering an excellent all-round education to children.

This is a response expressing similar sentiments to those of my husband.  Sort out Haydon Bridge, maintain a school there and maintain the 3 tier system.   Minimise First school closures in the Hexham Partnership (in particular, do not close Chollerton) and thus support  local communities.   I do not agree with merging Humshaugh and Chollerton but should this be deemed absolutely necessary then close Humshaugh and move those children (fewer) to Chollerton rather than the other way round (see my reasons for this under Model A).  Invest in new buildings at both Haydon Bridge and QE/HMS.  Combine neighbouring first/middle or middle/high schools and onto one site (but keep them as separate institutions). That way they can make efficiency savings in terms of sharing teaching staff and shared/greater access to facilities/resources whilst maintaining the 3 tier system. eg: * put Corbridge First and Middle on one site. *Put HMS and QEHS on one site *Put St Mary's and St Joseph's on one site *Do the same at Haydon Bridge  Petition the DFE/Guy Opperman to correct the funding discrepancy between years 7 &amp; 8 in Middle compared to secondary schools - most of the county would get behind that one. 

These are joint suggestions that me and my husband have come up with, as such I duplicate them from his response.  Sort out Haydon Bridge, maintain a school there and maintain the 3 tier system.   Minimise First school closures (do not close Chollerton) and thus support for local communities. I do not agree with merging Humshaugh and Chollerton but should this be deemed absolutely necessary then close Humshaugh and move those children (fewer) to Chollerton rather than the other way round (see my reasons for this under Model A).  Invest in new buildings at both Haydon Bridge and QE/HMS.  Combine neighbouring first/middle or middle/high schools and onto one site (but keep them as separate institutions). That way they can make efficiency savings in terms of sharing teaching staff and shared/greater access to facilities/resources whilst maintaining the 3 tier system. eg put Corbridge First and Middle on one site Put HMS and QEHS on one site Put St Mary's and St Joseph's on one site do the same at Haydon Bridge  Petition the DFE/Guy Opperman to correct the funding discrepancy between years 7 &amp; 8 in Middle compared to secondary schools - most of the county would get behind that one.  Should HLT become a Secondary School then keep the other 2 middle schools open to maintain parental choice. HLT are not going to refuse entry to these children at year 9 as if they did their numbers would be severely affected and they would become non-sustainable.  Should it be absolutely evident that first schools have to become Primaries then why not create a more central school for the older children whilst keeping small rural schools for the younger ones? They can share resources/teaching staff/facilities under the auspices of an executive head whilst still keeping the important benefits of small school environments and community support for villages alive. eg - develop Chollerton/Acomb/Wark etc as a pre-school/nursery and school for reception and years 1, 2 and 3 and then move all the children from those catchment areas to another 'base unit' eg Humshaugh for years 4, 5 &amp; 6. That way as the children get older they expand their social networks and can have age appropriate lessons. An added benefit would be greater early years provision that is woefully lacking in rural areas.   It should be noted that if you simply rebuilt HMS and QEHS (on one site) on a slightly smaller scale, that would resolve a significant proportion of the current under-capacity issues. 

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

see below for my ideas

No

see below

No

see below

Why can’t you spend the money already secured several years ago to refurbish and rebuild QEHS? HLT assured us in their proposal to become an Academy, that funding would be easy to find to repair and refurbish both HMS and QEHS. This was their original business plan – encourage them to fulfil promises made to the community of parents and staff. Work with RSC to support them in this. If HLT cannot find a way to fulfil their initial plans for the two schools, seek to take them back into council control. You cannot afford to let two more schools down as you have with Bright Tribe and Haydon Bridge Pruhoe High School has carried out similar rebuild and is thriving now. Follow this model. Do not allow the building of a huge school which will mean students travel further every day and the educational experience of our children will be adversely affected. Protect the mental health of all our kids and staff by minimising disruption and protecting smaller well managed schools. Read the Three Tiers for Success document published by the Middle Schools’ Forum. Look at the data and protect what we have that currently works. Do not spend money on something new and unproven which will lead to several years at least of disruption for children and staff, affecting our children’s life chances. Majority of first school buildings won’t easily be converted to Primary and costs will be huge. Spaces in existing first schools which are currently used for specialist teaching and extra-curricular activities may be lost to accommodate two more classes. This will be detrimental to the children’s experience and education. Where a few extra year 5 and 6 pupils can easily be accommodated this will not provide a stretching and stimulating challenge for them as learners as middle schools currently do. Educational results are not proven to be better in a two tier system. Existing staff in small first schools will not have recent experience of teaching year 5 and 6. Proposed changes to two tier do not allow for faith schools beyond primary age range. This limits our choices and our children’s and can be seen as discriminatory. Currently transition in our three tier system works well. Our smaller schools protect our children’s mental health as best they can in a rapidly changing and stressful education system.  Look at Cramlington… Look at the job adverts for a “bouncer” at Kenton.   Our children are cared for locally in small schools where they can attend after school activities with ease. Farming parents do not have to travel miles to drop off children during lambing etc. this makes basic common sense to us as families and our jobs and income depend upon this structure. You say you have £50m or so set aside for this restructuring. I would like to see carefully costed proposals which include the high costs of closing existing sites and staffing costs too. How much will Sele First School ask for to build a year 5 and 6 block? This First School will be huge. I think a separate consultation with parents should happen before the school is allowed to become any larger. An OFSTED inspection is long overdue at this school and NCC have not addressed this in the past. Before large sums are spent, value for money should be assured. Retrieve the £1M from Bright Tribe and use this to develop Haydon Bridge in line with the proposals made by the current management team. If an Academy trust can’t be found to take it on, take it back into NCC control and use it to develop a school to support our rural community into Brexit and beyond. Look closely at the government’s guidance on rural schools. Do not close good schools. Seek funding for them and build a rural community ready to grow to meet the farming challenges of Brexit and provide economic security for the region into the future. Make long term investments into rural Northumberland. Be very careful not to damage the towns and villages we love. Your responsibilities as councillors are to the people who would vote for you, here in Northumberland, not a Conservative government in Westminster. Show yourselves to be local councillors who listen to your electorate and protect what works well in our community. Do not blame previous administrations for their failure – use the opportunity of extra funding for Academies (it may be the only schools’ funding available in this political climate) to save council money. Work to secure our rural schools and communities to ensure that Northumberland can play a useful part post- Brexit, in our economy. Secure farming and retail jobs locally, not destroying communities where these opportunities would otherwise grow.  

Parent/carer

Otterburn First School

Bellingham MiddleOtterburn

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Why change something that is already working?

Parent/carer

St Mary's RC First School

Corbridge

No

I do not believe that there is a valid financial reason for closing schools.  I also believe that the closure of small rural schools will have a significant social impact on the communities they serve; in particular a real risk that they will become unattractive to families and will end up being comprised of retired couples and holiday homes only.

No

I do not believe that there is a valid financial reason for closing schools.  I also believe that the closure of small rural schools will have a significant social impact on the communities they serve; in particular a real risk that they will become unattractive to families and will end up being comprised of retired couples and holiday homes only.

No

I do not believe that there is a valid financial reason for closing schools.  I also believe that the closure of small rural schools will have a significant social impact on the communities they serve; in particular a real risk that they will become unattractive to families and will end up being comprised of retired couples and holiday homes only.

I do not feel that three options only represents a thorough investigation of the issues and potential solutions.  The consultation document presents no analysis on the impact of the schools remaining 'as-is'.

Staff Member

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Slaley First School

Slaley

No

I feel a 2 tier system is better.

Yes

I support a 2 tier system with Slaley first school becoming a primary school.

No

I support option B

Wark

No

No

No

Why shut Wark School when it is rated good by ofsted, not in deficit and not predicted to be in deficit in the future.  The children are treat as individuals and not just a number.  I went to this school, my children attended this school and I still hope my future grandchildren will attend this school. It is the heart of the community and shutting village schools kills the community as no young people will want to move here.Please try and keep our school open.

No

Closing so many village schools should never be part of any option. With the closing down of the school begins the closing down of the villlage.

No

As before, closing village schools should not be part of the equation, they should be supported to flourish.

No

Although, Greenhead School remains open this option too will have devasting effects on those villages that are included.

Total rethink of funding formula so that rural communities that often struggle financially are supported and encouraged to grow. They give parents choice, and untold benefits to the community as a whole. This is much more than an education issue; it is also one of well being &amp; happiness of children and adults alike.  Another thought for serious consideration is to do away with the role of an executive head at QEHS &amp; the Middle school. Far too expensive and untold damaged caused by this appointment.   

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

 The financial arguments put forward by HLT are valid and persuasive; that a  new build 11-18 school on one site would provide significant benefits including improved facilities and opportunities for pupils leaving SELEfirst. 

No

 The most recent consultation appears to confirm HLT chosen direction of  travel; QEHS will need to build capacity to take HBHS and they have a  financial strategy which supports 11-18 plans excluding KS2 pupils; they need  capital investment that appears is forthcoming from NCC despite their  academy status. If we chose to remain as a first school there will be limited  options in Hexham for our Y5 and Y6 children. 

Current situation provides excellent education for pupils and this should not be compromised. There is not sufficient infrastructure in place or proposed to accommodate this.

No

Maintain current schools , find funding from other areas to support schools in current locations

 Current HMS / QEHS sites require major capital investment; they are not fit for  purpose and in keeping both sites they require senior leaders at HLT to focus  too much on maintaining site and building stock, this diverts significant funding  when it is clear that both time and money would be better spent on further  developing teaching, the curriculum and provision for pupils.   That the arguments put forward regarding the advantages of two tier are valid  and persuasive given the national and county picture for example transparent  accountability for KS2; transition points being reduced; opportunities for rural  schools to be more sustainable by becoming Primary when faced with future  funding models; advantages for pupils starting KS3 as they move school at 11  and having time before they hit GCSE options and exams.   SELEfirst feels well placed to continue to provide the best possible outcomes,  opportunities and provision for Y5 and Y6 pupils. Senior leaders, Governors  and staff are 100% committed in their continued desire to aim for outstanding  educational, emotional and personal development.    We feel that SELEfirst benefits from ‘local governance’ and would not be  seeking to enter MAT arrangements with HLT.   Between spring 2017 and March Governors considered a number of options  for becoming Primary in response to HLT proposals. Note Appendix A.   Governors feel that a one off capital investment from NCC (and this would be  essential and non-negotiable) would be the best solution allowing all parents  who wished pupils to continue at SELEfirst to do so until end of Y6. This would

Governor

Otterburn First School

Otterburn, Elsdon, Byrness, Rochester

No

See Model B

Yes

Due to the current situation with Hayden Bridge High School in terms of the vast drop in pupil numbers, the extensive deficit budget and the capital expenditure needed on the modernisation of the premises the governing body would support the closure of the school.    It is felt that the situation has developed beyond the point of a viable return.  Surely if it was feasible to keep the school open and work towards achieving the standards that there should have been originally then the Department for Education would have found a suitable sponsor who was willing and able to invest.  As parents themselves, the governing body find it difficult to imagine how a school with such a poor reputation could manage to engage the support of parents.  It is the view of the governing body that a new school under the two tier system should be put in place with the most obvious and sensible solution being with the Hadrian Learning Trust.  Plans could therefore be put in place to make this a school which has a realistic sensible number of places, with buildings that are fit for purpose and provide our children and young adults the opportunities that they deserve.  This would involve capital investment from NCC and in the governors opinion would be the best option.  If a two tier system is to be implemented in the west then all schools who extend their age range should have equal opportunities to access capital finances.  Otterburn’s governing body feel that there are a certain number of smaller schools which should close.  These schools are in close proximity to other more viable schools.  In the governor’s opinion, the continuation of so many small schools in the west is unviable due to the financial implications and per pupil funding.  It makes senses therefore to make double the size of some small schools by closing the next nearest school.  If the closet middle school is also vastly undersubscribed then it also makes sense to close this and move to the two tier system.  The school to school mileage comparisons for the pupils of Otterburn are not significantly different.  Parents are happier if the travel is reduced for two years by the school becoming a primary school.  OFS to HBHS 27.4 miles 43 mins OFS to HMS 27.1 miles  38mins OFS to QEHS 29.4 miles 39 mins  Otterburn would thrive as a primary school with a growing number on role to enable it to be financially viable.  According to the Primary Commissioner 55 pupils are around the number on role necessary to support this.  From the data provided by NCC you can see that even without possible children from West Woodburn the school is predicted to achieve this with years 5 and 6.  Otterburn’s predicted numbers are:    2018 2019 2020 2021 Nursery 8 10 8  Reception 5 8 10 8 Year 1 7 5 7 8 Year 2 9 7 5 7 Year 3 9 9 7 5 Year 4 7 9 9 7 Year 5  7 9 9 Year 6   7 9 TOTAL 37 45 54 53  These figures do not take in to account any increase in pupil numbers as a result of the closure of the next nearest first school.  The governing body feels that the current structure of schools in the west is not financially viable nor is it educationally viable.  Schools need to be filled closer to their PAN to ensure that budgets stay out of deficit.  Schools need to restructure into the two tier system to reduce the surplus places.  Whilst the predictions of deficit budgets have been shared with all stakeholders they do not take in to account the forward planning that the governors are taking to ensure that this is not the case.  A deficit budget would be totally avoidable should Otterburn change its age range from first to primary.  The governing body is very proactive in ensuring that the budget is managed efficiently and this includes looking at necessary staffing restructures.  Whilst the governing body understanding that the new funding formula is heavily weighted towards pupil numbers it is believed that this may have a positive impact on the budget.    The governing body understands from the consultation process that there will be some funding to enable more sustainable structures to be put in place.  The governing body feel that those schools who are altering age ranges should be entitled to sufficient funding for this to happen effectively so that the education of pupils is enhanced and not hindered.    There needs to be transparency on how this money is spent.  If funds are available to an academy, such as the Hadrian Learning Trust, there should be assurances in relationship to the ownership of the buildings etc.  With the constant pressures put on budgets governors and trusts need to ensure that a constructive maintenance plan is developed to ensure that the buildings are cared for and last the duration.  No school should be allowed to get in to such disrepair that it is ‘falling down’.     As a governing body we therefore feel most strongly that Otterburn First School is a viable school which would continue to provide a high quality education, with a broad and balanced curriculum, enabling all pupils to fulfil their full potential.  As a larger first school or as a growing primary school the governing body feel mostly strongly that Otterburn is a viable school deserving of the investment from the local authority. 

All models are a sound opportunity for Otterburn and our surrounding communities.

Yes

See model B

As a governing body we feel that it is essential for the local authority to reduce the number of empty school places across the west but are unable to suggest an alternative solution to the situation.

Governor

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

This area has first and middle schools which are currently good or outstanding. Educationally there is no rationale for closing them. Hexham partnership schools work well together and are committed to providing a high standard of education - they have shown how they can support one another and share expertise and resources.  Rural first schools are a vital part of their communities, closing them has wide social impact and this needs to be identified and accounted for. Middle Schools have provided an excellent transition for children from smaller rural schools.They currently provide a very effective transition to high schools. Expecting young children to travel around the countryside, having waited for coaches/taxis etc at the beginning and end of a school day, lacks imagination and sense. Distancing parents and carers from their child's first school will impact on the relationship between parent and school, and and negatively affect their educational progress. What will the cost of transport and supervision on this transport be?      Creatively looking at how school buildings can offer wider community benefit if they are not currently fully used needs to be part of any planning of a County Council. This proposal needs to be seen in a wider context -it is not just about education it is also about community development.

No

Many of the reasons are as in Model A re closing of first and middle schools and impacts on rural communities. In addition however this proposal raises the spectre of an enormous school in a rural setting. Travel implications alone are mind-blowing! What will it cost, and what will the impact be on the environment and on the wider educational and social opportunities for children. How will after school activities work if children from across the region need to stay? Is there a coach company that can fulfill the requirements of this scenario? (I see it is to be discussed - not sure that that will solve the problem!) How will all these coaches get into the school - how long will students journeys be? How much study time lost.And as far as travel goes - who pays- the Academy? I doubt it!  How will children cope with the transition from a small rural school to this metropolis. Pastoral care is going to need to be of a very high quality -  I do not know if this plan is sustainable as we have no reliable and independent financial information on which to base an assessment. What financial provision is to be made for schools converting to primary (or being merged) - not just buildings, but books and equipment. Are the figures available? 

Don't know

In some respects elements of this do give less travel and more parental and pupil choice. However it is still a two -tier option which may be great is urban areas but is not so good in rural ones.

My big concern is that there is the potential scenario of millions of pounds going to an Academy which has come up with this proposal because it is financially constrained. It is not led by educational aspiration and innovation but by money. High quality education in first and middle schools is thus being threatened, rural communities will be impacted for years to come, and large numbers of children will spend far too long travelling around our rural roads(no comment on the state of those) and missing out on enriching and varied educational opportunities currently supplied in their LOCAL schools. We are being asked to comment when the full  financial picture is not transparent or costed out, and provision for changes to first schools not clear. How can we suggest alternatives in this context. Academies can fail - an awful lot of eggs are going into this basket! 

Barrasford

No

No

Don't know

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

I don't like option A because I don't believe closing HBHS and merging with QEHS and transferring pupils to Hexham would be the right option.

I believe in a three tier system and do agree with some principles raised in Option A such as Haltwhistle Middle School staying open.  I also agree some first and primary schools should amalgamate which would result in some small schools closing.  I would like to see a reintroduction of first schools.

No

I don't like Option B because I don't believe a two tier system in this area is the best option.

There is nothing in this option I agree with.

Yes

I don't like option C because I believe a three tier system would best suit this area.

The only thing I like about this option is HBHS staying on its existing site.

I believe we should retain/reintroduce a three tier system consistently across the whole of the West of Northumberland.  This would include:  Six/ten first schools - I would like to see the re-introduction of first schools but reducing the numbers.  I understand it is not viable to continue with the small numbers in some schools and by amalgamating these it will address the surplus spaces. I feel it was the wrong decision for some of these first schools to become primary schools as this resulted in them fighting for the same children as the middle schools, therefore lowering the numbers.  I don't believe they have the facilities or numbers to compete with larger primary schools.  This will mean they are learning in greater numbers with children of their own age.  With this change there will also be added financial security throughout the schools.  I believe, where needed, all facilities should be assessed and facilities upgraded from the 40m.  Four middle schools - I would like to retain Corbridge, Hexham RC, Hexham and Haltwhistle.  I believe having a stepped approach is better for not only the local community but also given the size of the area a more bespoke offer is required and by keeping these middle schools less time would be spent travelling.  If we had a structured and consistent three tier approach then all four middle schools would be full and financially viable and enable financial security to all children.  I believe, where needed, all facilities should be addressed and facilities upgraded form the 40m.  One 3-13 first/middle school in Bellingham - a bespoke off in Bellingham is required to address the specific needs due to it's remoteness.  I would like to see a three tier system, all on one site which caters for 3-13 year olds, keeping children local and then go into the 14-19 curriculum as do other children.  Two high schools - I would like to propose that QEHS has a new build but remains a 14-19 provision, as this supports the three tier system, which I believe is best suited for the West of Northumberland.  Its size would remain at 1300.  I would like to propose that a second 14-19 High School offer of 600 student, also a new build, on the present Haydon Bridge site.  I believe it is extremely detriment to the children this site remains open, taking them out of the area and into Hexham, they would lose their identity and would cause nothing but problems with friendship sad after school clubs etc.  This would ensure parental choice and enough high school places.  This would be funded out of the £40m already identified.  I believe a second high school is vital to provide a choice and broad educational offer. There must be a second choice, if issues occur in one those schools.  I believe my thoughts above would give the best educational choices for everyone within the local area.  If these proposals were followed then the schools would be able to work together as they would no longer be all fighting for the same children.  The area as a whole should be offering good education not just specific schools. It would be a huge mistake to undo the great work that is happening at Haltwhistle Upper School and Haydon Bridge High School.  It is obvious these two schools can and are working exceptionally well together.  HBHS actually sits eighth out of fifteen schools in the whole of Northumberland, which must be taken into account.  

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Sele First School Hexham

No

Option A would create too large a school in excess of 2,000 pupils. Results at KS2 and GCSE continue to be very good which seems to be overlooked; three-tier system often outperforming other models. Closure of so many rural schools takes heart from the immediate community and whilst we understand the facilities v funding argument, the number of closures appears excessive. 

No

Merger of Haydon Bridge with QEHS would also create too large a number in one school and also at the expense of five middle schools closing which is unacceptable and will have a huge impact on large numbers of pupils in key transition. Model will put additional pressure on first schools that are currently 'outstanding' which could result in potential drop of standards due to larger numbers.

No

Merger of HMS with QEHS would also create too large a number in one school. Significant funding for new buildings at Haydon Bridge would no doubt be awarded at the expense of much needed funding in Hexham; this is a legacy issue which has been ongoing way before this consultation as a lack of investment in an area which has consistently performed well above the national average is very apparent.  Model will put additional pressure on first schools that are currently 'outstanding' which could result in potential drop of standards due to larger numbers and also impact on the local community.   Three-tier system seems to perform very well in the North East e.g. in Prudhoe and Morpeth in addition to some local authorities suggesting a move to a three tier system would enhance educational experience and attainment accordingly (Newcastle Gosforth, North Tyneside and other areas in the UK). 

All of the models suggest a move toward a 'super school' as a common denominator. The rational is clearly financial and not based on the experience, potential and performance of the current three-tier system. A stronger case needs to be made to central government that maintaining a three-tier system - with a review of how additional flexibility can enhance the current position - will provide greater economy and uphold standards accordingly. For example, multi-entry options for other middle schools in years 7 and 9 to enter Haydon Bridge (if remains open) does not seem to have been considered. An opportunity exists for Haydon Bridge and QEHS to develop 'shared' facilities that could benefit respective cohorts and also those from the middle schools. For example, the Tyne Valley is somewhat of a 'centre of excellence' and breeding ground for top class sportsmen and women however it suffers greatly from a lack of facilities to nurture and develop this; often losing out to other areas of Northumberland deemed 'less affluent'. 

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle

Yes

I like A but I would like to have two high schools.

No

Because there would be too many people there.

Don't know

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

There is no evidential basis at all for suggesting this will secure sustainable or viable education in West Northumberland. There is no clear outline of what the various options seek to achieve other than a generic and nebulous description of “sustainable and viable education”. There are no specifics as to whether this means sustained or improved educational financial or social outcomes or indeed any evidence at all that any of the options offered will achieve any sustained or viable educational financial or social outcome as there is not a shred of evidence of the likely impact upon education or finances or the communities affected. In the absence of any specifics as to what the Council is seeking to achieve or any information as to the impact of the proposal it is impossible to believe it is a good option as there is simply no possible basis for that belief. There is no doubt that this process has caused significant distress and upset to families and staff affected and undermined their morale. It seems likely that will continue so long as the Council continues to refuse to supply any information as to what it seeks to achieve or any explanation as to how its proposals will fulfil those aims.

No

Please see answer to Part 2.

No

Please see answer to Part 2.

It is impossible to offer any alternative given the total lack of information evidence or analysis. If I do not know what outcome is sought and I have no information as to the likely impact of different possibilities it is impossible to form any coherent view. It seems to me the Council also cannot form any coherent or justifiable view in light of the significant defects in the process and that no reasonable local authority could form any logical or defendable conclusions on the information presently available. If the consequences for those directly affected were not so serious the whole process would be farcical. As it is it is a travesty.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

Yes

No

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

No

Rural schools have worked for years why change what isnt broken

No

Acomb First school has the ethos "the happiness and success of each child are at the heart of the school". I as a parent am incredibly proud of our community school which continues to offer high standards of education to a group of wonderful children whom mine are included in.  They have been rated by Ofsted as Good, during the time when improvements were required all of the parents supported the school and community by standing by the school. Every child is treat as an individual which in turn means our children are happy, and happy children learn!   There are sustainable numbers in each class. We also have 76% of our pupils are from the catchment

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Allenheads

No

No

No

Model D should happen because it is the best alternative for all the students in Haydon Bridge High School and all the future students that will be coming.  Model D is the only option that would help me.

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

Haydon Bridge High School currently has a fantastic track record for the education of its pupils.   Act in good faith and in the best interests of educational provision for its rural schools, not for monetary reasons.  Should respect the parents' wishes and opinions as well as those of the local community.  Travel implications for pupils eg 6mile journey, bus and/or taxi fares, parents own transport resulting in increased fuel costs and the fiancial implications/burden.  Impact to local economy ie students will not be lunching locally, loss of trade, etc.

Governing Body Slaley First School

No

Yes

• As a governing body we are in agreement that Slaley First School is well placed to offer a high quality primary education. However, we feel strongly that provision across the County should not be mixed as this would compromise the future success of this educational system. • If NCC were to adopt a two tier system this would bring Northumberland more in line with the national picture of educational provision and allow schools greater accountability through assessment at the end of each Key Stage. • This model would also tie in with the changes to the NFF which is based upon a primary/secondary model and therefore offer fairer funding.  • This proposed model also aligns with the two tier proposal put forward by HLT and would therefore provide consistency across the West of Northumberland. • Although we appreciate that some ‘streamlining of over-capacity’ needs to take place in order to achieve economies of scale, we do feel this model has capacity to cope with future building developments.  It also allows for a degree of local provision which is important and appropriate for young children who should not have to travel long distances to attend school. Families move into rural communities, making the choice to send their children to local schools in order to develop roots within the community and maintaining those communities is a top priority. • It is agreed that capital investment is required in schools, but we also know that there is limited funds.  With relatively minimal investment, Slaley First School could easily be adapted to accommodate the full primary age range. SFS has the space (an additional classroom and ground space), potential and will to seek development and expansion in both its structure and staffing and roll. We feel it is extremely important that capital investment is cascaded to all levels of education, not just secondary. In small schools, a small amount of money can make a big difference and provide excellent value for money.  • In this proposed model Slaley First School’s PAN would increase from 10 to 15 – a more financially viable number that offers greater security and flexibility in the deployment of resources. • Looking forward, Slaley First School would also be keen to investigate all possibilities regarding future funding and would be open to joining a multi-academy trust. • In our response we have taken the views of all stakeholders into account. SFS consultation event resulted in parents expressing their support for Model B and Model A. The feeling was that B would be the probable end result and, if this were the case, they felt confident that the school could effectively deliver the full primary curriculum to their children. • A meeting with the Parish Council in Slaley demonstrated confidence in the school to work effectively under any of the three models, but there was a preference for the school to become Primary (model B). 

No

Stocksfield

No

No

No

None of the above

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

Haydon Bridge high school shouldn’t be closed as it is the heart of the community and an excellent school that I have had the privilege of being educated within. If it were to close I would feel upset for all the children who didn’t have the opportunity to go to this school.

No

Same reasons as before. Haydon Bridge should be kept open

No

I think option D set out by Haydon Bridge High School is the best option for the school. It focuses more on the children and the education they are receiving more than the money side the other options refer to. Every child is entitled to the best education and I don’t see why children from this area should suffer because we are a rural school. Haydon Bridge is and excellent school that always has the children’s needs as a priority, they always do everything they can to help the students achieve the best they can. I achieved 11 A*-C grades at GCSE in this school thanks to the teaching and support I received. This option is best for the school as it will remain open and allow all students to have the best education and achieve the best grades they can. 

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

Academic &amp; Vocational model, which is Darren Glover's

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

Don't know

1. By closing HBHS surely we’re then offering no choice of high school for the pupils in West Northumberland? What then happens if QEHS doesn’t suit a small number of pupils as you cannot then offer any alternative? 2. QEHS would then be considered a somewhat Super School with a huge number of pupils. Do these super schools actually work?  Surely the numbers attending would be far too high, this is a scary situation for any child attending a fairly small first school that is then transferred to a primary. They would then be faced with Senior School on a huge site mixing with a huge number of children.  Would this work? It could cause an awful lot of anxiety.  I think it is an option that could work if more consideration were given to the HBHS situation.  Can you not consider a campus that is part of QEHS but operates on a smaller scale in Haydon Bridge?   In relation to school closures, I fully accept that a number of these very small schools need to close. The cost of funding a school with 20-40 pupils is a huge waste of recourses.  

Consider HBHS as a Campus attached to QEHS but on a different site &amp; on a smaller scale.

No

The three tier system works well as it is and in my opinion does not require change. The Middle schools in the area achieve fantastic results and support the high schools well.  They offer a fantastic stepping stone to high school. Most children attending Middle Schools have been at a fairly small first school, especially when you consider the size of some rural schools. The Middle Schools offer a gentle integrated system, allowing that child to develop whilst experiencing some fantastic learning opportunities.   My Y5 son left Corbridge First School last year and is thriving at Corbridge Middle. His confidence has grown significantly- he is cooking, having science lessons, learning a new language and getting to do so many new sports. I have a Y3 son who, if you close Corbridge Middle, will have to stay at his first school until the end of Y6. Corbridge First School is not a primary, and cannot offer what a Middle School can. By proceeding with this option, you remove what is a brilliant system and replace it with ‘First schools trying to become primary schools’ It will take years for them to get it right, by which point it will be too ,ate for those in the system now.  As a parent of a boy who is a little anxious and nervous about new challenges, how would he cope by leaving a rural ‘primary ‘ school and go to a huge secondary school? This would cause nothing but unnecessary psychological issues for a lot of children in a very similar situation.   The Middle Schools in the area are more or less all operating at a good offsted level, some almost outstanding. Leave it be please. Don’t change something that doesn’t need fixing. The results they achieve are amazing and they should be allowed to continue.   Your option provides no evidence as to how it can improve matters in West Northumberland and my answer is a firm NO! 

Don't know

With the withdrawal of Bright Tribe, HBHS has no current sponsor therefore can it continue? HBHS should be allowed to remain, perhaps in a different format to allow parental choice in the area.   This option requires further consideration with alternative options. So many children have chosen to go to either QEHS or WIlliam Howard. If you  relate HBHS on a new site, will you get the buy in from parents again similar to that of the past? Will you have the numbers to make the School viable?   I do think this is a possibility but with more input / collaboration from others.

All I would ask is that you listen to the feedback from all concerned which is surely the whole idea of this consultation.   Please keep those Middle Schools open and let the children of this area continue to thrive. Use your resources carefully, lets not forget this entire consultation is happening because QEHS needs a new school. Prudhoe, Monkseaton, Walbottle all have had new schools in recent times, why should Hexham be any different? Things should not have to change due to poor funding. Leave the 3 tier system as it is, don’t fix what isn’t broke!!   Allow those children the chance to thrive in their chosen Middle schools, they only get one chance at this, please don’t fail them.  Thank you 

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

Please see summary of response under Part 5

No

Please see summary of response under Part 5

No

Please see summary of responses under Part 5.

Whilst I acknowledge that Northumberland County Council's consultation documentation forms part of an informal consultation only at this stage, I have found it incredibly difficult to make an informed judgement on any of the three models proposed, given the lack of detail provided.  Unfortunately, the way in which the consultation has been conducted has not inspired confidence either. With the Conservative Party's "Northumberland News"(published before NCC's informal consultation period even opened) containing an article about investment in Darras Hall School, along with the line "part of a plan by Northumberland County Council for a primary and secondary system of schooling across the whole of the county", public confidence in the council's consultation being a genuine one was negatively impacted from the outset.  Whilst it is not the fault of NCC that both their and HLT's consultations were conducted simultaneously this has also led to confusion and, worryingly, disengagement amongst parents. I have heard several (bright, articulate) individuals express concern that this process has been overwhelming. Furthermore, the timescale for both consultations has been very tight. Both schools with which I am involved as a parent have expressed concern at not being given adequate time for governors to convene, parent meetings, investigation of the facts and figures on which to make value judgements and, importantly, to come up with innovative, creative solutions to some of the issues presented for discussion. This is too important a decision to be given insufficient consideration.   Although the aim of this consultation is not overtly clear from the consultation documents, it would seem that the main impetus for change is a need to cut surplus pupil places across Northumberland; if it isn't I have missed the point completely, or rather, perhaps, the consultation documentation has failed to make this clear. This being accepted as fact, none of the 3 models outlines clearly how overcapacity or surplus places will be addressed. There appears to be no discussion of what the accepted baseline for surplus places is: do schools work to a standard? Does NCC work to a standard? And what is this standard numerically? Has NCC considered housing planning, birth rates or where specifically in the school "journey" each of the 3 models would impact on capacity?   The precise aims of the consultation were further muddied by Councillor Daley's online video interview, laying blame for the consultation squarely at the door of two academy trusts. This very much gave the impression of a case of the tail wagging the dog. This was further compounded by conversations I had at the NCC West Northumberland Schools Consultation drop in session at Hexham Mart. What concerns me most is the apparent acceptance that Hadrian Learning Trust will do whatever they want and that everyone else will have to fall in behind them. Since nothing HLT has told me has persuaded me that their proposals for change are motivated primarily by the interests of our children I would like robust reassurance that NCC will lobby the Regional Schools' Commissioner to consider ALL aspects of this equation and the whole of the educational ecosystem, not just the top of the foodchain.   It is also my impression that normal protocol dictates that consultations should include "do nothing" (along with the pros and cons of maintaining the status quo) as an option. This is clearly not being mooted here although it should be. It is also disingenuous for HLT to suggest that it is not suggesting school closures - a shift to two tiers by the one secondary provider in Hexham Partnership will clearly have wide reaching implications, one of which will almost certainly be closure of several First Schools and of course, Middle Schools also.  Hadrian Learning Trust is letting Northumberland County Council take the blame for school closures while NCC blames HLT for instigating the consultation process. Children are caught between the two camps.  Given that this is an amazing opportunity for investment in West Northumberland's schools and a chance to future proof our education system for the next twenty years, I was disappointed not to find any of the models to be innovative. The pattern of proposed First School closures was, at best, random ("Outstanding" schools being earmarked for closure over their "Good" neighbours for example). The most radical sea change, a shift from (mostly) three to two tiers is hardly revolutionary: neither should being in the minority nationally in retaining three tiers be a valid reason in itself for major upheaval if it fits the regional geography, the quality of education is higher than other (two tier) counties and it is financially sustainable. In the most part, it is. The evidence you present does little to persuade me that the current three tier system is not already working well for our children so any case for change needs to be robust and supported by evidence. It isn't.  Despite being educated in a two tier system myself I have been persuaded of the benefits of three tiers fairly conclusively. Yes, it "fits" with natural emotional and developmental changes really well (and with young people's mental health high on the agenda, a system which nurtures confidence at emotionally sensitive times should be lauded not dismissed)and I have also seen evidence that there are lower numbers of teenage pregnancies amongst girls educated in three tier school when compared to their three tier peers but “hard” data also suggests that GCSE results are marginally better for children who have been schooled in three tiers over two. With Queen Elizabeth High School in the top 12% of secondary schools nationally and rated second best performing school in the north east, a change to two tier in Hexham Partnership is a difficult case to argue on the grounds of educational outcomes. We partly chose to relocate to the Tyne Valley because of QEHS's excellent reputation but this is of course also due, in no small part, to our excellent First and Middle feeder schools too.    Whilst I appreciate that the demands on teaching staff of delivering increasingly challenging GCSE courses mean that some schools are moving towards a 3 year syllabus, I believe that this could be overcome via closer working relationships with feeder middle schools. Sadly I feel that HLT's unilateral move to impose 2 tiers on the rest of the partnership has damaged relationships between them and their feeder schools. I would refute the implication that middle schools offer simply a pastoral role when they actually also offer earlier access to specialist teaching and an opportunity to "get ahead" of our two tier neighbours in years 5 and 6, setting the children up nicely to broaden the depth of their knowledge in years 7 and 8 whilst remaining on familiar territory. I note that the evidence shows that transitions between teaching establishments potentially cause a 1-2 term disruption to a pupil's progress, however the way in which my daughter's transition to Corbridge Middle School was handled was exemplary and I am convinced that her progress there has since far exceeded expectations.  I am very uncomfortable with the fact that Hadrian Learning Trust, having presumably had to prove financial sustainability for three years in order to academise in June 2016, was asking for parental contributions to running costs a year later. This has led to public uncertainty about HLT's ability to "balance the books". Given that a significant proportion of secondary providers are reporting financial deficit, going 2 tier clearly doesn't hold all the answers. I fail also to understand why Northumberland County Council, which has thus far given the impression of being powerless to influence HLT's unilateral decision to consult on going 2 tier, should be investing a substantial amount of money in an academy. Of course, I would love my children to attend a fabulous modern school (and I also don't wish crumbling school buildings on hardworking staff or pupils) but not at any cost. Similarly, examples of schools that have seen huge investment in new premises but have since gone into Special Measures can easily be found in the North East.   I would feel quite differently about both consultations if HLT wasn't an academy: it seems as though it effectively has the whole system over a barrel. If there realistically is no "conversation" to be had and HLT holds all the cards, then both consultations are sham. At the very least, I would certainly, as a taxpayer, seek guarantees that, should HLT see any investment by NCC, safeguards are put in place to ensure that it cannot reasonably then seek, for example, to change its admissions policy radically or become more selective at sixth form.  Northumberland County Council has not provided any financial information for any of the 3 models, making any comparison of the relative merits of the proposals impossible at this stage.  No information has been provided about the impact on local communities of any school closures. One of our local school dads, in the absence of any data from NCC, has calculated that Option A would result in schoolchildren travelling an additional 375,000 miles per year to school, with Option B approximately 1,000,000 extra miles travelled and Option C approximately 2,000,000. THIS is the kind of information parents and other stakeholders need to make a decision. None of these increases in travelling distances is good for children, for parents or for the environment. Given that West Northumberland is a largely rural part of the county with frequently inhospitable winter conditions and many minor roads, bus travel between villages is not always a simple matter. a four year old being bussed to a village 6 miles away   The future of Haydon Bridge High School is clearly a pressing issue but should not be intrinsically linked to HLT's proposal to move to two tiers. It deserves proper attention, not a quick fix. I have absolute sympathy for the pupils and staff at Haydon Bridge High School, who seem to have been let down at every turn. At the beginning of this consultation I am embarrassed to admit that I mistakenly believed that parents in Haydon Bridge were disappointed in their local school; that they would jump at the chance to send their children to a "decent" school. I couldn't have been more wrong.   Haydon Bridge parents and pupils are passionate about their school and they have every right to have a good school of their own with proper investment and a size appropriate sustainable building. Travelling distances from outlying Haydon Bridge Partnership schools to Haydon Bridge are, in some cases, already really lengthy. Haydon Bridge High School's 800sqkm rural catchment area is huge: adding the additional travelling distance from Haydon Bridge to Hexham to the school day of pupils from more rural schools would negatively impact on their school experience. Tired children don't perform well.   The A69 is single carriageway in large stretches: I would have concerns about its ability to safely support extra school bus and car journeys from the West of the county into Hexham. Hexham itself is a small market town: would it have the infrastructure to support a "titan" school? There is no impact assessment on which parents could base an informed decision on this.  Closing the High School at Haydon Bridge would make HLT a monopoly secondary provider in the West of Northumberland. Given that Brampton School is oversubscribed and Prudhoe Community High School near capacity (not to mention a long way out of catchment for many current Haydon Bridge pupils), displaced students would HAVE to attend QEHS. Merging HBHS and QEHS schools to form one superschool effectively removes any parental choice. While I have every faith that individual teachers would continue to teach to the best of their abilities, regardless of "competition", it isn't totally unrealistic to question what would happen if educational outcomes at QEHS fell or else HLT changed its ethos, selection criteria or catchment boundaries. Put simply, competition is healthy.  Whilst I know that the problems at Haydon Bridge are longstanding, I do feel that Hadrian Learning Trust has spotted an opportunity to potentially increase its chances of securing local public funding by expressing a willingness to accommodate displaced HBHS children. I have serious concerns about the huge "titan" school that would be the end result. I have no wish to see my children attend one of the biggest schools in the country. My concerns relate mainly to the risk of children being "lost" among the crowds and bullying going unnoticed. HLT's suggestion of adopting a "schools within a school" model only reinforces my feeling that smaller is better. Not only that but I am aware that other similar schemes have resulted in poorer academic outcomes, not better ones. I would gladly trade the promise of a new swimming pool in a "superschool" for individual attention, better SEND provision and fewer mental health problems. Nowhere have these concerns been properly addressed by NCC or HLT, either at any of the consultation meetings or in the documentation. I remain to be convinced that the impact on learning of joining a school of nearly 2000 people at age 11 after attending a small rural primary school would be greater than the impact of a transfer to middle school at year 9 with a transfer to a small high school at age 13.        Whilst I acknowledge that Northumberland County Council's consultation documentation forms part of an informal consultation only at this stage, I have found it incredibly difficult to make an informed judgement on any of the three models proposed, given the lack of detail provided.  Unfortunately, the way in which the consultation has been conducted has not inspired confidence either. With the Conservative Party's "Northumberland News"(published before NCC's informal consultation period even opened) containing an article about investment in Darras Hall School, along with the line "part of a plan by Northumberland County Council for a primary and secondary system of schooling across the whole of the county", public confidence in the council's consultation being a genuine one was negatively impacted from the outset.   Whilst it is not the fault of NCC that both their and HLT's consultations were conducted simultaneously this has also led to confusion and, worryingly, disengagement amongst parents. I have heard several (bright, articulate) individuals express concern that this process has been overwhelming. Furthermore, the timescale for both consultations has been very tight. Both schools with which I am involved as a parent have expressed concern at not being given adequate time for governors to convene, parent meetings, investigation of the facts and figures on which to make value judgements and, importantly, to come up with innovative, creative solutions to some of the issues presented for discussion. This is too important a decision to be given insufficient consideration.   Although the aim of this consultation is not overtly clear from the consultation documents, it would seem that the main impetus for change is a need to cut surplus pupil places across Northumberland; if it isn't I have missed the point completely, or rather, perhaps, the consultation documentation has failed to make this clear. This being accepted as fact, none of the 3 models outlines clearly how overcapacity or surplus places will be addressed. There appears to be no discussion of what the accepted baseline for surplus places is: do schools work to a standard buffer? Does NCC work to a standard? And what is this buffer numerically? Has NCC considered housing planning, birth rates or where specifically in the school "journey" each of the 3 models would impact on capacity?   The precise aims of the consultation were further muddied by Councillor Daley's online video interview, laying blame for the consultation squarely at the door of two academy trusts. This very much gave the impression of a case of the tail wagging the dog. This was further compounded by conversations I had at the NCC West Northumberland Schools Consultation drop in session at Hexham Mart. What concerns me most is the apparent acceptance that Hadrian Learning Trust will do whatever they want and that everyone else will have to fall in behind them. Since nothing HLT has told me has persuaded me that their proposals for change are motivated primarily by the interests of our children I would like robust reassurance that NCC will lobby the Regional Schools' Commissioner to consider ALL aspects of this equation and the whole of the educational ecosystem, not just the top of the foodchain.   It is also my impression that normal protocol dictates that consultations should include "do nothing" (along with the pros and cons of maintaining the status quo) as an option. This is clearly not being mooted here although it should be. It is also disingenuous for HLT to suggest that it is not suggesting school closures - a shift to two tiers by the one secondary provider in Hexham Partnership will clearly have wide reaching implications, one of which will almost certainly be closure of several First Schools and of course, Middle Schools also.  Hadrian Learning Trust is letting Northumberland County Council take the blame for school closures while NCC blames HLT for instigating the consultation process. Children are caught between the two camps.  Given that this is an amazing opportunity for investment in West Northumberland's schools and a chance to future proof our education system for the next twenty years, I was disappointed not to find any of the models to be innovative. The pattern of proposed First School closures was, at best, random ("Outstanding" schools being earmarked for closure over their "Good" neighbours, for example). The most radical change, a shift from three to two tiers is hardly revolutionary: neither should being in the minority nationally in retaining three tiers be a valid reason in itself for major upheaval if it fits the regional geography, the quality of education is higher than other (two tier) counties and it is financially sustainable. In the most part, it is. The evidence you present does little to persuade me that the current three tier system is not already working well for our children so any case for change needs to be robust and supported by evidence. It isn't.  Despite being educated in a two tier system myself I have been persuaded of the benefits of three tiers fairly conclusively. Yes, it "fits" with natural emotional and developmental changes really well (and with young people's mental health high on the agenda, a system which nurtures confidence at emotionally sensitive times should be lauded not dismissed)and I have also seen evidence that there are lower numbers of teenage pregnancies amongst girls educated in three tier school when compared to their three tier peers but “hard” data also suggests that GCSE results are marginally better for children who have been schooled in three tiers over two. With Queen Elizabeth High School in the top 12% of secondary schools nationally and rated second best performing school in the north east, a change to two tier in Hexham Partnership is a difficult case to argue on the grounds of educational outcomes. We partly chose to relocate to the Tyne Valley because of QEHS's excellent reputation but this is of course also due, in no small part, to our excellent First and Middle feeder schools too.    Whilst I appreciate that the demands on teaching staff of delivering increasingly challenging GCSE courses mean that some schools are moving towards a 3 year syllabus, I believe that this could be overcome via closer working relationships with feeder middle schools. Sadly I feel that HLT's unilateral move to impose 2 tiers on the rest of the partnership has damaged relationships between them and their feeder schools. I would refute the implication by HLT that middle schools offer simply a pastoral role when they actually also offer earlier access to specialist teaching and an opportunity to "get ahead" of our two tier neighbours in years 5 and 6, setting the children up nicely to broaden the depth of their knowledge in years 7 and 8 whilst remaining on familiar territory. I note that the evidence shows that transitions between teaching establishments potentially cause a 1-2 term disruption to a pupil's progress, however I would argue that the way in which my daughter's transition to Corbridge Middle School was handled was exemplary and I am convinced that her progress there has since far exceeded expectations.  I am very uncomfortable with the fact that Hadrian Learning Trust, having presumably had to prove financial sustainability for three years in order to academise in June 2016, was asking for parental contributions to running costs a year later. This has led to public uncertainty about HLT's ability to "balance the books". Given that a significant proportion of secondary providers are reporting financial deficit, going 2 tier clearly doesn't hold all the answers. I fail also to understand why Northumberland County Council, which has thus far given the impression of being powerless to influence HLT's unilateral decision to consult on going 2 tier, should be investing a substantial amount of money in an academy. Of course, I would love my children to attend a fabulous modern school (and I also don't wish crumbling school buildings on hardworking staff or pupils) but not at any cost. Similarly, examples of schools that have seen huge investment in new premises but have since gone into Special Measures can easily be found in the North East.   I would feel quite differently about both consultations if HLT wasn't an academy: it seems as though it effectively has the whole system over a barrel. If there realistically is no "conversation" to be had and HLT holds all the cards, then both consultations are sham. At the very least, As a taxpayer, I would certainly seek guarantees that, should HLT see any investment by NCC, safeguards are put in place to ensure that it cannot reasonably then change its admissions policy radically or become more selective at sixth form.  Northumberland County Council has not provided any financial information for any of the 3 models, making any comparison of the relative merits of the proposals impossible at this stage. No financial modelling appears to have been carried out: how much, for example, will it cost to house children in temporary classrooms while extensive building works to extend First Schools to accommodate displaced children from closed schools is carried out? How much will redundancy payments cost NCC? What will be the financial impact of increased transportation costs?  No information has been provided about the impact on local communities of any school closures either. One of our local school dads, in the absence of any data from NCC, has calculated that Option A would result in schoolchildren travelling an additional 375,000 miles per year to school, with Option B approximately 1,000,000 extra miles travelled and Option C approximately 2,000,000. THIS is the kind of information parents and other stakeholders need to make a decision. None of these increases in travelling distances is beneficial for children, for parents or for the environment. Given that West Northumberland is a largely rural part of the county with frequently inhospitable winter conditions and many minor roads, bus travel between villages is not always a simple matter either. For a four year old, being bussed to a village 6 miles away on a wintry day because his local school has been closed does not represent an improvement to his educational experience.  Closing rural schools will have a devastating impact on the communities they serve and is at odds with central government presumption against closure. Rendering rural villages less attractive to existing families and incomers by closing the schools at their heart will spell the end to many of them. Whilst for some, a move to the countryside is a lifestyle choice - and why shouldn't it be? Northumberland is a beautiful county with many attractive qualities and opportunities and inhabitants bring investment- for many, choice doesn't come into it: they are born there or move there for work. Farming, forestry and IT are all equally at home in rural Northumberland but only if the infrastructure - schools included - are retained.  The future of Haydon Bridge High School is clearly a pressing issue but should not be intrinsically linked to HLT's proposal to move to two tiers. It deserves proper attention, not a quick fix. I have absolute sympathy for the pupils and staff at Haydon Bridge High School, who seem to have been let down at every turn. At the beginning of this consultation I am embarrassed to admit that I mistakenly believed that parents in Haydon Bridge were disappointed in their local school; that they would jump at the chance to send their children to a "decent" school. I couldn't have been more wrong.   Haydon Bridge parents and pupils are passionate about their school and they have every right to have a good school of their own with proper investment and a size appropriate sustainable building. Travelling distances from outlying Haydon Bridge Partnership schools to Haydon Bridge are, in some cases, already really lengthy. Haydon Bridge High School's 800sqkm rural catchment area is huge: adding the additional travelling distance from Haydon Bridge to Hexham to the school day of pupils from more rural schools would negatively impact on their school experience. Tired children don't perform well.   The A69 is single carriageway in large stretches: I would have concerns about its ability to safely support extra school bus and car journeys from the West of the county into Hexham. Hexham itself is a small market town: would it have the infrastructure to support a "titan" school? There is no impact assessment on which parents could base an informed decision on this.  Closing the High School at Haydon Bridge would make HLT a monopoly secondary provider in the West of Northumberland. Given that Brampton School is oversubscribed and Prudhoe Community High School near capacity (not to mention a long way out of catchment for many current Haydon Bridge pupils), displaced students would HAVE to attend QEHS. Merging HBHS and QEHS schools to form one superschool effectively removes any parental choice. While I have every faith that individual teachers would continue to teach to the best of their abilities, regardless of "competition", it isn't totally unrealistic to question what would happen if educational outcomes at QEHS fell or else HLT changed its ethos, selection criteria or catchment boundaries. Put simply, competition is healthy.  Whilst I recognise that the problems at Haydon Bridge are longstanding, I do suspect that Hadrian Learning Trust has spotted an opportunity to potentially increase its chances of securing local public funding by expressing a willingness to accommodate displaced HBHS children. I have serious concerns about the huge "titan" school that would be the end result. I have no wish to see my children attend one of the biggest schools in the country. My concerns relate mainly to the risk of children being "lost" among the crowds and bullying going unnoticed. HLT's recent suggestion of adopting a "schools within a school" model only reinforces my feeling that smaller is better. Not only that but I am aware that other similar schemes have resulted in poorer academic outcomes, not better ones. I would gladly trade the promise of a new swimming pool in a "superschool" for individual attention, better SEND provision and fewer mental health problems. Nowhere have these concerns been properly addressed by NCC or HLT, either at any of the consultation meetings or in the documentation. I remain to be convinced too that the impact on learning of joining a school of 2000 children at age 11 after attending a small rural primary school would be greater than the impact of a transfer to middle school at year 9 with a transfer to a small high school at age 13.     With regards to alternative proposals, I have no background in education, finance or planning and the information provided is insufficient on which to base more than some rough ideas. However, given that a significant proportion of surplus places lies within Haydon Bridge High School and Hexham Middle School, a fairly obvious suggestion would be for HMS and QEHS to be rehoused onto one site with size-appropriate, energy efficient buildings, thus maintaining the 3 tier system (and therefore not incurring the additional costs of modifying First Schools to convert them to Primaries, additional transport costs and upheaval for pupils etc.).   If Haydon Bridge's proposed "all through" model was adopted, HBHS could continue to support 2 form entry and could also seek to provide a wider curriculum model, especially at sixth form level, addressing some of the concerns about the narrow curriculum currently offered post-GCSE at QEHS. I would love to see a cooperative sixth form arrangement between QEHS and HBHS. Provision of more vocational courses and apprenticeships could help to subsidise the relatively high cost of traditional A-level courses whilst simultaneously broadening the range of subjects West Northumberland pupils could study in the region without recourse to travelling to Newcastle for post-16 study (and therefore taking funding out of our patch).  There are savings to be made in federation, in collaborative working (the hub model proposed by Corbridge Middle School, for example, where resources, specialist teachers and SEND expertise are shared between schools to minimise overheads and ease transitions between Key Stages)and in educating pupils in size-appropriate, more efficient buildings.  I implore Northumberland County Council to consider educational outcomes and experience with as much fervour and due diligence as the financial aspects of this consultation but also to ensure that the views of all West Northumberland Schools Consultation stakeholders are represented to the Regional Schools' Commissioner via NCC, not just those of Hadrian Learning Trust. I am not opposed to change. I am opposed for change for the worse.   

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

Model A does not cater for people to achieve future career ambitions. They don't address the lacking vocational training. Students are going to be forced to leave their local areas, pushing them further away.

The concept of Model A is not good overall, so I can't think of ways it can be improved. Model A will result in there being insufficient sixth form provision in Northumberland, and may lead to some not having a future.

No

Model B shares mostly the same core problems with Model A.

See 'Improvements' for Model A.

No

Model C will include pushing a lot of younger pupils to go tro areas further away from their homes, which doesn't seem fair on them or the Parents.

Same as Model A and B, mainly issues arrise for sixth form students still being left with limited choice.

HBHS allows me to go on to do both academic and vocational courses which I won't be able to do at a place like QEHS (HBHS Model D)

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Slaley First schoolSlaley

Don't know

 I believe Haydon Bridge is a wonderful opportunity to create a technical and vocational school from 14-19 years. I am also concerned why three schools Beaufront, Whittonstall and Cholerton are down for closing when capacity seems to be good.  

Review of Haydon Bridge as a technical and vocational school and other schools due for closure, to ensure they serve the rural villages for the future. 

No

I am concerned with a size of a super secondary school at 2300 pupils. In terms of academic results and more importantly the welfare/wellbeing of the children.   I feel the three tier system serves the wellbeing of the child well and the rural networks.  The demographics of rural Northumberland's populations are ageing and our elders are moving into Market towns where there are services at close hand. So in 15/20 years time how can we encourage young families to live out in these rural areas if schools are closed.I am not sure what the council strategy is here for dealing with this.  I am not clear on the financial forecasting of the schools in the future in the Hexhamshire region with this new model.

A strategy around maintaining rural services in Northumberland and encouraging young families into theses rural villages, so they don't become ghost towns in 20/30 years time. How is the growth of the Rural GDP going to be met with young families moving out of the rural network to be closer to schools in the Tyne Valley.

Don't know

I am not sure how the new Haydon Bridge school will impact on the other rural schools west of the tyne. Again unsure why Beaufront, Acomb, Chollerton and Whitttonstall should close

Make Haydon Bridges school a vocational school for 14-19 year olds and review rural schools for closure, so we can encourage young families to live in the rural villages

Consideration for Hubs as proposed by Corbridge Middle School and a new vocational school for 14-19 year olds in Haydon Bridge.

Staff Member

Whittonstall First School

BROOMLEY

No

After reading all information on "education in the west Northumberland".Plus looking at NCC reasons behind the proposal of closing Whittonstall do not at present come under any of them. *Whittonstall is financial sound at present and for the next few years. *OFSTED good. *Children numbers have increased.  *Parents travels up to 10 minutes outside their catchment to Whittonstall for following.Their first school is full or schools in their catchment cannot always provide all aspects of education requirements for some children needs because they have high number of pupils in catchment class or maybe Financial restriction on resources.Or for personal reasons Plus which is very important, there are some children for whatever reasons needs to start their journey in education in small school, small class of 25 pupils, surrounded by group of individuals main job each day is to ensure all children reach their full potential within a safe and caring environment. Some children can not function in large groups or continuous loud noises around them in class.Class today do not all have to be over 30 children to one teacher just to save money for local education departments, which then they will have to send money on employing staff to help chldren that cannot funcation or blossom in large numbers.  At whittonstall, we have space and teaching resources to provided above and more.Why close school which can and has shown, provided and achieved good to high stardard on all espects of ensuring each child can and will be gaven outstanding start to each child,s jounary in education,If you gave children a good foundation then every stage from first to middle to high school and beyond will ensure postive outcome.  Whittonstall has a very rural catchment of some hamlets and farms like some other schools for closer.Why has,nt anyone from NCC looked at Whittonstall helping other surrounding catchments( e.g Consett/shortly bridge because at present Consett is building homes in large numbers  All Model A B C  Whittonstall is to close. WHY NCC has'nt inform us what are the real reasons. Within the local community, Whittonstall Helps and provides income to range of companies ect.

Please help Haydon bridge and Hexham high school get out of their financial mess first.

No

After reading all information on "education in the west Northumberland".Plus looking at NCC reasons behind the proposal of closing Whittonstall do not at present come under any of them. *Whittonstall is financial sound at present and for the next few years. *OFSTED good. *Children numbers have increased.  *Parents travels up to 10 minutes outside their catchment to Whittonstall for following.Their first school is full or schools in their catchment cannot always provide all aspects of education requirements for some children needs because they have high number of pupils in catchment class or maybe Financial restriction on resources.Or for personal reasons Plus which is very important, there are some children for whatever reasons needs to start their journey in education in small school, small class of 25 pupils, surrounded by group of individuals main job each day is to ensure all children reach their full potential within a safe and caring environment. Some children can not function in large groups or continuous loud noises around them in class.Class today do not all have to be over 30 children to one teacher just to save money for local education departments, which then they will have to send money on employing staff to help chldren that cannot funcation or blossom in large numbers.  At whittonstall, we have space and teaching resources to provided above and more.Why close school which can and has shown, provided and achieved good to high stardard on all espects of ensuring each child can and will be gaven outstanding start to each child,s jounary in education,If you gave children a good foundation then every stage from first to middle to high school and beyond will ensure postive outcome.  Whittonstall has a very rural catchment of some hamlets and farms like some other schools for closer.Why has,nt anyone from NCC looked at Whittonstall helping other surrounding catchments( e.g Consett/shortly bridge because at present Consett is building homes in large numbers  All Model A B C  Whittonstall is to close. WHY NCC has'nt inform us what are the real reasons. Within the local community, Whittonstall Helps and provides income to range of companies ect.

Please help Haydon bridge and Hexham high school get out of their financial mess first.

No

After reading all information on "education in the west Northumberland".Plus looking at NCC reasons behind the proposal of closing Whittonstall do not at present come under any of them. *Whittonstall is financial sound at present and for the next few years. *OFSTED good. *Children numbers have increased.  *Parents travels up to 10 minutes outside their catchment to Whittonstall for following.Their first school is full or schools in their catchment cannot always provide all aspects of education requirements for some children needs because they have high number of pupils in catchment class or maybe Financial restriction on resources.Or for personal reasons Plus which is very important, there are some children for whatever reasons needs to start their journey in education in small school, small class of 25 pupils, surrounded by group of individuals main job each day is to ensure all children reach their full potential within a safe and caring environment. Some children can not function in large groups or continuous loud noises around them in class.Class today do not all have to be over 30 children to one teacher just to save money for local education departments, which then they will have to send money on employing staff to help children that cannot funcation or blossom in large numbers.  At whittonstall, we have space and teaching resources to provided above and more.Why close school which can and has shown, provided and achieved good to high stardard on all espects of ensuring each child can and will be given outstanding start to each child,s jounary in education,If you gave children a good foundation then every stage from first to middle to high school and beyond will ensure positive outcome.  Whittonstall has a very rural catchment of some hamlets and farms like some other schools for closer.Why has,nt anyone from NCC looked at Whittonstall helping other surrounding catchments( e.g Consett/shortly bridge because at present Consett is building homes in large numbers  All Model A B C  Whittonstall is to close. WHY NCC has'nt inform us what are the real reasons. Within the local community, Whittonstall Helps and provides income to range of companies ect.

Please help Haydon bridge and Hexham high school get out of their financial mess first.

Why close schools that are showing financial gains and will remain in the black for some years to come. Why put at risk closing first and middle schools.Who have not provided any education or financial concerns, punishing them for High schools shortfalls?

Parent/carer

Acomb

No

No

No

As a resident of Acomb for over 50 years I am saddened to hear that Acomb may close or merge with beaufront first school.   Acomb First has always been a community school,the school have always had sustainable numbers and always been financially sustainable. All of the teaching staff are a credit 

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Blanchland

No

No

No

The status quo should be maintained in Northumberland in terms of a three tier system. QEHS should not extend their age rang to 11-18. That will create a school with far too many students and become impersonal and ineffective. We accept QEHS is in dire need of repair and students in this area should not be attending a school that is falling down around their ears. However, a renovation or new build does not mean we need to end up with a two tier system. Northumberland is a vast rural community. Closing first and middle schools will rip the heart out of these communities and destroy what attracted families to these areas in the first place.   My dream for education in this area is the three tier system is maintained, so my grandchildren and future generations can benefit from the personal, nurturing environment this system offers. A system where children stay children for longer, where 11 year olds are not mixing with 18 year olds, where specialist subject teachers can teach our KS2 pupils and prepare them for their transition to high school. A transition they are ready to make at 13.

Barrasford

No

No

No

How about spending the £40 million war chest you have available on a new QEHS building, and actually investing some time and money in Haydon Bridge high school, as these are the 2 main problems. You consultation document actually contains lies about the finances of small school which has to bring in to doubt the legality of what you are actually propsing! 2 tier is not suitable for such a large rural area.  Closing small village schools is a death knell for rural communities!

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Slaggyford

No

The childrens education is vital and needs stability. Moving children from hbhs onto an already cramped and over crowded QE is not the answer. Northumberland is a vast geographically challenged county, needs two independant high schools, capital investments needs to be made to support country building and studies, not throw chaos into the mix. 

HBHS has room to expand on its current site. Capital investment would improve buildings and support changes in line with the proposal to make more education into the 21st century with vocational and academic models for future education  2 tier system would support country sites like hcc/hbhs/bellingham etc smaller schools I do believe need to reconsider their viability but equally we need to support local rural communities

No

HBHS needs to remain on current site. Improvements to current buildings and project based learning will be a favorable option. For children who do not wish to pursue an academic route to their education.  QE needs support to improve building or if a major need HMS is proposed a new site for both schools  A super school is not a viable option, children will get lost in the system as been proven in often local schools which are 1500 pupils. Behavior will deteriorate and standards will fall, education will be affected.

We keep saying it, Northumberland needs two independent high schools to service the rural geographical nature of our county.  Provide capital investment into existing schools with space and expand and improve

No

Haydon Bridge High School needs to remain a hugh school with vocational and academic options for future generations. Staff can widen curriculum encouraging to children from all over the county if they dont wish to travel at Newcastle or carlisle for college.

HBHS to remain an independent high school with vocational and academic options for future education. Room to expand already showing improvements. High ranking across county.

Parent/carer

Otterburn First School

Elsdon

No

I fully support Otterburn first school becoming a primary school and would hope that whatever the conclusion of this consultation this would continue to happen.  I also think that Otterburn children should be able to officially feed into the Ponteland secondary school system as well as Hexham and/or Haydon Bridge - many parents will work in and around Newcastle so it would be easier to pick up from after school clubs etc.  The distance is the same between Otterburn school and Hexham High and Ponteland High.  I think that many rural communities need local schools, particularly those in outlying farms and houses.  Although your consultation shows that the additional mileage will be minimal for those children that have to change school, there will be a massive amount of time added to the day of those who live on remote farms.  Another example of how rural areas are disadvantaged!  When looking at the documents I really cannot understand why Wark school would be closed when it is one of the only schools that will not face a financial deficit in the time period outlined.  Schools are the heart of communities and you would run the risk of families not being able to locate in the outlying villages, which would be disastrous to communities in years to come.

No

See previous comments

No

Children of 4 years old should not be sent to a big school where the age ranges to 16 years.  Small first schools are perfect for young children, why would you change this?!!  Travel would be too long for small kids, the age range would be difficult to manage, etc etc.

Otterburn school should become a primary offering wrap around care no matter what the outcome of the consultation is, and children should officially be allowed to choose between Hexham/HBHS and Ponteland. Extra support should be given to local rural schools not taken away from them.  Why should our kids be disadvantaged compared to their urban peers?  I thought that all policy should be rural proofed these days?  This is another example of rural disadvantage!

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Otterburn

No

I would have to pay more money for education, travel more. Lacks space.

Haydon Bridge and many other schools stays open.

No

Can't study the A-Levels I would like.

Don't know

In Model D I will be able to do Chemistry and Biology for A-Level

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

I agree to Model D.  I want to do stuff involving children and the only thing that will help me is Haydon Bridge High School.

Greenhaugh School

Lanehead, TarsetNo

This option means the closure of Greenhaugh First School which will have a negative impact on the quality of education provision established at First School level that is working well. It will also have a negative impact on a school which has a role at the heart of our remote rural community in the North Tyne Valley and in turn will jeopardise the sustainability of the community as young families will be harder to attract and retain as part of our rural population

The school must be retained either as a First School or possibly as a primary

No

This option also means closure for Greenhaugh and so the previous answer to Model A applies

As with my response to Model A

No

See answers with respect to Models A and B

As with Model A The whole approach is deeply flawed and suggests limited understanding of the circumstances of rural schools and their value. They are a necessary investment for the demographic, social and economic futures of the area. The school must remain either as a First School or a Primary

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

No

No

None of the current proposals are suitable. Young children will have to travel a distance to school. This is not acceptable.

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb to become a Primary School, the teachers and staff are excellent very knowledgeable and very caring, this is a great community school with nearly 80% attending from within the catchment area. They provide broad and balanced opportunities for the key stage 3 and 4. After a very recent Ofsted report grading them a strong "good" the school goes from strength to strength. Having the on site nursery the school has loads to offer all ages. 

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

No

No

Corbridge Middle Schools proposal about the collaborative hubs sounds the best option if we cannot keep it the way it is now.

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I support the Haydon Bridge high school development proposal for academic and vocational learning

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Model D will help everyone and proved a safe place for everyone.  In my opinion, I like the small travel and between Hexham and other places it's a fuss.  Keep model D to make us happy and able to do A levels no matter how low my GCSE scores are.  Keep Haydon Bridge open and save the hassle for building a new school.  Would that not cause problems.  I know my teachers and they know me.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Slaggyford

No

No

No

Alternative Proposal : to adopt the Academic and Vocational Model as proposed by Darren Glover



[bookmark: 16]Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

I cannot support this option because Chollerton will close with other rural schools.  Criteria for selection for closure needs to be made transparent.  Chollerton is an outstanding, financially viable school.  The pupil numbers for the next few years remain constant.  

This is not a viable option.

No

I cannot support this option as Chollerton along with other rural schools will close.  The middle schools will also close.  Rural schools are an integral part of communities offering many services and opportunities to the local commuinity.  Without a school children will be forced to travel longer distances than they already do from home to another school, this should be the true measure of a childs journey, not from school to school.  Children from a small rural school need middle schools.  Middle schools offer specialist teaching, specialist facilities to children who are maturing in their educational, physical and emotional journey.  Middle schools offer wider friendship groups and the development of independence factors which are essential for rural children.

This is not a viable option.

No

I cannot support this option because Chollerton will close along with other rural schools.  I have grave concerns about children travelling long distances from their remote rural homes to a school that is not in their community on country roads which are often impassable in winter.  For young children the day is long enough without adding travelling time to excess of forty minutes.

This is not a viable option.

Keep Haydon Bridge open.  Use money set aside to build new school in Hexham catering for 9-18 years old.  The money allocated is sufficient to fund the building of two new schools.  Retain the 3 tier system which is very effective for the unique rural area of the west.  PUT CHILDREN FIRST NOT FINANCES.

Staff Member

Greenhaugh First School

Wylam

No

No

No

Keep Greenhaugh open. Closing this school will not only affect the future of the jobs of many staff members, but more importantly, the children of the catchment will have to travel massive distances to get to other schools. For the sake of a small school remaining open, you will be helping to support the futures of some great children. At the end of the day, our school has been classed as good by ofsted for a reason. To close schools, with great teachers and keep open the schools that haven’t performed as well, based on what appears to be solely geographical reasons, is ludicrous.  Consider the multi-academy trust proposal put forward by the governors of Greenhaugh First School and together, come up with an alternative that can help us work together moving forward.  All other proposals that you have set out are ridiculous and not even worth considering. 

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Shotleyfield

No

No

No

Governor

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

If acomb first school closed how can you expect children to travel on school transport on the small winding roads to beaufront???  Acomb is able to offer excellent partnerships with providers of wrap around care, little oaks nursery provide breakfast club and Acomb After School club. They have SMSC links with a Newcastle school. Acomb has very good green areas including a wildlife area and forest school facilities. One of the only schools in the local area to provide Forest school.  They encourage walking to school to minimise traffic and well being for the children, this would not be the case if Acomb closed and merged with beachfront.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

QE

Allendale

No

The potential merger of QE and HBHS is not an option. The fourth proposal that HBHS is offering will give my child more options at GCSE than my son at QE had.  The consultation refers to an Ofsted report that is 3 years old now. The school is ranking well within the mix in the county actually if inspected now would almost certainly not be in special measures.  It is providing solid educational and pastoral support for my son who has some special needs but is flying in terms of confidence and attainment. The loss of HBHS and the knock on effects for the rest of the county will devastate communities and remove a vital community asset from Haydon Bridge and the whole of the west of the county.  **Crucially this proposal does nothing to address vocational pathways for students in Northumberland neither is the SEN provision addressed satisfactorily** it just sustains the current poor provision of the former and patchy provision of the latter.  I can’t support any proposal that recommends the closure of HBHS.

No

The potential merger of QE and HBHS is not an option. The fourth proposal that HBHS is offering will give my child more options at GCSE than my son at QE had.  The consultation refers to an Ofsted report that is 3 years old now. The school is ranking well within the mix in the county actually if inspected now would almost certainly not be in special measures.  It is providing solid educational and pastoral support for my son who has some special needs but is flying in terms of confidence and attainment. The loss of HBHS and the knock on effects for the rest of the county will devastate communities and remove a vital community asset from Haydon Bridge and the whole of the west of the county.  **Crucially this proposal does nothing to address vocational pathways for students in Northumberland neither is the SEN provision addressed satisfactorily** it just sustains the current poor provision of the former and patchy provision of the latter.  I can’t support any proposal that recommends the closure of HBHS.

No

This effectively sets up HBHS as the poor cousin to QE.   It looks like a stay of execution rather than a serious long term plan.  It does not address the serious lack of vocational options or SEN in the region. HBHS has the space, expertise and facilities to offer this and I’d urge you to consider their proposal for a 6th form with both vocational and academic strands.

I would urge you to consider the bold, ambitious plans laid out by HBHS in their “model D”.  What they are proposing is not just moving the deckchairs on the Titanic (which is how I and many see the unambitious and dare I say pedestrian models a, b and c which are wholly financially driven and seem not to put the child first), but a potential model for the future of education in England.   In a nutshell this is mainstream education for 11-18 incorporating vocational and academic pathways.  Their ideas for project-based learning are superb and tie in with the way many vocational university courses are taught. For example, York university uses this model of learning and enquiry for their law undergrad degree.  None of the other proposals suggest such an excellent and rounded approach to developing soft skills and critical thinking whilst also setting out ambitious plans for academic excellence and offering such a breadth of options at GCSE. The most able students will have the opportunity to achieve 12 GCSEs. Others will have the support to fulfil their potential whilst gaining serious and transferable employment skills.  This plan is facilitated by ingeniously incorporating 3 years in to KS4, with the opportunity for students to take GCSEs early through the timetabling of double curriculum time. Classes which traditionally have a low intake like music can thrive as students across two or three years can attend the same classes.   This is giving our children a range of opportunity I *KNOW* QE cannot provide. Having been through the process of choosing GCSE options with my eldest at QE, and taking the time to discuss what he was going to do, he had to redecide at the 11th hour because Latin was removed from the options due to low intake.   I know from personal experience therefore that the model HBHS is proposing will increase the choice, potentially allow my son to take 6 options, and therefore it will provide an education best suited to his future needs without compromise. This will undoubtedly be the case for all students attending this school in the future.  The vocational model is a vital component. I’m impressed to hear the school is already talking to potential stakeholders in this, and the inclusion of that element will secure also an academic sixth form. Students will no longer have their ambitions frustrated by travel issues to Carlisle or Newcastle. This is a vital, local provision which we do not have and which the consultation entirely fails to address satisfactorily.  I have not heard a more convincing plan on SEN and inclusion from any of this consultation than the plans that HBHS are due to submit to you.   The model proposed by HBHS is evidence-based, bold, transformative, and crucially it is deliverable within the proposed budgets. It will provide a broad-based curriculum offering choice whilst also allowing students to specialise vocationally or academically as they progress through their school career. They are proposing a plan which will make their students employable as well as fulfilled and rounded people.  I have every faith that the team in place now has the experience, and the will, to deliver this plan. HBHS will continue to be a vital community asset in the west of the county. Please consider this seriously when the school puts their submission in front of you.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

No

Because it involves closing Haydon Bridge High School.

No

Because it involves closing Haydon Bridge High School and putting the children at the mercy of an academy that is notorious in the area for not providing a comprehensive education.

No

Because you are taking away the sixth Form from Haydon Bridge High School. I do not think you are aware of the implications of this. If you remove post 16 education from HBHS, you are assuming that the students can access a course at Hexham. However, this is not the case, and as they are an academy, the county council are not in a position to insist that the students from the West of Northumberland are allowed to start a course at Hexham. To be allowed to start an A level course at Hexham, students will be expected to average 6 across their GCSEs (equivalent to averaging B's). At HBHS, this is not the case and students have done very well despite being refused entry at Hexham. The only other option for those students, therefore will be to travel into Newcastle Sixth Form College, who are educationally inclusive and allow students who are not the A and B students to access level 4 courses. Realising that this might be the only option for my daughter, who is in year 11, I went to the open evening at Newcastle Sixth Form College last night. It was very impressive, however getting her there every day is going to be very very difficult and involving a long journey, trying to use public transport from outlying farms and villages in Northumberland is, as I hope you are aware, very difficult and very expensive. So, we are potentially not going to be able to access decent post 16 education in the West of Northumberland. I wonder just how this fits in your motto of 'improving standards in West Northumberland. YOU HAVE TO REALISE that you are going to prevent students from accessing good courses if you shut HBHS and if you remove post 16 education from HBHS. Hexham will not give many students a place, so where do they go??? It will be impossible for students to get into Newcastle, and as Northumberland County councillors, this should be of real concern to you. Your proposals are indicative of people who have no idea about the real issues facing students and parents in West Northumberland - you appear to be legislating from far away Morpeth without any idea about what your proposals will mean.

Make HBHS an 11-18 school.

Education should go two tier across the county and Haydon Bridge High School must remain open. Students should go to Haydon Bridge High School at the age 11, and the sixth form must be allowed to remain to give students across rural northumberland a chance to access post 16 courses, which Hexham would not allow them to access. The county council must assure parents that HBHS will remain open and allow it to return to the good, flourishing, inclusive school that it was not long ago. If you close HBHS, you will ruin the education of the students about to embark on their GCSE courses by making them change school mid course, potentially to be housed in mobile classrooms on a cramped site in a dilapidated school and you will stop older students from being able to continue on into post 16 education.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham Middle School

No

I think it makes most financial and educational sense for the High and Middle Schools in Hexham to become a 11-18 years school, in a new building, which is desperately needed.  I do not think Hexham and Haydon Bridge should merge - a school should remain for children in the Haydon Bridge area.

No

I do not think that the Hexham and Haydon Bridge schools should merge.  It also does not give sufficient numbers to the Sele First School which needs to stay at PAN 84, 3 form entry.  This is in view of pupil demand as well as to ensure the continued successful operation of this excellent school.

Do not merge the Haydon Bridge and Hexham schools.  Change the Sele into a Primary, but with 3 form entry.  This would be done by supporting their proposals for building works to make these changes.  This would ensure that an outstanding and extremely valuable and viable school can continue and flourish in the community.  Action would need to be taken by the Council reasonably quickly to ensure there is no uncertainty for children either at the Middle or Sele schools as to their future schooling and to ensure smooth transitions which is crucial.  Also, steps need to be taken to ensure Middle School staff in particular have some comfort as to their future employment to ensure retention of good staff at this good school, for everyone's benefit.

No

I agree with the retention of the Haydon Bridge schools but consider that Hexham would be best served with an 11-18years school and the changes to the Sele as outlined above.

My views are set out in option B above.  My only final comment would be to emphasis the need for a careful transition for the children and support for the staff so good staff are not lost - so quick subsequent action following a decision to move to resolution is necessary.  I am sure that the Council appreciates this in any event.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon bridge

No

No

No

Leave the school as it is

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I agree with the proposals outlined by the head teacher at Haydon Bridge High School which puts the needs of children first. My own children succeeded at this school and I feel strongly that if appropriate support from NCC had been in place several years ago the disgraceful debacle with Bright Tribe could have been avoided.  It is a very caring school and contributes greatly to the education of children in the west as well as the viability of communities in the west of Northumberland.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Coanwood, Haltwhistle

No

Because it closes Haydon Bridge and I would like there to be 2 high schools.  If you get expelled you can go to the other or get bullied and wish to move.

Have 2 high schools instead of merging - Haydon Bridge and Queen Elizabeth High.

No

Because Haydon Bridge closes in one year of me - Year 8's now - being there.  We would be moved to Hexham High and would be squashed in there.  We would then leave to go to the new school AFTER our squashed GCSE's.  Not only that but the new school would be in Hexham so it would be on 2 buses for more than 1 hour which is ridiculous.

Don't make another high school in Hexham.  Keep/make a new one in Haydon Bridge area.

No

If it's 4-16 there'd be no 6th form meaning you couldn't do A levels in a school you're comfortable with that's done A levels for years and on the news an elderly man said that people went on to have fantastic careers after going to Haydon Bridge as it is now.  The 4 years olds.  It would be way to far for them and scary.  Haven't you ever been scared of the Year 8's when you were in Year 5.  Think how scary it would be for 4 year olds in RECEPTION facing 16 year olds in YEAR 11; especially going on a bus with them unsupervised.

Keep it from 11-18 in the high schools and the middle schools open.  Definitely keep 6th form and 2 high schools - Haydon Bridge and Hexham (QE).

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

HMS

Hexham

No

The proposal is purely cost cutting. This is not making education the primary focus as should be the case.  The current set up works extremely well. Schools do well, any under performance is unrelated to a three tier system.  The proposal goes directly against those residents of Northumberland who want their children schooled locally (perhaps in their own village) and in a smaller set up.   The move to an academy turns education into a business and that does not put pupils first.  The council should find a better way to address issues of funding. Objecting to unrealistic targets/expectations and reductions from central government rather than lying down and accepting cuts.  Ultimately the council will have a lots of explaining to do if this proposal is actioned. They will need to explain why the educational grades have fallen across the region, why drop out rates and truancy is higher. Why local unemployment is higher. The changes suggested will come with these problems.  

The option is not viable or sustainable. It reduces overall quality, it is purely putting cost cutting first.

No

I would repeat my view from option A. This is a cost cutting exercise and education is not the primary focus as should be the case.  The current set up needs improvements and could achieve efficiencies but the closure and merger of schools to a larger set up is clearly not the best option. I believe it to be fundamentally wrong for education in the area and the community.

Not a viable or sustainable option.

No

I again repeat my view for both option a and b. I do not support any suggested option as all make education a secondary focus to cost cutting.  Efficiencies should not be achieved by reducing the quality of education.  Worse still when this will have a negative affect on the community and villages.

Not a viable or sustainable option.

I would suggest rejecting cuts from central government.  Making a stand that they are unworkable.  I would suggest achieving efficiencies through schools working together but not losing their individual set up.  Removing individuality will affect the quality of education. It will negatively impact communities. It will remove choice from education. Many parents choose schools  based on size or specialisms, one large school cannot cater for this.  Perhaps there could be a review to close certain rural schools if undersubscribed but a mass closure will bring other costs and issues.

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

No

No

No

I would hope that the council will listen to all of the proposed models and hubs put forward.   Freedom of Choice is a concern. Rural schools are an important part of all small communities. If schools close travel time for young children would be too great. We should not be put under the same umbrella as southern schools as the rural area here is far too vast to be treated in the same way. Costs are a concern.  If financially viable schools are closed but money is required to build new schools or costly renovations are needed to accommodate the proposed models why not retain current schools and their buildings.   Some of the schools earmarked for closure are financially viable and have good or outstanding Ofsted reports.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

This proposal should have provided a clear picture of secondary education in the West of Northumberland, instead it has muddied the waters by combining too many variables with too little concrete information. It also suggests a lack of understanding of rural schooling and ignores some of the consultation guidance ie. that first schools should have a minimum capacity of 75 - this would tend to suggest that both Acomb and Beaufront schools should be excluded from change under this proposal (which retains 3-tier in Hexham) as they meet that criteria. My understanding is that both are currently viable and well supported by their parents and wider communities.  There is no safe walking route between the 2 schools so closure of either one, to merge with the other creates new transport requirements, but the direct road infrastructure is not suitable for a large coach and could not cope with additional cars. Neither school has sufficient space for the additional drop-offs.  Acomb 1st school is very much a part of the Acomb Village community.  The majority of the children live in the village and able to walk to school. Parents and carers all seem to be happy with both the educational progress and the pastoral care received by their children, which is supported by recent Ofsted reports.  Acomb also has full wrap-around care provision, and makes good use of the outdoor spaces, including forest school. I see no reason to put the school under threat.

No

As with the first proposal, this suggests a lack of understanding of rural schooling and ignores some of the consultation guidance which would tend to suggest that both Acomb and Beaufront schools should be excluded from closure/merger under this model (which moves to 2-tier in Hexham) provided they can support conversion to primary. My understanding is that both are currently viable and well supported by their parents and wider communities.  There is no safe walking route between the 2 schools so closure of either one, to merge with the other creates new transport requirements, but the direct road infrastructure is not suitable for a large coach and could not cope with additional cars. Neither school has sufficient space for the additional drop-offs.  Acomb 1st school is very much a part of the Acomb Village community.  The majority of the children live in the village and able to walk to school. Parents and carers all seem to be happy with both the educational progress and the pastoral care received by their children, which is supported by recent Ofsted reports.  Acomb also has full wrap-around care provision, and makes good use of the outdoor spaces, including forest school. I see no reason to put the school under threat.

No

This proposal is even less clear than the first two (what happens to 16-18 year olds from Haydon Bridge), and once again ignores background guidance which would tend to suggest that both Acomb and Beaufront schools should be excluded from closure/merger under this model which potentially has no direct impact on rural first schools which feed into HLT. My understanding is that both are currently viable and well supported by their parents and wider communities.  There is no safe walking route between the 2 schools so closure of either one, to merge with the other creates new transport requirements, but the direct road infrastructure is not suitable for a large coach and could not cope with additional cars. Neither school has sufficient space for the additional drop-offs.  Acomb 1st school is very much a part of the Acomb Village community.  The majority of the children live in the village and able to walk to school. Parents and carers all seem to be happy with both the educational progress and the pastoral care received by their children, which is supported by recent Ofsted reports.  Acomb also has full wrap-around care provision, and makes good use of the outdoor spaces, including forest school. I see no reason to put the school under threat. 

Haydon Bridge, Hexham

No

Haydon Bridge High school has to be kept open. New houses being built as we speak. Why should our children travel 7 miles each way to go to school? The village will lose a lot of money in our local shops which the children and staff spend at present, increase the school roll by increasing age groups to 4-18 which would make it financially viable surely, people with children of school age will not move here, and those with chikdren already here will move away. 

No

See reasons on option A

Yes

See reply for option A, it's not rocket science is it?

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Consett

No

As a parent of Whittonstall First School, I do not think any of the three proposed models would be the best for the children. I strongly believe that young children should be allowed to grow and learn within the 3-tier system. Going from a rural first school to a primary school would massively effect children’s learning, not only academically but socially. Larger schools with more children in the class have been shown to not achieve certain targets as well as more reasonably sized class sizes, due to the teacher having more children to attend to and try to control behaviour and with small amounts of support. Research suggests that smaller classes are of most direct benefit to the pupil. These size classes enable teachers to teach in a different, more effective way and to spend proportionately more time with each pupil in their charge. Whittonstall’s outcomes are in the top 5% for their Key stage 1 data and have shown outstanding progression for the children who have attended. It is clear there are great relationships for transition as the children continue to flourish within their middle school settings, gaining some of the top academic outcomes by the end of their journey at Queen Elizabeth High School.  Children who experience a high-quality education are better at self regulation, social behaviour, are less inclined to hyper activity and are more likely to follow on to a post-16 academic path. Whittonstall has a “Good” rating from Ofsted, but I feel the education provided from every member of staff is outstanding. The teachers know every student in the school, knowing their interests and needs to help, not only during lessons but during break time to help develop physical, social and emotional skills. This to me is amazing. I send my son to school each day knowing that all the members of staff know him and know exactly how to help him learn and develop his skills.  Whittonstall and Broomley First schools have joint strong federation. The thought of shutting Whittonstall is terrible, not only would it effect the children of this school it would have a massive knock off effect to the children at Broomley as well. If Whittonstall was to close the children at Broomley would loose resources and staff members, which to me is just heart-breaking, to know these children would be missing out because an amazing financially stable school was shut for no good reason. As they are Federated I understand they are under a shared economy which means one will not work as effectively without the other. The current staffing structure at Broomley would no longer exist and this would have a detrimental impact on the community and the three tier system in Prudhoe.  As I live within County Durham with my son along with the other 41 children out of catchment. This has not been taken into account when numbers have been looked at, which I do not agree with. From all three proposed models it is clear that there is an agenda to reduce the amount of places for out of catchment children across the whole Hexham partnership. This is eliminating the opportunity for parental choice, which all parents currently have. Whittonstall shows its popularity and sustainability in the fact that it is a school of choice, a school parents wish their children to embark on their educational journey with and a clear pathway in to the Hexham three tier system.   I chose Whittonstall as it is a rural school offering reasonable sized class numbers and strong Ofsted rating. I drive 15 minutes to school every morning and feel that allowing my child to sit on a bus at 4 years old any longer than this would have a negative impact on him. This would also have a negative impact on the communities where the schools are suggested to intake more children. Increased traffic, additional travel and congestion will affect the neighbours of their schools. All the schools that I are within my catchment area too are currently full or have very few spaces left to already very full classes of around 32 children. I moved from Ashington to Durham to ensure my children would be able to attend rural schools, such as Whittonstall, in the 3 tier system, as the schools in Ashington are all starting to change to 2 tier, and this is not a system I wish my child to experience.  Whittonstall First School is the third largest employer in Shotley Lower Quarter Parish employing 45 people; these proposals threaten the livelihood of each of these staff members. In addition, the closure of Whittonstall would impact local businesses and the community as a whole. If the school was to close, a limited amount of new families would choose to move into the area, therefore, turning Whittonstall and the surrounding areas into ghost towns.   I fully believe in Leanne Barker (Executive Head teacher of the Whittonstall and Broomley First School Federation) and her Board of Governors with their proposal of the Tynedale Learning Trust which would see 10 school across Prudhoe and Hexham joining together in partnership to develop an all through Multi-academy trust. This proposal would not include any school closures and offer an all through approach to education from 3-18 years old. This is driven by a like-minded set of trustees and directors who have the educational outcomes and the children’s best interests at the heart of their decisions. It would also offer an opportunity to continue to drive economic efficiencies ensuring financial sustainability for years to come. I feel this would be the best option as they have considered every child within the areas. It is a viable suggestion and should be given serious thought and consideration. 

No

As a parent of Whittonstall First School, I do not think any of the three proposed models would be the best for the children. I strongly believe that young children should be allowed to grow and learn within the 3-tier system. Going from a rural first school to a primary school would massively effect children’s learning, not only academically but socially. Larger schools with more children in the class have been shown to not achieve certain targets as well as more reasonably sized class sizes, due to the teacher having more children to attend to and try to control behaviour and with small amounts of support. Research suggests that smaller classes are of most direct benefit to the pupil. These size classes enable teachers to teach in a different, more effective way and to spend proportionately more time with each pupil in their charge. Whittonstall’s outcomes are in the top 5% for their Key stage 1 data and have shown outstanding progression for the children who have attended. It is clear there are great relationships for transition as the children continue to flourish within their middle school settings, gaining some of the top academic outcomes by the end of their journey at Queen Elizabeth High School.  Children who experience a high-quality education are better at self regulation, social behaviour, are less inclined to hyper activity and are more likely to follow on to a post-16 academic path. Whittonstall has a “Good” rating from Ofsted, but I feel the education provided from every member of staff is outstanding. The teachers know every student in the school, knowing their interests and needs to help, not only during lessons but during break time to help develop physical, social and emotional skills. This to me is amazing. I send my son to school each day knowing that all the members of staff know him and know exactly how to help him learn and develop his skills.  Whittonstall and Broomley First schools have joint strong federation. The thought of shutting Whittonstall is terrible, not only would it effect the children of this school it would have a massive knock off effect to the children at Broomley as well. If Whittonstall was to close the children at Broomley would loose resources and staff members, which to me is just heart-breaking, to know these children would be missing out because an amazing financially stable school was shut for no good reason. As they are Federated I understand they are under a shared economy which means one will not work as effectively without the other. The current staffing structure at Broomley would no longer exist and this would have a detrimental impact on the community and the three tier system in Prudhoe.  As I live within County Durham with my son along with the other 41 children out of catchment. This has not been taken into account when numbers have been looked at, which I do not agree with. From all three proposed models it is clear that there is an agenda to reduce the amount of places for out of catchment children across the whole Hexham partnership. This is eliminating the opportunity for parental choice, which all parents currently have. Whittonstall shows its popularity and sustainability in the fact that it is a school of choice, a school parents wish their children to embark on their educational journey with and a clear pathway in to the Hexham three tier system.   I chose Whittonstall as it is a rural school offering reasonable sized class numbers and strong Ofsted rating. I drive 15 minutes to school every morning and feel that allowing my child to sit on a bus at 4 years old any longer than this would have a negative impact on him. This would also have a negative impact on the communities where the schools are suggested to intake more children. Increased traffic, additional travel and congestion will affect the neighbours of their schools. All the schools that I are within my catchment area too are currently full or have very few spaces left to already very full classes of around 32 children. I moved from Ashington to Durham to ensure my children would be able to attend a rural schools, such as Whittonstall, in the 3 tier system, as the schools in Ashington are all starting to change to 2 tier, and this is not a system I wish my child to experience.  Whittonstall First School is the third largest employer in Shotely Lower Quarter Parish employing 45 people; these proposals threaten the livelihood of each of these staff members. In addition, the closure of Whittonstall would impact local businesses and the community as a whole. If the school was to close, a limited amount of new families would chose to move into the area therefore turning Whittonstall and the surrounding areas into ghost towns.   I fully believe in Leanne Barker (Executive Head teacher of the Whittonstall and Broomley First School Federation) and her Board of Governors with their proposal of the Tynedale Learning Trust which would see 10 school across Prudhoe and Hexham joining together in partnership to develop an all through Multi-academy trust. This proposal would not include any school closures and offer an all through approach to education from 3-18 years old. This is driven by a like-minded set of trustees and directors who have the educational outcomes and the children’s best interests at the heart of their decisions. It would also offer an opportunity to continue to drive economic efficiencies ensuring financial sustainability for years to come. I feel this would be the best option as they have considered every child within the areas. It is a viable suggestion and should be given serious thought and consideration. 

No

As a parent of Whittonstall First School, I do not think any of the three proposed models would be the best for the children. I strongly believe that young children should be allowed to grow and learn within the 3-tier system. Going from a rural first school to a primary school would massively effect children’s learning, not only academically but socially. Larger schools with more children in the class have been shown to not achieve certain targets as well as more reasonably sized class sizes, due to the teacher having more children to attend to and try to control behaviour and with small amounts of support. Research suggests that smaller classes are of most direct benefit to the pupil. These size classes enable teachers to teach in a different, more effective way and to spend proportionately more time with each pupil in their charge. Whittonstall’s outcomes are in the top 5% for their Key stage 1 data and have shown outstanding progression for the children who have attended. It is clear there are great relationships for transition as the children continue to flourish within their middle school settings, gaining some of the top academic outcomes by the end of their journey at Queen Elizabeth High School.  Children who experience a high-quality education are better at self regulation, social behaviour, are less inclined to hyper activity and are more likely to follow on to a post-16 academic path. Whittonstall has a “Good” rating from Ofsted, but I feel the education provided from every member of staff is outstanding. The teachers know every student in the school, knowing their interests and needs to help, not only during lessons but during break time to help develop physical, social and emotional skills. This to me is amazing. I send my son to school each day knowing that all the members of staff know him and know exactly how to help him learn and develop his skills.  Whittonstall and Broomley First schools have joint strong federation. The thought of shutting Whittonstall is terrible, not only would it effect the children of this school it would have a massive knock off effect to the children at Broomley as well. If Whittonstall was to close the children at Broomley would loose resources and staff members, which to me is just heart-breaking, to know these children would be missing out because an amazing financially stable school was shut for no good reason. As they are Federated I understand they are under a shared economy which means one will not work as effectively without the other. The current staffing structure at Broomley would no longer exist and this would have a detrimental impact on the community and the three tier system in Prudhoe.  As I live within County Durham with my son along with the other 41 children out of catchment. This has not been taken into account when numbers have been looked at, which I do not agree with. From all three proposed models it is clear that there is an agenda to reduce the amount of places for out of catchment children across the whole Hexham partnership. This is eliminating the opportunity for parental choice, which all parents currently have. Whittonstall shows its popularity and sustainability in the fact that it is a school of choice, a school parents wish their children to embark on their educational journey with and a clear pathway in to the Hexham three tier system.   I chose Whittonstall as it is a rural school offering reasonable sized class numbers and strong Ofsted rating. I drive 15 minutes to school every morning and feel that allowing my child to sit on a bus at 4 years old any longer than this would have a negative impact on him. This would also have a negative impact on the communities where the schools are suggested to intake more children. Increased traffic, additional travel and congestion will affect the neighbours of their schools. All the schools that I are within my catchment area too are currently full or have very few spaces left to already very full classes of around 32 children. I moved from Ashington to Durham to ensure my children would be able to attend a rural schools, such as Whittonstall, in the 3 tier system, as the schools in Ashington are all starting to change to 2 tier, and this is not a system I wish my child to experience.  Whittonstall First School is the third largest employer in Shotely Lower Quarter Parish employing 45 people; these proposals threaten the livelihood of each of these staff members. In addition, the closure of Whittonstall would impact local businesses and the community as a whole. If the school was to close, a limited amount of new families would chose to move into the area therefore turning Whittonstall and the surrounding areas into ghost towns.   I fully believe in Leanne Barker (Executive Head teacher of the Whittonstall and Broomley First School Federation) and her Board of Governors with their proposal of the Tynedale Learning Trust which would see 10 school across Prudhoe and Hexham joining together in partnership to develop an all through Multi-academy trust. This proposal would not include any school closures and offer an all through approach to education from 3-18 years old. This is driven by a like-minded set of trustees and directors who have the educational outcomes and the children’s best interests at the heart of their decisions. It would also offer an opportunity to continue to drive economic efficiencies ensuring financial sustainability for years to come. I feel this would be the best option as they have considered every child within the areas. It is a viable suggestion and should be given serious thought and consideration. 

Parent/carer

Allendale PrimaryCatton

No

1 - Mixing a Two tier system, Three tier system and having random academies dotted throughout our area does not work.  2 - Closure of Haydon Bridge High school reduces parental choice to one secondary/high school. This essential means there is no choice for parents.  3 - All the information you provide on Haydon Bridge implies that parents are choosing not to send their children there due to the quaility of provision. This is NOT the case. Parents are choosing to send there children elsewhere as they see Haydon Bridge as a less stable option due to the mess of the last few years involving Brighttribe and the constant threat of closure. I will be choosing Haydon Bridge for my children as I see it as the best option for them. I was impressed by the leadership and staff when visiting during there open days.  4 - The impact on the communities by having there schools closed would make them less desirable and therefore reduce families moving to the area which is turn has an economic impact for the whole county.

No

1 - The closure of Haydon Bridge reduces parental choice (see previous Model comments)  2 - The build timeline for the proposed new QEHS is too long. My daughter, who is currently in Year 5, would be force to move to a middle school for two years, then to the current QE buildings and then moved again after a year to the new buildings. This is after being forces from a First school into a new primary school. A total of 5 school moves in a 'supposed' two tier system. This is unacceptable.  3 - The New school such be built before any closures are made.  4 - If you are proposing to close all these first schools and middle schools on the 31st August 2019 and have a dramatically reduced number of schools opening on the 1st September 2019 as primaries. When are you proposing the building work to accommodate two new year groups and extra pupils across the whole school will take place? This disruption of temporary classrooms and building work has the potential to be very distressing to younger pupils and SEND children.  5 - Again I would make the point of the impact on the communities by having there schools closed would make them less desirable and therefore reduce families moving to the area which is turn has an economic impact for the whole county.

No

1 - Model C would create a school in direct competition with Shaftoe Trust Primary school, which is now an academy, in Haydon Bridge.  How can a village of that size support two schools of the same age range?  2 - What is there to stop parents from the schools, such as Newbrough, sending there children directly into the Hexham partnership or Haltwhistle to William Howard? You would then be in the same position of having a large school under capacity.  

Haydon Bridge High Schools vision for Project based learning and a three Year GCSE is a good and viable option.  The key aspects of our proposal, in brief:  Project based learning From 2019, we will embed project based learning in our Yr 7 &amp; 8 curriculum, proven to provide strong foundations for GCSE.  A three year GCSE programme Utilising a new system which allows students to complete up to two GCSE option choices each year, from 9-11, in conjunction with the 6 core courses.  Vocational &amp; apprenticeship opportunities Adapting to the needs of students and employers to provide academic, vocational &amp; apprenticeship post-16 opportunities.  Special educational needs &amp; disability provision On site, specialist provision to support all students. This would include a dedicated Autism Spectrum Condition unit.  This vision addresses four key issues to ensure a viable future:  Addresses surplus places Based on future pupil numbers and a scalable education model.  Ensures financial stability Without compromising on educational outcomes, this proposal creates a sustainable financial model.  Focuses on future employment Creating a school rich in educational options, suited to the current and future needs of the community and employers.  A compelling choice for parents With a new approach tailored to student needs, this model creates a compelling alternative to neighbouring schools.

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Greenhead

No

Option A is not acceptable

No

No mergers are exceptable

No

No closures or mergers exceptableKeep school open We do not want our children traveling the A69 the road is terrible and they do t want to go to Henshaw school ..... is any one listening to the children!!!!

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon bridge

No

It will shut down the school when people are in the middle of the GCSE's.

No

It will shut down the school and everyone will have to move schools when people are doing A-Levels and GCSE's

No

It closes down the sixth-form so all of the sixth-forms have to go somewhere else.

Model D HBHS vocational and academic model will provide choice for parents and children,

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

It is potentially viable to remain the same for SELEfirst school as long as the 3 tier system remains. If the middle school system disappears it is not viable for SELEfirst to remain as a first school rather than a primary

I support The Sele First School moving to become a primary school with a PAN remaining at 84 - this can be achieved we understand through some investment in building an extension on the present site.

No

I support Sele first school becoming a primary school but reducing the PAN to 60 is not sustainable given the popularity of the school.

I support The Sele First School moving to become a primary school with a PAN remaining at 84 - this can be achieved we understand through some investment in building an extension on the present site.

No

It is potentially viable to remain the same for SELEfirst school as long as the 3 tier system remains. If the middle school system disappears it is not viable for SELEfirst to remain as a first school rather than a primary

I support The Sele First School moving to become a primary school with a PAN remaining at 84 - this can be achieved we understand through some investment in building an extension on the present site.

I support The Sele First School moving to become a primary school with a PAN remaining at 84 - this can be achieved we understand through some investment in building an extension on the present site.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

I do not agree that Model A is good as I don't believe students will benefit in a super school. In Haydon Bridge, it is a smaller environment where staff can suit the needs of students whereas a larger environment makes it harder to connect to the learning.

Keeping Haydon Bridge High School open, instead of opening a super school, spend the money on Haydon Bridge.

Don't know

Previous Answer Previous Answer Don't know

Previous Answer Previous Answer Model D - Keep HBHS open - academic and vocational routes and lots of other good stuff - e.g. no travel costs/time issues.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

Don't know

If Haydon Bridge was to close, which I don't believe it should, then this would be my preferred option. I think the 3 tier system is a good one, and works well for our children.   If my combining some of the smaller rural schools, this would mean better teaching outcomes and learning environments, then I see this as being a benefit. 

Haydon Bridge not closing. I feel there is a fantastic opportunity for Haydon Bridge to become a specialist STEM institution, like the Discovery School in Newcastle. The North East has a rich history of Engineering and Science. I feel there would be enough STEM based businesses based in the North East that would also support an initiative like this.

No

I strongly believe this would not be a good option. A school of this proposed size would not be of benefit to anyone. I think the 3 tier system works well, and should be kept.

Yes

I believe this would be the best option of the 3. Both QEHS and HBHS require significant investment in facilities. I don't think however thay there should be a mix of 2 tier and 3 tier in the same area. Creating a Lower school and Upper school at a combined site for QEHS could be an option.

I feel there is a fantastic opportunity for Haydon Bridge to become a specialist STEM institution, like the Discovery School in Newcastle. The North East has a rich history of Engineering and Science. I feel there would be enough STEM based businesses based in the North East that would also support an initiative like this.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I agree to Model D HBHS because I would like a range of academic and vocational subjects, the only model that will cater for my ambitions is Model D

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Simonburn

No

No

No

I do not believe that any of Options A, B or C are the right way forward for the children of not just the Wark Catchment, but for the wider area; I believe that these options are wrong for a number of reasons, not just as a parent but also as a significant property owner in Simonburn.   Wark First School is a vital part of the community, and provides a heart and focus to many activities within the catchment. Small local schools provide not just an excellent education but create a basis for tight-knit communities; in a school like Wark, all the children know each other and interact together, many parents / carers also know many of the children, and members of the wider community come into school to provide further activities, further re-enforcing the sense of community. Closing Wark School and sending the children up to Bellingham will sever all these important links to the local community which is so important for small children.  All of the schools which have been earmarked for closure are Church Schools and all have good or outstanding Ofstead ratings; The schools which are being retained are not. It appears that the Council is actively religiously discriminating against our national religion, and looking to prevent our children from being brought up and educated by in a respectful caring environment, incorporating Christian values where all children are helped to develop and learn to the best of their abilities. Good first schools lay down the foundations of a child's education on which all further learning then builds. If poor foundations are laid children will never achieve their full potential, no matter where they go later on. The small class sizes at Wark and other small schools ensure that the the children are able to receive almost bespoke attention so that they are able to learn to the best of their ability. The children also learn to enjoy learning, which further promotes the likelihood of greater achievement at middle or high school.  For the community of Simonburn, it is important that there is a good school for children in the locality, as it helps promote a flourishing, diverse and structured community within the village where the needs of more people are able to be met. 

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

The leaders and governors of Acomb school are highly ambitious for all the pupils. The staff always ensure that the happiness and success of each child. Our community school has been rated as Good by Ofsted. They have sustainable numbers in each class and are financially sustainable also. They have plans in place should the need for Primary goes ahead

Hexham Priory School

No

It is my view that Secondary-age education should be retained in Haydon Bridge.

No

It is my view that Secondary-age education should be retained in Haydon Bridge.

Don't know

I am pleased that it would allow for Secondary-age education to be retained in Haydon Bridge, which I think is in the best interest of the local community.  It would also allow parents a choice between two viable secondary provision, one in Hexham and the other in Haydon Bridge.  I am uncertain whether a three-tier model is in the best interest of future generations of Hexham children.

Establish 4 to 16 years provision in Haydon Bridge whilst carrying out an in-depth study as to whether two-tier or three-tier education would be in the best interest of future generations of Hexham children.

Keep SEcondary-age education in Haydon Bridge and carry out an in-depth study as to whether two-tier or three-tier education would be in the best interest of future generations of Hexham children.

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

No

No

Wark First School is sustainable school that offers exceptional education to local children and in all circumstances should remain open.  Wark School has strong links with the local community and frequently works with different community groups. It is fully viable, with a good budget forecast enabling it to move to a Primary school with little expense should this be required.  With recent Ofsted and SIAMS inspections of Good. Children have an above national average outcome in their educational results. Teachers and governors work hard to ensure that the school offers a diverse cirruculum to the children who live in a rural environment. The majority of children have a Christian faith and have chosen to attend a Church of England school to engage them daily with their faith.  I believe that the closure of Wark school would be grossly unnecessary and would be detrimental the education of my children and those of others that are and do intend attending the school.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

To not propose any school closures and to invest in the schools that are doing an excellent job in educating the future of this county, as if you close the schools then the population will age at a faster rate as inward migration will reduce even further as young families will not move to an area where the nearest school is too far away for a 5 or 6 year has to travel 20+ minutes on a bus twice a day.       
Email:
I am writing to you personally as a resident of Barrasford and having a daughter (aged 5) at Chollerton First School and a son at Chollerton Pre-School (aged 3), that I am against all three of the proposals put forward in the consultation document of West Northumberland. I find it very strange that the council have proposed the closure of an ofsted “Outstanding” school, I would of assumed that the coucil should be celebrating the status of this schooll and other in the rural areas that provide such a vital service to the local communities. If the council start to close rural schools then this will only conitune to effect the grwoing population problem that Northumberland currently have.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

BARRASFORD No

It has the closure of a number of rural schools, including Chollerton First School, which is an rated as "Outstanding", so I am at a lose as to why the County Council would propose to close a school which is achieving the highest standard possible!

No

As with Option A, Chollerton First School is proposed for closure - it would seem that Faith Schools have been unfairly discriminated against for closure. I note that Humshaugh School is not proposed for closure in any of the options, what is that reasoning for this?

No

I am against this option as Chollerton First School is proposed for closure along with 16 other rural schools, which are providing a vital service to the rural community and ensuring that these rural areas continue to be the thriving communities that they are, if you take away the local village schools then people will stop moving into the area which will have a knock on effect to the local socio-economic affordability of these rural communities, so the Council should be doing everything possible to maintain these vital local services.

To confirm I am against all three proposals and agaisnt any school closures in West Northumberland – you should be lobbying central government for additional funding to reduce the north/south divide on education to increase your funding and improve the educational services that you provide across the whole of the county. The current proposals of school closures is a short term solution which will have long term impacts on the population and employment of West Northumberland – I hope that you and your fellow councillors will see sense on this cousulation.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Whittonstall first school

No

No two tier system and don’t close whittonstall first school

No

No 2 tier system and don’t close whittonstall first school

No

No 2 tier system and don’t close whittonstall first school

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Sinderhope

No

I don't want to have to go to a big school because I like being in a smaller school where I feel comfortable and getting the results I can. When I'm in a smaller school, you get a lot more 1 to 1 help and options so I am able to achieve what I want to. In a big school I wouldn't get that help because I wouldn't get noticed amongst everybody else.

No

I don't want to have to travel everyday and pay loads on transport when I already love my school that's local and I'm going to.

No

It doesn't cater for my ambitions. There's no sixth form provision and if I can't get into QE there's no where. If I couldn't get the grades for QE, I would have to leave the house very early in the morning to get buses and trains to Newcastle causing my Parents to spend loads of money on my transport instead of getting my actual school bus. If I lived somewhere else I would have loads of choice but because of where I live I have no choice which isn't fair on me.

I agree with the HBHS model D as it will help me meet my future ambitions. It has a vocational and academic model, keeping the school open would mean that I could do what I want to do and achieve what I want to achieve.

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

Hexham

No

All involve the closure of numerous rural schools. This will result in huge class sizes and a significant decline in pupil well being and achievement.

No

All involve the closure of numerous rural schools. This will result in huge class sizes and a significant decline in pupil well being and achievement.

No

All involve the closure of numerous rural schools. This will result in huge class sizes and a significant decline in pupil well being and achievement.

Staff Member

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolGunnerton

No

No to two Tier and the closure of any good/ outstanding school in the area

No

make all the local schools 3 teir to fill the gaps at middle schools Rural children need the 3 tier system that’s where they make the lasting life long friendships.

No

Again no village school should be closed they are the heart and soul of a community. I believe this is a lost leader for the council and will only create a multitude of social and economic problems

Make Haydon Bridge into a vocational college and semi special school for the sen children who don’t fit the acemedic standards require for the qehs sixth form

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Otterburn

No

No

No

I agree with Model D.  I don't know what I want to do so I need a school with loads of different pathways.

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School

Hexham middle school

Newbrough

No

Yes

I don't agree with any off the proposals but if I had to pick one this one would be my opinion.

No

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

No

No small schools will be left

I support the governors merger idea of Greenhead and Henshaw

No

No small rural schools will be left

I support the governors ideas of merger between Greenhead and Henshaw

No

No small schools will be left

I support governors idea of merging Henshaw and Greenhead

Merge Greenhead and Henshaw  Maintain a two tier system across the west to ensure continuity and numbers in stronger schools

Parent/carer

Other

Ovingham MIddlestocksfield

No

There is no evidence to prove a two tier system will work in rural northumberland yet plenty to show 3 tier does.

No

there are many alternatives being put forward which would retain 3 tier and non closure of essential viable rural school i feel this needs to be looked into further.

No

again i feel the other options need to be looked into further instead of jumping to a two tier system which isn't proven to work and the closure of financially viable essential rural schools.

Please maintain small rural schools and the three tier system which has worked so well up to now as borne out by our family's experience:  our children started out at Greenhaugh First School, attended Bellingham Middle then St Joseph's Middle Schools and, after Queen Elizabeth High School in Hexham, our daughter went on to Cambridge University where she was awarded a starred first degree and our son got his doctorate from Durham University.  The system works!  Please do not change it.

Email received:
I have completed the consultation form on the proposed models for Education in the West of Northumberland. 
 
However, I wanted to write to you directly as I feel so strongly that the eight small rural schools that are ear-marked for closure in all three models proposed by the County Council should remain open.  They are all rated either ‘Good’ or ‘Outstanding’ by Ofsted and are therefore educationally sound.  They provide a nurturing atmosphere which not only engenders self confidence in the pupils but also gives children an awareness of and caring attitude towards all members of the community.  The enormous value of rural schools is that they are small enough for all pupils’ individual needs to be recognised and catered for at an important age, thus enabling them to reach their full potential. 
 
With increased sparsity payments and fairer funding, they are even financially viable.
 
Rural schools in small villages also provide an important hub for the community where young parents, the elderly and all local inhabitants can meet and socialise. If they are closed, parents will not want to move into or continue to live in villages where there is no first school and these villages will loose their diversity and vibrancy. 
 
I firmly believe, too, that the three tier system of education should be retained.  Middle schools should not be closed.  They provide pupils with a phased, less daunting introduction to larger schools.  As there are fewer pupils, especially in Years 7 and 8, than there would be in a high school, there are more opportunities for them to participate in sporting activities, orchestras, theatre productions, etc. at this stage of their school careers.  More individual encouragement can be given.
 
The system as it stands works well!  Please don’t change it. 
 

Hallington

No

The high schools, when merged, would become too large and impersonal and individual pupils' needs would not be recognised. I am totally opposed to the closure of the eight rural first schools, all of which are rated either 'Good' or 'Outstanding' by Ofsted, therefore educationally sound.  With sparsity payments and fairer funding, they are financially viable.   Small rural schools nurture and provide really valuable individual attention to young pupils in surroundings with which they are familiar.  They are therefore able to recognise and cater for their pupils' needs at an important age, thus enabling them to reach their full potential.  Some pupils already travel considerable distances from outlying farms and cottages to school.  To add extra miles to their journey to attend a neighbouring first school would often exceed the 6 mile optimum distance.  Rural schools in small villages provide an important social hub for the community where parents, the elderly and local inhabitants can meet and socialise.  If they are closed, young parents will not want to live in villages where there is no first school so these villages will loose their diversity and vibrancy.

No

Middle schools should not be closed.  They provide pupils with a phased, less daunting introduction to larger schools.  As there are fewer pupils, especially in Years 7 and 8, than there would be in a high school, there are more opportunities for middle school pupils to participate in sporting activities/teams, orchestras, theatre productions, etc., and more individual encouragement can be given. The 8 small rural first schools should not be closed (see my comments on Model A above).

No

It would be daunting for young pupils (especially R, Years 1 and 2 ) to have to attend a large 4 - 16 years school in Haydon Bridge. The middle schools at Bellingham and Haltwhistle should not be closed (see my reasons given in comments on Model B above).  Additionally, the distance for 11 year olds to have to travel each day would be tiring, especially for those already living at a distance from Bellingham or Haltwhistle. First schools should not be converted to primary schools with the closure of some first schools as the latter provide a nurturing atmosphere where the needs of individual pupils are more directly recognised and catered for in familiar surroundings thus enabling them to become more self confident and to fulfill their full potential.  The increased distance to travel from already outlying farms and cottages could be tiring for very young pupils. Then, in Year 5, pupils are able to make the gradual transition to a larger environment in middle school before gaining the confidence to enter the much larger high school.

Yours sincerely

Staff Member

Otterburn First School

No

It my opinion that the three tier education system struggles to be fit for purpose.  The National Curriculum developed in the key stages ensures seamless transition between year groups when a key stage is held within one setting.  There are so many other impacting factors such as attainment, progress, social and emotional well being and transportation which also guide my opinion as to why this system is no longer the most sustainable system for education in the West.  I do agree that the reduction in the number of first schools will benefit other first school, such as Otterburn, as the increased number on roll will obviously have a positive impact on the budget and will increase financial security.  However, this would be further secured as a primary school.    I also strongly believe that the Hadrian Learning Trust have made it quite clear that they believe that the two tier system will work better for them so I feel that it is highly unlikely that a merger with themselves and Haydon Bridge is highly unlikely.

Yes

In the light that, in my opinion, the Hadrian Learning Trust will change their age range to the two tier system I feel that the best option is for Haydon Bridge High School to close.  The significant deficit budget, fall in pupil numbers, an 'inadequate' Ofsted grade since December 2014, and physical difficulties with the building surely mean that closure would be the best option.  This would also pave the way for a fit for purpose build to strengthen the education of the young adults in the local communities.    The significant number of surplus places in the west can only be addressed by reducing the number of small first schools and thus strengthening other first schools in to becoming financially viable primary schools.  It is totally understandable that local communities are distressed by this.  I am sure that if Otterburn were in this situation that all of the staff and community would also be rallying to prevent closure.  However,  Otterburn is in a strong position to become a primary by an extended catchment to include West Woodburn.  The GP data clearly shows that by 2020 there is opportunity to have 80 plus pupils on roll.  The building has the grounds to extend, a new nursery is flourishing and is well supported by parents from both catchment areas, and all parents and children are in support of the change to the age range.  Parents need reassuring that transport routes will be redeployed to ensure the most direct routes are in place for all children using the education transport system.  I feel that the consultation has lacked information on this and that having some information relating to this given to parents some may have been more understanding.  I, of course, understand that new routes would not be available until the bigger decision are made but parents have only been told the school to school distances.    This is a very exciting time for Otterburn and other first schools.  The governing body have discussed age range changes for several years and feel that this will ensure the survival of this fantastic school.  New opportunities for Year 7 and beyond, in a state of the art educational setting is an amazing opportunity which should be embraced.  

No

The fact that this option will reply on an even bigger capital investment than model B leaves me to believe that this is not a viable option due to the financial implications.  If money was not a factor in this I also feel that this model could work.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

Haydon Bridge

No

My reasons is that I DONT believe it’s a good model at all!

No

Another idea that makes no sense at all in any way.

No

Another not very well thought out idea.

I Support the Haydon Bridge High School Development Proposal for Academic and Vocational Learning.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

Haydon Bridge plan for academic as vocational

Staff Member

Bellingham Middle School and Sports College

Bellingham First Bellingham

Yes

Of all the options in my opinion do not really work, however, as this is the main option that saves Middle Schools I believe from the hobson choice this would have to be the best model, however this still does not meet the needs of rural location.  I believe Middle Schools offer a very good stepping stone between the comfort of the smallFirst school and before embarking on a large High School.  Middle Schools offer a broad curriculum, with specialist teachers and facilities which nuture our young children.  Rural Middle Schools offer more opportunities for after school clubs, the distance that would be involved from Hexham to some of our more remote areas and the lack of public transport should also be considered.  This I believe would be a negative impact for our future generation of pupils.

I believe that the closure of HBHS is not perhaps the best option due to the number of pupils, the rural location I believe with some very creative thinking and finacial models built in that there is milage in saving this school and all the middle schools across our area.  

No

I do not believe that small Primary schools will be long termly viable and will eventually close due to lack of numbers and finacial backing again throwing education in our area into a muddle.

I do not believe these Primary schools will be viable or sustainable in the long term.

No

I do not believe that these small primaries will long term financially viable.

I would like to see more collaboration within the schools, fairer funding from Government in order to retain our educational establishments within rural Northumberland.    Bellingham Middle could look to change its age range and retain pupils in KS3 who then move onto a Secondary /High school due to our location within the local area.  

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

Don't know

The three tier system works, why change what has worked for generations. The children get the support needed, maybe one to one or in small groups, or as there class. Merge the schools, they are going to over crowded, not enough teachers for the students, and they are not going to get there attention as much as they do now. Which means in the long run the children will miss out, meaning there grades are going to suffer. 

Don't know

The children need to stay as the three tier system, it's worked for years. Changing it is going to result in grades not being met as teachers will not manage with the larger classes. In my opinion what's not broken, leave alone. 

Don't know

I've lived in Corbridge all my life, been to both schools. They are the future for my children who are at Corbridge First School now. I would hate to see them not get the attention they get now from there teachers. Change to a two tier system for the children changing schools, they are far to young to cope with the merge with older children in the same school. Again, what's not broken leave alone. 

Leave and renovate the schools as they are, the three tier system works why change it. Spend more money building new school which will eventually fail our children. They deserve the best, leave the three tier system in place. 

Parent/carer

Other

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Hamsterley

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

This idea of creating a super school of in to 2,000 pupils is a ridiculous idea - it is too large and it means parents have only one choice in an area of over 1,000 square miles. Travelling for most pupils will be long and greatly add to the school day - hardly fair on lots of pupils. To try and bring all these pupils into one site in an already crowded traffic rush hour in and around Hexham will bring gridlock. What happens if standards slip at QEHS (as has happened at William Howard school), where do parents send the pupils to (Newcastle or Ponteland).  This idea of a super school seems the idea of some empire building headmaster, which will no doubt increase salary levels.

No

HBHS is a good school which has had a difficult time of late with the battle for control between the Labour administration and Bright Tribe and the uncertainty created over its future leading to parents moving their children to somewhere else. It has shown with its recent results that the school is improving and sits in the middle of the league table for schools in the area, no mean achievement given what it has to go through.  My 3 children all went to HBHS and obtained good results and all went onto University to get their degrees. The school should be left to recover more and attract pupils back from QEHS and William Howard and with a bit of investment from NCC it could once again be the centre for technical studies using its many facilities, it should also have an academic route for those who prefer that.  

No

Please see comments made on previous page.  I realise that NCC needs to do something to make the west schools more financially viable with falling role numbers. In my view NCC should introduce a two tier system into the west of the county keeping HBHS &amp; QEHS, the middle schools should be closed and pupils moved to either the high schools or primary schools to make the schools financially sound. This might include closing some first schools where they are not viable. I know this will not be popular but you have to do this but you also have to retain parent choice in high school education.

See previous page.

Allerwash, Newbrough

No

I do  not agree to the closure of Newbrough Primary School

No

There is no justifiable reason for the closure of Newbrough Primary school.

No

I do not agree with any of the models - please keep the school in Newbrough! It is a vital part of the community.

I do not agree with the closure of Newbrough Primary School.    As a retired person living in Newbrough I greatly appreciate having a Church of England school in the village and how the school plays such a vital role in the wider local community; without it the life of the village would be greatly diminished.    Newbrough school offers parent the opportunity to educate their child in a 'church school' whereas I understand that proposed 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge would not be a Church of England School.   It appears that the current children of Newbrough Primary School are being used as to make up the new population in the proposed new 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge, simply because of geographical proximity to Haydon Bridge (Children from the Shaftoe Primary School in Haydon Bridge cannot be ‘utilised’ in this way because the school is an academy and no longer within the council’s control.)   I understand that in model C, Haydon Bridge would have two schools of primary-age children and the new 4-16 school would be competing for primary aged children, particularly as many Newbrough parents have stated they would rather send their children to Hexham if Newbrough closed.   PLEASE KEEP THE SCHOOL IN NEWBROUGH - IT IS A VITAL PART OF OUR COMMUNITY AND MUST NOT BE CLOSED.

Wark C of E Primary school

Wark

No

We want our school to continue as before.

No

Same as part 2

No

Same as part 2

As a financially secure school we would like it to remain as it is. We do not want young pupils to travel any further than at the moment. If our school closed it would take the heart out of our rural village. People with young families would refuse to live here because of increased travelling time for their children.  PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE keep our local school open. The Monday Club have built a poly tunnel for the children at the school to grow their own vegetables, we have also built a secure run for the hens at the school. The children have been fortunate to see the eggs from their own hens hatching into chickens. The children have also helped to plant thousands of daffodil and crocus bulbs around the village.If the school were to close where else would they gain this rural knowledge ?

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

h l g

Yes

Yes

No

We need bigger schools for the children. Children our losing out having to go to Haydon Bridge. Our children need more choices and only a larger school can give that

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Falstone

No

Do not agree that any of the First schools should be closed leaving Kielder out of the equation. There will be to much upheavel for everyone

No

I do not prefer any of these suggestions

No

As before . There is to much at stake for any of these options. Education should be left as it is . Greenhaugh has the biggest catchment area and had very good reports from Ofsted like wise many of the schools chosen to shut. Why change something that has not been broken?

Leave all first schools as they are, The education at all schools is excellent, There will be big job losses.More expencive for getting the children to school. Longer days for those who will have to travel further. All the small villages in the communities will end up a haven for the elderly population as no young families will move into these areas where there is not sustainable schooling.Why should all the money saved from closures be spent on building new bigger schools in the towns.We have already had our post offices reduced dramatically as well as our banks closing in the rural country side , many shops have closed. bus services have been affected. Why cause anymore problems for us all to deal with. Also why is there to be no changes to Kielder school, what is so special about this school as they have a very low attendance.

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

No

Huge numbers of school closures, and closure if Haydon Bridge High School. The only positive is that the middle schools are maintained. I believe this is important. The situation in Haydon Bridge has not been a good advertisement for 2 tier education, whereas the Hexham partnership produces good results. Far too many small rural schools will close. This will be a disaster for education and local communities. 

No

Even worse than option A, with the closure of the middle schools, loss of HBHS and many small rural schools. Creation of a huge school in Hexham is a very poor idea. It reduces parental choice and will create traffic and infrastructure chaos for Hexham.   The 3 tier system works well for this area, as results from the Hexham Partnership show. 

No

This is probably the least bad option, but still involves closure of large numbers of rural first schools, with no clear educational or financial benefit and considerable educational risk.  

Why on earth are you proposing to close so many small first schools? Rural first schools are at the heart of many of our communities. If they have reasonable numbers and are sustainable, there can be no justification for closing them.   Haydon Bridge High school has been treated in a disgraceful fashion by the successive mismanagement of NCC and Bright Tribe. It deserves a chance to succeed. It's plan ought to be supported.   Corbridge Middle School have proposed an interesting collaboration hub idea, which is clearly ripe for development. There is no reason why that should not work with Haydon Bridge's ideas and could serve to properly support them.   QE High School clearly needs capital investment. I support that being provided by NCC but that should not be at the expense of NCC schools. 

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

Too far for children to travel. Massive impact on the local community. Not putting kids and there future first. Horrible idea.

No

Too far for children to travel. Waste of buildings and massive impact on local communities. Welfare issues for children.

No

Same as first 2 options. At some point the kids and families and community need and must come first. Schools are not a business. You are not thinking of the kids at all and the impact it will have on them.

First of all stop trying to close all local schools. Rural areas need smaller schools. It’s also a reason families live in rural areas for smaller schools. Close them down and build all the houses and they wouldn’t sell. Schools are a massive pull to areas for people. As you have damaged haydon bridge so much over the years with the alternative plan that the council have had for a while why not put a bit of money into helping a school that has had a great reputation in the past. Give the staff some stability and the parents will be happier and the School will have a larger intake. It is not a good plan to close the first and middle schools either. I’m sure the massive welfare issues of putting children of such an young age on transport to schools that can take up to 40 mins to get to must have crossed your mind? As a parent if there wasn’t any local schools it would force me to move location therefore our small towns and villages wouldn’t exist. I urge you to actually come to our area and drive around some of the distances you propose our kids to travel and see if you would be happy sending your children on transport that far. I think your answer would be no. If you have money to build a super School then forget about a new build and put the money into the already existing schools. They are worth it.  Give people there communities back and give our children the best chance of a good education and not the massive disruption you are proposing.

Parent/carer

No

No parental choice How far some children would need to travel Affects on business/house sales in Haydon Bridge These children who have will not be given the help they need through their education in one big school

No

No parental choice How far some children would need to travel Affects on business/house sales in Haydon Bridge These children who have will not be given the help they need through their education in one big school

Don't know

It may work I dont think its the best having 4 years mixing with older children but its better than model a and b

Close all the middle schools, have both haydon bridge and queen elizabeth 11-18 year old and primary 3-11 year olds 2 tier education across whole of west tynedale and tynedale gives parents choice close some first schools, example: whitley chapel, beaufront and newbrough as these can feed into slaley, acomb and humshaugh. You may also want to ask some others to make others viable schools  You have to remember we need choice we want to be treated as individuals and not just a number in one big school, we want to see and be part of our childrens education. Give all children help through their education!

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

Need to exit a 3 tier system and set up a secondary 2 tier system.

Yes

Nearest to 2 tier but concerns over the size of a new super  secondary in Hexham.  I think you need to consider keeping Haydon Bridge as a small 11 - 16 secondary but send 6th form to QEHS in a new school building.

No

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

No

I am very much in favour of the proposal of a "hub" as proposed by Corbridge Middle School which would retain the smaller school and capitalise on expertise within the 'hub' schools



[bookmark: 17]As a professional engineer with 2 children of school age 8 and 6, I am passionate about education and in particular encouraging children into the STEM subjects by showing them the exciting and rewarding careers that value professional engineering careers in the area. I believe delivering educational excellence across the board is central to the future of the county and improving economic productivity generally for the UK. improving productivity is not about time and motion studies but about up skilling our workforce and developing aspirations among st our yahoo people, creating more future scientist engineering create and innovate. I understand that our generally aging population and changing demographics mean small rural skills that are viable today may not be in 3 or 4 years time.  The council has poorly handled the west northumberland schools consultation process. Effectively throwing a school closure grenade at the local population by unnecessarily featuring school closures in every scenario presented in the consultation when they are not necessarily connected.  Running the consultation by setting out 3 scenarios rather than asking questions was I believe a significant mistake along with combining too many separate issues into a single consultation has been confusing for residents to say the least.  There appears to have been some significant oversights in the preparation of the scenarios, for example in my area the fact that Broomley and Whittonstall schools are already federated sharing management and other resources. Meaning that when the proposal is put forward that whittonstall will be closed and merged with riding mill this obviously would have a knock on negative impact on broomley.  When questioned about this at a public meeting the council representatives claimed to not know that this school federation existed, this lack of knowledge about the current situation when something so serious is proposed is to be frank ridiculous and undermines the whole process  The number of out of catchment students in each school is mentioned extensively in the consultation but its not clear as to whether these are out of catchment from within the county or outside. I think most people would understand that the county cannot make long term plans based on students from outside the county but out of catchment children from inside the county going to a particular first school is likely to be really important sign, if a large amount of people choose to send their children to a particular out of catchment school, this would appear to be an indication that there is something good about this school. Given the location of some of the schools it would be hard to imagine their students are from out of catchment. The important and simple question that everybody had about the HLT proposal is if the new 2 tier secondary school will continue to offer entry from the conventional surrounding middle schools after it has moved to a single site 9-18 entry (a hybrid model as set out in model c)  This question could have been addressed very easily and jointly by the council and HLT, although even today HLT do not seem to be able to confirm if they will be able to guarantee a year 9 place to children who have been at other middle schools within catchment, this is obviously causing a lot of anxiety about their proposed plans and knock on effect on other schools. The fear being that if HLT cannot guarantee places this will effectively force parents to send children early to make sure they have a high school place.  It was not necessary to intertwine school closures with this model. Building an improved school and facilities in Hexham should not be related to the on going need to review and optimize the wider first and middle school provision in the county due to changing demographics.Building a new school in hexham should also not be seen as a negative for the wider county which this consultation has effectively done.  I believe this consultation was trying to address some important questions but did it in such a poor manner that it has caused confusion and outcry among the local population.  1 if there was an appetite to move to a two tier system across the whole of hbhs and qehs catchments given the planned changes in hexham or maintain the 3 tier system  2 if there was an appetite to merge hbhs with qehs given the issues at hbhs and the parental choices made so far  The council probably being rightly concerned that parents might choose to send their children to the new and improved 9-18 school in hexham at the expense of middle schools in the area and any new investment in HBHS  Whilst the question could have been posed it should have been clear before the consultation that 2 tier across the entire catchments would have some significant challenges.  Whilst the 2 tier schools in blyth and cramlington have been an improvement on the very poor situation that existed previously, i grew up in blyth and experienced the old system first hand, the catchment areas are so much larger in the west of the county that a simple 2 tier system seems to be impractical for a number of reasons. The outcomes in hexham at least are generally already better than the outcomes in blyth and cramlington so a completely different starting situation and geography.  Merging HBHS and QEHS might on some levels make sense with large catchment areas and poor road networks contributing to this as the longest travel times eg kielder to hbhs vs kielder to hexham not being significantly different although very substantial in both cases, however given that both schools are viable in their own right, if the HBHS children were attending their in catchment school as the resulting school would by some estimates be one of the largest in the country this proposal is likely to carry a lot of local resistance especially as many students show that schools that become too large tend to lead to reduced academic outcomes.  This could have been put out in a simple question, if the council invests in new facilities at HBHS will you support the school and send your children there or do you prefer to send children to the new school in QEHS and leverage the proposed investment there?  The further question could be on the intentions of local residents to send their children to the new and very promising specialist science and technology schools in central newcastle.  It is also strange to me that the local mp given that you both represent the same party does not appear to have been properly informed and was left wrong footed by these announcements.  Announcing that you are going to close a huge number of schools was inevitably going to have big impact but this appears to have put one of the few conservative MPs in the area in an necessarily difficult position.  Pause the consultation and re think the process is being conducted. Consult more with schools so that at least the existing interactions and co operations are properly understood and then come back with a consultation which poses 

EMAIL:  I am a resident of Stocksfield, Northumberland. I am also a professional Engineer a Fellow of the IMechE and the Managing Director of AVID Technology Limited based near you in Cramlington. In addition I am a member of the Business Growth board of the Local Enterprise Partnership. 

I am writing to you in my personal capacity as a resident of Stocksfield concerning the current school consultation process running in the Tyne Valley / West Northumberland area.

As a professional Engineer with 2 children of school age (8 and 6) I am passionate about education and in particular encouraging children into the STEM subjects by showing them the exciting and rewarding careers that this can lead to. I also started my business in Cramlington to create high value professional engineering careers in the area.

I believe that encouraging and delivering educational excellence across the board is central to the future of the county and improving economic productivity generally for the UK. Improving productivity is not about time and motion studies, but about up-skilling our workforce and developing aspirations amongst our young people, creating more future scientists and engineers to create and innovate. 

I also understand that our generally aging population and changing demographics mean small rural schools that are viable today may not be in 3 or 4 years time.

The council has poorly handled the West Northumberland schools consultation process. Effectively throwing a school closure grenade at the local population by unnecessarily featuring school closures in every scenario presented in the consultation when they are not necessarily connected. 

Running the consultation by setting out 3 scenarios rather than by asking questions was I believe a significant mistake along with combining too many separate issues into a single consultation has been confusing for residents to say the least.

There appears to have been some significant oversights in the preparation of the scenarios, for example in my area the fact that Broomley and Whittonstall schools are already federated sharing management and other resources. Meaning that when the proposal is put forward that Whittonstall will be closed and merged with Riding Mill this obviously would have a knock on negative impact on Broomley. 

When questioned about this at a public meeting the council representatives claimed to not know that this school federation existed, this lack of knowledge about the current situation when something so serious is proposed is to be frank ridiculous and undermines the whole process. 

The number of out of catchment students in each school is mentioned extensively in the consultation but it is not clear as to whether these are out of catchment from within the county or outside. I think most people would understand that the county cannot make long terms plans based on students from outside the county but out of catchment children from inside the county going to a particular first school is likely to be a really important sign, if a large amount of people choose to send their children to a particular out of catchment school this would appear to be an indication that there is something good about this school. Given the location of some of the schools it would be hard to imagine their students are from out of catchment.

The important and simple question that everybody had about the HLT proposal is if the new 2 tier secondary school will continue to offer entry from the conventional surrounding middle schools after it has moved to a single site 9-18 entry (a Hybrid model as set out in Model C). 

This question could have been addressed very easily and jointly by the council and the HLT, although even today HLT do not seem to be able to confirm if they will be able to guarantee Year 9 places to children who have been at other middle schools within catchment, this is obviously causing a lot of anxiety about their proposed plans and the knock on effect on other schools. The fear being that if HLT cannot guarantee places this will effectively force parents to send children early to make sure they have a high school place.

It was not necessary to intertwine school closures with this model. Building an improved school and facilities in Hexham should not be related to the on going need to review and optimise the wider first and middle school provision in the county due to changing demographics. Building a new school in Hexham should also not be seen as a negative for the wider county, which this consultation has effectively done.

I believe the consultation was trying to address some important questions, but did it in such a poor manner this has caused confusion and outcry amongst the local population. 

1.     If there was an appetite to move to a two tier system across the whole of the HBHS and QEHS catchments given the planned changes in Hexham or maintain the 3 tier system

2.     If there was an appetite to merge HBHS with QEHS given the issues at HBHS and the parental choices made so far.

The council probably being rightly concerned that parents might choose to send their children to the new and improved 9-18 school in Hexham at the expense of the middle schools in the area and any new investment in HBHS.

Whilst the question could have been posed, it should have been clear before the consultation that 2 tier across the entire catchments would have some significant challenges. 

Whilst the 2 Tier schools in Blyth and Cramlington have been an improvement on the very poor situation that existed previously (I grew up in Blyth and experienced the old system first hand) the catchment areas are so much larger in the west of the county that a simple 2 tier system seems to be impractical for a number of reasons. The outcomes in Hexham at least are generally already better than the outcomes in Blyth and Cramlington so a completely different starting situation (and geography).

I imagine the additional logistics cost, complexity and risk would offset many of the potential benefits of a single school 2 tier system. Children spending upwards of 2 hours commuting each day are going to be at a significant educational disadvantage to their peers, especially in early years. 

Merging HBHS and QEHS might on some levels make sense, with the large catchment areas and poor road network contributing to this as the longest travel times e.g. Kielder to HBHS vs Kielder to Hexham not being significantly different (although very substantial in both cases), however given that both schools are viable in their own right, if the HBHS children were attending their in-catchment school and as the resulting school would by some estimates be one of the largest in the country this proposal is likely to carry a lot of local resistance especially as many studies show that schools that become too large tend to lead to reduced academic outcomes. 

This could again have been put as a simple question. If the council invests in new facilities at HBHS will you support the school and send your children there or do you prefer to send children to the new school in QEHS and leverage the proposed investment there?

The further question could be on the intentions of local residents to send their children to the new (and very promising) specialist science and technology schools in central Newcastle.

I am surprised given the magnitude of the scenarios set out in the consultation document by the council and potential fall out there was not more prior coordination with the schools who do not seem to have been adequately consulted about the consultation process at all which has caused additional distress and mis-trust. 

It is also strange to me that the local MP, given that you both represent the same party, does not appear to have been properly informed and was left wrong footed by these announcements. 

Announcing that you are going to close a huge number of schools was inevitably going to have a big impact. This appears to have put one of the few Conservative MP’s in the area in an unnecessarily difficult position. 

This is being seen locally as the "new Conservative run council" trying to push through a very unpopular and unnecessary change. Although not entirely relevant as the situations are as I mentioned earlier very different I recall that the changes in Blyth and Cramlington were at least started under a Labour gov't and controlled council many people in the west of the county are not familiar with what has already happened in the east. 

The council needs to listen to the loud protests on this and pause the consultation process now. 

Re-think the way the process is being conducted. Consult more with the schools so that at least the existing interactions and co-operations are properly understood and then come back with a consultation which poses questions rather simply tabling unpalatable scenarios with closures being put forwards. 

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Handled properly this could go some way to repairing some of the damage already done.

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I believe at present you do not have local education a priority. Instead of spending money on so called super schools you as an elected body should be supporting and investing in local schools. You have hung haydon bridge out to dry. The Northumberland border does not stop at Hexham. Keep the current system as it is. The three current  proposals actually seem to hold parents to ransom, threatening local communities, and ultimately ensuring the proposal that is chosen is your choice. All of my children have attended both Haltwhistle Middle school and Haydon Bridge, as I did myself and I wish future generations of my family to do the same. As l began again I would ask you to support and invest in local education instead of effectively using threats of certain school closures to get your own way. 

Parent/carer

Other

Broomley

No

No

No

Barrassford

No

Not a satisfactory scheme

No

Distant schools are vitally important especially young pupils

Don't know

Any plan includes long travel routes for vulnerable children at 4 year old

Need to reconsider all plans which would be very detrimental for the villages aswell as closure plans

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

No

Merging greenhead into haltwhistle school is a horrible suggestion. You're merging a small, well performing school into a larger school which under its latest Ofsted report is underperforming. 

The logical viable option is to merge greenhead with henshaw. This will ensure that all children are still in environments they are familiar with as well as children and teachers.

No

Merging greenhead into haltwhistle school is a horrible suggestion. You're merging a small, well performing school into a larger school which under its latest Ofsted report is underperforming

The only viable option is to merge greenhead with henshaw

Yes

Keeping greenhead open would be an ideal solution however possibly Impractical.

Merging greenhead with henshaw would be the viable option using the most structurally sound building and/or environment

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

I think it's a waste of resources to close Haydon Bridge high school when it offers much that is unique for our children.  Our children have already suffered the upheaval of Allendale middle school closing, this would represent a further disruption to their education. Closing the school would condemn the pupils to a overcrowded, portacabin educational system until a larger school could be built. As well as the farm on site, there is plenty of land and buildings, that could be sold to raise revenue for the rest of the school infrastructure. Many children live in the village and are able to walk to school-healthier and better for the village environment too.

No

No

Option B would create a huge school. My children currently benefit from focused education in a small friendly school - something I would like them to continue with.

No

No

I much prefer a primary-secondary or three tier model for education. I think young children would be intimidated being educated alongside teenagers and if the school offered nothing beyond 16 it would face a drain in pupil numbers as we have seen in the last 3 years of uncertainty.

No

Haydon Bridge high school to remain open with its current 11 -18 age range. I would like to express my support for 'option D' presented by Mr Glover at Haydon Bridge high school. I would like to see the school expand to provide post 16 vocational training - something many local children currently go out of the county for. I also think that the proposals to offer more GCSE subjects and undertake these over 3 years would be a fantastic opportunity for those of an academic persuasion.This proposal would provide an equality of opportunity for both academic and vocationally minded pupils, many of whom may not fulfil the selection criteria for QEHS 6th form. Providing specialist SEN services At Haydon Bridge would also enable more children to be educated closer to home. Maintaining more, smaller schools is more in keeping with our rural environment and provides excellent focused education and pastoral care.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Fourstones

No

I feel that whole of the West tune should be primary and secondary right across the board but think that Haydon Bridge should be left as a secondary school.

Keep Haydon Bridge open let the pupils and parents have choice of school for their secondary education.

No

I agree with the West all being primary and secondary but don’t feel the closure of lots of rural primary schools is needed as not all rural primary schools are running into deficits and some are growing by the day!

Keep Haydon Bridfe as a secondary school so pupils and parents have a choice of schools for their children!

No

Again I feel that this option is not right!  I do think that a two tier system is the way forward!  Our local village school NEWBROUGH PRIMARY is a viable growing school and should not be transferred to Haydon Bridge,  our school is the heart of our community!!!! I feel you should not be providing a 4-16 school as this would not attract pupils from our village talking to other parents.  Leave Haydon Bridge as a secondary school so pupils and parents have choice for their secondary education! 

Leave all the rural schools alone in their local communities as the hearts are going to be taken out of so many rural locations,   PLEASE  LEAVE Haydon Bridge secondary school alone let us parents anc their children have a choice of school! 

Leave Haydon Bridge as secondary school but restructure it get rid of some buildings help them to improve their reputation so that pupils return to the school here,  then it would be viable as a secondary school Haydon Bridge needs their school as the heart of their village.   my  girls have had a great education here and continue to do so,  I know all the staff are passionate about the school as the students are about the school.  Leave our small rural school in fourstones NEWBROUGH PRIMARY its viable and continue to increase in numbers and isn’t running in deficit has a good recent ofsted then I do not understand while close a perfectly good school and transport small children miles away!  

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

I do not believe there is a financially airable option - there will be a huge unforeseen ost nestled in changing and closing and extending schools. One of the reasons we moved here was become of the superb, small, rural, excellent schooling system. It seems ridiculous to change such a successful system based on - primarily one schools views - I have yet to meet a parent in favor of the change.

No

Still making the closure of corbdige middle in the long term and closure of so many first schools, it feels a vast city change is being forced to work in a small rural communities and schools are thriving based on people and the education life of villages. if we close this down in favor of a huge super school, we have lost what is so precious and successful and our current system (which we will not be able to get back)

Don't know

It is extremely disappointing to relive that the consultation for the education of our children is a paper exercise. Designed to restrict parents from voicing their views and to force forward moment in focus of the ideas set in motion by a small minority. I agree changes are needed to support the future development, but the way in which this is being managed seems hugely destructive.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Riding Mill

No

I oppose the closing of First Schools on the following grounds:     • There is a wholesale lack of evidence that this is necessary or desirable;     • It is not in the best interests of children;     • The current system is working well, there is no (or wholly insufficient) reason for change;     • Broomhaugh does not have capacity to accommodate children from other schools, and there is a wholesale lack of evidence as to how the      building could be changed to accommodate them, nor how the funding could be made available for it;     • Small children travelling distances to school puts a large strain on them and parents.  It is on  a small road and a potential extra 50 cars could not park nearby, causing road safety issues and local congestion. No proposals have been made for bus transport, nor its financing;     • It provides less choice for parents.  The government has at all times encouraged parental choice of school; this provides less choice;     • Closure of local schools is bad for the community.  Residents have chosen to live in Riding Mill because of the school; this will undoubtedly be true for other villages.  If the schools close, there is less incentive for people to remain there, or move to there, which is bad for the housing economy and bad for local communities;     • It is bad for teacher morale.  Good teachers will move away due to the upheaval and uncertainty;     • No financial proposals have been put forward, despite schools having asked for the same;      I object to Hexham High School taking in Haydon Bridge pupils.  It would make the school far too large. 

No

I oppose the closure of First Schools for all the reasons set out in Model A above; please refer to my previous responses.  I oppose the merger of Haydon Bridge with QEHS.  This would make an extremely large school (particularly with the proposal to take in students from age 11) which is intimidating for pupils, and both costly and unwieldy to run.  The care and attention which is currently given to pupils in middle school who are in need of extra support would be lost.  My own son in CMS has had individual support from the SENCO teacher, and from all of his teachers, (with the assistance of the school psychologist) with those aspects of school that he finds challenging.  That level of individual support would be lost in an extremely large school.  I am wholly in favour of keeping middle schools.  I am very happy indeed with the teaching, extra curricular activities and general support at CMS.  The facilities are excellent at CMS.  If the system is not broke, it doesn’t need fixing.    The whole consultation is 100% financially motivated, and pays scant regard to the educational and pastoral needs of children. It is the result of chronic underfunding of QEHS over many years.  QEHS should receive the money it needs for its building and the running of the school.  I appreciate the need for austerity in the economic climate.  However investment in education is never wasted.  There are many children in the area whose parents – like ourselves – are highly educated and work in professional occupations.  These children are highly likely to become highly educated, professional adults themselves, and will contribute significantly to the economy.  It is foolish and self-defeating to fail to invest in their education.   I object to the way the consultation has been conducted – extremely far-reaching proposals have been put forward in haste, with little to no information to support any of the models, and with an exceptionally tight deadline for responses.  This is not putting children first!

No

I oppose the closure of First Schools for all the reasons set out in Model A above; please refer to my previous responses.   QEHS have stated they would not guarantee places for  students wishing to complete all years at Middle School, and wishing to enter high school in Year 9.  My concern with this model is that it does not make clear if students wishing to complete all years at CMS would have a place available to them at QEHS in year 9.   I do support QEHS having a substantial investment in either new buildings or repairs/refurbishment to existing buildings.  Other schools in the North East have had new buildings, and a well performing school such as QEHS with a good academic track record should not lose out. 

I do not agree that it is viable, but it would assist to have a guarantee from QEHS that it would have an intake of pupils from other middle schools (eg CMS) in year 9. 

Keep existing First and Middle Schools.  Provide QEHS with new buildings (whether alone or with Hexham Middle School).  QEHS to guarantee an intake of pupils at Year 9 after completion of all middle school years.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

I oppose the closing of First Schools on the following grounds:     • There is a wholesale lack of evidence that this is necessary or desirable;     • It is not in the best interests of children;     • The current system is working well, there is no (or wholly insufficient) reason for change;     • Broomhaugh does not have capacity to accommodate children from other schools, and there is a wholesale lack of evidence as to how the building could be changed to accommodate them, nor how the funding could be made available for it;     • Small children travelling distances to school puts a large strain on them and parents.  It is on  a small road and a potential extra 50 cars could not park nearby, causing road safety issues and local congestion. No proposals have been made for bus transport, nor its financing;     • It provides less choice for parents.  The government has at all times encouraged parental choice of school; this provides less choice;     • Closure of local schools is bad for the community.  Residents have chosen to live in Riding Mill because of the school; this will undoubtedly be true for other villages.  If the schools close, there is less incentive for people to remain there, or move to there, which is bad for the housing economy and bad for local communities;     • It is bad for teacher morale.  Good teachers will move away due to the upheaval and uncertainty;     • No financial proposals have been put forward, despite schools having asked for the same;   I object to Hexham High School taking in Haydon Bridge pupils.  It would make the school far too large.

No

I oppose the closure of First Schools for all the reasons set out in Model A above; please refer to my previous responses.  I oppose the merger of Haydon Bridge with QEHS.  This would make an extremely large school (particularly with the proposal to take in students from age 11) which is intimidating for pupils, and both costly and unwieldy to run.  The care and attention which is currently given to pupils in middle school who are in need of extra support would be lost.  My own son in CMS has had individual support from the SENCO teacher, and from all of his teachers, (with the assistance of the school psychologist) with those aspects of school that he finds challenging.  That level of individual support would be lost in an extremely large school.  I am wholly in favour of keeping middle schools.  I am very happy indeed with the teaching, extra curricular activities and general support at CMS.  The facilities are excellent at CMS.  If the system is not broke, it doesn’t need fixing.    The whole consultation is 100% financially motivated, and pays scant regard to the educational and pastoral needs of children. It is the result of chronic underfunding of QEHS over many years.  QEHS should receive the money it needs for its building and the running of the school.  I appreciate the need for austerity in the economic climate.  However investment in education is never wasted.  There are many children in the area whose parents – like ourselves – are highly educated and work in professional occupations.  These children are highly likely to become highly educated, professional adults themselves, and will contribute significantly to the economy.  It is foolish and self-defeating to fail to invest in their education.   I object to the way the consultation has been conducted – extremely far-reaching proposals have been put forward in haste, with little to no information to support any of the models, and with an exceptionally tight deadline for responses.  This is not putting children first!

No

I oppose the closure of First Schools for all the reasons set out in Model A above; please refer to my previous responses.   QEHS have stated they would not guarantee places for  students wishing to complete all years at Middle School, and wishing to enter high school in Year 9.  My concern with this model is that it does not make clear if students wishing to complete all years at CMS would have a place available to them at QEHS in year 9.   I do support QEHS having an investment in either new buildings or repairs/refurbishment to existing buildings.  Other schools in the North East have had new buildings and a well performing school such as QEHS with a good academic track record should not lose out. 

I do not agree viability, but suggest QEHS guarantee intake of students at year 9 after completing all years in middle school.

Keep existing first and middle schools. Invest in QEHS buildings.

Parent/carer

Other

Broomley First School

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Falstone

No

Long Distance for children to Travel every day, 

No

Same as model A long distance for young children to travel

No

Again long distance for young children to travel

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Slaggyford

Yes

We live in the country and Haltwhistle is the closest most convenient school for us to travel to,I do not want my children having to have a 40 min taxi ride to school 

No

No

O

HEXHAM

No

Nowhere in the consultation document does there appear to be any reference to the quality of the education the children attending the local fist schools are currently enjoying.  Greenhaugh First School provides a local, safe, caring and wonderful educational environment in which the children thrive.  It is a hub of the community and encourages families with young children to stay or settle here.   

No

The same reason applies as for Model A

Don't know

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Don't know

Haydon bridge high school has been in special measures for over 3 years now.  Children's education has been damaged during this time. Uncertainty for children has a detrimental effect.  My child like many others are currently sitting GCSE's and feel they are not getting a good education.  Many classes are covered by supply teachers, little control in class by the class teacher.  When will the powers that be stop and consider the children's education which they have messed up!!  All children deserve a quality education now and they should not endure this farce any longer! 

I believe as long as the children receive a high quality education does it really matter where it is delivered - my thoughts are purely due to the facts of my child has not received a good quality education at haydon bridge and this will stay with her all her life.  Children only get one chance at  high school and this is not being delivered at the present time.  Is it not time that enough is enough and the children's education is put first and they do not have to wait any longer to receiving quality education.

Don't know

Don't know

I believe until it's decided what the long term future is for education in west Northumberland children in GCSE and 6th form should be moved to Hexham to receive a quality education.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I don't agree with any of the proposals as each will have detrimental affects on smaller communities/villages.   I strongly believe smaller primary/first schools should remain open. As parents don't want to have to see their 3yr olds travelling silly distances each day. When a school day is tiring enough for a 3yr old.  I believe Haltwhistle upper/Middle school should remain open. Having a choice is what parents look for.   And Haydon Bridge High stay open (spending money on updating buildings). Again so parents have a choice to send their child to Haydon Bridge or Hexham. A choice of 2 high schools offering diffent educational choices is also top of the list for parents when deciding on which school to choose.  How much would it cost to send all the children to school in Hexham?! Are the roads suitable? Children stand around &amp; wait for public buses as it is to get to school, often for hours because they are so unreliable.  I strongly believe that Haltwhislte remain open, HBHS remain open. But that NCC fund costs of transport regardless of what parents choose!  

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Kiln Pit Hill

No

No

No

I do not want to see schools closed and i do want to see NCC put education first.  Why not consider the collaboration suggested by Corbridge Middle School et al?  That has been deferred and should be considered immediately.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I propose that Haltwhistle Middle School and haydon bridge high school to stay open, so my daughter can continue her education at Haltwhistle Middle School then onto haydon bridge high school. Keep the 3 tier system and close some of the small primary schools and merge Bellingham first and middle school together. This in my view would be the best option for my daughter.  We defiantly need 2 high schools in the Tynedale area so that we have a choice for our children, what happens if they are bullied and don’t have Hexham as a second choice school. 

No

No

No

A full school from year 9or from year 7

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Colwell

No

Keep all the same

No

a terrible option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.  Keep the same as now

No

The worst idea !

Keep all schools the same with improvements to Haydon Bridge . Put a stop on spending in the east of the county and a stop on new employment of youth workers in Cramlington .

Staff Member

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

No

No

No

The Governors of the West Tyne Church Schools Federation hold in mind the best interests for the education of our children.  In light of this we recognise that, for Greenhead Primary School to continue to be part of the education system in the West Tyne, we must find a solution to the existing and continuing financial deficit (approx. £200k), and we must secure a roll of approximately 50 children.    The Governors are committed to working with parents and members of the community to find solutions to these questions.  However in the light of the challenge they present we would also propose to NCC that they include an alternative option to that being consulted upon, as part of the larger consultation on education in the West of Northumberland.      The Governing Body proposes that, if NCC judges Greenhead Primary School to be unviable:     * that Greenhead School site closes (providing that the next two conditions are met)    * that the current catchments of Greenhead and Henshaw Schools are merged and    * that pupils from the new larger catchment be accommodated on the existing Henshaw Primary School site, which has sufficient space for the larger intake in a modern building, and plans currently under way for expansion to deal more appropriately with providing Key Stage 2 teaching and learning.           In addition, the Governors recommend most strongly that the NCC Consultation process does not permit any "mixed economy" of schools in West Northumberland:  moves already taken to implement a coherent network of Primary/Secondary schools must be completed across the West of Northumberland. 

Parent/carer

Whitley Chapel C of E First School

No

The closure of any schools in this model is unacceptable because it removes parental choice for high school and the first schools ear marked for closure are performing well educationally and financially and provide a heart to many small rural villages.

No

I am not opposed to 2 tier education, however, I feel it is unnecessary to change the current 3 tier system in Hexham as it is working very well, results are good and the first and middle schools are financially viable. The reasons for changing to 2 tier are unclear and if ain't broke, why do we need to fix it? The basis for the closure of the selected first schools is unclear, apart from that they are not at full capacity (this is true for most of the schools in west Northumberland) however, capacity relates to the size of the building only and the notion of "surplus places" is therefore irrelevant as long as schools do not have a budget deficit. Most of the schools selected for closure do not have a deficit.

No

The idea of a 4-18 year old school is ridiculous, I would not be happy sending my child to that school. I have similar reservations about a 9-18 school in hexham and would seek an alternative school. The basis for the closure of the selected first schools is unclear, apart from that they are not at full capacity (this is true for most of the schools in west Northumberland) however, capacity relates to the size of the building only and the notion of "surplus places" is therefore irrelevant as long as schools do not have a budget deficit. Most of the schools selected for closure do not have a deficit. 

Offer Btec/ apprenticeship based training for further education at haydon bridge. Run short courses and hire out facilities to generate income for the school.

I would be against Acomb School closing and would suggest a different model of working as has been proposed to develop the concept of new hubs. This would therefore maintain village schools, the mainstay of any community especially in a Village such as Acomb where 76% are from catchment and there are currently sustainable numbers of pupils in every class. In addition, wrap around care such as Breakfast Club and after school provision is in place. Having recently become an Ofsted good school with outcomes for the children being better than regional and national averages, being financially sustainable and providing excellent provision for children with additional needs, it seems short sighted to close this school or amalgamating with a very different school as that of Beaufront who have only 4 children from catchment and the majority driven in by parents from a wider area. Many parents living in Acomb would not have the facility to drive their children to Beaufront which would mean children as young as rising 5s would be travelling by bus each day. The close relationship with the local community would be lost.     Changing the working arrangements by adopting a Collaborative Pathways model with 6 hubs of schools with three hubs feeding into Hexham Queen Elizabeth School (QEHS) and three feeding into Haydon Bridge High School.   This model of working would share resources to deal with issues such as: achieving educational outcomes through sharing staff and subject specialties; retention and recruitment of staff; greater development opportunities for staff; the condition of school buildings and financial sustainability in addition to many other potential benefits.   There would be opportunity for schools to work together in a cohesive way to further improve educational and financial outcomes for the benefit of our children.   

Email:  I would be against Acomb School closing and would suggest a different model of working as has been proposed to develop the concept of new hubs. This would therefore maintain village schools, the mainstay of any community especially in a Village such as Acomb where 76% are from catchment and there are currently sustainable numbers of pupils in every class. In addition, wrap around care such as Breakfast Club and after school provision is in place. Having recently become an Ofsted good school with outcomes for the children being better than regional and national averages, being financially sustainable and providing excellent provision for children with additional needs, it seems short sighted to close this school or amalgamating with a very different school as that of Beaufront who have only 4 children from catchment and the majority driven in by parents from a wider area. Many parents living in Acomb would not have the facility to drive their children to Beaufront which would mean children as young as rising 5s would be travelling by bus each day. The close relationship with the local community would be lost.   

By changing the working arrangements by adopting a Collaborative Pathways model with 6 hubs of schools with three hubs feeding into Hexham Queen Elizabeth School (QEHS) and three feeding into Haydon Bridge High School, 
this model of working would share resources to deal with issues such as: achieving educational outcomes through sharing staff and subject specialties; retention and recruitment of staff; greater development opportunities for staff; the condition of school buildings and financial sustainability in addition to many other potential benefits. 

There would be opportunity for schools to work together in a cohesive way to further improve educational and financial outcomes for the benefit of our children.

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

I would be against Acomb School closing and would suggest a different model of working as has been proposed to develop the concept of new hubs. This would therefore maintain village schools, the mainstay of any community especially in a Village such as Acomb where 76% are from catchment and there are currently sustainable numbers of pupils in every class. In addition, wrap around care such as Breakfast Club and after school provision is in place. Having recently become an Ofsted good school with outcomes for the children being better than regional and national averages, being financially sustainable and providing excellent provision for children with additional needs, it seems short sighted to close this school or amalgamating with a very different school as that of Beaufront who have only 4 children from catchment and the majority driven in by parents from a wider area. Many parents living in Acomb would not have the facility to drive their children to Beaufront which would mean children as young as rising 5s would be travelling by bus each day. The close relationship with the local community would be lost.     Changing the working arrangements by adopting a Collaborative Pathways model with 6 hubs of schools with three hubs feeding into Hexham Queen Elizabeth School (QEHS) and three feeding into Haydon Bridge High School.   This model of working would share resources to deal with issues such as: achieving educational outcomes through sharing staff subject specialties; retention and recruitment of staff; greater development opportunities for staff; the condition of school buildings and financial sustainability in addition to many other potential benefits. 

See in box above.No

I would be against Acomb School closing and would suggest a different model of working as has been proposed to develop the concept of new hubs. This would therefore maintain village schools, the mainstay of any community especially in a Village such as Acomb where 76% are from catchment and there are currently sustainable numbers of pupils in every class. In addition, wrap around care such as Breakfast Club and after school provision is in place. Having recently become an Ofsted good school with outcomes for the children being better than regional and national averages, being financially sustainable and providing excellent provision for children with additional needs, it seems short sighted to close this school or amalgamating with a very different school as that of Beaufront who have only 4 children from catchment and the majority driven in by parents from a wider area. Many parents living in Acomb would not have the facility to drive their children to Beaufront which would mean children as young as rising 5s would be travelling by bus each day. The close relationship with the local community would be lost.     Changing the working arrangements by adopting a Collaborative Pathways model with 6 hubs of schools with three hubs feeding into Hexham Queen Elizabeth School (QEHS) and three feeding into Haydon Bridge High School.   This model of working would share resources to deal with issues such as: achieving educational outcomes through sharing staff subject specialties; retention and recruitment of staff; greater development opportunities for staff; the condition of school buildings and financial sustainability in addition to many other potential benefits. 

See box above. No

I would be against Acomb School closing and would suggest a different model of working as has been proposed to develop the concept of new hubs. This would therefore maintain village schools, the mainstay of any community especially in a Village such as Acomb where 76% are from catchment and there are currently sustainable numbers of pupils in every class. In addition, wrap around care such as Breakfast Club and after school provision is in place. Having recently become an Ofsted good school with outcomes for the children being better than regional and national averages, being financially sustainable and providing excellent provision for children with additional needs, it seems short sighted to close this school or amalgamating with a very different school as that of Beaufront who have only 4 children from catchment and the majority driven in by parents from a wider area. Many parents living in Acomb would not have the facility to drive their children to Beaufront which would mean children as young as rising 5s would be travelling by bus each day. The close relationship with the local community would be lost.     Changing the working arrangements by adopting a Collaborative Pathways model with 6 hubs of schools with three hubs feeding into Hexham Queen Elizabeth School (QEHS) and three feeding into Haydon Bridge High School.   This model of working would share resources to deal with issues such as: achieving educational outcomes through sharing staff subject specialties; retention and recruitment of staff; greater development opportunities for staff; the condition of school buildings and financial sustainability in addition to many other potential benefits. 

See box above.

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Haltwhistle

No

I feel that the children will be best served by staying the village school where they are happy and received a good education.  The school gets a lot of assistance from parents in all they do.

No

The children need to stay where they are happy and getting a good education. Greenhead School gives its pupils a happy school life

No

Greenhead school needs to stay open it is too much to expect children as young as 4 to travel to Henshaw where parking is difficult and will be even more difficult with more buses coming and those parents who drive their children into school.

Hexham

No

I do not believe rural schools should close.  Rural schools are an integral part of communities.  Costs and savings for this model need to be investigated.  Reasons for closure need to be outlined.  Why have outstanding, financially viable and schools with consistent pupil numbers been chosen?

This is not a viable option.

No

I do not believe rural or middle schools should close.  Education in the 3 tier system is very effective, results at QE reflect this.  First schools enable rural children who come from isolated places to learn to get on and then the middle schools are the next step.  First schools broaden children's horizons.  Specialist teaching and facilities in middle schools extend the children's worlds ready for high schools.

This is not an option.

No

I do not support this option.  Schools should not close which are an integral part of a community offering services to all members of the community.  Children should not travel any further than is absolutely necessary.  Investigate the true cost of transporting children long distances.  Will the infrastructure of schools proposed to take children from closed schools cope?

This is not a viable option.

Support both QE and Haydon Bridge to make both schools fit for purpose.  Retain middle schools and first schools - giving an excellent foundation for the high schools to build on.  Value our special communities and the children who live in our unique area.

Staff Member

Corbridge Middle School

No

No two tier system

No

No two tier system

No

No two tier system

Staff Member

Corbridge Middle School

South Northumberland

No

No two tier system

No

No two tier system

No

No two tier system

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

Hexham

Yes

I can only base my opinion on the basis of future education from my son who is due to start Hexham Middle School in September 2018.  This would prove a good option in order to maintain the current arrangements at HMS but with the added benefit of it having some money spent on it for updates which it so desperately needs!

Don't know

The option seems viable as my son would remain at Hexham Middle School, however, the process for phasing the change is very complicated, would this have an impact on the delivery of education?

No

This is the one option I don't think is viable, in my opinion it is not safe nor healthy to have 9 year old children on the same site as 18 year old adults.

No

I am a great believer in the three tier system for many reasons, both social and educational. In fact, I think the whole country would benefit from following the three tier system so it seems to me a backward step to change things in Northumberland which has excellent schools and results and, in any case, has special needs in view of the scattered villages and distances. I feel that this  is a case of 'fixing' something that is not broken. Listen to the teachers.Listen to the parents. They are the ones who know what is in the best interests of CHILDREN who should be the main consideration.   

No

No

Whitley Chapel C of E First School

No

No

No

Potential adverse impact on childrens education and well being (not assessed in consultation documents) Children from the age of four travelling long distances to school Closure would have adverse effects across the county such as loss of jobs Lack of school means it would be difficult to attract young families to the area, which means impact on the community such as economic effects due to shrinking population  The school should NOT close for the following reasons: Good academic results, high standards Happy enthusiastic children Not in financial deficit, budget well managed Unique learning environment that nurtures the whole child Setting of school allows for ma multitude of outdoor activities Not over capacity in terms of staff numbers Growing local population Buildings improved and updated, 'future-proofed' Strong governing body Community help with sharing of expertise, volunteers helping classrooms as well as well funded donations NFF (2020) expected to improve financial situation Track record of listening and responding to stakeholders - serving the community. Prepared to change and be flexible when required  It is also concerning that NCCs consultation documents provide no specific information about how any of the three proposed scenarious for the future of the education system will solve the stated problems.   In short, there is no rational reason for the closure of whitley chapel first school, and in fact closure would likely have far reached adverse effects both to local children and in the future, and also the wider community. i therefore hope northumberland county council will reconsider their decision to impose any change to the school system in west northumberland.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

No

My children’s education will suffer as a result of the transition stages

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

It's poorly costed nonsense.

No

This is by far the worst outcome for most children in the region.

Yes

This is the best of a bad lot.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

Doesn't cater to all QE sixth form needs certain results and so kids will have to travel for in order to continue their education.

No

No

lack of vocational education

HBHS Model D - Leave HBHS open as a vocational school and apprenticeship college.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

STOCKSFIELD No

I don't think schools should close end of. Keep the 3 tier system.  It works and the children thrive.  One of the many reasons i moved to the area 2 years ago was the fantastic schools and 3 tier system.

No

Same as option a

No

Same as a

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

No

No

I do not think that any of the above options are the right scenario for the West of Northumberland. Closing so many village schools would lead to a reduction in the number of families staying in or moving to the area, reducing the vibrancy and sustainability of the economy and communities of the North Tyne.  Although I don't object to moving to a two tier system in principal, the rural nature of this area and provision of consistently good education for children at all stages of their school life must be carefully considered. And I am concerned that the outcome of this process will be a lack of choice for children and parents especially for those nearer the end of their school life. Wark First School is a fantastic school which provides a well-rounded, high quality education. It has close links with the community and strong local support because people know how crucial it is to the continuing vitality of the village. The staff, governors and parents are dedicated to the improvement, broadening and strengthening of the education and facilities at the school which has responded speedily and brilliantly to provide pre-school and wrap-around care in the last year. I have no doubt that the school can continue to provide a good education for the pupils whatever challenges it is faced with. If Northumberland County Council(NCC) go ahead with the plans to shut Wark First school, my children would no longer be able to access a church school education, would have to travel at least 5 miles to reach school from a very young age and NCC would have less money to spend on each child due to a reduction in the money available to each rural school from central government. Wark First School is financially viable, is consistently rated good by Ofsted and by the Church of England inspectors, has good facilities including pre-school and childcare and has developed links with organisations/people who can help to provide an enriched curriculum for example: Open Book, Lets Get Cooking, Forest Schools, music, Leek Show, Battlesteads and others.          

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

No

No

No

The three tier system is successful and works in a rural community such s Northumberland

Parent/carer

QE Hexham

Corbridge

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Otterburn

No

No

No

I travel on average 50 minutes to get to school every single week day.  Even if I could get into QEHS (I have averages of 7s, 8s and 6s) I would choose not to.  This is affecting my performance in school, this addresses not of my issues.  Haydon Bridge caters for all my needs in 6th form.  I want to do BTEC law and business, that would not be possible at QEHS, therefore my whole life will play out differently.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Shotley Bridge

No

No two tier system

No

No two tier system

No

No two tier system
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Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

No two tier

No

No two tier system

No

No two tier system

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

None of the proposed models make financial sense and are all flawed.  The consultation ignores the impact on children.   Wittonstall school is federated with another local school, sharing costs, head teacher, service contracts. The consultation does not recognise the federated status. The school is over subscribed for next year and running with a financial surplus, and forecast to do so for the next 5 yrs (the longest period a school is able to forecast).  The school is the 3rd largest employer in the area. If it is no longer there, it would impact the whole community, local businesses would suffer. 

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

I cannot support this model. My reasons are set out below.  I don’t believe the scale of school closures is appropriate. I have concerns about the long-term impact on rural communities, the increased travel times for children across the partnerships, the impact on social and emotional wellbeing for children and the impact this may have on learning.  I think the Council has rushed this process and failed to consider the complexity of the issues. Capacity problems are not spread universally across the partnerships, in fact they’re concentrated in a few areas mainly. Just because Hadrian Trust is an academy doesn’t mean we should try and solve its capacity problems by closing other schools.  I also don’t believe this model provides an appropriate number of places and capacity in the proposed system.   I don’t know what the impact on finances are, because you haven’t published anything to give me confidence that this model will deliver the improvements you claim are required. The Hexham Partnership shows a surplus for the next few years.  I agree that capital investment is required at many schools across the partnership. It is a stain on the record of previous administrations that investment has been so low in this area for so many years. I don’t want to see the vast majority of available investment made in an academy while not considering the needs of other schools across the partnership. A heated swimming pool at QEHS is not my priority.   I don’t believe parental choice is best served by closing HBHS and merging with QEHS, this puts all our eggs in one basket. I don’t like the way Hadrian Trust has gone about its consultation process and don’t believe it meets with Government guidelines on consultation. I expect the Council and the RSC to investigate this in more detail and inform the public of the outcomes.  I have major concerns about creating such a large secondary school in the area – we’re not an urban population and this seems to be a solution that is entirely inappropriate on many levels. Why do we need schools within schools when we already have excellent schools working very well? Of the 16 schools in the Hexham Partnership ALL are either Outstanding of Good – the system is working. Any attempts made to change it must demonstrate how they’re going to make the system better, not worse. So far I’ve seen no evidence to make this point. And that is a tragedy that shows where the Council’s and Hadrian’s priorities really lie.  I do, very much, welcome the fact that this model proposes retaining the three-tier model. 

I am a parent. I don’t consider it my role or responsibility to come up with an alternative. I believe it is the Council’s job to listen to the concerns and priorities I have outlined in my response to all your questions and those of others and then come up with an alternative.   I have seen proposals put forward by Corbridge Middle School and I support those being explored in much more detail. They seem to me to offer a different way of looking at the issues of finances and surplus places while retaining the strengths of the current system.  I have heard that the Anglican Diocese of Durham and Newcastle is considering proposing a C of E led MAT (open to other schools) and I support this being examined as an alternative, by creating a more viable and sustainable presence of smaller rural schools.  Given how much capacity is currently within HMS and QEHS and how parlous the state of Hadrian Learning Trust’s finances apparently are, I support the idea of looking at building a new school that is more appropriate in size rather than simply scooping up children from other schools not facing issues of capacity and finances, just to boost a troubled academy.  I support the condition of any investment made in Hadrian Learning Trust’s buildings being a review of the current management team and a creative solution found to ensuring that any such investment is made with the best interests of the community which HMS and QEHS are there to serve.  

No

I don’t support this model for the reasons given above about scale of school closure and lack of any evidence provided by the Council as to how it will deliver a sustainable and viable solution to the issues outlined by the Council in its document.  I also absolutely do not want to see the imposition of two-tier education in West Northumberland.   This feels like a surrender to Hadrian’s determination to progress with its own agenda – despite the fact that many teachers within Hadrian are opposed to the idea and the clear suggestion in the local media that pupils wanting to make an alternative case have not been given the opportunity to exercise basic democratic principles (listed by Ofsted as a British Value).  I believe the children of our area deserve better.  There is no evidence to suggest that two-tier provides better educational outcomes and there is no evidence provided by Hadrian Trust that a move to two-tier would solve its financial problems – look at how many two tier academies are in financial difficulties. We cannot be expected to believe this will be a solution that will solve our ‘problems’.  Facts show that pupils in a three tier system generally get better results at GCSE, as a parent that’s what I‘m most interested in. Alignment over SATS is nothing more than a system of targets and performance measures that fail to put my children’s interests first and foremost.  I believe my children will benefit far more from the ability of middle schools to provide more specialist education than smaller rural primaries would be able to. Ofsted has raised concerns about the performance of secondary schools and the handling of the transition from primary to secondary and a weakness in quality of teaching at KS3. Middle Schools offer a better solution. To move to rural primary and large secondary school would be a big step backwards not forwards in raising the standards of education in West Northumberland.  It’s claimed we’re ‘out of step’ with the rest of the country. National Middle School Forum data shows that 50,000 children are education across 14 local authorities in this system – are we out of step? I believe that the reality is we are working with a unique and innovative model that actually delivers better than the national average. Is it so bad to be ‘out of step’ if we are out performing the national step? It seems to me that we are at risk of lowering attainment and achievement if we move to a system that may be more widespread but is also achieving less for children.  I object to this model because no-one, neither the Council nor Hadrian has made any case for showing me how the educational interests of my children will be better served by this model. 

See comments on previous response regarding alternatives

No

I object to this model for general reasons cited above about lack of evidence and scale of school closures.  I welcome the fact that parental choice is retained by the provision of education of Haydon Bridge High School.  I welcome the fact that three-tier is retained in places, for reasons cited above. However, I do not like the idea of a ‘mixed economy’ with some three and some two tier solutions in place on a point of principle.    This seems to be a compromise solution that again puts the wrong emphasis on solving the problems the Council has identified. 

See comments made to first question on alternatives

Please see comments made in previous questions.  Please consider Corbridge Middle School proposal in detail.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

Put simply, no, I don’t believe this option is viable and sustainable.   The number of schools proposed to close is a huge percentage of the schools currently operating and not just operating but performing very well. In the Hexham partnership all schools are rated Outstanding or Good.  When you close a rural school you cannot ignore the impact on the local communities that schools serve. Presumably this is why the DfE places such a strong emphasis on the presumption of closure of rural schools – I would like to see the Council’s case under DfE Guidelines to meet these requirements. By closing so many schools you really will be ripping the heart out of local communities that make up so much of the area. It’s a very short-sighted approach to the wider role of education in the prosperity of a region. House prices will fall, other services will be stripped back, community cohesion will suffer and children will bear the brunt of this in their futures.  I have no idea whether your model will solve the so-called problems with finances and capacity, because you’ve not given me anything to work with. By my estimates all of your models leave issues with capacity in various ways across the partnerships and this worries me immensely as it calls into question the credibility of those proposing these models.  I have no belief in the principle of shutting down HBHS – this will reduce parental choice massively in the area and place an over reliance on an academy that has given the community few reasons to trust its record on leadership, financial management and forward planning. I want to see parents and children with options in the area.   Facilities in themselves do not make for great education – look at the results achieved by QEHS in the face of appalling under investment in recent years, compared to results at many schools in areas where the Council has decided to spend large amounts of cash in recent years. Investment to ensure all schools are fit for purpose should be a priority and I welcome the commitment from the Council to make this investment in this area. But only if it is done appropriately and not to allow HLT to build a ‘flagship’ school that comes at the cost of investment across all schools.  I don’t want to see a super school in Hexham. I believe this is completely wrong and fails to take into account the needs of the area which the school serves. There are huge worries about the impact on educational outcomes, travel times, the social and emotional wellbeing of children and the practicalities of impact on Hexham as a town.  About the only thing I do agree with in this model is the idea of keeping three-tier education. This is a system proven to work and to outperform the two tier model at GCSE level – that’s what parents want to see, not a focus on SATS which are largely to satisfy the needs of a target-driven approach to education.  

Honestly I have no idea. I suspect that if I did I would probably be offered a job by the Council, the RSC and Hadrian Trust. That’s your job and theirs.  There have been a number of alternatives put forward that I have seen and, put simply, I support and expect the Council to consider very carefully any alternatives that put educational outcomes and wellbeing of children at their heart.  I believe Corbridge Middle School, Haydon Bridge High School and the Diocese have all tabled different ways of solving these problems and, having read documents published where available and listened to views set out where not, I support further review of all of the above.  Also, if there is such a problem with finances and surplus places at Hadrian Trust then we need to consider whether expanding the school is the right way to go. Surely another option would be to shrink the school to a size that works sustainably based on actual capacity. So I would like to see this considered in detail and I expect the RSC to ask Hadrian to publish and share all necessary information to enable others to make a proper evaluation of this as an option.  

No

Please refer back to general comments made about Model A in relation to the failure by the Council to provide any evidence of the ways in which any of the models will actually sort the ‘problems’ out. Many of those points are also relevant here.  I have to state very clearly, up front, that there is no way I will give my support to bringing the two-tier system to my local area. And I trust that Councillors will give plenty of consideration to the views of parents on this matter.   I don’t believe there is a majority view in favour of two-tier. We have seen some schools come out in favour – I wonder how much of this is driven by a feeling of pressure that they need to be seen to be supporting the move for political rather than principled decisions. I’ve read all the consultation response made publicly available and have still yet to see any reasoned and convincing case that this will improve outcomes for my children and the thousands of others now in the system and who will come through it in years to come.  You only have to look at the wider, national picture to see that academies in the two-tier model are facing serious financial problems – clearly the two-tier model doesn’t solve those challenges. Maybe the answer lies in rebuilding schools at a size more suited to the local make-up? It seems to me that much of the capacity issue in Hexham lies within the academy. So why force lots of other schools to close just to boost places at an academy that could very well be facing new financial issues in the not too distant future?  Either HLT saw these problems coming down the line, in which case it was a failure of duty or a cynical move on the part of the RSC and HLT Board to put the entire system at risk of having to deal with these issues now, or they did not see these problems, in which case the credibility of leadership at HLT needs to be questioned.  It’s clear from evidence published by the National Middle Schools Forum that the three tier system actually out performs the two tier system at GCSE level. SATS are of no relevance to parents, what matters are GCSEs and that’s the crucial outcome that should be measured in designing a new system.  Ofsted has highlighted issues with secondary schools managing the transition from primary. My son is due to move to a Middle School in September. I have heard nothing but great reports from parents and children already at the school and have been very impressed with the quality of specialist teaching staff and the resources the school has at its disposal. I fail utterly to see how the quality of teaching will be replicated at smaller, rural primaries for Y5 and Y6.  At the same time, small, local schools have been brilliant for my children and I know from many conversations with other parents over the years that they feel the same. Smaller schools are able to provide a more nurturing environment that sets children up to succeed later on in their educational journey. Moving to a two tier system purely to prop up a struggling academy will remove both of these benefits with immediate effect.  I don’t think we should be afraid to be different. No doubt there are more children in the two-tier model nationally and far more schools. There are still thousands of children enjoying a very successful experience in the three tier system and doing better as a result. So instead of rushing to follow a system that is in line with lower national outcomes, I believe we should be doing everything in our power to protect a system that works better. The premise of academies was to give schools greater autonomy to determine a solution and approach that works best in their local areas – it would be a great irony and a matter for review were the result of our local academy’s strategy be to force an excellent partnership of strong schools delivering amazing results to fall in line with a system simply because ‘it’s what everyone else is doing’ – even though all the evidence presented in this debate so far suggests the outcome will be a failing in educational outcomes. 

Have already put my views in previous question, would like to see Corbridge MS idea taken forward.

No

Please refer back to general comments made about Model A in relation to the failure by the Council to provide any evidence of the ways in which any of the models will actually sort the ‘problems’ out. Many of those points are also relevant here.  To me a non-negotiable should be finding a way to keep the school open in Haydon Bridge. That’s about giving parents choice, supporting local provision and avoiding at all costs the creation of a super school in Hexham, managed by a Board whose leadership to date has been shown to be lacking in foresight and rigour.  It’s good to see three tier forming part of this solution. But I don’t like the creep of two-tier and have grave concerns that this will be used by the Council in years to come to impose two tier by stealth. I would like you to respond publicly to clarify why a publication stated very clearly that the Council has a plan to roll out two-tier education across the whole of the county. 

Again, see other answer. 

Corbridge Middle School proposal should be looked at in detail. I want to keep three tier as an absolute priority. Minimise closure of other rural schools wherever possible and make a proper case for closure if that remains your view.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

whittonstall first school

Corbridge

No

Whittonstall First School is a financially viable school and it runs at near capacity. Whittonstall is federated with Broomley it seems that the consultation has not realised that these two schools are federated.  What will happen to Broomleyif Whittonstall closes? What happens to the pupils who live in County Durham but go to Whittonstall? The local County Durham schools are running at capacity. Do you propose putting 4 year olds on a bus to hexham?   Corbridge Middle School currently runs at 90 pupils per year. Model A proposes that this number will increase to 350 pupils this is a staggering difference between the 2 and I feel that this may be very diifcult for pupils to adjust to.  In general I feel that the whole proposal is to enable to build a new super school in Hexham where pupils are just a number not a name.

No

This model involves closing both of the schools in which my children are happy and are being educated to an excellent standard. I can not find anything  about this model with which I agree.  This proposal creates a school with 2250 pupils which I believe would make it the 8th biggest school in the country.

No

I cannot see how the impact on rural areas has been taken into account with any of these models.  It does not appear in any of the models that there are enough financial details in order to be sble to judge its financial viability.  As with the other proposals it seems that the distance that children are going to have to travel is a massive problem.

I think that the collaborative hub model which can be found on the corbridge middle school website is an excellent idea. It makes good sense to pool resources in this hub system.   As regards Haydon Bridge High School.  A proposal that I have seen would be to make Haydon Bridge High School into a vocational/sports based school. This would give pupils who are not suited to academic based learning an alternative place to learn and by its very nature would ease the pressure on QEHS.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

I believe that closing HBHS would be a disaster - education would be ruined.  People, like my family, would struggle with money.  They'd have to pay for me to go to school just because the council/government don't want to use their own money to give to their future mps and future adults of the country - it's selfish, the poor get poorer and the rich get richer.

No

No

I want Option D.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

Because this Model would mean that Haydon Bridge High School would close and I think it is very important that it remains open, especially for the pupils.

No

Because Haydon Bridge High School would close and the pupils would have to go to QEHS where they would not be wanted by it's pupils, making it uncomfortable for everyone. I believe this would have a very negative effect on the wellbeing and education of all the Haydon Bridge pupils.

No

I believe that the model that Haydon Bridge High School has proposed would be a much better fit.

I believe that the model that Haydon Bridge High School has proposed would be much better for the pupils which should be the ones that we are thinking about during this process, not just the financial issues of the school.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Hexham

No

I value the fantastic education my children have under a three tier system. The results at QE every summer clearly show that this system works. There is not strong evidence to say two tier is better and I disagree with one particular school dictating how we should change when they fail to balance their books. HLT went against the majority of parents and staff turning into an Acadamy nobody wanted. I agree that QE is long overdue a new building but not to the closure of our fantastic middle schools Andy rural First schools.

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Bardon Mill

No

Lack of POSITIVE implications for all existing school children.

No

Lack of positive outcome for all existing and future school children in Northumberland

No

Lack of positive outcome for all existing and future school children in the area

Haydon Bridge High School could be converted into a 6th Form College on the existing site. There seems to be no account taken in options A, B or C of the damage (both socially and economically) which these proposals would cause in rural areas.

In each of the 3 proposals Chollerton First School will close, I strongly disagree with this suggestion, the alternative suggestion for Humshaugh to take the Chollerton children reduces the standard of education to a lower level.    There appears to be no published cost benefit analysis made available to consultees but Chollerton school is financially viable and over the years has maintained a consistent number of pupils. There are errors in the financial information in the consultation document and no decisions should be made until this is grasped by NCC and proper account taken of the financial status.   The school building is in an excellent state of repair and being a comparively modern building would be straight forward to extend.     Closure of this school would unquestionably impact upon local employment and notably a reference in Hansard last year presumes that rural schools will remain open.  Haydon Bridge should unquestionably have their own High School. This could be on a smaller scale with increased vocational facilities to attract back the students who have moved to QEHS because of the uncertain status and provision. The 3 tier system has proved to be of excellent benefit to the rural community of Tynedale and this should not be changed. 

Email:  We were appalled to learn that Chollerton First School was earmarked for closure under all 3 models of the NCC consultation.  We are parents of a child at this school and cannot support it's closure.

It seems irrational to chose Chollerton for closure when it is a relatively modern building, with no maintenace required and straight forward opportunities for expanding. As it stands the school building needs no money spending on it.

The consultation stated that Chollerton would be in financial deficit for the next three years, these figures are incorrect as after this year budget forecasts show a surplus.

Closing Chollerton does not provide a solution for the problems of eduction in West Tynedale.

Chollerton School provides local employment opportunities and local enterprise support, houses a thriving private preschool, meals on wheels twice per week and allows the local scout groups to use the excellent grounds. Closure of the school would also threaten the village shop and pub.

The three models constructed by NCC appear to have very little in the way of measured input and would strongly encourage you to rethink your current proposals so that the three tier system, which is highly successful in rural areas, continues and that outstanding schools can continue to provide an excellent education.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

No

No

No

No

No

I was shocked to see recently on the bbc local news that a proposal has been put forward to change northumberland education system to a two tier arrangement, thus closing a number of the rurual first schools.  Closing any of the first school is paramount to singing the death nell for the countys outlying villages. families with young school age children will not come to live in the area where there is no first schools near at hand. Whittonstall first school is in the parish of shotley low quarter where I have lived for 39 years and brought up my children. Both children went to school there in the 80s and 90s and they received excellent education as well as learning the importance of a good work ethic which they have retained til this day. Any child with special needs is going to benefit from the more individual attention received from the smaller classes of smaller school. Whittonstall currently has 63 pupils with 8 children pre school and 4 starting in april. They have an ofsted rating of good and together with its federated school at broomley, is financially sustainable. the head teacher and staff are shared with the broomley school and provide a forward looking and vibrant education for children. 

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Anick

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haydon Bridge Community High School

Haltwhistle

No

My youngest daughter will be starting her GCSE’s at the time of this proposed closure, I DO NOT want HBHS to close as she is interested in animals and would like to do agriculture and I believe that HBHS wants to focus on this again.

No

For the same reasons in model A. No

If Haltwhistle Community Campus Middle School clothes Haltwhistle would become a ghost town. No one would want to buy any houses here and families would move away to where the catchment area is! This would have a knock on effect on local businesses in this town!

I really like the idea of Haltwhistle Community Campus views of keeping the 3 tier system. The focus should be on the development in the education in the whole of Northumberland to give all our children a better future.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

None of the proposed models make financial sense and are all flawed.  The consultation ignores the impact on children.  Wittonstall school is federated with another local school, sharing costs, head teacher, service contracts. The consultation does not recognise the federated status. The school is over subscribed for next year and running with a financial surplus, and forecast to do so for the next 5 years (the longest period a school is able to forecast).  The school is the 3rd largest employer in the area. If it is no longer there, it would impact the whole community, local businesses would suffer.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

FENWICKSHIELDNo

• My school provided a detailed response to your informal consultation in the summer term. That response was sent on behalf of the whole of the Beaufront school community. I understand that counted as just one response. I still have the concerns and comments raised in that response.  • I do not think that this consultation addresses properly the educational and financial consequences that the proposed changes will have across schools in West Northumberland.   • I do not think there is any evidence that the proposal will result in improved educational outcomes. I am concerned that the proposal will have a detrimental effect on the educational outcomes achieved by children in the Hexham Partnership.  • I believe that small rural first schools have a very important role to play in the education of children in our area. They are at the heart of many of our communities. The middle schools to which they move, including your own HMS, provide an excellent transition from small schools into the larger schools that provide secondary education.   • This proposal would result in the creation of one of the largest secondary schools in the country in a location where primary education is delivered over a very wide area by many small rural schools. Many families move to this area because of school provision and a desire for their children to be educated in a relatively small school and / or to avoid education in a huge school most usually associated with urban areas.   • I am very concerned about the issues of transition into such a very large school and believe that this will detract from rather than improve educational experience and outcomes.   • I would be very reluctant to send my child to such a very large school.  • The financial advantages of the proposal are not entirely clear from the consultation document. Assuming that the proposal does improve the financial position of HLT, it will create financial strains on the rest of the schools in the area.   

NO

No

• My school provided a detailed response to your informal consultation in the summer term. That response was sent on behalf of the whole of the Beaufront school community. I understand that counted as just one response. I still have the concerns and comments raised in that response.  • I do not think that this consultation addresses properly the educational and financial consequences that the proposed changes will have across schools in West Northumberland.   • I do not think there is any evidence that the proposal will result in improved educational outcomes. I am concerned that the proposal will have a detrimental effect on the educational outcomes achieved by children in the Hexham Partnership.  • I believe that small rural first schools have a very important role to play in the education of children in our area. They are at the heart of many of our communities. The middle schools to which they move, including your own HMS, provide an excellent transition from small schools into the larger schools that provide secondary education.   • This proposal would result in the creation of one of the largest secondary schools in the country in a location where primary education is delivered over a very wide area by many small rural schools. Many families move to this area because of school provision and a desire for their children to be educated in a relatively small school and / or to avoid education in a huge school most usually associated with urban areas.   • I am very concerned about the issues of transition into such a very large school and believe that this will detract from rather than improve educational experience and outcomes.   • I would be very reluctant to send my child to such a very large school.  • The financial advantages of the proposal are not entirely clear from the consultation document. Assuming that the proposal does improve the financial position of HLT, it will create financial strains on the rest of the schools in the area.   

NO

No

• My school provided a detailed response to your informal consultation in the summer term. That response was sent on behalf of the whole of the Beaufront school community. I understand that counted as just one response. I still have the concerns and comments raised in that response.  • I do not think that this consultation addresses properly the educational and financial consequences that the proposed changes will have across schools in West Northumberland.   • I do not think there is any evidence that the proposal will result in improved educational outcomes. I am concerned that the proposal will have a detrimental effect on the educational outcomes achieved by children in the Hexham Partnership.  • I believe that small rural first schools have a very important role to play in the education of children in our area. They are at the heart of many of our communities. The middle schools to which they move, including your own HMS, provide an excellent transition from small schools into the larger schools that provide secondary education.   • This proposal would result in the creation of one of the largest secondary schools in the country in a location where primary education is delivered over a very wide area by many small rural schools. Many families move to this area because of school provision and a desire for their children to be educated in a relatively small school and / or to avoid education in a huge school most usually associated with urban areas.   • I am very concerned about the issues of transition into such a very large school and believe that this will detract from rather than improve educational experience and outcomes.   • I would be very reluctant to send my child to such a very large school.  • The financial advantages of the proposal are not entirely clear from the consultation document. Assuming that the proposal does improve the financial position of HLT, it will create financial strains on the rest of the schools in the area.   

DONT MAKE CHANGES !!

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Corbridge Middle School

Riding Mill

No

Rural Schools have a very important part to play in our communities and economy. Closure of some of the schools earmarked will have a devastating effect on those communities and the economy of our region. The consultation does not provide enough detail as to the sustainability of this system. Very young children will have to make long journeys to get to school.

No

The three tier system provides excellent educational outcomes. It serves our rural area particuarly well, enabling children to attend local First Schools and to receive the more specialised education that a Middle School can provide when they reach year 5. A move to a two tier system which involves the closure of both First and Middle schools will not improve the educational experience of children in the region. In early years, longer travelling distances to primary schools are inevitable and I don't believe that years 5 and 6 in primary schools of the size indicated in the model will provide children with the educational and developmental opportunities that they receive in our Middle schools.  

No

See previous responses regarding the closure of schools.

Investment in an appropriate sized High school in Haydon Bridge  Consideration of Collaborative models, specifically the Collaborative Pathways Model put forward by Corbridge Middle School. Whilst further detail is required, I believe that this approach is a really good starting point to build a truly innovative solution to local challenges.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

This consultation is rushed and does not include a full impact assessment or provide the public and interested parties with sufficient information to acccess 1. These options 2. Other potential options not included so far 3. The negative impact on the future sustainability of local communities,families and businesses of school closures in rural communities  4. The loss of teaching jobs and future teaching development posts in Northumberland 5. The impact of North of Tyne Devolution on Education and the potential this brings to provide education differently eg using online education across schools  6. The impact of pupils travelling long distances at a young age

No

This consultation is rushed and does not include a full impact assessment or provide the public and interested parties with sufficient information to acccess 1. These options 2. Other potential options not included so far 3. The negative impact on the future sustainability of local communities,families and businesses of school closures in rural communities  4. The loss of teaching jobs and future teaching development posts in Northumberland 5. The impact of North of Tyne Devolution on Education and the potential this brings to provide education differently eg using online education across schools  6. The impact of pupils travelling long distances at a young age

No

This consultation is rushed and does not include a full impact assessment or provide the public and interested parties with sufficient information to acccess 1. These options 2. Other potential options not included so far 3. The negative impact on the future sustainability of local communities,families and businesses of school closures in rural communities  4. The loss of teaching jobs and future teaching development posts in Northumberland 5. The impact of North of Tyne Devolution on Education and the potential this brings to provide education differently eg using online education across schools  6. The impact of pupils travelling long distances at a young age

Invest in current school infrastructure eg buildings, staff and technology   Use North of Tyne Devolution as a chance to do education differently - offering some school lessons online to all schools thus allowing the best and most effective teachers to have more impact across all schools In the North of Tyne Devolution group not just in their class as is the situation currently  Do not allow a few acacademies to dictate the whole education system in Northumberland  Allow school heads and teachers to suggest their own solutions based on full disclosure of funding/future pupil numbers - do not impose solutions upon them which conflict with their professional judgement about what is best for local schools and pupils  Ensure local MP and central govt provides future education  funding in Northumberland that significantly rebalances the deficit in funding experienced locally including under the new ‘improved’funding formula which is both unfair to local children and schools.  Ensure West Northumberland is not just served by one super sized high school in Hexham. This has dangers in long term funding, curriculum scope,staff development, parent choice and school performance if current standards drop over time.  

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

No

I am unsure about this option as I am concerned that the closure of Haydon Bridge would have a significant impact on its community. I also would be concerned about the possibility of young children having to travel a distance to their local school.

No

I think the children of Haydon Bridge and the community deserve a very good school. The situation with Bridge Tribe has been terrible and must have had an impact on all concerned. I am not happy with the idea of the closure of so many schools just to make one new secondary school in Hexham. As a parent of a year 5 child I would be very concerned about the impact of the closure of the middle school on my daughter’s education as many teachers could leave.

Yes

The three tier system works well for our area due to the disparate nature of our community and large county. Three tier is the best system socially and emotionally and can be academically if led the right way and with the right investment.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

I don't believe that any school should close or be merged.  If we are merged with QE, we will be the people in the portakabins, not them.  I want to do a mixture of subjects which I won't be able to do at QE.  The council won't fund our school, and a lot of families will not be able to send us to sixth form.

No

No

I want Option D, no one should be treated differently and no schools should be closed or merged.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Shotley Bridge

No

No two tier system

No

No two tier system

No

No two tier system

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Northumberland No

No two tier system

No

No two tier system

No

No two tier system

Tynedale learning trust

In each of the 3 proposals Chollerton First School will close, I strongly disagree with this suggestion. Chollerton is an ofsted rated ‘ outstanding’ school. The suggestion is for pupils to go to Humshaugh, rated ‘good’ a deterioration in the standard of education. Chollerton delivers individualised learning enabling each child to reach their full potential. Key Stage 1 results are in the top 5 nationally. It offers a broad , balanced and creative curriculum. None of the models provide evidence of educational outcomes. Chollerton is a financially viable school with consistent pupil numbers. A new housing development is to be built soon which will further enhance pupil numbers. The financial information in the consultation document is incorrect and a decision must not be taken until a financial cost benefit analysis has been undertaken and submitted to the consultation participants for comment. The building is in a good state of repair and has the possibility for building extension and would still be able to offer excellent playing facilities and forest school provision. Chollerton provides a vital service to the community:- it provides meals on wheels, accommodation for pre school provision in the rural community which would not be financially sustainable if Chollerton were to close. The local scout, cubs and beaver groups use the outdoor school facilities. Chollerton school closure would threaten local businesses, shop, pub, child minders, to name but a few. The consultation has not given thought to the increased travel times and poor and dangerous road conditions.  The DfE Guidance for Decision Makers provides a presumption against closure of rural schools. The alternatives to closure have not been addressed.  Haydon Bridge students deserve their own school in their own local area. Provision should be made for a smaller school perhaps also offering more vocational courses which would attract less academic students from QEHS. One high school between Prudhoe and Brampton would have a ridiculous catchment area. The 3 tier system fits the rural communities of Tynedale providing excellent grounding for pupils moving to High School.

Email:  We were appalled to learn that Chollerton First School was earmarked for closure under all 3 models of the NCC consultation.  We are parents of a child at this school and cannot support it's closure.

It seems irrational to chose Chollerton for closure when it is a relatively modern building, with no maintenace required and straight forward opportunities for expanding. As it stands the school building needs no money spending on it.

The consultation stated that Chollerton would be in financial deficit for the next three years, these figures are incorrect as after this year budget forecasts show a surplus.

Closing Chollerton does not provide a solution for the problems of eduction in West Tynedale.

Chollerton School provides local employment opportunities and local enterprise support, houses a thriving private preschool, meals on wheels twice per week and allows the local scout groups to use the excellent grounds. Closure of the school would also threaten the village shop and pub.

The three models constructed by NCC appear to have very little in the way of measured input and would strongly encourage you to rethink your current proposals so that the three tier system, which is highly successful in rural areas, continues and that outstanding schools can continue to provide an excellent education.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

QEHS

No

No

No

No

Community impact in rural areas. Exising schools playing an important part as a social hug eg meals and wheels, pre school, after school clubs, community workship, youth groups, villages would be damned of families  Increase in travel time for young children  No financial criteria given  Discrimination against church aided schools.

No

Same as model a

No

Same as model a

Maintain the status quo Improve building and facilities for QEHS

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Corbridge

No

The current educational system in the west of Northumberland is working well &amp; I do not believe that changing the current system would have any positive impact on the children who attend these schools.  This model involves the closure of successful schools and a consequent impact on the children who attend these schools.  I am also concerned about the impact on the local community if any schools close and the loss of such a valuable civic resource.

No

I would be very concerned that if the system went 2 tier then there would be a consequent loss of choice in terms of the curriculum as currently offered by the middle school.  I think that model B would create a school that is far too large and where power is totally concentrated in the hands of one organisation.  I can't see any financial modelling that suggests that this model is financially viable or that it would make any improvement to the education that is currently on offer to the children in the west of Northumberland.

No

I think that more time and more thought needs happen before any changes are made to what is currently a successful educational system.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Hexham

No

This consultation does not address the financial and educational outcomes that the changes would have. There is no evidence that the proposal would improve any educational outcomes and in fact may lead to poorer results. Small rural schools have proved to be very successful in our area and their results speak for themselves. We moved to this area because of the smaller schools and results, and selected our First school for similar reasons. I don't believe that the infrastructure exists for any of these changes to take place. 

No

I feel that another solution needs to be found so that a school can be operated in Haydon Bridge. The catchment area is well served by a school in this location and I also feel that the educational needs of children in that area as well as in the Hexham area would be detrimentally affected by closing this school.

No

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Corbridge middle And QEHS

Corbridge

No

The 3 tier system works well. This should not be put in  jeapordy after 30 Years of working well due to some mismanagement along the way.  Do not let our children suffer, find a way to maintain the system that has worked for so long and work out through reverse engineering where the issue started, go back and fight that battle. The problem should not roll down hill to the customer (children) and should be maintained as a government, governer and senior staff issue whereby they fight to save the company.   We have had a raft of crazy suggestions such as parental contributions to the school and now the threat of closures to schools that bring prosperity and sustainability to our rural areas. Why see house prices fall, shops close and communities left to rot because the last 30 years of success have been sold as in effective and too costly. The issue happened somewhere along the line, this may well be government cuts and top down legislation, but the problem was not caused by teachers, parents and the children it effects the most.  If this were a large corporation in trouble then it would not look to hurt its customer, but look to find strategies from within. This is not a company that can go bust, it can restructure but not at the cost to the customer.  More cohesion between the middle schools and high schools is what’s been needed for a long time and routes to find more funding opportunities, perhaps from industry sponsorship, lottery funding and local funding initiatives.  The dispassion of rural schools is the fastest route to reducing the populations in these areas and reducing trade which will in turn just move the financial problem elsewhere. It’s time to stand up and be accountable and someone needs to find a solution at adult level and not at child level.   A fair and well balanced argument is not being heard and this smacks of a foregone conclusion.  Does our voice get heard? Will we ever have a proper future mapping of the outcome of each route or will this be another small version of Brexit where empty promises are out foreard for the temptation of the masses to achieve the goal of a few. 

So if I am to read this question correctly then, you are out of ideas and when it comes to making the decision that has already been made, you can come back to this question as a fall back position that ‘in the lack of any other credible options being put forward, we have opted for option A’   So far the greatest minds on this subject have failed to come up with a suitable solution so they ask this question as ‘well that’s our best offer if you don’t like it then you come up with an idea’   The issue seems to lie with a financial situation. This financial situation did not happen overnight. This therefore is at a status where it is time to take drastic action or ‘what’. This is what we don’t know besides the bias argument that the schools cannot stay open!  We know this cannot happen as the government have to provide schools for our children.   The education system in the north east is excellent, this isn’t based upon the success of QEHS. This is based upon a high caliber of student from a well educated and wealthy cohort. The middle schools allow the children to grow in confidence, to mature and to develop at a natural pace and has worked for 30 years. This should not be the subject of a resolution to financial crisis. This wouldn’t happen in any other sector. 

No

See overleaf neither are good and for the same fundemental reasons.

No

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

1 . Further travel and increased travel time for children which would affect their learning.  2. Increased CO2 emissions due to more children having to travel further to school.   3. Greater wear and tear to the roads due to increased traffic volumes.    4. Extra cost of having to pay extra staff to travel with children as a bus driver would be unqualified to deal with children if they got stuck in traffic for a prolonged period of time, also there is the child to adult ratio applicable to caring for children in any childcare situation to take into consideration.   5. It is unacceptable that children as young as 4 would be traveling any longer than 15minutes by bus without adultsupervision (A bus driver should not count as this due to his/her attention being on driving alone and is not qualified in childcare.)   6. In an emergency situation or the event of roadworks, road closures or adverse weather conditions, bus travel for so many children would take even longer and could result in large volumes of children being stuck in traffic for up to a number of hours, conditions could be too hazardous for transport like the recent bad snow, this would disrupt children's learning for far longer.  7. Schools with greater numbers are more likely to have incidents of bullying.  8. Small towns and villages would lose the younger generation. I would not live in a town where my preteen child had to travel more than 15mins to school.this would have a knock on affect to trade and resources. 9. Northumberland is spread over the largest distance for a county and moat of it is small rural towns and villages, what works for more densely populated areas should not be forced upon our rural communities.   10. Not all parents drive. This would mean public transport to collect a child that has taken ill or to attend a meeting at the school or support an event. Both parents in most families work, public transport times for rural areas are not regular enough for working families to do this and would result in less involvement from parents.  10.5. Parents attending meetings and school events would also mean more co2  emissions and wear and tear on the roads.  11. Teacher to child ratios. Children in schools with smaller child to adult ratios have been proven to learn better. Greater child to adult ratios means children will learn less quickly.   12. Stress. A large number of children (especially those with special needs) find travel and large volumes of people very stressful.        

No

Reasons the same as my reasons for model A.

No

Reasons the same as model A and B.

Instead of wasting money on building a new school(s) and funding travel to a new school or closing/ merging schools which will also result in funding travel ( increase CO2 emissions and cause more wear and tear to roads), invest in the schools we already have that we as communities are perfectly happy with, that only need slight tweaking here and there which could all be done with the funding that would be spent on building new schools.  To make this a viable option utilise the spaces for evening and night time classes and courses and offer more vocational subjects to year10 and up so that they don't have to travel to college, ie Haydon bridge high school has a mechanics car pit that isn't currently used, offer a mechanics class  as a vocational subject at GCSE age and up and a night course for adult learners. Cookery courses and food hygiene as night classes etc. The same goes for small schools use in the evenings for night time study for adult learners and used the funding it would have cost for providing travel to offset the schools current deficit. Our system as it currently is has always worked for us and we are happy with it. We do not want it "fixed" when as a community we do not think it is broken.

Riding Mill

No

to consider closing a cluster of successful village schools and fundamentally altering the character of rural Northumberland in such a rushed way is utterly irresponsible, especially in the light of the damage already inflicted on the Haydon Bridge Partnership

No

Likewise to A

No

The 1st paragraph is acceptable but all other aspects are unacceptable without much more considered consultation

Adopting the 1st paragraph only

Apparent legal and other impediments to the proposals for change to the Hexham Partnership of Schools  There appear to be some legal impediments to the rushed consultations over changes to the Hexham pyramid of schools as follows:  1. Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School already belong to the Hadrian Learning Trust Multi-Academy and are therefore free to deploy their staff in whatever way they see as beneficial across the whole curriculum.  2. All the other schools within the pyramid are Local Authority Schools or denominational schools subject to Local Authority planning.  3. The proposals to create 2 tier education would effectively transfer all year 7 and 8 pupils from Local Authority to Academy.  4. According to the DfE document of 26.11.2015, updated 9.12.16:- “Before your school can apply to become an Academy the governing body has to meet to pass a resolution to convert.”  5. This seems to imply that the governing bodies of the Middle Schools would need to give their blessing to these proposals and this is not currently the case.  6. Of course the Middle schools could simply be allowed to wither on the vine but an unplanned process like this would be exceedingly damaging for all parties.  7. There are serious implications to the academisation of our schools that need to be given proper consideration. Academies are under no democratic control and are not subject to overall planning. They are not obliged to comply with the national salary structure and from experience change the collegiate character of staffing to a heirarchal one with very high salaries for a few people who tend to dictate policies and decisions without wider consultation.     8. This is in addition to very widespread proposed disruption to communities.  9. Poorly considered changes as in the Haydon Bridge partnership has been seen to lead to chaos.  10. A change on this scale will put heavy burdens on the teachers and well as disruption and uncertainty to their personal circumstances. It can only be carried out successfully with the support of those teachers. They need to be intimately involved with the consultation process.  11. There needs to be a much more thorough evidence based study, and confidence that the finance for the building programme needed, will be forthcoming, before such a huge change should be contemplated.  So tackle the Haydon Bridge High School problem without jeopardisation of the rest of our impressive educational and community structure. 

Staff Member

Acomb First School

Prudhoe

No

I fundamentally disagree with the proposed closures of village first schools.   For most villages the presence of a school for the youngest children in the village is a key factor in the village's success as a community.   Many children are able to walk to school and the school forms a vital social hub within the village.   In many cases the closure of schools and the enforced merging of schools serving unique communities would be both difficult and destructive to the ethos built up over years.  Our small schools are able to give excellent support to their community.  With children needing to be bussed to school, journeys will be longer and unsupervised.  Linking out of school activities with transport becomes an issue.  The apparent total lack of appreciation of the nature of rural Northumberland is shocking and reflects a county council which can only be described as urban focussed.  The high quality of education provided for young children should be valued and not compromised by the muddled and uncertain future of the High Schools.  

No

I fundamentally disagree with the proposed closures of village first schools.   For most villages the presence of a school for the youngest children in the village is a key factor in the village's success as a community.   Many children are able to walk to school and the school forms a vital social hub within the village.   In many cases the closure of schools and the enforced merging of schools serving unique communities would be both difficult and destructive to the ethos built up over years.  Our small schools are able to give excellent support to their community.  With children needing to be bussed to school, journeys will be longer and unsupervised.  Linking out of school activities with transport becomes an issue.  The apparent total lack of appreciation of the nature of rural Northumberland is shocking and reflects a county council which can only be described as urban focussed.

No

I fundamentally disagree with the proposed closures of village first schools.   For most villages the presence of a school for the youngest children in the village is a key factor in the village's success as a community.   Many children are able to walk to school and the school forms a vital social hub within the village.   In many cases the closure of schools and the enforced merging of schools serving unique communities would be both difficult and destructive to the ethos built up over years.  Our small schools are able to give excellent support to their community.  With children needing to be bussed to school, journeys will be longer and unsupervised.  Linking out of school activities with transport becomes an issue.  The apparent total lack of appreciation of the nature of rural Northumberland is shocking and reflects a county council which can only be described as urban focussed.

As someone who has worked in both 2 tier and 3 tier education I am firmly of the belief that changing schools at the intervals within the 3 tier system is appropriate for many reasons.  In such a rural area as West Northumberland we would not be serving our children well by substantially increasing their travelling times to school.   We would also undermine the nature of our rural communities and I am shocked at the county council's apparent lack of understanding of the county that they are responsible for.

Governor

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

Yes

The status quo cannot continue. This model could work however The Sele First School could better support this if it were to retain 3 form entry and were to receive capital funding to enable it to grow and offer its already outstanding educational experience to the end of Year 6.

The Sele First School could become a primary school if it could retain its current 3 form entry and receives a capital sum to enable it to cater for years 5 &amp; 6. The school has been outstanding for many years, it would seem very sensible to play to its strengths and offer years 5 &amp; 6 the opportunity to benefit from this.

No

Please see response to model b.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

Because Model A does not allow you to achieve future goals.

No

Students are forced to work in conditions they are not used to learning in.

No

I do not agree with Model D because it does not address the lack of vocational learning.

I want Haydon Bridge to stay open because I want to have a bright, academic future and a school that respects my choices as an individual.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

There is a need to move to two tier for educational and financial reasons. Model A simply postpones the necessary changes.

Yes

Model B allows for the shift to a more streamlined. Financially sound, two tier approach which is best suited to the educational system, financial needs and student numbers.  However it is paramount that we see a considerable capital investment and the building of a new high school in Hexham.  There must also be maintenance of admission numbers of 80 to Sele first to ensure consistency in the three form entry, which the school so avidly supports.

No

This wouod could lead to the worst of both worlds in terms of vast disruption and closures, to largely maintain an existing system.  Better to grasp the nettle and move to the two tiers now.

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

No

The closure of rural schools cannot be sanctioned.  Concerns:  affect on communities loss of services provided by rural schools for the comm. families not selecting rural areas to live because there is no school which leads to lack of young people in rural comms.

This is not a viable option.

No

Concerns:  closure of rural schools  Haydon Bridge should have a high school A super school in Hexham does not offer parental choice. Grave concerns over the infrastructure in Hexham coping with additional traffic. Pedestrians on narrow pavements. Loss of middle schools which offer excellent educational opps with specialist facilities and teaching staff.

This is not a viable option.

No

Rural schools will close.  Rural middle schools will close.  Young children will be forced to travel long distances from home to another school which is not in their community.

This is not a viable option.

Maintain and improve both Haydon Bridge and Hexham High Schools.  Realise the uniqueness of Northumberland.  Maintain rural schools which support communities.  Put the children first, not finances.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

South Northumberland

No

Don’t close whittonstall first school and no to a two tier system

No

Don’t close whittonstall first school and no to a two tier system

No

Don’t close whittonstall first school and no to two tier system

Staff Member

Whittonstall First School

Northumberland No

No

No

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall First School

Morpeth (but with association with grandchildren in Ebchester)

No

My grandchildren are at a crucial stage in their education and are quite distressed regarding the proposed school closures and planned reorganisation of the education system. I am very satisfied with the current arrangements and the revised models will cause a lot of heartache to a lot of people. To compound the issue my grandchildren live in Ebchester, County Durham (just over the border with Northumberland) and there is no certainty that they will be able to continue their education in Northumberland. In my view, the new proposals and the disruption associated with them will have an adverse effect on their schooling and possibly their longer term careers.

No

See previous comments.

No

See previous comments.

I am very happy with the level of service provide by the current education system and feel that it should not be changed.

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Yes

No

Yes

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Sele first

Oakwood

No

Yes

No

Parent/carer

Other

Broomley first school

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Other

Broomley first school

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

No

No

I like Mr Glover's Model D because I don't want to go to a super school, but I also want to go to sixth form at Haydon Bridge.

Parent/carer

Allendale Primary School

Catton

No

Detrimental to the village of Haydon Bridge. A mix of two tier, three tier and academies across the county does not work. A move to two tier is needed.

No

Reduces parental choice of secondary schools to only 1 school - i.e no choice.

No

This 4-16 school would be in direct competition with Shaftoe. How can you guarentee the pupils from newbrough, haltwhistle etc would attend the new 4-16 school in Haydon bridge? If they opted for the Hexham schools or William Howard you would still have a school in Haydon Bridge undercapacity.

Haydon Bridge High Schools vision for project based learning and three year gcses in mixed year groups in a two tier system.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

No

No

I support Mr Glovers Option D.

Staff Member

Corbridge Middle School

Northumberland No

No two tier system

No

No two tier system

No

No two tier system

Tynedale learning trust

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

No two tier system

No

No two tier system

No

No two tier system

Tynedale learning trust

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Hexham middle shool

Stannersburn

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

humshaugh first school

No

there is no understandable reason for the closure of successful and sustainable schools

No

there is no understandable reason for the closure of successful and sustainable schools

No

there is no understandable reason for the closure of successful and sustainable schools

First schools can become primary schools if they are given capital funding to expand where needed, if QEHS becomes secondary.  To close these schools that are vital to their communities is outrageous, particularly if the schools are good and outstanding and do not carry a deficit budget.

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Slaggyford

No

We need to keep Haydon Bridge High School open! It plays a huge role in the lives of all families west of Hexham. So many families live a great distance in rural communities. My children and hundreds of other children cannot be expected to travel for up to an hour and a half to attend the proposed 'super school in Hexham!   We live 25 miles from Hexham and there is no way we can have our children transported that distance without causing a huge detriment to their education. How could they be expected to complete the same work/homework when they get home so much later than their peers who live local to Hexham? They will not have the same level of concentrationa and or readiness to learn  at the start of the day after a longhaul on up to three buses or taxis to get to school. That is not a positive learning experience where you are putting children at the forefront of your proposal, this is a huge disadvantage. Children and teenagers have a travel limit to school of 75minutes. I know for a fact this time scale will be exceeded in our circumstance and for many others.  We need Haydon Bridge High school.   The geographical area in which Haydon Bridge serves is vast and consists of many different rural communities which relies on HBHS to bring them together and educate our young people.    We need HBHS, it's had it's problems but these can be overcome and we can all work together to reinstate it and make it a good school like it once was.  

Model A is ludicrous. You are tearing valuable, brilliant rural first and primary schools. We as parents have made a choice to send our children to small,  rural schools some of which are church schools. I don't want my children attending a large town school with no church influence. We as patents have a choice to send children to a church school or not. You cannot take this choice away from us! We are entitled to send our children to a local church school.   Model A is a ridiculous idea. Keep our local church/ local schools. They work well with HBHS and filter in well to the system. These links have potential to be strengthened and improved in the future. 

No

Again this option involves children travelling long distances to Hexham which is completely out of the question for us who live over 25 miles west of Hexham. This distance to school would be majorly detrimental to tge education of our children.  They would be tired and not have access to the same educational opportunities such as clubs, sports or study classes as patents would be then expected to travel that distance to collect them late or they would have to miss out and go home on the bus.   

Nothing is viable in option b. We need our rural first and primary schools to feed in to HBHS and continue as a high school.

No

Again this model is ridiculous on so many levels. We can't have children as young as 4 getting on buses and travelling very long distances to the site of Haydon Bridge. We also can't have children of these ages on the same site.  No one would send their children to a school of this model as we have primary /first schools who know how to provide the best education for our young children and give them their best start to their learning journey. Primary teachers are trained and talented in working with young children. They would be intimidated being in sure with teenagers and it would also put their safety at risk.   Haydon Bridge site is equipped for high school children not primary age children.

No. HBHS needs to remain as a high school.

Keep the rural schools otherwise families living in the country side/rural areas will be penalised for living in the countryside and have to send their children on long bus journeys way above the legal travel limit.  My proposal: Keep the rural first/primary schools.  Feed them into Haydon Bridge High School for the next stage of their education. This would be a natural progression using the current buildings.  Keep QEHS for the Hexham partnership only.  Many of the rural schools I.e. Greenhead and Henshaw have gone primary already to work inline with your proposed 2 tier system. Stop ruining all the hard work they have done to make their futures more secure and support them in the work and money they have spent already by going 'Primary'  Queen Elizabeth provides a secure education for those living in Hexham and outlying villages within the vicinity. QEHS needs updating and extending but no one wants their children to be part of a huge super school! It's unrealistic and makes no educational sense or financial logic to merge HBHS with QEHS. geographically they are half an hour away from each other. That distance plays a vital role in what they offer to the outlying rural communities.  Support our amazing rural schools and we want HBHS to remain as a high school.   Please listen to our views.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

haydon bridge

No

No

No

i support the haydon bridge high school development proposal for academic and vocational learning.

haydon bridge

No

No

No

i support option D the haydon bridge high school proposal for academic and vocational learning.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

No

No

I wholeheartedly agree with Beaufront First School’s official response to the NCC consultation documents where they highlight the problems with NCC’s proposed models. Our school is viable, popular and very successful and we would like to keep it that way. 

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Humshaugh

No

Please see final comments

No

Please see final comments

No

Please see final comments

Whilst I understand the need for change, I do not believe that any of the 3 options that have been proposed in this consultation represent a viable option for the future of education in the west of Northumberland. I believe that all three options represent a direction that will be damaging to our children and our communities. I was pleased to discover that the vast majority of parents, council representatives and school representatives shared this view during discussions at the public events that have taken place. In all of the discussions I have held there has been a strong opinion that we need to find an option D that addresses the concerns of parents, pupils and schools within the area whilst addressing the needs of the council to maintain the positive and successful educational system that we have in the west of Northumberland. My opinions on the system that we eventually end up with fall broadly into the following three categories: 1) the need to provide excellent educational outcomes for all children in the west of Northumberland; 2) the need for any such system to be financially viable in the long term; 3) my own personal opinions and emotional response to the system, including how it will impact on the educational journey of my own three children.  Whilst I understand the organisational structures involved, it is my belief that this consultation cannot be considered without also considering the ongoing consultation from HLT on their desire to move to a 2-tier system. Although the council cannot have the final say on how any academy decides to structure its school system, I believe that the council can send a strong message to HLT in terms of its support (including any capital funding) for the model that is being proposed by HLT. This view is backed up by your consultation document that shows it is not possible to consider such a wholesale change without also considering how that will impact the two Hexham schools that comprise HLT. I understand that this is a difficult situation for the council to negotiate but I also feel that more could be done, by the council and HLT, to ensure that a co-ordinated and partnership approach is taken in any further consultations that might be raised in relation to this matter.  While my response focusses on the effect on schools in the Hexham partnership (I have personal experience of these schools and my children currently attend a school in this partnership) I understand that this is a wider issue and that any proposed solution should address the needs of schools in the Haydon Bridge partnership. It is my belief that the proposal from Haydon Bridge High School represents a viable and preferable way forward for the schools in the Haydon Bridge partnership. I also believe that any solution should include a high school option in the Haydon Bridge area so as to maintain parental choice and to prevent the creation of a school that would be one of the biggest high / secondary schools in the country. This may not be the quickest solution to the grave and difficult problems that confront Haydon Bridge High School but it is surely the right way to go for everyone in the area.  1) Educational outcomes  Pupils in the west of Northumberland currently enjoy an excellent provision in terms of their educational choices and outcomes throughout the schools in the area. The vast majority of schools are rated good or outstanding by Ofsted and in a national context results are up there with the best schools in the country. In particular, the results at QEHS reflect on the strong foundations that are currently provided by the first and middle schools that feed pupils into QEHS. Educationally, the system works and I believe that we should be considering why the current system works and maintaining those qualities in any proposed new system.   At the core of the functionality of the system is the strong leadership and inspirational teaching that we currently enjoy throughout the educational journey. For this reason, I think that we should be listening very closely to what each of the teachers and schools have to say. These people know exactly how they are achieving this success and their opinions should be heard and acted upon.   Alongside the inspirational teaching we also have a system that takes into account the particular geographic make-up of west Northumberland. Children are educated in their local communities and the proximity of their local schools ensures that they are able to enjoy after school activities and other opportunities to take part in the wider community through the school. Pupils also enjoy reasonable journeys to their local school, particularly during those vitally important early years. This is not an added extra and is vital to the children feeling comfortable, open and ready for learning whilst attending school.   Partnership working between schools currently ensures that transitions within the 3-tier system are carefully and successfully managed. This is evidenced by the strong SATs results that are achieved throughout the schools’ system. Although this aspect of the educational journey is currently working well, I believe that there is room for improvement and support the collaborative hubs model proposed by Corbridge Middle School that would go some way to achieving this aim.   In any secondary system in the Hexham area children will transition to a very large school at age 11. This is a massive leap for those pupils who have attended a small school in their local communities and I believe this will have a negative impact on their state of mind and consequently on their learning. Within the current system the middle schools provide a necessary and healthy interim step between the small community school and the larger high school.  I strongly support the educational benefits and advantages of small first schools. Smaller schools have head teachers who also teach in the classroom and this maintains a connection between the school leadership and the day-to-day education of the children. Smaller schools can take a flexible approach to the individual needs of every child, teaching them in groups that are not rigidly set according to age but rather responding to the educational needs of the children in the school. This flexibility and tailoring of the educational experience for individual children is particularly important during the early stages and I believe that the strong foundations it builds for our children has a transformational impact on the rest of their journey through the middle and high schools.  In conclusion, I believe that the current 3-tier system should be maintained within the Hexham partnership. This will help to ensure that all of my above points are considered within any new system and that the best possible educational journey is offered to our children. If it is felt that a 3-tier system is not practical or possible within any new system then I would argue the case that a 3-tier pathway should be offered alongside any 2-tier pathway. Although it is not my preferred option this would at least maintain parental choice for 3-tier which is clearly something that many parents feel strongly about. I also believe that any closures of small rural first schools should be minimised in the new proposed system. Nobody wants to see their local school closing and, ideally, we would be looking at a solution that allows us to keep all of the current first schools open. If any closures are proposed I would like to see further consultation on the matter that focusses specifically on the impact that closure would have on the rural community, the families and the children that attend that school.  2) Financial Viability  It has been difficult to look at this particular aspect of the consultation as I feel that the information provided for each model does not help a parent to make an informed choice on the matter. I have however looked at the detail of the difference between funding for one larger first or primary school versus the funding currently afforded to smaller first schools. I trust the council will also look at these figures before proposing any new model and come to the same conclusions as I have. The fact is that the central, per-school, government funding of £110,000 for each school will be lost if one school were to close and another school to absorb the pupils from that school. Paired with the fact that the per-school funding for PE (£16,000) will also be lost this means that any school closures will have a net negative effect on the amount of funding that we receive for education in the area. I refer you to the analysis provided by Beaufront First School in Appendix 3 of the school’s response for further detail on these figures. The bottom line here is a net loss of funding per pupil where schools close or merge. If individual schools are not financially viable then this, of course, changes things. The question we should be asking if this is the case is whether we, as council tax payers, are willing to invest in the future of our communities by subsidising these schools. We should also remember that closing financially viable schools in order to reorganise them into a structure that is less likely to be financially viable may compound this issue in the future.  This issue is further complicated by the changes to schools funding nationally and I am sympathetic to the difficulties the council faces due to this future uncertainty. I have read up on the matter and all current indications are that the government is looking to ensure that rural schools are viable by making sure the system takes their unique financial challenges into account. I think we should look at this positively and look forward to the new funding formula which will further help to maintain our smaller rural schools.   The projected financial balance sheet of schools is difficult to predict in the face of this uncertainty around future funding and for many other practical reasons. I think it should be clear in the next stage consultation documents that this is the case. The suggestion that the solution for schools is to reduce staff in the current consultation document is incorrect and misleading. There are many actions that can be taken to address any expected funding shortage and our school leadership teams work very hard to ensure that this does not happen in the vast majority of cases. I would like to see information not just on projected finances but also on past projections and actual figures. If parents and other interested parties were able to see that a projected financial deficit is normal and that it is almost always avoided then they will have the full picture in terms of the financial situation in the small rural schools. As the figures are currently presented there is a strong suggestion that the schools are facing a unique and new situation. This is clearly not the case.  As a member of a small rural community in Northumberland I am aware of the pressure on the council to build new homes in many of the areas where school closures have been mentioned as a possibility. I would like to respectfully suggest to the council that any decision on the closure of the schools should not be influenced by the council’s housebuilding programme (after all, who will move into these houses if the community facilities have been removed?) Furthermore, to reassure the community that land for building is not in any way a motivation for the council I would ask that any land that becomes available due to closure of the schools is protected and retained for use by the whole of the community. This act would go a long way to dismissing the considerable scepticism that exists within parents that the motivation behind these proposals is to solve a problem (the problem of the target for new homes being built in Northumberland) that has nothing to do with education.   I welcome any injection of capital funds that can be secured in order to resolve the problem with buildings at HMS and QEHS. I support either the building of a new school on suitable site (please no building on flood plains!) or the upgrading of the current buildings on the existing sites. With the right investment now we can ensure that the ongoing costs are kept to a minimum and that the future of both the middle and high school in Hexham are secured. I support this capital investment both through the council and through any other means available to HLT as an academy trust. If the council are to invest a significant amount of capital funding into HLT schools then I think this should be on the proviso that HLT accept the decision of the council and stakeholders to create the education system that we want and need in west Northumberland. I am disappointed that the financial situation at HLT has reached this point as their initial reasoning behind breaking away from council control was to make themselves financially viable. By their own reckoning, this is not the case and to my mind this calls into question the ability of the leadership team at HLT to predict their future financial position. Why should we believe them now when in the past they have led us to believe something that has been based on incorrect information?  The question of surplus places is a financial issue. Surplus places are not per se a problem but if the schools they exist within are not financially sustainable then I can see how lack of pupils in any given school could be a part of the cause of the financial sustainability. I would like to see Northumberland County Council taking the long view here and, where a school is financially viable, the surplus places will be useful for the new members of our rural communities that will come to live in the houses we are currently building in these communities. Without the schools it will be harder to attract families and this will have an impact that goes beyond the educational system that we are discussing in this context.  In conclusion, I believe that the next stage of the consultation should be backed by a robust financial argument that takes into account the issues that I have raised above. There needs to be evidence to show how the system is currently working and how that will not be jeopardised by the proposed model. I think it should be clear that the financial case for change is not being driven by the first schools and the middle schools under council control but by the situation with the buildings at HMS / QEHS and the financial situation at Haydon Bridge. As a parent, I cannot trust a process that tells me that my school is not financially viable when it clearly is. I would ask that the financial case for each school and its viability looks both into their past as well as into their future and that the schools are afforded the opportunity to comment on any figures that are presented. These comments could be included in any future public consultation to provide context for those who are looking to formulate a response. Robust, accurate and contextualised financial modelling for any proposed system is absolutely essential. I feel this information must be provided and I was very pleased to be reassured by members of the council that this will be the case when the next stage consultation documents are released.   3) My own personal situation  In responding above I have tried to look at the system without focussing on the needs of my own family. I understand the need for change and acknowledge that it is difficult, if not impossible, for me to entirely forget about how any proposed change will affect me and my family. As someone who has benefitted in the past from the educational system in west Northumberland, and having chosen to move back to this area for my children to have the same positive experience, this is something that I feel very strongly about and it is impossible to completely remove my emotional response to the proposed changes. I believe that how people who are affected by this change feel about it is valid and important and that it should be considered by the council when making the decision on how to proceed with the next stage of this consultation.  I currently have children in years 1, 3 and 4 that attend Beaufront County First School. This is not our catchment school and we chose this school for our children because we felt that it offered the best educational experience for them that was within our own personal reach. We drive our children to school each morning (a ten-minute journey) and this is practically possible as we both work in Newcastle and the school is on our way to work. Our decision was made possible through the availability of parental choice and was made after considering all of the schools within our local area.   I can’t praise the staff at Beaufront highly enough. They work tirelessly to ensure that the children receive an education that not only excels in terms of the statistics and results but also in terms of their wider development and the positive attitude to learning that is fostered at the school. Every child is cared for and their individual needs are met. The school is inclusive and children of all abilities are welcomed and helped to reach their own personal potential. This is a school that is a beacon of excellence. It is the model of how a small first school can support the rural community that it serves and as such I believe that other schools in the area could learn a great deal from how the school delivers this outstanding educational experience. The school has always been, is currently, and is expected to be, financially viable (notwithstanding my comments about how financial projections works in practical terms in point 2 above). All three models proposed by the council would see Beaufront closing / merging with Acomb First School. As a parent who has benefitted from the amazing educational experience on offer there, to propose the closure of this school seems to be utter madness. I fail to see what could be put in place that would be better than this. It is sustainable, community focussed and educationally outstanding. We should be repeating this model, not destroying it.  My own experience of education was at Chollerton First School, Hexham Middle School and QEHS. This experience has provided me with an educational grounding that has helped me to achieve very highly in life. I would like to think that I am a positive member of society, having always worked hard and contributed as much as I can to the system that sustains us all. I have been successful in my career and hold multiple degrees from highly respected academic institutions. I do not come from a privileged background. Now, through my work as a writer and artist, I often find myself working in challenging schools and communities in the north-east and beyond. I often reflect on how my life would have been without the solid foundations that were provided by my education. I see other children who are on this path and do my best to help them achieve what they can within the system they find themselves in. It’s tough for them, they have to fight and most of them don’t make it. I know that you as members of Northumberland County Council know this to be true as many of the schools I find myself working in are in Northumberland. The educational experience in west Northumberland is rare and precious in that it serves the community and educates the children, no matter what their background, to a standard where they become positive and contributing members of society. I myself am evidence of that. Middle school was the perfect transition at the perfect time. I was happy and thrived there and by the time it came to move to High School I was used to travelling on my own for 45 minutes on the bus and dealing with the social challenges and opportunities that I found in the big town of Hexham. At the heart of it all were excellent teachers and schools that felt as if they served the needs of the community.  New buildings and facilities, as useful as they are, are not synonymous with a positive educational journey for children. I would argue that the lack of capital investment over the past 20 years has caused this current need for change and during that time our schools have thrived despite this lack of investment. I have tried to set out within this response the key things that we are doing right. I strongly urge the council to listen to me and the thousands of other parents who do not want the excellent educational system we currently enjoy to be dismantled and rebuilt when it is working so well. The real problems here are the ongoing cost of running the buildings within the HLT schools and the crisis at Haydon Bridge.   4) Summary  My alternative proposal is that: 1) Wherever possible, the small rural first schools are left open and that a 3-tier system should be maintained within the council controlled schools. No school that is financially and educationally viable should be closed.  2) HLT should be financially supported in whatever way is practical and necessary to address the problems they have with maintaining their current buildings or in the construction of a new site that offers 9-18 education. This could be either as one or two schools, according to however HLT sees fit.  3) Should HLT insist on offering a single 11 – 18 secondary school (i.e. it decides to move to 2-tier despite the overwhelming objections) then they will do so with an understanding that parents may still chose a 3-tier pathway for their children and they should ensure that sufficient places are made available in year 9 to accommodate the children who have attended middle school.   4) Haydon Bridge should receive a capital investment for the construction of a new high school that represents an alternative educational pathway to the offer in Hexham. Careful consideration should be given to ensure that this school will be sustainable in the long term.  5) Any proposed model should formalise and support closer collaboration within the Hexham partnership (for example, using the proposed Corbridge Middle School collaboration hubs model). This is and will be necessary in order to ensure smooth transitions in whatever model is adopted.  6) Should the council decide to proceed with a 2-tier model then any first or middle that is financially and educationally viable should be provided with the capital investment required to convert to a primary. The commitment to this capital investment should be made clear, with the amounts on offer to each school stated within the consultation document.   7) Any next stage consultation document must clearly state the figures and educational reasoning behind the proposed changes with the detail necessary for interested parties to make an informed decision.  8) None of this should happen too quickly and the timescales should be reconsidered, even if this means short term subsidisation of Haydon Bridge High and / or any first schools that are struggling financially.    9) The council should publicly commit to ensuring that no land that is released through school closures will be used for house building. All such land should be used in support of the provision of the community facilities that will be listed when the school is closed and the protection of the land from any future house building should be legally secured.  10) The council and HLT should liaise and ensure that the next two documents that are released from both parties are wholly compatible and consistent. Each party should publicly declare their desire to respect and work with the results of the other party to ensure that the system we end up with is compatible with the needs of everyone concerned. 

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Shotley Bridge

No

Do not close whittonstall first schoolNo

Do not close whittonstall first schoolNo

Do not close whittonstall first schoolTynedale learning trust

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School Newbrough

No

No

No

As a parent of a child at Newbrough Primary school I feel that this is an unfeasible option for the children, purely driven by money-with no consideration to the educational impact. It is an Ofsted rated good school and totally and utterly 'gets' the needs of the children in its catchment area. Currently 80% of children walk to school. 100% of children will need to be transported by bus or car having a huge environmental impact. Children will be bussed on windy, unsafe roads from a very young age. This additional commute will also add to what is already a long working day for the children.  Newbrough Primary school is at the heart of two big villages which are currently having several 4 and 5 bedroom family homes built. With out the school drawing in young families the area faces an ageing population with young families being unlikely to buy here.   I also feel the addition of a second primary school will have a detrimental effect on the current school (Shaftoe) and the village of Haydon Bridge.  I am also concerned by the lack of provision for nursery ages children  as there is no mention of this in proposal c.

I feel the closure of Haydon bridge high school is going to have a huge impact of the education of children in this area. Yes we will have a 'super school' in Hexham but this only offers a "one size fits all" soloution to secondary education. 

Parent/carer

Gt. Swinburn

No

Short sighted approach to closing outstanding, purpose built, already financially viable school in Chollerton (contrary to councils mistaken figures) in favour of lesser school which will soon reach capacity and be unable to expand to communities future requirements.  The better school needs to be left open to give the children the best chance when it expands to accommodate more.

The most viable option is to keep Chollerton open as it has proven itself financially viable over next 3 years.  To close a superior school for a lesser one without giving reasons such as life cycle costings cannot be considered consultative.

No

Not sustainable when merger of schools leads to over capacity with projected population figures in Humshaugh and Chollerton over short and medium term.  Too many children in a 'good' school with less expandibility harming more chldrens education even before they get to Hexham.

Again, small schools of an 'outstanding' grade with ability to expand and hopefully maintain their standards has got to be more viable than shutting them in favour of 'good schools' without ability to expand to meet needs and raise their game.

No

The fact that Chollerton is not given the option to stay open in any proposal only demonstrates that without explanation there cannot be any logical reasoning to shutting an 'outstanding' school in favour of a 'good' school with less ability to accommodate future development and population growth.

At least the option of Chollerton or Humshaugh.    Why is Humshaugh preferred in all models?  Tell us why! There must be a reason.

Allow primary school options for all schools.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Queen Elizabeth High School

Riding mill

No

No

No

I very much support an alternative where qehs &amp; hbhs are high schools within their own right &amp; our first &amp; middle schools become hubs &amp; work together. Very much along the lines of the Corbridge Middle School proposal



[bookmark: 19]I believe Wark could very well fit into the model for 2 tier education as practised elsewhere in the country. The school was designed for that number of children( I know that because I was one of the first children to attend there), and is totally suitable for that purpose. The children would receive excellent education, and not have to travel vast amounts of miles.
"Letter received:
I am writing to you as the elected Leader of our county council to seek your support in strongly opposing the proposals contained within the consultation document on education in West Northumberland. 
I have completed the online consultation process but wanted to impress on you how strong my opposition is to all three of the current proposals and to ask you to lobby on my behalf to find an alternative. 
Specifically, I object to the proposals that disproportionately close Church of England schools and would ask that you enquire into the bias that this shows, particularly in light of the alternatives offered to county schools that have not been extended to the church ones. 
My concern is that it would appear from the proposals that the church schools have been discriminated against on grounds of religion, contrary to legislation and your duty under s.149 of the equalities Act 2010. I would value your enquiry into this and look to a subsequent response. 
Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without the proper community impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these impact assessments is contained within section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. 
Next, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others. 
Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder School to Hexham QE)
Thank you again for your support and I look forward to your response to the above points in due course.
I was so pleased when a conservative council was voted in last year, however, I am extremely upset/angry to hear about the proposals to close Wark School. Once again rural children are treated differently to urban children - just because there are not enough children, you decide to close such an important part of our community. I hope you re-consider your proposals, as this will have a major effect on very small children (two of whom are my young grandaughters)

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

I can't believe that Wark first school is included in all the proposals for closure. It is a very well supported school, and is the focal point of our community. It is unthinkable that you are considering sending 4 yr old children ( 2 of whom are my small granddaughters), on a bus to some school many miles away. To close such a vibrant school is a knee jerk reaction to a financial problem, that does not take into account the needs of the children you seek to serve.

No

See my answers to proposal A

No

Se my answers to proposal A

Yours sincerely"

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I think Haltwhistle first school and middle school.should say open and feed into haydon bridge high school. I belive closing smaller out lying schools would be a better option amd save money and resources. I think children should be.kept in there catch ment area. By closing haydon bridge ur taking away are legal right to chose were are children are educated and making them travel on a.very unsafe a69.

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

No

No

I have a number of issues which raise concern over this matter.  Newbrough first school is performing well and serving a large rural area, the children attending this school are from outlying areas not easily accessible by public transport, also the class sizes are smaller which children are used to.  Under the new proposal, these children will be travelling a lot further to school, put in larger class groups and as a result their education will suffer.  The cost involved in the logistics of this will be huge, then there is the costs of upgrading haydon bridge high school which is also under threat of closure. All staff at newbrough will lose their jobs which will have a huge impact on their families and there will be empty school buildings in almost every village so there will be a cost in up keeping those buildings.  This should only apply to schools that are struggling to survive and have low attendance rates as closing schools that are performing well and are self sufficient should not be included in this proposal as the closure of the school can only have a negative effect on the children attending the school.   The idea of a new super school would be a great idea if the standard of education of the children attending the school is improved.  I cant see that level of education will be improved by the move of this school as larger class sizes doesnt improve a childs learning performance  I fully oppose this proposal, as I cant see any possible advantage of the closure and move of a school that is performing well with good attendance and is self sufficient.

Staff Member

The Sele First School

No

Yes

As a staff member @ Sele First school, I feel this option is the only beneficial option. The model means we keep our PAN of 84, which is fully sustainable. We have an 84 place nursery which is sustainable, going down to PAN of 60 would mean many appeals, taking up valuable staff teaching time.  I also believe that 60 PAN would mean mixed ability year groups which is detrimental to the children’s learning, attainment &amp; progress.  We have the capacity to grow to 3 form primary school with the correct investment. 

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Newbrough

No

No

Don't know

I support Model D because I would like the opportunity to do sixth form vocational courses.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

St Josephs

No

No

No

haydon bridge

No

No

No

i support the haydon bridge high school development proposal for academic and vocational learning.

Staff Member

St Mary's RC First School

Hexham

Yes

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

Completely reject Model A in favour of Model D as proposed by HBHS  [Please note that there should not be a comma after the word 'document' in your statement. This is a shocking error when used in the context of education matters.]

See above  [Please note another error in your statement above. Should read 'changes' not 'change'.]

No

Preferred model is Model D as proposed by HBHS

Typos above are annoying.

No

Again, preferred option is Model D as proposed by HBHS.

Firstly, this is a nonsense consultation process.You have failed to define the terms of engagement fully. Who has been commissioned to carry out any sort of independent evaluation of this process? You are 'marking your own homework'.  Secondly, your plans are devisive. Your attempt at splitting communities, to have them fight it out amongst themselves to save their individual schools has failed. People have come together and proven to be better organised than yourselves...and better equipped, professionally.  Thirdly, I shudder at the complete lack of competency that I have witnessed in your hosted meetings. For example, at HBHS, there were council employees there who had no relevance to the consultation. One employee that I spoke to said that she worked in catering! Your transport rep is clueless about the logistics of transporting young children on mixed aged buses. It was also reported that one council representative, when asked about special education needs learning provision at QEHS, replied that "they would be building a ramp."  I fully endorse the Model D as proposed by HBHS. But in addition will say that it needs more emphasis on preparing own children for work in sectors which will be increasingly more tech driven. I expect more learning in the area of digital technologies.  

Parent/carer

Other

Mickley First School

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Consett

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

I think it's important that the schools remain open so that the local children currently attending them don't have to travel additional distances. The schools are thriving, the children who attend them are happy and settled and their closure would disrupt the communities involved.

No

The current three tier system works wonderfully for children both academically and socially. I don't think a two tier system would come close to providing what we currently have. I believe this model would cause huge disruption and be emotionally and academically damaging for the children involved.

No

This model involves the closure of good and outstanding schools, children would have to travel further and there would be a negative impact on local communities. again this model would be very disruptive and the education provision would not be as strong as it currently is.

Listen to the parents and listen to the schools. I'm sure there will be willingness to work together to resolve issues and find a viable financial solution that is not damaging to our children's education and emotional health. The Collaborative Pathways Model in the CMS response is certainly worthy of consideration.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

South Northumberland

No

No two tier system and don’t close whittonstall first school

No

No two tier system and don’t close whittonstall first school

No

No two tier system and don’t close whittonstall first school

Tynedale learning trust

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

Yes

Most viable of the options but still concerns over large number of pupils, huge catchment area, unsuitable site and existing buildings

Leave first schools unchanged

No

Unmanageable number of students in one school. Current site and buildings unsuitable.  New site and school too expensive. Some first schools due to merge but their current sites are not big enough to take more/older students. eg Sele First has a very small sports hall and no private playing fields for sport or play.

No

Creating huge schools. The schools can barely cope as they are.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle lower Haltwhistle

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

I put forward that we keep a 3 tier system with Haltwhistle lower school and upper school continuing along with a option to go to Haydon bridge high school at the correct age

Haydon Bridge

No

Questioning a parental choice.

No

No parental choice

Don't know

Age Gap queries.

Keep Middle schools.

No

This option includes closing the Outstanding rated Chollerton First School.

No

This option includes closing the 'outstanding' Chollerton First School.

No

This option includes closing the 'outstanding' Chollerton First School.

I fail to understand why you would even contemplate closing an 'outstanding' first school.  I have been involved in a number of activities at Chollerton First School and have never failed to be impressed by the happiness and contentment that is immediately obvious in both pupils and staff. The children are polite, enthusiastic and confident, which, as we all know are essential life skills.  The caring and nurturing atmosphere gives the children an excellent grounding and emphasises the importance of community life. They have access to a broad, balanced and creative curriculum, sports activities and an excellent programme of out of school visits. All parents can be reassured that their child will be supported in reaching their potential.   The hard working staff are firmly committed to the school's success and are well supported by enthusiastic and highly competent school governors and an equally enthusiastic and committed PTFA.   The building is sound, the outdoor areas are superb, it is financially viable, pupils numbers are consistent, results in many areas are above the national average -  WHY CLOSE IT??  I firmly believe this school is vital not only for the education and social development of the next generation but also to sustain rural living. Take away this school and you take away the beating heart of a very special community.  In addition, I would like to point out that the timescale to comment on such a complex proposal is totally unrealistic.  The subject deserves full and detailed consultation to ensure the best outcomes for all achieved.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Newbrough

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Greenhead

No

No

No

Wark School

Wark

No

I don’t agree with any of the models put forward. The heart will be ripped out of our village if the school closes, families will no longer want to live at Wark, we will become a retirement village. If we don’t have families, the post office,shop, doctors and other facilities we currently enjoy will no longer be viable so we could lose them. If there was a good reason to close the school we could possibly understand, however the school is excellent, with a good Ofsted report and is financially viable. The children are all above the national average in all main subjects and are very happy at the school. I understand that 100% of parents would recommend the school. The council should give more thought into rural Northumbrian lifestyle,   

No

No

Keep the school open

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale

No

No

No

I agree with Model D because it allows everyone to go to sixth form.

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

No

Travel distances between west Woodburn and Otterburn school incorrect. My children already spend 20-25mins on the bus to get to west Woodburn school this would increase to over 50 minutes to get to Otterburn in good weather conditions.  Stress it is causing the children is unacceptable, they are happy and safe in their current school and do not want to go to another school.  My parental choice is being completely taken away from me and that is unacceptable in this modern day world.  No educational benefits stated for any of the options.  Children are not being put first.  The impact on our community is not being taken into consideration. 

No

Closing haydon bridge is a mistake. Travel distances for pupils would be too great with some 11 year old and having to travel a far as 80 miles to get to QE.  Where are children taught from 2019 until 2022?? Haydon bridge appears to have been run down due to lack of investment.  Haydon bridges proposal of a vocational school with a specialist SEND unit is fantastic, that is something that is lacking in the west.  Options don't put children first.  The three tier system is proven to be the best education system for rural areas. Where a 2 tier system has been introduced there is proven evidence (Hansard report) that education has suffered and school's have gone into special measures.  One 'super school' is unacceptable as it is not healthy to have one school for an area as vast as west Northumberland. 

No

This option mixes 2 and 3 tier education.  I feel let down by the authority and local councillors and it smacks of politicians making decisions from afar.  Information used in publications is misleading.  The three tier system has been proven that it offers the best education system for rural areas.  The options don't put children first.  My parental choice is being taken away from me.

Invest in Haydon Bridge High School - the neglect and underinvestment over recent years is the reason for low numbers.  Retain the first school's.  Carry out a consultation properly, consult the county plan to grow rural villages. Closing rural schools will NOT attract new family's.  Retain the three tier education system as it is proven to be the best education system for rural areas (Hansard reports).  Consider the catchment areas and transport CORRECTLY!! Carry out proper impact assessments into the short, medium and long term implications of these closures and adhere to the DFE criteria when closing rural schools!!  

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Allendale Primary School

Allendale

No

There should be a school in Haydon Bridge so that parents have a choice.

No

As model A

Yes

This option seems to offer the most choice for parents across the region.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Wall

No

Haydon Bridge High School needs to stay open. A super school is highly inappropriate for a rural area. My children will not be attending a super school!

No

Schools should not be closed. They form the centre of small communities and are far more than just a school.

No

Haydon Bridge should remain open and offer a different and more bespoke education environment for children. An alternative must be made available to parents and children.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale Primary School

Allendale

No

Does not solve the confusion caused by the mix of first, primary, middle and high schools.

Yes

Simplifying the system to primary/secondary schooling would clear up any confusion. The prospect of a purpose built and fit for purpose school is also an attractive option. I would not be pleased to see the existing schools being used in the long term to accommodate all the students coming from the various schools.

No

It is with regret that I say no to this option as my child is very happy at HBHS and we have been very satisfied with her education so far. It is a real shame that HBHS no longer seems a viable option in its current form and I don't feel that making it a 4-16 school would help improve the area's educational problems.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

The consultation ignores the impact on children -  children deserve the opportunity for an excellent education and children, some as young as three, should not be expected to travel excessive distances to access education.  Our current school (Whittonstall) provides a fabulous education and has done for over 100 years.  It has been rated as “Good” by Ofsted and consistently produces some of the best excellent academic results in the country (KS1 SATs results are in the top 5% nationally).  As well as being good academically the school is a lovely caring, school - each child is valued and cared for - a daft example being that the week this all kicked off the children were given little cupcakes to cheer them up on the Friday and our son's teacher sent one for our daughter too - they already know her even though she doesn't start until September.  

No

Financial position - Whittonstall was federated with another local school in 2012 in order to ensure its financial viability.  The Federated status means that costs are shared between the two sites with a shared headteacher, and other staff, as well as shared service contracts.  The consultation document does not recognise the federated status and does not consider the impact on the other school

No

There is also a wider impact on the community - the school is the third largest employer in the area employing 45 people; the proposals would hugely impact all of these people as well as local businesses and the community as a whole.

hexham

No

No

No

Leave our fabulous schools alone

No

No

No

Staff Member

Hexham Middle School

No

Small schools are very important to village life, it is important for young children to be taught near to home so the school day is shorter.

No

The High School is not sustainable for that many children. Middle schools are very valuable in terms of pastoral support and emotional development. The high school cares very little about those. Also the three tier system is working the grades show that. And as I said earlier small schools are essential to rural life.

No

See previous reasons, I am against the closure of smaller schools.

Investment in new buildings for some schools is needed. Using the schools for more community based activities so they are multifunctional would be a good idea too. Extending some smaller schools to give earlier nursery provision, which could be private may also invest money into them. I think the idea of first/Middle schools sharing a site is also good or middle/high school so less maintenance needed.

Otterburn

Yes

Keeps middle schools

No

I do not believe the this would be suitable as it will have an adverse affect on the local communities - parents moving, shops and businesses closing etc. The travel would be too much for and 11year old 

No

I do not believe the this would be suitable as it will have an adverse affect on the local communities - parents moving, shops and businesses closing etc

In the Bellingham partnership, leave that first schools as first schools apart from Bellingham first. Make Bellingham first and Bellingham middle one school as a through 3-13 school or potentially a 3-16 school to avoid long travel for 11year olds and polluting the environment through bus travel.

Haydon Bridge

No

none

No

none

No

none

Haydon Bridge has presented an excellent proposal for all, including disabilities, mental health etc.   The model takes into account the pupils as well as the parents and teachers and travelling times, which is a huge issue for some.

Bardon Mill

No

I don't understand how this will improve educational standards for students

No

This is not viable for those living in the outlying areas that will have to travel further for school. This puts pressure on the parents of students who are not able to get public transport or do not feel they are old enough to travel on school transport by themselves.

No

Having previously been at Haydon Bridge High, I felt that the three tier system enhanced my learning and development because I was converging with other students that were much older than me. It was the right age group and therefore I was able to make friends not only in my year but in the years above and below. It will restrict these opportunities for new students as pressure will be on staff to cater for an entirety of the school rather than a key stage group. 

I support Haydon Bridge High School developing a curriculum that gives more student and parental choice by taking into account the post-18 pathways that will be followed.  Many students do not want to continue to university but would rather obtain skills and training that improve their employability. Some of my friends (from QEHS as well as HBHS) would have benefited from this rather than going to university which they felt was the only real option available to them.  The desire should be on keeping the three tier system across the west of the county in order to develop the learning of students in outlying areas that would have to travel over one hour to and from school each day.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale

No

No

No

I agree with Model D because it allows everyone to go to sixth form.

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

No

No

No

Governor

Other

Bellingham Partnership of Schools (First and Middle)

Bellingham

Don't know

No

No

I should like to see Bellingham as the centre of education for children up to the age of 13 and beyond, perhaps 16.    There could be more co-ordination amongst the existing First Schools of the North Tyne and Redesdale area.  They would become satellites of the main school so that very young children would not have to travel more than five miles each way.  There could be rural vocational training at Bellingham including preparation for apprenticeships. Children with these particular interests could travel up to school at Bellingham (from Hexham and the Tyne valley) for specialist teaching  instead of all the older children automatically travelling down to the Tyne Valley.  Other educational establishments (for example Kirkley Hall) could send students out to the Bellingham centre for specialist experience and education in forestry, land management skills relating to hill farming etc

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

No

I just cannot imagine Haydn Bridge closing and merging with Hexham. The scale is enormous. I went to Haydon Bridge High. It was a good school. Once the scaremongering settles I believe the intake numbers would increase significantly.

Yes

It's the only 1 that supports Haydon Bridge remaining open. The school "failings" seem to be used as a scape goat to push through all sorts of new ideas/changes.   

The schools in Hexham need some serious investment in infrastructure. It's surely passed the point of viable with maintenance/repairs to old buildings vs new build.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Broomley and Whittonstall Federated First Schools

No

I do not believe Model A represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland. From the information provided in the consultation documents there is no evidence that this model is any better than the current arrangements. Further, at the drop-in session Bruce Parvin confirmed that no modelling had been done to show this model was more financially viable than the current arrangements or than the other proposed models. I also can see no evidence of how this model would improve the educational experience and outcomes of children in the area. Indeed for a significant number of children who would have to spend longer each day traveling to school this model could only be detrimental to their education and their ability to learn. Finally, reducing the number of high/secondary schools in the west of Northumberland, to one academy, would seem to be a step away from securing a sustainable education for the future as it would leave no high/secondary provision in the area in the control of the council. However I acknowledge that a way forward for Hayden Bridge High School is needed, but this needs to be constructed with proper financial, and place, modelling. It would appear some unsupported assumptions have been made in the current consultation document, eg that children from the Haydon Bridge partnership would continue to choose to go to QEHS if the future of HBHS was secure and it was performing well. 

n/a

No

I do not believe Model B represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland. From the information provided in the consultation documents there is no evidence that this model is any better than the current arrangements. Further, at the drop-in session Bruce Parvin confirmed that no modeling had been done to show this model was more financially viable than the current arrangements or than the other proposed models. I also can see no evidence of how this model would improve the educational experience and outcomes of children in the area. Indeed for a significant number of children who would have to spend longer each day travelling to school under this model could only be detrimental to their education and their ability to learn. In addition, this model makes huge changes to the schools in the Hexham Partnership, which are performing well and are financially viable. Where is the evidence that this is of benefit in anyway? Finally, reducing the number of high/secondary schools in the west of Northumberland, to one academy, would seem to be a step away from securing a sustainable education for the future as it would leave no high/secondary provision in the area in the control of the council. However, I acknowledge that a way forward for Hayden Bridge High School is needed, but this needs to be constructed with proper financial, and place, modeling. It would appear some unsupported assumptions have been made in the current consultation document, eg that children from the Haydon Bridge partnership would continue to choose to go to QEHS if the future of HBHS was secure and it was performing well. 

n/a

No

I do not believe Model C represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland. From the information provided in the consultation documents there is no evidence that this model is any better than the current arrangements. Further, at the drop-in session Bruce Parvin confirmed that no modeling had been done to show this model was more financially viable than the current arrangements or than the other proposed models. I also can see no evidence of how this model would improve the educational experience and outcomes of children in the area. Indeed for a significant number of children who would have to spend longer each day traveling to school this model could only be detrimental to their education and their ability to learn. However, I acknowledge that a way forward for Hayden Bridge High School is needed, but this needs to be constructed with proper financial, and place, modelling.  

n/a

There has been a lot of work done during the consultation period by schools, governors, parents and others to construct and accurately model alternative proposals to those the council was able to define. These show that there are other alternatives for the future, and acknowledge that changes need to be made and that the schools and parents will support.  Some of these may take time to finalise, something the council seems to acknowledge for its own models, which are also not completely modelled yet. So this may extend the overall timescales beyond those set out in the consultation, but I have not seen any justification to rigidly stick to the published timescales. Particularly I believe the collaborative pathways model set out by Corbridge Middle School should be pursued. I strongly believe, particularly, the Hexham Partnership is working very well, and is sustainable for the future, so should not be extensively changed. I believe changing this partnership to a two-tier model would only have a negative impact on the education of its children now and in the future. 

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

QEHS

Hexham

No

No

Yes

This is the least worst option.  I would be interested to see where the money is coming from for the new builds which are desperately required (certainly in Hexham).

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

Yes

To bring education for GCSE age children in line with the rest of the country, although three tier works well it puts our children at a disadvantage.A new fit for purpose High school needs to be built to the west of Hexham with buses coming in from the west with a new light controlled roundabout on the A69.

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I cannot support any of the proposals. You have not provided a thorough assessment of the situation. These cannot be considered without a full financial study and impact assessment on the communities that will be affected. I think it is vital to retain a school in haydon bridge those in the west as Hexham is simply too  far from our lives. Haydon Bridge has not had an inspection for quite some time and has visibly improved since it's troubles. It's exam passes for instance,  are actually quite good. This school just needs a bit of support and some improvement to the actual building. I believe that the current team can take the school to a successful future and I hope that you would consider Mr Glover's proposal seriously. I do not wish to send my children to another untried, untested academy school in Hexham (that doesn't even exist), and I know we're not the only family considering leaving the area should this plan go ahead. Our children come first. We won't just let you bus them into the unknown. 

Staff Member

Haydon Bridge High School

No

It would involve the closure of Hbhs which would not benefit the students in their catchment areas. Going to QE is not something they want

No

A super school from 11-18 is not suitable for hbhs students. They are used to personalised learning and this would not be offered at QE. We staff and management do not want our students so they would be at a disadvantage

No

A 4-16 school is not well thought out at all. One of hbhs strength is sixth form so tonnot include that would seriously limit students choices and make further education harder for them to access. Half the students would not get into QE with their current entry requirements and colleges would be too far to travel to. Closing first school seems unnecessary when they are good schools

Option D for hbhs is an option that provides a vocational pathway which more students are following. Students are given the opportunity to achieve more gcse grades plus have the choice of an academic or vocational pathway

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Greenhead

No

No

No

By closing our School you would take the heart out of our community. This goes for all the village schools in your plan for closure. We need to put the children first and by shipping them off a lot further from home along busy roads this isn't the answer. At greenhead we have a fantastic environment for Children to learn and how many schools have the setting we have and our nature garden is just brilliant for the children. We worked hard to get us to a Good Ofsted school so can't just close now. Our adjoining nursery is Oustanding Ofsted and will be severely affected by this if you close the school. Please please rethink!

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

The Sele First

Hexham

No

No

No

None if the 3 options suggest an optimistic future for education in west northumberland.  There is no doubt, whatever option chosen the rural communities will be greatly impacted by such intended/closures/mergers, these same closures/mergers have long term ramifications for all tiers of education throughout the region, not easily reversed once such commitments have been made.  Option A/B - At the heart of each of these two options is the establishment or "supper school" in Hexham.  This is like "putting all your eggs into one basket" - what if it fails?  We are told by investment brokers to have a diversified portfolio to avoid catastrophe loses - where are your educational safety nets?  Resources are finite - that is understood.  However, long term underfunding has led to a chronic lack of investment in both the fabric of buildings and educational opportunity and support for ALL pupils.  There should be a flourishing and dynamic educational experience available in both Hexham and Haydon Bridge.  This is choice.  Haydon Bridge should not have become a 'sink' school where parental choice has allowed the more financially secure to make choices that others can't.  All pupils of all abilities should gain maximum access to resources appropriate to their needs.  The only model to include any reference to special needs appears to be model C, do models A/B only wish to be selective, as in a grammar school or will special needs be well funded with highly trained staff, backed up with top class resources, this has not been my experience so far in terms of resources, having a child with dyslexia has open my eyes to the realisation that little has changed since my own experience with Hexham Middle and Queen Elizabeth High School over 30 years ago.  Education is our future and decisions made must reflect this importance, may you consider very carefully and wisely all the responses you have received.  

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

The school would be too large and the travel time will be longer.  I will not be able to study A levels which I need to (not able to do BTEC).  Classes will be too large.

No

Don't know

Longer travel time. Will not be able to study BTEC. Classes will be too large. School will be too big and far too crowded.

I agree with the HBHS option D.

Staff Member

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolHexham

Don't know

I do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided.

We live in one of the most beautiful, sparsely populated areas in the UK. We need a unique system of educational provision. Keep HB open - it is a huge catchment area and justifies having it's own school. Return the school and it's feeder schools to 3 tier now that you have demonstrated 2 tier does not work. Embrace being different. 

No

All schools in the Hexham Partnership are good or outstanding - why on earth do you want to jeopardise this? You have already demonstrated that going 2 tier (in the HB pratnership) is not the answer to improving education in the Tyne Valley.   Where is your evidence that 2 tier would improve the education of my children?

This is not a viable option.

Don't know

I do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided.

Locate HMS and QEHS on one site - with a new build. Keep HB open to allow for parent choice/ pupils to move schools if necessary.

Before investing millions pounds into education in the Tyne Valley do a proper evaluation of what is needed, what can be achieved and how to provide our children with the best possible education. Listen to pupils, parents, teachers governors and stakeholders - we have the possibility of creating a unique educational solution for our unique and beautiful area. 

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

West Woodburn No

This model appears not to account for the quality of the education currently provided by any of the schools. The model does not specify how the quality of education could be improved in the future.

No

This model appears not to account for the quality of the education currently provided by any of the schools. The model does not specify how the quality of education could be improved in the future.

No

This model appears not to account for the quality of the education currently provided by any of the schools. The model does not specify how the quality of education could be improved in the future.

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

Fantastic proposals have been put forward by other educational bodies such as Corbridge middle school. Whittonstall and Bromley are federated school which share a head teacher and other staff. This has led to Whittinstall being financially viable for the next 5 years. Smaller changes like these would save the council money without having to close schools.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Corbridge middle school

Whittonstall

No

No

No

St Mary's RC First School

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Broomley Stocksfield

Stocksfield

No

Because it won't work and the children will suffer not to mention their education first schools been the introduction to a childs learning and the most important of all!  The changes proposed are not putting children needs and first in fact the proposal would be detrimental to their wellbeing and learning.

No closures and allowing the schools to put their own model forward helping each other and not competing.

Don't know

Don't know

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

No

No

I wish to add my voice of deep concern to the many others in and around newbrough/fourstones/warden. The proposed closure of newbrough primary school is simply ridiculous. Not only is the school financially viable, but the school is a key part in the rural system. There appears to have been little consideration to the direct and indirect impacts that such a closure will have on this community as a whole.  There is a reason why the bus service has never extended to haydon bridge, where the super school is proposed to be built. The narrow lane is not safe for such traffic. The longer way round, on the A69, will use more fuel as it backtracks.  The fourstones filling station, the last remaining village shop depends upon the custom of parents taking their children to and from newbrough primary school.   There would also be impact on the sale of new homes being built, not to mention devaluation of present properties in the area  The whole thing smacks of ignorance and incompetence. Centralization might work in a big town or city, in certain situations but it does not work in rural settings.  This will not save money, it will waste it. And bring further heartache!  Please leave newbrough primary school alone.

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I believe that the best option is not A, B or C but simply the proposed vision expressed by Haydon Bridge High School's Head Teacher to be found at http://www.haydonbridgehigh.co.uk/newcontent/letters/HBHS_ProposalFinal.pdf  This encompasses the relevant needs of the our students as a priority and addresses the problems faced with practical solutions based on grassroots knowledge.  

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

slaley firstt schoolConsett

No

Yes

prefer 2 tier education, same that corbridge middle would close as is a good school.  Slaley would then offer to taek children for 2 more years and become primary, and then children would move straight to hexham qehs.

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Broomhaugh C/E 1st school

Newlands

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

It will take too long to get to school.No

Takes too long to get to school.

Don't know

I agree with Option D.

Staff Member

Corbridge First School

No

I think Northumberland as a rural area needs small schools to provide excellent education to young children in their locality.

If Haydon bridge High were to close we would still need to keep the majority of our small schools in order to provide for the young children in those communities.

No

I think the three tier system works well for our rural communities.

No

We need to provide education where it is needed not cut costs without regard for the quality of education for all pupils in all areas.

We need to keep the three tier system and allow small schools to work together sharing expertise and leadership but still providing local education for the youngest pupils in our communities. Less money spent on managerial positions and more on direct teaching.

Parent/carer

Other

Broomley

No

No

No

Keep the rural schools!  Turn HBHS into a school for vocational courses like farming, plumbing etc that would attract pupils from the county and back from Cumbria. 

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

Corbridge middle &amp; qehs

Corbridge

No

Do not merge

Do not merge

No

Do not merge

Do not merge

No

Do not merge

Do not merge

Acomb First School

Prudhoe

No

Not sufficient attention is paid to the needs of local children.   It has become a 'one size fits all' system. This could not be further from the truth and has been proved by these so called not for profit amalgamations.  Before long, our education system will be more backward than any third world country.    At least in some of the 'backward' countries, education is valued. It appears not to be the case here.

No

No

Parent/carer

Humshaugh C of E First School

Barrasford

No

I believe that the three tier system is outdated and my preference would be for my children to be part of a two tier system. I think that middle school is a big change and adjustment for children so young, especially those who attend rural schools, and I know of many children who have really struggled.  At age 11, children are that bit older and slightly more capable to deal with the change. In my opinion, keeping them in a primary school until that age allows them to be children for longer.

Yes

I believe a two tier system offers the best educational option for children in the area. However, the number of rural schools listed for closure does concern me. I think that there has been talk of changing to a two tier system for so long that now would be the time to do it so it doesn’t hang over the heads of parents for any longer.  I think that first schools turning into primary schools will only enhance what the first schools already offer, and I don’t view larger class sizes to be a negative thing (for example, it offers larger peer groups, a factor which I know has enticed people who live in rural villages to send their children to larger first schools in Hexham). 

Rather then closing so many first schools, turning some (where possible) into primary schools should be considered.

No

The idea of sending a 4 year old to the same school/building as a 16 year old (Haydon Bridge), or sending a 9 year old to the same school/building as an 18 year old (Hexham) is not an option I would choose for my children. The age range is far too broad and not acceptable.

I don’t agree with the closures of so many rural schools. I think, where possible, the ideal would be to change as many into primary schools as possible (to maintain the attraction of rural living/villages). I do think this area would benefit from a two tier system as I believe three tier to be outdated and very daunting for children so young. 

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Gilsland

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Bellingham

No

No

Model B does not benefit me.

No

It doesn't fit with what I want to do. Model D is the best option as it provides vocational and academic options.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Newbrough

No

No

No

I agree with Haydon Bridge Model D because I don't know what I want to do, therefore I need a range of academic and vocational education so I need to stay at Haydon Bridge.

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

Please consider the Haydon Bridge High School option, invest some money in this school and save the local rural,first schools instead of concentrating on a 'super school'. You should be putting the children's education first! 

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Whitfield

No

No

No

I agree with Haydon Bridge Model D.  I don't know what I want to do after school so I want a range of different subjects.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Whittonstall and Broomley First School Federation

Mosswood

No

Our School is part of a Federation and is Financially viable.  We are close to capacity and closing Whittonstall would not address the problem of surplus places in other Northumberland schools.  We have significant shared costs, staff and resources with Broomley First School which support our financial viability as a Federation. This proposal would be very detrimental to this arrangement and have far reaching implications for the viability of Broomley. The closure of Whittonstall First School would have a severe detrimental impact on the cohesion of the local community to which it contributes so much – including the significant loss of jobs in the area. We are in the process of forming a MAT with the Tynedale Community Learning Trust; a process that we have been actively involved in for a year now. There insufficient capacity to accommodate our pupils at Broomhaugh Distances pupils will be expected to travel from their homes to school are of real concern No provision has been made for pre-school education in the proposals  The local development plan is in turmoil but we have on our doorstep a significant brownfield site which, if developed in the future would have a significant impact on Whittonstall pupil numbers. There is current interest from developers in this site which has the capacity for 300 new homes within the catchment. It also appears that the proposal suggests merging with a Church of England school. Surely that school can reject the proposal, based on its finances being administered by the Diocese?

No

Our School is part of a Federation and is Financially viable.  We are close to capacity and closing Whittonstall would not address the problem of surplus places in other Northumberland schools.  We have significant shared costs, staff and resources with Broomley First School which support our financial viability as a Federation. This proposal would be very detrimental to this arrangement and have far reaching implications for the viability of Broomley. The closure of Whittonstall First School would have a severe detrimental impact on the cohesion of the local community to which it contributes so much – including the significant loss of jobs in the area. We are in the process of forming a MAT with the Tynedale Community Learning Trust; a process that we have been actively involved in for a year now. There insufficient capacity to accommodate our pupils at Broomhaugh Distances pupils will be expected to travel from their homes to school are of real concern No provision has been made for pre-school education in the proposals  The local development plan is in turmoil but we have on our doorstep a significant brownfield site which, if developed in the future would have a significant impact on Whittonstall pupil numbers. There is current interest from developers in this site which has the capacity for 300 new homes within the catchment. It also appears that the proposal suggests merging with a Church of England school. Surely that school can reject the proposal, based on its finances being administered by the Diocese?

No

Our School is part of a Federation and is Financially viable.  We are close to capacity and closing Whittonstall would not address the problem of surplus places in other Northumberland schools.  We have significant shared costs, staff and resources with Broomley First School which support our financial viability as a Federation. This proposal would be very detrimental to this arrangement and have far reaching implications for the viability of Broomley. The closure of Whittonstall First School would have a severe detrimental impact on the cohesion of the local community to which it contributes so much – including the significant loss of jobs in the area. We are in the process of forming a MAT with the Tynedale Community Learning Trust; a process that we have been actively involved in for a year now. There insufficient capacity to accommodate our pupils at Broomhaugh Distances pupils will be expected to travel from their homes to school are of real concern No provision has been made for pre-school education in the proposals  The local development plan is in turmoil but we have on our doorstep a significant brownfield site which, if developed in the future would have a significant impact on Whittonstall pupil numbers. There is current interest from developers in this site which has the capacity for 300 new homes within the catchment. It also appears that the proposal suggests merging with a Church of England school. Surely that school can reject the proposal, based on its finances being administered by the Diocese?

No

There is strong Evidence that the Three tier system provides better exam Results see http://www.abbeyparkmiddle.worcs.sch.uk/resources/comparing_three_tier_results_at_gcse_with_other_schools_2017.pdf   Also there is less bullying in the Middle schools than in years  7 and 8 in Secondary schools and Children are happier.

No

There is strong Evidence that the Three tier system provides better exam Results see http://www.abbeyparkmiddle.worcs.sch.uk/resources/comparing_three_tier_results_at_gcse_with_other_schools_2017.pdf   Also there is less bullying in the Middle schools than in years  7 and 8 in Secondary schools and Children are happier.

No

There is strong Evidence that the Three tier system provides better exam Results see http://www.abbeyparkmiddle.worcs.sch.uk/resources/comparing_three_tier_results_at_gcse_with_other_schools_2017.pdf   Also there is less bullying in the Middle schools than in years  7 and 8 in Secondary schools and Children are happier.

Keep the three Tier system   There is strong Evidence that the Three tier system provides better exam Results see http://www.abbeyparkmiddle.worcs.sch.uk/resources/comparing_three_tier_results_at_gcse_with_other_schools_2017.pdf   Also there is less bullying in the Middle schools than in years  7 and 8 in Secondary schools and Children are happier.   How do students educated in three ‐tier systems do compared to those in other schools? Those opposed to middle schools systems have in the past sought to portray the three tier system of schooling as somehow inherently flawed and unable to deliver good outcomes for pupils. Analysis of recent GCSE data shows that the opposite is the case. 2016 An analysis of the 2016 KS4 results reveals that students at 16 in three tier system upper schools achieve well in comparison to the national average for all state funded schools:                              Percentage gaining grade C+ in Eng &amp; Maths       Percentage achieving E Bacc National  ‐ 3 tier schools       67.8%                                         25.4% National ‐ All schools          63%                                           24.7%  These figures show the results for the 13,000 students who took KS4 exams in 2017 in upper and high schools. It is clear from both measures that the three tier schools are achieving consistently higher outcomes. This strongly suggests that there is a significant difference here, that is probably independent of socio ‐economic background and is more likely to be indicative of the differences in the educational experiences offered on the two forms of schooling. This may be due to the well‐known deficit in progress associated with transfer at age eleven, while transfers between schools in three tier systems are not associated with such sharp changes of culture and climate between schools. Equally, it may be that the more broadly based curriculum experience that is generally offered at middle school in Key Stage 2 provides a better foundation for later progress in Key Stage 4. 2017 There were significant changes to the Key Stage 4 exams in 2017 that make direct comparison with 2016 results difficult. There is a good explanation of the main changes and the national 2017 outcomes here: https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/653532/SFR57_2017.pdf In the following table, I have compared the results for students in three tier upper schools with all state funded schools. (The figures showing the percentage achieving at grade 4 and above in English and Maths are more comparable with the outcomes in 2016, but not directly equivalent.)                        Percentage achieving      Percentage gaining                Percentage achieving          Percentage gaining                        E Bacc grade 4 and above  Eng &amp; Maths at grade 4 and above  E Bacc grade 5 and above      Eng &amp; Maths at grade 5 and above  National  ‐ 3 tier schools                  24%                     68.1%                             21.6%                         45.7% National ‐ All schools                  23.5%                   63.3%                             21.1%                         42.2% Comparing Three‐Tier results at GCSE with other schools – 2016 &amp; 2017 Again, it is clear that, whether considering the achievements at grade 4 or grade 5 and above, there is still a consistent trend, with students in three tier schools achieving higher outcomes than those in all schools. The National Middle Schools’ Forum view has long been that the only fair way to compare two and three tier systems is to look at the outcomes from the two forms of schooling at 16. This is the common end point for both forms of schooling. These figures highlight what has been clear to the middle school community for some time – that pupils in middle schools make very good progress during Year 7 and Year 8 in their final years at middle school. It has been a matter of some frustration that because of the focus on KS2 results this is not shown in any nationally available data.  Children and their future should be put first before economics.

Governor

Whittonstall First School

Whittonstall and Broomley First School Federation

Mosswood

No

Financially viable and part of a federation, which you don't seem to know about of mention

No

Forward thinking school with good ofsted report

No

3rd largest employer in the area, which would have considerable effect on employment if closed

As a parent/governor of  a 5 year old boy who attends Whittonstall First School (WFS) and a two year old girl who is scheduled to join the nursery at WFS in September 2018, I oppose all three models suggested for the following reasons:  1. The impact on the children of the county has not been fully considered in any of the three proposals - all children deserve the opportunity for an excellent education and children, some as young as three (which will include my daughter), should not be expected to travel excessive distances to access education.  WFS has provided excellent education for the children of this Parish, and for the neighbouring areas, for over 100 years.  It has been rated as “Good” by Ofsted and consistently produces excellent academic results.  As well as focusing on academic excellence WFS nurtures kindness and the ability to care for others.  WFS currently has 63 pupils in the main school and a further 8 children in the nursery.  Both nursery and reception classes are over subscribed for the 2018/19 academic year.  Should these proposals be accepted there will be no school or nursery available to the children of the Shotley Low Quarter Parish without significant travel.    2. Financial position - WFS federated with Broomley First School in 2012 in order to ensure its financial viability.  The Federated status means that costs are already shared between the two sites with a shared headteacher, and other staff, as well as shared service contracts.  WFS is currently running with a financial surplus and this is forecast to continue.  The consultation document does not recognise the federated status and does not consider the impact on Broomley First School should WFS close.  WFS and Broomley First School run effectively as a federation; closing WFS would be detrimental to Broomley in terms of both finances, staffing  and shared educational resources. This has not been considered.  3. The impact on the community - WFS is the third largest employer in the Parish employing 45 people; these proposals threaten the livelihood of each of these employees.  In addition, the closure of WFS would impact local businesses and the community as a whole.  WFS contributes significantly to the church in Whittonstall as well as local businesses and is the heart of the community.  The impact on the community should the school close would be significant and should not be under estimated.  Whilst I fully recognise that there are issues that need to be addressed within the Hexham Partnership I strongly believe there is a viable alternative that could be implemented. I am fully supportive of Leanne Barker (Executive Headteacher of the Whittonstall and Broomley First School Federation) and her Board of Governors and support the alternative approach which they presented to the NCC in July 2017.  Their proposal was to form the Tynedale Learning Trust.    The NCC chose to defer their decision to approve this solution in December 2017.  I feel that this is a viable solution and should be given serious consideration.    WFS is a forward looking, proactive school - demonstrated by the current federated model, other options worthy of consideration are: a. Further growth of the Federation – expansion of the current model for interested schools. b. Other Multi-academy Trust Solutions. c. Further exploration and development of the current models being proposed around Collaborative Hubs.  Lastly I would like to point out that the 2017 Conservative Manifesto (page 25/26) specifically referred to "Our countryside communities", promising to "bring sustainable growth to the rural economy and boost our rural areas, so that people who live in the countryside have the same opportunities as those who live in our towns and cities."  It continues to say "We will support pharmacies and village schools in rural areas."  These current proposals contradict these promises, particularly in the example of WFS which is a thriving, over subscribed and financially viable.  Closure should be a last resort when all options have been explored - a financially viable, thriving school should not be considered for closure. 

Parent/carer

Humshaugh C of E First School

Humshaugh

No

Model A is not a viable option due to the negative impact it will have on numerous local communities, our children and the excellent teaching and non-teaching staff in our schools.  Communities where schools are closed will be directly affected as villages will become much less attractive as places to live, particularly for young families.  The villages and communities concerned will become dominated by older people as families with young children move away and are not replaced.  All manner of school events that are so critical to a vibrant community will lost: school plays, school Christmas and Easter activities, school recitals, school sports events, school pensioner visits, pre-school groups based in school buildings, etc.  Indirectly, the loss of the school and its impact on the age structure of the community will have a major negative effect on numerous other aspects of village life: the viability of local shops and businesses including public houses, church congregations, GP services and social care needs.  Lastly, the need for children to travel further to school will have a significant impact in terms of time spent and distance travelled, and hence the length of the school day, and increased car use and consequently environmental damage and road safety concerns.  Communities where schools are not closed will also be negatively affected due to: increased class sizes, increased class numbers, and increased private vehicle use around the school with attendant road safety problems.  Indirectly, communities where the school remains open will also be negatively affected by an increase in demand for housing as families with school-age children seek to relocate to the village.  Housing demand and house building is already a major issue in Humshaugh.  School closure will also have a major impact on staff, both teaching and non-teaching, with a major destabilising effect on employment and the continuity of staff-pupil relationships.  

No

Model B is not a viable option due to the negative impact it will have on numerous local communities, our children and the excellent teaching and non-teaching staff in our schools.  Communities where schools are closed will be directly affected as villages will become much less attractive as places to live, particularly for young families.  The villages and communities concerned will become dominated by older people as families with young children move away and are not replaced.  All manner of school events that are so critical to a vibrant community will lost: school plays, school Christmas and Easter activities, school recitals, school sports events, school pensioner visits, pre-school groups based in school buildings, etc.  Indirectly, the loss of the school and its impact on the age structure of the community will have a major negative effect on numerous other aspects of village life: the viability of local shops and businesses including public houses, church congregations, GP services and social care needs.  Lastly, the need for children to travel further to school will have a significant impact in terms of time spent and distance travelled, and hence the length of the school day, and increased car use and consequently environmental damage and road safety concerns.  Communities where schools are not closed will also be negatively affected due to: increased class sizes, increased class numbers, and increased private vehicle use around the school with attendant road safety problems.  Indirectly, communities where the school remains open will also be negatively affected by an increase in demand for housing as families with school-age children seek to relocate to the village.  Housing demand and house building is already a major issue in Humshaugh.  School closure will also have a major impact on staff, both teaching and non-teaching, with a major destabilising effect on employment and the continuity of staff-pupil relationships. 

No

Model C is not a viable option due to the negative impact it will have on numerous local communities, our children and the excellent teaching and non-teaching staff in our schools.  Communities where schools are closed will be directly affected as villages will become much less attractive as places to live, particularly for young families.  The villages and communities concerned will become dominated by older people as families with young children move away and are not replaced.  All manner of school events that are so critical to a vibrant community will lost: school plays, school Christmas and Easter activities, school recitals, school sports events, school pensioner visits, pre-school groups based in school buildings, etc.  Indirectly, the loss of the school and its impact on the age structure of the community will have a major negative effect on numerous other aspects of village life: the viability of local shops and businesses including public houses, church congregations, GP services and social care needs.  Lastly, the need for children to travel further to school will have a significant impact in terms of time spent and distance travelled, and hence the length of the school day, and increased car use and consequently environmental damage and road safety concerns.  Communities where schools are not closed will also be negatively affected due to: increased class sizes, increased class numbers, and increased private vehicle use around the school with attendant road safety problems.  Indirectly, communities where the school remains open will also be negatively affected by an increase in demand for housing as families with school-age children seek to relocate to the village.  Housing demand and house building is already a major issue in Humshaugh.  School closure will also have a major impact on staff, both teaching and non-teaching, with a major destabilising effect on employment and the continuity of staff-pupil relationships. 

There is an urgent need for a considered, informed and systematic review of education needs and provision in West Northumberland.  As superbly covered by our local newspaper the Hexham Courant, the current situation is a result of failings by essentially all parties: local and national government including our elected representatives, current and recent school Trusts and Academies, certain senior managers.  The only “innocent” parties one can firmly identify are those who will suffer – our children.  The current proposals are extremely limited and negative, with no discussion at all of positive and creative solutions that seek to maintain our communities whilst providing quality education for our young people.  The financial case, which appears to underlie much of the argument for change, is not presented in an intelligible way and is largely devoid of detail. 



[bookmark: 20]Haydon Bridge should remain open even if it works in partnership with QEHS   Haydon Bridge has a range of vocational courses and could provide and alternative 6th form focusing on such subjects as hospitality, health and social care, and many other areas which would meet the employment opportunities of rural Northumberland such as Tourism, faming and forestry, care for our aging population etc. Haydon Bridge should stay open for 11-18. I also feel that Haydon Bridge could be developed as a hub for SEND children who have few if any options as the special schools cater for those with much more severe difficulties. It is a small supportive school which knows and understands children with additional needs and values everyone’s abilities not just academic ones.  Haydon Bridge could provide a more vocational education alongside academic which is being proposed by government in the next few years and would be ideally suited to this.  If it is necessary to move to a primary/secondary system then it is important to keep as many schools open as possible even if you provide an infant and Junior model with small infant schools linked to a primary hub such as Bellingham ensuring that schools like Wark can stay open and provide local education embedded in the community. These infant schools could share such resources as admin, specialist teaching, heads and other staff to reduce overheads and make them viable and cost effective.     

Email:  I am writing to you as the Leader in Education of  Northumberland County Council to thank you for your involvement in meetings and local events in relation to your consultation document on education in West Northumberland. I would like to seek your continued support as I am sure you are aware the high level of concern and distress at the proposed massive changes to education and the impact this will have on local communities.

I have 2 children one who is at Haydon Bridge and another who attends QEHS with both having gone through the first and middle school system. Therefore, I feel I have a good understanding of the current system and strong informed views on the proposals.

I have completed the online Northumberland CC consultation process but wanted to impress on you how strong my opposition is to all three of the current proposals and to ask you to lobby on my behalf to find an alternative. I have also completed the Hadrian Learning Trust’s Consultation as one of my daughters attends there. I oppose the idea of a super school.

Firstly, I object to the plans to close Haydon Bridge High School which has been damaged by the political arguments between Northumberland County Council, the government and Schools Minister, Bright Tribe and others for the last 4 years or more without thought to the impact upon the morale and motivation of the staff and pupils.  Haydon Bridge has continued to provide a supportive environment to my daughter who has learning difficulties and they have finally obtained a EHCP for her needs which she should have had 10 years ago. The idea of a single school which focuses on academic achievement would leave a large proportion of children feeling failures rather than providing them with learning that meets their needs. Those who do not meet the criteria of QEHS 6th form have to travel to Newcastle or Carlisle to remain in education.  Haydon Bridge has a range of vocational courses and could provide and alternative 6th form focusing on such subjects as hospitality, health and social care, and many other areas which would meet the employment opportunities of rural Northumberland such as Tourism, faming and forestry, care for our aging population etc. I also feel that Haydon Bridge could be developed as a hub for SEND children who have few if any options as the special schools cater for those with much more severe difficulties. It is a small supportive school which knows and understands children with additional needs and values everyone’s abilities not just academic ones.

Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without the proper impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these impact assessments is contained within s.149 of the equalities Act 2010, section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. 

Next, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable, and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. I am aware that most of other local authority areas have a two-tier system and understand the benefits even though my 2 girls would not have been able to cope in that environment and benefitted from a supportive small Middle School at Bellingham. If it is necessary to move to a two-tier system, then consideration should be given to having infant schools in the villages working co-operatively and sharing resources with the primary hub.

Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Keilder School to Hexham QE). The fact that Ridley Hall Boarding closed with 2 days’ notice was a disgrace and damaged the children and the staff who should have been at the centre of any planned change. 

Thank you again for your support and I look forward to your response to the above points in due course.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Queen Elizabeth High School,  

Greenhaugh

No

Firstly, I object to the plans to close Haydon Bridge High School which has been damaged by the political arguments between Northumberland County Council, the government and Schools Minister, Bright Tribe and others for the last 4 years or more without thought to the impact upon the morale and motivation of the staff and pupils.  Haydon Bridge has continued to provide a supportive environment to my daughter who has learning difficulties and they have finally obtained a EHCP for her needs which she should have had 10 years ago. The idea of a single school which focuses on academic achievement would leave a large proportion of children feeling failures rather than providing them with learning that meets their needs. Those who do not meet the criteria of QEHS 6th form have to travel to Newcastle or Carlisle to remain in education.  Next, I strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable, and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. 

 Haydon Bridge has a range of vocational courses and could provide and alternative 6th form focusing on such subjects as hospitality, health and social care, and many other areas which would meet the employment opportunities of rural Northumberland such as Tourism, faming and forestry, care for our aging population etc. Haydon Bridge should stay ope for 13-18. I also feel that Haydon Bridge could be developed as a hub for SEND children who have few if any options as the special schools cater for those with much more severe difficulties. It is a small supportive school which knows and understands children with additional needs and values everyone’s abilities not just academic ones. 

No

 Again, I object to the plans to close Haydon Bridge High School which has been damaged by the political arguments between Northumberland County Council, the government and Schools Minister, Bright Tribe and others for the last 4 years or more without thought to the impact upon the morale and motivation of the staff and pupils.  Haydon Bridge has continued to provide a supportive environment to my daughter who has learning difficulties and they have finally obtained a EHCP for her needs which she should have had 10 years ago. The idea of a single school which focuses on academic achievement would leave a large proportion of children feeling failures rather than providing them with learning that meets their needs. Those who do not meet the criteria of QEHS 6th form have to travel to Newcastle or Carlisle to remain in education.  I strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable, and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. I am aware that most of other local authority areas have a two-tier system and understand the benefits even though my 2 girls would not have been able to cope in that environment and benefitted from a supportive small Middle School at Bellingham. 

If it is necessary to move to a two-tier system, then consideration should be given to having infant schools in the villages working co-operatively and sharing resources with the primary hub.

No

I think it is unrealistic to have a through school at Haydon Bridge aged 4-16. Travelling distances would be too great. Again I strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable, and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. I am aware that most of other local authority areas have a two-tier system and understand the benefits even though my 2 girls would not have been able to cope in that environment and benefitted from a supportive small Middle School at Bellingham. If it is necessary to move to a two-tier system, then consideration should be given to having infant schools in the villages working co-operatively and sharing resources with the primary hub.

If it is necessary to move to a two-tier system, then consideration should be given to having infant schools in the villages working co-operatively and sharing resources with the primary hub.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

No

No

No

I am fully supportive of Haydon Bridge High Schools proposal. Their ideas are the best way looking forward for the children, present and future. Also supporting the local community.  I don’t believe NCC in past years have fully supported HBHS, therefor allowing it to slip into special measures. For the two tier argument to be once again dragged up.  My daughter has been in HBHS since the closure of Allendale Middle school. Her school year was the first year 7 to attend HBHS. She is now in year 11 and out of the 5 years she has attended the school 4 of them has been in special measures! Her experiences in the school have all been positive, but I feel  NCC has let our children and school down. My daughter can not get any of those years back, and the uncertainty has had an negative affect on all the pupils and the staff. Who I will add, have been amazing.  Another reason, for which I totally support the HBHS proposal.  

Governor

Wark C of E First School

No

We feel this option will lose the already proven quality education providers that remain viable for the future ie Wark C of E First School.

We support the fact that the current Haydon Bridge situation is untenable, and a solution for High/Secondary education in West Northumberland needs to be sought.   Wark C of E First School with all the factors highlighted under our option D response can enhance the delivery of eduction in this model.  By retaining Wark C of E First School we are ensuring the quality of education for our children within the Wark catchment, supporting our local communities and facilities, retaining a needed pre-school and before/after school provision within our catchment.

No

We feel this option will lose the already proven quality education providers that remain viable for the future ie Wark C of E First School.

We support the fact that the current Haydon Bridge situation is untenable, and a solution for High/Secondary education in West Northumberland needs to be sought.   Wark C of E First School with all the factors highlighted under our option D response can enhance the delivery of eduction in this model.  By retaining Wark C of E First School we are ensuring the quality of education for our children within the Wark catchment, supporting our local communities and facilities, retaining a needed pre-school and before/after school provision within our catchment.

No

We feel this option will lose the already proven quality education providers that remain viable for the future ie Wark C of E First School.

We support the fact that the current Haydon Bridge situation is untenable, and a solution for High/Secondary education in West Northumberland needs to be sought.   Wark C of E First School with all the factors highlighted under our option D response can enhance the delivery of eduction in this model.  By retaining Wark C of E First School we are ensuring the quality of education for our children within the Wark catchment, supporting our local communities and facilities, retaining a needed pre-school and before/after school provision within our catchment.

On behalf of Wark C of E First School Governing Body   We write with reference to your consultation for the organisation of schools in the West of Northumberland and we welcome the opportunity to investigate the future model of education provision within this area.  We feel that the consultation model being followed (i.e. school consultation followed by public consultation) is appropriate and welcomed the opportunity to speak directly with Officers from the education department at Northumberland County Council.  With the excellent education, broad curriculum and proven educational standards that Wark C of E First School offers, we hope to be considered as a strong contender to remain open, enhancing our children’s education in any future educational model.  There are a number of issues we would like to draw to your attention that are outlined below.  Information for you about Wark C of E First School: • Financial forecasting is strong - we have a budget surplus over the next three years. • We have a proven track record of a driven, proactive and flexible strategic Governing Body with strong contingency planning. • We focus on pupil outcomes through close planning, delivery and monitoring approach to enable each child to achieve their potential - our outcomes for pupils are better than national outcomes. • Our children follow an enrichment programme approach, continually striving to improve through close monitoring of progress.  • In October 2017 - we received a ‘Good’ Ofsted report with some ‘Outstanding’ features, additionally we have a recent ‘Good’ SIAMS report. • We have rising pupil numbers. • 100% of parents would recommend our school (OFSTED parent view) • Is a socially responsible school, with close links with our local community and businesses. • Our staff, leadership team and Governors are dedicated, enthusiastic and focused on the best outcome for our children. • We are the only faith school in the North Tyne Haydon Bridge High School catchment area, therefore an important choice for parents in the area (indeed 73% of our children currently state Christian as their faith). • We have strong linkages with our community with overwhelming parental and community support. • We offer an excellent teacher lead nursery provision from age 3 (the only nursery provision within our catchment and only made viable being part of the school provision).  With reference to your early schools consultation, we embraced the opportunity to engage at an early stage with the Council and were understandably disappointed that our comments had not been recognised within the current consultation document (this input is still valid).  Our response to the early stage consultation offered the opportunity to engage with NCC to explore the option of Wark C of E First School becoming a primary school, we still feel that based on our strong foundations of delivering first school education with financially viability, having gained a Good OFSTED within the last 6 months, seeing growing pupil numbers, having created a new growing EYFS unit, and having a robust plan to move to a primary provision in which we can show predictions of higher than the national outcomes level of education this is a viable option for our school. We have a business plan (available on request) to move to a Primary school that can be enacted when required with the support of Northumberland County Council and Newcastle Diocese.  We have shared our thought with our community and have their unanimous support in progressing with our proposals to maintaining the highest standards of education within the village, indeed Cllr Gibson attended our public meeting and could only offer his praise for our vision and dedication to retaining this provision within Wark for our children, now and for the next 25 years.    Looking towards the impact these proposals may have upon the communities they cover, we note that no impact assessment has been carried out on any option, this is extremely concerning.  With a decision which proposes to impact on such a wide geographical area, one that will undoubtedly impact upon a vulnerable group, their communities and the local economies we would absolutely consider it appropriate that this should be done not only for each option but for each school impacted by these proposals.  We have carried out an Equalities Impact Assessment for Wark Church of England First School for options A, B and C, (available on request).  Due to the closure of the school under all three options there will be a significant negative impact on the community of Wark C of E First School under each of the consultation options.  We again extend our offer to open up dialogue with the education department to consider the option of Wark C of E First School becoming a primary school, we look forward to hearing from you shortly to progress with this matter.  Yours Sincerely  Kelly Ritchie Chair of Governors Wark C of E First School On behalf of Wark C of E First School Governing Body                   

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

No

No

No

Staff Member

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

HEXHAM

Yes

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Bardon Mill

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

I agree with HBHS Model D. I don't know what I want to do when I leave school so I need a wide range of subjects.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

The closure of Hayden Bridge High School is worrying as it would mean QEHS would have a massive number of pupils and they're education may suffer. It also means that if for whatever reason a student does not settle at QEHS then there are no other alternatives.

Don't know

I think the three tier system is working in Hexham with very good results. I think if middle schools are going to close in favour of the primary and secondary system then all schools in Northumberland should do this. There should not be a mix of first, middle and primary. It has to be one or the other. 

I would be reluctant for Haydon bridge to close and would maybe make it a specialist school for vocational qualifications rather than purely academic.   Funding has to be made available to modify first schools to extend to accommodate the extra year 5 and 6 for primary. Funding has to be available for building improvements to QEHS and minimal disruption to education.

Yes

I think the three tier system is fine as it is. Funding just needs to be invested to improve the facilities for all schools in west Northumberland.

Staff Member

Beaufront First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Other

Heddon Primary Stocksfield

No

No

No

I am in support of the alternative proposals put forward by Corbridge Middle School and Haydon Bridge High School.

Parent/carer

Bellingham First School

Falstone

No

As a parent and experienced secondary school teacher, I don't believe this model has enough potential for the start of an 11-18 two tier educational system in Northumberland.  I believe model B has much more potential for better investment in the county and greater success for student's futures.

As a parent and experienced secondary school teacher, I don't believe this model has enough potential for the start of an 11-18 two tier educational system in Northumberland.  I believe model B has much more potential for better investment in the county and greater success for student's futures.

Yes

As a parent and experienced secondary school teacher, I believe model B has the best potential for investment in the county and greater success for student's futures. From my local, national, and international experience of different educational systems, this is the best option for the future of education in Northumberland. It provides students with an essential age appropriate education, which can be accurately assessed against national standards. 

No

As a parent and experienced secondary school teacher, I don't believe this model has enough potential for the start of an 11-18 two tier educational system in Northumberland.  I believe model B has much more potential for better investment in the county and greater success for student's futures.

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

riding mill

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Stocksfield

Don't know

I feel that I have not been given enough information to comment on the outcome of Model A.  I would not want any school to close because of this.

It is not a viable option in my opinion. I feel that there is not an option available that I would agree with.  I would like the three tier system to continue throughout all the schools

Don't know

Again, I feel that there has not been enough information provided to show the impact this would have on the local community.  I do not wish for any schools to be closed and would like to protect the three tier system.

Please provide a three tier model.

Don't know

I do not feel that enough information has been provided to comment.  We do not know if Haydon Bridge High School has a potential sponsor, so whether the option is viable. Travel time in the catchment for HBHS would increase significantly for children aged 11.   I feel that two medium size high schools rather than one large school would be a safer option. eg Haydon Bridge High School and QEHS to remain as they are.  Haydon Bridge High school could offer children an alternative educational experience (less academic) so that we can provide a varied option to all.

I don't see how a bigger school would improve educational outcomes for any child.

I would like the North East MPs to go back to central government and fight for the families of West Northumberland.   We must try and get more funding before we start to destroy good schools and tear the heart out of our community.  We all have a voice, the three tier system is worth fighting for.

Parent/carer

Bellingham Middle School and Sports College

Wark C of E First Wark

No

I don't believe in closing the first schools, ours in Wark is a fantastic school growing with wrap around care and nursery and financially viable so don't understand the logic behind the decision to put it on the closed list.

No

I don't agree with the closure of our local middle school in Bellingham, my eldest moved up to year 5 there in September and the transition has gone very well. She had concerns about moving to a bigger school which I totally understand but she has settled brilliantly and I don't want her to from a school of 120 (approx) to a school with over 2000. 

No

This option seems to have been thrown in and not thought through in detail. Too many options depending on where you live.

I believe the best way forward is to stay in a 3 tier system because of our rural area. I don't mind my children travelling on busses etc my issue is the size the secondary school is going to be if we are forced to go 2 tier.  Like I said previously my children go to Wark currently which is an amazing school where they have both thrived, however it is a small school and a big jump between numbers in the current school system never mind this so called 'super school'.  I believe the children's education is the most important thing to be thought of and if they are scared and intimidated by the size of a school and number of children they will not learn as well. I think that 3 tiers should remain but our school at Wark be taken off the list of closures, the school is more than able to sustain itself financially and continues to grown and my children are proof that it is a brilliant place to begin education. As well as being financially viable we have good ofstead and siams results and the broad choice of curriculum offered is brilliant for the children. AS well as all areas of national curriculum the school does forest school, swimming, cooking, PE competitions with other partnership schools (and that is naming a few).  However I understand change is going to come as a result of this consultations so I would suggest that if we are forced (and I strongly feel that we are being held over a barrel by QE &amp; HMS as this is what they want) to go into  2 tier system then Wark to stay open as a primary which it has proven it can do. They can react quickly, have the space, have worked out the figures and only need to make small changes to 1 classroom and employ 1 new teacher to make it happen. For the secondary school I think the new building in Hexham should be built before the changes come into place and the 2019 date should be pushed back until a suitable building is built to accommodate the children that need to go. I personally like the big schools that are in blocks for each subject and each age range is over 1 floor.  I hope that sums up my thoughts clearly.

Staff Member

Greenhaugh First School

No

The closure of a "Good" school which is financially viable is not a good option. Maintaining a Middle School which does not provide a "Good" education is not a viable option for the sake of our children who deserve the best quality of education whatever the stage. See attachment

No

See Model A Forming one very large Secondary School does not fit the rural nature of the west of Northumberland. It does not take into account the distances that children would have to travel at the age of 11 from remote rural locations and offers no parental choice.

No

Again, Greenhaugh First School is proposed for closure which we do not support.

Please see Greenhaugh Governor's Business plan (sent with Governor's response) Please see letter from Greenhaugh staff below:   29th March 2018 Dear Sir/Madam,  We write to you in relation to Northumberland County Council’s recent consultation regarding the restructuring of schools in West Northumberland. As the teachers at Greenhaugh First School, we feel we cannot accept any of the proposals set forward in the consultation that outline our school to be closed in all 3 options by September 2019.  We strongly believe that under no circumstances should Greenhaugh First School be allowed to close.  Educational goals At Greenhaugh First School we pride ourselves on delivering a first class education based on our key principles: • Every child can achieve their full potential, to develop responsibility, self-esteem, respect for others and their environment.   • Every child is entitled to a broad and balanced curriculum achieved through both an indoor and outdoor environment, with high quality teaching and learning experiences that encourage creativity, curiosity, develop enquiring minds and promote confidence to try new challenges. • Strong values based on providing a welcoming and supportive atmosphere where staff and children work together to create a happy, secure, caring and stimulating environment in partnership with parents, governors and the wider community.     Class structure As suggested in the consultation document we do not agree that class sizes of 30 should be the ideal.  Several members of staff have worked in both larger primaries and small first schools, and the ability to help each child achieve their potential is much more effective in smaller classes.   In Greenhaugh First School, we currently have class sizes of 14 in Reception/Key Stage 1 and 14 in Key Stage 2 which has proven to be more beneficial to younger years.  We strongly feel that our continued viability allows us to teach, and for children to learn.  Progress and Attainment Historically, children have entered Greenhaugh First School as broadly average against National Standards. Through comprehensive tracking, every child can be individually targeted for support or extension at the earliest possible stage.  As identified in our SIP report March 2018,   “The school tracks pupils’ progress effectively and makes good use of the information to set challenging targets for pupils by the end of the year”.  “Pupils’ progress meetings also identify any pupils who are falling behind so that the teacher can provide appropriate intervention and support”. As a school we constantly strive for each child to be the best they can be.  As a result, children leave KS1 and KS2 achieving better than the national average. We believe that this consultation document is solely focussed on financial and surplus data rather than acknowledging high academic standards within our school.  SEND All learners, regardless of individual need or disability have access to an excellent, inclusive education at Greenhaugh First School.  We ensure that all children make at least good progress towards national or personal targets.  Due to our class size and structure, fast and efficient identification and early intervention shows that a reducing number of children are currently registered as SEND within our setting.  In addition, mixed age classes allow for learners to have access to a ‘stage rather than age’ curriculum.  Effective partnerships, between other professionals and parents mean that “pupils who have special educational needs and/or disabilities make good progress from their starting points” (Ofsted March 2017) and our “Pupil Premium and SEND children are making good progress” (School Improvement Partnership report dated 21.3.18).  Our opinion is that a high proportion of our SEND children would fail to make as good progress in a larger setting.  Broad Curriculum Children at Greenhaugh First School have access to a first class curriculum, drawing on expertise from outside providers as well as our local community.  In addition to a carefully planned, bespoke curriculum, children are given the opportunity to take part in a large number of enhancements including: traditional music and dance; whole school swimming; experiencing Dark Sky Days; gardening at the Land of Joy Buddhist Centre; valuing our Northumberland National Park setting; working with artists from VARC (visiting artists in the rural community); using St Aidan’s Church as a local resource; assisting with the upkeep of our community orchard;  participate in Anti-Bullying week.   These additional opportunities allow children at Greenhaugh First School to gain additional experiences, whilst consolidating core, basic skills.  “Leaders and Governors have ensured that the curriculum is enriched in a myriad of ways.  Pupils benefit from a wide variety of trips, first-hand practical experiences and visiting experts such as geologists and authors.  Your success in delivering a broad curriculum is evident.  Pupil’s good rates of progress in subjects other than English &amp; Mathematics are indicative of this” (Ofsted March 2017). Greenhaugh First School children learn to co-operate with and respect others; to recognise good citizenship and are valued as the individual, in group work and as contributors to our whole school team ethos, Small School Big Heart.  Summary Response Greenhaugh First School staff reject proposals A, B &amp; C and favour continuing as a successful First School within a supportive community that serves a vital purpose in a deeply rural setting.    In recognising that changes are inevitable we are willing to strive to continue as a viable first school, convert to a primary or become part of a MAT in our commitment to keep Greenhaugh First School OPEN. 

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Catton

No

No

No

Alternative proposal for HBHS

Staff Member

Wark C of E First School

Leadership Team Response to Consultation

No

Wark C of E First School is a "Good" school with rising pupil numbers, the capacity to accommodate an increased NOR and is financially viable for at least the next four years. This school should not be closed.  See Part 5.

No

As Part 2 and 5

No

As parts 2,3 and 5

Dear Sir/Madam,  We write to you in relation to Northumberland County Council’s recent consultation regarding the restructuring of schools in West Northumberland. As the Leadership Team at Wark C of E First School, we feel that we cannot accept any of the proposals set forward in the consultation that outline our school to be closed in all three options.   We strongly believe that under no circumstances should Wark C of E be allowed to close.  Educational goals                                                                                                                                                                  At Wark C of E First we pride ourselves on delivering a first class education based on our key principles: • Every child can achieve • Every child is entitled to a broad and balanced curriculum • A values based education based on a distinctive Christian ethos   Class structure                                                                                                                                                                        As suggested in the consultation document and during meetings with NCC staff, we do not agree that class sizes of 30 should be the ideal. In school, we currently have class sizes ranging from 11-16 for English and Maths and 17-20 for topic work. As outlined by the Education Endowment Foundation, this can have a 3 month+ additional impact, showing that “benefits appear to be sustained for 3-4 years when classes are reduced below 18.” We have developed class structures that allow children to be taught within their key stage for the core subjects which have had a significant positive impact on outcomes.  We strongly feel that we already have a model that allows us to teach, and children to learn.  Progress and Attainment                                                                                                                                      Historically, cohorts have entered Wark C of E First School as broadly average, with a good number below expected on entry to reception. Through comprehensive tracking, every child can be individually targeted for support or extension at the earliest possible stage. As identified in our SIP report March 2018 ‘The school rigorously tracks pupils’ progress in mathematics and English to ensure they are on track to achieve their end of year targets’ As a school we constantly strive for each child to be the best they can be, and as a result children leave KS1 and KS2 achieving better than the national average.   We believe that this consultation document is solely focused on financial and surplus data rather than acknowledging high academic standards within our school.  SEND                                                                                                                                                                                    All learners regardless of individual need or disability have access to an excellent, inclusive education at Wark C of E First School. We ensure that all learners make at least good progress towards national or personal targets. Due to our class size and structure, fast and efficient identification and early intervention shows that a reducing number of children are currently registered as SEND within our setting. In addition, mixed age classes allow for learners to have access to a ‘stage rather than age’ curriculum. PPG pupils have access to a range of support that ensures where there have been gaps, rapid progress has been made to enable children of all backgrounds to achieve at the highest possible level.  Effective partnerships, between other professional and parents mean that ‘Progress across the school is now securely good for all pupils including SEND and pupil premium pupils’ (SIP report March 2018). Our opinion is that a high proportion of our SEND children would fail to make as good progress in a larger setting. Teaching, Learning and Assessment                                                                                                                   Children at Wark C of E have access to a first class curriculum, with consistently good or outstanding teaching, in addition to drawing on expertise from our local community. As well as a carefully planned, bespoke curriculum, children have the opportunity to take part in a large number of enhancements, including: Let’s get cooking, Wild About Adventure, Open the Book and forest schools led by a specialist teacher. These enrichment opportunities allow children at Wark to gain additional experiences, whilst consolidating core, basic skills. In-house, robust tracking systems allow children to be targeted in core areas as well as foundation subjects. Ofsted Report Oct 17 ‘you have high expectations for pupils’ achievement and strive to ensure that pupils learn well across the curriculum.   The community supports our curriculum and firmly believe Wark C of E School should remain open.  Personal Development, Behaviour and Welfare                                                                                                               We aim to promote the holistic development of every child through participation in our Forest Schools Program with a strong emphasis on spiritual and moral development.  Our Forest Schools Programme aims to promote resilient, confident, independent and creative learners.  ‘On average, pupils who participate in adventure learning interventions make approximately four additional months’ progress over the course of a year.’ Education Endowment Foundation Teaching and Learning Toolkit.                                                                                                                                                                    We offer a learner-centred pedagogy where choice, play and risk taking are viewed as vital for children's learning and development.   Attendance within our school is well above average, which supports our positive pupil voice questionnaires to suggest that children are extremely happy at Wark C of E First School.  Ofsted Oct.’17 “The provision for pupils’ personal development and welfare is a key strength of the school. Your curriculum, including visits outside of the local community, ensures that pupils’ citizenship skills are well developed.”   Early Years                                                                                                                                                                            This year we have successfully implemented full-time 3 and 4 year old nursery provision as part of an Early Years unit. This has had an immediate positive impact on financial stability as well as attainment. Children are now on track for entering reception at a higher level than in previous years. ‘The early years now include the Nursery and as a result, continuous provision and pupils’ progress have improved significantly.’ SIP Report March 2018.                                                                                                                               The consultation document fails to recognise our community powers for nursery provision and the impact this has on pupil numbers on roll.  Effectiveness of Leadership and Management The school is run by an efficient and effective leadership team who strive to develop the provision offered to the children, their families and the community.  In addition to the establishment of an Early Years Unit for three and four year olds, we have also set up Wraparound Care in response to the needs of parents. This is being further developed in summer ’18 with the offer of holiday club provision.  We also have the potential to expand our nursery provision to include two year olds which will further increase educational standards as well as future viability through an increase in pupil numbers. The school has a shared Head (0.5) and Deputy (1.0) who run the school successfully on a day to day and longer term strategic basis. There is also the very strong governing body that has an excellent understanding of the school’s strengths and areas for development and monitor these areas closely in order to maintain and build upon the already high standards. This includes managing the school’s finances efficiently to ensure that the budget for the next four years shows a healthy surplus.  Leadership make sure that necessary maintenance and repairs are carried out to the premises which will guarantee that the fabric of the school remains in good condition for the next 25 years.  We firmly believe in the benefits of partnership working and already take an active role in our mini-partnership, wider Haydon Bridge Partnership, Church Schools Cluster and more recently, with Humshaugh and Chollerton C of E First Schools. This is an area that we feel can be developed further in order to share the significant expertise that exists within all three schools and increase future viability. Ofsted Report Oct. 2017 “With your deputy headteacher and governors, you have accurately identified the school’s strengths and priorities for improvement. The school’s detailed self-evaluation documentation and improvement plans clearly identify the priorities for improving the school further. The leadership team has maintained the good quality of education in the school since the last inspection.”   Church  At Wark C of E we pride ourselves on providing an excellent education to children in a nurturing environment with a strong church ethos. Currently on roll at least 73% of children are registered as Christian. School, community and the church work closely in partnership to lead joint services and projects throughout Wark and its surrounding parishes. As the most Northerly church school in the Tyne valley, children who already travel large distances to attend a church school would have even further to travel than the proposed 6 miles to Bellingham. Article 29 of the UN convention of rights for children states ‘Children have a particular responsibility to respect the rights of their parents, and education should aim to develop respect for the values and cultures of their parents.’   Not only would losing our church school take away the rights of 73% our children, but would also be a major blow to our church community.    In light of the consultation, we have a number of recommendations: • Wark C of E First School must remain open at all costs • Good and Outstanding schools with financial viability should remain open • A single school structure should be implemented throughout West Northumberland  • In the event of potential transition to a 2-tier system, viable first schools should be offered the chance to convert to primary  • Every effort must be made to ensure smaller class sizes • Consideration must be given to the reduction in per pupil funding if small schools were to close/merge, for example, Sports Premium and loss of sparsity funding. We estimate that this could be around £2800 per pupil.   

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge

No

Loss of parental/student choice of education. Potential greenfield site being used for new buildings rather than existing brownfield (school) site being redeveloped. Loss of HBHS and its greater impact on the wider community as this does not address its widespread needs.  Panders to a funding package for ‘New build’

No

Loss of parental/student choice of education. Potential greenfield site being used for new buildings rather than existing brownfield (school) site being redeveloped. Loss of HBHS and its greater impact on the wider community as this does not address its widespread needs.  Panders to a funding package for ‘New build ‘

No

Loss of parental/student choice of education. Potential greenfield site being used for new buildings rather than existing brownfield (school) site being redeveloped. Loss of HBHS ability to offer education to 18 years and its greater impact on the wider community as this does not address its widespread needs.  Panders to a funding package for ‘New build’

4 to 16 year option for HBHS too wide unless in separate facilities within the village (I.e Shaftoe)  Extend to 18 years

HBHS already has a strong vision off its future as set out by Darren Glover. Which would see education up to 18 years on The HB site. Giving parental choice between QE &amp; HB Developing the existing sites. Offering real choice -( not 1 shiny new mega project.) Keeping the community vibrant.  The current pupil decline at HB has been brought on by the actions of the CC over the preceding years attacking 1st middle schools &amp; then the stability of the High School making the real time education of our children caught in this period of turmoil a real issue. With support rather than undermining both QE &amp; HBHS can thrive.  Note the consolidation of the Council services into Morpeth several year ago has had a visible contribution to the decline of Hexham, by the removal of well paid centrally located jobs within the town.  If HBHS is to close a similar fate would become HAydon Bridge, pulling the educational soul out of this teagion &amp; yet further destroying the West Tyne valley communities. Look at the bigger picture not just the immediate headcount. 

Staff Member

Wark C of E First School

No

See Part 5

No

See Part 5

No

See Part 5

Dear Sir/Madam,  We write to you in relation to Northumberland County Council’s recent consultation regarding the restructuring of schools in West Northumberland. As the teachers at Wark C of E first school, we feel we cannot accept any of the proposals set forward in the consultation that outline our school to be closed in all 3 options.   We strongly believe that under no circumstances should Wark C of E be allowed to close.  Educational goals                                                                                                                                                        At Wark C of E First we pride ourselves on delivering a first class education based on our key principles: • Every child can achieve • Every child is entitled to a broad and balanced curriculum • A values based education based on a distinctive Christian ethos   Class structure                                                                                                                                                                                  As suggested in the consultation document and during meetings with NCC staff, we do not agree that class sizes of 30 should be the ideal. Several members of staff have worked in both large primaries and small first schools, and the ability to help each child achieve their potential is much more effective in smaller classes. We have organised our classes to ensure that each child is given the best educational opportunities. In school, we currently have class sizes ranging from 11-16 for English and Maths (taught in key stage groups) and 17-20 for topic work (mixed key stages).                           As outlined by the Education Endowment Foundation, this can have a 3 month+ additional impact, showing that ‘benefits appear to be sustained for 3-4 years when classes are reduced below 18.’ We strongly feel that our continued viability allows us to teach, and children to learn under this recommended model.  Progress and Attainment                                                                                                                                          Historically, cohorts have entered Wark C of E First School as broadly average, with a good number below expected on entry to reception. Through comprehensive tracking, every child can be individually targeted for support or extension at the earliest possible stage. As identified in our SIP report March 2018 ‘The school rigorously tracks pupils’ progress in mathematics and English to ensure they are on track to achieve their end of year targets’ As a school we constantly strive for each child to be the best they can be, and as a result children leave KS1 and KS2 achieving better than the national average. We believe that this consultation document is solely focused on financial and surplus data rather than acknowledging high academic standards within our school.  SEND                                                                                                                                                                                            All learners regardless of individual need or disability have access to an excellent, inclusive education at Wark C of E First School. We ensure that all learners make at least good progress towards national or personal targets. Due to our class size and structure, fast and efficient identification and early intervention shows that a reducing number of children are currently registered as SEND within our setting. In addition, mixed age classes allow for learners to have access to a ‘stage rather than age’ curriculum. Effective partnerships, between other professional and parents mean that ‘Progress across the school is now securely good for all pupils including SEND and pupil premium pupils’ (SIP report March 2018). Our opinion is that a high proportion of our SEND children would fail to make as good progress in a larger setting. Broad Curriculum                                                                                                                                                               Children at Wark C of E have access to a first class curriculum, drawing on expertise from our local community. In addition to a carefully planned, bespoke curriculum, children have the opportunity to take part in a large number of enhancements, including: Let’s get cooking, Wild About Adventure, Open the Book and forest schools led by a specialist teacher. These additional opportunities allow children at Wark to gain additional experiences, whilst consolidating core, basic skills.  Ofsted, October 2017:  “You, your staff and governors have created a welcoming, harmonious and inclusive school. Your pupils told me that some of the best things about your school are that everyone is friendly, and teachers and staff help them with their work or if they have any concerns. Furthermore, you have high expectations for pupils’ achievement and strive to ensure that pupils learn well across the curriculum. As a result, pupils’ confidence develops and they generally make good progress academically. Parents’ overwhelmingly positive responses to Ofsted’s online parent survey, Parent View, show how highly parents value the work of everyone in your school.”    “The provision for pupils’ personal development and welfare is a key strength of the school. Your curriculum, including visits outside of the local community, ensures that pupils’ citizenship skills are well developed.”   “The very positive relationships between staff and pupils and of pupils with their peers reflect the caring ethos in school. Your curriculum helps pupils know how to keep themselves safe, including when they are online. Pupils know the different forms that bullying can take and know that staff will help them if they ever have concerns. Furthermore, they report that they have not encountered any bullying at your school. All parents who responded to Parent View agree that their children feel safe in your school and that staff ensure that children are well behaved.”   In light of the consultation, we have a number of recommendations: • Wark C of E First School must remain open at all costs • Good and Outstanding schools with financial viability should remain open • A single school structure should be implemented throughout West Northumberland • In the event of potential transition to a 2-tier system, viable first schools should be offered the chance to convert to primary  • Every effort must be made to ensure smaller class sizes 

Staff Member

Acomb First School

No

Merging Haydon Bridge/QEHS This would create a school which would be far too large. The school would become the 3rd largest in the country. It would create a catchment area of 800 square miles, which is not feasible for daily return travel.There needs to be another high school west of Hexham. Closure of first schools This would be the end of the community. In rural villages, schools are at the heart of the community. Taking that away would mean families would move out, resulting in an aging population. The village of Acomb is a sustainable village. It has numerous businesses eg pubs, hairdresser, post office, but needs the school to stay part of the community. Our school provides valuable childcare and education from birth and beyond with the toddler group being held in our school hall, the outstanding pre school Little Oaks using one of our classrooms and wrap around care provided by both Little Oaks and Christina Knox, before and after school. Acomb village has current investment with the building of new homes in the Birkey development, which would continue to feed into our school, ensuring sustainability. With regards to catchment 76% of our children fall under our catchment, with many choosing to travel to our school from Hexham and Wall. Beaufront school only have 4 children within their catchment. It would be easier and more cost effective to transport these children to our school if necessary, than the 45 children who live in our catchment.Many of the Beaufront children live out of county, let alone out of catchment. SHould Northumberland fund their travel and education?  

No

Don't know

I believe that there should be a high school in Haydon Bridge, but that it needs investment and support to make it work. I 'don't know' about it being a 4-16 site, as I'm not sure its in the children's best interests of a 4 year old being in the close vicinity of the 16 year olds.  

Create a high school in Haydon Bridge that provides opportunities for different learning to QEHS. I understand from parents that the curriculum has become very academic focussed at QEHS and some students would benefit from a more vocational way of learning. If funding and support was put into Haydon Bridge, this could become like a 'technical' college for farming etc 

At Acomb First school, we want to stay as a first school at the heart of our village. However with funding towards a new classroom, we are prepared to move forward as a Primary. Acomb First school should not be closed or merged with Beaufront because: it has recently been given an Ofsted 'good', far more up to date and relevant than many of the other local school's Ofsted reports it houses an outstanding pre school nursery, thriving toddler group, wrap around care in the form of breakfast club and after school club, providing seamless transitions pastoral care, we think about the whole child the staffing structure is secure and able to be flexible towards primary if necessary we offer a Forest school site with 3 level 3 teachers and 1 level 2 assistant our data continues to be good community school 76% from catchment financially sustainable children walk to school 

same reasons as previous page plus... I fully support the three tier system of education. I went through it myself as a child in the Prudhoe partnership and I see the benefits it has for our children. If these changes went ahead, could you really send a child from a rural first/primary of less than 100 pupils to a ginormous super school in Hexham of 3000 children??!! Our children receive specialised education from Year 5 and 6 in our middle schools with resources that could never be matched in a primary such as science labs, DT and home economics rooms etc They have specialist teachers.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

I believe that Haydon Bridge High School should remain open as opposed to merging with QEHS , As I don't want my children to attend a super school  as it would be so daunting for them I and I prefer and believe our children will receive a better more personal education at a school the size of Haydon bridge and I don't want my children to have to travel to Hexham to go to school 

No

My son currently attends Haltwhistle Middle School and loves it , I could not fault the school the teachers and the education provided is first class  , the before and  afterschool clubs offered are great , the friendship groups my son has , the personal education offered when you go to the school the headmaster knows who you and your child are , you would not get that at a "super school"! I love the school as I also was educated there and I think for it to close would be disastrous for our children and our town !!I do not wish my child at the age of 10 to have to travel 30+ miles per day to get to and from school , I do not wish for my child to not be able to attend before and after school clubs because of school transport and I do not wish for my child to have to leave a school he is settled and happy in , this is not fair on the children and could severely disrupt there education !! And again as for the high school element I believe that Haydon Bridge High School should remain open as opposed to merging with QEHS , As I don't want my children to attend a super school as it would be so daunting for them I and I prefer and believe our children will receive a better more personal education at a school the size of Haydon bridge and I don't want my children to have to travel to Hexham to go to school .

No

I Am a firm believer in the 3 tier system as I think its better age ranges in first , middle and high school as you are not mixing very young children with much older children , your children grow so quickly as it is and I think this would happen even quicker if you had a 4-16 all through school,  My son currently attends Haltwhistle Middle School and loves it , I could not fault the school the teachers and the education provided is first class  , the before and  afterschool clubs offered are great , the friendship groups my son has are perfect  , the personal education offered when you go to the school the headmaster knows who you and your child are , you would not get that at a "super school" and I believe that would be the same if Haydon bridge was changed to a 4-16 school as its pupil numbers would be very high  ! I love Haltwhistle Middle school as I also was educated there and I think for it to close would be disastrous for our children and our town !!

My alternative suggestion which I think would work for most families in our area ,reduce the number of first schools by closing the ones which have very few pupils and mixed age classes as these schools will have very large overheads due to the pupil ratio and I think the childrens education and social skills  would benefit if they attended schools where they were in classes with other students there own age , this would save money  for NCC by reducing the number of first school in the West Of Northumberland  , then at Bellingham change the age range at Middle School to a 3-13 through school so that they can educate all the children that previously attended the rural first schools and then keep the 2 Hexham middle schools along with Haltwhistle Middle School but change the existing hybrid system back to traditional 3 tier so that you keep the numbers at Middle School until the pupils transition to High School at age 13 , I also think the system should go back to how it used to be when you went to school in your catchment area unless there was special circumstances . Then finally i believe there should be 2 high schools , Haydon Bridge &amp; Hexham  

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Otterburn

No

Model A causes Haydon Bridge High School to close, causing problems to my education.

No.  Model A is not good.

No

No.  Haydon Bridge High School closes the school, hindering my education.

No.

Don't know

No 6th form at Haydon Bridge High School

I agree with Option D to HBHS.

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

I cannot support this option due to the community impact and the impact on my children’s education.

Please see option d response.

No

I cannot support this option due to the community impact and the impact on my children’s education.

Please see option d response.

No

I cannot support this option due to the community impact and the impact on my children’s education.

Please see option d response.

As a parent and a member of the community I cannot support any of the pervious options that closes Wark C of E First School.   I understand that the situation in Haydon Bridge High School cannot continue, but do not believe that the closure of viable rural school is the answer.  Both of my children attend Wark C of E First School moving from a large primary school (3 form intake), they have both exceeded our expectations and the expectations that they were given by their pervious school.  Wark’s class structure, broad and wide curriculum delivery coupled with the Christian ethos and values has nurtured, embraced and inspired my children to academically achieve beyond any level that we believed possible.    The current location of Wark C of E School was a major factor in our decision to buy our home in Wark.  We believe that a closure of the school in Wark would have a devastating affect on the community, with families moving away, businesses and facilities like the post office, local shop town hall and doctors surgery becoming none viable.  This decision could rip our community apart.    The school within its current catchment is viable to remain as a first school or become a primary school both maintaining the excellent educational standards and financially. I therefore cannot understand why the closure of a school with a proven record of first class educational delivery will improve the delivery of education in West Northumberland.  I have and would continue to choose a C of E school for my children’s education, with all of the current proposed options I would be unable to achieve this as the remaining local C of E schools would have no spaces.  I propose that any of the proposed options are taken BUT Wark C of E first school remains to delivery the very best education to out children to any future educational models. 

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Whittonstall

No

Why do the areas excellent, financially viable first schools need to suffer as a result of a failing high school?  I live in Whittonstall, I have a 2.5 year old daughter and would so love her to go to Whittonstall first school.  We moved to the village 2 years ago and the school was a big attraction for us, it is a modern, well equipped school, in a beautiful location and with recent investment in the school grounds which we love.  It is exactly the environment I want for my daughter to start her schooling in, it is the kind of environment I had growing up in rural Shropshire.  It is financially viable and gets great reports, why should it suffer?  I've recently become a single mother and plan to stay in Whittonstall with my daughter, the thought of her starting her schooling in the village, in surroundings she knows and loves was a great comfort to me in my decision to stay here.  The closure of the school would mean her having to travel 5.7 miles to Broomhaugh.  5.7 miles is the longest additional travel distance out of all the proposed first school closures in the Hexham area.  The recent bad weather is a clear illustration of why children need as short a distance as possible to travel to school.  The added worry to parents will be a lot.  I understand Broomhaugh is also a great school but from driving past it doesn't appear to me to be as modern building as Whittonstall, and would require investment for the schools to merge.  It seems crazy to close a modern, well equipped school and adding pressure on a less modern small school.  It is clear to me that the small rural schools are the heart of small rural communities and attract young families like mine to move to such rural locations.  If these schools were to close, less young families would be attracted to such villages, leading to decline and less investment in our rural economy, which the council should be striving to encourage.   As I say above my daughter is 2.5 years old, so due to start pre-school in September this year, there is no information on the intended pre-school provision should any on the proposals go ahead, which is very unsettling.

No

For the reasons given on model A.  Also, as I said Whittonstall is a modern, well equipped building, with the longest additional travel distance of the first schools in the Hexham area, if the area was to change to a 2 tier system wouldn't in be better to develop the more modern schools into primary schools?  I think so.

No

for the reasons given to models A and B

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Oakwood

No

No

No

Having read the consultation document thoroughly I believe that none of the potential models represent a good option for securing a  sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.  My prime concerns as a parent is that my 3 children, one of school aga and two under 3's, receive exceptional pastoral care and achieve educationally to their highest potential. We moved into Northumberland with this in mind. We were very keen to send our children to a rural school and when we researched , Beaufront First School was top of our list of schools. We are also strong supporters of the Three Tier System as we believe it makes transitions easier and we were highly impressed by the good and outstanding educational outcomes offered by the schools in the west of Northumberland. Beaufront first school has exceeded my expectations in the way the educate my daughter. I could not ask any more of the hardworking staff that work their and make school an exciting, rewarding and most importantly happy place for my daughter to be.  Beaufront has the least surplus places in the Hexham partnership and has taken steps to decrease this even further with the plans for a Community Powers Nursery and Wraparound care. This would be an excellent addition to the school and we would be enrolling our two younger children in the nursery and using the wrap around when I return to work.    I am concerned about the impact that the closure of rural schools, particularly Beaufront, will have on local communities. As I have stated, we moved to the village of Oakwood with the hope that our children would attend Beaufront. The closure of the school would mean fewer families moving into the Oakwood and the surrounding villages and this would have a detrimental on the area. We use the school as a polling station and attend the agricultural show there every year. It is a social hub used by many members of the community and surrounding villages and farms. The school and the PTA are exceptionally good at making new families welcome and providing a social scene for the parents. It is a very strong and close knit community.   Another big worry is that there is no evidence that the potential models will improve educational outcomes in the West of Northumberland. In fact the closure of outstanding and good rural schools and middle schools presents a serious risk and could be detrimental to educational outcomes. I also believe that there is no evidence that the potential models offer greater financial viability collectively or for individual schools.   In closing middle schools and Haydon Bridge high school, you are seriously diminishing the lack of choice I have as a parent when considering future schooling for my children. As I have already mentioned, we moved to this area as we were impressed with the education offered and I feel this lack of choice would have an impact on future families moving to west Northumberland.   The most important things in my eyes are that my children receive inspirational teaching and learning opportunities and strong pastoral care- both of which are done exceptionally well at Beaufront First School. I echo their belief that we should develop a close and dynamic collaboration between schools and therefore believe that the model of The Collaboration Hub proposed by Corbridge Middle School is an option worth considering.  I hope that you take heed of my concerns and the concerns of many others in my local community and school community and do the right thing for our rural schools but most importantly for the education of our children. 

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

Don't know

No

The changes considered under option B are enormous and the upheaval this will create cannot be justified. I strongly believe that a three tier education system is the best fit for the Tynedale area and should remain in place. The timelines for change under option B are nonsensical with hundreds of children being housed in temporary school accommodation for a number of years whilst hypothetical new schools are constructed.  The resulting  'super school' in Hexham will be far too large for its surrounding population area and will result in an all eggs in one basket situation when it comes to post 11 education in the West Tyne Valley. This might be fantastic news for the Hadrian Learning Trust but is very bad news for children and their education.  I also have serious concerns that option B would lead to traffic chaos in Hexham as thousands of children are bussed in and out from miles around on a daily basis.

Don't know

 The County Council alongside all other agencies must ensure that it does all that it can to find a solution to education in the Haydon Bridge area. Ideally this should include schools in that area that provide an attractive offering to parents. Buckling to pressure from Hadrian Learning Trust to capitulate and form a super school in Hexham should be a very last resort in all circumstances.  Some schools on paper probably should close, Beaufront First School is a prime example of a school that exists purely through parental choice and for no other reason than that. It's merging with Acomb would see an equalisation of pupil numbers through the area as it's pupils either return through to their local schools or parents select other schools they feel best fit their child.  The three tier system works well in this area providing children from a predominately rural area to mature and develop in relatively small school environments before the move to high school. To send children at 11 into a school environment with potentially a 13 form entry will simply see them swallowed up without the support they need at that age.   

Parent/carer

Bellingham Middle School and Sports College

Wark

No

The disruption to our kids is ridiculous!!  Our system isn’t like this because we want it to be it’s ljke this because it needs to be and it’s the best option for our kids!! How can travelling up to half an hour to and from school with a 4 year old be a good idea?!

No

No

Staff Member

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

No

Yes

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

I don’t think it would work to have some middle schools stay as they are and only involving some middle schools in the reform.

Yes

Every school in the area would be working together and making the same changes. A new school is desperately needed to replace what is Queen Elizabeth High School.whereas I wouldn’t like to see any school close as it will affect a lot of people, I am aware that there needs to be a major change to the schooling system. 

No

Same reason as I gave for model A. The change will not work if only some schools change. Everyone needs to work together on the changes.

I do not have any alternative proposals.  I have children in HMS and QEHS. My two eldest children will not be affected by the changes as one will have left school and one will hopefully be in sixth form. I do however have concerns about my youngest child as they will still have quite a few years left at school and will also have to cope with GCSEs as well as the major changes.  My children all attended Little Oaks nursery (in Acomb) and then Acomb first school before moving on to HMS.  I chose to live in a village so my children could walk to the village school and be part of the community.  The community spirit from the nursery and school and the villagers in Acomb is amazing.  The option in all models A, B and C is to either close Beaufront First school or Acomb First school. The community spirit in Acomb appears to be far greater than that of Beaufront First School as most people live in the village and Acomb is actually their catchment school. As far as I am aware the majority of pupils at Beaufront school are driven to school from lots of different areas in the county.  It would be such a shame if Acomb First School was to close.  As most pupils are driven to school at Beaufront surely it wouldn’t make any difference if they were to drive to Acomb instead of Beaufront. It just wouldn’t make sense at all. 

Parent/carer

Bellingham First School

Falstone

No

As a parent, I don't believe this model has enough potential for the start of an 11-18 two tier educational system in Northumberland.  I believe model B has much more potential for better investment in the county and greater success for student's futures.

Yes

As a parent, I believe model B has the best potential for better investment in the county and greater success for student's futures.

No

As a parent, I don't believe this model has enough potential for the start of an 11-18 two tier educational system in Northumberland.  I believe model B has much more potential for better investment in the county and greater success for student's futures.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Colwell

No

Chollerton is an outstanding first school with no financial problems.  No reason to change, subjecting pupils to longer journeys.

No

Nothing needs to change.  Most of the small schools are performing well.

No

Nothing needs to change.

I believe in the three tier system.  Chollerton is an outstanding First School.  Why change things that work well. I also believe that there should be two High schools in the area.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

As Sele First governors state, this model would not work if HLT changed to 11-18 provision.

No

Reducing the PAN for Sele First would not work. To maintain its outstanding provision it needs to be three form entry with three teachers in each year. If reduction of PAN imposed , more appeals, more mixed age classes, benefit of three teachers lost.

No

This model would not work for Sele First if HLT changed to 11-18

As a parent I support Sele First school proposal to extend to a primary up to year 6 and maintain the three form entry i.e PAN 84 throughout all year groups and apply for capital investment on west of site for more classrooms

Greenhead

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School Warden

No

No

No

Greenhaugh/Tarset

No

No, closing remote rural First Schools and Primary Schools is not a "good option for securing sustainable and viable education", regardless of the separate decisions that are eventually made for the Haydon Bridge and Hexham schools.  No amount of additional money or fancy facilities made available at high-school or secondary-school level can compensate for this sudden and extreme reduction in schools that serve the most isolated parts of the county.   Financially, these small schools have managed, by adaptation and innovation, to continue running sustainably on budgets that would be inconceivable for most other types of organisation, whether public- or private-sector.  Greenhaugh is an example of a modern, flexibly-designed school building offering decades of future use at least.  And educationally, is anyone suggesting that the current arrangement of schools has not worked well for decades at first-school level? To a great extent schools like Greenhaugh have such good educational outcomes and a reputation as a happy, nurturing place to learn - precisely *because* they are local, rural, small schools with fewer than 75 pupils! This cannot be a reason to close or merge them in order to create a supposedly more "streamlined" system.  Then there is the problem of young children having to spend longer travelling to reach their nearest school, which will always further limit the choices of school available to parents as well.  These are just some of the most obvious and immediate reasons why closing these rural schools must not even be considered as an option.

No

Please see reasons under "Model A", above.

No

Please see reasons under "Model A", above.

The alternative suggestion is to keep the existing First Schools and Primary Schools open, regardless of the decisions that are eventually made for the Haydon Bridge and Hexham schools.

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Hexham First School also

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

leadgate

No

No

No

build a new high school and leave the existing 3 tier system as it is

Give Haydon Bridge High School the help it needs to come out of special measures, then parents will flock to send their children to the school.  - email  I am writing to you concerning Northumberland County Council's schools consultation to ask you to suspend it. The process is flawed as it aims to resolve 3 serious issues in one go. They are: 
The 2 tier versus the 3 tier education system. 
The future of Haydon Bridge High School 
The future viability of rural schools and communities. 
Each of these issues needs careful consideration with access to proper figures and projections. Communities are being asked to decide the future of education in West Northumberland with little or no access to the facts.
If you chose to let the consultation go through please be advised that it is deeply unpopular and not enough time has been allowed for alternatives to plan A, B and C to be made.
Also please take into consideration that the removal of schools from rural areas, alongside the loss, over the past 10 years, of shops, pubs, post offices and public transport will contribute to the decline of rural communities, as well as increased local unemployment.

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Haydon Bridge

Don't know

I am concerned about the creation of an out-of-town super-school formed by merging QEHS &amp; Haydon Bridge High School. Pupils have deserted Haydon Bridge over fears for the school's future. Why can Haydon Bridge not be given the help it needs to become a good school again? Pupil numbers will then increase and make the school viable again.

No

I am concerned about the creation of an out-of-town super-school formed by merging QEHS &amp; Haydon Bridge High School. Pupils have deserted Haydon Bridge over fears for the school's future. Why can Haydon Bridge not be given the help it needs to become a good school again? Pupil numbers will then increase and make the school viable again.

No

Why propose that Haydon Bridge High School takes children from age 4 when Shaftoe Trust Primary already exists in the village? I would not wish for primary aged children to be mixing with children of high school age, nor would I be happy for them to have to be bussed to school over considerable distances. 

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I believe that the Haltwhistle community campus upper school proposal best fits the needs for west Northumberland! It will mean that some schools will merge and create larger more financially viable first schools.  Keep a three tier system and that parents still have a choice in where they send their child to be educated, with the regards to keeping both Haydon Bridge High School open and QEHS. I do not want my children aged 8 and 5 being bused around this county! Losing out on after school clubs due to transport issues!  Being unsupervised at such a young and impressionable age during such long journeys!  I believe a “super school” at QEHS site would be detrimental to west Northumberland. With one school providing a holistic education for that many students (2500 +) is factually failed from the beginning.  I don’t want my child to be a number!  I want my child to be nurtured and given the education they deserve in a school that understands, supports and embraces the community it belongs to.  

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Birtley

No

Not viable for the young children who have to sacrifice their brilliant rural education to go to a large school where they will not get the same opportunities and same level of education.

Not even a viable option

No

Same as option A. The victims (children,teachers, staff and families) are simply not being thought of in any of these options. Why should our children's education choices be made by some big wig that this choice will not directly affect? Disgusting to think my child is a pawn in this game of money. Not to mention how unsettled it is making the school environment at the moment. Children are worried. Teachers are worried. If haydon bridge high school had been sorted out years ago we probably wouldn't be in this mess. 1 school is failing not the other 15 on that list.  

Make haydon bridge high school the school it should be. Like it used to be instead of palming it off onto trust's. All this money that can be made available to make Q.E into a super school can be invested into haydon bridge high school

No

Simply not viable either. As stated in my previous comments.

Church of England First schools to form a trust so that the council have to keep their grubby hands off our school. It was my Christian choice to send my child to a church school and the council want to do away with schools of religious standing. Embedding my christian beliefs in my child in her first years at school is important to me. I also believe Wark would make a great primary school being a able to keep children on there until they are 11 (year 6). My child has SEN and what the school has done for her is amazing. My child wouldn't get the same help and support in a large school and I would be forced to have to send her to a none mainstream school that caters for children with special needs. I think it is important for her to continue in this school as it is doing great things for her and I believe she would benefit being there until year 6 should it change to a primary school

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale

No

Not suitable

No

Not suitable

No

Not suitable

Plans A,B and C are not suitable for children in this area.  I'm backing Mr Glovers plans wholeheartedly being a former pupil at Haydon bridge myself and my son Ronnie goes there now and loves it. He went to Hexham Middle after Allendale and hated it, he didn't want to go to school in the morning. I think it would be detrimental for him to change school again.   

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Sparty Lea

No

The school did this for me.  Closes Haydon Bridge.

No

Again the school already ticked this box.  Closes Haydon Bridge.

No

No 6th Form for us.

Keep 6th form open.

Use Haydon Bridge Model D or keep 6th form open.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Ninebanks

No

QEHS lacks capacity and it would be too much of a big school to be able to cater to individual needs.

No

A merger of schools wouldn't cater to everyone's needs because there would be more students and not enough staff to be personal enough with individual needs.

No

Model D - The school would stay open and be able to provide choices and vocational training.  Also, as it's a smaller school, it is more able to cater to individual needs.

Acomb

No

The life of the village of Acomb will be radically altered if the school was to close. Many parents in Acomb do not drive or have access to a car.

No

If the school in Acomb closes then many children would have to be bused to Beaufront school. Beaufront school has 4 children qithin the catchment area, these pupils already travel so it is just travelling to Acomb.

No

Beaufront is not a village school it is a private school run by the council on private  land, the children mainly go onto a private school, the children are generally not from Beaufront. Closing Beaufront would not alter the character of the village or change the fact that the majority of the children arrive by car. Acomb has received a good from OFSTED, Beaufront has not been inspected for too many years this is very similar to other 'private ' schools. Makes you wonder, they are living on a report from years ago, the goalposts have changed now, they do not meet the outstanding criteria any more.

Combine all proposals about Acomb and Beaufront but keep Acomb open for the value of the children's education it provides and the life those children bring to the village. Keep it local send children to school in Acomb

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

No

I believe haydon bridge high school needs to stay open. it is a key facility in a very rural area and until its mismanagement was a good school.It can be again Merging with Hexham is obviously what the powers that be are determined to do (the bus station all over again) but I honestly believe it is not what the people of hexham or haydon bridge want and it is not what is best for the children

No

again haydon bridge high school needs to stay open the middle school are a good resource and need to stay this is the worst of all the options

No

there is no room on the qehs site for more pupils and the school is in an excellent position- any attempt to move it out of town to the west would be appalling for the pupils. an arrangement like this would undermine the other middle schools (I presume hexham middle school pupils wd have first pick of the qehs places) great care shd be taken in shutting isolated rural schools especially those with over 50 pupils

leave the larger schools alone some of the very tiny rural schools could be closed  hexham high school needs to be rebuilt on its current site

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

I don't believe the merging of the several schools is going to be able to provide the best education for future pupils.

No

Don't know

I agree with the HMHS Option D

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

None of the schools should be closed

N/a

No

None of the schools should be closing

N/a

No

NO schools should be closing

N/a

Acomb first school should stay open as it provides the best quality education for our children in a vibrant community school environment which is outward looking and plans for the future.  The school has excellent partnerships with Little Oaks nursery and Acomb after school club which provide full wrap around care!  An Ofsted Good school ; which I would like to say all of the parents supported the teaching staff and school when it needed improvements.  Every child is treat like and individual, the school is financially sustainable and also has sustainable numbers of pupils in every class.  It's a community school with 76% of pupils from the catchment  This school can offer forest school, high standards of teaching and learning.   Excellent EYFS in dedicated reception class

Staff Member

Haydon Bridge High School

Hexham

No

Do not believe that having one high/secondary school in West Northumberland is fair, does not give choice and will have negative consequences on villages/towns across the area. QEHS would be too great for quality education. If is morally wrong to give ACC secondary state education to an academy.

No

No

Keeping Haydon Bridge open does give option for students across the remote rural catchment, keeps state education in the public domain. Option C is favored as there needs to be an alternative sixth form to QEHS or Ponteland. A level students will end up going to newcastle instead of studying in the local area.

Make HBHS a under sixth form and build up vocational/apprenticeship delivery to fully provide for 16-19 year old students. The Bright Tribe shambles created enormous problems and school development. With a new build and funds the provision of 2 secondary schools to 18 would provide properly for the full range of needs of the community.

Governor

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding mill

No

Insufficient information to make any decision

No

Too much change from current system which is performing well

No

Insufficient information. Effect on communities.

Any alternatives must be explored. The Corbridge hub seems a good starting point

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

If there was a large school the students per teacher would increase, this means that pupils will get less one-on-one time this will result in students falling behind.

No

It does not cater for my ambitions. No

This does not benefit my needs.

I agree with Haydon Bridge's proposal of Model D, this allows me and associates to achieve and fullfill all of our life ambitions, this is because we get more one-on-one time with teachers as we are in a smaller school, which has a lot of succession and opportunity without option D there will be a crutial outcome for the future generations and the surrounding area of Northumberland. The unemployment rate will increase and other businesses will suffer from the outcome. The amount of CO2 emission from the machinery used to destroy and build the schools will increase pollution and effect the environment tremendously, all of this will cause greenhouse gases and end up in global warming. 

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

School Governors have put forward the ASPIRE proposal

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge First, Queen Elizabeth

Riding Mill

No

No

No

Methods of retaining our existing, highly successful 3 tier system should be researched and greater consultation undertaken to consider alternative methods to tackling the challenges currently faced. 

Alternative put forth by Corbridge Middle School should be investigated further.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

West Woodburn No

I'm used to small schools and here I know exactly where to go if I have a problem

No

No

I would like to be an astronomer/astrophysicist and QEHS doesn't give A level physics, biology or chemistry.

Lanehead

No

The closure of these small village schools will erode the community life . The children will be moved to an inadequate school that will affect their progress.

No

same as for Model A

No

Same as for Model A

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Stocksfield

No

No

No

I would prefer a different model or the formation of a MAT.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

Because HBHS is better option because it provides wider range at A level and it is a smaller school for better coaching and academic future and model A is not fair for younger kids to keep on moving schools.

No

The same as Model A and model ABC don't cater to my needs next year.

No

It is not as easy for me to get to.  Model D meets my needs all round and provides a better academic future.

I agree with the HBHS option D.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Kielder

No

I live too far away and transport wouldn't be provided.  Would rather smaller school.  With Model A, B, C I won't be able to do the subjects that I want.  It will disrupt the learning of people.

No

Because the school will close.  I won't be able to do the courses that take me somewhere.

No

We won't be able to stay at Haydon Bridge.

D because we will be able to stay at Haydon Bridge and complete vocational options of study.

Acomb

No

None of the models work

N/a

No

None of the models work

N/a

No

None of the models work

N/a

Acomb first school is a proud outward looking and forward thinking community school. It's recently been Ofsted'd as a Good school, 76% off the catchment are from the catchment, they have a fabulous forest school and connections with Little Oaks nursery (outstanding) and acomb after school club providing full wrap around care. Teaching staff are second to none

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Barrasford

No

I am opposed to Model A as I do not understand or see any reason for closing or merging any schools that serve a real need and purpose for the communities they serve so well.  Additionally Chollerton is Ofsted rated as Outstanding and is financially positive.

No

Same reasons as my opposition to the Model A proposals.

None

No

I am opposed to the Model C proposal for the same reasons as Models A and B.  Additionally I am opposed to a 2 tier system as I firmly believe that the formative years of a child's education is best served by First schools serving rural communities of the villages they are situated in and the surrounding farms and hamlets.

Yes. The current system is well established and has proven to serve pupils well and in the case of Chollerton has achieved outstanding ofsted status.  Any change to this would put the happiness, well being and education of those affected in danger as well as the staff who serve them so well and loyally.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham Middle,  Ninebanks, Hexham

No

Merger of QEHS and Haydon Bridge a mistake. We need to retain choice in the West Tyne. Also closing small successful rural schools a big mistake.

No

Again as before merging QE and Haydon bridge a mistake, they are two very different models each one having merits but not compatible unless QE accepts it must change. This would probably mean a new leadership team at QE which does not seem to be what they are suggesting.  Again as above closure of small successful rural schools a sad mistake.

No

Though I would like to see Haydon Bridge continue to offer education in the valley, I don't want to see small schools close for this to be possible. 

These are enormous changes that you are suggesting. Closing down a school has massive repercussions for the local area, and not just because kids will have further to travel. What you are suggesting here is not one closure but between 7 and 10 schools closing if you count Haydon Bridge High, more if you take QE's proposals into account. This may save you money in the short term but it will transform West Northumberland beyond recognition and decimate the communities that makes it, despite the sparseness of population, a vibrant place to live. This seems to me not to be a crisis of educational standards but money. I would urge you to concentrate your efforts on better funding for our education system. This way we all win.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

School Govenors have put forward the ASPIRE proposal

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Bellingham

No

Because I think it is better to have two schools instead of one big school as you have more choice in Education.

If Model A did not close the schools, and make education in school better, I think that would be a big improvement.

No

I don't think the school should close down under the model due to the more negative affects.

Model B should improve the school's description and keep it open. But most importantly it should improve the education also.

Yes

Model C is a good model because it will keep the school open and will improve education and learning.

There is more choices ad options with certain subjects.

I think either Model C or D would be better as the school does not have to close down with either of them.

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

East Woodburn No

No

No

I feel very strong about keeping this amazing school open. My son goes to this school and loves it so much. When we moved to the area his reading and confidence were very low. With help from the fantastic teachers within the term he was above average and a very happy, confident child. I feel that having grown up in a rural community and now living in one a feeling of being a part of a school where we meet others parents and friends for the children makes living here so much less isolating. If our wonderful school closed a huge part of our community would be lost, for small children the feeling of security in being close to home is invaluable. Please reconsider the children of our village deserve to go have such an amazing school.  I feel that to make West Woodburn into a primary school would benefit our children as they would be able to carry on with the fantastic schooling they've received so far and avoid busing children miles everyday. I feel the school would very easily be extended to make room for more classrooms and a larger hall. This could be an even more fantastic Primary school.  

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Broomley first school

Ovingham

No

I understand why NCC would want to do this in the more remote area of the county but WFS currently has 63 pupils in the main school and a further 8 children in the nursery. Both nursery and reception classes are over subscribed for the 2018/19 academic year.  WFS federated with Broomley First School in 2012 in order to ensure its financial viability. The Federated status means that costs are shared between the two sites with a shared headteacher, and other staff, as well as shared service contracts. WFS is currently running with a financial surplus and this is forecast to continue. The consultation document does not recognise the federated status and does not consider the impact on Broomley First School should WFS close. WFS and Broomley First School run effectively as a federation; closing WFS would be detrimental to Broomley in terms of both finances, staffing and shared educational resources. Damaging a OSTED rated GOOD and OUTSTANDING school   The proposal to form the Tynedale Learning Trust would see a partnership across ten schools in Prudhoe and Hexham and would further develop the current federation and offer an all through approach to education for 3-18 years old. This proposal would not involve any school closures. The NCC chose to defer their decision to approve this solution in December 2017. I feel that this is a viable solution and should be given serious consideration rather than push forward with certain school closures and a change in the education system which is not supported by the majority of the local population.  All alternatives should be considered as part of the same consultation.  Why should a private company i.e the Hexham partnership determine the nature of state school education across and push all other schools into a 2 tier education system  

No

See previous response to Model A No

See previous response to Model A

Staff Member

Haydon Bridge High School

No

Hbhs students do not want to go to QE high school. They do not want to get lost in a big school when They are unknown. Students need personalised learning and this approach does not offer that to hbhs students.

No

This creates an even bigger school that will become harder to manage. The transition will not be an easy one with many students not wanting to go to QE.  The students will get lost in the big school and become unknown. Plus a lot of students wouldn't qualify for QE sixth form as their entry requirements would not allow this. This gives students very limited access to education post 16 which is not fair. A lot of students would not be able to travel to colleges due to their rural location.

No

Shaftoe first school in Haydon Bridge provide good education for students. Why take this away from them.  Losing the sixth form makes no sense as hbhs results are comparable to QE overall. Students need that option for higher education at Haydon Bridge

Proposal D is a good option for hbhs. It allows different pathways for different learners. Apprenticeships are becoming more popular and it would give students a vocational pathway to follow and also allow students to achieve a higher number of GCSE  grades.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

Not good enough N

No

Not good enough N

No

Not good enough N

Acomb first school provides broad and balanced opportunities at KS 3 and 4, its a viable community school which has potential to be a successful Primary if the opportunity arises. 

Staff Member

Corbridge Middle School

No

No

No

I would be happy to support proposals set out by Corbridge Middle School or Haltwhistle Community Campus that retain Middle school system in our area.

Staff Member

Haydon Bridge High School

STMS

Bardon Mill

No

Not based on needs of young people.

No

Not based on young peoples needsNo

Worst of all scenarios

See the haydon bridge high school leaflet

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

QEHS

Acomb

No

I have a child in QEHS and with 14 classes in her year, I feel that it is already too big and to expand the size of the school would dilute the quality of the education. She loved St Joseph’s because the teachers knew her but she has never really settled at QEHS and I feel that school size and her anonimity are factors in this. I have attended parents’ evenings in year 9 where it was obvious that the teacher hadn’t got a clue who she was. She is one of many and it sometimes feels as if she is on an educational treadmill where results for the school matter but the individual’s wellbeing is of little consequence. I haven’t felt that she has been nurtured in this much bigger and less personal school. That will only get worse if the school gets bigger.

No

I am against the merging of the already oversized QEHS with Haydon Bridge, for the reasons given above. I do agree with going to a two tier system. My children were pushed in year 6 for their sats but I felt that they cruised in years 7 and 8 as their performance did not reflect on the school. I have friends in other areas and their children appear to be working at a  far higher level in those years when in a secondary school.

Make the whole county 2 tier but keep a secondary school in Haydon Bridge.

No

Year 5 is not a natural cut off point in the national curriculum; year 7 is. The Haydon Bridge area becomes primary and secondary but the Hexham area retains the middle schools. In my opinion this is madness and it would be better to bite the bullet, have consistency in the educational structure across the county and make it all 2 tier.

Expand the first schools to year 6 and create new secondary schools to take students from year 7 onwards across the county. Don’t treat one area of the county differently to another. The debate about middle schools will not go away and by retaining them in the Hexham area, you are only kicking the problem into the long grass. The schools are desperate for funding and so why are you proposing to keep an expensive 3 tier system when you could be consolidating those schools to a more cost effective 2 tier system? In my view the 2 tier system is also better for children educationally.

Make the whole county 2 tier. Get rid of the middle schools and create local primary and secondary schools across the county. Merge first schools where necessary and create secondary schools in Hexham and Haydon Bridge. Do not merge Haydon Bridge with Hexham: it will be too big and the students will suffer.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

near Barrasford No

I see no real reason for schools to close or merge.  Most schools are fine financially and have enough pupils, and give a good education.  Particularly I don't want the rural schools to close because I believe them to be a very important part of local communities.  I am hopeful Chollerton First School will not close as my third child is due to start the pre school after the summer holidays.

I do not agree with model A

No

I have reason to believe the 3 tier system to be beneficial to the children and if at all possible Chollerton C of E First school to remain so! My children in Year 2 and Reception love the school and it suits them perfectly.  Teachers, parents and pupils all have a wonderfully understanding relationship channeled in the direction of what is best for the children!

I do not agree with Model B

No

I want Chollerton C of E First School, and all the other rural schools who face closure to remain as they are unless they face educational, financial problems. Chollerton is a thriving school catering perfectly for country children up to the age of 8 /9.

I do not agree with Model C

Please leave Chollerton C of E First School as it is!
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Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

As with most others, I feel the information we have been given is inadequate to make an informed decision 

See above

No

Similar to previous response. As a doctor I realise the importance of knowing exactly what is going on with a patients illness before planning and beginning treatment. As yet we do not know enough to be able to agree with the councils proposals which appear to have been arrived at with undue haste and inadequate consideration.

See above

No

Same reasons as already outlined I’m afraid

See above

Obvious from my answers that we need more time and further imaginative work done to come up with proposals which really do value the educational experience of our children rather than hasty plans which have little basis in wisdom.

Matfen

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

School Governors have put forward the ASPIRE proposal

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolLow Westwood

Don't know

There is some potential however  The closure of the small rural schools is of high concern. Creating working partnerships with these schools could be an alternative to forced closure of successful schools.   

Creating working partenships instead of closures.

No

Totally unviable proposal. Shouldn't be passed off as a suggestion.

Don't know

It has some ground but again not a simple solution to complex and complicated.

A working partenships instead of closures.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

No

No

I do not support any of the above models but give my support to an alternative model which has been put forward by Haydon Bridge High School. I currently attend Haydon Bridge High School studying for A Levels. My teachers are excellent and I am doing well at the school. I would be very disappointed if the school was proposed for closure. The proposal put forward by the school would make it viable and would provide an important addition to the community by providing vocational training alongside the academic subjects. It is vital that the school is also given the opportunity to continue providing academic subjects as well as vocational subjects to give it a balanced curriculum which can appeal to all students. I am currently studying Maths, Further Maths, Chemistry and Physics which are all taught to a very high standard.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Halthwhistle

No

I want to do A-Levels such as businss which HBHS model D offers and Model D allows us to learn from teachers that kow our individual skills and so can help us.

No

My parents should not have to pay for my transport.

No

It does not cater for my ambitions. HBHS's model D will allow me to fullfill my life ambitions.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

None of the models will secure sustainable or viable education

None of the models will secure sustainable or viable education

No

None of the models will secure sustainable or viable education

None of the models will secure sustainable or viable education

No

None of the models will secure sustainable or viable education

None of the models will secure sustainable or viable education

Acomb first school is an excellent community school which has recently been rated as Good by Ofsted. Whilst the school was requiring improvement all parents fully supported the head teacher Angela Speed and the teaching staff and during that time no pupils were lost.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Wark

Between Barrassford and Wark

No

The three tier system is proving to work so why change it.

Not viable

No

The three tier system works so why change it

No

the three tier system works so why change it

Retain the three tier system, it has proven to work! I do not agree with getting rid of the church schools.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I would urge you to consider the bold, ambitious plans laid out by HBHS in their “model D”.  What they are proposing is not just moving the deckchairs on the Titanic (which is how I and many see the unambitious and dare I say pedestrian models a, b and c which are wholly financially driven and seem not to put the child first), but a potential model for the future of education in England.   In a nutshell this is mainstream education for 11-18 incorporating vocational and academic pathways.  Their ideas for project-based learning are superb and tie in with the way many vocational university courses are taught. For example, York university uses this model of learning and enquiry for their law undergrad degree.  None of the other proposals suggest such an excellent and rounded approach to developing soft skills and critical thinking whilst also setting out ambitious plans for academic excellence and offering such a breadth of options at GCSE. The most able students will have the opportunity to achieve 12 GCSEs. Others will have the support to fulfil their potential whilst gaining serious and transferable employment skills.  This plan is facilitated by ingeniously incorporating 3 years in to KS4, with the opportunity for students to take GCSEs early through the timetabling of double curriculum time. Classes which traditionally have a low intake like music can thrive as students across two or three years can attend the same classes.   This is giving our children a range of opportunity I *KNOW* QE cannot provide. Having been through the process of choosing GCSE options with my eldest at QE, and taking the time to discuss what he was going to do, he had to redecide at the 11th hour because Latin was removed from the options due to low intake.   I know from personal experience therefore that the model HBHS is proposing will increase the choice, potentially allow my son to take 6 options, and therefore it will provide an education best suited to his future needs without compromise. This will undoubtedly be the case for all students attending this school in the future.  The vocational model is a vital component. I’m impressed to hear the school is already talking to potential stakeholders in this, and the inclusion of that element will secure also an academic sixth form. Students will no longer have their ambitions frustrated by travel issues to Carlisle or Newcastle. This is a vital, local provision which we do not have and which the consultation entirely fails to address satisfactorily.  I have not heard a more convincing plan on SEN and inclusion from any of this consultation than the plans that HBHS are due to submit to you.   The model proposed by HBHS is evidence-based, bold, transformative, and crucially it is deliverable within the proposed budgets. It will provide a broad-based curriculum offering choice whilst also allowing students to specialise vocationally or academically as they progress through their school career. They are proposing a plan which will make their students employable as well as fulfilled and rounded people.  I have every faith that the team in place now has the experience, and the will, to deliver this plan. HBHS will continue to be a vital community asset in the west of the county. 

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

No

No

I would suggest that the proposal to close an Ofsted rated 'Outstanding' school in favour of maintaining a 'Good' school is nothing short of scandalous.  Would it by any chance have anything to do with the fact that the land on which the school earmarked for closure sits is owned by the county council, thus providing the council with the opportunity to sell said land to developers and in doing so rip out the heart of our community and disrupt the lives of our children and their families. We need outstanding local schools more than we need the development of yet more executive homes that are unaffordable to 99.99% of local residents.

Barrasford

No

No

No

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

Haydon Bridge High School shouldn't close. There needs to be a strong and viable alternative to QEHS in the west, which would allow for parental choice, a choice of provision and/or ethos.  Will closures/ mergers actually save money? Have figures been produced that show savings will outweigh the loss of income?  

No

Large impact on local villages/ communities  Unpopular with parents  Pupils in Middle Schools benefit from specialist teaching AND SPECIALIST RESOURCES ( science labs, Art rooms, language rooms, Design/Technology rooms, Physical Education spaces /equipment , Computer suites etc )  The best secondary schools in Northumberland are all 13 to 18 Highs with feeder Middles.  No financial model has been put forward to show that the loss of "per school" funding is balanced by savings made from closures  There's no evidence that 11 to 18 outperforms 3 tier, when 3 tier is adequately supported and funded.  3 tier makes sense re fitting in with the emotional and physical needs of pupils, it's the rest of the country that has got it wrong!  

No

Impact on rural communities  TRAVEL TIME for young children

I like the ideas that Corbridge Middle has put forward re the COLLBORATIVE PATHWAYS (appendix 4 of their governors response) which would focus on what is right for Tyne Valley children in a non- rushed and carefully mapped out manner.

Matfen

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

School Governors have put forward the ASPIRE proposal

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Sinderhope

No

Queen Elizabeth High School lacks capacity for students all around Northumberland.   Students going into Sixth form would have to pay for transport or college.

No

Super school does allow students to get the correct support needed to achieve their best in exams.

No

No

It doesn't resolve any future problems with superschool.

No

Model D has a good GCSE course as it gives students a longer time to complete GCSE. Model D also provides A-Level students with vocational routes, however, I am concerned about the apprenticeship routes as it uses money that employers would use to teach the apprentice, therefore making the apprentice less attractive to future employers.

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School Hexham

Yes

The closure of any of the schools is saddening. It is bewildering and tragic that in the age we live our country cannot afford a rich and diverse education system.   The costs associated with maintaining Haydon Bridge High appear to be some of the highest, so it appears to make sense that it’s closure would have a large effect on the budget then remaining for other schools.   I personally am very fond of the 3 tier system, and I have hoped that this will not cease. I am therefore drawn to Model A as being the best of a bad bunch with this model keeping Middle Schools open.   With HBH being a larger school it’s merge with QEHS would possibly be of lesser consequence to choice and diversity than ridding of Middle schools all together.  

Allow Beaufront and Acomb schools to continue independently.

No

I don’t believe we should be closing middle schools.

No

I don’t believe in schools being set up for such wide age groups. Children have more time and space for a gentler upbringing without influence of older children within the 3 tier system.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale

No

No

No

We want Haydon Bridge High School to stay open.  It is Northumberland County Council that has messed it up!  Our children are coming on leaps and bounds at this school.

Governor

Whitley Chapel C of E First School Hexhamshire

No

Because Whitley Chapel First School, designated Good by OFSTED, and economically viable for the foreseeable future, would have to close, along with several other First Schools in the same position, to the drastic detriment of their local communities. 

No

Because Whitley Chapel First School, designated Good by OFSTED, and economically viable for the foreseeable future, would have to close, along with several other First Schools in the same position, to the drastic detriment of their local communities. 

No

Because Whitley Chapel First School, designated Good by OFSTED, and economically viable for the foreseeable future, would have to close, along with several other First Schools in the same position, to the drastic detriment of their local communities. 

See below

We believe a far better option would be for HLT to build a new 9 – 18 school on one campus, thereby saving on site management, staffing costs and facilities, and increase the size of the sixth form. If QEHS could also make the sixth form provision more attractive by providing more inclusive courses then it would be able to increase pupil numbers and budget from the top rather than the bottom and make itself more financially viable. This would enable the other Middle schools in Hexham and Corbridge to remain and retain parental choice across the partnership.  Haydon Bridge also most assuredly needs a secondary provision to ensure that pupils do not have to travel too far, and to protect the impact of closing the school on the local community.   In effect, we would support Model C, but with the provision that good or Outstanding small rural First Schools would not need to close. If the 3 tier system is retained, there would be no need for this to happen. It is by no means guaranteed that if these schools were closed parents would choose to send their children to the new merged Primaries. We also believe that to 'pick off' the Church schools in particular is extremely prejudiced and seriously limits parental choice.

No

No

No

Model A,B,C are not appropriate to cause such disruption to several children's education and staff working within the schools who do amazing jobs. Rural village schools (both first, primary, middle schools and secondary) are part of the community and develop and nurture the whole child especially those with special educational needs and disabilities. This is not the same within a large secondary school as mentioned in the proposals. Children within the west of Northumberland have already had a damaged education of uncertainty so why create more e.g closure of allendale middle school. 

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

I feel the 3 tier system works for our Children.  Delivering a better level of education. I moved here from Carlisle, Cumbria and there education system was just  2 tiers. Both my children have always done well at school but they are now excelling at all subjects.

I do however feel that you should always have more than one option as to where to send your child and believe the option of just one high school is not enough and feel Hexham itself could not cope with the mass of children travelling into it, and the decision would be more harmful to our children’s education.

No

No

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Hexham

Yes

No

Yes

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale

No

More disruptive for younger children, than Option B

Yes

Less disruptive than Model A

No

Option B preferred.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

QEHS

Stocksfield

No

I do not think it is a good idea that Haydon Bridge School merges with Hexham high School, I think Haydon Bridge high school should be given the support and funding it needs to recover and become a good school again. I also fundamentally disagree with the closure of eight first schools in rural areas. Rural schools are integral to communities and would have a significant damaging effect should they close.

If Hayden bridge is not given the opportunity to have funding to recreate a good school then Hayden bridge pupils should be allowed to merge with Hexham high school pupils but strictly under the three tier arrangement

No

I do not agree that Haydon Bridge and Hexham high schools should merge. I am absolutely against the closure of all the local middle schools in West Northumberland so I do not agree with this option.

No viable option as I do not agree with option B.

No

 I do not know if Haydon Bridge should have an all age school, as I do not live there so I don’t  understand how the demographics and their education system works. I do not agree that Hexham middle school and Queen Elizabeth high school should merge, I think this would be I grave mistake. Additionally I do not agree with first schools closing or becoming primary schools. The three tier education works really well as it is and should be left in its present organisation but with more support, funding and a new building for Hexham High school.

 My personal proposal is that the excellent education system in West Northumberland is left as it is. The incredible results that Hexham high school achieves are undoubtedly due to the foundation education which is given throughout first, then middle schools which lead into this high school. Queen Elizabeth high school desperately needs a new building which should be funded in the future but most definitely left as a high school where children go at age 13yrs.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Fourstones

No

Because if they build the super school you wont be known by your name, you will be known as a tag. You will also be educated in radio cabanas and you wont get much help. Also, Haydon Bridge is a small school so you wont get as much help as you get in HBHS compared to the super school.

It doesn't allow the school to stay pen. There wont be a sixth form.

No

No

I agree with proposal D, this is because if the school closes we will go into a super school.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Rochester

No

QEHS doesn't have the right capacity  Will have to travel further Does not allow us to reach our goals.

HBHS students wont get the individual help if we got emerged with QE

No

It doesn't allow HBHS to stay open.  You will be cramped at QE and would be learning in potorcabins.

I don't agree with this because I don't want to go to a super school.

No

Even though HBHS will stay open, there will not be any 6th form and it would be harder to get into a different 6th form.

It doesn't offer better education for the future.

Keep open because HB students will get the best learning possible and it offers more careers and apprenticeships.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

St Joseph’s middle school

Haydon Bridge

Don't know

Positives - Middle schools would remain open so younger pupils would not have to travel large distances until year 9. Negatives - it would create a very large secondary school at QEHS of over 2200 pupils and would result in a mis-match of 2 and 3 tier schools which does not work as seen in HBHS catchment area.

A fundamental restructuring of the high schools catchment aress  (including Prudhoe high school) is required in order even out pupil numbers at the high schools in the Tyne valley. Prudhoe high school catchment could be enlarged to take more pupils it currently has &lt;800 pupils and QEHS reduced.  Otterburn children could transfer to Ponteland High School.

Don't know

It would create a huge secondary school at QEHS which would be too big

A fundamental restructuring of the high schools catchment aress  (including Prudhoe high school) is required in order even out pupil numbers at the high schools in the Tyne valley. Prudhoe high school catchment could be enlarged to take more pupils it currently has &lt;800 pupils and QEHS reduced.  Otterburn children could transfer to Ponteland High School.

Don't know

If Bellingham middle were to close most parents would continue to send their children to QEHS as it is closer, easier to get to and for many their nearest school even though outside their catchment so they would be eligible for free school transport.  Haydon Bridge High School would be no better off under this model.   Where does Shaftoe Trust fit in? it is now an academy and cannot be compelled to fit to this model.

A fundamental restructuring of the high schools catchment aress  (including Prudhoe high school) is required in order even out pupil numbers at the high schools in the Tyne valley. Prudhoe high school catchment could be enlarged to take more pupils it currently has &lt;800 pupils and QEHS reduced.  Otterburn children could transfer to Ponteland High School. Outlying middle schools such as Bellingham, Haltwhistle should stay open so pupils don’t have such huge travel distances. 

I would prefer a move to 2 tier however neither option A or B are ideal as this would create a huge secondary school at QEHS OF OVER 2200 PUPILS.   Can A fundamental restructuring of the high schools catchment aress  (including QEHS, HBHS,  Prudhoe high school AND Ponteland) take place in order even out pupil numbers at the high schools in the Tyne valley. Prudhoe high school catchment could be enlarged to take more pupils it currently has &lt;800 pupils and QEHS reduced.  Otterburn/Some north Tyne children could transfer to Ponteland High School if it is closer than HEXHAM.   I do not feel option c will work as parents in the north Tyne will send their children to QEHS as it is closer and easier to get to than HBHS.   

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Bellingham

No

Because the school is better than people think and I like having a small school so people/teachers know you personally.

No

Don't know

Parent/carer

Corbridge First School

Corbridge

No

No

No

Haydon Bridge High School

No

No

No

We think the most viable option is that HBHS should adopt the Academic &amp; Vocational model created by Darren Glover..  As a local business we would be effected by school closures as even more business would be moved out of the area..school times are peak trade..It's already been effected by lack of tourism and parking issues and we can't simply afford to lose any more trade..it could lead to closure or redundancies another blow for this small community. We like this option as we can also support it through out apprenticeship and learning scheme and would look at taking pupils from HBHS on to apprenticeship schemes throughout our food, logistic and funeralcare business 

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

No

Each of these models - in which good/outstanding and financially viable schools are threatened with closure - is unacceptable.  Nor have we been given enough information to make such an important choice.

No

Each of these models - in which good/outstanding and financially viable schools are threatened with closure - is unacceptable.  Nor have we been given enough information to make such an important choice.

No

Each of these models - in which good/outstanding and financially viable schools are threatened with closure - is unacceptable.  Nor have we been given enough information to make such an important choice.

These models seem hastily put together to me; there's no financial modelling; and it's unclear why these three possibilities have been arrived at, when there are so many other permutations.  And, for me, we should thinking more laterally/creatively about how Haydon Bridge High School might be saved; and might - as a high school - provide different opportunities for learning not provided at QEHS.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Broomley First School

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Falstone

No

Greenhaugh School should not close

No

Greenhaugh School closure is not an option

No

closure of Greenhaugh School should not be an option.

I think these proposals should be relooked at, as the impact on our children's education during the first vital year's of school. Greenhaugh children will need to travel on average twice the journey than now, to Bellingham. This for a 4yr old is too far. Greenhaugh is a great community school, has served both my sons and now my 2grandsons and hopefully my granddaughter. Why punish these small well run wanted schools for the sake of the higher failing schools.  We will fight with all the passion we have to keep our school open in the limited you have given us.

Parent/carer

Allendale Primary School

Don't know

Positives for Model A: It represents the least change for the area (out of Models A and B) and gives families the most choice of schools.   Negatives for Model B: It is the most costly (out of Models A and B).  I also think it is messy to have overlap of Primary and Middle School years when many of the pupils choosing to attend HMS and QE High School at present are coming from Primary Schools.  Whether Model A or Model B is implemented, we would chose to send our son (who is currently in year 5 of a Primary School) to Secondary School in Hexham (specifically Hexham Middle School followed by Queen Elizabeth High School).

Yes

Model B represents the smoothest transition from Primary Schools to QE High School as many of the pupils choosing to attend HMS and QE High School at present are coming from Primary Schools outside the catchment area.  Indeed, our family would choose the same for our son.   Model B is also the most financially viable option providing the best facilities for the pupils.   Whether Model A or Model B is implemented, we would chose to send our son (who is currently in year 5 of a Primary School) to Secondary School in Hexham (specifically Hexham Middle School followed by Queen Elizabeth High School).

No

If Model C is implemented, funding would be split between Haydon Bridge High School (HBHS) and Hexham Middle School/Queen Elizabeth High School (HMS/QEHS) leading to fewer resources at them all.  If Model C was implemented and HBHS is kept open, I would want to see children in the Haydon Bridge High School catchment given the choice of attending either HBHS or HMS/QEHS.  Our son is currently ay Primary School within the HBHS catchment, but we will be sending him to High School in Hexham.  I would expect him to receive school transport as part of this which he would receive if he went to HBHS but we do not want to send him to the proposed all through 4-16 years school.

Free school transport to the high school of choice (either HMS/QEHS or HBHS (if it is kept open) for pupils living in the current HBHS catchment area. As HMS/QEHS and an all through years 4-16 school will represent two very different options and families in the HNHS catchment should be given the option to attend either school and not be forced to choose HBHS due to factors such as free school transport.

No

No

No

I support  the 'Collaborative Pathways ' model as outlined by Corbridge Middle School.

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Gt Swinburn

No

You are 'NCC' being predjudice against Chollerton First School.  No proof has been shown that this will be a cost effective solution to enlarge a school or relocate it??

No

You have no reason to close our local Ofsted outstanding school.  The sale of existing property will limit the flexibility growth in the future.

No

WE WILL FIGHT YOU!  I have no objection to 2 tier but I do when it comes at the price of my childs education!!

As explained in the consultation by the Head of the Education Department if Chollerton C of E School was not named you could not close it!!  Humshaugh was not named so it leaves us Chollerton with NO opton this is prejudice against our school therefore not a fair system  ?Illegal??  Your figures are incorrect in both deficit and travel distance - closing an outstanding with all facilities -playground - safe parking, gold spots around, forest school- to merge with Humshaugh that has non of the above????

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

No

The children of Haydon Bridge deserve their own school.  I also don’t agree with he closure of so many community schools which are the life blood of these areas

No

It’s a ridiculous suggestion  To create a ‘super school’ for this area would be madness. Far too many children travelling from a wide geographical area.  What are you thinking??!!!

Rip it up

Yes

It’s the best option from the three suggested    It gives children the best chance with sensible sized schools

Close fewer community schools

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Hexham

No

No

No

Haydon Bridge Proposal. Haydon Bridge needs to stay open as many students would find it too much pressure in a larger school,the attention and personal support at hbhs is outstanding. Yr9-11 GCSEs would work well as proved at SKS, Alston as of also puts less pressure on pupils and allows then to focus their attention.some pupils already travel too far and this should not be extended futher. I was meant to change from HBHS to QE after moving house,however upon visiting QE I felt unwelcome and offended as the staff clearly insulted HBHS to me as well as QE students making negative comments and shouting at hbhs students getting the bus from Hexham . We would not be welcomed by QE and Haydon Bridge staff need their jobs as they are very good at it and support the pupils in many different ways 

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

There is a lack of financial modelling that makes it difficult to give an opinion

No

Deeply concerning option - again as with Model A, lack of financial modelling to be able to understand  Converting Corbridge First School to a Primary is unlikely to offer the high standard of education provided by the Middle School.  Questionable that the Primary school could accommodate 60 new pupils and offer a high quality education programme  It feels a big step back from the current educational offer and I am unsure what the sense is in doing this  Creating a 'mega' school in Hexham feels high risk, a lot of children affected and no choice for parents - all eggs in one basket  Have the transport logistics been thought through for a 2,250 pupil school? The impact of traffic pre and post school would be interesting...  Out of all the models suggested, Model B is the one I am most opposed to

No

Closing good and outstanding, financially viable schools feels wrong

I believe you need to slow down the consultation timeline.  There exists a current model that is successful and financially viable, the Hexham Partnership is working.  Planning to shut good and outstanding schools without knowing the full risks feels dangerous and should be slowed to allow more time to look into what option would be best for the community, children and families.  When discussion is at speed, usually the best solutions are missed.  There needs to be long term thinking, not just for the next 5 years, but 20 years - what is the education we desire for our children, when we know this, how do we achieve it?  How can robust financial modelling be used to review the options?  I appreciate there is a problem with Haydon Bridge which needs resolution, this should not be used as a trigger to make knee jerk, ill thought through plans in this way.  I am pleased that so many families have got involved, please make sure to listen to views and provide feedback as to how decisions have been reached and the reasons/rationales.  Thank you   

Wark

No

The local school is at the heart of the community , involved with activities at the Village Hall, Sports Club and other parts of the community Many young families live in Wark because it provides an education for young children without having to travel to another village. With many of the parents travelling in to Hexham / Newcastle for work transporting children in the opposite direction to Bellingham does not make sense.  

No

No

Same reasons as before

No

Same as before

Leave the schools as they are and also sort out Haydon Bridge a great high school which has been badly let down Y

Parent/carer

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon bridge

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

The schools work well.

It’s a bad idea. Three tier schools work because we are in a rural area this is a factor you can not change.

No

The three tier system works in our rural area. It isn’t broke, why fix it?

It isn’t a needed change, what we have works.

No

What we have currently works

We have a system that currently is working there is no need to change it

It’s important to retain choice in our area and to invest in all the schools we have.  It’s posible that particularly during the middle school years perhaps specialist teachers could be shared between one or more schools so their expertise can be enjoyed by a wider range of pupils.  Our current school buildings and facilities are overall poor in comparison to other areas and need investment. The investment in the buildings and facilities could benefit our rural communities as a whole, perhaps combining community libraries/ post offices/ sporting facilities especially where communities have reduced services. 

Haltwhistle

No

I feel very strongly that merging the Haydon Bridge with QE and moving all pupils to Hexham is not a good option. It is vital that there are 2 high schools in the area to give both parents and pupils a choice. Yes there needs to be change concerning the muddled hybrid of two/ three tier system we currently have however it needs to be done with careful consideration and not just one plan fits all approach.

No

West Northumberland presents some very specific geographic problems when considering good education provisions and because of that a Two Tier system is just not right. A well organised and strong Three Tier option is the only choice.

Nothing would make this option acceptable.

No

My comments as per option B stand the same for option C A Two Tier system is NOT acceptable.

Nothing would make option C acceptable.

Having studied all the options put forward both from the NCC and other interested parties I feel the proposal from Haltwhistle Community Campus is by far the best way forward. " We propose a three-tier system to reflect the challenges and needs of the rural communities and the size of the area which we serve. There needs to be a bespoke response to the unique challenges that the organisation of the education of children in the West of Northumberland brings" Proposal- Retain &amp; reintroduce a three-tier system consistently across the WHOLE of the West of Northumberland  To include: Six/ Ten First Schools Four Middle Schools One 3-13 Provision to incorporate First/Middle in Bellingham Two High Schools   

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Birtley

No

No

No

My suggestion is the option to keep Wark C of E First School open,  its a brilliant school with wonderful and dedicated staff and recent ofstead report was good.  My youngest grand child attends the school, it is within a good distance the school offers a broad curriculum including lots of fantastic things, it also offers many after school clubs too, she is really happy in school and doing very well their.  The recently developed breakfast club and wrap around after school care is a huge asset and is so beneficial to working parents offering child care until 5.30pm.   The school has great support from the surrounding community,  my children attended the school and all my grandchildren with the youngest one still their.   It would be a great shame if the school closed not only for the children but the community as a whole, affecting many local businesses too,  no young families will want to move into a village without a school.  If the school closes children in rural communities will have to travel further on school buses and their only school option offered would be to Bellingham which is a non faith school and would for most children involve around an extra 12 miles travel a day.  I believe this school deserves to remain open and continue to offer the fantastic education it does for many years to come. 

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

St Joseph RC Middle School

Gunnerton

Yes

Not a viable model and would be to the detriment to the pupils involved in school closures

Yes

Not a viable model and would be to the detriment to the pupils involved in school closures

Yes

Not a viable model and would be to the detriment to the pupils involved in school closures

I am writing to express my concerns over the consultation over our schools in the west of Northumberland. I am a parent of three children living in Gunnerton, a small rural community near to Barrasford and 10 miles out from Hexham. My eldest child went to Acomb first school then progressed to St Josephs where he is now in Year 8. This process worked well for my child. Entering a small village school at the age of 4 help him settle well into the school environment and he had a great small team of teachers that helped him develop his learning and prepared him for middle school. He then went on to St Joseph’s Roman Catholic Middle School in Hexham, a choice we made as it has a great reputation and showed a great amount of care, respect and enthusiasm in teaching. This is something I have seen in my practice as a youth worker in the last 10 years and from a parental point of view whilst attending open evenings. This school has been the making of my chils, he educational levels have improved dramatically and so has his confidence. My other two children, age 3, attend Chollerton Nursery in Barrasford. They are due to start school in September 2019. We moved to Gunnerton in October 2016 so they could attend Chollerton CofE First School and we are in catchment to gain a place. We have chosen this school because of its outstanding ofsted report, because it is a faith school of which we practice and because our family live in the area and also attending this school. The head teacher is a classroom teacher and also supports parents to teach their children well at home through classes and information sessions. Each member of the Chollerton First School team is passionate and dedicated to its pupil which I have seen first hand.  I would like to make the following points / concerns about this consultation:  • I am discussed that the consultation was not discussed with the schools involved before it was released, in fact they found out by the media instead of NCC. A total lack of care and regard for the schools they threaten with closure in their report.  • Many of the 16 schools facing closure work hard to provide a good or outstanding level of education and many school I have said they are financially viable for the future.  • Assumptions have been made in the consultation and these have proven not to be fact. For example Chollerton has been shown as -£1,000 yet this is not the case for the following year (2019) when they will be ‘in the black’. • Many of the schools proposed to be closed have been rated as good or outstanding by Ofsted. If they are providing good education they should not be closed. This point proves that this consultation is not in the best interest of the pupils. • The 3-Teir system has worked successfully for over 40 years and has provided excellent education outcomes for pupils. Why change it if it’s not broken. I myself went through this system and now have a degree and I love my job working with young people.  • It would cost a great deal to close schools, make people redundant, transport children to another school and would cost our local economy through jobs, house prices, businesses. Do you see the bigger picture?  • Closing smaller village schools will have a dramatic affect on local communities. It will result in a decline of villages due to less families moving to the area. A loss of value in properties and less likely for future developments. Local business will suffer and unemployment we be seen as many people within the catchment areas work at the village schools. • Longer transport times for 4-year old and upwards. I am really concerned that my child at the young age of 4 will have to sit on a bus for a minimum of 40 minutes a day. This is not acceptable. Children will no longer be able to walk to school which will affect their health, something that NCC is trying to deal support as obesity in children is seen as a problem within Northumberland.  Option D You ask for another option when the main issues are with Haydon Bridge High School, QEHS and Hexham Middle due to financial issues and Ofsted Reports. Therefor Option D should look at these schools ONLY. NCC need to find a solution for these issues. I make the following points: • Investment needs to be found from the County Council, Local business, create businesses within the schools to support the finance issue. For example, our Chollerton School offers a meal on wheels for local older residence. The pupils could lead with this and become part of the curriculum. Far too many vocational courses have been lost over the past few years. • Finance departments and admin staff should help fundraise through grants, foundations and trusts. Some do support schools, for example all schools should have had an Awards for All grant in the last 3 years? If they haven’t they are missing out and not being proactive in managing their costs. • Head Teacher (one of the largest expense within a school) should teach. Senior members of staff should teach wherever time allows. Qualified teaching senior staff could be used more within the classroom. Set a minimum number of hours that should be completed. • Look for local sponsorship what you can then advertise in school new letters, website, parent letter, parent mail. • Schools should be easier available for hire, wedding, sports, birthdays, conferences ect. Admin staff that are currently in place could help along with the finance departments   I am urging NCC to concentrate their efforts on Haydon Bridge High School, Hexham Middle and QEHS. You need to value parts of the system in the West that work which is MANY first schools including Chollerton C of E First School and middle schools including St Joseph’s Roman Catholic Middle School.  

Parent/carer

Whitley Chapel C of E First School Hexham

No

Why I don't believe option A represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland: - The model does not present a unique and innovative system that meets the needs of children and families now and over the next 50 years. - I don't believe that it would be good for education in the region to only have one high school option:            *The resultant school would be too big. Size is not the only factor deciding viability.            *It would limit parental choice.            *More than one high school would allow developing stronger profiles and give greater choice across the region. - It is not clear why and how the closure of 8 schools will make education more sustainable and viable. It is not explained why 75 pupils is the preferred capacity, nor why an extra 12 miles (2x6) a day is seen as acceptable. With the exception of Kielder, none of the first or primary schools are more than 6 miles from another option. None of the rural schools have 75 pupils. The number of pupils of Whitely Chapel CE First school do not include early years provision, so there is no way of knowing if the other schools have accurate numbers ascribed to them. There is no analysis of past and potential future pupil numbers. The consultation portrays the future of 16 schools as a pure numbers game, without presenting all of the numbers, nor the reasoning behind why some schools should close and not others. For example Chollerton, which has a larger number of pupils and only a marginally smaller capacity and an Outstanding Ofsted report is proposed to close and merge with Humshaugh, which is rated as Good. Whittonstall which is currently at capacity and has the furthest to another school within the Hexham partnership is proposed to close – is that because many people think it's such a good school that they choose it even though it's not within their catchment area? What is sadly lacking from the whole of this document is a clear vision of what the county council would like education in the west of Northumberland to be like and an analysis of the impact on communities if provision changes. Schools are not interchangeable, standardised entities, which is shown by the number of parents who choose to send their children to school outside of catchment area. Some of these are from outside of Northumberland, which surely brings resources with them?  - Many schools have published their consultation responses and they seem to convey a different picture to the NCC consultation document. The energy and determination to maintain the current model of education that has been displayed throughout the consultation period should have been harnessed in a collaborative, transparent and inclusive process - instead we have heard reassurances and unsubstantiated claims from a county councillor that we have nothing to worry about, defensive attitudes from council officers when questioning the consultation process, worried leaders, staff and governors at our school and challenges of the basic facts of the consultation document. It has not helped that the Hadrian Learning Trust and NCC have decided to each blame the other for the upset caused by both consultations. As parents we need to see the county council engaging with HLT and reassurance that NCC will safeguard our children's education. A successful model has to take a long view, but also cannot disregard the immediate impact on the children now in or just about to start school.  There is no good explanation for the condensed timescale of these sweeping changes. We were told by a council officer at one of the consultation events that most of the modelling of the financial implications of these proposals has not been done yet - how can we be sure that they even present good value as a simple numbers game? How can we trust the county council to manage the changes well in this time if so many things are still left to work out? How can we be reassured that capital investment will be best spent, good designs developed and building projects well managed? - As a parent to a child about to start reception at Whitley Chapel in September and who is already making use of the 30 hours of early years education provided by that school which is ensuring a seamless transition into formal education in a place where he is already well settled, I must strongly object to all the proposals put forward by the consultation. We have chosen Whitley Chapel not only because it is a good, small school which suits our child much better than the larger schools in Hexham, but also because my partner works nearby. The impression given by the consultation is that pupils outside of catchment area do not count and the potential impact on them can be disregarded. Once the new structure has been established parents can make the choice or not to apply for a place outside catchment area, but in the meantime a large number of children are going to see their everyday life and relationships even more disrupted as it might not be practically possible to transfer to the same school as the rest of their class. I would have preferred to feel comfortable sending my child to our catchment area school in Hexham, but as the Sele has indicated that if the 2-tier system is pushed through they want to grow even further and are likely to apply for academy status in order to do so, I am more likely to consider moving from Hexham and Northumberland altogether to a place that cares more for the education of their children and young people. - Whitley Chapel is a Good school, at the centre of a close knit community and with wonderfully dedicated teaching and leadership. It is financially viable and soundly managed. It fosters independence and kindness in children. It is responsive to the needs of parents and children, through early years provision, breakfast club and after school clubs. Small schools like this have the potential to support population growth in rural areas and we are informed that the number of pupils are increasing rather than shrinking. Instead of proposing closure, NCC should support schools like this to continue to do a great job and become even more important centres for service provision in their communities.

No

Why I don't believe option B represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland: - The model does not present a unique and innovative system that meets the needs of children and families now and over the next 50 years. - The three tier system works well for the local area where small first schools allow children in rural areas to start school closer to their homes and then go in to larger middle schools when they are more mature. Corbridge Middle School and others have put forward a number of arguments to challenge that a two tier system would lead to better educational outcomes and experiences. - I don't believe that it would be good for education in the region to only have one secondary school option:           *The resultant school would be too big. Size is not the only factor deciding viability.           *It would limit parental choice.           *More than one secondary school would allow developing stronger profiles and give greater choice across the region. - I refer to my previous answers as to why I object to the proposed school closures/mergers, in particular concerning Whitley Chapel.

No

I support the retention of Haydon Bridge High School but cannot judge whether or not the impact of the proposed model on the rest of the schools and communities outside of Haydon Bridge would be positive, using the information available in the consultation document.  Why I don't believe option C represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland: - The model does not present a unique and innovative system that meets the needs of children and families now and over the next 50 years. - I refer to my previous answers as to why I object to the proposed school closures/mergers, in particular concerning Whitley Chapel. 

Use the energy generated thus far to begin a much better, open and collaborative process to really find creative and innovative solutions for each locality that builds on local resources and proper analysis of each individual situation. 

Staff Member

Acomb First School

Hexham Middle School

Acomb

No

A large secondary school at Hexham with a very academic bias is not in the best interest of the majority of children. With only Prudhoe and Hexham serving the whole of the Tyne Valley, there will be very little choice in secondary education

No

I think a three-tier education system best suits rural Northumberland as many children presently attend small first schools and even with proposed changes these will become small primary schools. These cannot offer the opportunities both socially and the rich education that middle schools can offer.

Yes

Acomb is clearly the more viable school, between Acomb and Beaufront, because it is in a growing village where the majority of children live in the catchment area. To bus children from Acomb to Beaufort would be necessary as there is no viable walking route. the nature of the roads means they are not suitable for buses or for a large number of cars. Acomb has an existing partner nursery, breakfast club and afterschool club and a recent good Ofsted judgement.  

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

As the preferred option is the creation of a Superschool, I propose that the Superschool should be built on the site of Haydon Bridge High School. The site has extensive grounds,and is located in a village with good facilities and bus / rail transport links. This is in contrast to the proposed site for the Superschool at the west end of Hexham, which has no nearby facilities and no transport links. I understand that there is a restrictive covenant on the use of the land on which Haydon Bridge High School is sited. Building the Superschool at Haydon Bridge would fulfil the requirements of this covenant, by ensuring that the site continues to be used for educational purposes.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon bridge

No

Don't know

Don't know

The Vocational &amp; Academic model as proposed is by far the best plan. It keeps the school open and offers an alternative route for a wider range of abilities in students. Having an Autism specialist unit would be amazing. There is no provision in West Northumberland. Morpeth is the nearest facility. If the school leaves the village it will have a wide ranging impact, and not just in the village.  I am also very concerned about my children's education. I have a 14 yr old heading into his GCSE's and there is so much uncertainty. My daughter was affected at the beginning of all this mess. A stream of supply teachers in science and maths led to yr 10 &amp; 11 being very disrupted. And below predicted grades. My youngest is due to move up in 2019. Where is this child going? How far will he have to travel? Will he get the education that he deserves? How much of a mess will you make of my 14yr old? Do you actually care and does it come into the conversation? This is only his future that you are messing with!

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

This is a poorly informed consultation.  At the event at the Auction Mart, the person we spoke to was not able to provide any information or assist in our understanding.  I do not believe that there is an evidence base for what is being proposed.  I do not consider that all the options have been considered properly and I have found this a very confusing process especially by consulting at the same time as QEHS.  I do not know who has the ultimate decision making power.  I do not know whether any of the options would be entertained by QEHS.  I do not have enough information to advise whether any of the options in my opinion are viable or sustainable.  I have no idea.  I do feel very strongly that the arguments are economic and there is no assessment of the welfare of the children involved.  There is lots of evidence and research around a three tier system that supports the children. This has not been addressed.  The idea of a super school is purely economically driven and we will pay for a poor decision in the long term.  Please consult again in a way that we can understand the evidence base is in the interest of our children.  

No

This is a poorly informed consultation.  Its the words VIABLE and SUSTAINABLE.  We are talking about children.  They are NOT commodities.  At the event at the Auction Mart, the person we spoke to was not able to provide any information or assist in our understanding.  I do not believe that there is an evidence base for what is being proposed.  I do not consider that all the options have been considered properly and I have found this a very confusing process especially by consulting at the same time as QEHS.  I do not know who has the ultimate decision making power.  I do not know whether any of the options would be entertained by QEHS.  I do not have enough information to advise whether any of the options in my opinion are viable or sustainable.  I have no idea.  I do feel very strongly that the arguments are economic and there is no assessment of the welfare of the children involved.  There is lots of evidence and research around a three tier system that supports the children. This has not been addressed.  The idea of a super school is purely economically driven and we will pay for a poor decision in the long term.  Please consult again in a way that we can understand the evidence base is in the interest of our children.  

No

This is a poorly informed consultation.  Its the words VIABLE and SUSTAINABLE.  We are talking about children.  They are NOT commodities.  At the event at the Auction Mart, the person we spoke to was not able to provide any information or assist in our understanding.  I do not believe that there is an evidence base for what is being proposed.  I do not consider that all the options have been considered properly and I have found this a very confusing process especially by consulting at the same time as QEHS.  I do not know who has the ultimate decision making power.  I do not know whether any of the options would be entertained by QEHS.  I do not have enough information to advise whether any of the options in my opinion are viable or sustainable.  I have no idea.  I do feel very strongly that the arguments are economic and there is no assessment of the welfare of the children involved.  There is lots of evidence and research around a three tier system that supports the children. This has not been addressed.  The idea of a super school is purely economically driven and we will pay for a poor decision in the long term.  Please consult again in a way that we can understand the evidence base is in the interest of our children.  

Please address this with Westminster first.  The education system so fractioned and compartmentalised, yet at the same time so blanket in their policies there is a powerful argument to present a tailor made approach that considers the children and not exclusively the pounds.  The NFF should reflect this.  Without an education that serves those children as individuals and not as part of a factory I believe we will pay heavily in the future.  A super school is not the answer, this doesn't work in prisons, in large schools elsewhere.  The individual gets lost.  Please provide evidence that this has been done.  We need new school buildings, but not new schools.  There is an important difference. 

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

I am concerned about the closure of many first schools and the impact that this would have on rural communities. I am also concerned about the prospect of sending my children to a secondary school which would be so large with such a wide catchment area. I would prefer to see Haydon Bridge school being supported and rebuilt as it does serve a very wide catchment area.

Haydon Bridge school should stay open as it serves a useful purpose. Also, I believe that looking at smaller schools purely in terms of numbers ignores the value that they have to communities. I do not see any evidence of how this loss to communities is addressed in your consultation document.

No

My reasons are the same as for Model A.

Please see answer to Model A.

No

I think that retaining a school in Haydon Bridge is certainly better. However, I am still concerned about the potential closure of many first school and the impact it would have on rural communities and on the happiness of children living in these areas.

Keep Haydon Bridge open and also keep the smaller rural schools as they serve a purpose in local communities.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

I feel it is important for haydon bridge to retain a school serving the older children of the community. When this school was running successfully it served the largest catchment area in the UK. These children should still be served by a school at haydon bridge.

No

This model creates too many middle school closures. Also the secondary school would be too big. The children in the haydon bridge catchment area should have access to a school In haydon bridge. There should be more than one school in the area to promote a sense of competition and for the sharing of good practice. Reducing the PAN to 60 at the sele first would be be detrimental to the current outstanding provision. The needs of the community would noy be met.

Yes

This keeps a separate school at haydon bridge and retains the middle schools in our area. Is also leaves the first schools unchanged.

There should be extremely close monitoring of the new HLT school l. While I appreciate that it is an academy, such a huge school being newly built and formed should not be left in the hands of graham atkins only. 

Governor

No

I do not support the closure of valuable first schools and I do not like the way this consultation was carried out at all to be honest. I think it was dropped upon us without a proper ‘consultation’ throwing parents into panic about threat of closure.   With regards to the merge/closure of WWFS with Otterburn FS, I think to close down a school which is so valued and loved by the children, parents and community would be crazy and will throw parents into uproar.    Safeguarding and happiness of children is a HUGE concern. Paulrticularly withh regards to the safety of younger children. Has the children’s happiness and welfare even been considered?!    In addition I want to mention that the road to Otterburn is frequently flooded even with just moderate rain which further extends the journey. As you will be aware, we can get a fair amount of adverse weather I think more time is needed to consider a suitable proposal. Also it would be beneficial to wait and see the outcome of the other consultations which have been running along side this one and obviously directly affect it. The timing of this consultation is utterly ridiculous! Seeing as it is before we know true outcome of the QEHS consultation.  Closing down small schools will devastate the community. I think many young families would be lost from the community. It will have a knock on affect for many aspects of the community and surrounding communities and suppliers.   The village will end up being populated with older residents and no doubt will increase health care needs. I’m also wondering what will happen to house prices and large housing association properties may be difficult to populate. 

No

See model A response

No

See model A response

I think that more time is needed to consider a suitable proposal.  I do not support the closure of valuable small rural schools and I fully support the 3 tier system.   It would be beneficial to wait and see the outcome of the other consultations which have been running along side this one and obviously directly affect it. The timing of this consultation is utterly ridiculous! Seeing as it is before we know true outcome of the QEHS consultation.  Closing down small schools will devastate local communities. I think many young families would consider moving. It will have a knock on affect for many aspects of the community and families will be in uproar.    I am extremely concerned for safety of children on a bus to Otterburn. I think I’m addition to it being unsafe, it will be overwhelming for them and it is unnecessary to subject them to this extra travel time and stress! Many parents will be extremely concerned and may refuse to sent their children on the bus at all. Particularly where the children are young starters or have special educational needs. Parents will not be happy that choice has been taken away.  

No

Unproven that relocation and/or expansion of sites is a viable cost effective option.  Selling off existing land and property limits future options for school development and population growth.

No

This is the same short sighted approach as model A.  Merging existing schools incurs high capital costs.  What life cycle costing exercises/models have been carried out.  Again selling off property now limits future flexibility and growth.

No

Short sighted approach that does not meet the needs of this dispersed rural community.  No life cycle cost exercise provided to demonstrate cost savings.  Loss of outstanding schools such as Chollerton.  Have Children's Services considered the impact of additional travel times in all options on children's well being?

Allow primary school options for all.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Sele first, Hexham Middle

No

Closure of rural schools will be the death of small rural villages. Children will have to travel miles to their nearest school (some already travel long distances to get to the existing schools so will have even more miles added to their journey - bad for the children, bad for the roads, bad for the environment)

No

Closure of rural schools will be the death of small rural villages. Children will have to travel miles to their nearest school (some already travel long distances to get to the existing schools so will have even more miles added to their journey - bad for the children, bad for the roads, bad for the environment)

No

Closure of rural schools will be the death of small rural villages. Children will have to travel miles to their nearest school (some already travel long distances to get to the existing schools so will have even more miles added to their journey - bad for the children, bad for the roads, bad for the environment)

I think Hayden Bridge High school should remain open as a vocational school.  I think Bellingham Middle should become an all-through school up to age 18 to give more choice for Tynedale parents, especially those in rural areas.  I think rural schools should remain open but share resources (eg headteachers) and work more collaboratively and take best advantage of being a public venue - make the buildings work for everyone in the villages.  

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Corbridge Middle School

Stocksfield

No

I do not feel that I can support a model which has not undertaken any modelling to prove that they can work. There is no modelling to show the impacts on capacity and financial outcomes and no considerations given to educational outcomes.  Haydon Bridge High School's catchment area is huge and very very rural. The closure of Haydon Bridge would result in children travelling even further to school. Children having to commute large distances will suffer as a consequence in terms of their academic outcomes and also just as importantly their mental well being. I am very concerned that the HLT is dictating the schooling system for the whole of West Northumberland. QEHS is a very successful school and it is based on the first and middle schools which feed into it. I would like to see the NCC take the lead in the school consultations and not be forced into things by a private academy. There is no evidence whatsoever to suggest that 2 tier is better than 3 tier. Children in 3 tier gain access to a lot more resources in year 5 from going to a middle school. Smaller school are able to provide a more nurturing environment where every child can be looked after and helped to reach their potential. They also provide excellent special needs care. This can be seen from what we have now.  The DfE believes the closure of rural schools should be the last resort and a huge amount of research and evidence is needed to support a closure. This has not been done. There is not enough evidence here in this document. The impacts of this consultation are huge and far reaching. The children in these schools are the future, we must do our upmost to discuss, investigate, model and research all possible scenarios. I feel as though the council has not researched this properly at all. When I asked the question 'Why was Broomley First School not included in the consultation as it is federated with Whittonstall?'  to a couple of council members a couple of weeks ago at the Mart they responded 'We were not told that they were federated'. This is a simple fact that the NCC should have known and is very worrying indeed. The closure of Whittonstall will have far reaching implications on Broomley as all resources are shared from transport to staff.   The timescale for this consultation is also way too short. There has not been enough time for parents, headteachers, governors to respond in a detailed and researched way. The DoE guidance recommends an informal consultation should last from a minimum of 6 weeks to a maximum of 12 months and school holidays should be taken into consideration. The NCC opted for the minimum but 2 of these weeks were in the school holidays. So this does not add up here.  The closure of the first schools would also result in children commuting for long distances, some might not seem like long distances but due the the rural nature of the area involved the roads are slow and children from a very young age would become commuters and in the long term the villages who loose the schools would just die. No one would move into these villages and the population of these villages would just become older and older. The schools are the heart of these villages and are quite often more than just a school.   I am fully aware that the school transport department at NCC is very busy and under strain as it is. I cannot see how they will be able to cope with the huge increase in transport required to transport all these very small children to their new schools. Has the council considered how the buses will be managed? Putting 5 year olds on a bus with just a bus driver is not safe. What would be the costs of having to bus all of these children to different schools? What would be the impact on the rural roads? How would the council ensure that the buses are safe? There was recently an issue at a local bus company with bus drivers working over their allotted hours. They were just very lucky that no accidents happened. A lot of children would require taxis as we are in such a rural area. How would that work? How would the council be able to monitor private taxi firms? It feels as though there would be an accident waiting to happen here.  Wayne Daley has told us that the council is listening. I desperately hope that you are and that you are hearing all our crys to keep our wonderful 3 tier system and our rural first and middle schools. I understand, as do all the parents, head teachers and governors, that some things do need to change but not like this. The schools in West Northumberland are all doing well and further investigations shows that they are all pretty much financially viable. West Northumberland can not be compared to the likes of East Northumberland as the geography and population density is so different. As well as the fact that the schools in East Northumberland were struggling. They are not in West Northumberland.  Please, please listen to us. I really hope that you do.  

No

I do not feel that I can support a model which has not undertaken any modelling to prove that they can work. There is no modelling to show the impacts on capacity and financial outcomes and no considerations given to educational outcomes.  Haydon Bridge High School's catchment area is huge and very very rural. The closure of Haydon Bridge would result in children travelling even further to school. Children having to commute large distances will suffer as a consequence in terms of their academic outcomes and also just as importantly their mental well being. I am very concerned that the HLT is dictating the schooling system for the whole of West Northumberland. QEHS is a very successful school and it is based on the first and middle schools which feed into it. I would like to see the NCC take the lead in the school consultations and not be forced into things by a private academy. There is no evidence whatsoever to suggest that 2 tier is better than 3 tier. Children in 3 tier gain access to a lot more resources in year 5 from going to a middle school. Smaller school are able to provide a more nurturing environment where every child can be looked after and helped to reach their potential. They also provide excellent special needs care. This can be seen from what we have now.  The DfE believes the closure of rural schools should be the last resort and a huge amount of research and evidence is needed to support a closure. This has not been done. There is not enough evidence here in this document. The impacts of this consultation are huge and far reaching. The children in these schools are the future, we must do our upmost to discuss, investigate, model and research all possible scenarios. I feel as though the council has not researched this properly at all. When I asked the question 'Why was Broomley First School not included in the consultation as it is federated with Whittonstall?'  to a couple of council members a couple of weeks ago at the Mart they responded 'We were not told that they were federated'. This is a simple fact that the NCC should have known and is very worrying indeed. The closure of Whittonstall will have far reaching implications on Broomley as all resources are shared from transport to staff.   The timescale for this consultation is also way too short. There has not been enough time for parents, headteachers, governors to respond in a detailed and researched way. The DoE guidance recommends an informal consultation should last from a minimum of 6 weeks to a maximum of 12 months and school holidays should be taken into consideration. The NCC opted for the minimum but 2 of these weeks were in the school holidays. So this does not add up here.  The closure of the first schools would also result in children commuting for long distances, some might not seem like long distances but due the the rural nature of the area involved the roads are slow and children from a very young age would become commuters and in the long term the villages who loose the schools would just die. No one would move into these villages and the population of these villages would just become older and older. The schools are the heart of these villages and are quite often more than just a school.   I am fully aware that the school transport department at NCC is very busy and under strain as it is. I cannot see how they will be able to cope with the huge increase in transport required to transport all these very small children to their new schools. Has the council considered how the buses will be managed? Putting 5 year olds on a bus with just a bus driver is not safe. What would be the costs of having to bus all of these children to different schools? What would be the impact on the rural roads? How would the council ensure that the buses are safe? There was recently an issue at a local bus company with bus drivers working over their allotted hours. They were just very lucky that no accidents happened. A lot of children would require taxis as we are in such a rural area. How would that work? How would the council be able to monitor private taxi firms? It feels as though there would be an accident waiting to happen here.  Wayne Daley has told us that the council is listening. I desperately hope that you are and that you are hearing all our crys to keep our wonderful 3 tier system and our rural first and middle schools. I understand, as do all the parents, head teachers and governors, that some things do need to change but not like this. The schools in West Northumberland are all doing well and further investigations shows that they are all pretty much financially viable. West Northumberland can not be compared to the likes of East Northumberland as the geography and population density is so different. As well as the fact that the schools in East Northumberland were struggling. They are not in West Northumberland.  Please, please listen to us. I really hope that you do.

No

I do not feel that I can support a model which has not undertaken any modelling to prove that they can work. There is no modelling to show the impacts on capacity and financial outcomes and no considerations given to educational outcomes.  Haydon Bridge High School's catchment area is huge and very very rural. The closure of Haydon Bridge would result in children travelling even further to school. Children having to commute large distances will suffer as a consequence in terms of their academic outcomes and also just as importantly their mental well being. I am very concerned that the HLT is dictating the schooling system for the whole of West Northumberland. QEHS is a very successful school and it is based on the first and middle schools which feed into it. I would like to see the NCC take the lead in the school consultations and not be forced into things by a private academy. There is no evidence whatsoever to suggest that 2 tier is better than 3 tier. Children in 3 tier gain access to a lot more resources in year 5 from going to a middle school. Smaller school are able to provide a more nurturing environment where every child can be looked after and helped to reach their potential. They also provide excellent special needs care. This can be seen from what we have now.  The DfE believes the closure of rural schools should be the last resort and a huge amount of research and evidence is needed to support a closure. This has not been done. There is not enough evidence here in this document. The impacts of this consultation are huge and far reaching. The children in these schools are the future, we must do our upmost to discuss, investigate, model and research all possible scenarios. I feel as though the council has not researched this properly at all. When I asked the question 'Why was Broomley First School not included in the consultation as it is federated with Whittonstall?'  to a couple of council members a couple of weeks ago at the Mart they responded 'We were not told that they were federated'. This is a simple fact that the NCC should have known and is very worrying indeed. The closure of Whittonstall will have far reaching implications on Broomley as all resources are shared from transport to staff.   The timescale for this consultation is also way too short. There has not been enough time for parents, headteachers, governors to respond in a detailed and researched way. The DoE guidance recommends an informal consultation should last from a minimum of 6 weeks to a maximum of 12 months and school holidays should be taken into consideration. The NCC opted for the minimum but 2 of these weeks were in the school holidays. So this does not add up here.  The closure of the first schools would also result in children commuting for long distances, some might not seem like long distances but due the the rural nature of the area involved the roads are slow and children from a very young age would become commuters and in the long term the villages who loose the schools would just die. No one would move into these villages and the population of these villages would just become older and older. The schools are the heart of these villages and are quite often more than just a school.   I am fully aware that the school transport department at NCC is very busy and under strain as it is. I cannot see how they will be able to cope with the huge increase in transport required to transport all these very small children to their new schools. Has the council considered how the buses will be managed? Putting 5 year olds on a bus with just a bus driver is not safe. What would be the costs of having to bus all of these children to different schools? What would be the impact on the rural roads? How would the council ensure that the buses are safe? There was recently an issue at a local bus company with bus drivers working over their allotted hours. They were just very lucky that no accidents happened. A lot of children would require taxis as we are in such a rural area. How would that work? How would the council be able to monitor private taxi firms? It feels as though there would be an accident waiting to happen here.  Wayne Daley has told us that the council is listening. I desperately hope that you are and that you are hearing all our crys to keep our wonderful 3 tier system and our rural first and middle schools. I understand, as do all the parents, head teachers and governors, that some things do need to change but not like this. The schools in West Northumberland are all doing well and further investigations shows that they are all pretty much financially viable. West Northumberland can not be compared to the likes of East Northumberland as the geography and population density is so different. As well as the fact that the schools in East Northumberland were struggling. They are not in West Northumberland.  Please, please listen to us. I really hope that you do.

Keep the 3 tier system and all the first and middle schools that we currently have. They are all good or outstanding schools which prove themselves to be financially viable. Please do not make sweeping changes to our education system with out doing all the necessary research.   Talk to the head teachers, governors and parents. Listen to them. Everyone recognises that certain changes need to be made to make our education system in West Northumberland to make them more financially stable and it is possible to do this with out destroying what wonderful schools we have. The use of educational hubs whereby schools can better share resources sounds to me like a great idea.   Please stop and listen to us. 

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolHexham

No

I have serious concerns about the viability of merging qehs and hbhs. I can appreciate the need to merge some of the schools in the area but I cannot back any plan to make such a huge school in a town which cannot support the transport and I feel I would not want my children to attend such a large cohort. I cannot see how the education of my children could be affected in anything but a negative way

No

I have serious concerns about the viability of merging qehs and hbhs. I cannot back any plan to make such a huge school in a town which cannot support the transport and I feel I would not want my children to attend such a large cohort. I cannot see how the education of my children could be affected in anything but a negative way

Yes

I can see the reasons why merging some of the first schools is needed, and although I am not fully happy with the model it is the closest model I can identify with

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Slaley

No

Yes

I agree two tier the best for future and would work well QEHS new build Sad to close middle schools but st Joe's could have primary school with st Mary's  Would hope trhere would be a separate area for younger children years 7 and 8 at QEHS where children could have more nurturing environment  His would allow Year 7 and 8 children access to specialist subjects enabling them to better prepare for choices and have teachers from a younger age who know their subjects as teach gcse course  Primary schools will work well and I don't think all first schools need to close in rural areas as many parts of country have smaller primary schools and it may make them more viable having two extra year groups My main concern is that this is not delayed and decision made and building started so my children will benefit

No

Not future proofing and delaying the inevitable move to two tier for another time  Potentially not having adequate resources or emphasis and priority  for high school children  Small rural schools should be allowed to continue in some areas rather than the radical closures proposed

I like the idea of haydonbridge proposal offering an alternative high school provision on a smaller scale especially with autism special unit as feel this is a growing concern for many parents that their children need

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Queen Elizabeth High School, and formerly Sele First School

Hexham

No

I do not believe that rural schools should be closed, as they all are good school within communities and villages. Schools are an important vibrant part of a local community, however small, and a lack of nearby schools would make these villages less attractive places to live in. It would also not be in the interest of the welfare of children to travel daily long distances to school. I have spoken to representatives of some of the rural school affected, and they all told me that they are and will be financially viable - so why close them? Surely that is only in the interest of administration on county level rather than in the interest of the children's education and families' lives.

No

The 3-tier system has worked very well for all of my children. They were ready to move school to face a new challenge in Year 4, but not to attend a 'Mega School', but a small, nurturing school which supported my children's particular interests (St Joseph's RC Middle School). My eldest daughter was ready to join QEHS after Year 8, and it was the right time for her to begin to think about options and make choices (although VERY limited and disappointingly, she could not continue with one of her choices, no doubt due to lack of funding!). We are convinced that the 3-tier system works, and that all Middle and First School are doing a great job. I do not see ANY reason or benefit in closing Middle Schools - and as far as I know, nor can most parents/ residents! Listen to them instead of making doubtful and rushed plans, because you are handling the future of our children. 

No

Please see my reasons for plan B!!! Plus: a huge Secondary will mean anonymity, less nurturing, more issues with challenging behaviours due to the fact that children are being given even less space and time to receive a holistic education that does not solely focus on exam results. Pushing them even earlier through the GCSE factory motions will result in boredom, disillusion and mediocre outcomes, even if the GCSE results look great.

Leave the 3-tier-system alone. Keep rural schools open for the benefit of the children and their communities. Encourage sharing of skills and resources between schools. Release funding so QEHS can bring their buildings into the 21st century. Stop treating school communities like businesses. Focus on a holistic kind of education for our children instead of turning schools into (STEM) factories.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

This option involves the closure of Whittonstall first school which is a fantastic school! Not only has it brought my son on unbelievable amounts in confidence it is providing a fantastic education which I personally believe is down to his teachers, peers and surroundings. 

No

Involves the closure of Whittonstall first school!

No

Involves the closure of Whittonstall first school!

Save Whittonstall first school and the three tier system. Continue to educate our children in a nurturing environment with other pupils if their age range!

Parent/carer

Prudhoe

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Consett

No

Before attending wittonstall first school my son was really shy and struggled to interact with many people, this also meant his learning was taking an impact. Since attending this school he has made many friends and has a great relationship with the teachers. Not only has his character blossomed but his school work, writing, reading number work etc has been really good. I believe if anything was to happen to this school it would have a huge impact on my son, it would undo all the good work and he would go right back into his shell, as well as losing all of the friends he has made.

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/carer

Bellingham First School

Bellingham

No

To much travel for young pupils

No

Not in the pupils best interest

No

Too much travel

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

This option involves the closure of Whittonstall first school

No

This option involves the closure of Whittonstall first school

No

This option involves the closure of Whittonstall first school

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I support the proposal from the Haydon Bridge High School.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Beltingham

No

Because I really enjoy this school, it's smaller and everyone gets along with each other.

No

I extremely disagree with County council closing schools down because I love this school.

No

Sixth form is the most important part of school and my brother really enjoyed it.

Acomb

No

I don't believe  that any of the models consider the rights of the children, parents or staff.  The proposal is underhanded and rushed,options have not been well thought out. 

No

I don't believe  that any of the models consider the rights of the children, parents or staff.  The proposal is underhanded and rushed,options have not been well thought out. 

No

I don't believe  that any of the models consider the rights of the children, parents or staff.  The proposal is underhanded and rushed,options have not been well thought out. 

I will admit that the 3 tier system is outdated and not always very effective. Have the council considered closing the middle schools and relocating years 5 and 6 to first schools (and taking the necessary staff with them!) and moving years 7,8&amp;9 to the high schools, again taking the necessary staff with them. This would result in larger numbers at first schools, children not having to commute as far (especially the little ones who should NOT be getting buses to school), no staff left without jobs and less stress and inconvenience for parents. 

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Maintain the 3 tier system and form multi academy trust to help keep rural schools open. The education of our children is price less.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

This involves the closure of Haydon Bridge and eight other schools would close.  This is not necessary, or sensible

Creat the hub model, retain middle schools and keep all first schools open.

No

Absolutely not. Are you seriously considering the closure of one high school, five middle schools and eight first schools?   Even the fact that Conservative councillors could think up such a destructive option is very worrying. It makes me wonder why such people are involved in rural politics at all. Such an option being considered has already damaged the Conservative Party's reputation.  This proposal will result in serious disruption of communities, long travel times for many children, a school in Hexham that is far too big, and a kicking for the Conservatives in local and national elections.

The status quo

No

I do not disagree with a 4-16 years school in Haydon Bridge.  I would not disagree with the QEHS/MS changes, but only if there was not massive upheaval to the education of the current and future children. Why not merge the two schools, but leave years 7&amp;8 where they currently are, and educate some of the QEHS children on the current MS site?  I do not agree with first school closures.

Create a 4-16 years school in Haydon Bridge.

Adopt the proposed "hub" model.  Keep some sort of school in Haydon Bridge, to age 13,16 or 18.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Bellingham Middle School

Simonburn

No

No

No

Support the schools structure which you have.  I'm realistic to know that things cannot continue, however if the council weren't so short sighted in their previous 'instructions' then we wouldn't be in themes that we are in.  Support your staff and pupils, rather than dragging them down.  Please listen to the people who this is affecting - the pupils - as at the moment, there will be a pretty good idea of what is happening.  Please let the schools that we have been involved with continue.

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Shaftoe trust primary

Haydon bridge

No

Closing rural first schools may be unavoidable in some areas due to pupil numbers and finances but middle schools are vital as is having the choice of high schools and Haydon bridge as an option. I removed my children at year 5 when shaftoe turned into a primary and can see how far they have come at st josephs in year 5and 6 and how much they would have missed out on if I had left them there my youngest still attends shaftoe and I hope to do the same at age 9 as the lack of subject teachers and facilities for science, tech, music, sports and launguage etc for 2 years is not acceptable within the shoddy provision of 2 tier education on offer!  I would however love my children all to return to high school back in Haydon bridge in their home village. My choice is 3 tier and my local high school.

No

No two tier!! It doesn't work in rural areas and a choice of high school is essential for the west of Northumberland.

No

Choice of high school is vital and 2 tier can not work in such a rural area travel times will be unacceptable and at what cost?? Financially and on children's tiredness and ability to learn especially the very young community life will suffer all over!

Keep 3 tier, keep as many rural first schools as financially possible without mergers, keep all our fantastic middle schools! keep and invest in Haydon bridge high to offer vocational courses, IT business studies, agriculture etc as it used to offer it has already got a good proposal with the flexibility to accommodate intake from a combination of 2 and 3 tier scenarios so invest and give back the confidence in a great school ruined by scaremongering and being failed by the council. 

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

No

No

No

I support no closures of the small rural schools.  When Wark is within budget and proposed to be in the future, then this is a school which SHOULD NOT be marked for closure. Wark school is a hub for the local community with lots of former pupils/parents/grandparents being involved with the teaching still. 

Haydon Bridge

No

The children in this catchment area have suffered so much uncertainty and disruption over the last few years that I think they are owed a secure and uninterrupted completion of their education. It is also wrong to close schools which are performing well, with good and outstanding Ofsted reports, forcing young children to travel.  The closure of Haydon Bridge High School would mean the loss of many jobs for Haydon Bridge people and be extremely detrimental to businesses in the village. The suggestion is offensive after we have been told repeatedly with every new housing development approved for the village, that it has the infrastructure to support additional residents, including schools. Taking away the High School would eventually lead to a much diminished infrastructure.

No

Those already mentioned re Model A

No

Why should Haydon Bridge High School be singled out for "significant new buildings on the site of the existing high school" while QEHS and Hexham Middle School  relocate to new buildings? Is this another longer term plan to close HBHS? 

I think that another option, the Haydon Bridge High School Development Proposal For Academic and Vocational Learning, should be adopted. 

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

Leaves lots of rural communities without education provision close by means long journeys for many young children impact on childcare. Do not agree that schools that are providing good quality education and are financially viable and some that are fully subscribed should be closed or ,merged.

Hayden bridge to remain open and provide a vocational centre of excellence for the less academic students and students that would like to follow a vocational route. This would mean investing in good quality staff to offer excellent provision.

Don't know

Not the best model to provide suitable all round educational provision for the children of tynedale. Absolute disgrace that local authority would consider closing successful middle schools. In a situation that would provide extra funding of a school outside local authority control. Who benefits from this HLT or the children's education. I feel that it would benefit HLT and their profit margins rather than the stud nets of tynedale.

Don't know

All schools threatened with closure provide a good quality of education and provide stable and secure environments for my children to grow and develop. Don't believe that HLT would provide this for my children and offer nothing better that would allow my children to thrive as they have done. Also believe that this is a political and financial decision that does not benefit many of the rural communities in tynedale .

I believe that the Haydon bridge high school should remain open and money invested to provide a vocational centre of excellence. That can provide good quality vocational courses to less academic students and those who do not want to follow the a level university route. Also feel that a one site school in Hexham would be to be big and would marginalise many of these students. all middle schools should remain open but should be able to work closely with each other middle schools and first school which they already do. I would also consider the local authority building a new high school in Hexham which would allow parental choice. I also think that HLT should and must provide their own funding for there continued provision and should not be dependant on local authority bail outs due to their lack of investment in their infrastructure

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Dilston

Don't know

I think this would be the preferred option from the three outlined as it is the least disruptive - however there is not enough detail on how the transition would be achieved or how this would deliver better educational experiences or outcomes.

Again - not enough detail to comment

No

There is not sufficient detail on the proposal -  including how the changes would be delivered or the benefits for children's education to merit this  level of disruption and expense

No

Again - high level of expense and disruption that would inevitably impact massively on certain years without sufficient detail on how this would be managed and the benefits it would deliver.

I think there needs to be a longer period for consultation and further details about managing change and the educational benefits. It feels that this has been brought about by the age-range changes proposed by QEHS rather than looking holistically and longer term at the challenges and needs of children and young people in the West Northumberland. There is a clear need to consider post 16 education in West Northumberland and this is not addressed in the consultation.

No

Closing an Ofsted 'outstanding' does not make sense.

No

No

Closing Chollerton school does not build a sustainable future for the community.  Chollerton school is:-  an outstanding Ofsted school a purpose built school with a forest school and sports facility.  This means it has the opportunity to adapt for future generations.  The alternative school is a listed building, it will not be cost effective to retain this school versus Chollerton, which has the flexibility, adaptability to change for future use, as well as sustainable for the future.  Chollerton school has been built to support the children of the community and provide opportunities with the purpose built facility/ies.  The alternative does not.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Hexham Middle, QE and Haydon Bridge

Haltwhistle

No

Transferring all pupils to QE or Hexham Middle School is not the answer. There will be a huge number of pupils in High School which in my opion will not be good for the children, they may become 'lost' in the system or 'just a number'.  Closing the suggested 1st and primary schools under this option is again in my opinion uacceptable. Due to the huge area that is West Northumberland, small children would be facing epic journeys into school. Some of these schools play an important part within the Community and it would be tragic for them to close. The only good thing about this option is that the Middle Schools would remain open. Haydon Bridge needs to stay open to give children an option. Should they become unhappy in school if it closes - how far are they going to have to travel to an alternative?

No

This would mean that the school system changed from 3 tier to 3 tier. I believe that the area of West Northumberland is too big for this too happen. Again Haydon Bridge AND the Middle Schools in the area need to remain open. Closing Middle schools will have a huge impact on Communities - other organisations within the community would suffer, for example Halthistle Swimming and Leisure Centre. There would be loss of employment. One school in Hexham for 11 to 18 year olds would again be too big with too many pupils.

No

Worst of the 2 options! what happens to pupils at Haydon Bridge once they are 16 and want to continue in education? They are going to be faced with hefty travelling costs to travel further a field to complete their education.

I believe a 3 tier system must be maintained in West Nortumberland consistently, High schools not take children at year 7 - this reduces the numbers in Middle School and gives a 'hybrid' system. First and primary schools should be reviewed to reduce the number to 6 to make them more viable, combining some schools to ensure best locations, facilities and resources. Some upgrading of current schools and buildings could take pleace. The 4 middle schools - Corbridge, Hexham RC, Hexham and Haltwhistle should remain. Bellingham due to remoteness in that area sould have a bespoke model whereby it caters for 3 to 13 year olds - still in line with the 3 tier system. They would then go into the 14-19 curriculum as other children in the area do. Two High Schools should reamin. QEHS should have a new build but remains a 14-19 provision supporting the 3 tier system. There should be another new build provision for 14-19 year olds in West Nortumberland,this could be on the present Haydon Bridge site or elsewhere in West Northumberland. A second high school is vital to provide a broad educational offer in the West. Children will develop and progress more in a smaller environment. 2 schools provide choice for children and parents especially should there be a 'break down' in situation for a student at High School age.  

Acomb

No

No

No

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding mill

No

No

No

Invest in hydon bridge high school and invest in QEHS to keep things how they are. It's a good system that works well for education of children and that's the most important thing

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

Former resident of the village of Barrasford.

No

I object to the closure of any rural schools. They offer education to children in unique rural areas. The children in their care thrive in nurturing and safe environments where the pastoral care is excellent. These schools are key to the sustainability of their villages and wider community.

No

As above.

No

As above.

Greenhaugh

Bellingham

No

  The National Education Union (ex NUT) believes, as I do, that wherever possible, young children should not have to travel a long way to get to school.  The North Tyne is rural even by the standards of Northumberland, let alone the country at large. The population is scattered and ageing.  It is very important that young families be encouraged to stay in such areas.  Funding by pupil numbers is not an appropriate way of financing schools like Greenhaugh. Other criteria must apply too.    Schools in deeply rural areas are essential as community assets as there are normally very few alternatives.  Greenhaugh school has always had an excellent local reputation.  I believe that to close Greenhaugh would be a short term and retrograde measure and I am sure that the same factors apply to other similar schools.  JCS 

Please see aboveNo

Please see above.Please see above.No

Please see above.Please see above.Please see above.

Acomb

No

I want Acomb First School to stay open.

Don't know

No

Acomb First School and other village schools should stay open.

Acomb First School should be the school that stays open if it has to merge with Beaufront First School.  Acomb is a large community with lots of children who need a school in their village.  The parents and staff at the school are very proud of their school and feel very confident that it is able to take on the extra pupils and become a primary school if the middle schools have to close.  The staff their have the right experience and the schools leaders have planned for the possibility of the school becoming a primary school.  There is plenty of space to extend it and build more classrooms.  Most of the children there are from its catchment area but most of the children from Beaufront are not from Beaufronts catchment area so they wouldnt be travelling much further than usual.

Staff Member

Whittonstall First School

Riding Mill

No

The proposal includes closing many small first Schools which would be detrimental to the communities involved . Whittonstall is currently financially viable and rated good by OFSTED. We are also federated with Broomley so the closure would inevitably have a knock on effect. The pupils from Whittonstall would have to travel to Broomhaugh and as the proposal suggests only allowing thirty extra places (only enough for Years 5 and 6) there wouldn't be places for all our current pupils. Schools in Ebchester and Shotley Bridge are full.This proposal would also result in staff redundancies.  I disagree with the proposal to merge Haydon Bridge and QEHS as I believe this would make a very large school which would limit parental choice and be overwhelming for many pupils. QEHS, as an academy will make decisions which will protect their own interests and not necessarily consider the impact on the other schools within the partnerhip.

No

As before

No

As before although I do think making Haydon Bridge an all through school may be a possible solution.

Creating Collaborative hubs. HBHS to become an all through school. Schools to work together with NCC to create MATs.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

1. Because it is important for Haydon Bridge to keep it’s sense of belonging and community by having it’s own school (there are a sufficient number of children to fill a school and if run properly make it work well).

I don’t agree that it is a viable model.

No

1. As before, there needs to be a sense of belonging for the communities with a school servicing Haydon Bridge and schools servicing Hexham.  2. This model creates too many school closures.  3. Model B – would not work for the SELEfirst as reducing PAN to 60 would be highly detrimental to current outstanding provision. It would also not meet the needs of the community given current numbers and finally it would be highly disruptive for the school.  4. Also having 2 secondary schools in the same area improves best practice and sharing of ideas.  

This option is the worst option and not viable.

Yes

1. As before, there needs to be a sense of belonging for the communities with a school servicing Haydon Bridge and schools servicing Hexham - the only model that works.  2. Having 2 secondary schools in the same area improves best practice and sharing of ideas - the only model that works.  3. It leaves the first schools and the middle schools (excluding Hexham middle) untouched as they are working well.   4. Merging Hexham middle and QE into better facilities with more funding done in a more efficient manner. 

1. While we appreciate it is an academy and the academy / headmaster (Graham Atkins) controls that, there should be independent checking / controls in place to avoid possible mid-management (of funds and the provision of education) for the QE and therefore detriment to the main source of secondary education in Hexham.  2. This larger secondary school in Hexham and also in Haydon Bridge could in a few years be fantastic places of education for secondary school children in Haydon Bridge and Hexham. However, sadly, if mis-managed, the potential for another education disaster in the region is high. 

Option C if managed properly with independent checking could work well.  Good luck!



[bookmark: 22]Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

Doesn't suit what I want to do.

Will not help me. No

Does not suit me.Will not help me. No

No, because it only offers vocational subjects.

N/A

I agree with HBHS option D.  This is because I don't know what I want to be but I want to be working for kids which means I would need to do vocational and academic subjects.

Yes

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

Not Viable

No

Not Viable

No

Not Viable

In my opinion, none of the options that Northumberland County Council have put forward are viable, especially as they all consider closing schools in a rural area, which I find dreadful, communities have grown around these schools, friendships are formed within them, and they provide a vital asset for every village of rural Northumberland. To simply close them and move everyone to Haydon Bridge or Hexham will simply make it harder for the families of rural children, one of which i have come from, to get their kids to school and back. Haydon Bridge High School, has allowed me to flourish and take something that was once a small interest into now what I am studying at a very well renowned institution. Without the support of staff members at this school, I would not have made it to where I am today and I have a tremendous amount of thanks to them, I left with good GCSE's and A Levels as well as the extra curriculum involvement that has allowed me to attend my first choice university. This is why I fully support the 'Option D' that was proposed by HBHS as a very suitable alternative. Not only will it keep the school up and running, as well as all the other local, rural schools within the catchment area. But it will set HBHS for a bright future and provide an alternative for parents and children. Within this rural area, a lot of students tend to go to Colleges within Newcastle and Carlisle, Post 16, having the option of vocational courses at a much more local vicinity will alleviate the need for parents and students to worry about how they will make their way to Newcastle or Carlisle to study the vocational courses they want to. As a rural area, skills such as farming and engineering are vital and having a local school that can provide these qualifications will be a very vital asset to the local community as well as giving HBHS a competitive edge against other schools and provide a fantastic alternative. I believe that this is the right way for HBHS to go, any other proposal to close this school would have a massive long term effect on the quality of education in this area. It is time now for Northumberland County Council to let HBHS flourish under this new 'Option D' and allow them to grow from strength to strength. 

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Tarset

No

Greenhaugh proposed for closure No

Greenhaugh proposed for closure No

Greenhaugh proposed for closure Kielder school is unsustainable given the number of pupils and the location. Children from Kielder village could be transferred by bus to Greenhaugh (they currently travel one day per week to Bellingham so the argument that this is "too far" is not acceptable). This would give Greenhaugh a slightly larger pupil base to build upon. Greenhaugh is a school of choice for lots of families, ours included. I attended Greenhaugh myself along with my siblings and believe this small, rural school works for our area. Children thrive in this environment. 

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

Firstly, you say eight schools would amalgamate, but by my calculations 15 schools are involved and 8 would close. One school, Bellingham would have to accommodate almost 60 children from two schools!   Another small but excellent school (Broomhaugh) would have to accommodate 60 children from Whittinstall.  These things are impossible to do without disrupting all the children”s education.

Keep Haydon Bridge open as a middle school.

No

This option is also called “throwing the baby out with the bath water” . Absolutely ridiculous.

Close QEHS and move everybody to Haydon Bridge.

No

Why is option C the only one to have any detail about QEHS?  Also isn’t QEHS/MS an Academy? If so, why is NCC suggesting changes that it has no influence over?  At least in this option HBHS would stay open.  You also suggest closing Whittinstall in all three options yet in your modelling Broonhaugh’s capacity remains at 75. 

I could possibly see the potential of closing Newbrough C of E and Haydon Bridge Primary if HBHS is retained up to 16 or 13.  Also QEHS/MS could try and be more creative with what they currently have by merging with Hexham first and utilising existing staff and assets.

Keep HBHS to 13 or 16  Merge the two first schools near Haydon Bridge with HBHS to create one first school and one middle school, possibly a school to 16.   QEHS/MS sees sense and stops trying to destabilise education across West Northumberland, possibly does something with Hexham First school.

Parent/carer

No

No

No

Acomb first school is a  viable community school which has potential to be a successful Primary if the opportunity arises. This community school provides broad and balanced opportunities at key stage 3 and 4.  This school has excellent educational merit lead by an amazing team of caring, knowledgeable and very experienced staff members

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

I do not agree that  this option is at all reasonable. Neither QEHS or HBHS agree that their is enough room to accommodate the pupils from both schools under one roof. the amount of disruption this would also cause is astronomical in my opinion. With a brother about to go into year nine in September, i feel as though his academic potential will suffer, due to the ongoing struggle of fitting into a new, uncomfortable school. Having researched this option i am also lead to believe that students will carry out their studies in cramped classrooms that just do not have the room for students, and do not seem very welcoming toward them either (point number 2 stated by the Hadrian learning trust, who also disagree with all three models questioned whether they should expand to welcome children from closing schools).This option is blatantly a cheaper alternative. it is also clear that education has not been a massive factor in the construction of this model, when in reality it should be at the very top of a person's priority's.  

No

My brother is set to go into year 9 at Haydon Bridge High School in September 2018, meaning that he will be there for a year until it closes. i am led to believe that the closure of HBHS in 2019 involves pupils being taught in mobile classrooms. You are automatically going to see a drop in grades with all the disruption that will be caused.Children are going to feel lost in a new school such as QEHS, let alone a brand new 'super school'. The stress and anxiety this will cause among children and staff is not something i even wish to think about. I currently attend Haydon Bridge High School and over the last few years, i have felt nothing but anxiety over the future of the school, which is not something that they can prevent because the decision is not down to them. i can only be grateful that this decision will not affect me when i move to university. do not ruin kids education! this is something you should be focusing your model's on!! i have seen no evidence of any educational opportunities this would then create for students, i have only seen the negative impact that it will inevitably have.   i think that as a local council, you need to begin to put young peoples education first. You can not put a value on education.

No

Out of all of the options, this is perhaps the one i would agree with the most. However i still think that it would not work, and the only reason i would ever back it is to keep Haydon bridge high school open. HBHS does deserve funding, but turning it into a 4-16 school would not work. i think we still need to rely on first/middle schools as they are equally important and do not deserve to close. Haltwhistle Community Campus is a site that my community could not live without, and it is so important that it stays open, along with HBHS.

I believe that HBHS should adopt the Academic &amp; Vocational model which Darren Glover wants to create at this great school. This is currently being referred to as 'option/model D'. This is one of the only options that actually prioritizes education, and puts it at the heart of decision making, which disappointingly, is something the council have not yet done.   The model focuses on several different principles, which i think are equally as important as the other. they are; project based learning within the year 7 and 8 curriculum, a three year GCSE programme, special educational needs and disability provision and Vocational &amp; apprenticeship opportunities. Each principle would have such a positive impact on the school as a whole, and i think that exam results would greatly improve, along with the quality of teaching (which is already at an impressive standard throughout the school).   Having been through the whole school from year 9 to year 13, i do believe that a three year GCSE programme would benefit the pupils that are taking the exams. The pressure that all builds up within three years would decrease massively as you are able to carry out two GCSE exam's per year, this is something i wish was in place when i was going through these crucial exams as it would have benefited me massively (and gave me extra GCSES in the process). i also think that having vocational subjects available to year 12 and year 13 students would attract a much bigger sixth form than we currently have. i know this for a fact, as the vast majority of my peers that left after GCSES only moved because the school did not offer the right courses for them.   This model not only allows such a fantastic school to remain open, but it also avoids any disruption for any year groups involved in these decisions made by the council, which is something that should be considered at all times and unfortunately has not been until now.  Stop focusing on the cheapest alternative and start focusing on what is the right thing to do in order to give children in west Northumberland the best possible education.  i fully support this proposal made by HBHS and hope that it goes forward, as it really is the better option.

Staff Member

Henshaw C of E Aided Primary School

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

I feel that if Greenhead CE Primary School can not find a solution to its increasing deficit, the following should be taken into consideration:   1. That Greenhead School site closes (providing that the next two conditions are met)  2. That the current catchments of Greenhead and Henshaw Schools are merged and  3. That pupils from the new larger catchment be accommodated on the existing Henshaw Primary School site, which has sufficient space for the larger intake in a modern building, and plans currently under way for expansion to deal more appropriately with providing Key Stage 2 teaching and learning.    I believe that this option should of been issued in the current document rather than suggested due to Greenhead CE Primary School already been in a Federation with Henshaw CE Primary School, there should be an option to close Greenhead and merge with Henshaw, rather than merge with Haltwhistle First School, as stated in the Consultations.  I feel the catchment areas for Federated Schools should also merge, therefore parents have choice, can continue to send their children to a Church School and are not restricted by transport implications.  I also agree with the proposal made by Haydon Bridge High School and that of the Hadrian Learning Trust so that again parents have choice of Secondary education.  Therefore I believe the 2 tier system is the way forward for the West Northumberland Schools. 

Acomb

No

The village schools need to stay open.

No

The middle schools and village schools need to stay open.

No

If Acomb First School has to merge with Beaufront, then the Beaufront site should be the one to close.  Acomb First School serves a large community in a village, where lots of young families live and there is new family housing being built in Acomb too.  Children in Acomb are able to walk safely to school but the roads surrounding Beaufront dont have footpaths or streetlights and there would be a serious parking issue there.  An alternative proposal would be if the schools had to merge could they remain on the 2 sites they are on?  This would reduce the problems with parking and road safety and there would be less building work need?  Acomb First School is capable of becoming a primary school if needed, but the middle schools provide more opportunities for the children than a 2 tier system.

Parent/carer

Humshaugh C of E First School

Barrasford

No

Three tier system is outdated. I don’t see any benefits to having middle schools as an option for our children.

Yes

I would prefer for my children to attend a two tier system. If change is going to happen, it should happen now rather than this discussion/worry to be ongoing (as it has been for some time).

No

The age ranges discussed for children attending the proposed school in Haydon Bridge (4-16) and Hexham (9-18) is unacceptable.

I think is change is going to happen, this is the opportunity to do it. A fear would be that everything remains as it is after this discussion and nothing changes. Then, in however many months/years from now, the problems at Haydon Bridge and QEHS still exist and parents are put into this position again, but with less/no money left in order to provide change.  Another concern is the time frame for these proposed changes. Parents who have to make the decision in October as to where (if anywhere) their children are to attend middle school need to know what is happening. If any other options beyond the ones proposed in the consultation are put forward, what will be the time frame on another possible consultation??

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

I support the move to a 2-tier school system believing it makes more sense to have a system in line with the majority of the rest of the country. From my experience, I feel that the middle schools are the weak link inbetween some excellent first schools and an excellent high school in Hexham. I also don't like the disruption of children having to change schools twice rather than once. I think the two-tier system provides better continuity of education.

Yes

I support the move from a three-tier to a two-tier system. My reasons for this have been outlined above.

The amalgamation of HBHS and the QEHS is not the best idea as I think this will produce a very large school and may be damaging to the currently excellent results of the QEHS. However, the QEHS is in desperate need of rebuilding or a new school and the amalgamation of the two schools seems like the only way a new school will be achieved. If this occurs, it should preferably be done over a number of years and perhaps in a staged manner so that pupils gradually move over to the QEHS to ensure that the QEHS can manage to integrate the large number of pupils in the interests of pupils from both the HBHS and QEHS.

No

Reasons outlined above. I support the move from a three-tier to a two-tier school system.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Bellingham

No

It's failing all of the students involved and shows a complete lack of care for their education, prioritising money over their wellbeing. 

No

Same as before. Stop trying to close and merge schools, it won't work. 

No

Merging schools will be an educational disaster and it's not fair on students who have done nothing to deserve this.

Don't close the schools and merge them, it makes everything so much harder than it needs to be. The level of pupil/teacher interaction decreases in big schools, which means children won't get the attention they deserve. The pastoral care gets worse, so the emotional wellbeing of children is taking a backseat to cost effectiveness, and moving schools will be a huge emotional and educational upheaval too. If you close the schools you will have failed the children in them, the lack of care towards them is horrendous. 

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Kielder

No

Closing schools is not the correct way to do this. The two tier system does not work in remote west Northumberland. Invest in education and ensuring school stay open and have the correct resources instead of trying to save money.

No changes! Just fund our schools properly!

No

The same as I've just stated.

No

Yet again the same opinion.

No closures! Fund our schools and invest in education.

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

No

Bigger is not always better. Education should the priority. Smaller and individual schools can give a more individual care and education.

No

Cost cutting should not b the priority.

No

School's should remain unchanged.Find other ways to make savings  Do not make education come second to the agenda of cost cutting.  Three tier works, keep it.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding mill

No

The benefits of being in a rural school will be lost as class sizes increase. This increase will then have an affect on the quality of teaching.   The environmental impact of increased school traffic has not been taken into consideration. Nor the loss of jobs associated  with the schools.   What will happen to the abandoned schools / buildings/ land / assets.

No

The benefits of being in a rural school will be lost as class sizes increase. This increase will then have an affect on the quality of teaching.   The environmental impact of increased school traffic has not been taken into consideration. Nor the loss of jobs associated  with the schools.   What will happen to the abandoned schools / buildings/ land / assets.

No

The benefits of being in a rural school will be lost as class sizes increase. This increase will then have an affect on the quality of teaching.   The environmental impact of increased school traffic has not been taken into consideration. Nor the loss of jobs associated  with the schools.   What will happen to the abandoned schools / buildings/ land / assets.

Why change it ? And why waste money that will be better spent on projects after the implications of brexit

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Henshaw PrimaryBardon Mill

No

I believe that HMS &amp; QE should form a secondary school and the other local schools including Sele, Hexham First, and the rural village schools such as Beaufront and those further out, should become Primaries.  This would mean that children stayed in their local villages for longer making the schools more sustainable.  There would be no need to close village schools.  Haydon Bridge High should close with children moving into the new QE in a brand new school built on the proposed site in the west end of Hexham.  Our children should have access to modern facilities to the same extant as those in Prudhoe.  Corbridge Middle could close whilst the First school became a primary, even swapping sites?  The Sele could move to HMS site? We need joined up thinking.  Haltwhistle should become a primary.

No

I believe that HMS &amp; QE should form a secondary school and the other local schools including Sele, Hexham First, and the rural village schools such as Beaufront and those further out, should become Primaries.  This would mean that children stayed in their local villages for longer making the schools more sustainable.  There would be no need to close village schools.  Haydon Bridge High should close with children moving into the new QE in a brand new school built on the proposed site in the west end of Hexham.  Our children should have access to modern facilities to the same extant as those in Prudhoe.  Corbridge Middle could close whilst the First school became a primary, even swapping sites?  The Sele could move to HMS site? We need joined up thinking.  Haltwhistle should become a primary.

No

I believe that HMS &amp; QE should form a secondary school and the other local schools including Sele, Hexham First, and the rural village schools such as Beaufront and those further out, should become Primaries.  This would mean that children stayed in their local villages for longer making the schools more sustainable.  There would be no need to close village schools.  Haydon Bridge High should close with children moving into the new QE in a brand new school built on the proposed site in the west end of Hexham.  Our children should have access to modern facilities to the same extant as those in Prudhoe.  Corbridge Middle could close whilst the First school became a primary, even swapping sites?  The Sele could move to HMS site? We need joined up thinking.  Haltwhistle should become a primary.

I believe that HMS &amp; QE should form a secondary school and the other local schools including Sele, Hexham First, and the rural village schools such as Beaufront and those further out, should become Primaries.  This would mean that children stayed in their local villages for longer making the schools more sustainable.  There would be no need to close village schools.  Haydon Bridge High should close with children moving into the new QE in a brand new school built on the proposed site in the west end of Hexham.  Our children should have access to modern facilities to the same extant as those in Prudhoe.  Corbridge Middle could close whilst the First school became a primary, even swapping sites?  The Sele could move to HMS site? We need joined up thinking.  Haltwhistle should become a primary.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

No

No

Barrasford

No

Yes

No

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Shotley Bridge

No

Strongly disagree with a two their system in rural areas.

No

Strongly disagree with a two their system in a rural area.

No

Strongly disagree with a two their system in our rural area.

Children as young as three should not be expected to travel nearly 10 miles to access education. Whittonstall First School has provided excellent education for over 100 years. It has been rated Good by Ofsted and consistently produces excellent academic results. As well as the Academic excellence WFS nurtures kindness and the ability to care for others. The school currently has 63 pupils in main school and a further 8 Children in nursery. Both nursery and reception classes are over subscribed for 2018/19. WFS federated with Broomley First School in 2012 in order to ensure financial viability. The Federated status means that costs are shared between the two sites and a shared headteacher and other staff and also shared service contacts. WFS is currently running with a financial surplus and this is forecast to continue. The consultation document does not recognise this and does not consider the impact on Broomley First  School should WFS close.  I am fully supportive of Leanne Barker(Executive Headteacher of the Whittonstall and Broomley First School Federation and her Board of Governors and support the alternative approach which they presented to the NCC in July 2017. Their proposal was to form the Tynedale Learning Trust. This would be a partnership across ten schools in Prudhoe and Hexham which would further develop the current federation and Would offer an all through approach for 3-18 years old. This proposal would not involve any school closures.  The NCC chose to defer this decision. I feel that this is a viable solution an shoul be given serious consideration.  If you decide against forming a new trust I see no justification for closing an amazing school as Whittonstall which has such caring staff who produce such good academic results and which is also in a viable financial situation. I have not spoke to any one person in our community who is not disgusted with the thought of closing our wonderful school and would like to say once again that this school is (Financially Sound) and provides such an essential facility for us. It would be a disgrace to close this school for no apparent reason and expect our children at such a young age to travel up to 10 miles.

Acomb

No

Acomb First School should stay open.

Don't know

No

Acomb First School should stay open.

Acomb First School needs to stay open because-  The outcomes for children are better than regional and national average.  It is a community school, 76% of children are from its catchment area.  It is financially sustainable.  Children and parents are very happy there.  The attached nursery, Little Oaks would be at risk of closure too.  There is a sustainable number of pupils in every class.  They also have a breakfast club, after school club and a toddler group.  Children are able to walk safely to school.  There is new family housing being built in Acomb which the school would serve.  The school keeps the village alive and brings the community together and has done for generations.

Staff Member

Yes

It is the view of the staff of St Joseph’s Middle School and St Mary’s First School, Model A is the closest option for schools in the Haydon Bridge and Hexham Partnership out of the three options.  This option would keep Catholic Education in our community until the age of 13 years. Our schools have an intake of 443 pupils from an area of 650 square miles. There is no other faith based school in the local area providing education up to 13 years. Catholic Education has been in Hexham since 1832 and it has been an integral part of the community. Both St Mary’s First School and St Joseph’s Middle School are OFSTED rated GOOD and St Joseph’s is currently near capacity. This confirms the need for a faith based school, at least up to age 13 years. We are schools of choice for both Catholic and non-Catholic parents and provide a caring ethos as well as a high standard of education which parents choose before other schools in the area.  There are four main points we would like you to consider in this consultation  1) To allow both St Mary’s First School and St Joseph’s Middle School to deliver a broad-based faith curriculum, whilst nurturing the children throughout their journey through childhood.   This is not a small point. Upper Schools within three tier systems, for example, are institutions with a more adult climate and ethos, one appropriate to the delivery of the 14 to 19 curriculum. First schools can create the nurturing environment appropriate to the needs of young children, while middle schools are able to offer wider opportunities to pupils from the age of 9. There is also evidence to suggest that pupils in middle schools make greater progress during KS3 than pupils in any other type of schooling, even though it includes the transition from middle to upper school in Year 9. The advantage of a system with two points of transfer is that it results in schools which are better able to focus on the needs of children at different stages of their education.   It is often documented that the Middle School system is better suited to child development.   ‘The system avoids the problems associated with transfer at age 11 when children are at their most vulnerable through changes associated with puberty’  (Nigel Wyatt October 2012, National Middle Schools forum).   2) To highlight the detrimental effect that enforcing a primary system would have on all of our pupils. St Mary’s First school is currently expanding its provision for its pupils by developing its library, computing suite, prayer space etc. If the school turned to Primary these additional learning areas would be lost in order to cater for the additional year groups. Capital investment would also be required to accommodate the increase of pupils. Our younger pupils could be in mixed age classes as increase in numbers is not likely to be proportional to the need for additional teachers. Pupils in Year 5 and 6 would lose the specialist teaching that they would have received at Middle school.  Our KS3 pupils in years 7 and 8 which currently receive exceptional pastoral care and outstanding educational outcomes, would not have the same access to the ethos and culture of inclusivity at this pivotal time of adolescence. They currently transfer seamlessly to Queen Elizabeth High School where they carry on to achieve very good GCSEs.  3) To allow for parental choice and diversity which has been acknowledged as helping to maintain/ raise educational outcomes for pupils. We feel that it would be detrimental to all the pupils in our Partnership if we were left with one very large Secondary school. Again, there have been Government papers advocating the importance of parental choice raising educational standards between schools. ‘Choice, Competition and Pupil Achievement’ by Stephen Gibbons, Stephen Machin and Olmo Silva. Moreover, the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights allows parents the 'prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their children.’ ‘An effective education system should provide different types of school to cater for different educational philosophies, different faith groups, and different aptitudes and abilities.’ Campaign for Real Education, CRE.  We feel there must be an alternative provision for parents and our Catholic schools allow this. The provision for SEND pupils in both our schools is very successful and there is a demand and need for this provision across the west of Northumberland. This has not been considered in any of the proposals put forward.  4) Preserving our rural communities  Our Catholic Schools are a very important part of the community, as are our rural village schools. Although we are aware that there are surplus places in some schools, if they were to shut or merge, this would decrease the number of families wishing to live in the villages. Parents of young children want their children to walk to school, not have a journey, in some cases of up to 12 miles. The new primary schools would then be teaching mixed age classes in order to cater for years 5 and 6 with no specialist teaching. This is not the most effective way to deliver the curriculum and this does not compare with the opportunities pupils currently have at a middle school. The rural communities would begin to die out which would change the profile of our county forever. As a staff we agree that Model A is the preferred option out of the three options put forward. This would enable us to continue to offer Catholic Education to age 13 and give parents a choice of schooling.  It would allow our pupils the best opportunity for success, and provide both academic excellence and a strong pastoral environment.  

We do not agree with the closure of any of the first schools in this model as the closure would be detrimental to our rural communities and would arise to some pupils as young as four years old having to travel up to 12 miles to school. This is not a supportive and caring education for a child so young. We feel that the county council's money should be used to support these schools and the villages in which they lie instead of providing money to one Academy school. It is unprecedented that a County Council has suggested financially supporting an Academy school in this way in England. We would also like to point out that the calculation for surplus places do not take into account the influx of new families into the area and those who would occupy the new housing currently planned for our local area over the next five years.

No

No

As a staff we feel very strongly that it is our duty to provide the best educational opportunities and provision for all pupils.  The middle school system allows pupils specialist teaching from year 5 whilst allowing the younger pupils to be educated in their local community. At present, the current middle schools work as a strong partnership and educational outcomes are good. The pupils transition to high school with very few problems in year 9 when they are more mentally prepared for this stage of their education. Outcomes from Queen Elizabeth High school are also testament to the success of this system.  We would also like to encourage the County Council to spend time considering the need to keep an alternative high school provision in this area. Research suggests that it is vital that schools have competition in order to maintain high standards and educational outcomes for pupils especially with the prospect of one school with such a large catchment area.

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolRiding Mill

Don't know

I think it would be a shame to close many of the rural first schools. It would make some rural areas less attractive to people moving to the area if there was no first school. It would also be a shame to have to close Haydon Bridge instead of being able to put some funding into it to improve the school. It would also mean Hexham Middle and QEHS become much larger schools as they will take on the pupils from Haydon Bridge.  However, if one of the 3 options has to be chosen then I would say Model A or Model C are the better options. I do not think the middle schools should close. 

No

I do not think the middle schools should close. This is the least favourable option of the 3 models proposed. There is great benefit to the middle schools in terms of specialised teaching and getting the children ready for moving into a larger high school. I think it would be too difficult a transition to move from a smaller first school straight into a very large high/secondary school. I think the middle school transition is very beneficial and also helps keep children younger for longer as they do not need to mix with much older kids at a younger age.  I urge the Council to keep the middle schools in whatever option they decide to do.

Don't know

I still think it would be a shame to close some of the rural first schools for the reasons I gave in the model A answer. However, if an option has to be selected then I think Model A or Model C are the better options of the 3 models. I think keeping a school in Haydon Bridge is a good idea as it would be a loss to the area to loose the school. I think if funding was given to the school it could be improved and I think the teaching needs to drastically improve too, and the leadership. Often the schools that are failing is down to poor leadership and poor teaching. I think these can be improved with some funding and a change of leadership if needed. 

I think if any model has to be implemented then I would suggest either A or C, maybe C as the slightly better choice. And try and keep as many of the rural schools as possible, maybe do not close all of the ones on the list as there are many very good rural schools and it would be a shame to loose them. 

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Wark C of E First School

Ingoe

No

I firmly believe that as a parent, this option severely limits choice on children in Northumberland's education. To merge both high schools would create a potential problem for the future. It is not unheard of for schools that are good or outstanding to have a down-turn in results or standards. In the event of this, 100% of pupils in the West Tyne area could potentially be part of a poor high school education system. In addition, the closure of 8 first schools in the area would be entirely detrimental to the overall education system in Northumberland. My wife and I both moved to Northumberland in 2012 based on the sound knowledge that (as teachers and potential parents) excellent schools in Northumberland would provide the best possible opportunities for ourselves and our children. We now both work in schools that are on the closures list and have a child due to start reception at Beaufront in 2018. The damages this document and decision could have on our family unit would be irreparable. 

No

Further to my opinions to option A, I believe that again, merging QEHS and HBHS would have an even larger negative impact on education in West Northumberland. Based on the assumption that all of the middle schools would close and additionally merge. Children would be forced to transition from some of the smallest primary schools in the UK to one of the largest planned secondary schools in the UK. I cannot comprehend, the social and emotional impact that this would have on thousands of children (including my own).  

No

Although option C includes the option to maintain HBHS and QEHS, this, in my opinion is the least favourable option. I wholeheartedly believe that a unified school system should be in place across the region, rather than a hybrid system. I feel that children entering schools at different points will lead to difficult transitions and potential social segregation between groups.

I strongly believe that, all of the mentioned first schools should not be closed in any of the options. As a parent i believe that choice is not a luxury but necessity. My favoured choice would be to maintain the status quo, with the view of real change within failing schools, based on targeted support and more collaborative working. In addition, I think that a unified schools, community and parent action group should be set-up to positively tackle the government's funding shortfalls for education in general.   In the event of the HLT consultation decision reaching an outcome of 2-tier. I believe that all of the good or outstanding, viable first schools should be offered the opportunity to transition to primary schools. Funds should be made available to schools for extensions as was made available in the Ponteland area.  In addition, the option of using satellite secondaries offering a more vocational focus on education, based in existing middle school sites could be an interesting alternative. This would ensure that children of all abilities and backgrounds could have access to meaningful education, rather than a one-size fits all approach.  This would also tackle the issue of running one secondary school with huge pupil numbers.

Staff Member

Beaufront First School

No

Like most people today, I need my job. However unlike many people, and indeed unlike a significant number of teachers in this country, I am fortunate to love my job. In Northumberland, particularly here in the West, I have met very few teachers who do not love their job. This is because the schools here are so wonderful. Each one is like a family unit with children, staff and parents feeling happy, secure and valued. Everyone works so hard because they love their school. The children do so well because they are respected and nurtured, encouraged and challenged, so that they reach their full potential.  Having worked previously in Manchester and in a large school in the East of Northumberland, I was pleasantly surprised to see how well the smaller schools here work individually but also together in tight, functional and forward-thinking networks. Many positive changes have come about becuase of close links between schools within the Partnership. Knowing teachers in many areas of the country I think that this is rare. Taking away our excellent rural schools would actively prevent progress in education in Northumberland, add to the growing numbers of teachers no longer loving teaching and potentially even leaving the profession- or being forced to do so if redundancies were to occur - and most importantly, taking away the rights of our children to enjoy a high quality of education that supports their individual needs, abilities, talents and interests (UN Convention for the Rights of Children, Article 29).   I do not believe that Option A provides a viable option as many of the positive features of the current system would be lost.

No

There is a huge focus on finance and surplus places throughout the consultation (which I know and appreciate is due to pressure beyond Northumberland from central Government), but it seems particularly relevant in Model B. Several of the schools under threat are working at or near capacity with only predicted deficit budgets; which as I know as a governor rarely become actual deficits thanks to the hard work of staff and governors to secure funding and to ensure that schools stay in budget. I have been told that it will actually cost money to close schools but I am also being told that money is needed in light of the crisis at Haydon Bridge and the building work needed at QEHS. I have been unable to obtain a clear answer as to how closing or even merging outstanding and good schools - some of which were in the top 10% for KS1 results last year and consistently achieve end of EYFS and KS1 results above Northumberland and National percentages - will save money or solve the current financial crisis, and it most certainly will not be of any educational benefit. Furthermore, no one seems to be able to tell me, even if a two-tier system is implemented as per the ill-timed HLT consultation, why popular schools with proven results cannot convert to Primary and at least be given the opportunity to continue to be or to become outstanding schools within a new system should Model B become a reality. For these reasons, and those aforementioned in my response to Model A, I do not believe that Model B is a viable option.

No

As a teacher and Governor I know only too well how tricky transitions can be for children, parents and staff. I feel that of all of the presented models, Model C poses the most risk to our high quality education system. Within a hybrid system there will be a significant number of additional pressures on all parties and a unified system is by far the preferred option. Once again, I do not see any educational benefits from implementing Model C and as far as I can see the financial implications of this model do not provide an economical or financial solution to the current situation. I think that this has been quite evident in Ponteland where similar changes have resulted in a hybrid system. For this, and the reasons given in response to Model A and Model B I do not consider Model C to be a viable option.

I firmly believe that the standard of education here is incredibly high. If any changes are to be made then they should be made within the struggling schools and those failing to thrive, not necessarily by means of closure but through targeted and effective support from the outstanding and high-achieving schools within the area. Schools here regularly meet in order to moderate, plan and share expertise and I would like to see not only a continuation of this but some form of system whereby schools are able to freely share resources, including staff, to further improve the quality of education and to potentially save money on training, sharing the skills of outside professionals and so on. While I do not believe that there is an easy answer I do not feel that making such drastic changes as those outlined in any of the models provides a suitable solution. There are financial and educational implications with each model that would do irrevocable damage to the education system here and the children within it. Whether moving forward within a 2 or 3-tier system I believe that our rural schools should be retained, at least for the foreseeable future, and given a chance to continue to provide an excellent standard of education and to work collaboratively to not only find reasonable and positive solutions to the problems that we currently face, but to work together to avoid future problems. In terms of Haydon Bridge I suggest perhaps a 'start from scratch' approach and spend any available money and time in establishing it as a successful school, possibly as a school with a focus on vocational subjects, and therefore giving students, parents and staff a real choice and a real chance to succeed.

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I agree with the proposal that Greenhead school shuts and merged with Henshaw school as they are both within the federation.  I want my children to continue their education in a church school and by merging the 2 schools it means they will still be with the headteacher that they know and love and also with teachers &amp; children that they have all built bonds with.  The two schools already have such a great relaironship and merging would be beneficial for our children.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

No

No

My preferred choice is model 'D' proposed by Mr Glover Headteacher at HBHS

Greenhaugh

No

See below

No

See below

No

Same reasons for rejecting all three options - that they propose closing valued rural first schools, including my local school Greenhaugh. I loved my schooldays at Greenhaugh and I have been back several times since then (I am now 25) to do work experience. Each time I found the atmosphere as warm and friendly as ever and the children happy, confident and motivated.  It was really inspiring. Greenhaugh is a great school.    My work experience as a teaching assistant in Northumberland and Italy confirms my belief that small local schools where children feel at home work best for them.  It is great to go to a small school which feels part of the community you live in.  As someone who has grown up and is still resident here, I am aware how much people here value having their own school.  Please, please don't close Greenhaugh.    

Resolve the problems of what to do with Queen Elizabeth High School and Haydon Bridge without threatening the existence of the first schools.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

Don't know

not sure, as agree with the sele first school remaining the same and no objections for hexham middle to merge with the QE but then would that be a 2 tier system?concerned about large numbers in a new build secondary school.

No

I do not agree with  creating a much larger "super" school and I do not agree with changing the sele to a 2 year intake, i strongly feel it should remain a 3 year intake model which has proven to work to keep the school outstanding. I am not opposed to making the sele a primary school, as long it retains the 3 year intake model and gains funding to refurbish to make room for the 2 extra years for primary school. 

Yes

i feel the schooling system works very well in hexham for us, and the issue should be to try and develop and improve Haydon Bridge school, rather than merging into one huge super school, which i am not in favour for. 

develop haydon bridge school into a discovery school or STEM school for example??

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

In all models, I am extremely concerned about children who will go to middle schools for their education in year 5 and 6 and for the schools to close or merge after that. A sinking ship comes to mind. Potential mass staff leaving and what happens to education of the children? I would like to see current year 3 stay as the first year fives in the new primary schools. 

In all models, I am extremely concerned about children who will go to middle schools for their education in year 5 and 6 and for the schools to close or merge after that. A sinking ship comes to mind. Potential mass staff leaving and what happens to education of the children? I would like to see current year 3 stay as the first year fives in the new primary schools. 

No

In all models, I am extremely concerned about children who will go to middle schools for their education in year 5 and 6 and for the schools to close or merge after that. A sinking ship comes to mind. Potential mass staff leaving and what happens to education of the children? I would like to see current year 3 stay as the first year fives in the new primary schools. 

In all models, I am extremely concerned about children who will go to middle schools for their education in year 5 and 6 and for the schools to close or merge after that. A sinking ship comes to mind. Potential mass staff leaving and what happens to education of the children? I would like to see current year 3 stay as the first year fives in the new primary schools. 

Yes

In all models, I am extremely concerned about children who will go to middle schools for their education in year 5 and 6 and for the schools to close or merge after that. A sinking ship comes to mind. Potential mass staff leaving and what happens to education of the children? I would like to see current year 3 stay as the first year fives in the new primary schools. 

In all models, I am extremely concerned about children who will go to middle schools for their education in year 5 and 6 and for the schools to close or merge after that. A sinking ship comes to mind. Potential mass staff leaving and what happens to education of the children? I would like to see current year 3 stay as the first year fives in the new primary schools. 

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolNewton

No

- Damage to successful partnerships  - Negative impact for our children (academically and socially/emotionally)  - Closure of good and outstanding schools  - Closure of financially viable schools  - Impact on rural villages and communities  - Impact of in

No

I cannot see how this structural change has any educational argument in the successful Hexham Partnership. The school is highly unlikely to provide the same educational opportunities which are currently on offer to the pupils in the very successful three tier system. The pupils thrive from the current provision both academically and socially and emotionally, which the Model B could significantly change. Damage to successful partnerships  - Negative impact for our children (academically and socially/emotionally)  - Closure of good and outstanding schools  - Closure of financially viable schools  - Impact on rural villages and communities  - Impact of increased travel for children  - Potential reduction in providing a “broad and balanced curriculum”  - Lack of choice - 2,250 (approx) pupils education in the hands of one organisation  - Lack of financial modelling  

No

Damage to successful partnerships  - Negative impact for our children (academically and socially/emotionally)  - Closure of good and outstanding schools  - Closure of financially viable schools  - Impact on rural villages and communities  - Impact of increased travel for children  - Potential reduction in providing a “broad and balanced curriculum”  - Lack of choice - 2,250 (approx) pupils education in the hands of one organisation  - Lack of financial modelling 

There is not a simple solution.  This is now a complex situation – with many schools being threatened with closure.  There are different challenges facing the range of schools in the West. I believe all leaders are dedicated to ensuring the best for our children, although it is obvious that not all share the same view on how the best can be achieved.  Building on and formalising partnerships is the best way forward. I believe a viable, long term solution which addresses the individual challenges can be implemented over time and as necessary with schools and organisations working together

Parent/carer

No

As more and more of the abuses of academisation hit the news, you really couldn't have picked a much worse time to produce a consultation that has been initiated as the result of an academisation failure and effectively cedes decision making on education policy to the HLT academy trust.  Your background guidance states that first schools should have a minimum capacity of 75 - this would suggest that both Acomb and Beaufront schools should be excluded from change under this proposal (which retains 3-tier in Hexham) as they meet that criteria. My understanding is that both are currently viable and well supported by their parents and wider communities.   There is no safe walking route between the 2 schools so closure of either one, to merge with the other creates new transport requirements, but the direct road infrastructure is not suitable for a large coach and could not cope with additional cars. Neither school has sufficient space for the additional drop-offs.   Acomb 1st school is very much a part of the Acomb Village community.  The majority of the children live in the village and able to walk to school. Parents and carers all seem to be happy with both the educational progress and the pastoral care received by their children, which is supported by recent Ofsted reports.  Acomb also has full wrap-around care provision, and makes good use of the outdoor spaces, including forest school. I see no reason to put the school under threat.    You are also putting Little Oaks nursery under threat - recognised as Outstanding by Ofsted - they feed into a number of local first schools and make sure that those children are all more than ready. 

I don't believe a single 9-18 super school can ever be a viable option for such a large geographical area.

No

A consultation that has been initiated as the result of an academisation failure and effectively cedes decision making on education policy to the HLT academy trust is on shaky ground to start with.  Your background guidance states that first schools should have a minimum capacity of 75 - this would suggest that both Acomb and Beaufront schools should be excluded from change under this proposal (which moves to 2-tier in Hexham) providing they can support conversion to primaries. My understanding is that both are currently viable and well supported by their parents and wider communities.   Otherwise, all of my points regarding proposal A stand. 

I also don't believe a single 11-18 super school can ever be a viable option for such a large geographical area.

No

This proposal less clear than the first two (what happens to 16-18 year olds from Haydon Bridge), and once again ignores background guidance which would tend to suggest that both Acomb and Beaufront schools should be excluded from closure/merger under this model which potentially has no direct impact on rural first schools which feed into HLT. My understanding is that both are currently viable and well supported by their parents and wider communities, and my points on the previous 2 models stand.

Consider the HBHS proposal for Haydon Bridge, perhaps with elements of model C, but leave Hexham alone until you have the conclusions of the HLT consultation.   Also get your numbers right for the current schools, and incorporate the NFF impact, and any possible extra funding that you have been lauding from the North of Tyne devolution before consulting more sensibly on required changes to both areas.   You also need to consider the impact of all of these changes on Prudhoe. 

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

No

I believe this would create too big a catchment for the High School, which could be overwhelming for pupils and teachers would have less opportunity to focus on specific children. There would be a lack of choice in west northumberland. The closure and amalgamation of primary schools would have a detrimental impact on those communities and the transition period could prove difficult.

No

I feel very strongly against this option, for a number of reasons. Firstly, I believe the current three tier system works well for west Northumberland which is proven as it delivers excellent results. It suits the rural geography of the area, where children start in small class sizes in first school and then move to larger classes in middle school, helping them to grow with confidence and for local schools to nurture them before the transition to High School. I see this very clearly with my children and the thought of them leaping from a Primary school to a ‘super school’ with over 2,000 children really concerns me. My sons being caught in the transition from three to two tier really concerns me also. Importantly I see no financial planning or evidence of costs to these changes – I imagine it would be hugely expensive to implement this change and that savings would not be recognised for a long time. I cannot support a model with no financial evidence. Finally and also importantly I see no evidence that a proposed restructure, with all the implications for current good and outstanding schools, would lead to any kind of improvement to the current education provision in the West of Northumberland. The specialist teaching that children currently receive in years 5 and 6 would be lost. The impact on the whole of west northumberland would be massive, with many communities losing their heart if schools close and struggling to attract new residents. Everything would become very Hexham centric, even more so than now - bad for business, transport links and congestions, etc. as well as for the education of our children. There is no justification for this level of change and the detrimental impact would be huge.

Don't know

I don't understand the concept of a '9-18 campus' and feel unable to comment. I would need more information to understand the impact of this on my children. Of all the options presented this one gives me least concern as it maintains Haydon Bridge as a separate site. But the proposed closures of rural primary schools would still have real negative impact on those communities which does concern me, as outlined in my previous response. Can't the rural nature of west Northumberland be taken into account by funding formulas?

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Broomley first school

Stocksfield

No

Rural schools are essential for maintaining a rural community

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

No

No

A properly thought out, thoroughly detailed and accurate plan is what the children deserve. I doubt the viability of all 3 options without this evidence.

Parent/carer

Bellingham Middle School and Sports College

Bellingham

Yes

I believe in a rural area we need close knit community schools for our children to be educated and looked after in a suitable time scale for children to learn. Making rural children travel such long distances for their education will only have a knock on affect on their education as their school days will be longer and less time for children to do homework etc and have much needed family time. I love the encouragement from rural school for as many children as possible that can walk, bike etc to school, to kick start a healthy day and healthy mind ready to start their day learning. I’m not saying a 2 tier system doesn’t work but in some cases it’s not suitable for everyone, when there is such distances to travel at such a young age. The 3 tier is a system that is educating our children and getting them ready for the next stage of transition of schools. 

No

The distance my child/children would have to travel if their midddle school closed

No

Once again the distance children would have to travel from yr7 and the size of the classes it would then make the first school in Bellingham

Parent/carer

Henshaw

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

We would support the option proposed by the governors of the West Tyne Church Schools of a merger of the two schools Greenhead and Henshaw CE primary.

Acomb

No

Acomb First School and other village schools need to stay open.

No

The middle schools provide better education and should stay open.

No

Acomb First School needs to stay open because-  The outcomes for children are better than regional and national average.  It is a community school, 76% of children are from its catchment area.  It is financially sustainable.  Children and parents are very happy there.  The attached nursery, Little Oaks would be at risk of closure too.  There is a sustainable number of pupils in every class.  They also have a breakfast club, after school club and a toddler group.  Children are able to walk safely to school.  There is new family housing being built in Acomb which the school would serve.  The school keeps the village alive and brings the community together and has done for generations.

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

The proposal to make HBHS a school that provides academic and vocational education is eminently sensible, and would make the school not just viable but a magnet to attract students who desire a more vocational education.  A second point concerning the future of HBHS is that a lot more housing has been constructed in the village recently, more is being built now and more is planned for the immediate future. This inevitably means that from within the village there is going to be a greater supply of students for HBHS and the Primary school

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

I am concerned  at the proposal to close my local Village school. It is the heart of our village community, established for 150 years, the majority of the children are with in catchment and some are from Beaufront catchment. Many children walk to school and although the proposed alteranative would only be 1.9 miles away this is a negative impact on the environment.  The school provides excellent education for the children to a high standard as the recent offstead shows.  The curriculum offered is broad and the children have access to a pond, orchard, forest school on common land, in addition to the standard offerings of a school yard, field and play equipment.  There are a number of groups and school clubs all of which enhance the offering from the school and offers the children a chance to broaden their interests.  My daughter loves going to school which is so important, she is settled and progressing really well.   The Happiness and success of each child is at the heart of Acomb school and this is what makes it such a good school the staff are caring and interested in the pupils as individuals. 

Concentrate of the children's education rather than profitability. Reallocate resources, consider sharing resources, use the funding in different ways.

No

I am concerned  at the proposal to close my local Village school. It is the heart of our village community, established for 150 years, the majority of the children are with in catchment and some are from Beaufront catchment. Many children walk to school and although the proposed alteranative would only be 1.9 miles away this is a negative impact on the environment.  The school provides excellent education for the children to a high standard as the recent offstead shows.  The curriculum offered is broad and the children have access to a pond, orchard, forest school on common land, in addition to the standard offerings of a school yard, field and play equipment.  There are a number of groups and school clubs all of which enhance the offering from the school and offers the children a chance to broaden their interests.  My daughter loves going to school which is so important, she is settled and progressing really well.   The Happiness and success of each child is at the heart of Acomb school and this is what makes it such a good school the staff are caring and interested in the pupils as individuals. 

Concentrate of the children's education rather than profitability. Reallocate resources, consider sharing resources, use the funding in different ways.

No

I am concerned  at the proposal to close my local Village school. It is the heart of our village community, established for 150 years, the majority of the children are with in catchment and some are from Beaufront catchment. Many children walk to school and although the proposed alteranative would only be 1.9 miles away this is a negative impact on the environment.  The school provides excellent education for the children to a high standard as the recent offstead shows.  The curriculum offered is broad and the children have access to a pond, orchard, forest school on common land, in addition to the standard offerings of a school yard, field and play equipment.  There are a number of groups and school clubs all of which enhance the offering from the school and offers the children a chance to broaden their interests.  My daughter loves going to school which is so important, she is settled and progressing really well.   The Happiness and success of each child is at the heart of Acomb school and this is what makes it such a good school the staff are caring and interested in the pupils as individuals. 

Concentrate of the children's education rather than profitability. Reallocate resources, consider sharing resources, use the funding in different ways.

In all three options we are not given a choice, Acomb or Beaufront are marked for closure of one school which is very concerning. Merger doesn't appear to mean merger it means closing one school.  Acomb first school needs to remain open, it is a local village school which is financially sustainable an important part of the community with established community events throughout the year.  I would be unlikely to send my daughter to Beaufront school should Acomb close, I would look at either an alternative rural school or one of the Hexham schools, due to location.    

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Corbridge Middle

No

Model A would have a very negative impact on my children's education for the following reasons: 1. This option closes Whittonstall School where I have two children in Year 2 - we are outside the catchment of Broomhaugh and would therefore have to look at Options within County Durham. We understand that there are not enough school places available locally to accommodate all the out of catchment children from Whittonstall. 2. This model ( and the whole consultation) has not taken into account Nursery Provision - my youngest child attends Whittonstall Nursery. This consultation does not address pre-school provision. 3. My eldest child is in year 6 at Corbridge, and would suffer from the impact of the changes and uncertainty within these proposals - in particular the ongoing provision of temporary accommodation at QEHS which I believe would negatively impact the pupils education during the years taken to build the new school building. 4. The closure of Haydon Bridge High School reduces any choice for children and parents within the West Northumberland system.  I am very strongly opposed to this option as my preference is to keep the excellent three tier system within West Northumberland that currently produces excellent outcomes within the region, and my children attend incredibly good First and Middle Schools which provide age appropriate learning and pastoral care. There is no evidence that this option will be financially viable and create a lasting and sustainable outcome for schools in West Northumberland. 

No

I am ultimately opposed to changing to a 2 tier system, and therefore am opposed to Model B. I have just relocated from Newcastle to access the 3 tier system as I believe it is a better option for my children.  Model B would have a very negative impact on my children's education for the following reasons: 1. This option closes Whittonstall School where I have two children in Year 2 - we are outside the catchment of Broomhaugh and would therefore have to look at Options within County Durham. We understand that there are not enough school places available locally to accommodate all the out of catchment children from Whittonstall. 2. This model ( and the whole consultation) has not taken into account Nursery Provision - my youngest child attends Whittonstall Nursery. This consultation does not address pre-school provision. 3. My eldest child is in year 6 at Corbridge, and would suffer from the impact of the changes and uncertainty within these proposals - in particular the ongoing provision of temporary accommodation at QEHS which I believe would negatively impact the pupils education during the years taken to build the new school building. 4. The closure of Haydon Bridge High School reduces any choice for children and parents within the West Northumberland system. 5. I am opposed to the provision of just one 'super school' within the West Northumberland catchment. 

No

Model C would have a very negative impact on my children's education for the following reasons: 1. This option closes Whittonstall School where I have two children in Year 2 - we are outside the catchment of Broomhaugh and would therefore have to look at Options within County Durham. We understand that there are not enough school places available locally to accommodate all the out of catchment children from Whittonstall. 2. This model ( and the whole consultation) has not taken into account Nursery Provision - my youngest child attends Whittonstall Nursery. This consultation does not address pre-school provision. 3. My eldest child is in year 6 at Corbridge, and would suffer from the impact of the changes and uncertainty within these proposals - in particular the ongoing provision of temporary accommodation at QEHS which I believe would negatively impact the pupils education during the years taken to build the new school building. 4. I am opposed to creating a hybrid 2 and 3 tier model when the 3 tier model is currently supported by the vast majority of first and middle schools in the area, and is also the best option for my children.

I have responded to the consultation with 'none of the above' as I believe that NCC should keep our valued 3 tier system.  I have experienced both 2 and 3 tier education and I firmly believe that the inclusion of middle schools provides an expanded curriculum at just the right age, allows for a less pressurised SATS experience in Year 6, and prepares children socially and emotionally for the transition to High School. I think that Haydon Bridge should be supported to remain open, as it provides choice for parents and children, and could provide a viable vocational courses to provide an alternative to the academic rigour of QEHS.  I would like to propose that the Collaborative Pathways Model put forward by CMS be considered as a positive way forward.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

I don't believe that HBHS should merge with QEHS. I think there needs to be choice and QEHS does not offer vocational courses or apprenticeships. What would happen to all those students who do not want to do A'levels or go down the university route. HBHS could fill this gap. I also believe that northumberland is a unique and sparsely populated county where the 3 tier system works well.  Schools are a vital part of communities and closing schools would have a big impact on the children and people who live in those communities.

No

Again for reasons stated in model A answer.  Also the vast majority of schools are either rated good or outstanding why would the council want to close schools that are serving their pupils and communities well? I appreciate that there may be surplus places but I don't believe that merging and closing schools will serve the pupils better. It would result in a lot of disruption and larger class sizes. Which in my experience is not a good thing. All children generally at some point need more one to one support if they dont understand something and in a large class with one teacher pupils needs get missed.

No

I don't believe that having schools that cater for 4-16 year olds and 9-18 year olds is necessarily a good idea. There is a huge difference between a 4 year old and a 16 year old. Likewise a 9 year old and an 18 year old. How daunting would that be for the younger ones and could they really offer the same great education all the way through that is currently offered in our system. Again schools merging /closing for the same reasons I stated under model A and B. Also  on the topic of first schools becoming primary schools could they really offer the same great facilities our middle schools do, for example, Science labs, music rooms. Many dont have the space or expertise. The 3 tier system works because it is tailored to those age ranges developmental needs.

Keep HBHS to cater for all those children who want vocational, technical courses and apprenticeships. I believe they have a proposal.  I also believe corbridge middle school have put forward a model where schools work more collaboratively and share resources. Keep our 3 tier system which works. Don't close and merge schools.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Qehs

Corbridge

No

The current issues do not warrant such a huge change to this successful 3 tier model

No

The current issues do not warrant this huge change to the entire system

No

The current issues do not warrant an entire overhaul of a functional, effective system!

The 2 problems that need addressing urgently are the education of pupils in Haydon bridge, and the buildings at QEHS.  There is no need to change our current 3 tier system as a way to fix the above mentioned problems. Our 3 tier system is effective both for education and for community. Any of the proposed changes would lead to hugely increased travel times for our children. Populations and pupil numbers vary annually and by generation, and a model that is built to fit this year or next could be irrelevant in 5 years. 

Acomb

No

I would like the rural schools to remain open, they are excellent schools and parents should have a choice of where to send their children.

No

The middle schools here are fantastic and perform better than average, they should stay open.

No

It involves village schools having to close.

Acomb First School needs to stay open because-  The outcomes for children are better than regional and national average.  It is a community school, 76% of children are from its catchment area.  It is financially sustainable.  Children and parents are very happy there.  The attached nursery, Little Oaks would be at risk of closure too.  There is a sustainable number of pupils in every class.  They also have a breakfast club, after school club and a toddler group.  Children are able to walk safely to school.  There is new family housing being built in Acomb which the school would serve.  The school keeps the village alive and brings the community together and has done for generations.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

Far to many first school closers, very bad impact on villages, they need schools to keep the villages alive.  It’s common sense that the villages will die.    

No

Q E H school would be far too big. Hexham is only a small town, it is not big enough to cope with such a large school.  Traffic around the school is bad enough now with-out more buses, cars extra parked outside, more accidents waiting to happen.   Haydon Bridge school offers more vocational subjects, which gives pupils much more choice.   Also too many first schools still to close, leaving villages to die.     

Don't know

This option, if it must happen, seems to me to be the best option.   Not that I really think that even this change is needed.   All schools in Hexham have a good track record, getting good or excellent ofstead reports, so why bother to change things.   A new school is not going to make the children’s education any better, parents don’t want it, the children certainly do not want it. As far as the children at QEH  think, only one person really wants it and he doesn’t even live in Hexham, he comes from down south and knows nothing of life in the country, this is not London or even the suburbs.   This is the country, with many families living quite a long way from Hexham, they love their villages and their schools.  Leave them be, please.      

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Haltwhistle

No

This government stated that all schools would be forced to become academies so why cannot The Good Shepherd Multi Academy Trust be approached to see if it would be able to support Greenhead school.  This school is very important to the life of the village.  Whitfield schools seems to be doing well with more pupils being taken in since it became an academy.  The governors are assuming that all parents will automatically transfer to Henshaw but Gilsland school is much closer although in Cumbria it has taken children from Northumberland and it has an outstanding ofsted report.  Families will not come to live in Greenhead with no school available especially for the younger child, who wants a 4 year travelling six miles to Henshaw by bus this will damage to village greatly as so many of us meet at the school to support our children and grandchildren.  The after school activities are enjoyed by my grandchildren particularly the cooking.

No

as on sheet 1.  It will kill the village.   This government said it intended to protect rural schools it is time this school was protected for our children and the future.

No

as before

I think that the governors should provide a full breakdown of the amount of debt attributed to Greenhead school as none of them seem to know more than the amount of debt.  Do the other schools in the federation not have debts or is Greenhead being given the debt to aid the closure?  Without clear answer all manner of interpretation will be put on this debt and the answer of the governors that they are assured that this is correct but it will still be of help to know how and where the debt came from.  The route of becoming an Academy should be seriously considered as it has proved to work so well for Whitfield school.  It keeps the school open in the village where the children and parents live.  It should be considered that not all parents will send their children to Henshaw, Haltwhistle (even those parents who oppose the three tier system  may find transport there easier) and Gilsland (having an outstanding ofsted report makes Gilsland attractive) are much closer for parents to see their children safely into school.  Gilsland being in Cumbria is already in the two tier system which I understand seems to be an issue for the governors too.  How much will it cost to transport the children to Henshaw?  How easy will it be for the buses to park there?  If the school buildings are still the property of the Joicey Estate it can only be assumed that the buildings will be sold for development. Does anyone have an answer to this question of ownership and the future of the buildings?  The amount of schools at present under threat of closure can hardly promote the "implementation of a coherent network of Primary/Secondary schools across the West of Northumberland", very few school appear to left and the suggestion of a super-school in Hexham is putting too many eggs in one basket, we need our small schools.   I assume this super-school would mean the closure of all schools in the surrounding area Henshaw included  more upset for our children!   An area such as ours, mostly countryside and farms, needs its local village schools to help keep the area populated and employed.   

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Allendale Primary

No

1. The merger of QEHS and HBHS would create a school that has too many children in it and would remove any choice to parents living in the west of the catchment. 2. Closing schools in rural villages is detrimental to the sustainability of those communities  3. NCC haven't offered adequate information on the impact of the proposed closures and mergers on the affected communities  4. This is a reductionist approach that lessens the opportunities for children living in the rural west, now and in the future 5. It is unacceptable that the current Y10 and Y11 students who were subjected to the debacle of the closure of Allendale MIDDLE School should be put through another infrastructure disruption to their education.  6. The Allendale Middle School closure was so poorly managed that children in Y10 were subjected to FIVE different educational settings within less than three years. Model A seems to be following the same disruptive approach.   

 1 - QEHS and HBHS should not be merged until the new school building accommodation is complete  2 - The merged school should maintain separate upper school, lower school and sixth form campuses to reduce the size of the schools attended.  3 A wider range of excellent standard academic AND VOCATIONAL courses should be offered to all students, particularly including courses that are better targeted to the needs of the rural and regional economy. These should be based in real-world learning, and embed entrepreneurial skills (the rural demographics show higher than average numbers of people who are self-employed and who have multiple income streams). Subjects should include: renewable energy and engineering, materials sciences, environmental sciences, animal husbandry, food production, natural and cultural heritage management and conservation, ecosystem services, low-impact building, and community service provision, alongside visual, performance and sonic arts.  

No

1. The merger of QEHS and HBHS would create a school that has too many children in it and would remove any choice to parents living in the west of the catchment. 2. Closing schools in rural villages is detrimental to the sustainability of those communities  3. NCC haven't offered adequate information on the impact of the proposed closures and mergers on the affected communities  4. This is a reductionist approach that lessens the opportunities for children living in the rural west, now and in the future 5. It is unacceptable that the current Y10 and Y11 students who were subjected to the debacle of the closure of Allendale MIDDLE School should be put through another infrastructure disruption to their education.  6. The Allendale Middle School closure was so poorly managed that children in Y10 were subjected to FIVE different educational settings within less than three years. Model B seems to be following the same disruptive approach. 

1 QEHS and HBHS should not be merged until the new school building accommodation is complete  2 The merged school should maintain separate upper school, lower school and sixth form campuses to reduce the size of the schools attended 3 A wider range of excellent standard academic AND VOCATIONAL courses should be offered to all students, particularly including courses that are better targeted to the needs of the rural and regional economy. These should be based in real-world learning, and embed entrepreneurial skills (the rural demographics show higher than average numbers of people who are self-employed and who have multiple income streams). Subjects should include: renewable energy and engineering, materials sciences, environmental sciences, animal husbandry, food production, natural and cultural heritage management and conservation, ecosystem services, low-impact building, and community service provision, alongside visual, performance and sonic arts.   

No

1. The creation of a 4 - 18yo school in Haydon Bridge would unnecessarily compete with Shaftoe Trust Primary School in the village. There are better options for increasing numbers at HBHS. 2. Closing schools in rural villages is detrimental to the sustainability of those communities  3. NCC haven't offered adequate information on the impact of the proposed closures and mergers on the affected communities  4. This is a reductionist approach that lessens the opportunities for children living in the rural west, now and in the future 5. It is unacceptable that the current Y10 and Y11 students who were subjected to the debacle of the closure of Allendale MIDDLE School should be put through another infrastructure disruption to their education.  

1 No children should be moved until the new school building accommodation is complete  2 The new HB through school should maintain separate upper school, lower school and sixth form campuses to reduce the size of the schools attended. 3 A wider range of excellent standard academic AND VOCATIONAL courses should be offered to all students, particularly including courses that are better targeted to the needs of the rural and regional economy. These should be based in real-world learning, and embed entrepreneurial skills (the rural demographics show higher than average numbers of people who are self-employed and who have multiple income streams). Subjects should include: renewable energy and engineering, materials sciences, environmental sciences, animal husbandry, food production, natural and cultural heritage management and conservation, ecosystem services, low-impact building, and community service provision, alongside visual, performance and sonic arts.  

I want:  - to maintain excellent, inspiring and engaging primary schools in as many villages as possible to increase the sustainability of those rural communities; - NCC to combine their strategic management of school provision with increasing the availability of truly affordable housing - including self-build plots for low impact homes - to increase the numbers of families able to live in all of those villages. That is the best way to make all our schools successful! - a KS4 and KS5 offer that allows students to remain living at home while they pursue their ambitions, rather than having to move away to college in Penrith, Carlisle, Newcastle or Kirkley Hall - NCC to look beyond the county boundary and fill the gaps by providing excellent opportunities which will also appeal to students living in Alston Moor and Weardale (where sixth forms are closing at their local schools) and even beyond.  - A wider range of excellent standard academic AND VOCATIONAL courses should be offered to all students, particularly including courses that are better targeted to the needs of the rural and regional economy. These should be based in real-world learning, and embed entrepreneurial skills (the rural demographics show higher than average numbers of people who are self-employed and who have multiple income streams). Subjects should include: renewable energy and engineering, materials sciences, environmental sciences, animal husbandry, food production, natural and cultural heritage management and conservation, ecosystem services, low-impact building, and community service provision, alongside visual, performance and sonic arts - NCC to prioritise the views of educationalists AND YOUTH WORKERS working n the communities who know the students, rather than accountants and Ofsted who tragically don't prioritise the students' best interests - better school buildings and facilities, particularly at KS3 - 5  I support the HBHS proposal, but actually don't care where the school is. As long as my children have choice and wide opportunities and do not suffer again from poor infrastructure and unnecessary disruption due to a repeat of poor change management 

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

No

No

No

Governor

Whittonstall First School

Stocksfield

Don't know

I agree with non of the proposed options!

Models A B and C are not viable options!

Don't know

Not a viable option

Don't know

Not a viable option

Make Broomley first school into a Primary School

Greenhaugh First School

Gatehouse, Tarset

No

As a retired headteacher and past governor of Greenhaugh School, I know that OFSTED’s judgement of good in educational and management terms are entirely accurate.   Having already established a ‘shared’ headteacher with Wark First School years ago, Greenhaugh has been proactive in establishing a sustainable and viable education for the children in both communities!   The school is central to the well being of this rural community. The children thrive.   Closure of the school will undoubtedly reduce the likelihood of young families moving into the area thereby reducing the sustainability of this parish. Also, this must surely have a negative impact on the current planning application to build several family homes in Greenhaugh NEXT to the school.  The statement that the children will travel 5 miles to the nearest school (after merger) is inaccurate as your reckonings do not include the distance the children already travel to Greenhaugh.   

No

See above - views on model A

No

See above - views on Model A

Without delay, announce  that the current partnership between Greenhaugh and Wark is  to continue and both school premises are to remain open. As is proven with Haydon Bridge High School, the uncertainty of the future causes a rapid decline in numbers.

Hexham

No

No

No

Keep the schools small and allow Haydon Bridge to become acedemic and vocational

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

Don't know

The whole proposal has flaws.

Don't know

The whole proposal has flaws throughout.

Don't know

The whole proposal has flaws

The whole proposal requires review.

Acomb

No

It involves closing and merging local schools.

No

The schools should stay open.

No

Acomb First School needs to stay open because-  The outcomes for children are better than regional and national average.  It is a community school, 76% of children are from its catchment area.  It is financially sustainable.  Children and parents are very happy there.  The attached nursery, Little Oaks would be at risk of closure too.  There is a sustainable number of pupils in every class.  They also have a breakfast club, after school club and a toddler group.  Children are able to walk safely to school.  There is new family housing being built in Acomb which the school would serve.  The school keeps the village alive and brings the community together and has done for generations.

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

QEHS

Hexham

No

To many first schools closing and haven't seen any proper study and impact on local communities. Hayden Bridge should remain open and become a vocational school which is really important,as not all student are suited for university. How many come out of university with a degree that is useless and they end up working in a supermarket. 

No

We are not an inner city and the merger will create large problems in pupils having to travel. The 3 tier system in this part of th county works with most schools getting good or excellent Ofsted reports. So if it isn't broken why change it. The marger would focus on academic achievement, leaving pupils who are more suited to more vocational education with a less than satisfactory schooling.

Keep Hayden Bridge open for more vocational subjects. Keep the 3 tier system with the County funding the education system in the west as strongly as they have in the Ashington, Blythe and Ponteland areas. Please forget that the west of the county is more affluent than other areas of the County.    

Don't know

QEHS must not have the monopoly in this area,not with the current Head, who if he worked in industry would be accused of harassment and bullying. The 3 tier system works well in this part of the County.

Give the west of the County the investment in education that othe areas of the County have enjoyed over the past decade.

Make Hayden Bidge a vocational school with the feed in from a three tier system. Yes some junior schools might have to close. Let's have a properly costed plan. Without doubt build a new QEHS, it is disgusting how long the County has starved this school of proper investment. Upgrade the fabric of Hexham Middle which also has been badly neglected. Forget the Hadrian Learning Trust, take back control and put the future of all our children back into safer hands, for at the moment it is being run by and ego seeking head.  

Parent/carer

Chollerton

Barrasford

No

Children in rural areas need more social interaction by 9 when they leave their first schools to head to middle school. From getting on the bus on their own and different teachers to  a wider variety of school clubs. The children need challenging but not only in the classroom.

No

Same as a

Don't know

Best of a bad job. Our  children are happy leave them alone. Apart from the children please think of the employment issues not all people have access to transport to access Hexham or other areas to access employment  Surely you as people in government service can see this.

Leave the schools alone

Governor

Corbridge Middle School

Shotley Bridge

No

The size of the proposed school is far too big. There is no evidence that the proposed changes will improve student achievement There is a lack of financial modelling so no costs are known. There is a complete lack of consideration for small rural communities It means a lack of parental choice It will lead to major transport problems There is no evidence of any advantages to the students

No

The excellent Middle School system is being abandoned without any evidence of improved student achievement The size of the proposed school is far too big. There is a lack of financial modelling so no costs are known. There is a complete lack of consideration for small rural communities It means a lack of parental choice It will lead to major transport problems There is no evidence of any advantages to the students

No

The size of the proposed school is far too big. There is a lack of financial modelling so no costs are known. There is a complete lack of consideration for small rural communities It means a lack of parental choice It will lead to major transport problems There is no evidence of any advantages to the students

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

Closing small village schools is to the detriment of not only our childrens education, but also the community as a whole. The schools a hub around which village people get together. It brings a sense of community and belonging, if we didnt have a local school we would be forced to seriously consider leaving the area. It seems a very ill thought proposal with no consideration to locals.

No

Nothing involving closing chollerton is acceptable

see answer on page 1

No

Nothing involving closing chollerton is acceptable.

See page 1

Dont try to fix what isnt broken.

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

No

No

I wish to keep Wark School open. I believe the children’s needs are well catered for both educationally and socially. I understand the children are above the national average for all the main subjects. Living very close to the school I have seen for myself that they participate in a variety of sports and games, but more importantly they look extremely happy. The school is financially secure, therefore I can’t think of any reason to close it. I strongly feel closing the school would take the heart out of our village. 

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

No, because classes will be too big and children will get less help.

No because the super school wont be completed (built) until we have finished our time of education so we would be in mobile buildings for learning.

No

Putting the two schools together will make less space and each student wouldn't get individual learning and help.

No because, no matter what the schools would be merged and we wouldn't get individual help.  We will get a chance of better education if the schools don't merge because that will make less people.

No

We need sicth form because the students need progression in education after GCSE

It would work if only they have a sixth form.

We want Option D to keep Haydon Bridge open.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Humshaugh

No

The schools are excellent as they are and should not be compromised due to the financial situation of QEHS.

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

Poor outcomes for communities, parent choice and pupils and travel implications 

No

Poor outcomes for communities, parent choice, pupils and travel implications

No

Poor outcome for communities, parent choice, pupils and travel implications

See the published Haydon Bridge vision for the future of their students The Haydon Bridge High School proposal sets out a carefully considered vision for the future with a sustainable and financially viable model.  Retaining this High school provides choice for parents in the west and offers a school within commuting distance to those on the western, southern and northern outskirts of the county.  The proposed model offers alternative vocational and apprenticeship schemes and a project based year 7 &amp; 8 system with increased staff flexibility The model allows for both 2 tier and 3 tier systems with a dual intake opportunity The vision is the only one presented that has dared to think outside the box and to offer some viable alternatives.   It would be ill advised to expand Queen Elizabeth High school to be the only provider of secondary education for the whole of west Northumerland. This High school has provided excellent education for generations of students but there is need for pragmatism in recognising the limitations of geography if this school had to serve the whole of the west of the county. There would be need for a new, extensive site somewhere in Hexham with appropriate access, traffic restrictions, parking and transport. Many children would be expected to travel very long distances daily. Residents acceptance of such a new site would present a major hurdle to its construction.   

Parent/carer

Gunnerton

No

Having a local school brings the local community together. The outstanding school of chollerton teaches good balues to our children and delivers education second to none. Depriving the school from the local area will deprive family values and the sense of a close community will perish and villages with families will be forced to move to other areas

No

Model a and the recommendation of the closure of chollerton first school is unacceptable and gives no real reason why this model should be considered

No

Forcing the closure of our local school will bring additional health and safety hazards caused by travelling in a car or bus and daily basis putting risk to children lives. The addition of adding travel will add more expenses for the councils, again unnecessary expenses to be added

Models a b and c do not give the option of remaining open. These options do not represent democracy. Local communities are not asked to respond, they are told what will happen. This action does not represent 2018 and the democracy values of opinion. If funding the schools is the reason behind the closure then government should budget and keep them open, Our understanding chollerton school is a rural place for our childrens well being and education.

Acomb

No

I want Acomb First School and other village schools to stay open.

No

The first schools and middle schools should stay open.

No

Acomb First School should stay open because it is an excellent school and children and parents there are very happy.  Most of the children there are from its catchment area but most of the children at Beaufront First School are from outside their catchment area.  Acomb First School is capable of extending and building extra classrooms so if the schools have to merge then it should be the one to remain open.  Beaufront First School is not a community school but Acomb First School serves a large community.  New affordable family housing is being built in Acomb too and families moving here will need a local school.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

Because HBHS should stay open and if it closes then we will have to travel further.

No

No

Because we all would be known as a number rather than an individual.

No

No

No because the new building wont be made until we've finished our education so our learning will be affected.

No

We want option D to keep HBHS open.

Staff Member

Chollerton C of E First School

No

I don’t believe any of the first or middle schools should close in any of the options...

No

I don’t believe any of the first or middle schools should close in any of the options...

No

I don’t believe any of the first or middle schools should close in any of the options...

Parent/carer

Allendale Primary School

Sparty Lea

No

This option does not take in the difference between the HBH  and QEHS and how they meet theb distinct nature of each catchment area. Also the impact of travel has not been taken into account.

No

Closure of these many long al schools would have detrimental effect on these communities.

No

Haydon bridge should be retained as an high school and a education establishment should be found to establish a technical college on site to work along side the school. Also the technical facility should have a dedicated farming department.

Parent/carer

Acomb, St Joseph's  &amp; QEHS

Acomb

No

I think it is important that small children are educated as close to home as possible.  Acomb first school is a key part of our village community.  It provides - good quality education - high standards of teaching - excellent early years provision with a partnership with little Oaks nursery [Ofsted Outstanding rating] - a sustainable number of pupils from the village and surrounding farms - green spaces and education about natural history and wildlife - the ability of most people to walk to school - a keen group of parents who work hard to sustain and develop the school  Hence it would be folly to shut this school  In my view pupils are much better served by a 3 tier system.  This provides - expertise in subjects such as science, modern languages and mathematics, that is delivered by dedicated subject experts - the opportunity to develop as an early teenager in an environment not pressurised by GCSE and A levels - the opportunity for people to remain nearer home - remember how detrimental it is to teenagers' ability to learn if they don;t get sufficient REM sleep at the end of the night.  Early starts lead to poorer educational achievement.   

There is a fundamentally flawed element to te thinking here. The assumption is being made that we should move to a 2 tier system.  Excuses such as 'not financially sustainable' are being put forward as reasons for taking this action.  In a business environment, or a university, people would be going out to find extra funding and different models which put the core requirement of closer to home and a small enough environment for people to develop as individuals first. Remember that there is more money to be had - a year 7 or 8 pupil in a 2 tier system attracts more money per year than in a 3 tier system.  This is clearly wrong and could easily be challenged.  If you can't do this then many pupils have parents who are lawyers and can mount a stronger argument. In the NHS - another chronically underfunded system, patients are listened to when they want care nearer to home.  There is learning to be done from them.

No

I think it is important that small children are educated as close to home as possible.  Acomb first school is a key part of our village community.  It provides - good quality education - high standards of teaching - excellent early years provision with a partnership with little Oaks nursery [Ofsted Outstanding rating] - a sustainable number of pupils from the village and surrounding farms - green spaces and education about natural history and wildlife - the ability of most people to walk to school - a keen group of parents who work hard to sustain and develop the school  Hence it would be folly to shut this school  In my view pupils are much better served by a 3 tier system.  This provides - expertise in subjects such as science, modern languages and mathematics, that is delivered by dedicated subject experts - the opportunity to develop as an early teenager in an environment not pressurised by GCSE and A levels - the opportunity for people to remain nearer home - remember how detrimental it is to teenagers' ability to learn if they don;t get sufficient REM sleep at the end of the night.  Early starts lead to poorer educational achievement.

There is a fundamentally flawed element to te thinking here. The assumption is being made that we should move to a 2 tier system.  Excuses such as 'not financially sustainable' are being put forward as reasons for taking this action.  In a business environment, or a university, people would be going out to find extra funding and different models which put the core requirement of closer to home and a small enough environment for people to develop as individuals first. Remember that there is more money to be had - a year 7 or 8 pupil in a 2 tier system attracts more money per year than in a 3 tier system.  This is clearly wrong and could easily be challenged.  If you can't do this then many pupils have parents who are lawyers and can mount a stronger argument. In the NHS - another chronically underfunded system, patients are listened to when they want care nearer to home.  There is learning to be done from them.

No

I think it is important that small children are educated as close to home as possible.  Acomb first school is a key part of our village community.  It provides - good quality education - high standards of teaching - excellent early years provision with a partnership with little Oaks nursery [Ofsted Outstanding rating] - a sustainable number of pupils from the village and surrounding farms - green spaces and education about natural history and wildlife - the ability of most people to walk to school - a keen group of parents who work hard to sustain and develop the school  Hence it would be folly to shut this school  In my view pupils are much better served by a 3 tier system.  This provides - expertise in subjects such as science, modern languages and mathematics, that is delivered by dedicated subject experts - the opportunity to develop as an early teenager in an environment not pressurised by GCSE and A levels - the opportunity for people to remain nearer home - remember how detrimental it is to teenagers' ability to learn if they don;t get sufficient REM sleep at the end of the night.  Early starts lead to poorer educational achievement.

There is a fundamentally flawed element to te thinking here. The assumption is being made that we should move to a 2 tier system.  Excuses such as 'not financially sustainable' are being put forward as reasons for taking this action.  In a business environment, or a university, people would be going out to find extra funding and different models which put the core requirement of closer to home and a small enough environment for people to develop as individuals first. Remember that there is more money to be had - a year 7 or 8 pupil in a 2 tier system attracts more money per year than in a 3 tier system.  This is clearly wrong and could easily be challenged.  If you can't do this then many pupils have parents who are lawyers and can mount a stronger argument. In the NHS - another chronically underfunded system, patients are listened to when they want care nearer to home.  There is learning to be done from them.

First, secure the same funding that exists for years 7 &amp; 8 in 2 tier systems Second, get a group of interested parents/ex-pupils/community members who can help design a more innovative approach Establish a set of key principles with parents current and ex-pupils   Use other funding opportunities - business, lottery, etc.  It might be useful to work with some experts from the charity sector who can raise millions Find an inspirational leader who can make 3 tier education work.  You have the opportunity to develop the next generation; to show then in the way you do this that they can make a difference when their voice is heard.  Or you can let government stooges with little vision take apart a good system.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Barrasford

No

• Closing Haydon Bridge is a mistake, it is the only high school until the Cumbria boarder from Hexham. The travel distances for pupils in the west would be too far, I oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from the age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder First School to Hexham QE). • Haydon Bridge appears to have been run down due to lack of investment – no wonder the pupil levels have dropped. There is a need to invest and give some pride for the local people. Has anybody even asked the pupils of Haydon Bridge? I quote a letter in the Hexham Courant dated 9 March 2018, where a student was very happy with the school and the education provided. They are concerned by the use of mobile classrooms during a merger, and are pleading for support from the council rather than the constant negative reporting. Creating a school in excess of 2,000 (which will be circa the 8th biggest in the UK) is a disaster for the education of our children at every level.  • I feel let down by the authority and the elected councillors. The approach to the whole process is very sad, it smacks of politicians making decisions from a distance (in the south east of the county) looking a spreadsheets and manipulating the facts to back a political decision. Notification was made through the press without any prior notice / consultation to the school. • The consultation paper provides no reason for decision, Chollerton First School is shown for closure in all 3 models, where is the option? The school has strong and constant pupil numbers for the next three years in a village with an imminent planned housing project near the school. This appears to go against the County plan with plans to grow rural villages. Closing rural schools will not attract new families. Once closed the school will never re-open, this is what happened on the National Railways under the Dr. Beeching reports of the 1960’s now widely seen as a wrong decision in many cases.  • The options don’t put children first, indeed closing an Ofsted outstanding school does not make sense. The options certainly don’t consider the impact on the rural community of which Chollerton School is a vital part, including the pre-school, meals on wheels, pre-school, scout group – what a loss! • The three tier solution is proven to provide the best education in rural areas, for the west of the county. Where a 2 tier systems has been introduced there is proven evidence (Hansard reports) that the education has suffered and schools gone into special measures. • Information used in the publications appears misleading, for example Chollerton is only 1.4% in deficit for 17/18 (due to unplanned expenditure to bring in extra staff to address and specific pupil issue). For the next 2 years the school will be in surplus benefiting from the increased sparsity payment, and QEHS is in surplus!  • Why has the proposal unlawfully discriminated against a high proportion of religious schools, where state schools are allowed to consult? • The report fails to mention any estate and physical aspects of the schools.  Chollerton School for example has ample room for expansion and it is in sound physical condition, without any significant long term maintenance costs. The options appear ad-hoc and not strategic in this respect. • The catchment area of Chollerton School has a comparable geographical area of Newcastle / Gateshead. The school is located in the south west of this area (nearest to the next school at Humshaugh), however those pupils in the north east will now have to travel in excess of 10 miles on narrow country roads to the next school. This is not good at any time of the year, but consider a typical Northumberland winter and the snow of recent weeks. Travelling this far has proven to be detrimental to the education of children as well as greatly increase transport costs.  • I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without proper impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these implications is contained within s.149 of the equalities Act 2010, section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. • I strongly oppose the closure of any or our rural schools that are viable, and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others. 

No

• Closing Haydon Bridge is a mistake, it is the only high school until the Cumbria boarder from Hexham. The travel distances for pupils in the west would be too far, I oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from the age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder First School to Hexham QE). • Where are children taught from 2019 to 2022? • Haydon Bridge appears to have been run down due to lack of investment – no wonder the pupil levels have dropped. There is a need to invest and give some pride for the local people. Has anybody even asked the pupils of Haydon Bridge? I quote a letter in the Hexham Courant dated 9 March 2018, where a student was very happy with the school and the education provided. They are concerned by the use of mobile classrooms during a merger, and are pleading for support from the council rather than the constant negative reporting. Creating a school in excess of 2,000 (which will be circa the 8th biggest in the UK) is a disaster for the education of our children at every level.  • I feel let down by the authority and the elected councillors. The approach to the whole process is very sad, it smacks of politicians making decisions from a distance (in the south east of the county) looking a spreadsheets and manipulating the facts to back a political decision. Notification was made through the press without any prior notice / consultation to the school. • The consultation paper provides no reason for decision, Chollerton First School is shown for closure in all 3 models, where is the option? The school has strong and constant pupil numbers for the next three years in a village with an imminent planned housing project near the school. This appears to go against the County plan with plans to grow rural villages. Closing rural schools will not attract new families. Once closed the school will never re-open, this is what happened on the National Railways under the Dr. Beeching reports of the 1960’s now widely seen as a wrong decision in many cases.  • The options don’t put children first, indeed closing an Ofsted outstanding school does not make sense. The options certainly don’t consider the impact on the rural community of which Chollerton School is a vital part, including the pre-school, meals on wheels, pre-school, scout group – what a loss! • The three tier solution is proven to provide the best education in rural areas, for the west of the county. Where a 2 tier systems has been introduced there is proven evidence (Hansard reports) that the education has suffered and schools gone into special measures. • Information used in the publications appears misleading, for example Chollerton is only 1.4% in deficit for 17/18 (due to unplanned expenditure to bring in extra staff to address and specific pupil issue). For the next 2 years the school will be in surplus benefiting from the increased sparsity payment, and QEHS is in surplus!  • Why has the proposal unlawfully discriminated against a high proportion of religious schools, where state schools are allowed to consult? • The report fails to mention any estate and physical aspects of the schools.  Chollerton School for example has ample room for expansion and it is in sound physical condition, without any significant long term maintenance costs. The options appear ad-hoc and not strategic in this respect. • The catchment area of Chollerton School has a comparable geographical area of Newcastle / Gateshead. The school is located in the south west of this area (nearest to the next school at Humshaugh), however those pupils in the north east will now have to travel in excess of 10 miles on narrow country roads to the next school. This is not good at any time of the year, but consider a typical Northumberland winter and the snow of recent weeks. Travelling this far has proven to be detrimental to the education of children as well as greatly increase transport costs.  • I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without proper impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these implications is contained within s.149 of the equalities Act 2010, section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. • I strongly oppose the closure of any or our rural schools that are viable, and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others. 

No

• This option will mix 2 and 3 tier education • I feel let down by the authority and the elected councillors. The approach to the whole process is very sad, it smacks of politicians making decisions from a distance (in the south east of the county) looking a spreadsheets and manipulating the facts to back a political decision. Notification was made through the press without any prior notice / consultation to the school. • The consultation paper provides no reason for decision, Chollerton First School is shown for closure in all 3 models, where is the option? The school has strong and constant pupil numbers for the next three years in a village with an imminent planned housing project near the school. This appears to go against the County plan with plans to grow rural villages. Closing rural schools will not attract new families. Once closed the school will never re-open, this is what happened on the National Railways under the Dr. Beeching reports of the 1960’s now widely seen as a wrong decision in many cases.  • The options don’t put children first, indeed closing an Ofsted outstanding school does not make sense. The options certainly don’t consider the impact on the rural community of which Chollerton School is a vital part, including the pre-school, meals on wheels, pre-school, scout group – what a loss! • The three tier solution is proven to provide the best education in rural areas, for the west of the county. Where a 2 tier systems has been introduced there is proven evidence (Hansard reports) that the education has suffered and schools gone into special measures. • Information used in the publications appears misleading, for example Chollerton is only 1.4% in deficit for 17/18 (due to unplanned expenditure to bring in extra staff to address and specific pupil issue). For the next 2 years the school will be in surplus benefiting from the increased sparsity payment, and QEHS is in surplus!  • Why has the proposal unlawfully discriminated against a high proportion of religious schools, where state schools are allowed to consult? • The report fails to mention any estate and physical aspects of the schools.  Chollerton School for example has ample room for expansion and it is in sound physical condition, without any significant long term maintenance costs. The options appear ad-hoc and not strategic in this respect. • The catchment area of Chollerton School has a comparable geographical area of Newcastle / Gateshead. The school is located in the south west of this area (nearest to the next school at Humshaugh), however those pupils in the north east will now have to travel in excess of 10 miles on narrow country roads to the next school. This is not good at any time of the year, but consider a typical Northumberland winter and the snow of recent weeks. Travelling this far has proven to be detrimental to the education of children as well as greatly increase transport costs.  • I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without proper impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these implications is contained within s.149 of the equalities Act 2010, section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. • I strongly oppose the closure of any or our rural schools that are viable, and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others. 

Option D • Invest in a new QEHS – it is a great school and has been under invested for many years • Invest in Haydon Bridge – the neglect and underinvestment over recent years is the reason for the low numbers • NCC has £40m increasing to £52m for investment, which is more than enough to fund a new high school and so much more • Retain the first schools • Do this consultation properly, consult the County plan with plans to grow rural villages. Closing rural schools will not attract new families.  • Retain the three tier solution which is proven to provide the best education in rural areas, for the west of the county. Where a 2 tier systems has been introduced there is proven evidence (Hansard reports) that the education has suffered and schools gone into special measures. • Consider the estate and physical aspects of the schools.  Chollerton School for example has ample room for expansion and it is in sound physical condition, without any significant long term maintenance costs. The options appear ad-hoc and not strategic in this respect. • Consider the catchment areas and transport correctly  • Carry out proper impact assessments into the short, medium and long term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these implications is contained within s.149 of the equalities Act 2010, section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. 

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Bellingham

No

I have one child at the school, one currently doing GCSES and I have another child about to start high school in september.

No

No

I would like to put forward option d - project based learning.



[bookmark: 23]Its appalling to suggest a campus for 9-18   year olds is ok. No. No. No.  Throw the idea of 2 tier out the window, stay with 3 tier and INVEST SOME BLOODY MONEY INTO EXISTING SCHOOLS!  I understand you will have had many passionate responses to this consultation, and I will try to keep mine short and to the point. As an active member in my rural community, and with a network of friends throughout the county, my views are very similar to those of the majority of the other affected families. However I will state my views from the point of view of Beaufront First School, where both of my children attend. Needless to say I am in complete agreement with the responses from this school, and those responses which the school has written with the other affected schools. I have seen the Beaufront response to your consultation, and I would like my response to also reflect every point they have made.

With regards to points 2,3 and 4 of the consultation, I do not consider ANY of these options realistic if the aim is to preserve the existing OUTSTANDING education and nurturing environment already given by Beaufront and others. Whilst we all recognise the necessity for change, it has been IMPOSSIBLE for anyone to consider these options realistic without any available models, either from a financial point of view, or looking at the (negative>positive) impact on the rural communities. Can you please let me know the part of the consultation that lays out a roadmap for how any of these models will actually improve our children's (already OUTSTANDING) education? I agree there seems to be a huge naivety on behalf of the DfE with regards to the size and scope of West Northumberland, and that 'surplus' places should not be seen as a school not being popular, or good. The impact of closing these schools will have a DEVASTATING effect on harder-to-access rural communities. We can all agree that Northumberland is a stunning county to live in or visit, but this charm will suffer a real dent if the heart is ripped out of the rural communities. You must reconsider this genuine mistake and look for sensible, viable alternatives, including whatever is required to keep HBHS open and effective.

With regards to point 5 - Alternative Proposals. Beaufront First School is a very popular and very successful school with outstanding results and performance. The Head Teacher and Governors take a proactive and hands-on approach to all challenges, including this one. Not only is this inspirational and reassuring to any parents, it also provides exactly the right attitude and environment that we could wish for our (or any) children. We are truly blessed to have Beaufront (and others - Whittonstall, Whitley Chapel, etc) in our area.NCC should be doing everything possible to preserve schools like this. Parental choice is mentioned a lot, and I think its worth mentioning that we take our kids to Beaufront through choice. The school in our catchment area is Belsay, but this is ridiculous as we have to cross 6 miles of single farm track (extremely pot-holed!), and there is little chance of our children being able to attend Belsay during periods of inclement weather. We chose Beaufront as the logical alternative due to its OUTSTANDING reputation. We are not alone.

I am not going to quote verbatim the lines from the Beaufront response in which they detail their own position as I am aware that you already have a copy of their response, but I will quote the titles of the sections - Beaufront is a POPULAR AND VIABLE school, HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL and SUSTAINABLE  and we are at the HEART OF THE LOCAL COMMUNITY.

I am confident that you will have had enough responses over the past few weeks that you fully understand the passion of the people on Northumberland, and I trust that the three proposed options will be cast aside and a fourth option, with the future of the children as a priority, will be created. For me this might look like a combination of both 2- and 3- tier, with HBHS remaining open, and NO super-school in Hexham.

Like nearly all all parents, I would just like a sensible, agreeable, and viable resolution to this 'balls' as soon as possible

Email received:
I have  questions regarding the current consultations. I hope you can answer these for me before the first deadline passes tomorrow. I have sent this letter to all of you in the hope that a) I might recieve an answer, and b) to be as open as possible with you all in the hope that you will be open with the public. If you do reply, please copy in everybody for the sake of clarity.

Both of my children currently attend Beaufront First School and I am obviously concerned at a personal level, however please read the majority of my questions with respect to ALL schools affected by the proposals.

The questions are in no particular order as I am hoping that each of them might be addressed by at least one of you.
 
1)      Why is there a lack of recognition in the consultation document of the exceptional educational outcomes currently achieved in many of the West Northumberland schools which are earmarked for closure?
2)      Why did you reject the request for information on your modelling, even though a request was made through Freedom Of Information by the Governors from Beaufront (and others I am certain)?
3)      How can we be expected to make an informed decision when you do not give us any substantial information, especially re finances and educational outcomes?
4)      The impact on children and the wider communities in some of the hard to reach areas will be devastating. Can you please justify your decision in terms of environmental impact, and the impact on the quality of life of children, many of whom will be spending many more hours travelling to school when they could be doing homework or playing or learning some extra-curricular skills such as music and sports? Is NCC paying sufficient attention to these complex issues. Do they care?
5)      Why was Beaufront First School included as one of the schools proposed for closure/merger despite being an OFSTED OUTSTANDING school with strong and consistent pupil numbers, and also having a reputation for providing a nurturing environment for the pupils?
6)      Why are there absolutely NO details within ANY of the proposed models about how educational performance will be improved?
7)      Why does the consultation document simplify some MAJOR key issues which require separation, detailed thought and individual justification? These issues include: the future of Haydon Bridge School; whether to move from 2- to 3- tier system; whether to close individual schools; requirement of capital investment in schools; broad-brush approach to closing multiple OFSTED OUTSTANDING schools rather than considering and encouraging individual cases on a school by school basis
8)      Why does the consultation document imply there is a financial crisis amongst the schools. Are you aware that the schools in the Hexham Partnership are forecast to be in an aggregate financial surplus? Why have none of the models presented by NCC been adequately costed? Surely the ultimate cost of the models exceeds the financial savings?
9)   Is it fair to say that the consultation reflects NCC Strategic Planning ideology rather than financial reality?
10) Wayne - it was misleading at best to suggest that the proposals were for discussion and debate. The way that the consultation was laid out made it very clear that you wished to follow one option from a choice of only 3. Why was a fourth option (let's call it Option D) not included. This might have read something like this: Option D - a three-tier education system is retained unless public opinion indicates that a change is best for our children's education and the future of rural communities. I would love an explanation for this please.
11) We have read in the Courant today that CHILDREN were 'encouraged'  to complete the feedback form giving extremely favourable feedback to the transition to the 2-tier system. The report states that they were given NO information regarding the negative impact of the proposed changes. Some of these children are not old enough to vote. HOW ON EARTH CAN YOU JUSTIFY ACCEPTING THEIR FEEDBACK AS PART OF THIS CONSULTATION? At the very least I would expect someone to be severely repremanded for making the decision that allowed this to happen. This reeks of desperation.

Beaufront First School

No

Ridiculous to merge QEHS and HBHS. Appalling to propose the closure of so many OFSTED OUTSTANDING schools

No

Do not merge QEHS and HBHS

No

Exactly the same reasons already stated against option a. Do not merge QEHS HBHS, do not close outstanding rural schools. This whole consultation does not put children first.

12) Guy Opperman has been conspicuous in his absence, apart from a flimsy statement released on the first day of the consultation which seemed heartfelt at the time but has now faded into the echo of a rats fart. Please can someone confirm that Guy is still our elected MP? The silence has spoken VOLUMES to the public, and not many of us are over the moon with his performance during this episode. His support would have been welcomed at Hexham Mart last week, but sadly he must have had something more important in his diary.

Acomb

No

I want Acomb First School to stay open.

No

No

Acomb First School should stay open.

Acomb First School should stay open and if it has to merge with Beaufront First School then could the school be split onto the 2 sites?  Otherwise Beaufront should be the school that has to close because if all the children had to move to the Beaufront then people would struggle to get there as the roads there are very narrow with no footpaths.  All the children would have to travel to school and some families dont have cars so the children would need to go by coach so this would create big problems with traffic and parking is already bad there as it is.  Most children who go to Acomb school are in the catchment area and can walk to school.

Governor

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

I ticked the above because this consultation option is poorly constructed and presented.   These are very complex strategic issues, and to put them alongside proposals to close specific first  schools has triggered an understandable response in the villages and towns affected, and has distracted from a strategic discussion about the fit for purpose schools provision for the next 50 years.   

The provision of secondary education for the West of Tynedale through the option of closing Haydon Bridge and extending HLT catchment area has strategic merit. However, the option is poorly presented due to its presentation of specific options to close primary schools, rather than a broader statement that primary provision would need to be restructured, subject to further modelling and consultation.  

No

This consultation option is poorly constructed and presented.   To present these complex strategic issues alongside proposals to close specific first schools triggers an understandable response in the villages and towns affected, and distracts from a strategic discussion about the fit for purpose schools provision for the next 50 years. 

The provision of secondary education for the West of Tynedale through a two tier system is sensible.  It would align school transitions with the National Curriculum, enable investemtn that maintains and builds diversity of subjects and courses, enable broad education choice to be maintained, and enable timely investment in GCSE preparation in year 9. The benefits of financial stability and potential capital investment are obvious, needed and welcomed.  The option of closing Haydon Bridge and extending HLT catchment area has strategic merit.  However, despite the synergies of this option with the HLT consultation, your presentation of the option would have been better considered if it had not also presented specific options to close first  schools, rather than a broader statement that first/middle school provision would need to be restructured, subject to further modelling and consultation.   This may have enabled the population to be engaged in a strategic and aspirational discussion. 

No

This consultation option is poorly constructed and presented.   To present these complex strategic issues alongside proposals to close specific first schools triggers an understandable response in the villages and towns affected and distracts from a strategic discussion about the fit for purpose schools provision for the next 50 years.   The provision of secondary education for the Hexham through a two tier system is sensible, and could be viable alongside a fit for purpose solution for the far west of Tynedale, through the option for Haydon Bridge presented. However, I would be concerned about this option's impact on the wellbeing of very young children due to the travel that would be required, alongside the concentrated impact on the loss of first schools in the surrounding areas.     

 Your presentation of this option would have been better considered if it had not also presented specific options to close primary schools, rather than a broader statement that primary/middle provision would need to be restructured, subject to further modelling and consultation.   This may have enabled the population to be engaged in a strategic and aspirational discussion. 

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

Corbridge Middle School

No

Adoption of model A would offer no alternative provision for High School education other than Queen Elizabeth High School in Hexham. We have seen in the Hadrian Learning Trust consultation, they must consult widely on changes to their PAN. There is no guarantee that they will be granted an increase to their PAN therefore, this cannot be considered a viable option. The local authority has a duty of care to provide education to all children of school age, due to the "unknown" quantity and stated "lack of jurisdiction" the local authority has, it would be inappropriate to condone a model where there is absolutely no plan B where either quality of educational experience declines, extension to PAN is denied etc.  I disagree with this model due to increased travelling for students which is stated as "6 miles". The council and other stakeholders who do not regularly travel in rural areas, must realise that travelling 6 miles in the country is not the same as travelling 6 miles in a town or city. In the recent bad weather, small local schools such as Wearhead were able to open for business because travelling distance is kept to a minimum.  Additional travelling is in contradiction of the local authority and central government stated aim to increase sustainable transportation (ie walking, cycling) to school "wherever possible". It may also lead to the local authority breaking national guidance on "door to door" school travelling time (Home to school travel and transport guidance Statutory guidance for local authorities Department for Education 2014), 45 minutes door to door for under 11yr olds, 75 minutes door to door for over 11 yr olds. These times should be reduced for Special Educational Needs and Disabilities children. The cost of additional transportation will not be insubstantial, the safety of children as young as 4 yrs old can not be sufficiently guaranteed at communal drop off points. In some areas, according to this model, children will have their travelling time trebled. They will also be unable to participate in extra curricular activities due to their dependence on local authority transport. The local authority has clearly stated that it will only provide transport to cover statutory start and finish times of school. I would argue that this demonstrates a clear reduction in educational experience for the rural community.  There is no alternative for Greenhead other than join Haltwhistle Academy (over which you have no authority).   Whittonstall First School is federated with Broomley First School. Any changes made at Whittonstall will have a direct impact on Broomley First School and the wider Prudhoe Partnership of schools. This needs to be considered and the Prudhoe Partnership considered in terms of financial viability and surplus places in the area.  The plan provides no information about number and placement of bus stops or how security of children will be maintained.    

It is not viable for the following reasons:  1-It depends on the outcome of a consultation over which the local authority have no jurisdiction (Hadrian Learning Trust) 2-It depends on another Academy (Haltwhislte) to consider accepting additional pupils, hold a formal consultation on the subject, obtain relevant authorisation from the Regional Schools Commissioner and have everything in place within a time scale of 2 academic years. Again, the local authority have no jurisdiction over any of this. 3-Additional travelling will incur prohibitive costs to the local authority. 4-Security of children may be compromised. 5-Educational provision will be decreased by limiting availability of extra curricular activities and access to peer group outside of school. 6-No consideration of Prudhoe Partnership (even though it will be directly affected by changes) or Tynedale Community Learning Trust (which has been directly affected by the "consultation" 7-Too much power is vested in one organisation over which the local authority has no power.

No

Model B is not a good option for similar reasons that Model A is not a good option.  There is no alternative High School education except Queen Elizabeth High School in Hexham. The local authority has no jurisdiction over this organisation. If we continue in the "what if" train of thought, which this consultation is, What If... QEHS refuses to accept students from specific areas, What If....standards drop despite massive investment of public funds, What If...people choose to educate their children in Cumbria, Durham or further East in West Northumberland (yes, it does exist, it's called Prudhoe!)  It will be clear to anyone with an interest in this matter, that 2 tier education is unpopular with parents. We have seen protests in every area of Northumberland where it is felt that 2 tier education has been forced upon the community and West Northumberland is no exception. It can be demonstrated that 2 tier education is so unpopular, that Hadrian Learning Trust has benefitted from a "march along the valley". People from Haydon Bridge did not "choose QEHS over Haydon Bridge High School" as you suggest, they chose Hexham Middle School over an 11-18 High School. I am sure that closer examination of pupil numbers will illustrate my point adequately. I believe that this "march along the valley" will continue as Prudhoe has been exempted (for some reason). Parents will continue to choose 3 tier until you have eradicated the choice.  Again, the plan hinges on an Academy over which the local authority has no jurisdiction. Potentially there is a pool of pupils whose only choice will be to be home educated as they are made refugees in education.  How will the council afford to pay for a new school for QEHS and capital funding for new or converted primary schools? See page 16 of Northumberland County Council Consultation document.  

It is not viable for the reasons outlined above. The principal concern must be that there is no Plan B.

No

Again, the local authority is beholden to Academies over which it has no jurisdiction. The local authority has an obligation to provide education for all children of school age. Under any of these models, the local authority can not ensure that all children will be able to access appropriate education.  There is no clear reasoning for the closure of Bellingham Middle school. The local authority has no jurisdiction over Haltwhistle Upper School and therefore can not include it's closure in a modelling exercise. Haydon Bridge becoming a "through school" would have a direct impact on Shaftoe school (which is not mentioned anywhere in the consultation document) Making Haydon Bridge a "through school" would have a direct impact on other schools in the locality for example: Whitfield Primary, Allendale Primary and Greenhead First School. Discussion on the impact on middle schools other than Bellingham and Hexham is absent.

To improve Model C:  1-All schools in the locality need to be considered (Whitfield, Allendale etc) 2-A plan needs to be made excluding the whims of Academies-over which the local authority has no jurisdiction 3-The direct impact on Shaftoe Primary School, Haydon Bridge needs to be considered and commented upon  Failure to consider these aspects mean the plan is doomed to failure from the outset.

I would suggest that if this consultation is indeed about West Northumberland, then all of West Northumberland is considered. By that I mean, Prudhoe, Wylam, Ovingham, Corbridge, Hexham, Haydon Bridge, Haltwhistle and all points in between. This consultation is fatally flawed by it's dependence on the outcomes of consultations and good will of academies over which the local authority has no jurisdiction.  I think that the Corbridge Middle School Collaborative Model is sensible but still negates the fact that this consultation is NOT about WEST Northumberland, it is about a tranche of West Northumberland.  Perhaps, a wise move would be to make post 16 education more available in West Northumberland. The high cost of sixth form was after all a major consideration in Hadrian Learning Trusts justification for becoming an 11-18yr provider. By divesting sixth form from QEHS, and providing a more encompassing post 16 education format, more students would be able to continue in education closer to home rather than travelling to Northumberland College site across the county, Prudhoe Community High School or Newcastle College. This would improve educational outcomes, reduce the number of NEETs in West Northumberland, ensure the continuation of first and middle school education and allow High Schools to provide their core contract of GSCE education (presumably to a higher standard).   

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Barrasford

Yes

Combining QEHS and HBHS makes sense from a financial perspective and allows for high quality teaching of individual subjects through specialist staff.  Keeping a high school/middle school/first school model is preferable as it allows the youngest children to be taught closest to their local communities and within small scale settings well suited to introducing young children to school.

More of the first schools should remain open.  First schools are important features in their local communities and allow the very youngest children to be taught close to home, with the shortest possible travel time/distance.  While the increased travel distances proposed may not seem far, they will add significantly to journey times and will put an increased number of small children and their parents on rural roads at the busiest time, often in poor weather conditions.  Closing so many first schools will be another factor in eroding community life in rural areas.  If first schools must close then the closures should be more carefully considered.  The present proposal closes two out of four "outstanding" schools and merges them with schools presently considered "good".  This seems perverse in terms of maintaining educational standards.

Yes

Combining QEHS and HBHS into a single Secondary School makes sense from a financial perspective and allows for high quality teaching of individual subjects through specialist staff.

Keeping a high school/middle school/first school model is preferable as it allows the youngest children to be taught closest to their local communities and within small scale settings well suited to introducing young children to school.  More of the first schools should remain open.  First schools are important features in their local communities and allow the very youngest children to be taught close to home, with the shortest possible travel time/distance.  While the increased travel distances proposed may not seem far, they will add significantly to journey times and will put an increased number of small children and their parents on rural roads at the busiest time, often in poor weather conditions.  Closing so many first schools will be another factor in eroding community life in rural areas.  If first schools must close then the closures should be more carefully considered.  The present proposal closes either one or two out of four "outstanding" schools and merges them with schools presently considered "good".  This seems perverse in terms of maintaining educational standards. 

No

Introducing different models of schooling in two neighbouring areas seems confusing and may make transfers complicated.  This model is the most expensive option given.

Priority should be to merge QEHS and HBHS to drive financial efficiencies and allow high quality teaching and learning to take place.  First School/Middle School model should remain if possible and remain as local as possible.  If a Primary/Secondary model is adopted, the Primary schools should be kept as small and local as possible.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

I firmly believe that as a parent, this option severely limits choice on children in Northumberland's education. To merge both high schools would create a potential problem for the future as not only does it prevent parents and students from choosing a school based on their own skills, interests and personalities, but it suggests that were the school to see a fall in standards then there would be no alternative. Children would then be faced with a significant amount of time being subjected to a poor standard of education. In addition, the closure of 8 first schools in the area would be a devastating loss to the education system in the area. On a personal note my husband and I chose to return to Northumberland to teach and to raise a family of our own because it is one of those rare places where communities still exist in the true sense of the word. Schools here do not just support local and wider communities, they are communities themselves. The quality of teaching here generally surpasses much of what I have seen elsewhere, so much so that even before we lived here we knew of several of the schools whose excellent reputation preceded them. Losing so many of these excellent schools would be entirely detrimental. For this reason I do not consider Model A to be a good option.

No

In addition to my comments regarding Model A, I believe that again, merging QEHS and HBHS would have a significant and widespread negative impact on education, economy and sustainability of communities and businesses in West Northumberland. Based on the assumption that all of the middle schools would close and additionally merge, children would be forced to transition from some of the smallest primary schools in the UK to one of the largest planned secondary schools in the UK. The social and emotional impact that this would have on thousands of children is immeasurable and the lasting effects of this could be devastating. Children would no longer have a choice about their own education and parents would be forced to send their children to that school regardless of its suitability for their child's abilities, needs and interests. I believe that creating such a large school could result in many children being socially isolated and emotionally fragile at a difficult stage in their lives. They may also not succeed or achieve as well as if there had been a more suitable alternative. For this reason alongside my response to Model A, I do not consider Model B to be a good option.

Don't know

While I do think that allowing both QEHS and Haydon Bridge to coexist, I do not necessarily think that a hybrid system is a viable option. Model C also entails closing many of the wonderful rural schools in the area (though as to why I am not sure and have not yet been able to obtain a convincing response as to why) and for the reasons already discussed I do not believe that this would have a positive impact on our education system in the West of Northumberland. In our village, following from the fiasco in Ponteland, we know of several families actively seeking alternative employment and homes in order to move their children to a more stable, proven education system. If this happens in the West then I fear that impact will extend well beyond education. This concerns me greatly as I am passionate in my belief that children have the right to enjoy a high standard of education but I also firmly believe that they greatly benefit from growing up in happy, close communities such as those that exist in our area. Again, I raise the issue of parental choice as if so many rural first and middle schools are to be closed then we have very little say in our children's education from the earliest of stages. For these reasons and those already discussed, I do not consider Model C to be a good option for the future of education in the West of Northumberland.

I consider education in the West of Northumberland to be of a high standard already. Schools work well together and children seem happy and enjoy many successes throughout their journey in education.   In the event of the HLT consultation decision reaching an outcome of 2-tier, I believe that all of the good or outstanding, viable first schools should be offered the opportunity to transition to primary schools. Funds should be made available to schools for extensions as was made available in the Ponteland area.   Regardless of the choice between 2 and 3-tier I would like to suggest that schools and children alike would benefit hugely from having access to outstanding Early Years education (possibly more schools having nursery provision), after-school care and chances to collaborate for more shared learning experiences using the expertise of children, parents, staff and visitors to enhance education.  I agree with my husband, colleagues and fellow parents that in addition, the option of using satellite secondaries offering a more vocational focus on education, based in existing middle school sites could be an interesting alternative. This would ensure that children of all abilities and backgrounds could have access to meaningful education, rather than a one-size fits all approach. This would also tackle the issue of running one secondary school with huge pupil numbers. 

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

I believe a two tier model would best serve the needs of the pupils.   Acomb first school should not be closed for the following reasons.  It is financially viable with a surplus budget for the next 3 years at least  It has sustainable class sizes  It is ready and resourced to become a primary school (given some capital investment)  It has a good ofsted rating  It is a community school serving a vibrant and growing village with 45 pupils in catchment  It has an outstanding nursery on sight and an excellent breakfast and after school care providing wrap around care, which serves the needs of the parents of other schools in addition to those from Acomb.   

No

Acomb first school is a financially viable school which is larger already than some of the proposed mergers.   It is ready to become a successful primary school serving the needs of its established and large community and beyond.  See previous section for additional reasons

I understand that the current situation with surplus places is unsustainable. I think two tier is the way forward. Schools should therefore be selected for closure on the basis of whether they are able to become a primary school and financial sustainability as well as how many catchment pupils they have.

No

I don't think Haydon Bridge High has any long term future and I don't feel that a 4-16 provision is a solution to any of the issues raised by the consultation

I understand some schools will have to close. I think a two tier model is the way forward and that this is inevitable given the intentions of the HLT. Therefore schools which can become a community primary are going to be crucial to providing the education for the children feeding into the large secondary.   I feel the middle schools should be closed and those current first schools, which fulfil the following criteria should be selected as the primary schools to take the education in the West of Northumberland forward.   Is the school currently financially viable? Are the class numbers sustainable? Can the school become primary? Can it meet the curriculum needs of years 5 and 6? Does the school have a sustainable community? Does the community support the school already? Is the school successful? Is the school large enough now and in the future to remain financially viable?  Acomb answers all of these in the affirmative. It is a successful community school with the resources, expertise, ambition and space to grow into a highly successful primary school serving the needs of its community and beyond well into the future.   

Humshaugh now, Haltwhistle for 13 years ending 2017

No

Such a quick political statement to change the treasured education we must give to our children is ludicrous. Fancy smart buildings, centralised, does not make a difference - lots people teachers and a sense of community.  It feels like you are creating a business not delivery education. They are not the same.  Political interference in our special gift of giving our children education should be avoided at all costs.  Politicians have created a system where teachers are stressed by an ever changing system of tests, etc. They change system for short term political whims. They certainly seem not to understand what it is like to live in the extremities of our county - Morpeth is not the centre of the universe and knows how it should be organised.  Listen to the people who use the system - not the business owners extracting profit from a system cruelly underfunded.  

No

see response to Model A

No

See response to Model A

Engage properly with the local communities. Stop believing that the politicians know what is best.  Stop playing with the futures of our children for short term political gain and business profiteering.  Proper consultations ask questions and require answers. This is not a proper consultation. It is a consultation to justify a decision that the so called decision makers have made in private and are now trying to justify.It is ignoring the will of people. It is centered on  the profiteering of the private business wanting to run the system - for greed not for the benefit of our children.

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

No

I am against the proposed closure of so many first schools as these form a vital heart of local communities and offer children an essential education within their communities. For many children of farming families these provide a vital link with their local villiages.  I am also against the merging of two high schools to produce a single 'super school' which could potentially have 2000 pupils. I feel this would eliminate educational choice and mean a large proportion of pupils would have to travel a huge distance to get to school.  I am not convinced that the current schools under threat of closure face sufficient financial issues to make such a dramatic change in the current system which currently provides good or outstanding education across a huge geographical area.

No

I believe that closing middle schools would have a negative effect on the education of local children.  Converting first schools to primary schools is not just about adding two additional year groups to the schools. Pupils in years 5 &amp; 6 in converted primary schools will be missing out on the fantastic facilities and options currently available to them at the middle schools which are currently offering excellent standards of teaching and support.   This model is proposing that the only option at 11 years of age is for a child to go from a primary school of approximately 180 to a secondary school of over 2500. For may children this would have a massive impact on their confidence, social skills &amp; ability to learn in a safe environment.

No

I am against the proposed closure of so many first schools as these form a vital heart of local communities and offer children an essential education within their communities. For many children of farming families these provide a vital link with their local villiages.  I am not convinced that the current schools under threat of closure face sufficient financial issues to make such a dramatic change in the current system which currently provides good or outstanding education across a huge geographical area.

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

No indication of where funds are going to come from. No information about what will happen to my children - y2/3 will they be left with ‘half’ a middle school experience. What will happen to staff at these schools? Where will additional staff come from? I suspect this will negatively impact my children’s education as no one will really know what they doing/teaching and to which year groups. The decimation of small local primary’s - this often why people choose small villages to bring their children up in...

No

As stated before loss of small Local primaries, no info re additional funding or what will happen to children in the transitionary situation 

No

As previous

Whilst it is seems to be inevitable we will go two tier in seems like this is being implemented too quickly without sufficient thought/planning in the process. This appears to have been an precipitated by the problems at Hayden bridge and the chronic underfunding of our excellent local high school. Whilst councils/politicians are all about short term gains/influence you are talking about substantially changing the entire education system in the biggest county in England without any apparent information about funding/staffing/infrastructure.....perhaps if you could be explicit about what funding is available we would actually be able to make an informed decision?

Acomb

No

I dont want Acomb First School to have to close or merge with Beaufront First School.

No

It involves the middle schools having to close and I think they should stay open.

No

The schools have to close and merge.

Acomb First School needs to stay open because-  The outcomes for children are better than regional and national average.  It is a community school, 76% of children are from its catchment area.  It is financially sustainable.  Children and parents are very happy there.  The attached nursery, Little Oaks would be at risk of closure too.  There is a sustainable number of pupils in every class.  They also have a breakfast club, after school club and a toddler group.  Children are able to walk safely to school.  There is new family housing being built in Acomb which the school would serve.  The school keeps the village alive and brings the community together and has done for generations.

No

This option involves closure of Whittonstall. Closure of Whittonstall first school would be awful for everyone in the area especially all the students and staff. It’s a lovely school with such great results, it would be crazy to close! 

No

This option involves closure of Whittonstall. Closure of Whittonstall first school would be awful for everyone in the area especially all the students and staff. It’s a lovely school with such great results, it would be crazy to close! 

No

This option involves closure of Whittonstall. Closure of Whittonstall first school would be awful for everyone in the area especially all the students and staff. It’s a lovely school with such great results, it would be crazy to close! 

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

No

I am against the closure of so many first schools which provide excellent education to our children  I am against the proposed merger of two high schools to one enormous one which cannot provide sufficiently local education

No

I am against the closure of so many first schools which provide excellent education to our children  I am against the closure of any middle schools as they provide a vital educational and nurturing environment to out children.  I am against the proposed merger of two high schools to one enormous one which cannot provide sufficiently local education

No

I am against the proposed merger of two high schools to one enormous one which cannot provide sufficiently local education

Chollerton C of E First School

No

No

No

The closing of rural schools will ruin communities and change small villages in northumberland forever. The money available should sort out the building of a new high school in hexham and make haydon bridge high school able to educate more on the technical side. Leaving first and middle schools how they are as they all are offering a good or outstanding education which is what school is about.

Colwell

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall First School

Whittonstall

No

No supporting financial information is provided with the proposals set out. Existing model works well in extended rural area that west of Northumberland represents and cannot see any justification for school closures.

Not Viable

No

Existing model works well in extended rural area that west of Northumberland represents and cannot see any justification for merging of schools.

Not Viable

No

Existing model works well in extended rural area that west of Northumberland represents and cannot see any justification for merging of schools.

Not Viable

There is the alternative proposal of Collaboration Hubs whereby schools support each other and share staff and facilities when required. This should be at the core of the education system where the children's interests and wellbeing are put first rather than be treated as part of an exercise in economics.  The futures of a large number of children are at stake here and, having seen the benefits that the three tier system has given to my children, I cannot honestly see any benefit in switching to models A, B or C.  If there is to be any change, I would support the Collaboration Hubs model.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

Concern about rural school closures and the effect to communities.   I believe that the current 3 tier system is fit for purpose and should remain.

No

Concern about rural school closures and the effect to communities.   I believe that the current 3 tier system is fit for purpose and should remain.

No

Concern about rural school closures and the effect to communities.   I believe that the current 3 tier system is fit for purpose and should remain.

Keep the current 3-tier system as it is fit for purpose and maintains rural communities.

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

No

I am against the closure of so many first schools which provide excellent education to our children  I am against the proposed merger of two high schools to one enormous one which cannot provide sufficiently local education

No

I am against the closure of so many first schools which provide excellent education to our children  I am against the closure of any middle schools as they provide a vital educational and nurturing environment to out children.  I am against the proposed merger of two high schools to one enormous one which cannot provide sufficiently local education

No

I am against the closure of so many first schools which provide excellent education to our children  I am against the proposed merger of two high schools to one enormous one which cannot provide sufficiently local education

Acomb

No

I want the rural schools to stay open so children can go to school in the villages where they live instead of having to travel for miles.  These excellent schools are at risk of closure and I want to support them.

No

The middle schools are very good in this area and should stay open.

No

Acomb First School should stay open because it serves a large community with lots of young families, it serves a village that has affordable housing and new family housing that is currently being built.  Acomb village has safe walking routes for families to walk to and from Acomb first school, but the roads near Beaufront first school are narrow and there are no footpaths or streetlights and parking there is very limited.  The staff at Acomb school are very qualified and experienced and the school was rated good by Ofsted this year.  There is lots of outdoor space at Acomb school so there would be enough space to build new classrooms and still have enough space for the children to do forest school and play on the common.  Village schools are important because they bring rural communities together.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

Haydon Bridge would close with this option and that shouldn’t happen

No

Affects Haydon Bridge negatively No

Would negatively affect Haydon Bridge

I want to chose Haydon Bridge High Schools option D proposal to become a vocational academic community school

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

No

1. Haydon Bridge village would lose an important facility. 2. A combined school would be larger than ideal. 3. Vehicular travel would increase. 4. Parental choice would diminish. 5. Students should only be asked to attend a merged school once the new facilities are built and ready. Otherwise, that cohort would suffer a huge educational disadvantage if made to use temporary facilities. 6. I would object to (the suggested) £51m of taxpayers' money being handed to an unaccountable academy for new facilities. 7. A combined school in Hexham on the QEHS' premises would require too many students' buses to operate safely. 

No

1. Haydon Bridge village would lose an important facility. 2. A combined school would be larger than ideal. 3. Vehicular travel would increase. 4. Parental choice would diminish. 5. Students should only be asked to attend a merged school once the new facilities are built and ready. Otherwise, that cohort would suffer a huge educational disadvantage if made to use temporary facilities. 6. I would object to (the suggested) £51m of taxpayers' money being handed to an unaccountable academy for new facilities. 7. A combined school in Hexham on the QEHS' premises would require too many students' buses to operate safely. 

No

1. HBHS can offer many positive attributes by retaining a sixth form. Vocational qualifications should be an important offer. It is important for students to have a choice of sixth form for academic subjects too, as QEHS' sixth form admissions policy is selective. If refused entry there, students would have to travel large distances. 2. Primary school provision in the village is now from an unaccountable academy, who would have to be granted undue influence over the combined school if persuaded to move site. 3. If the 4-16 school was to create a competitor primary school in Haydon Bridge it would be illogical, as NCC's December 2017 report outlines that there are already too many schools in the area. 

Educational provision in West Northumberland should continue to have an education provision of secondary school age children in Haydon Bridge, because: 1. Residents of West Northumberland need a viable choice of where to send their children. Closing HBHS and sending all students to QEHS does not give an alternative school within a reasonable distance as the nearest alternatives are Prudhoe (21 miles), Ponteland (26 miles), Alston (20 miles), William Howard (21 miles), Walbottle (24 miles) or Consett Academy (26 miles).  Distances taken from Haydon Bridge but it must be taken into consideration that many students travel significant distances to get from their homes to Haydon Bridge.  Options A &amp; B would effectively remove parental choice of secondary education to many in the existing Haydon Bridge Partnership. 2. Services in rural areas can never be delivered at similar cost to urban services, so the current schools' deficits should be viewed in that context and subsidised. 3. The (suggested) £51m available for new facilities would pay the combined deficits for approximately 51 years. 4. Deficits can be reduced by increased sharing of staff between schools (for instance, a specialist teacher such as in languages could do one day per week in 5 schools, ensuring each can provide a full curriculum). The same is true for support staff such as tech. 5. HBHS' deficit can be further reduced by selling or renting surplus buildings like Park House. 6. HBHS' management have produced a thoroughly viable plan for the future. I support this plan. 7. NCC should support the HBHS to its utmost; allocating sufficient staff and resources to ensure that it definitely emerges from special measures. This would be a sensible investment for the future, as a favourable Ofsted rating would encourage more attending students and therefore a higher income. 8. NCC's December 2017 report states that it should take into account the local wishes and needs. These are undoubtedly for HBHS to remain open. If proof is required of these, I volunteer to provide a petition. 9. DfE's guidance states that the presumption should be against closing rural schools. It says the case for closure should be in the interests of educational provision (not cost). HBHS' management have a viable plan for educational provision. The guidance also states that the effect on the local community must be carefully considered, and the likely increase in use of motor vehicles. 10. By the whole of Northumberland moving to a two tier system would likely remove many surplus places as well as reduce costs of educating our children.  The current national educational model based on testing and assessing our students is a seamless fit with a 2 tier education system. Only 3 Counties still continue with a 3 tier education system and although it had its place many years ago, the time for every council to move to 2 tier is now.  There is a great opportunity here to do this and shape the education in Northumberland for many years.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

Because classes will be bigger and students will get less help off teachers.

No, because the super school wont be built until after our education

No

Putting the two schools together will make less space for everyone and it doesn't give everyone the options they wanted.

No

No

No because the new building won't be made until we've finished our education.

We want option D to keep Haydon Bridge oepn.

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

No

No

Yes

Bardon Mill

No

I believe this will be one of the worst options the best option I believe is option C.

No

This would mean the closure of Haydon Bridge high school which I do not agree with as the school is the heart of the community providing jobs and an good education for local children and well as providing indirect employment through children shopping in Haydon Bridge as well as staff which will spend money in the local area also helping local businesses, in turn paying the council business rates.

Yes

I feel this will be the best option for Haydon Bridge as there will be a new purpose built campus for 4-16 year olds which is what is needed for the area as there is no new school in west Northumberland and with haltwhistle school aging I feel this would be an excellent option. This wall also help the local community as if the school is built in Haydon Bridge this ensure employment is kept in the town helping local business and providing excellent education in a brilliant new school. Whilst in the building stages this would provide employment and workers would shop in the local community helping the area flourish. Option C also doesn’t have the most school closure which is good. I feel with the other options B and C having teenagers travel to QE\Hexham would be highly unacceptable due to the lengthly travel time which doesn’t help a child’s education. On this note the rush hour traffic is already highly congested which would only get considerable worse with people traveling on coaches to a new school in Hexham. As well as congestion there would be more pollution through more veichles traveling to one school in Hexham. So if the council cares about the environment, pollution, congestion, local economy and finally and most importantly the children’s education option C should be the option chosen!

Alternative proposals would be build new schools in Haydon Bridge and Hexham and leave catchement as is now. Close some of the smaller first schools. If there was a fancy new school in Haydon Bridge, parents would send there kids there. The only reasons the number of pupils has decrease is because of the turmoil caused by Ofsted and the council of the closure creating uncertainty meaning parent have sent there children else where. Having studied at the school my self the school is fine and thee teachers were great this whole situation was caused by council depriving the schools of investment which is shameful as when you travel to Ashington and Blyth there is new schools so why was money never spent in the West!

Staff Member

The Sele First School

Bardon Mill

No

I believe that Haydon Bridge High School should be kept open

No

I believe Haydon bridge High School should be kept open

Yes

The plan for Haydon Bridge High School works well with the current site, children and staff.

No

The closure of Whittonstall would be detrimental to the children and the whole village. It’s such a wonderful school and the three tier system works, this is all so outrageous and if to go ahead would cause such a knock on effect . 

No

The closure of Whittonstall would be detrimental to the children and the whole village. It’s such a wonderful school and the three tier system works, this is all so outrageous and if to go ahead would cause such a knock on effect . 

No

The closure of Whittonstall would be detrimental to the children and the whole village. It’s such a wonderful school and the three tier system works, this is all so outrageous and if to go ahead would cause such a knock on effect . 

Ponteland

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

No

None of the options set out by NCC are attractive. When STARS and governors have asked for more information this has not been provided. All schools proposed for closure are financially viable. I am opposed to changing from a 3 tier system.

School Governors have put forward the ASPIRE proposal

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

#NAME?

No

Haydon Bridge should remain open for West Northumberland families as a vocational school, else where is the choice for parents? 

No

QEHS should NOT become a 'super school' - I would NOT be happy for my child to be taught in a school that size. Crazy numbers for a town as small and quaint as Hexham - all the additional car journeys and buses in and out of Hexham would cause gridlock + be detrimental to the environment

No

Simply not enough evidence to prove that this would give financial stability or to give parents confidence that the 'school within a school' model would work and how it would be done.

More evidence of how it would bring financial stability and how the school-within-a-School model would work.

How about we cherish our 3 tier system that works instead of trying to conform. Our rural catchment area is massively different and much bigger to other areas of the U.K. and needs the 3 tier system. Better collaboration between schools and between key stages to ensure smoother transitions.  Better use of school sites as community venues to bring in additional revenue.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Broomley

Stocksfield

No

Rural schools are essential for keeping rural communities alive.

No

Rural schools are essential for keeping rural communities alive.

No

Rural schools are essential for keeping rural communities alive.

Keeping the more economicically school viable open

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

Village schools are vital to the survival of the rural communiy

No

Village schools are vital for the survival of rural communities

No

Village schools are vital for the survival of rural communities

Keep it as it is but with more funding from the Gov. This is our children's education. The people who will rule and use this country. How on earth can you even start suggesting that schools should have a monetary profit? It is an investment for the future and should be fully funded.

Acomb

No

Acomb First School should stay open.

No

The first schools and middle schools should stay open.

No

I dont want schools here to have to merge or close.

Acomb First School should stay open because it serves a large community with lots of young families, it serves a village that has affordable housing and new family housing that is currently being built.  Acomb village has safe walking routes for families to walk to and from Acomb first school, but the roads near Beaufront first school are narrow and there are no footpaths or streetlights and parking there is very limited.  The staff at Acomb school are very qualified and experienced and the school was rated good by Ofsted this year.  There is lots of outdoor space at Acomb school so there would be enough space to build new classrooms and still have enough space for the children to do forest school and play on the common.  Village schools are important because they bring rural communities together.

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

No

No

No

I don't believe that Wark School should close. It has a good reputation and the children do very well here. If the village has no school this would affect the whole community. Families would not think of moving to the area and some of those already here would move away to be nearer a first school. I believe that Wark has the capacity to become a primary and join the 2n tier system. I believe the whole area should be the same, ie- either all 2 tier or all 3 tier, and not half and half!

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

barrasford

No

No

There is no evidence based rationale for changing to a two tier system, as has been discussed repeatedly in parliament. There are specific advantages to a three tier system in a sparsely populated rural county.   The current middle schools are performing at a high level and are finacially viable. If the middle schools remained open and parents choose to send their pupils to these schools then QEHS would be forced to accept admissions at year 9 or become finacially unviable even if Hadrian Learning Trust forces the conversion to a two tier system within Hexham. NCC retains indirect but great power to affect teh decisions made in HLT. 

No

There is no published cost modelling for proposed changes. Our local councillor, Rupert Gibson, confirmed that no modelling had been done. No explanation has been made for the specific proposed changes and closures. It smacks of a lazy, back office exercise  Chollerton quite clearly has better facilities and greater space for expansion than Humshaugh school, which is in a grade 2 listed building with no space for expansion. Chollerton is in a modern building, which is cheaper and more efficient to run. At present, I have noticed that the children at Humshaugh appear to spend their break time in the public park - this is due to lack of space/facilities on the school site. I cannot see how you can accommodate 76 children in an old building (built for 55) with no space for expansion and not a blade of grass on-site, whilst 'improving' the quality of children's education.  Chollerton Chollerton First School supports the community in many ways: *It provides 'meals on wheels' for elderly residents, which also provides social interaction for these residents. *It holds community worship events for the village and thus social/community interaction *It provides facilities for the local beaver/cubs groups *It provides childcare by supporting the pre-school. Child care/nursery provision is extremely lacking in this area. *The parents support local businesses such as the shop and pub which would see a loss in trade. Barrasford is not served well by public transport so loss of the shop would be catastrophic for many elderly, vulnerable residents who would not have ready access to obtain food. *It has an active PTFA with many local fund raising events, well attended by members of the community (providing social interaction)  and from which local businesses benefit. *The school employs many local residents so potential unemployment would increase within the immediate community. 

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

No

Do not close any schools and build upon the fantastic education our children are receiving. A massive no to two tier.

Parent/carer

Humshaugh C of E First School

Humshaugh

No

No

No

I cannot support any of the three models set forwards by this consultation for education in West Tynedale.  All three options involve the closure or merger of multiple small rural schools and this should not be allowed to happen.  These small schools are at the heart of their communities.  People move to these villages for their schools. Without a local village school young families would not move into these villages subsequently preferring to move to villages where the schools remain.  This would make some villages without schools ageing communities with less people to support other village amenities such as the pubs and shops. Loosing support of these amenities mean these also close and villages loose their community.  Where the few first schools would remain, those villages will end up with even higher house prices as demand increases from families wanting to move to a village with a school. It is already hard to afford houses in our area without prices increasing further.  Our schools also support the community - they visit the older members of the community welcome them into the school for events and engage the young children with their community. This is especially true of the diocese church schools at Wark, Humshaugh and Chollerford where I strongly believe none of these schools should close. Having multiple small rural schools allows our children to be educated at the heart of their communities which subsequently means they do not have to travel a long distance to school and back each day. The council are proposing to close so many schools that a vast number of children would need to be transported to alternative schools. This would have a huge impact on their travel times and lead to tiredness which is unfair and would have a knock on effect on their learning. I for one would hate to have to sent my little 4 or 5 year old of to school in reception / year one adding an hour or more of travelling onto what is already exhausting days for them. In our rural area especially I fear that many days of school would also be missed due to adverse weather stopping a lot of children travelling even further to school.  We already have an excellent standard of education in West Tynedale again especially in the schools at Humshaugh, Wark and Chollerton. These first  schools are all thriving with good to excellent OFSTED reports, rising pupils numbers and they are financially viable both now and into the future.  They produce children with above average standards of education at the end of year 4.  They feed these children into an excellent middle and then high school - a very successful three tier education which works for our children.  This three tier education system should be supported not altered.  Queen Elizabeth high school in Hexham is already a very large high school I do not support either of the suggestions to merge the middle and high schools to become a secondary or the suggestion to close Haydon Bridge high school and merge those pupils into QEHS. Both of our local high schools need to remain open with investment to allow a new fit for purpose school building in Hexham and reinvestment and improvement at HBHS to return it to the excellent school it once was.  Our catchment area is far too big to offer only one high school and the distances some children would have to travel to this one school are unacceptable and would be exhausting for them. This excess travel time and subsequent tiredness would only be detrimental to their education in their teenage years.   In summary I do not support options A, B or C. Please do not destroy our already excellent education system in Tynedale instead invest in it and support it. Build a new Queen Elizabeth high school in Hexham and support Haydon Bridge High school and its staff in the endeavour to bring it back to providing a great level of education.   Allow our children to have a choice of high schools that will both offer outstanding education and support the children of west Tynedale to excel in their futures. 

New Ridley

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Gunnerton

No

 Chollerton First School is an outstanding school, with fantastic playing fields, a fit for purpose building, secure woods for forest school, kitchens which make hot meals for the kids everyday but also offers meals on wheels to local elderly residents, offers it's grounds and facilities to the local beavers and cubs, has secured the Gold School Games Award award for the last 2 years in a row and hosts an excellent pre- school which is earmarked for closure in all 3 of the council's proposals. Please fill out the response form attached. Without amenities in rural areas communities die. This is not about the children, this is all based on money. 

No

No

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School Fourstones

No

None of the three options are viable and would drastically affect life in West Northumberland.

None of the three options are viable and would drastically affect life in West Northumberland.

No

None of the three options are viable and would drastically affect life in West Northumberland.

None of the three options are viable and would drastically affect life in West Northumberland.

No

None of the three options are viable and would drastically affect life in West Northumberland.

None of the three options are viable and would drastically affect life in West Northumberland.

None of the three options are viable and would drastically affect life in West Northumberland.   I support OPTION D, as set out by Haydon Bridge High School.    Overall;  I can not support the closure on any school, unless the school itself has identified that it is not viable going forward.  Regardless of the decision on Hexham schools 2 / 3 tier system, no school should be forced to close.  Schools of all types are an asset, both regionally and nationally, and require investment, not cuts.  Schools are the beating heart of communities, large and small. School closures are another step on the road to poverty and social disengagement.   None of the suggested options, A,B or C put the welfare of children and families at the centre of the proposals. Quite frankly, this makes me furious!    With regards to Haydon Bridge High school;  Haydon Bridge deserves and requires a high school. It is unfair to punish the people Haydon Bridge for years of mismanagement by the LEA and, more recently, the Academies trust.   The school has been low on numbers in recent years but that does not mean the school is not an essential requirement of the community; it means it has been badly run, historically.   Hexham schools consultation on becoming 2 tiers or remaining 3 tier (my preference) does not alter the fact that Haydon Bridge needs secondary educational provision.   A region without a choice of secondary education is a weak region, both Haydon Bridge and Hexham benefit by investment in Haydon Bridge High School.   The proposed 'Option D' as set out by Haydon Bridge is a positive, inclusive and financially viable model. NONE OF THE OTHER OPTIONS ARE!  The proposal of a 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge is not viable. It is astonishing that this should even be proposed.    With regards Newbrough Primary School;  The school is the main reason we moved to the region. Without it we will have to consider our place of residence.   The School (like ALL local schools) is a hub of our community, with out it we are depleted, devalued and devastated.  Newbrough School is expanding it's provision from first school to primary and it's numbers increase every year.  The school is financially viable for the next 3 years.  The only reason to close Newbrough Primary school would be to boost numbers attending a 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge. I WILL NOT BE SENDING MY CHILDREN TO THIS SCHOOL. Primary and Secondary educational establishments need to provide very different provision for their students. The proposal does not provide any research as to how this 4-16 school will BENEFIT my child's education; that is because IT WON'T. I will not be putting my 5 year old on a bus with 15 year old children, for everyone's safety.    My alternative is OPTION D and INVESTMENT   LEAVE OUR SCHOOLS ALONE.   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5eIb6psOZrQ  

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Acombe

No

No

No

No

No

No

Staff Member

Corbridge

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

No

No

Leave it alone!!! If it ain't broke, don't fix it!!

Barrasford

No

I believe that the three tier system works best for our rural communities. I understand that the high school in Hexham is in need of a new building and fully support this but strongly disagree with sweeping closures to our rural schools. They are vital to maintaining a thriving community.

No

As above.

No

As above.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

I dont agree with the first schools being closed and merged in rural areas, they are very important for their communities and provide excellent education for children.

No

No

Acomb First School should remain open and become primary if necessary because:  The outcomes for children are above regional and national average  It serves a large community with a high number of young families who are able to walk to school.  76% of children attending are from its catchment area.  New affordable family housing is being built in Acomb and new families will need a school.    The school was rated good by Ofsted in 2018 and the staff are highly qualified and experienced.    The school is financially sustainable and has sustainable pupil numbers in each class.  The attached nursery, Little Oaks, is outstanding and has an excellent partnership with the school and ensures that pupil numbers at the school remain sustainable.    The children are very happy at school and the families are very supportive and feel very strongly that the school remains open and continues to enrich our village and provide for future generations.    The staff are forward thinking and ambitious and are enthusiastic about the opportunity to extend and become primary if necessary.    The school had excellent provision for children with additional needs.  There is extensive outdoor space with a wildlife area and a forest school.  They have excellent sports provision and Sports Award Gold, Silver and Bronze.  They have excellent wrap around care with a breakfast club, toddler group and after school club.  They have SMSC links with Newcastle School.  They provide high quality education in a vibrant community school environment and are dedicated to continuing this provision.   

Staff Member

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Allendale

No

No

No

The Governors of the West Tyne Church Schools Federation hold in mind the best interests for the education of our children. In light of this we recognise that, for Greenhead Primary School to continue to be part of the education system in the West Tyne, we must find a solution to the existing and continuing financial deficit (approx. £200k), and we must secure a roll of approximately 50 children. The Governors are committed to working with parents and members of the community to find solutions to these questions. However in the light of the challenge they present we would also propose to NCC that they include an alternative option to that being consulted upon, as part of the larger consultation on education in the West of Northumberland. The Governing Body proposes that, if NCC judges Greenhead Primary School to be unviable:   that Greenhead School site closes (providing that the next two conditions are met)   that the current catchments of Greenhead and Henshaw Schools are merged and   that pupils from the new larger catchment be accommodated on the existing Henshaw Primary School site, which has sufficient space for the larger intake in a modern building, and plans currently under way for expansion to deal more appropriately with providing Key Stage 2 teaching and learning. In addition, the Governors recommend most strongly that the NCC Consultation process does not permit any "mixed economy" of schools in West Northumberland: moves already taken to implement a coherent network of Primary/Secondary schools must be completed across the West of Northumberland.

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

bellingham middleBellingham

No

It hasn't been made clear where the new primary school will be.

No

Again it has not been made clear where the new primary school will be.

Yes

Hopefully a two tier system will entice new teaching blood as at present due to the widespread nature of the first schools teachers don't want to travel to outlying areas to work.  School transport however would have to be put on as it is not acceptable to expect young children to travel 17 miles each way or more to go to school.  In any case from Bellingham there is no public transport to Haydon Bridge.  This is not parental choice so provision has to be made.  Also however this is going to work please try and get it right, there has been too much messing around with our education system and this has been happening since my children were at Haydon Bridge and it is unacceptable.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

My child would be much closer to home the numbers in the class room would be less therefore her education would be better.   Also this option would benefit the local businesses as who wants to move to a town where there is no school?

No

No

Children of 4 years old in s school with 16 year olds is not realistic- I would not send my 4 year old

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Birtley, Hexham No

This would close our wonderful School.

No

This also would close our school

No

Wark school to close

My view is to make our school a primary school. It is financially viable with fantastic teachers and governors.  I believe the Governers and School along with the Diocese can push this forward. The meetings we have attended at the school were very thorough and informative with a positive outlook on the possibility of staying open with or without the help of the council. Our local businesses will flourish with the school staying open and the villages around will still be able to attract families to live around the area.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Corbridge middle Whittonstall

No

The current system gives my son and daughter an excellent education that they feel happy and secure being part of,unfortunately something I didn't experience in a 2 tier setup. The 2 schools my children attend are very highly rated and financially secure,providing employment and a local focus for the community.

No

As per Model A.

No

As per Model A

Please investigate the potential of the 'collaboration hubs' as detailed on the Corbridge Middle School website as a workable alternative.

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

Yes

The middle schools would stay open

No

Middle schools would close

No

Ultimately I think this would eventually result in middle schools closing too

Barrasford

No

Impact on the community. Chollerton First School is an integral part of our village, the village of Gunnerton and the rural community beyond.It offers community worship,meals on wheels and is home to a much needed Pre-school. Rural communities need their schools to maintain a balance of young and old. The closure of the school would only serve to isolate the community further.

No

Community impact. As model A.

No

Community impact. As models A andB.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

The first and middle schools need to stay open.

If Acomb First School and Beaufront First School had to merge, could they remain on their own sites? This would avoid all the traffic and parking problems and reduce the need for building work?

No

No

Acomb First School should remain open and become primary if necessary because:  The outcomes for children are above regional and national average  It serves a large community with a high number of young families who are able to walk to school.  76% of children attending are from its catchment area.  New affordable family housing is being built in Acomb and new families will need a school.    The school was rated good by Ofsted in 2018 and the staff are highly qualified and experienced.    The school is financially sustainable and has sustainable pupil numbers in each class.  The attached nursery, Little Oaks, is outstanding and has an excellent partnership with the school and ensures that pupil numbers at the school remain sustainable.    The children are very happy at school and the families are very supportive and feel very strongly that the school remains open and continues to enrich our village and provide for future generations.    The staff are forward thinking and ambitious and are enthusiastic about the opportunity to extend and become primary if necessary.    The school had excellent provision for children with additional needs.  There is extensive outdoor space with a wildlife area and a forest school.  They have excellent sports provision and Sports Award Gold, Silver and Bronze.  They have excellent wrap around care with a breakfast club, toddler group and after school club.  They have SMSC links with Newcastle School.  They provide high quality education in a vibrant community school environment and are dedicated to continuing this provision. 

Parent/carer

Henshaw C of E Aided Primary School

No

It makes more sense to merge Greenhead with Henshaw on the Henshaw site, as has been suggested by the Governors  A mixed economy of middle and high schools is not beneficial for childrens learning, meaning they have two changes of school in a fairly short time.  It is better to have a Primary/Secondary model.

No

It makes more sense to merge Greenhead with Henshaw on the Henshaw site, as has been suggested by the Governors  A mixed economy of middle and high schools is not beneficial for childrens learning, meaning they have two changes of school in a fairly short time.  It is better to have a Primary/Secondary model.

No

It makes more sense to merge Greenhead with Henshaw on the Henshaw site, as has been suggested by the Governors  A mixed economy of middle and high schools is not beneficial for childrens learning, meaning they have two changes of school in a fairly short time.  It is better to have a Primary/Secondary model.  Having such a large age range per school and still a mixed economy would be detrimental.

Merge Greenhead with Henshaw on the Henshaw site.  No mixed economy of primary/middle/high schools - keep it simple right across the board with primary/secondary.  Consider locations outside of the box, both the Haydon Bridge and Hexham High School/QEHS are considerably landlocked and have very constrained transport links already.

Staff Member

Whittonstall First School

Stocksfield. Northumberland

No

We need to keep are fantastic three tier system why spoil it when it isnt broken . At our school we have 74 children this includes nursery.A very good ofsted and financialy viable. At our meeting we were told it was discrimanation to include nursery but its discrimanation not to include are little people who are our future.

No

A model A

No

As model A

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Corbridge middle school

Corbridge

No

I think the current 3 tier system is working well and providing a good education for our children with impressive results composited to other schools throughout the country. My elder children were educated in a two school system in Gateshead and they found the tradition difficult when they joined Whickham Comp as they found suddenly sharing a school and playground with pupils up to 18 years old intimidating. Also the education in the first 2 years of middle school was much better than the last two of primary in a two school system. The changes seem to be finance driven rather than aimed to improve educational achievement. As an accountant with experience of public sector finance I find the projected deteriation in the financial out turn at Hadrian Learning Trust hard to understand. The consultation document gives little financial detail. I attended the one to one consultation meeting with Hadrian senior management team who refused to provide any detail at all about the reasons for the deteriation and I wonder if they are crying wolf about the deficit to force these changes through. I also feel that the solution is for all schools in the West to work together as I'm sure this would produce a more joined up approach and generate cost savings and efficiencies. In particular senior staff could be shared across schools and purchasing efficiencies made. I also feel Hadian could improve their funding by accepting more children at sixth form and not making those who they don't feel are clever enough leave before sixth form. I think also a joint approach to sixth form in the West with perhaps QEHS offering arts subjects and Pruhoe science subjects woo out D be more efficient. I would like to see a new smaller school built in Hayden Bridge as otherwise children will have long and tiring distances to travel to school which will impact their attainment. Also I suspect funding for new buildings in Hexham could be provided without the need to change to 2 tier. If Hayden Bridge closes and all children go to the two tier Hexham school it will be one of the largest in the country and I think pupils education and attainment will suffer. I think the massive disruption over a number of years would also adversely effect pupils attainment.

Don't support Hadrian changing to a two school system. Replace Hayden Bridge with a smaller school in Hayden Bridge  All schools in West to work together to solve the problem together and I think Hadrian should join the Academy that Cornridge, zprudhoe etc wish to set up Hadrian to revert  back to local authority control as this really needs central planning to sort this out.

No

I really very strongly disagree. I would like to keep the existing 3 school system as this is giving really high levels of educational attainment. Closing all these schools will make these communities less attractive places to live and I think population will decline in them reducing the rates that support local services. I think Hadrian Trust is using the threat of a deficit to force though change. As an accountant I find it hard to understand how the deficit grows so large so quickly. I had asked the management team at the consultation meetings for more financial information but they refused to tell me anything. I think you should audit their financial models  as I don't think they have supplied the detail to back up their claims. I think all schools in the West should we working jointly to find A joint solution and that Hadrian should join the Academy that's being set up bu Corbridge, prudhoe etc. I would like to see a smaller school to replace the existing Hayden Bridge one as if their existing pupils went to Hexham it creates a massive school and I think this reduces educational attainment as would the disruption of all this change. I think Hexham could do more to retain pupils at sixth form as their policy of only accepting the brightest students is hitting their income. I think also a joint approach to sixth form across Prudhoe and Hexham would generate a lot of financial efficiency with one possibly specialising in Arts and the other Science. 

Replace Hayden Bridge with a smaller school in Hayden Bridge Keep all the middle schools open. Hadrian to remain 3 tier and join the same academy group as Corbridge and prudhoe Hadrian to change policy of only accepting the brightest students for sixth form which would increase income Joint approach to sixth form across the West.

No

I think this is a good solution for Hayden Bridge area. I am unhappy it means Hadrian would change to a Two tier system as again it creates a large school and I think both this and the scale of the school would adversely affect the currently very good academic attainment in Hexham and Corbridge area. I don't think a system where the majority of the feeder schools are in a three tier system and Hadrian is 2 tier will work at it will be difficult to manage a system where pupils join at different times in their education and from different systems. Also I think it's difficult to be financially efficient or to have a joined up education path if most feeder schools are in a different Academy operating on a three tier system when Hadrian will offer two tier- this is just not joined up and I think Hadrian should keep 3 tier but join the same academy as Prudhoe, Corbridge etc I think it's good that Hayden Bridge pupils at sixth will go to Hexham but think it would be better if there was a sixth from offering to pupils across Hayden Bridge, Hexham and Prudhoe as I'm sure this would generate efficiencies. I find it hard to understand how the large deficit projected by Hadrian has come about - could this be down to poor financial management by them- they haven't produced detailed information to support their claim about the size of the deficit and I think they are possibly presenting an overly pessimistic picture to force through change. 

Hadrian to stay 3 tier Hadrian to join same trust as Corbridge, Prudhoe etc Hadrian to stop limiting sixth form places to brightest students so increase pupil numbers and therefore money Joint approach to sixth form across Prudhoe, Hexham and Hayden Bridge

Replace Hayden Bridge with a new smaller school Retain 3 tier system and all the middle schools Stop Hadrian going 2 tier Hadrian to join same academy as Prudhoe Corbridge etc so there is a joined up approach to education in the West  Stop Hexham building a massive school. Common co operative approach to sixth form a cross the West to maximise resources  Hexham to stop restricting their sixth form to only the brightest students. Put pressure on Government to increase funding for schools. The Government always seems to find money if there's votes in it and coming up to the next elections with pressure they will increase school funding. In particular I would like to see the grant funding of farmers ended when we leave Eu and all that money put into education and the NHS. Also part of the windfall for public services we were promised on leaving the Eu from no longer having to contribute £350m per week to their budget should be allocated to education

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Broomhaugh C of E  First School

Riding Mill

No

Closure of HBHS and the merger with QEHS and HMS, removes parental choice. I am concerned that the only high school provision in the region would be by one academy, over which the council does not have direct control. The curriculum offer in year 9 at QEHS has already reduced significantly.  HLT is facing financial challenges and if it fails to manage these, the secondary education of every child in the district is compromised under this option. Both this consultation and the HLT consultation focus on growth being the solution to financial challenges but no evidence has been provided to substantiate this.   Insufficient financial details have been provided to justify the closing or merging of 8 first or primary schools. This is an enormous decision which has significant impact on local communities and economies and there is simply not enough detail provided to enable meaningful comment on this proposal. Closure of schools will lead to loss of the ‘per school’ element of funding, possible sparsity funding and increased travel costs. Any financial benefit needs to be quantified and weighed against the negative impact on pupils, their families and the communities, in particular  • Increased travel time for children resulting from the closure / merging of 8 first schools The closure of 8 first schools will undoubtedly result in increased journeys for very young children, some of whom already have significant travel to their current schools. As well as the impact that this will have on the children and their families, there are significant safety concerns where first school children are having to undertake bus journeys. No detail has been given on how the safety of these children will be ensured.   • Impact on rural communities if school is closed Closure of small rural schools will have a significant impact on the community and ultimately the economy of rural areas.  

No

I strongly disagree with option B.   The three tier system in the Hexham Partnership works incredibly well. Children are able to attend small local First Schools then progress to Middle schools where they are able to undertake specialist subjects and gain independence in a smaller and more nurturing environment that a 11-18 secondary school would provide. The excellent educational outcomes achieved by QEHS have their foundations in the current provision from First and Middle schools in the partnership.  It is not right that HLT should unilaterally shape the structure of the education system against the will of the other schools in the partnership, parents, children and communities in the region, particularly as it's premise of financial stability is not substantiated in its consultation document. The dangers of the lack of transparency or accountability associated with academies have been demonstrated in the manner in which HLT has carried out it's consultation and put the region in the position that it is in. NCC have a duty to it's electorate to provide the best educational environment for the children of the partnership.This should be the driving force behind change.   There will be a negative impact on education and experience of Year 5 and 6 if Middle schools in the partnership close, with no evidence that ongoing educational outcomes are improved.  Primary schools of the sizes proposed under this model would not be able to offer these children the variety of subjects and opportunities that they now have. Our children in years 5 and 6 are able to compete in sports teams, have access to specialist subjects, enrichment programmes and extra curricular activies at a crucial time in their development. The educational journey which they have is second to none and is demonstrated in the excellent results that are achieved in the partnership. I strongly believe that keeping these children in small rural Primary schools for another two years would be to the detriment of their education and potentially impact on GCSE results. To then move these children on to a school of in excess of 2000 pupils is a significant upheaval and is likely to be daunting and cause emotional stress. There is no evidence that educational outcomes are improved under a primary / secondary model. Recent studies have in fact shown that pupils who attend middle school have consistently higher outcomes at age 16 than all schools nationally. Furthermore, the three tier system works particularly well in our distinctive rural region where smaller villages are able to have first schools and not have to travel at a young age.  Insufficient financial details have been provided to justify the closing  of the middle schools or merging of 8 first or primary schools as detailed in the response to option A. In addition to the points raised above, significant capital investment will be required for the first schools becoming Primaries. Any financial benefit needs to be quantified and weighed against the negative impact on pupils, their families and the communities, in particular  • Increased travel time for children resulting from the closure / merging of 8 first schools (as in Option A above) The closure of 8 first schools will undoubtedly result in increased journeys for very young children, some of whom already have significant travel to their current schools. As well as the impact that this will have on the children and their families, there are significant safety concerns where first school children are having to undertake bus journeys. No detail has been given on how the safety of these children will be ensured.   • Impact on rural communities if school is closed  Closure of small rural schools will have a significant impact on the community and ultimately the economy of rural areas.   • Long term impact on the economy of the region as a whole Families move to the region because of the three tier system and excellent local schools. The region as a whole will become less attractive to new families  • Timescale The timescale does not seem realistic and children in the schools earmarked for closure will experience significant disruption. Why is the Council proposing that middle schools are closed before the proposed new school is built? A child currently in year 4 of 5 will now face two years in a diminishing school, followed by a year at HMS then a year in temporary accommodation at the new school premises. This is extremely disruptive and is likely to impact on the educational outcomes for these children as well as causing anxiety and stress.  We have an excellent system in the West of Northumberland that attracts families to the region and pupils from outside the catchment area. It works in our distinctive rural region and produces excellent results. No evidence has been provided in either of the consultations that moving to a two tier system will improve the educational environment in the region. Insufficient evidence has been provided to demonstrate the financial benefits of doing so.     

No

The lack of justification provided for closing the number of schools proposed for the reasons outlined in responses to A and B above.

NCC should work collaboratively with the schools to come up with a solution to the challenges to education in the region. The Heads of the schools in the partnerships and the Governing Bodies have shown a willingness to collaborate across the partnerships.   The surplus places and capacity issues are largely concentrated in HBHS and within HLT. Each of the proposals spreads the solution to this problem across a number of schools. These issues could be be redressed more directly by investing in smaller capacity schools within HLT and in Haydon Bridge, creating schools which are fit for purpose and sustainable.  Collaboration across schools in the partnerships is excellent and could be taken further to improve the educational journey of children in the region and realise economies of scale without losing well performing First or Middle Schools. The Collaborative Pathways model put forward by Corbridge Middle School is an innovative approach which retains the excellent aspects of our partnership whilst providing real grounds for changes in the way education is provided and managed.  

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Corbridge Middle School

Riding Mill

No

See section 5

No

See section 5

No

See section 5

I cannot comfortably agree with any of the options/models. This is essentially because I feel that I have not been given enough information, evidence to support proposals or time to work together with other "stakeholders" to develop a suitable alternative option (Model "D"). Whilst I understand the current problems with Haydon Bridge High School (and the seemingly desperate attempt by Hadrian Learning Trust to force Northumberland County Council to make a hurried decision!) means consideration of the future of schooling in West Northumberland needs to occur, I strongly feel that this "informal" consultation seems rushed and lacks direction. The proposed models (A to C) all seem to focus solely on centralising education as a means of saving money and reducing "surplus school places" but I have been shown no evidence that reducing the number of schools, or even moving to a "two tier" system (Model B), can be guaranteed to free up financial resources for the children of West Northumberland, as significant investment would be needed initially to build a new "super school" in Hexham and to extend and modify existing First schools if they merge or become Primary Schools. Whilst significant investment in the "buildings" of our schools in West Northumberland is surely long overdue, I cannot see that the potential 'pot of money' that NCC wants to invest in the Future of Education in West Northumberland will stretch very far and could easily be wasted. From what I can deduce from the figures in the Consultation document, it seems that aside from the issues with Haydon Bridge High School, a significant percentage of the "surplus school places" could be resolved if Hadrian Learning Trust were assisted in developing a new, more sustainable school (?two slightly smaller schools on same site). I understand that as an Academy Trust, HLT may not wish to concede this fact, and the recent HLT Consultation document seems unwilling to acknowledge the very strongly held desire of many parents in West Northumberland to maintain a three-tier system. Whilst not directly linked to this NCC Consultation, HLT's recent Consultation obviously has a significant influence on the future direction of education in West Northumberland. I have been given no evidence by HLT that their proposal would improve the educational outcomes of children in West Northumberland, in fact I worry that changing to a two-tier school system would have a significant negative impact on both the children's educational achievements and emotional well-being. I was educated in a two-tier system myself but I grew up in an area geographically unlike Northumberland and my Secondary school was a fraction of the size that QEHS currently is. Even if some of the First schools merge and/or become Primary schools, there will still be a massive "shock" to children if they were asked to move from First/Primary schools of approximately 100-150 students to a 'Titan' Secondary school of 1900-2250. The First, Middle and High school model is working (as demonstrated by the educational results obtained to date) in West Northumberland and still fits the unique geography of West Northumberland and the rural communities that depend on their small First schools. I cannot see how these smaller villages would survive if the heart of their existence was ripped away, and many young families are likely to move out of these 'empty' villages. There seems to be no consistent rationale for the schools proposed for closure or merger in any of the options. Schools rated as Ofsted 'Outstanding' seem as/more likely to be mooted for closure and even current school size seems an inconsistent measure of sustainability. The Consultation appears to have a degree of 'sticking a pin in a map' philosophy about it. I strongly feel that Haydon Bridge should continue to be provided with a suitable school structure IN Haydon Bridge and I believe that parents of children from Haydon Bridge want this too (the significant numbers of students currently travelling to QEHS instead of HBHS are simply a reflection of the problems with the delayed academisation of HBHS). I do not see that the situation of there being only ONE High or Secondary school available for children in West Northumberland could be good for anyone (in terms of restricting parents and children's choice and maintaining educational outcomes and competition), especially if that school is part of an Academy Trust and outside direct Local Education Authority control. I also have strong reservations about HLT being given Council Tax payers' money to build a new school (of their "design"), when NCC (and taxpayers) can have little control over how that money is used. It seems strange that when HLT was formed, less than eighteen months ago, it was considered financially sustainable and yet now it seems that significant reorganisation (of the whole West Northumberland education system, in effect) is determined as necessary to continue the survival of QEHS. I have grave concerns re: allowing HLT to continue planning it's own, let alone all West Northumberland's future. NCC's Consultation does not provide any evidence that the impact of closing several First Schools (and indeed HBHS) would have on the environment due to the increased pollution and traffic congestion caused by transportation of children to schools much further from their home (I expect the majority of First School children can currently walk to and from school). In rural Northumberland, describing journey's to reorganised schools in terms of "no more than 5 miles more" does not tell the full picture. How much would NCC need to invest to provide increased transportation ('school buses') and to ensure that road links from the most far-flung villages to a central larger school are maintained during periods of bad weather (as we have recently experienced)? An increased number of days of school closure, cannot benefit the educational outcomes of children. I also see no acknowledgement of the Department for Education guidance document on "Opening and Closing maintained schools-April 2016" which sets out the presumption AGAINST closure of rural schools. Whilst I acknowledge that this current Consultation has been described as "informal", I feel such a radical overhaul of West Northumberland's school structure needs to assess the impact on small local communities from the outset. I feel that changing West Northumberland to a two-tier system, JUST because this is 'different' to what happens in the majority of other areas of the country, is wrong. A three-tier system still works (on many, if not all, levels) for the children of West Northumberland. There are plenty of schools, within a two-tier system, nationally, who are in financial difficulties and/or have less desirable educational achievements than we currently do in West Northumberland.  I do not feel the financial arguments presented in the Consultation document are totally compelling. From attending various meetings during the consultation period, I have developed a small understanding that schools often predict a budget deficit at the end of a budgeting period, but like any business, schools adjust their spending to avoid the risk of actually ending the period in deficit. I have been given no evidence that changing the structure of the current system will guarantee that no school will face the same task of trying to stay the right side of a balance sheet. I feel that the potential time-scales presented in all three models are rushed and seem driven solely by the feeling of a need to do 'something' as soon as possible. Where would be the sense in renting 'Portakabins' to temporarily house children during any school remodelling or rebuilding? Surely, finalising the full details of a sensible plan, carrying out the necessary building work (which certainly IS needed in many of West Northumberland's school buildings), then carrying out any necessary relocation of students would be more cost effective and less disruptive to the children within the school system? I do not feel that the Consultation which I am responding too, has sufficient detail or evidence to allow a thorough and complete appraisal/assessment of any of the models and feel that with this limited information, none of the models offer the "Once in a Lifetime Opportunity" the NCC extolled when the Consultation was released (less than seven weeks ago(!)). Alternative Proposals?: As previously voiced, I feel strongly that Haydon Bridge should be provided with it's own, local school (accepting that the current site of HBHS may require substantial restructuring/building to provide facilities to a more appropriate sized student intake (addressing current surplus numbers perhaps)) and this would maintain choice and should provide competition and drive standards upwards, for aspiring students and their parents. With QEHS apparently already reducing the number of subject areas offered in their curriculum at GCSE level and seemingly introducing tighter restrictions on which pupils are allowed to study beyond age 16 years (40% of QEHS students do not stay at QEHS after 16 years of age and presumably have to travel to Newcastle/Tyneside for Further Education/Vocational Training and Apprenticeships), could a new school at Haydon Bridge not offer the more Vocationally based training to 16-18 year olds, improving the chance of retaining the skills locally, further supporting local, rural businesses and improving the economy of West Northumberland. I understand that teaching traditional subjects post 16 years (A and AS Levels) is relatively expensive to schools so perhaps a new school at Haydon Bridge could help fund this by offering A Levels AND Vocational based training and seeking investment from local businesses to fund training that will benefit them with a local, skilled workforce of the future (again maintaining the smaller, rural communities throughout West Northumberland). Schools within the Hexham and Haydon Bridge Partnerships already work closely but this working relationship could be developed further, perhaps utilising more fully the Specialist Teachers that are already available within our Middle Schools. Developing a sensible long-term plan for the education system in West Northumberland, depends on allowing the collaborative efforts of all existing schools/governors (supported by input from parents) and County Council members the necessary time and detail/information and I strongly urge NCC to use this 'informal' Consultation to pause and acknowledge that such a potentially disruptive overhaul of the current system requires more time and investigation to ensure that educational outcomes and children's emotional well-being are maintained, if not developed, rather than changing things in the hope/assumption that financial savings will be achieved. I urge NCC to work closely with the Regional Schools Commissioner to prevent HLT from extorting this consultation for their own 'gain', when NCC can have no influence on either HLT's future direction or admissions policy. If NCC decide what is best for West Northumberland, HLT would NEED to reconsider their position and re-engage more closely with other schools in both the Haydon Bridge and Hexham partnerships. Councillor Daley has stressed that NCC are "listening", so please use the information gained from ALL the responses to this Consultation and don't disregard any voice (especially the voices of 'School Leaders' who I note have released a largely 'joint position statement' rejecting the current models and urging for more time to engage and develop a cohesive model 'D'). Please don't simply choose to pursue an already decided plan, as many parents/residents expect could happen (the "Northumberland Conservative News" implied it was the Council's intention to pursue a two-tier policy across Northumberland, when it arrived through my letterbox a week before this Consultation was released!).

Parent/carer

Whitley Chapel C of E First School Hexhamshire

No

The closure of Haydon Bridge High School is not acceptable for the children who attend that school and QE High School in Hexham.  The travelling distance for many Haydon Bridge pupils will be far too high, and the costs of transporting them there.  The resulting merged school would be too large for children to have an effective school environment, making it impersonal and uncomfortable for pupils. There seems to be no substantive reason for closing the first schools mentioned, except that they are small.  The additional transport and building costs do not seem to have been considered, neither has the impact on the communities concerned.  Why close a first school that is in surplus, plans to have a surplus, and has a good OFSTED rating or better?

Nothing about model A works and is viable.  Don't close schools!  More creative ideas need to be considered for Haydon Bridge in order to make it a viable school - merging it with QEHS is not the answer.

No

The closure of Haydon Bridge High School is not acceptable for the children who attend that school and QE High School in Hexham.  The travelling distance for many Haydon Bridge pupils will be far too high, and the costs of transporting them there.  The resulting merged school would be too large for children to have an effective school environment, making it impersonal and uncomfortable for pupils. Regarding the three tier system - why change something when it's working well?  Results are above the average and OFSTED ratings are good.  The objective of making first schools into primaries does not seem to have been assessed for feasibility and cost.  Where are some first schools going to put the extra buildings required to convert to a primary?  Many have no additional land.  Changing small first schools into primaries would effectively close them. 

Nothing about model A works and is viable.  Don't close schools!  More creative ideas need to be considered for Haydon Bridge in order to make it a viable school - merging it with QEHS is not the answer.

No

I agree that keeping Haydon Bridge open is the correct way forward - and if creating a 4-16 year old school is the way forward then this is far better than the alternative of closing it. Clearly action needs to be taken to ensure the future of QEHS, and a merger with HMS is one such option.  It is good that the remaining middle schools stay open so that parents have choices and first schools are not forced to become primaries when it is not in the best interests of the school, children and presents unfeasible changes to the school's structure. The part of the model I do NOT agree with is the closure of the smaller first schools.  There seems to be no substantive reason for closing the first schools mentioned, except that they are small.  The additional transport and building costs do not seem to have been considered, neither has the impact on the communities concerned.  Why close a first school that is in surplus, plans to have a surplus, and has a good OFSTED rating or better?  There is an assumption that all the pupils from the closing school would go to a specific other first school - this will not be the case.  My children currently go to Whitley Chapel School, and I would send them to a school in Hexham rather than Slaley.

Don't close the smaller first schools, and then I think this is a viable option.

I do not have the specific education structure knowledge or the financial information in order to formulate any alternative model.

Staff Member

Hexham

No

It has been proposed in all three models that Whittonstall First School would close / merge with Broomhaugh CE First School.   This is not an acceptable proposal and is strongly rejected by our governing body on the grounds that;  We are financially viable  • We are close to capacity and closing Whittonstall would not address the problem of surplus places in other Northumberland schools.  • We have significant shared costs, staff and resources with Broomley First School which support our financial viability as a Federation. This proposal would be very detrimental to this arrangement and have far reaching implications for the viability of Broomley.  • The closure of Whittonstall First School would have a severe detrimental impact on the cohesion of the local community to which it contributes so much – including the significant loss of jobs in the area.  • We are in the process of forming a MAT with the Tynedale Community Learning Trust; a process that we have been actively involved in for a year now.  • There insufficient capacity to accommodate our pupils at Broomhaugh  • Distances pupils will be expected to travel from their homes to school are of real concern  • No provision has been made for pre-school education in the proposals  • The local development plan is in turmoil but we have on our doorstep a significant brownfield site which, if developed in the future would have a significant impact on Whittonstall pupil numbers. There is current interest from developers in this site which has the capacity for 300 new homes within the catchment.   More generally, our response to all three models A, B and C is NO   We cannot accept the models being put forward on the grounds that;  • There is no clear vision for education in the West Northumberland area presented in the document.  • There is no clear and logical analysis, supported by robust evidence, of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver.  • There are no detailed finances provided behind each of the models to judge financially viability.  • It is not clear how surplus places and capacity are being modelled in each option and we have concerns around the lack of any link with a housing development plan with Northumberland.  • The impact on our rural communities has not been considered in the event of the school closures and Dfe guidance in this area does not appear to have been followed.   

No

It has been proposed in all three models that Whittonstall First School would close / merge with Broomhaugh CE First School.   This is not an acceptable proposal and is strongly rejected by our governing body on the grounds that;  We are financially viable  • We are close to capacity and closing Whittonstall would not address the problem of surplus places in other Northumberland schools.  • We have significant shared costs, staff and resources with Broomley First School which support our financial viability as a Federation. This proposal would be very detrimental to this arrangement and have far reaching implications for the viability of Broomley.  • The closure of Whittonstall First School would have a severe detrimental impact on the cohesion of the local community to which it contributes so much – including the significant loss of jobs in the area.  • We are in the process of forming a MAT with the Tynedale Community Learning Trust; a process that we have been actively involved in for a year now.  • There insufficient capacity to accommodate our pupils at Broomhaugh  • Distances pupils will be expected to travel from their homes to school are of real concern  • No provision has been made for pre-school education in the proposals  • The local development plan is in turmoil but we have on our doorstep a significant brownfield site which, if developed in the future would have a significant impact on Whittonstall pupil numbers. There is current interest from developers in this site which has the capacity for 300 new homes within the catchment.   More generally, our response to all three models A, B and C is NO   We cannot accept the models being put forward on the grounds that;  • There is no clear vision for education in the West Northumberland area presented in the document.  • There is no clear and logical analysis, supported by robust evidence, of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver.  • There are no detailed finances provided behind each of the models to judge financially viability.  • It is not clear how surplus places and capacity are being modelled in each option and we have concerns around the lack of any link with a housing development plan with Northumberland.  • The impact on our rural communities has not been considered in the event of the school closures and Dfe guidance in this area does not appear to have been followed.   

No

It has been proposed in all three models that Whittonstall First School would close / merge with Broomhaugh CE First School.   This is not an acceptable proposal and is strongly rejected by our governing body on the grounds that;  We are financially viable  • We are close to capacity and closing Whittonstall would not address the problem of surplus places in other Northumberland schools.  • We have significant shared costs, staff and resources with Broomley First School which support our financial viability as a Federation. This proposal would be very detrimental to this arrangement and have far reaching implications for the viability of Broomley.  • The closure of Whittonstall First School would have a severe detrimental impact on the cohesion of the local community to which it contributes so much – including the significant loss of jobs in the area.  • We are in the process of forming a MAT with the Tynedale Community Learning Trust; a process that we have been actively involved in for a year now.  • There insufficient capacity to accommodate our pupils at Broomhaugh  • Distances pupils will be expected to travel from their homes to school are of real concern  • No provision has been made for pre-school education in the proposals  • The local development plan is in turmoil but we have on our doorstep a significant brownfield site which, if developed in the future would have a significant impact on Whittonstall pupil numbers. There is current interest from developers in this site which has the capacity for 300 new homes within the catchment.   More generally, our response to all three models A, B and C is NO   We cannot accept the models being put forward on the grounds that;  • There is no clear vision for education in the West Northumberland area presented in the document.  • There is no clear and logical analysis, supported by robust evidence, of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver.  • There are no detailed finances provided behind each of the models to judge financially viability.  • It is not clear how surplus places and capacity are being modelled in each option and we have concerns around the lack of any link with a housing development plan with Northumberland.  • The impact on our rural communities has not been considered in the event of the school closures and Dfe guidance in this area does not appear to have been followed.   

Forward Thinking Ideas / Suggestions:  • The Growth of our Federation – we would consider expanding our model for interested schools.  • Continuing on our journey to form part of the Tynedale Community Learning Trust  • Other Multi-academy Trust Solutions.  • Further exploration and development of the current models being proposed around Collaborative Hubs.   Under a change to a 2-Tier system  • The federation would consider conversion to Primary where required and has the space to build or develop existing space at Whittonstall and/or Broomley.   • We would require additional capital funding to facilitate a change to Primary.   • Creation of a primary hub at Broomley for parents that require the two tier system and need to feed to QEHS. Parents would still have the option to transfer to middle school at the end of Y4 or remain at Broomley for Y5/Y6. The site has significant options regarding use of existing space and capital investment required would be minimal. Whittonstall pupils could transfer to Broomley for Y5/Y6 only.   • A Federation Primary would be substantial in size given the current numbers attending both schools. The minimum capacity of the model would need to be approximately 250 pupils, with 70 pupils based on the Whittonstall site and 180 pupils based on the Broomley site. Both sites would continue to provide pre-school education and the pupil numbers here would be in addition to the 250.  

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

No

No

Hexham

No

My children went thro the three tier system and it was infinitely better than the two tier system I went thro

No

No

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Birtley

No

No

No

Option D to keep this wonderful school open, it’s at the heart of the community, children are happy and do very in the school which is ran by a dedicated, enthusiastic, brilliant team of staff, recent ofsted report was good and the school offers a full and enriched curriculum including, Let’s get cooking, Wild about Adventure and Forest schools.  Two of my children had a fantastic start to their education at Wark School and my youngest child attends the school now, the school is within good distance for travel too.  If Wark school closed and any of the the options proposed in Model A, B or C were put in place the impact on our children is going to be huge and they would face a longer journey to school each day so more time on school transport they wouldn’t have the option to attend a Faith school as they are all on the proposed closure and the option for Wark would be Bellingham.  The impact would also be huge on the village and surrounding catchment area as nobody would want to move to an area with a young family this in turn would impacted on the local businesses in the village.  Wark is a great school offering a fantastic start to a child’s education and is very supportive of the individual care and needs of each child from pre-school age to the age of 9 also offering a fantastic breakfast club and wrap around after school care service from 3.30-5.30 also a good selection of afterschool clubs.  I think Wark school could thrive as a first school or primary school and continue to provide a high standard of education for our children for years to come.



[bookmark: 24]Acomb

No

No

No

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Acomb first school is the heart of our village, it is a fantastic school with a lot to offer. The staff at Acomb First School have been extremely supportive to me and my family, they are a fantastic and loving school and they are perfect as a First School. I do not want any of the schools to merge or close. I do not think it is a good idea to merge Hexham Middle School with Queen Elizabeth High School. Keep our schools the way they are! 

No

Acomb first school is the heart of our village, it is a fantastic school with a lot to offer. The staff at Acomb First School have been extremely supportive to me and my family, they are a fantastic and loving school and they are perfect as a First School. I do not want any of the schools to merge or close. I do not think it is a good idea to merge Hexham Middle School with Queen Elizabeth High School. Keep our schools the way they are! 

No

Acomb first school is the heart of our village, it is a fantastic school with a lot to offer. The staff at Acomb First School have been extremely supportive to me and my family, they are a fantastic and loving school and they are perfect as a First School. I do not want any of the schools to merge or close. I do not think it is a good idea to merge Hexham Middle School with Queen Elizabeth High School. Keep our schools the way they are! 

Barrasford

No

I strongly disagree with any school reforms that will result in the closure of Chollerton First School. The school and the children are a vital part of our community. Closure would only have a detrimental effect on the sustainability of our local rural services. Pre-school, child minders, meals on wheels, the local shop, village hall and churches.

No

As Model A.

No

As model A and B.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

The schools should remain open. No

The schools should remain open. No

The schools should remain open. Acomb First School should remain open and become primary if necessary because:  The outcomes for children are above regional and national average  It serves a large community with a high number of young families who are able to walk to school.  76% of children attending are from its catchment area.  New affordable family housing is being built in Acomb and new families will need a school.    The school was rated good by Ofsted in 2018 and the staff are highly qualified and experienced.    The school is financially sustainable and has sustainable pupil numbers in each class.  The attached nursery, Little Oaks, is outstanding and has an excellent partnership with the school and ensures that pupil numbers at the school remain sustainable.    The children are very happy at school and the families are very supportive and feel very strongly that the school remains open and continues to enrich our village and provide for future generations.    The staff are forward thinking and ambitious and are enthusiastic about the opportunity to extend and become primary if necessary.    The school had excellent provision for children with additional needs.  There is extensive outdoor space with a wildlife area and a forest school.  They have excellent sports provision and Sports Award Gold, Silver and Bronze.  They have excellent wrap around care with a breakfast club, toddler group and after school club.  They have SMSC links with Newcastle School.  They provide high quality education in a vibrant community school environment and are dedicated to continuing this provision. 

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Haltwhistle

No

I don't agree with a two tier system being introduced in such a rural county as Northumberland

Investment should be put into Haydon Bridge School and maintain choice for children in this area.

No

I fundamentally disagree that in this area a two tier system would protect the interest of children growing up in rural communities

Investment into Haydon Bridge must be considered before forcing other rural schools to close

No

I agree to a proposal to create a new school in Haydon Bridge but don't agree that should should mean QEHS should amalgamate with HMS, forcing rural first schools to close.

Rural first schools could share 'Resource Centres' whereby schools manage equipment, resources, specialist staff and reduce cost to each and every school.

Request that Government legislation through local lobbying to accommodate the nature of rural locality of schools and support current communities  More investment in Haydon Bridge  Better distribution of funding to all schools so they are more financially efficient eg: through Resource Centres etc

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

It is important that Wark C of E First School stays open.

No

It is important that Wark C of E First School stays open.

No

It is important that Wark C of E First School stays open.

In response to the consultation on education/school closures in West Northumberland we have not chosen any of the options A,B or C because we think it is imperative that Wark Church of England First School remains open. This school is viable, has a GOOD rating in Government inspections and is a very important part of village life and the continued life and use of Saint Michael's Church. The children use the Church at various times of the year in conjunction with the seasonal teaching in school and if the school were to close the Church and the children would lose a very important connection. One alternative to closure would be for the school at Wark to become a primary which could be easily done according to the teachers and governors and would have the support of the village as a whole.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

I do not wish for HBHS to merge with QEHS as I do not wish for my son to have have to attend a super school of 2000+ pupils I do not wish for him to have to travel 30+ miles a day to get to and from school and I do not want him to be unable to attend before and after school clubs due to transport and the location of the school to our home

No

My son currently attends Haltwhistle Middle School and loves it , I could not fault the school the teachers and the education provided is first class  , the before and  afterschool clubs offered are great , the friendship groups my son has , the personal education offered when you go to the school the headmaster knows who you and your child are , you would not get that at a "super school"! I love the school as I also was educated there and I think for it to close would be disastrous for our children and our town !!I do not wish my child at the age of 10 to have to travel 30+ miles per day to get to and from school , I do not wish for my child to not be able to attend before and after school clubs because of school transport and I do not wish for my child to have to leave a school he is settled and happy in , this is not fair on the children and could severely disrupt there education !! And again as for the high school element I believe that Haydon Bridge High School should remain open as opposed to merging with QEHS , As I don't want my children to attend a super school as it would be so daunting for them I and I prefer and believe our children will receive a better more personal education at a school the size of Haydon bridge and I don't want my children to have to travel to Hexham to go to school .

No

I don't think it is a good idea to change HBHS to an all through 4-16 school as i think its too diverse an age range , travelling to school would be a strain for young children if they did not live in Haydon Bridge . 

I think the best solution would be to close some of the more rural first schools with limited pupil numbers as i don't think these can offer the children in these areas the best education possible due to there circumstances as they have to teach mixed age range classes due to the pupil numbers  , if you could merge these first schools with say Bellingham Middle School if it changed for a 3-13 school it would benefit NCC financially and also benefit the childrens education and social skills as they will then be able to be taught and socialise with  other children there own age which i think is very important . I would then suggest also keeping the 2 Hexham Middle Schools along with Haltwhistle but going back to the traditional 3 tier so that you stay at Middle School until you are 13 to keep the numbers at Middle School and also going to school within your catchment area unless there was Special Circumstances and then finally i would keep the 2 High Schools HBHS &amp; QEHS .  

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

I don't think HBHS should merge with QEHS as i don't think having a super school will offer the children in our area the more personal education they are used to have and lucky enough to have also i don't wish for my grandchild to have to travel 30+ miles per day to and from school !!

No

My grandson currently attends Haltwhistle Middle School and loves it , I could not fault the school the teachers and the education provided is first class  , the before and  afterschool clubs offered are great , the friendship groups my grandson has are lovely  , the personal education offered when you go to the school the headmaster knows who you and your granchildren are , you would not get that at a "super school"! I love the school as my daughter was educated there and I think for it to close would be disastrous for our children and our town !!I do not wish my grandchild at the age of 10 to have to travel 30+ miles per day to get to and from school , I do not wish for my grandchild to not be able to attend before and after school clubs because of school transport and I do not wish for my child to have to leave a school he is settled and happy in , this is not fair on the children and could severely disrupt there education !! And again as for the high school element I believe that Haydon Bridge High School should remain open as opposed to merging with QEHS , As I don't want my children to attend a super school as it would be so daunting for them I and I prefer and believe our children will receive a better more personal education at a school the size of Haydon bridge and I don't want my children to have to travel to Hexham to go to school .

No

I don't think turning HBHS in to a 4-16 school is a good idea as the age range is just too diverse and i don't think it is ideal for a lot of 4 year olds to have to travel to school if they don't live in Haydon Bridge

i believe some of the more rural first schools should close to save NCC money as some of them have really low pupil numbers and due to this have to teach mixed age range classes , i believe the children that currently attend these schools would benefit if Bellingham Middle School turned in to a through school for 3-13 years then the children could be taught and play with children there own age which would benefit there education and social skills , I then believe there should still remain the 2 Hexham Middle Schools and Haltwhistle middle school but remove the option of transitioning to high school at 11 then the pupils can remain at middle school until they are 13 which keeps the numbers at Middle School and also i think children should go to school within there catchment area unless there are special circumstances , I then believe there should remain 2 high schools HBHS &amp; QEHS .

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

No

I do not support closure of valuable first schools.  I do not support closure of valuable first schools. I currently have a child in WWFS and one due to start in September. My child already attending has special educational needs and he is well cared for and very happy at the school. His father passed away last year and the support and security he feels within this school is a comfort to us both. Some mornings he is anxious about leaving me, understandably after loss of his father but I tell him I’m only opposite the school, not to worry. If he feels unwel or anything he just needs to tell teacher and I’m right near by for him, as is his grandma. I do not think he would cope well at a different school.   His sister will have just turned 4 in August when she starts this year and as one of the younger children there I’m extremely unhappy with her going on a bus all the way to Otterburn. Safe guarding is a massive concern as well as putting both my kids on a bus without any supervision! I regularly volunteer at school and chaperone on bus etc and I see how much guidance just a small number of kids need. The age range is just too big for it to be appropriate and I won’t have either of my kids travel such a long distance by bus especially unsupervised!  It would make them feel insecure and put them in an unnecessary risk. I actually feel that being a widowed parent here I would consider leaving the village rather than put my kids in a situation we would all be unhappy with.   I’m also very unhappy from my daughter’s point of view that publication of the options already caused one mother to choose to withdraw her application for her child to start reception! Another is considering pulling her child’s application for fear the school will close and she will miss transitition into a different school of her choosing (neither of which include Otterburn first school). My daughter could potentially end up being the only child in West Woodburn reception and does not know any children at Otterburn if the schools were to merge so I too may end up with one child at Bellingham where she knows other children and one child at Otterburn with his class mates which makes my life near impossible as I’m sure you can imagine it would be for an only parent.   I do not like the way this consultation was carried out at all to be honest.   In addition I want to mention that the road to Otterburn is frequently flooded even with just moderate rain which further extends the journey. As you will be aware, we can get a fair amount of adverse weather here. 

No

I do not support closure of valuable first schoolsI do not support closure of valuable first schools. I currently have a child in WWFS and one due to start in September. My child already attending has special educational needs and he is well cared for and very happy at the school. His father passed away last year and the support and security he feels within this school is a comfort to us both. Some mornings he is anxious about leaving me, understandably after loss of his father but I tell him I’m only opposite the school, not to worry. If he feels unwel or anything he just needs to tell teacher and I’m right near by for him, as is his grandma. I do not think he would cope well at a different school.   His sister will have just turned 4 in August when she starts this year and as one of the younger children there I’m extremely unhappy with her going on a bus all the way to Otterburn. Safe guarding is a massive concern as well as putting both my kids on a bus without any supervision! I regularly volunteer at school and chaperone on bus etc and I see how much guidance just a small number of kids need. The age range is just too big for it to be appropriate and I won’t have either of my kids travel such a long distance by bus especially unsupervised!  It would make them feel insecure and put them in an unnecessary risk. I actually feel that being a widowed parent here I would consider leaving the village rather than put my kids in a situation we would all be unhappy with.   I’m also very unhappy from my daughter’s point of view that publication of the options already caused one mother to choose to withdraw her application for her child to start reception! Another is considering pulling her child’s application for fear the school will close and she will miss transitition into a different school of her choosing (neither of which include Otterburn first school). My daughter could potentially end up being the only child in West Woodburn reception and does not know any children at Otterburn if the schools were to merge so I too may end up with one child at Bellingham where she knows other children and one child at Otterburn with his class mates which makes my life near impossible as I’m sure you can imagine it would be for an only parent.   I do not like the way this consultation was carried out at all to be honest.   In addition I want to mention that the road to Otterburn is frequently flooded even with just moderate rain which further extends the journey. As you will be aware, we can get a fair amount of adverse weather here. 

No

I do not support closure of valuable first schools. I currently have a child in WWFS and one due to start in September. My child already attending has special educational needs and he is well cared for and very happy at the school. His father passed away last year and the support and security he feels within this school is a comfort to us both. Some mornings he is anxious about leaving me, understandably after loss of his father but I tell him I’m only opposite the school, not to worry. If he feels unwel or anything he just needs to tell teacher and I’m right near by for him, as is his grandma. I do not think he would cope well at a different school.   His sister will have just turned 4 in August when she starts this year and as one of the younger children there I’m extremely unhappy with her going on a bus all the way to Otterburn. Safe guarding is a massive concern as well as putting both my kids on a bus without any supervision! I regularly volunteer at school and chaperone on bus etc and I see how much guidance just a small number of kids need. The age range is just too big for it to be appropriate and I won’t have either of my kids travel such a long distance by bus especially unsupervised!  It would make them feel insecure and put them in an unnecessary risk. I actually feel that being a widowed parent here I would consider leaving the village rather than put my kids in a situation we would all be unhappy with.   I’m also very unhappy from my daughter’s point of view that publication of the options already caused one mother to choose to withdraw her application for her child to start reception! Another is considering pulling her child’s application for fear the school will close and she will miss transitition into a different school of her choosing (neither of which include Otterburn first school). My daughter could potentially end up being the only child in West Woodburn reception and does not know any children at Otterburn if the schools were to merge so I too may end up with one child at Bellingham where she knows other children and one child at Otterburn with his class mates which makes my life near impossible as I’m sure you can imagine it would be for an only parent.   I do not like the way this consultation was carried out at all to be honest.   In addition I want to mention that the road to Otterburn is frequently flooded even with just moderate rain which further extends the journey. As you will be aware, we can get a fair amount of adverse weather here. 

I think more time is needed to consider a suitable proposal. Also it would be beneficial to wait and see the outcome of the other consultations which have been running along side this one and obviously directly affect it. The timing of this consultation is utterly ridiculous! Seeing as it is before we know the outcome of the QEHS consultation.  The school is rated good and is excellent for my children. Closing down small schools will devastate the community. As I mentioned, I for one would consider moving so how many other young families would be lost?! It will Have a knock on affect for many aspects of the community and families will be in uproar.    The village will end up being populated with older residents and no doubt will increase health care needs. I’m sorry ordering what will happen to house prices and large housing association properties may be very difficult to occupy.  

Governor

Greenhaugh First School

No

Greenhaugh First school is academically successful, has always run a surplus, and forms the heart of our community. Closure is unacceptable - to our pupils, parents, staff, governors and wider communities.  Increasing journey-to-school distance by 29% would be harmful to our children’s educational achievements. 

see our views attached

No

Greenhaugh First school is academically successful, has always run a surplus, and forms the heart of our community. Closure is unacceptable - to our pupils, parents, staff, governors and wider communities. Increasing journey-to-school distance by 29% would be harmful to our children’s educational achievements. 

see our views attached

No

Greenhaugh First school is academically successful, has always run a surplus, and forms the heart of our community. Closure is unacceptable - to our pupils, parents, staff, governors and wider communities. Increasing journey-to-school distance by 29% would be harmful to our children’s educational achievements. 

See our views attached

Please note: The new Greenhaugh First School Business Plan 2019-22 and Options Appraisal forms an integral and crucial part of our response to consultation. It is widely referenced below, and must be read in full as part of this response..  Reasons for our answer “no” to options A, B, and C  The Department for Education’s statutory guidance for proposers and decision makers, April 2016 states with respect to the closure of rural schools-  There is a presumption against the closure of rural schools. This does not mean that a rural school will never close, but the case for closure should be strong and a proposal must be clearly in the best interests of educational provision in the area. When producing a proposal, the proposer must carefully consider: -the likely effect of the closure of the school on the local community -educational standards at the school and the likely effect on standards at neighbouring schools -the availability, and likely cost o the LA of transport to other schools  -any increase in the use of motor vehicles which is likely to result from the closure of the school and the likely effects of any such increase -any alternatives to the closure of the school  Northumberland County Council have not given this guidance sufficient thought before proposing closure for Greenhaugh School in all three Models for discussion.   We strongly emphasise the need for change be researched thoroughly from the top down.  Why do the proposals attempt to ‘fix’ issues with High/Secondary provision by damaging successful First School provision in our unique rural Northumberland context?  No evidence has been produced that this will not decrease the quality of educational outcomes, the LA must do so.  No equality impact assessments have been carried out for each option, the LA must do so.  No risk analysis has been carried out for each option the LA must do this.  We are absolutely NOT opposed to change, but an impact assessment must be carried out on the effect of this change on the education outcomes for all children. Faced with ‘closure’ under models A, B and C Greenhaugh First School has actively been pursuing other options to sustain the quality of education in its deeply rural community:  continuing as a First School becoming a Primary joining a MAT.  --See Business Plan Section 10: Options Appraisal and Scenario planning   The TIMESCALE to research these options fully is extremely unrealistic and challenging due to external factors beyond our control. However Greenhaugh School is able to address its education structure appropriately given any outcome of the consultation; 3 tier, 2 tier or MAT   FINANCIALLY - Greenhaugh First School has never run a deficit budget, and as past experience has demonstrated, is able to put adequate measures in place to ensure financial viability. Greenhaugh has consistently taken pupils out of catchment (currently 4, recently 26) as well as its core catchment pupils proving it is a popular school and a school of choice.     We continue to challenge the government funding formula for small schools in small and dispersed rural areas such as the North Tyne as it does not take into account economies of scale relevant to our situation.  The building and grounds have been well looked after over 24 years from school budget planning and there is no significant planned expenditure in respect of these.  --See Business Plan Section 9: Financial viability, Appendix 1: Budget and Budget Forecast      The QUALITY of education received by the children at Greenhaugh School is excellent. The school has had consistently good Ofsted ratings (most recent April 2017). Greenhaugh’s excellent teaching assists pupils to attain above the national average and supports SEND and PPG pupils to progress effectively.  --See Business Plan Section  3: Educational Offer and Section 4: Educational Quality      TRAVEL for Greenhaugh School children is already a considerable distance as the Greenhaugh catchment area is the largest of all First and Primary schools under threat. The proposal to travel to Bellingham would mean an increase of 29% based on current pupils.  --See Business Plan Section 5: Location, Catchment and Distance Analysis      The COMMUNITIES in the North Tyne valley have a lot to lose if Greenhaugh School closes. There are currently a number of young families, who have located here or remain here because of the quality of the education provision for their children. Should this be removed, the demographic is likely to change to an older population, significantly changing the character of the area, and eventually leading to depopulation.   Good school provision supports jobs in the local area by attracting people with skills. The school provides skills directly to young people so they can move into employment in the local area supporting the rural community.   --See Business Plan Executive Summary 1.7      LOCAL BUSINESSES and ORGANISATIONS have expressed strong support for keeping Greenhaugh School open.   -- See Parish Council response, National Park response, VARC response, Petition responses, support from Unison Colour   -- See Business Plan Section 3.6: Partnerships      PARTNERSHIP already works well for Greenhaugh School and we are committed to develop partnerships further in the future.   The Headteacher is shared with Wark C of E First School and she takes part in the active Bellingham Mini Partnership of First Schools in the area. Expertise is shared where appropriate and this will continue to develop.   Being one of only 2 schools within Northumberland National Park (the other one is out of the West Northumberland Area), Greenhaugh First School takes advantage of all that the National Park can offer its children to broaden their skills, social responsibility, develop their knowledge of their world and value their local community. For example, National Park rangers regularly visit Greenhaugh First School to teach about wildlife conservation and environmental issues, and Greenhaugh pupils have had field trips out to key historic sites in the National Park such as Lordenshaws.  VARC (Visual Arts in our Rural Community) resident artists work with the children regularly. The Dark Sky Association also works with the school to educate the children on the uniqueness of where they live.  Greenhaugh First School is committed to continue and extend its partnership working in investigating viable options for the continuity of the school such as through joining a MAT. The school can remain flexible and react positively to the outcomes of the consultation.  --See Business Plan Section 10: Options Appraisal      CONCLUSION of Greenhaugh First School Response:  Remaining as a First School is our preferred option with closer partnership working with other local schools.  If the outcome of the consultations converts the West of Northumberland to a two tier system Greenhaugh School will convert to a Primary School. Our children already progress to a variety of different schools (Bellingham, Hexham, and St Joseph’s Middle Schools, and Queen Elizabeth and Haydon Bridge High Schools). We will therefore have no difficulty if Haydon Bridge closes.  We will continue to research the opportunities created by joining a MAT, either already existing or a new MAT.  Please note that we also made a Hub and Spokes Model Proposal during the Phase1 consultation. Although this advocates a two tier system of education it could be used as a basis for considering 3 tier links with ‘blue sky’ thinking. We have not been provided by Northumberland County Council with adequate information across all partner schools to provide a more informed answer to the issues presented in the very limited time made available for this consultation.    Please find attached:   1. Business Plan 19-22 and Options Appraisal 2.Phase 1 - Hub and Spokes Proposal for development with other school initiatives 3.Petition  1.Business Plan sent via EMAIL to this address as it could not be pasted to the form  2. Phase1 Initial Response from Greenhaugh First School  All Middle Schools would close and First Schools change to Primary   Haydon Bridge High School would close or convert to Senior School spoke 11-16 or partner with QEHS in a ‘super school’ campus hub, 11-19 year olds.  Years 7-11 could be educated In new HSHB or Haltwhistle and supported by Hexham ‘super school’ Hub, and        Bellingham, Haltwhistle/ Haydon Bridge and Priory Senior School spokes. Other spokes may be possible.       All sixth form educated on the same campus site.              All managed, staffed and funded from the Hub Using all new and existing technologies available to develop such a model Teaching and learning appropriate to all children shared Movement of Teachers and /or students/ or technology to share learning experiences Expertise, space and facilities shared where/when appropriate Mutual support between schools  Make the most use of ELearning, video conferencing, and all virtual learning  platforms.  Years 12+ Sixth Form ‘College’ buildings  - Vocational and Academic routes supported by employers and Higher Education   Years 5 &amp; 6 supported to stay in their local First Schools which would become primary schools. Financially- to afford the changes required in extra space and teaching capacity Emotionally- to ensure transitions are seamless and learning is maximised Learning- expertise shared with/ by nearest senior school spoke.   Why this is a good proposal: ‘All eggs in one basket’ avoided - not concentrating all opportunities in one place may create more and different opportunities Parental choice remains Travel concerns are minimised -Time wasted in travelling to and from school is shortened for  Senior school children and minimised for younger 4-11 year olds. Children remain in their own communities Rural communities survive, possibly thrive Education would be creative, flexible and up to date and future proof Teaching feels supported and shares outcomes Clearer KS responsibility Teachers feel valued, motivated and passionate Teachers have a clear chain of responsibility Children feel valued and safe in smaller groups Children are educated in an appropriate environment Children are proud of their school education Children are motivated to do well Parents feel more connected and able to support their role in their child’s education journey Recruitment opportunity - to attract and employ the best teachers into new posts    3.PETITION - To keep Greenhaugh First School open  To: Northumberland County Council Reconsider the NCC school closure proposals. Give schools and communities more time for consultation. Work together with communities and schools to come up with an alternative proposal for Northumberland education for the next 40 years. Signed by 488 people:  Name Postcode Stephen Jopling NE48 1DD Sandra cowan NE48 1BD Laura Beattie NE48 2LD Lynsey Bell NE481BZ MarkARMSTRONG NE48 1DD Laura Charman NE482DW Jack Dowson NE48 2AF Andrew Nicholson NE462BX Tom Chadwin NE481AF Joanne Altass NE481NT Sarah Hallberg NE48 1NT Tim Bird NE48 1 AH Pam Dodds NE48 3BF Sally Rabbit-dalby LE131ST Jessica Turner NE48 2DW Stephen Guy NE48 2DN Ellen Phillips NE48 1AT Alistair Russell NE48 1LF Martin Banks NE48 1BD Peter Storey NE48 1AQ Linda Henderson NE481BZ Gloria Armstrong NE48 1LD Lynn Little NE48 1PG Darrell Jackson NE48 1PA Sarah Barnes NE48 1PA Joe Storey NE482DW Raymond Knudsen NE48 2AQ Fiona Little NE48 2DS Debs Brady NE19 1NP David Swailes NE48 1BD Susan Harbottle NE48 1BA Katie Summers NE482DT Jacqui Wylie NE481EQ Helen Banks NE481BD Helen Dickie EH45 9HT Janna Fellows NE48 1NT Rachael Moore NE48 1JZ Nigel Moore NE48 1JZ Karen Batey NE48 2BL Sophie Blackburn NE481BZ Katherine Dixon NE48 2AF Liz Wright NE48 2DT Robin Banks NE48 1AB Sally Napier NE48 3PP Yelena Jopling NE48 1DD Gordon Sanderson NE455QD Sheila Brodie NE48 2LD Penny Roper NE48 2DF Judith Milburn TS24 0FB Ron Aynsley NE191BA Msry O'Kane NE48 1AA Mike Murray NE48 1AE Sheena Robinson NE481PW Becky Smith NE48 2BY Fiona Symons NE48 1AA Margaret Gough NE48 1DD Andy Browne CH60 7RX Gloria Burtenshaw NE39 1NW Laura Sanderson NE48 2DN John Holland NE48 1NT Laura Chadwin NE48 1AF Geoff Heslop NE19 1JZ Brenda Heslop NE19 1JZ Anna Heslop NE19 1JZ Ian Armstrong NE48 1LD Roger Higgins NE463HN Gillian Whatmough NE47 0HA Adele Hersey NE481NQ Jane Peart NE48 2JA Brenda Giles NP7 5RD Dorothea Lyst NE66 4SD Ande Jameson NE48 1NT Neil Astley NE48 1NU Chrissie Gittins SE23 2SL Peter Loyd NE48 2LB Alastair Chadwin NE26 1AF Lesley Eagan NE476EX Stephen Grime NE48 1AA Suzanne Oldridge NE48 2DW Darren Rogers NE48 2DW Sean Bennion NE484AS StephanieWakefieldNE481DE Christine Thoburn NE48 3JN David Richardson NE46 9AH Lucas Jopling NE48 1DD David Gould NE48 1AQ David Banks NE48 1BD Mark Armstrong NE48 1DD Luciana ArmstrongNE481DD Stacey Banks NE481BB Claire Cocker NE48 1NT Robert Cocker NE48 1NT Lee Coleman NE46 1TY Duncan Naylor NE61 5LW Alex Dismore W4 2JY Christine Robson NE48 1AQ Robert Hersey NE657BB irene Mcgeorge NE225LR Kate Best NE45 5JG Richard Ward NE481DE Janet Grime NE48 1AA Leslie Garland NE48 1BG Rex Cooper NE48 1PA Angue Palmer NE48 1PW Jenni Holland NE48 1NT Lizzie Kathiravel NE48 1NX Kathryn Hoggan NE48 1PA Aud Garland NE48 1BG KATE PURDY NE48 1JX Janet Sole NE46 1BT Catherine Bolam NE43 7LA Sharon Nichols NE46 2HZ Shirley Colbeck-Smith NE48 1PW Jan Ashdown NE46 3JE Caroline Waitt NE48 1PW Dan Dowling NE476ER caroline van der Horst NE48 1AG Lindsey Kearney SL6 6LG Geoffrey So[e NE46 1BT Barbara Cochrane NE482SG Pat Potts NE481JX Shaun Smith NE48 1PW Leo Smith N19 5AA Derek Cross SE20 7YL Carolyn Hogarth NE46 1HY Susan Kelly NE191RA Barbsra Cochrane NE482SG Lena Jopling NE48 1DD Gina Moreland NE48 2JU Anne Monroe NE48 1LE William Monroe NE48 1LE Mary Lou Downie NE22PU James Monroe NE48 1LE Hazel Ions NE481AP Rosalind Sharman-Ward PL4 7PT Kate Hersey NE48 1NA William Moreland NE48 2JU Lisa Crocker NE48 2TU Amelia Moore SE18 6XD Pat Robson NE48 1AJ Ashley Hicks NE48 1LL Dawn Reay NE48 2TH Marjorie Wanless NE48 1AW Gerry Gregory NE481PB Philippa Allen NE26 1BA Carrol Fenwick NE463JL john carse NE48 1BJ Helen Adamson NE46 3DX Diana Carroll NE48 1PP Andrew Neal NE455PW Jenny Patterson NE482AF Michaek Stephensin NE200JH CharlotteThompson NE46 2HU Liz Tidy SL7 3RN jiĺl walton NE481BD David Brock NE48 1RN Stephen Cragg NE48 2BF Colin Watson NE6 1LZ Libby Vere NE48 1PW William Morrisonbell NE48 1RP Helen Bullock NE48 2AT Fiona Lander NE48 2JT Iain Hartley NE41 8HZ Sophia Bell NE48 2DW Eileen Little NE481NU Daniel Kearney SL66LG Mary Richard NE46 1AT Annie Docwra NE48 1BZ Stephnie Fathers NE483DU Catherine Maughan NE46 4TJ Karen Fox NE35LS Helen Pailing NE1 5DW Margaret Hardon NE48 3LW Brian Charnock DL8 1NR Camilla Morrison-Bell NE481RP Alison Hayes YO103DD Ellie White NE463AS Sarah Scott NE464RX Tracey Robson NE48 1AB Alison Whitten NE52JE Harriet Edwards NE61 5PF Ann Gregory NE481PB Julian Morrison-Bell NE48 1PD Mark Hall NE48 1NG Ralph Braund NE481NH John Richardson NE48 1BG Frances Hall G63 0XE Daniel Robson NE48 1AB Michael Wilkinson NE48 1BG Amanda Lucas NE48 1PP David Lucas NE48 1PP Justine Wise NE46 2HQ Duncan Wise NE46 2HQ Trudi Macgregor NE481RN Ronnie Ingledew NE48 1LH C Hamblin CV477RL Jill Darroch PA607XX Alistair Murray NE482SG Ailsa White NE48 1RP Morag macleod CA8 7EH Linus Morton NE481RN Paul NIchol NE46 2DA Amy Grindal LE176DB Andrew Mansfield NE48 1DE Gareth Owen PR86LE Jennie selby LA14 1NS Philippa Ingledew NE48 1LH Carol Nunan NE46 2HQ Kate Cooke NE42 6QJ Wendy Brehmer IV327JN Sue Mackenzie NE15 8QE Gillian Liddle NE481PW William Liddle NE481PW Amanda Greenall NE47 0JD Dallas Chase SK3 0QT Paul Fleming LA14 1NS Ben Lucas NE48 1PP Catherine Duncan NE48 1PW Patricia Reay NE461UE Annette Nuttall DL2 3XA Marie Dodd NE46 1HQ Keda Norman NE46 3NP Donna Mole NE10 8QT Lynn Mckie NE462PA Carol Hudson NE46 2BG Scott Liddle NE47 9SL Lesley Currey NE418EZ Angela Coady NE481PD Amanda Taylor NE46 1JA Gillian Laws NE23 6BL maire West NE19 1TA Genevieve Wilson NE20 9UY Penny Lavery NE46 2AT Jill Griffiths NE40 4RQ Jane Nattrass DH7 9EL Johanna Avis NE48 2JY Suzanne Rehan DH3 4DF lucy schofield NE48 1RP Alys Chadwin NE48 1AF Poppy Brewer NE47 6ET Jenny Sanger NE470AA Natasha Larkin NE46 2PZ Paula Sowden SR3 4NQ Joan Griffiths NE46 3JL S Rid NE177PE Samantha Boynton DL16 7EJ Jemma Baty NE46 2ER Andy Taylor NE461JA Katrina Kent CA8 7EH Rivca Fletcher NE46 2DQ Sarah Hearder NE46 1EB Nadeem Butt NE40 4RQ Kari Meyr NE48 1LY Jean Sandford NE48 1LF Alison Cessford NE46 1JA Lisa Hawkes NE46 1ED Jonny Drake NE418DZ Vikki Mark NE46 4RQ Emma Festing NE48 1LA Carol Bell NE191BH Sharon Nichol NE46 1EB robin nixon NE48 2JU Anne Bullock NE482JS Ken Bullock NE482JS Vicki Robb NE481LA Carol Davidson NE48 1BD JULIA ROBERTS NE49 9DB Joanne Herdman NE437XA Karen Varty NE463EW David Landrey SL4 4TS Michele Ridley NE48 1AD Chris Liddle NE43 7JU Annie Robinson NE455AT Tracey Varty NE48 1NT Alan Varty NE48 1NT Elizabeth Carr NE48 1AA Michelle Bridges NE475DU Name Postcode Val Corbett NE19 1HD Laura Robinson DH22AF Phil Biggs NE44 6DU Haroon Butt NE16 5BH Josephine CharltonTN5 6NU Rachel Birbeck NE19 2BQ Harriet Robinson NE481PW Tom Lewis NE46 1JA Edward Charlton NE48 3PT Hamish Duff NE65 7JE Anne Roebuck B15 2XA Janet Ross NE12 9JQ Tot Charlton NE40 3UN Simon Forster NE481AA Hannah Smith HP236DY Imi Maufe NR95QY Christine Hersey NE46 2HA Denise Fingleton BA1 7TN Ingrid Pollard N19 4QW Emily Baxter NE482DS Kenneth Brehmer AB535XR Iain Mungall NE46 4RF Hedvig Murray NE481AE Laura Hanson NE42 5NN Kristin Clawson NE52YP HELEN PATTERSON NE48 2BY Karen Hodgson NE48 1DE Ellie Hersey NE46 2HA Jo King NE48 2RX Karen Bell NE65 7JH Stephen Bell NE65 7JH Barbara King NE243QX karen rann NE39 2JB Richard Morton NE615PX Lynne Morton NE615PX Megan Nixon NE48 1NG Lisa Ormston NE263TD Nicholas Monroe NE48 1LE David Browell NE613XD Tracy Boydon IV108UX Christopher Elliot-Newman NE46 2DF jane roberts NE48 1DE Trevor Suckling NE48 2AP Eileen Suckling NE48 2AP Michael Nixon NE48 1NG Jean Turnbull NE48 2DB Katie Murphy NE18 0PB June Daly NE48 1BG Susan Liddle NE48 2ES Lorna Drake NE47 6BP Joanne Walker BN41 1XJ Archibald educational Trust NE46 1PB Khosro Adibi NE481RP Bridget Enever NE476BW Ted Monroe NE48 1LE Iona Macgregor NE481RN Susan Johnson AL1 5TR JULES COCKER NE482JT Helen Morgan NE18 0QT Derek Backhouse NE481BZ Tracy Lea NE481BZ Mandala Macgregor NE48 1RN Hannah Mews NE462PH Susan Ramsaran NE48 2JS Vittorio Sambuy W1T 5HB Grace Wroe CT92BN Nessie Wise NE462HQ Lizzie Hersey NE46 2HA Marilyn Walton NE48 1LY Alistair Findlay NE48 1LL Ashley Hicks NE48 1LL Trish Robson NE19 2SB Caroline Walker NE17 7RT Nicola Noble DH7 6TQ Kevin Hale DH9 4PQ Helen Thoburn NE48 1LA Bill Burlton NE48 2DW Val Giles NE482JE Ken Lindup NE482EP Wynne Potts NE483LX Sally Bell NE482EB Margaret Bird NE481AH Tabitha Allen NE482EW Jacob Hunter NE482HR David McCracken NE481RW Richard Adamson NE482TJ Kay Adamson NE482TJ Liz Reekie NE481RP Sheryl Anderson NE482DU Mark Anderson NE482DU Lisa Troop NE481NT Sarah O'Connor NE481RN Neil Denham NE482AB Megan Self NE482BN Ryan Robinson NE482ES Tony Pender NE482TA Frankie Parker NE481PW Mary Parker NE481LY Tom David NE481PA Sarah Davidson NE481PD Rosemary Robinson NE482DS Thomas Hoggan NE481PA Tom Holland NE481NT David Walton NE481NF Michael Bell NE481BZ John Page NE481BZ Angela Page NE481BZ Jean Swailes NE481BA Nicola Swailes NE481BA Malcolm Vassallo NE481BA Les Morland NE481BA Gordon Robson NE481BJ Elizabeth Robson NE481BJ Keith Millinston NE481BJ Rita Millinston NE481BJ Irene Carse NE481BJ Katrine Anderson NE481BJ Brian Anderson NE481BJ Marie Ness NE481BJ Andy Ness NE481BJ Jill Swaile NE481BA Alan Swaile NE481BA James Davidson NE481BD Sheila Cowan NE481BD Josephine Sanderson NE481BD A Fortune NE481BD Joanna Burgon NE481BD Carl Earsman NE481BD Thomas Cowan NE481BD Susan Kelly NE481BD B Davidson NE481BD C Davidson NE481BD E Fuhr NE481PP Dixon Tubman NE481PW Stu Liddle NE481NT N Nelson NE482DW Rory Self NE482AG Sean McElroy NE483EN Simon Davison NE191JZ John Doorey NE481RP Mark Palmer NE481PW Henry Earsman NE481DD Ellen Earsman NE481DD Rosie Robinsons NE482DS P Johnbye NE481PS Pat Hodgson NE481PW Bob Hodgson NE481PW Gill Gale NE481PS Francisca Gale NE481PS D Clark NE481PP Ant Robinson NE481PW Angie Gray NE481PA Zak Varty NE48 1NT Gary Hallberg NE481NT Jenny Swaile NE481NT Gillian Swaile NE481NT C Swaile NE481NT Ann Toon NE481NU Mr Little NE481NU Ross Anderson NE481NX Irene Anderson NE481NX Tony Anderson NE481NX L Charters NE481NT G Hall NE481NT Austin Tweddle NE481PB APD Tweddle NE481RT Molly Turnbull NE481NT Jake Turnbull NE481NT Stephen Turnbull NE481NT Maria Turnbull NE481NT Richard Fox NE482BY Katie Moore NE481BZ Steve Downs NE481DD Carol Downs NE481DD Michael Moore NE481BZ Ann Moore NE481BZ Beth Halford NE481PP Ray Furminger NE481PP Hilary Dagg NE481LE Neil Dagg NE481LE Robin Kershaw NE481DD Angela Kershaw NE481DD Sandra Woof NE481DD Tracey Banks NE481BB Aimee Banks NE481BB Malcolm Banks NE481BB J Hind NE481EQ A Hind NE481EQ Emma Lockhart NE482DW Callum Banks NE482DW Barbara Lockhart NE482DP Eddy Lockhart NE482DP John Costigan NE481AA David Symonds NE481AA Janet Robinson NE437RL Rachel Coan NE19 2LE Louise Hepworth NE48 1RN Suzanne Fairless-Aitken NE46 2NB Andrew Mellstrom NE461JJ Caroline Ludlow NE43 7 PF Jane Bell CA87NF Lisa Evans NE48 3HA Irene Hepworth NE4 9UU Zoë Parker Smissen NE46 4BJ Catherine Hedley NE46 3EB Lisa Brown NE47 8DA Hannah Thorpe NE446DP Mairi Howell NE7 7GH Ruth Symes NE44 6AL Bernadette Robertson NE42 6PY Laureen Kirtley NE48 3NA     

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Corbridge Middle and Ovingham Middle School

Stocksfield

No

1 concerns over the creation of a super size school including but not limited to : effect on pastoral care effect on special needs pupils impact on the wider partnership group effect on rural communities  no evidence how educational experience or attainment would be improved . Current system provides excellent outcomes. detrimental effect on parental choice in the area. (we and many others decided to move to the area due to the successful reputation of QEHS in its current form). disadvantaging rural children compared to their urban peers owing to inter alia  the need to travel long distances . lack of viability of proposed primary schools owing to their small size compared to nationally. prefer transition at older age in year 9 .

No

he 3 tier system if the best fit for the area. The proposed change to two tier appears to be politically and financially driven rather than by the needs of pupils and its suitability for the area. The potential closure of HBHS due to the withdrawal of Bright Tribe is a separate issue to the proposed change to two tier. has the need/demand for a school in HBHS been assessed? Falling numbers on the role are likely to have been due to parents choosing to send their children to Hexham owing to the chaotic situation with Bright Tribe. HBHS has greatly improved and has suggested that it could provide  vocational courses to enhance pupil and parental choice in the area. i consider this a a particular need in the area as QEHS appears to be strongly focussed on more academic aspects and also appears to be increasingly selective no doubt driven by the pressure on schools to take into accout results and league tables. It has also reduced subject choice. At an open day , i was told this was mainly due to cost considerations.  my 2 children have both flourished in 2 local middle schools providing specialist rooms and teaching and enhanced pastoral care. As previously stated, we moved to the area due to the gentler transition provided by the three tier system.   Size of cohort . QEHS would have the 17th largest PAN risk of detrimental effect on educational outcomes .Is theer a risk analysis of this?

Don't know

Concerns as above . Are there any impact studies/ evidence of how this would enhance learning and outcomes? what is the need/demand and effect in the Haydon Bridge area .

The proposed timetable of the consulation seems unsuitable in light of the lack of impact studies carried out . It does not seem likely that due process and consideration can be carried out in the limited time available. There is a lack of information on future financial liability , for example how viable are the primaries being proposed bearing in mind they would be smaller than the national average?  I also have concerns about the lack of alignment with the Prudhoe Partnership . This would reduce parental choice in my area .The latter should surely have formed part of the consuLtation as it is part of West Northumberland?  it also seems unfair that the proposed change to two tier has arisen due to the withdrawal of an academy sponsor and also in light of the unilateral action of HLT.  In such circumstances, you will be aware that any change will only be approved under DFE advice if schools have been able to work together to "ensure an appropriate coordinated implementation".  other alternatives including teh xpansion of the HLT MAT vertically. Also the collaborative hubs model provided by CMS. I also agree with the model proposed by HBHS as mentioned above.

Business Owner, Community Member

Barrasford

No

I don't agree with the closure of 'outstanding' and 'good' First Schools in the rural setting. We are a unique area and what works in the city setting cannot be applied to our environment. The potential impact of these changes in all options is considerable and you have provided no financial modelling on how these school closures will improve the situation. These First Schools are currently financially viable and likely to stay so with the NFF. Your financial situation regarding Chollerton First School is inaccurate and from next year we will not be in deficit. Whilst I agree, there is an issue regarding HBHS, it feels like the First Schools are paying the price in a 'ripple effect' for failings higher up the chain. The HBHS situation needs extensive consideration and I think that situation needs to be addressed first, before anything else is considered.  Closure of Chollerton First School - effects on pupils:  They would be moved from an Ofsted 'Outstanding' school to a 'good one'. Our KS1 results are in the top 5% nationally.  You are proposing to put 76 children into a school built for 55 which is Grade 2 listed, has no space for expansion - already the children at Humshaugh have to have their play time in the public park - and I suspect more expensive to run/heat/maintain that Chollerton (which is a modern, efficient building with space for expansion). This 'cramming in' of children will be detrimental to their educational experience and increase the risk of spreading illness etc.  Currently our pupils have access to on-site forest school, polytunnel &amp; gardening, mud-kitchen, playground and playing fields - all within the safety and security of the school. All this would be lost, which would again be detrimental to the educational experience of the pupils. These facilities would not be provided under your proposals.  Increased journey times for pupils as young as 4 - you need to consider journey times from pupil's homes - not between schools.  In addition at present, many children can walk to school at present- this is an important factor in our current national 'obesity crisis' and is very beneficial to these children. They would then have to be bussed around the county which would impact negatively on their health and well being.  The Chollerton Pre-School would likely be forced to close (it is based in the school) with resultant loss of early years provision in our area. This is currently an amazing pre-school and loss of this would be detrimental to our children.  Closure of Chollerton First School - effect on wider community: This could have a long lasting social impact on our community. We would 'lose the heart' of our village.  At present the school provides 'Meals on Wheels' for elderly residents of our village - this means the vulnerable and elderly of our village would not only lose this service but also become more socially isolated as a result due to the loss of daily social interaction. The school offers it's facilities to the local beavers/cubs which would be lost should you close the school. The Barrasford Shop would lose vital passing trade from the school run and it's viability would be threatened. Should the shop close, again the elderly/vulnerable in the village would suffer as we only have public transport (bus service) 3 times a week so they would become more isolated and less able to obtain vital supplies. There would be an environmental impact on the local community due to greater pollution from buses transferring children to school (who at present either have a short bus ride or walk to school). The village would fail to attract new families due to a lack of school. Have you considered that new building proposals are currently underway  in both Barrasford and Humshaugh, which, under your proposal, would likely increase the number of children in both villages? This investment in the villages might be re-considered should you close the school. Furthermore, as a business owner in the village, this would highly effect businesses. It would put off people wanting to move to the village or the local area knowing there is no school, it would effect trade as we have parents coming to the pub before and after school pick ups, we run school fundraisers to help raise money for the school and it would make a big difference. From the point of the local shop also, parents nip into the shop as a quick and easy way to get basics before picking kids up, without the trade of the parents the shop could easily close.

No

I cannot support HLT moving to a 2 tier system as I do not think it is in the best interests of the children in our County for the following reasons:  What works in the city environment cannot be translated into our unique rural situation. Our First schools provide an excellent, nurturing environment in which to learn. They are small, however, and by Y5&amp;6 pupils are ready to widen their social networks and at present have exposure to specialist teachers and environments in which to learn. This would be removed under your proposal and it would be to pupil's detriment. First schools would be forced to become Primaries or to close. I cannot support closure of Chollerton First School or any other, for my reasons stated under option A (which I will paste onto the bottom of this). You propose to merge Chollerton and Humshaugh and for Humshaugh to become a Primary. At present merging the 2 First Schools would result in 76 children, this number would increase considerably if it were to also become a Primary. Again, I refer you to my answer to Model A - how would you propose fitting almost 100 children into a school built for 55 with no capacity for expansion? How would this improve the quality of my child's education (which is at present excellent)? I argue that this would have a detrimental impact on the quality of Chollerton pupils' education. I suspect the same could be said for other First Schools under threat but I know less about their individual situations.  Should HLT move to a 2 tier system and take on the pupils from HBHS this would result in an enormous school of approx 2250 pupils. I have grave concerns regarding such a school size as fear pupils would become 'lost' in such a big environment and lose the current, impressive, pastoral care offered in the 3 tier system whereby pupils progress through gradually bigger institutions. The emotional 'stress' put on children on transition from a small rural primary to such an enormous secondary school needs to be considered. Some children would also have considerable journey times from a young age and there would effectively be a loss of parental choice of school from the age of 11.  Pasted from Model A answer:  Closure of Chollerton First School - effects on pupils:  They would be moved from an Ofsted 'Outstanding' school to a 'good one'. Our KS1 results are in the top 5% nationally. We have the 'Gold School Games Award'  You are proposing to put 76 children into a school built for 55 which is Grade 2 listed, has no space for expansion - already the children at Humshaugh have to have their play time in the public park - and I suspect more expensive to run/heat/maintain that Chollerton (which is a modern, efficient building with space for expansion). This 'cramming in' of children will be detrimental to their educational experience and increase the risk of spreading illness etc.  Currently our pupils have access to on-site forest school, polytunnel &amp; gardening, mud-kitchen, playground and playing fields - all within the safety and security of the school. All this would be lost, which would again be detrimental to the educational experience of the pupils. These facilities would not be provided under your proposals.  Increased journey times for pupils as young as 4 - you need to consider journey times from pupil's homes - not between schools.  In addition at present, many children can walk to school at present- this is an important factor in our current national 'obesity crisis' and is very beneficial to these children. They would then have to be bussed around the county which would impact negatively on their health and well being.  The Chollerton Pre-School would likely be forced to close (it is based in the school) with resultant loss of early years provision in our area. This is currently an amazing pre-school and loss of this would be detrimental to our children.  Closure of Chollerton First School - effect on wider community: This could have a long lasting social impact on our community. We would 'lose the heart' of our village.  At present the school provides 'Meals on Wheels' for elderly residents of our village - this means the vulnerable and elderly of our village would not only lose this service but also become more socially isolated as a result due to the loss of daily social interaction. The school offers it's facilities to the local beavers/cubs which would be lost should you close the school. The Barrasford Shop would lose vital passing trade from the school run and it's viability would be threatened. Should the shop close, again the elderly/vulnerable in the village would suffer as we only have public transport (bus service) 3 times a week so they would become more isolated and less able to obtain vital supplies. There would be an environmental impact on the local community due to greater pollution from buses transferring children to school (who at present either have a short bus ride or walk to school). The village would fail to attract new families due to a lack of school. Have you considered that new building proposals are currently underway in both Barrasford and Humshaugh, which, under your proposal, would likely increase the number of children in both villages? This investment in the villages might be re-considered should you close the school. 

No

I do not see why the First Schools need to close in this model. For all my reasons already stated I cannot support closure of First schools with no financial modelling on how this will improve the current system - which works well for the First Schools and they are financially viable. I do not necessarily have objections to creating a run through 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge, nor to HMS and QEHS moving to one site - although I feel they should remain 2 distinct academic institutions - see my responses to Models A &amp; B (pasted below).  Alternative suggestions: I think all efforts need to be made to maintain the 3 tier system which works so well in our, relatively unique, rural environment. As such there needs to be collaboration between HLT and the LA to achieve this. I am not convinced HLT are listening to parent's wishes.  I appreciate HLT are out with your jurisdiction but feel they need to raise the funding discrepancy for years 7&amp;8 in middle compared to secondary schools with the DFE. They have not done this and have no intention of doing so. They also need to address internally why they lose 40% of pupils at 6th form - were they to keep these pupils on they would improve their financial state. NCC could also lobby the DFE regarding the funding discrepancy of middle schools.  I second the proposal of a collaborative model put forward by Corbridge Middle School whereby the First and Middle Schools in various 'hubs' work together and share resources such that they all remain financially viable and secure.   With regard to Haydon Bridge - I think all efforts need to be undertaken to maintain this school prior to closure should these attempts fail. Could they have a link with QEHS? At present QEHS lose pupils after year 11 - is that because their needs are not being met? Could HBHS meet these needs by offering a more 'vocational' educational experience for these pupils with those more 'academic' pupils going to QE from both catchment areas? I don't necessarily disagree with creating a 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge but don't see why the First Schools in Hexham partnership need to close under this model.  I also do not have a problem with putting HMS and QEHS on one site - but maintain 2 separate institutions and the 3 tier system. Efficiency savings could be made in terms of sharing resources and staff and there would not be repercussions on all the other surrounding schools.  I think there is insufficient financial modelling and information to make further suggestions. I appreciate the main issue is Haydon Bridge and HLT and I think these need to be addressed first prior to making any further changes. The First Schools should not be casualties of mismanagement and problems higher up the chain. They need to preserved for all the reasons I have already presented in earlier answers for the sake of both our children's education and our wider local communities.  I do support the notion that the buildings at QEHS need capital investment.       

1. Sort out Haydon Bridge partnership and leave the Hexham schools as they are  2. Keep the other 2 middle schools in Hexham open even if Hadrian Learning Trust become a secondary school.  3. Close Humshaugh and move those kids to Chollerton - Humshaugh school is small such that the kids already have playtime in a public park, they are only ofsted 'good' as opposed to Chollerton being ofsted 'outstanding'. They have no sports facilities onsite whereas Chollerton has playing fields, forest school, garden club with polytunnel onsite so kids are safer and have more space to play. Chollerton is in a modern, efficient and low maintenance building with space for expansion whereas Humshaugh is in an expensive to run grade 2 listed building with no space for expansion. Chollerton is in a better location within the village to facilitate a safe school drop-off and pick-up whereas Humshaugh school is right on the main road on the way into the village so would cause chaos at peak times (plus there's not really anywhere to pull up in  car). Need I go on?! Feel free to use any/all of these points!  4. Some of the schools to join forces and share facilities and an executive head teacher but to keep all the current buildings going.  5. We support Corbridge Middle Schools suggestion   

Business Owner, Future Parent

Barrasford

No

I don't agree with the closure of 'outstanding' and 'good' First Schools in the rural setting. We are a unique area and what works in the city setting cannot be applied to our environment. The potential impact of these changes in all options is considerable and you have provided no financial modelling on how these school closures will improve the situation. These First Schools are currently financially viable and likely to stay so with the NFF. Your financial situation regarding Chollerton First School is inaccurate and from next year we will not be in deficit. Whilst I agree, there is an issue regarding HBHS, it feels like the First Schools are paying the price in a 'ripple effect' for failings higher up the chain. The HBHS situation needs extensive consideration and I think that situation needs to be addressed first, before anything else is considered.  Closure of Chollerton First School - effects on pupils:  They would be moved from an Ofsted 'Outstanding' school to a 'good one'. Our KS1 results are in the top 5% nationally.  You are proposing to put 76 children into a school built for 55 which is Grade 2 listed, has no space for expansion - already the children at Humshaugh have to have their play time in the public park - and I suspect more expensive to run/heat/maintain that Chollerton (which is a modern, efficient building with space for expansion). This 'cramming in' of children will be detrimental to their educational experience and increase the risk of spreading illness etc.  Currently our pupils have access to on-site forest school, polytunnel &amp; gardening, mud-kitchen, playground and playing fields - all within the safety and security of the school. All this would be lost, which would again be detrimental to the educational experience of the pupils. These facilities would not be provided under your proposals.  Increased journey times for pupils as young as 4 - you need to consider journey times from pupil's homes - not between schools.  In addition at present, many children can walk to school at present- this is an important factor in our current national 'obesity crisis' and is very beneficial to these children. They would then have to be bussed around the county which would impact negatively on their health and well being.  The Chollerton Pre-School would likely be forced to close (it is based in the school) with resultant loss of early years provision in our area. This is currently an amazing pre-school and loss of this would be detrimental to our children.  Closure of Chollerton First School - effect on wider community: This could have a long lasting social impact on our community. We would 'lose the heart' of our village.  At present the school provides 'Meals on Wheels' for elderly residents of our village - this means the vulnerable and elderly of our village would not only lose this service but also become more socially isolated as a result due to the loss of daily social interaction. The school offers it's facilities to the local beavers/cubs which would be lost should you close the school. The Barrasford Shop would lose vital passing trade from the school run and it's viability would be threatened. Should the shop close, again the elderly/vulnerable in the village would suffer as we only have public transport (bus service) 3 times a week so they would become more isolated and less able to obtain vital supplies. There would be an environmental impact on the local community due to greater pollution from buses transferring children to school (who at present either have a short bus ride or walk to school). The village would fail to attract new families due to a lack of school. Have you considered that new building proposals are currently underway  in both Barrasford and Humshaugh, which, under your proposal, would likely increase the number of children in both villages? This investment in the villages might be re-considered should you close the school.  Furthermore, as a business owner in the village, this would highly effect businesses. It would put off people wanting to move to the village or the local area knowing there is no school, it would effect trade as we have parents coming to the pub before and after school pick ups, we run school fundraisers to help raise money for the school and it would make a big difference. From the point of the local shop also, parents nip into the shop as a quick and easy way to get basics before picking kids up, without the trade of the parents the shop could easily close.   

No

I cannot support HLT moving to a 2 tier system as I do not think it is in the best interests of the children in our County for the following reasons:  What works in the city environment cannot be translated into our unique rural situation. Our First schools provide an excellent, nurturing environment in which to learn. They are small, however, and by Y5&amp;6 pupils are ready to widen their social networks and at present have exposure to specialist teachers and environments in which to learn. This would be removed under your proposal and it would be to pupil's detriment. First schools would be forced to become Primaries or to close. I cannot support closure of Chollerton First School or any other, for my reasons stated under option A (which I will paste onto the bottom of this). You propose to merge Chollerton and Humshaugh and for Humshaugh to become a Primary. At present merging the 2 First Schools would result in 76 children, this number would increase considerably if it were to also become a Primary. Again, I refer you to my answer to Model A - how would you propose fitting almost 100 children into a school built for 55 with no capacity for expansion? How would this improve the quality of my child's education (which is at present excellent)? I argue that this would have a detrimental impact on the quality of Chollerton pupils' education. I suspect the same could be said for other First Schools under threat but I know less about their individual situations.  Should HLT move to a 2 tier system and take on the pupils from HBHS this would result in an enormous school of approx 2250 pupils. I have grave concerns regarding such a school size as fear pupils would become 'lost' in such a big environment and lose the current, impressive, pastoral care offered in the 3 tier system whereby pupils progress through gradually bigger institutions. The emotional 'stress' put on children on transition from a small rural primary to such an enormous secondary school needs to be considered. Some children would also have considerable journey times from a young age and there would effectively be a loss of parental choice of school from the age of 11.  Pasted from Model A answer:  Closure of Chollerton First School - effects on pupils:  They would be moved from an Ofsted 'Outstanding' school to a 'good one'. Our KS1 results are in the top 5% nationally. We have the 'Gold School Games Award'  You are proposing to put 76 children into a school built for 55 which is Grade 2 listed, has no space for expansion - already the children at Humshaugh have to have their play time in the public park - and I suspect more expensive to run/heat/maintain that Chollerton (which is a modern, efficient building with space for expansion). This 'cramming in' of children will be detrimental to their educational experience and increase the risk of spreading illness etc.  Currently our pupils have access to on-site forest school, polytunnel &amp; gardening, mud-kitchen, playground and playing fields - all within the safety and security of the school. All this would be lost, which would again be detrimental to the educational experience of the pupils. These facilities would not be provided under your proposals.  Increased journey times for pupils as young as 4 - you need to consider journey times from pupil's homes - not between schools.  In addition at present, many children can walk to school at present- this is an important factor in our current national 'obesity crisis' and is very beneficial to these children. They would then have to be bussed around the county which would impact negatively on their health and well being.  The Chollerton Pre-School would likely be forced to close (it is based in the school) with resultant loss of early years provision in our area. This is currently an amazing pre-school and loss of this would be detrimental to our children.  Closure of Chollerton First School - effect on wider community: This could have a long lasting social impact on our community. We would 'lose the heart' of our village.  At present the school provides 'Meals on Wheels' for elderly residents of our village - this means the vulnerable and elderly of our village would not only lose this service but also become more socially isolated as a result due to the loss of daily social interaction. The school offers it's facilities to the local beavers/cubs which would be lost should you close the school. The Barrasford Shop would lose vital passing trade from the school run and it's viability would be threatened. Should the shop close, again the elderly/vulnerable in the village would suffer as we only have public transport (bus service) 3 times a week so they would become more isolated and less able to obtain vital supplies. There would be an environmental impact on the local community due to greater pollution from buses transferring children to school (who at present either have a short bus ride or walk to school). The village would fail to attract new families due to a lack of school. Have you considered that new building proposals are currently underway in both Barrasford and Humshaugh, which, under your proposal, would likely increase the number of children in both villages? This investment in the villages might be re-considered should you close the school.    

No

I do not see why the First Schools need to close in this model. For all my reasons already stated I cannot support closure of First schools with no financial modelling on how this will improve the current system - which works well for the First Schools and they are financially viable. I do not necessarily have objections to creating a run through 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge, nor to HMS and QEHS moving to one site - although I feel they should remain 2 distinct academic institutions - see my responses to Models A &amp; B (pasted below).  Alternative suggestions: I think all efforts need to be made to maintain the 3 tier system which works so well in our, relatively unique, rural environment. As such there needs to be collaboration between HLT and the LA to achieve this. I am not convinced HLT are listening to parent's wishes.  I appreciate HLT are out with your jurisdiction but feel they need to raise the funding discrepancy for years 7&amp;8 in middle compared to secondary schools with the DFE. They have not done this and have no intention of doing so. They also need to address internally why they lose 40% of pupils at 6th form - were they to keep these pupils on they would improve their financial state. NCC could also lobby the DFE regarding the funding discrepancy of middle schools.  I second the proposal of a collaborative model put forward by Corbridge Middle School whereby the First and Middle Schools in various 'hubs' work together and share resources such that they all remain financially viable and secure.   With regard to Haydon Bridge - I think all efforts need to be undertaken to maintain this school prior to closure should these attempts fail. Could they have a link with QEHS? At present QEHS lose pupils after year 11 - is that because their needs are not being met? Could HBHS meet these needs by offering a more 'vocational' educational experience for these pupils with those more 'academic' pupils going to QE from both catchment areas? I don't necessarily disagree with creating a 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge but don't see why the First Schools in Hexham partnership need to close under this model.  I also do not have a problem with putting HMS and QEHS on one site - but maintain 2 separate institutions and the 3 tier system. Efficiency savings could be made in terms of sharing resources and staff and there would not be repercussions on all the other surrounding schools.  I think there is insufficient financial modelling and information to make further suggestions. I appreciate the main issue is Haydon Bridge and HLT and I think these need to be addressed first prior to making any further changes. The First Schools should not be casualties of mismanagement and problems higher up the chain. They need to preserved for all the reasons I have already presented in earlier answers for the sake of both our children's education and our wider local communities.  I do support the notion that the buildings at QEHS need capital investment.       

1. Sort out Haydon Bridge partnership and leave the Hexham schools as they are  2. Keep the other 2 middle schools in Hexham open even if Hadrian Learning Trust become a secondary school.  3. Close Humshaugh and move those kids to Chollerton - Humshaugh school is small such that the kids already have playtime in a public park, they are only ofsted 'good' as opposed to Chollerton being ofsted 'outstanding'. They have no sports facilities onsite whereas Chollerton has playing fields, forest school, garden club with polytunnel onsite so kids are safer and have more space to play. Chollerton is in a modern, efficient and low maintenance building with space for expansion whereas Humshaugh is in an expensive to run grade 2 listed building with no space for expansion. Chollerton is in a better location within the village to facilitate a safe school drop-off and pick-up whereas Humshaugh school is right on the main road on the way into the village so would cause chaos at peak times (plus there's not really anywhere to pull up in  car). Need I go on?! Feel free to use any/all of these points!  4. For some of the schools to join forces and share facilities and an executive head teacher but to keep all the current buildings going.  5. We support Corbridge Middle Schools suggestion   

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

Don't know

I do not agree with the linked proposal to close/merge First Schools, in particular in the case of Acomb School. In the case of Acomb, there is in addition significant growth in the village itself, with a new estate and various new infill housing. Currently, 45 out of 59 children in Acomb are from within catchment, so it appears likely that any new families moving to Acomb will choose Acomb school.(In comparison, only 4 out of 70 children at Beaufront are actually from within catchment). Acomb would  probably would require expansion, not closure/merging.  In addition,  the transport issue would be a real concern, with very young children being transported to other villages rather than walking to school. The figure of 1.9 miles between Acomb and Beaufront is misleading in that it is likely that a coach would have to travel via Hexham due to the narrow terrain between the 2 villages. Further, the detail on this option (or the other options)  isn't really sufficient to make an informed choice.  

Don't know

This option appears to move to a two tier system. I would be extremely sad to see the 3 tier system be removed, but as it appears that this is the way that government policy is pushing, we probably have no choice in the long run.  However, I do not agree with the linked proposal to close/merge First Schools, in particular in the case of Acomb School. If Model B were to be adopted, surely the First schools would have to accommodate year 5 and 6, therefore would need to expand? In the case of Acomb, there is in addition significant growth in the village itself, with a new estate and various new infill housing. Currently, 45 out of 59 children in Acomb are from within catchment, so it appears likely that any new families moving to Acomb will choose Acomb school.(In comparison, only 4 out of 70 children at Beaufront are actually from within catchment). The First schools probably would require expansion, not closure/merging.  Further, the detail on this option (or the other options)  isn't really sufficient to make an informed choice. For example, the transport issue would be a real concern, with very young children being transported to other villages rather than walking to school. The figure of 1.9 miles between Acomb and Beaufront is misleading in that it is likely that a coach would have to travel via Hexham due to the narrow terrain between the 2 villages. 

Don't know

I do not agree with the linked proposal to close/merge First Schools, in particular in the case of Acomb School. In the case of Acomb, there is in addition significant growth in the village itself, with a new estate and various new infill housing. Currently, 45 out of 59 children in Acomb are from within catchment, so it appears likely that any new families moving to Acomb will choose Acomb school.(In comparison, only 4 out of 70 children at Beaufront are actually from within catchment). Acomb school probably would require expansion, not closure/merging. Also,  the transport issue would be a real concern, with very young children being transported to other villages rather than walking to school. The figure of 1.9 miles between Acomb and Beaufront is misleading in that it is likely that a coach would have to travel via Hexham due to the narrow terrain between the 2 villages.   Further, the detail relating to Haydon Bridge on this option (or the other options)  isn't really sufficient to make an informed choice.

The issue of Haydon Bridge is such a complex one with so many variables that I do not feel able to wholeheartedly endorse any of the options above. There is insufficient financial information to help make a decision. However, I think the merging of the First Schools should be separated out as it is adding a further complexity , and with Model B in particular , I cannot see why some of the First Schools would need to merge, as they are likely to increase in size. 

Staff Member

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Shaftoe Trust

Haydon Bridge

No

Yes

No

Staff Member

Otterburn First School

No

Other schools are changing to the two tier system so we need to keep inline with this.

Yes

It is the most financially viable option and fits in with the other two tier schools.

No

It is too expensive to do.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Fourstones

No

Because I want haydon bridge to stay open it’s a good school and I love learning there

No

Yes

To keep haydon bridge open

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

Hexham

No

No

No

Please don't close local schools...they are the heart of communities. If funding is an issue why not think outside of the box and for some classes/activities/lessons to be partnered and delivered by other local schools.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Sele first school Stocksfield

No

No

No

Hexham

No

Small schools should not close or merge.  They provide an excellent start for children in rural communities.

No

This would create schools that are too big and limit the choice for parents.   Small rural school should not close or merge as they provide excellent education for children in rural communities. This would have a devastating effect on the communities.

The smaller rural schools would be more viable if the Sele reduced intake to 2 form entry. This would give the school the extra classroom space needed to become primary rather than spend vast amount of money building new classrooms and  eliminate spare capacity at other schools.  These schools would not need to merge or close and would be viable as primary schools.

No

Small rural schools should not close or merge.

Staff Member

Beaufront First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Otterburn First School

Elishaw near otterburn

Don't know

I would prefer Otterburn to be part of a two tier system and change to a primary school.  I am not sure how this could happen if Bellingham Middle Shool was to remain open

Yes

I would prefer Otterburn to become part of a two tier system and become a Primary school.  My Granddaughter attends Otterburn school. It always seemed to be a big step to leave a relatively small school at age nine to go to a much bigger middle school, then after becoming used to the middle school to have to move on to Haydon Bridge high school with the possibility of staying there for the week, coming home at weekends  Although this may seem to be over protective, I also base my reasons on the following  * Continuity of education from the same teaching staff until age 11  * Emotional stability. Age 11 is a better age for dealing with going to a new school than age 9  * Becoming used to larger pupil numbers at an earlier age if Otterburn amalgamates with West Woodburn  * Reduced travelling if staying at Otterburn from age 9 to 11  * eventually going to a new High schpol at Hexham instead of going to Haydon Bridge which is in special measures with buildings in need of repair  

Don't know

If haydon Bridge school has problems, will building a new school resolve them?

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

a

No

The schools need to stay open.

No

No

Acomb First School should remain open and become primary if necessary because:  The outcomes for children are above regional and national average  It serves a large community with a high number of young families who are able to walk to school.  76% of children attending are from its catchment area.  New affordable family housing is being built in Acomb and new families will need a school.    The school was rated good by Ofsted in 2018 and the staff are highly qualified and experienced.    The school is financially sustainable and has sustainable pupil numbers in each class.  The attached nursery, Little Oaks, is outstanding and has an excellent partnership with the school and ensures that pupil numbers at the school remain sustainable.    The children are very happy at school and the families are very supportive and feel very strongly that the school remains open and continues to enrich our village and provide for future generations.    The staff are forward thinking and ambitious and are enthusiastic about the opportunity to extend and become primary if necessary.    The school had excellent provision for children with additional needs.  There is extensive outdoor space with a wildlife area and a forest school.  They have excellent sports provision and Sports Award Gold, Silver and Bronze.  They have excellent wrap around care with a breakfast club, toddler group and after school club.  They have SMSC links with Newcastle School.  They provide high quality education in a vibrant community school environment and are dedicated to continuing this provision. 

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

No certainty about the 3 tier model remaining.

Merging QEHS and Haydon Bridge would be fine if 3 tier system was kept and new build for high school students.

No

Huge implications of 2 tier system would be negative to students and the area.

Yes

Still keeps the essence of 3 tier but schools would still need significant financial support to ensure buildings are fit for purpose.

Certainty over new build for high school in Hexham.

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Falstone

No

Greenhaugh should not be closed, great school.

No

At 10 year old it's a long way for children to travel to another school

No

It's ridiculous that good schools have to close. Children should have to right to good education. It's not a game it's an important part of their life. Why is kielder school still open with hardly any kids in???

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Change to a two tier system and keep Haydon Bridge as a secondary school. The catchment area is far too big to move them all to Hexham.

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

The proposal put forward by Haydon Bridge High School (sometimes described by them as Model D) is a well thought out and visionary plan that will provide for local needs for many years to come.   NCC have to face up to the fact that much of the problems facing these very rural schools is due to a chronic lack of funding by NCC over a great number of years.

Staff Member

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

The idea of a hub system where 1 executive head helps run and manage several schools would help cut costs. We currently work with a federated school system, which cuts costs and shows how through working collaboratively, savings can be made. These savings allow for reduced staffing costs, sharing of responsibilities and teaching expertise, shared training needs, closer working patterns across the partnership and a more collaborative working approach. 

Staff Member

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

Yes

No

Don't know

Greenhead

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

No

No

No

I object to the closure of any rural schools. They offer education to children in unique rural areas. The children in their care thrive in nurturing and safe environments where the pastoral care is excellent. These schools are key to the sustainability of their villages and wider community.

No

As above.

No

As above.

Close all the middle schools, have both haydon bridge and queen elizabeth 11-18 year old and primary 3-11 year olds 2 tier education across whole of west tynedale and tynedale gives parents choice close some first schools, example: whitley chapel, beaufront and newbrough as these can feed into slaley, acomb and humshaugh. You may also want to ask some others to make others viable schools  You have to remember we need choice we want to be treated as individuals and not just a number in one big school, we want to see and be part of our childrens education. Give all children help through their education!
Letter received:
I am a concerned parent also a Parish Councillor of Haydon Bridge. I have 3 young boys aged 9, 8 and 4 years old and all 3 are very different. One is an emotional child and doesn't like change, one is dyslexic and one you can't hold back. 
I attended Shaftoe Trust First School then Allendale Middle School and to Haydon Bridge High School which I would like my children to do apart from the Middle School of course my children attend Shaftoe Trust Academy at the moment then if HBHS can stay open they will attend and continue their education there. 
My concern with one school for my children is how would my children cope and get what they need and how this one school would and could deal with emotional children, children with learning difficulties and more so children with other special needs. 
I also have concerns over mental health issues that could be a big factor in children more so with one big school with no other choices available to the children and no parental choice there is also the amount of children travelling to one big school in Hexham when they would travel passed what would of been their school in Haydon Bridge and if this one big school got a bad OFSTED report where would that leave the parents with no choice to move their children or the children getting the best education they deserve. 
Also I can not believe that you expect to have all these First Schools, Primary Schools and Academies and Middle School and only have one big school that all of these would feed into and make all the children pass Haydon Bridge to attend this one big school I strongly feel that one big school is not the answerfor any child's education. 
I am going to be honest if one big school is the way it's going to go and HBHS closes I will fight for my children to get Home Education as I feel you are not thinking of children, their education or how far children are going to travel but money over everything else thats more important you can still save money and think of the children and giving a good education by going 2 tier. 
I strongly support the continuation of HBHS formany eyars to come which I have worked on a proposal to put to NCC to help save HBHS from closure for many years HBHS has played a vital part int he village it is also the largest employer int he village too. 
It has and always has had an excellent and friendly education to all it's pupils which many have become Doctors, Nurses, Farmers, Business owners etc HBHS has an extensive catchment area South to Allenheads, North to Kielder and West to Greenhead. 
I know that HBHS has ran into a financial deficit and I believe that it wouldn't be in this situation now if you had closed all middle schools when you closed Allendale Middle School and HBHS didn't have the relentless adverse publicity in the local press. 
I believe a radical change is needed in the overall system and the best option to rectify the problems in the West of Tynedale for good education, give parental choice and not having children travelling long distances is to go 2 tier and close all Middle Schools below. 
* Bellingham Middle
* Haltwhistle Middle
* Corbridge Middle
* Hexham Middle
* St Joseph's
This proposal I am enclosing with this letter should provide schools to have extra income and enable to no longer run a deficit also to reduce some of HBHS deficit there is a stone built house known as (THE PARK) was used by the school but no longer used by the school could this be sold off and that money could reduce some of HBHS deficit. 
I believe and know that if HBHS closed it would be disastrous in so many ways for the children's education and the village here are some reasons of how disastrous it would be
1) For the children and how education could be taking place in portacabins to accomodate pupils which I wouldn't wan my children to be educated nor is it a satisfactory way to education children, children's education has been messed about with since closure of Allendale Middle School it's not good enough they don't get this time back.
2) With HBHS been a major employer in the village closure would bring a very uncertain future for the businesses which rely on lunchtime, after school passing trade. 
3) The school employs a number of local support staff as well as teaching posts. 
4) The current HBHS is much more central to west tynedale and would result in a reduction of travelling time for most pupil's. 
5) Houses being built more plans for more housing in the future more houses means more children hopefully and the property market would work as at the moment because of the situation with the possible outcome of closure for HBHS people are pulling out of houses sales which has a big effect on the village.

A reduction in the number of schools currently delivering across west of northumberland will reduce surplus places

I fully support the way HBHS would like to give education in the future if HBHS could be saved from closure and cater 11 yrs to 18 yrs

As the QEHS stands at the moment and how HBHS stands as it is now QEHS is in more need of a refurbishment than HBHS. 

The Sele First Schoolhas recently said that ifHadrian Learning Trust was to go and take it 2 tier than they could take a year 5 and 6

Greenhead Primary School considering closing and merging with Henshaw

Haltwhistle are talking as a 2 tier option

So why is this not the most sensible thing to do?

Most of the country is 2 tier and works so why can't we go 2 tier?

I am going to be honest I don't want any schools to close but this is the time everything needs to be looked at worked through and put the children and their education first get everything in place for a 2 tier to work if closures are necessary due to pupil numbers, deficit's and some schools are to close to others and merging them together than that is the way forward.

Parents are not going to be happy but it's to give the best education possible to the children which should be the most important thing if the children wan to learn then they will do well at school and it's staff can only do well if those children want to learn and the parents are involved and there is discipline at home and within school. 

I am slo adding some points to why this situation with HBHS has come to this problem along with my proposal for a future education to west tynedale. 

The bigger picture remains we need a good education in west tynedale and I hope my proposal could be of some help I would be happy to meet with officials from NCC to discuss any of this proposal or could give nay feedback form it at all possible please just contact me anytime. 
Many thanks

Parish Council

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

The proposal has been added to the background papers of the report

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

Because if HBHS closes then we will have to travel longer and the times are too early you would be too tired to learn.

No

No

Because we would all be known as a number the teachers wont know individuals.

No

No

Because would be too many people in one school we would all be cramped in one room and won't get enough education, you would get taught in little rooms with many children.

No

We want option D so HBHS stays open.

Governor

Bellingham First School

Bellingham Middle

Yes

Viability of Bellingham First School  will be secured now and into the future by the mergers with Greenhaugh First  and Wark First Schools.   This model ensures continuity for children in Bellingham and the surrounding areas in a school system that has worked successfully for many years and can continue to do so.  Children already have to travel in to school from the surrounding areas but the distances involved are not excessive at present.  Both schools in the present partnership have healthy budget forecasts and are likely to continue to be financially viable.  After school activities, a important aspect of the educational experience of the children, can be provided and accessed by all children since travel times are relatively short.  The Bellingham community is quite isolated from the rest of Western Northumberland so travel distances to larger centres of population are considerable. Significant numbers of Bellingham Middle School children already have to travel 10-15 miles to school each day.  The reputational damage suffered by HBHS in recent years as a consequence of an Ofsted rating of Special Measures and very protracted and ultimately unsuccessful academy sponsorship negotiations has meant that parents in the community have already begun to opt to send their children to QEHS in Hexham and are likely to continue to do so. QEHS is big enough to be able to offer a very wide range of courses to students who attend there.      

Instead of two separate schools, as now, a single all though school 4-13 on the same site with a strong focus on the rural pursuits of the area.e.g. agriculture, forestry.  Governors would also like to explore the possibilities  of extending the all through school age range to 16 in the future.  Financial savings could be made on staffing costs over time. eg. leadership and support staff costs  There is already a single governing body for the two schools in place. 

Don't know

A new primary school on the site would see children staying in the same school for a further two years and therefore for the whole of KS1 and KS2. This would make delivery of the national curriculum and preparation for national tests more straightforward and would eliminate the need for children to cope with two transitions -  in the middle of key 2 and in the middle of key stage 3. Such transitions often result in a lowering of performance in the the learning journey of the children.  Under this model children would have to travel a very long distance to QEHS on a daily basis to continue their education into KS3,4 and 5. Such distances are too far for children of 11 years. Safeguarding and duty of care responsibilities would be difficult to ensure on such long journeys. In the 2014 New Home to School Travel and Transport Guidance it says that travel arrangements should ensure that children are able to reach school ' in reasonable safety and comfort and in a state that is conducive to study" Governors believe that this will be very difficult to achieve particularly for the younger children and those with special needs.  Children from the Bellingham area could be potentially disadvantaged because travel arrangements would make it very difficult for them to attend after school activities. e'g' sport, drama, music  Good staff could be lost from the area.       

No

As above and including :- HBHS as an all through 4-16 school would involve very significant financial investment to make it possible as well as significant changes to parental perceptions and choices. Many parents in the Bellingham area have already chosen to send their children to QEHS for all the reasons already mentioned and changing their perceptions after several years of decline would be a very difficult task.   The use of capital monies to make HBHS into a 4-16 school and carry out the building repairs and reconfiguration that would be required could mean that other schools in the West of Northumberland may be unable to access sufficient funds for their capital needs.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Stocksfield

No

Merging QEHS and HBHS would create a school which is far too big and would create environmental impact and transport issues in having to bus 100's of children from Haydon Bridge into Hexham. Haydon Bridge parents deserve a high school in their town and NCC should be supporting the considerable efforts being made by the School to improve and find a way forward to give local children the education they are entitled to. The closure of the rural schools has not been thought through at all - these schools are at the heart of their local communities and closing them would have a major impact on these communities.Families with young children would not move into the area and it is totally unacceptable to expect children as young as 4 years old to go on a bus or in a taxi for their journey to school. These rural communities would eventually die if this proposition were to go forward.   Regarding the proposed closure of Whittonstall specifically - NCC did not even realise/acknowledge that Whittonstall and Broomley first schools are in a Federation together with a joint Headteacher and closure of Whittonstall would have a significant impact on Broomley first school - the schools are both financially viable and have very favourable OFSTED reports - could this successful model not be considered and applied to some of the other rural schools that are threatened with closure? Also a large number of children who go to Whittonstall come from out of catchment and there are no places in surrounding first schools or back in Durham local authority to accomodate these children.

No

see reasons for model A

Don't know

support the option to keep HBHS school open - NCC needs to work with the school and other relevant parties to provide a viable way forward

see previous comments

The reasons that I have not chosen any of the options A,B or C in the consultation documents on the future education of children in West Northumberland are as follows. I do not wish Wark Church of England First School to close. It is very important that there continues to be strategically placed village schools in a particularly rural area.Not only are schools at the centre of village life they are the reason some families move to or stay in rural villages. The school at Wark serves not only Wark but three other local Villages and many farms and other rural family business's.  If small schools close and the children are amalgamated into one bigger one, the way the current budget works would mean that each child would lose more than £2000 of funding for their education and I believe this money would be lost to the county and stay in central government funds. In the case of Wark it is a viable school which provides excellent early years education and if necessary could easily become a primary if two tier education was to be adopted in West Northumberland. This would have the support of the community as a whole.
Letter received:
Dear Sir,
After the publication of the council document on the future of education in west Northumberland I attended a meeting at Wark School to learn more. I was horrified to find that in all three options A, B and C, Wark would close. I have had a long association with this good Church of England school as a pupil, a parent, a governor and more recently a grandparent. I am also a volunteer helper because I believe this school gives a great start in the educational life of our rural children. 
This good school is at the heart of village life and if it no longer existed I truly believe that it would have a very detrimental effect. I think if a school is viable to run, has a good Ofsted report and committed staff and governors it should remain open. 

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark, catchment No

I do not want Wark C of E First School to close

No

I do not want Wark C of E First School to close.

No

I do not want Wark C of E First School to close.

Yours faithfully

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Also QEHS and Whitley Chapel First School - should be able to say more than one school in the drop down list

No

I do not believe any schools should be forced to close.  The schools put forward for closure are all rated good or outstanding by OFSTED and some, like Whitley Chapel First School, have no deficit forecast.  Also, at least five of the schools are church schools where the council would not benefit so much by closing them as the land and buildings often belong to the church.  I also think that closing so many faith schools is an infringement on the right for parents to choose a faith school for their children.  Model A is poorly thought out and extremely short sighted.  

No

As stated before, I do not believe any schools should be forced to close.  The schools put forward for closure are all rated good or outstanding by OFSTED and some, like Whitley Chapel First School, have no deficit forecast.  Also, at least five of the schools are church schools where the council would not benefit so much by closing them as the land and buildings often belong to the church.  I also think that closing so many faith schools is an infringement on the right for parents to choose a faith school for their children.    Proposal B is even worse than proposal A as it closes some excellent middle schools, all of which are currently working well.  I have personal experience of sending children to St Joseph's Middle School and it is an excellent school, far superior in many ways (mostly in its care and its ethos) to QEHS, which I also have experience of.  QEHS and Haydon Bridge should not 'merge' as it would not be a merger and the document should not describe it as such.  It would be a takeover by QEHS and would mean some young people have to make unacceptably long journeys to school.  It would also rip the heart out of Haydon Bridge if it did not have its own school.  QEHS is not very welcoming to children who do not meet their high educational standards as it affects their results, particularly in sixth form.  It is unclear as to whether they would welcome all young people (particularly to sixth form) regardless of their ability.

No

Again, this proposal closes schools which do not need to close.  The only redeeming feature in Model C is that it retains Haydon Bridge High School which should be retained.  The ideas put forward by the head at HBHS for ways it could work in the future look very promising and should be very carefully considered.

If QEHS do not get approval for their 11-18 school, then the current schools should all continue to thrive as they are now.  The table produced by the council which lists the surplus places at many of these schools is extremely misleading as they are based on the capacity of the building and not on staff and resources ie the schools currently have the staff and resources for the number of pupils on roll, there are not staff waiting around and having to be paid because the school needs more pupils.  Most of these schools are well managed, get good results and, very importantly, are essential to the community.  The consultation document does not mention the importance of these schools in the community and it doesn't appear that any work has been done to show what effects closing these schools would have on the community - and these effects would be considerable.  If QEHS do not get approval, all schools, including Haydon Bridge, should remain.  The options put forward for HBHS to be a school that offers vocational courses and three year GCSE courses should be seriously considered.  If QEHS do get approval for their 11-18 school, I understand that this will mean some changes have to be made.  However, I still believe that HBHS should remain and the options put forward for it to be a school that offers vocational courses and three year GCSE courses seriously considered. The remaining schools in West Northumberland should be given the opportunity to look at ways in which they could remain open, either as primary schools or as part of a MAT with other church schools etc.  The council should not decide which schools should close but let the schools look at their viability and present their case.  I also think the council needs to do a lot more work on its proposals before the consultation can be truly valid.  It needs to:  - Cost the impact of closing rural schools to the community - in practical, financial and emotional ways - Show detailed figures for the cost of school transport which would increase dramatically under these proposals - Give detailed information about provision for early years education - it is shocking that the consultation document deals with early years    provision in one paragraph on page 24.  This is not acceptable. - Show that detailed information has been obtained about the number of children in each area who will need a school place in future.  For example,    Whitley Chapel First School has started to see numbers increase as a result of a small 'baby boom' in the area.  Have the babies in this area    (and in all the other areas with schools marked for closure) been taken into account when looking at needs for school places in the future?  The consultation document as it stands at the moment is woefully inadequate and has not really given an acceptable amount of information for respondents to base their opinions on.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Acomb

No

There should be provision in Hayden bridge and it should be more vocational than qehs

No

Again Hayden bridge should stay open but have a different focus to qehs

Yes

Leaves Hayden bridge area with provision

Hayden bridge should refocus on less traditional academic routes and be more vocational whether that be agriculture sustainable energy or sport for example. There should be an option to do well at sport without having to go to the rgs or nsb and associated technology eg video analysis . Qehs curriculum has narrowed year on year to a very traditional and result focused school

Staff Member

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale

No

I want the county to commit to either 3 or two tier, this model does not and therefore will not work.  The place for middle schools is not tenable with our falling numbers of students

close the middle schools an close Whitfield - it's very close to Allendale and there is more than enough space for those students in Allendale.

No

I don't think it's in the best interests of the young people to shut Haydon Bridge before a new school with adequate space for all students.  We risk losing more and more students to schools outside of the area as parents move their children to ensure stability. We need to get on and sort out the new school now and shorten the consultation period, so staff, students and families could start planning.  The constant instability has caused and continues to cause huge levels of stress for all involved.

I feel that Whitfield school should be closed.  I feel we need to speed up the changes and get whatever is going to happen completed as soon as possible.

No

This model mixes 2 and 3 tier education, again I dont feel this will work,  I also doubt that Northumberland will allocate sufficient funds to make suitable adjustments to the buildings.  There needs to be parity across the two high schools with QE ad HBHS offering year 7 entry.

Northumberland committing to investing enough money to do the job properly.  Once again shutting Whitfield.

Close all of the middle schools etc however invest money saved in HBHS allowing the school to offer the unique package it has always excelled at offering.  One size doesn't fit all and I feel that the current moves towards a "super school" force our young people into a position as statistics and not people.  It has become a numbers exercise and I no longer feel the needs of the children come into the equation.  In addition Northumberland must make changes quickly and with the financial wherewithal to follow them through - the constant state of flux is the main reason the role at HBHS has dropped.   Regardless of the outcome and whichever model comes out on top (in my opinion it will be the one Northumberland wanted all along) Northumberland needs to publicly apologise for the way they have blighted the lives of all involved in HBHS. Shame on you - the staff, community, students etc deserve far better then the deplorable way you have dealt with the school.  You have undermined and refused at any point to take responsibility for your actions, morale is low amongst staff and I can see many of my colleagues leaving teaching directly as a result of this experience.

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

No

Not enough time has been given for for the schools to work together to come up with their own option. We believe there are better models to strive towards.

No

Not enough time has been given for for the schools to work together to come up with their own option. We believe there are better models to strive towards.

No

Not enough time has been given for for the schools to work together to come up with their own option. We believe there are better models to strive towards.

Allow the schools to work together to build a viable long term plan that allows children to receive at least as good as what is currently on offer to them - if not better. Options must also be within suitable travelling distance as they are now. The working 3 tier model within our tynedale area is very good so why would we want to change that? It still gives the children &amp; parents choices. Closing a large number of schools across all age ranges would actually punish those who choose to live in this area. Schools here are already large and although may not be to capacity, class sizes are large enough. Our area has a lot of families moving in/out of the catchment so some surplus places are necessary. We have also had NCC &amp; parish council grant permission to build over 200 houses in our village - where will these children go to school if schools are forced to close?  If services are going to be drained beyond that which they can cope with - surely this will have detrimental effects on our rural areas?  Our children deserve the best and they deserve to have a say and a choice in where they would like to be educated. 

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

This whole process is being lead by Hadrian Learning Trust, This is an Academy that has opted out of Council Control.  This Model that is being proposed will only be serve the interest of an Academy outside your control and will prove detrimental to the Education of children in West Northumberland. 

No

This whole process is being lead by Hadrian Learning Trust, This is an Academy that has opted out of Council Control.  This Model that is being proposed will only be serve the interest of an Academy outside your control and will prove detrimental to the Education of children in West Northumberland. 

No

This whole process is being lead by Hadrian Learning Trust, This is an Academy that has opted out of Council Control.  This Model that is being proposed will only be serve the interest of an Academy outside your control and will prove detrimental to the Education of children in West Northumberland. 

As mentioned in the previous sections, this whole process is being lead by Hadrian Learning Trust, This is an Academy that has opted out of Council Control.  This Model that is being proposed will only be serve the interest of an Academy outside your control and will prove detrimental to the Education of children in West Northumberland.   I honestly believe that if you push on regardless with your proposals in partnership with Hadrian Learning Trust, within 4 years you will have one of the largest schools in the UK that is in special measures by OFSTED and running at a deficit!!  The present system in place works and works well! That's not to say that improvements can't or shouldn't be made, But should not be undertaken in such a drastic and devastating way.   If you have money allotted to the Education in West Northumberland, then surely this should be invested in the system that is already in place and working well.   You should maybe be looking at creating community hubs. These hubs that could then be used to boost the economy and encourage inward investment and residents into these rural areas.  This could be accomplished by these hubs offering the following community support:  - Library - Post Office - Village Shop - Sure Start Centre - Community Centre - Offer Adult learning/ Night classes   

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

No

No

The Schools funding model is broken.  Mr Atkin's is pushing on because of this broken funding model.  He should have registered years 7 and 8 at HMS as secondary not primary. Then his extra £300k argument fails.  He has also not bothered to look at external funding streams - alumni, local business sponsorship. and many others.  He does not want to take on kids from Haydon Bridge because they will lower his pupil exam scores. This is what he told me at the Mart meeting.  He also does not want Haydon Bridge to offer 3 year GCSE's for non academic students as that will affect the number of students coming to QEHS. This is also what he told me at the Mart meeting.  Having been to a large secondary comprehensive and been bullied and told I was just thick and asked to leave at 16 or do another year - I worked hard through technical college, then degree and the PhD!  Large schools fail pupils!

Parent/carer

Broomley First School (federated with Whittonstall First)

Riding Mill

No

I don't believe option A will secure either a sustainable or viable education for my children.  By closing a financially viable and thriving school that is federated with my children's school you will impact on the sustainability and viability of another school. Shutting Haydon Bridge would be a travesty.  The communities of west Northumberland need viable choices of where to educate their children and a one size super school most certainly does not fit all - or indeed anyone.

No

I don't believe option B will secure either a sustainable or viable education for my children.  Absolutely not.  The three tier system provides the best outcomes of all Northumberland Schools.  QEHS performs well because of the first and middle schools that feed it.  Shutting Haydon Bridge would be a travesty.  The communities of west Northumberland need viable choices of where to educate their children and a one size super school most certainly does not fit all - or indeed anyone.  We moved to Northumberland for our children to be part of the best education system in the country (in our opinion) - a three tier system where family and community were celebrated and valued throughout all stages of their educational and life journey.  Education is about more than GCSE results.  The experience our children have at school will impact on them for all their life.  I have chosen for my children to live in the most sparsely populated county in England.  I do not choose for them to go to one of the largest secondary schools in the country.   By enforcing a two tier system on Hexham Partnership you immediately reduce choice for those living on the Hexham/Prudhoe boundaries, as separate systems make it extremely difficult to move from a school that is not meeting the needs of a child into a school in the neighbouring partnership.  By closing a financially viable and thriving school that is federated with my children's school you will impact on the sustainability and viability of another school.

No

I don't believe option C will secure either a sustainable or viable education for my children.  By closing a financially viable and thriving school that is federated with my children's school you will impact on the sustainability and viability of another school.  While I applaud the principle of keeping Haydon Bridge HS open I think there are better ways to do it than inflicting a two-tier system across the whole of the Haydon Bridge partnership, particular in light of the fact that at least half of the schools that have become primaries are struggling financially.

I am not an educational theorist and I do not believe that the six week time scale you have given for people to address the points you wish your electorate to consider, is adequate.  However these are my thoughts based on the information you have included in your document and my understanding of where I live.  I would like to see a three tier system throughout all of West Northumberland - we know it works, we can see the results in Hexham and Prudhoe.  I would like to see investment in Haydon Bridge High school - perhaps rebuilt on a smaller footprint with a 3-18 age range, which may address the issue with surplus places.  I'd include an intake at Y7 for any schools that are unable to move back to a three tier model but would focus on y9 as the main intake age.  Haydon Bridge High School's response to the consultation has been the only truly innovative response and I think their ideas are worth exploring.  I am not denying that HLT needs some capital investment - the school buildings are in a dreadful state.  If QEHS was to be rebuilt I think it should be on a smaller, not larger, footprint with Hexham Middle school on site.  I think they should retain their Y9 intake.  There is evidence that beginning GCSEs too early is impacting on the mental health of our young people and I believe that by moving to a secondary model away from their incredibly successful three tier model it will impact on standards, educational outcomes and so much more in a negative way.  Any support that you, NCC, give to the HLT should be on condition that this Y9 intake will continue.  I think you should value the outstanding and good first schools that are the heart of their communities.  A school is so much more than the building it is in, and even the children who attend it.  I do not think you should consider shutting a school that provides good or excellent outcomes for its students,  I do not think you should consider shutting schools that are financially viable.  I certainly do not think you should be proposing to close schools and move the children to schools that will provide a drop in standards as you have suggested in all of your options.  If surplus places are an issue you can deal with these by rebuilding Haydon Bridge HS on a smaller footprint, by rebuilding Hexham Middle and QEHS on a single smaller site, and by rebuilding Bellingham first and middle schools on one site and to a smaller scale.  Money can be saved by federating schools, and sharing resources.  The Corbridge Middle School Hub Model discusses resource sharing as a means of making efficiencies.  I do not believe that mass school closures will give you the innovative education system that you wish West Northumberland to be known for.  The three tier system is one that innovates.  It values developmental and educational stages, it provides appropriate transitions and the first and middle schools in west Northumberland have proved to provide the perfect foundation for the excellent educational outcomes seen by QE and Prudhoe High Schools, and could be seen in Haydon Bridge if they were given appropriate support.  Our children deserve the best we can give them.  Countywide this can already be found in West Northumberland.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

The council have got the scenarios completely wrong.  Model A does not take into consideration any potential changes to a two tier education system.  The consultation document admits that future financial forecasting isn't reliable, however the propose options don't even take into consideration the changes to the funding formulas.  Model A should have been the status quo scenario for the First Schools in the Hexham Partnership.  Any specific First School viability issues should have been considered separately.  Acomb First School is viable on pupil numbers, capacity and finances.  Although it should be outside the scope of Model A, Acomb First School does also have the space (and appropriate staff) to convert to a viable Primary School.  I do not believe for one moment that the parents of Beaufront, especially those for outside of the Region never mind just outside the catchment would consider relocation to a combined Acomb School.  Very few Beaufront children can currently walk to school, therefore a change to Acomb would not be a significant issues as the additional mileage is negligible, in contrast most current pupils at Acomb live within the village and can walk to school - therefore a relocation to Beaufront would be a major change.   Furthermore, given the Councils responsibilities and safeguarding of our young children, why on earth would anyone want to put reception children on a bus when there is no need?  The distances quoted in the consultation documents are miss leading, no one lives at either school. Distance aside, there is no safe walking route between the two schools. The shortest route is not suitable for a significant increase in private vehicle numbers for school drop off and pick up.  The shortest route is not suitable for a coach that would need to be provided by the Council.   Additional parking would be problematic for both sites, however there is no potential for this to be improved at Beaufront.  

The Council need to take a step back and revise all potential options.  The Council must acknowledge that other factors outside of it's control have significant impacts or implications for education in the West of Northumberland.   Before we can start to consider early year's educational needs - i.e. size, number, location and whether they are to be First or Primary Schools - decisions must be made about Haydon Bridge High School and Hadrian Learning Trust need to set out their intentions for the future.  Unfortunately, due to the misconceived academy system Northumberland County Council must react rather than lead on the future structure of Hexham educational partnership.    

No

I would be concerned about sending my children to a 'super' school, the size is mind boggling.  See additional concerns listed under Model A - concerns over safeguarding etc. apply to all three options as there are no differences for Acomb First School - the models all have the same outcome proposed.   As a resident of Acomb I would not send my children to Beaufront.

Acomb could be a viable Primary School under this option.  The Council need to take a step back and revise all potential options.  The Council must acknowledge that other factors outside of it's control have significant impacts or implications for education in the West of Northumberland.   Before we can start to consider early year's educational needs - i.e. size, number, location and whether they are to be First or Primary Schools - decisions must be made about Haydon Bridge High School and Hadrian Learning Trust need to set out their intentions for the future.  Unfortunately, due to the misconceived academy system Northumberland County Council must react rather than lead on the future structure of Hexham educational partnership.   

No

The consultation document states that 'The middle schools in Hexham would remain unchanged, as would the first schools. Those listed below would close/merge. Some first schools would become primary schools.'  However it then contradicts itself and lists some schools that would merge/close.  It also suggests that some First School's would change to Primary, but doesn't explain why.  For Hexham partnership, if they are retaining Middle &amp; High Schools there should be no need to change existing first schools.  What happens to Haydon Bridge 16 to 18 year olds?  See additional concerns listed under Model A.   As a resident of Acomb I would not send my children to Beaufront.

The Council need to take a step back and revise all potential options.  The Council must acknowledge that other factors outside of it's control have significant impacts or implications for education in the West of Northumberland.   Before we can start to consider early year's educational needs - i.e. size, number, location and whether they are to be First or Primary Schools - decisions must be made about Haydon Bridge High School and Hadrian Learning Trust need to set out their intentions for the future.  Unfortunately, due to the misconceived academy system Northumberland County Council must react rather than lead on the future structure of Hexham educational partnership.   

Acomb First School should be considered on its own merits and if viable is allowed to continue as it is until HLT confirm their intentions to convert to a two tier system.  Then the viability for Acomb to convert to a Primary School should be considered.   It is disappoint to see that the scenario for Acomb/Beaufront is the same in all three Models proposed.  It reads like the Council have already decided that they will merge/one will close.  Significantly more details and rational is required to justify this.  The ethos of Beaufront and Acomb Schools are completely different and I do not see how a merger would work.  It would be perverse is Acomb were to close, but existing Beaufront children from outside the Region and catchment relocated to other schools, resulting in necessary, unsafe and unsustainable transport of children from Acomb village to Beaufront school.    All three Models have the same outcome for Acomb/ Beaufront - merger or closure.  I consider this to be a fundamentally floored part of the consultation and suggest that this should be reviewed.  There are other far smaller schools that the council consider viable!  Northumberland Council don’t seem to be following their own guidelines with regard to enrollment requirements for first or primary schools.  Based upon the Councils own statistics (in the consultation document) it would appear that on pupil capacity both Acomb and Beaufront First Schools are viable - both Schools currently have capacity for 75 pupils.    As for the distance issues, I would welcome the opportunity to join Guy Opperman (MP), Cllr Trevor Cessford, Cllr Wayne Daley, Cllr Guy Renner-Thompson, together with appropriate transport officers to walk the alleged 1.9 mile route between Beaufront and Acomb at dawn/dusk.   The Council need to take a step back and revise all potential options.  The Council must acknowledge that other factors outside of it's control have significant impacts or implications for education in the West of Northumberland. Before we can start to consider early year's educational needs - i.e. size, number, location and whether they are to be First or Primary Schools - decisions must be made about Haydon Bridge High School and Hadrian Learning Trust need to set out their intentions for the future.  Unfortunately, due to the misconceived academy system Northumberland County Council must react rather than lead on the future structure of Hexham educational partnership.     Presumably, with regard to the rural first schools the proposed options have been pulled together by a council official sitting in Morpeth or Cramlington and looking at dots on a map! Any specific First School viability issues should be considered on their own merits.  Although extremely undesirable, through the eviction of the co-located (OFSTED Outstanding) Little Oaks Nursery, Acomb does have the capacity to be easily converted into a Primary School.  I understand that the Beaufront site is spatially constrained.  The miss-guided policy of academicization has failed the children of Haydon Bridge.  It has also created the scenario where Northumberland County Council is second guessing the intentions of Hadrian Learning Trust as the basis for the Educational needs for the area.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

HMS, QEHS

Hexham

No

I believe that education in West Northumberland will be best served by the creation of a two-tier, primary/secondary system.  This is in order to both create schools of a sustainable size and to ensure that that school transitions match the national curriculum as is the case in almost the entire country, including in many other rural areas.   This model seeks to solve the Haydon Bridge issue but does not address some other fundamental problems.  In particular it fails to consider the fact that as an academy Hadrian Learning Trust is free to make its own decision to move to a secondary system and absorb years 7 and 8.  This would lead to a new problem for years 5 and 6 still needing to be resolved in Hexham and Haydon Bridge.   Therefore this model does not tackle the problems holistically and should not go forward.

No

Although this model does attempt to address all of the issues, it does not do so in a way that is viable for the Sele First School, and therefore for Hexham as a whole.    I support the principle of moving to a two-tier system because I believe that it leads to schools of sustainable sizes and matches school transition points with the national curriculum - this will lead to better educational  outcomes for students overall.    However the model as set out incorrectly assumes that the Sele School will reduce its PAN to 60 so that it can provide for years 5 and 6 on the school's existing footprint.  This is not viable for two reasons: firstly, the Sele First School's excellent teaching standards are in part based on the resources it derives from being a three-form entry school, and dropping to two-form would place this under serious threat; secondly given the school's location and reputation it is highly likely that parents whose children are not offered a place would appeal that decision.  If even only a few were to be successful in each academic year this would lead to either a need to move back to three forms per year (but without the physical space to do so), or to the school attempting to keep each year group within the 60 PAN by mixing age groups (leading to sub-optimal educational and social outcomes).

The Sele School has stated that it would be prepared to support Model B but ONLY if it is able to keep its PAN of 84 (and therefore 3-form entry), and expand its buildings on its existing grounds in order to be able to absorb years 5 and 6.  I support this amended model in full - it would facilitate the transition to a two-tier system across Hexham and Haydon Bridge, whilst maintaining the excellent standard of education on offer at the Sele School - in fact it would expand that provision to additionally cover years 5 and 6.  I therefore urge Northumberland County Council to consider making capital funding available to the Sele First School so that it can expand its building capacity.

No

I believe that education in West Northumberland will be best served by the creation of a two-tier, primary/secondary system.  This is in order to both create schools of a sustainable size and to ensure that that school transition points match the national curriculum as is the case in almost the entire country, including in many other rural areas.   Creating a new 'super-school' in Hexham fails to meet this objective because there would still be a transition point in the middle of KS2.  Furthermore, I cannot see any educational or social advantage to creating a school in which children as young as 9 are in the same educational establishment as those aged 18. 

I have set out my support for an amended model B as proposed by the Sele First School



[bookmark: 25]Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

I strongly disagree with any of the three proposals, all of which include the closure of schools that are currently producing excellent results.   Whittonstall first school is an excellent school.  It is financially viable and is already federated with Broomley First School. Whittonstall first school is currently running a surplus budget and this is forecast to continue. The consultation does not outline the detrimental effect closing Whittonstall would have on Broomley.  We live in the County Durham Catchment area (Ebchester). The primary schools in our own catchment area are currently full. Whittonstall was our first choice of school. It was a very easy decision based on the excellent results it produces. We have seen our daughter flourish since she started at Whittonstall. From a practical perspective it also offers wrap around care which some of our other local schools do not provide.  Moving our daughter from Whittonstall to Broomhaugh would mean a travel distance of 8.3 miles, 16.4 mile round trip for us from Ebchester.  My child is 4 currently and should not be expected to travel this distance to access her education.   My son is due to start in Whittonstall pre school in 2019. No consideration has been given to pre school education in the proposals.   The information provided in the consultations does not provide transparency on the financial modelling. I believe this is important.   I believe that the Tynedale Community Learning Trust proposal should be considered.    

No

I strongly disagree with any of the three proposals, all of which include the closure of schools that are currently producing excellent results.   Whittonstall first school is an excellent school.  It is financially viable and is already federated with Broomley First School. Whittonstall first school is currently running a surplus budget and this is forecast to continue. The consultation does not outline the detrimental effect closing Whittonstall would have on Broomley.  We live in the County Durham Catchment area (Ebchester). The primary schools in our own catchment area are currently full. Whittonstall was our first choice of school. It was a very easy decision based on the excellent results it produces. We have seen our daughter flourish since she started at Whittonstall. From a practical perspective it also offers wrap around care which some of our other local schools do not provide.  Moving our daughter from Whittonstall to Broomhaugh would mean a travel distance of 8.3 miles, 16.4 mile round trip for us from Ebchester.  My child is 4 currently and should not be expected to travel this distance to access her education.   My son is due to start in Whittonstall pre school in 2019. No consideration has been given to pre school education in the proposals.   The information provided in the consultations does not provide transparency on the financial modelling. I believe this is important.   I believe that the Tynedale Community Learning Trust proposal should be considered.  

No

I strongly disagree with any of the three proposals, all of which include the closure of schools that are currently producing excellent results.   Whittonstall first school is an excellent school.  It is financially viable and is already federated with Broomley First School. Whittonstall first school is currently running a surplus budget and this is forecast to continue. The consultation does not outline the detrimental effect closing Whittonstall would have on Broomley.  We live in the County Durham Catchment area (Ebchester). The primary schools in our own catchment area are currently full. Whittonstall was our first choice of school. It was a very easy decision based on the excellent results it produces. We have seen our daughter flourish since she started at Whittonstall. From a practical perspective it also offers wrap around care which some of our other local schools do not provide.  Moving our daughter from Whittonstall to Broomhaugh would mean a travel distance of 8.3 miles, 16.4 mile round trip for us from Ebchester.  My child is 4 currently and should not be expected to travel this distance to access her education.   My son is due to start in Whittonstall pre school in 2019. No consideration has been given to pre school education in the proposals.   The information provided in the consultations does not provide transparency on the financial modelling. I believe this is important.   I believe that the Tynedale Community Learning Trust proposal should be considered.  

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Anick

No

No

No

We need to keep rural schools to keep our local communities alive, and to save our young children from lengthy, tiring bus journeys. My 3 children have thrived in the current 3 tier system, and our family would be distraught if the system changed to 2 tier, especially as my children will be caught up in the transition period. I would have serious concerns over their level of attainment when they (and teaching staff/ buildings) have to adjust to new systems.

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

No

By closing the smaller village schools, young children will be forced to travel much further to school. It may be a maximum of 5.8 miles, but for a reception aged child, getting on a school,bus that makes frequent stops to collect and drop off other children, this will add considerable times to the beginning and end of their day. Ultimately, young families will move to population centres where the children do not have to travel, and the communities will die. This is certainly not sustainable for the future of rural communities.

No

For largely the same reasons as I object to model A, although the fact that larger middle schools will close is worse for the local communities. I also am worried about the size of school that QEHS will become. A super school does not serve the community well. When schools become too big, the sense of a community school is gone. It is hard for teachers to know the kids and respond to their needs in the way that they are able to in a smaller school.

No

I would not want to send my 4 year old to a school that has an upper age of 16. Again, I am worried about the fate of rural communities which lose their local schools.

We know that Northumberland is a rural county, and there are many other rural counties in the UK which face similar challenges. Instead of close schools which will kill communities, Northumberland should go on an fact finding mission to other areas to assess their provision and use their models here.

Staff Member

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Bellingham Middle School and Sports College

Wark C of E first Wark

No

Dont feel the closure of wark has been looked at or thought through. it is a thriving school we want to keep open

No

3 tiers is a better structure for our children in our area

No

Leave the 3 tier system in place keeping smaller school functioning as they are. This includes keeping wark first school open and also Bellingham middle. The size of the schools is important and the move to a secondary 2000+ pupil school is not in the best interest of the pupils. Both of my children have gone to Wark and it is an amazing school with fantastic teaching staff and ethos, they treat all of the children as individuals and teach a broad subject range going out to do forest school, cooking, music and more. The results the school has produced speak volumes for how well ran it is and to find it on the closure list was a big shock to us all especially as they have proven they are financially viable and within budget.  I believe Bellingham as the next step before high school is massively important to children as its a big jump from a small school to a middle and find since my eldest daughter started she has grown and become more confident. I feel she would be intimidated in such a big school with so many others, she would make the move much better after 2 more years in middle school, she is a happy child the teaching there is great and I feel moving her again would be upsetting for her as she is happy where she is so support 3 tiers all the way.  Should things have to change as the Hadrian partnership want us all to I feel keeping wark open as a primary is the best move for our youngest as it has proven it can adapt and become a primary with space available and figures that have been worked out show. I do not feel the changes should be in place until a building has been built for the secondary school as the existing building/s are unfit for the children in them now without introducing more children. 

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Edmundbyers

No

As a mother of two children that attend this school and live in a rural area which is Co Durham and less than 1/2 mile from the Northumberland border. I have chose to send my children to a Northumberland school, this has worked as a family as the children love this school and have enjoyed learning. I am aware that this is not catchment for the area we currently live in but as the school that my children should attend is currently full I am happy to travel and transport my children every day to school and back again. This is of no cost to Northumberland county council. As I understand the school is financially viable so do not understand any of these proposals.

No

Same answer as model A

No

Same answer as model A

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Ebchester

No

I don't understand why Whittonstall First should close if they are displaying a surplus for the next 3 years, and the Hexham partnership as a whole is showing surplus for the next 3 years also, albeit at a declining rate.  It seems that Haydon Bridge is the problem school in terms of educational and financial viability yet Hexham Partnership schools are suffering.  The consultation document doesn't given enough detail on what the "concept" of First schools requiring 75+ pupils is based upon.  If it is financial viability, Whittonstall have demonstrated their viability and so this "concept" doesn't seem to have a solid foundation.  Furthermore, the consultation document claims the distance between Whittonstall First and Broomhaugh First is 5.7 miles. According to Google Maps, one route is 6.1 miles and takes 11 mins, the other route is 5.8miles but 12 mins.  This would add 20 minutes onto my school run which would make my ability to work my contracted hours incredibly difficult.

Keeping Whittonstall First open

No

I don't understand why Whittonstall First should close if they are displaying a surplus for the next 3 years, and the Hexham partnership as a whole is showing surplus for the next 3 years also, albeit at a declining rate.  It seems that Haydon Bridge is the problem school in terms of educational and financial viability yet Hexham Partnership schools are suffering.  The consultation document doesn't given enough detail on what the "concept" of First schools requiring 75+ pupils is based upon.  If it is financial viability, Whittonstall have demonstrated their viability and so this "concept" doesn't seem to have a solid foundation.  Furthermore, the consultation document claims the distance between Whittonstall First and Broomhaugh First is 5.7 miles. According to Google Maps, one route is 6.1 miles and takes 11 mins, the other route is 5.8miles but 12 mins.  This would add 20 minutes onto my school run which would make my ability to work my contracted hours incredibly difficult.

Keeping Whittonstall First open

No

I don't understand why Whittonstall First should close if they are displaying a surplus for the next 3 years, and the Hexham partnership as a whole is showing surplus for the next 3 years also, albeit at a declining rate.  It seems that Haydon Bridge is the problem school in terms of educational and financial viability yet Hexham Partnership schools are suffering.  The consultation document doesn't given enough detail on what the "concept" of First schools requiring 75+ pupils is based upon.  If it is financial viability, Whittonstall have demonstrated their viability and so this "concept" doesn't seem to have a solid foundation.  Furthermore, the consultation document claims the distance between Whittonstall First and Broomhaugh First is 5.7 miles. According to Google Maps, one route is 6.1 miles and takes 11 mins, the other route is 5.8miles but 12 mins.  This would add 20 minutes onto my school run which would make my ability to work my contracted hours incredibly difficult.

Keeping Whittonstall First open

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Acomb First School is where my kids are happy and thriving, I don’t want my kids to travel to another school.

No

No

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Corbridge

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Hexham

No

No

No

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Chollerton

Barrsford

No

No

No

I support the model put forward by Corbridge Middle.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Corbridge

Yes

It retains the middle schools and I am a strong supporter of the 3 tier system in Northumberland. I believe that there are too few pupils to sustain Haydon Bridge now and that children who are in the feeder middle school for this school should now have the option of going to Hexham. I am aware that some children who have applied to go to Hexham from Bellingham Middle in September have been informed that there are no places for them and have the only option of Haydon Bridge which is unacceptable.

There are too many closures of small rural First schools in all of the models. These are a vital part of the community and will lead to the decline of these rural communities if the school close down.

No

The closure of Middle schools which I am strongly against. I am against the Hadrian Trusts's move to become 2 tier- this has caused absolute mayhem for the Hexham pyramid.

No

I think that if QEHS takes on the children who should have gone to Haydon Bridge, which I believe will happen, then the size of the school will be too big if it changes to the 2 tier model.  I think Haydon Bridge now needs to close as it has become unsustainable and that those children should be absorbed by QEHS. I am against the Hadrian Trust becoming 2 tier as they have excellent results as they are now and I am strong advocate of the 3 tier system. QEHS desperately need a new building as it is in a dire state of repair and will need to be expanded to absorb the pupils from Haydon Bridge. I am against the closure of all of the rural First schools as I believe them to be a vital part of the community and I am against the idea of very small children being transported on country roads in the winter i.e. Woodburn to Otterburn!

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle upper Haltwhistle

No

Haltwhistle middle school is in a non operational state in special measures for far too long and will spend many more years entwined in debate and battle between private and council sectors while our kids education continues to suffer with an attainment average of 44% against a national average of 82% .

Yes

This would be a better option in a lot of ways for the children of Haltwhistle a two tier system in my opinion works better and is more financially viable.

The travel distance for children from Haltwhistle at age 11 is significant having a high school at a more central location for both hexham and south tyne dale would be better it’s a worry that our young people will be travelling a thirty mile round trip to school

No

Don’t see how education can be individualised when they have a target education audience with such a big age range mass education in my opinion is daunting and difficult to focus on areas for specific age groups

I would suggest progressing to two tier education and developing a new high school on the current site of haltwhistle middle school and QE remaining as it is and developing the emalginated first schools  in to primary schools then children progressing to Haltwhistle high school or QE high school.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

St josephs

Haydon Bridge

Don't know

High school will become too big and no choice for parents in west Northumberland as an alternative

Create separate 6th form college on haydon bridge high school site

No

High school far too big under this model. Pupil numbers of 2500 will make it one of the biggest in the country Removes choice for parents west Northumberland Closes excellent middle schools

Create 6th form college on haydon bridge high school site this would reduce size of school Re-align catchment ares of Hexham QEHS and increase the catchment of  Prudhoe and Ponteland high school to make the schools more even/equal in size.

Don't know

Councillors in Morpeth do not understand the different parts of the county and how they have their own unique issues, variation and logistics.  Many parents will continue to send their children to Hexham even if HBHS remains open. A lot of this is due to logistics and where people work, it’s easier to get to Hexham and many parents pass through He on their way to work.  Also a lot of north Tyne children get transport to Hexham even though they are HBHS catchment because QEHS is actually closer same applies to children in Fourstones and Warden. Public transport routes into Hexham are good which again puts HBHS at a disadvantage.

Provide 6th form college for Tyne valley on HBHS SITE

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

Because classes are going to be bigger and children get less help.

No, because big school wont be built until we come out of education so we would be in mobile buildings for learning

No

6th Form all need to get A's to stay in the school meaning only a 1/4 of us would be able to stay in 6th form.

No because whatever schools would be merged and we would just be a number out of 2000 or something like that and we might not get the change we would of got.

No

No, because it does not offer a 6th form so we wont get the option for 6th form or college and we would just have to go to college.

My changes would be to add a 6th form so we get the option of 6th form or college and we wouldn't have to leave at 15/16.

We want option D because we could stay until 18 and we would get a better education too.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

The essential three tier is no longer in situ and a outstanding church schools close

Should not go ahead

No

I repeat The essential three tier is no longer in situ and a outstanding church schools close!

Not a viable option

No

This is a ludicrous use of resources and I repeat The essential three tier is no longer in situ and a outstanding church schools close

Not viable

A new decent high school built like Prudhoe high school for 16 million and the rest of the 40 million pound pot to be used to keep the three tier system going !

Parish Council

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

As Chairman of Acomb Parish Council, the Council strongly recommends the retention of Acomb First School for the following reasons:  1.75% of the pupils come from Acomb's catchment area.  2.The school is viable as a First or Primary chool.  3.The school has been inspected this year under the current rigorous framework and achieved Good overall, in a highly positive report.  4.There will be a need to cater for families in 40 new houses shortly to be completed in Acomb.  5.Acomb First School and its partner Little Oaks give continuous provision for 2 to 9 year olds.  6.We also emphasise that the school is financially viable and would continue to be so as a First and Primary School. 

Parish Council

West Allen

No

These proposals relate to the possibility of closing the school at Haydon Bridge.  They Council want to support the school in Haydon Bridge the Councillors feels it is very important to maintain a secondary school in Haydon Bridge.

No

As for Model A

Yes

Model C which keep the secondary school at Haydon Bridge is supported by the West Allen Parish Council.  The Council feels it is very important to maintain a secondary school in Haydon Bridge.

Parent/carer

No

Dear Councillors,  Please find below my response to your ‘Consultation about Education in the West of Northumberland’. Please note that while I have actively engaged with the process from the outset as Chair of Governors at Broomhaugh C. of E. First School, this is a response written purely in my position as a parent. These are my own, personal views and do not represent those of the Governing Body on which I also stand.  I understand the statutory requirements for both Northumberland County Council (NCC) and Hadrian Learning Trust (HLT) to run separate consultations. As a parent I would like to put on the record that I consider this to be an entirely unsatisfactory approach to designing an education system that puts the best interests of children at its heart.   Taken together, the Models outlined by NCC and HLT represent what can only be described as potentially fundamental and wide ranging changes to the current system. I believe there are two potential justifications for proposing such dramatic change.  1. Fixing a problem – if the current system of provision can be shown without doubt to be inadequate and genuinely not fit for the future.  2. Creating an opportunity – if proposed changes to the current system can be shown to result in significant improvements that will outweigh the risks, realities and outcomes of change management.  No-one should be in any doubt that should any of the proposals be implemented in their broad current form, the consequences will reach far into the future.  I have therefore considered your Models A, B &amp; C, along with HLT’s stated intent to move to a two-tier system in light of these two factors, in order to evaluate the effectiveness and appropriateness of any of the proposals on the table at the moment.  What is the problem that needs fixing?  At the moment, to be honest. I am very unclear about exactly what problem/s NCC and HLT are really trying to fix. I realise that there are some problems that do exist, but in my view the way the consultations have been set up and presented makes it hard to establish exactly what these are, where the priorities are and what’s actually driving any proposed need for change.  • I am in no doubt that schools across our area have suffered as a result of years of under-investment by previous administrations. I welcome your suggestion that capital investment will now be made in schools in the West of Northumberland. This seems to me to be a principle worth supporting, with a strong proviso that investment must be made in the right places and in the right way to benefit every step of the educational experience at all levels, not just at one school.   • In educational outcomes I cannot see a problem in the current provision in the Hexham Partnership. All schools are either Outstanding or Good according to latest Ofsted reports. Results from QEHS show excellent performance when compared with other schools nationally. Schools across the partnership at all levels show consistently strong performance and there is a compelling argument that the foundations of QEHS results are built in our fantastic First and Middle Schools. Educationally the system appears to me to be working very well.  • At a time when focus is growing on the apparent disparity between educational outcomes in the North and South, and when there is discussion of an Educational Improvement Challenge to find ways to close the ‘gap’ it seems very odd to me to be proposing such significant changes to the Hexham Partnership, where educational provision should be seen as an example of what works brilliantly in terms of outcomes.   • As far as parental views and the views of school leaders are concerned I have seen nothing throughout this consultation process to show me that the majority of people and schools see a problem and want to change the current system. There does not appear to be any form of widely held view that the current system is not working as far as parents are concerned. Indeed, I believe the strength and shape of current provision is why so many young families move to the area and why so many are keen to stay and bring up their children in the area. These Models do not represent or reflect a call from the community for change to fix a problem they believe exists.  • Change seems entirely driven, as far as I can tell, by an agenda at HLT and by the failure of those organisations responsible to deliver the right solution for Haydon Bridge High School. In this sense it is possible to see the current proposals as an attempt to fix problems that have been created by poor decision making and poor policy in the past.  • Surplus places may be a problem in some areas, but I am far from convinced that your own data supports the necessity for the approaches taken in your proposed Models. Information has been presented in the consultation document largely in an aggregated format that masks the reality that there are some very specific concentrations of capacity (not least at HLT and HBHS, where some analysis suggests around 40% of the current capacity may be found) that is not reflective of ‘capacity’ across the partnership/s as a whole.   • If we assume that there is a need to address the over-supply of places then Models should be based on clear evidence as to how and why they address specific issues rather than a general application. At this stage I am left with the view that the focus on capacity is an attempt to fix a problem that may not exist in quite the way it’s been presented.  • Furthermore, it would appear that under each of your proposed Models there are some questions to be asked about the viability of the proposed reduced surplus places. Initial review of data as published in your document suggests that in all Models there would be either an under-provision or at least a nil-capacity provision. We surely have to have some capacity built into the model to allow for natural fluctuations in population shifts – no system can operate at perfect PAN levels year on year, that’s simply unrealistic.  • More detailed information is required. I would like to know what the Council’s strategic view on ideal capacity within the system overall and at specific schools within the partnerships should be in order to meet demand now and in the future. Failure to provide even such a basic measure of success compromises significantly the quality and credibility of your consultation proposals.  • I am therefore not convinced at the moment that the surplus places problem has been considered robustly enough to identify where the real problems actually lie and how best to address these most appropriately.  • Financial forecasts have been used extensively in your consultation document. There is no doubt that there are increasing financial pressures on schools. However, this must be contextualised in light of the national picture and understood as part of a general trend across the country as a result of many factors entirely independent of local conditions.  • As I am sure you will be aware, these are not unique to our area. In fact, a BBC report in September last year stated that ‘A third of state schools are in deficit’. That means the fact that the Hexham Partnership is showing a surplus across its schools thanks to the level of financial resilience and prudent management by local schools should be acknowledged.   • We should also be mindful of the financial predicament many academies find themselves in. National evidence shows it is absolutely not the case that academisation is a winning solution to financial pressures. Given many of those academies facing financial challenges operate in a two-tier system we can also see that the system itself is no guarantee of viability.  • We should not be blind to the financial pressures and we must all look further down the line to anticipate. But it is not clear yet from data published exactly what the threat really is. Many schools have highlighted the fact that due to the difference between the way accounts and forecasts are run and the reality of budget management, many of these deficits never become a reality. Based on information currently supplied I believe there is a real risk that decisions may be made for reasons that are not as clear as are presented.   • I certainly believe that very real caution should be exercised in the strength of argument used by financial information as currently presented to justify such wholescale changes.  • There are many different ways to manage finances and no doubt there are opportunities for making savings. Closing a raft of schools is only one way of achieving this, and a very simplistic approach at that. Economies of scale in procurement, more effective purchasing, sharing of resources across schools are all ways in which savings could be made. I support the principles set out in the Corbridge Middle School proposal along these lines and would like to see these explored in more detail.   • All too often when it comes to finding savings, the obvious and most crude measures are taken – i.e. in this case to close schools – when a little time and effort to dig deeper and greater freedom through closer collaboration can reveal alternative and more innovative approaches that may work just as well or even better in addressing financial challenges.   • We also have to factor in associated costs with change of course. Money might be saved on staffing costs, but could be lost or at least diminished in additional transport provision. There will be no doubt significant costs incurred in consulting on redundancies and making payments should change on the scale proposed in your document be implemented. There will be a significant cost in managing the transition should any of the models be implemented and to date I have not seen any costings around this critical area. There’s no way educational outcomes won’t be impacted if the scale of change is to be implemented without considerable additional support across the partnerships made to schools to manage the process. A full cost-benefit analysis and risk review is required to give a picture of the real impact that can be reviewed with confidence.  • It is prudent to look down the line, but it is also important to remember that education operates in a constantly changing environment where funding is regularly reviewed and adapted (though not always in the direction we would want to see) and where changes of Government and local authority administrations can make big differences.   • As Valentine Mulholland, Head of Policy at NAHT, wrote in the TES on 3 April:   “To its credit, the government has indicated its intention to move to a "hard formula" going directly to schools from 2020, but there’s a lot that could happen before then and schools urgently need guarantees. It is totally unrealistic to ask school leaders to plan efficiently and effectively for the long term if they have no information about what will happen in as little as two years’ time.”  • We need more information on the financial forecasts, particularly taking into account the implementation of Hard National Funding Formula.   • I do recognise that there may be some issues to be considered around surplus places and I accept that funding for education is a constant challenge.   • What I do not accept at the moment is that the problem around these two factors has been properly identified and analysed to give me the confidence that your consultation is trying to solve the right problems with the right solutions.  • Of course, we cannot ignore the HLT factor, as you have highlighted at every step of the way in this process. I believe that had a different decision been taken some 18 months ago, and HMS and QEHS not become an academy we would be having a very different discussion. At the very least we would be able to have a different discussion because NCC would have access to the full picture in relation to these two schools (and therefore so would we, those who the schools are there to serve) and because NCC would be in a position to propose a holistic solution.   • We are in a ridiculous situation now, where as a parent I’m faced with two consultations, each of which I have to respond to separately, neither of which can present me with a full and clear picture as to what will happen to my two children and the system as a whole. That very fact undermines I am afraid both consultations quite seriously at this stage.   • I do not believe for one second that HLT will do anything other than propose to the RSC that it should become a secondary school and scoop up pupils from forced closures of surrounding middle schools on the justification of balancing its books. That either makes this Council consultation somewhat of a pointless exercise and finally revealing where the real power in education in West Northumberland now lies – with one academy to rule them all – or it makes your consultation a genuine opportunity to make a case to the RSC that there are alternatives that should be progressed. I very much hope it proves to be the latter.  • There have been public questions raised about the accuracy of assumptions made in the HLT proposal, not least by Nigel Wyatt, from the National Middle Schools Forum, around the differences in the way funding is allocated to pupils in two-tier and three-tier systems.   • Questions have also been raised in the Corbridge Middle School response to HLT’s consultation (publicly available on the school’s website) that call for further disclosure and scrutiny of critical figures in financial forecasts before I can be confident as to the real nature of the financial challenges and therefore the appropriateness and effectiveness of the proposed solution.  • Again, to take these figures and information in the HLT document (which is superficial at best, interesting to note that not once does the term ‘SEND’ appear in HLT’s document) at face value, in the light of questions raised, and then use them as the primary argument for a complete change in system of provision would seem irresponsible to me and a massive failure in the interests of generations of children to come.  • It is a shame that HLT does not appear, as far as I can tell, to have followed DfE guidelines at this point in demonstrating working closely with all other schools likely to be affected by any proposed change in age range and I would like to see this challenged by both NCC and the RSC.  • I do not question the fundamental premise that capital investment is desperately needed at QEHS and I do not question the fundamental premise that HLT is facing some financial challenges. What I do question is whether the proposal they have put on the table a) will address those issues to the extent that we can be confident we won’t be back round the table in another 18 months’ time with new issues being raised, b) is the only solution to these problems such as they may really be and c) is the most appropriate solution.  • There is clearly a problem that needs fixing at Haydon Bridge High School, in as much as the future of the school has been called into question by the RSC. This is the result of the failed academisation strategy and the appalling record of Bright Tribe – an organisation about whom repeated concerns were raised by the community, but ignored.  • As I understand it, the RSC has not written ‘to ask NCC to close the school’ as was stated publicly at the Hexham Mart event by Councillors. From my conversations with Council officers and the way the original letter from Janet Renou was presented to Chairs and Heads by Andy Johnson, I understand that the RSC has requested a viability report. This is a procedural request triggered by the withdrawal of Bright Tribe. I may be wrong, but if the reality is that the RSC has written to the Council to ask it to close HBHS then this should be made clearer in RSC and Council communications in the interests of a fair and open debate.  • A solution needs to be found, and this is of pressing concern without a doubt. However, I believe NCC has a responsibility both to the children in Haydon Bridge, but also the thousands of other children across both partnerships to find the right solution. Simply closing the school, with all the knock-on effects, without considering any alternatives in any detail cannot be the right way to approach this. Bright Tribe were given two years and a lot of money to come to their conclusion and withdrawal – why should the Council and the community by extension be expected to solve the problems Bright Tribe leave behind under such different circumstances? Surely this is an opportunity now Bright Tribe have finally left to put right whatever the mistakes of the past may have been. What is the opportunity that we can create?  The alternative perspective is to look at proposals and see how they will build on the excellent platform that has been put in place in over 40 years of three tier education in the Hexham partnership. In what ways will your proposals provide my children and thousands of others for decades to come with a better educational experience?  • The Council has made much of its ‘strategic leadership’ role, expertise and experience. Now is the time to demonstrate leadership.   • I note with interest Councillor Daley’s article on your website on the potential benefits of a North Tyne Devolution deal to education, in which he says:  “One thing I’ve seen which I passionately believe in is how outstanding leadership of a school can lead to outstanding results for pupils who, in other walks of life, might well have been written off.”  I could not agree more about the importance of leadership. And I believe it is incumbent on NCC to demonstrate this leadership now, while recognising and supporting the outstanding leadership shown in schools across the partnership. The quality of education provision in the Hexham Partnership is a reflection of this outstanding leadership. Not always perfect, for sure, and always room for improvement naturally. But the way the partnership has worked together, the vision, passion, dedication and ambition that school leaders and staff have for our schools and our children are what has characterised my experiences as a parent.   • We were promised a ‘Unique and innovative’ solution to the challenges as set out in your documents. I do not believe that proposing a programme of massive school closures and moving to a system that is used by the majority of the country (and which may nor may not be the Council’s ultimate plan to roll out two-tier education across the county), is either unique or innovative.  • So, when I ask myself the next question – how are your proposals creating even better educational environments, experiences and outcomes, the answer at the moment in response to your three Models is ‘I don’t know’.   • There is nothing to inspire me or present a vision for what I’m being asked to support. All the content is functional, data-driven and entirely without any sense of the same kind of vision, passion, dedication and ambition that I see in school leaders in the West of Northumberland.   • Nowhere in your document, your presentations and your communications that I have seen is there any argument or evidence put forward to convince me that these Models will be better for educational outcomes. That is a real shame.   • Data published by the National Middle Schools Forum suggests that pupils in three-tier systems perform better than those in two-tier systems in GCSEs.  • Ofsted has raised concerns in 2013/14 about the quality of transition from primary to secondary schools and how effective this was in educational terms.   • Arguments can of course be made to support both views, but I have yet to see any evidence in your document or that proposed by HLT that conclusively shows me the two-tier system will deliver better outcomes for my children and justify the scale and cost of changes required to implement.  • Are any or all of your models really creating a more financially sustainable model? I simply don’t know at this point because I do not have the evidence I need to make that decision. I don’t know what the predicted surplus (if any) would be for schools and across the partnership and I don’t know what benefits any surplus might bring in terms of reinvestment back into educational outcomes.  • The DfE has published a presumption against closure of rural schools in its statutory guidelines on closure of schools. That, I assume, is in there for a very good reason and no doubt on the back of extensive research and modelling at national level. The assumption is that closing a rural school should only be a last resort, presumably because of the detrimental effect it can and will have on local communities. Your three Models propose a significant programme of closure of rural schools and at this stage I cannot see how this is creating an opportunity or a better future for those communities.  • Proposals to build a new ‘super school’ are not made by HLT or NCC with any real evidence or case as to how it would represent a better system than the one we have now. Do we really need schools within schools when we already have plenty of excellent schools doing a great job?  • How would the closure of so many local schools and the move to a much bigger secondary school support the emotional and mental wellbeing of children? This is simply not addressed in the consultation documents. Current provision creates a supportive, local solution with transitions at ages that allow children to grow and develop in relevant ways at relevant stages. That was a very big factor in our decision to move in to the area when our children began to approach school age.  • What would the impact be on travel time to and from schools? While your consultation data measures distance from nearest school, in my view it fails to understand the nature of a rural catchment area. Many children already travel some distance in to school. If that school closes and they are forced to travel further away from home we need to consider journey time, not distance from nearest school.  • The case for the advantages of establishing such a large school when considering practicalities such as access, transport planning, parking, ability of students to walk to school in a safe manner etc has not yet been made.  • Closing Haydon Bridge High School would compromise parental choice in the partnerships and put all the eggs into one academy basket. While HLT has not made changes to its admission policy since becoming an academy it will always reserve the right to do so. It is my belief that we have seen so far from HLT an approach that makes it clear the Board will continue to pursue its strategy regardless of community views. That is their right. However, it would be remiss to expose the wider provision of education to further risk of handing more control over to the academy.  In conclusion I do not believe that a case for opportunity has been made in clear, convincing and compelling terms. I do not personally believe at this stage, based on information provided in your consultation document, that any of the proposed models can be viewed as offering a better system for educational outcomes than the one we currently have.   What do I want to see?  • I would like to see the Council listen to what parents, school leaders and the local communities say in response to this informal consultation. And I would like to see the Council act on that feedback. This is not a referendum, I know that, but if the views of the community carry no influence then it renders the process pointless. You have repeatedly stated that you’re listening and that you welcome thoughts and ideas. Now is the time to prove that in your actions.  • I would like to see the Council provide the community with an alternative to a two-tier model as imposed by default by HLT, if the views of the community are clearly and consistently opposed to HLT’s proposals.  • I would like to see the Council explore innovative approaches that retains the strengths and successes of the current system, whether that be the Hub model proposed by Corbridge Middle School, options around a MAT or any other approach that is line with the views I have expressed.  • I would like to see the Council make every effort to retain the three tier system consistently. It is a system that works extremely well educationally and has done so for over 40 years.   • I would like to see the Council make every effort to maintain local provision in small rural schools wherever possible.  • I would like to see capital investment made where it is needed most to improve educational outcomes – certainly at QEHS but also at other schools across the partnership.   • I would like to see the Council provide more detail of its capacity planning and financial modelling at the next stage so I can be in a position to make a proper judgment of the effectiveness or otherwise of any proposals.  In conclusion  At this stage I am answering ‘No’ to the question asked against each of your models, for reasons stated above. There are some elements within the models I have supported and some I do not.   Overall, however, I cannot say I currently believe any of the models “represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.”  I am not opposed to change. But any changes made to a system of provision that has been proven to work for decades and delivers educational outcomes ahead of national averages must not be taken lightly or without careful consideration and with a very strong case made for benefits of change.  I believe change should be driven ideally by a focus on the principle of improving the educational environment, experience and outcomes for children. I see no evidence of a compelling argument in any of the models that this will be the result.  I also accept that we do not live in an ideal world. Maybe the end result of this process will be that change has to be driven by more pragmatic considerations around finances and capacity planning.   If it is a necessity then I need to see the appropriate evidence and arguments that focus on the right problems in the right way. This is all the more critical if educational outcomes are to be put second to principles about the kind of education we should ideally offer.   At this point I do not believe that the problems have been correctly framed in sufficient detail and therefore I cannot believe that the solutions proposed are the only or best way forward. 
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Dear Councillors,  Please find below my response to your ‘Consultation about Education in the West of Northumberland’. Please note that while I have actively engaged with the process from the outset as Chair of Governors at Broomhaugh C. of E. First School, this is a response written purely in my position as a parent. These are my own, personal views and do not represent those of the Governing Body on which I also stand.  I understand the statutory requirements for both Northumberland County Council (NCC) and Hadrian Learning Trust (HLT) to run separate consultations. As a parent I would like to put on the record that I consider this to be an entirely unsatisfactory approach to designing an education system that puts the best interests of children at its heart.   Taken together, the Models outlined by NCC and HLT represent what can only be described as potentially fundamental and wide ranging changes to the current system. I believe there are two potential justifications for proposing such dramatic change.  1. Fixing a problem – if the current system of provision can be shown without doubt to be inadequate and genuinely not fit for the future.  2. Creating an opportunity – if proposed changes to the current system can be shown to result in significant improvements that will outweigh the risks, realities and outcomes of change management.  No-one should be in any doubt that should any of the proposals be implemented in their broad current form, the consequences will reach far into the future.  I have therefore considered your Models A, B &amp; C, along with HLT’s stated intent to move to a two-tier system in light of these two factors, in order to evaluate the effectiveness and appropriateness of any of the proposals on the table at the moment.  What is the problem that needs fixing?  At the moment, to be honest. I am very unclear about exactly what problem/s NCC and HLT are really trying to fix. I realise that there are some problems that do exist, but in my view the way the consultations have been set up and presented makes it hard to establish exactly what these are, where the priorities are and what’s actually driving any proposed need for change.  • I am in no doubt that schools across our area have suffered as a result of years of under-investment by previous administrations. I welcome your suggestion that capital investment will now be made in schools in the West of Northumberland. This seems to me to be a principle worth supporting, with a strong proviso that investment must be made in the right places and in the right way to benefit every step of the educational experience at all levels, not just at one school.   • In educational outcomes I cannot see a problem in the current provision in the Hexham Partnership. All schools are either Outstanding or Good according to latest Ofsted reports. Results from QEHS show excellent performance when compared with other schools nationally. Schools across the partnership at all levels show consistently strong performance and there is a compelling argument that the foundations of QEHS results are built in our fantastic First and Middle Schools. Educationally the system appears to me to be working very well.  • At a time when focus is growing on the apparent disparity between educational outcomes in the North and South, and when there is discussion of an Educational Improvement Challenge to find ways to close the ‘gap’ it seems very odd to me to be proposing such significant changes to the Hexham Partnership, where educational provision should be seen as an example of what works brilliantly in terms of outcomes.   • As far as parental views and the views of school leaders are concerned I have seen nothing throughout this consultation process to show me that the majority of people and schools see a problem and want to change the current system. There does not appear to be any form of widely held view that the current system is not working as far as parents are concerned. Indeed, I believe the strength and shape of current provision is why so many young families move to the area and why so many are keen to stay and bring up their children in the area. These Models do not represent or reflect a call from the community for change to fix a problem they believe exists.  • Change seems entirely driven, as far as I can tell, by an agenda at HLT and by the failure of those organisations responsible to deliver the right solution for Haydon Bridge High School. In this sense it is possible to see the current proposals as an attempt to fix problems that have been created by poor decision making and poor policy in the past.  • Surplus places may be a problem in some areas, but I am far from convinced that your own data supports the necessity for the approaches taken in your proposed Models. Information has been presented in the consultation document largely in an aggregated format that masks the reality that there are some very specific concentrations of capacity (not least at HLT and HBHS, where some analysis suggests around 40% of the current capacity may be found) that is not reflective of ‘capacity’ across the partnership/s as a whole.   • If we assume that there is a need to address the over-supply of places then Models should be based on clear evidence as to how and why they address specific issues rather than a general application. At this stage I am left with the view that the focus on capacity is an attempt to fix a problem that may not exist in quite the way it’s been presented.  • Furthermore, it would appear that under each of your proposed Models there are some questions to be asked about the viability of the proposed reduced surplus places. Initial review of data as published in your document suggests that in all Models there would be either an under-provision or at least a nil-capacity provision. We surely have to have some capacity built into the model to allow for natural fluctuations in population shifts – no system can operate at perfect PAN levels year on year, that’s simply unrealistic.  • More detailed information is required. I would like to know what the Council’s strategic view on ideal capacity within the system overall and at specific schools within the partnerships should be in order to meet demand now and in the future. Failure to provide even such a basic measure of success compromises significantly the quality and credibility of your consultation proposals.  • I am therefore not convinced at the moment that the surplus places problem has been considered robustly enough to identify where the real problems actually lie and how best to address these most appropriately.  • Financial forecasts have been used extensively in your consultation document. There is no doubt that there are increasing financial pressures on schools. However, this must be contextualised in light of the national picture and understood as part of a general trend across the country as a result of many factors entirely independent of local conditions.  • As I am sure you will be aware, these are not unique to our area. In fact, a BBC report in September last year stated that ‘A third of state schools are in deficit’. That means the fact that the Hexham Partnership is showing a surplus across its schools thanks to the level of financial resilience and prudent management by local schools should be acknowledged.   • We should also be mindful of the financial predicament many academies find themselves in. National evidence shows it is absolutely not the case that academisation is a winning solution to financial pressures. Given many of those academies facing financial challenges operate in a two-tier system we can also see that the system itself is no guarantee of viability.  • We should not be blind to the financial pressures and we must all look further down the line to anticipate. But it is not clear yet from data published exactly what the threat really is. Many schools have highlighted the fact that due to the difference between the way accounts and forecasts are run and the reality of budget management, many of these deficits never become a reality. Based on information currently supplied I believe there is a real risk that decisions may be made for reasons that are not as clear as are presented.   • I certainly believe that very real caution should be exercised in the strength of argument used by financial information as currently presented to justify such wholescale changes.  • There are many different ways to manage finances and no doubt there are opportunities for making savings. Closing a raft of schools is only one way of achieving this, and a very simplistic approach at that. Economies of scale in procurement, more effective purchasing, sharing of resources across schools are all ways in which savings could be made. I support the principles set out in the Corbridge Middle School proposal along these lines and would like to see these explored in more detail.   • All too often when it comes to finding savings, the obvious and most crude measures are taken – i.e. in this case to close schools – when a little time and effort to dig deeper and greater freedom through closer collaboration can reveal alternative and more innovative approaches that may work just as well or even better in addressing financial challenges.   • We also have to factor in associated costs with change of course. Money might be saved on staffing costs, but could be lost or at least diminished in additional transport provision. There will be no doubt significant costs incurred in consulting on redundancies and making payments should change on the scale proposed in your document be implemented. There will be a significant cost in managing the transition should any of the models be implemented and to date I have not seen any costings around this critical area. There’s no way educational outcomes won’t be impacted if the scale of change is to be implemented without considerable additional support across the partnerships made to schools to manage the process. A full cost-benefit analysis and risk review is required to give a picture of the real impact that can be reviewed with confidence.  • It is prudent to look down the line, but it is also important to remember that education operates in a constantly changing environment where funding is regularly reviewed and adapted (though not always in the direction we would want to see) and where changes of Government and local authority administrations can make big differences.   • As Valentine Mulholland, Head of Policy at NAHT, wrote in the TES on 3 April:   “To its credit, the government has indicated its intention to move to a "hard formula" going directly to schools from 2020, but there’s a lot that could happen before then and schools urgently need guarantees. It is totally unrealistic to ask school leaders to plan efficiently and effectively for the long term if they have no information about what will happen in as little as two years’ time.”  • We need more information on the financial forecasts, particularly taking into account the implementation of Hard National Funding Formula.   • I do recognise that there may be some issues to be considered around surplus places and I accept that funding for education is a constant challenge.   • What I do not accept at the moment is that the problem around these two factors has been properly identified and analysed to give me the confidence that your consultation is trying to solve the right problems with the right solutions.  • Of course, we cannot ignore the HLT factor, as you have highlighted at every step of the way in this process. I believe that had a different decision been taken some 18 months ago, and HMS and QEHS not become an academy we would be having a very different discussion. At the very least we would be able to have a different discussion because NCC would have access to the full picture in relation to these two schools (and therefore so would we, those who the schools are there to serve) and because NCC would be in a position to propose a holistic solution.   • We are in a ridiculous situation now, where as a parent I’m faced with two consultations, each of which I have to respond to separately, neither of which can present me with a full and clear picture as to what will happen to my two children and the system as a whole. That very fact undermines I am afraid both consultations quite seriously at this stage.   • I do not believe for one second that HLT will do anything other than propose to the RSC that it should become a secondary school and scoop up pupils from forced closures of surrounding middle schools on the justification of balancing its books. That either makes this Council consultation somewhat of a pointless exercise and finally revealing where the real power in education in West Northumberland now lies – with one academy to rule them all – or it makes your consultation a genuine opportunity to make a case to the RSC that there are alternatives that should be progressed. I very much hope it proves to be the latter.  • There have been public questions raised about the accuracy of assumptions made in the HLT proposal, not least by Nigel Wyatt, from the National Middle Schools Forum, around the differences in the way funding is allocated to pupils in two-tier and three-tier systems.   • Questions have also been raised in the Corbridge Middle School response to HLT’s consultation (publicly available on the school’s website) that call for further disclosure and scrutiny of critical figures in financial forecasts before I can be confident as to the real nature of the financial challenges and therefore the appropriateness and effectiveness of the proposed solution.  • Again, to take these figures and information in the HLT document (which is superficial at best, interesting to note that not once does the term ‘SEND’ appear in HLT’s document) at face value, in the light of questions raised, and then use them as the primary argument for a complete change in system of provision would seem irresponsible to me and a massive failure in the interests of generations of children to come.  • It is a shame that HLT does not appear, as far as I can tell, to have followed DfE guidelines at this point in demonstrating working closely with all other schools likely to be affected by any proposed change in age range and I would like to see this challenged by both NCC and the RSC.  • I do not question the fundamental premise that capital investment is desperately needed at QEHS and I do not question the fundamental premise that HLT is facing some financial challenges. What I do question is whether the proposal they have put on the table a) will address those issues to the extent that we can be confident we won’t be back round the table in another 18 months’ time with new issues being raised, b) is the only solution to these problems such as they may really be and c) is the most appropriate solution.  • There is clearly a problem that needs fixing at Haydon Bridge High School, in as much as the future of the school has been called into question by the RSC. This is the result of the failed academisation strategy and the appalling record of Bright Tribe – an organisation about whom repeated concerns were raised by the community, but ignored.  • As I understand it, the RSC has not written ‘to ask NCC to close the school’ as was stated publicly at the Hexham Mart event by Councillors. From my conversations with Council officers and the way the original letter from Janet Renou was presented to Chairs and Heads by Andy Johnson, I understand that the RSC has requested a viability report. This is a procedural request triggered by the withdrawal of Bright Tribe. I may be wrong, but if the reality is that the RSC has written to the Council to ask it to close HBHS then this should be made clearer in RSC and Council communications in the interests of a fair and open debate.  • A solution needs to be found, and this is of pressing concern without a doubt. However, I believe NCC has a responsibility both to the children in Haydon Bridge, but also the thousands of other children across both partnerships to find the right solution. Simply closing the school, with all the knock-on effects, without considering any alternatives in any detail cannot be the right way to approach this. Bright Tribe were given two years and a lot of money to come to their conclusion and withdrawal – why should the Council and the community by extension be expected to solve the problems Bright Tribe leave behind under such different circumstances? Surely this is an opportunity now Bright Tribe have finally left to put right whatever the mistakes of the past may have been. What is the opportunity that we can create?  The alternative perspective is to look at proposals and see how they will build on the excellent platform that has been put in place in over 40 years of three tier education in the Hexham partnership. In what ways will your proposals provide my children and thousands of others for decades to come with a better educational experience?  • The Council has made much of its ‘strategic leadership’ role, expertise and experience. Now is the time to demonstrate leadership.   • I note with interest Councillor Daley’s article on your website on the potential benefits of a North Tyne Devolution deal to education, in which he says:  “One thing I’ve seen which I passionately believe in is how outstanding leadership of a school can lead to outstanding results for pupils who, in other walks of life, might well have been written off.”  I could not agree more about the importance of leadership. And I believe it is incumbent on NCC to demonstrate this leadership now, while recognising and supporting the outstanding leadership shown in schools across the partnership. The quality of education provision in the Hexham Partnership is a reflection of this outstanding leadership. Not always perfect, for sure, and always room for improvement naturally. But the way the partnership has worked together, the vision, passion, dedication and ambition that school leaders and staff have for our schools and our children are what has characterised my experiences as a parent.   • We were promised a ‘Unique and innovative’ solution to the challenges as set out in your documents. I do not believe that proposing a programme of massive school closures and moving to a system that is used by the majority of the country (and which may nor may not be the Council’s ultimate plan to roll out two-tier education across the county), is either unique or innovative.  • So, when I ask myself the next question – how are your proposals creating even better educational environments, experiences and outcomes, the answer at the moment in response to your three Models is ‘I don’t know’.   • There is nothing to inspire me or present a vision for what I’m being asked to support. All the content is functional, data-driven and entirely without any sense of the same kind of vision, passion, dedication and ambition that I see in school leaders in the West of Northumberland.   • Nowhere in your document, your presentations and your communications that I have seen is there any argument or evidence put forward to convince me that these Models will be better for educational outcomes. That is a real shame.   • Data published by the National Middle Schools Forum suggests that pupils in three-tier systems perform better than those in two-tier systems in GCSEs.  • Ofsted has raised concerns in 2013/14 about the quality of transition from primary to secondary schools and how effective this was in educational terms.   • Arguments can of course be made to support both views, but I have yet to see any evidence in your document or that proposed by HLT that conclusively shows me the two-tier system will deliver better outcomes for my children and justify the scale and cost of changes required to implement.  • Are any or all of your models really creating a more financially sustainable model? I simply don’t know at this point because I do not have the evidence I need to make that decision. I don’t know what the predicted surplus (if any) would be for schools and across the partnership and I don’t know what benefits any surplus might bring in terms of reinvestment back into educational outcomes.  • The DfE has published a presumption against closure of rural schools in its statutory guidelines on closure of schools. That, I assume, is in there for a very good reason and no doubt on the back of extensive research and modelling at national level. The assumption is that closing a rural school should only be a last resort, presumably because of the detrimental effect it can and will have on local communities. Your three Models propose a significant programme of closure of rural schools and at this stage I cannot see how this is creating an opportunity or a better future for those communities.  • Proposals to build a new ‘super school’ are not made by HLT or NCC with any real evidence or case as to how it would represent a better system than the one we have now. Do we really need schools within schools when we already have plenty of excellent schools doing a great job?  • How would the closure of so many local schools and the move to a much bigger secondary school support the emotional and mental wellbeing of children? This is simply not addressed in the consultation documents. Current provision creates a supportive, local solution with transitions at ages that allow children to grow and develop in relevant ways at relevant stages. That was a very big factor in our decision to move in to the area when our children began to approach school age.  • What would the impact be on travel time to and from schools? While your consultation data measures distance from nearest school, in my view it fails to understand the nature of a rural catchment area. Many children already travel some distance in to school. If that school closes and they are forced to travel further away from home we need to consider journey time, not distance from nearest school.  • The case for the advantages of establishing such a large school when considering practicalities such as access, transport planning, parking, ability of students to walk to school in a safe manner etc has not yet been made.  • Closing Haydon Bridge High School would compromise parental choice in the partnerships and put all the eggs into one academy basket. While HLT has not made changes to its admission policy since becoming an academy it will always reserve the right to do so. It is my belief that we have seen so far from HLT an approach that makes it clear the Board will continue to pursue its strategy regardless of community views. That is their right. However, it would be remiss to expose the wider provision of education to further risk of handing more control over to the academy.  In conclusion I do not believe that a case for opportunity has been made in clear, convincing and compelling terms. I do not personally believe at this stage, based on information provided in your consultation document, that any of the proposed models can be viewed as offering a better system for educational outcomes than the one we currently have.   What do I want to see?  • I would like to see the Council listen to what parents, school leaders and the local communities say in response to this informal consultation. And I would like to see the Council act on that feedback. This is not a referendum, I know that, but if the views of the community carry no influence then it renders the process pointless. You have repeatedly stated that you’re listening and that you welcome thoughts and ideas. Now is the time to prove that in your actions.  • I would like to see the Council provide the community with an alternative to a two-tier model as imposed by default by HLT, if the views of the community are clearly and consistently opposed to HLT’s proposals.  • I would like to see the Council explore innovative approaches that retains the strengths and successes of the current system, whether that be the Hub model proposed by Corbridge Middle School, options around a MAT or any other approach that is line with the views I have expressed.  • I would like to see the Council make every effort to retain the three tier system consistently. It is a system that works extremely well educationally and has done so for over 40 years.   • I would like to see the Council make every effort to maintain local provision in small rural schools wherever possible.  • I would like to see capital investment made where it is needed most to improve educational outcomes – certainly at QEHS but also at other schools across the partnership.   • I would like to see the Council provide more detail of its capacity planning and financial modelling at the next stage so I can be in a position to make a proper judgment of the effectiveness or otherwise of any proposals.  In conclusion  At this stage I am answering ‘No’ to the question asked against each of your models, for reasons stated above. There are some elements within the models I have supported and some I do not.   Overall, however, I cannot say I currently believe any of the models “represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.”  I am not opposed to change. But any changes made to a system of provision that has been proven to work for decades and delivers educational outcomes ahead of national averages must not be taken lightly or without careful consideration and with a very strong case made for benefits of change.  I believe change should be driven ideally by a focus on the principle of improving the educational environment, experience and outcomes for children. I see no evidence of a compelling argument in any of the models that this will be the result.  I also accept that we do not live in an ideal world. Maybe the end result of this process will be that change has to be driven by more pragmatic considerations around finances and capacity planning.   If it is a necessity then I need to see the appropriate evidence and arguments that focus on the right problems in the right way. This is all the more critical if educational outcomes are to be put second to principles about the kind of education we should ideally offer.   At this point I do not believe that the problems have been correctly framed in sufficient detail and therefore I cannot believe that the solutions proposed are the only or best way forward. 
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Dear Councillors,  Please find below my response to your ‘Consultation about Education in the West of Northumberland’. Please note that while I have actively engaged with the process from the outset as Chair of Governors at Broomhaugh C. of E. First School, this is a response written purely in my position as a parent. These are my own, personal views and do not represent those of the Governing Body on which I also stand.  I understand the statutory requirements for both Northumberland County Council (NCC) and Hadrian Learning Trust (HLT) to run separate consultations. As a parent I would like to put on the record that I consider this to be an entirely unsatisfactory approach to designing an education system that puts the best interests of children at its heart.   Taken together, the Models outlined by NCC and HLT represent what can only be described as potentially fundamental and wide ranging changes to the current system. I believe there are two potential justifications for proposing such dramatic change.  1. Fixing a problem – if the current system of provision can be shown without doubt to be inadequate and genuinely not fit for the future.  2. Creating an opportunity – if proposed changes to the current system can be shown to result in significant improvements that will outweigh the risks, realities and outcomes of change management.  No-one should be in any doubt that should any of the proposals be implemented in their broad current form, the consequences will reach far into the future.  I have therefore considered your Models A, B &amp; C, along with HLT’s stated intent to move to a two-tier system in light of these two factors, in order to evaluate the effectiveness and appropriateness of any of the proposals on the table at the moment.  What is the problem that needs fixing?  At the moment, to be honest. I am very unclear about exactly what problem/s NCC and HLT are really trying to fix. I realise that there are some problems that do exist, but in my view the way the consultations have been set up and presented makes it hard to establish exactly what these are, where the priorities are and what’s actually driving any proposed need for change.  • I am in no doubt that schools across our area have suffered as a result of years of under-investment by previous administrations. I welcome your suggestion that capital investment will now be made in schools in the West of Northumberland. This seems to me to be a principle worth supporting, with a strong proviso that investment must be made in the right places and in the right way to benefit every step of the educational experience at all levels, not just at one school.   • In educational outcomes I cannot see a problem in the current provision in the Hexham Partnership. All schools are either Outstanding or Good according to latest Ofsted reports. Results from QEHS show excellent performance when compared with other schools nationally. Schools across the partnership at all levels show consistently strong performance and there is a compelling argument that the foundations of QEHS results are built in our fantastic First and Middle Schools. Educationally the system appears to me to be working very well.  • At a time when focus is growing on the apparent disparity between educational outcomes in the North and South, and when there is discussion of an Educational Improvement Challenge to find ways to close the ‘gap’ it seems very odd to me to be proposing such significant changes to the Hexham Partnership, where educational provision should be seen as an example of what works brilliantly in terms of outcomes.   • As far as parental views and the views of school leaders are concerned I have seen nothing throughout this consultation process to show me that the majority of people and schools see a problem and want to change the current system. There does not appear to be any form of widely held view that the current system is not working as far as parents are concerned. Indeed, I believe the strength and shape of current provision is why so many young families move to the area and why so many are keen to stay and bring up their children in the area. These Models do not represent or reflect a call from the community for change to fix a problem they believe exists.  • Change seems entirely driven, as far as I can tell, by an agenda at HLT and by the failure of those organisations responsible to deliver the right solution for Haydon Bridge High School. In this sense it is possible to see the current proposals as an attempt to fix problems that have been created by poor decision making and poor policy in the past.  • Surplus places may be a problem in some areas, but I am far from convinced that your own data supports the necessity for the approaches taken in your proposed Models. Information has been presented in the consultation document largely in an aggregated format that masks the reality that there are some very specific concentrations of capacity (not least at HLT and HBHS, where some analysis suggests around 40% of the current capacity may be found) that is not reflective of ‘capacity’ across the partnership/s as a whole.   • If we assume that there is a need to address the over-supply of places then Models should be based on clear evidence as to how and why they address specific issues rather than a general application. At this stage I am left with the view that the focus on capacity is an attempt to fix a problem that may not exist in quite the way it’s been presented.  • Furthermore, it would appear that under each of your proposed Models there are some questions to be asked about the viability of the proposed reduced surplus places. Initial review of data as published in your document suggests that in all Models there would be either an under-provision or at least a nil-capacity provision. We surely have to have some capacity built into the model to allow for natural fluctuations in population shifts – no system can operate at perfect PAN levels year on year, that’s simply unrealistic.  • More detailed information is required. I would like to know what the Council’s strategic view on ideal capacity within the system overall and at specific schools within the partnerships should be in order to meet demand now and in the future. Failure to provide even such a basic measure of success compromises significantly the quality and credibility of your consultation proposals.  • I am therefore not convinced at the moment that the surplus places problem has been considered robustly enough to identify where the real problems actually lie and how best to address these most appropriately.  • Financial forecasts have been used extensively in your consultation document. There is no doubt that there are increasing financial pressures on schools. However, this must be contextualised in light of the national picture and understood as part of a general trend across the country as a result of many factors entirely independent of local conditions.  • As I am sure you will be aware, these are not unique to our area. In fact, a BBC report in September last year stated that ‘A third of state schools are in deficit’. That means the fact that the Hexham Partnership is showing a surplus across its schools thanks to the level of financial resilience and prudent management by local schools should be acknowledged.   • We should also be mindful of the financial predicament many academies find themselves in. National evidence shows it is absolutely not the case that academisation is a winning solution to financial pressures. Given many of those academies facing financial challenges operate in a two-tier system we can also see that the system itself is no guarantee of viability.  • We should not be blind to the financial pressures and we must all look further down the line to anticipate. But it is not clear yet from data published exactly what the threat really is. Many schools have highlighted the fact that due to the difference between the way accounts and forecasts are run and the reality of budget management, many of these deficits never become a reality. Based on information currently supplied I believe there is a real risk that decisions may be made for reasons that are not as clear as are presented.   • I certainly believe that very real caution should be exercised in the strength of argument used by financial information as currently presented to justify such wholescale changes.  • There are many different ways to manage finances and no doubt there are opportunities for making savings. Closing a raft of schools is only one way of achieving this, and a very simplistic approach at that. Economies of scale in procurement, more effective purchasing, sharing of resources across schools are all ways in which savings could be made. I support the principles set out in the Corbridge Middle School proposal along these lines and would like to see these explored in more detail.   • All too often when it comes to finding savings, the obvious and most crude measures are taken – i.e. in this case to close schools – when a little time and effort to dig deeper and greater freedom through closer collaboration can reveal alternative and more innovative approaches that may work just as well or even better in addressing financial challenges.   • We also have to factor in associated costs with change of course. Money might be saved on staffing costs, but could be lost or at least diminished in additional transport provision. There will be no doubt significant costs incurred in consulting on redundancies and making payments should change on the scale proposed in your document be implemented. There will be a significant cost in managing the transition should any of the models be implemented and to date I have not seen any costings around this critical area. There’s no way educational outcomes won’t be impacted if the scale of change is to be implemented without considerable additional support across the partnerships made to schools to manage the process. A full cost-benefit analysis and risk review is required to give a picture of the real impact that can be reviewed with confidence.  • It is prudent to look down the line, but it is also important to remember that education operates in a constantly changing environment where funding is regularly reviewed and adapted (though not always in the direction we would want to see) and where changes of Government and local authority administrations can make big differences.   • As Valentine Mulholland, Head of Policy at NAHT, wrote in the TES on 3 April:   “To its credit, the government has indicated its intention to move to a "hard formula" going directly to schools from 2020, but there’s a lot that could happen before then and schools urgently need guarantees. It is totally unrealistic to ask school leaders to plan efficiently and effectively for the long term if they have no information about what will happen in as little as two years’ time.”  • We need more information on the financial forecasts, particularly taking into account the implementation of Hard National Funding Formula.   • I do recognise that there may be some issues to be considered around surplus places and I accept that funding for education is a constant challenge.   • What I do not accept at the moment is that the problem around these two factors has been properly identified and analysed to give me the confidence that your consultation is trying to solve the right problems with the right solutions.  • Of course, we cannot ignore the HLT factor, as you have highlighted at every step of the way in this process. I believe that had a different decision been taken some 18 months ago, and HMS and QEHS not become an academy we would be having a very different discussion. At the very least we would be able to have a different discussion because NCC would have access to the full picture in relation to these two schools (and therefore so would we, those who the schools are there to serve) and because NCC would be in a position to propose a holistic solution.   • We are in a ridiculous situation now, where as a parent I’m faced with two consultations, each of which I have to respond to separately, neither of which can present me with a full and clear picture as to what will happen to my two children and the system as a whole. That very fact undermines I am afraid both consultations quite seriously at this stage.   • I do not believe for one second that HLT will do anything other than propose to the RSC that it should become a secondary school and scoop up pupils from forced closures of surrounding middle schools on the justification of balancing its books. That either makes this Council consultation somewhat of a pointless exercise and finally revealing where the real power in education in West Northumberland now lies – with one academy to rule them all – or it makes your consultation a genuine opportunity to make a case to the RSC that there are alternatives that should be progressed. I very much hope it proves to be the latter.  • There have been public questions raised about the accuracy of assumptions made in the HLT proposal, not least by Nigel Wyatt, from the National Middle Schools Forum, around the differences in the way funding is allocated to pupils in two-tier and three-tier systems.   • Questions have also been raised in the Corbridge Middle School response to HLT’s consultation (publicly available on the school’s website) that call for further disclosure and scrutiny of critical figures in financial forecasts before I can be confident as to the real nature of the financial challenges and therefore the appropriateness and effectiveness of the proposed solution.  • Again, to take these figures and information in the HLT document (which is superficial at best, interesting to note that not once does the term ‘SEND’ appear in HLT’s document) at face value, in the light of questions raised, and then use them as the primary argument for a complete change in system of provision would seem irresponsible to me and a massive failure in the interests of generations of children to come.  • It is a shame that HLT does not appear, as far as I can tell, to have followed DfE guidelines at this point in demonstrating working closely with all other schools likely to be affected by any proposed change in age range and I would like to see this challenged by both NCC and the RSC.  • I do not question the fundamental premise that capital investment is desperately needed at QEHS and I do not question the fundamental premise that HLT is facing some financial challenges. What I do question is whether the proposal they have put on the table a) will address those issues to the extent that we can be confident we won’t be back round the table in another 18 months’ time with new issues being raised, b) is the only solution to these problems such as they may really be and c) is the most appropriate solution.  • There is clearly a problem that needs fixing at Haydon Bridge High School, in as much as the future of the school has been called into question by the RSC. This is the result of the failed academisation strategy and the appalling record of Bright Tribe – an organisation about whom repeated concerns were raised by the community, but ignored.  • As I understand it, the RSC has not written ‘to ask NCC to close the school’ as was stated publicly at the Hexham Mart event by Councillors. From my conversations with Council officers and the way the original letter from Janet Renou was presented to Chairs and Heads by Andy Johnson, I understand that the RSC has requested a viability report. This is a procedural request triggered by the withdrawal of Bright Tribe. I may be wrong, but if the reality is that the RSC has written to the Council to ask it to close HBHS then this should be made clearer in RSC and Council communications in the interests of a fair and open debate.  • A solution needs to be found, and this is of pressing concern without a doubt. However, I believe NCC has a responsibility both to the children in Haydon Bridge, but also the thousands of other children across both partnerships to find the right solution. Simply closing the school, with all the knock-on effects, without considering any alternatives in any detail cannot be the right way to approach this. Bright Tribe were given two years and a lot of money to come to their conclusion and withdrawal – why should the Council and the community by extension be expected to solve the problems Bright Tribe leave behind under such different circumstances? Surely this is an opportunity now Bright Tribe have finally left to put right whatever the mistakes of the past may have been. What is the opportunity that we can create?  The alternative perspective is to look at proposals and see how they will build on the excellent platform that has been put in place in over 40 years of three tier education in the Hexham partnership. In what ways will your proposals provide my children and thousands of others for decades to come with a better educational experience?  • The Council has made much of its ‘strategic leadership’ role, expertise and experience. Now is the time to demonstrate leadership.   • I note with interest Councillor Daley’s article on your website on the potential benefits of a North Tyne Devolution deal to education, in which he says:  “One thing I’ve seen which I passionately believe in is how outstanding leadership of a school can lead to outstanding results for pupils who, in other walks of life, might well have been written off.”  I could not agree more about the importance of leadership. And I believe it is incumbent on NCC to demonstrate this leadership now, while recognising and supporting the outstanding leadership shown in schools across the partnership. The quality of education provision in the Hexham Partnership is a reflection of this outstanding leadership. Not always perfect, for sure, and always room for improvement naturally. But the way the partnership has worked together, the vision, passion, dedication and ambition that school leaders and staff have for our schools and our children are what has characterised my experiences as a parent.   • We were promised a ‘Unique and innovative’ solution to the challenges as set out in your documents. I do not believe that proposing a programme of massive school closures and moving to a system that is used by the majority of the country (and which may nor may not be the Council’s ultimate plan to roll out two-tier education across the county), is either unique or innovative.  • So, when I ask myself the next question – how are your proposals creating even better educational environments, experiences and outcomes, the answer at the moment in response to your three Models is ‘I don’t know’.   • There is nothing to inspire me or present a vision for what I’m being asked to support. All the content is functional, data-driven and entirely without any sense of the same kind of vision, passion, dedication and ambition that I see in school leaders in the West of Northumberland.   • Nowhere in your document, your presentations and your communications that I have seen is there any argument or evidence put forward to convince me that these Models will be better for educational outcomes. That is a real shame.   • Data published by the National Middle Schools Forum suggests that pupils in three-tier systems perform better than those in two-tier systems in GCSEs.  • Ofsted has raised concerns in 2013/14 about the quality of transition from primary to secondary schools and how effective this was in educational terms.   • Arguments can of course be made to support both views, but I have yet to see any evidence in your document or that proposed by HLT that conclusively shows me the two-tier system will deliver better outcomes for my children and justify the scale and cost of changes required to implement.  • Are any or all of your models really creating a more financially sustainable model? I simply don’t know at this point because I do not have the evidence I need to make that decision. I don’t know what the predicted surplus (if any) would be for schools and across the partnership and I don’t know what benefits any surplus might bring in terms of reinvestment back into educational outcomes.  • The DfE has published a presumption against closure of rural schools in its statutory guidelines on closure of schools. That, I assume, is in there for a very good reason and no doubt on the back of extensive research and modelling at national level. The assumption is that closing a rural school should only be a last resort, presumably because of the detrimental effect it can and will have on local communities. Your three Models propose a significant programme of closure of rural schools and at this stage I cannot see how this is creating an opportunity or a better future for those communities.  • Proposals to build a new ‘super school’ are not made by HLT or NCC with any real evidence or case as to how it would represent a better system than the one we have now. Do we really need schools within schools when we already have plenty of excellent schools doing a great job?  • How would the closure of so many local schools and the move to a much bigger secondary school support the emotional and mental wellbeing of children? This is simply not addressed in the consultation documents. Current provision creates a supportive, local solution with transitions at ages that allow children to grow and develop in relevant ways at relevant stages. That was a very big factor in our decision to move in to the area when our children began to approach school age.  • What would the impact be on travel time to and from schools? While your consultation data measures distance from nearest school, in my view it fails to understand the nature of a rural catchment area. Many children already travel some distance in to school. If that school closes and they are forced to travel further away from home we need to consider journey time, not distance from nearest school.  • The case for the advantages of establishing such a large school when considering practicalities such as access, transport planning, parking, ability of students to walk to school in a safe manner etc has not yet been made.  • Closing Haydon Bridge High School would compromise parental choice in the partnerships and put all the eggs into one academy basket. While HLT has not made changes to its admission policy since becoming an academy it will always reserve the right to do so. It is my belief that we have seen so far from HLT an approach that makes it clear the Board will continue to pursue its strategy regardless of community views. That is their right. However, it would be remiss to expose the wider provision of education to further risk of handing more control over to the academy.  In conclusion I do not believe that a case for opportunity has been made in clear, convincing and compelling terms. I do not personally believe at this stage, based on information provided in your consultation document, that any of the proposed models can be viewed as offering a better system for educational outcomes than the one we currently have.   What do I want to see?  • I would like to see the Council listen to what parents, school leaders and the local communities say in response to this informal consultation. And I would like to see the Council act on that feedback. This is not a referendum, I know that, but if the views of the community carry no influence then it renders the process pointless. You have repeatedly stated that you’re listening and that you welcome thoughts and ideas. Now is the time to prove that in your actions.  • I would like to see the Council provide the community with an alternative to a two-tier model as imposed by default by HLT, if the views of the community are clearly and consistently opposed to HLT’s proposals.  • I would like to see the Council explore innovative approaches that retains the strengths and successes of the current system, whether that be the Hub model proposed by Corbridge Middle School, options around a MAT or any other approach that is line with the views I have expressed.  • I would like to see the Council make every effort to retain the three tier system consistently. It is a system that works extremely well educationally and has done so for over 40 years.   • I would like to see the Council make every effort to maintain local provision in small rural schools wherever possible.  • I would like to see capital investment made where it is needed most to improve educational outcomes – certainly at QEHS but also at other schools across the partnership.   • I would like to see the Council provide more detail of its capacity planning and financial modelling at the next stage so I can be in a position to make a proper judgment of the effectiveness or otherwise of any proposals.  In conclusion  At this stage I am answering ‘No’ to the question asked against each of your models, for reasons stated above. There are some elements within the models I have supported and some I do not.   Overall, however, I cannot say I currently believe any of the models “represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.”  I am not opposed to change. But any changes made to a system of provision that has been proven to work for decades and delivers educational outcomes ahead of national averages must not be taken lightly or without careful consideration and with a very strong case made for benefits of change.  I believe change should be driven ideally by a focus on the principle of improving the educational environment, experience and outcomes for children. I see no evidence of a compelling argument in any of the models that this will be the result.  I also accept that we do not live in an ideal world. Maybe the end result of this process will be that change has to be driven by more pragmatic considerations around finances and capacity planning.   If it is a necessity then I need to see the appropriate evidence and arguments that focus on the right problems in the right way. This is all the more critical if educational outcomes are to be put second to principles about the kind of education we should ideally offer.   At this point I do not believe that the problems have been correctly framed in sufficient detail and therefore I cannot believe that the solutions proposed are the only or best way forward. 

Please see comments above.

Please see comments in answers above. As stated in my answers I believe there are a number of approaches that merit further consideration, not least the proposal by Corbridge Middle School and the concept of a C of E MAT.

Parent/carer

Allendale Primary School

Bardon Mill

No

With 5 schools already primary this would still constitute a hybrid system which is not proving conducive to a cohesive education model for the west.  School closures will have both long and short term impact on local communities and more consideration needs to be given to possible socio economic factors.  Transport / travel: practicalities - traveling in winter conditions. environmental factors distances - longer than quoted - many children already live miles from their local schools and further travel would only compound this issue. some children could be disadvantaged in terms of ability to attend after school provision vunerable (SEND) children educated miles from their homes and local communities currently no adult supervision on school buses  Parental Choice - Closure of HBHS would take away any parental choice and should children encounter difficulties in this proposed new school at Hexham there would be no other option available.  The west needs two secondary schools both offering a high quality, broad and exciting curriculum delivered by dedicated staff with effective management structures to meet the needs of all pupils.  With QEHS and Hexham middle schools both having academy status it is a concern that if either option A or B were taken forward the County Council would have no control over any curriculum provision or SEND provision in the future no matter what is proposed now.  The time lines proposed are very lengthy and some children could potentially face many school changes during the coming years.

No

**The only feature of this proposed model I would agree with is the move to a two tier system for the following reasons: It fits better with the current curriculum and assessment procedures for KS2 It may well support the many smaller rural schools in terms of the new National Funding Formula Years 7 and 8 students receive more funding in  secondary setting.  Please see points raised in option A.  The size of the proposed new school in Hexham raises concerns: In a school of this size there are no details about how it would propose to meet the needs of the many complex needs within the school population, especially those with Special Educational Needs and Disabilites. Also planning applications for new houses continue within the west of the county so the population is only going to grow and this will ultimatly impact on student numbers. So with only one secondary school it could become even bigger than currently proposed.  

Don't know

HBHS 4 - 16 age range: I can not understand why is Newbrough Primary School is the only school proposed to merge with HBHS but not Henshaw (although I am not proposing this!). They are roughly the same distance away from Haydon Bridge and indeed Henshaw has a better road connection.It does not seem logical! There is already a Primary School in Haydon Bridge, though now and academy, surely this would be in direct 'competition' with the proposed new school which would benefit no one. If the school offers education only up to 16years presumably students would then have to move to QEHS for A levels which could be very unsettling.  This option would still involve a hybrid system (see points raised in option A section).

Move to a two tier system (see points raised in option B).  Fund the building of two new secondary schools in Hexham and Haydon Bridge to provide parental choice and offer children in the west a broad and exciting curriculum fit to meet the needs of all and ensure we are providing children with the skills necessary for the work place no matter what they chosen future career.  A secondary school in Haydon Bridge could provide both an academic curriculum and options for  vocational and apprenticeship opportunities (it excelled at this when a Technical School in the 70's and 80's).  Haydon Bridge could also offer onsite SEND provision. There is a published national shortage and there are growing numbers of children with emotional needs. This local provision should be inclusive to al wellbeing and disability issues. The majority of children should be able to attend their mainstream school within their local area if appropriate. Whilst Priory School is an excellent facility it is not for everyone's needs.  Consider sharing of staff and expertise. working along side QEHS

Why don't you wait four years to see if the problems you perceive with certain schools being supposedly under utilised and uneconomically viable really exist? I suspect you might find that they don't. Please think longer term than the next general election! Our children deserve better!    Letter - Hi - I live in Riding Mill and my children (Rosie 8 and Emma 5) attend Broomhaugh CoE school, which they love - especially on a snow day! I very much hope they will go on to Corbridge Middle and from there, onto QE

I'm one of many parents contacting you to express my concern that this school system will be severely disrupted if any of the proposal options put forward by Northumberland County Council go ahead

I'd also like to express my dismay and frustration at the underhand way this consultation has come about after years of underfunding and relinquishing of control to HLT. From where I am sitting I can see no accountability!

It is abundantly clear that there is huge financial and political pressure to push ahead with a move towards a two-tier system in West Northumberland, and that the consultation is totally disingenuous! 

It is also clear that there are many agendas (including Peter Jackson's) that are being put ahead of what is best for children and communities! You know - as we all do - that once HLT is allowed to proceed with its move to two-tiered schooling that the rest of us will have to fall into line. The ramifications will be huge - and it is the first schools and their communities that will suffer the most

It is shocking the way statistics have been manipulated to support the agenda NCC and HLT are pushing. Do we really think numbers would be so low at Haydon Bridge had there not been years of chronic underfunding and uncertainty over its future? 

Do we really think that sending in bulldozers is the solution? Shiny new school buildings do not automatically result in good schools. What makes for a good school is the strength of its teaching staff, its culture, its resources and buy-in and support from parents and wider communities

So please do not destroy all these positives that we already have. There is no reason why Haydon Bridge should not be invested in as a school offering and specialising in vocational subjects. I give you one example - Folkestone Academy - which was set up while I was living in Kent and is now a centre for excellence in art, media and European Culture

I urge you to be innovative and think outside the box - to take advantage of investment in arts and history in Northumberland, Newcastle and Gateshead to consider such a move. To tap into the North East's rich history in engineering, construction and design. The Great Exhibition this summer could be the perfect springboard to launch such a school and there could be tie-ups with the Sage etc

You've got money to spend so spend it wisely improving and expanding on what already exists. Please don't spend the money tearing up our entire education system before the next general election! Or building a mega-school that would only ever work in a major city like London

And certainly - where HLT is concerned we all know the buck stops with you! Be brave, stick your neck out and tell them that a hybrid system will not work! Tell them to deliver on their funding promises before they can consider such a bold/disruptive move

You may have seen the petition I set up. We now have over 3,000 signatures from parents across West Northumberland. I encourage you to read some of their comments: https://www.change.org/p/northumberland-county-council-hands-off-our-schools

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill, Northumberland

Yes

Because it is the option that will enable our rural community to retain the three-tier education system that works so well

There are more innovative solutions to Haydon Bridge High than closure. It could become a centre of excellence for less academic/more vocational subjects, offering students in West Tyne a choice depending on their interests and strengths

No

It would see us move towards a two-tier system that would destroy local communities, put jobs at risk and mean our youngsters have to travel long distances to school at a tender age

No

Use the money that would be earmarked for these schools to improve what already exists!

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

I don't want to have to travel and it doesn't meet my future ambitions.

No

I can't do what I want to do

No

Don't want to have to pay for travel I want the HBHS model D because the curriculum wouldn't allow me to do the A-Levels I want to do.

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School Hexham

No

Yes

I have decided that option B would be the most suitable option for my children. I am aware this would mean the closure of some smaller first schools and all middle schools in the county. I do not understand why NCC persists with the three tier model which has been dropped in the rest of the country. Moreover, because three tier education does not fit with the rest of the country it does not fit with national education policy and guidance either.  

Although I feel that option B would be most suited to my children I do not agree with the closure of Haydon Bridge High School and the catchment being moved to Hexham. Thus forming a super school of in excess of 2200 pupils. This is larger that found in inner city schools whereby pupils actually have a choice of which school they attend. For our pupils in the rural catchment area a school of this size is their only option. How can children thrive in a school of this size when they will not be known by name and only by number?

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

No

No

Leave the 3 tier system as it is.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

I feel like having grew up in the three tier system it works well and keeps bullying and anti-social behaviour to a minimal, I would not feel comfortable sending my young child on a bus to a ’super’ school In Hexham where they could be mixing with 18 year olds. 

No

Saving Haltwhistle middle school is a priority for me.

No

Saving haltwhistle middle school is a priority to me

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Brjdge

No

Not enough thought gone into what it is like living in a rural area and how the children will suffer.

No

Not enough thought gone into what it is like living in a rural area and how the children will suffer.

No

No thought for years 12 and 13

Haydon Bridge High School has the best proposal by far.

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Beaufront County First

Bingfield

No

Don’t change a system of first schools that deliver children successfully into the next stage.  The rural schools provide high quality education to children and grows strong social and personal skills, are financial viable and demonstrate that they are sustainable.   Also they are the lifeblood of rural communities, without which families would it live in these areas. 

No

Not given the financial implications or any gains to educational standards.

Invest in HBHS and QEHS to deliver what young people need - choice, and high quality teaching in fit for purpose buildings.  Not want a huge super school. 

No

Look at the successes and build on them. Invest properly and take opportunities, don’t destroy what works. Invest at the high schools leave the rest of the system to carry on as it is.

First schools continue to be successful Work in partnership  Share best practice and resources where feasible.  Middle schools continue - choice and specialisms.  High school choice: QEHS invested to provide high quality academic - be the best, invest. HBHS invested to provide high quality teaching for vocational courses, be different, relevant to rural communities and attract students from far and wide. Be something different and outstanding. Invest. 

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale

No

No

No

I support the Haydon Bridge High School development proposal for academic and vocational learning. Under this proposal HBHS would remain open and retain a 6th form.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

Yes

Saving in monies could and hopefully spent elsewhere, where it's needed most. 

No

Model A in my opinion is best option, no matter what Grant Davey, leader of the Labour states otherwise!  

No

As said in previous question, in my opinion,  model A is most suitable. 

None

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale

No

No

No

I would like to do Chemistry, Biology and Physics and only Haydon Bridge Model D allows me to do this.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I support HBHS Model D because it goes all the way up to 6th form and there's more options.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

I like coming to HBHS and am progressing perfectly fine. I doubt that being forced to travel to Hexham will not be best for my education.

No

I like coming to HBHS and am progressing perfectly fine. I doubt that being forced to travel to Hexham will not be best for my education.

No

Turning HBHS into a 4-16 school will not solve anything. We will all be better off if we stay as a secondary school.

Please leave our school be. If you want to save money, turn all of Northumberland into a two tier school system. This would avoid the confusion that the current mix of two tier and three tier brings.

Wark

No

Extra traveling for very young children.

No

Similar to previous objections

No

Similar to previous objections

We would like to see Wark C of E School remain

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

No

Invest properly in the current system

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

Closure of schiiks necessary for local pupils Closure of major school needed fir pupils to be educated with reasonable travel expenses.

No

No

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

This option does not meet the requirements for education in the West and specifically the desires of pupils, parents, staff or governors.

See attached

No

This option does not meet the requirements for education in the West and specifically the desires of pupils, parents, staff or governors.

See attached

No

This option does not meet the requirements for education in the West and specifically the desires of pupils, parents, staff or governors.

See attached

Submitted separately

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

HAYDON BRIDGE

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

I do not believe limiting choice for west northumberland parents and children is in any way a positive.  Merging QEHS and HBHS would be, in my opinion,  a terrible idea.  QEHS does not have an administration capable of managing a school of that size and scope.  I have no confidence QEHS could provide a broad and balanced curriculum.  

Fund a middle or high school in Haydon Bridge.

No

This is the worst option of the lot.  I have the benefit of seeing one of my children go through the 2x tier system and the others go through the 3x tier.  The 3x tier is by far the better of the two.  This would result in the closure of a number of middle schools which are some of the greatest assets to the local education system.

No

All through scholls are generally not very successful.

I support the proposed model put forward by Corbridge Middle School.  I would stress that the councils models do not seem to be any way well thought out or actually modeled properly with enough essential information in regard to finance and more importantly outcomes.

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

Falstone

No

I believe the three tier system suits my children the most

Retain existing three tier system

No

I believe the three tier system suits my children the most

Retain the three tier system

No

I believe the three tier system suits my children the most

Retain the three tier system and local schools

Retain the three tier system and local smaller schools to retain villages

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

I do not believe that the closure of Haltwhistle upper school is in any way beneficial to the town or the children.

No

I do not believe that this option is beneficial to our children or town!

Don't know

I don't think any of these options are good! 3 tier has worked for many many years in this area and I also believe that making young children travel the distance to hexham as our local school is ridiculous! Especially since we have a perfectly good middle school in our town which yes needs a bit tlc but the school and education are brilliant. If our children are made to go to hexham then they'll be lost in a big school with far too many pupils and I don't think hexham as a town can deal with the extra traffic! Super schools are not the answer and young children getting lost in the system and huge schools are not the answer either!! I don't know how you can play with young children's education and future to make yourselves look good! Shame on you.

Keep HALTWHISTLE upper school open and keep Haydon bridge high school open! We need 3 tier in our community and we know it works.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

HALTWHISTLE No

No

No

I DONT WANT MY CHILDREN TRAVELLING TO / BEING TAUGHT IN A SUPER SCHOOL. I WANT THEM TO GO TO HALTWHISTLE FIRST SCHOOL, TOP SCHOOL AND HAYDON BRIDGE SCHOOL OR HALTWHITLE FOR ALL THEIR EDUCATION, I WOULD RATHER HOME SCHOOL THAN MAKE THEM TRAVEL SO FAR. THERE IS TOO MUCH BULLYING GOING ON AND THE SCHOOLS DONT SORT IT OUT, THIS WOULD DEFINATELY BE WORSE IN A MASSIVE SCHOOL,

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle lower  school

Haltwhistle

No

We are in the far West of Northumberland.  Haltwhistle has very little in the way of work and now the plan is to close schools and take our children to Hexham. I'm sure Hexham will be delighted to have over 2000 children in the town with buses coming and going. I for one am not impressed. It is time the councils listened to communities and thought about the children. If Hexham feels they get better result, then we should be looking at why and putting things right in the other schools

No

See the answer in A. There are so many issues to consider that just haven't been thought about

No

A joke!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

I have looked at the alternative proposal from Haltwhistle school and feel with a little tweaking and more clarification this could be a better option.

Staff Member

Whitley Chapel C of E First School

No

This model involves the closure or merger of several schools.

No

A change to 2 tier education would be a disaster for Hexham. No one with any expertise in Primary education seems to have considered the difficulty that small rural schools would have in delivering the UKS2 curriculum, which in its latest version is very challenging, in mixed age classes. At the moment children at age 9 go to large Middle schools with 3 or 4 classes in a year group. This allows the schools to stream pupils for English, Maths and Science, challenging the most able and supporting the least able in differentiated groups. The Hexham Partnership has amongst the highest percentages of pupils achieving Level 5 at KS2 in the country because of this. It would be impossible to give the same level of support to pupils in a small mixed age class in a rural Prinary school, where the teacher would be trying to deliver the curriculum for 2 or even three year groups in the same class. The standards would fall very quickly.  A change to two tier education in Hexham would condemn pupils to up to 5 years of turbulence - 2 years for the Middle schools as they approach closure and their best teachers leave for more stable jobs elsewhere, and 3 for the First schools as they employ new staff to teach the Year 5 and 6 classes, train staff who have been redeployed from the Middle schools and get to grips with teaching and assessing the UKS2 curriculum, and bed it in in the third year.  Also, this model would deliver a huge super School, an enormous ugly building in our small market town, with all the attendant increase in traffic as pupils are bussed in from outlying areas, and parents have to drive children from the East to the West Side of Hexham, when previously the school would be near enough for them to walk. This is wrong on so many levels, and the financial gains for the High School could never replace what would be lost if our wonderful Middle schools were to close. And what about Haydon Bridge? I am really delighted to see the imagination and creativity they are putting in to finding a solution to keeping their High School open. If only Hadrian Learning Trust could show the same level of inventiveness instead of pushing for the easy short term financial gain of pushing for predictable 2 tier education in order to increase their pupil numbers, with no thought whatsoever for anyone else in the system.

No

Because it involves the closure or merger of several schools. It is a very big assumption to make that where 2 schools are designated to merge, parents will automatically send their children to the new school. This certainly wouldn’t happen if Whitley Chapel were to merge with Slaley. Why would parents drive 4 miles out of their way to a school in a village with no amenities when they could drive 5 miles in to Hexham, and do their shopping or take children swimming or to sports clubs after school? I am sure the parents of Acomb school would feel the same way if their new school was sited nearer Beaufront.  Also if in this model the Middle Schools in the Hexham Partnership were to be retained, there would be no justification whatsoever in closing Whitley Chapel, Whittonstall or Chollerton, all of which are good or outstanding schools at the heart of their communities, and all, under the new National funding formula, financially viable.

Keep ALL the Hexham First Schools open.

Of the three models, C is the most preferable, but omitting the closures of ANY of the Hexham Partnership schools. Has anyone considered allowing Newbrough Primary to become a feeder school in to the Hexham Partnership, rather than the Haydon Bridge Partnership? It could then change its age range back to 3-9 years, rather than having to struggle to deliver the Year 5 and 6 Curriculum to tiny numbers of pupils because the majority of its catchment clearly prefers the 3 tier system. 

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

Adverse effect on the future of the communities of small villages, especially West Woodburn, Wark, Greenhead, Acomb - those where there are lots of people living there

No

As A. Also, Hexham Queen Elizabeth would become too big, which would be overwhelming.

No

As A and B

I support the Haydon Bridge High School Proposal. It sounds like it really offers the young people something worthwhile, and that they are going to actually be listened to, with a range of options available, including provision for SEND. I believe that having gone through what they have done over the last few years (when my son attended), they are well-placed to know what would work and be financially viable. 

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

I want Acomb First School to remain open.

No

The middle schools provide excellent education and should be kept open.

No

The schools should be kept open. Acomb first school and Beaufront first school are at risk at closing or merging but both are excellent schools.  However if one of them has to close it should be Beaufront because Acomb provides an excellent service to a large community with lots of young families who need a local school.  At lot of these families walk to school and dont have their own transport so these very young children would have to travel by coach if Acomb school closed.  Most of the children from Acomb school are from its catchment area but most children attending Beaufront are from well outside Beaufronts catchment area and coming to Acomb wouldnt be much further for them to travel.  A lot of parents from Beaufront use the excellent nursery which is attached to Acomb first school anyway.  Acomb school has plenty of outdoor space and is able to be extended to accomodate the extra pupils.  There are footpaths and street lights around Acomb school and parking is a lot easier.  The roads surrounding Beaufront school are very narrow and their arent enough passing places and the parking around the school is minimal.  Acomb first school is financially sustainable despite what the council documents say, and there are a sustainable number of pupils in each class.  The children and parents are very happy at Acomb first school and the school brings our community together, keeps the village alive and helps prevent an ageing population.  It has served our community for generations and we do not want it to beclosed or merged with Beaufront First School. 

Bardon Mill

No

No parental choice

No

No parental choice

Don't know

Age gap concerns

Two tier system.

Acomb

No

The west of Northumberland already has sustainable and viable education and the schools are excellent.  The village schools should be kept open.

No

The schools here shouldnt be closed or merged.

No

The schools shouldnt be closed or merged.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Bardon Mill

No

A super school doesn't cater for all.

N/A

No

A super school doesn't cater for all

N/A

No

A super school doesn't cater for all

N/A

Instead of being focused on Money, how about NCC thinks about the future generations and their weill being. Stop being fools and listen to what your community wants. The only people benefiting from Model A,B &amp; C is the Council. Instead of using the money to build a 'superschool', use the £60 million to cover the financial deficits of HBHS, &amp; with money left over, perhaps you could fix that shambles of a 'main road', which requires a 4x4 just to get to Hexham thanks to all the craters in the lanes.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Bardon Mill

No

I do not agree with the merge of QEHS ad don't agree to be a super school because we will to travel further and the transport will cost.

No because the bigger the super school will be too big and the students don't know each other.

No

It won't cater for our educational needs.

It doesn't cater for our educational needs.

Don't know

Doesn't cater for our educational needs.

It doesn't cater for our educational needs.

Model D has no travel costs so it won't cost to travel and you have more of a opportunity to achieve 12 GCSE's. There is also a wide range of subjects to choose from.

Wark

No

No

No

Closing the village schools would take out the heart of many communities, making the villages commuter settlements, holiday villages and homes for the elderly. Young children travelling miles to their school would be a safety issuesand would be highly unsustainable with the additional trips on the road network increasing pollution and congestion. It would also remove the chance of walking to school, which would increase fitness and reduce obesity.  Many village schools may be small, but a lot are still profitable, including Wark. How are you going to promote housing developments in the villages, whenever the local plan gets unearthed, when there is not a school in the area.   We should go to a two tier system, with the first schools becoming primaries. Bellingham and South Tynedale middle school would merge with their first schools and become regional hubs so the first schools could visit and use their increased sports and science facilities. Hexham and Hayden Bridge High Schools should come back under local authority control, what do we pay our council tax for!

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham first school

Hexham

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

No

NCC created the problem with HBHS and should now publicly back the school and provide the necessary finance to keep it open.

No

NCC created the problem with HBHS and should now publicly back the school and provide the necessary finance to keep it open.

Don't know

Back the proposal put forward by the HBHS head.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Byrness/OtterburnNo

This has been mentioned before and QEHS didn't want to merge with Haydon Bridge High School.  So why, offer it again.  Only temporary buildings would cost more money and building a new building even more money.  Why not build the new school, before closing schools and save money by not buying temporary buildings that will probably end up being permanent.

New building needs to be built first or education will suffer for students.

No

As previous reasons, new building would need to be built first.  Students will be stressed and education affected.

Not cost effective.Yes

It keeps Haydon Bridge open.  Its probably cheaper to build a new building on site, than to relocate and close schools.  Redundancy packages and building repairs will probably cost more than building a new building.  Students education will not be effected as much so less stress on students.

Always make sure new building in place before changes are made.

Build a new Haydon Bridge High School, then once new build complete move students into it, then move QEHS to Haydon Bridge!  Nobody is looking at the stress caused to students and their families involved in Haydon Bridge High School.  Children only get one chance at education, governments change their minds a lot.

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Falstone

No

Don't agree with the option.

No

Don't agree with option.

No

Don't agree with the option

Leave the structure and running of our remote schools as they are. Closing down of our schools will have a terrible impact on local communities and the families that live in them. Removing such an important organisation to communities will reduce the future prospect of young families wanting to move to the area for work and villages will become ghost towns for the elderly.  Personally none of the options given are even an option for Greenhaugh as we are earmarked for closure in all of them so no choice at all.  How come kielder school has escaped from these options. This school has the fewest pupils and smallest catchment area. Greenhaugh on the other hand is one of only two schools in the national park and it also has the largest catchment area of all schools affected by this consultation. If i had to make an alternative suggestion it would be to close kielder and make greenhaugh a primary school, thus sustaining it's already strong sustainability. 

Parent/carer

Hexham

No

I think closing schools in rural areas and communities will stop young families relocating etc and the closures will have an impact on the children and take away the jobs of those teachers and staff.

No

As previous

No

As previous

HBHS Alternative proposals. This school was once a great school and had an excellent reputation which brought students from far and wide. Negative press and the failure if previous school management has brought the school to its knees and out it in special measures. Let this school be great again with good leadership and no more threats of closure as these rural communities need good schools as a hub for all.

Parent/carer

Sele First, Hexham

Hexham

No

I do not believe that there should be the closure of Haydon Bridge High School and the creation of a 'superschool' in the form of QEHS.   I believe that option will take away choice from parents and pupils, and remove competition from the area. If there is no other school to compete with, and there is only one choice of school, then I believe that this could potentially lead to a fall in standards, and less opportunity for the the less academically minded pupils.

No

This is the model I have most objection to. Again I do not believe that HBHS should close, but I especially do not believe in the creation of a two tier system of education in west Northumberland. I can see that the 3 tier system has a positive effect upon this area. I have 2 sons who have passed through sele first and are now in St Joesphs RC middle school. The oldest having been to HMS for year 5, but as that school didn't suit him he moved to St Joes. My youngest son is still in the Sele.  I do not believe that the middle schools should close, I think that they can offer something very special to children, and I would like to put forward some positive thoughts rather than lots of negativity:  - They offer a broader range of subjects at an earlier age than primary schools do - They have dedicated specialist rooms, eg music, science, cookery, DT, computing, sports halls and playing fields - They give the children the opportunity to spread their wings a little within the safety of a smaller school, such as the need to rotate into different classrooms for different subjects, great pastoral care and being better prepared to move into year 9 at High school.  If there was just one secondary school in the area there is no chance to move schools if your child does not fit into the prescriptive nature of that particular school.  Furthermore, if some first schools have to become primary schools some will have to have considerable financial input in order to expand the premises, or if they don't require this as they have 'space' the opportunities offered to the pupils will be lessened, such as loss of IT suites, outside classrooms etc.  Having a choice is first and foremost the most important factor when choosing schools for children, it enables us, as parents, to give our children the best opportunity to succeed, not just try to fit a square peg into a round hole, and hope we can make amends for it later in life, as there's always evening classes!!!!!  This is all done without the children realizing or in some cases knowing that this stuff matters. 

I do not believe it to be viable

Don't know

I have put that I don't know about this option, as on paper it would seem to be the better of the options when thinking about my children, however that is a very narrow view to have, as this whole consultation process it about the wider West Northumberland area, not just the 2 schools that my children attend.  At least with this option there is a choice of high schools, however making HBHS cover ages 4 - 16 would have a knock on effect on the more rural schools, which do keep rural areas in existence, to a degree.  I am also pleased to see that there would no longer be a 'superschool' created in the form of QEHS, and it does seem to make sense that both members of the one academy should be on the same site, however as they decided to change to an academy last year, it is their responsibility to find the funding for the new site and buildings.  I am concerned that this whole re-structuring is on such a grand scale, as someone mentioned to me, that if lots of rural schools do close, then there will, in 10 -15 years time, be less children to fill a grand 2000+ pupil secondary school as the population of rural towns and villages will have significantly decreased as they will no longer be attractive to families with young children, due to the fact that there will be no village school for them to go to. I understand the need for some change, I just don't believe it needs to be so sweeping, smacks of baby out with the bath water 

I certainly do not want to see the creation of 2000+ pupil secondary school, especially as the only school to be created would be one that decided to opt out of local authority control to become an academy, which very soon after then sent letters home to parents asking for regular financial contributions to the running of the school.  I believe the 3 tier system works well and benefits pupils in this area,offering a broader education for pupils in yrs 5-6 and excellent pastoral care for yrs 7-8, who then move into High school ready for the next step and with more confidence.  Over all, as I have said in regard to all 3 models it comes down to choice, and simply because we are a large rural area, the 'geography' should not take away the our ability to pick the best option for our children, based on their needs and requirements. 

Governor

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

I do not agree with any of the models as, among other things, they incorrectly suggest Acomb First School is not economically viable in its own right. This is patently incorrect and is one of at least three errors in the documents about this one school alone. (Original publication showed the school as RI when it had recently gone to good, and our intake for this September to be 3 from our catchment area when it is actually 6, plus two from outside catchment).   Furthermore, the FAQs give an incredibly vague range of one to two million per year to leave things as they stand. This means it would take anything from 25 to 60 years to recoup the 50-60 million being "invested." I have no confidence in the accuracy or precision of the data being used for this consultation about our school or any of the others. There are also understood to be problems with some of the distances being estimated for transport to schools e.g. with inappropriate roads being included. 

No

I do not agree with any of the models as, among other things, they incorrectly suggest Acomb First School is not economically viable in its own right. This is patently incorrect and is one of at least three errors in the documents about this one school alone. (Original publication showed the school as RI when it had recently gone to good, and our intake for this September to be 3 from our catchment area when it is actually 6, plus two from outside catchment).   Furthermore, the FAQs give an incredibly vague range of one to two million per year to leave things as they stand. This means it would take anything from 25 to 60 years to recoup the 50-60 million being "invested." I have no confidence in the accuracy or precision of the data being used for this consultation about our school or any of the others. There are also understood to be problems with some of the distances being estimated for transport to schools e.g. with inappropriate roads being included. 

No

I do not agree with any of the models as, among other things, they incorrectly suggest Acomb First School is not economically viable in its own right. This is patently incorrect and is one of at least three errors in the documents about this one school alone. (Original publication showed the school as RI when it had recently gone to good, and our intake for this September to be 3 from our catchment area when it is actually 6, plus two from outside catchment).   Furthermore, the FAQs give an incredibly vague range of one to two million per year to leave things as they stand. This means it would take anything from 25 to 60 years to recoup the 50-60 million being "invested." I have no confidence in the accuracy or precision of the data being used for this consultation about our school or any of the others. There are also understood to be problems with some of the distances being estimated for transport to schools e.g. with inappropriate roads being included. 

Staff Member

Corbridge Middle School

Don't know

There are positives with this model including: 1) The middle schools remain open. This means that pupils at Year 5 and 6 get specialists teachers which help them develop to their full potential. In Year 7 and 8, pupils will still receive the pastoral care that a large high school will not be able to afford. 2) Some rural schools will remain open that cater for the needs of their community. When they reach Year 5 they are then ready to go further afield to expand their education at a middle school. If these schools were converted to Primary Schools they would not receive the benefits of specialist teachers in many subjects until Year 7. 2 crucial years of a balanced curriculum less likely to be fulfilled. However there are negatives these include: 1)A lack of choice to parents after Year 8. If QEHS fails this could have a detrimental affect to the whole of the West Northumberland community.  2) Many rural communities benefit from first schools around them, many could close which would have a negative affect to pupils, parents and communities.

Perhaps some of the first schools could federate in the long term. Find a potential sponsor for Haydon Bridge as a secondary and create an A level section at QEHs.

No

I choose to teach in Northumberland because of the 3 tier model. Before coming to this area the format was foreign to me but I have only seen positives since I have taught in Corbridge Middle School and other Middle schools. Pupils receive a balanced curriculum taught by specialists at a younger age. This helps children fulfill their potential in a range of subjects. First schools are very important to local rural communities but after Year 4 they are ready to enter a new chapter in their education just as pupils leaving middle schools are ready to leave for high school in my opinion.    If this model goes through, QEHS will become one of the largest schools in the whole country. Considering many pupils will be coming from small Primary Schools, how do you think this will affect pupils mental well being and the beginning of Seconadary School?  In a document called 'The Wasted Years' it explains that in Year 7 and Year 8 secondary schools, due to pressures of GCSE, will regularly give classes to non-specialist teachers. This does not happen in Middle Schools as each Year group are treated as important as each other.   When QEHS and Hexham Middle school merged to become an academy (Hadrian Learning Trust) they must have put forward a plan that showed they were profitable. What happened to this model? How did they find themselves in such financial difficulties? Where is their plan to fix these problems apart from going 2 tier? They have shown a stunning lack of transparency and willingness to collaborate with others, yet they demand money for a new building.

Don't know

Similar to my opinions for model A, middle schools remain open to gave pupils the chances to be taught by specialist teachers and receive appropriate pastoral care.  However many first schools close which will have a detrimental affect to their communities.  Finding a sponsor for Haydon Bridge may be difficult to find.

Federate many of the first schools in the long term.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

I would have to pay more money

No because QE has previously lost exam papers

No

No

No

No I agree with Haydon Bridge Option D

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Bellingham middle school

Wark

No

No

The creation of one super school is a disaster for our children.classes will be bigger ,pupils will become a number rather than an individual, no choice for pupils of parents where your child goes.the loss of rural schools will decimate rural villages .this is a large rural areas that needs two high schools not an academy that is only interested in money and not our children's education.

No

The closure of so many good financially viable schools is a disgrace.what were the reasons so many were selected? If it is the supposed proximity to others that is ridiculous ,how far do you think 4 &amp; 5 year olds should travel for school? Rural schools are the lifeblood of so  many villages ,close them and all other services will go too as young peop!e will not live there. 

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

No

No

No

Keep three tier system with smaller rural schools



[bookmark: 26]Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Wark

No

I would have to pay more money to trave further and I don't want to have to go through that most days of the week.

No, I don't want to go to QE, as it has previously experience losing exam papers. They also do not hold the capacity for more students. There is no 6th form provision in Northumberland I would have to achieve higher grades to get into 6th form.

No

It lacks the mixture of subjects that I would want to take for examples; Health & Social Care, Sociology and development. If I don't do 6th form at Haydon Bridge I won't have an option of the 3 I want to do.

No

No

It takes away smaller communities and schools.

No, I agree with Haydon Bridge Option D.

Staff Member

Whittonstall First School

Broomley 1st

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Wark C of E First School

Simonburn

No

No

No

Wark become a primary - they have the resources and support behind them. I trust wark to do the best for my children as they are already!

I write in relation to Northumberland County Council’s recent consultation regarding the restructuring of schools in West Northumberland.
 
As a teacher at and parent of a child at Whitley Chapel C of E First School, which has been earmarked for closure in all three of the county council’s proposed scenarios, I would like to outline my concerns.
 
The closure of our educationally successful and financially viable school is completely unnecessary and will be very harmful to the local community. We provide a wonderful education for our children, catering for their individual needs in our safe, secure, yet challenging learning environment, where children are encouraged to be themselves and achieve their full potential. Closing our school and merging it with Slaley First School would have many negative impacts.
 
We are financially viable, have never been, and are not predicted to be in defecit. We have a skilled team of staff and governors who strive to ensure the school remains financially viable, promoting the school, being reflective and responsive to changing needs and challenges, and always ready to make changes for the better. We are educationally successful with strong results. For example, in the summer of 2017, the Early Years Foundation Stage Profile results were higher than average in the West of Northumberland (which is higher than Northumberland as a whole, which is higher than the National average). Children are truly educated as individuals, and as such achieve their potential in a safe and nurturing environment, that is designed to also encourage the development of key life skills, such as independence, creativity, perseverance and determination. Children leave the school full of confidence in themselves and ready to tackle the next stage of their education. There is no valid reason to close a school that works so well for its children.
 
The school is intrinsically linked to the community, and if the school was closed, this would have far-reaching negative consequences. The school is located next to the Parish Hall and the Church, and many activities take place each year where members of the community come together. Without the school, the future of the Parish hall and the Church would be very gloomy indeed. People choose to live in our local area because of the school, sometimes moving here from other parts of the country. If the school were to close, this would have an effect on the local economy, and would stretch to the economy of, for example, Hexham, as families would no longer be attracted to the area, houses would not be bought, and services in the larger nearby villages and towns would not be used. The population in the area would become old, and there would be no incoming youth to regenerate it. The thriving farming community and related economy would be under threat. People choose to move here because of the rural lifestyle along with the excellent school. This would no longer happen. There are serious potential adverse – and irreversible - impacts on the community if the school were to close.
 
Closure would result in daily negative impact on the children themselves, and not just in taking away the school they love and thrive in. Children as young as 4 years old would have to travel long distances, sometimes very early in the morning, when they should be able to be at home with their families enjoying a restful start to their long school day. I do not believe the transport implications have been properly thought through, and it seems that no attempt has been made to accurately assess how far children will actually have to travel (distances between schools does not give this information), what the impact on parents’ own journeys to work will be, and so whether there will be greater need for extended wrap-around care in schools (and the staffing implications and costs), how much the transport will actually cost the Council, the logistics of the transport (with many children living very rurally and all in different places to each other) etc. The environmental issues surrounding further travelling distances and increased carbon emissions are not to be forgotten either.
 
We are a Church school, and it is fundamentally wrong to take away parental choice on this matter. If we close, we are destined to be merged with Slaley - a non-Church school. It cannot be right that because of problems primarily at Haydon Bridge High School and the state of the buildings at QEHS, our own parental choice has been taken away.
 
 
I also have concerns that Northumberland County Council’s consultation documents provide no actual specific information about HOW any of the three proposed scenarios for the future of our education system will solve the stated problems. As such, they are not fit for purpose.
 
In short, there is no rational reason for the closure of Whitley Chapel First School, and in fact closure would be likely to have far-reaching adverse effects both to local children now and in the future, and also to the wider community. I therefore hope that Northumberland County Council will reconsider their decision to impose any change to the school system in West Northumberland.

Parent/carer

Whitley Chapel C of E First School

No

The closure of eight first and primary schools is completely unnecessary and will be very harmful to the communities to which these small schools are central. All of the schools earmarked for closure in this model are rated by Ofsted as Good or Outstanding, and to close high performing schools is ridiculous. Many of the schools are financially viable as they are, and the upcoming changes in funding that will help rural schools have not be used in the calculations, so even some of the schools who are shown to be in financial deficit in future may in fact not be. Merging Haydon Bridge High School and Queen Elizabeth High School into one 'super school' will not be in the best interests of our children, either educationally or emotionally and socially. Large schools cannot cater for children's individual needs as well as smaller schools, and we should put the wellbeing of our children at the forefront of the decisions we make about their future. In this model, children as young as 4 years old will have to travel long distances, sometimes very early in the morning,  when they should be able to be at home with their families enjoying a restful start to their long school day. The transport implications have not been properly thought through, and it seems that no attempt has been made to accurately assess how far children will actually have to travel (distances between schools does not give this information), what the impact on parents journeys to work will be, how much the transport will cost, the logistics of the transport (with many children living very rurally and all in different places to each other) etc. Some of the schools earmarked for closure are Church schools, and it is fundamentally wrong to take away parental choice on this matter. For example, Whitley Chapel - a Church school - is destined to be merged with Slaley - a non-Church school. It cannot be right that because of problems primarily at Haydon Bridge High School and the state of the buildings at QEHS, that parent choice across the first schools of the Haydon Bridge and Hexham partnerships is drastically reduced. The closure of small schools must be avoided at all costs. They provide an environment that many parents want - and have the right to choose - for their children, as they are educated as individuals and are given wide-ranging opportunities that larger schools cannot provide. There has been huge support for the schools earmarked for closure, as the parents and children are more than happy with the educational experience they provide. I would like to take Whitley Chapel CofE First School as an example of why small rural schools should not close, and so why Model A should be rejected. Whitley Chapel is an educationally successful school and has no predictions of financial defecit, so therefore is financially viable. The results at the school are good. For example, in the summer of 2017, the Early Years Foundation Stage Profile results were higher than average in the West of Northumberland (which is higher than Northumberland as a whole, which is higher than the National average). Children are truly educated as individuals, and as such achieve their potential in a safe and nurturing environment, that is also able to encourage the development of key life skills, such as independence, creativity, perseverance and determination. Children leave the school full of confidence in themselves and ready to tackle the next stage of their education. The school is intrinsically linked to the community, and if the school was closed, this would have far-reaching negative consequences. The school is located next to the Parish Hall and the Church, and many activities take place each year where members of the community come together. Without the school, the future of the Parish hall and the Church would be very gloomy indeed. People choose to live in the local area because of the school, sometimes moving here from other parts of the country. If the school were to close, this would have an effect on the local economy, and would stretch to the economy of, for example, Hexham, as families would no longer be attracted to the area, houses would not be bought, and services in the larger villages and towns would not be used. The population in the area would become old, and there would be no incoming youth to regenerate it. People choose to move here because of the lifestyle and the school. This would no longer happen. I have given the example of Whitley Chapel, but the other schools destined for closure will have very similar stories, so the effects would be felt in many different communities. 

No

The change to a two tier education system in the Hexham partnership must be avoided at all costs. All the schools in the Hexham partnership are rated by Ofsted as Good or Outstanding, so clearly provide a good educational experience for our children. The results for GCSE and A Level at QEHS are some of the best in the region, which shows that the children are succeeding in our three tier system. There is no educational cause for concern. The issue of Haydon Bridge High School and the poor state of the buildings at QEHS remain, but it is ludicrous to change an entire - successful - education system to solve these problems. Other - more creative - solutions to the problems must be found. Changing current first schools to primary schools is unlikely to raise achievement or provide truly financially viable schools. In fact, it is much more likely that the educational experiences will be worse, children will have lower attainment, and schools may find themselves in financial difficulty. The curriculum in Years 5 and 6 (since the changes that came into place with the New National Curriculum in 2014) is very challenging and requires specialist teaching if children are to fully achieve their potential. Middle schools can - and do - provide this, as they can employ some teachers as specialists (e.g. in maths and science), and they provide facilities that are required by the demands of the curriculum, such as specialist science labs, art rooms, PE equipment etc. The smaller primary schools that are suggested in this model will not be able to provide an equivalent experience. Financially, the change to primary will be harmful, as although there will be more children bringing in money (as they will be retained in Years 5 and 6), this will not cover the costs of the necessary specialist teaching and facilities. We have an example of what can go wrong when a rural area changes from three tier to two tier right next door in the Haydon Bridge partnership. Since changing, many of the schools now Require Improvement or have gone into Special Measures, as assessed by Ofsted, including those which have now been academised as a result of very poor performance. An example is Shaftoe Trust, which was a very successful first school, but, after becoming a primary, went into Special Measures and has now been forced into an Academy chain.  This model includes the closure of eight small schools, as well as requiring our whole system shifts to two tier. This will be very harmful to the communities to which these small schools are central. All of the schools earmarked for closure in this model are rated by Ofsted as Good or Outstanding, and to close high performing schools is ridiculous. Many of the schools are financially viable as they are, and the upcoming changes in funding that will help rural schools have not be used in the calculations, so even some of the schools who are shown to be in financial deficit in future may in fact not be. In this model, children as young as 4 years old will have to travel long distances, sometimes very early in the morning,  when they should be able to be at home with their families enjoying a restful start to their long school day. The transport implications have not been properly thought through, and it seems that no attempt has been made to accurately assess how far children will actually have to travel (distances between schools does not give this information), what the impact on parents journeys to work will be, how much the transport will cost, the logistics of the transport (with many children living very rurally and all in different places to each other) etc. Some of the schools earmarked for closure are Church schools, and it is fundamentally wrong to take away parental choice on this matter. For example, Whitley Chapel - a Church school - is destined to be merged with Slaley - a non-Church school. It cannot be right that because of problems primarily at Haydon Bridge High School and the state of the buildings at QEHS, that parent choice across the first schools of the Haydon Bridge and Hexham partnerships is drastically reduced. The closure of small schools must be avoided at all costs. They provide an environment that many parents want - and have the right to choose - for their children, as they are educated as individuals and are given wide-ranging opportunities that larger schools cannot provide. There has been huge support for the schools earmarked for closure, as the parents and children are more than happy with the educational experience they provide. I would like to take Whitley Chapel CofE First School as an example of why small rural schools should not close, and so why Model B should be rejected. Whitley Chapel is an educationally successful school and has no predictions of financial defecit, so therefore is financially viable. The results at the school are good. For example, in the summer of 2017, the Early Years Foundation Stage Profile results were higher than average in the West of Northumberland (which is higher than Northumberland as a whole, which is higher than the National average). Children are truly educated as individuals, and as such achieve their potential in a safe and nurturing environment, that is also able to encourage the development of key life skills, such as independence, creativity, perseverance and determination. The school is intrinsically linked to the community, and if the school was closed, this would have far-reaching negative consequences. The school is located next to the Parish Hall and the Church, and many activities take place each year where members of the community come together. Without the school, the future of the Parish hall and the Church would be very gloomy indeed. People choose to live in the local area because of the school, sometimes moving here from other parts of the country. If the school were to close, this would have an effect on the local economy, and would stretch to the economy of, for example, Hexham, as families would no longer be attracted to the area, houses would not be bought, and services in the larger villages and towns would not be used. The population in the area would become old, and there would be no incoming youth to regenerate it. People choose to move here because of the lifestyle and the school. This would no longer happen. I have given the example of Whitley Chapel, but the other schools destined for closure will have very similar stories, so the effects would be felt in many different communities.

No

I reject the proposals of two 'superschools', one at Haydon Bridge for 4-16 year olds and one at Hexham for 9-18 year olds. Having such wide ranging ages at one school cannot be beneficial to the needs of children, especially their emotional and social needs. Children as young as 9 should not be at the same school as 18 year olds, as this would inevitably be a threatening and scary experience for them, and 4 year olds in the same school as 16 year olds is even worse. Younger children should be nurtured in an environment that is safe and secure, and in which they can be confident to develop as individuals. This is not likely to happen in the wide age-range schools suggested in this model. Where children walk to school, it would be threatening to walk with children so much older, and inevitabley the younger children will see behaviour and hear language that is unsuitable. We need to protect our younger children and ensure that they are transferring to schools at times they are emotionally ready to deal with (as in our current three tier system).   This model suggests an all-through campus "through the co-loction of QEHS and Hexham Middle School." It then states that "The middle schools in Hexham would remain unchanged." Hexham Middle School is clearly a middle school in Hexham, yet is not remaining unchanged in this model. The only other middle school in Hexham is St. Joseph's. Perhaps you are also including Corbridge Middle School. This is not in Hexham, so perhaps your document should be a bit clearer.   This model sees the closure of ten schools, many of which are small rural schools. This will be very harmful to the communities to which these small schools are central. All of the schools earmarked for closure in this model are rated by Ofsted as Good or Outstanding, and to close high performing schools is ridiculous. Many of the schools are financially viable as they are, and the upcoming changes in funding that will help rural schools have not be used in the calculations, so even some of the schools who are shown to be in financial deficit in future may in fact not be. In this model, children as young as 4 years old will have to travel long distances, sometimes very early in the morning,  when they should be able to be at home with their families enjoying a restful start to their long school day. The transport implications have not been properly thought through, and it seems that no attempt has been made to accurately assess how far children will actually have to travel (distances between schools does not give this information), what the impact on parents journeys to work will be, how much the transport will cost, the logistics of the transport (with many children living very rurally and all in different places to each other) etc. Some of the schools earmarked for closure are Church schools, and it is fundamentally wrong to take away parental choice on this matter. For example, Whitley Chapel - a Church school - is destined to be merged with Slaley - a non-Church school. It cannot be right that because of problems primarily at Haydon Bridge High School and the state of the buildings at QEHS, that parent choice across the first schools of the Haydon Bridge and Hexham partnerships is drastically reduced. The closure of small schools must be avoided at all costs. They provide an environment that many parents want - and have the right to choose - for their children, as they are educated as individuals and are given wide-ranging opportunities that larger schools cannot provide. There has been huge support for the schools earmarked for closure, as the parents and children are more than happy with the educational experience they provide. I would like to take Whitley Chapel CofE First School as an example of why small rural schools should not close, and so why Model B should be rejected. Whitley Chapel is an educationally successful school and has no predictions of financial defecit, so therefore is financially viable. The results at the school are good. For example, in the summer of 2017, the Early Years Foundation Stage Profile results were higher than average in the West of Northumberland (which is higher than Northumberland as a whole, which is higher than the National average). Children are truly educated as individuals, and as such achieve their potential in a safe and nurturing environment, that is also able to encourage the development of key life skills, such as independence, creativity, perseverance and determination. Children leave the school full of confidence in themselves and ready to tackle the next stage of their education. The school is intrinsically linked to the community, and if the school was closed, this would have far-reaching negative consequences. The school is located next to the Parish Hall and the Church, and many activities take place each year where members of the community come together. Without the school, the future of the Parish hall and the Church would be very gloomy indeed. People choose to live in the local area because of the school, sometimes moving here from other parts of the country. If the school were to close, this would have an effect on the local economy, and would stretch to the economy of, for example, Hexham, as families would no longer be attracted to the area, houses would not be bought, and services in the larger villages and towns would not be used. The population in the area would become old, and there would be no incoming youth to regenerate it. People choose to move here because of the lifestyle and the school. This would no longer happen. I have given the example of Whitley Chapel, but the other schools destined for closure will have very similar stories, so the effects would be felt in many different communities.

 

No

I believe HBHS  should be allowed to be given the life line it needs!As a community we dont want to lose our school its an important part of life in our little village!

No

No

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

The proposed upper campus suggestions

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

No

Because it involves shutting HBHS where my kids love being educated

No

Because it involves shutting HBHS where my kids love being educated

No

It involves HBHS being shut and my kids love it there

Just give HBHS some support and funding and continue with the current system. The school is improving all the time after it has been ignored by the county council for the last few years. My kids love it there, have a great education and under no circumstances want to go to Hexham. Hexham is a school whose buildings are in bad repair and would then have over 2000 pupils which is just a ridiculous size and pupils could not get the attention they deserve.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

There is a lack of choice of schools within my area, therefore travelling cost and length will haver a large impact.

More like Haydon Bridge High School Option D.

No

I cannot study my required A-Levels in order to get into my aspiring university.

No

Similar points previously mentioned.Model D will alow me to persue my career ambition, as I have the option to study Biology A-Level and Chemistry A-Level as well as a vocational subject of Health & Social Care BTEC.

Parent/carer

Bellingham First School

Bellingham First &amp; Middle School

Bellingham

No

No

No

Acomb

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

hexham

No

NCC should be doing everything it can to keep HBHS open

No

NCC should be doing everything it can to keep HBHS open

Yes

Hexham schools need investment so I support this model if a new site is developed (e.g. West Road proposal) BUT only if you don't close the primary/first schools as proposed

No

It is brutal for the area and for the children

No

It is brutal for both the area and the children

No

It is brutal for both the area and the children

Find the money to sustain the status quo

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

I do not believe that it is right

No

I do not believe that a super school would be bad for the area

No

I believe that it wouldn't work

I agree with Haydon Bridge High School - Option D

Governor

Corbridge Middle School

Don't know

Mr Andy Johnson told us at our meeting that no model would be followed in total. I am not in favour of a number of schools merging

See above. I appreciate that one or perhaps two primary schools may have to close

No

I am totally opposed to the ending of the three tier system. It is of enormous benefit to children

No

Loss of three tier system. Loss of many excellent schools

I believe that we must retain the three tier system in the west of Northumberland. It is of great benefit to the children

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

Model A doesn't work with the Hadrian learning trust's proposal of a secondary school. When closing Hayden Bridge you are reducing the choice for the area. Please remember that all children do not thrive in the same school and therefore there needs to be an element of choice within our secondary education age range.

No

With great sadness I must conclude that Model B is a closer working model with the Hadrian learning trust's intention to become a secondary school. However the proposal to reduce the Sele School's pan seems to be a step backwards and would reduce the number of children who would be able to go to this outstanding school.   As stated in the previous response I believe that choice of schools is important and removing middle schools will restricted the earlier access of years 5&amp;6 to specialist teachers in subject areas. Many children within this age bracket really benefit from specialist teaching in areas such as food tech, design tech &amp; Science, to name the bare minimum. Walking into a specialist room at 9 years old is a strength of our current system, developing enriching experiences. Also, mixing classes within a middle school system rather than staying in form groups can help to diffuse the tensoins of pre-teens and allow them to work with others, rather than counting down the days until secondary school when some of them really benefit from the fresh start, away form friendship issues history.

Altering the first schools in Hexham to becoming Primary is probably a sensible outcome that fits with the Hadrian trust's proposal, but there needs to be funding given to ensure that primary schools can develop their ability to take on some of the specialist rooms of middle school offer.  It seems obvious to me that, as an outstanding school, the Sele school needs the funding to ensure that they are able to expand their buildings to remain a 3 form entry. Reducing their PAN is not a viable option! It must be able to remain at 84 with a view to expanding to 90 at KS2. We want to ensure that the quality of education is at its highest and therefore reducing the number of pupils who are able to attend an outstanding school 

No

Look, let's be blunt. Is the Hadrian trust really good enough to be responsible across a primary and secondary system? There is a conflict of interest and an issue of pupil numbers going between first school, middle school and the Hadrian trust 'system', which is for ages 9-18. Which path is best? There is a lack of consistency in pupil numbers during the ages of 9-13. We'll simply end up with the Hadrian trust having low numbers of pupils aged 9-11 and then middle schools having low numbers of pupils aged 11-13. It's a funding problem in the making!   I think the part about Hayden Bridge being a school for 4-16 is probably the best option for keeping it open;  however the site would benefit from being split in the primary and secondary buildings to assist the transfer of year groups as they go up the school years and avoid issues between the eldest and youngest pupils.

If you are completely set on closing middle schools then we MUST consider the choices of our pupils.  EVERY school has pupils joining and leaving in order for them to find their 'best fit' for their education and social needs.  Two secondary school in the area I feel are essential and I stop short of suggesting 2 smaller secondary schools in Hexham because a higher PAN will ensure more choices of subjects for the pupils within that school.  If Hexham schools must go to a primary system then you MUST consider ensuring that the same number of pupils can access the outstanding education at the Sele. It MUST remain a 3 form entry school and requires appropriate levels of funding to expand the school site to remain as such.  Good luck and thank you for listening to ideas.

West Woodburn First School

West Woodburn No

1. W Woodburn school is now rated "good" by Ofsted. 2. A number of pupils attending have been high achievers working in all spheres including professional as well as others, doing well with apprenticeships and working on the land. 3. It is a welcoming (purpose build) building and young children benefit from the 'nurturing' atmosphere and care for one another. 4. It's inclusive and welcomes the parents and community through it's doors (nothing is hidden). 5. There is a wonderful play area and field for sporting activity(just adjacent to the school).  There is a garden for growing vegetables and 3 chickens (helps with life learning skills). 6. If WW was to merge with OIB, it would mean extra cost because a large coach would have to be used with smaller buses ferrying children to outlying farms.  A large coach could not negotiate winding and muddy farm tracks especially in adverse or wintery conditions (see this year and the harsh winter 7 years ago)

Please see next page b) 7 - 10

No

Please see next page 3  a and b to page 5

7. The journey from W.W to O/B is hazardous in winter (more school missed by children if school was closed in O/B) NB: A696 and A68 this year (winter closure). 8. Northumberland community is untypical of the rest of England as the farms are very scattered (O/B too far away).  The climate is also more extreme (problematic). 9. What would happen on a long coach journey to O/Burn if a little child (as young as 4 years) needed the toilet, or felt sick, as a result of the motion of a coach?  Would this mean employing chaperones (extra expense). 10. Would a lollipop person need to be employed at WW on the busy A68 (expensive).  How many chaperones would be needed?  Recruitment would be expensive eg advertising, police checks etc.

Yes

11. What would happen if the child could not be met from school?  If a single parent had an accident, for instance, this has recently been highlighted in the media. 12.Hard on single parents' generally coping with the logistics of meeting up with siblings. 13. Village life would be badly affected as "the heart of the village" would be torn apart.  i  The young families would move away (no school). 11 The planned housing development (more children) would mean more people without children.  Falling house prices. iii  A successful, refurbished shop and post office would lose out as fewer youngsters would be around during opening hours.  Could mean closure. iv  The shop was invaluable during recent snow (as seen on the media). v  The village hall is in the process of extensive refurbishment, used for wakes, parties for adults and children

vi  and a recent successful cycle rally meeting point (insensitive response).  We need a school, a shop and a village hall for our community. vii  it is not "green" to involve extra travel, buses, cars etc to ferry youngsters to and from school in O/B. viii  The children from WW recently performed a lovely Christmas story at the school (to which the wider community was invited).  The Christmas service at all Saints Church was delightful.  Would parents be able to patronise these events elsewhere during an inclement winter?  It is unlikely. We need out school, shop / post office, church and village hall.  Please consider this.

My suggestion is that the alternative is to keep W W school open in its existing role.  The small deficit is negligible compared to the apparent outlay required to enlist a large coach and small buses for transport of young  children.   We are looking towards 'greener' alternatives all the time.  None of the 3 proposals seem viable or green.  One acting 'actual' Head would soon overcome the small deficit.

Allendale

No

No

No

The plan put forward by Hayden Bridge High School seems to me to be the best of all the options. It allows youngsters to develop via a suitable path and I think more children will eventually leave school with skills ready for the workplace. The idea of studying GCSEs intensively in combined year group is ingenious in allowing mor subjects to be offered, and also encourages interaction between year groups.  I also feel this plan will engage more young people than our current system does. 

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

Chollerton FS is an outstanding Ofted rated FS with KS1 results in the top 5% nationally.  The attendance of our students is above the national average and this is due to  the happy, nurturing , safe and vibrant environment we have here, where our children look forward to going to school each morning.  50% of our staff live in the school catchment area and know our children well in and out of school.  Each child is known by their name by every staff member.  The school is an integral part of our community.  Our older residents enjoy cooked meals form out kitchens, our scouts, beavers and cubs make wonderful use of our outdoor facilities.  To close our school would be detrimental to our children's education and our community 

NA

No

To add to my previous comments: Our school is financially secure with good accounts for future years, an active and thriving PTFS which in the last 6 months has raised in excess of £2,200, strong and consistent pupil numbers for the next 3 years and a fantastic pre -school.  It is highly efficient and effective team and this is evident in the results it achieves.  The school building and outdoor areas are fit for purpose with plenty of space for expansion without being detrimental to the outdoor facilities. 

NA

No

As a parent i would not be happy to send my son to a school away form his community at this age that academically is deemed a lesser standard to his current school (Humshaugh is rated Good), which has very little outdoor space, unlike Chollerton which provides a forest school, sports field, story corner, willow area, playground, gardening corner and more.  To a building which is restricted by its Grade 2 listed status and is unable to be extended or made fit for purpose.  I wonder, in fact why the proposal did not look at the possibility of merging Humshaugh with Chollerton. 

NA

This consultation has been rushed and ill thoughy out, based on factually incorrect info and bullying tactics made by HLT's desire to become a secondary school in a 2 tier system.  3 tier is currently achieving fantastic results for our children - why change this? I do understand however the need for change due to the HLT consultation and the problems at HBHS.  I therefore URGE NCC to take more time, find out more important information and have a considered consultation that is better structured with the help of the schools themselves. To make suggestions iwthout all the facts and figs is not helpful, therefore, i can only propose the following:  Remain 3 tier in the Hexham Partnership by:  1.  Building new schools for HMS and QEHS one ONE site to reduce the surplus places which currently equate to 58% of the total in the partnership (325 out of 560).  To share facilities like sports fields, halls and teachers. 2.  Co locate where possible, for example corbridge middle and first schools, st Mary's and St Jo's. 3.  Run first schools as hubs - North Tyne and South Tyne, with an Exec Head for each area and shared learning where possible. 

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Corbridge Middle School

No

No

No

We must retain the three tier high achieving system we already have. We need to look at improvements and innovative ways of working including shared resources and federations schools to improve efficiency rather than closing amazing rural schools.  Stars aspire vision is wonderful as is the Corbridge hub model. Also the Haydon Bridge school must be maintained and supported with more vocational educational opportunities.

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

No

No

No

Haydon Bridge needs a high or secondary school of it's own.   Invest the money in current system rather than wasting it on unnecessary closures and changes. Closures will have a detrimental impact on our rural communities and ultimately our local economy when people move out of villages (if they can afford to) to be nearer to schools.  A sole high or secondary school in Hexham will be far too big and I do not wish to send my child to get lost/be unknown in a school like that. The traffic will be a nightmare in and around Hexham at drop off/collection time.  The whole proposal requires much more consideration. The best interests of our children is NOT at the heart of this decision process ..... it is quite clearly about land prices and sale.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

High/middle schools would be too big if merged. Children travelling too far.

No

The number of classes at the Sele per year group should not be reduced and the intake capped at 60. Would the children who are already at the school be all guaranteed to keep their places or would 20+ from each year have to move school?

Yes

Hexham and Haydon Bridgewach keep their own school system.

Acomb First School

Acomb

Don't know

The amalgamation of Beaufront and Acomb Schools does not take into account various factors of which the LEA should be aware.  Acomb First School currently has 59 pupils, most of whom live within the School catchment area, and can, therefore, walk to School. It has a capacity of 75. A new development of 39 Family Houses is being constructed within that catchment area, which will result in a large number a potential new pupils. This will probably take the population of Acomb School to its capacity, with the majority of the pupils living within the catchment area. Thus, maintaining the School at Acomb will minimise transport costs and long journeys (1.9 miles is long for a 5 year old and will require car transport)for the youngest of children. Acomb First School has just moved, in Ofsted terms, from Requires Improvement to Good. Thus, the School effectiveness is improving. That development should not be stopped.  

Don't know

As Model A

Don't know

As Model A

Gunnerton

No

No

No

I am responding as a Grandma of former pupils and an existing pupil at Chollerton School and also as a volunteer who goes to school weekly to listen to little readers.  Pondering as to why it seems to be all Church of England Schools for Closure!!  After pursuing the consultation document, I have yet to ascertain where the discussion has been, to the massive impact rural school closures would have on their communities.  I accept wholeheartedly that Hexham needs a new High School, and something must be done about Haydon bridge.  I have heard the sum of fifty two million as possible funding for our area.  Ponteland built their school for sixteen million.

Parent/carer

Bellingham Middle School and Sports College

No

I want my children to attend a middle school. I do not want them to go straight from a small rural school at 11 years old, onto a bus for a 40 min journey to a high school with 2000 pupils.

No

Model B saves Bellingham Middle which is what we want however it closes down West Woodburn First School where my daughter attends. I cannot therefore agree with this model. I would like to see both schools stay open. I prefer the 3 tier system. Both of my children are doing really well &amp; I am very happy with the first &amp; middle school they attend.

No

I want the 3 tier system to stay. I do not want my children going straight from a small rural school at age 11 onto a bus for 40 minutes to a high school with 2000 pupils. I want Bellingham Middle to stay open.

Invest in the schools which are already in place to improve them. Think about the rural villages. Let parents have a choice. We will end up having to put 4 year olds onto a bus to &amp; from school. The rural communities are already suffering, closing the small rural schools is yet another nail in the coffin of small rural communities.  One high school in the whole of the West county does not offer parents any choice whatsoever. 

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Sele First school Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

St Mary's RC First School

No

No

No

Leave well alone.  The three tier system works well in rural areas.  Children's education is more important that penny pinching councils.  Perhaps pay your Executive Staff less, and invest more in schools.  

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

I do not agree with the closure or merging of Acomb First school. Our school is the heart of the village with a lot to offer. Keep our school open and do not change anything. I do not agree with the 2 tier system proposed for Hexham Middle school and Queen Elizabeth High School Hexham.

No

I do not agree with the closure or merging of Acomb First school. Our school is the heart of the village with a lot to offer. Keep our school open and do not change anything. I do not agree with the 2 tier system proposed for Hexham Middle school and Queen Elizabeth High School Hexham.

No

I do not agree with the closure or merging of Acomb First school. Our school is the heart of the village with a lot to offer. Keep our school open and do not change anything. I do not agree with the 2 tier system proposed for Hexham Middle school and Queen Elizabeth High School Hexham.

Parent/carer

Allendale Primary School

Yes

Yes, both Model A and B I believe the pupil numbers in this region justify consolidating resources onto one site as a higher or secondary school such that all pupils are taught in Hexham. I hope this would mean that more resources could be concentrated on one school allowing that school to invest properly in those facilities. I don’t think splitting the resources as in plan c would allow the range of subjects properly taught by adequately qualified and permanent teachers in both Hexham and Haydon Bridge. I find it troubling that there are so few pupils attending Haydon Bridge and don’t see that merely extending the age range and having new buildings alters the fundamental problem of splitting resources and inadequate pupil numbers. I would still not send my children to HB. I would like reassurance that Hexham would cater for the wider range of pupil ability and subjects as it is my understanding that HB has a history of offering more vocational subjects. I also understand that there is an increasing tendency for QE to try to promote a more academic profile by closing certain options and subjects for the less able, focusing on achievement as a quality marker. I think this would be unacceptable as a policy if all children attended this school and it would focus on quality of teaching and student improvement rather than end point grades, and open more vocational subjects. I think this would be very important in order to attract and maintain its position as the only secondary/high school in a region where many kids have sought HB to follow these options.

Yes

Please see above

No

I don’t think just extending the age range and getting new buildings is a viable answer to splitting resources, inadequate pupil numbers and therefor unsustainable funding that would therefor threaten both HB and QE. A good example of this is the tragic undermining of Allendale Primary School by the retaining of Whitfield School, which doesn’t seem to appear in the document. By failing to act on numerous points of evidence for the closure of Whitfield, Allendale has lost a class and had its funding jeopardised so that the needs of the majority have been put aside for the vocal minority.

I would like to congratulate the authors on a very well put together document and the way in which the information has been presented. This gives me some faith in the people writing and maybe orchestrating the future of education in this area. I wish only to say that is has been a crime that it has taken so long and so many schools have failed under the auspices of the Northumberland County Council. The fact that you are now seeking to amend the appalling situation that has been neglected for so many years is to your credit and to your shame. I can only hope that you have the necessary courage, resilience and inteligence to follow the evidence rather than be swayed by the pockets and loud voices of some in the area and you will not allow such a fudged solution like that which has crippled Allendale.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

As a teacher working in north northumberland over the last 15 years i have seen ncc make repeated poor decisions, usually financially motivated but always to the detriment of the children. Two brief examples being the ongoing fiasco with coquet partnership and the recent diabolical reorganization of SEND services across the county. Therefore firstly I do not trust ncc to make good decisions regarding the education of young people. I am also concerned that the decision to make QEHS 11-18 is being dictated by sn academy out of control of the LEA and with too much influence in the future welfare of children in west northumberland. NCC is already aware of the failure of a number of academies across the county - HBHS being one example and it is not appropriate that another academy becomes the main educator in the area. My main concern regards the closure of chollerton first school when it is more highly rated by ofsted than humshaugh, the building is newer and humshaugh is listed. the playground is much larger at chollerton and i believe realistically is has more capacity for additional pupils in the future. My son would be eligible to start pre school in september 2018 and would start reception class in 2020 if chollerton closes he will have to travel 6 miles to attend school. They will only just be 4 as he is summer born and this is not appropriate. in particular a minibus journey with us living at the end of the route is likely to take around 40 minutes. as qualified beach school practitioner i am also aware of the benefits of properly run outdoor education - just one of the additional learning opportunities available at chollerton and which you propose to take away. Finally, the unusual geography and population density of northumberland is not going to go away no matter how many unsatisfactory reorganizations ncc makes. Having seen failure of the attempt to move a 2 tier system in the coquet area, I believe there will be significant opposition in the West. I am in favour of the effective quality 2 tier education but when NCC includes proposals to close outstanding schools in the favour of good ones I do not believe anything other than finance is the motivation. Rural schools are extremely important to the community and every effort should be made to preserve the best performing ones. I am very concerned about my sons access to a high quality varied and nurturing education and believe he may be a casualty of an ill thought, financially motivated reorganization which has a very short term outlook. Ncc should maintain the best performing and first and middle schools to retain QEHS as a high school unless it reverts back to LSA control and no longer has academy status

No

No

Wark

No

It would be too big a loss for our village to loose the school.

No

3 tiers is much better for village kidsNo

Keep Wark school open, if the village was to loose the school it would c=be a big loss to the community. It would mean no new familys move to the village which is bad for the local businesses also.  My children. grandchildren and great grandchildren have been through the wark school with the youngest still there. The little ones love it, the teaching standard is brilliant and staff do a fantastic job and it makes no sense trying to close it down when it is doing so well. Again my children &amp; grandchildren have gone and currently go to the middle school at Bellingham which is a great move for them in the next stage of education and gets them prepared for more people at high school, these kids come from small villages and should not have to attend schools with thousands of pupils they will be like fish out of water. Our kids learn well in our small schools so the idea of moving them to big schools and big classes can only be detrimental to the education they receive.

Humshaugh

No

the focus on on control and cost cutting not about what is best for the children and their education.

none - it is essentially a very poor option

No

Again the central premise is about control and cost cutting and little to do with providing a quality education for our children.

No

Has nothing to do with providing a good education for our children its all about cost cutting and abdication of responsibility

Our children deserve a meaningful process that puts their educational needs at the heart and is not simply a manipulating attempt to cut costs. The county is full of distressed families and children and it is your doing! We need an educational system that works for us not simply designed to meet the demands of others

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

No

I do not believe this offers a positive outcome for children, their families and communities. 

No

Again I do not believe this offers a positive change for the children of Tynedale or their families.

No

It is my view that the current status quo works well in Tynedale. The academic results that are being achieved are outstanding and the network of local schools are of a high standard.Any of the three options impair this in my view.

In my view I believe that the current status quo should remain. I believe that the Hexham partnership feeding into QE is of an outstanding quality with an amazing reputation surpassing many public school results.  I think the difficulties encountered at Haydon Bridge are clouding planning ideas for the other schools in Tynedale.  It is time for NCC to support the issues of Haydon Bridge separately and responded appropriately to the community there.  Please don't use a sledge hammer to crack the nut. My daughter has a place offered at the middle school in Corbridge which we are delighted about. We have accepted her place and our greatest hope is for her to continue her education there and move on to QE. We couldn't get better education for her than Tynedale.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Because of possible mergers or closing of our local school.

No

Because of possible mergers or closing of our local school

No

Because of possible mergers or closing of our local school

Acomb is a fantastic school and needs to be kept open as it is a big part of our community. They treat every child an an individual and have excellent outcomes for the chilren and the are better than regional and national average. Excelent provision for the children who have additional needs , and they are financially sustainable. All of our parents are very happy and supportive. They have excellent ammenites like outside Forest School. An excellent Sports provsion including weekly swimming and multi sports coaching, they have ambitious leaders and Toddler group 

Staff Member

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Hexham

No

PLEASE REFER TO THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENT:  Broomhaugh C. of E. First School Formal Response from the Governing Body A Consultation about Education in the West of Northumberland

No

PLEASE REFER TO THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENT:  Broomhaugh C. of E. First School Formal Response from the Governing Body A Consultation about Education in the West of Northumberland

No

PLEASE REFER TO THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENT:  Broomhaugh C. of E. First School Formal Response from the Governing Body A Consultation about Education in the West of Northumberland

PLEASE REFER TO THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENT:  Broomhaugh C. of E. First School Formal Response from the Governing Body A Consultation about Education in the West of Northumberland

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

I do not believe that closing rural schools is good for Northumberland. Without rural schools and amenities provided to the community via the school, rural communities die. With more housing needed uk wide and the new builds in newbrough and Hexham, it is likely that there will need to be increased schooling capacity in the area so closing schools appears to be shortsighted 

No

Same as reasons for option a

No

Same as for a and b

It is favourable to retain the 3 tier system which exists, however if a move to 2 tier is unavoidable the Sele school should receive capital investment to allow it to maintain its current intake and become a primary school. 

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

Hexham

No

I don’t believe that merging/closing schools is the right option. Parents should not be made to travel for miles to take their children to school.  Over time families will stop living in villages and this will have a huge negative impact.  Some schools do not have space to increase their size therefore surely it will cost more to build numerous new schools.

No

I don’t believe that merging/closing schools is the right option. Parents should not be made to travel for miles to take their children to school.  Over time families will stop living in villages and this will have a huge negative impact.  Some schools do not have space to increase their size therefore surely it will cost more to build numerous new schools.

No

I don’t believe that merging/closing schools is the right option. Parents should not be made to travel for miles to take their children to school.  Over time families will stop living in villages and this will have a huge negative impact.  Some schools do not have space to increase their size therefore surely it will cost more to build numerous new schools.

Continue with a 3 tier system. Other schools should not be penalised because hms and qehs could not control their spending.

Acomb First School

Acomb

Yes

It retains the middle schools and first schools which I belive is the best system. The three tier system works well in this part of Northumberland.    Haydon Bridge has struggled for a long time. It served its purpose when it was the Technical school in the 60's and 70's. It was a good alternative to the Grammar school saving children who failed the 11+ from having to attend Hexham Secondary!! I think their pupils would benefit from attending QEHS.   QEHS and Hexham Middle should merge on the middle school site and sell the land at QEHS to a developer for expensive housing. The money from this could go to redeveloping the middle school site. Locating the high and middle school at one end of the town would also ease the traffic issues that occur right across the town by confining the majority of school trafic to the east end.

The suggestion that Acomb and Beaufront should merge is a good idea. However, it should be Beaufront that closes, for the following reasons: The majority of pupils at Acomb school live in the village Many of the Acomb children walk to school Acomb school is used by the community Acomb has an excellent nursery Only 4 local children attend Beaufront The majority of Beaufront children are driven to school by parents trying to get a 'private school' type of environment at the expense of the council The Beaufront children do not go on to local middle schools in this area, the majority are sent to private schools The parents of Beaufront school would remove their children from the school if they merged with Acomb, not wanting to mix with 'council estate' children. It would not matter to them which school closed, they (Beaufront) would take their children elsewhere. So if Acomb closed we would have the bizarre situation where a good community school would be standing empty and all of its 59 pupils sitting in a school 2 miles away with 4 pupils from Beaufront.   The 14 children attending Acomb who live outside of the catchment area attend the school because of its good reputation, whereas Beaufront children are subject to a cheap form of social engineering by their parents.  If Acomb children had to travel to Beaufront there is no direct transport link from Acomb to Beaufront and many Acomb School parents do not own a car. And the fact the the majority of children are alreadt driven to Beaufront school would mean it would only be a little diversion for them to come to Acomb.   

No

No

The suggestion that Acomb and Beaufront should merge is a good idea. However, it should be Beaufront that closes, for the following reasons: The majority of pupils at Acomb school live in the village Many of the Acomb children walk to school Acomb school is used by the community Acomb has an excellent nursery Only 4 local children attend Beaufront The majority of Beaufront children are driven to school by parents trying to get a 'private school' type of environment at the expense of the council The Beaufront children do not go on to local middle schools in this area, the majority are sent to private schools The parents of Beaufront school would remove their children from the school if they merged with Acomb, not wanting to mix with 'council estate' children. It would not matter to them which school closed, they (Beaufront) would take their children elsewhere. So if Acomb closed we would have the bizarre situation where a good community school would be standing empty and all of its 59 pupils sitting in a school 2 miles away with 4 pupils from Beaufront.   The 14 children attending Acomb who live outside of the catchment area attend the school because of its good reputation, whereas Beaufront children are subject to a cheap form of social engineering by their parents.  If Acomb children had to travel to Beaufront there is no direct transport link from Acomb to Beaufront and many Acomb School parents do not own a car. And the fact the the majority of children are already driven to Beaufront school would mean it would only be a little diversion for them to come to Acomb. 

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Sele first school

No

Yes

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale

No

The effects of Haydon Bridge closing would include an overflow of students trying to enter QE

You can't

No

Read previous

You can't

No

Only limited people from HBHS could go toQE for 6th form

HBHS model D

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

No

No

We have a Plan D: investigate the possibility of extending the education provision to include years 5 and 6 i.e the whole of Key Stage 2 because Wark Church of England First School is a fantastic community resource for our local community. It offers:  • The best start in life in a safe, happy and nurturing environment • The best education for our children • Individualised learning to enable them to meet their full potential • A broad curriculum to keep our children’s future aspirations high • Enriched children’s lives • Educational outcomes above national levels • Childcare 8am – 5.30pm five days a week • Good recent Ofsted report • Good recent SIAMS report • Reacts positively to changes • Is an integral part of our village with long standing connections • Has a rising intake of children • Children can in the main walk to School and those who come by bus/car only have short journeys • Had no difficulty in incorporating pre-school facilities • The community is very much involved in helping the School with extra curricular activities  The Council needs to put our children first as its proposals are political and not based on reasoned thinking. Wark School is financially viable and thriving. If you close our School, you are closing the village of Wark too as it would no longer attract young families.  It would be good if just for once the Council would listen to the community.       

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Because of possible mergers or closing of our local school

No

Because of possible mergers or closing of our local school

No

Because of possible mergers or closing of our local school

Acomb is our local Village and we have the local school as part of our community. The village School is the heart of our community and we cant help enough to save our local community

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

Don't know

I don't totally understand what could happen

I don't think that A is the correct option

I suggest HBHS Option D

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

It's a lot of work to do it.  We would have to pay for transport when we get free transport and if the schools built we will be in portable buildings for a few years during the building.  it won't meet all students needs as you'llneed high grades to go in sixth form and it's time consuming to go to the Newcastle collages.

Not a viable option

No

My same reasons for Option A.  It wouldn't help me either.  I prefer not a busy and full school as I'm not that confident so it helps me learn easier and supports me more.

Same as A & B

Don't know

HBHS Option D

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

Hexham

No

No

No

Hbhs model

New Ridley

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Slaley First School

Slaley

No

No

Yes

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Bellingham

No

Because I don't want to go to QE because it doesn't meet the needs of students and will be difficult for everyone to merge.

It's not a viable option.

No

It would be too big of a school for me and it wouldn't be good for our GCSEs

Not a viable optino

No

It isn't necessary to merge.

Not a viable option

Option D

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

I don't really want to go to QE as it will cost loads to travel the bus every day.  Also there will be loads of people.

Not a viable option

No

Because (the same reason I said before for model A) too much money to spend and there will be loads of people as it's a big school and I won't really like it

Not a viable option

No

Option D

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

Means too much travelling for young children

No

Again too much  travelling involved No

Many of the existing schools are financially viable and the centre of the village for social and economic activities.

Allow some of the existing schools to expand their age bands of education to increase pupil numbers where necessary.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Because of possible mergers or closing of our local school

No

Because of possible mergers or closing of our local school

No

Because of possible mergers or closing of our local school

Acomb is a fantastic school and we do not want to the closure or the mersure of our school

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

To keep Acomb first School open to service the community with a brilliant school with excellent opportunities for the children for learning and achieving. The school is financially sustainable with Happy and very supportive parents.

No

I don't agree with the closure of wark first school

No

I don't support 2 tiers

No

Closing the first school can only be bad for our village and the businesses working within it. If there is no school it will not appeal to familys moving here, that will result in an aging population and eventually nobody left living here. I do a lot of work in the village so if people stop moving here that puts my business on the line.  I have been to the meetings at Wark school and they talk about being financially viable and have worked within the budget given to them to provide and excellent level and variety of teaching to our children. I know they have been rated good by both ofstead and siams and all parents agree the school does a fantastic job in beginning the education of the children that go there. I also know that the school is chosen from out of catchment parents as the reputation is so good. I am confused as to why it is even on the list of schools to close and suggest strongly that members of the decision making team take a trip to the school to see how good it is. I also know that the school have plans and a business case in place should they need them to go primary and would support that if that's the way the results of this process go.  That does not mean I support the 2 tier system I strongly agree that the middle schools and 3 tier system stay in place. I have work at Bellingham and the middle school there is a great asset to the community in which we live, the size of the school is a great step from the first school for our children to progress and grow before becoming young adults and making the next step to high school.  

Slaley

No

No

No

I believe more discussions should take place on how to improve Haydon Bridge so that more students wish to attend and also the 3 tier system should be continued in West Northumberland. Small communities should retain their local schools.

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

None are good proposals

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

CORBRIDGE

No

I do not feel QEHS expanding would benefit west northumberland.  This would create a huge school and significantly limit choice.  Making a school larger doesn't automatically suggest it will result in a better educational experience for my children.

No

I don't feel the 2 tier system offers any improvements over the 2 tier system and i strongly feel my children are thriving under the 3 tier.

No

I dont feel this is properly thought out or explained.  It seems a haphazard third solution tacked on to fill out the consultation.  I do believe that haydon bridge should continue to have a high or middle school to allow for greater choice.

I would like northumberland county council to consider Corbridge middle schools hub option.  This has strong support throughout the community and seems to meet the requirements layed out.

Sinderhope

No

Haydon Bridge high school should not be closed.

Closure of some primary schools would be justified, but the high school should be SUPPORTED and remain at the centre of the community

No

Very similar to my reasons for option A

Keep the high school open. It is a good school which has suffered because of the immensely protracted mess with Bright Tribe. The falling school role is entirely due to the lack of support from the County. I have visited the school many times over the years for many events, I know many students and teachers there and, having taught at a high school for nearly forty years, I recognise a happy, positive school with teachers who do their level best in very trying circumstances. Closing this school and forcing the students into QEHS, creating a massive and impersonal school, is a very bad idea.

No

Although this retains the High school, it loses the sixth form. In Northumberland, I believe that Haydon Bridge was fifth in the A level league tables last year. Why close a successful sixth form? I also don't understand how Shaftoe school remains viable under this system.

Retain the sixth form

Close or merge some of the very small first schools. Introduce a 2 tier system throughout. Keep Haydon Bridge high school open as an 11 - 18 school and SUPPORT it.

Parent/carer

No

No

No

Acomb first school provides broad and balanced opportunities for Key stage 3 and 4. The school has excellent connections with a Newcastle school. They offer a broad curriculum including internet safety, healthy eating, global music week etc. They have extensive green spaces including a wildlife area and forest school. They have excellent partnerships with providers of wrap around care: Little Oaks Nursery providing breakfast club and Acomb After School club.  Acomb First School provides the best quality education for our children in a vibrant community school environment which is outward looking looking and plans for the future.   

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

St Mary's RC First School, HexhamNo

No

No

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Haydon bridge model ‘D’

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Hexham Selefirst Hexham

No

No

No

I believe the current school systems work well for our children and children in rural Northumberland.  Rural schools should not be faced with closure as the wider impact on children and the whole community.  Small children should not have to commute long distances to get to a larger school because their local school has shut.  If Hexham middle and High school do merge and First schools therefore need to be made into primary school then I believe extra funding would be needed to do this.  The Sele would need to stay a 3 intake class for each year range and I believe the council should support the school financially to help them with cost of extra building.  I am extremely worried bout the effects of this consultation already on children and the huge impact it will continue to have. My oldest child is at middle school and I am very worried about him being in a school of uncertainty and where teachers are worried about their futures.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

No

Yes

Arrangements in Hexham will remain very similar with the benefit of a desperately needed new buildings program.

Making first schools into primaries and children starting QE at age 11.

Staff Member

I am a Supply Teacher in West Northumberland

Bardon Mill

No

No

No

I do not believe that the 3 models are viable. They will all have a detrimental effect on the educational development of Tynedale children.  Each model involves school closures and this will severely effect the life blood of many villages which try hard to develop a good community spirit. Very young children will have to use buses with older teenagers which will concern most parents. The provisions in most first schools especially technological and forest school/outdoor learning environments are of the highest standard than ever before and these resources would go to waste. There will be inevitable redundancies which will have a negative effect on Tynedale residents and communities. Middle Schools have specialist provisions such as science and language labs and first schools don't have the space or facilities to incorporate these for example St.Joseph's moving to St.Mary's in Hexham. I presume teachers on a temporary contract would lose their jobs and if for example a middle school teacher had to work in a first school children will be taught by teachers with no experience who are unqualified to teach younger children.  In conclusion it will clearly be devastating for rural schools to close due to the financial instability of Haydon Bridge and the business orientated Hadrian Trust in their pursuit of expanding HMS and QES. I believe that with improvements to Haydon Bridge and more ways to attract additional pupils, there will be no need to close so many schools and disrupt the educational development and legacy for Tynedale and secure a more robust future.     

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

Retaining the three tier system is missing an opportunity. The three tier system does not fit with the current National Curriculum model. The opportunity should be grasped to move into line with the rest of the country and with the natural progression point at Yr6 after SATs.

Yes

The 2 tier system allows for full accountability for all Primary schools as they will be solely responsible for the progress and attainment of children from entry until Yr6. No longer will first schools and middle schools blame each other for results of the SATs. Furthermore, the secondary school will have the children earlier in their education which will allow them the time that they would like in order to help children with their option choices in a much more informed way. Financially, this model makes sense in the long term. Rationalising smaller schools, though emotive, makes sense.Smaller schools are becoming increasingly nonviable, especially in light of the new funding formula which does nothing to support small local schools.

In Hexham, rather than reduce the capacity of The Sele First, we believe that it should retain its three forms. A new school is needed. The old buildings are not fit for purpose in a modern education system. The opportunity should be taken to build a new, 3 or 4 form entry primary school. Hexham Middle School site could be used. Consideration could be given to merging The Sele and Hexham First on one site. This would create modern facilities on an appropriately sized site with secure playing fields and a decent sports hall.

No

This idea makes no sense whatsoever. It would be like throwing money down the drain.  The opportunity to go 2 tier would be missed, and all at huge cost. Would anybody actually be interested in a through school at Haydon Bridge? This does not appeal to us at all. Is there any evidence to suggest that this model would reverse the declining role at Haydon Bridge? 

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb School is the heart of our local community it has served our community for years and has potential to serve the community for years to come. Acomb has excellent educational Mertit, good sustainability and Viablity 

Wark

No

Don't support the closure of wark but do believe 3 tiers is best

No

no to 2 tiers

No

I do not support the proposal of 2 tiers in our area. Our children are too young and naïve to be sent to a huge school with thousands of children when they are just 11. they are still children and should not be sent to a school with 18 year olds in, they are young and not street wise town kids we nurture them to keep them young and the still grown up too quickly. I fully support the 3 tiers and to keep the middle school at Bellingham open, my granddaughter has moved to the school recently to start year 5 and found it daunting going to a bigger school than she was at in first school but has moved well and settled brilliantly largely to the teaching and support staff and the fact it is 100 kids and not thousands. The size of the schools is important to the learning they will do there as they need to be in a happy environment to learn well, all of the children seem to be against the move to a big secondary school. My second point is also to keep wark school open, I don't see why it is marked for closure it is a big part of the community here with lots of young families in the village, it has a great community spirit often doing events to include anyone who wants to go with things like bingo, flower arranging and sports days. The teaching is brilliant which is proven with the ofstead they received as good very recently, my grandchildren have gone there and 1 still does and they all love the school.  I believe in keeping the 3 tiers going with both Bellingham middle and wark first school staying open and continuing to serve our community in the fantastic way they have done for so many years.

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

No

No

No

The model 'D' proposed by Mr Glover, Headteacher at Haydon Bridge High is my preferred choice. It secures the continuity of teaching at HBHS and is a cost effective alternative. 

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

Model A will make our school closeNo

It will result in our school closing

No

It means that there will be much more travel time for further education

Mr Glover's Model D.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Coanwood

Don't know

Not too sure how to answer it.

I don't want to make a super school because it makes it too big

Don't know

I don't agree wth A, B, C.  I agree with D.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I support the proposed model ‘D’ which Haydon Bridge High School have come up with. I don’t believe middle schools are financially viable and would support the creation of bigger primary schools instead. Haydon bridge needs to stay open. A super school in Hexham is not suitable for this area and there is are examples where sobethingblike this has been done as a solution to rural education and has failed.  Haydon bridge has falling numbers due to the county council letting it down with the academy conversion and then the bright tribe fiasco. It has done well to improve its academic performance under very difficult financial circumstances. Supporting Haydon bridge high will give parents confidence to send their children again, boost numbers and make it a viable and with tine, thriving school once again.  They are also the only school who have put education at the heart of their proposal and put together a comprehensive proposal which takes into account HOW our children will be educated. Our children are not just numbers on a spreadsheet. Our children deserve an excellent education so that they can go on to be a valuable part of our workforce and economy. Screwing their education will put Northumberland even further behind in the long term with under skilled, under valued and under educated school leavers. 

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

Don't know

I have not seen any evidence that closing 10 shools will give a better, more sustainable education system or save any money. Closing some first schools may be beneficial long term but we have not been shown any evidence or reasoning why or how closing these schools will help . Closing Haydon Bridge high reduces choice of schooling in west Tynedale , which creates only one main option (Hexham high school) of which Northumberland County Council have no control over .

Do a review every 5 years on the first Schools , based on the performance, viabilty and student numbers , Close some of the first schools that dont have a long term viabilty . Partner Haydon bridge high with Northumberland college to share resources,  facilities,  teaching staff, and increase the options available to students in the area. 

No

The current 3 tier system is delivering above average results , and there has been no evidence to show moving to 2 tier would be better. 

No

Both Bellingham and Haltwhistle schools are on the outer edges of west Tynedale schooling , to start buses children as young as 4 on long bus journeys is a bad idea. Also to expect a school to cater for the needs of 4 year olds and 16 year olds equally and to be focused on all those varying ages and give the best schooling available is a big challenge.  The result of tge HLT consultation is not known yet and to have this as an option gives the impression that Northumberland county council have alreadly decided to take this option . 

Keep 3 tier, its working and giving good results . Create learning hubs where schools in a catchement area work and link together to share resources , admin , governors/ support. 

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Acomb

Yes

This school provides a catholic education within the local catchment area for my children, up until they are 13.  The school is federated with a single governing body which means it has the financial sustainability and strength to provide an excellent catholic education.   St Mary’s first school which my son attends has expanded its provision for IT, the library an allotment and prayer room, arts and crafts, music and a resource room.  All of which will be lost if it has to change to a primary school, as it will need to accommodate the extra year groups. The level of pastoral care also at st Josephs is outstanding.  That is from my child’s personal experience who has relied on this through some difficult times.  Both these schools have had good ofsted inspections and are fantastic schools. 

No

The catholic education would cease at 11.  As I have previously stated, St Mary’s first school would lose some of its newer facilities such as the IT suite. 

No

This model will have an adverse effect on st Joseph’s with possibly fewer children in yr 5 and 6 if feeding from a primary school.

Parent/carer

No

No

No

Acomb First School is a viable community school which has potential to be a successful Primary if the opportunity arises. The school is financially sustainable, it has an excellent provision for children with additional needs as well as high standards of teaching and learning from extremely caring, knowledgeable and caring staff. Acomb has excellent EYFS in a dedicated Reception class, it also has excellent EYFS provision for 2,3 &amp; 4 year olds with the partnership of Little Oaks nursery which was rated Ofsted Outstanding in May 2016
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Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Haydonbridge model D

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

The Haydon Bridge model

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

No

No need to close successful schools,

No

No need to close successful schools

No

No need to close successful schools

Allow schools to continue as is. There is no need to close rural schools. These schools are financially viable and rated as good or outstanding. No need to close them.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

I don't think we should close the school

Parent/carer

Bellingham First School

Don't know

Quite undecided between A and B but more inclined towards B. I favour a primary system for the children.  I have an 8 year old and a 3 year old (starting Sep 18) I would prefer my children to go to Bellingham and then onto Hexham.

Yes

Primary is the way forward. We can not stay in the dark ages for the romance of it all! It is not financially viable and limiting.

No

Haydon Bridge is not the right area and after so much bad press it would not help you.

Communication is key

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

A super school academy wouldn't fit our needs for travel or education. It would be like a machine rather than a school - no-one would know each other.

No

Same reasons as Model A

No

A mixture of year groups would solve nothing and it would become very difficult to get sixth form higher education

I agree with HBHS Model D because it fulfills all of the needs of our school

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

Does not cater for all. Does not allow everyone to achieve future career ambitions.

You can't, HBHS model D is better than your models.

No

No choice with a super school, transport costs and takes too much time.

You can't, HBHS model D is better

No

Students will be forced out of the area to continue with their education/achieve career goals

You can't, HBHS Model D is way better

Haydon Bridge Model D

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

Because of the potential closure/merge of Acomb first school

No

Because of the potential closure/merge of Acomb first school.

No

Because of possible closure

The need to keep Our community school open. Without the school we will not have a village.  Acomb First School provides a high level of education thanks to the knowledgeable, experienced and caring staff. They are there to help every child with the ethos " the happiness and success of each child is at the heart of the school". It's an Ofsted Good school

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

I believe the loss of so many small schools within this option is not justifiable. There is little explanation as to why these schools have been earmarked for closure, despite being financially viable and offer an outstanding level of education.  The impact of losing a rural school will have a huge effect on the community. Our small villages are in fact growing, with new housing being granted planning permission. The loss of the school would not help these rural communities.  I also worry about the transport for the young First School pupils. At present some children already travel up to 9 miles each way to get to school, losing the village school, would result in longer travel times for very young children.  I also feel that Haydon Bridge deserve a High School. All options should be investigated further to try and keep this High School.   

I do agree with any of the options within this proposal

No

Again I would like all small rural schools to remain open for the reasons I stated in Model A:  I believe the loss of so many small schools within this option is not justifiable. There is little explanation as to why these schools have been earmarked for closure, despite being financially viable and offer an outstanding level of education.  The impact of losing a rural school will have a huge effect on the community. Our small villages are in fact growing, with new housing being granted planning permission. The loss of the school would not help these rural communities.  I also worry about the transport for the young First School pupils. At present some children already travel up to 9 miles each way to get to school, losing the village school, would result in longer travel times for very young children.  I also feel that Haydon Bridge deserve a High School. All options should be investigated further to try and keep this High School.  Middle Schools also play a vital part in children's education. The 3 tier system works well within the Hexham partnership, I would strongly like this to continue.  I think children would struggle within moving from a small rural school to a huge High School with over 2000 pupils. 

I agree with no option in this model

No

Again I agree small schools should remain open:  I believe the loss of so many small schools within this option is not justifiable. There is little explanation as to why these schools have been earmarked for closure, despite being financially viable and offer an outstanding level of education.  The impact of losing a rural school will have a huge effect on the community. Our small villages are in fact growing, with new housing being granted planning permission. The loss of the school would not help these rural communities.  I also worry about the transport for the young First School pupils. At present some children already travel up to 9 miles each way to get to school, losing the village school, would result in longer travel times for very young children.  I also feel that Haydon Bridge deserve a High School. All options should be investigated further to try and keep this High School. Both Hexham and Haydon Bridge should have a High School each.  I do think Queen Elizabeth High School is in disrepair and urgently needs a new building.   

I fully support the 3 tier system within the Hexham Partnership. This system works well with education standards high and pupils well-being important too.  I feel QE High School urgently need a new High School but this should not be funded by closing the small rural First Schools.

Barrasford

No

Closing rural first schools will ruin country communities forever. Young children should not travel great distances to first schools and their education will suffer if they do.

No

As before

No

As before

If there is a pot of money available, use it to build a new high school in hexham as the current building is very dilapidated and not fit for its current use. There is nothing wrong with current middle schools or first schools, so should be left to provide a very good education as recent ofsted shows. Haydon bridge high school should/could be a technical college for students who show great potential technically rather than academically.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle community campus

Haltwhistle

No

I don’t want my children to go to a super school .

No not an option No

Don’t want my children going to a super school in hexham

No

Yes

I love Hayden bridge school . The staff go out of there way to help the children

I still think 4 years old is to young to be traveling on a bus to school . My opinion is to keep Haltwhistle campus and keep the 3 tiara system .

Keep it as it is .

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Acomb First School should not be closed or merged.

If Acomb First School had to merge with Beaufront First School could the 2 sites remain open with years 1-3 at Acomb and years 4-6 at Beaufront?  There would be a major problem with parking at Beaufront if Acomb school was closed and children as young as 4 would have to travel on coaches over to Beaufront.

No

The middle schools should stay open, they provide many more opportunities for children than primary schools could.  In our rural areas it would mean that very young children would have to be put on coaches and it would take over an hour for some of them to get to school.  Its a safety and welfare issue for them.  

No

If the county council close one of the schools it should be Beaufront rather than Acomb First School.  Acomb First School school actually serves its catchment area and would remain viable based on pupil numbers if it only took children from its catchment. It has safe walking routes/footpaths to it to serve families who have to walk.  It serves a community with high numbers of young families. It serves a community with housing that is affordable for potential new families and new children who will need a school.  There is new family housing being built in Acomb which the school serves.  It is one of the larger primary schools in the west of Northumberland and it is viable and sustainable and staff have planned well in advance for the school in case it would need to become a primary school.  It is a vital part of our community and brings the community together and has done for generations.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Corbridge

No

No

No

Beaufront First School is the best first school in Northumberland and the only reason we chose to relocate from the city to Corbridge. We are not alone in defining a ofstead outstanding school as the main reason to move into this area, set up a new business and build houses should we see the closure of this school and our child's education compromised we will simply take our investment elsewhere as it demonstrates a complete lack of understanding and support for a school that achieved some of the best overall attainment rates in the country in the last academic year. We feel strongly that the decision to close this school will be more far reaching than the council could possibly imagine, it will have a huge impact on the way people view the area as a whole, to have no ofstead outstanding schools in this area will act as a huge deterrent for anyone wanting to move to or invest in this area as a result you will see house prices coming down and a subsequent slump in any other proposed investment going forward, in a nutshell people don't want to live in area with mediocre schools and only one massive high school. So it's up to you, we accept that you may need to combine some schools to create primary's but let an ofstead outstanding first school with a historically and proven successful teaching model provide the lead for this transition, ultimately The decision for us is clear remove this school and you remove us and many others (with huge invested financial interest in this area) with it . 

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

This model A is absolutley useless because it doesn't help to keep this school open and the community. It will cost more money in travel in a year than how much it cost for a small holiday abroad

Model D is better than your ideas

No

It is a fact that A,B & C are options that are no use for us. we are going to have to travel for hours each day to school.

model D is the best idea

No

Model D

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

No

No

Gunnerton

No

No

No

Barrasford

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

The first schools in our rural communities are vital and should remain open.

No

The middle schools should remain open as they provide the best education for children of that age group.

No

The first schools should remain open, we have some of the best schools in the country here.  They perform better than average and are a vital part of our communities.  A 3 tiered system works best in rural areas like ours, otherwise very young children have to travel miles to school on buses.   

If either Beaufront or Acomb First School has to close then it should be Beaufront.  Acomb First School school actually serves its catchment area and would remain viable based on pupil numbers if it only took children from its catchment. It has safe walking routes/footpaths to it to serve families who have to walk.  It serves a community with high numbers of young families. It serves a community with housing that is affordable for potential new families and new children who will need a school.  There is new family housing being built in Acomb which the school serves.  It is one of the larger primary schools in the west of Northumberland and it is viable and sustainable and staff have planned well in advance for the school in case it would need to become a primary school.  It is a vital part of our community and brings the community together and has done for generations.  If Beaufront School had to close the parents from Beaufront would most likely move their children elsewhere.  This would mean children from Acomb would have to travel across to Beaufront every day, where the site is totally unsuitable for higher pupil numbers, because they had lost their own village school.    

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Corbridge Middle School

No

I do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided.

No

I do not agree that creating an 11-18 secondary school is the only option or the best way to meet the objectives. In summary we strongly believe that an age range change would have a detrimental impact on our students, families and communities.

No

I do not agree that creating an 11-18 secondary school is the only option or the best way to meet the objectives. In summary we strongly believe that an age range change would have a detrimental impact on our students, families and communities.

I love the system we have now, it works well ,gets great results ,why change something when there in no need.My Child loves Corbridge , he was unlucky not to get a place in the same School as his sibling, but he was made very welcome at Corbridge by staff and pupils he has made some great friends ,which I think is down to great Teaching staff ,if it a big 11 to 18 School they Staff would not be able to get to know the Children the same ,which I think would not benefit the Children in any way.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

Featherstone

No

It doesn't cater for all. Transport will cost more and we would be on the bus longer.

No

Super school does not suit the need sof students used to  a smaller school environment. No choice with one super school.

No

Students will be forced out of the area to continue with their education/achiebe future career goals.

Haydon Bridge Model D would suit my educaqtion better than others.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

St Joseph’s Middle

Hexham

Yes

The three tier model suits the needs of the children in this area better than the other suggestions.

No

I don’t believe that it is in the best interests of the children of this area to have to attend a huge High School at the age of 11.

No

Education in the area should be about what’s best for our children. Financial constraints shouldn’t hinder the education of the future of this country especially when a significant part of many schools’ budgets are being spent on large salaries for members of the leadership of those schools.

Continue with the three tier model, but combine some of the smaller first schools. The government needs to give the county of Northumberland more money and the LEA needs the regulate how schools’ spend their money more rigorously.

Wark on Tyne

No

The Consultation does not recognise the needs of small rural villages and imposes unnecessary and unfair penalties, such as excessive travel, on children living in them. Also it does not recognise that rural areas need families to help them thrive and that by closing schools families will be discouraged from living outside of larger urban areas. Many children in rural areas have extended families living nearby who assist in case of emergency, and often as a regular event, when parents are at work: this may well not be possible with closure of local rural schools and centralisation. It is a nonsense to close a financially viable school with good Ofsted reports to suit a centrally based theoretical money saving paper exercise. 

No

Please see notes for Model A.

No

Please see notes for Model A.

The system should retain local, viable schools, either First or Primary, to feed in to the Middle or Secondary system that would not involve excessive travel.

Staff Member

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I strongly object to options A,B and C. It would be remiss of the County Council to only consider these options.  Mr Darren Glover and his staff have put forward an impressive and viable alternative; The Haydon Bridge option.   I believe this option will provide a strong and forward thinking alternative to any other option. In this proposal the vocational route is emphasized something which should never be overlooked if we want a rounded and diverse education for our young people. The ethos that Every Child Matters seems to have been largely forgotten by Northumberland County Council and Governments alike. By taking up the Haydon Bridge proposal NCC will be demonstrating an understanding of the needs of our students and parents in the west of Northumberland.   There is no room for a one size fits all in education therefore NCC need to be at the forefront of vocational learning as well as theoretical learning. Haydon Bridge High School is in a very strong position to lead us on a path that has been demanded by employers for years. Vocation, Vocation, Vocation! Companies have already expressed an interest in offering apprenticeships to students. There is already a full working farm for agricultural qualifications and our rural setting, instead of being used against us should indeed be taken full advantage of. We have a unique opportunity here in the west of Northumberland to stand out from the crowd and offer a brilliant alternative to the academic route.   Part of the HBHS proposal includes the innovative idea of Project Based Learning, where the emphasis is put on team work, questioning, reasoning and problem solving within the frame- work of the academic requirements in the curriculum. From year 9, student's will embark on their GCSE's courses, taking two options in each year up to year 11 alongside Maths, English and the three science subjects. Thus enabling student's to gain up to 12 GCSE's. Those who are in need of extra intervention would not be overlooked as they would benefit from specialist intervention timetabled to improve their chances of gaining appropriate levels in the core subjects, along with their vocational choices.    It has also been identified that there is a massive gap in the provision of SEND services in the West of  Northumberland. Haydon Bridge High School not only has the space available but also the expertise and the facilities to accommodate a specialist ASD unit and fulfil the SEND needs of this area. This part of education has been mainly ignored in the last few years with services concentrated in the north and east of the county. This is unjustifiable and an insult to the many parents and students whose lives would be enhanced and enriched by having a facility on the premises at HBHS.   Travel time is also a big issue with children living in this area, it is I'm sure, difficult for many to comprehend when living in a town or city, but the reality is that many of our students travel great distances to get to school. Indeed some students catch a bus at 7.40am and make a 92 mile round trip every day. Understandably this can be exhausting for many pupils but this is exacerbated for those students with special needs. Therefore there can be nothing gained by making the travel time longer and further, especially when you take in to consideration the impact of winter weather! It should therefore be concluded that any increase in the travel time for students would be detrimental to their health and well- being as well as being counterproductive.  Another area that causes much debate in this region is that of the 2 versus 3 tier system, indeed Northumberland remains one of the few remaining counties in England that still uses the 3 tier system. HBHS already has provision for year 7 upwards and indeed some our year 7 and 8 students come from other schools where the 3 tiers are still available. More importantly these students are settled and well provided for.   As for the proposal to remove the 6th form from Haydon Bridge I have only one question WHY? HBHS is very proud to be in 5th place in the current league tables, showing it performs alongside the best schools in the county. What could possible be the motivation for withdrawing it from HBHS?     We are of course aware that there is a large pot of money already in place to inflict a so called  Supper school on the area. This money could be better spent improving what we already have, a school where pupils are happy and thrive. A school where indeed, every child matters and a school that has so much more to give if only those planning the future education facilities for our children could see beyond the pound signs.  In conclusion Haydon Bridge High School has a lot to offer and there can be no justifiable reason for ignoring or rebuking the proposal that has been put forward.         

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Corbridge middle school

Whittonstall

No

I strongly believe that closing so many schools in the west of Northumberland is neither necessary nor beneficial for the education of the pupils in these communities or for the sense of community in these areas either. As I am speaking as a parent of a child who attends Whittonstall, my reasons will focus around this area but they are transferrable arguments to any families that live in rural villages and towns such as ours. Whittonstall school is a good school and always has been. The staff are dedicated, inspirational, extremely caring and the children make very good progress there. All of my 3 children have attended the school, as did my nephew and niece, and all had a wonderful, warm, encouraging and rich experience. The school is small enough to ensure that all the staff know my child very well, and she feels nurtured and yet challenged at the same time. Since opening wraparound care, I have also been so delighted with the support the school offers my family and I. I work full time as a teacher and am also a single parent. The provision here provides us all with excellent support. I also feel that should the school close, my daughter: a) Would have to get a bus, meaning that she is spending valuable time travelling when that could be spent playing outside, inside or doing extra-curricular activities which would be much more beneficial for my child and her peers. b) If she did get a bus, I would actually have to move the whole family as I have to leave too early to get to work to be able to wait with my daughter to get the bus. This would mean a huge upheaval for the whole family.   Being in a rural area like this limits childcare options and there simply would not be enough time in the morning to make this work. I already leave at 7.30 and the before school provision at the school is nurturing, completely reliable, fun and also educational. The school produces strong results for the education of the pupils and is financially viable in federation with Broomley. If Whittonstall were to close, this would put Broomley school at risk too as the schools have shared resources. Furthermore, having lived in the village for 19 years, I am acutely aware of the positive impact the school and the children in it have on the community as a whole. Having a school nurtures community spirit, caring attitudes and closure would mean many families, such as myself, may well need to leave in order to make it practical to manage daily living.  I also feel that a 3 tier system in rural areas such as the West of Northumberland is the strongest model in order to prevent children having to spend time travelling. They also have homework to do so this time cannot be used for these activities and then adds further time on to the day when they have to complete homework later on. It may also limit opportunities for after school opportunities to enrich their learning as the children would have to leave immediately in order to get the bus. This puts them at a distinct disadvantage.

It is not a viable option in my opinion.

No

I strongly believe that closing so many schools in the west of Northumberland is neither necessary nor beneficial for the education of the pupils in these communities or for the sense of community in these areas either. As I am speaking as a parent of a child who attends Whittonstall, my reasons will focus around this area but they are transferrable arguments to any families that live in rural villages and towns such as ours. Whittonstall school is a good school and always has been. The staff are dedicated, inspirational, extremely caring and the children make very good progress there. All of my 3 children have attended the school, as did my nephew and niece, and all had a wonderful, warm, encouraging and rich experience. The school is small enough to ensure that all the staff know my child very well, and she feels nurtured and yet challenged at the same time. Since opening wraparound care, I have also been so delighted with the support the school offers my family and I. I work full time as a teacher and am also a single parent. The provision here provides us all with excellent support. I also feel that should the school close, my daughter: a) Would have to get a bus, meaning that she is spending valuable time travelling when that could be spent playing outside, inside or doing extra-curricular activities which would be much more beneficial for my child and her peers. b) If she did get a bus, I would actually have to move the whole family as I have to leave too early to get to work to be able to wait with my daughter to get the bus. This would mean a huge upheaval for the whole family.   Being in a rural area like this limits childcare options and there simply would not be enough time in the morning to make this work. I already leave at 7.30 and the before school provision at the school is nurturing, completely reliable, fun and also educational. The school produces strong results for the education of the pupils and is financially viable in federation with Broomley. If Whittonstall were to close, this would put Broomley school at risk too as the schools have shared resources. Furthermore, having lived in the village for 19 years, I am acutely aware of the positive impact the school and the children in it have on the community as a whole. Having a school nurtures community spirit, caring attitudes and closure would mean many families, such as myself, may well need to leave in order to make it practical to manage daily living.  I also feel that a 3 tier system in rural areas such as the West of Northumberland is the strongest model in order to prevent children having to spend time travelling. They also have homework to do so this time cannot be used for these activities and then adds further time on to the day when they have to complete homework later on. It may also limit opportunities for after school opportunities to enrich their learning as the children would have to leave immediately in order to get the bus. This puts them at a distinct disadvantage.  In addition, I do not feel that it is fair for children in Haydon Bridge to have to travel so far to their nearest School, again adding such travel time on for them that can often not be used in a way that is advantageous for their education. Children that have to travel this far are often more tired, their attendance figures are affected and they often complain about having to set off so early.  Broomhaugh does not have the capacity to include all of the pupils at Whittonstall First School either and that was not the school I chose for my child for several reasons.  Furthermore, my eldest daughter attends Corbridge middle school and I am absolutely delighted with the education that this school provides. My daughter is extremely happy there and us making excellent progress, with recent measures suggesting she is in the high attaining group. I strongly believe this is the result of excellent education at Whittonstall followed by excellent education and leadership at Corbridge Middle School, in which all her teachers know her well. The school works hard in providing a well balanced curriculum in which pupils are encouraged to take part in enrichment activities rather than focusing entirely on core subjects and yet she is still outstanding in her progress in these core subjects. She is extremely happy in the school and as a single parent family, the support provided by a smaller, nurturing school is extremely important o me and her.

I do not feel that model B is a viable option.

No

the school offers my family and I. I work full time as a teacher and am also a single parent. The provision here provides us all with excellent support. I also feel that should the school close, my daughter: a) Would have to get a bus, meaning that she is spending valuable time travelling when that could be spent playing outside, inside or doing extra-curricular activities which would be much more beneficial for my child and her peers. b) If she did get a bus, I would actually have to move the whole family as I have to leave too early to get to work to be able to wait with my daughter to get the bus. This would mean a huge upheaval for the whole family.   Being in a rural area like this limits childcare options and there simply would not be enough time in the morning to make this work. I already leave at 7.30 and the before school provision at the school is nurturing, completely reliable, fun and also educational. The school produces strong results for the education of the pupils and is financially viable in federation with Broomley. If Whittonstall were to close, this would put Broomley school at risk too as the schools have shared resources. Furthermore, having lived in the village for 19 years, I am acutely aware of the positive impact the school and the children in it have on the community as a whole. Having a school nurtures community spirit, caring attitudes and closure would mean many families, such as myself, may well need to leave in order to make it practical to manage daily living.  I also feel that a 3 tier system in rural areas such as the West of Northumberland is the strongest model in order to prevent children having to spend time travelling. They also have homework to do so this time cannot be used for these activities and then adds further time on to the day when they have to complete homework later on. It may also limit opportunities for after school opportunities to enrich their learning as the children would have to leave immediately in order to get the bus. This puts them at a distinct disadvantage.  In addition, I do not feel that it is fair for children in Haydon Bridge to have to travel so far to their nearest School, again adding such travel time on for them that can often not be used in a way that is advantageous for their education. Children that have to travel this far are often more tired, their attendance figures are affected and they often complain about having to set off so early.  Broomhaugh does not have the capacity to include all of the pupils at Whittonstall First School either and that was not the school I chose for my child for several reasons.  Furthermore, I do not believe that a huge school catering for the age ranges suggested in this model is a viable option either and don't believe the infrastructure in Hexham could accommodate this either. Rural areas need more bespoke schooling by their very nature and I do not believe this option offers this.I also believe that there needs to be a consistent approach across the West of Northumberland and this model would not allow for this.  

I do not believe this is a viable option.

I understand that there are challenges to be faced in our area but am supportive of the proposal to form the Tynedale learning trust allowing a partnership across 10 schools in Prudhoe and Hexham. This would allow an all through education for 3-18 years old, whilst also maintaining support for rural schools and communities. This is so important and to close local schools would rip the hearts out of rural communities and I think this would be an absolute tragedy. As a teacher, I also feel that this would minimise negative impact on attendance and learning in our children that the other models would create.  The Government has confirmed that with changes to education they have proposed in recent years, that this should not and would not lead to closure of small rural schools if they provided excellent education that parents and pupils are happy with. Our local schools, on the whole, do just that. Those that don't, need support to reach the standards of the others rather than just closing them and destroying local communities and creating huge impacts on local families. Rural school are and should be added extra protection.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

Don't know

All of the options laid out represent hugely significant change for the people of West Tynedale. Whatever the decision please ensure there is a high standard of Project, Stakeholder and Communication Management for the change. I understand there must be some benefits in terms of scale by joining small first schools although this will be strongly felt by some of the local village communities where the school will close. This option allows for the continuation of the Middle School system meaning less travel in years 9 and 10 and the maintenance of an intermediate step between first and High School.  I do not know whether this option gives QEHS the right level of scale that it believes it requires to deliver as the Hadrian Learning Trust wants to become a secondary school for educational and financial reasons. Does this plan align with the Local Plan for development and population / business growth?   

Having seen the QEHS and Hexham Middle School buildings and facilities at close quarters it is abundantly clear that significant capital investment is required. If this option is progressed it is essential that the new school buildings are delivered in advance of moving children. I think 3 years between closure of HBHS and the new buildings being ready at QEHS is too long. This gap period where schools; pupils and teachers/staff will be expected to manage in end of life buildings will be very difficult. Could a way be found to deliver the new school buildings in advance of the closure of HBHS or at least shorten the gap?  There must be a guarantee of the capital expenditure required to deliver this option before it is commenced. Capital will need to be spent mostly at QEHS but also at First and Middle schools.

Don't know

All of the options laid out represent hugely significant change for the people of West Tynedale. Whatever the decision please ensure there is a high standard of Project, Stakeholder and Communication Management for the change. I understand there must be some benefits in terms of scale by joining small first schools although this will be strongly felt by some of the local village communities where the school will close. Out of the options laid out in the consultation this is the most significant change. It also seems to me possibly that this is the time to make this change to go fully two tier. It possibly gives QEHS the best chance to continue to develop it's reputation as a school and be a flagship for the area. The leadership team at QEHS will need to be very strong to manage the change and ensure that the children of West Tynedale get the education opportunities they deserve. This also stands for the the leadership teams at the expanded first schools as they become primaries.  QEHS will be a very large school giving it the scale that it believes it requires to deliver as the Hadrian Learning Trust wants to become a secondary school for educational and financial reasons. The infrastructure required to make such a large school work successfully should not be underestimated, e.g. transport links, buses in and out, campus design  Does this plan align with the Local Plan for development and population / business growth?  HLT believe the funding formula works better for secondary schools than it does for middle schools, there doesn't seem to be any info on how it affects primary schools who take on years 6 and 7, is it OK for them?  

Having seen the QEHS and Hexham Middle School buildings and facilities at close quarters it is abundantly clear that significant capital investment is required. If this option is progressed it is essential that the new school buildings are delivered in advance of moving children. I think 3 years between closure of HBHS and the new buildings being ready at QEHS is too long. This gap period where schools; pupils and teachers/staff will be expected to manage in end of life buildings will be very difficult. Could a way be found to deliver the new school buildings in advance of the closure of HBHS and middle schools or at least shorten the gap?  There must be a guarantee of the capital expenditure required to deliver this option before it is commenced. Capital will need to be spent mostly at QEHS but also at First and Middle schools.

No

All of the options laid out represent hugely significant change for the people of West Tynedale. Whatever the decision please ensure there is a high standard of Project, Stakeholder and Communication Management for the change. I understand there must be some benefits in terms of scale by joining small first schools although this will be strongly felt by some of the local village communities where the school will close. Unfortunately from the data provided it seems that there are not enough young people in West Tynedale to require two High / Secondary Schools with the scale to provide the breadth of opportunities we expect.  I would prefer to see capital investment made in the successful school at Hexham rather than using capital investment in buildings to try and turn around HBHS.  Does this plan align with the Local Plan for development and population / business growth?  

Please see my comments on timing of changes vs provision of new / updated buildings above.

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

West Woodburn No

It would see my daughters school close &amp; she would have no option but to be transported 6 miles away. Currently we walk to &amp; from school.

No

My daughter's school would close &amp; she would have no choice but to be transported 6 miles. We currently walk to &amp; from school. West Woodburn First School has been around for over 100 years &amp; is literally at the heart of the village.

No

My daughter's school would be closed &amp; she would have no option but to be transported the 6 miles. Currently we walk to &amp; from school. The school is the heart of the village. If it closed &amp; there were any future housing developments there would be no school to attracted families to the area. The population would become an aging population.

I would like to see the continuation of West Woodburn First School. It may be small but it has recently been rated Good by Ofsted. I choose to send my daughter here. If it closes we have no choice, she will be transported each day to &amp; from school by bus. I believe the closure of West Woodburn First School would be the death of this village. I do not believe children as young as 4 should be forced to be transported daily miles away from where they live especially on the roads within this area.  I would like to see the continuation of the 3 tier system. This is the system we chose to put our children through. 

Chollerton C of E First School

No

Villages need a local school - it’s the heart of the village and don’t children have a right to their own school

No

Smaller classes give a fabulous start to childrens’ education, they aren’t swallowed up in a big unruly classroom where the teacher struggles to cope, and make no mistake about it, it does happen

No

Whose idea is it will be sustainable and viable?  I don’t think it can be the idea of anybody who had the luxury of going to a village school

Cut down on bureaucracy and concentrate on village cildrens’ Needs

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Morpeth

No

The 3 tier system provides the best education and opportunities for children.

No

The middle schools in the Hexham area are excellent and viable and should remain open.

No

The first and middle schools in the area need to remain open.

Acomb First School should remain open.  This is because most of the children attending are from its catchment area, whereas most of the children attending Beaufront First School are from well outside its catchment area.  There are a lot of young families in Acomb which Acomb First School serves and there is new family housing being built in Acomb.   It is a very important part of the community in Acomb.  Acomb children would have to be provided with transport if Acomb First School closed as there are no safe walking routes, and it is more than 1.9 miles from Acomb to Beaufront school. Acomb First School was rated as good by ofsted in 2018 and the school is fully capable of becoming a primary school if needed.  It has plenty of outdoor space to expand and the staff have the appropriate experience.  The school also provides a toddler group, a breakfast club, an after school club and plenty of after school activities.  The attached nursery Little Oaks is outstanding and would risk being closed if the plans went ahead.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Corbridge

No

No

No

Appalled that you would even consider closing Beaufront First School an ofstead outstanding school. I will simply take my children out and move them onto private education there will be no need for us to live in this area any more. Good luck attracting families in no one is going to gamble on their child's education

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge High School

No

I want my school to stay open

No

I want my school to stay open

Don't know

I support my Headteachers proposal to save our school from closure

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall First School, QE High

Blanchland

No

As with all options currently put forward I am fundamentally opposed to the closure of financially viable and successful schools to suit the needs and hastily arranged models deemed to solve all of the educational issues in one swoop.  Investing such large sums of money in buildings and infrastructure may well be needed for our area but why should all schools not be able to put forward their opinions and solutions prior to 3 very similar options being produced that would seem to justify the needs of QEHS in particular. It would seem that we have jumped a phase to some peoples preferred options before looking at any other solutions. A lot of time and money would seem to have already been wasted if none of options A,B or C are deemed preferred and we then go back to the drawing board, why was this not done first!  No thought would seem to have been put forward as to the impact on our rural communities and how this will effect families that currently live in the area and proposed future housing availability which will bring future generations to our communities and help the overall economic viability of our region.     

No

I am fundamentally opposed to moving to a 2 tier educations system and fail to see how this is an innovative solutions the educational issues that we have in our rural communities. Doing exactly what the majority of the country do, and still have the same or greater financial issues that we have in our region would seem illogical.  Why would moving to a 2 tier system solve all problems, when the achievements of our pupils would suggest that we are at least comparable if not better than national averages. Our 3 tier system with smaller first schools is the envy of all parents, I have never come across anyone who has said that they wished they had bigger schools and bigger classes. In fact successive governments have often failed to achieve lower class numbers. If our school can be financially viable and contrary to a lot of the figures provided, they do run consistently with a surplus of funding.  Under model B in particular it would seem that you are proposing to change the entire educational environment, effecting many rural communities with changes and closures to both first and middle schools that will be irreversible. 

No

As with option A it would seem that all other schools especially at First School level are having to close for no good reason other than to accommodate the needs of HBHS and QEHS. Excellent and financially viable First schools could be lost with no thought as to future changes in pupil funding especially with regards to new housing developments some of which already have various stages of approval from NCC.   These small rural schools are the life of our rural communities and it would not appear that any thought has been given to non financial matters and how our communities will be effected in the long term.  Would families move out of the area if they were then forced in to an education system that they do not want. If we are given the same options as other counties and areas why would we not move and chose a school that we wanted rather. Most families in Northumberland travel long distances to work anyway and may feel that the ties that they have to the area are being eroded away. Some of our small villages will struggle to survive with the closure of schools and related facilities that they offer the community.

Let me start by saying despite my objections I am not opposed to change but do not believe that enough consideration of consultation has been done to address the issues or ask the right questions. If NCC were really interested in alternative strategies a much more thorough process should be undertaken. Considering that most, if not all of the justification for the proposals are financial, there is very little financial detail to assess the future viability of any of the options proposed.    An appendix at the end of 3 proposed solutions to the future of education in our region is not the place to provide detailed alternatives, however in broad terms as follows:  1. Keep the 3 tier system that everyone would seem to prefer and provides an excellent system of educational and personal achievements of our children.  2. Extend and expand our combined shared resources, there are many examples in our area of schools working together in varying degrees to share both resources and reduce costs for services.  3. Rather than a consultation which seems to based on an end goal of we have £Xm to spend and we need new high/middle school facilities, how can we spend that money and then justify that spend. This is typical of a budget based approach and mentality. We should be asking the questions of what do we want from our education system, what are our goals what types of facilities are needed in all our school and communities. Then looking at how best to achieve those goals and providing cost based analysis and projections as to future viability.  4. I believe there is a lack of opportunities and facilities particularly in what we offer in post 16 environments. Many of our children in fact travel and study out of the area for college and university places. We should be looking to retain these pupils and provide facilities and opportunities that rival and exceed other areas. We should be looking at the next 10 years and beyond, whether that be providing apprenticeship training or mainstream education facilities in specialist areas.  In the councils own terms we should be looking at INNOVATIVE solutions for the future, doing what everyone else does is not very innovative at all. I worry that by trying to solve a number of different issues in one go we will only end up with some nice looking building with exactly the same issues or worse than we have now.  

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Birtley

No

I feel a merger between Queen Elizabeth high school and Haydon Bridge High School is a detrimental proposal to both schools for reasons beyond the fiscal benefits. Whilst I appreciate Queen Elizabeth High school is an excellent school with dedicated teachers and fantastic exam results it cannot be overlooked how poor their facilities and educational provisions are, therefore I support the need for new buildings for QE students and staff alike. However,I also feel similarly Haydon Bridge students deserve a school of their own too. This affords the community of Haydon Bridge to remain in tact as it continues to have its own school at the heart of its community and this option enables all students, both those at QE and Haydon Bridge to enjoy local educational provisions. Furthermore it prevents QE increasing in its capacity as it is already a huge school for younger students to encounter.  

No

Inherently, I would never support the refusal of young people to join such a successful school but under the circumstances I feel it is fundamentally unavoidable. Unequivocally the young people in Haydon Bridge deserve to attend a fantastic school of their own as I referenced in the first question rationale. I believe students and parents from Haydon Bridge have already endured a tumultuous time educationally with their doomed plight of Bright Tribe's fantastically unsuccessful interventions. It seems apparent that parents, students and perhaps even teachers have, to an extent lost faith in the educational provision but surely this is not the answer. Local schools are really important for local children and their families, they are indeed the heart of communities and have been for many years.   In addition, the Haydon Bridge community comprised of students, parents and teachers are the most informed people to understand the unique challenges young people face in all aspects of their daily lives both academically and when considering practicalities of transportation. If children from Haydon Bridge were to join QE (HLT) this removes their opportunity to rebuild their own school and generate the elements that make it special to them in their community. Furthermore, merging schools will limit access to education in their own direct locality, which will be denied thus the children will have to travel further to attend school  which will increase transportation costs for parents and time will be added to the school day for young people. This will inevitably remove opportunities for extra curricular activities for some which is of great concern as it is the experience of these very activities which foster well rounded, happy confident young people who are successful academically. I am entirely convinced the young people of Haydon Bridge deserve the equivalent opportunities as those in QE (HLT), only in their own school, in their own community.  Furthermore, merging both schools will clearly create a super school of approximately 2,250 students which is quite simply too big in my opinion. I appreciate this works in other areas but we need to be afforded a level of understanding that Hexham and its surrounding area is unlike other areas  which therefore necessitates different considerations. Why would we want to be one of the largest schools in the country with arguably the largest catchment area in the country.   Finally, this proposal suggests the closure of a number of middle schools and first schools which until now I haven't commented on so far because whilst I am totally committed to supporting local schools and communities I am also conscious of the need to provide financially viable schools in all areas including local and remote rural areas. However, this model suggests the closure of very successful middle schools, specifically Corbridge which achieves the best SATS results locally amongst its local counterparts and offers an impressive and fantastic educational provision and experience to young people. It would be a travesty to shut such a school alongside other highly performing middle and first schools. Therefore I believe this would not be a suitable model.  

No

As previously suggested whilst I am totally committed to supporting local schools and communities I am also conscious of the need to provide financially viable schools in all areas including local and remote rural areas. I can see and indeed support the valid arguments offered linked to fairer funding initiative, however, this model also suggests the closure of successful schools in favour of the primary school system. Whilst it is true in some areas of the country children tend to perform better academically in the primary school system compared to the three tier system, children in Northumberland have flourished in the protected environment of the first an middle school system. Furthermore, whilst I accept the average travel times for the more remote schools doesn't appear on paper to be too extreme, I feel we do need to consider the impact on the children and families for whom distances exceed the average, those families are the ones who will suffer both financially as transportation costs for their families will increase. In addition these children may be prevented from participating in extra curricular activities due to extended days especially during the winter months. Furthermore, this will be exacerbated when children have to travel to secondary education provision.  Maybe we are planning strategies for the greater good and the anticipated disadvantages for some children and parents throughout the county need to be offset against the fiscal benefits for the majority but they cannot be negated, children in remote areas still deserve as much equality of opportunity as can be afforded and delivered.

The part of the model I would support is the provision of education for children in Haydon Bridge as an independent entity from QE (HLT). However I genuinely believe the age needs to be extended from the age of 4 to 18 as children would deserve consistency in provision to allow them to remain in a familiar educational setting not least remaining in their local community for pragmatically transportation costs and issues but as a fundamental right as children in Queen Elizabeth will be allowed to continue their education post 16 in the same environmental setting as their pre-16 education. This allows children to feel secure and safe enabling them to flourish in a familiar educational environment.  The children of Haydon Bridge shouldn't have to transfer to QE (HLT) for the remainder of their post 16 academic careers. They deserve equal opportunities too. Finally two schools offer greater choice to students and parents, since we evidently know, one school doesn't fit all and choice and diversity is the ethos in all aspects of postmodern society. 

I feel the aforementioned rationalisations as to why I have refused the three proposals leads to the following alternative suggestions.  !) Provide new premises for QE (HLT) 2) Provide a new !!-18 school for Haydon Bridge  3) Conduct more investigations and discussions with first and middle schools to find evidence to suggest how to move forward with financially viable changes which would create fiscal savings without detrimentally affecting the education of all young people throughout the county. 4) Consider involving schools and governors etc in more independent decision making to enable well researched, informed decision making to affect small areas of the county, rather than generating a blanket approach throughout the whole of the county resulting in losing some highly successful educational provision and outcomes for young people. Empower local schools to make informed decisions. 5) Investigate the impact further of primary school education in comparison to the success of middle school educational provision for children in Northumberland, find convincing arguments for parents and children alike to support why we should move to the two tier system.  These may seem naive considerations but I felt it was important to contribute my ideas as a member of the community who will be affected directly b forthcoming changes. 

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham middle school

Hexham

No

Haydon bridge high school needs to be re-established so parents want to select the school. Even if this means an 11 to 18 age range and smaller capacity, the west needs some choice and merging with qehs would remove choice.

No

Sele first needs to maintain 3 form entry, it is an outstanding and much loved school, to reduce yearly instake would make no sense.

No

To have HMS &amp; qehs on the same site with the age range from 9 to 18 would be awful. How can 9 year old cope with the level of stress and pressure moving to such a large site.

Totally agree with some merging of smaller schools to achieve economy of scale.  I accept the proposal to convert HMS &amp; qehs to a secondary but...  Sele first needs to become a 3 form entry primary school. Funding is needed for sele first to increase the site accomodation. To enable all existing and future sele first children another two years in the school would be a huge benefit to their education.  Sele first is a caring and high achieving school, the current site is old but well maintained and at the heart of the hexham community. A new build would remove a lot of that community feeling. My impression from the sele first leadership team is they can accommodate 3 form entry primary but the county council need to provide firm financial support. Do not reduce the intake of this outstanding school.

Acomb

No

We need Acomb to stay open as a first or Primary School

No

We need Acomb to stay open as a first or Primary School

No

We need Acomb to stay open as a first or Primary School

Our children had a great education at Acomb first school. It brings young people into the village keeping the village fresh. Acomb school has loads to offer having a high standard of learning and achieving. They have a high standard of teaching and the children are all well behaved.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

Yes

In my opinion maintaining the three tier system would work best for our rural communities. I think that merging QEHS and HB could work and is likely necessary in light of the financial situation at HB. However the other middle and first schools should remain as they are where possible. In rural communities the local schools are vital to their members. They provide a community hub and often allow children the opportunity to walk to school rather than take transport. They have the opportunity to make friends who they can then socialize with locally which is important in a rural community. I think our current three tier system supports rural communities well and that the two tier system is better suited to more urban communities.

I think it would be better to allow all of the primary schools to remain as they are. They all support their own local rural communities and offer their pupils a wide range of benefits. One of which being the opportunity to walk to school and all of the health benefits that involves. Another being the opportunity to build relationships locally and build sense of pride and community. Many of these first schools are financially viable and sustainable. They offer outstanding expertise, facilities and leadership. Many have crucial associated partnerships with nursery, breakfast and after-school clubs which provide safe and practical solutions for parents. These benefits would be compromised by merging the primary schools. 

No

I think merging QEHS and HB could potentially work but I don't believe that changing the age ranges to 11-18 would be the best option for our region as explained under Option A. I don't agree with closing the middle schools. I also don't agree with closing any first schools.

Merge QEHS and HB and create a brand new QEHS if necessary but leave the middle and first schools as they are.

No

Again I don't believe that changing the age of admissions and therefore creating two tier education would be best for our region. This option also proposes closure of some rural first schools which I also don't think in the best interests of pupils in our region. I think that the three tier system currently in place suits our communities much better and realises benefits for our children.

I don't think this is a viable option. I'm not sure that increasing funding for HBHS would solve the issues faced there.

I think that model A is most suitable for our region and our rural communities. However all options outline closures of first schools which I don't agree with. If at all possible I think that the first schools should remain as they are and continue to contribute to our communities. I think that closing some of them may have direct and indirect financial repercussions for those areas through lost sense of community. Our local schools provide incredible benefits for our children as outlined in response to Option A.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

Barrasford

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I agree with the following proposal put forth by Haltwhistle Community Campus    When considering the possible changes to the education provision in the West of Northumberland, we believe it is important that we look first at what we want to achieve, before deciding on the best ways to meet those goals.   In the initial consultation, a number of key factors were listed, to take into account (we have listed them below). We urge all officers and councillors to reflect on these factors and put each of them in the context of each community. These will be in a different order for a large city (Newcastle), a town (Hexham), a small town (Haltwhistle) and villages (Wark).   Then there are issues which may have an effect on educational outcome, that are not immediately obvious, but these things can be important and should also feed into the decision making. These issues include things like friendship groups (living too far away from the main catchment) and being able to attend after school activities, whether that be sports, arts, or catch up academic classes.   When putting our proposal together we have ranked the importance of these factors as a whole for the West of Northumberland. We have made considerations for the large town, the smaller towns and the rural villages. The order in which we have placed these are: 1. Catchment areas 2. Home to school transport 3. Rural and wider community issues 4. Special Educational Needs and Disability 5. Pupil Transition 6. Buildings and Finance 7. Admission Arrangements 8. Sport and Recreation Implications 9. Impact on employees of schools and academies All leading to:   Positive Educational Outcomes Proposal   To address the concerns surrounding surplus places and present and future funding (which are directly linked to surplus places) we believe there has to be a discussion and decision made regarding the two-tier and three-tier system.   A mixture of two tier and three tier, as is currently the case in West Northumberland, creates a lack of clarity for parents and children. It equally creates competition for children between schools, which is not helpful. This hybrid system has contributed to the falling numbers in the Haydon Bridge Partnership due to too few children being spread across too many schools.   From the information shared, we believe there are a total of thirty-seven schools in the West of Northumberland. We believe this could be reduced to thirteen schools saving 1000 surplus places, addressing the financial challenge and providing parents with choice and a best-fit for community and local schooling offer.   We believe the focus should be very much on the development and shape of education in the whole West of Northumberland and not purely about Secondary education: Haydon Bridge and QEHS   When considering the whole picture we believe the following structure would address many of the concerns: o Retain (and reintroduce) a Three Tier System (consistently across the whole of the West of Northumberland.   This would include: o Six First Schools o Four Middle Schools o One 3-13 Provision incorporate First / Middle in Bellingham o Two High Schools   This would reduce the surplus places by just under one thousand places.   In a recent informal consultation, it is quite clear that there is not an appetite from parents, carers and professionals for a change in the three-tier system and a move to a larger two-tier model.   It would be vital that the Three-tier System was incorporated across the whole of the West of Northumberland, with very clear school sizes, and feeder schools identified, to ensure closer partnership and educational continuity.   Special Educational Needs should be incorporated in all three tiers and not centrally located. There should be a local offer and an inclusive approach to all wellbeing and disability issues. The majority of children should attend a mainstream school within their local area.   Transport and infrastructure must be reflected upon when making decisions on whether to retain an element of local offer - is there a transport and road network sufficient enough to ensure the safety and wellbeing of all children?   Restructure First and Primary to create six First Schools   There would be a need to review all first and primary Schools and reduce the number to six first schools, ranging from 250 to 370 on roll. Some work would be needed to make sure the combining of schools ensures the best locations, facilities and resources.   These first schools would now be large enough to be cost effective, without large numbers of surplus places, and with staff being redeployed where needed.   Transport and facilities would need to be reviewed and considered.   Some work would need to be done to upgrade buildings and it would be right and proper to offer some funding from the central pot which has been identified as in the region of £40m.   Although some younger children may have to travel a little further than at present to their first school, on the whole the vast majority of children will be placed in a school near to their home communities, and will only have longer travel as they grow older.   Children currently in smaller schools will now have a school where they can be in a class of similar age children, and not having to share classes with older and younger children due to financial constraints, as is the case at present.   Maintain Four Middle Schools   Retain the middle schools in: o Corbridge o Hexham RC o Hexham o Haltwhistle   Having a middle school structure means there is a stepped approach and children stay closer to their local communities than travelling to a big secondary. Although this goes against the national trend, the West of Northumberland needs a bespoke offer due to the size of the area we are serving and the travel that children will have to make out of their local communities. It is not correct to say that the three tier system is educationally less sound – we know this not to be the case.   By ensuring there is a structured and consistent three-tier structure in place, then all four middle schools would have enough children to be full, and therefore be financially viable.   Some work would need to be done to upgrade buildings and it would be right and proper to offer some funding from the central pot identified as in the region of £40m.   Bespoke Offer in Bellingham   To address the specific need in the Bellingham area, there needs to be a bespoke model, due to the remoteness.   We propose that they are still in line with the 3 tier system, and we propose there is an all phase school in Bellingham that caters for three-to thirteen year-olds on one site. This would address the surplus places and ensure there are clear pathways for the local children to attend a ‘local’ provision and then go into the 14-19 curriculum as other children do in the area.   Maintain the offer of Two High Schools   At secondary level, the limited success of new government 14-19 initiatives, such as UTCs and Studio Schools is largely due to the fact that they compete for Year 9s (13 year olds) in a two tier system, where children are already settled into secondary schools from year 7 (age 11). However, these new 14-19 schools fit perfectly with a three tier system. It is vital that all schools have an identical entry age to avoid a disjointed system.   We propose that QEHS has a new build, but remains a 14-19 provision, as this supports the three tier system, identified as suiting the West of Northumberland best. Its size would remain at 1300.   We propose that a second 14-19 High School offer (600 students) should be within the area west of Hexham, (also in a new build), either on the present Haydon Bridge Site or somewhere else within the west of Northumberland, to compliment the curriculum offer at QEHS and to ensure that there is a genuine parental choice. This would give the west of Northumberland a high school offer of 1800 places, with clear choice and pathways.   At present the recent Haydon Bridge 2017’s data states that this is an ‘Average’ school and actually sits eighth out of fifteen schools in the whole of Northumberland. This is in spite of the recent challenges and difficulties it has faced. We propose that NCC and the RSC work together to ensure that this positive description is shared with all local MATs and communities to foster a more positive view of the school and seek a sponsor, as this is not how the school has been presented recently in the press.   We propose that a second high school is vital to provide a broad educational offer in the west, at the same time as supporting those children who in our experience, are more likely to develop well and exceed expected progress in a smaller, more personalised environment. The second school will also provide some choice for students and parents.   It would be right and proper to offer this provision a new build too, funded from the funding of £40m identified.   The alternative secondary school in for children in the west of Northumberland, which is over the border in Brampton, Cumbria, has just announced that it is reducing each year group by thirty children, which will result in one hundred and fifty fewer spaces. Therefore fewer Northumberland children will be accepted in the future. This will create a lack of choice for the children in the extreme west of the County, if there is no offer west of Hexham.   The wellbeing of all children should be a key principle. The need to address attendance issues at Key Stage 4 and to look to long term solutions for the area regarding young people Not in Education, Employment or Training should be a key consideration when designing new educational establishments and offers, as should the need for quality vocational education for 16-18 year olds. Summary   We believe that Northumberland County Council, The Regional Schools Commissioner and Councillors have a duty to review the key factors for all the communities in the West of Northumberland and the needs of all groups of children.   There is an acceptance by all professionals that something has to change, given the surplus places and the financial pressures that go hand-in-hand with them.   This is a debate about the whole educational structure of the West of Northumberland and not purely about a particular phase or area.   There is a need to take into account the local offer of schools for all abilities and to address the inclusion agenda. Parent and community voice should be heard and respected, and parents should be given choice.   We propose a three-tier system to reflect the challenges and needs of the rural communities and the size of the area in which we serve. There needs to be a bespoke response to the unique challenges that the organisation of the education of children in the West of Northumberland brings.   We believe the re-introduction of the First schools, with a reduced number of establishments:   Addresses the surplus places   Ensures children are attending classes with children of their own age   Financial security helps ensure a good or better offer is given to all children   Upgrade in facilities, where needed, for all establishments from the £40m   We believe the establishment of four middle schools allows:   Addresses the surplus places   Financial security helps ensure a good or better offer is given to all children   Upgrade in facilities, where needed, for all establishments from the £40m   Address the governments challenge at Key Stage 3 and the ‘Missing / Hidden Years’   The retention of the offer of two high school establishments that complement each other, with both having new facilities to serve their curriculums will enable   New building offer to QEHS for 1300 on roll   New building offer for another ‘more western’ high school for 600 on roll   Curriculums that are designed to support the diverse challenges of the local area   Addresses the surplus places Financial security helps ensure a good or better offer is given to all children   Allows some parental choice, and an alternative if a situation ‘breaks down’ for a student at high school age.   We believe the SEN offer should be retained at community level, where appropriate support and resources are built into the thirteen schools to address children’s needs in their local school, with their local friends.   We believe these proposals ensure that local communities still maintain school buildings that can be used as a central hub for community identity and use. Great schools have great parental and community support and in-put. 

Parent/carer

Whitley Chapel C of E First School

No

The 3 tier system works and should be maintained.  One enormous high school will be unable to cater for all individual needs and be far too big and daunting for a young 11yr to go into. Their academic and emotional development will suffer.  I cannot see why the first schools have to close with this model, they are being used as pawns to enable Haydon Bridge to merge with QEHS which should NOT be allowed. 

No

There is not enough information to be able to make an informed decision or any information on the financial implications of closing all these schools versus building a massive super school.  We do NOT want a 2 tier system. Middle schools are VERY good and achieve excellent academic standards which would not be obtained or achieved if the middle schools close. They have specialist teachers and good facilities which primary schools would not be able to provide without significant rebuilding. The cost of which has not even been considered or mentioned, let alone the practical implications of this change for the children.  Children will have to travel further to school. There will be no parental choice if there is only one enormous school in Hexham. There is not enough information given within the consultation to make an informed decision. 

No

HBHS should be kept open but am not sure where funding for a new building is coming for. There is no information on this in the document. QEHS/HMS should not become a single 9-18 school as it will be too big a change for children to go from a small local school to a huge school at 9yrs of age.  Their academics will suffer and it is not appropriate for 9yrs to be at school with 18 yr olds. Even if this was to occur the 8 first schools should NOT close. There is no justification for it. Most don't have a deficit and certainly Whitley Chapel has NO deficit and is run very well financially, with excellent academic achievements. 

Keep the First schools as they are. Have a middle and high school on a shared site so the facilities and specialist teachers can be used by both establishments but the management/ budgets are run individually.  Church schools should NOT be targeted. There is no option available to people who wish their child to go to a church school and large distances will have to be travelled to attend one in our area.  Make HBS into a school offering more vocational options like design and technology, home economics, wood work 

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

Yes

I strongly believe in the 3 tier system; having been through the 3 tier system myself I also believe a 3 tier system supports the rural environment in which we live. A 3 tier system allows children from our rural areas to join and grow together in a gradual yet consistent way.

I do believe Haydon Bridge is no longer sustainable therefore believe in joining HB with Hexham but as a high school not as a secondary “super school”. A super secondary school will be far too big and does not consider the needs of our children. Please bare in mind some children will be jumping from a small primary school to a huge secondary school, a middle school allows this transition to occur gradually and considers the best interests of the children .  I also can not support the closure of the proposed first schools. Why does the closure of these schools affect what happens? They are all good and outstanding schools with good deficit, I don’t understand what your trying to achieve.  Please concentrate on one thing at a time otherwise there is a risk to seriously jepidising children’s education, particularly those who are in the transition age groups. 

Don't know

As already discussed I do not believe that moving to 2 tier consideres the needs of the children.

Could this be something to consider for the future once the education of children within the Haydon Bridge partnership has been confirmed and embedded. One thing at a time!  Again, I can not support the closure of the proposed first schools. Why does the closure of these schools affect what happens? They are all good and outstanding schools with good deficit, I don’t understand what your trying to achieve.  Please concentrate on one thing at a time otherwise there is a risk to seriously jepidising children’s education, particularly those who are in the transition age groups. 

No

If your going to spend money on HB to become a primary school 4-16 why can’t you use it to improve the secondary education that’s already there rather than put strain on schools in Hexham? Another primary school in Haydon Bridge is not at all sustainable, Wise ac academy group has just secured a primary Education at Shaftoe! 

Again, I can not support the closure of the proposed first schools. Why does the closure of these schools affect what happens? They are all good and outstanding schools with good deficit, I don’t understand what your trying to achieve.  Please concentrate on one thing at a time otherwise there is a risk to seriously jepidising children’s education, particularly those who are in the transition age groups. 

Please see my previous comments. Yes I agree With change but not all at once.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

CORBRIDGE

No

No

No

Don't change anything other than improve teachers at Hayden  bridge school and rebuild qe school. Scale away some of the first school in between the extremely rural areas and hexham.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Morpeth

No

The first schools in the area need to remain open, they are important to rural areas.

No

The middle schools need to stay open.

No

The schools should remain open. Acomb First School is capable of becoming a primary school if needed but merging the school with Beaufront First School (with Beaufront site remaining open) wouldnt work for the following reasons;  There would be horrendous traffic problems at Beaufront First School if children from Acomb had to move there.  It would be unsafe.  The parents from Beaufront tend to send there children to private middle and high schools, so if the schools had to merge then they would probably move their children to a different primary school.  Acomb children would have to travel across there because their own school had shut.  At a meeting at Acomb First School, parents were asked if they would choose to send their children to Beaufront First School if Acomb school closed and they all said no.  The roads up to Beaufront school are very narrow with few passing places and wouldnt cope with all the extra traffic.  Children are able to walk to Acomb First School and most children there are from its catchment area so it should be the one to remain open.        

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

The schools in the area are excellent, the outcomes for children are above national average and its vital that they remain open and continue to serve their communities.

No

The middle schools are excellent and need to stay open.  The 3 tier system works best in rural areas and middle schools provide fantastic opportunities for children that they wouldnt get with a 2 tier system.

No

Schools should not be merged or closed.

Acomb First School should remain open and become primary if necessary because:  The outcomes for children are above regional and national average  It serves a large community with a high number of young families who are able to walk to school.  76% of children attending are from its catchment area.  New affordable family housing is being built in Acomb and new families will need a school.    The school was rated good by Ofsted in 2018 and the staff are highly qualified and experienced.    The school is financially sustainable and has sustainable pupil numbers in each class.  The attached nursery, Little Oaks, is outstanding and has an excellent partnership with the school and ensures that pupil numbers at the school remain sustainable.    The children are very happy at school and the families are very supportive and feel very strongly that the school remains open and continues to enrich our village and provide for future generations.    The staff are forward thinking and ambitious and are enthusiastic about the opportunity to extend and become primary if necessary.    The school had excellent provision for children with additional needs.  There is extensive outdoor space with a wildlife area and a forest school.  They have excellent sports provision and Sports Award Gold, Silver and Bronze.  They have excellent wrap around care with a breakfast club, toddler group and after school club.  They have SMSC links with Newcastle School.  They provide high quality education in a vibrant community school environment and are dedicated to continuing this provision.   

Parent/carer

Humshaugh C of E First School

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Humshaugh

Don't know

I disapprove of the the closure of our two neighbouring schools Chollerton CE First and Wark CE First.

No

I disapprove of the the closure of our two neighbouring schools Chollerton CE First and Wark CE First. Also closure of the St Joseph’s RCVA Middle.

Don't know

I disapprove of the the closure of our two neighbouring schools Chollerton CE First and Wark CE First.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

I strongly reject this proposal on the basis that there has been no clear and logical analysis, supported by robust evidence, of the expected improvements in educational outcomes provided.  I am concerned that the disruption caused to the education of those already in the schools proposed for change or merger would be severely impacted and no careful thought has been given to the immediate implications.  I am also concerned that the current management at QEHS have not demonstrated capacity or capability to run two schools successfully financially since academisation and feel it inappropriate to add to the difficulties by giving them responsibility for more pupils / schools. 

I completely disagree with this option.

No

I strongly reject this proposal on the basis that again there has been no clear and logical or financial analysis, supported by robust evidence, of the expected improvements in educational outcomes provided.  I am concerned that the current three tier system is demonstrating excellent outcomes for children, particularly in some of the middle schools. As an educationalist myself, I have not only seen first hand the impact made by strong transition work and development of teaching in particular at Corbridge Middle School but I also was actively involved across the partnership as executive headteacher of two first schools for five years. During this time, we worked hard to develop the excellent education provided currently and I am shocked that proposals outline closures of schools that are not only financially viable but also educationally valuable. These schools are key to the success of their communities and an integral part of them. I feel frustrated that no option gives consideration to celebration the rural landscape of the partnership nor  value to community.   

I strongly oppose this option.

No

I strongly reject this proposal on the basis that again there has been no clear and logical or financial analysis, supported by robust evidence, of the expected improvements in educational outcomes provided.  I am concerned that this proposal outlines what appear to be random closures of schools that are not only financially viable but also educationally valuable. I can see no logic in their selection and am concerned at the amount of money required to facilitate not only the closures (with redundancies etc) but also the remodelling or rebuilding of suitable larger buildings to house the mergers.  I would strongly urge the council to consider whether this is indeed best use of public money - to tear up a successful education system just because it is different. Northumberland is different. Let us celebrate that and demonstrate our ability to make the most of it by continuing with the already great education we provide. 

I strongly reject this option.

I feel that Haydon Bridge and QEHS should remain as two separate concerns. The council should not bring down the whole partnership within the west to sort out two different problems.  It is my understanding HB have presented an option to outline how they can be successful - why not let them join the QEHS MAT as a separate school and be managed by the Hadrian trust? If Hadrian Trust think they can run it as one school why can they not run it on two sites? I feel very strongly this is a way to get a new school build without any proper financial or educational analysis or plans being presented. To let a MAT, that presented a 3 year “financially sound” plan to the RSC (required in order to convert) but that now predicts such bad finances that they need to close one of their schools, be given huge finances and disrupt the education of so many with school closures and job losses seems to me to be a huge risk and perhaps an ill-considered one.  I am aware that a MAT proposal has been put forward by some of the schools to the RSC and it has been put on hold pending this consultation. I would think it wise to trust these schools who are performing so well both financially and educationally, locally and nationally, to take control of their destiny and to allow them to celebrate their diversity, differences and communities making Northumberland stand out for its rural education in a good way. Support our local communities, our children and families who you have seen feel so strongly about how great their current education is and feel no need to change it. Please. 

Email:  I have just completed your consultation on schooling in the West Northumberland area. I 
am opposed to all 3 models and wish to set out again my reasons for this opposition. 

I am the aunt of a pupil currently at Whittonstall First School (“WFS”). I also have a niece who is due to start in the nursery of WFS this year. 

All 3 models involve the closure of WFS. Such a decision would be unreasonable and irrational. It also fails to take into account all relevant facts.  In these circumstances and for the following reasons, this is not a model that a reasonable council cognisant of all relevant facts would endorse:

1.  Nursery school children are not considered, despite this being the only nursery school within the catchment area for my niece and nephew. Presumably, this is the only nursery school within the catchment area for other children too but these children have been disregarded. This is unfair on the children but also undermines the basis on which the decision to close WFS has been taken as these numbers could make a difference. 

2. It does not make financial sense. WFS is already federated with another local school, a decision that was taken six years ago to reduce and share costs.  Regard has failed to be had to the fact that the federated status means that costs are shared between the two sites with a shared headteacher and other staff, as well as shared service contracts.  WFS is also over subscribed for next year. It is running with a financial surplus and is forecast to do so for the next 5 years (the longest period for which a school is able to forecast out).   It is unreasonable, irrational and unfair to close a school that is exceeding the standards set for it in terms of pupil numbers and financials.

3. There is no performance-related basis for the decision to close WFS. It is rated “Good” by Ofsted and its KS1 SATs results are in the top 5% nationally. 

4. None of the three proposed models is in the best interests of the children as closing their local school would require my niece and nephew (aged 3 and 5 years old) to travel outside their catchment area to school. For the avoidance of doubt, closing WFS would mean that there is no longer a school in my niece and nephew’s catchment area. This is not reasonable. Requiring young children to travel significant distances to school, particularly in rural areas where the transport infrastructure is not as well developed as in cities and towns, is detrimental to the welfare of the child and places undue strain on parents and carers who are required to spend extra time transporting the children to and from school. 

5. The decision fails to take account of the wider impact on the local community.  WFS is the third largest employer in the area employing 45 people whose jobs would be at risk if any of the three proposed models were adopted. 

6. In addition, the models fail to take account of the fact that the West Hexham area is a rural region with the population dispersed across a wide area with, as mentioned above, a less developed transport infrastructure than in towns and cities. They would put children in rural areas at a significant disadvantage to those in more built up areas who do not have to spend significant time travelling to school and who typically have a choice of schools within or near to their catchment area. This is contrary to the Conservatives manifesto which stated that “We will bring sustainable growth to the rural economy and boost our rural areas, so that people who live in the countryside have the same opportunities as those who live in our towns and cities” (see page 25). 

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

Model A involves the closure of Whittonstall First School (“WFS”). Such a decision would be unreasonable and irrational. It also fails to take into account all relevant facts.  In these circumstances and for the following reasons, this is not a model that a reasonable council cognisant of all relevant facts would endorse:  1.  Nursery school children are not considered, despite this being the only nursery school within the catchment area for my niece and nephew. Presumably, this is the only nursery school within the catchment area for other children too but these children have been disregarded. This is unfair on the children but also undermines the basis on which the decision to close WFS has been taken as these numbers could make a difference.   2. It does not make financial sense. WFS is already federated with another local school, a decision that was taken six years ago to reduce and share costs.  Regard has failed to be had to the fact that the federated status means that costs are shared between the two sites with a shared headteacher and other staff, as well as shared service contracts.  WFS is also over subscribed for next year. It is running with a financial surplus and is forecast to do so for the next 5 years (the longest period a school is able to forecast out until).   It is unreasonable to close a school that is exceeding the standards set for it in terms of pupil numbers and financials.  3. There is no performance-related basis for the decision to close WFS. It is rated “Good” by Ofsted and its KS1 SATs results are in the top 5% nationally.   4. Model A is not in the best interests of the children as closing their local school would require my niece and nephew (aged 3 and 5 years old) to travel outside their catchment area to school. For the avoidance of doubt, closing WFS would mean that there is no longer a school in my niece and nephew’s catchment area. This is not reasonable. Requiring young children to travel significant distances to school, particularly in rural areas where the transport infrastructure is not as well developed as in cities and towns, is detrimental to the welfare of the child and places undue strain on parents and carers who are required to spend extra time transporting the children to and from school.   5. The decision fails to take account of the wider impact on the local community.  WFS is the third largest employer in the area employing 45 people whose jobs would be at risk if Model A were adopted.   6. In addition, Model A takes no account of the fact that the West Hexham area is a rural region with the population dispersed across a wide area with, as mentioned above, a less developed transport infrastructure. It puts children in rural areas at a significant disadvantage to those in more built up areas. This is contrary to the Conservatives manifesto which stated that “We will bring sustainable growth to the rural economy and boost our rural areas, so that people who live in the countryside have the same opportunities as those who live in our towns and cities” (see page 25). 

It is not a viable option

No

Model B involves the closure of Whittonstall First School (“WFS”). Such a decision would be unreasonable and irrational. It also fails to take into account all relevant facts.  In these circumstances and for the following reasons, this is not a model that a reasonable council cognisant of all relevant facts would endorse:  1.  Nursery school children are not considered, despite this being the only nursery school within the catchment area for my niece and nephew. Presumably, this is the only nursery school within the catchment area for other children too but these children have been disregarded. This is unfair on the children but also undermines the basis on which the decision to close WFS has been taken as these numbers could make a difference.   2. It does not make financial sense. WFS is already federated with another local school, a decision that was taken six years ago to reduce and share costs.  Regard has failed to be had to the fact that the federated status means that costs are shared between the two sites with a shared headteacher and other staff, as well as shared service contracts.  WFS is also over subscribed for next year. It is running with a financial surplus and is forecast to do so for the next 5 years (the longest period a school is able to forecast out until).   It is unreasonable to close a school that is exceeding the standards set for it in terms of pupil numbers and financials.  3. There is no performance-related basis for the decision to close WFS. It is rated “Good” by Ofsted and its KS1 SATs results are in the top 5% nationally.   4. Model B is not in the best interests of the children as closing their local school would require my niece and nephew (aged 3 and 5 years old) to travel outside their catchment area to school. For the avoidance of doubt, closing WFS would mean that there is no longer a school in my niece and nephew’s catchment area. This is not reasonable. Requiring young children to travel significant distances to school, particularly in rural areas where the transport infrastructure is not as well developed as in cities and towns, is detrimental to the welfare of the child and places undue strain on parents and carers who are required to spend extra time transporting the children to and from school.   5. The decision fails to take account of the wider impact on the local community.  WFS is the third largest employer in the area employing 45 people whose jobs would be at risk if Model B were adopted.   6. In addition, Model B takes no account of the fact that the West Hexham area is a rural region with the population dispersed across a wide area with, as mentioned above, a less developed transport infrastructure. It puts children in rural areas at a significant disadvantage to those in more built up areas. This is contrary to the Conservatives manifesto which stated that “We will bring sustainable growth to the rural economy and boost our rural areas, so that people who live in the countryside have the same opportunities as those who live in our towns and cities” (see page 25). 

Model B is not a viable option

No

Model C involves the closure of Whittonstall First School (“WFS”). Such a decision would be unreasonable and irrational. It also fails to take into account all relevant facts.  In these circumstances and for the following reasons, this is not a model that a reasonable council cognisant of all relevant facts would endorse:  1.  Nursery school children are not considered, despite this being the only nursery school within the catchment area for my niece and nephew. Presumably, this is the only nursery school within the catchment area for other children too but these children have been disregarded. This is unfair on the children but also undermines the basis on which the decision to close WFS has been taken as these numbers could make a difference.   2. It does not make financial sense. WFS is already federated with another local school, a decision that was taken six years ago to reduce and share costs.  Regard has failed to be had to the fact that the federated status means that costs are shared between the two sites with a shared headteacher and other staff, as well as shared service contracts.  WFS is also over subscribed for next year. It is running with a financial surplus and is forecast to do so for the next 5 years (the longest period a school is able to forecast out until).   It is unreasonable to close a school that is exceeding the standards set for it in terms of pupil numbers and financials.  3. There is no performance-related basis for the decision to close WFS. It is rated “Good” by Ofsted and its KS1 SATs results are in the top 5% nationally.   4. Model C is not in the best interests of the children as closing their local school would require my niece and nephew (aged 3 and 5 years old) to travel outside their catchment area to school. For the avoidance of doubt, closing WFS would mean that there is no longer a school in my niece and nephew’s catchment area. This is not reasonable. Requiring young children to travel significant distances to school, particularly in rural areas where the transport infrastructure is not as well developed as in cities and towns, is detrimental to the welfare of the child and places undue strain on parents and carers who are required to spend extra time transporting the children to and from school.   5. The decision fails to take account of the wider impact on the local community.  WFS is the third largest employer in the area employing 45 people whose jobs would be at risk if Model C were adopted.   6. In addition, Model C takes no account of the fact that the West Hexham area is a rural region with the population dispersed across a wide area with, as mentioned above, a less developed transport infrastructure. It puts children in rural areas at a significant disadvantage to those in more built up areas. This is contrary to the Conservatives manifesto which stated that “We will bring sustainable growth to the rural economy and boost our rural areas, so that people who live in the countryside have the same opportunities as those who live in our towns and cities” (see page 25). 

It is not a viable option

I trust that you will have regard to this email and all consultation responses when making your decision. 

Pupil/Sutdent

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

It seems a bt over crowded and too big

Not A at all

Don't know

Yes

It gives choice to all students

Pupil/Student

Henshaw C of E Aided Primary School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Retain and reintroduce a three tier system consistently across the whole of Northumberland. This would include six/10 first schools, four middle schools, one 3-13 provision in Bellingham and two high schools. The rural area that is covered by our schools needs a system that is best for our children. Travelling over 20 miles to a high school should not be the only option, choice should be essential. Building one “super” school does not necessarily mean “super” education and does not take into account the huge catchment area in which we live. I believe that Haydon Bridge high school should be kept open so our children have choice for their education.

Parent/carer

Acomb

No

No

No

We would like to save our village school, it offers so much for our community. The school has a forest School, it has excellent behaviour. Acomb has sustainable numbers of pupils in every class. Acomb is a community school which offers our village so much. Acomb has excellent partnerships with providers of wrap around care and Little Oaks Nursery providing breakfast club and after school club. Acomb offers broad curriculum eg internet saftey, healthy eating, Global music week etc. Acomb has so much to offer the children many many opportunities. All of the parents of Acomb are very supportive. Acomb needs to stay open to keep our village a village  

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

No

No

No

No

West Northumberland needs it's village schools. They are the hub of communities and small children need to be nurtured and educated in places they feel safe ... Not put on a bus and shipped out to school especially on dark winter mornings.

No

See above

No

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

s

Hexham

No

The three tier system is out of step nationally and of little benefit to pupils in my experience of my Daughters progress.

Yes

I believe the two tier system is a better route for education and a new school building is needed for the QEHS in particular but also HMS and The Sele First School currently operate in totally outdated accommodation. I feel that keeping going as is purely for nostalgia for an old system and old unsuitable buildings is detrimental to my daughters education. I have three daughters 7, 11 and 14 so one in each of the above schools. I am aware that they will face some disruption during the changes but the benefits long term will be valuable. 

No

I would welcome a new building for QEHS and HMS but feel three tier system is harmful to my daughters educational progress, for example the science teaching in year 7 and 8 is inadequate due to Middle School teachers being largely primary school trained and not specialised subject teachers.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

See below

I agree with the proposal put forward by Haltwhistle middle school

No

A school of over 2000 is not acceptable.

No

This is just a ludicrous idea!

I agree with the proposal put forward by Haltwhistle middle school

Parent/carer

Henshaw C of E Aided Primary School

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Henshaw C of E Aided Primary School

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Hexham First School

No

No

No

Keep smaller three tier schools local to homes

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Tarset

No

Model A results in the closure of many happy, vibrant and successful first schools in West Northumberland.   This is irreparably damaging to the rural communities these schools serve.  Accordingly it is a disaster for the sustainability and viability of these rural communities.   It therefore follows that it is overwhelmingly a bad option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.     If you damage the communities by removing their vibrant rural schools, you will achieve the polar opposite to that which you say you are trying to achieve.  You will terminally damage the education system in these areas and thus terminally damage the areas themselves.     Greenhaugh in particular is a successful school and its staff and governors have supplied a business plan demonstrating it's high education standards and financial viability.     

No

Model B results in the closure of many happy, vibrant and successful first schools in West Northumberland.   This is irreparably damaging to the rural communities these schools serve.  Accordingly it is a disaster for the sustainability and viability of these rural communities.   It therefore follows that it is overwhelmingly a bad option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.     If you damage the communities by removing their vibrant rural schools, you will achieve the polar opposite to that which you say you are trying to achieve.  You will terminally damage the education system in these areas and thus terminally damage the areas themselves.     Greenhaugh in particular is a successful school and its staff and governors have supplied a business plan demonstrating it's high education standards and financial viability.   

No

Model A results in the closure of many happy, vibrant and successful first schools in West Northumberland.   This is irreparably damaging to the rural communities these schools serve.  Accordingly it is a disaster for the sustainability and viability of these rural communities.   It therefore follows that it is overwhelmingly a bad option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.     If you damage the communities by removing their vibrant rural schools, you will achieve the polar opposite to that which you say you are trying to achieve.  You will terminally damage the education system in these areas and thus terminally damage the areas themselves.     Greenhaugh in particular is a successful school and its staff and governors have supplied a business plan demonstrating it's high education standards and financial viability.   

You should target reform at the ailing middle schools rather than axing vital, happy and successful first schools because of the ailing middle schools.    The current proposals are like treating cancer with chemo.  You hope it may arrest the tumour, but in truth it is likely to kill off everything else too.  But you are not dealing with cancer here.  So please do not kill off vital first schools just to try to overhaul other areas of a failing system.    At the very least, give these schools the time they need to work out how to convert to avoid this disastrous fate.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

Model A involves the closure of Whittonstall First School (“WFS”). Such a decision would be unreasonable and irrational. It also fails to take into account all relevant facts.  In these circumstances and for the following reasons, this is not a model that a reasonable council cognisant of all relevant facts would endorse:  1.  Nursery school children are not considered, despite this being the only nursery school within the catchment area for my niece and nephew. Presumably, this is the only nursery school within the catchment area for other children too but these children have been disregarded. This is unfair on the children but also undermines the basis on which the decision to close WFS has been taken as these numbers could make a difference.   2. It does not make financial sense. WFS is already federated with another local school, a decision that was taken six years ago to reduce and share costs.  Regard has failed to be had to the fact that the federated status means that costs are shared between the two sites with a shared headteacher and other staff, as well as shared service contracts.  WFS is also over subscribed for next year. It is running with a financial surplus and is forecast to do so for the next 5 years (the longest period a school is able to forecast out until).   It is unreasonable to close a school that is exceeding the standards set for it in terms of pupil numbers and financials.  3. There is no performance-related basis for the decision to close WFS. It is rated “Good” by Ofsted and its KS1 SATs results are in the top 5% nationally.   4. Model A is not in the best interests of the children as closing their local school would require my niece and nephew (aged 3 and 5 years old) to travel outside their catchment area to school. For the avoidance of doubt, closing WFS would mean that there is no longer a school in my niece and nephew’s catchment area. This is not reasonable. Requiring young children to travel significant distances to school, particularly in rural areas where the transport infrastructure is not as well developed as in cities and towns, is detrimental to the welfare of the child and places undue strain on parents and carers who are required to spend extra time transporting the children to and from school.   5. The decision fails to take account of the wider impact on the local community.  WFS is the third largest employer in the area employing 45 people whose jobs would be at risk if Model A were adopted.   6. In addition, Model A takes no account of the fact that the West Hexham area is a rural region with the population dispersed across a wide area with, as mentioned above, a less developed transport infrastructure. It puts children in rural areas at a significant disadvantage to those in more built up areas. This is contrary to the Conservatives manifesto which stated that “We will bring sustainable growth to the rural economy and boost our rural areas, so that people who live in the countryside have the same opportunities as those who live in our towns and cities” (see page 25). 

It is not a viable option

No

Model B involves the closure of Whittonstall First School (“WFS”). Such a decision would be unreasonable and irrational. It also fails to take into account all relevant facts.  In these circumstances and for the following reasons, this is not a model that a reasonable council cognisant of all relevant facts would endorse:  1.  Nursery school children are not considered, despite this being the only nursery school within the catchment area for my niece and nephew. Presumably, this is the only nursery school within the catchment area for other children too but these children have been disregarded. This is unfair on the children but also undermines the basis on which the decision to close WFS has been taken as these numbers could make a difference.   2. It does not make financial sense. WFS is already federated with another local school, a decision that was taken six years ago to reduce and share costs.  Regard has failed to be had to the fact that the federated status means that costs are shared between the two sites with a shared headteacher and other staff, as well as shared service contracts.  WFS is also over subscribed for next year. It is running with a financial surplus and is forecast to do so for the next 5 years (the longest period a school is able to forecast out until).   It is unreasonable to close a school that is exceeding the standards set for it in terms of pupil numbers and financials.  3. There is no performance-related basis for the decision to close WFS. It is rated “Good” by Ofsted and its KS1 SATs results are in the top 5% nationally.   4. Model B is not in the best interests of the children as closing their local school would require my niece and nephew (aged 3 and 5 years old) to travel outside their catchment area to school. For the avoidance of doubt, closing WFS would mean that there is no longer a school in my niece and nephew’s catchment area. This is not reasonable. Requiring young children to travel significant distances to school, particularly in rural areas where the transport infrastructure is not as well developed as in cities and towns, is detrimental to the welfare of the child and places undue strain on parents and carers who are required to spend extra time transporting the children to and from school.   5. The decision fails to take account of the wider impact on the local community.  WFS is the third largest employer in the area employing 45 people whose jobs would be at risk if Model B were adopted.   6. In addition, Model B takes no account of the fact that the West Hexham area is a rural region with the population dispersed across a wide area with, as mentioned above, a less developed transport infrastructure. It puts children in rural areas at a significant disadvantage to those in more built up areas. This is contrary to the Conservatives manifesto which stated that “We will bring sustainable growth to the rural economy and boost our rural areas, so that people who live in the countryside have the same opportunities as those who live in our towns and cities” (see page 25). 

It is not a viable option

No

Model C involves the closure of Whittonstall First School (“WFS”). Such a decision would be unreasonable and irrational. It also fails to take into account all relevant facts.  In these circumstances and for the following reasons, this is not a model that a reasonable council cognisant of all relevant facts would endorse:  1.  Nursery school children are not considered, despite this being the only nursery school within the catchment area for my niece and nephew. Presumably, this is the only nursery school within the catchment area for other children too but these children have been disregarded. This is unfair on the children but also undermines the basis on which the decision to close WFS has been taken as these numbers could make a difference.   2. It does not make financial sense. WFS is already federated with another local school, a decision that was taken six years ago to reduce and share costs.  Regard has failed to be had to the fact that the federated status means that costs are shared between the two sites with a shared headteacher and other staff, as well as shared service contracts.  WFS is also over subscribed for next year. It is running with a financial surplus and is forecast to do so for the next 5 years (the longest period a school is able to forecast out until).   It is unreasonable to close a school that is exceeding the standards set for it in terms of pupil numbers and financials.  3. There is no performance-related basis for the decision to close WFS. It is rated “Good” by Ofsted and its KS1 SATs results are in the top 5% nationally.   4. Model C is not in the best interests of the children as closing their local school would require my niece and nephew (aged 3 and 5 years old) to travel outside their catchment area to school. For the avoidance of doubt, closing WFS would mean that there is no longer a school in my niece and nephew’s catchment area. This is not reasonable. Requiring young children to travel significant distances to school, particularly in rural areas where the transport infrastructure is not as well developed as in cities and towns, is detrimental to the welfare of the child and places undue strain on parents and carers who are required to spend extra time transporting the children to and from school.   5. The decision fails to take account of the wider impact on the local community.  WFS is the third largest employer in the area employing 45 people whose jobs would be at risk if Model C were adopted.   6. In addition, Model C takes no account of the fact that the West Hexham area is a rural region with the population dispersed across a wide area with, as mentioned above, a less developed transport infrastructure. It puts children in rural areas at a significant disadvantage to those in more built up areas. This is contrary to the Conservatives manifesto which stated that “We will bring sustainable growth to the rural economy and boost our rural areas, so that people who live in the countryside have the same opportunities as those who live in our towns and cities” (see page 25). 

It is not a viable option

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

I strongly believe that a choice of high schools must be maintained - with the best will in the world I don't think it is possible to provide a single school that suits all children equally so an element of choice must remain. Even if it was possible to offer such a school then it is still not possible for all children to get on with one another and not possible to eradicate all bullying - another reason why there needs to be more than one option. I also can't see that such widespread school closures / mergers can be implemented without negative effects on pupil learning / outcomes (and on the communities affected). I understand that some change is obviously necessary but feel strongly that these should be kept to the absolute minimum required and very carefully planned so it can be as sure as possible what the effects of any actions will be, and any un-necessary changes can be avoided. 

No

As explained in response to Model A I feel very strongly that a choice of secondary / high school must be maintained within the area (with the best will in the world I don't think it is possible to provide a single school that suits all children equally so an element of choice must remain. Even if it was possible to offer such a school then it is still not possible for all children to get on with one another and not possible to eradicate all bullying - another reason why there needs to be more than one option).  I am also uncomfortable with the proposed size of this combined secondary school in the context of our rural area and the jump that will occur when pupils transfer from their primary school up to this school. I have read proposals for the schools within a school idea to try and address this but have also read that it has not worked as planned in other areas and I still have concerns. I am also very uncomfortable with the idea of NCC investing a large sum of money to build a new school for QEHS which has already chosen to opt out from your control! I would much rather this money was spent on the other schools which you maintain responsibility for, and whom seem willing to work together for the good of all pupils. Again as explained in response to Model A I have concerns about the number of schools that it is proposed to close (I also can't see that such widespread school closures / mergers can be implemented without negative effects on pupil learning / outcomes (and on the communities affected). I understand that some change is obviously necessary but feel strongly that these should be kept to the absolute minimum required and very carefully planned so it can be as sure as possible what the effects of any actions will be, and any un-necessary changes can be avoided.) The conversion of first schools into primaries in this model means that all schools are going to be affected in more ways than just gaining a few pupils, as expansion / alteration of the school buildings / facilities will be reqiured - I'm not convinced this widespread change is the only way forward.  

No

Although this does provide choice of secondary / high school education up to GSCE level - I still find it unacceptable that there is no choice at sixth form level, especially as QEHS currently seems so focussed on its academic achievements at this stage that it appears it will only allow pupils to take A-level courses where they are predicted to achieve highly, also vocational options seem to be lacking at this level. Speaking to a current pupil at HBHS the other day she fully expects that she will have to travel into Newcastle daily for 6th form if HBHS closes which is a minimum of 1hr travel time in each direction (twice her current travel time). The 4 - 16 age range also appears a bit odd when there is already a primary school in the village - is this proposed because you are unable to impose added pupils on Shaftoe Trust because it is already an academy? (But you are proposing moving pupils to QEHS which is also an academy?). My views regarding the number of first school closures remains as explained for the previous models (I also can't see that such widespread school closures / mergers can be implemented without negative effects on pupil learning / outcomes (and on the communities affected). I understand that some change is obviously necessary but feel strongly that these should be kept to the absolute minimum required and very carefully planned so it can be as sure as possible what the effects of any actions will be, and any un-necessary changes can be avoided)

During this informal consultation period many people have spent a lot of time considering many different options. I hope we all want a solution which if possible improves the already good educational experiences and outcomes available in this area for many students, and not one which has adverse effects (even in the short term). I feel that there are many positives to various models that I have heard discussed including:  The Hub model proposed by Corbridge Middle School  Proposal by Haydon Bridge High School which includes vocational and apprenticeship opportunities and special educational needs and disability provision  Options which maintain the availability of faith based education  

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Broomhaugh C of E First school

No

1. Closure of Haydon Bridge High School - I feel that it is important for there to be two high schools in the west of Northumberland to allow for parental choice and in the event that QEHS failed either financially or educationally for whatever reason.   2. Closure of eight schools- I feel that the current system is very successful and financially sustainable and that it should not be changed to a system that may be less successful and at a great cost to the success of our children.

Keep things the way they are.

No

I really feel that the three tier system works very well in this area. I think that specialist teaching in years 5 and 6 is a huge advantage over primary schools.  Specialist teachers and moving from class to class for specialist lessons really kept my children's interest.  The results (average) at age 16 are also proven to be better for children who have been through the 3 tier system compared to 2 tier. There is no evidence that suggests that 2 tier will produce better educational results than 3 tier does.  I feel that QEHS is a very large school but that children are prepared for this currently at the end of year 8.  If Haydon Bridge High school closed and QEHS moved to 2 tier the school would be enormous.  This would be the largest catchment area school in the country.  I feel in a school this large the nurturing and caring element would be lost.  Some pupils would be lost in this environment and would fail to thrive educationally and emotionally.  There would not be another school available for parental choice if their child was struggling in this environment.  The current school system is very successful.  I feel strongly that we should not take the risk of changing it to something that could cost an enormous amount of money and be less successful than we have now.  It's the teaching that makes and education more than the buildings.  Invest the money in the current QEHS buildings / or a new QEHS rather than moving to 2 tier!

No

I feel that we need 2 high schools to allow for parental choice. I feel it is important that the high school is not too large to ensure emotional wellbeing of pupils.  I feel that the rural first schools should be kept open so that young children are educated in their communities and not having to travel large distances on transport to school.  I think rural first schools are a very important part of their communities and the impact of them closing has detrimental consequences.  I feel that the current system is both financially and educationally viable and it should not be changed.  Any money invested should be in the QEHS buildings to bring them up to the required standard.

Keep things the way they are.  Invest the money available in QEHS buildings / new school.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

Model A does not take into consideration any potential changes to a two tier education system.  As such, Model A should have been the status quo scenario for the First Schools in the Hexham Partnership.  Any specific First School viability issues should have been considered separately.  Northumberland County Council don’t seem to be following their own guidelines with regard to enrollment requirements for First Schools.  Based upon the Councils own statistics (in the consultation document) it would appear that on pupil capacity both Acomb and Beaufront First Schools are viable - both Schools currently have capacity for 75 pupils.    Although it should be outside the scope of Model A, Acomb First School does also have the space (and appropriate staff) to convert to a viable Primary School.  Given the Councils responsibilities and safeguarding of our young children I am amazed that in this day and age the Council is seriously considering putting children from age 4 onto a bus!  The bus driver needs to be able to concentrate on the road, and as I understand it only has limited responsibility while the children are physically actually on the bus.  This could cause a significant safeguarding issue if the bus doesn’t turn up or is unable to complete a journey etc.  The scenario is absolutely preposterous and unnecessary, when the majority of Acomb school children live in the village and can currently walk to school.    The distances between Acomb and Beaufront First schools is disingenuous at best.  I presume that the 1.9 miles has been lifted from google maps (or similar);   • There is no safe walking route between the two schools.  • The shortest route is not suitable for a significant increase in vehicle numbers (i.e. 50 to 70 private cars from one to the other).  • The shortest route is not suitable for a Council provided coach suitable for transporting of 59+ pupils. • All three routes under 6 miles would encounter transport problems in adverse weather. • Additional parking would be problematic for both sites.  There is no potential for this to be improved at Beaufront.  

The consultation is a mess.  One can only presume from some of the contradictions in the consultation documents that some of the confusion is caused by the Council trying to second guess Hadrian Learning Trusts (HLT’s) future plans and ‘future proof’ some elements of the vague models proposed by this consultation.  I find it hard to believe that this consultation is actually about Haydon Bridge High School (HBHS).  For a consultation I would have liked to see more details on the possible sub-options regarding the future Hexham Middle School and QEHS incorporating HBHS students.  All that the consultation / Model A is about is rationalizing the rural First Schools.  The difference between proposed Models A and B is essentially HLT's decision on converting to a two tier system.  They are an Academy, and therefore only require a fully costed model to convert.  Their consultations have been a charade at best to be seen to be going through appropriate procedures.  I would therefore suggest that if the council proceed with Model A they defer decisions until HLT have the decency to confirm their intentions.  The Councils primary concern should be to regain effective control of Haydon Bridge Partnership.  It needs to clearly decide once and for all if it is going to be a 2 or 3 tier system.  Is the reason for declining numbers in Haydon Bridge partnership partially due to dislike of 2 tier model (by rural parents) and uncertainty caused by the failed consideration of the Bright trust Academisation?   

No

Model B assumes that QEHS will become a secondary school plus sixth forth (11-18 school).  The merger with Haydon Bridge High School will in turn turn this into a 'mega' school, on this basis alone I would be concerned about bout both pupil development and individual safety.  Furthermore, this would have a significant impact on the feeder schools for both the current HBHS and QEHS, and subsequent 'super' school.  Acomb First School has the space (and appropriate staff) to convert to a viable Primary School.  Given the Councils responsibilities and safeguarding of our young children I am amazed that in this day and age the Council is seriously considering putting children from age 4 onto a bus when there is no need for this.  The scenario is absolutely preposterous and unnecessary, when the majority of Acomb school children live in the village and can currently walk to school.  The same can not be said for Beaufront children, the majority of which are both from outside the catchment and region.  Therefore they already commute in excess of 6 miles a day, could not possibly walk to school and a change to Acomb in mileage terms is irrelevant.        The distances between Acomb and Beaufront First schools is disingenuous at best.  I presume that the 1.9 miles has been lifted from google maps (or similar);   • There is no safe walking route between the two schools.  • The shortest route is not suitable for a significant increase in vehicle numbers (i.e. 50 to 70 private cars from one to the other).  • The shortest route is not suitable for a Council provided coach suitable for transporting of 59+ pupils. • All three routes under 6 miles would encounter transport problems in adverse weather. • Additional parking would be problematic for both sites.  There is no potential for this to be improved at Beaufront.  

As previously noted, this consultation is an absolute mess.  The Council should withdraw from their own consultation on wider issues until the situations of both Haydon Bridge High School (and associated partnerships) and Hadrian Learning Trust's intentions are clearly understood.   Then, and only then can parents, residents and the general electorate make informed decisions.     Acomb First School MUST be assessed on it's own merits, and also in the context of the the future Hexham Partnership.  It is currently a viable First School - financially &amp; on pupil capacity, and it could easily be converted into a viable Primary School.  The predicted financial future deficit's are irrelevant given the potential changes to the national funding formula, ironically these changes would result in a significant loss of income for a merged Acomb &amp; Beaufront school.    Furthermore as I understand it, although undesirable, through the eviction of the co-located Little Oaks Nursery, Acomb also has the capacity to be easily converted into a Primary School.  I understand that the Beaufront site is spatially constrained. 

No

Model C reads like a lip services option for maintaining Haydon Bridge separate to the Hexham Partnership.    This would essentially be a Middle School plus High School on the same campus.  Therefore, as with proposed Model A, the default position should be the status quo scenario for the First Schools in the Hexham Partnership.  Any specific First School viability issues should have been considered separately.  Northumberland County Council don’t seem to be following their own guidelines with regard to enrollment requirements for First Schools.  Based upon the Councils own statistics (in the consultation document) it would appear that on pupil capacity both Acomb and Beaufront First Schools are viable - both Schools currently have capacity for 75 pupils.    Although it should be outside the scope of Model C, Acomb First School does also have the space (and appropriate staff) to convert to a viable Primary School.  Given the Councils responsibilities and safeguarding of our young children I am amazed that in this day and age the Council is seriously considering putting children from age 4 onto a bus when this is unnecessary. Bus drivers need to be able to concentrate on the road, and as I understand it only has limited responsibility while the children while they are physically on the bus.  This could cause a significant safeguarding issue if the bus doesn’t turn up and/or is unable to complete a journey etc.  The scenario is absolutely preposterous and unnecessary, when the majority of Acomb school children live in the village and can currently walk to school.    The distances between Acomb and Beaufront First schools is disingenuous at best.  I presume that the 1.9 miles has been lifted from google maps (or similar);   • There is no safe walking route between the two schools.  • The shortest route is not suitable for a significant increase in vehicle numbers (i.e. 50 to 70 private cars from one to the other).  • The shortest route is not suitable for a Council provided coach suitable for transporting of 59+ pupils. • All three routes under 6 miles would encounter transport problems in adverse weather. • Additional parking would be problematic for both sites.  There is no potential for this to be improved at Beaufront.   The consultation document is an absolute joke - how can it say that Middle and First schools would remain unchanged, and then go on to list a number of closures that are consistent to all three Models proposed by the consultation document? 

If it was a viable option, and Northumberland County Council are a competent authority, able to regain control of the HBHS then they would be in a position to make some informed decisions.  If the Regional Schools Commissioner (RSC) are still in control and they are pushing still stupidly for acadeisation at all costs then all hope is lost and the consultation is futile.   The farce over Bright Tribes 'potential' take over of HBHS is absolutely preposterous.    No real decisions for the Hexham Partnership First schools should - or can - be made until the bigger picture regarding further education in the local area is defined: - Are we going all in for a two tier system? - What is going on with Haydon Bridge and associated feeder schools? - What are Hadrian Learning Trusts future intentions?  

Northumbria County Council need to halt the current 'consultation'.  It is not fit for purpose and will not deliver, nor secure, the asperational delivery of Education in the West of Northumberland.  It is disappointing that the second question, after optional question regarding name, doesn’t encourage participation by the general community – including potential future users of the education system (or general residents).   Presumably, with regard to the rural first schools the proposed options have been pulled together by a council official sitting in Morpeth or Cramlington and looking at dots on a map!   Guy Opperman (MP), Cllr Trevor Cessford, Cllr Wayne Daley, Cllr Guy Renner-Thompson, together with appropriate transport officers should walk the 1.9 mile route between Beaufront and Acomb at dawn/dusk.   I am also concerned over the potential financial burdens relocate or expanding the existing QEHS buildings, either on one of the existing schools’ current sites or to another new site.  Is very vague.  Presumably HLT would benefit financially from any of these options.  It would be perverse if a new site was chosen and others (Council or Government) would be liable for land purchase and build costs but HLT would gain from release of existing sites.

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School Fourstones

No

I do not agree with the solution set out in this model and do not believe that it will be good for either the school pupils, the parents, the teachers or the local economy. 

It is not a viable option, please see my comments on the final page of the document. 

No

I do not agree with the solution set out in this model and do not believe that it will be good for either the school pupils, the parents, the teachers or the local economy. 

It is not a viable option, please see my comments on the final page of the document.

No

I do not agree with the solution set out in this model and do not believe that it will be good for either the school pupils, the parents, the teachers or the local economy. 

It is not a viable option, please see my comments on the final page of the document.

Overall, I reject all of the Council’s proposals.  Whilst I accept that change is sometimes necessary, I question the consultation process itself due to the way it has been conducted (the consultation document arrived at school almost at the same time that it was announced by the media) and the fact that two weeks of the relatively short consultation process have taken place in the school holidays, including the deadline for responses. In addition, I do not believe that we have been provided with sufficient information and details to enable us to provide a reasoned and thorough response.  I don’t think your consultation document is particularly clear and I noticed one serious error where contrasting information was given about where the children would be moved to in Model C. This made me question the document and consultation as a whole and wonder how much time and effort was put into developing it.  I would urge the Council to spend more time on a document and consultation such as this, as the outcome is so potentially serious for the future of our children and the people of West Northumberland.  Finally, as most parents are not educational experts, I don’t believe many of us are qualified to submit our own viable alternatives as suggested in the consultation document. As Newbrough School is under threat of closure under Model C of your consultation, my daughter attends this school so my response mainly focuses on rejecting that particular model.    There are a large number of reasons to keep the school open: • The fact that it is financially stable and viable now and into the future • The fact that the school population is growing, with high birth rates in the area • The good OFSTED report and fantastic, creative and supportive teachers • The excellent nursery and wraparound care, meaning parents are able to work without loss of income and the detrimental effect that can have on families, children and educational outcomes • The fact that so many of the children can walk, cycle or scoot to school, meeting friends and neighbours along the way • The unique learning environment, including Forest School, the school pond and chickens, where the children learn so much beyond what they can find in books • The community projects, such as mini-police and helping to populate the local river • The fact that the children all know and support each other • The fact that the school is at the heart of our village community and without it, the villages of Fourstones and Newbrough would have aging and diminishing populations and the local economy would suffer. This impact would be irreversible.  It is worth noting that people really do feel passionate about Newbrough Primary School, the learning environment and the quality of education that it provides.  It is not simply a matter of convenience. For instance, I know two families from other villages who have moved their children from Shaftoe and Humshaugh schools respectively because they felt that Newbrough was a better school which offered their children more than the other schools.  The parents say their children have made better progress and been happier since moving to Newbrough. Newbrough isn’t ‘just another rural primary school’. It is a great school, where children learn, are happy and really thrive.  Newbrough school is really at the heart of our community. As our child has no siblings, attending Newbrough has meant she has made valuable friendships with children from the local community and as a result of that, so have we as a family after all this is one of the main reasons we moved to Fourstones 6 years ago, a village with a primary school a mile from our house.  We had hoped that as a family we would develop friendships and relationships with other families from the area and we would become active members of the community and we now are...  We, and many other families we have become friendly with would not have moved here had there not been a school. The school brings families together, forges relationships and allows a community to grow and thrive. If you remove the school, you take all of that away, the population will potentially reduce, the remaining residents will age and the village will slowly reduce in size.  It would be a tragedy for Fourstones and Newbrough.  Small rural first and primary schools have always formed a vital and integral part of rural village life in Northumberland. The county is the largest and least densely populated in the country and these schools provide a unique first learning environment for the children of our communities during this precious early stage of their development, before they move on to larger schools in local towns.  These schools survive and thrive in many rural areas in the country (and the world) and there is no reason why, if viable, as Newbrough clearly is, with the right support, they cannot continue to do so long into the future.  In Model C, the model in which the Council has used for selecting Newbrough for closure. The Council is well aware that Newbrough is a financially stable, sustainable primary school with growing numbers and a thriving happy student population and good educational outcomes.  As this school is not included in any other models in this consultation, it seems that the closure would, simply allow the Council to utilise the Newbrough student population in order to populate early years in the proposed new school in Haydon Bridge. I presume that Newbrough would not even be in this proposal at all, if Shaftoe Primary School in Haydon Bridge had not been recently taken over by a trust. If this were not the case, the Shaftoe children would have been used for the new school population (which would stand to reason as it's just a stones throw away from the school, not 4 miles). Therefore Newbrough would not have been considered under the criteria that you have listed as relevant to your decision. Newbrough has been included in Model C, it seems, purely because Shaftoe cannot be included in the model and Newbrough is the next closest school. This is quite simply not a reason to close down a thriving and successful school at the heart of a community! As a result of that, you would have two schools in Haydon Bridge competing for primary aged children, which is illogical and surely ridiculous?   The following are further reasons why I reject the Haydon Bridge school proposal in Model C in particular. I believe, and I think it is a legal requirement, that parents should have a choice about where to send their children to school. I would chose not to send my child to the proposed Haydon Bridge 4-16 school. I would most likely chose to send her to a different school for the following reasons:  1. You have included very few details about the proposed 4-16 school. As I am not an expert, I know little about the educational outcomes and benefits of this model, but I am not willing to allow my child to be a guinea pig in this new school. I would be concerned about sending her to such a big school, as I don’t believe that primary school aged children should be at a large school mixing with older children. Young children need specialised support and education tailored to their age group within a suitable primary environment. 2. I would not be happy to send my four year old child on a bus with older children along the small road to Haydon Bridge. This road was not designed as a bus route and in many places it is a single lane. I don’t believe it would be safe for my child. 3. As parents, we both work towards Newcastle, so it would be illogical to send our child to school in Haydon Bridge. We would send her to a school in the Hexham direction.   I would suggest that in order to close a school, you must ensure that the closure is ‘clearly in the best interests of educational provision in the area.’ It is not at all clear that this is the case with many of the schools that you propose to close in West Northumberland and certainly not in the case of Newbrough.    Although I am not an educational expert, I support Haydon Bridge High School’s alternative proposal, which provides choice for families and children in the area. It appears to offer an original and creative solution with an excellent educational rationale and great prospective outcomes for children.   I also support Corbridge Middle School’s Collaborative Pathways Model, which offers a supportive and collaborative solution to addressing the challenges which face our schools.    As the Council is funded by and represents myself, my family, and the people of Northumberland, I urge you to consider my response to your consultation and engage your best experts to consider these alternatives and take time to find a positive solution to the problems that you face; a solution which puts our children, education and choice at the very heart of education in West Northumberland.  Lastly, I have taken the time to compose this letter during our family holiday, hopefully you have read it and therefore I would think it only courteous that you would personally acknowledge it. My email address is xxxxxxxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxx.xxx. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Parent/carer

Other

Broomley First School

Stocksfield

No

I do not believe merging Hexham and Haydon Bridge high schools, to create one super school, is in the best interests of the students.  Creating a very large school in Hexham, impacts on the infrastructure in hexham, places significant responsibility on HLT (which is currently predicting it will be in deficit in 2020 and unable to maintain current standards) and signficantly limits parent choice.  The travel time to and from school for some students is very long, and limits their abaility to take part in extra curricular activities, particularly given bad transport links to rural areas from hexham.  Queen Elizabeth has historically been a very academic school, but does not cater for vocational courses in a way that Haydon Bridge previously has done and I understand is now proposing.  Closing/merging the first schools as proposed also results in limited parental choice, and significant travel time to add to the school day for young children.  It will also have a devastating effect on rural communities.  Many communities are based around the local schools, and the local schools are a significant reason why many parents tend to chose to live in a rural location.  Closing such schools will result in a drop in people moving to and living in rural communities, and also result in a drop in the corresponding money spent in the area.  The schools surviving will not be able to make the necessary changes to buildings, infrastructure etc in the very tight timescale proposed.  To accommodate additional children (especially a bulge in numbers sue to temporarily accommodating those from out of catchment in a new school, will result in a short term lack of teaching resources, adequate facilities and an led to an inevitable drop in standards.  The proposal includes closing schools that are exceptional, financially sustainable and fully subscribed.  Why try to fix something that is serving the child so well?  In the case of WWhittonstall, I have asked but not had a satisfactory answer to how Broomley will be helped in the event of the closure of Whittonstall.  Given the schools are federated, closure of Whittonstall will have an enormous effect on Broomley in terms of staffing levels, availability of resources and also community opportunities for the children.    Closure of first schools will have a massive impact on the availability of pre-school places and 30 free hours.  It is very difficult to find 30 free hours at a pre-school that is genuinely free, removal of the pre-school from existing school buildings will put pressure on an already unsatisfactory provision.       

No

See answwer to model A and in addition my comments below.  The three tier system works well in Northumberland.  It has proved to get better results than a two tier model.  Middle school provides a safe transition for those children coming from small rural first schools, before going to a  much bigger high school. Childrne not only benefit but thrive in middle school and specialist teaching begins earlier than in the two tier model.  Financally our middle schools are sustainable.   I do not accept HLT argument that high school education will suffer if they do not move to two tier.  This is contrary to the the argument they themselves were running 9 months ago on conversion to an academy.  Nor do I see that the failure of Haydon Bridge high should result in changes for all of west northumberland.  Instead, a more collaborative model, with competition and choice maintained, is more likely to produce good results.  

No

This model is a better model than A and B however still involved the closure of 8 first schools which I see as unnecessary for the reasons set out in my previous responses.  It is a better model as it does not create a super school and limits travel time for students.  it also offer choice for parent and students, and saves the schools at the heart of our valuable rural communities. 

A system of greater collaboration, federation and/or acadamisation as proposed by Corbridge middle school (amongst others). 

Pupil/Student

Hexham First School

No

No

No

Keep smaller three tier rural schools

Pupil/Student

Hexham Middle School

No

No

No

Keep 3 tier system

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

Parent/carer

St Mary's RC First School

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Acomb First School needs to remain open and a merger with Beaufront School would not work.

If the 2 schools have to merge, could they be kept on the 2 current sites to avoid all the problems with transport and parking and extra building work needed?  

No

The middle schools need to remain open, they provide excellent education and opportunities for the children that wouldnt be possible with a 2 tier system.  Hexham Middle School has recently been rated good by ofsted and is an excellent and sustainable school.  Very young children will have to travel for miles on coaches if schools close, and this a serious safety and wellbeing issue for them.  

No

Acomb First School needs to remain open as it serves a large, expanding community and 76% of children attending are from the catchment area.  If the school has to merge with Beaufront School, with one of the schools having to close then it should be Beaufront School that closes.  Most of the children attending Beaufront are from well outside their catchment area, some coming from different counties and travelling the extra distance to Acomb wouldn't make much difference for them.  If the schools merged, Beaufront parents would probably move their children to another school so if the Beaufront site remained open it would be mainly children from Acomb who had lost their own village school attending.  Acomb school is sustainable and financially stable.  The figures you have for Acomb school in the document are incorrect.  It is fully capable of expanding and becoming primary.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

No

No

Yes

Staff Member

Greenhaugh First School

No

Model A represents that Greenhaugh First School should close and children go to Bellingham.    Greenhaugh First School provides an excellent education for the children on roll and has been consistently rated as GOOD by Ofsted.  Some children attending this school come from out of catchment and have elected to attend here rather than Bellingham which is where Option A is going to send them.  This option is not giving parents any choice in their children's education.  As well as the children within our catchment, we have consistently been a school of choice, welcoming children from out of catchment from as far afield as Gunnerton, Otterburn, West Woodburn, Ridsdale, as well as Bellingham.  This means that catchment demographics are not an accurate predictor for potential surplus places. Any surplus places have often been filled, with for example, in the last few years, children who had left Greenhaugh to go to other schools elsewhere (e.g. Bellingham and Hexham) returning to Greenhaugh due to its ethos and quality of education. The Greenhaugh catchment is the largest catchment area of all First and Primary schools under threat of closure as part of the consultation.   I have worked at this school since 1998. Despite fluctuations in pupil numbers over the years, (min. 27pupils to max. 45) we have never set a deficit budget and have been able to continue developing our curriculum and allowing our children, whatever their ability, to make good progress.      The North Tyne valley currently has a number of young families who have located here or remain here because of the quality of the education provision for their children. Should this be removed, the demographic is likely to change significantly in the future to an increasingly elderly population. Good school provision supports jobs in the local area, and provides the skills to young people to move into employment in the local area, thereby supporting the rural community.  This area is supposedly important for tourism and leisure, yet your proposals are going to make it into an area of older people which does not bode well for a vibrant community.  In comparing numbers between ourselves, currently 28 on roll, and Kielder, 9 on roll, why is there no questions being asked about Kielder's viability.  They have already been transporting their children 1 day per week to Bellingham First for a full day so to quote that it is too far for them to travel when it is already being done is not a fair representation of the situation.  

Not a viable option.

No

Model B represents that Greenhaugh First School should close and children go to Bellingham.    Greenhaugh First School provides an excellent education for the children on roll and has been consistently rated as GOOD by Ofsted.  Some children attending this school come from out of catchment and have elected to attend here rather than Bellingham which is where Option A is going to send them.  This option is not giving parents any choice in their children's education.  As well as the children within our catchment, we have consistently been a school of choice, welcoming children from out of catchment from as far afield as Gunnerton, Otterburn, West Woodburn, Ridsdale, as well as Bellingham.  This means that catchment demographics are not an accurate predictor for potential surplus places. Any surplus places have often been filled, with for example, in the last few years, children who had left Greenhaugh to go to other schools elsewhere (e.g. Bellingham and Hexham) returning to Greenhaugh due to its ethos and quality of education. The Greenhaugh catchment is the largest catchment area of all First and Primary schools under threat of closure as part of the consultation.   I have worked at this school since 1998. Despite fluctuations in pupil numbers over the years, (min. 27pupils to max. 45) we have never set a deficit budget and have been able to continue developing our curriculum and allowing our children, whatever their ability, to make good progress.      The North Tyne valley currently has a number of young families who have located here or remain here because of the quality of the education provision for their children. Should this be removed, the demographic is likely to change significantly in the future to an increasingly elderly population. Good school provision supports jobs in the local area, and provides the skills to young people to move into employment in the local area, thereby supporting the rural community.  This area is supposedly important for tourism and leisure, yet your proposals are going to make it into an area of older people which does not bode well for a vibrant community.  In comparing numbers between ourselves, currently 28 on roll, and Kielder, 9 on roll, why is there no questions being asked about Kielder's viability.  They have already been transporting their children 1 day per week to Bellingham First for a full day so to quote that it is too far for them to travel when it is already being done is not a fair representation of the situation.   

NOT a viable option

No

Model C represents that Greenhaugh First School should close and children go to Bellingham.    Greenhaugh First School provides an excellent education for the children on roll and has been consistently rated as GOOD by Ofsted.  Some children attending this school come from out of catchment and have elected to attend here rather than Bellingham which is where Option A is going to send them.  This option is not giving parents any choice in their children's education.  As well as the children within our catchment, we have consistently been a school of choice, welcoming children from out of catchment from as far afield as Gunnerton, Otterburn, West Woodburn, Ridsdale, as well as Bellingham.  This means that catchment demographics are not an accurate predictor for potential surplus places. Any surplus places have often been filled, with for example, in the last few years, children who had left Greenhaugh to go to other schools elsewhere (e.g. Bellingham and Hexham) returning to Greenhaugh due to its ethos and quality of education. The Greenhaugh catchment is the largest catchment area of all First and Primary schools under threat of closure as part of the consultation.   I have worked at this school since 1998. Despite fluctuations in pupil numbers over the years, (min. 27pupils to max. 45) we have never set a deficit budget and have been able to continue developing our curriculum and allowing our children, whatever their ability, to make good progress.      The North Tyne valley currently has a number of young families who have located here or remain here because of the quality of the education provision for their children. Should this be removed, the demographic is likely to change significantly in the future to an increasingly elderly population. Good school provision supports jobs in the local area, and provides the skills to young people to move into employment in the local area, thereby supporting the rural community.  This area is supposedly important for tourism and leisure, yet your proposals are going to make it into an area of older people which does not bode well for a vibrant community.  In comparing numbers between ourselves, currently 28 on roll, and Kielder, 9 on roll, why is there no questions being asked about Kielder's viability.  They have already been transporting their children 1 day per week to Bellingham First for a full day so to quote that it is too far for them to travel when it is already being done is not a fair representation of the situation.  

NOT a viable option

Greenhaugh First School should continue in it's very important role of educating our young people well into the future.  We will investigate thoroughly the way forward, whether it be as a First School, a Primary School or part of a Multi Academy Trust.  In this very rural area, travel time to school cannot be judged upon how much further it is to the next school, but it should look at how far our children have already travelled.  Travel time is important, particularly for Reception and KS1 children.  To add 4.5 miles to an existing 5 mile commute, e.g. to Bellingham or Kielder rather than Greenhaugh from Falstone, is very challenging for a 4 year old. Looking at the current pupils of Greenhaugh, the total number of miles travelled to school would increase 29% if they all switched to Bellingham, and 169% if they switched to Kielder.   Greenhaugh Educational Provision needs to continue.



[bookmark: 28]Pupil/Student

Hexham Middle School

Bingfield

No

Middle school is a great stepping stone between small first school and huge high school.  Not want to go to a massive one stop shop.  Good to have a choice of what you like.  Middle schools compete so keeps them on their toes to get more pupils.

Keep the best teachers who are fun and interesting.  Keep class size small so children can learn.  Have lots of outside space so enjoy playtime.

No

Listen to what the teachers think workd ad they are the experts.  Look at what works more than what it costs. Education is worth spending money on as it is so important and if not had enough money in past will need lots of money to catch up and so can do their best.

No

Not like to go to massive school for eveyone. Not feel part of it.   Think would be places where bullies would go to get smaller children.  Teachers would not know all the children.  Children not know all the school.   Get lost there and take a long time to get out in traffic would have to stagger lunches and not ever have whole school assembly or events.

Transitions are good if well managed. Change is exciting.  Need to keep peer groups as otherwise constantly trying to fit in and girls can get really competitive about who is popular. Would be unsettling if keeps changing who is your class.

Spend money on a new site for HMS near QEHS so share some things but separate schools.  The big children are huge compared to year 5!

No

Yes

No

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

No

Yes

Best model - two tier and new school for hexham

No

No

The 3 tier system provides a great way of promoting educational attainment, but equally importantly provides a caring environment to allow children to develop wider social skills &amp; awareness. It is a good system for transitioning to the much bigger &amp; potentially less personal environment of the High School. Also smaller village schools like Chollerton are the heart of rural communities.

No

No

Use some of the expertise available in QEHS &amp; other well performing schools to upgrade Haydon Bridge school's performance, which will prevent the need for pupils to travel miles to Hexham, &amp; keep the pupil numbers in Hexham more manageable. In other words, fix the problem rather than just moving it somewhere else!

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

I dont agree with the schools in the area having to close, they are important to our communities.

No

The schools should stay open, they provide outstanding education.

No

The schools should remain open. Acomb First School is excellent and needs to stay open.  The staff are highly qualified and the outcomes for children are better than regional and national average.  They are financially stable, have sustainable numbers of children in every class and have planned for a future of becoming a primary school if required, so they have the appropriate staffing in place.  The children are very happy at the school and the parents are very supportive of it.  It was rated good by Ofsted in 2018 and the staff all work extremely hard for the children.  They have excellent provision for children with special needs.  They have excellent sports provision.  They have a forest school and extensive green spaces with a wildlife area.  They provide excellent wrap around care and have strong links with the attached nursery Little Oaks which is outstanding and may have to close if the school closed.  They have SMSC links with Newcastle School.  They have a broad curriculum and new interactive screens in each classroom.  Most of the children are from its catchment area and able to walk safely to school.    

Pupil/Student

Hexham Middle School

No

I do not want rural schools to close, they are very special.  When I was in Year 4 I wanted to go to the middle school to meet new friends, learn new things and meet new teachers.  I think Haydon Bridge should have its own school.  It is not fair for those children to travel to Hexham.

It is not a viable option.

No

I do not want any rural or middle schools to close.  I think first schools and middle schools are great for helping rural children to get ready for a high school.    I do not want villages to not have a school because families will not live in villages as old people.

It is not a viable option.

No

I do not want little children, some age 4, to travel in buses for a long way.  Country roads are narrow and lots of traffic on them will make it dangerous.  Lots of schools do lots of things for the community who will do these things if the schools are closed. 

This is not a viable option.

Keep two high schools.  Give money to both high schools.  Keep the great middle schools and first schools.

Pupil/Student

Hexham Middle School

East Woodburn No

No

No

I love my school. I don't want to go to High School yet, I love our middle school.

Pupil/Student

Humshaugh C of E First School

St Joseph’s.

Humshaugh

No

No

No

Leave our good schools alone. Don’t let HLT bully everyone into change that isn’t needed when they are the problem, not the solution. 

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

And Saint Joseph’s middle school Hexham

Yes

Don’t think Haydon Bridge should join Queen Elizabeth High School in Hexham as parents and children should have a choice. The current system is working and changing it will risk the current high quality of education in the area

No

No

Leave the main middle and high schools available as they are and potentially merge some of the geographically close rural schools together.  Finances should not be a reason for endangering education the basis for all else in society.

Yes

In our view, the three-tier system works well i  West Northumberland.  This option would keep the middle schools.  It would retain both St Mary's First School and St Joseph's Middle School and therefore continue to offer Catholic education to age 13.  Our two schools are well supported and do not have a budget issue or an issue with surplus spaces.

No

This would result in the closure of St Joseph's Middle School and with St Mary's First School becoming a primary school.  This would mean that Catholic education would cease at age 11 and the current choice of a post 11 faith-based education would be removed.  The theme of choice and the desire to maintain it was communicated strongly by members of the public at the recent consultation event at Hexham Mart.

No

This option would keep the middle schools but would mean a mix of two tier and three tier education since some first schools would become primary schools.  It would retain both St Mary's First School and St Joseph's Middle School and therefore continue Catholic education to age 13.  However, this model could have an adverse effect on St Joseph's Middle School since it could mean fewer children attending in Year 5 and Year 6 if they are feeding from a primary school.  Parents would also be unlikely to have their children attending a middle school if admission to the Queen Elizabeth High School was not guaranteed at Year 9.  Model C would result in the loss of choice of faith based education to Year 8.

The Diocese would be supportive of any plan that would at least preserve or potentially extend the offer of Catholic education in West Northumberland.  The Diocese is committed to offering Catholic education as a choice to families in West Northumberland.  If the two tier or mixed two and three tier proposals are agreed then an option that we would carefully consider would be the possible extending of Catholic provision to age 16.  This would allow a choice of a faith based education and also an alternative choice to the one high school should Haydon Bridge close.

Parent/carer

Henshaw C of E Aided Primary School

Hexham priory school

Bardon Mill

No

No

No

This option is the one I picked when the proposals first came out. However since then I’ve changed my mind I hadn’t thought of Haydon bridge turning in to age 4-16 school would eliminate the need for primary schools in the surrounding areas. There for I do not view this as a viable option.

I think primary schools are so important and should be kept. Children learn all their fundamentals and foundations of education in these schools. Taking them away and trying to put them in a huge school will result in lots of over looked children. Children that may have adddional needs not noticed etc. I’m all for the two tier system though. I’m originally from Newcastle and found going to middle school very odd.  I have found the recent proposals for Haydon Bridge high school very exciting and and brilliant opportunity for students that may be aren’t so academic but would benefit hugely from having a course that they would maybe like to do for a living when there finished school. I would love to think my daughter could finish primary school and attend Haydon Bridge high school.

Staff Member

Henshaw C of E Aided Primary School

Greenhead Primary School

Hexham

No

In this proposal, Greenhead Primary School would close and the catchment would become that of Haltwhistle Lower school.  Parents of pupils at Greenhead have considered many factors in their choice, and high on that list of factors is that it is a church school and that it is a primary school.  It is also rated 'good' by Ofsted.  By closing it and effectively telling them to go to a first school you would be taking away that choice.   Also, many of the other proposed school closures listed are rural church schools with good outcomes for pupils.  By proposing these closures, what message is the council sending?  That we no longer want church schools which offer good outcomes for pupils supporting local communities?  This proposal does not appear to have the best interests of our young people at heart.    Has the council planned for the subsequent travel cost implications for all these proposed school closures?  I do not understand where the concept of the number of pupils for a viable school being at 75 has come from.  Any size school is viable if it is properly supported and funded.  The proposal that HBHS pupils would all transfer to HMS or QEHS would be a disaster for pupils in Haydon Bridge partnership.  Funnelling such a number of pupils out of that area and into Hexham on a daily basis would be an enormous, costly and draining undertaking for parents and pupils as well as having an impact on residents and pupils in Hexham.  Our young people in the Haydon Bridge area should be properly catered for with a well planned, strong system that supports them, within their local area. 

No

Many of my reasons for saying 'no' are the same as for proposal A. One of the only elements that I think is positive in this proposal is the suggestion that QEHS could become a secondary school as this fits in with national picture and supports the national model for assessment of pupils and professional accountability for pupils' progress.  However, this must not be done in isolation.  A co-ordinated approach to creating a two-tier system across the whole are involved in the consultation would be essential.  A 'mixed economy' of two and three tier schools is a dysfunctional way to run an education system.    Again, as with proposal A, this proposal does a dis-service to our young people in Haydon Bridge and its outlying areas.  They should be supported with good quality education at all ages within their local area, rather than have so many good schools close and no local secondary/high school offer on the table.

No

Proposal C reveals the flawed thinking in this consultation document.  If Greenhead school is a viable option for closure in proposals A and B, why is it apparently unaffected in proposal C?  The rationale for proposed closures appears rather unclear.  My points already raised for the closure of good, rural church schools (first and primary) remain relevant here also.  I am pleased to see that this proposal does offer support to HBHS.  This is essential, however is the idea of an all through school from 4-16 the best way to do this?  I don't think so, and the current school has made their own proposal which would surely be wise to consider.  In model C you would be drawing pupils in from far afield at a very young age, rather than supporting them closer to home.  This is not of benefit to our young people.

I do not want pupils taken out of their current, good schools unnecessarily.  I do, however, support the governing body of West Tyne Federation in their proposal to merge Greenhead and Henshaw schools on the Henshaw site if it is seen as impossible to support Greenhead properly as it currently exists.  This proposal would offer continuity to Greenhead families as well as clarity over the future of the children's education.  It also supports their choice of a good, primary church school.  It also supports the two-tier model which is backed by both HBHS and Hadrian Learning Trust's current proposals / consultation documents.  This clarity of school systems is extremely important for families.  The current 'mixed economy' is divisive and disruptive.  The two-tier model supports the national picture and it makes sense to pursue this route, as has already happened elsewhere in the county.

West Woodburn No

With this and equally for each of the other two proposals, closure of West Woodburn First School and other rural schools would have a devastating effect on the social and economic future for the villages and widely spread outlying areas served by this and other schools.   In my opinion, there have been very good reasons for maintaining the first, middle and high school models in sparsely populated areas enabling effective use of small but sound school buildings to accommodate the youngest children. None of the present proposals have taken into account the consequences of closures for the community in general or in their impact on the families subjected to even greater isolation from their children's school in areas like those of Corsenside parish where, in any case, public transport is almost non-existent.     In these dispersed communities, journey times for small children are already more than ideal from outlying places and would be lengthened by the increased distances. On top of this would be the not uncommon unpredictable closure of the A68 by road traffic accidents and the severe weather of winter cold, remembering that even this year the winter has been less severe than many have been in the past. Apart from the A68, the shorter routes from West Woodburn's catchment to Bellingham and Otterburn respectively are closed by intermittent flooding, almost doubling the distances travelled.  All the proposed damage to rural communities would, in any case, not produce any first or primary schools within the rural areas that approach HM Government definitions of the minimum size of a 'small' school. The direction of travel for the present proposals would be an acknowledgement that closure of all schools outside the urban conurbations would be an acceptable means of 'freeing' resources.   

No

As above

No

As above

The availability of small local schools within practicable reach of their homes within a sensible time is key to enhancing community resilience and encouraging economic growth in ways that will foster growth and sustain a better distribution of age-groups.   The alternative possibilities will, I believe, become clear when the social implications of the urban solutions to urban problems are looked at fully and when closures of small rural schools are not simply seen as a means of solving urban-based problems.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

I don’t believe any of the models presented are in the best interests of the children’s future education. The three tier system is important within the west Northumberland area due to how rural the area is any changes would effect the well-being of children travelling time etc. In my opinion it is necessary to have first and middle schools because of this.   Very little information has been provided about what happens to the children during all these options including the children out of catchment that rely on these schools too. How can it be at all justified to make these closures ??   I believe that a partnership could be a possibility a MAT between the schools I know that this has already been put forward as an option.please could this be considered. ???Rather than closing beautiful fianacially viable schools, that are needed.

I don’t believe model A is a viable option

No

I don’t believe any of the models presented are in the best interests of the children’s future education. The three tier system is important within the west Northumberland area due to how rural the area is any changes would effect the well-being of children travelling time etc. In my opinion it is necessary to have first and middle schools because of this.   Very little information has been provided about what happens to the children during all these options including the children out of catchment that rely on these schools too. How can it be at all justified to make these closures ??   I believe that a partnership could be a possibility a MAT between the schools I know that this has already been put forward as an option.please could this be considered. ???Rather than closing beautiful fianacially viable schools, that are needed.

I don’t believe model b is a viable option

No

I don’t believe any of the models presented are in the best interests of the children’s future education. The three tier system is important within the west Northumberland area due to how rural the area is any changes would effect the well-being of children travelling time etc. In my opinion it is necessary to have first and middle schools because of this.   Very little information has been provided about what happens to the children during all these options including the children out of catchment that rely on these schools too. How can it be at all justified to make these closures ??   I believe that a partnership could be a possibility a MAT between the schools I know that this has already been put forward as an option.please could this be considered. ???Rather than closing beautiful financially viable schools, that are needed.

I don’t believe model c is a viable option

  I believe that a partnership could be a possibility a MAT between the schools I know that this has already been put forward as an option.please could this be considered. ???Rather than closing any of the beautiful financially viable schools, that are needed.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

Having read the consultation documents I don't believe the the best interests of my children / / neighbouring community have been considered

No

Having read the consultation documents I don't believe the the best interests of my children /community / neighbouring community have been considered

No

Having read the consultation documents I don't believe the the best interests of my children / community / neighbouring communities have been considered

My opinion is that the 3 tier system works well in a wide geographical area with lots of small communities. The First Schools are integral to the communities and provide a hub and point of contact for people living in what may be very isolating circumstances. Families are able to promote activity by engaging children in walking to school, and children are able to access lunchtime and after school clubs, and school based events. Parents nad carers are able to support the schools by volunteering time and items. The schools offer local employment opportunities aswell as training opportunities for work placements. Without the First Schools some families may be put off moving to more rural areas.   I support  Haltwhistle Community Campus' views around maintaining 4 Middle Schools, having a bespoke offer in Bellingham and painting 2 High Schools in the area - I also support minting as many of the First Schools as possible - with all of them having more life long skills/learning included.  In addition to this I would support more work around SEN in all of the Middle Schools.  Also in addition to the current considerations I would propose that the inclusion of more outdoor learning is considered within all of the schools in the area.  And, incase the Communities are not heard, and the NCC proposals go ahead - would like to see more support and funding directed to those who home school  in the West of Northumberland and opt out of an educational system with very limited choices. I have seen that there seems to be more  and more be focus in schools on academic subjects and not a lot on offer for practical subjects.  https://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/2017/07/07/number-children-home-taught-doubles-six-years-amid-increased/   -&gt; Some data highlights that 'the number of children pulled from year six - when parents discover if they have got into their first choice schools - has risen by 141 per cent.' If there's no choice of school at this point will that be higher?   Also to note -&gt; 'However, the rise in homeschooling has also seen a 60 per cent jump in students returning to schools later in their education, which heads warn is adding to additional pressure on teachers who are already overstretched.'  Has the impact on the uptake of home schooling that families may take been considered?  Many more families are feeling that it is an alternative to accessing an education system they feel doesn’t provide for them, their community and doesn’t offer choices relevant to their child. Many parents are already spending on out of school activities and if you add to this the money spent on in school activities and lunches thats quite a sum. Hadrian Trust have requested contributions from parents - are they finalcially viable?   Is that going to be the way forward for a super school when there is no alternatives on offer - parents funding it????   

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

St John Lee, Hexham

No

Fundamentally the consultation document does not state the exact issues it is trying to resolve. There seems to be a muddled list of discussion points and it is unclear which option is solving which problem if any. I understand that there is a need for change especially around the high schools but I don't see how the closure of rural first schools will help to solve any financial problems of the secondary schools. If there is a belief that it will solve some financial problems where is the cost model to support this? There is then the long term impact on the rural villages. Surely when local village schools close they are no longer as a attractive to young families and once new young families stop coming to villages, it has an impact on the community and local economy i.e. post offices, corner shops etc.   Option A briefly states that Haydon Bridge High School and QEHS would merge but with no clear solution on the logistics of this proposal. Can QEHS expand their school buildings as well as improve on the existing infrastructure? Would this solution house the numbers of the two school combined? A relocation is mentioned, but what would this entail and to what cost? It then goes on to say that first and primary schools could amalgamate but no reason is given as to why? What is the aim of these closures? Beaufront school on this list has 70 pupils and is an "Outstanding" school according to Ofsted and all the children that attend the school. I do no see why this school especially would warrant closure. I am sure each individual school would have an argument against closure and these should be discussed and considered fully before any closure decision is made.  

No

My initial general comments raised on the response to Option A also apply to this option. This especially applies to the fact that there is no cost model offered for this proposal, considering it is referring to merging the two high schools in less than 18 months and offering places from the age of 11.   The closure of 5 middle schools across the region would surely have an impact on all of the existing first schools, even the ones that are not earmarked for closure or merging. Would they be able to cope with the increase of numbers and I presume conversion to Primary schools. The table in the document states that these schools would become primary but could the existing sites support this? For example Corbridge first school going from 128 pupils to 210, is this even possible? What changes would the school need to make to classrooms, teachers etc. Each first school changing to a Primary school would need to significantly increase the breadth of lessons that they teach and therefore resource accordingly. 

No

This model seems to be the most confusing proposal. What does this proposal achieve above what we have now? If there is funding for Haydon Bridge and it is deemed that keeping this school in existence is the right thing to do why does any other school need to change, especially the closure of rural first schools! If HMS and QEHS can achieve the 2 tier system that they would like and all other schools can stay as is then that could potentially be an option, but again why are the discussion points all muddled together.

If the overall goal of the proposal had been stated and the individual issues that are trying to be resolved stated clearly, then maybe I would be able to suggest some viable options. But as it stands it seems the whole consultation needs a longer period of time to review the options more thoroughly and provide cost models for each scenario. I would also like to see the County Council take some outside expert advice on this as it is a very important proposal to get right. The future education of the children in West Northumberland depend on getting this right. It shouldn't be rushed or taken lightly. 

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

No

No

Letter received: Dear County Council I am writing on behalf of the pupils and children of Newbrough Primary School and Newbrough's Saint Aidens Youth Club! We have had multiple talks and meetings about this ridiculous matter! I personally believe that this is a horrible idea. This should stop at once. If you send 5 year olds to school or on a bus with up to 14 year olds then there is a extremely gigantic risk of bullying! These shocking 'bright' ideas are getting out of hand! We all need an education! This will postpone our learning! Furthermore, I urge you to think about what you are doing before you go through with this all of our generations have been to the schools that we are going to! I really, really hope you listen to us! Yours sincerely

Pupil/Student

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

No

No

Letter received: Dear County Council I am writing on behalf of the pupils and children of Newbrough Primary School and Newbrough's Saint Aidens Youth Club! We have had multiple talks and meetings about this ridiculous matter! I personally believe that this is a horrible idea. This should stop at once. If you send 5 year olds to school or on a bus with up to 14 year olds then there is a extremely gigantic risk of bullying! These shocking 'bright' ideas are getting out of hand! We all need an education! This will postpone our learning! Furthermore, I urge you to think about what you are doing before you go through with this all of our generations have been to the schools that we are going to! I really, really hope you listen to us! Yours sincerely

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Corbridge Middle and QEHS

No

There seems no logical reason to close finacially viable and successful first schools. There is no information available to support how this model will achieve better outcomes for children or even save money given the increased costs for building work to extend first schools and transportation plus negative impact for rural communities, business and attracting people to live in these areas. Surplus places could be managed in other ways such as reducing the size of QEHS and HBHS which hold around 40% of the surplus capacity issue.   Combining QEHS and HBHS would make it too big and prevent any parental choice. This would have so many negative implications for our children. Children achieve better within smaller environments where they are known by their teachers and peers. Large schools generally have poorer outcomes academically, socially and emotionally. Travel times would also impact on children's readiness to learn and therefore their outcomes. Options must be considered to maintain the pastoral care achieved within smaller schools and provide parental choice. Only having one high school option, does not provide parental choice.  

co-locate Hexham middle and QEHS on a new site built appropriately for the number of children, thus reducing surplus capacity. This would reduce the need to close financially viable first schools. Schools could be federated or joined in a MAT in order to formally share staff and resources.

No

The current 3 tier system within the hexham partnership is successful in achieving above average outcomes for children both regionally and nationally. There is no evidence that outcomes for children will be improved and there is a great risk that they will be compromised. The 3 tier model works for our children: -Our first schools give them the best start to their educational journey,  -Our middle schools provide a crucial next step which supports their developing independence and emotional wellbeing in a small, nurturing environments where they do not have the pressures of large numbers of children and influences of much older children. Children can access specialist equipment and teaching from year 5 which supports outcomes at key stage 2. This will be lost if children remain at a primary school for years 5 and 6. -QEHS benefits from the excellent foundations laid by the first and middle schools to gain the successful outcomes for children academically, emotionally and socially - the transition stages at age 9 and 13 have been proven to suit children's natural emotional and educational development. When children's emotional wellbeing is well supported and nurtured they are more ready and able to learn. This is crucial for supporting them in achieving their full potential -The 3 tier model suits our rural area. It supports local communities and attracts families to these rural areas which is crucial for the local economy, infrastructure and investment. -Our first and middle schools are being well governed and are financially viable. One academy trust should not have a monopoly over all schools within the area to change their current successful and viable model. -Merging HBHS and QEHS would make it too big. This would have so many negative implications for our children. Children achieve better within smaller environments where they are known by their teachers and peers. It would create one of the largest schools in the country for the least populated county. Large schools generally have poorer outcomes academically, socially and emotionally. Travel times would also impact on children's readiness to learn and therefore their outcomes.  -Options must be considered to maintain the pastoral care achieved within smaller schools and provide parental choice. Only having one high school option, does not provide parental choice.  

No

There is no information available to support how this model would increase or at minimum maintain the current educational outcomes for children. It is therefore not possible to consider the viability or sustainability of this model.

co-locate Hexham middle and QEHS on a new site built appropriately for the number of children, thus reducing surplus capacity. This would reduce the need to close financially viable first schools. Schools could be federated or joined in a MAT in order to formally share staff and resources.

Above all, do not allow HLT to dictate to NCC and the whole of West Northumberland about such significant changes to our entire schooling system. Exert your power to establish the best possible solution for the future of our children, our schools and our communities. HLTs proposal is certainly not the best or only solution.   What I'd like to see and to be considered:  1. Maintain the 3 tier structure with 2 high schools. Provide reasonable funding to rebuild these two high schools on a smaller scale, thus reducing surplus spaces and providing buildings and facilities that are fit for purpose. Any funding by NCC to HLT must be given with clear and transparent terms.  2. The proposed model by HBHS to offer more vocational courses, especially in the 6th form would offer excellent parental and student choice and meet the differing needs of all pupils. See HBHS proposal 3. Schools could become federated or joined in multi-academy trusts, in order to formally share specialist staff and resources. See corbridge Middle school HUB proposal. 4. QEHS and HBHS could form a joint sixth form which would reduce costs for these more expensive to teach year groups and offer distance learning courses in order to increase numbers and therefore gain further funding.  5. Schools should be the hub of there community- school facilities could be rented for use out of hours for example for community events, adult learning courses, exercise classes 6. Any changes should be delivered in a realistic timescale to minimise disruption by allowing investment in facilities to be carried out ahead of any changes to educational models i.e. avoiding children having to work in temporary accommodation which would have a negative impact on their educational experience and achievements. 7. Any changes must be focused on improving educational outcomes at all ages and stages rather than prioritising some year groups over others and being financially driven 8. Safeguard our rural communities by maintaining rural schools 9. Sufficient investment across both partnerships and all age rages to secure a sustainable and effective schooling system 

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

The closure of so many first and middle schools will be to detriment of all pupils county wide. Having an "ages for stages" system - first,middle,high - has proven links to increased educational success and is what is required in a county as far spread out as Northumberland is. Increase in young pregnancy and substance abuse is well documented in a 2 tier system and is backed up by Office of national statistics. I am also unsure how the council will adhere to government guides in many aspects of the proposals. 1st of which is travelling time to get to school from door to door... The times are more than 45 minutes in many instances and that is just from known villages. Not to mention the outlying children who would have to travel 10 to 15 minutes to get to the pick up point. Also why does the NCC believe that QEHS is the only option and put £30,000,000 worth of eggs in to one basket. Keep haydon bridge, renew and reinvigorate it with the investment that NCC should have done before they tried to palm it off to bright tribe.

Stop, rethink and include the whole of West Northumberland. Not just the cherry picked areas NCC believes to be West Northumberland. What about Prudhoe, stocksfield, Mickley and Broomley which is affected due to closing whitinstall. If there is so much money available, build the dream, a proper 6th form college which can cater for all, not just the 40% of academics that QEHS wants. Where do the rest go?????

No

Plan B is by far the worst, and to the onlooker looks like the model that suits QEHS the best i.e. SHUT EVERYTHING AND LET US RULE THE COUNTY!!! Why NCC is bending over so much for QEHS which it has NO control over is baffling. If this level of nepotism was in any other business field it would be called to order and investigated. If model B does turn out to be NCC preferred choice, I will be at the front leading the charge to hold those in power to account. If this this became a reality i honestly don't know if Northumberland would survive. Rural villages would be decimated as families would have to move to to be closer to the schools. Rural economy would suffer and the long term effects would be disastrous. The only reason I can see for this model to go ahead is if there is some behind the scenes skullduggery afoot and NCC wish the conservatives to loose there seat at the next election.

There are no redeeming features of model B to be saved. Don't even think about found it.

No

On the face of it model C looks "OK". There are still to many closures but there is no substance to the plan at all. It relies on Allen valley schools including Haltwistle upper and lower, shafto, Alendale, greenhaugh and green head etc. Many are academies and how NCC believe they can negotiate a deal would seem very naive at best. Think about what best serves the children, not what seems best when looking on a map. We are talking about people's lives!!!!

Keeping Haydon bridge is a good start. But, make a middle and high on one site. Also make the high a proper 6th form college with addition vocational courses that can be taught here in Northumberland. QEHS has made it clear that it only wants the academic 40% which leaves a lot of 16 year olds needing somewhere to study. Let's keep them here with a state of the art college which will be a beacon to other schools and show that there options other than QEHS.

The fact that NCC's timing of this consultation has been done without the crucial piece of information -IS QEHS GOING 2 TIER - is quite frankly shocking. How anyone can take NCC seriously when at meetings they say "we are moving forward with these proposals and will have to deal with outcome of QEHS consultation when it's announced" sounds like incompetence . Surely we should wait for their outcome, and if the community disagree, we can consult on building a new "Northumberland high school" in hexham and focus it as a community high school with vocational courses, adult education and be more encompassing school and let QEHS have the 40% of academics. While I understand that the small rural schools may be costly to upkeep, the slashing of up to 16 schools is like a sledge hammer to a walnut. That's why I like the Corbridge Middle school proposal. While not perfect, it at least shows a pooling of  resources and skills to integrate more and proving a system which isn't broke, doesn't need fixing, just needs tweaking to bring it safely into the 21st century. There is a saying I before E accept after C. Infrastructure before Expansion and closures... NCC seems to be trying to expand some schools, close others and have no clue on what infrastructure is needed to succeed. Please STOP, RETHINK AND START AGAIN. If NCC is truly listening, we need to 're-boot this whole debate to include all of West Northumberland. That includes Prudhoe,stocksfield,broomley etc and really talk about what people want for the next 30 - 40 years. Not this half baked plan based solely QEHS which, don't forget,NCC has no control over. What happens when QEHS goes into special measures??? Where are the alternatives??? Please just rethink and look again at what the community is asking you they want, not what NCC think think they should have, and definitely not what QEHS appears to be demanding.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

No

No

These are my overall comments for the whole consultation:  I cannot claim to have the depth of understanding to analyse the information provided (or lack of) in order to provide alternative models. I am trusting that those who can will do that, Although it seems that there has been a lack of evidence forthcoming to make any serious informed comment/decisions. More information and more time is required to ensure that any changes are well thought out and are in the best interest of our children. This should not be a rushed roll out that will effect our children for decades to come.   However, what I do understand is that the current system delivers strong educational outcomes for our children, provides a nurturing environment and that rural schools provide a vital role in their communities and for the children/families who live there. Other considerations are the lack of choice and the increased travel for young children this would mean. The list goes on. Therefore I fully support the three tier system in West Northumberland and am against the closure of the proposed schools.   I am not opposed to change if it is in the best interest of our children but I strongly object to our education system in West Northumberland potentially being held to ransom by HLT and their proposal to move to a two tier system and the impact this could have on the schools in our communities. This should not be allowed to happen if this is not the will of parents, teachers, Governors and the wider community.   As a parent of a child at Selefirst, however, I do have this to add; I hope it does not come to this but in the event that the outcome of the consultations results in the merging of HMS and QEHS, I would the support the following:  A) A one-off capital investment to build the necessary additional classrooms to accommodate Y5 and Y6. B) Maintaining the current 3-form entry, allowing 84 children in each year group, in order to maintain the excellent educational outcomes it achieves for our children which  would be undermined with a 2-form entry.  SeleFirst is amazing as it is but we would want the best for our children if two tier became a reality. This option would work to maintain the school's excellent standards. However, the space and specialised areas for music and art for example would not compare to that of a middle school.  Finally, as a parent, I am sure I am not alone in being COMPLETELY overwhelmed at having TWO separate consultations to digest and consider at the same time. I sincerely hope that all responses, emotional and otherwise are "listened" to. After all, it the future of OUR children at stake. 

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

sele primary school

hexham

No

needs to be considered alongside HLT proposal. would not work if hadrain learning trust moved to age 11-18 and no change to sele first as there would be insufficient capacity for year 5/6 at sele.

sele first moves to a primary school but keeping its current PAN 84, adds year 5 and 6. would require additional funding to build new classrooms for year 5 and 6. to maintain quality of current schooling and transition.  have concerns about HLT taking on all pupils from haydon bridge closing. need to ensure if it happens that year 7 can accommodate additional numbers without compromising quality of hexham middle school.

No

sele first moving to a primary school with reduced PAN to 60 would not work for pupils already within the system. additional room for yr 5 and 6 would be required when in practicality it would not have reduction to 60 per year for many years. would end up requiring temporary additional accommodation and temp teaching staff, compromising quality of an excellent school and disrupting schooling. would not meet the needs of the community if numbers per year reduced and likely the school would end up taking on more numbers but then unable to accommodate them. Some concerns about taking all haydon bridge school pupils due to increase in numbers.

maintain PAN 84 at sele first but become a primary school accommodating year 5 and 6. WOULD REQUIRE ADDITIONAL FUNDING/CAPIATL INVESTMENT IN ORDER TO RENOVATE AND BUILD NEW CLASSROOMS FOR YR 5 AND 6.

No

no change to SELE would mean that if HLT moved to age 11-18 there would not be sufficient capacity for yr 5/6. needs to be considered alongside HLT proposal to move to 2 tier.

as previous increase sele first capacity to become primary with additional funding to maintain PAN 84 but also yr 5 and 6.

if HLT move to merge hexham middle and QE 11-18 then we need sele to become a primary school. reducing PAN to 60 would not be sustainable for the school to maintain current excellent standards so would need additional capital investment to build additional classrooms to accommodate yr 5 and 6 and maintain current PAN of 84 , having 3 forms/teachers per year has been shown to be highly effective.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

No

There is no evidence that a bigger, three tier system would be better for students as a whole.  This decision seems purely financial and the impact of the children's social, emotional and educational needs seem to be completely overlooked.  Bigger is not always better and Corbridge Middle School is an excellent school and nurtures and educations all its pupils in these areas.  How will the students benefit from these changes?  Corbridge Middle School is one of the best in the area and not just based on academic results.    If changes need to be made, make them with the school heads involved in the initial process: they know their pupils, their needs and the education system NOT as an afterthought to meet consultation protocol with proposals already made.     

No

There is no evidence that a bigger, three tier system would be better for students as a whole.  This decision seems purely financial and the impact of the children's social, emotional and educational needs seem to be completely overlooked.  Bigger is not always better and Corbridge Middle School is an excellent school and nurtures and educations all its pupils in these areas.  How will the students benefit from these changes?  Corbridge Middle School is one of the best in the area and not just based on academic results.    If changes need to be made, make them with the school heads involved in the initial process: they know their pupils, their needs and the education system NOT as an afterthought to meet consultation protocol with proposals already made.

No

There is no evidence that a bigger, three tier system would be better for students as a whole.  This decision seems purely financial and the impact of the children's social, emotional and educational needs seem to be completely overlooked.  Bigger is not always better and Corbridge Middle School is an excellent school and nurtures and educations all its pupils in these areas.  How will the students benefit from these changes?  Corbridge Middle School is one of the best in the area and not just based on academic results.    If changes need to be made, make them with the school heads involved in the initial process: they know their pupils, their needs and the education system NOT as an afterthought to meet consultation protocol with proposals already made.

I understand that changes may need to be made but as already stated, I believe the people running the schools i.e. Heads and key management staff are best placed to provide viable suggestions.  In almost every case of expansion, a person's individuality and uniqueness becomes lost in "standardisation" and procedures and they become little more than statistics.  I fear this is what will happen to the children affected by these proposals of merging and am concerned about the apparent lack of consideration and recognition of the children as individuals who will be impacted by these proposals over the urgency to find a financial solution. 

Pupil/Student

Other

Broomley first

Stocksfield

No

The school that you are trying to make will be far to big and some people might get lost and middle school is fun and not too crowded.

No

I don’t want to see fine schools being closed down just for a better school.

No

I think that small rural schools are good and safe.

Parent/carer

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Other

Broomley

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Allendale Primary School

Allendale

Yes

No

No

The building of a new Hexham school would overshadow Haydon Bridge Haydod bridge would have the same old problems, underfunded and low pupil numbers. Not taking the decision to close Haydon Bridge now will only delay the inevitable decision.  Tyne valley deserves a high quality high school in hexham for the further education of children from the Tyne and Allen valley.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

Whittonstall is financially viable in current state

No

Whittonstall is financially viable in current state

No

Whittonstall is financially viable in current state

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Stocksfield

No

Where are these children going to go to school? Overfilled schools again? Spoiling communities and punished for living in rural communities.

No

No

Pupil/Student

Other

Broomley first school

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Other

Broomley first school

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

Hayden Bridge deserve a good school! We need to maintain choice for our young people’s education!

No

Too big a geographical catchment area for a ‘super school’. Removes any sort of choice for parents and pupils. The travel times for many pupils from farming communities would be unacceptable and have a negative impact on their education.  So short sighted! In addition to that, the closure of so many rural schools would have a catastrophic impact on local communities and economies. Hasn’t ANY research/analysis been undertaken to look into this??

Tear it up along with the national funding formula.

No

I agree in principle with Haydon Bridge having their own good quality school, this will become attractive to good quality teachers and will provide choice for parents and pupils in the West of Northumberland. However I do not agree with the closure of the rural First Schools.  The closure/ merging of so many rural first schools will have a detrimental effect on rural communities and most likely have a significant negative impact on local economies/housing markets etc in the future. Has research/analysis even been done into this??

Model C proposal as it stands but without the closure of the rural schools!

Parent/carer

No

No

No

Acomb school provides excellent education and support for our children. All of that staff are caring, and experienced. They nave had a recent Ofsted which was Good, May I also add that whilst the school required improvement every parent supported the school and they did not loose any pupils. This shows that the community and parents are behind the school 100%. Please do NOT closeout school

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

The rural schools are growing and financially viable with current and predicted funding.  Three tier schooling gets better results and specialist teaching earlier. Huge super schools are not easy to teach in or learn in and Academies are failing left right and centre due to poor management of finances.

No

The rural schools are growing and financially viable with current and predicted funding.  Three tier schooling gets better results and specialist teaching earlier. Huge super schools are not easy to teach in or learn in and Academies are failing left right and centre due to poor management of finances...

No

The rural schools are growing and financially viable with current and predicted funding.  Three tier schooling gets better results and specialist teaching earlier. Huge super schools are not easy to teach in or learn in and Academies are failing left right and centre due to poor management of finances.

Leave it as it is!!! The rural schools are growing and financially viable with current and predicted funding.  Three tier schooling gets better results and specialist teaching earlier. Huge super schools are not easy to teach in or learn in and Academies are failing left right and centre due to poor management of finances.

Pupil/Student

Otterburn First School

Don't know

Yes

Children responded to the question:  Would you rather go to middle school or stay at Otterburn in Year 5 and 6?  Yes = 17 No = 0 Not sure = 1  These results are from Year 2, 3, and current Year 4.  Current Year 4 asked if they could return to Otterburn for Year 6!  Reasons given for this included:  Bigger schools are scary It will be less travelling If we are a primary we can make more friends our age It is more important to happy and more friends make you happy Wouldn't get bullied here where as at a bigger school with older children you might Might get lost in a bigger school  

Don't know

Acomb

No

Haydon Bridge High School should remain open as there is no reason it could not be a thriving school again with the right investment of resources and optimism. Confidence has been lost in the school because of the Bright Tribe fiasco but the current head has put forward a viable plan for its future, with taylor-made courses to put the school back at the heart of the Haydon Bridge community.  I am adamantly opposed to the closing of Tynedale's small rural schools. In particular, the school I know, Acomb school, should not close. Schools should also not be pitted against one another. Both Acomb and Beaufront are excellent schools, serving their respective communities well.  Acomb school has just been inspected and was rated as Good, with a very positive report overall. Among its many assets it can boast a Breakfast Club, an After School Club, the very much prized partnership with the Little Oaks Nursery and Forest School. In other words, there is continuous educational provision for the Acomb community from 2 to 9 years, of the highest standard. 76% of the pupils come from Acomb's catchment area. Once the forty new houses are built and occupied on Garden House bank, there will inevitably be many more pupils coming into the school. The school is at the heart of the village and should remain so.

No

I disagree with the merging of Haydon Bridge High School and Queen Elizabeth High School, partly because HBHS should not close because of the effects on the community of Haydon Bridge and also because a good school can still thrive there if properly supported. Also a huge,merged school is in my opinion far too large and unwieldy to be a healthy environment for young people and their learning.  I also disagree with the closure of Tynedale's small rural schools. This is a destructive proposal. Please see previous comments about Acomb school.

No

Of all the options, this is the least bad. However, I still disagree with the proposal to merge/close any schools. Please see previous comments.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Humshaugh

No

West Northumberland’s outstanding rural schools should remain open to provide parents the choice.... I do not want a large oversized in Hexham for my children, they need nurturing, in smaller schools with limited travel time.

No

West Northumberland’s outstanding rural schools should remain open to provide parents the choice.... I do not want a large oversized in Hexham for my children, they need nurturing, in smaller schools with limited travel time.

No

West Northumberland’s outstanding rural schools should remain open to provide parents the choice.... I do not want a large oversized in Hexham for my children, they need nurturing, in smaller schools with limited travel time.

Government funding should be put into development of existing schools including Haydon Bridge and QEHS, again to the free parents the choice- a super sized school in Hexham in a county the size of Northumberland is not was is needed or wanted. The outstanding schools are exactly that because if their size and dedication professionals who run them- it dies not need to be broken.

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

Corbridge

No

As a student going into sixth form this year, all of the options make me want to move away from QE and go to another sixth form as class sizes will be massively increased and education would be shambles. QE has an amazing education so why would you risk that to look better? Yes QE needs some work on the buildings but the teaching is above expectations. 

No

Stated before.

No

Stated before.

Make Haydon work, By actually paying attention to the school you will see the wrongs and rights. Change staff or ways, Many I have spoken to hate the two tier system and find it stressful going in with older children at the age of 9. It's increasing mental illness yet causing children to not enjoy school. 

No

I support the three tier system. I moved to the area to join a middle school having previously been educated in a two tier system. I strongly believe that we should have a choice of high school for our children thus HBHS should remain open and offer alternatives to QE Academy.   I oppose the closure of our small rural schools they are crucial to their communities. Any changes should not be at their expense.

No

As given in model A.

No

I do not agree with this model as there is already a primary school serving the Haydon Bridge area. Again this model is at the expense of the smaller rural schools.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Barrasford

No

Although this model supports the continued use of Middle Schools which I do agree with, I believe that the closure of our local first school will have a devastating effect upon the village of Barrasford. As a person who moved into the village 22 years ago so that my children could be educated locally, I recognise the importance of the First Schools in the immediate area. Certainly My wife and I would not have chosen to live here if there had not been a village school. Barrasford and villages like it are at risk of becoming retirement villages with no amenities which will encourage the maintenance of a diverse community. 

I agree that the Middle Schools should be maintained but I think we should resist the government's new funding formula and look to maintain local schools in local villages.

No

I understand the arguments that some make about the conversion to the two tier system. It is however, inaccurate to make this argument on educational grounds. Our current system has produced excellent results for most students in the Hexham and Haydon Bridge area for many years. The problems at Haydon Bridge in recent years are in part due to the devastating decision to split the intake to the school, caused in part by the mismanagement of the then, Allendale Middle School. To suggest that we should throw Hexham's education system up into the air and see how it lands, does not seem like a very prudent approach to managing the future. In Hexham we have a system that certainly needs significant investment in accommodation infrastructure but it is not structurally flawed, it is just cash starved.

No

Of the three options this seems at first glance to be the 'least worst' option. The maintenance of a viable High School in Haydon Bridge seems a preferable option. The concentration of sixth form provision in Hexham also makes sense. Haydon Bridge would still however have the problem of mixed entry at 4 and 11 but at least not the mixed entry of 9 and 11 that it currently has.  My reservations about this proposal however are the same as with the others in that local first schools will still be closed.  This is unacceptable as it underpins all of the options proposed.

This option with the maintenance of the current first schools would be a good option.

As said previously I think that a better proposal would be the maintaining of our currently 'Outstanding' or 'Good' first schools feeding into restructured Middle and High Schools. This strikes me as the best way to maintain and potentially improve the current provision.  This would of course not be a cheap option in the long run but we need to stand up and be counted here. For too long we have insisted on improved standards in education without being willing to pay the cost of that improvement. We now have to get real and vote for politicians locally who are willing to invest in our children's, grandchildren's and our communities futures. 

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

It would result in the closure of local schools throughout the County. At these schools each child is taught in their local community.  Particular to this response it would result in the closure/merger of either Acomb First or/with Beaufront.  This is not accepted as a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in our local community of Acomb.   Our school is an important and vital part of the Community.    In Acomb Little Oaks, a huge asset to the School (an outstanding nursery) feeds into the First School.     This is the BEST start to a child's education.  They feel nurtured and safe and known from Nursery through to School. The transition is seamless.    They are taught in smaller class numbers. They have a close relationship with all their teachers.  They can walk to school.    The merger of Acomb with Beaufront is not accepted as viable.  Beaufront is over 2 miles from the village of Acomb.  76% of pupils who attend Acomb are within catchment and they can walk to school.  Attending Beaufront from Acomb would require provision of transport with a cost but more importantly involve serious safe-guarding implications for Reception children age 4 upwards.    

No

It would result in the closure of local schools throughout the County. At these schools each child is taught in their local community.  Particular to this response it would result in the closure/merger of either Acomb First or/with Beaufront.  This is not accepted as a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in our local community of Acomb.   Our school is an important and vital part of the Community.    In Acomb Little Oaks, a huge asset to the School (an outstanding nursery) feeds into the First School.     This is the BEST start to a child's education.  They feel nurtured and safe and known from Nursery through to School. The transition is seamless.    They are taught in smaller class numbers. They have a close relationship with all their teachers.  They can walk to school.    The merger of Acomb with Beaufront is not accepted as viable.  Beaufront is over 2 miles from the village of Acomb.  76% of pupils who attend Acomb are within catchment and they can walk to school.  Attending Beaufront from Acomb would require provision of transport with a cost but more importantly involve serious safe-guarding implications for Reception children age 4 upwards.    

No

It would result in the closure of local schools throughout the County. At these schools each child is taught in their local community.  Particular to this response it would result in the closure/merger of either Acomb First or/with Beaufront.  This is not accepted as a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in our local community of Acomb.   Our school is an important and vital part of the Community.    In Acomb Little Oaks, a huge asset to the School (an outstanding nursery) feeds into the First School.     This is the BEST start to a child's education.  They feel nurtured and safe and known from Nursery through to School. The transition is seamless.    They are taught in smaller class numbers. They have a close relationship with all their teachers.  They can walk to school.    The merger of Acomb with Beaufront is not accepted as viable.  Beaufront is over 2 miles from the village of Acomb.  76% of pupils who attend Acomb are within catchment and they can walk to school.  Attending Beaufront from Acomb would require provision of transport with a cost but more importantly involve serious safe-guarding implications for Reception children age 4 upwards.   

Staff Member

Queen Elizabeth High School

Corbridge

Don't know

The 3 tier school system offers flexibility to offer small scale and appropriate education to outlying communities, but it does not fit the National structures and key stage divisions.  In an era of high stakes testing and exams, students experience different teaching and learning in middle schools and this means that year 9 and key stage 4 are under pressure to deliver outcomes at High schools.  This consultation offers full system change in Option B - this is my preferred option, but it is not clear that the required investment, leadership and stakeholder support is in place to make it work.  A rejuvenated Haydon Bridge High School is still the preferred option for that catchment, however the education of young people in that area must be the priority so if such a plan does not emerge then merger with QEHS must happen to deliver long term good educational outcomes for all.  A QEHS rebuild is highly desirable but the new merged school in this proposal would still need extensive work to achieve a smooth merger with Haydon Bridge.  If this challenge were offered to Hadrian Learning Trust, some change to the governance to make it fit for purpose to manage that change is essential, this is no criticism of the existing management.  Another option is to create a new organisation capable of meeting the challenge which also addressed issues of the nature of the curriculum, particularly in relation to 6th form and vocational curriculum.  The new combined school would need to show that it had appropriate plans for the merger and that staff and school governors/trustees were in a position to manage that transformation, this requires substantial investment in PEOPLE - especially teachers and pastoral support staff to ensure that the merger meets the needs of all students in a different school.  The small school rationalisation plan suggested by all options has not been justified, more flexible thinking is required to maintain provision for remoter areas in both catchments.  The financial benefit case has not been made in sufficient detail.  The economic and social cost and benefit analysis has not been made.  Therefore it is only possible to answer 'Don't Know' to this option.

Don't know

Primary-Secondary school system is the best fit to national structures, funding and key stage divisions.  It would benefit schools and pupils who live in the larger communities.  It would be a highly expensive change and must not be attempted without comprehensive investment plans and a transformation and transition plan that reduces the fear and disruption that this major change will bring.  A QEHS rebuild is highly desirable but the new merged school and move to a Primary and Secondary system would imply that a 'super school' would be created with 2200 pupils.  This is an exceptional challenge, not obviously in keeping with the identity of the region.  Such a school would require exceptional leadership and exceptional accountability to local stakeholders.  If this challenge were offered to Hadrian Learning Trust, dramatic change to the governance to make it fit for purpose to manage that change is essential, this is no criticism of the existing management and governance, only that this outcome has a high degree of risk and requires a wider skill set to achieve.  Another option is to create a new organisation capable of meeting the challenge which also addressed issues of the nature of the curriculum, particularly in relation to 6th form and vocational curriculum.  The new combined school would need to show that it had appropriate plans for the merger and that staff and school governors/trustees were in a position to manage that transformation, this requires substantial investment in PEOPLE - especially teachers and pastoral support staff to ensure that the merger meets the needs of all students in a dramatically different school.  The small school rationalisation plan suggested by all options has not been justified, more flexible thinking is required to maintain provision for remoter areas in both catchments.  The financial benefit case has not been made in sufficient detail.  The economic and social cost and benefit analysis has not been made.  Therefore it is only possible to answer 'Don't Know' to this option.

Changes to governance to deliver vast school. Investment in teachers and support staff. Proper cost/benefit analysis of changes to primary school especially for pupils in year 5,6 in remoter new primary schools.  

Don't know

I believe that a coherent, well funded and well led leadership team with substantial investment backed by the council might succeed in creating a new all through school as suggested for Haydon Bridge. I believe that the 9 - 18 school proposed for Hexham is possible but it creates a multiple entry school which is not ideal.  A QEHS rebuild is highly desirable and the school would be of a manageable size and could use its new build to make substantial progress.  The new combined school (QEHS and HMS) would need to show that it had appropriate plans for the merger and staff and school governors/trustees were in a position to manage that transformation.  The small school rationalisation plan suggested by all options has not been justified, more flexible thinking is required to maintain provision for remoter areas in both catchments.  The financial benefit case has not been made in sufficient detail.  The economic and social cost and benefit analysis has not been made.  Therefore it is only possible to answer 'Don't Know' to this option.

At the time of writing supporters of the Primary Secondary model have not sufficiently convinced a wide enough constituency, especially the stakeholders of smaller schools that a move to 2 tier and amalgamation of QEHS with Haydon Bridge is in the interests of all.  If this remains the case, then the Council should try to ensure that Hadrian Learning Trust do not continue with a unilateral move to a primary secondary model with the schools that it controls.  This would create the worst of all worlds.  The Council, in these circumstances must examine the possibility of creating an age 9-18 school with a new build for Hexham appropriate to this age range.  This would not be the best option, but it would fufill the main objectives, I believe that it is an idea that would have political support and would minimise disruption in the wider catchment.  I believe that there are also other potential models that would allow the valley floor to be 2 tier and benefit from all that change could be and that rural areas could operate a flexible 'needs based' solution with different school shapes to fit the demands of the most rural areas.  I believe that some ideas for this have been proposed but largely dismissed, I would like to see them shared and explanations why a unique solution for the area cannot be achieved. The only way such creative, flexible, and to my mind desirable outcomes, could be achieved, is by some sort of soft or hard federation for both catchments. This could create a structure or context that decisions could be made centrally and collectively and so that governance across the catchment could be streamlined and refocussed on improvements for all, in all locations and at every key stage.  A super MAT would best reflect this idea, however schools in the wider partnership are not currently incentivised to consider this.  Any flexible solution would require all schools to pool some of their 'sovereignty', this will require them to behave beyond the narrowest interpretations of their interests. I passionately believe that vision and subtle leadership are required to convince stakeholders of the need for change, to collaborate to create a 'whole catchment' (or catchments) solution that will win wider support, and articulate a compelling vision for teaching and learning, fit to lead a transformational step change in the area's education.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

HEXHAM

No

I support changing QEHS to a secondary school. I have no opinion about the closure or otherwise of HBHS.

Don't know

I support changing QEHS to a secondary school. I do not think this requires the closure of HBHS, although there may be other reasons to close HBHS, I have no particular opinion on this. I also do not think this model requires the closure of so many first and middle schools.  Many schools in Hexham partnership are delivering high quality education and are not financially unstable. I think the change to two tier should involve the least disruption that is necessary. Clearly there would need to be review of middle and first school provision, but this should be used to strengthen as many existing schools as possible and not disrupt schools which are working well.  

Please see above. Do not destroy or disrupt schools that are working well. Do not close schools simply because they are small.  Use the change to strengthen rather than weaken provision in years 1-6.  Closing rural schools has a negative impact on their communities. Also consider the journey to school and the need to promote safe and healthy active transport options (walking and cycling). I think it is imperative that our schools are put on a sound financial footing for the future, but I do not think that merging or closing small schools is of itself going to achieve this. Organisation change is itself costly and disruptive.

Don't know

Please see previous responses. This option does not achieve the two tier education that HLT believes is in the best interests of its students. I have no opinion about the viability or otherwise of HBHS.

I think we should move to two tier provision in Hexham area. I do not think this requires radical reorganisation or closure of large numbers of functioning first and middle schools. Clearly some schools will have to change their age range, and some may need to merge or close, but this should be done with the view of strengthening schools and not on the basis of an arbitrary threshold number of pupils.   I do not want to comment on provision in the Haydon Bridge partnership. However, if the school closes, then clearly the students will need to be accommodated at QEHS. I do think that post 16 provision for Tynedale needs careful consideration. At present, there is limited provision for students who do not meet the academic criteria for sixth form education. The entry criteria are high at QEHS. I feel there should be strengthened post 16 vocational provision for the young people of west tynedale.  Regarding capital development. QEHS clearly requires improvement and development of the buildings and also buildings which are practical and economic to maintain. If a new build school is considered, then careful thought should go into an appropriate site in terms of travel to school. As many students as possible should be able to walk or cycle to school. 

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

• Any outcome must fit with the Hadrian Learning Trust. • A ‘mixed economy’ system (Model A) will not work.   o Children entering QEHS from Hexham Partnership schools would do so aged 11.   o Children from other middle schools could do so aged 11, or aged 13 – but only if places are available.   o Most parents would move their children aged 11 to ensure admission.   o The middle schools would lose most of their Y7 and Y8 pupils and would wither away. 

No

I do not support the County Council’s proposals to close 8 rural first schools.  I believe that these schools deserve recognition and additional support for the part they play in maintaining very remote communities. The Consultation Document only considers the capacity and current schools rolls of the affected schools.  Many of the affected schools rightly highlight their essential role in the communities they serve.   • Many of these communities are unlikely to remain viable without their schools, as families with children choose not to live there. • Many of the new homes being built in these communities were granted planning permission on the basis that there was a school.  Without that school, the planning assumptions are invalid and the homes will be inappropriate. These schools deserve extra recognition for their community role. I am particularly concerned by County Council’s statement : The Government funding does have a sparcity factor (sic) but this does not effect (sic) the vast majority of schools in the west because of their close proximity to each other. The Government is clear it does not want to subsidise over capacity in schools. This appears to me to be incorrect.  The Government’s own guidance  states that primary schools are eligible for additional sparsity funding if they have an average number of pupils per year group of 21.4 or less and a minimum average distance to the second nearest compatible school of 2 miles.  According to the County Council own figures , these criteria apply to all of the First Schools under consideration except Beaufront/Acomb and those within Hexham itself.  In addition, the Government allows local authorities to apply for exceptional funding for very small, sparse, secondary schools ‘which would otherwise be unable to attract sufficient funding to remain viable.’   I believe that there is a case to be made for such exceptional funding to made available for small, sparse, first and/or primary schools.

My Preferred Solution. • Two-tier education throughout West Northumberland. • Secondary education within a new-build Queen Elizabeth High School in Hexham. o Provide boarding accommodation in Hexham. • Primary education. o Amalgamate St Mary’s RC First School and St Joseph’s RC Middle Schools as an RC primary school, possibly located at the current St Joseph’s site. o Amalgamate Acomb and Beaufront First Schools, possibly located at Acomb First School site. o Amalgamate Haltwhistle Upper and Lower Schools to create Haltwhistle Primary School. o Retain other existing rural first schools as primary schools. 

No

 Provide additional funding to reflect their remote nature.   Use the sites as community hubs, providing early years, after school and community facilities. • Transport. o Provide guaranteed school transport for all children within the catchment area. o Ages 4 – 18. • Closures. o Haydon Bridge High School. o Bellingham Middle School. o Corbridge Middle School. o Hexham Middle School – site could be used by Sele and/or Hexham Primary School. 

I question the ability of Haydon Bridge High School to recover from its current situation with a very low school roll.  Unless it can do so rapidly, it is difficult to see how it can remain financially viable.   I do not support the County Council’s proposals to close 8 rural first schools.  I believe that these schools deserve recognition and additional support for the part they play in maintaining very remote communities. If the rural middle schools close, Haydon Bridge High School offers little benefit over Queen Elizabeth High School for those travelling from outlying areas.  I would prefer to sacrifice Haydon Bridge and use the money saved to provide better facilities at QEHS, to save more rural primaries, and to ensure adequate provision of transport and boarding accommodation.

 Attempt to redeploy staff instead of redundancy.   Investigate options for future use of school sites.   Site ownership.   Covenants. 

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

The rural schools are growing and financially viable with current and predicted funding.  Three tier schooling gets better results and specialist teaching earlier. Huge super schools are not easy to teach in, learn in, and Academies are frequently failing due to poor management of finances

No

The rural schools are growing and financially viable with current and predicted funding.  Three tier schooling gets better results and specialist teaching earlier. Huge super schools are not easy to teach in, learn in, and Academies are frequently failing due to poor management of finances

No

The rural schools are growing and financially viable with current and predicted funding.  Three tier schooling gets better results and specialist teaching earlier. Huge super schools are not easy to teach in, learn in, and Academies are frequently failing due to poor management of finances

The rural schools are growing and financially viable with current and predicted funding.  Three tier schooling gets better results and specialist teaching earlier. Huge super schools are not easy to teach in, learn in, and Academies are frequently failing due to poor management of finances

No

I object to the closure of any of the rural schools as set out in the models A, B and C. I benefited myself from an education in a small rural school. These schools are an important part of their community offering services beyond that of education. To close these schools will have a damaging effect on their villages and wider communities.

No

As above.

No

As above.

Staff Member

Haydon Bridge High School

Northumberland No

Please see attached alternative proposal

No

No

As a school we have submitted an alternative proposal which was emailed to NCC on 6th April . We believe this alternative proposal is worthy of serious consideration.

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

Yes

Riding Mill

No

Haydon Bridge High School is crucial to its local community.

Has no one proof-read the above sentence?

No

Closure of so many First Schools would be detrimental to those communities and the education of their children for many years.

Has no one proof-read the above sentence?

No

Insufficient financial information to make a considered judgement.

Has no one proof-read the above sentence?

See Corbridge Middle School proposal

Staff Member

Whittonstall First School

No

This is not an acceptable proposal as it involves the closure of many successful and viable schools. Whittonstall first is financially viable and we are close to capacity. Closing whittonstall would not address problem of surplus places in other Northumberland schools. Whittonstall is federated with Broomley first school. We share costs, staff and resources which support out federation financial viability. Closure of whittonstall would be detrimental to not only whittonstall but also Broomley. There is insufficient capacity to accommodate our pupils at broomhaugh first school. 

No

This model also outlines the closure of many schools including Whittonstall First School. As well as the reasons already cited in my previous answer there are further implications arising from closure of so many schools including Whittonstall. The closure of Whittonstall First would have a severe detrimental impact on the cohesion of the local community to which it contributes so much Including the significant loss of jobs in the area. We are currently in process of forming MAT. The distances pupils will be forced to travel from their homes to school is of great concern. No provision has been made for pre school education in the proposals. We have good and excellent ofsted ratings in our federation and an excellent reputation. Our ks1 SATs results are in the top 5 % nationally.

No

Apart from reasons already mentioned in previous answers- There is no clear vision for education in the west Northumberland area presented in the document. There is no clear and logical analysis of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver. There is no detailed finances provided to assess viability of any proposed model. Whittonstall first school has an established in flow of pupils from County Durham, we are situation on Northumberland/County Durham border. We are a school of choice and should be proud of this. Around 256 pupils in Hexham partnership are classed as out of catchment, representing an income stream of close to £1 million in terms of AWPU. The consultation document has indicated that it does not need to provide an education for 'out of catchment' pupils. The lost revenue has not been highlighted should it choose not to provide places for these pupils. 

The growth of our own federation could be explored or other federations formed. Our model could be expanded for interested schools and it's good practice/successes shared. We could be allowed to continue on our journey to form MAT- Tynedale Community Learning Trust. Further exploration and development of the current models being proposed around Collaborative Hubs.   Under a change to a two tier system first schools should be given the option to become primaries. Both Whittonstall and Broomley first schools have the space to build or develop existing space. There could be a creation of a primary hub at Broomley for parents that require two tier system and need to feed into QEHS. AFederation Primary would be substantial in size given the current numbers attending both schools.

Parent/carer

Slaley First School

St Joseph's, QEHS

Slaley

Yes

The current three tier education system is highly efficient and provides, in the majority, a good standard of education.  The smaller primary school to a larger middle school and then a large secondary school provides adequate steps in size for children to cope with.  A two tier system would lead to a huge jump from first to secondary especially when coming from a smaller rural primary school.  I do, however, agree that some of the rural primary schools are now too small and some amalgamation is required.  The concept of a school within a school has been muted.  I think this concept is fundamentally flawed, the school will still be huge, and in my opinion not in the best interest for a child's development.  Model A would maximise the use of current resources, there would be no need to extend facilities at the primary schools, and a much needed new high school would be developed.

The level of information provided by QEHS is not sufficient (and it appears unwilling to provide further information).  I would like to understand fully the self help remedies that could be adopted to reduce the deficit, in particular, the number of A-level students that are not allowed to study at QEHS due to them not attaining sufficient points (a system that I strongly disagree with when the school is a community school that should be open to all).  QEHS should be encouraged to disclose all information fully, if not, consideration should be given to taking QEHS back under Council control to allow all decisions to be made in a controlled manner.  At present QEHS is hiding behind its academy status and using it as a means to force through change that may not be in the wider interest.  QEHS should be reminded that in the corporate world insolvent companies do not dictate terms and it should work more closely and in a collaborative manner with the Council.    Also the consultation is for West Northumberland but no reference is made to Prudhoe or Haltwhistle.  These towns should also be considered as part of the consultation. 

No

The step from primary to high is too big for pupils from small rural schools.  The detail provided also is insufficient to make an informed decision: no detail on the proposed location of the school and the timescales are unrealistic (unless the site has already been sourced and not disclosed, which would not be satisfactory).  Further detail is also required in relation to the cost of providing the additional education at the primary schools to ensure that standards do not deteriorate.  This is particularly relevant in science, DT, and computing.  Again the level of detail provided in not adequate.

Not viable due to not being in the best interests of the children and the proposed timescales.

Don't know

This may be a possible answer but again significant more detail is required.  The concept of a school within a school remains a major concern.  There is also a concern that this model would be used as a stepping stone to a two tier system.  Reassurances would be required that this was not the case.

The six form was open to all, which provide significant additional funding.

Leave everything as is but QEHS opens the six form to all.  Based on very limited information this may be sufficient to resolve the deficit.  A new school is however required as the facilities are dated and not fit for purpose (but I am aware that the current management is not maintaining the school as it should to try to force through change).  The position with Haydon Bridge is, however, more complex and further information in relation to other options is required.  The information provided by QEHS is not fit for purpose as it is not purely factual and transparent.  In order to consider any option QEHS must provide disclosure.  At the consultations, QEHS did not adopt a helpful approach but decided to hide behind the academy status.  This is not in anyone's interest and QEHS should be reminded that the key consideration is the education of the pupils not a political statement.

Governor

West Woodburn First School

No

This option does not secure the future of the schools threatened with closure including West Woodburn first School. The consultation process was poorly planned and should be abandoned.

No

This option does not secure the future of the schools threatened with closure including West Woodburn first School. The consultation process was poorly planned and should be abandoned.

No

This option does not secure the future of the schools threatened with closure including West Woodburn first School. The consultation process was poorly planned and should be abandoned.

 Introduction and context The following comments reflect the thoughts and concerns of the governing body of West Woodburn First School (WWFS) and are a response to the  ongoing consultation on education in the West of Northumberland.  Many of the subject areas considered are also reflected in other returns to Northumberland County Council(NCC) for example the return by Corsenside Parish Council.   Drivers for the consultation  The possible closure of Haydon Bridge High School (HBHS) is one of the main drivers leading to the launch of the NCC consultation on education in the West of Northumberland. Governors of West Woodburn first School feel that closing HBHS would be a mistake and that the tabled proposal for the school to become a vocational orientated school with a specialist SEND unit should be given serious consideration as a way forward as this type of school is a missing piece of the jig-saw for the provision of an all embracing model for education in the West. The idea for the establishment of a “vocational” school is very popular with parents and educators spoken to as a result of the local consultation held by WWFS. Also parental choice should be a paramount consideration by NCC in deciding a final model.   The governors of WWFS support the proposal to consider the establishment, in the West of Northumberland of a vocational school in addition to a more traditional high school so giving parents choice for their children’s education.   There appears to be a, perhaps politically driven, push by NCC to favour the abolishment of the present three tier model for education in the West of Northumberland in favour of a two tier system. The recent consultation by Hadrian Learning Trust seems to provide some evidence that this is an option that NCC (although denied) would favourably consider.  There is good researched and documented evidence (e.g. Hansard reports) that when a two tier system replaces a well-established three tier system that educational standards fall and indeed some schools have fallen into the “special measures” category.   The governors of WWFS support a fully resourced three tier system of education for the rural areas of the West of Northumberland so ensuring the continued operation of smaller schools such as WWFS, always putting children first.  Another major concern is the size of school that children attend. The governors of WWFS, some as parents, do not feel that creating a large school, with perhaps in excess of 2000 students ,by merging two high schools is an acceptable solution.  The proposal of such an option has been put to education staff, parents and students without any evidence of benefits that such a move might bring.  The governors of WWFS do not agree with the creation of large schools without evidence that they bring improved school experience and educational outcomes for students.   The consultation process: The consultation process launched by NCC is considered to be flawed in several respects. Project management: A major consultation exercise requires experienced and professional project management. This high degree of project management has not been apparent so far. Timescale: The allocation of sufficient time to the various stages has been criticised by many. Not allowing adequate time for considered response will be seen by many as trying to rush through proposals. Dependencies: Closely linked to timing of stages is due consideration being given to other ongoing sub-projects such as the Hadrian Trust consultation on two versus three tier models. Only when the results of key sub-projects are known should the next stage be started. Two inter-dependent consultations running in parallel is a basic error of project management. Accepting that NCC have little control over the Hadrian Trusts timeline  for their consultation the decision to launch the NCC  consultation should have been postponed until the outcome was known.  Data Accuracy: The data presented to the public at an early stage was accepted by NCC as being inaccurate. NCC should have provided data that could stand scrutiny. For example verified “real” travel times for school transport instead of school to school distances. Research: As well as data, mentioned above, all figures for discussion should have been fully researched and references given for source documents. An example would be occupancy figures which need to be presented in context. Potential occupancy figures are higher for classrooms with rows of desks, say 30, but if the same space is used for IT or work stations the occupancy could fall to 20.  The governing body of WWFS have no confidence in the ongoing consultation process and would ask that NCC follow good and accepted project management procedures and abandon the consultation before more money is spent. A new, well managed consultation could be considered by NCC.  Transport The data inaccuracy related to travel distances have been referred to above and need reviewing. A parent measured the distance between Otterburn first School and WWFS and it is greater than the NCC quoted figure. The governors of WWFS have received many strong views regarding the possible school transport changes if WWFS were to be closed. The following highlight some of those concerns.  Young children, some only 4years old, would spend approximately 50 minutes on a school bus from home to school probably without “on bus” toilet facilities. This is in good weather- add 10 minutes in winter. Some of our children have ongoing medical conditions and increased travel times could be detrimental to their wellbeing. Longer travel times present issues around safeguarding and on board supervision. The ratio of supervisors to children would probably have to increase at increased cost. Also, responsibility for health and safety issues around supervision at pick up and drop off points have been raised. It is well documented that the risk of road accidents occurring increases with miles travelled. Increasing the travel time for children flies in the face of government guidance for reducing the county’s carbon footprint. Parents would also need to drive further to school to pick children up from “after school” activities and attend parent evenings. Those who cannot drive, but would have walked to a local school, have real problems in rural areas as there is little public transport. The governments and parents fight childhood obesity campaign does not promote putting children on buses for longer but wants them to walk, cycle or scoot to school to stay healthy.   The governors of WWFS want the children’s travel time to be as short and as healthy as possible as it is now. Socio –economic considerations:   A village school such WWFS does not exist as an isolated building. It is a dynamic entity made up of staff and children, volunteers, families and parents. To grow the village and increase the population around West Woodburn there have to be attractions for young families to want to move to the country. A good, local village first school is top of many parents list. The school interacts with the local community on many levels on one hand having open days and fund raising evenings to providing pleasure to many at local church services at Christmas and Harvest. Local shops and businesses depend, for some of their income, on the services provided for example fruit and vegetables for school dinners to children buying “treats” at the village shop.  The heart of a village is often seen as the school – not the pub.  To help maintain the village and surrounding communities infrastructure the governors of WWFS feel that the school should remain open and in the village.   Finance: Financial issues are and will continue to be a concern for many small schools. WWFS faces the same pressures as many small schools but being in financial deficit is a new experience for this school. The staff and governors are confident that, working with NCC, the deficit can be turned around and with the still to be implemented National Funding Formula the school can be financially sound. The staff and governors are working on a restructuring plan alongside possible partnership ventures.   The governors of WWFS will work to restore and maintain financial stability to the school.  Occupancy. The governors of WWFS feel the quoted occupancy figures are out of date and need reviewing to reflect modern building and class usage.   In summary: the Governors of West Woodburn First School would put forward the option that West Woodburn First School remains open and is fully resourced and supported by Northumberland County Council as a first school in a three tier education system for the West of Northumberland.  Note. This return form is very basic and does not allow formatting of text- very difficult to read! 

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Newton

Don't know

Insufficient information provided from which to make in informed decision.  Closure of schools across the county does not appear to be the best way to address the eluded to, but not clearly confirmed, issue of finances. The closure of schools also lessens parental choice - a clear and key point of the UK government's educational policy.  The vast majority of three-tier schools in Northumberland work well for both pupils and parents alike, act as hubs in rural locations, and provide an education standard of which others across the country would envy.  No detailed modelling has been provided by NCC regarding either finances or population; both of which are clearly instrumental in developing policy. This breeds a level of distrust in what information has been provided and the overall motives overall.    

No

No clear detailed information provided by NCC on how Model B would improve the educational outcomes for pupils, over the already good performance of our existing schools.  Moving from a three-tier to a two-tier education system would create a negative impact on the pastoral care currently received by pupils. SATS would become dangerously close to the periods where pupils move from one school to another.  The benefit of the focussed education provided by middle schools, whilst in a small nuturing environment, cannot be over-stated. Young pupils moving from small rural schools to perhaps one of the largest schools in England would be detrimental to their educational outcomes.  As the largest county in England, Northumberland already requires a large number of pupils to travel, across a range of transport options, from their rural homes. Reducing the overall number of schools will only increase: a) the number of pupils requiring transport to/from school; b) the distance, and therefore time, pupils will spend travelling; and c) the enironmental impact of additional pupil-miles.    

Model B is not a viable option.

Don't know

Insufficient detailed information provided by NCC to be able to determine the validity of Model C.  No financial or population modelling information provided; both key components of NCC's education policy.  The increased number of pupils travelling from Hayden Bridge to Hexham will increase pupil travel time and impact upon the environment.

Pupil attainment and teaching standard across the three-tier schools is good or better.  Rural schools contribute to the stability of villages and help attract families to the area. Keeping popular and rural schools will help attract investment into village locations.  It is clearly recognised that there are significant infrastructure issues with Queen Elizabeth High School in Hexham. It would be better if the monies identified were used to construct a replacement for QEHS in a manner similar to the past BSF programme and recently undertaken at Prudhoe, i.e. construct a new state-of-the-art school on existing school land (playing fields), move pupils to new school at the start of the academic year, then demolish the old building to make new playing fields complete with modern facilities, e.g. MUGA.  In summary, the existing component which requires investment is infrastructure. Target efforts and monies where it will do the most good. For those aforementioned areas: it's not broken, please don't fit it. 

Hexham

No

I do not believe that closing rural schools is an innovative solution to education in West Northumberland.  I believe that NCC should keep our valued three tier model which is appropriate to our children’s development stages. The three tier system is financially viable in the Hexham Partnership area and our children achieve outstanding outcomes. I believe that Haydon Bridge High School could be viable with an innovative approach looking at a range of subjects including a vocational offer.   I believe that we need choice in the area and closing Haydon Bridge High School would mean that QEHS is the only option. Currently 40% of the Queen Elizabeth High School’s year 11 leave or go to  other education providers. Is this their choice or are the academic requirements set so that not all pupils are able to continue at QEHS? For many young people who are more interested in vocational training there would be no option within the local area.    There is no financial outcome modelling provided (or educational outcomes provided) to prove that any of the options would lead to long term sustainability and improved educational outcomes for our children. In fact we believe quite the opposite. Financial modelling completed by schools highlight that each of the options would reduce educational income into the County of between £1.5m and £2m.  NCC would potentially provide funding for the Trust’s ‘super school’. The Trust is a Company Limited by Guarantee who can set its own guidelines and are unaccountable to NCC  From my research, when compared to Nordic countries such as Finland the OECD and unicef international benchmarks for wellbeing of which education is a major factor, place the United Kingdom below median level. Surely there is a basic flaw in our educational models.  The hierarchical school organizational models such as "Achievement Orange" whilst overcoming the obstacles of earlier paradigms namely innovation, accountability and meritocracy are mechanistic and would treat pupils like machines. Achievement Orange organizations are unable to cope with multi stakeholders. A classic example would be the 2 / 3 tier consultation for HLT where the leaders according to the Hexham Courant rigged the outcome:  http://www.hexham-courant.co.uk/news/hexham/Hexham-school-accused-of-rigging-2-tier-debate-5eaf3800-37d4-4c9c-98df-619fe8554264-ds   Surely such management is a Frankenstein of the forced academisation own making.  From a Climate change perspective the additional miles are going in the wrong direction and for young children and preschool children which are not mentioned in your plan A the additional miles are risky, unkind on some of the most vulnerable children.

No

I do not believe that closing rural schools is an innovative solution to education in West Northumberland.  I believe that NCC should keep our valued three tier model which is appropriate to our children’s development stages. The three tier system is financially viable in the Hexham Partnership area and our children achieve outstanding outcomes. I believe that Haydon Bridge High School could be viable with an innovative approach looking at a range of subjects including a vocational offer.   I believe that we need choice in the area and closing Haydon Bridge High School would mean that QEHS is the only option. Currently 40% of the Queen Elizabeth High School’s year 11 leave or go to  other education providers. Is this their choice or are the academic requirements set so that not all pupils are able to continue at QEHS? For many young people who are more interested in vocational training there would be no option within the local area.    There is no financial outcome modelling provided (or educational outcomes provided) to prove that any of the options would lead to long term sustainability and improved educational outcomes for our children. In fact we believe quite the opposite. Financial modelling completed by schools highlight that each of the options would reduce educational income into the County of between £1.5m and £2m.  NCC would potentially provide funding for the Trust’s ‘super school’. The Trust is a Company Limited by Guarantee who can set its own guidelines and are unaccountable to NCC  From my research, when compared to Nordic countries such as Finland the OECD and unicef international benchmarks for wellbeing of which education is a major factor, place the United Kingdom below median level. Surely there is a basic flaw in our educational models.  The hierarchical school organizational models such as "Achievement Orange" whilst overcoming the obstacles of earlier paradigms namely innovation, accountability and meritocracy are mechanistic and would treat pupils like machines. Achievement Orange organizations are unable to cope with multi stakeholders. A classic example would be the 2 / 3 tier consultation for HLT where the leaders according to the Hexham Courant rigged the outcome:  http://www.hexham-courant.co.uk/news/hexham/Hexham-school-accused-of-rigging-2-tier-debate-5eaf3800-37d4-4c9c-98df-619fe8554264-ds   Surely such management is a Frankenstein of the forced academisation own making.  From a Climate change perspective the additional miles are going in the wrong direction and for young children and preschool children which are not mentioned in your plan A the additional miles are risky, unkind on some of the most vulnerable children.

No

I do not believe that closing rural schools is an innovative solution to education in West Northumberland.  I believe that NCC should keep our valued three tier model which is appropriate to our children’s development stages. The three tier system is financially viable in the Hexham Partnership area and our children achieve outstanding outcomes. I believe that Haydon Bridge High School could be viable with an innovative approach looking at a range of subjects including a vocational offer.   I believe that we need choice in the area and closing Haydon Bridge High School would mean that QEHS is the only option. Currently 40% of the Queen Elizabeth High School’s year 11 leave or go to  other education providers. Is this their choice or are the academic requirements set so that not all pupils are able to continue at QEHS? For many young people who are more interested in vocational training there would be no option within the local area.    There is no financial outcome modelling provided (or educational outcomes provided) to prove that any of the options would lead to long term sustainability and improved educational outcomes for our children. In fact we believe quite the opposite. Financial modelling completed by schools highlight that each of the options would reduce educational income into the County of between £1.5m and £2m.  NCC would potentially provide funding for the Trust’s ‘super school’. The Trust is a Company Limited by Guarantee who can set its own guidelines and are unaccountable to NCC  From my research, when compared to Nordic countries such as Finland the OECD and unicef international benchmarks for wellbeing of which education is a major factor, place the United Kingdom below median level. Surely there is a basic flaw in our educational models.  The hierarchical school organizational models such as "Achievement Orange" whilst overcoming the obstacles of earlier paradigms namely innovation, accountability and meritocracy are mechanistic and would treat pupils like machines. Achievement Orange organizations are unable to cope with multi stakeholders. A classic example would be the 2 / 3 tier consultation for HLT where the leaders according to the Hexham Courant rigged the outcome:  http://www.hexham-courant.co.uk/news/hexham/Hexham-school-accused-of-rigging-2-tier-debate-5eaf3800-37d4-4c9c-98df-619fe8554264-ds   Surely such management is a Frankenstein of the forced academisation own making.  From a Climate change perspective the additional miles are going in the wrong direction and for young children and preschool children which are not mentioned in your plan A the additional miles are risky, unkind on some of the most vulnerable children.

It is not possible to provide a comprehensive suggestion in the time provided for this consultation.  The following factors should surely be contributors to any proposal:  1..The model should address why the Nordic countries continue to outperform the UK in terms of educational attainment and wellbeing. West Northumberland has more in common with Norway due to its sparse geography and genetically similar population than we have to those within the M25 corridor. Our model should reflect that.  Ref  https://www.unicef.org/media/files/ChildPovertyReport.pdf Viking Economics by George Lakey  2..There are causal links between educational attainment and prison populations. Taking a holistic view could provide longer term savings and make for a more equal society  Ref:  https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/218181/population-in-custody-february-091.pdf  3..Dissonance between schooling and learning. When our children go down the pyramid of self justification that they believe they are not "achievers" the cost to keep them on track increases.   https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/full/10.1086/681929  https://journals.iupui.edu/index.php/muj/article/download/19219/19044/  http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0146167297234005  4..Self managed schools should be considered as an alternative to achievement orange organizations.   Ref   http://www.gels.asia/esbz/  A apolitical model could be build on evolutionary Teal principals of self management which could have the potential attainment of the Nordic countries where taxes are comparatively high. Such a model would require the engagement of educators, researchers, community and Government. Achievement orange is not able to cope with the multi stakeholder world view our children are obtaining faster than those who should be providing leadership acknowledge. Evolutionary Teal organizations have the capability to overcome these hurdles. At this time legislation would make such an option invalid but you ask for an alternative model. Surely if the model is fit for purpose and at an affordable cost it is legislation that should be addressed.  

Bardon Mill

No

I want to see Haydon Bridge High School retained. A single secondary school at QEHS would be huge - requiring over 1550 places. The capital cost would be very high. Transport logistics would be massive. Bright pupils in such a large school would shine, less able pupils are likely to submerge. "Schools within a school" is a nice idea, but doesn't get away from the vast scale that would be required.

No

I want to see Haydon Bridge High School retained. A single secondary school at QEHS would be huge - requiring over 2200 places. The capital cost would be very high. Transport logistics would be massive. Bright pupils in such a large school would shine, less able pupils are likely to submerge. "Schools within a school" is a nice idea, but doesn't get away from the vast scale that would be required.

Yes

I want to see Haydon Bridge High School retained.  I liked the three tier system - it worked well for our kids. But it is expensive - as the Hadrian Learning Trust points out in their consultation, it means three head teachers, three administrations, three site costs. And it doesn't fit well with the National Curriculum, National Assessment System or National Funding Formula. And with Henshaw as a primary, we have in effect already moved to a two tier system in this parish. So I accept that closing Haltwhistle Middle School and moving to a two tier system will be necessary to make HBHS viable.  With proper investment and a secure future, HBHS can attract a much larger proportion of catchment students than it does now. With a secure future, high calibre teachers can be attracted and retained. Travelling distances are less than with options A and B. 

 I don't see the need to create a primary school as part of Haydon Bridge High School. Haydon Bridge already has Shaftoe Trust Primary School. The main reason seems to be so that Newbrough Primary School can be closed. But as Hadrian Learning Trust says in their consultation,  there is no reason why small primary schools in rural areas can't be successful. And Newbrough isn't predicting a financial deficit in the next three years. So my suggestion would be not to have a new primary school as part of HBHS, and keep Newbrough Primary School.  Why get rid of HBHS Sixth Form? It seems to me that a school loses a lot by not having a Sixth Form. I have no evidence, but I would think a high school with a sixth form can attract a higher calibre of teacher throughout the school. The Sixth Form could be more technical in nature to distinguish it from QEHS Sixth Form, and/or develop a reputation for sport

Greenhead

No

There is no validity for closing a school on the basis of current pupil numbers because, in general, the demographic of a village varies from year to year.  In addition, the dog's breakfast that national government notions and interference and greedy academy businesses have made to what parents in Greenhead have been faced with concerning their children's education means that parents have been making choices which have skewed the numbers here even more.  All the confusion and waste of money is not the fault of any child in our village and none of them should be punished or disadvantaged because of it.  Small children need to be educated within their own community and their communities need their children.  Ideally every child should be able to walk to school, learning about its environment as it goes and grows.  Without a grounding in a community and an environment. their lives will be damaged.  For a 4 year-old to be put on a bus in the dark and transported to its school, however "few" the miles, will be stressful.  These are children not adults.  They are not statistics for economic units either.  Communities like ours - and many more in the county, have been decided of all visible signs of civil structure over the last 50 years so that it is difficult for any child to be aware of itself as belonging to any larger entity that has a responsibility to care for it - or is deserving of respect.    Transporting the children to other schools will produce friction that will produce further damage.  The 3-tier system worked well for rural schools because it phased wider socialisation and all children were equal at each stage.  Dumping one set of children into the school of another set may seem straightforward to you behind a desk but it will not be a happy experience - and all these setbacks will be setbacks to the learning that is supposed to take place.  The damage to the communities that lose their schools will be considerable - and will further reduce the mix of ages and create yet more problems for anyone trying to provide education in the future.  You will be responsible for vanishing communities.  At the moment people come here in order to bring up their children in settled and peaceful communities, not to pack them off into buses for long hours of travel.    I can see you have a colossal financial muddle to sort, but the children must come first.

No

As before

No

As before.  Plus :  I'm too old for the lure of "brand new buildings" to make my spirits rise.  Chaos.

Start again with the real needs and rights of the children as red lines and make them top priority.  Be aware that small children are entering an alien place when they go to school.  If the older ones have to spend their childhoods hanging around in the cold &amp; rain for school transport and never enjoying after-school activities to lighten the experience of the Nat tonal Curriculum, do not make the little ones leave their villages.     And don't imagine that a first school can become a challenging and exciting primary school just by changing the name.  Refuse to accept the 2-tier dictate of Westminster.  Stand up for our ways because they are proven to work.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

This is a bad option. It leaves just one school for high school age pupils in a large catchment area. This school is an academy and outside LEA control. QEHS school does not operate a comprehensive model for sixth form entry and is highly selective. The school does not offer vocational subjects. Haydon Bridge High School has had a successful past and should be allowed to find a successful future. Changes to first schools are based on schools' physical capacity ad not on staffed levels. There is no reason to shut financially viable schools. The closure/mergers opt to close the church schools on the majority of cases. This does not recognise the distinctive nature of these faith schools. Also the County could not benefit from the sale of any assets/land as they are not owned by the County.

No

This is a bad option. It leaves just one school for high school age pupils in a large catchment area. This school is an academy and outside LEA control. QEHS school does not operate a comprehensive model for sixth form entry and is highly selective. The school does not offer vocational subjects. Haydon Bridge High School has had a successful past and should be allowed to find a successful future. Changes to first schools are based on schools' physical capacity ad not on staffed levels. There is no reason to shut financially viable schools. The closure/mergers opt to close the church schools on the majority of cases. This does not recognise the distinctive nature of these faith schools. Also the County could not benefit from the sale of any assets/land as they are not owned by the County.

No

This the least bad option of the three. Haydon Bridge High School has had a successful past and should be allowed to find a successful future. Changes to first schools are based on schools' physical capacity ad not on staffed levels. There is no reason to shut financially viable schools. The closure/mergers opt to close the church schools on the majority of cases. This does not recognise the distinctive nature of these faith schools. Also the County could not benefit from the sale of any assets/land as they are not owned by the County.

It is a travesty that local democracy can be subverted by an Academy (which is a business) unilaterally deciding to change its model and force a wholesale change across the area. The three tier model is completely appropriate for a dispersed and low population density area such as ours. In particular, the travelling times required for first school age pupils are an important factor. The model is successful, with schools delivering excellent outcomes for pupils. The lack of consideration of the faith schools is an important factor in the inadequacies of these proposals. Overall, if the first and middle schools are forced into the primary model. Each school should be given time and resources to develop its own plans and financial models, if it wants to. Decisions on any eventual closures could then be discussed with a fuller range of options.  

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Newton

Don't know

Not enough information provide to enable me to make an informed decision.

Not a viable option.

No

I strongly disagree with Option B and want the excellent 3 tier system to remain in West Tynedale.  We have two daughters. X is in year 6 at Corbridge Middle School and Isla is in year 3 at Broomhaugh First School. Xwas ready to leave Broomhaugh by year 4 having enjoyed her time in all her classes at this fabulous first school.  She, and all of her classmates, transitioned brilliantly to Corbridge Middle School and X has flourished in this safe and nurturing environment.  She is going from strength to strength and is being encouraged to throw herself into clubs, school productions, learning musical instruments, learning to sing as well as being hugely interested in learning all the specialist subjects that would not be offered to her in a two tier system in an enormous school.  The pastoral care the teaching staff provide to the children began from day one and continues throughout their time in the school.  Each child is known by name and all parents have been made to feel welcome.  X's teachers have a genuine interest in her development and encourage her to do well and to succeed in whatever she does.  We do not feel that this personal care or level of attention would be available in a much bigger school and we know wholeheartedly that if X has to go to a High School at age 12 she will be overwhelmed by the enormity of the size of the school.  We feel she will not transition so well as she is sensitive by nature and will find it hard. The special educational needs of those children at Corbridge who require it is impressive as X  talks to us about what is offered to some of her friends.   My husband and I would be extremely disappointed to lose Corbridge Middle School.  Isla at age 7 is already excited to go to Corbridge Middle School as she too has been made to feel welcome at the various events we have attended.  Already for her to be so comfortable in a school where she is not due to attend for another 18 months is amazing and this is due to the warm, welcoming approach the teachers exude and she can see how happy her sister is there.  This speaks volumes about the school. We would hate Isla to miss out on the fabulous Corbridge Middle School experience which X is currently enjoying.  We live on a farm four miles from Corbridge and enjoy the nearby location of the school to our home.   The fact that there is an option to close this school seems ludicrous to us.  We do not want a huge disruption to our daughters' education at such a crucial time in their education and we certainly don't want our youngest daughter's memory of her education to have been in a prefab building.  Please consider this extremely carefully and consider the pointless disruption and impact this would have on so many children and families.  

It is not a viable option.

Don't know

I do not feel enough information has been provided to enable me to make an informed decision. However, the information I have read alarms me to think of the possibility of my children attending an enormous "super-sized" school and leaving a perfectly good and thriving school such as Corbridge Middle School before her time and before our youngest daughter has even had the opportunity to get there. This would have a detrimental impact on the rural communities as the first and middle schools are the heart of our local  villages.  My husband and I feel this would be detrimental not only to their education (our eldest daughter in particular would struggle with the enormity of the school - little fish big pond scenario) but we feel it would undue all the good work that has been done in terms of their developing personalities due largely in part to the special and nurturing way the staff at Corbridge Middle School (and also Broomhaugh First School) have encouraged them, recognised them as individuals and drawn out their strengths and abilities.                                                                                

It is not a viable option.

The 3 tier system is not broken and works brilliantly in our rural area. Stop trying to fix something that just isn't broken.  The money should go to building a new Queen Elizabeth High School in Hexham.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

No

No

Firstly, I would like to state my disappointment over the way this consultation process has been performed by both Northumberland County Council and Hadrian Learning Trust. The information presented on this website (NCC) has been confusing, misleading and woefully lacking in any form of meaningful information on which we, as parents, are being asked to form opinions and make decisions on which option we would choose to support.  I would argue that a three tier system is working in West of Northumberland and I would question, therefore, why the Council would advocate changing that. My understanding is that this situation has arisen because Hadrian Learning Trust (HLT) has expressed a wish to go to a two tier system and that this, as far as I can see based on the information presented, is based solely on financial pressures rather than a desire to improve the educational experience of children in the West of Northumberland. Yes, lip service is being paid to the fact that in theory, this will improve the education quality for our children. Where is the evidence for this? Our system as it stands gets academic results above national averages. Evidence would suggest that the three tier system supports the holistic needs of children much better than a two tier, especially in the context of a rural community. I closely questioned a member of the Council at the Hexham Mart event on 17th March and whilst she maintained that the proposed school closures would improve the quality of education received by our children, she was unable to tell me how the quality of education had been assessed both in the schools proposed for closure, and those proposed to take the pupils of the closed schools. It was clear that no work has been done to substantiate these claims. It could very well be argued that the success that QEHS lies in the quality of the education that children receive before they arrive at their doors. I would have grave concerns regarding sending my children from a small rural primary school straight into a school with over 2000 pupils. I spoke in depth with Executive Head QEHS, Graeme Atkins, again at the Hexham Mart event, and he was unable to give me any assurance that a child would maintain their individuality and that individual needs of students would be considered at a school of such a large size.  In addition, it was disappointing that Mr Atkins was unable to offer any substantive reassurance that, in a proposed system whereby HLT went two tier but the first and middle school system was maintained elsewhere in West Northumberland, pupils entering QEHS in year 9 would a) be guaranteed a place (in a world with no other choice following the closure of Haydon Bridge High School) or b) be given an adequate transition that would take into account their "late" arrival to the school. This response cemented in my mind that HLT have made a decision and they expect all other schools in the area to fall into line. To me, this seems bullish and I would be disappointed if my elected Council did not feel they had the power to challenge this behaviour as I fail to see how this can benefit my children educationally. Why is HLT potentially allowed to dictate the future of a whole community whilst apparently ignoring the voice, needs or wishes of that wider community? Does this not go directly against DfE guidelines set out for Academies wishing to impose significant change, that they "work closely with other schools likely to be impacted by changes"? There has been no evidence that HLT has taken any steps to work with any established educational providers in the West of Tyne. I am hopeful that NCC will have the power and listen to the overwhelming voice of it's residents and challenge this behaviour.  The cynical view of this whole consultation is that it boils down to financial pressures, and not a will to improve things educationally in a system that already works extremely well. Whilst this was vehemently denied to me by the Council's representative at the Hexham Mart event, she was unable to give me any other valid reason for this consultation to take place. We are intelligent people so please do not treat us as though we do not understand the real reasons for these proposed changes. With this in mind, it is extremely disappointing that the Council has launched a consultation with an obvious lack of background work. Three options have been proposed. I am unable to find anywhere detailed financial planning for any of these options. Nor can I find anywhere evidence that funding both in HLT and the rest of West Northumberland will be viable in any of the proposed changes, including a transition to two tier. Where is this evidence? I was told by a Council representative that no detailed financial planning would be undertaken by the Council until one of the options had been selected to go ahead. How, then, are we supposed to make judgements regarding viability in the future, when no calculations have taken place to show us this? If this were a business case in the private sector, this consultation would be laughed out of the boardroom. The acadamisation of the Hexham Schools means that transparency of financial situation is not required. What assurance can you give me that pouring millions of pounds of taxpayers money into an Academy that already seems to have lost it's way, will be balanced with some form of accountability? It is clear that for any change to occur in West Northumberland education will require capital investment and I support that wholeheartedly, but we need to see how the money will be spent to ensure the infrastructure is in place to allow change to be for the good, to take place without negative impact on our children's education and to support the educational excellence that we have so far enjoyed in West Northumberland. So far, I have seen nothing that convinces me this will happen.  On a last note, I am sorry that this Council has launched this consultation with such tight timescales. I understand that you have adhered to the letter of recommendation for a six week period but this has not taken into consideration school holidays. As a Council you have consistently requested that we provide alternatives to the proposals but how could we do so meaningfully with deadlines that are constrictive at best? It seems clear that you have approached this consultation with a laissez faire approach but we do not wish to respond in the same manner. Any meaningful response should be considered and consulted upon, something you have not left time for. This affirms in my mind that this consultation is a sham and decisions have already been made, sadly hurried through rather than thoughtfully costed and considered, forced by the bullish tactics of HLT. I hope I am wrong. I hope you hear our voice. 

Parent/carer

No

Dear Councillor Daley  I am writing to you and your fellow Councillors to tell you that I don’t support this model, or any of your models.  Some of my reasons are relevant for all your models, so I hope you will understand why I will make these points now under this model and will repeat them for each model. I want to make sure that your officers consider them for each model.  ISSUES I HAVE WITH ALL MODELS • Your consultation document is very hard to understand and I am actually not at all confident that I really get what the issues are you’re trying to solve. • None of your document tells me as a parent how these models will provide a better education for my children – therefore how can I be asked whether I believe it is ‘sustainable and viable’? • I’m afraid your consultation document is lacking any credibility (I’ve seen figures based on your own data that imply you would actually be cutting too much capacity in each of your three models) • Nowhere do your models take into account any future planning and housebuilding strategies to show how the system is being designed to be ‘future-proof’ – at the moment I have no guarantee that this is a genuinely long-term viable and sustainable solution • All of your models seem to suggest a vast programme of school closure and that’s not something I can possibly support for a number of reasons • Rural schools are the beating heart of the communities, take them away and you’ll create ghost villages within a generation at most – people won’t want to move there, people will move away and you’ll be responsible for devastating the area, that will be your true legacy. • The DfE has what it calls a presumption against closing rural schools – I assume this is for a very good reason. You have put forward absolutely no case for why you believe so many should close.  • In Hexham the schools are all good and outstanding. You’re proposing closing schools that are, in many cases, financially sustainable and educationally very successful. I can’t support that. • The real issue with what you call capacity seems to me be focused in a few pockets, it’s not the same across all the schools. • In fact some of the biggest issues with capacity seem to be at Hadrian’s schools – so maybe you should think about rebuilding schools for them with the right number of places? • All of your models require collaboration with Hadrian and none of them show how this would work in terms of examining their figures more closely (these seem very questionable if you look at the letter from Nigel Wyatt, National Middle Schools Forum, about implementation of funding formula and the figures outlined by Corbridge Middle School in its response to Hadrian’s own consultation raise questions that should be of very real concern to both the Council and the RSC). • Are we really expected to hand over a large amount of money for a new school to a team who will make every decision about how it will be spent, while proving either unable or unwilling to identify and acknowledge a very serious financial predicament that has apparently either come about overnight and taken them by surprise, or was something they knew was coming but chose to ignore for convenience. • Until you can show me far more detail about how implementation of any changes will be managed with Hadrian I will remain unable to support any proposal to build a new school at Hadrian. Money must be spent wisely and with proper public scrutiny. • I have a big problem with what appears to have happened at QEHS (according to independent media stories) with pupils being presented with a very biased viewpoint, then told to fill in forms without being given the opportunity to take them away and research the issue for themselves or discuss with their parents. Given that democracy is one of the founding British Values as stated by Ofsted, this event, if it genuinely occurred the way it has been reported, should be a very real concern. • Is this a leadership and management team that can be trusted to put the best interests of pupils first? I think NOT.   COMMENTS ON THIS MODEL SPECIFICALLY  • I do not support the merging of HBS with Hadrian’s schools. I think it’s really important to give parents choice in the area and to make sure you continue to provide local education in Haydon Bridge.  • It’s a complete crime what’s been allowed to happen in Haydon Bridge and that reflects on many stakeholders – including our MP and the RSC. Children and the community have been so badly let down. Now is the time to put that crime right.  • I do not support the idea that Hadrian should be given the opportunity to become the sole provider of education at secondary level in the area. Absolutely not. I have no confidence in the leadership of Hadrian and no belief that they have anyone’s interests beyond their own empire-building at heart.  • I totally support the promise to keep the three-tier system in this model. All the evidence shows that three-tier works. National data shows children in three tier schools do better at GCSE. That’s a measure that matters to me as a parent far more than any so-called ‘alignment’ over SATS.  • I welcome the concept of making a significant investment in school buildings in the area. It’s much needed and it’s been disgraceful the way this area has been consistently ignored for so long by those at County Hall.  • I want to be clear that facilities in themselves do not make a great education – look at the results year on year produced by QEHS as the culmination of a journey whose foundations were built in our fantastic First and Middle Schools, compared to those at other schools where the Council has invested millions of pounds.  • However, facilities need to be brought up to a stage where they are fit for purpose. That I would welcome.  • I would like to see the Council working as hard as it can to explore ways in which more schools can be kept open within a three tier system that maintains a school in Haydon Bridge. I accept that money is not endless and some schools may need to close, but I don’t for one second believe the model as currently stated is the right way to go. 

If QEHS and HMS are not sustainable or viable under the current set up then instead of making the schools bigger by closing lots of smaller schools, why not make Hadrian Learning Trust’s schools smaller? If you’re going to rebuild the schools anyway, this is an ideal opportunity to consider how best to make the academy more sustainable without devastating a swathe of smaller schools.  Look at the proposal from Corbridge Middle School, to create a loose federation of hubs. I believe there is a real opportunity to manage capacity more collaboratively (while retaining parental choice) and generate significant benefits in operational efficiency, while, most importantly, sharing expertise across schools to the good of education.

No

Dear Councillor Daley  I am writing to you and your fellow Councillors to tell you that I don’t support this model, or any of your models.  Some of my reasons are relevant for all your models, so I hope you will understand why I will make these points now under this model and will repeat them for each model. I want to make sure that your officers consider them for each model.  ISSUES I HAVE WITH ALL MODELS • Your consultation document is very hard to understand and I am actually not at all confident that I really get what the issues are you’re trying to solve. • None of your document tells me as a parent how these models will provide a better education for my children – therefore how can I be asked whether I believe it is ‘sustainable and viable’? • I’m afraid your consultation document is lacking any credibility (I’ve seen figures based on your own data that imply you would actually be cutting too much capacity in each of your three models) • Nowhere do your models take into account any future planning and housebuilding strategies to show how the system is being designed to be ‘future-proof’ – at the moment I have no guarantee that this is a genuinely long-term viable and sustainable solution • All of your models seem to suggest a vast programme of school closure and that’s not something I can possibly support for a number of reasons • Rural schools are the beating heart of the communities, take them away and you’ll create ghost villages within a generation at most – people won’t want to move there, people will move away and you’ll be responsible for devastating the area, that will be your true legacy. • The DfE has what it calls a presumption against closing rural schools – I assume this is for a very good reason. You have put forward absolutely no case for why you believe so many should close.  • In Hexham the schools are all good and outstanding. You’re proposing closing schools that are, in many cases, financially sustainable and educationally very successful. I can’t support that. • The real issue with what you call capacity seems to me be focused in a few pockets, it’s not the same across all the schools. • In fact some of the biggest issues with capacity seem to be at Hadrian’s schools – so maybe you should think about rebuilding schools for them with the right number of places? • All of your models require collaboration with Hadrian and none of them show how this would work in terms of examining their figures more closely (these seem very questionable if you look at the letter from Nigel Wyatt, National Middle Schools Forum, about implementation of funding formula and the figures outlined by Corbridge Middle School in its response to Hadrian’s own consultation raise questions that should be of very real concern to both the Council and the RSC). • Are we really expected to hand over a large amount of money for a new school to a team who will make every decision about how it will be spent, while proving either unable or unwilling to identify and acknowledge a very serious financial predicament that has apparently either come about overnight and taken them by surprise, or was something they knew was coming but chose to ignore for convenience. • Until you can show me far more detail about how implementation of any changes will be managed with Hadrian I will remain unable to support any proposal to build a new school at Hadrian. Money must be spent wisely and with proper public scrutiny. • I have a big problem with what appears to have happened at QEHS (according to independent media stories) with pupils being presented with a very biased viewpoint, then told to fill in forms without being given the opportunity to take them away and research the issue for themselves or discuss with their parents. Given that democracy is one of the founding British Values as stated by Ofsted, this event, if it genuinely occurred the way it has been reported, should be a very real concern. • Is this a leadership and management team that can be trusted to put the best interests of pupils first? I think NOT.  COMMENTS ON THIS MODEL SPECIFICALLY   • I do not support in anyway the introduction of two-tier education in West Northumberland.  • For 40 years the three-tier system has been proven to work successfully in the Hexham Partnership.  • Data published shows that children in three-tier system are more likely to get better grades at GCSE.  • Oftsed’s Report in 2013 identified significant concerns with the way transitions from primary to secondary were being managed with negative impacts on the quality of teaching and learning at KS3.  • When Hadrian consulted last year on a proposal to move to two-tier the vast majority of respondents were opposed to the move, silence simply cannot be taken as compliance. I believe it’s more accurately a failure of Hadrian to win the trust and confidence of the local community that anything they said would make any difference.   • I was at the only Hadrian drop in meeting where around maybe 20 people maximum attended, compared to over 400 at the Council’s meeting at the Mart. This proves that people do care, they just don’t believe Hadrian will listen.  • That means the only hope we have as a community of finding a solution to opposing this move lies with you and your team at the Council. Please don’t give in without a fight, you are an elected body there to represent the views of your constituents and that should be considered first in the light of privilege not of power to do what you want.  • I do not support the merging of HBS with Hadrian’s schools. I think it’s really important to give parents choice in the area and to make sure you continue to provide local education in Haydon Bridge.  • It’s a complete crime what’s been allowed to happen in Haydon Bridge and that reflects on many stakeholders – including our MP and the RSC. Children and the community have been so badly let down. Now is the time to put that crime right.  • I do not support the idea that Hadrian should be given the opportunity to become the sole provider of education at secondary level in the area. Absolutely not. I have no confidence in the leadership of Hadrian and no belief that they have anyone’s interests beyond their own empire-building at heart.  • I welcome the concept of making a significant investment in school buildings in the area. It’s much needed and it’s been disgraceful the way this area has been consistently ignored for so long by those at County Hall.  • I want to be clear that facilities in themselves do not make a great education – look at the results year on year produced by QEHS as the culmination of a journey whose foundations were built in our fantastic First and Middle Schools, compared to those at other schools where the Council has invested millions of pounds. • However, facilities need to be brought up to a stage where they are fit for purpose. That I would welcome.  • I would like to see the Council working as hard as it can to explore ways in which more schools can be kept open within a three tier system that maintains a school in Haydon Bridge. I accept that money is not endless and some schools may need to close, but I don’t for one second believe the model as currently stated is the right way to go. 

please refer to my earlier comments where I have outlined what I believe we should explore and focus on.

No

Dear Councillor Daley  I am writing to you and your fellow Councillors to tell you that I don’t support this model, or any of your models.  Some of my reasons are relevant for all your models, so I hope you will understand why I will make these points now under this model and will repeat them for each model. I want to make sure that your officers consider them for each model.  ISSUES I HAVE WITH ALL MODELS • Your consultation document is very hard to understand and I am actually not at all confident that I really get what the issues are you’re trying to solve. • None of your document tells me as a parent how these models will provide a better education for my children – therefore how can I be asked whether I believe it is ‘sustainable and viable’? • I’m afraid your consultation document is lacking any credibility (I’ve seen figures based on your own data that imply you would actually be cutting too much capacity in each of your three models) • Nowhere do your models take into account any future planning and housebuilding strategies to show how the system is being designed to be ‘future-proof’ – at the moment I have no guarantee that this is a genuinely long-term viable and sustainable solution • All of your models seem to suggest a vast programme of school closure and that’s not something I can possibly support for a number of reasons • Rural schools are the beating heart of the communities, take them away and you’ll create ghost villages within a generation at most – people won’t want to move there, people will move away and you’ll be responsible for devastating the area, that will be your true legacy. • The DfE has what it calls a presumption against closing rural schools – I assume this is for a very good reason. You have put forward absolutely no case for why you believe so many should close.  • In Hexham the schools are all good and outstanding. You’re proposing closing schools that are, in many cases, financially sustainable and educationally very successful. I can’t support that. • The real issue with what you call capacity seems to me be focused in a few pockets, it’s not the same across all the schools. • In fact some of the biggest issues with capacity seem to be at Hadrian’s schools – so maybe you should think about rebuilding schools for them with the right number of places? • All of your models require collaboration with Hadrian and none of them show how this would work in terms of examining their figures more closely (these seem very questionable if you look at the letter from Nigel Wyatt, National Middle Schools Forum, about implementation of funding formula and the figures outlined by Corbridge Middle School in its response to Hadrian’s own consultation raise questions that should be of very real concern to both the Council and the RSC). • Are we really expected to hand over a large amount of money for a new school to a team who will make every decision about how it will be spent, while proving either unable or unwilling to identify and acknowledge a very serious financial predicament that has apparently either come about overnight and taken them by surprise, or was something they knew was coming but chose to ignore for convenience. • Until you can show me far more detail about how implementation of any changes will be managed with Hadrian I will remain unable to support any proposal to build a new school at Hadrian. Money must be spent wisely and with proper public scrutiny. • I have a big problem with what appears to have happened at QEHS (according to independent media stories) with pupils being presented with a very biased viewpoint, then told to fill in forms without being given the opportunity to take them away and research the issue for themselves or discuss with their parents. Given that democracy is one of the founding British Values as stated by Ofsted, this event, if it genuinely occurred the way it has been reported, should be a very real concern. • Is this a leadership and management team that can be trusted to put the best interests of pupils first? I think NOT.  COMMENTS ON THIS MODEL SPECIFICALLY  • I agree with the proposal to keep a school open in Haydon Bridge in principle. I believe this is fundamentally important to protect the notion of choice and to give the area an option that is not an academy.  • I do not agree with the idea that we should have a mix of two and three tier in operation. I worry very much that this will be used in years to come as an argument to eventually roll out two-tier across the whole area.  • I believe Hadrian could start to use the fact that it has two intakes to present new ‘problems’ that can only be solved if all schools move to two tier.  • It is clearly stated in Hadrian’s own document that their proposal means ‘all other schools would have to become primaries’. This is their agenda.   • I do support the idea of investing in facilities at QEHS, but only with the considerations I’ve already made under previous questions – we simply cannot write them a blank cheque and have no control over how that money is spent. Nor can we ignore the very real need of many other schools for much needed investment. A brand new high school with its much vaunted heated swimming pool is of no benefit to my children (who can use the Wentworth which has a perfectly good heated swimming pool) if it comes at the expense of their educational experiences at schools so important to the early part of their journey. 

Covered in points made in previous answers.

Keep three tier.  Don't close so many rural schools.  Keep education in Haydon Bridge.  Invest in schools across the partnerships where needed - i do NOT accept that QEHS and HMS are the only schools in need to major funding.

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Slaggyford

No

This option is ludicrous and giving no parental choice over where we send our children to school. We live outside the catchment of Greehead C of E school, however chose this school specifically for our children.   Firstly it's a church of England school, the only one within Northumberland in our locality without having to travel 15 to 20 miles. It's incredibly important to us that our children are educated in a church school for the ethos, morals and Christian influence. These are hugely important factors in any child's education.   This school is judged good by ofsted and has gone from strengtg to strength in recent month's. Why would you have allowed all the investment from the county, school and govs if you want it to close. It plays a pivotal role in the local community and brings lots to the village life of which benefits the children greatly. They feel valued in Greenhead.   We must not and will not be forced to send our children to a failing 'large academy' school in Haltwhistle. Why would anyone close a good school in favour of sending children to a 'requires improvement' failed Bright Tribe disaster zone? This suggestion is ridiculous.   Haltwhistle is bursting at the seems and struggling to overcome the disastrous affects of Bright Tribe. As parents we have specifically chosen a small rural school for our children as it is far more suited to their learning need a and style.   We must keep rural/church schools open.  They play a vital role in education and the lives of our little people.  We are one of the furthest families from Greenhead at current. We are very happy with how the school is running and the travelling distance for my son. He would be longer on a taxi or bus every day if he had to be transported to Haltwhistle as a friends child gets home 30 minutes later every day than our child. Haltwhistle can't cope with larger numbers as they struggle as it is now!

No. Not viable in any way shape or form. See reasons above.

No

This model is flawed and has no logic whatsoever. Firstly we need Haydon Bridge High School as it serves a vital role in it's location and whst it offers all the families travelling there. Huge numbers of families live in rural Northumberland rely on HBHS. It has youngsters travelling from far outlying rural villages. We cannot expect our children to travel from SLAGGYFORD to Hexham to attend High School. There is a limit on travel if 75minutes and I know for certain that my son's journey would exceed that time. How is that a fair education for all? It's not fair asking children to try their best when they've been travelling long distances to get to school against say s child who lives in Hexham and has walked 10 minutes to get to school. It would be very detrimental to their education adding a huge time factor onto their day. Travelling is tiring, difficult in snowy weather of which we are frequently snowed in so there's no way we'd get our children to school based on the recent snow we've had.    This proposal is not fair at all and has not been thought about at a deeper level. We need HBHS. Fix the mess you caused by them becoming an academy, it can be a good school again under the right leadership.   Greenhead is already a primary school and feeds into Haydon Bridge successfully. This system works well and this transition is secure and logical on every level.

No see above reasons. Not viable on any level.

No

Again this model is ridiculous. No one wants their children on a joint site 4-16. We are NOT busing our 4 year olds 29 miles away to access their primary school along side teenagers. There would be huge cost implications to adapt the site to suit this ludicrous idea.   Parents have a choice to send their children to their local school. Why should this choice be taken away? You CANNOT take away the majority of our church schools. They play a vital role in shaping and inspiring our young people. It teaches them huge aspects of their moral, personal and social education that you don't get in large mainstream schools. I know thus as a teacher in a school in Hexham. I've been blown away by my son's understanding of the world and his emotional understanding of life, his responsibilities in the world and community. This is the impact of a wonderful church school.   These rural/church schools are vital in their role so children don't gave to travel ridiculous, long distances to large town schools to be just a number in a large class. They give children confidence to grow and learn in a less threatening, smaller environment. These small schools are vibrant, leading educationalists who could teach lots of the large town schools about how to teach and inspire our young people.   How do you prepare a child for the start of their education when they've attended their local nursery and then they are expected to filter in as a mere number on the register of a huge reception class in a massive centralised building? How intimidating and demoralising for their first experience of formal education.You wouldn't want this for your child or grandchild and neither do we!   We need HBHS to remain as that and leave our primary schools alone. Yes perhaps we need all first to become primary then filter into the next stage but we don't need them to close. 

No nothing about this option is rational. It's shocking and completely unsuitable and unworthy of any consideration.

My proposal. Keep all primary/first  rural schools open.  We need perhaps others to become primary to enable the 2 tier system to take place,  I'm not opposed to the 2 tier system however,  we need it carried out with out children's best interests at heart.   Keep HBHS open as a secondary school. All west tyne primary schools feed into it.   Keep all church of England schools open and filter into HBHS or QEHS depending geographically where children live.   Build a more fit for purpose secondary school in Hexham for its current intake.   You can't afford the travel costs involved in any of these proposals.   We need our local schools to educated our children. They shouldn't feel outsiders in their school and that's how tgey would feel if tgey were all amalgamated into a horrible 2,250 pupil school in Hexham. This is a huge geographical county and the current schools provide vital education geographically for our children. Please, please listen and don't ruin our children's education. It would be hugely detrimental to their future travelling killer distances on dangerous roads for too long and then expecting them to learn.

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

No

No

In response to the consultation document regarding the future of education in West Northumberland, I would consider that none of the three models proposed would provide the good and viable education required for me three children (all 8 years old or under).  All three of my children currently attend Wark First School, whether it is in the main school or their pre-school.  Wark First School provides an excellent and unrivaled education for all of its students, with the majority achieving higher than national average results.  It is a friendly and welcoming school, providing a fantastic and supportive community for all the students attending.  The school is consistently rated as Good by Ofsted and offers a broad, strong and creative curriculum.  According to all three of your ill thought out models, you propose to close Wark School and expect our children to attend Bellingham First School instead.  This proposal is unacceptable to my family for a number of reasons.    Firstly, Wark is an excellent school, with amazing teaching staff, a hard-working head and a team of dynamic governors.  In all three of your models you are expecting us, as parents who care deeply about our children's education and future, to swap a very good school for an obviously inferior school, with poorer teaching staff and an un-supportive head.  I would also consider the Governors of Bellingham First School to provide an inadequate standard of support and checks against the head and teaching staff.  These are the same Governors who have been partly, if not wholly, responsible for the shambles that has become Bellingham Middle School - a school that has been failing to provide an adequate, let alone good, level of education for the children of Bellingham.  As both Bellingham First School and Bellingham Middle School share the same building and Governors then I cannot see how the failings of the Middle School cannot impact on the First School.  I would be neglecting my duties as a parent by submitting my children to a sub-standard education if I sent them to either of the Bellingham Schools.  As a practicing Christian family we value highly the religious education that, the Church of England supported, Wark First School provides.  Not only does Wark First School provide a Christian education, it also extends these values into all aspects of the school day, providing a safe environment where all pupils and teachers alike support, nurture and protect each other.  Because of the Christian values installed within the school, bullying does not ever occur at Wark School.  This cannot be said of Bellingham School, with many incidences of bullying by children, and even some by staff.  Wark First School provides an excellent education for all its students, with the majority achieving higher than national average results.  The school is consistently rated as Good by Ofsted and offers a broad, strong and creative curriculum.  The school also has strong links to the community - losing the school would be a severe blow to the village and have a substantial detrimental impact on the whole community.  I have attended two community consultation meetings within the school and discussed the proposed closure at length with both the Head Teacher and the Chair of Governors, as well as several other Governors and teachers.  Wark School is financially sustainable either as a First School or a Primary School.  The school could become a primary school should this be necessary as a part of a wider re-organisation of schools in West Northumberland.  Wark School could continue to provide a good all-round education for the children of our community, and as a parent of three children at Wark School I fully support options which allow our school to continue providing the best education to our children, either as a First School or a Primary School.          

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Stocksfield

No

There is no educational or finiancial justification to close Whittonstall First School. It is part of a successful federation of schools and as such should be exempt from this process.

There is no educational or finiancial justification to close Whittonstall First School. It is part of a successful federation of schools and as such should be exempt from this process.

No

There is no educational or finiancial justification to close Whittonstall First School. It is part of a successful federation of schools and as such should be exempt from this process.

There is no educational or finiancial justification to close Whittonstall First School. It is part of a successful federation of schools and as such should be exempt from this process.

No

There is no educational or finiancial justification to close Whittonstall First School. It is part of a successful federation of schools and as such should be exempt from this process.

There is no educational or finiancial justification to close Whittonstall First School. It is part of a successful federation of schools and as such should be exempt from this process.

Look to consider all First Schools that are willing to join the good practice demonstrated in the Broomley and Whittonstall federation or a similar MAT model as not at risk. Schools that can easily be made financially viable, with some support from other local schools, should be retained for the good of the children and the future of our rural communities. Driving forward a consultation as the result of the mis-management of Hayden Bridge High School and the enlarged ego of the Headteacher at Hexham High School (who clearly does not understand  Northumberland) is a not appropriate or balanced. Time scales have been disproportionate when compared to the amount of information the public need to digest in order for them to make an informed decision.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Shotley Bridge

No

Two Teir System will not work in a rural area like ours.

No

Don't support 2 teir system in our rural area.

No

Two teir system is not appropriate for our rural areas.

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

Corbridge Middle,Whittonstall

No

There are no places for the kids at these schools to go to if there was a closure.  I agree that some change needs to happen, yet it has no real reason other than greed of others to do it like they are proposing.  

No

No

Merging with  Haydon Bridge, taking extra pupils from yr 9 upwards.  Building a bigger new school to accommodate this and leaving the 3 tier system alone. 

Parent/carer

Other

Broomley First

Stocksfield

No

Too rushed Not enough consultation Not enough exploration of other options and schools working together in order to all be financially viable

No

Too rushed Not enough consultation Not enough exploration of other options and schools working together in order to all be financially viable

No

Too rushed Not enough consultation Not enough exploration of other options and schools working together in order to all be financially viable

exploring how the schools in the area could work together to help with the funding and maintain the current schools

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Don’t want Acomb to close

No

Don’t want Acomb first to to close o merge.

No

Do not want closure at Acomb First School.

I think that Acomb school should not be closed the school is at the heart of the community the school has so much to offer. Particular expertise in Mastery maths. The sports provision is excellent including weekly swimming and multi sports every week. We have forest school. High standards in both teaching and learning.Excellent EYS provision for 2,3and 4 years

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Broomhaugh and QEHS

Riding Mill

No

Happy with the current system.  I have three children, one in Broomhaugh one in Corbridge Middle School and one in QEHS.  Why fix what isn't broken. All three of my children love school; are happy and doing well in school.   Children feel safe and nurtured in school. Transition has been seamless. Children don't become bored in school because of fantastic specialist teachers in middle school. Friends from other areas of the country whose children attend Primary schools describe their children becoming bored as they reach Year 5 and 6 and being very ready for high school, reporting they feel the last years of Primary have been a 'waste'.  This is certainly not the case with the three tier system. A lot of unnecessary disruption. Not spending money wisely. Temporary accommodation not ideal.  Northumberland because of its size is unique and doesn't fit any of the proposed models. Investing money into 6th Form and retaining existing pupils would be useful and would increase income. Personal experience of working into large Academy schools in Newcastle and knowledge of their current poor financial state following becoming a 'super school' indicates this is not a system that works. 

No

As before.  I'm not happy with any of the models proposed I understand the financial difficulty schools are in but do not believe the proposed models will address these in the long term.  I believe if the changes go ahead financial difficulties will continue and eventually worsen.

No

Reasons as previously stated.   The forms and the consultation document are complex and may put parents off responding.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Barrasford

No

Chollerton First is an outstanding school and is a vital part of the community. My daughter is a pupil there and for her to be moved to another school out which would disrupt her learning and her well being as she has a tight circle of friends and is doing brilliant as she is.

No

As per my previous argument:  Chollerton First is an outstanding school and is a vital part of the community. My daughter is a pupil there and for her to be moved to another school out which would disrupt her learning and her well being as she has a tight circle of friends and is doing brilliant as she is.

No

As per my previous argument:  Chollerton First is an outstanding school and is a vital part of the community. My daughter is a pupil there and for her to be moved to another school out which would disrupt her learning and her well being as she has a tight circle of friends and is doing brilliant as she

Leave the school open and as it is, the pupils are well taught and everything is in place already. 

Parish Council

No

See information under alternative proposals

No

See information under alternative proposals

No

See information under alternative proposals

Further to the above consultation, Warden Parish Council have now had the opportunity to consider the consultation document recently published by NCC which proposes 3 main options for the future reorganisation of schools and educational provision in west of the county. We have concluded that we are unable to support any of the 3 options put forward in the document and, specifically, we are strongly opposed to Option C which proposes the closure of Newbrough Primary School which is the catchment school for children in Warden and Fourstones. Our concerns are summarised below and fall into 2 main categories, the unsatisfactory nature of the consultation process itself and the specific concerns we have in regard to the excellent primary school at Newbrough. We do not believe the structure of the consultation process has been well designed or properly thought through. The context for the decision making in this area is complex, with problems including the potential future overcapacity within the schools’ system, financial challenges, a three-tier versus a two-tier educational system and the need to take fully into account the special requirements of schools within the rural environment of West Northumberland. In order to address the above areas it is essential that the identification and evaluation of options is evaluated against a clear set of criteria so that the pros and cons of each can be transparently measured, with assumptions clearly stated up front - this does not appear to have been the case.  One of those key criteria is finance, but although financial concerns are clearly central to NCC's thinking no costs or benefits have been provided within the consultation document. The substantial additional costs implied by potential school closures, the investment in new buildings and additional transport costs require the production of a proper business case before any meaningful decisions can be made.  Perhaps our greatest concern however is the failure of the consultation document to set out NCC's view of how any of the proposed changes will improve the quality of education in the area. In the short term it is almost inevitable that pupils will be adversely impacted by changing schools part way through course work, by extended journeys to and from school and by the ongoing uncertainty that some of the more radical changes would impose on pupils, staff and parents alike. However, our greatest concern is reserved for the impact these ill-conceived proposals may have on our local school in Newbrough. Newbrough Primary school is a good school with a growing  positive reputation and an increasing number of pupils, it already meets the needs of over 70 children including the nursery class. The school is financially sound and forecasts that it will remain so throughout the next 3 year planning period and provides a vital pre-school nursery service for local children and their families (82% of Newbrough's nursery children have 2 parents who work full or part time). When the school's excellent facilities, many of which are used by the wider community in the evenings and at weekends, are added to the equation, it beggars belief that such a successful institution could be considered for closure. We note also that the Department for Education's own guidance currently states that "there is a presumption against the closure of rural schools" and that "the case for closure should be strong and must be clearly in the best interests of educational provision in the area". It is hard to see how Option C in particular enables NCC to meet the DfE's guidelines. In conclusion, we urge NCC to reconsider its approach to its evaluation of the way forward, including the adoption of a more inclusive means of engaging with local communities. A much clearer, agreed vision is required for the outcomes we are striving to achieve, accompanied by a far more robust structure for the evaluation of the emerging options. We regard as paramount the need for all candidate solutions to address explicitly their likely impact on educational outcomes and to fully factor in the impact that school closures are likely to have on village communities across the west of the county. Schools, particularly very good schools such as Newbrough, encourage people to move into villages and attract inward investment thus helping to maintain vibrant, sustainable communities.  We hope you are able to take into account the issues raised in this response and look forward to ongoing participation in the consultation process.       

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

Please do no close or merge our amazing rural schools, they are vital links with the communities and unique within their areas. 

No

Please do no close or merge our amazing rural schools, they are vital links with the communities and unique within their areas. 

No

Please do no close or merge our amazing rural schools, they are vital links with the communities and unique within their areas. 

Ensure that the millions of pounds available for education in the West is passed on to schools who need improvements for buildings and facilities e.g. HMS and QEHS.

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

No

Keep tertiary/3 tier system

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

No

Keep 3 tier system

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Corbridge Middle School

No

I do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided.

No

I do not agree that creating an 11-18 secondary school is the only option or the best way to meet the objectives. In summary we strongly believe that an age range change would have a detrimental impact on our students, families and communities. I urge you to listen to all the schools in the Hexham Partnership to ensure that all the schools continue to go from strength to strength.

No

I do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided.

At first and middle school levels I like the range of options available to families with schools of different sizes and faith schools for those to whom this is important. I like the three-tier system  because my children have been able to go to a first school in a fantastic rural location in an environment where teachers know them well and nurture them as a whole person, not just focusing on academic results, and will be able to build on this great beginning with four years at a middle school that supports them in developing their independence without them getting lost in a huge school including much older children / young people. And we have a high school that is performing well academically that is not a huge school and for which, by the time they move to it, the children are well prepared.

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

keep three tier system

No

No

keep 3 tier system

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Shotley Bridge

No

Do not support a two teir system in our rural area.

No

Do not support a two teir system. No

Do not support a two teir system.

Parent/carer

Broomley First

Stocksfield

No

Too rushed Not enough consultation Not enough exploration of other options and schools working together in order to all be financially viable

No

Too rushed Not enough consultation Not enough exploration of other options and schools working together in order to all be financially viable

No

Too rushed Not enough consultation Not enough exploration of other options and schools working together in order to all be financially viable

Parent/carer

No

No

No

Acomb school has an excellent provision for children with additional needs, they also have a high level of teaching and learning provided by extremely caring, knowledgeable and experienced staff. They have sustainable numbers in each class and are also financially sustainable.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb School is the centre and heart of our village it porvides broad and balanced opportunitites at KS 3 and 4. If Acomb becomes a primary they are prepared for this for the last year. It would be so sad for the school and the village.

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

I would like Haydon Bridge High School to be the centre for vocational studies as well as main stream GCSE's in the area.

Staff Member

Humshaugh C of E First School

Hexham

No

Please do no close or merge our amazing rural schools, they are vital links with the communities and unique within their areas. 

No

Please do no close or merge our amazing rural schools, they are vital links with the communities and unique within their areas. 

No

Please do no close or merge our amazing rural schools, they are vital links with the communities and unique within their areas. 

Ensure that the millions of pounds for investment available in the west is passed on to schools who need improvements to buildings and facilities e.g. HMS and QEHS.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

No

No

I have two grandchildren who attend Broomhaugh First School. The educational experience they receive is outstanding. They are treated as individuals and the holistic needs of both are considered on a daily basis. This system works for them and I cannot understand why the Council would choose to change a system that works so well. I have confidence that as they progress through the three tier system their confidence and maturity will develop. I have grave concerns that sending them from a  small rural school to a massive academy of over 2000 pupils at aged 11 will detrimentally effect their psychological wellbeing and development into well rounded adults.   I have scoured both consultation documents published by Northumbria County Council and find them both woefully lacking in terms of information of how the future quality of education in West of Northumberland can be assured with the proposed changes. Cynically speaking, we can assume that this whole consultation process is due to the financial dire straits that our education system finds itself in, and not at all a quest to ensure the finest educational quality for our children. It is disappointing therefore that there is no robust financial planning evident to suggest that any of the proposals put forward will guarantee financial security in the future.  I am afraid that at this moment, the consultation from NCC seems a hastily constructed process forced by the hand of the Hadrian Learning Trust, with no real basis of evidence to ensure either financial security or educational quality for our children. A very disappointing consultation.

Parent/carer

Other

Broomley

Stocksfield

No

It will ruin the future for many communities and does not have the needs of the local children at the centre of the plan.

No

No

Again it doesn't meet the needs of the communities

Please see the proposal by Haydon bridge high school - they clearly outline what is needed by the community

We need l2 and l3 vocational subjects for our young people. We are making the world a harder place for some of our most needy. Not all young people need all acidemic subjects. Please consider the needs of all in the community.

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

No

Keep 3 tier system

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

No

Keep the 3 tier system

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

ACOMB

No

It would result in the closure of local schools.

No

It would result in the closure of local schools.

No

It would result in the closure of local schools.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Stocksfield

No

I think the closure of local schools for any child is detrimental to the area and could have longer term implications for the future of rural locations. Most of the schools earmarked for closure under model A are not only financially viable but have been deemed to be good schools by Ofted inspectors.

I don not find this to be a viable option and without further information, I do not feel in a position to make and suggestions.

No

As in model A as well as a huge concern over the area being host to one of the largest high schools in the country. This could mean that vulnerable pupils suffer and become anonymous in a huge school. Sir Alex Fergurson claims his most important management skill was to know everyone's name. How would the head teacher ever learn the names of all their pupils never mind get to know them personally? The 3 tier system has proven to be successful in both academic terms and also in terms of emotional development. The transition from KS2 to KS3 proves to be a key development phase for children emotionally and being in a middle school at this time nurtures them through this time, allowing them to discover who they are without the additional pressure of moving school. I feel very strongly about the emotional development of children and if we can get this right then the educational achievement will follow in its success.

There is, in my opinion, absolutely no viability to this option.

No

As in response to model A, the closure of any local rural school that is proving to be financially viable cannot be an option to support changes because one school desires it.

I don't feel there is enough information about the local housing/population projected expectations to be able to make any informed suggestions.

Closing any school should be a final and last resort. If a new High School is needed then a new build should be supported by the council with enough room for expansion. Three tier schooling works, educationally and emotionally for the development of children, with many parents choosing to travel out of catchment to access this system. Children receive specialist teaching in subjects from Year 5 and make a manageable educational move at this age. Schools should be able to share resources through working together and perhaps create smaller 'groups' within the partnership. The consideration of a two tier system stems from financial gains and for that reason cannot be supported.  



[bookmark: 29]Parent/carer

Other

Broomley First School

No

Broomley First School is federated with Whittonstall First School, and this was not taken into consideration when proposing that Whittonstall should be closed.  Whittonstall also takes pupils from outside Northumberland (County Durham).  As a Federation, Broomley &amp; Whittonstall are financially viable.  As a separate matter, I don't think that there should be no secondary education in Haydon Bridge.  

No

Haydon Bridge should not close -  Broomley FIrst School is federated with Whittonstall First School and this should be left outside the scope of this proposal and treat Whittonstall as part of the Prudhoe group of schools along with Ovingham, Prudhoe etc.

I strongly feel that Haydon Bridge should not close.  There is potential to provide much more than A-AS Levels for 16-18 year olds and this could be offered at Haydon Bridge.  I think the idea in Model C of merging some first schools in the vicinity and providing an all through 4-18 at Haydon Bridge is a much better idea than closing Haydon Bridge altogether.  There must be serious consideration given to the provision of 16-18 education in the area and how this could be best achieve across the two sites (Hexham/Haydon Bridge) to cater for all abilities, not just those who are more academically able.

No

Broomley First school has been ignored from this throughout - it is federated with Whittonstall and I do believe that these two schools should therefore be left out of the proposals as they are financially viable and are part of another area/system (Prudhoe, Ovingham. Wylam) rather than being linked to the west.

Leave out Broomley/Whittonstall from the equation.

I do believe that changes are required.  I understand that parents in particular are resistant to change, however I do think that moving to a primary/secondary system in the areas where there are small, rural schools could benefit the communities involved in the long term.  Whilst some children will have to travel further afield, surely this is an opportunity for outlying, small communities to connect at one, larger primary school rather than several small first schools.  The children would be together for longer in these settings, and presumably the opportunities for extra curricular activities, parent/school activities would be much better in a larger primary school.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

Acomb Has a great school serving the local community for many years. High standards from teachers and all staff. All classes have a great staff to pupil ratio. Acomb school is in a great catchment area with 76% in the local area attending the school. All Our 4 children have attended this school and hope our grandchildren do to.

Greenhaugh

No

Greenhaugh is a successful school, achieving good results, with a professional and caring staff, supportive governors and parents, and is the heart of the local rural community. Closure would decimate the community and involve longer and more complex travel arrangements. The school has proved financial viability and has the capacity in buildings and space to become a primary school if the three tier system is changed.  One only has to walk into the school, watch pupils and staff and look at the displays and work being done, to realise that it serves a fundamentally vital purpose here in Tarset and Greystead parish.  I have been involved in education all my working life and have worked with many small rural schools similar to Greenhaugh. These have been successful schools, fulfilling an essential role in relatively remote areas.  Small is often beautiful and the funding arrangements for schools like Greenhaugh need to change. It is disgraceful to punish the success of Greenhaugh because of the incompetences of Haydon  Bridge managers. The county council is also guilty of poor management in this instance, as the timescale for proper consulatation is ridiculously tight, as is their perceived ability to understand the local issues and produce factual impact and risk assessments for the options A,B,C, all of which involve closure of Greenhaugh.

See above. Build on Greenhaugh success by increasing its support, potentially as a primary school

No

See page 1

No

See page 1

See page 1. If the three tier system is forced into our area, then increase the age range at Greenhaugh and make it a primary school. There is space, the buildings are sound, and the community will support it.

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

No

Keep in place the three tier system, I had an incredible, enriching and beneficial experience and don’t believe a two tier system would be better in any way. 

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

No

No

Keep the three tier system.

Parent/carer

Hexham

No

Please do not close or merge our amazing rural schools, they are vital links with the communities and unique within their areas. 

No

Please do not close or merge our amazing rural schools, they are vital links with the communities and unique within their areas. 

No

Please do not close or merge our amazing rural schools, they are vital links with the communities and unique within their areas. 

Ensure the millions of pounds available for investment is passed on to schools who need new buildings and improved facilities e.g. HMS and QEHS.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Leave things as they are. It is not all about saving money, it is about giving children the best education possible so they can be the best for themselves.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Stocksfield

No

Education being effected once again effecting hundreds of lives!

No

No

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

I do not believe that Queen Elizabeth High School should be merged with Haydon Bridge, however I do think it would be beneficial for some of the smaller first schools which have multiple year groups in one class to merge. This would mean that children will all develop academically at the correct levels.

Keep Haydon Bridge and Hexham as separate schools but merge groups of 2 or 3 first schools to create larger first schools

No

Children that live in areas where local schools aren't as good (e.g. Consett) travel to Hexham high school and Corbridge middle school to gain a better education. Under this model, this would not be possible  The current three tier system is really beneficial, partifxukaelh for those with less confidence.  If you're 11 years old an thrown into a school with 18 year olds then this will be very daunting. You are also more likely to be exposed to drugs and alcohol at a lower age. The three tier system gradually introduces children to these concepts without allowing actual access 

No

QEHS is a huge school, all of those pupils would have to travel far

Keep the three tier system in place or merge Haydon Bridge with another school that is academically struggling and give financial aid

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

No

keep 3 tier system

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

No

No

Keep 3 tier system

Fourstones Hexham

Yes

This option would cause least disruption to schools and communities.Village schools would continue to be central to rural life and children would be educated within their communities learning about their environment and responsibilities. The need to travel further afield would not arise until they were older and more independent.The age that this would happen would be flexible either staying at a local primary school until 9years or 11years.

No

This option would seem to offer less choice.

No

Least favourable. Children would be travelling on rural roads if the estimate of miles to Haydon Bridge is accepted. The only road that this could be is narrow,weight restricted and the surface and verges in a deplorable condition.  Taking a different route via the A69 is also very risky involving a right turn onto this busy road and then resulting in children travelling more than 6 miles to school.This would then raise the question of paid transport and escorts as well as child seats for young children. Nursery provision seems to have been missed from this proposal. Not all parents have cars available and there is no bus link from Fourstones to Haydon Bridge.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb First School is the centre of our community and the heart of our village. Acomb has lots to offer children and they put the children at the heart of everything. We need to save our school. Acomb provides a broad and balance opportunites at KS3 and 4. Acomb is a viable community schoool which has potential to be a succesful primary if the opportunity arises.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

Do not agree with proposals

No

Do not agree with proposals

No

DO not agree with proposals

Haltwhistle Community Campus have made a proposal which looks much more preferable - I want my children to be able t walk to school for as long as possible, and taking part in a school where they are known as individuals and have time to develop into their own person - before joining a larger organisation.  Rather than fewer schools would like to see a wider range of subjects available to the children even if it means different sites specialising in different subject areas.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

haltwhistle

No

Too far for children to travel on roads not fit/safe for purpose who would travel with children on buses Who would travel with children on buses What happens if children attend after school clubs school are far too big,shy or children not academically good will be left behind. Community suffers as no schools in west, no work,people not moving into the area.

Not a viable option

No

as option A The west of Northumberland needs a school. Northumbrain is such a large catchment area, not lie urban areas, we need more smaller schools for children to allow them to build up friendship and allow socialisation.

No

A ridiculous suggestion, expecting parents to put children under 4 years age on a bus to travel 10 mile to school and back each day is just ludicrous. The problems associated with this suggestion are too big to even contemplate.

I have looked at the proposal that haltwhistle school has proposed and in the main this appears to make more sense.  Each area in Northumberland has individual needs catered for. The communites can continue to be involved in their schools and take ownership.  Haltwhistle middle school and HBHS all need updating but money appears to be available.  Let us see a little common sense, this is educational demands for next 20 years and we need to get it right for our children and the future.

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

No

The schools should not merge and Hayden bridge children should be given a school that meets thier needs without the need to travel.  The closure of smaller rural schools is a very important issue for the wider county and will lead to the countryside dying, children being bussed greater distances on country roads and the financial benefits are not clear. 

No

This involves the closure of a number of really good middle schools which again hasn't been explained In detail or given adequate finical explanation.

No

Again many of the information given in the tables is incorrect or at best rushed.

There have been many alternative proposals put forward by many of the schools involved which are all worth consideration by professionals who should be able to give the issues both educationally, socio economically and financially the correct consideration for the benefit of all in the county most importantly the children involved.   No one is against change in the county but for many the current 3 tier system works for our county. The proposals put forward do not give enough information financially or in fact provide the right information on the current system. The issue of education in west Northumberland needs to be given a dedicated time period so that all possibilities can be considered for the benefit of the children, families and communities involved. 

No

No

No

Two tier Two high schools Consolidation of first schools  Northumberland Councillors should hang their heads in shame at the disgraceful under funding of the fabric and structure of both Queen Elizabeth and Haydon Bridge High Schools.  Where has the money ear marked for improvements gone?  West Tynedale can accommodate two High Schools which allows ALL children in the district to access higher education.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale

No

No

No

I support Haydon Bridge High School option D. Thus is about my child’s education not league tables. I want to send her to a school where she is happy and confident in reaching her full potential not a school that is only interested in league tables. Or a school that is becoming so overcrowded the classes are too large and the kids will taught in porter cabins.

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

Humshaugh

No

Yes

Don't know

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

HBHS proposal   This would make there less choice for parents if all schools  were primary and secondary- children would go to the school with their peers.  There is a choice for SEN provision which is much needed in West Northumberland. Working with children with additional needs and also having a child of our own. ‘Mainstream’ prevision isn’t always the best environment for children with these needed.  HBHS has some fantastic and unique facilities. Children shouldn’t have to travel further than they need to for the same education.

Parent/carer

No

No

No

Acomb first school provides the best quality education for our children in a vibrant community school environment which is outward looking and plans for the future

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

Corbridge middle Riding Mill Northumberland

No

Closing Haydon Bridge doesn't seem realistic solution given the large geographical area.

No

2 tier system is not the best fit for the area. Closing Haydon Bridge schools seems unrealistic given large geographical area.  Hexham High school will become huge and unwieldy, far larger than the average secondary school in the country.  It seems extremely unlikely Hexham could maintain its high level of education in this situation.

Don't know

This seems the best option out of the three but still results in good schools being closed down.

I expect it is not necessary for so many good and well loved schools to close. I also have misgivings as to whether new expanded first schools could cope with additional pupils from other schools.

I think the collaborative hub solutions suggested by Corbridge Middle School and others seem like a good alternative.  I would like to see that the viability of such alternative solutions has been seriously considered.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Hexham

Yes

I believe model a to be the best model of the 3 and it seems that this model will be slightly less disruptive than the other 2 models; fewer schools will close and hopefully cms could remain.

No

I feel model b will mean closure to a lot of schools and will be more disruptive than model a. It will have a larger impact on small communities.

No

Again as model b it is more disruptive than model a.

I believe if a school is working well; as is cms, then these factors need to be considered in any model approach. As a teacher in a 2 tier system, i much prefer the 3 tier model. It bridges the gap between primary and secondary beautifully, in so many ways. I feel that the focus is economic/finance driven and is very short sighted. There is so much more to consider; including and most importantly the social and emotional well being of the children this is going to effect. We live in a rural community and yet the new proposed model seems to implicate a very large high school.  There is going to be a huge impact on small communities; transport issues etc this all needs to be taken into account.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

Haydon bridge

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Invest in the schools. Prioritise education. Option D as suggested by the campaigners seems a fair solution. The options come across as basic with little thought going into them. Have some ambition!

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

I don't like option A because I don't believe closing HNHS and merging with QEHS and transferring pupils to Hexham would be the right option.

I believe in a three tier system and do agree with some principles raised in option A such as Haltwhistle Middle School staying open.  I also agree some first and primary schools should amalgamate which would result in some small schools closing.  I would like to see a reintroduction of first schools.

No

I don't like option B because I don't believe a two tier system in this area is the best option.

There is nothing in this option I agree with.

No

I don't like Option C because I believe a three tier system would best suit this area.

The only thing I like about this option is HBHS saying on its existing site.

I believe we should retain/reintroduce a three tier system consistently across the whole of the West of Northumberland.  PLEASE SEE APPENDIX A  On a personal level, I also have concerns about my children going to school in Hexham.  I work in Carlisle as will many parents and feel the distance is too far.  I would seriously have to think about sending them to a school in Cumbria should HBHS close which would be a terrible shame to take them away from their community in which we live.

Barrasford

No

Any proposal to close Chollerton First School is unacceptable.  Chollerton First School is an Ofsted outstanding school where children are enabled to reach their potential in a safe, happy and stimulating environment. K.S.1 results are in the top 5% nationally. EYFS and Phonics are greater than or equal to 5% higher than the national average.  The consultation document is misleading. It does not take into account the sparsity payment and fairer funding for rural schools.  The school building is excellent with no foreseeable maintenance costs and space to be extended.  The outdoor space is amazing with a large field and wooded area that accommodates a Forest School. There are well equipped imaginative play areas and an outdoor classroom.  The proposal, in all three models, would result in the closure of Chollerton First School. I cannot see any good reason within the document as to why this should be and exactly how these proposals have been arrived at.   Children would have longer travel times from their homes. There would be no educational benefit. The Pre-school which is accommodated within the school and is a valuable provision for parents in our rural area would struggle to survive financially. Would vulnerable people still be able to access the meals on wheels service presently provided by the school? No consideration has been given to the impact on the community and local businesses which will result in diminishing rural services even further.  

No

As model A.

No

As stated in previous views on models A and B.

No

1. Having one large high school for the whole of West Northumberland means families will have no choice about where to send their children; there is a risk that young people will have reduced choice in terms of both academic options and non-academic alternatives; it gives one academy - which has no public accountability - complete control over the education of secondary age pupils in the the west of the county; if parents want other options, they will need to pay for their children to travel to schools out of catchment which might already be over-subscribed, e.g. Ponteland.  2. The closure of so many village first schools (including West Woodburn First School) is unacceptable, mainly because: most of those schools provide good or outstanding education so there is no educational justification for closure; pupils enjoy execeptionally high levels of pastoral care in their small, local schools; transferring young children to more distant schools means wasted time on buses when they could be spending time in after school activities and/or with families and/or doing homework; the council should be increasing the number of children who walk to school as a way to improve health and wellbeing and tackle obesity, rather than reducing numbers who can walk, cycle or scoot to school; increased travel means increased traffic and pollution when we should be trying to reduce emissions; parents who do not have transport will have fewer opportunities to engage with their children’s school - and parental engagement is critical to improving educational outcomes; reducing children’s engagement in their local community reduces their social capital, another key determinant for good educational outcomes and social mobility.  3. The closure of village schools exacerbates the decline of rural communities. For example, West Woodburn First School is at the heart of the village and parish and enjoys the active support and engagement of the local community. Not only will this affect current residents but deter future residents from moving to the village: having a school is a positive asset that people seek when deciding where to live. Without new families, rural villages will become ghettos for an ageing population, which in turn creates greater pressures on public services. For example, a healthy mix of residents means people are in a position to support each other; this will be reduced if our small villages lose younger fam

To be viable, model A needs: - retain good and outstanding first schools  - invest in middle school to ensure it is good or outstanding  - second secondary/high school which offers genuine choices for older students 

No

See point 1 from model A regarding having one secondary school. See points 2 and 3 from model A regarding closure of first schools, including West Woodburn First School.  Additionally, there are too many diverse small schools feeding into one secondary school. While recognising the potential for ‘schools within a school’ ( as suggested by QEHS), managing transition from so many schools will be such a challenge it is unlikely that good transition arrangements could be made. Urban schools of the proposed size of QEHS manage because they are fed by fewer, much larger primary schools. Even if model B resulted in fewer primary feeders rather than current first school feeders, there would still be transition from more than 16 schools!   Parents in the parish are strongly committed to the three-tier system as they prefer a double transition to children travelling further and attending larger schools aged 11. 

Have a second secondary school so QEHS does not have a monopoly, but invest in this so families and students have genuine choices.  If it is not viable to retain the three-tier system (despite this being parents’ preference), enable the first schools to become primary schools without closures so villages remain vibrant and sustainable.

No

In addition to points raised under models A and B, this seems to be a completely pointless option. There is no rationale for HBHS to be 4-16 as only Newbrough pupils would move there at the lower age! 

Invest in HBHS so it is a viable and good alternative option to QEHS.

Stronger and ‘official’ partnerships between small schools so funding is spent on teaching and learning, not on management and administration. For example, one set of agreed policies across schools so each school is not spending time that could be devoted to teaching on repetitive bureaucracy. Similarly, a shared financial system so each school is not duplicating time spent on accountancy when it could be spent on teaching in the curriculum or adding value through extra-curricular provision. One process for managing buildings and land instead of wasting headteacher and governor time on that.  Stronger partnerships between schools could also reduce the need for multiple headteachers. Similar to a MAT, a partnership of schools could have an executive head with deputies at each individual school. Schools would collaborate on areas such as curriculum development to improve pupils’ transition to the next tier and, again, reduce bureaucracy. This can still be flexible enough to accommodate the different needs of children in different schools.  This would not necessarily reduce costs associated with buildings, although economies of scale come from having fewer larger contracts with suppliers etc., but would focus money on teaching time and support from teaching assistants.   NB. If NCC is concerned about transition between schools that does not reflect National Curriculum stages, what potential is there for three-tier to keep parents happy but having infants (KS1), juniors (KS2) and seniors (KS3-4)? Or following models in some other areas of the country: primary KS1-2 (current first schools), junior highs KS3 (current middle schools) and high schools (KS4-5). Having a much better vocational offer at KS5 would help many young people to study locally instead of having to go to Newcastle College. 

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

I don't believe the answer to this issue lies with the disruption of the feeder (first) schools and subsequent closure. The issue lies with two schools and two very separate issues:  1.) HBHS is in a bad state 2.) HLT has their own agenda and have decided to try and opt for a two tier system for what I can only think is for a financial benefit to them.  By closing a large number of first schools in the region, the outcome will be a total disruption for a number of families and communities in the region, disrupted children which will lead to poor performance for a number of years.  The children who are in the middle of the disruption will feel the effect and this is very likely to manifest itself in a reduction of high grade exam results for a number of years.  Taking the much loved and very nurturing first schools (many of whom are not in financial dire straits) is NOT the answer here.  The answer lies in supporting the schools which are in big trouble.  Fix the issues at HBHS before creating a knock on effect for thousands of other people in the future.

No

I absolutely disagree that this is the model which the council should be opting for.  There are so many reasons why this is a bad idea, some of which i will try and outline below.    1.) This option would create one of the largest Secondary schools in the country (circa 2200 pupils).  How can the council expect this to work out well?   The children coming through the schooling system in Northumberland have been nurtured by some outstanding and often small first and middle schools.  The thought of children moving from small (under 100 pupil schools) up to a behemoth of a school is a bad idea.  This 'mega school' will feel like a hostile environment to many.  The loss of middle schools will make the jump to the new school so alien to many and be extremely difficult.  2.) The three tier system is a great working system in Northumberland (as in many other rural areas.  The reason for the potential change in 3 tier to 2 tier is the result of HLT railroading others into this situation.  It feels somewhat like the biggest kid in the playground bullying everyone else into playing the game they want to.  3.) Many of the first schools and middle schools which will be closed in this system are financially viable and Ofsted Outstanding.  It is outrageous that these should be closed when they are high performing and a good option financially.  4.) Hexham is not a large place and does not have the infrastructure to deal with a school of this size.  This will cause disruption to the town of Hexham.  5.) For a few years during the transition period, there will be many teachers who will be teaching in schools which they know are about to close.  Has the council really thought this through?  How will this affect morale within these schools?  Does the council really think that a teacher who knows that they have to carry on teaching at a school for a transition period before their job is lost and schools is closed, will have carry on teaching with the high motivation levels required to teach our children?

No

There are certain aspects of this model which I agree with, however, I still find it hard to accept as many school closures as this.  I think that the situation at HBHS means that the council HAS to step in, take back control and financially take responsibility for a school in Haydon Bridge.  As I have previously stated, the merger of HBHS students into QEHS is a ludicrous idea, one which is a rushed decision in which the council seem to be piggy backing on the HLT's insular desire to drive forward a two tier system in the West.  By taking back control of the Haydon Bridge high school, this will mean that Haydon Bridge has a school in the community (vital for the community) and stop the idea of this mega school in Hexham.  However, why should this come at the expense of so many (excellent) first schools in the region.  It seems to me that the council have to address the major issue of HBHS before making any other decisions.  Please fix the issue here first.  Take control financially and educationally, to ensure that Haydon Bridge remains open.    After investing money in Haydon Bridge, then address the needs of the rest of the schools.  

Forgive me for not giving you an exact answer to how to deal with the many complex issues at stake here.  However, I do want to note a few points down (apologies if these are duplicated) but I feel they are worth noting.  1.) Please don't be railroaded by QEHS and their insular desire to become two tier.  They should not have this authority and hopefully the RSC will see sense and not let them allow their own agenda to dictate the educational journey for thousands of students over the coming years.  2.) The councils main objective should be to alleviate the issues at HBHS.  This is an immediate need.  Invest money into the school to allow students to WANT to go there.  Create a good school here (yes, it will cost money), but it will create healthy competition for QEHS.  3.) Do not rush a decision.  This consultation seems to be rushing into a number of outcomes which are trying to fix the financial issues of the day, however, the educational requirements seem to have been lost in the discussions.  4.) Please do not underestimate the negative impact that losing schools in small communities will have.  As the council seem to be looking at things from a financial implication rather than an educational one, think of the financial implications that closing schools in small communities will have. House prices will be reduced, small villages will become less desirable.  Larger towns and shopping areas will become less frequented and desirable.  All of these things will have a negative financial implication on the council in the long term. Take away the financial implications and look at the negative outcomes this will have on the communities.  The schools are at the heart of our small rural communities.  The playground is where friendships are forged (both by children and adults).  Where communities are born and community spirit is kept alive.  Do not take this away.  It will have huge detriment to many.  5.) Overall, I think the councils main objective should be:     a.) Keep education alive in Haydon Bridge     b.) Keep the three tier system alive     c.) Work with Hexham to ensure that they are financially viable, after all, they are an EXTREMELY important part of many of our children future.  However, they should not be at liberty to change the whole system.  Work with them (and perhaps invest in them) to make sure that a smooth merge of the middle school and upper school works well but in separate buildings.    d.) Re-think the closures of the may first schools.  Why should so many first schools be put at risk when they provide excellent education to our children?  It is for sure just a financial decision.  More thought needs to be given on the total sum of money which can be allocated to our schools to allow as many as possible to stay open. 

Staff Member

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhustle

No

No

No

Model D -  Haydon Bridge High School proposal for an Academic and vocational school at existing premises.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

hexham

No

Don't know

It is better but would prefer Sele to remain three tier entry

It is better but would prefer Sele to remain three tier entry

No

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Haltwhistle

No

No

Yes

I've selected option C as I believe this is the lesser evil of the 3 options for children in the rural and south of northumberland. I have concerns about children travelling on the A69 to hexham twice a day, with the atrocious state of the road and the horrific accidents that have occurred over recent years make me worry about our children's safety I also believe parents and children should have a choice on where to attend school that is why I'd like HBHS to remain open with a new building. I support a 2 teir system as I believe the current system is old fashioned ideally I'd like to see primary schools remain as they are and for children from rural primary schools and to the south be able to attend HBHS as a secondary school and the same for QE it seems a more simple solution for QE and HBHS to be secondary schools. I chose Greenhead Primary school for my child religious grounds and I'd like for a solution to be made to save this fantastic school 

Leave primary schools as they are keep HBHS and QE as secondary schools seems like a more simple solution

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

Hexham

No

It’s too far for children aged 4-9 to travel twice a day, five days a week on top of a school day. My two children already sit on a bus for 50 minutes per day five times a week. If you close West Woodburn they will have to double their travelling time.

No

Closing the rural schools will kill the communities. I think all the people in favour of the closures should visit all the schools and sit with the children who sit on the school bus the longest and spend the day with them and travel back with them at home time.

No

As a parent I don’t want to see any schools close. Why is it just West Northumberland? You don’t seem to be closing any schools over in Morpeth.

I would love to see the schools continue as they have for the past 100 years. My children are fourth generation of this family to attend West Woodburn. I really think that the safety and well-being of the children are not being put first. The closure of the school would have a really terrible effect on the village itself. The cost of travelling will increase hugely.

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

If QEHS don't know how much extra funding you are going to get then you shouldn't be promising swimming pools, new buildings and extra teachers. None of them actually know whether or not they will have enough funding to take the extra kids, extra teachers and might have to build extensions or a whole new school to accommodate them. Why don't the council have the current financial information from QEHS to include as a part of this consultation. 

No

No

I have had a good experience of all three schools I have attended (Corbridge First, Corbridge Middle and now year 9 at QEHS). I don't think they should change this as it will mess up the system and take away the more relaxed feel of year 7 and 8. Year 7 and 8 is not relaxed in a bad way it is relaxed in the sense that the teachers aren't telling you every lesson how you have to get this mark to pass your GCSE's. This gave me time to develop wider interests and skills and develop as a person ready for High School. The system is good so why change it? I had a good experience of Corbridge Middle School and think this should not end up having to close.  I think if the changes went ahead we might lose some of the really good teachers that we have now and this would be disruptive for our education - especially as I go to do my GSCES.  Year 9 recently have had an assembly where we were told if we went 2 tier we would get a swimming pool, new building, more teachers and of course this 'extra funding'. The forms given to us in Mr Andriot and the deputy heads biased assembly contained words like 'amalgamated' which many year 9's didn't understand. How can the school teach us to write for the correct age range when our own senior leaders can't do it themselves. The forms from that assembly (and the other assemblies) shouldn't be counted as pupils from the age of 13 were mislead into thinking a 2 tier system would be better. I don't think Northumberland Council should include the views from pupils expressed as a result of the assembly into the consultation for QEHS and how this effects the consultation on education in the West.   I would like to know more about what options are being properly looked at for my education after GSCE year - I would like to have a range of subjects and choices locally and am worried that this isn't being thought about as part of this consultation. 

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

No

Keep 3 tier system

Haltwhistle

No

I think that there should be 2 senior schools to give diversity and choice for students. The middle schools seem to be popular and give a local option for younger children I very much favour small schools as close to home as possible. There should be funding available to keep schools open, this is a political decision.

No

As before. I favour 2 senior schools and the retention of middle-schools and first schools. I do not favour one large school for the area. This seems like depriving students and parents of choice and is not good for education. What will happen to special needs students? Can they attend local schools if they want?

No

Not a good idea to be bussing young students from Bellingham and Haltwhistle. Keep provision local and small in my opinion.

I previously lived on Alston Moor. My children attended Nenthead Primary and Samuel Kings then went on to Brampton or QES at Hexham. The small local schools were good for them, less travel time, after schools activities,parental and community involvement in their education. People I talk to in Haltwhistle appreciate the same thing, they want their children educated close to home.  I do think this is a political decision to be made to keep smaller schools open.

The County Council should provide more detailed information with regards to the implications for each school affected by the proposals including financial modelling of each scenario and also the socio economic impact of each option, or alternatives.   This should also include the impacts on rural communities, pupil choices and travel to school times.   The County Council should present this information for consultation and allow the residents of West Northumberland a reasonable time frame to make comments. Sufficient time should also be incorporated into the programme to allow the Council to consider the consultation responses in detail.   At present none of the options presented enable residents to provide informed comments. This is a failure by the County Council and very worrying given that such a critical issue as the future education of thousands of school children is at stake. 

Email:  I attended a consultation event run by Corbridge Church of England First School last Thursday evening with regards to the two consultations running with regards to education in the West of Northumberland. Representatives of the middle school were in attendance but no one had been available to attend from the Hexham Partnership.

The consultation was very helpful in clarifying a number of the issues arising from the consultation. Essentially, the session confirmed that the each of the consultation documents, those produced by the County Council and the Hexham Partnership, is lacking in information, unclear and in some cases contradictory.

An issue as serious as the education of children in the largest county in the Country, which gives rise to its own specific issues including the size of catchments, is being rushed through without sufficient consideration being given to consequences. The timetable suggests the decision is to be made by July and as yet there is little to no financial modelling available to support the options put forward and no consideration being given to the social implications for the more rural communities of Northumberland, amongst other matters.

As a parent of two children who would be directly affected by the proposals I have not yet found any information with regards to what investment might take place at their existing school to support its transition to a primary, or whether in fact this is intended to take place on the existing site.   I am also very concerned at the prospect of my children moving at the age of 11 to a secondary school of approximately 2,500 pupils. This will make it one of the largest in the country which seems nonsensical given the size of its catchment.   This also gives rise to significant concerns with regards pastoral care and the educational choices that will be available to students.

 In short, the Council seems to have rushed its consideration to the future of education in the west of Northumberland without giving full and proper consideration to the information available or the likely outcomes. We cannot, therefore, support any of the proposals at this time.

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

The proposals as they stand are based on incomplete and in some cases misleading information with regards to the success and financial position of schools within the Hexham Partnership. There are no failing schools in the Hexham Partnership and I understand there to be a net financial surplus across the Trust.   The proposed consultation has been rushed and as a result the full implications of the changes proposed are not available for consideration.  I, therefore, cannot support Model A at the current time.    

Insufficient information to be able to provide a view on this.

No

The consultation document is lacking in information, unclear and in some cases contradictory.   An issue as serious as the education of children in the largest county in the Country, which gives rise to its own specific issues including the size of catchments, is being rushed through without sufficient consideration being given to consequences. The timetable suggests the decision is to be made by July and as yet there is little to no financial modelling available to support the options put forward and no consideration being given to the social implications for the more rural communities of Northumberland, amongst other matters.  As a parent of two children who would be directly affected by the proposals I have not yet found any information with regards to what investment might take place at their existing school to support its transition to a primary, or whether in fact this is intended to take place on the existing site.   I am also very concerned at the prospect of my children moving at the age of 11 to a secondary school of approximately 2,500 pupils. This will make it one of the largest in the country which seems nonsensical given the size of its catchment.   This also gives rise to significant concerns with regards pastoral care and the educational choices that will be available to students.   In short, the Council seems to have rushed its consideration to the future of education in the west of Northumberland without giving full and proper consideration to the information available or the likely outcomes. I cannot, therefore, support the proposals at this time.  

Cannot provide any additional comment at this stage as insufficient information available.

No

The proposals as they stand are based on incomplete and in some cases misleading information with regards to the success and financial position of schools within the Hexham Partnership. There are no failing schools in the Hexham Partnership and I understand there to be a net financial surplus across the Trust.   The proposed consultation has been rushed and as a result the full implications of the changes proposed are not available for consideration.  I, therefore, cannot support Model C.  

Insufficient information available to provide comment.

 

At present none of the options presented, or the information given, provide sufficient information to make an informed decision on what is ultimately the most important decision to affect the future of my two children.  I am a product of a two tier education system. The system offered by 3 tiers, nurturing, role-modeling and so many other benefits have amazed me. That Northumberland County Council believes that it can save a little money and that is more important than the well-being of its inhabitants and their children is, quite frankly, outrageous.  The process-making has been wreckless and suggests a moral dereliction of duty.  Northumberland County Council has the opportunity here to do the right thing; stand up for the welfare of its inhabitants and IMPORTANTLY their children or, they can take the easy option - close excellently performing schools in areas that require then as the focal point of their communities.  Don't turn your back on your constituents. Don't fail the children whose educational and emotional needs will be severely prejudiced.  If there is a need for a revamp of the educational system in West Northumberland take the time to consider it properly and make an informed decision; not a knee-jerk response to the issue with Haydon Bridge's issues!    

EMail:  I write further to my wife’s email below.

I too have several concerns involving the attempt to rush through the unification of schools, involving the closing of numerous schools, in West Tynedale.

Please note, as a Northern Irishman, I have been through the two tier system. Having subsequently experienced the three tier system here in West Tynedale with my own two children I can honestly see the numerous benefits and advantages that this system brings.

The suggestion of closing several rural schools will clearly have an adverse effect on the areas they service. They are a focal point for those communities that are otherwise widely spread due to the nature of the areas they service. Expecting children to spend hours each week in cars or buses transiting to/from school is time that they could better spend in after-school activities.

As to the consultation process itself: this has been poorly conceived and woefully thought-through. It appears to be a vain-glorious attempt to create a “mega-school” in Hexham at the expense of every other school that it would affect. QEHS is certainly in need of significant funding to replace and upgrade its facilities. But at what cost to the very area it serves?

The reality is that the proposals, as they stand, will inevitably have an adverse effect on the education of the children of the area. Ironically that would then have an adverse effect on the (currently excellent) results that QEHS achieves – the educational ability of those arriving at QEHS is because of the very education system that is in danger of being dismantled.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Corbridge

No

The process as they stand is based on a rushed and unsupported methodology, with insufficient information to make an informed decision.  The proposal appears to be ultimately be based on a "financial" decision to close schools that are actually not in deficit.  For these reasons, among others, I do not consider Model A as a viable, or logically reasoned/argued option.

No. I do not thing that any realistic changes to Model A would make it a viable option.

No

The process as they stand is based on a rushed and unsupported methodology, with insufficient information to make an informed decision.  The proposal appears to be ultimately be based on a "financial" decision to close schools that are actually not in deficit.  For these reasons, among others, I do not consider Model A as a viable, or logically reasoned/argued option.

No. I do not consider there are any changes to Model B that would improve it or make it a viable option.

No

The process as they stand is based on a rushed and unsupported methodology, with insufficient information to make an informed decision.  The proposal appears to be ultimately be based on a "financial" decision to close schools that are actually not in deficit.  For these reasons, among others, I do not consider Model A as a viable, or logically reasoned/argued option.

No. I do not consider there are any changes to Model C that would improve it or make it a viable option.

For the avoidance of doubt, I too cannot support any of the proposals currently put forward by the Consultation process.  

Parent/carer

Allendale Primary School

Haydon Bridge high school

Allendale

No

I don’t believe merging haydon bridge and closing the current haydon bridge high school is viable and am worried that this model then suggests that Hexham middle and QEHS may then get new buildings. There is not the capacity for all pupils of merged schools to be taught in the buildings as they are. I am also cross that having been forced into a 2 tier system my daughter would potentially go back to a middle school after having ours closed to make a primary then possibly attend 2 schools after that if she had to go to QE then another new build she will then have been through 5 schools with us having absolutely no choice about any of it.

No

Again I don’t think QEHS has adequate capacity either physically or pastorally to take all the children that are suggested. And why if a new school is to be build would it take till 2022? That’s a long time for the children who are having to ‘make do’ in the meantime. Other schools are built in a much shorter time frame especially as it would be on a new site. again my daughter would end up going through at least 5 schools. Apart from the upheaval to children immediately effected this option would leave parents with no options or choice locally.

No

Thinks this would undermine our primary school and cause further disruption to our pyramid. It also states Bellingham middle school pupils would be educated in the 4-18 school at haydon bridge but then says there would be a primary school at Bellingham. So this means that there would still be multiple intakes as pupils from other primary schools joined the haydon bridge school.

I believe all of the existing options restrict choice and options and create potential disruption for several years. I don’t believe any of these are in the pupils interest and feel that having already been let down by education authority and councils management of education in our area these options would create further problems for the pupils who have already had their education threatened by change and disruption.  I believe Mr Glover and the team at haydon bridge have presented a viable and potentially exciting option which would offer choice to pupils and parents locally and may even become an beacon/ flagship.  If this process is about the best options for education then surely trying something progressive like this makes sense if for no other reason than to give people an option.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Whirronstall

No

Do not believe that this school should be closed

School to remain open

No

Do not believe the school should be closed

The school needs to remain open

No

Do not believe the school should be closed

the schools needs to remain open

As a local resident I have grave concerns about closing or merging our school.  Whittonstall currently has no public transport links out side of the village thus making travelling to another school impossible and when we suffer adverse weather conditions the use of any transport is not possible therefore we walk to school.  Providing a school-bus service is not an option due to the age and vulnerability of the children, this would not be cost effective to the council as there would be a requirement for a qualified teacher lead chaperon on each bus service due to the age of the children.    Also, due to the age of the children any journey extending their school day would be detrimental to their learning abilities during the school day while suffering from fatigue.  Finally, this school is the heart beat of the community of Whittonstall with strong affiliation to the only church in the village, removing this would also be damaging to the church and therefore the village could possibly face the additional loss of the service of our only church also.  I strongly urge your good selves to reconsider your current position on Whittonstall First School and provide parents with an alternative solution to your recommendations.  Yours  Parent

Governor

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Henshaw

Yes

It is quite clear that HBHS has lost the support of parents in its catchment. To regain this trust will take a long time (if at all) and significant investment in sustain on going losses and rebuilding the school.   It would be far better to invest the funds in one school serving the whole of West Tyne.  QEHS could become a 11-18 school with a second entry at 13 taking the Children from Haltwhistle and Bellingham. This would remove the need for younger children at 11 being on busses for long periods. this particularly applies to children who live outside Haltwhistle and in effect have two bus journeys (into Halthwistle and the out again). The middle school system does work.    Your proposal does assume that Haltwhistle lower School will take in the children from greenhead. This school is already full, however I am sure additional classroom space could be found to accommodate these children. However making this school into a Primary school would require a large amount of capital to increase the size of the school. the upper school site not being suitable for younger children.  

You could consider retaining HBHS under the QE umbrella as a satellite to offer vocational courses up to but also post 16. NB Travel would have to be provided to both schools from all locations which would be an added burden.

No

This assumes the middle school closes.   For rural areas the middle school system works and is important to retain. Children living outside Haltwhistle could have a very long journey at a relatively young age if the middle school system is rejected.   Haltwhistle lower school would need significant capital expenditure to become a primary school

No

HBHS has already effectively been rejected by many parents in the area who already send their children to QEHS. You could well be spending good money on ahopeless cause.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Shaftoe Trust Primary

HAYDON BRIDGE

No

It involves closing a rural school which is an essential part of this community. The high school is an important local employer, a focal point for sports activity in the village with the hall, fields and tennis courts being used by the wider community. We have had 4 children attend Haydon Bridge High. They have grown up with a strong sense of community. We would lose this. The school is also important to local businesses in Haydon Bridge.  The plan means children from this catchment area travelling too far. It means many will have to travel from a very early age.   This plan ignores the benefits of a smaller school to children's' education and well-being.   The plan suggests the closure of a school on an excellent site despite work being needed on some of the buildings. The school has extensive sports fields and a reasonably new sports hall. They also recently refurbished some of the buildings. There is no indication as to what would happen to the school site in the event of closure. This is of major concern to those of us who live near the school.  The extension of QEHS would cause congestion in the west of Hexham.  Finally I would like to point out that low pupil numbers are largely due to the unforgivable messing around of the school over the past 3 or more years that has lead to many who are able and willing to do so sending their children elsewhere. Many of these children would return to HBHS and their younger siblings would come here if the school were allowed to flourish, as it has in the past and should. There is quite a bit of new building in the catchment area - much of it family homes. It is shortsighted to close a school on a site with so much potential for expansion when we are looking long term at more not fewer children living in this catchment area.

No

See reasons for plan A

Don't know

Could be a plan as it uses the current site which is a good one with lots of space and sports facilities and keeps a school in HB.  I think HBHS's own plan should be seriously considered.

Its a bit muddly. It seems to suggest 2 primary education sites in HB.   I also feel a retention of some 6th form would be better as QE does not necessarily cater for the vocational courses and HBHS does them very well. Also many A'level subjects are better taught in smaller groups. The presence of older children is good for the school too. Again please look at the HBHS proposal.

Please look at the HBHS proposal.

Governing Body Humshaugh C of E First School

No

We do not accept that sufficient consultation has been put into this response, in particular the impact of closing church schools in the Haydon Bridge partnership.

If the county retain a three tier system of education then the funds available should be used to manage Haydon Bridge's closure and it's pupils transferred to Hexham QE. If necessary assisting with the costs of building a new school to accommodate the extra pupils and funding revised transport for pupils travel to school.

No

Again, we do not accept that sufficient consultation has been put into this response, in particular the impact of closing church schools in the Haydon Bridge partnership.  Further, this model proposes a move to a two tier system of education yet there has been no consultation on this.  Finally, there needs to be a realistic community impact assessment carried out to reflect the needs of our rural communities and what will happen if this or model C is adopted.

No, we do not accept that sufficient consultation has been carried out to offer a base for modification.  However, we do not support any model that closes both Wark and Chollerton Schools.

No

Once again, we do not accept that you have carried out sufficient consultation on changing the way education is delivered to support this model. Our own school is ready to expand, and has put forward proposals to become a full primary school but the impact on our sparser and more distant communities proposed by this model is not acceptable.

No, we do not accept that sufficient consultation has been carried out to offer a base for modification.  However, we do not support any model that closes both Wark and Chollerton Schools.

This is an unfair question to ask because you have not given us the methodology being used to determine either the model of education (three or two tier) or why some schools are more vulnerable than others.  We would be happy to offer other solutions provided they did not put us into conflict with other church schools and if we knew the methodology to be used.  We support the financial and other help being offered to Hexham QE but would like to see Haydon Bridge retained, perhaps offering more vocational courses.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

St Josephs Middle School

Corbridge

No

Rural communities would be destroyed. Travel distances/methods/times to merged schools are not acceptable for children of this age.

No

As previous answer.

No

As previous answer.

The changes that are proposed are a rushed knee-jerk reaction sparked by other events going on in education in Northumberland.  We live in a unique geographical location with regards to education and there is no one size fits all solution.  Time and care needs to be taken to decide which is the correct way forward, not rushing decisions through with clearly no thought as to the pressures that responding to this consultation would put upon all our teaching staff and governing bodies. No serious cost modelling has been done to prove that any of these options are financially viable or even to prove that they are more cost effective than the current system in place, or certainly none has been provided. The changes proposed will have a detrimental effect on all children, perhaps to the extent that the strong foundations that they begin their school journey on will now become so shaky that QEHS will no longer be able to reap the benefits of the many excellent first and middle schools in Northumberland. 

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Wall

No

No

No

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I have spent the last 2 weeks gathering relivant reports from the hexham courant. There are over fifty relevant articles comments letters in the courant beginning july 2016 until now. Infact more appear every week. I include some of them here to give you a flavor and to suggest how parents might interpret the information. I am sure that you are aware of the power of the press and social media. As neither you are I were able to recall the cut off date for parental decisions (i thought it was Jan-May I was way out) I contacted HB high school each year, the date is around 31st october.  To begin I have it on very reliable authority that hb high school had no financial problems at the time that ofsted judged the school to be in special measures in 2014. It was eighteen months after that decision that finally improvements were put in place in the shape of the bright tribe trust and that was good news. It was reported on 9 sept 2016 that sixth form courses were being dropped through lack of interests but that did not deter parents (QEHS had to reduce their range of subjects too) and it is confirmed that the prospective intake looked healthy  However only two weeks later 28 october 2016 it was reported that there was a holdup in the bright tribe takeover relating to landownership of the school site, ridley hall, the boarding wing! You can already see that HB high school is not your typical inner city or even town high school it was established to cater for a rural community that is what we are. The catchment area for the school extends over 800 square miles! Almost all the new residents choose to live here because they want to live the type of life on offer.  By December 2nd 2016, the school governors were questioning the credibility of the bright tribe after reports of its poor leadership in Whitehaven, Cumbria and the Hexham Courant followed the issue up again the next week suggests that although bright tribe was the governments preferred choice to bring haydon bridge high school out of special measures, the government would not confirm the bright tribe as a sponsor - 9 Dec 2016 a week later, NCC was calling for the school children of the arrangement by letter! Needless to say, parents of prospective new entrants were in a dilemma or were already withdrawing their children from the 2016 - 2017 entry. Hence a fall in numbers.  For the next catastrophe, in March, the owners of Ridley hall (the boarding wing) were forced to put it up for sale when bright tribe and NCC could not agree who was responsible for the 26th children boarding there and NCC withdrew the care staff and residential manager! The childrens parents were given 48 hours to make alternative arrangements. I do not know if you are aware that these children live in the Kielder/Rochester area and other far flung parts of West Northumberland. A daily round trip to school takes three hours! Some of those children were in the midst of studying for exams summer! I call that decision by NCC absolutely heartless - see 10 March 2017. I imagine the september intake haydon bridge loss would be Ponteland High Schools gain. More reduction in numbers.  Yet, in spite of the fact that some successful extra activities had to cease when the boarding wing closed, such as the Interact Club at Ridley Hall (these pupils raised thousands of pounds for charity supported by rotary club) and the GCSE food technology students (supported by the catering staff at ridley hall) offering christmas lunches to the public, staff and pupils at school worked on together and still do - see 2 June 2017, 28 July 2017 and 18 August 2017. Ridley hall was reported sold - See 25 August 2017!  Another school year began and parents of the 2017-2018 entry were making their choice of secondary education against the backdrop of more press releases - see 8 september 2017. Opinion in the hexham courant, courant option and special report. As you will know... Student numbers dipped again.  I dont expect to convince you that viability is more than financial but if you have children, maybe you can empathize with the anguish and frustration that the parents in this area experience over and over again the effect it must have on the students; uncertainty, undermining self worth; no doubt colouring their present and future option of those who arr supposed to be ensuring their security and their chance of a sound and satisfying education. To return to the point... if we could turn back the clock and both the 2016-2017 and 2017-2018 student intake had gone ahead smoothly and Ridley Hall had not been forced to close, I believe that those children would be attending Haydon Bridge High School now and that the School would not be threatened as it is, through no fault of its own.  To conclude, I cannot support any of the options put forward by NCC for future education in west northumberland. Options a and b are not fit for purpose, there are too many ifs, there are too many unknowns and there will be too great a length of time before temporary measures are resolved. Indeed using option B should the super school be ready by 2020, the students from Haydon Bridge catchment area and their parents will have been pushed from pillar to post for at least 6 years! Option C is a non starter - HBHS and Shaftoe trust primary school have worked together amicably over all of the years that the two schools have been there. To produce a situation where they would be in competition, as NCC has done, is diverse, unworkable and truly absurd.  Having read the alternative options that have been made public by other parties, I believe that the option proposed by Haydon Bridge High School retains the best balance between being financially viable; looking to the future for our childrens education and considering the students as youngsters to be caref for and nourised rather than commodities . To me, this option is honest and workable and makes suggestions for how to fit the education of the students to prepare them for their working life in our rapidly and vastly changing world. In addition, this option goes some way to show the assistance that would be given to the students so that they may develop into worthy and considerate members of the community, wherever they may be be.  

Parent/carer

St Mary's RC First School

Allendale

No

The schools in the outer reaching areas all lead hugely in to village life. Closing any will reduce the amount of interaction in the schools and communities.  1- children may travel in a taxi so parents no longer get to have the much needed interaction with other parents at the school during drop off and collection.  2-communities thrive on word of mouth and again this will reduce. 3- younger children become tired with excess travel and some parents are unable to drive. If they cannot drive how do they attend to them in an emergency or should they need collected. The child may then be forced to remain at school. Teachers would need to take time out to look after them. 4-house prices will decrease if there are no schools. Smaller schools are often a great draw to home buyers. If no one wants to purchase in the area the result will be a drop in house prices, then the communities will diminish.  5-the change will be incredibly unsettling to many of the children who are used to the school they are currently attending. 

Haydon bridge would operate well as an vocational college from age 14+. Open to those children who aren't academically led.

No

The schools in the outer reaching areas all lead hugely in to village life. Closing any will reduce the amount of interaction in the schools and communities.  1- children may travel in a taxi so parents no longer get to have the much needed interaction with other parents at the school during drop off and collection.  2-communities thrive on word of mouth and again this will reduce. 3- younger children become tired with excess travel and some parents are unable to drive. If they cannot drive how do they attend to them in an emergency or should they need collected. The child may then be forced to remain at school. Teachers would need to take time out to look after them. 4-house prices will decrease if there are no schools. Smaller schools are often a great draw to home buyers. If no one wants to purchase in the area the result will be a drop in house prices, then the communities will diminish.  5-the change will be incredibly unsettling to many of the children who are used to the school they are currently attending. 

Haydon bridge would operate well as an vocational college from age 14+. Open to those children who aren't academically led.

No

The schools in the outer reaching areas all lead hugely in to village life. Closing any will reduce the amount of interaction in the schools and communities.  1- children may travel in a taxi so parents no longer get to have the much needed interaction with other parents at the school during drop off and collection.  2-communities thrive on word of mouth and again this will reduce. 3- younger children become tired with excess travel and some parents are unable to drive. If they cannot drive how do they attend to them in an emergency or should they need collected. The child may then be forced to remain at school. Teachers would need to take time out to look after them. 4-house prices will decrease if there are no schools. Smaller schools are often a great draw to home buyers. If no one wants to purchase in the area the result will be a drop in house prices, then the communities will diminish.  5-the change will be incredibly unsettling to many of the children who are used to the school they are currently attending. 

Haydon bridge would operate well as an vocational college from age 14+. Open to those children who aren't academically led.

No

Please see statement below.

Please see statement below.

No

Please see statement below.

Please see statement below.

No

Please see statement below.

Please see statement below.

Consultation Process • The Parish Council is dismayed at the way the County Council has undertaken this consultation.  Asking headteachers and governors to respond to such tight timescales, and then proceeding with the second stage of the consultation before it is likely that any of the schools’ responses could be assimilated, has lead to the belief in communities that this is a paper exercise only and that decisions have already been made.  The consultation states it is to cover the west of the county but no mention is made of the Haltwhistle or Prudhoe partnerships.  If this is fundamentally a consultation about three-tier education as opposed to two-tier, why is this not a county-wide discussion?  • We have seen no financial modelling to show the justification for the proposed school closures.  Recommendations seem to have been made arbitrarily which has ultimately set schools against each other.  • The proposed timescale for the introduction of these changes also seems to be unnecessarily fast.  Apart from issues at Haydon Bridge, we are not seeing failing schools.  The majority of our schools are classified as Good or Outstanding and before changing the current model much more reasoned justifications should be forthcoming.  Haydon Bridge High School The situation in Haydon Bridge is appalling for the children and families involved and this most certainly has to be rectified speedily.  By simply closing Haydon Bridge High School, the County Council would not be addressing the needs of the local community.  Haydon Bridge High School has itself proposed a new model which would include vocational and apprenticeship opportunities for students in the Tyne Valley – something which is clearly lacking at the moment as many students travel to Newcastle to complete their post-16 education.   We would encourage the County Council to explore this option with the school.   Hadrian Learning Trust We understand that one of the reasons for this consultation has been the desire of the Hadrian Learning Trust to create an 11 - 18 secondary school.    We are concerned that an academy trust is dictating the provision of education in the west of the county and we feel that very little regard is being shown to the schools in the Hexham Partnership, who we believe are opposed to these changes.  Government guidance to academies states: “Where local provision is organised in three tiers and the aim is to move to two tier age range, the department expects schools to work together to ensure an appropriate co-ordinated implementation, and will only approve any individual proposal in that context.”  We do not believe that this is being adhered to and will be highlighting this to the Regional Schools Commissioner.  Whilst HLT might be ensuring its financial sustainability, no evidence has been provided that the changes will bring financial sustainability to the smaller newly-formed primaries.  Whilst appreciating the need for capital investment for school buildings and facilities at HLT, we are concerned that, as it is an academy, there is no recourse to its admissions policy etc.  Funds could be provided but it might not fulfil the needs of the community.  Hexham needs a school which caters for students of all abilities.  Summary It is clear that the majority of parents/carers in the west of Northumberland value and support the continuation of the three-tier model of education.  Schools in the Hexham Partnership work well together and are proposing ways of forming new alliances that could, in time, deliver the necessary financial savings.  First schools form the heart of small, local communities and before damaging this situation, the County Council must show that it has undertaken due diligence with this consultation in order to give it any credibility.  We therefore encourage the County Council to review its timescale for change, allow new models to come forward which are properly costed and, most importantly, ensure that any changes which are agreed are in the best interest of children and communities in the west of Northumberland.  

Parent/carer

Hexham Priory School

Hexham

Yes

Small schools are not viable and don’t offer the interaction pupils require.

Yes

Pupils need to be in larger groups to make friends and interact with more people their own age. Also small schools are not financially viable or attractive to staff.

Yes

Pupils need to be in larger groups to make friends and interact with more people their own age. Also small schools are not financially viable or attractive to staff.

Close the smaller schools and transport kids to bigger primary and secondary schools in larger towns/villages.   Close all middle schools as they are no longer recognised as the best way to educate children.   Keep nursery provision in smaller towns and villages with playing fields etc which can be rented out to cover the cost of the nursery etc.   This way very young children don’t need to travel long distances and can stay in their village or town. The playing fields or hall etc can be used by other groups ensuring there is still use and the village is active.

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School Newbrough

No

Yes

I don't really agree with model B but out of the 3 options, this would seem the better one. I just hope our local school Newbrough Primary does not close. This is a fantastic little school and has been for many years, providing children with an excellent education including my 5 year old daughters. 

No

This is absolutely ridiculous and I can only pray it doesn't come to this outrageous option!! It's damn right cruel having children from ages 4-16 years at the same school and no doubt having to travel on the same bus. I unfortunately had the experience of ending my school days at Haydon Bridge High School and I for one loathed the place. The teaching was terrible to say the least and as for being a 'sports college' non of the sports equipment use to work!! I was bullied at this school and not one single thing was gone about this, the school should just close altogether and the building should be condemned. If this shocking option goes ahead then I will be seriously considering moving both my children to a different school, regardless of travel etc. Parents should of been consulted about this months ago and I just hope we have enough fight to keep Newbrough Primary open and left as it should be!

Nothing would improve it, it's a ridiculous idea!! You seriously expect children as young as 4 years old to travel on a bus with much older children? Absolutely ridiculous!!

I think the best option would be to merge the middle schools with Queen Elizabeth High School Hexham and the existing pupils of Haydon Bridge High. Please think of the damaging effects moving children as young as 4 into a huge school with children much, much older could do! 

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

I think Haydon Bridge should be kept separate from Hexham - don't think Haydon Bridge pupils should move to Hexham middle and high schools as that would result in too many pupils having to travel too far to get to schools in Hexham.

No

I don't think that the Hexham schools converting to a two-tier system would be a bad thing at all. However, I do not think that the pupils from the Haydon Bridge schools should be moved to Hexham schools.

All schools go two-tear, but Haydon Bridge and Hexham do not merge.

Yes

I think this option is better as it means that Haydon Bridge and Hexham do not merge.I would not, however, be against the Hexham schools going two-tear as well.

Hexham and Haydon Bridge both go two-tear, but the two do not merge.

Parent/carer

Corbridge First

No

No

Least favourable of all the options - a 2250 pupil academy is not suitable for an area of our rurality and would be overwhelming for the younger pupils. I would not wish to send my children to a school of that size -and know many parents share this concern.

Yes

It is the least damaging of the options. Although not ideal, it at least spares some of the middle schools, importantly keeps a decent sized school in HB and avoids the 2250 pupil academy in Hexham.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

Don't know

Accepting that the current dire situation of Haydon Bridge School is largely an outcome of failed government and LA policy, this is probably the least worst of the available options. It is shame to see good or outstanding schools closed and the likelihood that children at those schools will be disadvantaged through additional travel time - often on dangerous roads - expense and most likely detriment to their education.  It does however maintain middle schools which I believe is a critical element of good education in Northumberland.

My preference would be to look at a variation option for merger of a small first schools where parents and governors consider it advantageous.

No

I am strongly opposed to this option. It is a highly disruptive; risk laden policy with uncertain educational outcomes. Clearly only designed to provide maximum budget savings with little regard to the disruption it would cause on both a social and educational basis. The proposed closure of high performing; well supported and attended middle schools would be a tragic mistake and simply lead to a repeat of the failures which see Haydon Bridge on the verge of closure. For a growing population centre such as Corbridge this would be a serious mistake, fails to recognise the social impact on the community; the number of additional journeys created and would see successful schools replaced by something untested and likely to be inferior based on policy mistakes of the recent past. 

Don't know

comments similar to Model A above.

haydon Bridge Pyramid

Hexham

Yes

New buildings give a new start.The system seems to be one which has a long term future.It is about time that there was a sustainable future for children in the west there has been too much indecision by all the authorities concerned. The Academy ,or lack of academy,system has let children down.We need to have local responsibility. Not executive heads who have no knowledge of the local needs. 

I hope this system,though not perfect will give the West a viable two tier system.It is a grest pity that the three tier system is no longer viable as it had CHILDREN at its heart. The Governing arrangements MUST be carefully thought out or the system will fail. It must not be a carte blanche for an underperforming academy Bright Tribe

No

No

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Wark

No

No

Yes

This model gives parents the option of their child/ren continuing from first schools in the Hexham Partnership into middle schools such as Corbridge and St Joseph's should they feel it is the best for their child/ren, particularly if they feel this is necessary to their following of the catholic religion.   This model is practically a better option in not merging HBHS with QE as this would cause major issues in and around the immediate Hexham area with traffic and access to a large new school - the current road systems could not sustain this increase in traffic volume.  

Staff Member

West Woodburn First School

Otterburn First school

Rothbury

No

I am opposed to the closure of West Woodburn first school. I am a self-employed musician and teach music in West Woodburn first school. It is a fabulous little community school, which will be lost due to no fault of the children, staff or wider community. We must not let our communities be ruined like this.

No

Same as previous answer.

No

Same as previous answer.

Allow a separate trust or committee to be set up to sustain, finance and govern West Woodburn school. This would also reduce their accountability to central government.

Haydon Bridge

No

Middle Schools no longer viable on new funding model and not good educationally with Key Stage Model

Yes

Need a sustainable future for schools and has to be based on an 11-18 model.

No

Need to move to 11-18 model

Parent/carer

Henshaw C of E Aided Primary School

Hexham priory school

Bardon mill

No

No

Yes

I believe this option is the most sensible option, I believe it will save money and make use of a the existing site.

I would love to see a SEN unit added to the school as I have seen no plans for children that have SEN. Priory is over subscribed as it is and doesn't take in children that don't have a learning disability. This leaves a huge amount of children that don't necessarily fit in to mainstream education but are academically able.

Just what I have outlined in the previous comment about the SEN unit being added to the school.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Corbridge Middle, QEHS

Whittonstall

No

No

No

All 3 models A, B and C involve closing a number of smaller rural schools, some of which (for example Whittonstall) are fully sustainable and well prepared to take on the challenges of the future. Whittonstall has been proactive in the past to ensure it's sustainability, for example setting up the current federation with Broomley, sharing resources in a constructive and modern way. I also believe that the current model where very young children can start their education in local schools is very suitable for the particular rural geography of Northumberland.  I believe that this system is an asset to our region, that we should try to keep. Additionally, it seems that certain government guidelines have not been properly followed in this consultation.  I understand that there is a 'presumption against closing rural schools', and that stable numbers of out of catchment pupils (like the many on the roll of Whittonstall First School) should be taken into account when planning how many places to provide in the future.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

Maintaining a three tier system in Hexham would be viable but closing Haydon Bridge would lead to an unsustainably large high school in Hexham which can't be supported by the road infrastructure even if a new building is built on the west road.

Only viable if Haydon Bridge is not closed (i.e. basically option C)

No

Closing Haydon Bridge would lead to an unsustainably large high school in Hexham which can't be supported by the road infrastructure even if a new building is built on the west road. Changing the Sele First school to a two class entry primary school would lead to a drop in standards at the school.

Keeping three class entry in the Sele primary school by investing in additional buildings would enable the current high standards in the school to be maintained. Not closing Haydon Bridge would enable the size of the new Hexham secondary school to be just about sustainable.

Yes

Maintaining a school in Haydon Bridge would keep pupil numbers in Hexham at a sustainable level. Maintaining a three class entry at the Sele would allow for current high standards at the school to be maintained.

Keeping three class entry at the Sele is essential for maintaining high standards there. Keeping a school at Haydon Bridge is essential to keeping pupil numbers in Hexham at a sustainable level. Given these preconditions, Hexham could go two tier without a loss in standards. 

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

The consultation is fundamentally flawed in that it does not take account of Hadrian Learning Trusts plans / consultation. There needs to be a joint consultation  with options that realistically show the variety of options for a three tier and a two two education system. For example, if we went 2 tier would some first schools be sustainable as primaries? NEither NOrthumberland County Council nor Hadrian Learning Trust can consult on changes independently. There must be a coordinated consultation, feasibility study and transition plan for any changes.

No

The consultation is fundamentally flawed in that it does not take account of Hadrian Learning Trusts plans / consultation. There needs to be a joint consultation  with options that realistically show the variety of options for a three tier and a two two education system. For example, if we went 2 tier would some first schools be sustainable as primaries? NEither NOrthumberland County Council nor Hadrian Learning Trust can consult on changes independently. There must be a coordinated consultation, feasibility study and transition plan for any changes.

No

The consultation is fundamentally flawed in that it does not take account of Hadrian Learning Trusts plans / consultation. There needs to be a joint consultation  with options that realistically show the variety of options for a three tier and a two two education system. For example, if we went 2 tier would some first schools be sustainable as primaries? NEither NOrthumberland County Council nor Hadrian Learning Trust can consult on changes independently. There must be a coordinated consultation, feasibility study and transition plan for any changes.

The consultation is fundamentally flawed in that it does not take account of Hadrian Learning Trusts plans / consultation. There needs to be a joint consultation  with options that realistically show the variety of options for a three tier and a two two education system. For example, if we went 2 tier would some first schools be sustainable as primaries? NEither NOrthumberland County Council nor Hadrian Learning Trust can consult on changes independently. There must be a coordinated consultation, feasibility study and transition plan for any changes.  The plans must take account of rural communities and their viability if there is no school, now and in the future. Small children should not have to endure long bus journeys to school.   In addition, if first schools are converted to primaries there must be sufficient capital funding to ensure that quality education is retained.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Yes

Yes

The most important function of a school is to provide its children with the best education possible. To do this the schools need to fit in with the national curriculum system which can only be done with the two tier system ensuring a clean transition between KS2 and KS3.

Option B currently reduces the Sele First School to a 60 PAN and 2 FE school.  The school is currently a 84 PAN and 3 FE school so the reduction would significantly reduce the intake of the school going forward. This is a unrealistic proposal and will cause problems for the reasons below. • The school is very popular in the area and the reduction of intake will force children currently settled at the Sele to seek education elsewhere. • The Sele First School is an Ofsted rated Oustanding school, reducing the intake of the children seem counterproductive when NCC are trying to improve the education standards of its children. • The new funding formula is heavily based on pupil numbers therefore they need to keep the three form entry to ensure their sustainability and future proof the success of the school. • As schools in the local area potentially merge (Acomb First, Beaufront First, Chollerton CE First) parents will look for other more stable schools to send their children to which the Sele First School will likely see an increase in demand.   I understand that if the Sele First School was to become a primary school that at its current size it would not be able to maintain its 3 FE and 84 PAM status.  In order to keep an Ofsted outstanding schools a 3 FE and 84 PAM school it would need investment for an extension to cater for the additional rooms needed.  Having spoken to the head teacher and school governor in charge for buildings at the Sele First School, I understand that there is room available at the current site for an extension for the additional facilities. It will cost money, however if the council is committed to providing a sustainable future for its schools in the transition period additional investment is needed. 

No

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

Qehs

No

Keep west Woodburn open

No

Keep west Woodburn open

No

Keep west Woodburn open

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

No

Others will comment more fully on the consequences of closing so many rural first schools, which I fear would put families off moving to the affected villages and surrounding areas.  I feel a merger of QEHS/HBHS and possibly also HMS onto a single site would make for a school that was very large. Lots of new building and careful planning would be needed for this to work, at significant cost. Where would the money come from?  I also feel that currently QEHS does not accept pupils with low-end GCSE grades for their chosen post-16 courses. Without HBHS and with nowhere else to go and study West of Newcastle, less academic pupils would be at a significant disadvantage post-16.

No

Others will comment more fully on the consequences of closing so many rural first schools, which I fear would put families off moving to the affected villages and surrounding areas.  I feel a merger of QEHS/HBHS and HMS onto a single site would make for a school that was very large. Lots of new building and careful planning would be needed for this to work, at significant cost. Where would the money come from?  I also feel that currently QEHS does not accept pupils with low-end GCSE grades for their chosen post-16 courses. Without HBHS and with nowhere else to go and study West of Newcastle, less academic pupils would be at a significant disadvantage post-16.

No

Others will comment more fully on the consequences of closing so many rural first schools, which I fear would put families off moving to the affected villages and surrounding areas.  I feel that currently QEHS does not accept pupils with low-end GCSE grades for their chosen post-16 courses. Without HBHS and with nowhere else to go and study West of Newcastle, less academic pupils would be at a significant disadvantage post-16.  As for a 3-16 campus at Haydon Bridge, the new Wise primary academy at Shaftoe is unlikely to agree, shortly after being forced to reorganise and become primary, to move across the valley and back into local authority control. If it didn't, a competitor primary school would be established at HBHS, which makes no sense if there are already too many schools in the area.

I hope the council will carefully consider the sensible proposals put forward by Haltwhistle First and Middle, Haydon Bridge High and Corbridge Middle Schools. They seem less disruptive than the three NCC proposed models, while still cutting costs and surplus places.  I am led to believe that our local MP may finally be able to help broker a solution, and am curious to know if he also has a constructive suggestion.  I do hope all parties can work together, lobby central government where necessary, and achieve a fair solution for the West of the County: all of us, and not just Hexham.

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

No

Greenhead School is a thriving, vibrant &amp; happy village school which was rated 'Good' in its last Ofsted inspection.  It is more than a school, it is a 'family' comprising pupils, staff and parents.  Greenhead School is the 'hub' of the community, a social as well as educational establishment, and as such it is very much needed to keep the Community going.   Take away the school and you take away the very "soul" of the community.  A community will not survive without the young, they are the future, their future skills and expertise are needed in order for the community to survive and the roots of all this is the school. The young people of Greenhead deserve to be invested in, to be able to receive their education in a fantastically good school in the heart of their village instead of being forced to travel to a (larger) school somewhere else just to save NCC some money.  Before the NCC released its consultation is has been growing in pupil numbers attracting a significant number of pupils from outside of the catchment (presumably because of its growing reputation).    Closing the school, as proposed in Model A, would not only destroy a beautiful, happy school, it would also potentially ruin many of the children's friendship groups and start the process of destroying the community ... similarly for all the other schools earmarked/destined for closure in Model A ... how does this fit with the NCC's position of creating a sustainable and viable education future for the county?  Not at all in my opinion, so I cannot support it

No

Greenhead School is a thriving, vibrant &amp; happy village school which was rated 'Good' in its last Ofsted inspection.  It is more than a school, it is a 'family' comprising pupils, staff and parents.  Greenhead School is the 'hub' of the community, a social as well as educational establishment, and as such it is very much needed to keep the Community going.   Take away the school and you take away the very "soul" of the community.  A community will not survive without the young, they are the future, their future skills and expertise are needed in order for the community to survive and the roots of all this is the school. The young people of Greenhead deserve to be invested in, to be able to receive their education in a fantastically good school in the heart of their village instead of being forced to travel to a (larger) school somewhere else just to save NCC some money.  Before the NCC released its consultation is has been growing in pupil numbers attracting a significant number of pupils from outside of the catchment (presumably because of its growing reputation).    Closing the school, as proposed in Model B, would not only destroy a beautiful, happy school, it would also potentially ruin many of the children's friendship groups and start the process of destroying the community ... similarly for all the other schools earmarked/destined for closure in Model B ... how does this fit with the NCC's position of creating a sustainable and viable education future for the county?  Not at all in my opinion, so I cannot support it

No

Greenhead School is a thriving, vibrant &amp; happy village school which was rated 'Good' in its last Ofsted inspection.  It is more than a school, it is a 'family' comprising pupils, staff and parents.  Greenhead School is the 'hub' of the community, a social as well as educational establishment, and as such it is very much needed to keep the Community going.   Take away the school and you take away the very "soul" of the community.  A community will not survive without the young, they are the future, their future skills and expertise are needed in order for the community to survive and the roots of all this is the school. The young people of Greenhead deserve to be invested in, to be able to receive their education in a fantastically good school in the heart of their village instead of being forced to travel to a (larger) school somewhere else just to save NCC some money.  Before the NCC released its consultation is has been growing in pupil numbers attracting a significant number of pupils from outside of the catchment (presumably because of its growing reputation).    Closing the school, as proposed in Model C, would not only destroy a beautiful, happy school, it would also potentially ruin many of the children's friendship groups and start the process of destroying the community ... similarly for all the other schools earmarked/destined for closure in Model C ... how does this fit with the NCC's position of creating a sustainable and viable education future for the county?  Not at all in my opinion, so I cannot support it

I would not support any Model where Greenhead School or indeed any other rural primary or first school would close ... Northumberland needs it communities to thrive not whither &amp; die in order to achieve sustainable education and indeed prosperity.  Instead of closing schools, an alternative may be for schools to federate/join under one head teacher, one curriculum, one budget etc. (to maximise efficiencies/avoid duplication/waste etc.) but critically maintain two premises (or indeed more depending on number of schools joining) to enable the children (by far the important people affected by this consultation) to be able to enjoy a quality education in close proximity to their homes / communities. 



[bookmark: 30]Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

Prefer the 2 tier primary and secondary school model

Yes

Prefer the 2 tier primary and secondary school model.

No

Prefer the 2 tier primary and secondary school model

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

St Joseph's RS Middle School

No

Model A provides for a very large high school serving the whole of the west of Northumberland.  As a parent with a child at Beaufront First school I do not think a merger with Acomb would be in the best interest of the school. The school is individual, nurturing and special and from an OFSTED perspective "Outstanding" and these should be celebrated and promoted.  I fundamentally disagree with this proposal  However I support the retention of Middle schools in this model.  

Collaboration between the schools as suggested by Corbridge Middle school with the "collaboration Hub" should be suppoeted

No

This is the worst conceivable outcome as it fundamentally depletes the opportunity to educate our children that is currently supported by the current 3 tier system. All of the advantages of this supportive and inclusive system are being eroded in favour of a cost effective one size fits all approach which has no recognition of the individual needs and requirements of our current community based education structure.  This is a unique County and it is not possible to try and replicate dense urban models in such a wide spread rural environment. Integration and support of the local communities is vital to the survival of these important rural economies.  Furthermore, the creation of a centralised "Super" school will require everyone travelling further distances and have a massive impact on the carbon footprint and limited infrastructure in the Hexham area created by these additional journeys.  We have a child that joined Middle school in 2017, since then we have seen them flourish, mature and grow in confidence in the new environment. Model B proposes that most children will attend small primary schools and then join a "Super" secondary school which I do not believe will help children to develop and mature at a gradual pace or provide an adequate level of pastoral care.  In fact this model I would look to avoid and seek alternative education options. The current Middle school system allows year 5 and 6 pupils to access specialist teaching in music, art, technology and science. These subjects are taught in specialist classrooms, the introduction of primary schools would mean this facility and education enhancement was not available to these year groups.  The proposed closure/merger of Haydon Bridge High School will remove the opportunity of choice as parents - one model does not fit all pupils. The current 3 tier system works well.  Regarding the proposed first school re organisations/closures, as a parent with a child at Beaufront First school I do not think a merger with Acomb would be in the best interest of the school. The school is individual, nurturing and special and from an OFSED perspective "Outstanding" and these should be celebrated and promoted. 

Retain Middle schools and significantly reduce the size of the proposed Hexham secondary school.

No

Model C provides for more changes within Haydon Bridge partnership and the Hadrian Learning trust.  As a parent with a child at Beaufront First school I do not think a merger with Acomb would be in the best interest of the school. The school is individual, nurturing and special and from an OFSED perspective "Outstanding" and these should be celebrated and promoted.  I fundamentally disagree with this proposal  I support the retention of Middle schools in this model 

Collaboration between the schools as suggested by Corbridge Middle school with the "collaboration Hub" should be supported.

The current consultation looks for a quick solution for the whole of the west of Northumberland that will adversely affect the Hexham partnership and other Haydon Bridge schools, without considering the unique nature of the hugely diverse rural communities.  Give further short term support to Haydon Bridge High School, to find an appropriate solution and allow additional consideration of thought through options for the whole of the west of Northumberland.   Allow time for the "collaboration Hub" suggested by Corbridge Middle School to be developed and provide support to this initiative where required by NCC.   

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

I do not believe that an outstanding school such as Beaufront should be penalised by the mis management of another school in the area.  Its reputation is excellent in every sense not to mention good financial status.  The models are confused and incoherent.

No

there is no mention of any costings that lead me to believe that any model would prove successful

No

The information given on in this consultation is out of date and misleading.  No clear costings and a lack of transparency.  No mention of educational improvement and performance

Governor

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

Wark First School is deemed a good school in its recent OFSTED report of 2017. It is financially viable for the foreseeable future and has in the last year been able to secure good preschool and after school  opportunities serving both the needs of children and parents in and around Wark. Parents do not want to send their children, ‘up’ the valley when almost everyone travels down the valley for work, or are working in the surrounding area. Some children  already have to travel to get to Wark school, travelling another (5.8) miles is not ideal for them, on a bus this is always a protracted journey so we are possibly thinking of children 4 years old on a bus for 30/ 40 minutes at each end of the day.  Wark school wants the best for the children that it can provide, and the governors are willing to work with the council  and the diocese to achieve that in our school. 

No

I think the closure of the middle schools and a move to the Primary system would serve all communities much better. Therefore a move to a Primary position for Wark First School would increase our numbers by retaining years 5/6 and make our school and even stronger community base with viability for the future . Wark has the ability to adapt quickly to a primary school. It  has the space and can provide enhanced learning opportunities for extended education at the school. We are willing and I fact excited to think there are opportunities to work in a MAT with other schools.

No

To reiterate, there is no valid reason why Wark should close. We and our parents and our children want the school to remain in the village. We accept there need to be changes across the schools and are willing and ready to make the changes necessary to keep us open. Our chair of governors, Kelly Ritchie is working hard to achieve the best outcome for us and as a team of staff governors and parents we are eager to work with yourselves and the diocese to move our school forward, making our village a place that people want to move to. 

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

No

I do not believe that Haydon Bridge High School should close and merge with Hexham. I do not want my child to be part of a huge super school where each child is not known individually and where only children that are guaranteed to get excellent results at GCSE &amp; A level matter, which seems to be the case at the moment at Hexham Queen Elizabeth. I believe every child deserves the opportunity to do their best.  I feel that there is a need for Haydon Bridge High School, which has always provided excellent education for my children and where my children have always been happy and done well.  I would like to point out that in the consultation document it is quoted that 'many parents in the Haydon Bridge catchment area already choose to send their children to QEHS in Hexham', however it actually does not say why these parents are sending their children to Hexham and that it is in fact because Haydon Bridge High School has been left in limbo for the last 3 years by Northumberland County Council which is an absolute disgrace! 

No

The same reasons as given in model A.

No

Although this model would mean that Haydon Bridge High School would stay open, there would be no provision for my child to continue after doing his GCSE's and then do A'levels at Haydon Bridge, which at the moment is the 5th best performing school in Northumberland for A'level results.

I would support the proposal put forward by Haydon Bridge High school to keep the School open, offering vocational education AS WELL AS academic options, offering education for ALL students up to the age of 18.

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Hexham

No

The consultation is fundamentally flawed in that it does not take account of Hadrian Learning Trusts plans / consultation. There needs to be a joint consultation  with options that realistically show the variety of options for a three tier and a two two education system. For example, if we went 2 tier would some first schools be sustainable as primaries? NEither NOrthumberland County Council nor Hadrian Learning Trust can consult on changes independently. There must be a coordinated consultation, feasibility study and transition plan for any changes.

No

The consultation is fundamentally flawed in that it does not take account of Hadrian Learning Trusts plans / consultation. There needs to be a joint consultation  with options that realistically show the variety of options for a three tier and a two two education system. For example, if we went 2 tier would some first schools be sustainable as primaries? NEither NOrthumberland County Council nor Hadrian Learning Trust can consult on changes independently. There must be a coordinated consultation, feasibility study and transition plan for any changes.

No

The consultation is fundamentally flawed in that it does not take account of Hadrian Learning Trusts plans / consultation. There needs to be a joint consultation  with options that realistically show the variety of options for a three tier and a two two education system. For example, if we went 2 tier would some first schools be sustainable as primaries? NEither NOrthumberland County Council nor Hadrian Learning Trust can consult on changes independently. There must be a coordinated consultation, feasibility study and transition plan for any changes.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Stocksfield

No

I don't think closing of some financially viable schools is a good idea.

Don't close financially viable schools that are doing well academically

No

See comments on previous page regarding financially viability.

Keep those schools that are successful.

No

See comments for other sections.

See comments for other sections.

Keep financially viable schools that are performing well open to ensure that small rural communities can attract and keep young families

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

halton lea gate

Yes

The children need to be in more classes for each year. The smaller schools do not have the funding to support each child

I would like to think this would NOT effect the Priory school and it would remain a special school

Yes

same as A

Same as A

No

The children need bigger years  so the children can have classes with the same level as themselves so I do not think keeping haydon is a good idea. One new big school would meet all requirements

I would like to think Haltwhistle first school would remain or turn into a primary school. Then all other children go to a large school in hexham

No

Proposal to close HBHS. Proposal to close Ofsted rated outstanding schools. Extra travelling that young children from rural areas would have to undertake.  QEHS "may" relocate to new building or new site but this by no means definite at present.

No

Closure of St. Joseph's Middle School. Also, reasons given for model B.

Yes

Long term view on the future of HBHS - investment in this school to improve standards. Fewer middle school closures. Two smaller high schools rather than one larger school.

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

QEHS

No

This has more potential than B or C however the high school in Haydon Bridge should continue to be funded as, from a parental perspective, just because we live in a rural area, we expect a choice of school just as everyone else gets. 

Keep Haydon bridge open &amp; get someone in with actual business acumen to run it. It was an excellent school &amp; could be again. It was allowed to fail which is unforgivable.  Creating working partnerships with the rural schools is most certainly a better alternative to closing successful schools.

No

This option is the most useless. This has no benefit to the education of my child &amp; is poorly thought out. Having been through a two tier system myself, although having no problem with it, the benefits of the 'middle school' education are enough reason to keep it open.   The educational opportunities which would be lost by increasing the size of the first school are too numerous to mention &amp; the idea that my youngest daughter would then be sent to a cattle market of 2250 children is unthinkable. There is already a successful Hexham Partnership, use it &amp; learn from it!!

None.

No

Providing a choice in education is vital. In my home city, there are 5 High Schools within a 1.5 mile radius. You are expecting to relieve parents of any choice at all simply due to us now living in a rural area? You are looking to invent the biggest catchment area in the whole country.  The failure of Haydon Bridge was allowed to happen, it was not due to poor teachers or pupils! 

None.

I think, at present, there are no alternatives as you have not provided us with any reasonable suggestions. You want to close very financially successful thriving schools, reduce the choice given to parents &amp; force thousands of children into an already crumbling school in hexham. Our children deserve far better than the options on the table. This has not been well though out, has been pushed at everyone concerned far too quickly, the figures are dodgy at best &amp; it seems that everyone BUT the Council is working together. Listen to the voices of the children, parents &amp; teachers - change can be good if it makes things better but this is just change for the sake of change it seems as I really don't see who is benefitting??

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First School

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

No

I am concerned about the size of a merged high school of both Haydon Bridge and QEHS. The size would be disproportionately large for a rural community with resulting increase in traffic and travel for school children. I am also concerned about the proposed closure of small schools in rural communities and the impact this would have on the rural communities themselves. West Northumberland is a unique geographical area and I feel that a unique education structure is required for our children to have the best opportunities for education. Attempting to structure our schools along the lines of other areas is not offering the best opportunities.

No

Merging Haydon Bridge High School with QEHS in model A is in my opinion already too large a number of students for a rural area in one location. Expanding the age range to 11-18 and attempting to incorporate five middle schools on top of that makes a size of school that would be too large even in an urban environment and is grossly out of proportion for West Northumberland. Our middle schools are teaching a broad range of subjects to a higher standard than would be managed in primary education due to the specialist skills of the middle school teachers. They also allow our children a step up from smaller first schools to an interim sized school before facing the larger high school. As a successful product of two tier education I was unsure how middle school would be for my children. I have been amazed at what my daughter has achieved and the standard of care and teaching she has received at middle school. Again transport is a factor with children being able to walk to first and middle schools rather than increasing traffic and reducing exercise options for the children by considering model B. My concerns remain about the impact on rural communities of the closure of rural first schools. I also feel that there is an under current of bullying from QEHS with their plan to change to 11-18 without the support of local schools and parents. I don't feel that Northumberland County Council should be dictated to in this manner.

No

Of the 3 models offered this provides the least disruption and allows investment in the Haydon Bridge site which has been let down badly by Bright Tribe Academy Trust placing financial gain above education for our children. My concern remains about the impact of the loss of rural schools on their rural communities and the consequent traffic increase. It would also allow the QEHS 13-18 school numbers to remain at a manageable level and for the Middle schools to continue their high standard of work.

I accept that those rural first schools with a large proportion of children from out of catchment should be looked at for review.

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

No

Too large a school.

Yes

This seems to best option out of the 3 given.

Hexham

No

No

No

I support the proposal to keep Haydon Bridge High School open because if it is closed there will be no provision for many post 16 students in West Northumberland who do not attain Hexham’s very high entry requirements.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Shaftoe trust academy haydon bridge

Haydon bridge

No

To much upheaval for students

No

Do not agree with the closure of any schools for some one who doesn't drive for example if I were needing to collect my child from school I'll I would be unable to do so.

Yes

Unfortunately it would be sad to see the fist school close however u do think this would be the best option

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

No

No

I have answered 'no' to all three models as NCC has provided no educational or financial details for any models regarding the potential costs, benefits, risks and opportunities. Without such details it is impossible to make any kind of cost/benefit analysis and thus for people to make any kind of informed decision.  On a personal level, our family would be extremely disappointed were Newbrough to close or to be 'reformed' into part of a 4-onwards provision. We moved into the area 8 years ago and chose Newbrough as a local school because of its small, nurturing, 'family' feel where the staff to pupil ratio means staff get to know all the children in the school well and can individualise and support all children's learning, academically, socially, emotionally and behaviourally. It provided my daughter with an amazing foundation to her educational journey with its outstanding early years provision and continues to provide her with individualised, challenging and supportive learning as she progresses through key stage 1. Its Church of England ethos was a key factor in our choice of school and I am saddened to see so many C of E schools highlighted for possible closure in all of the proposed models.  The school's wrap-around care means I can balance work and my daughter's school attendance. If the school moved to Haydon Bridge I cannot see how we could achieve this and for practical reasons would therefore be looking towards Hexham or even Newcastle schools.  It also seems ridiculous to me that this model would see new primary-age school provision in Haydon Bridge where Shaftoe Primary already exists and is not full to capacity.  

It is vital for NCC to set out educational or financial detail about any proposed models. I would very much welcome any kind of steer from NCC regarding their priorities here or any kind of 'vision' of the future of education in West Northumberland.

Parent/carer

Henshaw C of E Aided Primary School

Haydon Bridge High School

Bardon Mill

No

No

No

I believe the best option is the Academic and Vocational model put forward by Mr Darren Glover

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale

No

No

No

I support the Haydon Bridge High School Development proposal for Acdemic and Vocational Learning. Under this proposal HBHS would remain open and would retain a 6th form.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale

No

No

No

I support the Haydon Bridge High School development proposal for academic and vocational learning. Under this proposal HBHS would remain open and retain a 6th form.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

No

No

No

Schools should not be closed unless it is agreed by the parents, staff and governors that it is in the best interests of the community to do so.  For example, if two federated schools believe that they should merge and pool resources rather than be forced to close, and therefore do so on their own terms this would be preferable.  The three tier system is a main reason why we moved back into the Tyne Valley from Newcastle.  It should be considered that the the economy of the area may suffer if this option is no longer available to families.  Indeed, who will want to move in to the area, to the more rural new developments and existing villages, and to contribute to the economy if they have to travel further to send their children to school?  Northumberland is not typical in it's geography and population.  One size does not fit all.  Locality based and community specific resources, meeting the needs of the children, young people, families and residents of the county are key.  First school buildings, as well as being used for education could also be used for the community, for example, library/cafe/meeting facilities to create additional value to the rural communities they serve.  In addition, we have a wealth of knowledge and experience in out communities which could be utilised to offer more vocational opportunities for those children and young people who could benefit.  How about reaching out to local businesses to offer apprenticeships and placements to pupils to compliment the education they already receive.  We need to be thinking outside the box, and for this, a longer consultation timeframe, with more input from ALL stakeholders is important.  The intentions of the HLT should not dictate the fate of the county's education system and therefore the future of our children.  We should be concentrating on our strengths, our sense of community, our pride in our county and it's residents.

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Greenhead

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Whole proposal requires review and further evidence supplied in order to make correct judgment on all of the given options.

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

No

I strongly feel middle schools benefit the pupils , should not be closed. 

No

Every effort should be made to preserve the smaller first schools and middle schools as far as possible

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Corbridge

No

I believe that the merging of Queen Elizabeth High School and Haydon Bridge High School would greatly restrict parental choice in the region and feel that Haydon Bridge High School have subsequently put forward an alternative model for their own future which appears to be justifiable and would be attractive to many prospective parents.    Whilst I am supportive of the three tier school system and feel that it works extremely well and achieves great results for the county I am in disagreement with the closure and or merger of the many rural first schools.  In particular Beaufront first school is a) an OFSTED outstanding school b) a strong and consistent pupil numbers c) a reputation for providing a nurturing environment for our pupils d) KS1 SATs results in the top 5% nationally e) a track record of delivering financial surpluses (with an expectation this will continue in the future).  Therefore where is the justification in closing financially viable schools.:  I think the proposed changes may lead to poorer educational outcomes and have not seen any published analysis (by NCC or independent third parties) of the impact of these changes on educational outcomes.  There is no financial justification for the proposed changes.  The consultation document implies there is a financial crisis amongst the schools when in fact the schools in the Hexham Partnership are forecast to be in an aggregate financial surplus in all three years (even utilising old financial data).

It is impossible to suggest changes to the model as the consultation appears confused and muddled.  The Financial information presented in the consultation document not been updated to take into account announced changes to schools' funding in 2018/19  I think the options merge together many key issues and these issues require separation, much more detailed thought and to be individually justified.  Specifically on  • Future of Haydon Bridge High School • Whether to move from a two tier to three tier system • Whether to close individual schools  • Requirement for capital investment in schools • The lack of detail in the approach to closing multiple schools rather than considering and encouraging individual cases on a school by school basis  

No

I believe that the merging of Queen Elizabeth High School and Haydon Bridge High School would greatly restrict parental choice in the region.  A solution for Haydon Bridge High School should be properly considered and I feel that Haydon Bridge High School have subsequently put forward an alternative model for their own future which appears to be justifiable and would be attractive to many prospective parents.  To create an extremely large secondary school to which the majority of pupils will be coming from small rural schools is not in the best interests of the children.   I think the excellent educational outcome of Queen Elizabeth High School will be compromised with the change in age range, not lease because it benefits from the excellent foundations from the first and middle schools within the Hexham Partnership.   I consider that conversion to a two tier system does not necessarily provide the answer to any financial deficit.     As I understand it in circumstances of age range changes the expectations within the guidelines from the Dept of Education ask that a full business case providing evidence that the education of children in the area has not been compromised before it gives approval for any such change?    I am in disagreement with the closure and or merger of the many rural first schools.  In particular Beaufront first school is a) an OFSTED outstanding school b) a strong and consistent pupil numbers c) a reputation for providing a nurturing environment for our pupils d) KS1 SATs results in the top 5% nationally e) a track record of delivering financial surpluses (with an expectation this will continue in the future).  Therefore where is the justification in closing financially viable schools.  I think the proposed changes may lead to poorer educational outcomes and have not seen any published analysis (by NCC or independent third parties) of the impact of these changes on educational outcomes.  There is no financial justification for the proposed changes.  The consultation document implies there is a financial crisis amongst the schools when in fact the schools in the Hexham Partnership are forecast to be in an aggregate financial surplus in all three years (even utilising old financial data).  

It is impossible to suggest changes to the model as the consultation appears confused and muddled.  The Financial information presented in the consultation document not been updated to take into account announced changes to schools' funding in 2018/19  I think the options merge together many key issues and these issues require separation, much more detailed thought and to be individually justified.  Specifically on  • Future of Haydon Bridge High School • Whether to move from a two tier to three tier system • Whether to close individual schools  • Requirement for capital investment in schools • The lack of detail in the approach to closing multiple schools rather than considering and encouraging individual cases on a school by school basis  

No

Haydon Bridge High School have subsequently put forward an alternative model for their own future which appears to be justifiable and would be attractive to many prospective parents.    Whilst I am supportive of the three tier school system and feel that it works extremely well and achieves great results for the county I am in disagreement with the closure and or merger of the many rural first schools.  In particular Beaufront first school is a) an OFSTED outstanding school b) a strong and consistent pupil numbers c) a reputation for providing a nurturing environment for our pupils d) KS1 SATs results in the top 5% nationally e) a track record of delivering financial surpluses (with an expectation this will continue in the future).  Therefore where is the justification in closing financially viable schools.  There is no financial justification for the proposed changes.  The consultation document implies there is a financial crisis amongst the schools when in fact the schools in the Hexham Partnership are forecast to be in an aggregate financial surplus in all three years (even utilising old financial data).

It is impossible to suggest changes to the model as the consultation appears confused and muddled.  The Financial information presented in the consultation document not been updated to take into account announced changes to schools' funding in 2018/19  I think the options merge together many key issues and these issues require separation, much more detailed thought and to be individually justified.  Specifically on  • Future of Haydon Bridge High School • Whether to move from a two tier to three tier system • Whether to close individual schools  • Requirement for capital investment in schools • The lack of detail in the approach to closing multiple schools rather than considering and encouraging individual cases on a school by school basis  

It is impossible to suggest changes to the models as the consultation appears confused and muddled.  The Financial information presented in the consultation document not been updated to take into account announced changes to schools' funding in 2018/19 not is it in fact accurate at all.  I think the options merge together many key issues and these issues require separation, much more detailed thought and to be individually justified.  Specifically on  • Future of Haydon Bridge High School • Whether to move from a two tier to three tier system • Whether to close individual schools  • Requirement for capital investment in schools • The lack of detail in the approach to closing multiple schools rather than considering and encouraging individual cases on a school by school basis  I feel we have not been provided with full information and although previously requested by many schools this is still not forthcoming.  I feel very let down by this process.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Corbridge

No

I believe that the merging of Queen Elizabeth High School and Haydon Bridge High School would greatly restrict parental choice in the region and feel that Haydon Bridge High School have subsequently put forward an alternative model for their own future which appears to be justifiable and would be attractive to many prospective parents.   Whilst I am supportive of the three tier school system and feel that it works extremely well and achieves great results for the county I am in disagreement with the closure and or merger of the many rural first schools.  In particular Beaufront first school is  a) an OFSTED outstanding school  b) a strong and consistent pupil numbers  c) a reputation for providing a nurturing environment for our pupils  d) KS1 SATs results in the top 5% nationally  e) a track record of delivering financial surpluses (with an expectation this will continue in the future).   Therefore where is the justification in closing financially viable schools.  I think the proposed changes may lead to poorer educational outcomes and have not seen any published analysis (by NCC or independent third parties) of the impact of these changes on educational outcomes.   There is no financial justification for the proposed changes.  The consultation document implies there is a financial crisis amongst the schools when in fact the schools in the Hexham Partnership are forecast to be in an aggregate financial surplus in all three years (even utilising old financial data).

It is impossible to suggest changes to the model as the consultation appears confused and muddled.  The Financial information presented in the consultation document not been updated to take into account announced changes to schools' funding in 2018/19.  I think the options merge together many key issues and these issues require separation, much more detailed thought and to be individually justified.   Specifically on  • Future of Haydon Bridge High School  • Whether to move from a two tier to three tier system  • Whether to close individual schools  • Requirement for capital investment in schools  • The lack of detail in the approach to closing multiple schools rather than considering and encouraging individual cases on a school by school basis

No

I believe that the merging of Queen Elizabeth High School and Haydon Bridge High School would greatly restrict parental choice in the region.  A solution for Haydon Bridge High School should be properly considered and I feel that Haydon Bridge High School have subsequently put forward an alternative model for their own future which appears to be justifiable and would be attractive to many prospective parents.  To create an extremely large secondary school to which the majority of pupils will be coming from small rural schools is not in the best interests of the children.  I think the excellent educational outcome of Queen Elizabeth High School will be compromised with the change in age range, not lease because it benefits from the excellent foundations from the first and middle schools within the Hexham Partnership.   I consider that conversion to a two tier system does not necessarily provide the answer to any financial deficit.    As I understand it in circumstances of age range changes the expectations within the guidelines from the Dept of Education ask that a full business case providing evidence that the education of children in the area has not been compromised before it gives approval for any such change?   I am in disagreement with the closure and or merger of the many rural first schools.  In particular Beaufront first school is  a) an OFSTED outstanding school  b) a strong and consistent pupil numbers  c) a reputation for providing a nurturing environment for our pupils  d) KS1 SATs results in the top 5% nationally  e) a track record of delivering financial surpluses (with an expectation this will continue in the future).  Therefore where is the justification in closing financially viable schools.  I think the proposed changes may lead to poorer educational outcomes and have not seen any published analysis (by NCC or independent third parties) of the impact of these changes on educational outcomes.  There is no financial justification for the proposed changes.  The consultation document implies there is a financial crisis amongst the schools when in fact the schools in the Hexham Partnership are forecast to be in an aggregate financial surplus in all three years (even utilising old financial data).   

It is impossible to suggest changes to the model as the consultation appears confused and muddled.  The Financial information presented in the consultation document not been updated to take into account announced changes to schools' funding in 2018/19.  I think the options merge together many key issues and these issues require separation, much more detailed thought and to be individually justified.  Specifically on  • Future of Haydon Bridge High School  • Whether to move from a two tier to three tier system  • Whether to close individual schools  • Requirement for capital investment in schools  • The lack of detail in the approach to closing multiple schools rather than considering and encouraging individual cases on a school by school basis

No

Haydon Bridge High School have subsequently put forward an alternative model for their own future which appears to be justifiable and would be attractive to many prospective parents.   Whilst I am supportive of the three tier school system and feel that it works extremely well and achieves great results for the county I am in disagreement with the closure and or merger of the many rural first schools.  In particular Beaufront first school is  a) an OFSTED outstanding school  b) a strong and consistent pupil numbers  c) a reputation for providing a nurturing environment for our pupils  d) KS1 SATs results in the top 5% nationally  e) a track record of delivering financial surpluses (with an expectation this will continue in the future).  Therefore where is the justification in closing financially viable schools?  There is no financial justification for the proposed changes.  The consultation document implies there is a financial crisis amongst the schools when in fact the schools in the Hexham Partnership are forecast to be in an aggregate financial surplus in all three years (even utilising old financial data).

It is impossible to suggest changes to the model as the consultation appears confused and muddled.  The Financial information presented in the consultation document not been updated to take into account announced changes to schools' funding in 2018/19.  I think the options merge together many key issues and these issues require separation, much more detailed thought and to be individually justified.  Specifically on  • Future of Haydon Bridge High School  • Whether to move from a two tier to three tier system  • Whether to close individual schools  • Requirement for capital investment in schools  • The lack of detail in the approach to closing multiple schools rather than considering and encouraging individual cases on a school by school basis

It is impossible to suggest changes to the models as the consultation appears confused and muddled.  The Financial information presented in the consultation document not been updated to take into account announced changes to schools' funding in 2018/19 not is it in fact accurate at all.  I think the options merge together many key issues and these issues require separation, much more detailed thought and to be individually justified.  Specifically on  • Future of Haydon Bridge High School  • Whether to move from a two tier to three tier system  • Whether to close individual schools  • Requirement for capital investment in schools  • The lack of detail in the approach to closing multiple schools rather than considering and encouraging individual cases on a school by school basis  I feel we have not been provided with full information and although previously requested by many schools this is still not forthcoming.  I feel very let down by this process.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Mosswood, Northumberland

No

No

No

As a parent of  a 5 year old boy who attends Whittonstall First School (WFS) and a two year old girl who is scheduled to join the nursery at WFS in September 2018, I oppose all three models suggested for the following reasons:  1. The impact on the children of the county has not been fully considered in any of the three proposals - all children deserve the opportunity for an excellent education and children, some as young as three (which will include my daughter), should not be expected to travel excessive distances to access education.  WFS has provided excellent education for the children of this Parish, and for the neighbouring areas, for over 100 years.  It has been rated as “Good” by Ofsted and consistently produces excellent academic results.  As well as focusing on academic excellence WFS nurtures kindness and the ability to care for others.  WFS currently has 63 pupils in the main school and a further 8 children in the nursery.  Both nursery and reception classes are over subscribed for the 2018/19 academic year.  Should these proposals be accepted there will be no school or nursery available to the children of the Shotley Low Quarter Parish without significant travel.    2. Financial position - WFS federated with Broomley First School in 2012 in order to ensure its financial viability.  The Federated status means that costs are already shared between the two sites with a shared headteacher, and other staff, as well as shared service contracts.  WFS is currently running with a financial surplus and this is forecast to continue.  The consultation document does not recognise the federated status and does not consider the impact on Broomley First School should WFS close.  WFS and Broomley First School run effectively as a federation; closing WFS would be detrimental to Broomley in terms of both finances, staffing  and shared educational resources.  This has not been considered.  3. The impact on the community - WFS is the third largest employer in the Parish employing 45 people; these proposals threaten the livelihood of each of these employees.  In addition, the closure of WFS would impact local businesses and the community as a whole.  WFS contributes significantly to the church in Whittonstall as well as local businesses and is the heart of the community.  The impact on the community should the school close would be significant and should not be under estimated.  Whilst I fully recognise that there are issues that need to be addressed within the Hexham Partnership I strongly believe there is a viable alternative that could be implemented.  I am fully supportive of Leanne Barker (Executive Headteacher of the Whittonstall and Broomley First School Federation) and her Board of Governors and support the alternative approach which they presented to the NCC in July 2017.  Their proposal was to form the Tynedale Learning Trust.    The NCC chose to defer their decision to approve this solution in December 2017.  I feel that this is a viable solution and should be given serious consideration.    WFS is a forward looking, proactive school - demonstrated by the current federated model, other options worthy of consideration are: a. Further growth of the Federation – expansion of the current model for interested schools. b. Other Multi-academy Trust Solutions. c.  Further exploration and development of the current models being proposed around Collaborative Hubs.  Lastly I would like to point out that the 2017 Conservative Manifesto (page 25/26) specifically referred to "Our countryside communities", promising to "bring sustainable growth to the rural economy and boost our rural areas, so that people who live in the countryside have the same opportunities as those who live in our towns and cities."  It continues to say "We will support pharmacies and village schools in rural areas."  These current proposals contradict these promises, particularly in the example of WFS which is a thriving, over subscribed and financially viable.  Closure should be a last resort when all options have been explored - a financially viable, thriving school should not be considered for closure.  I will be submitting this response twice - as agreed with NCC - once on behalf of my son and once on behalf of my daughter.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Mosswood, Northumberland

No

No

No

As a parent of  a 5 year old boy who attends Whittonstall First School (WFS) and a two year old girl who is scheduled to join the nursery at WFS in September 2018, I oppose all three models suggested for the following reasons:  1. The impact on the children of the county has not been fully considered in any of the three proposals - all children deserve the opportunity for an excellent education and children, some as young as three (which will include my daughter), should not be expected to travel excessive distances to access education.  WFS has provided excellent education for the children of this Parish, and for the neighbouring areas, for over 100 years.  It has been rated as “Good” by Ofsted and consistently produces excellent academic results.  As well as focusing on academic excellence WFS nurtures kindness and the ability to care for others.  WFS currently has 63 pupils in the main school and a further 8 children in the nursery.  Both nursery and reception classes are over subscribed for the 2018/19 academic year.  Should these proposals be accepted there will be no school or nursery available to the children of the Shotley Low Quarter Parish without significant travel.    2. Financial position - WFS federated with Broomley First School in 2012 in order to ensure its financial viability.  The Federated status means that costs are already shared between the two sites with a shared headteacher, and other staff, as well as shared service contracts.  WFS is currently running with a financial surplus and this is forecast to continue.  The consultation document does not recognise the federated status and does not consider the impact on Broomley First School should WFS close.  WFS and Broomley First School run effectively as a federation; closing WFS would be detrimental to Broomley in terms of both finances, staffing  and shared educational resources.  This has not been considered.  3. The impact on the community - WFS is the third largest employer in the Parish employing 45 people; these proposals threaten the livelihood of each of these employees.  In addition, the closure of WFS would impact local businesses and the community as a whole.  WFS contributes significantly to the church in Whittonstall as well as local businesses and is the heart of the community.  The impact on the community should the school close would be significant and should not be under estimated.  Whilst I fully recognise that there are issues that need to be addressed within the Hexham Partnership I strongly believe there is a viable alternative that could be implemented.  I am fully supportive of Leanne Barker (Executive Headteacher of the Whittonstall and Broomley First School Federation) and her Board of Governors and support the alternative approach which they presented to the NCC in July 2017.  Their proposal was to form the Tynedale Learning Trust.    The NCC chose to defer their decision to approve this solution in December 2017.  I feel that this is a viable solution and should be given serious consideration.    WFS is a forward looking, proactive school - demonstrated by the current federated model, other options worthy of consideration are: a. Further growth of the Federation – expansion of the current model for interested schools. b. Other Multi-academy Trust Solutions. c.  Further exploration and development of the current models being proposed around Collaborative Hubs.  Lastly I would like to point out that the 2017 Conservative Manifesto (page 25/26) specifically referred to "Our countryside communities", promising to "bring sustainable growth to the rural economy and boost our rural areas, so that people who live in the countryside have the same opportunities as those who live in our towns and cities."  It continues to say "We will support pharmacies and village schools in rural areas."  These current proposals contradict these promises, particularly in the example of WFS which is a thriving, over subscribed and financially viable.  Closure should be a last resort when all options have been explored - a financially viable, thriving school should not be considered for closure.  I will be submitting this response twice - as agreed with NCC - once on behalf of my son and once on behalf of my daughter.

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb First School is a successful village community School.  My Grandsons both attended Acomb and has a very happy and nurturing educational environment. We need to keep a school in our village it is a community. The School has wrap around care, there is a breakfast club and after school club. 45 out of 59 pupils are in the catchment. A Good Ofsted result!! Existing staff can provide for years 5 and 6 already so no impact on pupils.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Acomb

No

I don't think that creating a 'super school' where children from a disparate rural community have to spend excessive amounts of time travelling to a huge school. QEHS already closes down options for less academic post 16 students. limiting choice for many young people. Taking children from small communities and forcing them to be part of a massive campus based school is not a good solution. Equally, there needs to be a sensible consideration of the less tangible values attached to these proposals. closing small rural schools results in rural depopulation. asking children who currently walk to school, to spend significant parts of their day, at a very young age, on a bus is surely directly counter to current thinking? rural schools are an incredibly important contributor to social cohesion, saving 'tangible costs' further down the line. loneliness, crime statistics etc.

haydon bridge could remain open, with a wider range of GCSE's and vocational qualifications offered, to allow students currently unable to continue their study at QEHS to have meaningful access to education. if there is only one central school in the whole of the west of the county, many rural families will be forced to stop their education at 16.

No

No

I am fundamentally opposed to the closure of small rural schools. I believe that the benefits they offer are well in excess of any financial model considered here. The whole premise of the consultation is flawed -this ia very imprecise and blunt instrument being used to try to identify a solution.

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

No

Keep 3 tier system !!

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

HALTWHISTLE Community Campus Lower School Academy

HALTWHISTLE Don't know

I agree with model A with some changes. I fully support the proposition put forward by HALTWHISTLE Community Campus for a full implementation of three tier education in the West of Northumberland as a compromise to NCC proposals. We recognise there is no money and things have to change but we cannot have the provision for schools for the children of HALTWHISTLE being in Hexham. It is way too far to travel and will quite obviously have a severely adverse affect on the education of young people in the far West of Northumberland. Our children would not be starting their homework until half past four in the evening when they get home, they would not be able to attend after school clubs, and if they fall ill it is a long way to get home. Parents without access to a car have only one bus or train an hour to get to Hexham, how are they supposed to get a sick child from school and bring them home? The other thing that needs to be done is a national demand for more money for education from central government, the current situation is a disgrace whether you support austerity or not. 

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge

Don't know

There is an inadequate level of information in the "models" presented.  I would like to see something more thorough that we can scrutinize properly and that will enable us to make informed responses.

No

This would have the most devastating effect to local schools and communities and would, in my opinion, diminish the outcomes for my child.

Don't know

Again i do not think this has been thought through thoroughly enough.  Nor has it been presented in a manner in which i feel there is enough data available to make an informed response.

I was impressed by the work that haydon bridge had put into their proposal and especially the one put together by Corbridge Middle School.  Please include the latter at the very least in your considerations.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

Closing Haydon Bridge High School is not in the best interests of the students or the community.

No

Closing Haydon Bridge is not in the best interests of the students or the community.

No

Closing Haydon Bridge High School is not in the best interests of the students or the community

Keep Haydon Bridge High School open and make it a specialist unit for SEN which it currently excels at.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale

No

No

No

I support the Haydon Bridge High School Development proposal for academic and vocational learning.    Also i would like to point out:  The statistics on the consultation document showing the number of pupils applying for places at Haydon bridge yr 9 are not a true representation only counting new pupils not current.   The school already has enrolled pupils who will be continuing education from yr 7 to yr 8 and from yr 8 to yr 9. These children's parents do not have to make a 1st choice application again for a placement in yr 9 and will automatically continue there journey in the school.   The figures on the consultation do not take the currently enrolled into account and therefore could appear misleading.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

As a parent of children at Acomb First School I feel it is important to consider our school to stay and merge with one of the other smaller schools in the surrounding area. Our school is viable, sustainable and offers fantastic opportunities for the children. We have wrap around care a baby and toddler group the children are offered a good choice of after school activities. The vast majority of the pupils are in the catchment many walk to school it is very much at the heart of the community. The school has recently had an ofsted report and has been regarded as good. The head, governing body and all staff have one main focus being the children and what is best for them.

Parent/carer

Otterburn First School

Byrness Village Yes

We as Parents attended Otterburn first School Meeting where it was explained about school closures and mergers. We strongly believe that Otterburn first School would make an Excellent Primary School. The Staff there are first class, and my young son loves this School. Travelling the Twenty miles round trip too Otterburn from Byrness Village NE19  is enough of a journey for our young son. Both myself and my wife would be happy if Otterburn became a Primary School. 

See above

Don't know

I've already wrote my answers on the previous page regarding our choice would be for Otterburn first School to become a Primary School

Don't know

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Hexham

Yes

I agree that HBHS is not sustainable, although I know there will be many who wish it to stay. A bigger and better high school makes sense for everyone, educationally and economically. Keeping the three-tier structure puts us out of step with national trends, but actually the scale of change required otherwise is vast and the disruption presents a real risk to schooling area-wide.  It is very sad to see some excellent small rural first schools go - for example Whitley Chapel where the school plays a key role in the community. The economic arguments may be right, but the social consequences are sad.

If possible aim to save as many of the small rural first schools as possible.

Don't know

I agree that HBHS is unsustainable, but have concerns about the switch to two-tier. This will have a major impact on almost every school listed, and such widespread change poses great risks. It also means that the requirement for longer travelling to QEHS kicks in at age 11 rather than 13. The upside is that N'land fits the national funding formula better, but the loss of well established schools and the potential chaos during transition outweighs those benefits.

Difficult to make any meaningful changes to this option: two tier is two tier and there has to be upheaval across the board if the change is made.

No

A new 4-16 school is an unknown quantity. If the people of Haydon Bridge back the idea, perhaps it should be considered, but it would have to perform much better than HBHS to survive, and it may just not be popular with parents. Seems a bit improbable.

Again I would advocate saving rural first schools wherever possible. I would need to see evidence that the 4-16 school would be any more sustainable than current provision.

It seems to me that a larger, modern secondary academy is the answer for this end if the Tyne Valley, and this would help overcome current deficits at QE and HB and serious problems at HBHS. We seem to be heading for a mix of 2 and 3 tier provision, but the new academy can accommodate that and plan for it with options for entry at 9, 11 and 13 if needed. Most parents would probably agree that little children thrive in little schools, and schools can be the lifeblood of communities, so I would keep things as local as possible at the younger end of the age range.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Gilsland

No

I don't like option A because I don't believe closing HBHS and merging with QEHS and transferring pupils to Hexham would be the right option.

I believe in a three tier system and do agree with some principles raised in option A such as Haltwhistle Middle School staying open.  I also agree some first and primary schools should amalgamate which would result in some small schools closing.  I would like to see a reintroduction of first school.s

No

I don't like option B because I don't believe a two tier system in this area is the best option.

There is nothing in this option I agree with.

No

I don't like option C because I believe a three tier system would best suit this area.

The only thing I like about this option is HBHS staying on its existing site.

I believe we should retain/reintroduce a three tier system consistently across the whole of the West of Northumberland.  PLEASE SEE APPENDIX A.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Corbridge

No

I do not feel that enough information has been disclosed by all parties for me to be able to consider whether Option A is a viable option.

No

Again I do not feel there has been enough disclosure for me to support an option to disrupt so many families lives and childrens’ education by closing schools.

No

Same again, an option can’t be supported that does not disclose all the points that would be necessary to make an informed decision. 

Acomb First

Acomb

Don't know

I have insufficient knowledge to comment on the relative viability of the two major schools in question.

Don't know

Comments as for A.

Don't know

Comments as for A.

My comments relate specifically to Acomb First. We have lived in Acomb, in the School House next door, since 1982. It has been a privilege to be neighbours to this excellent community school.  In that time we have seen two generatumions of children and their parents, almost exclusively Acomb residents, travelling to and from the village. We have enjoyed good relations with our neighbours and the expansion and improvements to the school. I also had the honour to be a governor for a number of years. Ad a result I witnessed first hand the excellent teaching and nurture given to the children. Acomb is a mixed community in terms of social mobility, but support and excellence are delivered across the board. Rated good in the January 2018 and with an excellent Head Teacher and team, the school is well placed to deliver first or primary education. There is room to grow the estate to accommodate additional pupils,in the event of closure of Beaufront or in the event of becoming a primary. Acomb School celebrates its 150th anniversary next year. This school has served the vibrant Acomb community all that time. It would be unthinkable to close it. Please think very carefully.

Parent/carer

Otterburn First School

Byrness Village Don't know

I can’t find the models, but we attended Otterburn first School Parents meeting several months ago where it was discussed about the School closures and Mergers. It was mentioned that Otterburn first School might become a Primary School. We would be happy with that as our son has to travel a 20 mile Round trip from Byrness NE19 to  Otterburn every day. We really would not want him to travel any further than that at such a young age.

Otterburn first School to become a Primary School would be better for our Son.

Don't know

I’ve wrote answers on the previous page. My choice Otterburn first School to become a Primary School would be our choice.

Don't know

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

Don't know

I fully endorse proposal from Haltwhistle Community Campus as follows:  six first schools (Haltwhistle being one of the six) four middle schools (Haltwhistle being one of the four) one 3 - 13 year provision incorporating first/middle in Bellingham 2 high schools - keep both Haydon Bridge and Queen Elizabeth, Hexham.  Refurbish these buildings and make them fit for purpose. Will save thousands and better than a 'super school' with too many pupils.  KEEP 3 tier system in Northumberland.  I will email Guy Opperman this info!!

Staff Member

Whittonstall First School

No

: The merger of Haydon Bridge High School with Queen Elizabeth High School would leave parents with a very limited choice as to were to send their child.  : There would be an increased traveling time for pupils traveling from the Haydon Bridge Catchment.  : Hadrian Learning trust have expressed their desire to become two tier. Were Model A to go ahead this would give them more reason for their new Building which as I understand it they have already been given funding for in 2015. Questions need to be asked as to how this money was used.   : Brite Tribe were given 1 million to bring Haydon Bridge out of Special Measures. They failed to do this but still have the 1 million given to them to do a job that they failed to complete. What is being done to get that money back?  : The figures used in the Consultation document are misleading. The financial data for Haydon Bridge and Hexham partnerships has been combined and presented in one figure of 2.7 million. The predicted deficit for the Hexham partnership is shown in the data pack as 0.6 million. it needs to be clear which schools are responsible for driving up the deficit.  : the data regarding pupil numbers and surplus places does not take into account nursery age children nor does it take into account children that are living outside catchment.  : There is nothing to be gained by closing schools that have been rated good and outstanding by Ofsted and are financial viable.  : The closure of rural first schools would have a detrimental impact on rural communities. young families are less likely to move into an area that does not have a school this in turn will have an impact on local businesses.  : the closer of first schools would create job losses in areas where jobs are already in short supply.

I my opinion model A is not a viable option

No

I do not agree with model B as again this removes choice, not only choice regarding high school but choice regarding two tier or three tier. This model would see a total of 13 schools being close. This would cause massive upheaval for children and their families and would create huge job losses across both partnerships.  : Brite Tribe were given 1 million to bring Haydon Bridge out of Special Measures. They failed to do this but still have the 1 million given to them to do a job that they failed to complete. What is being done to get that money back?  : The figures used in the Consultation document are misleading. The financial data for Haydon Bridge and Hexham partnerships has been combined and presented in one figure of 2.7 million. The predicted deficit for the Hexham partnership is shown in the data pack as 0.6 million. it needs to be clear which schools are responsible for driving up the deficit.  : the data regarding pupil numbers and surplus places does not take into account nursery age children nor does it take into account children that are living outside catchment.  : There is nothing to be gained by closing schools that have been rated good and outstanding by Ofsted and are financial viable.  : The closure of rural first schools would have a detrimental impact on rural communities. young families are less likely to move into an area that does not have a school this in turn will have an impact on local businesses.  : the closer of first schools would create job losses in areas where jobs are already in short supply. 

I do not agree with model B as a viable option

No

I do not agree with Model C. The creation of an all through 'Super School' 4-16 at Haydon Bridge High School and the all through 9-16 school at Queen Elizabeth High School. This again removes Choice for parents. Although this model states that middle schools would remain open, the plan to convert some of the remaining first schools to primaries would signal the end of the middle schools.   : Brite Tribe were given 1 million to bring Haydon Bridge out of Special Measures. They failed to do this but still have the 1 million given to them to do a job that they failed to complete. What is being done to get that money back?  : The figures used in the Consultation document are misleading. The financial data for Haydon Bridge and Hexham partnerships has been combined and presented in one figure of 2.7 million. The predicted deficit for the Hexham partnership is shown in the data pack as 0.6 million. it needs to be clear which schools are responsible for driving up the deficit.  : the data regarding pupil numbers and surplus places does not take into account nursery age children nor does it take into account children that are living outside catchment.  : There is nothing to be gained by closing schools that have been rated good and outstanding by Ofsted and are financial viable.  : The closure of rural first schools would have a detrimental impact on rural communities. young families are less likely to move into an area that does not have a school this in turn will have an impact on local businesses.  : the closer of first schools would create job losses in areas where jobs are already in short supply. 

I do not agree with model C as a viable option.

Haydon Bridge High School should not close, the proposed plan by Head Teacher Mr Glover, Should be considered as a way forward for the school.  Queen Elizabeth High School should remain a high school and not become a secondary. The ambition of one should not be at the detriment of others.  There needs to be a full audit of school buildings to identify those in greatest need of repair. Local businesses could be approached to donate materials. The local community could be asked to donate time. There could be fundraising put in place across each partnership that would then be shared out between each of the schools.  Schools must work more closely together. the whittonstall and Broomley Federation works across two partnerships, Hexham and Prudhoe. This is  extremely successful and could work for other schools instead of seeing them closed they could form other federations, securing their future as viable schools.  What ever is decided it must be for the good of the children and the local community and not based on finances. securing the future of one school should not signal the end to others.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh First School

Corbridge

No

I do not feel that the information provided as part of this consultation has been sufficient enough to form an opinion on the questions being asked.

No

I do not feel that the information provided as part of this consultation has been sufficient enough to form an opinion on the questions being asked.

No

I do not feel that the information provided as part of this consultation has been sufficient enough to form an opinion on the questions being asked.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I fully support the proposals forwarded by the Haydon Bridge High School Development Proposal for Academic and Vocational Learning.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Because of the possible mergers/closures involved.

No

Again because of the possible merger/closure of Acomb First School.

No

Again because of the possible merger/closure of Acomb First School.

I have two children (one of which has completed their first school years at Acomb and is now attending Hexham Middle School and one of which is currently still in attendance at Acomb First School). I believe that Acomb First School is a viable community school with a large number of pupils from the village in attendance, which would have potential to be a successful Primary School if required. The school has a good Ofsted report and Little Oaks Nursery has an Oustanding Ofsted report! I believe the school to be financially sustainable. My children have been extremely happy there and there are high standards of teaching with good leadership and excellent EYFS. There is a toddler group, Forest School and sustainable numbers of pupils in every year group. There is excellent sport provision for children with weekly swimming and multi-sports coaching. Popular Breakfast Club and After School Club. There is a broad curriculum of subjects and activities and I have found Acomb First School to be a happy and safe environment for my children giving them the best possible start to the academic life! Thank you.

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

No

No

Keep 3 teir system

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle community campus upper school

Haltwhistle

Yes

It is highly important to keep a three tier system in place for the welfare of our children. This option will allow our children to develop and mature at their own pace and not be forced to grow up too quickly by being schooled in a huge setting with students who are much older. Middle schools enable our children to grow into happy, sociable, and respectful individuals who are ready for the next stages of their learning. 

No

Option A is best for all.

No

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

I do not believe this is a sustainable option for our communities.

No

I do not believe this is a sustainable option for rural communities.

No

I do not think this is a sustainable model for our rural communities.

Our geographical area would not work sustain these proposals. It is unfair to expect children as young as four to travel to school. This would raise serious safeguarding issues.    Looking at our school, it is a ofsted good school which has above average results for the whole curriculum. It has provision for toddlers, breakfast club, nursery, school, after school club. The budgets within the school have never been in deficit and are very well managed.   Acomb itself is close community with its school at the heart. If the school were to close this would drive young families away from the community and stop others from moving here.   The school has been included in the housing plans and expects to have increased pupils numbers to add to the current 59, 45 of whom are from Acomb and of the 14 out of catchment, 6 are from the Beaufront catchment. 

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Consett

No

The Middle School system is a good one. It works. It provides a nurturing, high quality education for our young people. My son went to a Primary school in County Durham, so we have first hand experience that this is not necessarily the best for our children.   My son was bored at primary school, and wasn't challenged. Making the decision for him to to go to Corbridge Middle school was the best decision we've ever made. A shy child, with little confidence, CMS has brought out the best in him. He loves the specialist classes, starting French at the age of 9, with a specialist teacher, which at Primary school you get a flying visit from a French teacher if you're lucky.  My sons confidence has increased a hundred fold. Although not one to be centre stage in the school play, he has played the piano in front of a hall full of parents several times. This would not have happened if he'd continued at Primary school and then gone to a secondary school at the age of 11.  A 2 tier education only works for children who are confident and bright, and they'll do well anywhere. The children who are shy and lack in confidence and self esteem are the ones that really benefit from a Middle School environment. You only have to look at the children who move to the Middle Schools from the Primary Schools. This is rare to happen in reverse! This has got to tell you something!  If Corbridge Middle School closed or became a Primary School there would be a lot less students being educated at QEHS from the Consett area. At the moment 3 coach loads of children travel from Consett every day to go to Corbridge Middle School and QEHS. Changing the system to 2 tier would mean that all those children would go to Consett Academy and have a much poorer education (in my view). Can QEHS afford to lose all these children, which you'll receive funding for?

No

I believe you should keep Haydon Bridge school open. It seems madness to make those children travel to QEHS which isn't big enough to support them. Opening up the school to these additional children and making it open to 11-18 age group will create an enormous school, which isn't good for our children. Bigger isn't always better, especially in schools. The further the children are away from the head teacher in terms of levels of teachers, the less control the headteacher has on the children, and the less connected the children feel.  Of course bigger schools are more efficient than many smaller ones, but there has got to be a better way!   If a child feels cared for and is nurtured in a smaller school, they will do well, educational results will follow.  Creating an enormous school is not the way forward. Northumberland is a unique county, with a very large geographical catchment area. The 'one size fits all' approach will not work in Northumberland.

No

For reasons mentioned previously.

Don't know

Don't know

Yes

If this sum is correct, a High School for Hexham and a smaller campus for Haydon Bridge would surely be a possibility, with enough left over to boost rural schools who are in need. I am assured by our Headteacher that the reported financial statement in our local press was out of date AND misleading, Our rural school is highly organised and very financially viable due to an amazing team of staff who work there. I cannot praise them highly enough, an outstanding Ofsted report, down to the teamwork of committed devoted staff, lead by an inspiring and caring Head, which makes for happy, well balanced children ready to take their next step into Middle School, which I believe they need.  Finally, as a well travelled former Naval Petty Officer, (but local lass) - and in the words of a parent from our recent school meeting "Country kids are different to Town kids". I have to agree they are, but in a good way. We need that mix, in our very diverse, discriminatory society. Our children have significant, valuable resources at their disposal to impart to each other, which equips them for future life. Yours faithfully. 

Parent/carer

St Mary's RC First School

Hexham

Yes

I recently attended a meeting at St Joseph’s Middle School in Hexham regarding the proposed changes to the education system in the West Northumberland area.    Having also read through the lengthy consultation document I feel very strongly about this and I want to respond as this is something that is going to affect my daughter’s future education.  My daughter is due to start Reception class in September this year and she currently attends St Marys Nursery in Hexham.    In my opinion the 3-tier arrangement in Hexham works extremely well and is a system that provides an excellent educational outcome for its pupils.  The quality of the education at both St Mary’s and St Joseph’s is fantastic and I feel it is very important that this is maintained. The staff are also extremely dedicated.  It is important for me that my daughter is able to receive a catholic education for as long as possible and this is also something that I had myself in Hexham.  The schools as they are now have the people and the facilities to make learning so enjoyable!    The closure of the middle schools in the area under Model B is not something that I agree with.  The first and middle school system up to age 13 is important because by the age of 13 the children will have been properly prepared and will be ready to make the transition to high school whereas at 11 years of age I feel this is too young for such a big change.   Another concern for me is the proposal for QEHS to become an 11-18 academy under Model C.  This is something that I do not agree with.  If we have one huge secondary school for up to 2250 pupils, if this model fails, then what?  If this option is chosen then we as parents will have no other choice, there is no other school for us to choose from. With this option there will be no school-to-school support as there is now.  St Mary’s and St Joseph’s schools know their pupils and their families and with a school with a capacity of 2250 then I fear there is a danger of pupils becoming just a number.  I don’t agree from changing from a method that clearly works and which has been developed with years and years of hard work to something that has no guarantees will work.    I therefore want the 3-tier system to remain as I feel this will offer the best educational outcome for the pupils in these schools.  

No

I have outlined my views in the section for Model A.

No

I have outlined my views in the section for Model A.

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Greenhaugh

No

It involves the Closure of too many local rural first schools, which I consider detrimental to both the children's education and welfare and to the local communities of those schools. It proposes the merger of secondary schools which leaves parents no choice in the education of their children and, considering the poor performance of some of the regions secondary schools, dangerously 'puts all our eggs in one basket'. The closure of Greenhaugh First School directly affects our family and business. We moved here, partly attracted to the prospect of being able to walk our children to school, and for our childrens' daily lives to be part of our community. 

Keep the first schools, which are performing well, and look to perhaps extend existing middle schools into secondary schools. The lessons of our first schools show us that 'smaller schools are better schools' - take this lesson and apply it to our secondary education provision - which would also address the sorry and unwholesome prospect of our children having to spend a large potion of their time travelling to and from school.

No

It involves the Closure of too many local rural first and Middle schools, which I consider detrimental to both the children's education and welfare and to the local communities of those schools. It proposes the merger of secondary schools which leaves parents no choice in the education of their children and, considering the poor performance of some of the regions secondary schools, dangerously 'puts all our eggs in one basket'. The closure of Greenhaugh First School directly affects our family and business. We moved here, partly attracted to the prospect of being able to walk our children to school, and for our childrens' daily lives to be part of our community.

Keep the first schools, which are performing well, and look to perhaps extend existing middle schools into secondary schools. The lessons of our first schools show us that 'smaller schools are better schools' - take this lesson and apply it to our secondary education provision - which would also address the sorry and unwholesome prospect of our children having to spend a large potion of their time travelling to and from school.

No

It involves the Closure of too many local rural first and Middle schools, which I consider detrimental to both the children's education and welfare and to the local communities of those schools. It proposes the merger of secondary schools which leaves parents no choice in the education of their children and, considering the poor performance of some of the regions secondary schools, dangerously 'puts all our eggs in one basket'. The closure of Greenhaugh First School directly affects our family and business. We moved here, partly attracted to the prospect of being able to walk our children to school, and for our childrens' daily lives to be part of our community.

Keep the first schools, which are performing well, and look to perhaps extend existing middle schools into secondary schools. The lessons of our first schools show us that 'smaller schools are better schools' - take this lesson and apply it to our secondary education provision - which would also address the sorry and unwholesome prospect of our children having to spend a large potion of their time travelling to and from school.

Keep our rural first schools open, which are performing well, and look to perhaps extend existing middle schools into secondary schools. The lessons of our first schools show us that 'smaller schools are better schools' - take this lesson and apply it to our secondary education provision - which would also address the sorry and unwholesome prospect of our children having to spend a large potion of their time travelling to and from school.

Governor

Allendale Primary School

Allendale

No

I do not know the reason for including so many schools you have suggested for closure in this consultation other than to cause confusion and raise issues that should be raised separately. The issue of HBHS is an entirely separate issue to the closure of small schools. This is also being done at a time when the Hadrian Learning Trust are consulting about becoming a secondary school. If HBHS closes where is the choice for families in this area? It is not possible for children to attend tha nearest alternative schools in East Tynedale (Prudhoe)or Brampton in Cumbria. QEHS, if the proposed changes go ahead would be an academy with around 2000 pupils on role. I will not comment on the closure of the small schools as thios should have been part of a separate consultation!

Keeping HBHS open to provide parental choice.

No

I agree that a primary/secondary model for education in West Northumberland will be effective as has been shown at Allendale Primary but again as with my response to Option A the issue of closure for small First Schools should not have been included as a "red herring" in this consultation.  Parental choice is important in the choice of schools and I do not think the closure of HBHS provided this when the only choice is a very large academy. At present QEHS is not proving to be providing more of the vocational qualifications which has been widely acknowledged are necessary. In actual fact they are restricting access to 6th form to years only those who are likely gain high grades at A level and this appears to exclude children who have to remain in education upto the age of 18 years. Where are these children to go, Carlisle or Newcastle Colleges? 

Keeping HBHS open to provide parental choice and challenge for QEHS!

No

I;m not sure why this has been included as it does not seem to be a sensible or practical alternative!

Change to a Primary - Secondary model of education with two secondary schools in the area as HBHS has suggested. I am ignoring your smoke screen os the closures of small schoos as this surely was only intended to be a distraction. In my experience parents with children in very small schools vote with their feet owing to cohort and friendship groupings as well as the difficulty of running a school on a dwindling budget.

Staff Member

Otterburn First School

No

As a staff we are all in total agreement that this model is not an option for our children as we believe that the two tier system provides a more joined up education.  The transition is less.  The children travel less for a further two years at a primary school/  Children experience a nurturing environment for longer.

Yes

As a school we are unanimous that this is the most viable option for the education of children in the west.    We favour the two tier system.    We strongly believe that Otterburn would make a exceptional primary school and that this is strongly supported by the parents.  We already provide good employment opportunities with 7 out of 10 staff living in the local area.  This could be extended should our age range change.  We feel that all children will benefit from not travel to the next stage of their education for two years longer.  The school building and grounds has the scope to grow and expand.  The school has excellent grounds for outside learning.  As a primary school the increase in staff would allow for greater sharing of workload.  The change of age range to primary would and an increase in pupil numbers would allow for less mixed key stage teaching.  The change to a primary would allow for even greater development of our early years unit.  The school is already the hub of the community.  The school has strong links with the church, village hall, local businesses, Rede House (Sheltered Accommodation) with the residents visiting school and the school visiting the shelter.    Staff have a further two years to support the children in being secondary ready and have the capability to work closely with other schools to ease transition.  An increase in pupils numbers will increase the school's financial stability.  Finally - we all love our school, pupils want to stay until year 6 and are 100% dedicated to making this work.  No one wishes to see small schools close but something has to change so that small primaries are viable. 

No

Model C could work for Otterburn but as a staff we are very concerned about the amount of capital this model will take.

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

No

Keep 3 tier system

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

It is clear that the educational needs of our children can only be provided by moving the a 2 tier system, particularly in a situation where the government continues with the huge cuts on school funding.  This option simple tinkers with the current set up. While it acknowledges that there are only sufficient children for one senior school in the west of the county it will lead to the need for a further reorganisation in a few years time as educational standards fall due to the shoehorning of a 3 tier system into a 2 tier world with inadequate funding.  As with all your options listing schools for closure is a major error in this consultation. There was no need to do this, it has now stirred up enormous emotion, and worry about jobs and house prices in villages, that has closed down reasonable discussion. You should simply have said some closures were likely but that every school would be considered on its merits and would be given to chance to show that it was viable. 

No

No

While this option acknowledges the need to move to a a 2 tier system it takes too long. Things must move faster to avoid parents feeling their children are in limbo.   As with all your options listing schools for closure is a major error in this consultation. There was no need to do this, it has now stirred up enormous emotion, concern over jobs and worry about house prices in villages, that has closed down reasonable discussion. You should simply have said some closures were likely but that every school would be considered on its merits and would be given to chance to show that it was viable. In fact with this option a number of first schools may well be more viable with an increase of 40% in terms of pupil numbers through the retention of years 5/6 in a primary school model.

Not unless you remove the list of schools that will close and move faster in moving to 2 tier.

No

It is clear that the educational needs of our children can only be provided by moving the a 2 tier system, particularly in a situation where the government continues with the huge cuts on school funding.  in educational terms this option changes almost nothing - it simply closes the 6th form in Haydon Bridge.   The fact is that there are only sufficient children for one senior school, in the long run, in the west of the county it will lead to the need for a further reorganisation in a few years time as educational standards fall due to the shoehorning of a 3 tier system into a 2 tier world with inadequate funding.  As with all your options listing schools for closure is a major error in this consultation. There was no need to do this, it has now stirred up enormous emotion, concern about jobs and house prices in villages, that has closed down reasonable discussion. You should simply have said some closures were likely but that every school would be considered on its merits and would be given to chance to show that it was viable. 

No.

Move as fast as possible to a 2 tier system based around a new, single secondary school in Hexham that will be suitable for the agreed catchment area.  All first and middle schools will have the chance to propose how they would be sustainable in this new arrangement. All schools would have the chance to pitch why they will be able to provide a high quality primary school experience. With years 5/6 retained they would have the chance to grow and possible be viable, when they are not now in this position. As has happen in the Ponteland partnership.  In the long run this is going to happen what ever the result of this consultation but if this opportunity is not taken now then it will happen in a disorganised and costly way with a serious reduction of educational standards preceding it.  Another approach that could have been used would simply be to increase parental choice by offering the sort of transport option to all that is offered to Catholics. Using this tactic its almost inevitable that a number of schools would have closed very quickly - including Haydon Bridge High School. Many of the students use HBHS because their family cant afford transport to Hexham. Its also true of a number of other schools such as Bellingham Middle if transport to Corbridge or HMS was offered.  The decision to include a misleading list of school closures with each of the proposals has seriously backfired. Almost all discussion has become emotional with loud and aggressive protests from the minority with personal vested interests including:      - Head-teachers (and teachers), many of whom operate in a very comfortable 3 tier environment, who are concerned about their jobs      - A number of individuals who have conflicted interests being on governing boards (in some cases Chair) but who them selves, or a family member, work in a middle school that is under threat. Surely NCC should investigate this.      - Village residents who are concerned about the loss of a school on local house prices proposed  The type of campaigns that have been initiated on social media by a well organised and vocal minority has stifled much debate. The aggressive and bullying tactics have led many parents not to engage. Again, much of this would have been avoided if school closures were not listed in the options.

Haltwhistle

Yes

I believe the 3 tier system, including local middle schools, offers children the best standard of education.

No

No

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

St Mary's RC first school

Haltwhistle

No

We need local schools they are part of the community too many things are being centralised

No we have to have schools in the local areas

No

Closing schools is bad for the community

No

For all practical reasons rural areas need schools to keep them alive without local schools doctors etc community's die

Education is The greatest gift we give our children along with a sense of belonging and the community they grow and prosper in take away the schools and the areas will start to decline. We want schools were our children are known not just numbers were they grow within the community and are part of it not having to travel x amount of time there and back and not part of the community they are schooled in .

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

HAYDON BRIDGE School Developement proposal

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

No

No

No

I don't support Models A, B or C but alternatively support the proposals put forward by Mr Darren Glover of Haydon Bridge High School which shows a workable combination of academic qualifications and vocational subjects.

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

I enjoyed going through the three tier system and found it very nurturing so don’t think any of the first or middle schools should be closed.

No

I enjoyed going through the three tier system and found it very nurturing so don’t think any of the first or middle schools should be closed.

No

I enjoyed going through the three tier system and found it very nurturing so don’t think any of the first or middle schools should be closed.

Keep all the first and middle schools open, children travel far enough already in this rural county. Keep Haydon Bridge HS open, friends of mine who weren’t ‘academic’ enough for QE went there and really enjoying it. If it closes where will the people go who QE don’t cater for?

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Shotley low quarter

No

These small rural community schools provide a service for local people and bring people from out of the catchment  boosting the local area and local businesses.

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon Bridge

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Hexham (originally from Acomb)

No

No

No

Acomb First School has always been in the hearts of all in the community.  Generations of families have attended. It is and will always be a caring and nurturing school. Experienced staff and governors have led this school to its current Jan 18 Good Ofsted.  The school has always been forward thinking and will embrace the change to Primary if this change occurs 76% of the children come from the catchment area.  My experience at Acomb was a happy one and wish my son to go to Acomb when he is of Nursery School age.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I will be supporting Darren Glovers vision of providing an Academic and Vocational model of education at Haydon Bridge High School (HBHS).  I strongly believe this would be in the best interests of my son who is currently in primary education at Haydon Bridge.  I also recognise the importance of the school to the community.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

Because if the possible closure of Acomb first schook

No

Because of the possible closure of Acomb first school

No

Because of the possible closure of Acomb first school

● financially sustainable  ● academically sustainable  ● community school that has the potential to be a successful Primary if the opportunity arises ● 76% of pupils are from the catchment  ● high standards of education led by caring, knowledgeable and experienced staff   Keep Acomb open!

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

No

No

Staff Member

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Haydon Bridge

Don't know

None of the suggestions meet with the Northumberland way of life, as the communities have known it for so many generations. The three tier system works well in West Northumberland which this model would look the most able to provide.  This option would keep St Mary's and St Joseph's open and a Catholic education provision up to age 13. 

Would it not be possible to merge small schools but still keep the sites open? This way staff move between sites rather than making small children (and their families) do longer journeys, twice daily. Keeping the smaller schools would also help to continue to attract young families to the more rural areas.

No

This would mean St Joseph's RC Middle School being closed and St Mary's expanding. St Mary's school would struggle to continue to offer such a wonderful provision when the site is not designed to expand. In addition, the Catholic education in Hexham would come to an end for children at 11 years of age. 

No

Forming academies has not helped keep all education provisions to the same structure which is not helpful and I believe this model will lead to similar complications.

Keep it simple - what is best for the children?

If I break a leg then I'm not going to bandage my arm - IF QEHS and HMS are broken, then don't break the other schools.  Keep the three tier system in place - the communities and schools are working well together and will continue to do so with strong leadership. Teachers and staff can be flexible but lets not ask for that from the children and their families.  If HMS and QEHS need to pool together their resources, then let them do so and offer a provision on one site. This should not have an impact on the whole of the area. If HMS has to close then another alternative is to bus some of the Hexham children to Haydon Bridge, Bellingham and Haltwhistle if necessary and support those schools again. If something isn't broken then why would you try to fix it?

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary School

haydon bridge

No

I think its a terrible idea closing schools esoecially for people that cant drive and have to rely on busses. That some people on low income cant aford my daughter is 6 and is in an exelent school and was hoping for her to be going to haydon bridge high but if it comes to a new school geting built and having all age groups i dont know what will happen... as i will not be sending my daughter to it its wrong having 18 year olds in the same school as little ones

No

No

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

I feel there is no reason to destroy communities by removing 8 good, financially viable rural schools, allowing these schools to remain would make this an acceptable option.

No

This would be a complicated mess of a disaster that would mess up a well established education system for no readily apparent reason.

No

I feel there is no reason to destroy communities by removing 8 good, financially viable rural schools, allowing these schools to remain would potentially make this an acceptable option.

All schools should be kept open, Haydon bridge should get in a good headteacher that has dealt with similar situations before to make it viable and  underfunded schools should look for sources of alternative income.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Bellingham

No

No

No

I would like to see the2 tier system introduced but I disagree with the schools that have been highlighted for closure. Outstanding Ofsted rating should count for something

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Simonburn

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Otterburn First School

Rochester

No

Haydon Bridge High School would have to close and merge with QEHS.  This would impose serious implications for my son who is currently in year 9 at HBHS. His welfare and educational needs would be affected as a transition to a new environment would be imposed at a crucial time in his education when stability is required.

No

HBHS should not have to close or merge with QEHS.  I believe a 3 tier system does work in rural Northumberland and this option would see the closure of several middle schools.  The Hadrian Learning Trust's proposals are a clear indicator that they are reluctant to welcome pupils currently studying at HBHS.  We should not be penalised for living in rural Northumberland.  Educational needs and welfare of pupils at Haydon Bridge should be a priority and forefront of any decision.

Don't know

I believe it is vital that there is parent choice for secondary school education and it is crucial Haydon Bridge remains open as a high school establishment.  If there is capital investment for a proposed 'super school' there is surely capital investment for keeping a viable school open and with support, help develop a current and future learning at this academic establishment.  I believe Haydon Bridge should remain open but include post 16 education.

I support the proposal being put forward by Haydon Bridge High School for project based learning and a post 16 pathway.  The ability for pupils to remain in an educational establishment which they are familiar with and that are thriving with their studies is vital.  I have 2 sons at this school, one in sixth form and one in year 9.  They both value their studies at Haydon Bridge and have huge reservations regarding the possible move to another school.  Consideration must be given to the welfare of these pupils currently attending this school.  It is essential that we listen to what these pupils want and should receive as a given, not what the powers that be think should happen.  Last year my son's place in the boarding wing at Ridley Hall was removed without consultation whilst he was studying for his GCSE's and now my other son who has just chosen his options for GCSE's is now facing massive uncertainty as to where he'll studying for these next September.  Please give Haydon Bridge the chance to continue to provide education at this site.  I believe a 'super school' is not the answer in the locality that we live in.  Pupils have attended first and secondary schools with minimal numbers and the thought of my children attending a possible school with a surplus of 2000 pupils is awful.  Educational provision should remain at Haydon Bridge High School.  I fully support their proposal and as a family who live 9 miles from the Scottish Border fully know and understand that they are working incredibly hard to proved a good education for my sons at a uncertain and worrying time.  Don't penalise rural pupils to try and fit into a model of education that works in other areas of the country.   

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

No

No

Yes

I agree with a continued three tier system. My children would continue to attend haltwhistle lower school,move on to upper school &amp; then finish their final years of schooling at Haydon bridge high school.  The problem is not the schooling system,it's the quality of teachers/teaching staff. That is what needs improvement,not the actual schooling system!

Governor

Acomb First School

No

As an ex-parent whose children went through the 3-tier system, I’m aware it has its advantages as well as its weaknesses.  Sadly, however, I think it’s time to embrace a primary/secondary model, as 3-tier is out of step with the National Curriculum. My main concern, however, is the number of first/primary schools earmarked for closure.  I’m an ex Parish and District Councillor, and know that schools are at the heart of their communities and attract young families to the villages of Tynedale.  Acomb First School delivers an excellent education (rated Good by Ofsted Jan 18), but as well as this it offers local employment opportunities, contributes to social cohesion and provides support to families and the local community.  Partners run Little Oaks Nursery, a Breakfast Club, After-School Club and a Parent and Toddler Group, all on the same site.  The school is a true village school, serving the local community (76% of pupils in catchment) and providing a valuable resource for local families.  If the school were to close, young families would stop moving in, and the village would lose its heart. If NCC want to kill off the countryside, one way is to close rural schools! 

No

Would oppose the merger of QEHS and HBHS on the grounds that the resulting secondary school would be massive.  If QEHS went secondary on its own, HLT estimate 1850 students, with HBHS 2220.   Far too big. Again, totally oppose closure of rural first/primary schools.  They are the success stories in this sorry mess, so why close them? 

No

Apprehensive about a major, costly re-organisation which retains the 3-tier system.  Once again, oppose the closure of rural first and primary schools

Go 2-tier across both partnerships.  HLT are going to do it anyway. Build brand new QEHS secondary school in Hexham (11-18). Rebuild or upgrade HBHS to provide 11-16 academic subjects, 11-18 vocational education. Convert existing first schools in Hexham partnership to primaries, encouraging closer working to enrich and enhance the curriculum and enable wider social contact, particularly in Years 5 and 6.    Given the transport issues in the Haydon Bridge partnership, allow HBHS flexibility to organise bases.  

GOOLE

No

This is not really looking forward to next 30 years A 3 tier system is a thing of the past and new school funding is based on 2 tier. I did once work in a 3 tier system in Suffolk but the move to two tier improved standards and was much better Also in a rural county it is unrealistic to expect all schools to have at least 75 pupils. Schools are the centre of communities and decisions as to when a school is unviable should be left to Govs. There are many good and outstanding schools in North of England with less than 50 on roll

Yes

One good large secondary school would allow great curriculum breadth for students. I have visited several schools with 2500 on roll and they work well with schools within school. Students can then have 5-7 years in same school, 3 tier has had its day in the UK and new funding is based on 2 tier Again note the point that schools can be good and viable with 50 or less students in rural areas

No

A hotch potch idea but doubt if this could help Haydon bridge. Better to have one new well equipped school for ll 11-18 students in the area

Model B is by far the best but schools should be allowed to continue with less than 75 on roll

Staff Member

Whitley Chapel C of E First School Ordley Village, Hexham

No

I believe that every effort should be made to keep a High School in Haydon Bridge,  A merger with QEHS would create a school far too big for the children and too big for the infrastructure of a small market town like Hexham.  However, QEHS does desperately need a new building.  This model retains the 3 tier system and middle schools which provide the best education for children in rural areas. I strongly oppose this model as it would mean the end of 3 tier education which is proven to be the best system for children in rural schools.  Merging HBHS with QEHS would create a school far too big for the children and too big for the infrastructure of small market town like Hexham.  However, QEHS does desperately need a new building. The closure of excellent middle schools like St Joseph’s RC Middle and the smaller first schools would seem irresponsible since they all provide high standards and are the first choice for parents and children. 

No

I strongly oppose this model as it would mean the end of 3 tier education which is proven to be the best system for children in rural schools.  Merging HBHS with QEHS would create a school far too big for the children and too big for the infrastructure of a small market town like Hexham.  However, QEHS does desperately need a new building.  The closure of excellent middle schools like St Joseph’s RC Middle and the smaller first schools would seem irresponsible since they all provide high standards and are the first choice for parents and children.  I strongly disagree that first schools across the Hexham Partnership should merge causing the closure of excellent first schools.  I do not agree with the concept that first schools should have a capacity of at least 75 – where does this originate and what is the evidence that doubling class sizes provides children with a better education and experience?  First schools operate extremely well with high standards, good financial management and deliver what the parents and the children want.  To close them would be to take unnecessary risk that could jeopardise the children’s education and their future. There is no justifiable reason for this closure and many reasons for them to provide education for years to come.  This consultation has highlighted just how much the past, present and future parents and the communities value the first schools. As far as Whitley Chapel Church of England First School is concerned, this school:  • has never been in financial deficit and continues to be financially viable with a well-managed budget • has very high academic standards and ‘good’ Ofsted • has rising pupil numbers as a result of growing local population • has experienced and well qualified staff • has a highly competent governing body • has a well maintained building and grounds with wooded areas for forest schools and use of the adjacent parish tennis court, play area          and field • offers breakfast club and after school care • offers 30 hours childcare in nursery giving continuity of education • has community powers to provide extra hours childcare to support the needs of the parents • has support from members of the community who bring their skills into the school.  My concerns for the children if the school were to be closed:  • Young children would have to travel up to 12 miles each way to school. • Parental choice for a faith school will be denied. • There would be no 30 nursery provision. • Children would be denied the unique nurturing environment of Whitley Chapel School valued so much by past and present pupils and parents. • The proposals are to create large primary schools.  I have seen many children come to Whitley Chapel from good larger schools who have          struggled and yet they have thrived once in a smaller school.  Without the small schools there would be nowhere for these children to go.           The creation of fewer larger schools limits the parental choice of school particularly suited to their children.  Closure of this rural school would be devastating to the local community.    • the school is valued by the community reflected in the support it gives to the school in terms of fundraising and community members          helping out in school. • the community shares the school premises and facilities and the school children participate in local community events, eg providing 50%          of the exhibits at the Leek Show and joining in Church events.   • Many members of staff live locally and there would be a loss of jobs. • there has been education in Hexhamshire since the 17th century.  Whitley Chapel Church of England First School has been here since 1849.  The consultation document talks of and education plan for 25 years, however, if Whitley Chapel School were to close now it will be gone for ever and the rural community will cease to exist.    I question whether Northumberland County Council has the prerogative to make such an irreversible decision so detrimental to a community and that will destroy the educational heritage of hundreds of years.  The consultation refers to spare capacity, however, Whitley Chapel School is staffed and resourced according to the number of pupils, so the school is economically and efficiently run.  The school operates well within its budget. 

No

It would be good to keep a school in Haydon Bridge and this model may be a solution for the Haydon Bridge partnership.  It would mean that excellent Middle Schools remain.  If this were the case there would be no necessity or requirement for any first schools to close or merge since they are currently performing well in every respect.  I strongly disagree that first schools across the Hexham Partnership should merge causing the closure of excellent first schools.  I do not agree with the concept that first schools should have a capacity of at least 75 – where does this originate and what is the evidence that doubling class sizes provides children with a better education and experience?  First schools operate extremely well with high standards, good financial management and deliver what the parents and the children want.  To close them would be irresponsible, taking unnecessary risk that could jeopardise the children’s future. There is no justifiable reason for this closure and many reasons for them to provide education for years to come.  This consultation has highlighted just how much the past, present and future parents and the communities value the first schools. As far as Whitley Chapel Church of England First School is concerned, this school:  • has never been in financial deficit and continues to be financially viable with a well-managed budget • has very high academic standards and ‘good’ Ofsted • has rising pupil numbers as a result of growing local population • has experienced and well qualified staff • has a highly competent governing body • has a well maintained building and grounds with wooded areas for forest schools and use of the adjacent parish tennis court, play area          and field • offers breakfast club and after school care • offers 30 hours childcare in nursery giving continuity of education • has community powers to provide extra hours childcare to support the needs of the parents • has support from members of the community who bring their skills into the school.  My concerns for the children if the school were to be closed:  • Young children would have to travel up to 12 miles each way to school. • Parental choice for a faith school will be denied. • There would be no 30 nursery provision. • Children would be denied the unique nurturing environment of Whitley Chapel School valued so much by past and present pupils and parents. • The proposals are to create large primary schools.  I have seen many children come to Whitley Chapel from good larger schools who have          struggled and yet they have thrived once in a smaller school.  Without the small schools there would be nowhere for these children to go.           The creation of fewer larger schools limits the parental choice of school particularly suited to their children.  Closure of this rural school would be devastating to the local community.    • the school is valued by the community reflected in the support it gives to the school in terms of fundraising and community members          helping out in school. • the community shares the school premises and facilities and the school children participate in local community events, eg providing 50%          of the exhibits at the Leek Show and joining in Church events.   • Many members of staff live locally and there would be a loss of jobs. • there has been education in Hexhamshire since the 17th century.  Whitley Chapel Church of England First School has been here since 1849.           The consultation document talks of and education plan for 25 years, however, if Whitley Chapel School were to close now it will be gone          for ever and the rural community will cease to exist.    I question whether Northumberland County Council has the prerogative to make such an irreversible decision so detrimental to a community and that will destroy the educational heritage of hundreds of years.  The consultation refers to spare capacity, however, Whitley Chapel School is staffed and resourced according to the number of pupils, so the school is economically and efficiently run.  The school operates well within its budget. 

I can see no justification in closing the small rural schools.

From my experience of 25 years working in education in Hexham and having two sons who have been through the education system, I believe that the 3 tier system provides the best education of children in rural areas.    I believe that the 3 tier system should be retained, leaving first and middle schools unchanged.  The money available for this reorganisation should be put into providing new school buildings for QEHS and HBHS.   Twenty years ago QEHS had an excellent reputation and had it retained this reputation I believe we would not be in this situation today.  However, it looks as if Hadrian Learning Trust are going to change to a 11-18 school regardless of the consequences for other schools in the partnership.  If this is the case and first schools are to become primary schools, there is still no need for schools or merge or close.   We should look at the cost of changing first schools to primary schools.  Whitley Chapel Church of England First Schools already has capacity to become a primary school as the building is sufficiently large and has been maintained to a high standard.  If the Sele were to become a primary, surely a great deal of money would be needed to build new classrooms, unless the school changed to 2 form entry.  This would fill up the surplus places in the first schools with children who are ‘out of catchment’ at the Sele School, make the smaller schools more viable as a primary and eliminate the need to spend vast sums of money building additional classrooms at the Sele.  

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

St Joseph’s Hexham

No

The geography west Northumberland is so vast I feel this is taking options away from young people living in the more rural areas, and pushing young people into an unnecessary two tier system. Young people would be attending school from such a vast catchment area and the number of students attending schools would take away from the education, care and manageability of numbers which may negatively impact on the young people would be my main concerns 

Don't know

Don't know

Riding Mill

No

I do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided.

No

I do not agree that creating an 11-18 secondary school is the only option or the best way to meet the objectives. I strongly believe that an age range change would have a detrimental impact on our students, families and communities and urge you to listen to all the schools in the Hexham Partnership to ensure that all the schools continue to go from strength to strength.

No

I do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided.

The 3 tier system. This has given our children amazing places to learn, and they have flourished with specialist teaching from Year 5, and the first and middle school environments. Coming from a very rural home - of which there is nothing else to compare it to in England - this has been a vital part of their education, and has provided a nurturing environment for them. We feel incredibly lucky to have been part of this system, and to have had our children attend Whittonstall First and Corbridge Middle Schools, we really couldn't have asked for better teaching and leadership, or for a better place for our children to go to school.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

No

It is not acceptable for the children not to have a choice in there secondary education

No

Again children need a choice for their education and our local communities should not loose there local schools they are the heart of so many communities!

No

4-16 age range is not an option!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Keep the schools as they are if they are viable and have a good ofsted rating,    Help Haydon Bridge to get the ofsted they need instead of just reporting the bad bits!!! Our daughters have and are also doing really well at Haydon Bridge!!!! 

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

No

Because it involves the closure of Haydon Bridge High School, which is the school my children attend and where they are progressing well in a caring environment. The school is viable - all it needs is the backing of the County Council and a removal of the threat to close it which it has had for the last few years. If this happened, parents would send their children back to HBHS and the school's numbers would increase, and it can continue to provide for the educational needs of the children in this part of Northumberland. We have been underfunded for a long time in this part of Northumberland as we have had a Labour administration who clearly were more concerned with funding the labour strongholds rather than rural Northumberland, always perceived as Conservative voters. Despite this, the school has produced excellent results in the past, and it will continue to do so IF it had the support of the Council, and I am horrified that, as a conservative council, you have betrayed the voters in this way and under the guise of 'raising standards' you are willing to put money before the educational needs of our children. Despite all the uncertainty surrounding HBHS, they still managed to produce good results last year - imagine what they could do if they were supported by the county council! How can putting children into mobile classrooms on an overcrowded, dilapidated site be good for standards? And if you do build a 'super-school' do you realise how many students it would have to accommodate if your proposal goes through? Over 2,000! It is clear from statistics that these huge schools do NOT improve standards. 

No

As above

No

4 - 16! NO!  My daughter is in year 11. She is about to start her A levels. We live in rural Northumberland. What choice would she have if you took away sixth form at HBHS? An infrequent bus and train into Newcastle? Or Hexham QE. That is not a choice!

Make HBHS an 11 - 18 secondary school.

Make HBHS an 11-18 secondary school

Parent/carer

Bellingham First School

No

Our middle school is very unstable and has been for several years - it cannot remain as it is. Our First school on the other hand is 'good' and continues to be so from Oftsed.

Yes

Our First school should be allowed to offer education for years 5 and 6 and I believe Mrs Goddard and her team would do their best to offer this.  The school has a growing, reputable reputation and deserve the opportunity to expand. This would still offer education for the vast majority of children in the village and then let them 'fit in' to the Hexham system.

No

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Bellingham Middle School

Falstone

No

Things should stay as they are.

No

Things should stay as they are.

No

Things should stay as they are.

Things should stay as they are, don’t mess with our kids schools.

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

No

No

Letter received: Dear Ms Fife I run a Youth Club for 9-13 year olds from the villages of Newbrough and Fourstones. 99% of the young people have either been to Newbrough CE Primary School or are in the current years 5 and 6.  At our last session, whilst making our Easter cupcakes, we had a lively discussion about the possibility of our school being closed and the alternatives suggested. I was really impressed how knowledgeable the young people were and, at the same time, distressed by how emotional and concerned they were. This was particularly obvious in those discussing the prospects for their younger brothers and sisters. These were some of the comments that they made: "It's a terrible idea" "Lots of people will lose their jobs with no school in the village - parents and teachers" "But we had excellent and outstanding Ofsted reports" "Everyone who comes to our school lives locally and lots of us walk" "We love the teachers" "There are small numbers in our classes, so we are taught better" "Shocking that 4 year olds would have to be put in buses with 16 year olds" (this from a girl with a four year old sister currently in nursery in Newbrough school) "It's a bullying risk" "We have no bullying, cos the teachers can handle it with small classes" "It will take the young families out of the village" "No nursery provision" "Newbrough was the only school in Northumberland not to close in the snow. Huge community spirit. We went on a tractor!" "Don't know how my mum will manage" Newbrough school is an integral part of the life of our two villages and its periphery. It is a rural farming community and one in which whole families have lived for generations. It is a very popular place for those moving out of urban areas to move to. New, affordable housing is currently being built to cater for young families. Ironically this development is right next door to the school.   To close the school would be a disaster and a tragedy for our rural community.  I enclose with this letter, another written during our youth club by two of the members and given to me to send. It is our young people the County Council should be listening to.  Yours sincerely

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

No

Yes

Capital funds need to be paid into schools. To ensure this going forward reducing the number of schools is a way of ensuring the schools environments remain viable as schools.

No

Pupil/Student

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Corbridge C of E Aided First SchoolCorbridge

No

This has some potential although a high school or secondary school provision should be funded in Haydon Bridge. The closure of the small rural schools is of high concern.

Creating working partnerships with these schools could be an alternative to forced closure of successful schools.

No

Cannot see how this structural change has any educational argument in the successful Hexham Partnership.

 Whilst Corbridge First School  would be a successful Primary School, (with essential capital investment) it would not provide the same educational opportunities which are currently on offer to the pupils in the successful three tier system. Pupils thrive from the current provision academically, socially and emotionally, which the Model B could significantly change.

No

All through schools have not proven to be very successful but believe providing an education choice in the Haydon Bridge Partnership is vital.

No simple solution exists  This is a complex situation – with numerous schools threatened with closure.  There are different challenges facing the range of schools in the West. School leaders are dedicated to ensuring the best for children, although not all share the same view on how the best can be achieved.  Building on and formalising partnerships is the best way forward.   A viable, long term solution which addresses the individual challenges can be implemented over time and as necessary with schools and organisations working together.  Rushing to a solution will result in the worst possible outcome for children and communities.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

No

I have been somewhat reassured that NCC are seeking alternative solutions to models A/B/C, as well as greater dialogue with schools and community, because I don't believe any of the current proposals represent a good option for the future of education in Northumberland.  They all, for example propose that large numbers of rural schools close, including my own children's school, which is highly successful both in terms of educational outcomes, pastoral care and offering a broad curriculum.  All three models propose closing schools in favour of an unproven educational model, putting a successful education system at risk, without a convincing explanation of the benefits.  Having attended the Hexham mart event recently, there is clearly good practice and high achievement among the first schools, which then feeds into the middle and high schools, and overall I understand they are operating with surplus (some in deficit and others to surplus).  The failure of the government Academy programme and Bright Tribes in particular (much-covered in media in addition to several other failing schools they have been called to account for - Whitehaven, etc) seems to have a had a knock on effect to threaten a successful and proven first school system, which is much valued and appreciated by the local community.  The information I was given personally at the Mart event by NCC about catchment areas for schools and surplus places was presented to me as an argument for closing Beaufront school, and yet Beaufront is an outstanding school according to inspection reports, only 3% off capacity, projected to operate with surplus in the next few years.  Parents choose to send their children to Beaufront and choice is a much publicised part of Government education policy.  As a family, we chose to move to Hexham, relocating my business to the area, because we wanted our children to be at this school.  It has excellent experience supporting children with a variety of needs not best served in the immediate catchment schools, including supporting SEN, and offers the type of broad and rich curriculum not offered by schools typically (I speak from experience as a former primary school teacher).

All of the models propose closing first schools.  Find a solution where you don't close the first schools!  I know firsthand how disruptive changes to curriculum and school structure can be.  Combining Acomb and Beaufront on one site requires significant disruption and reorganisation that will certainly effect standards, pupil welfare, parent/staff relationships, and so the quality of education offered in the short to medium term at both schools. Many of the schools presenting at the Hexham Mart event had great ideas for sharing resources, expertise and good practice to make savings and improve efficiencies if required.  The financial projection in recent analysis of model A puts loss of £990 000 per year which is an awful outcome in the context of any school budget.  All of the proposals appear to result in less capital funding and less PE funding for primary ages, which is an awful outcome.  If this is somehow not the case, the financial benefits have not been adequately explained in the proposal.  The only thing that is clear to me is that successful schools will be closed and merged.  This model offers only a limited choice of school up to year 8.  Closing one high school means transport issues, increased congestion around Hexham.  Far better, to my mind, is the proposal - again voiced at Hexham mart - to develop more of a vocational training role for Hayden Bridge, thus creating more choice and wider possible opportunities for young people.  I am thoroughly against the idea of a 'super school'.

No

As my previous response, I don't believe the proposal represents a good option for the future of education in Northumberland.  The outcome is the same: closure of much valued and successful rural first schools, with dubious and unclear benefits, risking the education of children.  I would advocate working closely with the first schools to embrace their call for improving efficiencies, sharing resources and good practice, rather than physically closing any of them.  They seem to be placed at risk at least in part through mismanagement and failure of the academy programme despite proven academic success and demonstrably operating with a surplus in current financial projections presented at the Mart event, taking the trust schools as a whole.  I particularly dislike the sentiment expressed in the document about this primary capital funding from central government presenting a once in a lifetime opportunity.  The same was said about BSF only a few years ago.  All funds invested in the current schools including Hayden Bridge is an investment in the future, not wasted money.  There does not seem to be detailed and credible analysis about the expected educational outcomes these changes will lead to, does not articulate the risks, no detailed financial modelling to explore impact, nothing about environmental impacts...

All of the models propose closing first schools.  Find a solution where you don't close the first schools!  I know firsthand how disruptive changes to curriculum and school structure can be.  Combining Acomb and Beaufront on one site requires significant disruption and reorganisation that will certainly effect standards, pupil welfare, parent/staff relationships, and so the quality of education offered in the short to medium term at both schools. Many of the schools presenting at the Hexham Mart event had great ideas for sharing resources, expertise and good practice to make savings and improve efficiencies if required.  The financial projection in recent analysis of model B puts loss of more than £1 million per year which is an awful outcome in the context of any school budget.  All of the proposals appear to result in less capital funding and less PE funding for primary ages, which is an awful outcome.  If this is somehow not the case, the financial benefits have not been adequately explained in the proposal.  The only thing that is clear to me is that successful schools will be closed and merged.  This model offers only a limited choice of school up to year 8.  Closing one high school means transport issues, increased congestion around Hexham.  Far better, to my mind, is the proposal - again voiced at Hexham mart - to develop more of a vocational training role for Hayden Bridge, thus creating more choice and wider possible opportunities for young people.  I am thoroughly against the idea of a 'super school' with model B proposing siting one of the largest schools in the country in Hexham

No

As my previous response, I don't believe the proposal represents a good option for the future of education in Northumberland.  The outcome is the same: closure of much valued and successful rural first schools, with dubious and unclear benefits, risking the education of children.  I would advocate working closely with the first schools to embrace their call for improving efficiencies, sharing resources and good practice, rather than physically closing any of them.  They seem to be placed at risk at least in part through mismanagement and failure of the academy programme despite proven academic success and demonstrably operating with a surplus in current financial projections presented at the Mart event, taking the trust schools as a whole.  I particularly dislike the sentiment expressed in the document about this primary capital funding from central government presenting a once in a lifetime opportunity.  The same was said about BSF only a few years ago.  All funds invested in the current schools including Hayden Bridge is an investment in the future, not wasted money.  There does not seem to be detailed and credible analysis about the expected educational outcomes these changes will lead to, does not articulate the risks, no detailed financial modelling to explore impact, nothing about environmental impacts...

All of the models propose closing first schools.  Find a solution where you don't close the first schools!  I know firsthand how disruptive changes to curriculum and school structure can be.  Combining Acomb and Beaufront on one site requires significant disruption and reorganisation that will certainly effect standards, pupil welfare, parent/staff relationships, and so the quality of education offered in the short to medium term at both schools. Many of the schools presenting at the Hexham Mart event had great ideas for sharing resources, expertise and good practice to make savings and improve efficiencies if required.  The financial projection in recent analysis of model C puts loss of more than £1 million per year which is an awful outcome in the context of any school budget.  All of the proposals appear to result in less capital funding and less PE funding for primary ages, which is an awful outcome.  If this is somehow not the case, the financial benefits have not been adequately explained in the proposal.  The only thing that is clear to me is that successful schools will be closed and merged.  This model offers only a limited choice of school up to year 8.  Closing one high school means transport issues, increased congestion around Hexham.  Far better, to my mind, is the proposal - again voiced at Hexham mart - to develop more of a vocational training role for Hayden Bridge, thus creating more choice and wider possible opportunities for young people.  

The existing 3-tier system is already very good.  The focus of any review should be about the future for our children and building on existing good practice.  We moved to this area in order to have 3-tier education and exercised choice to move to Beaufront school.  The changes being proposed all limit choice and threaten good education practice and outcomes.  Beaufront provides great teaching and learning experiences, dedicated support for SEN and strong pastoral care.  As I stated previously, the most impressive thing about the Hexham mart was learning, as a parent, how the first schools taken as a whole were operating and projected to operate with a surplus, even if some were currently operating in deficit.  In particular, I learned about how keen first schools were to collaborate, share resources and expertise, good practice, all to improve efficiencies and make savings where necessary to address the horrendous mess that seems to have resulted in some part from the failure of the government academy programme in the region.  The collaboration hub proposed by Corbridge Middle seems to be the best starting point for model D and this hub could, I understand, support Hayden Bridge in what is surely an innovative and constructive proposal to develop a more vocational curriculum to run in parallel with an largely academic curriculum at the already successful QEHS.  My impression locally is that there is very strong support for this idea, as well as a great deal of anger and upset about the NCC proposals.  As a parent, I advocate any solution that enables Beaufront (a successful an sustainable school) to stay open, but my impression of the a/b/c proposals is that all are inadequate and need to be replaced by a viable model D after detailed consultation with the community and schools.



[bookmark: 31]Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Corbridge First School

Corbridge

No

I don’t like any of the options but this one seems to be the least disruptive for the vast amount of children in the area. And the distruption should last a shorter time.

Build the new school first, then move the children. 

No

This is a horrendous option and subjects my children in year 4 and 5 to FIVE years of change. That is change EVERY YEAR of their education for five years! How in the world do you expect that to benefit their education? It’s like you don’t care about the current children at all. I do not want my child to be part of a faceless massive school where it is impossible for staff to be able to nurture the children properly. There are too many good and outstanding schools closing in this option. The chances are my kids will spend the rest of their education being shunted from temporary accommodation to temporary accommodation, never having the proper facilities to complete their education with. 

Nothing will improve this model.

Don't know

I don’t know enough about Haydon Bridge to provide a good answer to this.

Leave things as they are thank you.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

It would mean the closure of my children's school, which a integral part of the community. 

No

It would mean the closure of  My children's school which is rated outstanding my ofstead.....

No

It would involve closing my children's school which would be a absolute tragedy as it is the heart and soul of the village and community.

I believe Northumberland is a very unique part of the country, due to the geology and geography of the different communities this should be taken into consideration. The rural communities need there smaller village schools to function. If schools close people will not be attracted to live in the areas, businesses will definitely suffer and it will be the small businesses that will be affected. School will close then there will be no trade for village shops then they will go, then a childminder in the villages will loose out due to children going elsewhere.....and so on  I would like to see a massive  investment in the high schools with vocational courses at 6 th form as well as the academics. 

Hexham

No

No

No

I am a resident of hexhamshire and am concerned about the possible closure of whitley chapel church of england first school, which has been earmarked for closure in all three of the councils proposed scenarios. Although I am retired and have no family who attend the school, I recognize the important of the school to the community in terms of providing local schooling for the growing number of children in the area and attracting younger people to the area. Do we not want to encourage growth in our rural communities? Furthermore, I believe that Whitley school provides excellent education in a happy environment with community help in terms of sharing expertise. Volunteers helping in classrooms as well as financial donations.  I also understand that the school is not in financial deficit and on the contray being a small school is able to manage the budget well year by year. The buildings are in good order and there is a strong governing body.  There seems to be no rational reason for destroying a concern which works well and is providing a brilliant service. Closure would be likely to have far reaching adverse effects both to local children now and in the future, also the wider community. I therefore hope that you will oppose any decision to close whitley chapel school.  My opinion is that whitley chapel school should not be closed.

Parent/carer

Allendale Primary School

No

Yes

Email received: Dear Sir or Madam,  My two children attended Allendale FIrst. My daughter attended Allendale Middle and left Haydon Bridge High almost two years ago. We did not send our son to Allendale as our daughter got such a poor education there, but sent him to St Joseph's Middle and he is now in the sixth form at QEHS. Both have got or are aiming for top grades and challenging courses at top universities.   I would like to support option B  I believe that the middle school system led to a poor education for both children. In years 7 and 8 at middle school the children do not see the increase in subjects that they would see at a secondary school. The attitude is also that of a primary. The school is able to hide behind the national assessments being out of tune with the age range First, Middle and High. They are not held to account. This then leads to them starting new GCSE subjects with only 3 years before GCSE. How are they expected to get the highest grades when they have two years fewer to study the subject.   I specifically do not support the proposal put forward by Haydon Bridge High School. The GCSE subjects taken over three years would not allow children to apply for challenging courses at the top universities. I believe it would lead to a poor outcome for children.   I believe that Northumberland COunty COuncil, in taking no interest in education for many years, bear quite a bit of responsibility for the poor state of education in the west of the county. I remember pleading with a senior staff member of the LEA when the new head started Allendale Middle School to take an interest in the school, to insist that the new head had a very good mentor as she had made a very bad start. I was told that I was the problem, not the school and that I was an interfering parent.   Your faithfully,

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle upper school

Haltwhistle

Don't know

Dosent matter what one they all have one of our schools close.

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Coanwood

No

I don’t want any schools to close. The thought of the council putting school profits before our children’s education absolutely astounds me and sickens me to the core!! Shame on the council!!!!

No

No

Riding Mill

No

I do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided.

No

I do not agree that creating an 11-18 secondary school is the only option or the best way to meet the objectives. I strongly believe that an age range change would have a detrimental impact on our students, families and communities. I urge you to listen to all the schools in the Hexham Partnership to ensure that all the schools continue to go from strength to strength.

No

I do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided.

The three tier system, as it exists now provides quality of education, results from these schools, serving the local community, provision for all students of all abilities, leave it as to is

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Whittonstall

Newlands GrangeNo

I feel that the current system works very well in our rural area

No

Feel the current system is working well in our area

No

Do not believe that the current system should be altered

Parent/carer

All the above

All of them

No

Model A is hugely detrimental to communities, parental choice and children's education. The creation of a single 'super-school' for the whole of Haydon Bridge and Hexham Partnership removes alternatives at high school level. This means that children with a less academic focus will have no provision.   It means that should Hadrian Learning Trust (HLT) begin to underperform, more than 2,000 pupils would have no choice but to remain there. It means that parents have no ability to select an educational ethos which works for their children's needs. This is against the whole policy ethos of education for the last 20 years and should be unacceptable.  Moreover, it would result in the closure of small rural schools which are not facing significant issues, to the detriment of children and communities. For the exceptions that are forecasting deficits, it is unclear whether these are significant in the documentation and there may be alternative options (e.g. federation, sharing of posts) which would address these issues and which have not been considered. 

No

Many of the objections to Model A also apply to Model B, however the fundamental objective of this option is to implement Two Tier education across West Northumberland. This is inappropriate in this model or any model for a number of reasons, including the fact that it further erodes parental choice by isolating Hexham from the Prudhoe Partnership.   There is no evidence that a primary/secondary model would address any of the challenges set out. The existing primary model enforced in Haydon Bridge as a result of Allendale Middle closing has among the highest levels of financial deficit, surplus places and quality issues based on NCC's documentation.  

No

Although STARS is not in favour of Option C, it is supportive of proposals to merge HLT into a 9-18 school on a single site and to create an all through school in Haydon Bridge. This option could be further strengthened, however.   The disruptive changes that are proposed at First/Middle level remain unacceptable however. The option reduces parental choice at all levels of schooling. Removal of firsts / primaries / middles means children will be obliged to attend one specific school in the vast majority of cases, regardless of whether this school is appropriate to their needs or performing at an acceptable standard. 

Our main reasons for rejecting the three Models are made on the disruptive and unsuitable proposals put forward in each of the options, how the consultation has come about, the timescales given and the unnecessary and disruptive impact the proposed changes would have on our children, communities and rural economy.   The models given were not options in the true sense. None of the options were options to "do nothing". Normal protocol dictates that consultations should include "do nothing" (along with the pros and cons of maintaining the status quo) as an option. This is clearly not being mooted here, and hence, this is not a proper consultation.   This is not to say that STARS is averse to change. We believe all education systems much grow and evolve in order to thrive and remain fit for the future. Below we have outlined our ASPIRE vision, which contains the ingredients we feel are essential to maintain our excellent school systems in the west of Northumberland.  Academies are failing to deliver - and Hadrian Learning Trust is one of them! Across the country and within Central Government there is a recognition that academies are failing to live up to their promise. Far from being a panacea, the decision to relinquish control to quasi-private educational MATs has resulted in weak balance sheets (and fat cat salaries), narrowing curriculums and bodies that show no accountability or responsibility for the wider educational systems in which they operate.  Bright Tribe was clearly a £1m mistake by the Council, RSC and local politicians. An expensive mistake. A mistake that has had severe ramifications for many schools, especially Haydon Bridge High School.   Hadrian Learning Trust is fast shaping up to be another mistake. Having presumably had to prove financial sustainability for three years in order to academise in June 2016, the fact that it was asking for parental contributions to running costs a year later does not bestow much confidence. It forecast a £100k deficit in 2016/17 as late as last summer, but achieved a surplus.   This does not indicate strong management and it's unclear why the Council would choose to reward it with either significant investment or monopoly status in the educational economy.  We urge Northumberland County Council to learn from its mistakes.   It is clear that Hadrian Learning Trust (HLT) has used the problems at HBHS to further its own agenda (a push to go 2-tier and secure funding for a super school) at the expense of the wider Hexham and Haydon Bridge Partnerships. At the expense of the rural communities and economies of West Northumberland.   That in itself is not hugely shocking. The business world is motivated by self-interest, and academies are run as businesses. What is shocking is that Northumberland County Council has allowed this to happen.   Why would NCC support HLT in reducing parental choice, educational choices and disrupting education across the whole of West Northumberland? Why would you enable them to do this by investing tens of millions of pounds in a new school without getting them to align to an appropriate model?   Rather than demonstrating leadership and doing their job, which is to protect our wonderful school system, NCC councillors have simply told us they "are listening" and ploughed ahead with this sham consultation regardless. We want you to advocate against HLT's widely disruptive and self-serving plans to RSC!  The Department for Education itself has acknowledged that an academy should not have the power to dictate such widespread, disruptive changes to an entire education system. We would like to see these safeguards put into action.   We need honesty, transparency and accountability What is this consultation really about? It appears to be based on muddled and misleading thinking and information, conflating too many separate issues - such as the future of Haydon Bridge High School and debate over a two versus three-tier school system.  Is it about educational outcomes and the children whose educational journeys are entrusted to us, or is it about money? And if those savings are made, where will they be spent? Will our communities in the West benefit, or will our education system be disrupted to benefit others? We deserve to know.  Certainly the threatened closure of rural schools has the potential to send our local economy in the West of Northumberland on a protracted downward spiral. We know our rural areas are disproportionately ageing vis-a-vis other, more urban, counties. And we know one of the attractions for incoming young families are our excellent rural schools (the majority of them Ofsted rated Good and Outstanding).  Take those schools away and you will be left with a "geriatric wasteland", to quote one parent. Moreover, given the policy to attract the elderly to market towns where they are closer to services, West Northumberland could simply become a region of ghost villages and hamlets.   With such dire ramifications resulting from the potential closure of rural schools, it is fair to ask the Council what impact assessments they have made on how this will impact our economy in the West of Northumberland now and over the coming decades. How will they bid for rural funding on a national basis if we have (quite literally) a dying population?  Is the consultation the virtual equivalent of the Council throwing its hands in the air and declaring it no longer wants to take responsibility for the schools that are within its remit. Are we being threatened with blanket school closures in an inelegant attempt to force our schools to form MATs?   From what STARS has heard from many parents and concerned community members over the past six weeks, there is significant scepticism surrounding the actual underlying reasons for this consultation. Nobody believes it has our children's education at its heart.  It is fair to say that the way in which the consultation has been conducted has not inspired confidence. It is time for the Council to be open, honest and transparent about what it hopes to achieve and why.  Any proposed solution needs to retain three-tier education in Haydon Bridge and Hexham  There is a strong suspicion that one of the motivations for the consultation is to push forward, once again, the two-tier agenda. We have seen the unflinching and uncompromising manner in which this has been undertaken in other parts of our region, with disastrous results in Ponteland.  We know that many of the Conservative Councillors currently pushing the two-tier agenda were supportive of our three-tier system when the last consultation was undertaken, just over a decade ago. We know it led to a judicial review. We know that some councillors who vociferously opposed two tier in Ponteland are now supporting it for other people’s children.  The three-tier system is working extremely well for our children from an educational point of view and is, for the most part, financially sustainable. QEHS is one of the highest performing schools in the region and nationally.   Much of QEHS' successful outcomes are down to the exceptional early access to specialist teaching at years 5 and 6, which the Council would prefer to lose. This approach sets children up nicely to broaden the depth of their knowledge in years 7 and 8 whilst remaining on familiar territory. It is supported by a well thought-out model which manages children’s transition closely through schools. The rest of the country may be moving towards two-tier schooling, but this is not an adequate reason to disrupt what best complement's West Northumberland's unique circumstances.  It could be argued that many of the problems being experienced by schools in the Haydon Bridge partnership are a direct result of loss of Allendale Middle and the pressure on a number of first schools to become primaries. The lack of investment in HBHS and many years of uncertainty was the nail in the coffin for the partnership.   Three out of six primaries in HBHS are struggling financially. Schools in rural communities are too small to support the cost of education of years 5 and 6 to the level required by SATS and national government policy. If the model has failed so badly in Allendale to be sustainable, why should it work in Broomhaugh or Kielder?   The inevitable consequence of a move to two-tier is falling standards, unviable schools and further closures until only a handful of large primaries are left and children are ferried between them, deprived of the extra-curricular support and experience in urban areas. This accelerates rural disadvantage.  This has already played out in many other parts of the country. STARS has heard from one woman in Suffolk, where small local schools have closed or amalgamated and middle schools have also closed. She summarised the situation thus:  • Land sold off for housing (probably against conditions);  • Pupils on buses ;  • Long days OR parents drive; • Traffic congestion and danger at school gates; • Year 5&amp;6 pupils without splendid Middle School resources (laboratories, kilns, libraries, play fields and sport facilities);  • Teachers incorporating year 5&amp;6 into primary status haven’t experience of teaching older ones and are worried about SAR responsibility;  Scores haven’t gone up;  • Academies have grown and pounced on perceived weaker primaries with promises of achievement....  The truth is:  • Fewer facilities • Longer days • Traffic chaos  • Unsettled kids • Great salaries for academy managers • Experienced expensive older Middle staff are lost  Please don't let this happen in West Northumberland!  In the North East there are a number of very successful three-tier partnerships: Prudhoe, Morpeth, North Tyneside and Gosforth, for example. So why should Hexham and Haydon Bridge have a less suitable model imposed on them?   STARS believes that being in the minority in retaining three tiers should not be of concern. It certainly is not a valid reason for major upheaval. The quality of education is higher than other (two tier) counties and it is financially sustainable if the right investments are made in Haydon Bridge.   The exceptions - schools that are not financially sustainable - should be dealt with as such: as exceptions. With the recognition that every step must be taken to protect rural schools, a duty that is now well enshrined in law.  We want to see the Council following a clear set of principles in relation to the future model of education, and to reflect on the fact that this process is about more than buildings and numbers  While we are not experts, we have canvassed the opinions of many parents, teachers and governors across West Northumberland and feel the council should focus its resources and attention on creating an education system that contains the following elements:  Alliance Our schools need to work together to deliver the education we want for our children and to help them transition between Key Stages. NCC must think about how it invests across all age groups to make the biggest difference and benefit from the new funding formula. In its "alternative model" Corbridge Middle School proposed the formation of education hubs to "create more all-through collaborations".  STARS would like to see an education system which supports schools to work together to support every child, rather than one in which schools are focused only on children within their walls   Size NCC's Options A and B create a single 'super-school' with over 2,200 children. It would be the fifth biggest school of its type in England. In comparison, the remaining primaries would be among the smallest. Our current education model manages each child's journey in a series of stages. Small rural schools feed into larger rural middles, which feed into one of two high schools. This means children are carefully transitioned into larger environments but does mean more transitions overall.   All the proposals we have seen for moving to two tier education have to recreate the transitions in a different form - merging schools into bigger primaries (with bigger catchment areas), creating clusters of schools with a hub for years 5 and 6, or schools within schools to help children adapt to a much larger environment.   Creating sizable schools in more urban parts of West Northumberland could also exacerbate the rural/urban disadvantage. If, for instance, Hexham's Sele Primary School proposal was allowed to press ahead, with ambitions for 588 pupils and specialist teachers, those advantages would only be realised by urban families, not across the partnership where it would also benefit rural schoolchildren.   STARS would like to see an education model which is financially sustainable without relying on growing schools to a size which reduces pastoral care for children   Parental Choice Closing up to 16 first schools, creating a 'super-school' or moving to a two-tier system would inevitably reduce the choices available to parents in future. This could lead to a position where if a school deteriorated, children would be unable to find a better one. It could also lead to a curriculum which is not broad enough for children whose talents are not in core academic subjects.   STARS would like to see an education system which maintains and supports parental choice. We believe Haydon Bridge High School must be saved if this is to be a reality   Innovation Across the UK and internationally schools are exploring new and innovative models of teaching and learning.   These include more collaborative models where teachers work across multiple schools to deliver specialist education, online learning to provide a wider range for quality education so sixth formers have access to the best teachers nationally and a broader range of subjects and apprenticeships where employers and young people work together to develop the skills they need.   STARS would like to see the council thinking more creatively about its education model and how children are taught, rather than just focusing on the buildings they are taught in   Rural Northumberland is the most rural county in England and the communities of West Northumberland are among the most sparsely populated in the County. The transport network is poor with many single-track roads and a lack of public transport between villages and towns. The schools are at the heart of communities - providing facilities for wider use and attracting young families. Some provide nursery care to enable parents to work.   The proposed merged catchment for Bellingham Middle is almost the size of Tyne and Wear combined. The catchment for a Hexham super-school would cover over 1,000 square miles (larger than the size of Greater London).   Such changes would increase travel locally by at least 375,000 miles per annum (rising to nearly two million miles per year under Option B), putting rural children at a disadvantage to their urban peers, exacerbating pollution, congestion and wear and tear on already inadequate roads.   STARS would like to see rural schools given every opportunity to thrive so they can continue to support their communities and economies   Experience Our schools produce exceptional standards - but what parents tell us they value is the experience their children get.   We have heard lots from parents whose children have special needs met in unique and valuable ways by their schools, and from parents who have moved between schools for a more creative curriculum or more pastoral care. It's clear that parents value the journey as much as the academic outcome.   STARS would like Northumberland County Council to develop a model which considers the experience of children as much as the academic outcomes  We believe that investment should be tied to schools working together for the good of children, and focused on educational priorities and the areas of greatest need. We are against rewarding organisations which deliberately seek to focus the whole education system on their business objectives.  The "ASPIRE" values speak to a collaborative educational model. From a tangible infrastructure perspective it is clear that investment is also needed here if education across West Northumberland is to be fit for the future.   We are told that Northumberland County Council have £45-50m to spend on improving our education system. We also know that Prudhoe's impressive new high school building cost £12.5m.  To achieve the collaborative models that would build on the success achieved by schools in the Hexham and Haydon Bridge Partnerships it would be wise to invest that money in new high school buildings. Potentially a smaller high school in Haydon Bridge, and support to help it change its curriculum model, would be a priority, given the desperate need to reverse quality and financial issues which NCC and the RSC have supervised for the past five years and more.  In Hexham there is scope to bring Hexham Middle onsite with Queen Elizabeth High School so that resources can more easily be shared and efficiencies gained. Again, this would reduce surplus places.   However, any investment in an Academy Trust must be aligned to measures which see it commit to working more constructively with First and Middle Schools. These schools set QEHS up for success. We believe the Council should only fund changes if HLT commit to two form entry (in year 5 and year 9) to support the maintenance of the three-tier model.  We want the Council to rethink what happens next, rather than sticking to an arbitrary timeline and risk repeating the mistakes of Ponteland, where children are to be educated in temporary blocks because planning issues have delayed building of their school. The decision needs more time.  Our schools have expressed concern at not being given adequate time for governors to convene, parent meetings, investigation of the facts and figures on which to make value judgements and, importantly, to come up with innovative, creative solutions to some of the issues presented for discussion.   This is too important a decision to be given insufficient consideration. This may still be an informal consultation, but it is essential to lay the right foundations from the start, before we go too far down the wrong path from the outset. The timescales proposed for the consultation are arbitrary and not explained in the documentation.   The fact that two consultations (those of HLT and NCC) have been conducted simultaneously has been extremely confusing and difficult for parents, teachers and the wider community. It has inevitably disengaged a large number of parents. Furthermore, the timescale for both consultations has been very tight. We have given the bare minimum of time to respond.   The decision needs more analysis of the issues and options  No information has been provided about the impact on local communities of any school closures, in spite of a number of requests for impact assessments and detailed financial modelling.   One of our STARS, in the absence of any data from NCC, has calculated that Option A would result in schoolchildren travelling an additional 375,000 miles per year to school, with this rising to potential 2m miles a year for the two-tier model. The environmental and roads impact of this is massive, even leaving aside the impact on our children.   THIS is precisely the kind of information parents and other stakeholders SHOULD have been given in order to make an educated decision.   Clearly, one of these increases in travelling distances is good for children, for parents or for the environment. Given that West Northumberland is a largely rural part of the county with frequently inhospitable winter conditions and many minor roads, bus travel between villages is not a safe or simple matter.   And again, these distances would exacerbate the rural/urban disadvantage. Studies have shown that long journeys to school have a negative effect on children's educational performance. Tiredness or an inability to participate in extracurricular activities reduce academic achievement.  The changes the Council is proposing are extremely significant, disruptive and complex, in both the near and long-term. These are not decisions that can or should be made quickly. The future of up to 16 schools hangs in the balance, a fact that is already causing widespread disruption, uncertainty, stress and distracting from daily activities.  We call on the Council to rethink their timescales and participate in a genuine conversation about the future.  Recommendations: 1. Surplus places should be tackled on a targeted basis, not by closure many schools. 1.1 Adopt a series of principles to make clear what the new model is based on 1.2 Support proposals published by HBHS to create an all through school with intake at both Year 7 and Year 9 1.3 HLT should be encouraged to rebuild on a 9-18 footprint and retain intake at Year 9  2. Three-tier education should be retained as far as possible There is little evidence that secondary models are more sustainable or improve outcomes. In contrast, there is clear evidence from parents and children that three-tier is valued for its academic outcomes, pastoral care and careful transition at various stages of the academic journey. The direction for two tier is largely political (from the Conservative Party) and driven by a single academy trust 2.1 The Council should protect the three tier model 2.2 This means that it should consider how it can work with HLT to maintain intake at year 9 as part of agreeing any package of capital investment 2.3 Capital investment should not be made if the Trust will not sign up to a long term commitment on this 2.4 The Council should also make robust representations to the RSC that HLT proposals are not in the overall educational interest of Hexham or Haydon Bridge  3. Schools and local communities should be in the driving seat on their future The Council proposes a top-down reorganisation of schools, but it is debatable whether the Council is well-positioned to determine the needs of rural communities, children or schools 3.1 The Council should not make blanket decisions on school closures, but should support decisions on schools on a case-by-case basis where they have community support 3.2 The Council should explore the Corbridge Middle approach for clusters, which could over time redesign schools to the needs of specific communities 3.3 The Council should withdraw proposals for widespread closures of first school, particularly where schools are of good quality and financially viable 3.4 The Council should encourage clusters of schools to create Multi-Academy Trusts to safeguard their future and provide flexibility.  4. Prioritise investment in improving schools and delivering new models of education STARS view is that HBHS should have first call on investment in new facilities, to support it to become financially sustainable, transform its learning model and improve standards. This commitment may help attract a suitably-committed academy sponsor. Investment is clearly also needed in QEHS to protect standards, but this should be proportionate to need and tied to specific HLT commitments to the character of education in Hexham. 4.1 The Council should prioritise rebuild work at HBHS before QEHS 4.2 QEHS investments should be aligned to reducing surplus places in the High School and Hexham Middle, and to a commitment to intake at year 9 4.3 Investment should not be unreasonable - do QEHS students really need a swimming pool?  5. Transition to any new model should follow capital investment The Council's current timeline is rushed. There is a significant risk that planning issues (for example) would delay building work and lead to many children being educated in sub-standard facilities 5.1 The Council should propose a reasonable timeline should be mapped out which allows for rebuild of schools ahead of children moving to them, not afterwards 5.2 There needs to be a clear plan for managing children's transition, beyond 'the schools sort it out between them' as part of any proposed closures  6. The Council should consider how it uses change to support nursery, wraparound and SEND in an innovative way 6.1 The Council should consider how it uses investment to support pre-school education and wraparound care which will support the economic growth of rural areas. 6.2 It should explore the creation of a SEND hub (or hubs) to address issues in special educational needs provision.  7. The Council should protect the rural nature of our communities The government has set out clear presumptions against closure of rural schools. It is inconsistent to do this while simultaneously requiring the Council to reduce surplus places, which are in many cases the consequence of aging facilities and dispersed populations. 7.1 Following changes to reduce places as per 1 above, the Council should robustly argue to government that surplus places are a result of the rural demography of its area 

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

I am already concerned with the limit of secondary education and  choices of subjects and variety of routes that our young adults have in the region. Closing Haydon Bridge And merging with QE would add to this limitation. QE, in my opinion, as it stands doesn't serve our community. It already serves a large area and this would become huge should they merge. With the focus at QE being academic achievement and the choices children have being predominately academic, there is no option for children who wish to take a different route and whose talents lie in other areas. Even if the finance of the school improved with the merger of HBHS and potential increase in students, i don't see this ethos changing dramatically. We have already chosen to send our child to Prudhoe Community High School as we were concerned that she was having to choose and cut subjects very early in her secondary education before she had experience of them. With the catchment of this proposal increasing so hugely parental choice of this nature would be near impossible for many people due to the distances they would need to travel. I am also concerned with the closure of so many good and outstanding first schools which serve their communities well and give our young children an excellent start to their school lives. Enforcing more small children to travel greater distances to school will only add to unnecessary stress and time to the beginning and the end of the day and enforce more traffic on to our already busy small roads. 

No

I am already concerned with the limit of secondary education and  choices of subjects and variety of routes that our young adults have in the region. Closing Haydon Bridge And merging with QE would add to this limitation. QE, in my opinion, as it stands doesn't serve our community. It already serves a large area and this would become huge should they merge. With the focus at QE being academic achievement and the choices children have being predominately academic, there is no option for children who wish to take a different route and whose talents lie in other areas. Even if the finance of the school improved with the merger of HBHS and potential increase in students, i don't see this ethos changing dramatically. We have already chosen to send our child to Prudhoe Community High School as we were concerned that she was having to choose and cut subjects very early in her secondary education before she had experience of them. With the catchment of this proposal increasing so hugely parental choice of this nature would be near impossible for many people due to the distances they would need to travel. I am also concerned with the closure of so many good and outstanding first schools which serve their communities well and give our young children an excellent start to their school lives. Enforcing more small children to travel greater distances to school will only add to unnecessary stress and time to the beginning and the end of the day and enforce more traffic on to our already busy small roads.I believe that the 3 tier system in our rural area has proved to work well for our children, providing them with good steps in their education and pastoral care. 

Don't know

Out of the 3 models this seems the most sustainable and useful in our area, providing choice for secondary education and keeping the 3 tier model in Hexham that has proved to work ( with firsts and middles achieving good and outstanding ofsted reports  and the high school producing results that are above average). I think it is very important to keep a school in Haydon Bridge and to provide choice for children and their parents However, I would like to see this going up to 18. With young poeple needing to stay in education, apprenticeship or training until 18 i believe that NCC would not be serving its community where the only local higher education in the area was for a levels from high achieving children. 

I would like to see this going up to 18. With young poeple needing to stay in education, apprenticeship or training until 18 i believe that NCC would not be serving its community where the only local higher education in the area was for a levels from high achieving children. 

Having read the proposal from Haydon Bridge High School I would like to see this model implemented. I would like the 3 tier system maintained in the Hexham partnership and and a high school in Haydon Bridge that provides a good education for children with SEND, mental health issues and a provision for vocational skills and apprenticeships. This is what is missing in the West. 

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Blaydon on Tyne, Gateshead

Yes

No

Too much disruption and too many job losses across too many schools. This level of upheaval does not seem justifiable to me.

Yes

Pupil/Student

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Humshaugh

No

No

No

Leave St Joseph’s Middle School alone. It is a great school.  Create a Catholic High School to give us another choice to go to than QEHS.

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

No

Yes

Email received: Dear whom it may concern,  I am very annoyed to see that Haydon Bridge High is down for closure. I have lived in Haydon Bridge most of my life except for the last few years when I moved to Newbrough with my partner. We have 2 children who go to Newbrough Primary school the they would go straight to Haydon Bridge high school. I don’t agree with only being 1 high school as too many children, far to much traffic and the a69 could not cope with it. You are taking away parent choice. They would not be able to attend after school groups. I have heard that people have moved from hexham due to bullies I would not even live in hexham so I would not consider sending my children to hexham school. Haydon Bridge has good standards and good results but again theses are never mentioned as it’s always hexham has the good results when that is not always true. It will affect the whole communities. Families are getting bigger not smaller. I am liking the new proposal that Haydon Bridge high have to offer from 11-18years. I hope to value my views to keep Haydon Bridge High open. 

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

West Woodburn first scho

West Woodburn Don't know

I haven’t seen the document

Don't know

I haven’t seen the document

Don't know

I haven’t seen the document

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

No

Under this model, no change for Selefirst would not work if Hadrian Learning Trust (HLT) move to a 11-18 school

No

Under Model B, Selefirst would be required to reduce its PAN from 84 to 60 and have only a two-form entry rather than the current three.  I believe this would be highly detrimental to the current outstanding teaching provision (three teaching staff per year group), cause problems with parents/the community given current numbers and be highly disruptive for the children and staff involved.

No

Under this model, no change for Selefirst would not work if Hadrian Learning Trust (HLT) move to a 11-18 school

If the HLT moves to a two-tier system, I understand that Selefirst would be prepared to enlarge the school to accommodate Year 5 and 6 children as a Primary school to fit in with a two-tier system.  However in order to ensure the continuation of the current outstanding teaching provision, it will be important to maintain the current 3-form entry i.e. allowing 84 children in each year group.  I understand that the Selefirst Governors intend to seek a one off capital investment from NCC to develop the current site to build additional classrooms to enable all parents who wish their children to remain at Selefirst until the end of Year 6 being able to do so.  As one of those parents, I fully support this proposal and urge NCC to provide the necessary investment to Selefirst.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Stocksfield

No

The catchment of the resultant High school would be vast and using many poor/slow/dangerous rural roads resulting in excessive travel times for children to the high school not to mention increased risks transporting such a large amount of children such long distances. The resulting school would also be very large, which could have an adverse impact on educational outcomes. Bearing in mind the distance between Bedlington High and Blyth Academy is only 2 miles and Bedlington to Morpeth is the equivalent to the distance from Haydon Bridge High to Hexham - it would be unthinkable to close Bedlington and merge it with Morpeth?  The plan proposes to close Whittonstall but does not take into account the fact that it is federated with Broomley first school in Stocksfield and the potential negative impact this would have on Broomley.  The additional proposed travelling distances for the first school closures in general are very large considering the condition of the roads and the likely journey times that a journey of 5-6 miles would generate especially for very young children. This would present some logistics challenges and a high degree of risk.   The county was previously using a contractor Howard Snaith who were found to be committing massive tachograph fraud meaning drivers were regularly driving outside their hours,in mitigation Snaith said they were driven to do it due to the pricing pressure put on them. If this kind of poor management of a logistics contractor happened again this would potentially put childrens lives at risk especially with the road conditions on many of these journeys being unsuitable for large vehicles. (The current challenges in accessing Ovingham middle school with large buses being a casing point)

No

The catchment of the resultant High school would be vast and using many poor/slow/dangerous rural roads resulting in excessive travel times for children to the high school not to mention increased risks transporting such a large amount of children such long distances.  The plan proposes to close Whittonstall but does not take into account the fact that it is federated with Broomley first school in Stocksfield and the potential negative impact this would have on Broomley.  The additional proposed travelling distances in general are very large considering the condition of the roads and the likely journey times that a journey of 5-6 miles would generate especially for very young children. This would present some logistics challenges and a high degree of risk.   The move to a unitary 2 tier format seems to be an unnecessary disruption and will result in a very large high school, very long travel distances and a huge distraction.

No

The plan proposes to close Whittonstall but does not take into account the fact that it is federated with Broomley first school in Stocksfield and the potential negative impact this would have on Broomley.  The additional proposed travelling distances in general are very large considering the condition of the roads and the likely journey times that a journey of 5-6 miles would generate especially for very young children. This would present some logistics challenges and a high degree of risk.   Hexham has been unable to confirm that they would continue to accept Y9 entry from other schools.

The Whittonstall proposal should be re-visited and the impact on Broomley taken into account.  QEHS needs to provide clarity on its position relating to Y9 entry from other schools in catchment  As an aside the proposal from Haydon Bridge High School was lacking, in "modern" times the apprenticeship route should not be only for students who do not acheive good A-Levels. Apprenticeships are a fantastic opportunity for our best and brightest to get into exciting opportunities in Technology, Science and Engineering without accruing crippling student debts and can lead to a full degree and more.  More details on the transport provision, and particularly the safety of the children - how do we ensure that another unscrupulous operator (in order to meet the lowest cost tendering model used to procure transport services) is not carrying our children as happened with Snaith's which would be worse now as these are even longer distances. Snaith's got away with widespread tachograph fraud over a period of several years until it was detected. It was to be frank simply luck that one of these drivers was not involved in a serious accident whilst carrying school children due to being over tired.  In vehicles with defects, unsuitable tyres for the road conditions (winter tyres should be mandatory on schools contracts it appears they are not), and drivers working outside their legal hours, or in the case of private hire vehicles being used how do we ensure the driver has not been on an all night shift before coming to collect children?   This could be the case with coaches (a repeat of the Snaith problems) and private hire taxis where the drivers do not have a tachograph and it is common practise for drivers to work long hours into the night and also do school runs.   The impact of the additional transport costs also needs to be examined as this will surely offset or possibly even exceed many of the potential savings.

I am supportive of QEHS and HLT raising funding and seeking to improve its facilities. Moving the high school and middle school to a single campus makes a lot of sense. This could even include extending their age range to 11-18 or 9-18.  However the school MUST be able to provide clarity to parents on Y9 entry to children from other schools. This change should not force the rest of the area to adopt a 2 tier system that would be highly disruptive and not fit for purpose considering the journey distances and times.  As well as assessing the journey distance, the journey time should also be considered. Many of these schools are in areas with relatively poor roads which are not suitable for access with large buses or coaches. We can already see the difficulties bussing children to Ovingham (which is not part of this consultation) where the access to the school is very difficult and a majority of children come by bus. A journey of 5-6 miles could easily take 30 - 45 minutes or more if the bus is making multiple stops to pick up children.   As a parent we chose to send our child to Corbridge for several reasons but one of the main reasons was a lack of confidence in the transport provided by county following the Snaith scandal, concerns about the supervision of children on the bus as we have heard some terrible stories of bullying and poor behaviour going completely unchecked and safety concerns about the route used (from Stocksfield to Ovingham). This is not a desirable situation that we should try to avoid re-creating in other schools.   The cost of the additional transport as well as a full risk assessment for the proposed changes should also be made. This should include how to ensure: Proper operational compliance of coaches (not a repeat of the Snaith problem) above and beyond relying on VOSA Safe working practise for private hire vehicles used including safe drivers hours How will the children be properly supervised  Mandatory use of winter tyres Access to and from the schools - is it even practical to bus large numbers of children in and out of some of these proposed schools in a safe manner?  It is clear from the current situation that the figure of 70 children for a school to be viable does also not stand up to even basic scrutiny, many of the schools identified for closure are currently on a good financial footing and not operating with a defecit - why close these schools to simply incur additional transport costs when they are not in defecit, or forecast to be in defecit? The method of assessing the viability of the schools should be re-examined.  Broomley and Whittonstall currently provide an examplar of 2 relatively small schools operating from 2 sites with a common management team and shared resources - this model could easily be replicated in more schools to keep these important small rural schools open and the impact on Broomley of proposed changes at Whittonstall also needs to be closely examined.

The principle of Model C, which preserves the valued three-tier system, and retains schools in Haydon Bridge is preferable to A or B, as long as first- and middle- schools which are financially viable, well governed and embedded in their communities are allowed to remain open.  Figures and data for at least one of the first schools (Whitley Chapel) are either inaccurate, invalid or only partially relevant.  No account has been taken of early years provision, which needs to be addressed as part of this consultation--it is inappropriate to treat it as an add-on.   

EMAIL: I write in relation to Northumberland County Council’s recent consultation regarding the restructuring of schools in West Northumberland.

As the parent of a child due this September to start school at Whitley Chapel C of E First School, which has been earmarked for closure in all three of the county council’s proposed scenarios, I would like to outline my concerns.

The area in which the school is located, Hexhamshire, is a rural parish with a dispersed population, distinct geographically from neighbouring towns/villages such as Slaley and Hexham, and centered on the hamlet of Whitley Chapel, where the school, church and parish hall are the focuses of local activity.

Closure of the school would have an adverse impact on local children’s education and well-being (not assessed in consultation documents), and would result in children as young as four travelling long distances to school, as well as a lack of early years provision in the area.

The closure of the school means it would be difficult to attract young families to the area, resulting in an ageing and dwindling community, with all the negative economic effects that entails, besides the effect of the loss of jobs directly caused by the closure.
I  believe strongly that Whitley Chapel School should NOT be closed.

The school has high standards, nurtures happy, enthusiastic children, and has good academic results. Its rural setting offers a unique learning environment that nurtures the whole child, and consciously integrates them into the local community, which greatly values their presence and contribution. Indeed, the school is strongly supported by the goodwill of local residents (through e.g. volunteering), and by a strong governing body. Local families cherish the school and the contribution it makes to local life, and it is an important factor in attracting young families into an area with an otherwise ageing population. The school roll is anticipated to increase in coming years, as a number of local families have pre-school age children expected to feed into the school. The school is not in financial deficit. Its budget is well-managed, and its financial outlook looks likely to improve under the 2020 National Funding Formula.

It is particularly concerning that NCC’s consultation documents provide no specific information about how any of the three proposed scenarios for the future of the education system will solve the problems I outlined above. As such, the consultation documents are not fit for purpose.

Parent/carer

Whitley Chapel C of E First School Juniper, NE47

No

1) Creation of very large QEHS is inappropriate for a rural population such as West Northumberland's, and for a town of Hexham's size. It would eliminate any parental choice at high school/secondary school level.  2) Figures for Whitley Chapel school are invalid, not taking into account significant bulge in pre-school age children in the catchment intended by their parents to enter the school over the coming years.  3) Children from the remote areas of the Whitley Chapel catchment already travel a significant distance in to Whitley Chapel school. This has not been taken into account in the Consultation. Amalgamation with Slaley First School would create a TOTAL travel distance wholly inappropriate for young children.  4) Out-of-catchment statistic for Whitley Chapel is not valid, since it is a church school, so out-of-catchment parents may be making the only viable choice.  5) Slaley first school is not a church school, so would not offer the same educational ethos as Whitley Chapel first school.  6) Whitley Chapel catchment is a rural area with a dispersed population, geographically distinct from Slaley and Hexham; closure of Whitley Chapel school would make it difficult to attract young families to the area, resulting in an ageing and dwindling community.

No

1) Creation of very large QEHS is inappropriate for a rural population such as West Northumberland's, and for a town of Hexham's size. It would eliminate any parental choice at high school/secondary school level.  2) The three-tier system in West Northumberland is currently effective and successful. Conversion to a 2-tier system would destroy the successful and effective local educational ecosystem, which offers parents and pupils valuable choice regarding size and character of school.  3) Local communities cherish and revolve around their first- and middle-schools, which ensure that pupils are brought up and embedded in a local community; many small communities would suffer greatly from the closure of their school, and their children would lose their sense of being valued members of their local community. To many rural and farming families this presents great problems.    4) QEHS's proposed conversion to a 2-tier system has already been consulted on last year (2017). It was rejected by a very heavy majority of respondents to the consultation (but was ignored by the school, who proceeded to the next stage of consultations against the wishes of most local parents).  5) Figures for Whitley Chapel school are invalid, not taking into account significant bulge in pre-school age children in the catchment intended by their parents to enter the school over the coming years.  6) Children from the remote areas of the Whitley Chapel catchment already travel a significant distance in to Whitley Chapel school. This has not been taken into account in the Consultation. Amalgamation with Slaley First School would create a TOTAL travel distance wholly inappropriate for young children.  7) Out-of-catchment statistic for Whitley Chapel is not valid, since it is a church school, so out-of-catchment parents may be making the only viable choice.  8) Slaley first school is not a church school, so would not offer the same educational ethos as Whitley Chapel first school.

No

1) Figures for Whitley Chapel school are invalid, not taking into account significant bulge in pre-school age children in the catchment intended by their parents to enter the school over the coming years.  2) Children from the remote areas of the Whitley Chapel catchment already travel a significant distance in to Whitley Chapel school. This has not been taken into account in the Consultation. Amalgamation with Slaley First School would create a TOTAL travel distance wholly inappropriate for young children.  3) Out-of-catchment statistic for Whitley Chapel is not valid, since it is a church school, so out-of-catchment parents may be making the only viable choice.  4) Slaley first school is not a church school, so would not offer the same educational ethos as Whitley Chapel first school.  

Insofar as it concerns the two Hexham schools, and Haydon bridge, Model C seems a viable option.  However, the closure of so many local first and middle- schools is unacceptable, particularly in the case of Whitley Chapel First School, for the reasons outlined above (to repeat: in the case of Whitley Chapel, the Consultation does not use valid figures regarding TOTAL travel distances, number of pre-school age children in the area intending to enter the school and relevance of the non-catchment pupil figures, and does not take into account the ethos of the school or its importance to the local community).

There is no good reason for the closure of Whitley Chapel First School, and in fact closure would be likely to have far-reaching adverse effects both to local children now and in the future, and also the wider community. I therefore hope that Northumberland County Council will reconsider their decision to impose any change to the school system in West Northumberland.

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

No

Children need supporting as they grow. Not throwing into a very big, very deep pond like the school proposed. Let children be children. They should be supported, guided, nurtured and educated. Not used as a financial commodity. They should be treat as individuals. Not a number on a roll.  I am against  option A.

No

The welfare of children has not been addressed. I am against option B

No

Another financially driven option with no regard to children or communities.  I am against  option C

An alternative suggestion would be to look at the needs and requirements of the children/young  people.  To look at their welfare academically, mentally and emotionally to ensure they are given  the best start in life. Not to close their schools and transport them to bigger,  less personal educational establishments  which would be detrimental to their wellbeing. Keep the 3 tier system!  

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

wark

No

No

Yes

Keep Haydon Bridge open .

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding Mill

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

No

Yes

Email received: I would like to express my reaction to this consultation re closing Haydon Bridge high school. I think it’s absolutely dreadful.  I live in Newbrough and I went to Haydon Bridge high and want my 2 children to also go there. If the school was to close there are far too many children going to one school.  No parent choice. No mention of SEN. Children getting lost in the system so a small school is important.  It will effect the community. Haydon Bridge High is a lovely school and zero bullying tolerance. Also it’s sad to see Newbrough primary effected in this whole process. I have lived in Newbrough all my life and it’s such a shame to have to choose.   My option is to keep Haydon Bridge High open as well as Newbrough.   Hope you value my views.  Rebecca Sutton

Parent/carer

No

No

No

Email received: I have read over all 3 proposals and although I agree with some point in each I don’t agree with 1 of them fully so I have made my own proposal.   I am been realistic n although I would love it all to stay the same it’s just not going to happen so I personally think like you have done with the rest of the country we should go to a 2 teir system, because if we don’t do it know we will no doubt be looking at doing in say 10 years time anyway. So we should just bite the bullet and do it now.  I will never agree on a super school in hexham or a school in haydon bridge which is 4-16 years. A super school is not a good idea at all.   The school we will have is Haltwhistle primary school (which will be where middle school is now) Allendale primary school (which will be where allendale middle school is now) Haydon bridge primary school (which will be where 1st school is now may need slightly bigger) Bellingham primary school (which will be where Bellingham middle school is now)  Otterburn primary school (which will be where 1st school is now) Henshaw primary (where 1st school is now) Keilder primary (where 1st school is now) Keilder primary school (where 1st school is now    Haydon bridge secondary school (which will be where high school is now will need a bit work to make it bigger)  6th form 16-18 year old merge with hexham school   I think this is the least cost effective than building a super school at hexham. Some school will need adjusted and made bigger but still much less money than building a super school. But buy having the middle schools as primary schools will save a lot of work and adjustments.    School closures will be Haltwhistle lower school (will go to haltwhistle primary school) Green head primary school (will go to haltwhistle primary school) Bellingham 2st school (will go to Bellingham primary school) Whitfield 1st school (will go to allendale primary school) Wark 1st school (will go to Bellingham primary school) Newbrough 1st school (will go to haydon bridge primary school) Westwood burn 1st school (will go to otterburn primary school) Greenhaugh 1st school (will have 2cstchment areas of Bellingham or keilder)   This is till closing 7 schools like I said earlier I am been realistic so I understand a lot have to close and things have to change.  But I am 100 percent against my children going to a super school in hexham.   Looking forward to your reply  

The school we will have is Haltwhistle primary school (which will be where middle school is now) Allendale primary school (which will be where allendale middle school is now) Haydon bridge primary school (which will be where 1st school is now may need slightly bigger) Bellingham primary school (which will be where Bellingham middle school is now)  Otterburn primary school (which will be where 1st school is now) Henshaw primary (where 1st school is now) Keilder primary (where 1st school is now) Keilder primary school (where 1st school is now    Haydon bridge secondary school (which will be where high school is now will need a bit work to make it bigger)  6th form 16-18 year old merge with hexham school   I think this is the least cost effective than building a super school at hexham. Some school will need adjusted and made bigger but still much less money than building a super school. But buy having the middle schools as primary schools will save a lot of work and adjustments.    School closures will be Haltwhistle lower school (will go to haltwhistle primary school) Green head primary school (will go to haltwhistle primary school) Bellingham 2st school (will go to Bellingham primary school) Whitfield 1st school (will go to allendale primary school) Wark 1st school (will go to Bellingham primary school) Newbrough 1st school (will go to haydon bridge primary school) Westwood burn 1st school (will go to otterburn primary school) Greenhaugh 1st school (will have 2cstchment areas of Bellingham or keilder)   This is till closing 7 schools like I said earlier I am been realistic so I understand a lot have to close and things have to change.  But I am 100 percent against my children going to a super school in hexham.

Parent/carer

haydon bridge

No

sustainable communities need to be kept in our rural villages and the closure of services like primary schools will have a detrimental effect to every village as a community. These small primary schools provide local employment for rural communities, not just teachers, but assistants, catering staff and admin.   Also, there needs to be choice in secondary education for parents in the west and outer west.  Imagine coming from a primary school with 100 pupils to a megaschool with 2000 pupils.  This large scale education model will not suit all children and will also not provide choice for those who do not meet QEHS expectations. The choice of two types of secondary provision, (large academic based and small rural vocational based)  gives more choice and also provides a place to go if one or the other school do not fit the pupil

I think if QEHS merges with Haydon Bridge, they need to have different idenities to allow choice for parent and pupils

No

We cannot have only one choice of high school for a catchment area as big as West Northumberland.  Not all people want to assiciate with Hexham, the QEHS and not all people want to travel such distances to access education.  Haydon Bridge High School provided an excellent boarding service for those from Otterburn and Keilder etc.  The termination of this service has seen my friends daughter spend 3 hours a day travelling instead of being able to go to the boarding wing, revise and relax with her friends.  The opening of only one high school will promote further employment in Hexham but will take away employment opportunities in Haydon Bridge and surrounding.  Haydon Bridge is a thriving community with good trade.  Pupils at the school use the local shops and bus/rail network.  Staff from the school live in Haydon Bridge reducing their carbon footprint and also enjoying the benefit of a short commute.  The school hosts the weekend rugby club and steel band.  All of these features make Haydon Bridge a viable community and if the school shuts, we will loose trade, activities and potentially will get less transport.   

Yes

This model gives parents choice.  Both school sites get regenerated and modernised in line with the national model of a two tier system with Haydon Bridge extending this.  This model will benefit quieter students who want a smaller school of a rural nature and one that they can exist in without upheaval at age 11.   Newcastle operates a two tier system whilst still allowing Gosforth to have a three tier system so this could happen in Hexham.  Residents of Hexham could still be happy with this whilst the county could merge some of the smaller schools into primary 4-11years. both Haydon Bridge and QEHS need updating and this could be the ideal opportunity to modernise both sites, providing choice, further employment in the village and a more positive vision for Haydon Bridge high.   

Haydon Bridge new idea for 2018/19 with a 3 year GCSE plan is of interest to me as I think that project based work will suit some of our more hands on learners.  It solves the problem of smaller class sizes by merging years and doesn't concentrate too much on getting so many GCSEs.  Whilst I understand that GCSEs are a key to further education, you only need 5 GCSEs to continue into further level 3 study or apprenticeships.  We complain that there are skills gaps, well Haydon Bridge could become what it was always meant to be.  A vocational school with GCSEs and projects and sixth form education could then fit in with the new model of T Levels. Over all I believe that parents and pupils should have choice in terms of their secondary education because for whatever reason (household budget, bullying, childcare issues etc) there needs to be more than one option.

Staff Member

Newbrough C of E Primary School

Don't know

Don't know

No

Letter received Dear Ms Fife I am writing with regard to the educational options for the West of Northumberland and in particular the third option which would if chosen, include the closure of our local school, Newbrough Primary. Firstly, I would like to say that the fact the media seemed to know about the consultations before the schools, parents and children was unacceptable. Surely informing staff about the options and allowing them time to digest them before the media would have been more courteous and professional.  Secondly, it has been rumoured that people in the west of the county are rich. Well, let me tell you that not all of us are. Many people in our villages are hard working, live in rented accommodation and have lived and worked in the local area for most of their lives and are proud of that.  Thirdly, I believe that Northumberland County Council has the responsibility to respect the local communities and the impact school closures would have on them. Please bear in mind that Newbrough Primary School is a hub for local people. There are strong links between the churches, both Church of England and Methodist. The school is used by the local Tiny Tots, a local band and also dancing classes as well as private music lessons. The school provides meals for local pensioners each week and cooks for another local school everyday. Local people love to support the school by going in and talking about their jobs and due to the close proximity of local businesses these people can often pop into school during their coffee breaks etc. Some people volunteer to read, sew and garden with the children, which enriches both adult and children's lives. They all learn from each other and build wider links and bonds with the community.  If Option 3 was decided upon then the children at Newbrough would suffer in numerous ways. Many of the pupils walk, cycle or scooter to school. The younger ones walk with their parents or grandparents whilst the older children walk themselves to and from school thus encouraging independence. Some of the parents don't drive and appreciate the fact that they can take their children to school without the need to access buses or taxis. The school staff have, at certain times, organised a walking bus which everyone enjoys.   By suggesting that 4 year olds travel from Newbrough, Fourstones and Warden everyday with older children would have a detrimental impact on their day. They would have to leave home earlier and would arrive home later. The more immature of them could find travelling with older children unnerving and would leave them vulnerable.  The roads between Newbrough and Haydon Bridge are inadequate as they are without putting more vehicles on them. The B6319 is narrow, has had subsidence in recent years and often floods. The Stanegate and North Road are also narrow in places and are frequently closed during the winter due to drifting snow.  There are also no service buses running to Haydon Bridge from Newbrough so, should children fall ill at school, some parents who cannot drive or afford a car, will have to travel five miles to Hexham on the hourly bus service, then travel six and a half miles to Haydon Bridge before doing the return journey with a sick child!  I have also noticed int he third option there is no provision for the Nursery children who already attend Newbrough. What happens to them? Newbrough Primary School provides breakfast and after school provision which are appreciated by the parents because they are able to drop their children off on their way to work, usually in Hexham or Newcastle. If Newbrough school closed then parents would then lose that provision and have to find other ways to manage their situation. Some after school clubs involve members of the community volunteering with gardening. The adults love this as much as the children.   The pupils are not the only people who would suffer if the school closes. The staff are a very strong team and six or seven members live in the villages. This in itself is an advantage particularly when there are adverse weather conditions as staff are able to stay on site or access the premises much easier due to their close proximity. This ensures the safety of the children for a longer period and allows parents more leaway to get themselves back safely too.   Newbrough primary school is a viable school and that in itself is something to be celebrated, not to be punished.   My Grandmother, Mother, Uncle, Son and I all attended this fantastic school. I am also fortunate to be part of the team who works there. If our school closed, instead of walking to work, I would along with my work colleagues, have to drive to another school (assuming we would still have our jobs). This would have a detrimental impact on the environment.   In conclusion, I would like to say that the options, in many ways, have not been though through especially with rural communities, road access etc in mind. Some of the options take away parental choice, will have a detrimental effect on the local communities and are already, even though nothing is set in stone, having an effect on the children, parents, staff and villagers.   Please, if you have any heart or consideration, consider the people who will inevitably have to face these changes as a reality and not just on paper. Please listen to concerns and think carefully about the wellbeing of those being educated or employed by these schools. Your decisions will and are having an impact on EVERYONE involved.  Yours sincerely

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

No

No

Ref:  Newbrough First School Closure Proposal by NCC  I am writing regarding the above proposed school closure by Northumberland County Council.  I fully oppose the proposal to move this school.  Newbrough First School is performing well, and serving a large rural area, the children attending this school are from outlying rural area’s not easily accessible by public transport, also the class sizes are smaller, where all the children are used to each other, and have formed friendships both in and outside of school.  Under the new proposal, these children will be travelling a lot further to school, put into much larger class groups, and as a result, their education will suffer.  It is vital that we meet, know, and trust the teaching personnel that are in charge of our children’s education, if there was any kind of issue, you should know the person you are speaking to, and they should know you.  Making much larger class sizes will destroy this relationship between teaching staff and parent’s.   The logistics of this will be immense as small busses will be needed to transport these children, as large coaches can’t travel to many of the smaller villages age appropriate seat’s will need t0 be fitted, and escort’s will be required during travel.  The cost’s involved in the logistics of this will be huge, then there is the cost’s of upgrading Haydon Bridge High School, which is also under threat of closure.  All of the staff at Newbrough will loose their job’s, as many teaching jobs will be lost.  This should only apply to school’s that are struggling to survive, and have low attendance rates, as closing school’s that are performing well, and are self-sufficient, should not be included in this proposal, as the closure of the school can only have a negative effect on the children attending the school.   I can’t see that the level of education will be improved by the move of this school.  As larger class sizes doesn’t improve any child’s learning performance.  I fully oppose this proposal, as I can’t see any possible advantage of the closure and move of a school that is performing well, with good attendance, and is self-sufficient.  This school is a central part of the community hub, and this will be lost if this proposal goes ahead.     

No

No

No

Consultation on Education in the West Tyne  I recognise that the situation at Haydon Bride High School, both in terms of finance and falling school roll needs to be addressed. I fear that the consultation document obfuscates the central issue through including other topics which the administration feels need attention. In adopting this scatter- gun approach options have been put forward which are understandably lacking in financial detail and more importantly fail to address the effects on pupils which should be the prime consideration in any proposal about the future shape of the schools' pattern. In adopting this finance driven approach the authority is in serious danger of sweeping away a number of educationally successful and financially viable schools, consigning current and future pupils to uncertain futures. Such a broad brush technique will also heap opprobrium upon the Authority in the wider educational community.   I accept that the future of Haydon Bridge High School, two-tier versus three-tier, partial setting up of academies and the viability of small first/primary schools are intertwined but the issues should be tackled sequentially - not in a massive upheaval.   A decision can be made on the future of Haydon Bridge High School on a standalone basis. The school is currently carrying a large financial deficit and this 'wasted' money could be spent in other schools. With the increasingly small roll it is difficult to provide a satisfactory range of subjects/activities across the curriculum e.g. a single language may be offered rather than a choice of two or three. The smaller the staff complement the more difficult it becomes to cover for absences and vacancies. Recruitment of staff in small schools is more difficult where candidates see no opportunities for progression, staff churn becomes greater and there is lack of continuity in teaching. On educational grounds there are sound grounds for closure or a completely different role for the school in the educational system.   The main arguments likely to be advanced against closure are the loss of choice of schools, increased travelling times for pupils, the effect on the local community and suspicion of 'mega- schools'. Nearly 50% of parents have already demonstrated that they prefer what they perceive to be a 'good' school to one they believe to be failing even if it means paying transport costs for their children.  For some pupils eg  from North Tyne travelling to Hexham is easier and possibly shorter than to Haydon Bridge whilst for those from Allendale and the west journey times might increase by ten minutes. Closure of a school in a small community can have a great effect on the community but in Haydon Bridge there are two schools and the impact is likely to be less severe particularly when 50% of the older pupils are absent during the day and look for after-school activities elsewhere. There are many schools in the country which are much larger than that which would be created by a merger of the High Schools in Hexham and Haydon Bridge and many of these deliver excellent education; success depends on good management.   The Authority may wish to consider a new approach to education provision in the Tyne Valley. Haydon Bridge High School grew out of a technical school which achieved success in providing pupils with a sound vocational education. The Government constantly expresses concern about vocational education. Might this be the opportunity for the Authority to turn back the clock and set up a modern day technical school, possibly in collaboration with Northumberland College. 'Academic' staff would' provide basic skills but vocational skills would be taught by lecturers from an industrial background e.g. a mathematics teacher would teach Pythagoras but a joiner would show students how to use the theory in constructing roof struts. This proposal would provide genuine choice.   Once a decision is made on the future of Haydon Bridge High School then the other issues raised in the consultation paper can be addressed. Decisions about the viability of individual first/primary schools can be addressed within the communities immediately affected. These decisions about maintaining, merging or closing schools can be made taking into account performance, financial prospects and rising/falling rolls. Accusations could not be levelled at the Authority that it had ignored local conditions whilst any decision based on the current options is open to being criticised as the result of deliberations by accountants not educationalists.  

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

I was shocked to see recently on the B.B.C. Local News that a proposal has been out forward to change Northumberland's education system to a two tier arrangement, thus closing a number of rural First Schools.  Closing any of the First Schools is paramount to signing the death nell tor the county's outlying villages. Families with young school age children will not want to come and live in an area where there is no First school near at hand. Aside from that, in rural areas, the school building is the focal point of the village and the building is often used for other activities and meetings.  Whlttonstall First School is in the parish of Shotley Low Quarter, where I have lived for 39 years and brought up my children. Both my children went to that school in the 1980's and 1990's. They received an excellent education as well as learning the importance of a good work ethic, which they have retained to this day. My daughter, Karen, was a very shy child. At Whittonstall, she received the help that she needed to blossom into the confident woman that she is now. Any child with special needs is going to benefit from the more individual attention received from the smaller classes of a smaller school. These children would not be noticed in a bigger class and would fall behind in their education quickly.  Whittonstall First School has, currently 63 pupils, with eight children in pre-school and four starting in April. They have an 'Ofsted' rating of 'Good' and, together with its' federated school at Broomley, is financially sustainable. The head teacher and staff are shared with the Broomley school and they provide a forward-looking and vibrant education for both schools. Regardless that one third of Whittonstall's pupils are from over the county border, parents have chosen to send their children here because they know that they will receive an excellent education at the school. Student teachers are also sent to the school for work experience, because of it's good reputation. Children also receive a good grounding in the outside world and are involved in fundraising for several charities, learning about the charity and it's work in the process. It has been noted that the children going up to the Middle Schools from Whittonstall School prove to be excellent pupils, often to the fore of their classes.  Since the Whittonstall children would be, potentially, going to Riding Mill School, the distances that these very young children would be travelling would be double the distances that they travel at the moment. Young children, starting school for the first time at the age of four, are only in school for a couple of hours. Once the parent had dropped the child off at school, there would hardly be time to reach home and it would be time to return to collect the child. If there was a younger child to contend with as well, this would make life very difficult. Most parents would be happier and less stressed if their child is nearer home, where they can collect them if something goes wrong, be that illness or bad weather.  It would be a very great shame if any of the rural schools closed and would certainly not benefit the children's education or the community. Besides that. there would be a lot of teachers losing their jobs and that would be a terrible waste to the education system.  ) 

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

No

Going from Greenhead. Haltwhistle is not a church school. You have already closed out other local church school which was Hardly Bank.   Why would I send my child to from a good school to one that isn't.

No

Same as for option A

Yes

As Greenhead would remain open which given our local church schools a chance

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

New Ridley

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

St Joseph's RC Middle School

No

I don't want rural schools to close. No

I don't want rural schools to close and I don't want my school (St Joseph's) to close.

No

I don't want any rural schools to close.

I would like everything to stay as it is.  It works well and it is very good.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

No

I strongly believe that a 2 tier model provides the best future for our children.  I believe model B would provide the best option for our children. I believe a 2 tier model would enable our children to develop, grow and learn in a safe and protected environment.

Yes

I do not believe that children in year 5 are best placed in a middle school. I think that the increasing pressures, dangers and threats to children aged 9 -11 can be significantly reduced and better managed within a primary school.    I fully support the proposed timescales and I do not think that a long drawn out process would be beneficial yo any party.

No

I believe that our children would be best placed within a  2 tier system.

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

I would prefer Sele First to become a Primary School, for better continuity of education particularly at a key assessment point in my child's education (ie-SATs)

No

Class-size implications for Sele School, moving to 2-form entry.

Don't know

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

it is unviable and my childs travel time already exceeding the councils travel times.  they would be travelling further and you are disposing of excellent schools

No

same as option a

No

same as option a

keep the local schools as they are,  they are the heart of the communities.  chollerton has outstanding Ofsted rating    chollerton Offers  an Outstanding Education by:   · offering the best start to schooling in a safe, happy, stimulating and nurturing environment   · being an Ofsted outstanding school   · delivering individualised learning enabling each child to reach their potential   · strong and consistent pupil numbers for the next three years   · having K.S.1 results in the top 5% nationally   · our Early Years Foundation Stage &amp; Phonics results are greater than or equal to 5% higher than the national average.   · our attendance is above the national average.   · gold school games award achieved for two years in a row.   · having a reputation for a broad, balanced and creative curriculum.   · achieving a good Statutory Inspection of Anglican and Methodist Schools (SIAMS) report.   · the schools' governors have the enthusiasm, skills and determination to ensure Chollerton continues to offer outstanding education to children in the local rural community and if required become a primary.   · having a proactive and supportive P.T.F.A.   · being a highly efficient and effective providing value for money.   · parents and members of the community who believe the school delivers its vision and values.     Being Financially viable by:   · having a track record of delivering a balanced budget (slight overspend 2017/2018 of 1.4% to deliver educational support for children with special needs).   · financially, benefitting from increased sparsity payment and the fairer funding campaign so that we will not be in deficit for 2018/2019 and 2019/2020.    Excellent Building and Grounds that:   · are in very good repair; with no foreseeable maintenance costs forecast.   · have many possibilities for building extension while still retaining excellent playing facilities and Forest School provision.   · deliver vital links and services to the community:    Being a vital part of the Community that:   · offers vital community services such as: Meals on wheels and community worship.   · provides accommodation for Pre- school provision in the rural community. Chollerton Pre-school would find it very difficult to survive financially without Chollerton school support.     · allows the local Scout Group to use the amazing outdoor environment at Chollerton for many activities. 

Newbrough C of E Primary School

Don't know

Don't know

No

Email received: Northumberland County Council's consultation on education in West Northumberland  Newbrough Parish Council strongly objects to any proposal to close Newbrough Church of England Primary School  The Council fully supports the School’s Governing Body as well as the parents, pupils and the wider community who are all keen to keep this school functioning in Newbrough.  It is an excellent school (as reflected in recent OFSTED and SIAMS inspections) with a growing reputation and an increasing number of pupils. This school is financially sound (current Government funding model) and is forecast to remain so for the foreseeable future.  NCC states that there is no predicted financial deficit by 2019/20.  In addition to this the school has excellent facilities, it is a very active community school and has valuable nursery provision.  Newbrough is a growing village. Sixteen new houses are being built adjacent to the School. Our local garage is a vital convenience store, mobile Post Office, hairdresser and fish-and-chip van. Go Ahead Northern has recently instituted the X85 hourly bus service (Newbrough-Newcastle) which is so well used we are a ‘double-decker village’; this includes school travel for those who choose Hexham schools. Newcomers mention the attraction of a successful school on the doorstep and given the ‘affordable homes’ now being built close to the School the nursery provision (age 3+) becomes a magnet for working parents.  We also have National Park tourism including local walk guides, a village gastro-pub of high repute and are developing the business opportunities provided by the Coast-to-Coast cycle route.  The Council can see no possible reason for closing this school.  Yours sincerely  

Parent/carer

Other

Prudhoe West &amp; Highfield

Prudhoe

No

The 3 tier system doesn't offer the best model for pupils learning

No

Yes

A two tier system of education offers more for pupils, fewer overheads and bigger schools benefit from more funding and better facilities

No

Don't have a mixed tier system, it needs to be all 2 tier or 3 tier. 

Having been educated in a two tier system I can see first hand the benefits to learning. I have a child currently in middle school and am surprised that although they are streamed in core subjects in years 5 and 6, in years 7 and 8 they aren't because there aren't enough specialist teachers at key stage 3. How does that benefit pupils? A secondary school would be far more beneficial. A three tier system of education is outdated and not cost effective. I would like to see this rolled out throughout the whole of Northumberland.

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Humshaugh

No

Not at all based on correct data, the financial reasoning is confusing and parents need choices- I want the choice not a superschool.

No

Don’t close outstanding schools- buyer our children they need a strong educational start in smaller schools - we need choice.

No

Outstanding schools- sone of the best in England should not be put under threat, they are excellent because of their size we don’t want huge schools and no choices! 

Put funding into redevelopment of existing middle and high schools. Don’t close, think of the educational not the financial for our children who need these strong schools for a best start.

Governor

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

No

No

As a member of the community, staff and governors as well as a past parent of our village school I feel very strongly that our school is needed within our community!  The proposal to merge our school into Haydon Bridge is an absolute disgrace how you can expect children of 4 to travel with children of 16 on a bus up a dangerous road which in places is single track particularly the road to take them from the village to join the Haydon Bridge road as it has a weight restrictions.    We are a school with  increasing numbers as this consolation runs and our budget is certainly not in deficit and isn’t predicted to be for the next 4 years,  do don’t understand why move amc change our school it seems that it just doesn’t make any sense to me!!!   Please please save the school in our local community!!!!! 

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

No

We DO NOT want to see Haydon Bridge HIgh School close. As a family we have had generations pass through the school. We like the class sizes and the fact that everyone knows each other, it has the personal touch that QEHS does not have as there are too many pupils!  We would not be surprised if the decision has already been made to close our school !! Think about the children and the impact to the rural communities. This is going to increase the carbon footprint as more children will need school transport. 

No

As already stated in model A  We DO NOT want to see Haydon Bridge HIgh School close. As a family we have had generations pass through the school. We like the class sizes and the fact that everyone knows each other, it has the personal touch that QEHS does not have as there are too many pupils!  We would not be surprised if the decision has already been made to close our school !! Think about the children and the impact to the rural communities. This is going to increase the carbon footprint as more children will need school transport. 

Yes

This is the only option available out of the 3 that could save our school.  Give the school a chance and provide the funding it needs to move forward!!  Ask the children how they feel about their school as it should be about them and not just the council wanting to suit themselves!

Let the school run through to age 18 years, as by stating 16 years you are yet again badgering people into their final decisions.  Please give this school a chance.

Why not make people in their catchment areas go to the schools they are supposed to go to instead of people being scaremongered into removing their children. This is what has happened to Haydon Bridge High School and there is absolutely nothing wrong with the school.  We just hope this whole consultation really is about what we the parents and the children want, but sadly we fear the decisions have already been made and this is just routine on your behalf!! 

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Newbrough

No

How can it be allowed to close outstanding schools like Beaufront. Beaufront and all of schools provide our children with outstanding formative education to exceptionally high standards. They offer nurturing environments where every child is known and respected as an individual. This is vital for our young children to feel safe, valued and to be well equipped with skills for life. The teaching staff go above and beyond in their practice. They are a vital part of our communities. It seems that these 'options' presented are not based on real facts and the proposals are not realistic. 

No

How can it be allowed to close outstanding schools like Beaufront. Beaufront and all of schools provide our children with outstanding formative education to exceptionally high standards. They offer nurturing environments where every child is known and respected as an individual. This is vital for our young children to feel safe, valued and to be well equipped with skills for life. The teaching staff go above and beyond in their practice. They are a vital part of our communities. It seems that these 'options' presented are not based on real facts and the proposals are not realistic. 

No

How can it be allowed to close outstanding schools like Beaufront. Beaufront and all of schools provide our children with outstanding formative education to exceptionally high standards. They offer nurturing environments where every child is known and respected as an individual. This is vital for our young children to feel safe, valued and to be well equipped with skills for life. The teaching staff go above and beyond in their practice. They are a vital part of our communities. It seems that these 'options' presented are not based on real facts and the proposals are not realistic. 

Listen to our schools, students, parents and communities. Provide realistic options based on real information. 

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Broomhaugh First School

No

I strongly oppose the closure of Haydon Bridge High School. This would seriously restrict parental choice in the area, particularly post-16 as sixth form education at QEHS is so limited. This proposal would also make Queen Elizabeth High School far too big - compromising the welfare of its pupils. This would also lead to the Council investing heavily in an Academy for the purpose of new school buildings to accommodate the increased school size - how can it be acceptable for such a large sum of taxpayers money to be given over to a Trust entirely outside of LA control? I find this prospect outrageous - what happens if a few years down the line QEHS adjusts its entry criteria and only accepts more able students? This is a very real possibility from such a results-focussed school. By closing down HBHS and several first schools, the distances that many children would have to travel under this model would be unacceptable. Have the Council costed out the increased School Transport costs and the environmental impact? What about the impact on rural communities who rely on their schools? How do the Council justify the proposed closure of so many schools when the Government has a presumption against the closure of small rural schools? Where is your evidence that this model deals with surplus places and financial viability? Indeed is there any such evidence? This seems doubtful.

No

The 3 tier system works for this area and works incredibly well. You only have to look at the results in this area, and the strength of feeling locally at the prospect of losing it. I went through the 3 tier system myself in a different part of the country and have always felt incredibly lucky to have done so. My step-sons went through the 2 tier system and I saw first hand the difficulties both had in adjusting to a large secondary school at the age of 11 - and they were coming from a reasonably large primary school. For 11 year olds to move from small rural primary schools to a potentially massive 'super-school' of over 2000 children is appalling. It appears that the children have been completely over-looked in this model. Mental health issues in children and young people is an increasing concern in the times we live in; this proposal would almost certainly negatively impact thousands of children in the long-term. My own son suffers with anxiety and I know with certainty that he would struggle in this scenario, as I would have done as a child, and I know many other children will too.  Again, I would oppose the closure of HBHS for the reasons outlined in my comments on Model A.   Again, I would ask where is the evidence to support this model? Have the Council costed out the expense of converting the first schools to primaries? Or even looked at the practicalities of doing so? Not all schools have the space to increase the size of their buildings. What happens when local residents oppose the plans for increased building? As a staff member in a first school myself, I know for a fact that no-one from the council has been to our school to look at how this might be done.   As with all the models in this consultation, quite frankly there appears to be a lack of judgement, rigour and sense. 

No

Why would HBHS stop at age 16? Post-16 education in this area is very limited and I believe that the new proposals put forward by HBHS would be an excellent solution.  If QEHS and HMS are given new buildings, again I would ask how the Council justify spending £millions on an Academy outside their control?  Again, this model involves the closure of too many good and financially viable rural schools. Where is your detailed justification for this? I have not seen any evidence that this model, or indeed any of the proposed models, actually presents a meaningful solution to the problems you claim need acting on.

Listen to the schools. They are the ones in the best position to offer viable alternatives as they are more aware of the real facts.  I am extremely angry with the Council over this consultation - both the way it is being run and the poorly thought-out proposals that have not included any financial or surplus places modelling required for people to make proper informed choices. This feels like a very blunt attempt to force through a change over to the 2 tier system that this administration clearly favours. Look a bit closer - look at the rural nature of West Northumberland and the distinct issues that this presents, look at the success we have in the schools in this area, and most importantly, look at the children - they are what matters here and they are who the education system is there to serve.

Parent/carer

Other

Moved Children to Mowden Hall due to the unstable nature of schools in West Tyne, After going through 4 years of special measures my children were suffering with the whole process. When we looked at other schools in the area all seemed to be faced with the same difficulties/ uncertainty. Id be very happy to move them back to local schools if a solution was found.

Allendale

Yes

I think out of the 3 options this is the better by no means ideal.  Having had children who went to a first school which changed to a primary I have seen firsthand how the pressures of adding2 older year groups to small rural first schools. Without extra funding support and resources its a disaster. Children in Yrs 5&amp;6 outgrow these small schools with younger children and are ready to move on mix with older peers and gain from the opportunities and facilities on offer at middle schools. The pressure of Ofsted and results driven system is to much pressure for small first schools to add on year 6 SATs often with small cohorts which give out a misrepresentation of the schools achievements.   I think the middle schools are a good bridge between first and high schools offering an environment that is age appropriate.   I hate the thought of closing rural schools however there is no other financially viable option to keep going the way we are in Northumberland but merging is a good alternative to a huge campus. Rural schools are essential for rural communities and one huge school 4-18 in northumberland seems crazy given travelling distances. What on paper may seem like 5 mile distance could be 30 min drive in some parts due to the road or routes and during winter they can be dangerous roads rurally so sending little children on longer journeys than necessary is crazy, not including extra time for bus or taxi routes.   Whatever is decided needs to be implemented as soon as possible as there are children who are stuck in limbo at the moment not knowing whether they are coming or going and families not knowing what is the best for their children. Its an impossible situation to be in and very stressful as all people want is a good, stable education for their children in an environment which they are happy. 

I think a model A would be the better option if a brand new school was also on offer as optionB or at least funding was ring fenced for extra resources needed at QEHS for the bigger intake including the improvement of the building and facilities. It is vital that with an change that the schools are give the financial support to be able to implement the changes needed. Staff, governors, parents and children should guide what support is needed rather than them being told what is needed.  Transport is also paramount, good reliable and safe transport. My daughter went to St Josephs for a year for yr 5 and the public bus to get to Allendale was often over crowded and dangerous or some children left behind waiting in the dark for an hour until the next bus came along. That is unacceptable, so either the council provides school transport for these children to get to and from school safely and by safely I mean a proper seat on a bus or they make sure that the bus service is adequate for the demand.  

No

I don't believe in closing middle schools, it would be a disaster for primary schools and QEHS trying to take in so many children and extra year groups. There is a difference in taking in more children in the same year group than taking on 2 whole new year groups. The system we have is good and has man benefits especially living rurally.

No

Closing all small rural first/primary schools and transporting young children longer journeys to educate children aged 4-18 in one place just wouldn't work, you would find parents in west tyne opting to send their children to the Hexham system just as they are now. It would be a complete waste of money and time with a lot of unhappy parents and children.

On the basis of option A but build a new purpose built high school in Hexham with all new up to date facilities that children can benefit from rather than being shoe horned in to out of date and unsuitable buildings. Our children have suffered long enough with having to make do not being able to access the same facilities as other children in different areas of the country simply because of where they live. If they lived in the city there are so many more opportunities for them on offer.   It needs to be run effectively and efficiently maybe team up with academies and local independent schools see what works for them and support each other there is so much to be gained and it should be looked on positively as a way forward and an investment in the future of our children. At the end of the day the figures need to stack up there is no point if there is going to be a deficit every year it needs to be run as a business and viable. There are so many ways that a new school can actually be self sufficient and still provide outstanding education and educational experiences for the children.

Wark C of E First School

No

No

No

Email received: Proposal to merge or close Wark CofE First School  Northumberland County Council's consultation on education in West Northumberland  Birtley Parish Council strongly objects to any proposal to close or merge Wark Church of England First School  The Council fully supports the School’s Governing Body as well as the parents, pupils and the wider community who are all very keen to keep this School functioning in Wark.  100% of the parents of pupils recommend this school.  It is an excellent school (as reflected in above national outcomes standards OFSTED and SIAMS inspections); providing a safe, happy and nurturing learning environment with a growing reputation and an increasing number of pupils. This school is financially sound (current Government funding model) and NCC states that there will be a financial surplus by 2020/21.  In addition to this the school has excellent facilities, it is a very active community school and has valuable pre-school provision and wrap around care.  The catchment for the school is very rural and some children travel quite a distance already.  Closure and longer journey times can only impact adversely on the welfare and quality of education for children.   Wark is seen as, in sustainability terms, being at the heart of Simonburn, Birtley and Wark villages and community life in the surrounding area - lose the school and the villages will risk losing their vitality and soul. The villages could also suffer from the loss of Wark school because they would become less attractive places to live for families with young children.  Birtley Parish Council can see no possible reason for closing this school.  Yours sincerely 

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Bellingham

No

No

Yes

This will provide continuity of education for children already in Haydon Bridge High School, my child being one of them in Year 9.  It has proved in the past to be a safe, secure , stimulating learning environment for children living in some of the most deeply rural parts of Northumberland and I am certain with the correct investment will once again be a beacon of good practice. I have previously had 2 children attend Haydon Bridge, both progressing to university, one now a doctor training to be a consultant haematologist and one an engineer. Haydon Bridge served them extremely well.  All my children have been happy to attend school with pastoral care being excellent. QEHS will become too big with large classes and I feel children will get'lost'.  I did consider QEHS but after visiting the school I felt it was too big even then. 

Parent/carer

West Woodburn First School

Ridsdale

No

I don’t want any rural schools to close.

No

Closing any of the shcools will have a huge impact on the children and the villages.

No

No to any school closures.

I don’t want my children sitting on a bus for any longer than they have to. My little girl is 3 and starts school next September for her to be sitting on a bus for 45minutes in the morning before school and then another 45 minutes on an afternoon is far too much. What about the toilet will the driver stop? Will they have an escort? I am happy with the school my children attend and also most importantly SO ARE MY CHILDREN!!!

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Riding Mill

No

Middle Schools are crucial in allowing confident young learners to develop before being thrown into the pressure of High school.

No

Middle Schools are crucial in allowing confident young learners to develop before being thrown into the pressure of High school.

No

Middle Schools are crucial in allowing confident young learners to develop before being thrown into the pressure of High school.

Middle Schools are crucial in allowing confident young learners to develop before being thrown into the pressure of High school.

Parent/carer

Greenhaugh First School

Tarset

No

No

No

None of the suggested options give any opportunity to have Greenhaugh First School remaining open in any form. This is a thriving and amazingly supportive first school which has seen generations of our family through the doors. Closing such a fantastic school in a rural and remote area such as this would be the end of our beloved community for young families.

Greenhaugh school should remain in an alternative form, whether that is as a primary with shared staffing from other local schools or as a free school - there is enough support in our area to keep this school going in whatever form the amazing govenors and staff believe to be best for our children. 

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Slaley

No

No

Yes

Staff Member

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

Yes

The 3 tier system is working mostly and the schools where there is no financial viability should be considered for closure. children should not have to travel more that 20-30 minutes to get to school though.

No

a big secondary school, that is too big, is more likely to fail. There is no choice, where would i send my child if things didn't work out in Hexham?

No

Not consistent with other models, how do we know it would work.

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

No

No

Email received: I would like to say as a grandparent of children at newbrough school how unhappy I am to here that we have been named in the list of schools to close We are a thriving school and a part of village life our family have been at newbrough since the early  1900 i dont want this school to close and i also dont want a super school built either as that would mean we have no choice as to were our children go so I also dont want haydon  bridge  to close.  So my option is both newbrough and haydon bridge stay open.

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Queen Elizabeth High School

Hexham

No

No

No

Retain 3 tier system Joint head for a number of smaller 1st schools  Bring back creative and vocational qualifications   FYI many students are dissatisfied with QE and looking at NSFC for post 16 education.

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School Fourstones

No

I dont beleive that the option to close and merge one the only two high schools to create a super school is a good option for the children of west northumberland.

No

I dont beleive that the option to close and merge one the only two high schools to create a super school is a good option for the children of west northumberland.

No

I am strongly apposed to the creation of a 4 -16 years school at haydon bridge and the associated closure of newbrough school in order to feed in sufficent childern to justify the creation of this new super school. In this model shaftoe primary remains open and expands but because if its academy status the children cant automatically contribute. With staftoe and the new school there will be 315 primary age places in haydon bridge. Yet staftoe ans newbrough combined only have 184 children according to the consultatiin figures, so there will be significant spare capacity in both schools. I dont see the benift of closing newbrough and making the childern travel to haydon bridge when newbrough is growing in number and finacially viable for years ahead.    I dont believe that reception age childern should be in a school with 16 year olds.   I believe that this is the worst of a set of three pooy thought out models.  

I support modernising and developing haydon bridge as a secondary school to take children from the surrounding area, with QEH being retained to support the children of hexham. 

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Corbridge Middle School

Newlands GrangeNo

I believe that the current system is providing an excellent level of development and education in It's present format and should be not altered as its not broken.

No

As previous stated the current education model works and should not be altered on the grounds of costs.Its should be about delivering the best education outcome for the children which is in the current format.

No

As previous stated it should be about the children and their education and not being driven on the grounds of money.

Pupil/Student

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Don't know

As a School Council we feel unable to comment in detail about this model.

Don't know

As a School Council we do not feel able to comment about this model.

Don't know

As a School Council we do not feel able to comment on this model.

As the School Council of St Joseph's RC Middle School and after consultation with pupils in school we would like to make the following points to Northumberland County Council about proposed changes to education in the west of Northumberland. Each School Councillor discussed with their class the advantages and disadvantages of a 2-tier and a 3-tier system, we also talked about what our ideal schools would provide. Below is a summary of our key points of each system that we would like you as Councillors to consider.  3-tier system  Advantages   1. More choices available 2. Keeping things as they are would be easier 3. Pupils are happier in middle schools, there is less bullying 4. Good educational facilities for Y5 and Y6 pupils 5. Pupils are used to expectations in middle schools 6. Middle schools provide more opportunities for pupils to be sociable, it is easy to get to know people 7. 3-tier suits our rural area and small towns. 8. 3-tier means pupils don't have to travel as much, it is manageable travel 9. Pupils transfer much more easily at Y8 into Y9 10. Staff know pupils well 11. Pupils get good exam results at KS2 and when they go on to high school in middle school system. 12. 3-tier system builds more confident pupils 13. Middle schools make good connections between themselves and feeder first schools 14. Middle schools create a safer environment for pupils 15. Middle schools have a lot of specialised subject teachers  2-tier system  Advantages  1. Less transitions for pupils 2. More continuity for Y6 SATs 3. Friendships could be more stable 4. Money could be saved in the long term 5. All teachers are specialists 6. Easier for families, less schools if there is siblings 7. Pupils prepared for the real world from Y7  The School Council believes that the proposed changes to education in West Northumberland which involves making one big school is not a good idea beacuse of the large numbers of pupils and the problems of travelling long distances particularly for children as young as four and five years old. The vast majority of pupils in our school 85% + like the system they have now, they don't like the idea that there would not be as much choice as there currently is for them and their parents. At St Joseph's we get a lot of children from other schools coming in in Y6, Y7 and Y8, they have chosen to change their school, they come to St Joseph's and they like it a lot and are pleased they had a choice to go to a different school!  We believe that an ideal school would:  1. Be ECO friendly 2. Have excellent sports facilities 3. Have up to date technology 4. Have good subject choices for all pupils 5. Be happy schools with less/no bullying 6. Cater for different pupils' interests  7. Provide opportunities for outdoor learning 8. Have small class sizes 9. Not having rigid timetables for pupils 10. Provide high standards of education and expectations for all pupils 11. Have a school shop 12. Not have a school uniform 13. Allow a school pet e.g. a dog 14. Have good resources       

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

No

No

 Model D – Alternative Proposals For the reasons outlined below I feel that Northumberland County Council should listen to the community of Wark First School and investigate the possibility of extending the education provision to include years 5 and 6 i.e the whole of Key Stage 2. Wark Church of England First School is a fantastic community resource for our local community.  It offers for 3-9 year olds: • The best start in life in a safe, happy and nurturing environment • The best education for our children • Individualised learning to enable them to meet their full potential • A broad curriculum to keep our children’s future aspirations high • Enriched childrens lives • Educational outcomes above the national levels • Strong links with the local community  • Childcare 8am – 5.30pm five days a week • Good recent Ofsted report • Good recent SIAMS report • Reacts positively to changes • Is integral part of our village with long standing connections Any proposal to remove any of the above from the village is unacceptable, the public meeting at the school on Thursday 22nd February resulted in a packed school with a strong consensus that Wark First School is important to our community.  I feel for the following reasons that the school should not be considered for closure: • Guy Opperman MP indicated in his letter of 22nd February 2018 to Wayne Daley, that the financial position of Wark First School will be better than that of the budget forecast. • The school budget indicates a financially viable budget, this is recognised in the consultation document. • The school are consistently rated by Ofsted is ‘Good’. • The loss of a Church of England School in the North Tyne valley restricts the choice of many parents to choose a faith school education. • The governing body have the enthusiasm, skills and determination to proceed in becoming a primary school which will further build on the outstanding offer Wark first school delivers. • The school react swiftly and appropriately when required. • The school provide a wide curriculum to their children, including bringing in the community to teach cookery, whole school forest schools, first aid, wild above adventure.  The school are keen to progress with the wide curriculum offer and extend this to 9-11 year olds. • By removing a first school you discourage young families into the area, which in turn will create a demise of local shops, businesses and services, therefore impacting on the economy of the area. • The proposal of Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School to become a secondary school has not been confirmed, therefore this consultation is premature as it does not align with the provision of secondary education in the area. • The building can be used for community events.

Parent/carer

Allendale Primary School

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale

No

Either have two tier or three tier. A mix is not helpful. I do not want to send my children to a middle school for two years when all the other children are there for four. The two tier model has worked brilliantly at Allendale where we have a happy, thriving school which has adapted so well to the age range change. My daughter is due to start HBHS in September and she give the choice of there and a middle school when we were applying she thought it was stupid to go to a school for two years. Her reasons were not knowing people who had bee. There for years and making friendships (she’s autistic so finds this hard and indeed change of any kind), a new uniform for just a couple of years, new rules and the teachers wouldn’t know her until it was time to leave again. Also I think splitting key stages isn’t sensible. 

-

Yes

I’d prefer one system for the partnership. I can see why smaller schools need to be merged, especially those where many pupils are from out of catchment anyway. I am all for parental choice of school but when parents cry out that the tiny schools are crucial to the the village and they don’t want their kids to travel to other schools further away, even though most of the kids are driven miles to get there anyway from out of catchment (and from out of county in some cases) it smacks of hypocrisy.   I’d be happy for capital investment for a new building and a larger school as long as the ethos was inclusive and not driven as an exam factory. 

Would it be feasible to build a new school in Haydon Bridge for the HB/Hexham merger on the existing land so that it could be more central?   Also I would NOT want my child, especially given her disability, to be moved several times whilst a new build was provided, nor to be housed in pre-fabs whilst building g work was undertaken. Far better to keep the existing buildings open but split the year groups, such as using HMS for Y7-8, QE for Y9-11 and HBHS for sixth formers until the new school was ready. All would be part of the same school with same ethos, guidance and uniform. This is similar to what happened when the Consett and Stanley secondary schools merged into the Consett and North Durham academies respectively and it seemed to work well. 

No

This idea is ridiculous.   A 4 - 16 school would involve bussing 9 year olds from close to the Scottish border every day. It will be bad enough for them at 11, but at least they’re secondary age then.   Also I don’t believe this option wouldn’t be able to offer the same opportunities as a larger, merged school. 

-

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle School

Wark first school Wark

No

No

No

Not enough thought or consultation has gone in to any of the proposals, I understand that something needs to be done to address the issue at haydon bridge but why focus on the very youngest students in the most successful schools?

Corbridge

No

The closure of local schools will mean many children having to travel out of the area to receive their education. Local schools are a valued part of local communities.

No

The closure of local schools which are so important to local communities is not the answer and should be reconsidered. Schools should be given the opportunity to present alternative plans. Children should not have to travel miles out of their local areas to receive an education when there are perfectly good schools currently available to them.

No

Closing local schools will not solve the current issues and will likely result in more issues.

Staff Member

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I feel that as Greenhead CE Primary School is already federated with Henshaw CE Primary School there should be an option to merge these two schools rather than the proposed option of merging Greenhead with Haltwhistle first school, this will allow the children from Greenhead to continue their education with the same Christian ethos they have been used to. I also think in doing this the catchment area should be changed to reflect this so parents do not have the worry of whether school transport would be made available to them. 

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

Yes

Email received: As a Grandmother I am most concerned about the restructuring of the schools in West Northumberland particularly NEWBROUGH. My grandsons love going to school at Newbrough which is financially viable for the forseable future.  As a Church of England school the children learn good Christian values which can be sadly lacking in today's society.  It's a very friendly school NO BULLYING which can often be the case in the bigger schools.  The Ofsted report has Newbrough as GOOD, the teachers are very dedicated to providing a good quality education in a happy environment. Very few parents send their children to Haydon Bridge which is in Special Measures, another once good school failed by the system.  It seems to me that this is yet another money saving exercise at the expense of the children and bringing the school back up to standard won't happen over night it takes years if ever and the children involved will have paid the price. There's also the transporting of the children from the villages into Haydon Bridge the roads involved are very narrow which will in itself cause problems. The very young children would be exposed to the boisterousness and sometimes very bad language of the much bigger children, some of them would be overwhelmed. I'm sure if the people proposing these changes had children/grandchildren at the affected schools they would be fighting against it for the good education and welfare of their children. However I'm sure the decision has already been made so reluctantly if a choice has to be made it would be option B.  Yours faithfully

No

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

Keep the schools as they are!

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Yes

I think this is the best option but we need a second high school.

No

No

Parent/carer

Bellingham Middle School and Sports College

Otterburn

No

I think as a county we need to go two tier it doesn't work having some schools two tier and others three.

Yes

You have one chance to do this right, no point going through consultation and then having to repeat in a few years time to go two tier.  Also makes sense to have full Schools even if you have to unfortunately close some.

No

Don't like the idea of 4-16 age school and don't think parents would support it, you will end up in a few years with an empty school.

Parent/carer

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

No

No

I accept that primary/secondary system is the best for children so as not to disrupt them in the middle of a key stage as per current curriculum, and I support 'Model D' for haydon bridge high school, which includes viable well thought out proposals. (project based learning and 3 year gcse options)  If NCC ignore feedback proposals and strength of opinion, and go ahead with their agena closure of HBHS, my son will be going out of the county for secondary school as I will not leave his money with QEHS/NCC

Staff Member

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I agree with the following proposal   Proposal  - To address the concerns surrounding surplus places and present and future funding (which are directly linked to surplus places) we believe there has to be a discussion and decision made regarding the two-tier and three-tier system.  - A mixture of two tier and three tier, as is currently the case in West Northumberland, creates a lack of clarity for parents and children. It equally creates competition for children between schools, which is not helpful. This hybrid system has contributed to the falling numbers in the Haydon Bridge Partnership due to too few children being spread across too many schools.  - From the information shared, we believe there are a total of thirty-seven schools in the West of Northumberland. We believe this could be reduced to thirteen schools saving 1000 surplus places, addressing the financial challenge and providing parents with choice and a best-fit for community and local schooling offer.  - We believe the focus should be very much on the development and shape of education in the whole West of Northumberland and not purely about Secondary education: Haydon Bridge and QEHS - When considering the whole picture we believe the following structure would address many of the concerns:  - Retain (and reintroduce) a Three Tier System (consistently across the whole of the West of Northumberland.  - This would include:  o Six First Schools o Four Middle Schools o One 3-13 Provision incorporate First / Middle in Bellingham o Two High Schools  - This would reduce the surplus places by just under one thousand places.  -In a recent informal consultation, it is quite clear that there is not an appetite from parents, carers and professionals for a change in the three-tier system and a move to a larger two-tier model.  -It would be vital that the Three-tier System was incorporated across the whole of the West of Northumberland, with very clear school sizes, and feeder schools identified, to ensure closer partnership and educational continuity.  -Special Educational Needs should be incorporated in all three tiers and not centrally located. There should be a local offer and an inclusive approach to all wellbeing and disability issues. The majority of children should attend a mainstream school within their local area.  -Transport and infrastructure must be reflected upon when making decisions on whether to retain an element of local offer - is there a transport and road network sufficient enough to ensure the safety and wellbeing of all children?  -Restructure First and Primary to create six First Schools  - There would be a need to review all first and primary Schools and reduce the number to six first schools, ranging from 250 to 370 on roll. Some work would be needed to make sure the combining of schools ensures the best locations, facilities and resources.  - These first schools would now be large enough to be cost effective, without large numbers of surplus places, and with staff being redeployed where needed.  - Transport and facilities would need to be reviewed and considered.  -Some work would need to be done to upgrade buildings and it would be right and proper to offer some funding from the central pot which has been identified as in the region of £40m.  -Although some younger children may have to travel a little further than at present to their first school, on the whole the vast majority of children will be placed in a school near to their home communities, and will only have longer travel as they grow older.  - Children currently in smaller schools will now have a school where they can be in a class of similar age children, and not having to share classes with older and younger children due to financial constraints, as is the case at present.  - Maintain Four Middle Schools    Retain the middle schools in: o Corbridge o Hexham RC o Hexham o Haltwhistle  - Having a middle school structure means there is a stepped approach and children stay closer to their local communities than travelling to a big secondary. Although this goes against the national trend, the West of Northumberland needs a bespoke offer due to the size of the area we are serving and the travel that children will have to make out of their local communities. It is not correct to say that the three tier system is educationally less sound – we know this not to be the case.  - By ensuring there is a structured and consistent three-tier structure in place, then all four middle schools would have enough children to be full, and therefore be financially viable.  - Some work would need to be done to upgrade buildings and it would be right and proper to offer some funding from the central pot identified as in the region of £40m.  - Bespoke Offer in Bellingham  - To address the specific need in the Bellingham area, there needs to be a bespoke model, due to the remoteness.  - We propose that they are still in line with the 3 tier system, and we propose there is an all phase school in Bellingham that caters for three-to thirteen year-olds on one site. This would address the surplus places and ensure there are clear pathways for the local children to attend a ‘local’ provision and then go into the 14-19 curriculum as other children do in the area.  - Maintain the offer of Two High Schools  - At secondary level, the limited success of new government 14-19 initiatives, such as UTCs and Studio Schools is largely due to the fact that they compete for Year 9s (13 year olds) in a two tier system, where children are already settled into secondary schools from year 7 (age 11). However, these new 14-19 schools fit perfectly with a three tier system. It is vital that all schools have an identical entry age to avoid a disjointed system.  - We propose that QEHS has a new build, but remains a 14-19 provision, as this supports the three tier system, identified as suiting the West of Northumberland best. Its size would remain at 1300.  - We propose that a second 14-19 High School offer (600 students) should be within the area west of Hexham, (also in a new build), either on the present Haydon Bridge Site or somewhere else within the west of Northumberland, to compliment the curriculum offer at QEHS and to ensure that there is a genuine parental choice. This would give the west of Northumberland a high school offer of 1800 places, with clear choice and pathways.  - At present the recent Haydon Bridge 2017’s data states that this is an ‘Average’ school and actually sits eighth out of fifteen schools in the whole of Northumberland. This is in spite of the recent challenges and difficulties it has faced. We propose that NCC and the RSC work together to ensure that this positive description is shared with all local MATs and communities to foster a more positive view of the school and seek a sponsor, as this is not how the school has been presented recently in the press.  - We propose that a second high school is vital to provide a broad educational offer in the west, at the same time as supporting those children who in our experience, are more likely to develop well and exceed expected progress in a smaller, more personalised environment. The second school will also provide some choice for students and parents.  - It would be right and proper to offer this provision a new build too, funded from the funding of £40m identified.  - The alternative secondary school in for children in the west of Northumberland, which is over the border in Brampton, Cumbria, has just announced that it is reducing each year group by thirty children, which will result in one hundred and fifty fewer spaces. Therefore fewer Northumberland children will be accepted in the future. This will create a lack of choice for the children in the extreme west of the County, if there is no offer west of Hexham.  - The wellbeing of all children should be a key principle. The need to address attendance issues at Key Stage 4 and to look to long term solutions for the area regarding young people Not in Education, Employment or Training should be a key consideration when designing new educational establishments and offers, as should the need for quality vocational education for 16-18 year olds.  Summary  - We believe that Northumberland County Council, The Regional Schools Commissioner and Councillors have a duty to review the key factors for all the communities in the West of Northumberland and the needs of all groups of children.  - There is an acceptance by all professionals that something has to change, given the surplus places and the financial pressures that go hand-in-hand with them.  - This is a debate about the whole educational structure of the West of Northumberland and not purely about a particular phase or area.  -There is a need to take into account the local offer of schools for all abilities and to address the inclusion agenda. Parent and community voice should be heard and respected, and parents should be given choice.  - We propose a three-tier system to reflect the challenges and needs of the rural communities and the size of the area in which we serve. There needs to be a bespoke response to the unique challenges that the organisation of the education of children in the West of Northumberland brings. - We believe the re-introduction of the First schools, with a reduced number of establishments: - Addresses the surplus places - Ensures children are attending classes with children of their own age - Financial security helps ensure a good or better offer is given to all children - Upgrade in facilities, where needed, for all establishments from the £40m - We believe the establishment of four middle schools allows: - Addresses the surplus places - Financial security helps ensure a good or better offer is given to all children - Upgrade in facilities, where needed, for all establishments from the £40m - Address the governments challenge at Key Stage 3 and the ‘Missing / Hidden Years’  -The retention of the offer of two high school establishments that complement each other, with both having new facilities to serve their curriculums will enable - New building offer to QEHS for 1300 on roll - New building offer for another ‘more western’ high school for 600 on roll - Curriculums that are designed to support the diverse challenges of the local area - Addresses the surplus places - Financial security helps ensure a good or better offer is given to all children - Allows some parental choice, and an alternative if a situation ‘breaks down’ for a student at high school age.  - We believe the SEN offer should be retained at community level, where appropriate support and resources are built into the thirteen schools to address children’s needs in their local school, with their local friends.  - We believe these proposals ensure that local communities still maintain school buildings that can be used as a central hub for community identity and use. Great schools have great parental and community support and in-put.

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

No

As parent of children at HMS and planning to attend QEHS I would support their plans as the least disruptive for my children

No

As above as a parent of children at HMS and planning to attend QEHS I would support their plans as the least disruptive for my children

No

As above as a parent of children at HMS and planning to attend QEHS I would support their plans as the least disruptive for my children

As above as a parent of children at HMS and planning to attend QEHS I would support their plans as the least disruptive for my children  Regarding the area as a whole I do accept that there needs to be some rationalisation to make best use of resources and that there may be some very small schools that are not viable but the number of proposed closures including some schools that are performing well does raise some concerns and queries regarding justification.

Hexham

No

No

No

This is my response to the public consultation about Education in the West Northumberland. I am responding as a parent/carer of a child attending Newbrough Primary School.  I dont understand why Northumberland Persists with the 3 tier model which has been dropped in the rest of the country. Moreover,because 3 tier education does not fit with the rest of the country, it doesnt fit with national education guidance and policy either. For example, the SATs taken at the end of year 6 fall into the middle of Middle school. This means there is no effective way of measuring the effectiveness of first schools, since it is middle schools responsibility to take them through their SATs. This would not happen if Northumberland adopted a 2 tier model.  Since it is easier for larger secondary schools to attract capital investment, it seems to me that option c will have the effect of reducing such investment, undermining arguments for the financial soundness of option c in the longer term. It would be better, as in option B for there to be a single large secondary school in Hexham which can attract this investment  I note from the initial cost estimates from the consultation document that option C is the most expensive option.  Haydon bridge doesn't need two schools for primary children. Your proposing that our children to sustain an extra school in haydon Bridge. Educational rationale of this seems to be completely unfounded.  My child is very happy at newbrough primary school and I sincerely doubt that they would be as happy or do as well in a larger school in a village they know less well. I am concerned that the proposed 4-16 school in Haydon bridge would not have the christian ethos and values that Newbrough Primary School does.  Newbrough Primary School is a growing in pupil numbers and is financially sustainable for the foreseeable future. It makes no sense to me that you would close it, so that you can spend more than 60 million on building a new unproven school.  I dispute the argument that first and primary schools need to close in order to make schooling in West Northumberland financially stable. Other large, rural counties such as North yorkshire and cumbria seem able to fund primary education in smaller schools. If option c is implemented, I would choose to send my child to shaftoe trust primary school instead of haydon bridge. Icant believe it is seriously proposed to send a fleet of cars or busses along the road between Newbrough and Haydon Bridge. That road is not wide enough and I dont think it could take additional traffic safely.  Option c leaves parents of pre school children in newbrough without any nursery option that will leave them unprepared when they start school.  82% ofour nursery children have two parents who work full or part time this would not be possible without nursery provision and so option c will necessarily result in loss of work for those parents and consequently loss of income to those families.  I am also concerned that if newbrough primary were to be closed it would mean the loss of playing fields and sports facilities which are beneficial to the residents of newbrough and fourstones. Children wont be able to play football or cricket on the school playing fields in the summer, as they do currently. They would be left with no access to suitable outside facilities within walking distance.    

Newbrough C of E Primary School

No

No

No

Letter received: IF NEWBROUGH SCHOOL WERE TO CLOSE  They would lose the nursery which is a very good start with toddlers before going into reception. Fantastic teachers.  My option I would think is the option D. Leave Newbrough alone and go to Haydon Bridge at 11. Cannot think that a super school built at Hexham would be absolutely ridiculous we are country people who would be lost in a massive school.  1) What about cost of transport 2) It would lose the community spirit as school is very much part of it - Church, Chapel, Village Show - Town Hall etc. I am sure you will have loads of ideas BUT PLEASE OUR SCHOOL ALONE

Leave Newbrough alone and go to Haydon Bridge at 11

Pupil/Student

St Mary's RC First School

Hexham

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Yes

Option A but with 2 high schools not 1.  Put funding towards doing up existing school (high).

No

Don't know

Instead of super school, money should be shared to support the existing school.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

STOCKSFIELD No

The switch to a 2- tier system in Hexham would jeopardise the future of Corbridge Middle School as a feeder to the high school. This could force it to close. I believe in the value added to children's education through their experiences at Middle School. Consideration should be given to the future of Corbridge Middle as it is a fantastic school with fantastic teachers. I also support the First Schools.

Ensure that Corbridge Middle pupils can still feed into High School in Hexham at year 9. (A second intake)

No

The proposed school would be the largest secondary School in the UK. It is ridiculous to suggest that children's education could benefit from attending such a large instiution.

NOT A VIABLE OPTION - preposterous!

No

Again this would jeopradise the future of Corbridge Middle as a feeder school. As such I cannot support this proposal. Corbridge Middle offers my children and others a unique and valuable four years. The county should be very proud of the schools which are performing well in the three tier system, NOT try to shut them down to save money.

Guaranteed places from year 9 for Corbridge Middle School pupils.  A second intake in year 9 at Hexham High School- (which would be a 2 - tier system under the proposal)

Expand Hexham Middle School/Queen Elizabeth to take in extra pupils from Haydon Bridge. Expand larger first schools so smaller ones can be closed. This would allow the extra pupils to be catered for whilst retaining a three tier system.

Pupil/Student

The Sele First School

No

No

No

Staff Member

Yes

School Closures

No

No

Newbrough C of E Primary School Newbrough

Don't know

Don't know

No

Letter received: Dear Sir / Madam, I am writing regarding the suggestion, in one of the options that Newbrough Primary School would close.  As an 84 year old resident of Newbrough I believe closing the school would be wrong. The school has a good reputation and has good links with the Methodist Church, of which I am a member, and other organisations in the village. My family have volunteered in the school over the years and one of my family works there now.  The staff and children are always warm and welcoming and encourage members of the community to attend events at the school and I have had the pleasure to see Nativity plays, concerts and enjoy Summer fairs etc.  The school supplies me with "Meals on Wheels" twice a week for which I am very grateful and I know other elderly people appreciate the same service. If the school closed this fantastic provision would cease and I would lose the opportunity to have two healthy meals cooked for me but also the opportunity to converse with another human being. As a widower, other than my daughter, I may not see another person all day. Even just a two minute conversation can improve my day. Closing the school would take that away from me. As a retired bus driver I also believe Option , moving Newbrough children to Haydon Bridge, would be a careless choice. The roads are inadequate, and as a patient at the Haydon Bridge doctors surgery, I know how congested the North Bank becomes before 9 o'clock in the morning and around 3 o'clock in the afternoon. More children being transported would mean even more congestion.  Please think carefully before any final decisions are made.  Yours sincerely



[bookmark: 32]Parent/carer

DH8 0PE

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Yes

I feel that I would like my son to attend a middle school as I feel it provides a great stepping stone, that is essential in the transition for kids from first school to high school level.

No

No

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Don't know

Any of these options will have a detrimental effect on my children who currently attend haltwhistle lower school.   It appears the county council are only looking after parents that live in the hexham area as opposed to people living further west.

Think of the children in the west of Tynedale having to travel to hexham independently at such a young age

Don't know

Again this model will have a huge effect on my children currently attending haltwhistle. These plans have not been thought out with people in the west in mind.

Keep the middle school and send to hexham once they reach the required age, or invest in Haydon Bridge high school to bring it back up to standard as a smaller high school provision 

No

I cannot imagine my 4yo attending school for the first time with much older children, in my opinion that would not be a nice way to start your education. This model has not been thought out properly. Even going on public transport at 9yo would be a scary prospect! 

I understand that there are needs to save £ but at a cost to our children’s education is just wrong! There must be a better option!

Keep the 3 tier system, re-introduce the first schools and keep some middle schools which are required in key areas. provide a smaller high school for children in the west of Tynedale. 

Parent/carer

Barrasford

Hexham

No

No

Yes

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

No

No

No

Please please consider Haydon bridge new proposal,  the kids at Haydon Bridge have been through so much please don’t take their school away from them as well!!!!  I think that’s their proposal that Haydon Bridge have put forward is totally plausible and the staff and Haydon Bridge I believe will run an excellent school under this model!!!!! 

Parent/carer

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

No

The creation of 1super school in hexham will be a disaster for our children. They will effectively become a number and cease to be an individual that teachers do not know. Class sizes will increase and children will not get the education or help that they deserve or need . I also believe that 2 high schools are needed for this area so there is choice for our children.

No

Wark first school is on all options to be closed ,why,? This is a GOOD school rated recently by ofsted and Siam's, they are financially viable and are a great asset to the community as are all rural schools. The closure of so many based on there supposed proximity to others is crazy ,our children will have to travel further and for longer for their education ,this is going to be detrimental to their learning.

Settlingstones

No

No

No

4-9 year olds would not thrive in such a large school.  There is no consideration for the needs of young children.  They would probably be terrified in such an environment.

Haydon Bridge

No

No

Yes

A two tier system across Tynedale and West Tynedale I think would be more viable and better for the children of this area.

Parent/carer

St josrphs

Hexham

No

Our local community schools are small and treat children as individuals. I think they are an ideal start for many children. I think these schools are important focal points for communities and it will be a great loss if they are emalgamated.

No

Reasons as per option A

No my problem is losing the individuality and essence of smaller schools

No

As per A and B

No I don't think huge first schools are a good idea. Reasons as above.

I think the system works extremely well. Children are well catered for and we have a high standard of schooling. The government needs to give more financal support for systems that already work and instead of short term money saving solutions, plan for the long haul and focus on less measurable but ultimately more important community benefits.

Parent/carer

Acomb

No

No

No

I think the schools should stay as they are, with the present 3 tier system. Yong children would have to travel long hours if this changed, which would be educationally damaging as well as personally. The school at barrasford is outstanding, good happy environment in which to learn.

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

NCC West of Northumberland Education Consultation Hedley Parish Council wishes to make the following points regarding the above Consultation:  1. The Parish Council does not support any of the three options provided as they all adversely affect the children in our parish; especially that all options mean the closure of Whittonstall First School, where classes are oversubscribed for the current academic year; the school also runs with a good financial position as it is federated already with Broomley First School;  2. The only acceptable resolution to the issue in Northumberland would be  one that does not affect the children and communities adversely; such as the proposed Tynedale Learning Trust which has already been proposed to NCC; 3. Should any of the proposed closures and/or changes go ahead in rural Northumberland the long term viability of many communities will be badly affected as young families with children will not move where there is no easily accessible schooling; there is knock on effect to local employment and businesses;  4. Based on consultation with our own local teachers and school governors, we believe the data the County Council is using to justify its’ options is significantly erroneous.   

Pupil/Student

Wark C of E First School

Bellingham middleWark

No

I don't want Wark to close its a brilliant school

No

No

I want Wark to stay as a first school and Bellingham to stay as a middle school. It is too scary to be sent to Hexham when I am 11 to a massive big school. I want to stay at Bellingham middle until I am 13 and move to high school with my friends. If you make us go 2 schools instead of 3 I want Wark to stay open as a primary school because I love it there, the teachers are the best its lots of fun we do cool stuff and don't feel like we are learning it so much fun. 

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

No

No

Staff Member

Haydon Bridge High School

Allendale

No

We need all our schools. Young children shouldn't have to travel miles by bus because you have closed their village schools. Children need to be able to meet their friends without having to be driven miles.

No

For the same reasons as I rejet model a

No

See above. Northumberland County council are trying to destroy education in this part of the county.

We need an alternative to Queen Elizabeth.  All children are not the same, one size dies not fit all. Haydon Bridge High School is an obvious choice for the provision of both academic and vocational subjects.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Greenhead

Greenhead

No

No

No

Greenheed primary should not be considered within the proposals as the figures you have taken for viability are incorrect and the deficit origins are extremely questionable. The school is a good school and is fed from an outstanding nursery.

Pupil/Student

West Woodburn First School

No

I don't want my school to close. We are good at learning and we want to learn together with our teachers. Our school is special and we are all friends. It's hard to make friends and I don't want to go to a bigger school. I have ADHD sometimes school is hard but its easy in a little class.

No

I don't want my school to close. We are good at learning and we want to learn together with our teachers. Our school is special and we are all friends. It's hard to make friends and I don't want to go to a bigger school. I have ADHD sometimes school is hard but its easy in a little class.

No

I don't want my school to close. We are good at learning and we want to learn together with our teachers. Our school is special and we are all friends. It's hard to make friends and I don't want to go to a bigger school. I have ADHD sometimes school is hard but its easy in a little class.

I want to stay at West Woodburn. Our school is best and I can learn here. I don't want to travel a long way to a different school.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

Don't know

I believe that we need to have a 2nd high school closer to Haltwhistle.  I do not want my year 7 daughter travelling to Hexham every day.

Don't know

Don't know

Barrasford

No

No

No

chollerton to remain open. Provides valuable support to community meals on wheels, scouts - beavers use school grounds new houses to be built, younger families to move in. This might make them think abou moving to barrasford. 

Parent/carer

St Mary's RC First School

Corbridge

No

I believe and fully support the three tier system in West and i fully support the keeping of Haydon Bridge High School

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Greenhead

No

No

No

Haydon bridge high school should not be considered for closure as there needs to be more than one choice of school in the West of tynedale. The travel time for children to hexham is unacceptable.  Should qehs become a super school it would be the 8th largest in the country which is ridiculous for a rural area. The traffic in hexham would be increased massively, causing concern and disruption for residents.  The crossing of the a69 at the West end of hexham is simply too dangerous. 

Pupil/Student

West Woodburn First School

No

I do not want West Woodburn school to close because if it does it would be a longer way from home and i might feel sick on the bus but if it stayed open then i would be able to walk to school. West Woodburn school is never one individual person it is everyone learning together. The teachers are kind. My friends are kind to me and to each other. We have interesting lessons. I would prefer to go to the school i go to now instead of Otterburn because i have friends that might go to different schools and i might not see them again.

No

I do not want West Woodburn school to close because if it does it would be a longer way from home and i might feel sick on the bus but if it stayed open then i would be able to walk to school. West Woodburn school is never one individual person it is everyone learning together. The teachers are kind. My friends are kind to me and to each other. We have interesting lessons. I would prefer to go to the school i go to now instead of Otterburn because i have friends that might go to different schools and i might not see them again.

No

I do not want West Woodburn school to close because if it does it would be a longer way from home and i might feel sick on the bus but if it stayed open then i would be able to walk to school. West Woodburn school is never one individual person it is everyone learning together. The teachers are kind. My friends are kind to me and to each other. We have interesting lessons. I would prefer to go to the school i go to now instead of Otterburn because i have friends that might go to different schools and i might not see them again.

Parent/carer

Bellingham Middle School and Sports College

Bellingham

Yes

Bellingham middle will remain open in its current position, dekivering I believe, great education to the local residents and those children from further afield. My own children will attend negating the need for long travel times to hexham at such a young age. We initially moved from hexham, moving the children from a good school in order they would have that quality of life and not spend hours on a daily commute. The closure of bellingham.middle as outlined in the other two proposals would have a negative effect on the community as a whole. The current three tier system works in northumberland. 

No

No

No

No

No

Stay as it is.

Parent/carer

Allendale Primary School

South shields

No

No

No

Wark

No

No

No

Wark CE Aided First School  We are aware of the NCC’s outlined proposals to achieve a degree of rationalisation (in their eyes) of first schools in and around West Northumberland.  It may well be that such schemes affect other areas outwith Hexham/Haydon Bridge but our concern is principally for our village school and that careful consideration be given to wider ‘amalgamations’. The weight/incidence of cuts appears, oddly, to fall on schools that have an do demonstrate a remarkably good track record in terms of results inspections etc.  The demographics of the locality is outside our control and hence the potential attendees cannot be predicted.  However it’s painfully clear that a school which caters for children from Stonehaugh to Birtley and with a demonstrably well proven track record should be closed/amalgamated or even considered for such a move.  The school not only achieves these ‘high scores’ in core objectives but also offers breakfast club, pre-school and after school care.  Members of the community volunteer undertake running projects as ‘Open the Book’, Let’s Get Cooing, and listening to reading.  Loosing the school would be nothing short of a death nell to the village with a dramatic tail off of young families living here.  The knock on effect is likely to trigger significant decline in local shops and facilities.  Further more such a change would entail extended travel times for the children and the associated difficulties for parents and grandparents to attend functions is surely not an advantage.       

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

No

Hexham is too far for our children to travel, in bad weather conditions can change quickly.  so would be worried about getting back home.

No

No

Same as A. Too far for our children to travel.

No

Yes

I believe that Haydon Bridge is far enough for our children to travel, and they would benefit from it being a new school

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Sele First School Bardon Mill

No

No

I believe that making the Sele First School into a two form entry would impact to greatly on the current education services available in the area resulting in to few school places to children of first school/primary school age.  Additionally closing Haydon Bridge High School could result in excessive travel for children in the HBHS Catchment area for example, children from Haltwhistle would be traveling in the region of 20 miles to get to school and for Greenhead it would be even further.

Yes

I do think there would be need for a local provision of six form education at Haydon Bridge following the changes.  This not only would provide an useful six form service but could also offer learning opportunities for adults in the area.  With children now having to be in some form of education until they are 18 years, not offering a six form option in Haydon Bridge seems counter productive and to run against government policy. With out this facility many children in the area would be unable to continue their education until the age of 18 due to lack of apprenticeships and lack of colleges/sixth form schools within a viable distance.  Bearing in that many of the poorest people in Northumberland live in west Northumberland and currently parents have to fund their children's sixth form education, for example travel, (ours is currently nearly £800 per annum), it could be viewed that the area is being written of the children and families in the area being neglected on a corporate level. I am a little reluctant to choose this option out of the three but it appears to be the best option available.

In option C I would include a sixth form college with a new Haydon Bridge 4-16 school to ensure that the education requirements set down by central government can be fully met in the area.

No

No

No

Keep the schools open.

Allendale

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh C of E First School

Riding mill

No

This would be a complete nightmare. Merging schools will not work! This was tried with Heaton Manor in Newcastle and is a nightmare, understaffed and had no head teacher?

No

This would be a complete nightmare. Merging schools will not work! This was tried with Heaton Manor in Newcastle and is a nightmare, understaffed and had no head teacher?

No

This would be a complete nightmare. Merging schools will not work! This was tried with Heaton Manor in Newcastle and is a nightmare, understaffed and had no head teacher?

Keep all schools as they are and put the money direct to them!

Hexham

No

Does not seek to address educational needs

Don't know

Does not seek to meet educational needs

Don't know

Does not seek to meet educational need

This "mess" is a result of allowing finance and financial structures to over-ride educational needs  These proposals continue the mistake - they read as a financial and political fix  Put forward an option that meets educational need - even if it has to be rejected as too costly or as politically not allowed - but let us know the cost of providing a decent education structure. Let us know that we are sacrificing a decent education structure for the lack of £XM.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

No

The planned closure of Chollerton school and other rural schools needs to be reconsidered

No

Closure or rural schools needs to be reconsider also more info on new school potential site size etc

Don't know

This looks like the best option however I would recommend that the closure of Chollerton school be reconsidered. To move to Humshaugh would be a backwards move. It’s an old building with limited space that needs updating. The offed is only good . The play space is not owned by the school. Chollerton is a newer building with potential to extend up or out lots of space available offed is outstanding

To move to Humshaugh would be a backwards move. It’s an old building with limited space that needs updating. The ofsted is only good . The play space is not owned by the school. Chollerton is a newer building with potential to extend up or out lots of space available ofsted is outstanding there are no catering facilities on site meals are currently provided by newbrough which is also ear marked for closure . Catchment changes would means too many pupils would be attending as Wark is also mark to closure. A bigger school is needed .

By not closing Chollerton school but extending it a school for 3-11 could be created ( no mention of preschool education has been made but most are situatated in the existing schools) there is a big space to be developed and space to future proof the education of our children on a site that is suitable. Hushugh is to small a site and requires to much upgrading when the money could be better used.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

I do not believe this model is in the best interests of our young people.

No

This is the worst possible option.  I do not believe that this model is in the best interests of pupils in West Northumberland.  It is purely financially driven.  HLT are clearly not able to manage their finances.  No parental choice is given.  Pupils will have to travel and spend too much time travelling to school.  What about friendships, access to extra curric activities?  They will be part of an exam factory.  HLT is only concerned with academic attainment.  There is much more to a good education.

Do not believe this model is a viable option.

No

Please note this is very confusing.  Boxes are not in the correct places.  I do not wish the middle schools to close.

There is not enough detail provided to explain the 4-16 school at Haydon Bridge.  I would not support the closure of Haltwhistle Upper and Bellingham Middle School.  Too much travelling expected of younger pupils.  No access to extra curric clubs etc.  Keep children as children, don't ask 11 year olds to mix with 16 year olds on school transport.  Haltwhistle Upper is a viable school, the primaries should be turned back to first schools and very small schools closed down.

I would support the models proposed by Corbridge Middle School or Haltwhistle Upper Schools as both of these are better suited to our young people.

No

No

No

This is a purely politically meditated and has no educational basis. The system we have at the moment works and i works well for the children. Think carefully.

Parent/carer

Other

Broomley First School

Hedley on the HillDon't know

With this model the middle schools in the area remain open. We would strongly support this as our children are entering the existing system of First schools in the near future and a change in system during their time at school would have a significant impact on them.   The number of pupils per year in the merged middle and high schools is ridiculously large. Children will not prosper in this environment.   This model requires the merger of the HB and QE schools. The document states that QE "might relocate or expand". Surely the influx of additional students would mean that the site would have to relocate or expand, particularly as the document states that QE is already in need of investment. 

No

With this model the middle schools in the area are closed. We would strongly reject this as our children are entering the existing system of First schools in the near future and a change in system during their time at school would have a significant impact on them. They would likely have to join a primary school half way through, joining other children already established in that school for several years.  We are new to the First / Middle / High system as we went through Primary / Secondary ourselves, but can see the merits of the current system in terms of the mix of ages that are contained within each school. They seem more appropriate.   

If the children had the option to leave their First School mid way through in order to join a Primary School from the start. This may effectively change the First Schools into Infant Schools.

Yes

With this model the middle schools in the area remain open. We would strongly support this as our children are entering the existing system of First schools in the near future and a change in system during their time at school would have a significant impact on them.   The number of pupils per year in the new QE schools is still ridiculously large. Children will not prosper in this environment.   This model states that the campus will involve 9 to 18 year olds sharing a building. It would not be appropriate for 9 and 18 year olds to be in the same building. The 9-13 pupils should be in a different building to the 13-18 year olds even if on the same campus.  New schools for both HB and QE would be the best outcome in terms of new school facilities and minimising the number of students in each.

This model states that the campus will involve 9 to 18 year olds sharing a building. It would not be appropriate for 9 and 18 year olds to be in the same building. The 9-13 pupils should be in a different building to the 13-18 year olds even if on the same campus.  The number of pupils per year in the new QE schools is still ridiculously large. Children will not prosper in this environment.

Haydon Bridge High School

Stanhope

No

Not viable

Not viable

No

Not viable

Not viable

No

Not viable

Not viable

 I believe Mr Glover,s vision for the future of the school is a worthy one and will be best for the future of the school

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Hexham middle school

Hexham

Yes

Children at a young age should not have to travel for miles to get to school.We are a rural county,my grandchildren have left home at 8-10 every day to go to school how much earlier will you have them leave if they have to go further to get to school.

No

Leave it the way it is

No

No

No

No

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Coanwood

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/carer

Hexham First School

Hexham

No

Why change something that has proven to work? The children benefit so much from a 3 tier system. I understand that we need anew high school as the cost of upkeep and state if disrepair of the school and buildings, a large amount needs to be invested. That have talked of a new school for 20+years. 

No

As previous answer

No

As previous answer.

Keep it as it is and build a new high school. The grades to stay at qehs in 6th form are very high and the next neared option for vocational/alternatives is Newcastle college. Haydonbridge 6th form could be used as an alternative for lower grade a levels, vocational and b techs etc. and any students wanting a levels can attend Hexham with the required grades. 

Pupil/Student

West Woodburn First School

East Woodburn No

No

No

Even though this is a small school it is a very friendly and happy school. They have brilliant lunches and a lot of space to play. I hope that we can save our amazing school.

Haltwhistle

No

No

Don't know

six first schools. four middle schools. one 3-13 provision on corporate first, middle in Bellingham. two high schools - keep both Haydon Bridge and Q.E. Hexham and refurbish both buildings. Keep 3 tier system in Northumberland.

Staff Member

Whittonstall First School

No

Model A, B and C for our school are all th same there is no alternative optin stated in any of the models. Why is this when other schools have the option ie beaufront/acomb first school would merge or close, or vice versa! 17 appears to be copied and pasted to option b then option c with no viable alternative even being considered.

No

As stated before

No

As said before

1 consider all options maybe another school could merge with wittonstall 2 consider wittonstall as pat of a federation and its impact 3 do not discriminate against non faith schools 4 look at the wider picture - population in the catchment area may not be high but the surrounding areas, consett, it is booming. due to new house building so whitonstall could increase pupil numbers and county durham schools are full.  5 New funding formula 6 You have not considered nursery numbers going around from april we will have 12 in nursery who would then go onto reception on the following year

Haydon Bridge High School

No

The closing of HBHS would disadvantage many students. The school has a close community feel where students are known individually and cared for, not just a statistic which is more likely in a large super school. The education offered by HBHS is suited to the individual students attending not just what suits the school best.

No

The closing of HBHS would disadvantage many students. The school has a close community feel where students are known individually and cared for, not just a statistic which is more likely in a large super school. The education offered by HBHS is suited to the individual students attending not just what suits the school best.

No

Reducing HBHS to have no sixth form would have a negative impact on students education. The subject, FE/HE and careers knowledge of staff teaching in schools with sixth forms is generally better and has a much better impact on students throughout their school carer.   HBHS offers an all round education to their post 16 students, which is not offered by other local schools who have shown an elitist approach to the students they accept post 16. How is a school with an attitude like that going to cater for the widely ranging students in the surrounding areas who deserve access to their chosen post 16 education without having to travel ridiculous journeys twice a day. None of the models a-c are with the best interests for the students who should be at the fore front of everyone's minds in the decision making process. It appears they are solely in the interests of the council.

I support the Haydon Bridge High School Development Proposal for Academic and Vocational Learning.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Upper School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Remain 3 tier system with our local children not having to travel miles on the a69 at a young age!  Keep haltwhistle lower and middle with a choice of upper school being at haydon bridge or  Queen Elizabeth. haydon bridge should be a high school from the middle school leaving age and not taking earlier enters hence then pulling children from haltwhistle middle school earlier then needed!

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus Lower School Academy

Haltwhistle

No

I do not want my young children to fair from home

No

Yes

This would be a better option for our area keeping a great assist to the area. It means are children dnt have very fair to travel on the a69 which is a proven dangours road. By keeping haydon bridge open are children arnt been sent into a super school were they become a number and forgotten about or passed over. I for can safley safe if hayden bridge school was to shut my children would not be traveling to a school in hexham

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Featherstone parish

No

In this model greenhead primary would close, this would be a disaster for our area. Greenhead is a ‘good’ school and needs to be saved for future generations. If My child had to attend haltwhistle school there is no way I would send him to Hexham as a high school. The journey is far too long, with changing buses and stops it would take forever to get there for a start. Also too far away to get to in an emergency. 

Not a viable option. Greenhead must remain open for the sake of a good education. The Childrens education is what will suffer in this. Huge classes are not the key to a good education. Haydon bridge must remain open or my child would not be attending high school in Hexham.

No

Again, greenhead must remain open for the sake of a decent education and a good start on the educational path. Children must enjoy the start of their school life, they must enjoy it so they want to learn. They must be cared for and nurtured and encouraged, greenhead does all these things and more. I don’t believe another school has these qualities at present. If you want to send a child to a huge school with huge classes miles from home all the way to Hexham I can guarantee they will not enjoy their time there, it will be an unsettling experience from such a young age and their education will suffer here. Terrible idea. 

Not a viable option. Greenhead primary must remain open. Haydon bridge must remain open. if a child has to travel all the way from our parish to Hexham then Education will suffer, standards will drop, grades will drop, children’s enthusiasm for learning will be drastically affected in such a strange environment and strange town. 

Don't know

Haydon bridge must remain open. Greenhead primary must remain open. This is the only option for that.

I don’t believe all the middle schools should close. It’s too much for such a young child to be on the same campus as 16 year olds. But if this is the only option for keeping greenhead and haydon bridge open then so be it. It seems to me that you already know what you are going to do, and this consultation is simply going through the motions. Children’s education will be not be the first thing considered in all this, and it’s the most important thing of all. How times have changed in only 20 years. An uncertain and depressing future for our local schools that have given us so much over the years and provided such an excellent start. 

Alternative option - leave it exactly as it is. Cut back on something other than education. Do something about it. Such a great loss that we will all suffer if the small schools we have attended generation after generation close. Once they are gone they are gone. And if all these big ideas don’t work and education suffers for the sake of money, then where our children be? Unhappy in a strange school so many miles from home, in a huge class receiving a lesser standard of care, attention and education, and asking their parents ‘what were your schools like mum?’ ‘Why aren’t we cared about as much as you?’ ‘There are the same amount of children...so what changed? Who decided our future isn’t worth as much as yours?’.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Acomb school is amazing all the staff are great the kids love this school and it’s easy to get to

Save the school No

No

Save acomb school

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

Our school is great because we have residential trip in year 4 and a brilliant teacher

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

Yes

Option A but with 2 high schools and use the funding you have towards the existing high school.

No

No

St Mary's

Corbridge

No

I don't think there should be one monopolising school, QEHS is already focused on academic children and children who do not fit this mould.  I don't think that all the schools listed should be closed.   

Hayden Bridge should have their own school.

No

I don't think the middle schools should be closed.  They work and produce good results

Guy Opperman should be begging for more money from the government for the schools to support rural communities.

No

Pooling teachers and sharing them across the high schools.  We should be getting more money from central Government to support rural communities, lets just pretend we are Northern Ireland.  

Parent/carer

The Sele First School

Hexham

No

I have a child in year 3 and a child in reception at the Sele. I think the Sele is a wonderful school and I would be delighted if both of my children had the opportunity for 2 years of further study at the Sele. They would love straight to a year in the high school and a year in the new high school building. Nearly all parents I have spoken to of Sele children particularly those with children most likely to be directly implicated in changes welcome 2 more years at the Sele. Howe et they strongly feel if two tier is going to happen this should be put in place asap. Ideally by sept 2019. It's the uncertainty and la know decision making that concerns parents most a decision needs to be make then action taken asap.

Yes

Reasons given in pre you'd question but strongly support two tier and it's implimentation. This needs to be started asap though to reassure parents matters are in control. This is my preferred option with all schools becoming primary  from Sept 2019.

No

See other comments

Sele first reduced its intake to a 2 form entry from this reception intake sept 2018. Their catchment it too wide and needs to be narrowed. Implement to a primary sept 19 so current year 3 stay for year 5 and 6 at the Sele before transferring to the high school. Very concerned that my daughter will go to middle school knowing closure is imminent with unmotivated teachers looking to leave etc. Much rather she stayed at the Sele where teaching is fantastic.

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Stocksfield

No

Closing Haydon Bridge is ridiculous in terms of travel time for the pupils in its catchment as well as making QE in Hexham far to large and alienating

No

Again QE would be far to large and alienating and the travel time for the pupils in its catchment would be too large. Also closure of so many first schools would have a negative impact on the communities they serve and where are all these young children going to be educated? There simply aren’t places for them to go!

No

Still not a well thought out option in terms of finance or the best interest of the pupils, however the lesser of the proposed evils! Keeping Haydon Bridge open would be the best outcome for the pupils in that area and does not over burden QE in Hexham.

Still too many first school closures without providing for the education of those pupils.  QE as a run though is still too big and would not be in the best interests of the youngest pupils attending.

Proper financial analysis of the all the options. Keep Haydon Bridge open as an all through 4 to 16. Allow first schools to become academies or provide primary schools in strategic areas so all communities are served with great facilities (how to finance that?)

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

Don't know

Don't know

Yes

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Hexham

No

Too many small rural schools being lost.

Investment in what we already have.

No

Same as above

No

Same as above

Maintain community schools, invest in them, network between larger schools to provide an education that uses the rural environment and community to aid their learning. Commit to a three tier system and make it work.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like this school because its very friendly and we have lots of lovely meals and we have lots of clubs and we are never inactive and its a great place to make friends

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

Our school values are perseverence, honesty, teamwork, respect and friendship.  Luckily everone including children and teachers have these values.  I love my school so much.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like my fiends and the teachers because they are very funny and kind and you get to see them nearly every day.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I feel you as a council are not taking into consideration the education and welfare of the children of Northumberland. I believe we should have a choice on where our children should be educated. Your proposals are putting one school against another and you are causing unnecessary distress to our local community. Although I understand some primary schools are not viable in the current climate I strongly believe Haltwhistle middle school and Haydon Bridge High school should remain as they are. Your present options wholly disregard the children west of Hexham. I am concerned that you have blatantly chose to use scaremongering tactics to get the option which I’m sure you have already decided on. My son will be sitting his exams next year and I will not have him uprooted and distressed at this crucial time in his education.  I for one will not sit back and let you dictate on which schools are hung out to dry. You as the council have let this happen to our local schools and so I give you a vote of no confidence. In fact I really wonder if you actually know where Haltwhistle and Haydon Bridge are.

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

No

No

No

None of the above... A super school is certainly not the option. My children would not enjoy going to a school that large. The high school is desparately in need of investment in order to make it a viable and thriving school. The sports facilities are very tired &amp; require renewal.  Closing rural schools will be catastrophic to the communities. The journey time to alternative for many would be far too long, this is not acceptable. 

Staff Member

Hexham Priory School

Haltwhistle

Yes

I believe model A is a good option due to younger children being still able to acsess a setting with minimul transport. Keeping schools more community based also.

Don't know

No

Expecting children as young as four to travel a great distance to school isnt acceptable

Parent/carer

Bellingham First School

Bellingham

No

No

No

I think that for schools around the Bellingham area, Bellingham Middle school would make a perfect school for all the first schools to merge to. It means children will never have to travel too far as sending them all the way to Haydon bridge is a joke. I would personally not put my child on a bus for that journey at that age! I do not like any of the suggestions but this would make the most sense. 

Parent/carer

Beaufront First School

Hexham

No

It will kill local community

Keeping first school and three tier system

No

As per option A answers

None,  please review the grammar in the above sentence, 

No

We need rural schools to keep our community alive

None

Keep things how they are, 3 tier system works. Don’t put profits before pupils. 

Parent/carer

Whittonstall First School

Broomley First

Stocksfield

No

Increasing the size of QEH in Hexham is not in the best interests of the pupils having to travel vast distances or the alienating environment the colossal school will become.

No

Again closing Haydon Bridge and increasing the size of QEH is unsatisfactory due to the overwhelming size the school will have to become and the ridiculous distances some pupils will have to travel

No

Keeping Haydon Bridge open is a good option however QEH will still be to big as a run through from 9 to 18. Closure of so many first schools without providing places for them ( the suggested schools are already full) is unacceptable. If these schools are being closed for financial reasons where is the money to put up new buildings to accommodate them elsewhere coming from?

Allow first schools to become academies to share financial burden.

Parent/carer

Greenhead C of E Aided Primary School

Greenhead

Don't know

Yes

The 2 tier system is used in nearly all counties in this country. To move forward I feel we need to adopt this system. Good teachers will not be attracted to work in Northumberland if middle schools are seen as a poor career option.  I also feel it is less stressful for a child to change school once rather than twice.

I would regret the closure of my children’s small school. However, I have mixed feelings regarding small schools. Undoubtedly, they receive more one to one teaching however I am sometimes concerned about the social aspects of a small school. If there are only 2 or 3 other children in your year you may struggle with friendships which can have a knock on effect on confidence. In essence, in a larger school there are more people to play with and form friendships with. 

No

Haltwhistle

No

Believe HBHS should remain open No

HB should remain open

Yes

Reasonable option but would prefer Haltwhistle to stay open.  Increase age to 18 at HB.  Due to increase in travel for younger pupils.  This would be better option.  Due to the large area covered in west Northumberland travel needs to be kept at a minimum for the younger pupils.

Having read Mr Glover's proposal for HBHS.  I fully support him and consider this to be the best option of them all.

Parent/carer

Corbridge Middle School

Prudhoe

No

No

No

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like this school because we get to go on lots of fun trips and a residential trip.

Parent/carer

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Keep our excellent first and middle schools open. A rural area needs small local schools for its population.

Parent/carer

Bellingham First School

No

Yes

Yes

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle

Yes

I think there should be an option for a second high school.

No

No

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like this school because we get to go on lots of fun trips and a residential trip which I look forward to.



[bookmark: 33]We believe that the rural schools should be retained: they are all an essential part of their local communities, offer children a good grounding and preparation for the next stage of their education.   We are totally against the expansion of the Hadrian Learning Trust resulting in a school of 2000+ pupils, as we believe the individual attention will be lost.   We also believe that the solution suggested by Haydon Bridge High School of offering vocational subjects and a 3 year GCSE offering is good.  Not all students are academic and there is a need for practical skills.    Hexhamshire Parish Council would like to outline our concerns about Whitley Chapel C of E First School, which has been earmarked for closure in all three of the county council’s proposed scenarios.  The school is a financially viable, OFSTED good rated, structurally sound school; and I believe its potential closure to be completely irrational.

 

It consistently offers good academic results: last year its Early Years assessments were the best in the West of Northumberland. They achieve consistently well in the Year 1 Phonics test and KS1 SATs.
It is financially viable, with a well managed budget, and has never been in deficit
It has a strong, highly competent and experienced governing body made up of dedicated members of the community with a wide range of skills who manage the school with foresight
The buildings have recently been improved and updated: the school is now in an extremely good state of repair and thus ‘future-proofed’
It offers a unique learning environment that nurtures the whole child - the setting of the school allows for a multitude of outdoor activities eg their Forest School, the pond
The staff: from the headteacher to teaching assistants, are highly experienced and dedicated
There is a growing local population in Hexhamshire; not only children of local farmers, but new people who are attracted to the area for whom the school is an important factor
The school offers both breakfast and afterschool care, both vital in an area where parents may travel long distances to work. 
A new Early Years playground has been built during the last 18 months
They have invested in new high quality ICT equipment such as smart boards, IPads and PCs, so that pupils are well equipped for the next stage of their education
As a result of these initiatives, and the quality of the teaching on offer, the children are happy, enthusiastic and wellrounded
It has a very strong relationship with the community at large: volunteers help in the classrooms, with reading and craft activities; local organisations such as the Leek Club, the Young Farmers, the WI and the local councilor  have made financial donations for specific projects
The school is strongly rooted in the local community, taking part in church activities, activities organised by community bodies such as the Leek Show, and in local history events and activities
The National Funding Formula (2020) is expected to improve financial situation
It has a track record of listening and responding to stakeholders, and is prepared to change and be flexible when required.
 

If the school were to close, it would be hugely detrimental, not only to the children, but to the community at large:

 

Children from the age of four would be forced to travel long distances to school
Closure would have adverse effects across the community including a loss of jobs
Without a school,  it would be difficult to attract young families to the area, with a far reaching impact including an ageing community as well as economic effects due to a shrinking population
In the school’s absence, the parish hall and church could also be under threat: the parish hall and the school share infrastructure
Closure would remove parental choice
There would be no early years provision in the area
The suggested alternative school, while good, is not a Church school
 

It is also concerning that NCC’s consultation documents provide no specific information about how any of the three proposed scenarios for the future of the education system will solve the stated problems. As such, they are not fit for purpose.

 

Closure of Whitley Chapel First School is a completely irrational decision: there would be no financial gain for NCC as both the building and land belong to the Diocese. 

 

Closure would be likely to have far-reaching adverse effects both to local children now and in the future, and also the wider community. We therefore sincerely hope that Northumberland County Council will reconsider their decision to impose any change to the school system in West Northumberland.

Parish Council

Whitley Chapel C of E First School

No

Hexhamshire Parish Council are unanimously and very strongly opposed to the closure of rural schools in Northumberland.  These schools form an essential part of the wider community, attract families to the area - vital in a rural community such as ours, and avoids longer journey times especially for smaller children.   In the case of Whitley CHapel, the school is rated good by OFSTED, is, and always has been, financially viable and has a strong, highly experienced governing body.  Last year its Early Years assessments were the best in the west of Northumberland.    The school offers both breakfast and after school care, essential in an area where parents have to travel long distances to work.   The building itself has recently been refurbished and future proofed, and should serve the community well for many years to come. The building has been adapted to cater for the Early Years children, and last year an Early Years playground was added. A range of activities apart from the curriculum such as a Forest School and a pond are offered.   The teaching staff are highly experienced and dedicated.  The children are happy, enthusiastic and well rounded.   There is a growing population in Hexhamshire, with many young families, who have children who will in due course attend the school.  Finally, there would be no financial gain for NCC to close the school, as it does not own either the building or the land   

No

Hexhamshire Parish Council are unanimously and very strongly opposed to the closure of rural schools in Northumberland.  These schools form an essential part of the wider community, attract families to the area - vital in a rural community such as ours, and avoids longer journey times especially for smaller children.   In the case of Whitley CHapel, the school is rated good by OFSTED, is, and always has been, financially viable and has a strong, highly experienced governing body.  Last year its Early Years assessments were the best in the west of Northumberland.    The school offers both breakfast and after school care, essential in an area where parents have to travel long distances to work.   The building itself has recently been refurbished and future proofed, and should serve the community well for many years to come. The building has been adapted to cater for the Early Years children, and last year an Early Years playground was added. A range of activities apart from the curriculum such as a Forest School and a pond are offered.   The teaching staff are highly experienced and dedicated.  The children are happy, enthusiastic and well rounded.   There is a growing population in Hexhamshire, with many young families, who have children who will in due course attend the school.  Finally, there would be no financial gain for NCC to close the school, as it does not own either the building or the land   

No

Hexhamshire Parish Council are unanimously and very strongly opposed to the closure of rural schools in Northumberland.  These schools form an essential part of the wider community, attract families to the area - vital in a rural community such as ours, and avoids longer journey times especially for smaller children.   In the case of Whitley CHapel, the school is rated good by OFSTED, is, and always has been, financially viable and has a strong, highly experienced governing body.  Last year its Early Years assessments were the best in the west of Northumberland.    The school offers both breakfast and after school care, essential in an area where parents have to travel long distances to work.   The building itself has recently been refurbished and future proofed, and should serve the community well for many years to come. The building has been adapted to cater for the Early Years children, and last year an Early Years playground was added. A range of activities apart from the curriculum such as a Forest School and a pond are offered.   The teaching staff are highly experienced and dedicated.  The children are happy, enthusiastic and well rounded.   There is a growing population in Hexhamshire, with many young families, who have children who will in due course attend the school.  Finally, there would be no financial gain for NCC to close the school, as it does not own either the building or the land   

   

Wark

No

No

No

we need to keep our brilliant school open

Wark

No

No

No

We want to keep Wark school open the children are happy and learning brilliantly

Parent/carer

Hexham Middle School

Haltwhistle

No

Yes

I believe that 2 tier is in the best interest of the schools and children going forwards. It would make us more streamlined with the rest of country. In terms of smaller schools forming larger primary schools would eliminate some of the deficits predicted. Unfortunately the very small schools aren't viable and although this is a sad for the small communities makes the other schools more viable in the long run.

No

Bellingham

Yes

This is vital for our community as a whole

No

First schools are  much needed in our local communities

No

Governor

DH8 0PE

No

i want my children to stay in the 3 tier system.  I believe children, mine inparticular thrive in a smaller setting.  Due to teachers having more time with them in order for them to access the curriculum fully. 

No

Whittonstall does not need to close as it has proven that is is financially safe, the school brings out the best in its pupils not only academically but also personally preparing them for their next steps in education.  All classes are full and more parents are wanting to send their children there, 

No

i strongly believe in the 3 tier system, it give children two years more teaching by subject specialist classrooms.  I believe this is why the High School currently enjoys the excellent outcomes that it does.

Although I live in Durham, I choose Whittonstall because the education provided is outstanding.  Due to this proposal yourselves are going to leave my children without a school because the surrounding schools in Durham are full to capacity. 

Model B is the best model of the 3 proposed. 
A new build in the West of the COunty would be a great benefit to the area, however it does take away parental choice. 

It would improve the financial situation for the county although a shame to close small village schools it is a necessary move to give stability to those schools which remain open. 

The Governors would request that County give full consideration to the children, giving thought to minimal disruption and a smooth transition from their current school to the new one, especially for present Y5 pupils who could have a series of transitions to different schools. Any reorganisation needs to be achieved with minimal disruption to the education of pupils and effective communication for all concerned. 

A full breadth of curriculum needs to be offered by any future school and options including vocational courses available to students. 

Too much has been included in this one consultation, the closure of small schools should have been dealt with as a separate entity. 

Governing Body Allendale Primary School

No

As a successful Primary School we fully support a 2 tier system. With this model Middle Schools would still exist across the partnership

Yes

The outcome of QEHS is not yet known, it would have been better to have Hadrian Learning Trust finalised first to assist with stakeholders decisions. 

No

Model C is not favoured by the Governor Body as this has the biggest impact on Allendale Primary School

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

Our school is amazing in all kinds of ways one of them is that you see your friends nearly every day.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

Broomley has amazing teachers and fun lessons.  We also go on lots of trips.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

Our school is great because we have lots of lovely people helping us.  And we get to go on trips.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

We get to go on a residential trip.  We go to the woods.  I love playing football.  We are all sporty.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

Teachers and children who love you to bits.  Broomley is the best.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love the friendship and different personalities at Broomley which make it a lovely place.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love my friends and my teachers especially the cooks and the food.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love my school trips and my friends.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I really like Broomley because I like to sing and there is a club called Broomley belowers.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I really love Broomley because it is a good place to meet your friends and have fun with the teachers.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

We get our Birthdays celebrated on our birthday!  We have lovely teachers who provide us with lovely things.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

Our school is great because we go on nice trips from all over and also we have amazing teachers.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like how Broomley has a friendly community and we go on regular class trips.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love my school because we get to go on trips with my friends which is really fun.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

Broomley has lots of friendly pupils that work hard, we are different to other schools because we have residential trips, I love playing football.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I really like our school because we go on residential trips I love them.  I like meeting friends.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

Broomley First school is the best school yuou could ever go to.  I love all the lessons and the staff are lovely.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love how somehow the teachers make the lessons fun.  Broomley is the best school ever.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite part of our school is that I really like the art lessons.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite part of the school is how we all work together and how the staff have a smile.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite thing about school is everybody works together, everybody has a smile.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

The best thing about our school is that its strong, caring, fun and theres lots of friends that are friendly.

Parent/Carer

Haltwhistle/Hexham

Haltwhistle

Yes

I do believe this would be the best optionbut I think there should be a 2nd high school choice to our children in Haltwhistle rather than just the one option of Hexham

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/Carer

Haltwhistle Middle School

Haltwhistle

No

Do not want my grandson to have to travel over 15 miles per day each way.

No

No

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

The best thing about our school is how the teachers are so nice and make the lessons fun, the children are so nice aswell.

Yes

Northumberland needs a 3 tier system due to the size of the County.  The transport issues and costs, distance.  Younger children shouldn't have to travel too far to school.  Keep Haltwhistle schools and have 2 high schools one in Hexham and 1 in Haydon Bridge or Haltwhistle with provison for sixth forms.

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite thing in our school is the teachers and assistants are lovely and they always try there best to make a smile and life happier.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

Our school is amazing because all the teachers and assistants are lovely and make you smile.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite thing about our school is the fun lesons we have with each other.

Haltwhistle

Yes

With some changes to have 3 tier system keep Haltwhistle schools, and have 2 high schools.  One high school gives no other choice and too many pupils.  I believe 2 high schools would be better for pupils.  Have 2 new high schools one in Hexham and one in the West Tynedale.  Bellingham needs provision for pupils over a wider age.  2 tier systems are ok for cities but not for a County as large as Northumberland.

Don't know

Don't Know

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

Our school is special because the teachers make all of our lessons fun for us and they are always helpful.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like our school because all the teachers are really nice.  I also like how we get to go on school trips.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

The best thing about our school is PE because we have new sports and sports ay when we have competitions.

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle Middle

Haltwhistle

Yes

With two high schools.  A 3-13 thorough school Bellingham

No

Yes

Parent/carer

Haltwhistle

Yes

No

Yes

Parent/carer

No

We are a rural area and need to keep more local schools.

No

Yes

Primary school on Haltwhistle Middle School sight and High school at Haydon Bridge

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

The best thing about school is learning new things every day and going on trips and doing PE.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

The best thing about our school is all our caring friends and teachers for when we are hurt or upset.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

We are very lucky that we have a PE teacher.  All school learns all really fun things.  We are really good behaved.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

Our teachers are fund and caring and the teachers are welcoming and they are friendly.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

This school is good and you get to hang out and to have a in class.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

Our school is special because we have lovely friendly teachers and lovely friends.



[bookmark: 34]Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love this school because there is lots of friends and amazing staff!

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like eating school lunches with my friends.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like playing with the construction with my friends.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like playing with construction.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like playing with my friends

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like playing with my friends

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like playing football at school.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like playing PE with my friends.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like to play PE.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like to play hide and seek with my friends.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like my lovely teachers

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like playing with all my lovely friends

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like our reading area and all our lovely books.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like getting certificates in our celebration assemblies.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like the monkey bars (in our outdoor classroom)

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like our school lunches

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like our out door classroom.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like doing PE with my friends

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like doing PE

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like playing with my lovely friends

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like dressing up in our classroom.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I have lots of nice teachers Miss Salter is the best.  I have lots of friends, X is my best friend because she is funny.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I have lots of kinds friends X is my best friend  I love maths I also like craft area.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like playing with toys.  I like playing with X.  I love to do maths.  I love playing.  My favourite teacher is Miss Salty.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I get to pay outside and inside I like getting most points.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love maths and english have really kind friends they play with me and help me learn.  I have really nice teachers who help  me to learn.

Parent/Carer

Haltwhistle CC

No

I don't believe my child will benefit from a 2 tier system

Yes

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite thing is maths because I like to use my brain.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like playing with my nice friends.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like my teachers because they are really kind and always help me learn.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like playing with lots of friends I like making more friends.  My favourite teacher is Miss Savoury

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like painting and playing with my friends.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like english because it makes you learn I like science because it also makes you learn I like playing with my friend Matthew

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like playing with X.  I like maths and writing.  I like reading and painting.  I like counting in tens, five, two.

Haltwhistle

Yes

I agree with Principle with Model A but would like to make some changes. We need a 3 teir system. Keep Haltwhistle First School and Middle School, make two high schools in the West. It is important to have provision for children with SEN.

Bellingham could have a first school and middle combined 3-13 year olds.

Don't know

Don't Know

Haltwhistle

Yes

Agree with Principle, but some changes. Maske a three tier system, keep Haltwhistle First and Middle School. Keep two High Schools, with provision for sixth form.

Don't know

Don't Know

Haltwhistle

Yes

I agree with this in principle, but changes need to be made.

Keep Haltwhistle First and Middle School and keep the two High Schools with provisions for sixth form. Provision for SEN is vital in Local schools so these children are in their own environment.

Don't know

Don't Know

Parent/Carer

Haltwhistle

Yes

In principle I agree with Model A, but with some changes. I would suggest a 3 tier system. You should keep Haltwhistle Middle School and have 2 High Schools for children up to the age of 18 years in the west of Tynedale.

Don't know

Don't Know

Parent/Carer

Haltwhistle

Yes

I agree with Model A in Principle with some changes. Have a 3 tier system, keep Haltwhistle Middle School and Haltwhistle First School. Make Bellingham a first and middle school 3-13 years and have 2 high schools in the West with provision for 6th form.

Children with SEN should be able to access school in their local area.

Don't know

Don't Know

Staff Member

Haltwhistle Middle School

Yes

There should be a 3 tier system with a bespoke model at Bellingham (of 3-13 all through) and 2 offers at Secondary level.

Don't know

Don't Know

Parent/Carer

Haltwhistle Middle School

Haltwhistle

Don't Know

Don't know

Yes

Simple - Don't want to see Haydon ridge School close and my Daughter having to travel to Hexham.

Parent/Carer

Haltwhistle

Don't Know

I do not think Haydon Bridge School should close. This school is beneficial to our area and the surrounding schools in our rural areas. Travelling to Hexham is too far for some children. What I think is on Part 5.

Don't know

Don't Know

I think we should scrap the 2 tier system and go back to 3 tier system as this worked for rural areas. Keep our Middle schools we have now and keep Haydon  Bridge school and Hexham, put money into both and readjust the smaller First schools so the children from the smaller first schools go to larger first schools within a negotiable area. Younger children should not be going to schools with young adults. This is not appropriate.

Parent/Carer

Haltwhistle Community Campus

Haltwhistle

Don't Know

I agree Haltwhistle Middle School should stay along with the other Middle Schools. Keep Haydon Bridge High School and Hexham and rearrange the first schools that are snaller to the larger first schools. Keep a 3 tier system in other words, go back to the 3 tier as it worked. 2 tier doesn't and younger children should not be put with older young adults.

No

Not an option to consider

Yes

Do not agree at all, not an option to consider

Barrasford

NO

We cannot support an proposal that incudes the closure of chollerton school, which is judged outstanding.  Not only are the buildings and facilities at Chollerton of the highest standard the school is at the heart of the community.  The council need to reslove the long overdue issues with HBHS and QEHS before making ill considered changes to any feeder schools.

see 1 above

See 1 above

The council need to implement a competant solucation at the High schools before making and changes to the lower tiers.  The Chollerton school site in Barrasford should be considered a suitable site for an outstanding Primary school once the High school issues are resolved.

Parent/Carer

Haltwhistle

Don't Know

I do not think Haydon Bridge High School should shut - Parts of option A are ok. But we need to go back to a 3 tier system. See option 5

Don't Know

Don't Know

We should maintain Haydon Brdige High School along with Hexham. Keep the Middles schools and readjust the first schools, young children should not be put with young adults. Go back to the 3 tier system, it worked, it all went wrong with the 2 tier system.

Barrasford

No

I cannot support any proposal that includes the closure of  Collerton School which is ofsted "outstanding".  The proposals are based on out of date financial information which does not take into account the increas in sparcity payment and the improvement in rural school budgets due to the national funding formula.  The school is housed in a modern well maintained building with possibilities for extension and has excellent playing facilities.  Humshaugh school is an old building which be difficult to extend to accomodate extra pupils.  Chollerton school is a vital part of our community - meals on wheels, community events, pre school accomodation and provision of outdoor play facilities for the local scout group.  Closure of the school would have a major impact on the village reducing tis attractiveness as a place to live for young families, leaving the edlerly population with less support.

A model A.  The County Council needs to address the situation with QEHS and HBHS before it strats re organising the first and middle school provision in West Northumberland.

NO

I cannot support any proposal that meand the closure of Chollerton First School.  Our community needs out school regardless of whether it stays as a first school or becomes a primary.

Once the structure of the 2 High schools is reloved and implemented, Chollerton School should remain an outstanding first school or primary school accomodating the smaller number of pupils from older facilties at Humshaugh.

Parent/Carer

Haltwhistle

Don't Know

I think Haydon Bridge should not close, we need to go back to a 3 tier system, keep Haydon Bridge and Hexham and improve both schools. Keep the Middle Schools in our area and rearrange the smaller first schools into the bigger first schools, 2 ter does not work and this is shown with the effect on all our schools.

Don't Know

Don't Know

I think the points I have wrote in Box A. Younger children should not be made to travel or be put with young adults in this day and age in wrong. Keep our 3 tier system, get rid of our 2 tier system.

Parent/Carer

Haltwhistle

Don't Know

Parts are ok but Haydon Bridge should not close, keep it along with Hexham High and spend money on both. Keep the Middle schools we have now and sort out the smaller first schools to go into bigger first schools in their area so travel is less than 6 mile.

Don't Know

Don't Know

We need to look at parts of option A as I have wrote but go back to the 3 tier system. It worked and the 2 tier system does not work for rural areas and younger children should not be with older children.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love everything including the teachers and the games on the board.

Volunteer

Chollerton C of E First School

Corbridge

No

I strongly oppose the prosposal to close the above school for the following reasons:  It is an outstanding rated school by Ofsted.  Pupil numbers are stable and predicted to stay stable.  School accommodates Pre-school enabling a smooth transition into main stream school - vital to early years education.  Land surrounding school is extremely well used by school, local community eg. scout group.  Meals on wheels service provided to community by school.  Planning permission grated for 8 new homes and will not attract  young gamilies if no school.  No consideration given to pupils from outlying areas having inreased mileage to travel to a different school site.  Village life will be greatly affected and change as a result of school closure.

No

As given under option A

No

As given under option A

Preserve the uniqueness of small schools and the three tier system.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite is the school books and my friends.  I have lots of nice teachers

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like playing outside with my friends.  I like playing with Eve and Evie mums and dads.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like Samuel because he helps me.  I like all of the work and the teachers.

Barrasford

No

No

No

Anything that consists of Chollerton First School and other rural schools closing will negatively effect the local community which is what make Northumberland a unique part of the country.  I think the QE needs rebuilding and Haydon Bridge should educate more on the vocational subjects as QE only seems to cater for the academic subjects.  Middle and first schools should be left as they are.

Barrasford

No

No

No

No rural schools should close, the 3 tier system works well, this is reflected in the happy children who come from these schools and the fantastic start into education they are being given.

Barrasford

No

No

No

Keep the three tier system.  Its works so why change something that provides an outstanding start for the young children of Chollerton and Hexham area.

Parent

Hexham Middle school / Chollerton

No

No

No

Our rural schools must be kept open, they are vital to the rural childrens education.  The 3 tier system works very well donts change it.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love writing I love playing I love eating I love I do love Miss Savoury

Parent/Carer

Riding Mill, Corbridge and QE 

Riding Mill

No

No

No

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like doing maths I love Miss Savoury, I love my teacher

Parent/Carer

Hexham QE

Riding Mill

No

No

No

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like my friends and I like my teacher

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge

Haydon Bridge

No

My son's school will be closed.  The school is part the community and village.  Kill the school kill the community anf village.

Its not a viable option

No

See comments on Model A

Not viable option Yes

This would almost be acceptable.  However its just right for us.

Not really

My alternative would be the model which Haydon Bridge High school is fielding.  This to me appears to be the best all round solution to the problem.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like maths I like my friends i like my teacher I like playing I like choosing time.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite is Miss Savoury is class teacher

Shotley Bridge

No

All children deserve the opportunity for an education within their community.  Whittonstall first school closing would impace upon the community in a detremental way - the hub of the area would be removed.

No

As for A

No

As for A

Parent

Corbridge

Corbridge

No

No

Don't know

If any this appears to have the least impact on many.  However it still leaves a lot of people with the decision of leaving children at current school or morving up to secondary in Hexham

Alternative for me would be to leave things as they are or merge the very small schools and plough money into where needed like re-vamping QEHs?

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like playing I like Miss D I like playing with my friends.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love colouring work my favourite teacher is Miss Savoury I like playing outside

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like my lovely friends my favourite teacher is Miss Savoury I like playing I like english but not maths

Haltwhistle Community Campus

Brampton

No

No

Don't know

I support proposal of Haltwhistle CC

Parent/Carer

Haltwhistle and Haydon Bridge

Haltwhistle

No

No Happy with the closure of Haydon bridge High School, for pupils travelling from Haltwhistle

No

Same for Model A

No

Don't want kids to travel from Haltwhistle to Haydon Bridge at a young age.

I would go for Haltwhistle community campus proposal

Parent/Carer

Haltwhistle and Haydon Bridge

Haltwhistle

No

Closure of HBHS means no parental or student choice.  Concerns over provision for SEN.

No

As Model A

Dont know

It is viable but my preference would not be to let my children travel unaccompanied or unsupervised at this age.  Provision of pre school / after school care would benefit this option.

Please refer to Halwhistle Community Campus proposal.

Parent/Carer

Haydon bridge

No

No

No

Think this would be a disaster for the village as shops would suffer greatly and this would kill our village

Haltwhistle Community Campus

Brampton

No

No

Don't Know

We agree with Haltwhistle CC proposals.

Haltwhistle Community Campus

Brampton

No

No

Don't Know

We support the letter from HCC

Parent/carer

Shotley Bridge

No

I do not believe a two tier system works in such a rural area.

No

I do not support changing to a two tier system.

No

I do not support a change to a two tier system.

I am supportive of Leanne Barker (Exec Head Teacher of Whittonstall and Broomley First School Federation) and her board of governros and support the alternative approach which they presented to the NCC in July 2017.  This would bea partnership of ten schools in Prudhoe and Hexham and would develop the current federation  and would offer an all through approach to edcuation for 3 - 18 years old.  This proposal would not involve anyschool closures.  I feel that this is a viavle solution.

Parent/carer

St Josephs RC  Middlle School, QEHS

Oakwood

Yes

I understand that there has to be change and will be change so A us nt an option financially.  However our children need a new school building as QEHS is neglected and falling to bits, so I see that as one of the priorities to the future of schooling in West Northumberland.  My concerns would be the numbers making up this new school as they merge and the effects of the move to whoever is in their exam year at the time.  I hope much though will go into minimising the disruption to these pupils.

No

No mention of the children wo are below school age who would attend the local school.  Cost of transporting children to and from schools should be included.

No

No

There should be at least 2 schools so parents can have a choice.

The proposal by Hayden Bridge High School look very promising and should be taken into the process.  Do not close all the school that you've proposed you will decimate the villages involved.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Gunnerton

No

No

No

In my opinion 3 tier works and all schools should be left as they are now.  I have 2 children in Chollerton First School and another 2 children who I also want to go to this school.  An outstanding school should bot be closed.  I don't want my children travelling on public transport further than they do now.  Closing this school will have a devastating impact on the community.  I know a few people who have young families  and moved to this area because of the outstanding school and so you can imagine how upsetting this is.  My eldest child will be into Year 5 when you are proposing to make these changes.  This means if 2 tier happens, my sone will be always the eldest in the school for 2 years, which will have a big impact on his developement.I don't believe that Humshaugh school will have the capacity for all these children and also a grade 2 listed buil, so unable to extend.

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Gunnerton

No

No

No

Three tier works and always will so please don't change anything or close schools.  Nothing has been mentioned of transport yet to other schools.

Grandparent

Haydon Bridge High School

No

I dont want Haydon Bridge High school to close.

No

Dont know

I don't agree with this model

I support the Haydon Bridge High School development proposal to academic vocational learning.  I attended this school when it was Haydon Bridge Technical School and I was thrilled when my grandson went there.  It has always been a very good school.  it will be so said for it to close.  he has settled well.  Please please consider this proposal from Mr Glover because he obviously has though this through and believes in his plan and it can work.

Parent /carer

St mary's and St Jospehs

Hexham

Yes

The 3 tier system works well.  We have had five children at noth the above schools, providing our children with sound education and seamless transfers to QE High School.  Any other system would be educationally and economically unthinkable.

No

St Mary's primary school would be and also St Josephs.  The choice of a post II faith based school would not be an option.

Yes

This option complicates the present system.  There would a two tier and three tier mix.  It would have an adverse effect on St Joseph's middle school.

staff member

Sele First School

No

If  HLT become a primary then we are unable to remain as a first school and would need to become a primary school.

Change Sele First to Primary with the PAN of 84 being kept.

No

A pan of 60 m would not work for Sele First.  At present our most full year group is 88 and our smallest in 76.  We would have minimum of 16 children being turned away or constant appeals.  These appeaks would lead to mixed classes and mixed key phases.  Our 3 form entry currently serves the school and comminity very well.

Keep the model but change / keep the PAN of Sele First at 84

No

Same reasons as model A

Seelefisrt becomes primary if HLT becomes secondary.  Keep PAN at 84.

Model B is the closest to what would work however PAN of Selefirst would need to remain at 84.
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Humshaugh Ward has only Four municipal buildings. They are all schools. And according to the consultation document three of them are under threat of closure as per Option A, Band C.
I have been to the open school meetings of Newbrough, Wark and Chollerton and have found them to be quite an uplifting experience. And I shall go through there approximate C.V.'s
Wark School: The school has good OFSTED ratings, it has no deficit, and does not expect one. The structure and condition of the building is good, with space to expand if needed. It also does a lot of preschool services and is proposing to expand with holiday care and greater 'wrap around' support.
Chollerton School: A tight team also. Well organised meeting. They didn't agree with a few of your facts and figures. They have an outstanding OFSTED report and the small financial deficit of c£3,OOO was wholly necessary expenditure for a child that had additional needs, The predicted financial position is for no deficit. Preschool is very active here to. The building also looked to be in decent condition.
Newbrough School:  This school is already a Primary. Financially sound with a good OFSTED rating. The School is in good condition with excellent facilities. The school sits in the heart of two villages therefore is the hub of community life and also provides a pre-school nursery service.
With what I have witnessed, at these meetings, I've come away from all three of these schools feeling that they are professionally organised places of learning. There is no doubt that they are pillars of their communities. There is no doubt that these villages would be much the poorer if these schools were shut. And actually would be much the poorer for not having the very attractive preschool service, for working parents. (It is obvious that families move into villages that have these services)
Although only one of the four, is a Primary, there is definitely an opportunity to turn the other three to Primaries. Firstly, it makes them more attractive financially, having two more years of students. Without going into it in detail, I would think it will be a reasonably good value change however, some parents and governors are unfortunately, still in favour of keeping the three tier system.
So the big question is, is Northumberland going to change to a two tier system? The day the consultation paper arrived I knew very little about schools. But it seems that at the moment, the County has a real mire of systems. But if the national curriculum is written for a two tier system, how can we survive with a three tier system?
Also there is the question of whether these schools could go into an Academy situation. Would NCC be pleased for that to happen, with the loss of direct influence and bearing in mind the position at Haydon Bridge, or would NCC prefer them to stay in the fold? This could come about under the formation of a Church of England MAT because they are all Church Schools.
And I finish with the following. I consider the consultation document to be poor. As expressed by one interested party "The three options are set out as a rather ad hoc uncoordinated mixed bag of proposals - and the opportunity to take an integrated and holistic strategic approach has been missed". There is no real financial explanation. Also, no one has given me any specific reasons for shutting these schools. They aren't falling to bits and they are supplying a very good foundation education in budget. They are also the bedrock of the community, which has been realised by the government which I gather is supplying extra funding as they are so important.
Some see the 3 Options as a direct attack on the Church of England, as so many of their schools, are on the "to be closed" list.
My personal view is that Options A, Band C , are madness.   I will do anything to stop any of them shutting. I think if we started being as heavy handed as the options it will be "political suicide" for our group. In five years I have not had a problem with any of our group policies, but to this, I do.
If anything drastic is to happen I demand to be told beforehand. I would also like to enter a discussion on two tier and three tier education. And also, do you want academies?

Councillor

Hexham

EDUCATION IN THE WEST OF NORTHUMBERLAND RESPONSE TO CONSULTATION DOCUMENT
REFERENCES

A. House of Commons Library, Briefing Paper, 22 Nov 17, Schools in England. 
B. Department for Education, Guidance for Decision-Makers, Apr 16.
 C. Guy Opperman MP letter to Wayne Daley, 22 Feb18. D. Department for Education, Home to School Travel and Transport Guidance, Ju1 14.

Dear Councillors

I am writing in response to the Phase 2 Consultation regarding Education in the West of Northumberland published by Northumberland County Council (NCC) which ends on 9 April 18. 
As a resident of Barrasford I do not support any of the three proposals (A, B and C) as set out in the consultation document. In particular, I do not support the closure of Chollerton Church of England Aided First School which is located in the rural village of Barrasford.

CHOLLERTON SCHOOL

References A and B state there is a presumption against the closure of rural schools. This does not mean that a rural school will never close, but the case for closure should be strong and the proposal clearly in the best interests of educational provision. Having considered the available facts I consider the case for closure of Chollerton School to be weak and not in the best interests of educational provision. Therefore, NCC are asked to provide further and better details of why Chollerton School has been selected for closure.

The consultation document case for closure of Chollerton School appears premised on finance, capacity and condition of buildings. The consultation document does not appear to consider standard of educational outcomes.

With regard to Chollerton School which is proposed for closure in all three models (A, Band C):

Standard of Educational Outcomes

Chollerton School is rated Ofsted Outstanding. Under proposals A, B and C pupils would relocate to Humshaugh School which is rated Ofsted Good. This would represent a potential deterioration in the standard of educational outcome.

Finance

Chollerton School had a 1.4% budget overspend in 17/18 as a result of delivering educational support for children with special needs. As a result of increased funding the school will not be in deficit in 18/19 and 19/20. Reference C indicates a percentage increase of +19.3% in pupil-led funding for the school. The consultation document indicates a predicted financial deficit for the school in 18/19 and 19/20 which is incorrect.

Capacity

Chollerton School has 39 pupils on the roll with a capacity of 50. This is an occupancy rate of 78%.There are 11 pupil vacancies.  Planning permission has been granted for 18 new homes in Barrasford.  Potential therefore exists for pupil numbers to be increased from within the current catchment area.

The consultation document proposes that Chollerton pupils relocate to Humshaugh School which has an occupancy rate of 67% with 18 pupil vacancies. Humshaugh has recently seen 47 new homes being built. Without expansion of the existing building, Humshaugh School, current capacity of 55, would be unable to accommodate 39 pupils from Barrasford in addition to additional pupils from the 47 new homes. I understand that the potential for extending the existing building at Humshaugh is very limited. This is yet another indication that Chollerton School should remain open.

Condition of Buildings

The school buildings and grounds are in good repair with no foreseeable maintenance costs forecast. 90% of maintenance costs are met by the Church of England. Potential exists for extending the building whilst retaining substantial playing facilities.

Closure of the school would potentially have an adverse impact on the local people and community. The school provides accommodation for pre-school provision in a rural community and Chollerton Pre-School would find it difficult to survive financially without Chollerton School support. The school kitchen provides a meals on wheels service to the local elderly community. The school provides facilities for community worship. The local Scout Group uses the school grounds for many activities. Closure of the school could jeopardize the building of 18 new homes in Barrasford.  Loss of the school would make Barrasford a less attractive place for younger families to live. I do not believe that the effect on families and the community has been taken into account when considering proposals to close Chollerton School. Therefore, NCC are asked to provide further and better details of the impact of their proposals in this respect.

The consultation document envisages that should Chollerton School be closed, pupils would be relocated to Humshaugh School. This would result in increased travel time from the pupil's home and increased traffic on the roads between Barrasford and Humshaugh. These roads are in bad repair. Reference 0 requires route safety to be assessed and there are two particular risks on this route. Firstly, on.A6079 adjacent to the viaduct (grid square NY9371) where in recent months a number of cars have left the road and rolled into the Erring Burn. Secondly, on the A6079 south of the viaduct where the road narrows at derelict building where often it is difficult for two vehicles to safely pass at the same time particularly of HGV vehicles are involved.  I do not believe that the effect of increased travel time, road conditions and safety has been taken into account when considering proposals to close Chollerton School. Therefore, NCC are asked to provide further and better details of the impact of their proposals in this respect.

NCC CONSULTATION DOCUMENT

With regard to the content of the NCC Consultation Document my comments are as follows:

Education System        

The current education system in West Northumberland is a mixture of 2 Tier and 3 Tier in Haydon Bridge Partnership and 3 Tier in Hexham Partnership. NCC are asked to confirm if they have a preference for one education system over the other. NCC are asked to confirm if it is feasible for both educational systems to exist alongside each other in West Northumberland. 

Age 5 6 I 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
School Year R 1 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
3 Tier First Middle High
 2 Tier Primary 1_ Secondary

Proposed Models A, Band C

The proposed models are not supported by business cases / cost benefit analyses. Accordingly, it is not possible to offer an objective opinion of the various proposed models.

NCC are asked to provide further and better information that demonstrates how their proposals will raise educational outcomes in West Northumberland.

NCC are asked to provide the business cases / cost benefit analyses associated with the proposed models.

NCC are asked to provide information on the wider aspects of their proposals. This should include, but is not limited to, information on:

• Impact on pupil welfare including travel to/from school; 
• School transport costs and logistics; 
• Staff redundancies/ relocation; 
• Impact on local communities and economies; • Impact on working parents; 
• Traffic impact especially under Models A & B where travel to / from school into Hexham increases substantially;
• Availability of land for new build; 
• Feasibility of extending existing schools on existing sites; 
• Disposal of redundant school estate; 
• Impact of new / planned housing development on pupil numbers;
• Impact of school closure on new housing development.

ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTS

Based on continuance of the current mixed tier education system the following alternative concepts are proposed.

Concept 1

New build campus for Hexham Middle School (HMS) and Queen Elizabeth High School (QEHS) located in Hexham. I note that QEHS and been successful in Priority School Building Programme 2 (PSBP2). Does PSBP2 allow for HMS in addition to QEHS? Please confirm the situation.
New build Haydon Bridge High School (HBHS) located in Haydon Bridge. Pupils from Haydon Bridge catchment area currently attending QEHS to be attracted back to the new HBHS. NCC to take back control of the school.
Middle Schools, with the exception of HMS (see above), would continue to operate as they currently do on their existing sites.
First / PrlmarY Schools, with certain exceptions, would continue to operate as they currently do on their existing sites. The exceptions comprise those First / Primary Schools where the majority of pupils live outside of the school catchment area. These schools comprise Beaufront, Whitley Chapel and Greenhead.

West Northumberland (TABLE) - included in background papers

Concept 2

As Concept 1 except Haydon Bridge High School closes and reopens as a new build Middle School under NCC control.

(TABLE) - included in background papers

MAY 2017 COUNTY COUNCIL ELECTIONS

Having reviewed the May 2017 County Council Elections manifestos I can find no reference to reorganising the education system in West Northumberland. In the Conservative Party Manifesto there is reference to "... Labour Council will not listen to local people and seems determined to wreck many of our communities ..." Now that the Conservatives lead Northumberland County Council it is to be hoped they will listen to local people and will work to strengthen the local communities.

Barrasford

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like athletics I like playing with my friends I like Broomley First School I like writing boards its fun

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like choosing because I can play with the class.  I like taking mathematics because I can learn and I get points and I like the teacher

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like my teachers because they help me.  I like playing in the playground I play in the playground with my cousin

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I like writing in Broomley First School

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love my school because it is fun
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Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love my school because I love my view

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love my school because

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love my school because we are a team

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love my school because I like the food

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love my school because I like the food

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love my school because I love PE

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love my school because I love my yard

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love my school because PE is fun

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love my school because I love lunch

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love my school because of play

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love my school because I like outdoor

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite thing about Whittonstall school are the teachers, maths, fun activities and my friends

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite thing about Whittonstall school are the teachers, the food, music, cookery and PE

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite thing about Whittonstall school are cookery, art and golden tickets becuase it is fun

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite thing about Whittonstall school is PE and maths

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite thing about Whittonstall school are art and writing stories in literacy.  The lunches are delicious.  I like to see my friends and teachers

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite thing about Whittonstall school are art, PE, and my friend because they are fun

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite thing are working and doing maths because she is the best teacher in the world.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite thing are playing on the slide and thework and the field.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite things are maths because we do numbers and sums and we do fun activies and I love the teacher

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite things are maths, lunch

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite things about Whittonstall school are music and topic because you learn and it is really interesting

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite thing about Whittonstall school are phonics, maths and guided writing because they are fun

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite things are playhing with my friend on the playground and doing work in my book and colouring.  I love the fun activities with my friend at Whittonstall

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite things are working and craft and the teachers because they are fun

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite things are playing with my friends because I love school

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite things are playing with my friends

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite things about Whittonstall School are PE, art and lunch because I feel like I am included in them and I always have been

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite things are work time, teachers, maths and reading because they are fun

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite things in our school are working I love music club teachers.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite thing about Whittonstall school are because I am super crafty and PE because I love sports and also like maths.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite thng about Whittonstall school is PE, Maths and art because PE is fun and maths is curious and art colourful

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite things about Whittonstall School are guided reading, maths and literacy because they are fun.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite things about Whittonstall School playing with my friends and maths because I like to do sums and learning

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

I love Whittonstall because it is the right school for me.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite thing about Whittonstall is PE and lunch and guitar and my friends and topic and art this is because I like school.

Pupil

Whittonstall and Broomley Federation

My favourite things are PE, maths, craft and AS.

Pupil/Student

Whittonstall First School

Shotley Bridge

No

Don’t close whittonstall first school No

Don’t close whittonstall first school No

Don’t close whittonstall first school

Pupil/Student

Whittonstall First School

No

Don’t close whittonstall first school No

Don’t close whittonstall first school No

Don’t close whittonstall first school

Pupil/Student

Whittonstall First School

Shotley Bridge

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Whittonstall First School

corbridge Middle School

Ebchester

No

I don't agree with the closure of financially viable schools. Most of the schools ear marked for closure are in rural villages and they form an important part of the community.  It will be detrimental to local businesses.  Most of the first schools and Middle Schools perform well and educational achievements are outstanding.  Most people would like to keep the middle school system as it the age range is more appropriate and they are educated in a nurturing environment.

As already stated I do not agree with the closure of financially viable schools which produce good results.

No

I want the council to keep the 3 tier system.  It exists in other parts of Northumberland so why change something that already works. It works for the communities in Northumberland. The proposed super school in Hexham is far too big.  There are currently children who travel from out of catchment area and their numbers have not been taken into consideration.

Its not a viable option for the above reasons.

No

I don't agree with the closure of all of the schools mentioned they perform well and are financially viable. I think efforts should be made to keep Haydon Bridge open to give more choice for parents. It seems ludicrous to have such a big school at Hexham.  I honestly can't see this working and I certainly don't think that it is in the best interests of the children who attend these schools.  I think a lot of the decisions are financially driven and are not being done to promote educational standards which are already good/outstanding.

As outlined above I do not agree with this model at all.

Keep our First and Middle schools. The heads of CMS and other schools affected by proposals have put other options forward which would be viable and would save our schools.  If there are options to keep these schools then this needs consideration as public feeling on this matter is strong.  Please listen to peoples views on this matter.  First and Middle schools are an important part of the rural communities in West Northumberland - it is a unique area and offers a fantastic schooling system.  Don't destroy what already works.  A lot of these proposals have resulted from the failure of one high school in the area.  Why should this have a knock on effect to all of our other brilliant schools?

Pupil/Student

Whittonstall First School

Consett

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Whittonstall First School

Corbridge

No

I don't want this as it would close my little school of Whittonstall.  This school makes enough money.  Its ina federation with Broomley.  I enjoy the teaching there.

No

I don't want this as it would close my little school of Whittonstall. I don't want a two tier system. I'm too little to be moving school away from all my friends. This makes me sad.

No

I don't want this as it would close my little school of Whittonstall. I want to keep the school open with my friends from County Durham.  This option will at least not have a massive high school, but I don't want to go to high school at year 7, the big kids will be really old.  Middle school is much better - my sister loves it. 

I like the hub model. This would keep my school open and mean we can work with other schools, like we already do with Broomley. 

Pupil/Student

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

Don't close my school. Whittonstall First School is amazing and I love it there. It is a good school and shouldn't be shut. My brother is at Corbridge and that needs to stay open too.

Pupil/Student

Whittonstall First School

No

No

No

All three options would close my school. I would be heartbroken as I love my school. My headmistress says we’ve got lots of money and we are all happy here so I don’t understand.

Pupil/Student

Whittonstall First School

South Northumberland

No

Please don’t close whittonstall first school

No

Please don’t close whittonstall first school

No

Please don’t close whittonstall first school

Pupil/Student

Whittonstall First School

No

This option involves the closure of my school which I love, Whittonstall first school. 

No

This option involves the closure of my school which I love, Whittonstall first school. 

No

This option involves the closure of my school which I love, Whittonstall first school. 

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

I believe there should be 2 high schools.

No

No

Pupil/Student

No

Doesn't cater for my future ambitions.

No

Doesn't cater for future ambitions. No

Doesn't cater for my future ambitions.

Currently, with Options A, B and C I cannot do the A levels I want to do.  However, to do the courses I want to do I would have to travel further than I already do.  The options do not cater for my academic needs, so I agree with Option D.

Pupil/Student

No

No

No

I would like to do 6th form, don't know if I will.  I support Mr Glover's proposal.

Pupil/Student

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I think we should go for plan D

Pupil/Student

Don't know

No

No

I would like to do 6th form, don't know if I am. I would definitely want the opportunity and I support Mr Glover's point.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Bardon Mill

No

At this moment I'm doing a mixture of science IT and business with Model A,B&amp;C his wouldn't be available to me or other students. If I wanted to do these subjects, I would have to travel very early in the morning and this wouldn't allow me or other kids to have the right mindset.

Model D would fix this.

No

Same reasons as Model A.

Model D

No

Same as Model A/B

Model D

Model D would be great as it allows kids to achieve their dreams. It means the kids don't have to travel early and have the correct mindset for learning.

Pupil/Student

Hexham

No

No

No

Keep 3 tier system

Pupil/Student

Fourstone

No

No

No

I support Mr Glover set D.

Pupil/Student

Allendale

No

I  have already been to QE and Haydon Bridge is a lot better teaching wise.

No

No

I agree with Model D as this will be the best for my education.  I think this because it's smaller and the teachers know you better and can teach you properly with the different needs every student has.

Pupil/Student

Broomley and Whittonstall Federated First Schools

No

No

I like my school but I want to go to the middle school that my sister is at.

No

I like the collaborative model.

Pupil/Student

Wark

No

How do you expect children (first schools) to travel on a bus to school, on the dangerous A69 to Hexham.  It would all be a mess Haydon Bridge has good grades compared to some 'good' Ofsted rated schools. We also get good 1 to 1 teaching because of small numbers.

No

Closure of merging of schools will mean people are travelling miles and miles a day!  It would also mean that communities/villages are disrupted by busses and traffic.  HBHS has a wide range of subjects available. You can't do A-Level Biology, Chemistry and Physics at the same time at other schools.  Many people won't get into other schools.

No

*Same as option B&amp;C*

Haydon Bridge High Schools Option D  (HBHS stays open, as a secondary school, year 9 do GCSE's, Year 10 do 2 GCSE's and Year 11 do 2 GCSE's. It also acts as a sixth form and college for students doing apprenticeships.)

Pupil/Student

Allendale

No

QEHS lacks capacity for all students and would not be able to meet our individual needs as students as there are too many of us.

Model A  could be changed to keep HBHS open and meet students needs, this would make it more like Model D.

No

Model B means students will have to travel more and they will not get 1 on 1 support.

Model B can be changed to cater for students needs and become like Model D.

Don't know

Model C though not a viable option can be changed to more individual learning a priority. you know like Model D.

Not really, thank you for your time.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

Because it's not fair if there no people is going to moves schools and there is along way to go from that school.

No

No.  There should be two high schools not one.

No because people just not ready to move schools.

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Stocksfield

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Slaggyford

Don't know

I would like two high schools - Haydon Bridghe High School, QE

Don't know

No

Pupil/Student

Coanwood, Haltwhistle

Yes

Yes, but I want 2 high schools.

No

I don't want 2 tier.

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

But I think there should be a second high school.

Don't know

I don't know but I would like two high schools.

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

But I think of two high schools.

I don't think we should close the middle schools.

No

No

No

Yes

Don't

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

No

Yes

Because it is 2 tier

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Bellingham

No

I don't agree with the fact that if the schools will be merged together that we will each be having a barcode which will be like we are in prison.

No

I don't know what to say towards this consultation, Ofsted and County Councils are running communitys and our personal future. I don't agree with the fact of us having numbers as if we are in a jail or comparing it to history where hitler numbered jews in the gas chambers.

No

It will ruin our future and our personal life

It is a ridiculous democratic possibility what will happen because some children wont be able to get into QE because their grades will be too low.  We want Haydon Bridge to stay open.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

I want to tweek a little and have two high schools instead of one.

No

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

I think we should stay 3 tier

I think we should have two high schools (QEHS and Haydon Bridge).

No

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

I want to be 3 tier and don't want this school to close.

I want 3 or 2 high schools

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

There should be 2 high schools.

No

I like 3 tier

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Greenhead

Don't know

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

I like how there is more lower schools and some middle schools.

No

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

But I'm thinking of 2 high schools. Don't know

No

Yes

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Gisland

Yes

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

I think keep all same 2 high schools.

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

Yes because the 3 tier system doesn't rush children.

2 High Schools. No

No because it rushes children.

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Don't know

No

No

Pupil/Student

No

I do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question.

No

I do not agree that creating an 11-18 secondary school is the only option or the best way to meet the objectives. In summary we strongly believe that an age range change would have a detrimental impact on our students, families and communities. We urge you to listen to all the schools in the Hexham Partnership to ensure that all the schools continue to go from strength to strength.

No

I do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question.

I believe the 3 tier system currently run in Northumberland works extremely well. Children are schooled in smaller groups offering exceptional teaching and the ability to nurture children in the areas they need support. The results are clear from the high standards that come from QEHS. The first and middle schools have a great deal to do with these achievements.

Pupil/Student

No

No

No

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

I like A but I want more high schools.

No

Because there would be too many people there.

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

Yes, but I think there should be two high schools.

No

Yes

Pupil/Student

Melkrig

Yes

I will like 3 high schools.

No

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

I agree to this but think there should be 2 high schools.

No

Don't know



[bookmark: 37]Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

I like A but I would like to have two high schools.

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

But have 2 high schools

No

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Otterburn

No

Smaller schools are better because they are comfortable and you get a lot more 1 to 1 help. Model A does not suit my needs because of travel and would not suit my area. If I go from a small schools to a super school there will be big problems. Also, at the super school, we would not get 1 to 1 help.

No

I wouldn't see the need when we go to a good school already that caters to all my needs. It would be a massive waste of money.

No

No because the point of school is to get a job at the end of it and if you can't mix up your options and can't do what you want in the future, they will be unhappy.

I agree with HBHS option D.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

Yes but I would like twp high schools.

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Don't know

I don't know because I would like two high schools.

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

Yes, I agree but I think we should have two high schools not one.  I like the idea of a first school, a middle school, but 2 high schools.

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Don't Know

Don't Know

Don't Know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

I like this model but I would change it by 2 High Schools

Don't Know

Pupil/Student

Coanwood

Yes

Have 2 High Schools

No

Don't Know

Leave everything how it was.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

I think there should be two High Schools

Don't Know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

I agree but I would have more than 1 High School

More than 1 High School

Don't Know

No

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

No

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

Yes

I think there should be two Secondary Schools

Yes

Pupil/Student

Yes

All the Middle Schools should close for Year 7 to Year 11 should go to High School and Reception to Year 6 should stay at the lower school.

Don't Know

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

No

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Don't Know

Don't Know

Don't Know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

More people to socialise with, better social life.

No

It's bad when there is younger kids in a High School, e.g. Year 7 with Year 11.

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

No

Don't Know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

I like the idea of this

No

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

Good age rate, not too many people in the school.

No

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

I think there should be two High Schools

Don't Know

Don't Know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

But with 2 High Schools

Don't Know

Don't Know

Pupil/Student

Yes

Don't Know

Don't Know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

2 High Schools

No

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Don't Know

Don't Know

Don't Know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

Yes

Yes but have two High Schools instead of one

Don't Know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

Don't Know

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

I think there should be two High Schools

No

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Don't know

Yes

Have two high schools

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

No

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

I want it to stay 3 tier.

Have another high school.

No

Yes

Pupil/Student

Featherstone

Yes

I want the middle schools to stay open

I would like more than one high school

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Don't know

Yes

I would like it to be Haltwhistle School and QE separate

No

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

I want the middle schools to stay open.

For there to be 2 high schools

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Coanwood

Yes

More than 1 high school.

Don't know

The staff at Chollerton First School cannot support this option due the closure of Chollerton, other rural schools and the Middles Schools.

We feel this option demonstrates a complete lack of understanding of the importance of Chollerton First School and other schools as integral parts of their communities.

Model D –

At Chollerton we offer accommodation for a privately run Pre-School, giving rural families the opportunity for their children to attend as there is no nursery provision in this rural area. The Pre-School benefit financially from being on the school site. Their children benefit from being included in many school activities; by working closely with older children in Reception and Year 1, by developing relationships with school staff and by using the excellent school grounds and environment. Pre-School pupils also have school meals with the school. Staff in the EYFS key stage are able to work closely and transition into Reception is seamless.

The staff at Chollerton First School cannot support this option due the closure of Chollerton, other rural schools.

The staff at Chollerton First School cannot support this option due to  the closure of Chollerton and other rural schools.

If Chollerton First School were to close the existence of the Pre-School would be threatened and there would be no provision for these children in the Chollerton catchment area.

The situation in High Schools need to be resolved first.

It is our vision that we offer unique and innovative education to all our children at this present time. We offer a broad and balanced curriculum which enables every child to flourish educationally, personally and socially. School Improvement Partner and Church Assistant Directors of education verify these observations.

We work closely with our local church. We offer regular half-termly Community Worship for all members of the community. These have been very important at the period of interregnum within the Parish. We have supported Messy Church which was organised by the previous Vicar.

•        Haydon Bridge needs to retain its High School; offering opportunities for all students.
•        Invest in both schools. 

Our results consistently demonstrate that our approach benefits each child and year on year we are in the top 5% of schools nationally for EYFS, Phonics and Year 2 SATS.

We have assisted with the appointment of the new incumbent by inviting candidates to our school to help them make an informed decision of our vision for Christianity in the Parish for all members of the Community.

•        Capital investment models need to be carefully costed ensuring the best value for tax payers money.

Every opportunity is taken to involve outside agencies to enhance our children’s love and zest for future learning.  We have fostered special relationships with Beamish Museum, the Queen’s Hall, Opera North and members of the community who help us offer exciting educational opportunities for a stimulating curriculum.

We offer a ‘Meals on Wheels’ service from school for members of the community. These are delivered twice a week and the recipients enjoy excellent food.

A super school in Hexham will not benefit all children, many will not be known to the school and the opportunities that suits them will be lost.

Our achievements in sport have been recognised by achieving the Gold School Sports Award for two years running. Our children experience many different sports and maintain their physical fitness by willingly running in the playground; many children achieve a mile a day.

The community are invited to the many events in school and enjoy watching and engaging with the children. They always comment on the excellent behaviour and manners of the children. Many members of the community and governors volunteer in our school.

•        This cannot be a financial decision alone, the quality of education for all children from Reception to Sixth form must be considered. 
•        The impact on rural communities must be carefully considered.

We constantly strive to maintain our educational standards. Our staff are very knowledgeable about the steps each child needs to take to reach their full potential.

The local scout group use our grounds 3 times a week, which enhances the provision they are able to offer. This opportunity will be a loss to so many young people.

•        The impact on transporting children for longer journeys must be carefully assessed from home to school.

Due to the individual ambition for each child in our school our provision mapping supports children with extra interventions and activities for parental support.

Parents have chosen, as is their right, to send their children to Chollerton. They have committed to transport their children to our school as they believe in our school. Families have told us they have moved to Barrasford so their children could attend an outstanding school.

Education in the West of Northumberland is not broken. The children receive excellent opportunities in the current 3 tier system. This should be preserved.

At Chollerton First School we work as a team; every member of staff, governors and parents, children and members of the community strive to ensure a safe, nurturing, positive environment which benefits each child. The children are happy and emotionally stable.

•        Keep the First Schools

We feel if there is no school in the community, families will not move into Barrasford and the nearby villages. The community and local businesses will suffer; many rely on parents from our school. Businesses will suffer the loss of earnings and interest in the services they provide.

The staff at Chollerton First School cannot support this option due the closure of Chollerton and other rural schools.

•        Keep the choice of religious schools

We cannot see closing Chollerton will benefit the children from an education, emotional and social point.

•        Keep the Middle Schools.

Northumberland is a unique county and Chollerton First School and other rural schools serve large rural areas.

We are concerned that the true distance and time our children already travel to attend their outstanding rural school has not been taken into account.

Quite frankly we do not believe our children will fair better in any aspect of their First School educational journey in any other setting as the opportunities are exceptional.

In the D.F.E. guidance document ‘making significant changes to an academy is that it expects that Academy Trusts do not propose changes that will have a negative impact on basic  need or other good provision in the area.’ The Hadrian Learning Trusts proposal will affect the excellent provision made already, the welfare of the children and the provision in the community.

21 of our 39 children already travel to school on transport provided by Northumberland County Council.

Many of our children live in remote farms or outlying villages. The roads on which they travel already are small country roads and our experienced drivers are fully aware of the black spots. During the winter weather many roads are impassable.

Our building is sound due to outstanding leadership planning and management by both the Headteacher and Governing Body. There are no major foreseeable costs related to our building. We offer a safe, secure and stimulating environment for children.

If schools are to close the short, medium and long term implications of these closures need to be investigated properly. The Local Authority has a duty under the Equalities Act of 2010 to carry out these investigations.

We feel the First School system still serves, as it was set up to do, rural communities.

We feel to expect young children, many of whom start school at 4 years old, to travel any further is absolutely is inhumane. Adults who travel long distances to work realise the effect it has on their tiredness, stress and the ability to function levels.

Our grounds are exceptional enabling development for expansion if needed, whilst enabling us to offer Forest school in a clean, private area and opportunities for EYFS activities and whole school creative and physical development.

After an excellent start; First School children transfer at a suitable age up to excellent Middle Schools in Hexham.

The effect on all communities needs to be properly analysed and researched.

Young children who experience a long day for them working at a challenging curriculum and trying to maintain excellent behaviour are already tired at the end of the day. It is unfair to impose additional time, for some between 45 to 60 minutes each way, to travel to a school that is not their nearest community school.

Investigations need to take place on the devastation of closing a rural school and its effect on the community.

At Chollerton First School we have been able to reduce our financial deficit of 1.4% in 2017/2018 and we will not be in deficit for 2018/2019 and 2019/2020.

These Middle Schools build on our excellent foundations with specialist teaching and facilities. Children from rural areas are given greater opportunities for social interaction. Rural children are not the same as children who have attended large First /Primary schools in towns, they need the opportunities to develop independence and access greater facilities offered either at Middle Schools or in the town itself.

We benefit from Sparsity funding and we will benefit from a predicted increase of 3.3% in the National Formula Funding.

We have concerns that their ability to focus and deal with the challenges they face will be impaired. We also have concerns about their well-being and safety. Parents who live in rural, remote settings will find it difficult to maintain close links they have with schools and others families. This will affect the children’s sense of belonging and the opportunities for attendance at out of school clubs and personal interactions during holidays.

The welfare of the children who are caught up in these proposals and possible changes especially in the years 2019 to 2022 has not been taken into account.

The transition to our Middle Schools is excellent, a tribute to the staff involved, and our children are able to experience educational, social and personal development (e.g. sex education), in environments which appreciate and have the facilities to help children develop and mature into emotionally stable individuals.

Our pupil numbers are sustainable for the foreseeable future and this is without taking into account the building of affordable family homes within the village of Barrasford. These homes will attract families if there is an outstanding Christian school nearby.

We feel Haydon Bridge should retain a High School as it’s vision for the future accommodates all students.

WE MUST PUT CHILDREN FIRST

We believe Haydon Bridge should have a High School and everything should be done to ensure this happens offering parents and pupils a choice.

Queen Elizabeth High School no longer have facilities for vocational subjects and the emphasis is on the academic students and is therefore not offering all children the opportunity to engage and exceed.

All Staff

Chollerton C of E First School

Hexham

No

No

No

ParentCarer

Acomb

No

No

Yes

Acomb First School has so my to offer they have planned ahead if it goes to 2 tier or styles 3 tier.  Acomb First Schol brngs so much to families in the village.

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb First School has a better outcome for children are better than regional and national average.  Excellent provision for hcildren with additional needs.  The village and the parents are happy to support any way they can.

Kiln Hill

Don't Know

Don't Know

Don't Know

I feel the system has worked well in the past of local rural First Schools. It is not the building but the quality of the teaching force and Head of schools/departments that make or break an education system. 12 year olds should not have to travel great distances  to these schools - Good Teachers - Good Schools.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Don't know

Yes

Don't Know

Acomb

No

No

Yes

A great Ofsted report.  Excellent provision for children with additional needs.  The Acomb First School give somuch for the children that other schools cannot offer like forest school, breakfast club, after school club, little oaks nursery

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

One more high school.

Don't know

Don't know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

I want the middle schols to stay open

I want Haydon Bridge to stay open so there is 2 high schools

Don't know

No

Parent/Carer

Acomb

No

No

Yes

Acomb First School has a good Ofsted and gives the familys in the village a lot to benefit from.  Acomb First School has the little oaks nursery and the breakfast club also the after school club and the forest school.

Parent/Carer

Acomb

No

No

Yes

Acomb First School has a good Ofsted and brings more to the children than other schools can.  They have sustainable numbers of pupils in every class and room to extend if needed.

Pupil/Student

No

No

Don't Know

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

Becayse the school will get shut down

Don't know

I want more High Schools

I want 2 High Schools

No

We close down

Haydon bridge

Don't Know

Don't Know

Yes

I come from Warkwickshire, a 2 tier system. My daughter went to Allendal Middle and then Haydon Bridge High School where she thrived.

I really believe the investment in both Haydon Bridge High School and Queen Elizabeth High School is essential. However, big isn't always better. So a super school doesn't amanage choice, SEN opportunities, transport problems, or solve local problems. A 2 tier system involving all schools, academies etc seems the only viable option.

Haydon Bridge High School has it's own plan for the future which is joined up and thoughtful. A 2 tier and 3 tier system is always going to be difficult to manage, but keeping Haydon Bridge High School is extremely important part of the system.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Don't know

For there to be 2 high schools

Don't know

Don't know

Acomb

No

No

Yes

Acomb First School offers a lot to there children.  They treat them individual and they have the help they need if they struggle in anything.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

Yes

Yes

Acomb

No

No

Yes

Acomb First School is the heart of the village and brings a lot of familys into the village.  Acomb First School has a good Ofsted report and give the children breakfast club and after school club and forest school.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

More than 1 high school.

No

No

Parent/Carer

Bardon Mill

No

Can't see how 1 high school would be able to provide good quality teaching for all the children within West Northumberland.

No

Again I think there is a need for 2 high schools (Haydon Bridge and Hexham).  However changing first schools to primary and closing middle schools will help make primary schools more viable.

Keep Haydon Bridge High School open (11-18) and primary schools (Haltwhistle, Greenhead/Henshaw, Shaftoe, Allendale and Newbrough) and feed into Haydon Bridge.

Don't know

I think this is the better option with regards to having two high schools but surely Haydon Bridge can be left as 11-18 school as there is enough provision in the area for 4-11 with all the primary schools within the area.

To make this more viable it would make sense to have the whole of west  Northumberland a 2 tier system including Hexham.  I strongly feel a 2 tier system will work if children go to their catchment school like they use to.

The staff and governors at Greenhead Primary School are committed to working with parents and members of the community to find solutions to these questions.  However in the light of the challenge they present we would also propose to NCC:  *That they include an alternative option to that being consulted upon, as part of the larger consultation education in the west of Northumberland as follows: *that Greenhead school site closes (providing that the next two conditons are met) *that the current catchments of Greenhead and Henshaw schools are merged and *that pupils from the new larger catchment be accommodated on the existing Henshaw primary school site, which has sufficient space for the larger intake in a modern building, and plans currently underway for expansion to deal more appropriately with providing KS2 teaching and learning.  In addition we recommend most strongly that the NCC consultation process does not permit any "mixed economy" of schools in west Northumberland, moves already taken to implement a coherent network of primary/secondary schools must be completed across the west Northumberland.

Parent/Carer

Prudhoe

No

Why close an "outstanding" schoola nd send everyone to an ofsted "good" school. No area for the childrens to play on grass only concrete playground

No

Moving from a purpose built school with private play field and a building that us listed, only small tarmaced yard. Dangerous road outside school.

No

Chollerton CE First has the ability for expansion if and when needed. Situated on a dead end road so no through traffic. Good private sports field area

Develop Chollerton CE First, close Humshaugh and divide up

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Don't know

Don't know

No

Pupil/Student

Coanwood

Yes

I agree with A but I would like more high schools.

More high schoolsNo

No

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

No

Yes

Pupil/Student

Coanwood

No

There should be 2 High Schools as if you are bullied or expelled you would have somewhere to move to.

Have 2 High Schools

No

Again, there needs to be 2 High Schools due to bullying

Have 2 High Schools with a 3 teir system

No

If it's 3-16, the 3 year olds would be terrified by the 16 year olds and on the bus they would be unsupervised. Have you never been scared by the year 8 in year 5?

3 teri system with 2 High Schools

Parent/Carer

Hexham

No

We have not been provided with enough information to make decisions about the educational merit, sustainability and viability  of your proposals, and much of the information in the consultation documents and given by the Council at the meet on 17.3.18 is inaccurate.

No

See Part 2

Yes

Leave our schools as they are and provide support and funding to those that need it.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

No

Yes



[bookmark: 38]I have writen a separate letter to the council with my views in relation to this matter (SEE BELOW)  Dear Sirs
Re: Education in the West of Northumberland - Responses and Views in relation to the Proposed School Closures
Firstly I would like to say that our rural primary and first schools are so very important to the communities they support. We should be putting funding into these great schools not closing them down. The proposals put forward by the council are just not acceptable. It is not practical or fair for such young children to be expected to travel on buses to schools miles from their homes. In addition it will discourage newcomers with young families from moving into the area and destroy communities. Local jobs will also be lost.
My daughter is due to commence school in September 2019 which is when these proposed changes will commence. I feel very anxious and worried about the uncertainly and the potential effects these changes could have on her. All of the primary/first schools I looked at for my daughter have good/outstanding Ofsted reports (Humshaugh, Beaufront, Newbrough and Acomb) and not all the schools are predicted to be financially in deficit. These schools are not failing and although not all are full to capacity still teach a substantial amount of children.
My daughter's school place has been deferred for one year as she was born in July 2014. The school I chose with her father (we are separated so attending the school closest to me unfortunately wasn't an option) was Newbrough Primary School. The deferment has been agreed with the school and she is due to start nursery there in September 2018 so she can settle in and get to know her fellow class mates. In Option 3 Newbrough School will close and move to Haydon Bridge which is over 9 miles away from our home. This is too far to travel and not local to me or her father. In any event I would not want my daughter attending such a large school with such a broad age range of pupils as I don't think this would be a good learning environment.
I also have concerns regarding potential bad winter weather. Our road can be impassable when it snows. My neighbours have two teenage boys who attend schools in Hexham and are picked up by the school mini bus. That bus could not collect the boys for a full week when we had snow recently. There are many children in our more isolated rural communities where this would be even more of a problem.
I would also like to share my views on Little Oaks Nursery which is situated at Acomb First School. Little Oaks is a fantastic nursery which many children attend. It has an outstanding Ofsted, the staff are truly brilliant and I feel so lucky to have found it for my daughter who is very happy there. The nursery is a little gem in a fabulous setting. Each morning I see parents walking their children to nursery/school from Acomb village. Acomb and the surrounding area has a lot of young families and it essential in my view that Acomb First School and Little Oaks Nursery remains open.
I have always thought the three-her system In Northumberland works well Adults to whom I have spoken who attended these schools all seem to have a very positive view towards them and good memories of their school life in general. I however was educated in a two-tier system and went from a small village school to a very large comprehensive school. My grades and attitude towards education suffered greatly because of this. I would like to see the middle schools remain open.
I really hope that my view along with everyone else who has responded will be taken into account and that the decision has not actually already been made. There are a lot of disheartened parents who feel that our views and opinions are futile and in fact the council has already made up its mind based on financial reasons rather than what is best for the children, families and teachers in our local communities. I pray the council will reconsider closure of the schools in our rural communities as our children's education and wellbeing should be the most important consideration along with what is best for our local communities. 

Parent

Acomb First, Newbrough Primary & Little Oaks Nursery

Haughton

Yes

In this model the schools will stay open

Put more funding into our rural school so less have to close (primary & first schools)

No

The middle schools will close under this model

I do not believe a large school with such a broad age range of pupils will be a good learning environment and would not be of benefit to Haydon Bridge. My daughters school would also close under this model (Newbrough Primary) which would cause us problems. We would have to find a new school

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

Don't know

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

No

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

Don't know

Don't know

Parent/Carer

Oakwood

No

The geographical area w live in is unique and none of the proposals in my opinion provide for the children in this area.

No

See Part 2

Yes

See Part 2

Work with the schools to provide more suitable solutions to finance issues. We need two high schools to provide choice to both parents and pupils. Vocational subjects need to be provided for without need to travel to Newcastle.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Don't Know

Don't know

No

Staff members

Greenhead Primary School

Bardon Mill

No

I feel it is important to have two high schools within Northumberland and can't quite see how Hexham Middle and QEHS can have the capacity to take all children in the west Northumberland and still provide a good/outstanding education to the children.

No

Again I feel strongly to having two high schools (11-18) in west Northumberland and can't see how QEHS can have the capacity to cater for all the children in west Northumberland.  However changing first schools to primary and closing middle schools will help make primary schools keep numbers up as they will have no middle school to go to.  This is another reason why we need two high schools as pupil numbers will increase with no middle schools available which makes more sense to have Haydon Bridge and Hexham High School as two schools.

Keep Haydon Bridge High School open (11-18 yrs old) and primary schools (Haltwhistle, Greenhead/Henshaw, Shaftoe, Allendale and Newbrough) can feed into Haydon Bridge High.

Don't know

I think this is the better option with regards to having two high schools but surely Haydon Bridge can be left as 11-18 school as there is enough provision in the area for 4-11 with all the primary schools within the area.

To make this more viable it would make more sense to have the whole of west Northumberland a 2 tier system including Hexham.  I stronglyfeel a 2 tier system will work if children go to their catchment school like it use to.

The staff and governors at Greenhead Primary School are committed to working with parents and members of the community to find solutions to these questions. However in the light of the challenge they present we would also propose to NCC: *That they include an alternative option to that being consulted upon, as part of the larger consultation education in the west of Northumberland as follows: *that Greenhead school site closes (providing that the next two conditons are met) *that the current catchments of Greenhead and Henshaw schools are merged and *that pupils from the new larger catchment be accommodated on the existing Henshaw primary school site, which has sufficient space for the larger intake in a modern building, and plans currently underway for expansion to deal more appropriately with providing KS2 teaching and learning. In addition we recommend most strongly that the NCC consultation process does not permit any "mixed economy" of schools in west Northumberland, moves already taken to implement a coherent network of primary/secondary schools must be completed across the west Northumberland.

Parent/Carer

Humshaugh

No

We need a choice of high school, a choice of two good high schools. HBHS needs support to get back to being a great school. We need middle schools due to our geographical location. Our villages need schools they are the heart of our communities.

No

See Part 2

Yes

See Part 2

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Don't Know

Don't know

Yes

Parent/Carer

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb First school has 75% fo the pupils from the catchment areas and families move to the village for the school and they travel to come to the school

Parent/Carer

Humshaugh

No

Not suitable for our villages, close schools, villages die, this impacts on local businesses which already struggles in rural locations.

No

See Part 2

Yes

See Part 2

My grandchildren attent Acomb which is of particular concern to me. Acomb Schools is a huge part of the village and an amazing school providing the children with a brilliant education, and the established wraparound care needed for working families.

Parent/Carer

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb first school has a good ofsted and a high standard of teaching & learning. They offer a lot more than most other schools

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

Yes

Because it will work better

Yes

Parent/Carer

Acomb

No

No

No

The children at Acomb first school get excellent teaching, the teachers and support staff work hard to make sure every pupil gets all the support needed wether big or small. They offer a full range of different clubs through the year and have breakfast club, after school club abd have the little oaks there as well

Acomb First School

Hexham

No

If Haydon Bridge High School merges with QEHS if will bring even more traffic congestion around the current QEHS site. Already there are major traffic hold ups along Allendale Road and sadly through the residential streets where buses regularly cut through. Surely a revamped HBHS would be a better option considering the vast outlifting areas of Northumberland from which some of the pupils travel. Both Acomb First School and Beaufront First School are good schools in their own right. Why merge them? They are both financially good and offer a high standard of education. It is also out of the question to expect small children to have to travel extra distances to attend school. There are so many implications! - Safeguarding, Health & Safety, Supervision etc. That is assuming transport will be provided. Also the additional 1.9m extra distances stated is not accurate. Instead of using a computer programme, come and look at the single track roads!

No

As with the previous option, careful thought must be given to the closure of HBHS and whether that it is the right thing to do. As previously stated, the transport congestion around QEHS is at maximum low. Although it may be an option for a 2 tier system to be intorduced, careful thought and consultation is required. The agreement needs to come from the first schools - a bottom up approach - and not a request from the QEHS which is not under NCC control and is looking out for its own interests! Going 2 tier may be a saviour for some schools, but it needs careful thought and planning, 1 septembte 2019. No.

*Please work with wisdom and sensitivity. We live in a unique County. We all want what is best for the children of the County. Excellence in education is paramount! I wish you well in your deliberations!

Yes

This option involved far too much upheaval for good village schools and requires very young children to travel large distances in some cases. I am not sure how many 4-16 schools exist in the County and how well they work. What is the educational value?

Please take into consideration the high quality of education and experiences which exist in our first schools. I am particularly supporting Acomb first school, but the same is true of all the first schools. Both Acomb first and Beaufront first school are financially viable and their pupil capacity (place) is good. Acomb first school has a very hgih quality nursery on site which is an invaluable asset. Please consider the effects of transporting very young children. Don't use computer data, come and look at the reality, If a 2 tier system wiykd be better (educationally & financially) then do it! But do it for the right reasons. Don't be influenced by QEHS. They are outside your control. Changes/progress are inevitable.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

2 High Schools

Don't Know

Yes

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

Two High SchoolsYes

2 Secondary Schools

Yes

Parent/Carer

Henshaw Primary

Bardon Mill

No

I feel it is important to have two high schools within Northumberland and can't quite see how Hexham Middle and QEHS can have the capacity to take all children in the west Northumberland and still provide a good/outstanding education to the children.

No

Again I feel strongly to having two high schools (11-18) in west Northumberland and can't see how QEHS can have the capacity to cater for all the children in west Northumberland.  However changing first schools to primary and closing middle schools will help make primary schools keep numbers up as they will have no middle school to go to.  This is another reason why we need two high schools as pupil numbers will increase with no middle schools available which makes more sense to have Haydon Bridge and Hexham High School as two schools.

Keep Haydon Bridge High School open (11-18 yrs old) and primary schools (Haltwhistle, Greenhead/Henshaw, Shaftoe, Allendale and Newbrough) can feed into Haydon Bridge High.

Don't know

I think this is the better option with regards to having two high schools but surely Haydon Bridge can be left as 11-18 school as there is enough provision in the area for 4-11 with all the primary schools within the area.

To make this more viable it would make more sense to have the whole of west Northumberland a 2 tier system including Hexham.  I stronglyfeel a 2 tier system will work if children go to their catchment school like it use to.

The staff and governors at Greenhead Primary School are committed to working with parents and members of the community to find solutions to these questions. However in the light of the challenge they present we would also propose to NCC: *That they include an alternative option to that being consulted upon, as part of the larger consultation education in the west of Northumberland as follows: *that Greenhead school site closes (providing that the next two conditons are met) *that the current catchments of Greenhead and Henshaw schools are merged and *that pupils from the new larger catchment be accommodated on the existing Henshaw primary school site, which has sufficient space for the larger intake in a modern building, and plans currently underway for expansion to deal more appropriately with providing KS2 teaching and learning. In addition we recommend most strongly that the NCC consultation process does not permit any "mixed economy" of schools in west Northumberland, moves already taken to implement a coherent network of primary/secondary schools must be completed across the west Northumberland.

No

No

No

Acomb first school treats all the childrens individually and if any of the children have additional needs they work closely with the families, the SEND team and the pupil to make sure they get the best support they need

Parent/Carer

1 child due to enter system September 2019 either Acomb or Beaufront School

Acomb

No

Regrettably the children, pupils, families and Haydon Bridge and the school staff have been failed by elected representatives, the Regional School Commissiioner and 'Bright Tribe'.  The sorry financial situation we find out schools in gives us a great opportunity to move to a 2 tier system as in the majority of England. Hopefully this will improve Northumberlands relative performance. Whatever happens we cannot afford to consider either Beaufront or Acomb schools.

Yes

YES' but reservations: we would query how Acomb first (59 pupils) and Beaufront First (70 pupils) after merging into a primary would have only 105 pupils? Clarification is required, surely a total of 180 is nearer to the mark.  This would justify keeping both schools open. Further there has to be something wrong with a system indicating 'possible closure' of an outstanding rated school that is 93.3% full!  Surely it must be possible to ensure its financially viability even more so as a primary.

As indicated previously, look more closely at the PAN for Acomb and Beaufront schools retaining both as primaries. Possible cost saving of sharing some specialist staff?  QE to cover high school years (y7-y11) ensure the level of attainment in the 6th form is at least sustained. The QEH 6th form has to be the jewel in the crown of our children.

Yes

With regret it is difficult to see a viable future for Haydon Bridge High School. Both Acomb and Beaufront schools should be retained. All schools should move to a 2 tier system.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Don't Know

Yes

Have two High Schools

Yes

Parent/Carer

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb first school have a good ofsted and they are forward looking and enthusiastic about the opportunity to extend their provision to extend to a community primary if this arises. They have planned ahead.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

Yes

Have 2 high Schools

No

Yes

-

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb first school is financially sustainable. Ofsted good. They have breakfast club abd after school club also forest school as well. Not many schools have that,

carer

West Woodburn

West Woodburn No

Please note, I am not in favour of models A, B or C.  There was a misprint on the last page in Model C.  I am not infavour of this either.  Please note the many reasons listed.  What about an option D?  Let's keep the status quo it works well.

An Option D.   My suggestion that the realistic alternative is to keep W.Woodburn School open in its existing role.  The small deficit is negligable compared to the apparent outday required to enlist a large coach,and a fleet of small buses for the transportation of very young children.  We are looking towards "greener" alternatives all the time.  None of the 3 proposals seem viable or green.  The acting Head has done a splendid job to date.  How about keeping the status quo?  It has proved successful up to date.

Pupil/student

Haltwhistle

Don't Know

4 High Schools

No

Don't know

-

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb first school a community school wit 76% from the catchment area. High standard of teaching and learning, Good ofsted.

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb first school has a good ofsted and they have a high standard of teaching and learning. They have all around care from breakfast club to after school club.

Barrasford

No

No

No

Any proposal to close Chollerton First School is unacceptable.  The consquences of closing the school would be a considerable knock on effect to village life.  The school offers outstanding education facilities for the youth of our community and has done for years and years. Being an Ofsted outstanding school with attendance at the school being above the national average and strong pupil numbers for the next three years. The school building are in very good repair and with well kept grounds this provides a safe and secure environment for the education of todays children who will grow up in the knowledge they spent their early learning years at one of the best schools in the county.  The school is a vital part of the community also providing accommodation for pre-school provision in a rural area. If the school were to close this would affect local residents who rely on the school for employment.  Also young families would be discouraged from moving to the village if there were no school.  This could also affect future building plans ear marked for additional housing in the village.  Save our school - please.

Parent /carer

Sele First & Josephs Middle

Hexham

No

I believe a 2 tier system is best

Yes

A 2 tier system is in line with national average.  Allows children to be supporting in Primary school and follow a natural progression to QEHS.

Sele First school to remain a 3 form entry and received additional funding to expand buildings as required to accommodate Yr 5 and 6.

I dont know

Don't know

Don't know

Yes

Haydon Bridge high school has been mismanaged over the last 3 years and needs investment and stability.

Haydon bridge

No

No

No

Haydon Bridge High School's plan for the future of education for all children in the  West of Northumberland and the village needs the school for both the children but also as an employer and to keep shops open.  Without thie school the village will die .  A B & C are not viable.

Pupil/student

Acomb

Don't Know

Don't Know

No

Pupil/student

Haltwhistle

No

No

Because there are more students Yes

There is more students

Pupil/Student

No

No

Don't know

I agree with Haydon Bridge's Option D

Pupil/Student

Wark

Don't know

I agree with Option D

I agree with Option D

Don't know

I agree with Option D

No

Option D

Parent / carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Rural (farm)

No

Amalgamating these first schools makes no sense financially or educationally.  Removing these vital assets from these rural communities will have a huge deterimental effect for no obvious reason or gain.  Full process not implemented until 2022 - detrimental to our childrens education - which is unacceptable.  Information provided proven to be incorrect - schools which are financially viable and achieving, according to ofsted, earnmarked for closure.

not viable

No

The amalgamation / closure of first schools and closure of middles to make way for this "super school" of 2250 pupils is crazy and will have a deterimental affect on both our rural villages / communities as well as the individual pupils.  Education would become faceless and impersonal on this scale and is not what I want for my children.  (The education currently provided by the three tier system is far superior!)

No

This two tier approach does not suit the rural communities of West Northumberland.  The three tier system currently in place tops all those options put forward including this.  The fact that facilities won't be completed until 2022 and that childrens education will be delivered in temporary buildings / facilties is unacceptable.

Retain the three tier system - its proven to work.  Invest the money in improving / re building the high school, which seems to eb the root cause of the issues / drive triggering these changes.  I'd also like to question Northumberland County Council why there seems to have been a clear discrimination againt the church schools in West Northumberland?  (In the case of Chollerton, it is an "outstanding" financially viable school.

Parent / carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Rural (farm)

No

Closing that amalgamating these first schools make no sense financially or educationally and would be hugely deterimental for West Northumberland's rural communities.  Goes against 'ofsted' findings and actual school accounts - County Hall has provided little and in some cases incorrect information.  Not a viable option.

No

Completey disagree with closing achieving firsts and middles to make way for this super - school idea.  In a school with 2250 capacity - education will suffer as education will become impersonal and faceless - this is not what I want for my children.

No

This two tier approach does not suit the diverse and spase nature of rural communities hence why the current three tier system is proven to work well.  Thoughts on school closures the same as in previous options.  Unacceptable that facilities will remain temporary until 2022 - deterimental on our childrens education.

Retain the three tier system as is currently.  Spend any surplus on improving the high schools where the issues / problems lie.  Leave Ofsted achieving (outstanding in our case), financially viable school alone!

(ex) parent / carer / governor

Greenhaugh First

Bellingham

No

My objection to all three models is the closure of Greenhaugh First School which was attended by my three daughters and three grandchildren.  The school is vital to the Tarset / Greenhaugh/ Falstone Community, which is very scattered and rural.  The children come mainly from farming and forestry families and there has always been strong support from the local community.  I am an ex parent, govenor and grandparent and I speak also for the Archibald Educational Trust, which has given strong support to this school, in particular with music teaching

X pupil

Haydon Bridge High School

No

I do not agree with this option

No

I do not agree with this option

No

I do not agree with this option

I support the haydon Bridge High School development proposal for academic and vocational learning.

Parent / carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Sparty Lea Allendale

No

I do not agree with this model

No

I do not agree with this model

Dont know

I do not agree with this model

I support the Haydon Bridge High School development proposal for academic and vocational learning.  The current Head Teacher has come up with the best option to keep the school opeen and turn around the current perception of the school.  My son is very happy at the school and I believe he will learn and benefit from this proposal.  I myself used to go this school and believe that it needs to be given a chance.

Grandparent

Haydon Bridge High School

Hexham

No

I do not want to see Haydon bridge High School close

No

I do not want to see Haydon bridge High school close

Dont know

I support the haydon Bridge High school development proposal for academic and vocational learning.

Parent / carer

Haydon Bridge High School

Whitfield

No

No

Don't know

No provision for 16 - 18 year olds.  Could cause shortage of numbers at primary and first school.  Too big an area for young children to travel along with older children, would need bus supervisors.

I would like to support Haydon Bridge High school and the proposal of a 11 - 18 school with vocational and academic education.  I have attached the relevant information.  Haydon Bridge High needs to remain and suppport the wider communities.

Pupil/Student

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Hayden Bridge model B

Chollerton C of E First School

Gunnerton

No

It is better for our young children to go to an outstanding small school.

No

Why close a building which is in excellent condition

Don't know

I am concerned about the closure of so many village school.

Include children up to age of 11 at Chollerton

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High School

No

I do not agree with this model at all.  I want to see Haydon Bridge High school remain open and be given the opportunity it deserves.

No

I do not agree with this model at all.  I want to see Haydon Bridge High School remain open and be given the opportunity it deserves.

Dont know

Although this model aims to keep Haydon bridge High School open, I blieve Mr Darren Golver, headteacher has put together a fantastic proposal which would ensure the school remains open and give it a fantastic vision for the future.  Therefore, I am supporting that.  

I 100% support the haydon bridge High Schol Development proposal for Academic and vocational learning.  This is a fantastic opportunity for the school and the area.  It will secure its future and out childrens education for many years to come.This has been very well though through and put together, which shows how passionate the headteacher, staff, students and parents feel about the school remaining open and being saved from closure.  I personally do not want my son being shipped to Hexham and being taught in a porta cabin until decent facilities are created, this will effect his education!  I do not want him to be in such large class sizes and in amongst so many others that he is just a number!  As far as school transport goes, he already gets picked up at 7.40am by minibus to be taken to a main bus which I think is early enough.  What would these times be if they were all going to Hexham as there would be so many more travelling to the same place.  We have to use transport because of wherre we have chose to live, however, a lot of people that waslk to school wont be able to.  This effects the carbon footprint.  I believe Haydon bridge High schools proposal opens up an excellent opportunit to the whole of Northumberland and will give parents and students more choice.  Generations of my family have attended this school and we feel passionate it is saved.  Please consider this proposal as I believe it will work well.

Retain the three tier system.  Build a new High School at Hexham (there is 52 million allocation?) or is this not correct?
"Letter received:
I am writing to you as the elected Leader of our county council to seek your support in strongly opposing the proposals contained within the consultation document on education in West Northumberland. 
I have completed the online consultation process but wanted to impress on you how strong my opposition is to all three of the current proposals and to ask you to lobby on my behalf to find an alternative. 
Specifically, I object to the proposals that disproportionately close Church of England schools and would ask that you enquire into the bias that this shows, particularly in light of the alternatives offered to county schools that have not been extended to the church ones. 
My concern is that it would appear from the proposals that the church schools have been discriminated against on grounds of religion, contrary to legislation and your duty under s.149 of the equalities Act 2010. I would value your enquiry into this and look to a subsequent response. 
Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without the proper community impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these impact assessments is contained within section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. 
Next, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others. 
Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder School to Hexham QE)
Thank you again for your support and I look forward to your response to the above points in due course.

Barrasford

No

Barrasford Chollerton Church of England aided first school (1) Ofsted outstanding school (2) having K.S 1 results in the top 5% nationally.  Why are you picking on Church aided schools?

No

Small is beautiful. See A

No

See A.  Busing from Kielder first school to Hexham - 80 miles round trip - what is the cost of this - how many hours per week per child travelling.  Rural children are different to urban children.

Yours sincerely"

Parent /carer

Haydon Bridge High School

No

No

No

I think that if you are going to close haydon bridge, you should have the new school built first, or you should give students who are about to start GCSE and A Levels this September to move to the other school this September - so that it has less impact on their education.  otherwise they will have to change school midway through their courses which may / may not be available at the other school - or may be taught differently and not compatible for changing to.Ever since my daught started Haydon Bridge High school, their whas been a black cloud over it, yet we have never been given an option for an alternative school.  You closed the boarding wing with very little notice and still no alternative given.  In general I am not happy with NCC or the High school on how and what information parent / students are given.  No one gives any consideration to students or parents. nobody gives the same answer - its not acceptable.

Haltwhistle

No

Please see attached letter

No

No

In response to the consultation document on the future of education in West Northumberland I find that none of the three models are acceptable.  It is my belief that the council should be taking a long term view of educational provision in the area and provide a solution which is fit for purpose for the next generation of schoolchildren and young people.  These decisions should be taken on educational grounds and should not be influenced by short term politically prejudiced considerations.  The council needs to recognise that it should provide leadership in this issue and not be diverted by any blame culture that is a reflection of past failures or problems.  I believe that the future of education in the area lies in focussing and locating schools in the communities  in which pupils reside as far as possible and that we need to develop a sense of  belonging and caring in our young citizens.  i feel that the best way to do this is to maintain and develop Middle schools at Corbridge, Hexham and Haltwhistle and to provide a bespoke 4 to 16 school at Bellingham.  Two High Schools in the area, one at the present QEHS and the other either at Haydon Bridge or somewhere west of Hexham, should provide the 14 to 19 education for West Northumberland.  The two High Schools should be be in competition with each other but should operate in partnership, one providing an academic specialisation and the other a more vocational expertise.  This would provide pupils and parents with a meaningful and ral choice in education to suit the individual needs.  To address the issue of surplus places I believe it is nexessary to close or merge some schools.  There is no educational merit in trying to education children in tiny groups which are made up of pupils of more than one year group.  This could be achieved with relatively short travel times for very young childrren.  This problem will not solve itself - it is time for Northumberland to make hard decisions on this issue.  On the question of Special needs provisioin I think that this is best provided within the school environment of the individual pupil.  If Northumberland Council is prepared to accept the leadership role in this vital area and pursue a viable, sustainable plan based on the real needs of children it could deliver a plan for the future which is appropriate for the rural area it serves.  The question of finance will inevitably be a huge consideration but I am convinced that if resolve and leadership are present then there is no limit to that which can be achieved with determination and commitment. I sincerely hope that the final decision will be made primarily on educational and not political grounds.   Former teacher and Govenor in Haltwhistle.
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Email received:
I am writing to you as my elected councillor for North Tyne and Redesdale to
Northumberland County Council to thank you for your involvement in
meetings and local events in relation to Northumberland County Council
consultation document on education in West Northumberland. I would like to
seek your continued support as I am sure you are aware the high level of
concern and distress at the proposed massive changes to education and the
impact this will have on local communities.
I have 2 children one who is at Haydon Bridge and another who attends
QEHS with both having gone through the first and middle school system.
Therefore, I feel I have a good understanding of the current system and
strong informed views on the proposals.
I have completed the online Northumberland CC consultation process but
wanted to impress on you how strong my opposition is to all three of the
current proposals and to ask you to lobby on my behalf to find an alternative. I
have also completed the Hadrian Learning Trust’s Consultation as one of my
daughters attends there. I oppose the idea of a super school.
Firstly, I object to the plans to close Haydon Bridge High School which has
been damaged by the political arguments between Northumberland County
Council, the government and Schools Minister, Bright Tribe and others for the
last 4 years or more without thought to the impact upon the morale and
motivation of the staff and pupils. Haydon Bridge has continued to provide a
supportive environment to my daughter who has learning difficulties and they
have finally obtained a EHCP for her needs which she should have had 10
years ago. The idea of a single school which focuses on academic
achievement would leave a large proportion of children feeling failures rather
than providing them with learning that meets their needs. Those who do not
meet the criteria of QEHS 6 th form have to travel to Newcastle or Carlisle to
remain in education. Haydon Bridge has a range of vocational courses and
could provide and alternative 6 th form focusing on such subjects as hospitality,
health and social care, and many other areas which would meet the
employment opportunities of rural Northumberland such as Tourism, faming
and forestry, care for our aging population etc. I also feel that Haydon Bridge
could be developed as a hub for SEND children who have few if any options
as the special schools cater for those with much more severe difficulties. It is
a small supportive school which knows and understands children with
additional needs and values everyone’s abilities not just academic ones.
Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without the
proper impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-
term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out
these impact assessments is contained within s.149 of the equalities Act

2010, section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation,
which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools.
Next, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the
closure of any of our rural schools that are viable, and want to stay open, on
the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in
the medium and long term. I am aware that most of other local authority areas
have a two-tier system and understand the benefits even though my 2 girls
would not have been able to cope in that environment and benefitted from a
supportive small Middle School at Bellingham. If it is necessary to move to a
two-tier system, then consideration should be given to having infant schools in
the villages working co-operatively and sharing resources with the primary
hub.
Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for
young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to
attend secondary school (the return distance from Keilder School to Hexham
QE). The fact that Ridley Hall Boarding closed with 2 days’ notice was a
disgrace and damaged the children and the staff who should have been at the
centre of any planned change.
Thank you again for your support and I look forward to your response to the
above points in due course.

Parent /Carer

HBHS  QE

No

HBHS should not close but become more vocational with apprenticeships and post 16 education.  There should be more than one school at 11 / 13

No

Post 16 options would mean that sudents would be forced to go to N/C Carlisle if they did not fit the academic criteria for 6th form at Hexham

No

Dont agree as HBHS would be best facused on 11 - 16  11 - 18 and provide vocation courses.  There should be more local 1st / primary schools

Yours sincerely,

Parent / Carer

Shaftoe Wise

Haydon Bridge

No

Poor use of existing resources and limits parental choice

No

Comments as per model A

Yes

I feel converting HBHS to a 4 - 16 school makes sense educationally

I believe HBHS proposal is the way forward as it meets government targets and offers best parental choice in secondary education.

Parent / carer

Sele First

No

May not provde good enough new buildings at middle / secondary.  Will not fit with rest of countries primary / secondary model.

No

I think amove to 11 - 18 education for secondary is the right one, however, Sele First going to 60 pan is not acceptable.

Move Sele First to a nursery - 11 but keep current pan with capitil investment to enlarge the site.

dont know

I want a move to primary / secondary and the capital investment that would bring,

Model B with changes to Sele First as suggested in part 3 B.

Parent/Carer

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb First School has the parents and villagers support and they treat the children individual and they have a good ofsted report.  Acomb First School has a high standard of teaching and learning.

Parent/carer

Acomb

No

No

No

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Langley Hilltop Cottages

No

Because it puts my life choices at risk.

No

Because I don't want my life and GCSE at risk.

No

Because I don't want to be scrapped if I get bad results

I agree with Haydon bridge model D

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

No

No because I have to pay for my transport and it will be to small.  I also have younger brothers and sister who will be doing their GCSEs in porto cabins

No

It will be to big and will cost money to travel as we are not used to a big school.

No

I can't do what A levels I want to do when I am older as I want to be a vest and QE doesn't have the curriculum that I want to do and I want to do chemistry, physics and biology and I can't do that.

I agree with model D as I dont have to pay and travel far and Haydon bridge welcomes everyone and I can do what I want to do for my A levels here and its alot easier to get to 6 form.

Pupil / student

No

No

No

I support HBHS model D and say No to the rest.  I don't know what I want to do so I need a lot of options.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Stonehaugh

No

No

No

I support haydon Bridge High School model D because it caters for everyone.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Halty

No

Doesn't cater for everyones needs.No

No

I agree because Model D caters for everyone, I have a younger brother who might have to do his GCSE's in a porta cabin.

Pupil / student

No

No

No

I agree to HBHS model D because I want to go down a vocational route.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Haltwhistle

No

As getting to QE is a lot of hassle No

A school of 2000 people is two crowded and doesn't fit learning needs.

No

As one school with all years is a bad idea

I agree with Model D because it suits my needs as it caters for all.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Haltwhistle

No

As it doesn't help my education and makes getting into school a bit stressful

Keep HBHS open as I believe alot of pupils that go to HBHS are from rural areas and hard to get to school already.

No

Doesn't keep HBHS open and would not be viable

In my opinion it does not help students from rural areas

No

Doesn't suit my needs but it keep the school open

I would prefer this to others as it keep HBHS open but I know many other schools will be closing.

Model D - It helps students at HBHS get better qualifications, helps people get skills for employment, keeps the school open which is keeping good A levels standrad unlike QEHS

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Kielder

No

No

No

I agree to HBHS model D as it will benefit me more than the other three models.  Living quite far away from most places, I don't wish to be getting up stupidly early to get an education.  Furthermore, my dream career is a pilot - which requires high grades and achievements.  I I do not get these results I need, then becoming a pilot is out of the question.  Models A, B and C do not cater for all students and this is a serious concern to me.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Greenhaugh

No

No

No

I agree with Model D

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

No

No

No

It's important I attend a school with a wide range of choices, making model D best for me.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

No

No

No

Agree with Haydon Bridge Model D because I do not know what I want to do.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

No

No

No

I agree to Haydon Bridge Model D because what happens to me if I fail my exams so It's important I have options.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

No

No

No

I agree to Haydon Bridge model D.  I am unsure of what I want to do when I finish school, would like more options to help me choose.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Allendale

No

Its crap.  I would only cause problems

If it didn't happen it would help.

No

No A level choices, doesn't cater to individual needs

I would forget it

No

It doen't support everyone in meet individual choices.  I just don't want to do my GCSE's in porter cabins

If they just left all the schools along.  That would help people get a education without messing it up.

I support Haydon Bridge High School Model D.  This will be the best options for my younger siblings and won't mess their education up.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

No

Because it closes down schools including my little sister who wouldn't cope in a big school and won't fit her needs.

No

Because if the school closes down then GCSE's will be harder to do as we will have to do it in porta kabins

I agree to Haydon Bridge option D because it will cater to everyones needs and opportunities to get GCSE's.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Fourstones

No

QEHs will be to full so we will need to do it in porta cabins

No

No

I agree on Model D this will help normal people get good results while have less people in the school.  People should not need to travel forschool is 1 hour

Pupil / student

Dont know

No

Dont know

I support Mr Glovers model D

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

No

No

No

I support Mr Glovers Option D because the super school will be too big.

Pupil / student

No

No

No

I support Mr Glovers Model D

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Catton

No

Because then the classes are going to be even bigger than what they already are meaning that the teacher will have a really big class to try and teach that could mean that might not get the information that we need and no getting the help we need.

No because the super school won't be built for ages until we have finished out education.  The help that will of been a bit better won't happen till after we finish school, so we are the people who are going to be effected and this option isn't going to be the right one.

No

To stay on in QEHs in 6th form you have get A's meaning only probably a quarter of us that maybe wanted to stay on in 6th form could get in.  That would then mean that we would have to get up really early and spend a lot of money on transport a week.

No because whatever the schools would be merged and we would just be a number out of 2000 or something like that.  We might not get the chances we would of got if the schools didn't merge

No

No because yes the school Haydon bridge would stay open but there aren't any 6th form its just up to 16.  That would then mean the pupils from Haydon bridge would have to get up really early and have to spend loads of money on transport and travel to newcastle or Carlisle everyday.

I could work but only under the circumstances that 6th form would be able to stay on and not have to leave at 16.

We want option D that Haydon Bridge has added because then we could stay on till 18 and then as well as getting the educational side we could also get vocational side and for the students who aren't very academic could do a GCSE course and have a better chance in something they can do.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

No

Because it is a smaller school with more people cramped in it and you'll get less education you want and possibly forgotton about.

To not get rid of Sixth form

No

Beacuse it is closing down more schools and in the end we will all get cramped into a school

To get a bigger school

No

Beacuse if we shut down there will be no sixth form where we can get A levels and better education

To have better education

I want this because we will get better education.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Westwoodburn

No

QEHs lacks capacity - portokabins.  No choice with one super school

No

There will be no room in QEHs furthermore if you dont have A levels there is no room

You won't get the right education

No

Yes because you get better education.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Haltwhistle

No

Don't wnat te school closing and too many people.

No

Too many schools will close and only be a few options for school

No

Not enough 6th form options

Model D by Mr Glover is a good idea.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

No

Dont want our school to shut.  Super school is too big.  Middle schools? not going back there.

No

Too many schools closing, want HBHs to stay open.  Plus super school has too many numbers

No

Need to keep 6th form.  QE 6th form is too limited, doesn't meet our needs.

I support Mr Glovers fair idea on nowhere closing and more education

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Park End

No

There will be too many students in the super school.

No

Haydon Bridge will close

No

Can't do some lessons, the school chooses

I suppport Mr Glovers choices Plan D

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Elsdon

No

No

No

I support model D

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I support Mr Glovers Model D

Pupil / student

Haltwhistle

no

Doesn't meet my needs

Do not close HBHS and keep it open for all

No

Does not meet my needs and do not want to travel further

Male it stay open for all inclusing 6th form

No

Doesn't offer and meet needs of 6th form

Allow 6th form to stay

Keep it open to all

Pupil / student

No

No

No

Model D

Pupil / student

Greenhead

Dont know

No

No

If Greenhead does not close, I pick model D where HBHS says open.  I think this area needs a school.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

No

A69 is not fit for purpose. Travel fees are extremely costly and to get into QEHS's super school you need to get a high score

Haydon Bridge's Model D

Pupil / student

No

No

Yes

I support Mr Glovers idea

Pupil / student

Haydon bridge HS

Haltwhistle

No

It doesn't give everyone a fair choice

No

it also doesn't give people a say in what they want to do.  I would have to travel further

No

does not cater everyones needs

In my opinion model D is the best this is because we should be aloud to decide out futures.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Gilsland

No

Don't know

No

I support Mr Glovers Model D; to start GCSE's in Year 9 and get 12 GCSE's

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

No

cause it will be crowded and annoying.  The travel cost and time.  No sleep.  Not be able to do BTEC. Smaller classes.

No

I agree with HBHS option D

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

No

A superschool wouldn't benefit the students

No

Too many schools expected to close

Yes

Personally, I think the school's 6th form should stay open. Nothing needs to close, but if that's the only choice - close years 9-11 and run the school as a 6th form college. We, supposedly, have the best in the area so it will be a waste to close.
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Bellingham

Don't know

Don't know

No

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Catton

No

It will close HBHS

No

It will close HBHS

No

Further travel for further education Haydon bridge ' D'.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Rochester

No

No

No

D - I agree for HBHs because I want to do a range of academic and vocational subjects.  Model D only suits my ambitions.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Otterburn

No

No

No

I agree with model D for Haydon Bridge High School as I want a apprenticeship in agriculture.  The only model that will suit me is model D.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Allednale

No

Because it will make things more difficult for the parents and students

No

No

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Westwoodburn

No

I've been in small schools my whole life and couldn't imagine any bigger

No

No

I agree with model D because I want to be a cinematography and HBHs can help

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb First School is a viable school. 76% of children come from the catchment area. Other parents actively choose this school from surrounding areas. It is a successful school in a village community providing great education. It's a forward thinking school ready for change if it happens. I attended Acomb and had a happy caring education, my brother attended alos, as did my stepfather, stepbrother and stepgrandparents. Keep Acomb first School open. It is a fabulous nurturing, viable community school.

Pupil / student

Haydon bridge HS

No

This won't help my furture

No

This does not cater for all future careers

No

Model D Haydon bridge High School would be the best for me because it offers an apprenticeship in agriculture which is wha I want to do.

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb First School is a good school (Jan 18 Ofsted). This school is in the very heart of the community. I attended this school and so did my children. The school provides premises which are ready to move to primary immediately and can meet the requirements for yr 5 & 6. It is and always has been a strong caring school, it is necessary and vital we have a school in our village.

Acomb

No

No

No

We need a school in our village. My children and grandchildren and great grangchildren have attended Acomb First School. It is the very heart of the community and therefore it is vital to keep it. The school is more than capable of going primary and will continue to provide excellent education in doing so.

Acomb

No

No

No

3 generations of my family attended Acomb First School. I attended Acomb First School. This school always been in the heart of the community. Children from generations in the village have attended this school. It has always been proactive in the community bringing everyone together. We need to keep Acomb First School - it is vital for the children which are 76% in catchment.

Parent

Wark C of E First School

Wark

No

This would mean Wark First School closing.

No

This would mean Wark First School closing.

No

This would mean Wark First School closing.

Wark First School to remain open. Why on earth close a fantastic school with fantastic teachers rated 'good' by ofsted and also which is financially sound. With support from Diocese this school could stay open (being a faith school).

Parent / carer

Whittonstall First School

No

I believe that closing Whittonstall First School would be detrimental to the pupils/staff/parents. Although my children are all grown up, I would still wish for the opportunity that my grandchildren could attend such a wonderful school. In my opinion, it is a viable proposition for it to remain open.

No

Please see Part 2.

No

Please see part and 3

Please do not close Whittonstall School.

Pupil/student

Haydon bridge High school

Allendale

No

Thsi does not help with my future ambition

No

No

Model D HBHs wouldd help with my apprenticeship in agriculture or further education in sport.  This would cater for my needs in haydon bridge.

Parent / carer

Whittonstall First School

Snods Edge

No

Because model 'A' proposes to close a perfectly good first school in Whittongstall. There are many ways why this school should not close, it is a perfectly viable school.

No

As explained before Whittonstall School is a perfectly viable school as it is and should not be threatened with closure.

No

Do not close a perfectly good school like Whittonstall First School

Leave Whittonstall School open.

Pupil/student

Haydon bridge High school

Haydon Bridge

No

This does not help with what I want to do in the future.

No

No

I agree with Model D HBHS because when I leave school, I want to get my apprenticeship in agriculture or engineering.

Parent / carer

Wark C of E First School

Birtley

No

No

Yes

Best start in life for our children. Financially viable, good education for our kids with great support from teachers, the church and governors. Also the whole community.

Pupil/student

Haydon bridge High school

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I agree that Haydon Bridge model D because I want to be an accountant and I am very happy at Haydon Bridge High school and our A level Maths results are just as good as QEs, therefore I would like to remain at HBHS to do A level maths.

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I feel strongly that NCC should adopt Haydon Bridge High Schools 'a vision for the future' model. This model accommodates the widespread needs of our community, which with increasing new build housing is expanding exponentially; it enables all abilities to develop to their full potential and realise their individual ambition; and is viable and sustainable and ensures financial stability. (A,B & C) other options do not seem to:- give parental choice; attend to individual needs - academic, technical and special needs; give ability to attend after school activities and develop friendships; fully cover the impact of longer distances and time spent travelling to school on students social and physiological health; take in account the distinct needs of scattered rural communities; the employment and economic impact to Haydon Bridge, which this model does in plenty

Pupil / student

Haydon  Bridge  HS

Greenhead

No

No

No

I agree with Haydon Bridge HS model D because I want to be able to do a range of academic and vocational subjects and model D caters for my needs the most.  I am happy at HBHS and don't feel the need to go to QE to do sixth form A levels.

West Woodburn No

No

Yes

I believe three-tier system provides a good education start for the children and is ideally suited to a rural area like this.

Parent / carer

Acomb

Both my children have attended Acomb and Beaufront. Acomb should be kept as it isa truly community school with the vast majority of children coming from within the catchment area. It has come from nursery to first school and would be able to expand to primary if necessary. Whereas Beaufront has always had a tiny (now 4) attendance from within its catchment. Everyone knows it is a "free" prep school.

pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Haydon Bridge

Dont Know

Don't know

Dont Know

I want Haydon bridge to stay open because travelling down to newcastle most days will be tiring, to tired to even do the work at college.

Parent / carer

Acomb

No

No

Yes

Acomb first school needs to be kept open, we as a village need a school to keep our village alive. Acomb first school provides a broad balanced opportunities at KS 3 & 4. Acomb is a viable community school which has a successful primary if the need arises, the school are proactive and have been planning for this. Acomb first school hagood viability, sustainability and education

pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I want Haydon bridge to stay open because I want to do agriculture.

pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Melbridge

No

student wont be educated the sameNo

No

Haydon Bridge should stay open and pick option D so every sudent can be judged the same.

Parent / carer

No

No

Yes

We need to keep our village school as it is a great asset to our community. Acomb delivers lots of opportunities for our youth of today.

Parent / carer

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb school should stay open as its a community school, their outcomes for children are better than regionsal and national average. They are forward looking and enthusiastic about the opportunity to extend their provision to become a community primary if this si required. The school is also financially sustainable.

pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Newbrough

No

No

No

Haydon Bridge should stay open because I have the right to learn and not spend money to travel to do that learning.

pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

I want haydon bridge to stay open because I want to do GCSE and entrepreners and apprenticeships.

Parent / carer

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb First School is a community school where 76% of pupils are from the catchment. They have an excellent provision for children with additional needs. Parents are happy and supportive. Children have excellent behaviour. High standards of teaching and learning. I believe the school would be an excellent primary if this should arise.

Acomb

No

No

No

Provides broad and balanced opportunites at key Stage 3 & 4. Acombs is a viable community school which has the potential to be a successful primary if the opportunity arises. Acomb provides full wrap around care from little oaks nursery (breakfast club) and Acomb after school club.

Parent / carer

Acomb

No

None of the schools should close No

No

Acomb school has been rated by ofsetd as a good scdhool. The school has excellent provisions for children with additional needs. 76% of pupils are from the catchment. Provide Forest School which is the only school in the area able to do so.

Acomb

Dont Know

We want to keep acomb school

No

No

Acomb is a viable community school which has potential to be a successful primary if the opportunity arises. Acomb school is financially sustainable. It's a community school (76% of pupils from catchment)

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

My two year old boy attends little oaks nursery and then would be moving onto Acomb first in 2 years time. X would love to move up to this school as when he is at little oaks he goes through to the school hall for his lunch and mixes with all the staff and kids. It would put my mind at rest knowing he would move upto the school with friendly faces and the staff that he already knows. You wouldn't get that if you close it.

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

Acomb first school is a viable community school. It also has potential to be a successful primary of the HLT get their proposals. The children and parents are very happy with the high standard of education provided by the highly experiences, knowledgeable and caring staff.

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

Keep our local small village school open

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

I would like my son to attend Acomb First School after he leaves little oaks nursery. A few points I like about the school are... excellent EYFS for reception; years 2-4 with partenership with little oaks nursery and also particular expertise in mastery maths. A school with good promise.

Pupil / student

Acomb First School

No

No

No

Acomb will no longer be a village if the school closes. I attended this school and so did my mother. I would be gutted to know that maybe in years to come if I had kids they won't be able to attend. There are so many reasons to keep the school open but the most important one is having the kids at the best interest and that means keeping them at the small local school.

Acomb

No

No to closing Acomb school

No

Don't want Acomb school to close Yes

Acomb school needs to stay open Keep Acomb School open. The amount of children in the village that would need to travel via school transport making their day longer and them more tired leading them to learn less. Over 76% of acomb pupils go to acomb school.

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Acomb needs a school

No

No

To keep Acomb first school open. They are a great school. Keep people in the village. The school is viable with great staff and children.

Parent / carer

Acomb

No

Merging Acomb First School with Beaufront wouldn't work because: Beaufront parents would most likely move their children to a different school so we would have children from Acomb travelling across to Beaufront because their own school has closed; Beaufront has limited parking, narrow roads without footpaths, it had to close last month before the snow we had in march (this was february) because of bad weather and a few of the parents had crashed their cars, it would be unsafe and unworkable; if Beaufront children had to come to Acomb there would be bad traffic and parking issues too, and a lot of building work would be needed so would lose outdoor/forest school space.

No

No

If Acomb First School and Beaufront had to merge, could they stay on the 2 sites to avoid traffic/parking problems and save money on building work?

We want Acomb First School to remain open because: it is a village school serving a large community of people; it brings the community together; without a school house prices would drop and we would have an ageing population here; most of the children are from the catchment are and can walk to school; a new estate is being built in Acomb and will attract young families who will need a school.

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb First School should not close. This is a lovely close community, closing this school would be outrageous.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

The Steel farm

No

No

No

I want the school to stay open so the farm re opens and I can do farming.

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

What kind of village would this be without its school. Village life includes being as close to the kids of similar age as possible, going to school with your neighbours kids or the people you went to school with, there kids being brought up together. The school is at the heart of the community. It would be such a shame to see it close.

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

I cannot agree to any of the models proposed. Rural schools need to stay open. Acomb First is financially sustainable. It is a viable community school which has potential to be a successful primary if the opportunity arises.

Pupil / student

Haltwhistle

No

No

No

Pupil / student

Allenheads

No

No

No

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb First School is an Ofsted 'Good' school which provides excellent teaching expertise. There are excelled wrap around care facilities provided by little oaks nursery (breakfast club) and Acomb after school club. The school has sustainable numbers of pupils in every class and is also financially sustainable.

Pupil / student

Hayden Bridge HS

Tarset

Dont Know

dont know

dont know

Pupil / student

Hayden Bridge HS

Haltwhistel

No

No

No

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

I do not support any proposal that includes closing Acomb School

No

I can't support any proposal that includes closing Acomb School

No

I can't support any proposal that includes closing Acomb School

Acomb is a viable community school that provides broad and balanced opportunities at KS3&4. Acomb school has the potential to be a successful primary school if the 2 tier system is introduced. The school is vital to the community of Acomb providing breakfast clubs, after school clubs and toddler groups.

Pupil / student

Bellingham

Dont know

dont know

dont know

Pupil / student

Kielder

No

no

No

Pupil / student

West Woodburn Don't know

Don't know

Yes

Parent / carer

Acomb

No

I do not support the possible closure of Acomb School

No

I do not support the possible closure of Acomb School

No

I do not support the possible closure of Acomb School

Acomb school is financially viable and could easily be changes into a successful primary school if needed. Acomb is not only a vital part opf the community but provides a broad and balanced education to all age groups. Having a successful school in the village is vital to the community of Acomb.

Pupil / student

Haydon bridge HS

Haltwhistle

NO

There will be too many people at the super school Hayden Bridge will close

No

There will be too many students in each school.  Hayden Bridge will close.

No

The Sixth form will close.  Might not be able to get into 6th form at QE

I support Mr Glovers Model D

Acomb

No

No

No

All my children went to acomb even when they said they needed improvement we kept going. Shows much the community value the school. Please don't close Acomb.

Pupil/student

No

I think that in a super school, pupils would become depersonalised- the teachers would not know them and they would feel like just data points on a huge system and would not work their full potential.  I would feel lost and like I didn't matter with the thousands of other pupils

no

No

I think a 4 - 16 year school would have such a wide range of ages it would not be able to cater for each age.

Acomb

No

No

No

We need to keep this community school open. Acomb is an excellent school and will continue hopefully in the future. They have excellent expertise in mastery maths. Also have an excellent sports provision including weekly swimming and multi-sports

Parent/carer

Chollerton C of E First School

Chollerton

No

Chollerton FS is an outstanding rated First School with KS1 results in the top 5% nationally.  The attendance of our students is above the national average and this is due to the happy nurturing,safe and vibrant environment we have here where our children look forward to going each morning.  Our staff live 50% in the school catchement and know our children by their name.  It is an integral part of the community.  Our older residents enjoy cooked meals from our kitchen, our scouts, eavers and cubs make wonderful use of our outdoor facilities.  To close our school would be detrimental to our children's education.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

The school is the heart of Acombs community and has an amazing ethos. It has the capacity to expand to become a primary if needs be. The standards of teaching are high and the children are all happy and love their school. the school itself is financially sustainable and has great educational merit. Do not close this school. Think of our children's future!!

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Allendale

No

No

No

Acomb

No

No

No

As a resident of the Acomb community I feel very strongly that the school should stay open. Recently inspected by Ofsted as a 'Good' school. The school has always and will hopefully continue to provide excellent high standards of teaching and learning from extremely caring, knowledgeable and experienced staff. Forest school provision to the children is also great.

pupil/student

Haydon Bridge HS

Haltwhistle

No

I dont agree

No

No

Haydon Bridge should stay open as if the school shuts down most of us wont be able to go on to 6th form if they want to carry on.

pupil/student

Haydon Bridge HS

Haltwhistle

No

No as Model A want fulfill my needsNo

No as Model B won't fulfull my needs.  It doesn't benefit students from rural areas as they are forced into a massice school which will slow the progress of us as students.

No

No as it won't benefit me.  It will only benefit kids in the bigger schools.  Why would this make us rural students happy.

Model D.  Model D is the way forward.  Model D is going to benefit everyone.  it will allow us to stay happy.  Isn't that important.

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

Because I don't believe Acomb First School should be closed.

No

Don't believe Acomb First School should be closed.

No

Do not believe Acomb First School should be closed.

I believe Acomb First School should remain open. The school offers fantastic opportunities for the children. We have forest school. In all classes the numbers are sustainable, we have toddle group, ambitious leaders, many sports awards, gold, silver, bronze.

pupil/student

Haydon Bridge HS

Stonehaugh

dont know

No

No

Acomb First School

No

Do not believe Acomb First School should be closed or merged

No

Do not want Acomb First School to close

No

Do not want Acomb First School to close

We should keep Acomb School open. The outcomes for children are better than regional and national average. We have excellent provision for children with additional needs. We have ambitious leaders. Our children are very happy to go to school.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Bellingham

No

No

No

Option D

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Haydon Bridge

No

No

No

I think Haydon Bridge should stay open because it gives everyone a fair chance to education.

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No because I don't believe that Acomb First School should be closed

No

Because of the potential closure of Acomb First School

I believe thour school is at the heart of our small village community. the vast majority walk to school. The school offers so much for the children, many after school clubs, wrap around care. There has recently been an Ofsted inspection which was rated 'Good'.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Stonehough

No

no

no

I think it should stay open because alot of students have now become use to this school and the technique of learning here.

Acomb First School

No

Do not believe Acomb First School should close

No

No to closure of Acomb First SchoolNo

Our recent Ofsted inspection was 'good'. The schools vision statement. The happiness and success of each child is at the heart of the school. The outcomes for the school are better than regional and national average. excellent behaviour throughout the school. Good strong leadership.

Pupil / student

Rochester

No

No

No

Option D .  The school stays open for sixth form because of travel distance and everyone has a chance to a course they want.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Byrness

No

No

No

Option D

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

No

Do not agree with the merger or closure of Acomb First School

No

Do not believe Acomb First School should be closed or merged.

No

Do not agree with the closure of Acomb First School.

My children have loved their time at this school. The children are all happy content. The teaching and learning are of high standard. The school is financially viable. We can be both primary or first. The school has everything in place to move forward if necessary.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

No

No

No

I'm happy at Haydon Bridge HS.  I agree with haydon Bridge option D.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Otterburn

No

This option does not cater for all students and their future careers.  Students who live in Kielder, Otterburn etc, will have to travel further to get to their education.

No

Does not cater towards every student needs and amitions.  Forces student out of their area to further their education.

No

Does not cater for every students needs.  Not allow everyone to achieve future

Haydon Bridge Model D  caters for every students needs / ambitions.  Will offer a larger range of courses like apprenticeships and A levels.  Offer opporutnity to achieve 12 GCSE's.

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

Acomb are forward looking and enthusiastic about the opportunity to extend their provision to be a community primary if this should arise. They have planned their future with this in mind and have appropriate staffing. It is a great school that should it can make it work.

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

The school offers; Forest School; excellent behaviour; sustainable numbers of pupils in every class; extremely caring, knowledgeable and experienced staff; ambitious leaders; sports award - gold, silver and bronze; excellent sports provision inlcuding weekly swimming anbd multi-sports coaching.

ex pupil

Haydon Bridge HS

Haydon Bridge

No

Against all proposals set out by the council

No

No

The propsal set out by haydon Bridge HS.

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

A few points in favour of Acomb First are they treat every child as an individual; there outcomes for the children are better than the national and regional average. 76% of the pupils come from the catchment area which makes sense to keep the majority of kids happy in there village school.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Bellingham

No

No

No

I agree with X model D

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

This school is a 'good' ofsted rated. They treat every child as an individual. Excellent provision for children with additional needs. They have the nursery joined onto them so it's a brilliant transition from nursery to the school. Most of all they offer high standards of teaching and learning. Brilliant school that needs to stay open.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Bellingham

No

No

No

I agree with X Model D as it benefits me more.

Parent / carer

No

No

No

I am in support of the alternative option put forward by Haydon bridge High School which suggests both academic routes and other options for students.  Special Educational needs provision put forward, would serve the Haydon Bridge partnership and fuether afield.  A high number of pupils already travel many miles to school as it is without adding additional miles and journey times, which is unacceptable.  Queen Elizabeth in hexham has a reputation as an elitist school, who does not accept pupils ino the  sixth form unless they get A's and B's to study at A level.  How will this effect both parent and pupil choice.  HBHS is offering choices for pupils of all abilities, offering better career prospects for all.  HBHS should remain and be developed further.

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

Acomb is a fantastic school, please think long and hard about the massive impact it will the children of the community. If they change to Beaufront they will then have to take school transport. Most who walked to school will find this the hardest. I do not like the thought of 4 year olds on a bus.
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No

No

No

My grandson attends this first school and my daughter chose this school for him as we felt he would really struggle with a bigger mass of kids. There is enough kids to make it run smoothly but not huge to make it daunting for the kids. It would be a great shame to close the school and upheave the children.

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

The school grows from strength to strength. They've had a hard year but pulled it back with a 'good' ofsetd. The kids are always at the heart of everything they do. Because it is such a small friendly school (my son's teaching assistant loves next door) I really feel the kids would struggle a lot especially after they know the people that teach them so well.

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

No

No

No

Myself and my 3 brothers attended/still attend Acomb First School. It is a lovely family school that I would hate my little boy to miss out going to. He now attends little oaks nursery and I am just down the road so knowing he is 2 minutes away from me is very reassuring. I was taught by most of the staff that are there now and I would love nothing more than for my son to be taught by the same staff.

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

Because of possible closer of Acomb First School

We need to keep Acomb First School open as it is a part of the community. the school is the centre of our community. The school has good viability, sustainability and educational merit. Acomb offer wrap around school care; has high standard of teaching and learning.

Acomb

No

Do not believe Acomb First School should close

No

Do not think Acomb First School should be closed

No

Do not want Acomb First School should close.

Acomb School is forward thining has things in oplace, whether we remain as a first school or change to primary. The school has just been awarded ' good' by ofsetd. It is a real community school. 76% of pupils are in the catchment.

Acomb

Don't know

No mother would want their young to travel far to school. An awful lot of parents work and have to rely on either friends or grandparents.

Acomb

Don't know

I am sure small childrens mothers would not send small childrenin busses to other schools out of the village

Class 1 Pupils

Chollerton C of E First School

Please don't close this phenomenal and remarkable school, re think your mistake.  This school has amazing trips such as art days at the sill, Cragside and Meamish, you have so much fun.  In PE we do fantastic sports with X including golf, badminton and tag rugby.  We have school discos and the year 4's choose the games.  Also we have fayres and have fun but we also raise money for school trips.  Ex pupils come back to their old school to help because they love it so much.  Please don't close this school.

Acomb

Yes

Yes. Keep Acomb School.

Acomb

Don't know

Acomb school is important for the village and small children should not have to travel a long distance to school. Most mothers are working.

Class 1 Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

You can't close our remarkable school because you are never bored.  We play amazing games on our humungous field.  We do whole school art days which are great fun.  We do gardening in the polytunnel and we plant fruit and vegetables which we then eat.  The school trips to Beamish, White House Farm and The Sill are brilliant.  Please re think about closing our tremendous school.

Acomb First School

Acomb

No

No

No

Who in there right mind is thinking of closing Acomb First School. When it has had  good reports from ofsted and most of the children in this village got to Acomb School. There is just a few children that go to other schools. Beaufront school has just a few children and no ofsted reports from them. Also there are a few family in this village that there family went to Acomb School when it was first open and there is children in the village from the descended are still going to to Acomb School, so why would anybody want to close the school.

Class ! Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

Please rethink your big mistake.  Please dont close our astonshing school, because we do outstanding activities that you could not resist.  If I were you I wouldn't close this school, because this school is a cool school and no one in this school wants it to close not one.  We have many different things in this school than others, this makes it special.  it's also special because the teachers always make work fun and if you were young and you were in this school you would definitely want to keep ip open.  So please keep it open please rethink.

Class 1 Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

I think its extremely important that our wonderful school stays optn because we have outstanding facilities for example an incredible playground and a huge field.  From a two year old in pre school to an eight year old in year tree, each year has been a brilliant year.  If you shut this school all the younger ones won't be able to do all the wonderful subjects we've done.  Most schools don't have gardens and polytunnels but we do.  If we switch to Hunnshaugh there's not enough spcae on the yard and they have no playing field.  At the end of year four they have a wonderful treat which is Broomley Grange, where they d extremely fun activities.  School fayres are really important to our school because every child has so much fun selling, buying, playing and crafts.  we have Christmas fayrs, easter fayres and school discos.  We have after school clubs for example cooking and PE.  Please take into consideration my points and don't close our school.

Class 1 Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

I think you should not close our magnificant school.  I am about to tell you why.  We have after school clun with X.  We have Christmas craft when we cook, do art and colouring.  We have amazing discos where the year four pick games to play and if we win we get a sweet.  All of us are fit because we do the golden mile if you are wondering what the golden mile is it is where we run around the playground fourteen times.  We have home work projects when we make something from a different country for example our Mexican project  Class 1 come in and we showed then what we have made.  We have school trips, the last one we had was the Sill and we did printing.  We have fayres to raise money to go on these amazing trips.  Thank you for reading this and please reconsider your ideas.

Class 1 Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

I think you should keep our amazing outstanding school open because it is an incredible place to learn.  I am going to tell you why. We do gardening where we plant strwberries, potatoes, tomatoes and raspberries which we then eat.  We do a skipping festival and everytime we have won gold.  We have magnificant discos.  Thank you for reading these reasons for keep our school open.

Class 1 Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

I think that you should not close our outstanding school.  I am about to give many reasons.  We have lovely teachers and we have X the PE teacher who teaches us ball skills, rugby and gymnastics.   Wedo art and different projects and thenb we show them to class.  We have discos and we dance and we have some food.  Please dont close out school.

Class 1 Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

Please keep out brilliant,fantastic, outstanding school open.  There are amazing things to do at our school.  When you become a year 4 you can go to Broomley Grange.  At Broomley Grange you stay there for three days and two nights.  You do lots of activities such as, the mud walk, the water slide and lots of other fun things to.  At Easter, Christmas and summer we have enjoyable school fayres to rise money for outdoor toys and trips.  Sometimes Ex pupils come to our school and help us with out work.  They enjoy coming back to this school which fthey miss because they had such an amazing time here.  This term we did a Mexican project.  i did the day of the dead.  it was amazing.  Please dont shut our school.  You can see we do lots of amazing things.

Class 1 Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

I feel devasted that this school might close, it is amazing and has lovely teachers in it.  The teachers help you every year on your work.  This school has skipping festivals am it is great fun, most years we have won gold.  Last year we did a club for gardening in the polytunnel and lots of the village joined it.  Every year we go on different trips and find out lots of things there.  Please dont shut this school its special for all of us and outstanding things happen.  Whole school art day is fantastic because you learn how to make different types of arts.  having a small school doesn't mean you can shut it, you make lots of firends whe it is a small school.   Why do you have to shut our school when you don't know what is is like.  You should let our school vote not just you.  Year four enjoy Broomley Grange, so please don't let our school close before class one don't get a turn of Broomley Grange, because there is a water slide, a mud walk, climbing and lot of other sports.  Please don't close our school.

Class 1 Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

Please reconsider your decision to shut our phenomenal school down because we have outstanding teachers.  Our school has a big variety of things to do, for example making willow structures. Everyone helps each other and works as a team.  We also have forest school where we have fun and together we make things like dens and wooden structues.  We help X get sticks from the wood to make a fire.  Our school has a polytunnel where we plant and take out fruits and vegetables.  we also eat them because X cooks them for lunch.  Pleae don't shut our school down.  i think about everyone at Chollerton school.  Think about the little ones when you shut it down.  Please reconsider your decision.  Thank you.

Class 1 Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

I feel it is vitally important to keep our amazing school open, because it is the best school you could get.  Now I will tell you why.  We have a poly tunnel and a garden, not many schools have this.  We grow lovely fruit and vegetables. X  then puts it out for snack or cooks them for lunch.  When year 4's leave they go to Broomley Grange and do loads of fun activities, such as the mud walk.  We do brilliant science experienents,they make us amazingly excited.  Ex pupils come in because they enjoy coming back to their old school.  They help us and play with us in the outstanding play ground.  I love it when the theatre group comes in.  They do fabulous plays, last time it was the Sugar Plum Fairy.  We got to help them and be part of the play.  Please keep our school open because we enjoy doing all of these activities.

Class 1 Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

Keep our outstanding, brilliant, fabulous school open othersie we will be struck with sadness please help.  Dont close this school it is an enjoyable, excellent, friendly and caring school.  I have so much fun in this school, you've made a mistake.  Here you can go to X after school club because your have an unforgettable time playing badminston, athletics and bench ball.  We also have a huge and enormous field, everyone loves playing football on it.  Every school fayre people enjoy buying sweets, toys and prizes.  Everyone helps by bringing in toys.  people from the village come too.  Outside theres a shelter, everyone likes it so much.  When is is raining we go in it.  Don';t close our school, you'll regret it.

Class 1 Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

Please keep our wonderful fantastic school open.  If you close our school you will regret your decision, it is a amazing school.  We get to build Willow structures such as tunnels and bats which makes our school unique.  Our school is fantastic for nature, in our poly tunnel we hunt for insects, We grow our own vegetales and fruit it teaches us to look after our surroundings.  Chollerton is such a tremendous school ex pupils are always tell us that their memories are from Chollerton school.  Please dont close our school.

Class 1 Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

I don't want this outstanding school to close down because it is wonderful.  Chollerton school has so much to offer, I have all the activities we do such as football on our big field we forest school which we see and learn about nature.  X shows us how to make a camp fire and shows us different trees and leaves.  we could not get this expeerience at other school's.  I like doing the Christmas Fayres and Easter Fayres because they are so much fun.  All of the children and adults get involved in the activities we do it brings the village together.  I love the gardening because we get plant things such as fruit and vegetables then X cooks it for lunch.  I dont want this shcool because I will be sad.

Class 1 Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

I feel its a mistake to close this outstanding school.  I love Chollerton school because I have learnt do much.  In the summertime our plyground and field are so much fun we can play in sand pits, play foot ball and grow fruit and vegetavles in our poly tunnel. We haveamazing school fayres where all the community get involved.  Every year are given an exciting topic that we have to research and thenpresent to other pupils.  It is so much fun, this term was mexico I loved.  Please do not close our wonderful school.

Class 1 Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

I thinkit is a mistake to close our outstanding school because we have so much to offer.  We have so may outdoor toys and space for example a field, playground,sandpits. shelter, willow structures and mud kitchen.  Science experiements are very interesting because you get to predict the outcome and work with X to see what happens.  Opera North visit our school, we learn to sing.  Also in Yr 4 you sleep at Broomley Grange, which is a great experience.  We have discos, Easter fayres, easter parade and Christingle.  We do fun activities especially Christmas crafts and cooking.  Please dont close our school.

Class 1 Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

I think you should not close our fabulous school because it has lots of wonderful things to do.  We have a polu tunnel where we plant strwberries, raspberries and vegetables.  We have a big field where we play and we have a garden which we plant flowers in and we have lots of trees.  Thank you for reading this and please save our school.

Class 1 Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

I don't think you should close our incredible school.  We have lots of outside toys and we have a poly tunnel where we have planted vegetables we then eat them.  We do PE club with X where we play dodge ball, skipping and we have an out dorr classroom.  We have discos and christmas crafts after school which are great fun.  So please do not close down this school.

Class 1 Pupil

Chollerton C of E First School

I think you should keep our amazing school open because we have a wonderful time wth X in after school sports doing benchball, badminton and athletics.  We also have Christmas and Easter fayres when we raise money and have fun and it brings all of the village together.  We have amazing outdoor equipment which means we can play lots of games on our huge playground and field.  We also have Opera North,fabulous school trips to the Sill, Cragside which is a fantastic opportunity to learn.  Ex pupils come back to our school to help, because of the lovely memories they have of the school.  Please don't close our outstanding school.

The Parish Council write to support our village school as a response to recent consultation put around education in the West of Northumberland.
Our concerns are for the welfare or our children and the local community,village ,parish and outer catchment area of Chollerton School.
The school support our community in many ways:-
●  Meals on Wheels
●  Use of building and facilities by Beavers/Cubs
●  Community Worship
●  Parents and Children use the Village shop
The School provides a central  for families and the older generatiion within the area. Things like Christmas Fairs,School plays can be supported by the older residents of the village who are able to walk to school. Moving school to Humshaugh  will affect older rresidents of the village as much as the children and families. How can we attract new people to the community if there is no school?
Our school is purpose built,modern in large grounds which house the Forest school and is extremely well maintained.If required our school buildings could be extended to accommodate more children.This is not the case at Humshaugh where parking is already a major issue and the playing field adjoining does not belong to the school.
The consultation refers to travelling distance between schools but fails to take into account the distance some children have already travelled to get to Chollerton School.Our catchment area is considerably wider than Humshaugh with some children travelling from outlying farms.
What happens to pre-school children? At present pre-school is housed in Chollerton School.This certainly wouldn’t be the case if our school closed.
It is essential to keep rural schools open.Chollerton School is vibrant,well supported, manged and run by a group of dedicated Teachers,Governors,staff and community members. This is demonstrated by the OUTSTANDING OFSTED rating.Moving our children to a lower rated school is not acceptable.
We understand there are issues around education in the West of Northumberland.However this is not in early years education.It’s around Haydon Bridge High School and QEHS.Both of which have been seriously neglected by NCC over the last few years.
We are asking that you reconsider the closurre of Chollerton School in all three of the proposals put forward.
For and on Behalf of Chollerton Parish Council.

Parish Council

Chollerton Parish Council

Pupil

Newbrough CE Primary

I am writing to tell you that you should not closedown this thriving school.  The first valid point I will make is everybody is kind to everyboy for example the older ones help with the little ones coats and wellys, teachers help everybody.  My second point I will make is that when you go to a new school everybody is unwelcoming however in this school everyone wants to show you around the school!  My third point is that, if you go on a bus when you are 3 or 4 you could be sitting next to say a 16 yr old! but in this school it only goes up to Yr 6 and we only use taxis, cars, walk, bike or scooter!  My fourth and final point is in a super school you will have less chance to go into competitions or stay in say Broomly Grange and activities like that.   But in this school there is more chances to do activities like that.  Hopefully I have helped you choose your decision.  

I am writing this letter to persuade you to leave our school alone.

If you decide to close our school this may mean that we will have to pay for transport.

Furthermore, there is absolutely no bullying in this school which means we can always concentrate on lessons with nothing on our minds.  

I hope I have persuaded you to keep our school thriving.

I lost my first tooth at this school and I hope that other children can have this great experience as well.

Pupil

Newbrough CE Primary

I am writing to you to persuade you not to close Newbrough CE Primary School which provides education to villages such as; Newbrough; Fourstones; Warden and surrounding areas.  Why destroy a school worth keeping?

My first valid point is that if we do close, most of the children will have to travel on a bus with 18 year olds.  However, at our school we are close enough to walk and stay fit and healthy.  Moreover, all of the students in our school are friendly and we all look after each other.

Furthermore, if we do close and move schools we may learn more social skills.  However, we will have to wake up early so we will be tired and when we are tired our brains function less so we will not understand what we are doing.

In addition Newbrough is a heart-warming remarkable, outstanding school and to close it would be devastating, heart-breaking and disastrous for the younger children; I would hate to think that people will not have the opportunity to experience this wonderful school instead of moving and having to make new friends.

Additionally, to close down Newbrough and then open our superschool will cost more than leaving our school along.

I hope I have persuaded you to keep our school open.  It is in your hands.

Pupil

Newbrough CE Primary

I am writing this letter to tell you, urge you, not to close our fantastic school down!

My first valid reason is that there is absolutely no bullying.  Bullying is definitely unacceptable, every child an every teacher is friendly, respectful and extremely kind, we older ones are also encouraged to look after the younger ones at lunchtime play.

My next reason, is about the delightful dinners.   X, our school cook, makes the most scrumptious, health dinners, from melting pizza to mouth-watering baked potatoes to delicious cheesecake to chocolatey brownies.

My third reason, is about the impact on me and other pupils.  Do you really want to break the friendship between two best friends?  If we have a large super school, eighteen year olds and five year olds will have to share transport and there will be a high risk of bullying.

My fourth reason, is about the tremendous teachers.  Teachers are amazing because they are like a second family to us an always help us when we’ve got our hand up or when we’re stuck.

I hope you will make the decision and that I have persuaded you to not to close our school down.

Pupil

Newbrough CE Primary

I am writing to you about our school because I don’t want this school to close down.

Firstly, this school has friendly people and the teachers look after everyone in the school however the older people look after the younger ones.

Secondly, at the moment people can walk to school everyday and that means that people can get exercise so there can get fit and strong.

I care about this school because I can concentrate with my friends.

When I get stuck with something I could just ask a friend and my teachers to help me.

Council can you please try to not get Newbrough Primary School to close.

Pupil

Newbrough CE Primary

I am writing this letter, to urge you not to close Newbrough C of E Primary School.  Do you really want to break the friendships that people have formed at this school?

My first valid point would be, this school is providing extraordinary Education to the pupils.  Do you want to distract the kids from their learning?  Also, if we move schools most children might get terrified of moving and will lose their old friends too.

My second important point is, in our school there is less chance of bullying or conflict because of how kind our pupils are.  Also, if there is then our teachers are really magnificent and fix the problem.

My third point is, that you know everyone’s names because of how small the school is.  Moreover, a lot of people have amazing memories of this school. It has been here for generations; the village would not be complete without it.

My fourth reason is, because our school is small we get to do more exciting things.  For example, we get the opportunity to take part in Mini police and other exciting activities.  

I hope you consider my points and trust you not to pick option C.  Therefore the future of this school is in your hands and we are relying on you to save our school.

Pupil

Newbrough CE Primary



[bookmark: 42]I am writing this letter, to persuade you about how you should not shut our school because it will cost the jobs of several teachers.

Firstly I would like to discuss how there is absolutely no bullying at this heart warming school, on the contrary we all care about this school also we look out for each other.

Did I mention if this catastrophic idea happens it will break the friendships of up to 60 people with them all having to go to different schools which means that we’ll be grumpy and hyper during lessons because we had no-one to play  with at play times.

Also I am mentioning that since this school is we can all stay fit and healthy by walking because its everybodys local school also if we do change school well have to wake up earlier which means it will be harder to focus on lessons.

I hope this min dazzling letter has persuaded you enough not to close our school.  Remember the fate our school rests in your hands.

Pupil

Newbrough CE Primary

In this letter I will convince you not to destroy the education of all pupils in Newbrough, Fourstones and Haydon Bridge.  I was distraught when the consultation document was published because of the threats made to our school.  This remarkable school is a valuable part of our community.

Additionally bullying and conflict is unacceptable and out magnificent teachers can control any shocking behaviour of this sort.  There is a clear code of conduct which is respected by all our pupils and members of staff in this school.

Secondly should all of the children be sent to a huge super school it will disrupt their educational needs.  Also, it will open up an extremely high risk of children regretting going to school because of bullying.  In addition, you will be taking away much needed jobs from several fantastic teachers.  This terrible idea is not only postponing our education but also replacing our usual teachers with supply teachers because of consultations.

Furthermore we have got so many amazing and terrific future opportunities which we look forward to.  We have also just taken up a very exciting new mini police scheme, which everyone is able to take part in.  Moreover, if you send us to another school we won’t get those opportunities because there will be too many of us!

The council, we all understand, has a huge role in our education.  However, at the moment our future lives are under threat because of the council’s shocking decisions lack of understanding of pupils’ educational requirements.  

 I urge you not to just listen to yourself or the adults opinion but listen and think about the children’s opinion.  I lost my first tooth here, I learned to read myself in this school and I want to keep those memories forever.  By sending us innocent children to another school those beautiful memories are drifting further and further away from us.

I eagerly await your decision but urge you to make my views, and views, and he view of other pupils into account.

Pupil

Newbrough CE Primary

Parent / carer

Stonehaugh

No

I don't want closure of Work or haydon bridge High School.  I have children at both they are happy and safe.  I don't want my 5 yeaar old having to get on bus at 7.30am and travelling 12 miles to school.  I also have child waiting to hear about a high school place.  Very uncertain times, unsettling times for children.

No - not viable option - just because we are small rural school does not make us a bad school, our children are happy and confident if they were moved into larger schools would the care still be there would they just become a number.

No

Again I do not want my 5 year old travelling 12 miles on a bus to school.  Wark first school is a very good school all childen are happy there.  Why do we need to close a school that has a good ofsted.  Also I don't want Haydon Bridge to close and send kids to Hexham. My son does his GCSE's next summer (19).  I hope the drive behind the closures isn't just money and that the county council have correct provisions for all children no matter which school.  I hope my son is not forgotton and still gets all help and teaching he is entitledto and Northumberland Council are going to support all schools and chidlren.

No

If you made Haydon bridge 4 - 16 that would mean my 5 year old travelling 17 miles ona bus even furhter than before.  I think Haydon Bridge would be better as a secondary school.

No - not viable.  Leave haydon Bridge as a secondary school but give it more help, support, funding instead of trying to bad mouth it and run it into ground.  If you spend some time in these schools you will see happy safe kids.  My 13 year old is due to go to high school in the summer and we still have not had a confirmed place anywhere.  Does Hexham have an extra 700 places if you close hayden bridge.  if so will my daughter who has dyslexia still get help and support we have already spoken to Haydon Bridge about.

Acomb

No

In my opinion, it would only be sensible to keep Acomb First School running.  I attend both Acomb First and Beaufront School and from personal experience Acomb is more valuable to keep.  It allows a number of local children (and nursery children) from the village to attend easily with litt or no transport needed.  The nursery is phenomenal and it would be a massive loss to the village and all parents/students it would affect – the same goes for the main school.  Beaufront is not educationally superior and in fact feels like a free private schools.  There are 4 local students for Beaufront and it is shocking that there is even question on which school should be kept.  To drive children out of the village to Beaufront when they could get the same great education at Acomb is also very inconvenient for a lot of parents.

No

In my opinion, it would only be sensible to keep Acomb First School running.  I attend both Acomb First and Beaufront School and from personal experience Acomb is more valuable to keep.  It allows a number of local children (and nursery children) from the village to attend easily with litt or no transport needed.  The nursery is phenomenal and it would be a massive loss to the village and all parents/students it would affect – the same goes for the main school.  Beaufront is not educationally superior and in fact feels like a free private schools.  There are 4 local students for Beaufront and it is shocking that there is even question on which school should be kept.  To drive children out of the village to Beaufront when they could get the same great education at Acomb is also very inconvenient for a lot of parents.

Parent / carer

Acomb First School

No

-

No

Do not want Acomb First School to close!!

No

-

Acomb should not close or merge they treat every child as an individual and the outcomes for the children are better than the regional and national average.  Its the heart of the community and 76% of the children who attend are from the catchment area.  Its financially sustainable and has the potential to expand to accommodate the change to primary if this arives.  All the parents are supportive of he school an are passionate about its role in the community.  The school has so much to offer - forest school, maths expertise, sustainable numbers of pupils in every class.  There is also a number of new houses being built so the potential of new students is there.  The nursery that fees into the school has an outstanding ofsted and I'd be worried about its future if the school closes.

Parent / carer

I strongly believe that NCC should build a new school for Hexham and in exchange Hadrian Trust take on Haydon Bridge.  This will ensure children who feed into Haydon Bridge will do so if both schools are ran by the same Academy.  I believe that if schools turn from first to primary schoos there will be years 7&8 to boost both schools intake leaving neither school too larege.  I firmly believe NCC need to provide choice!!!  A school in Hexham with 2000 children will not suit a large proportion of children and will lead to more children leaving mainstream education.  Closing Haydon Bridge will leave no optoion to a local school if Hexham is not meeting a child's needs.

We have not been provided with enough information to allow informed decisions to be made.  Representatives from NCC who attended the Mart on 17.3.18 were ill informed and unable to provide any satisfactory answers.
No detail is given for any model about how educational performance would be improved.
Misleading and out of date financial information was provided.  Changes to 18/19 funding has not been taken into account.
Have all models been adequately costed?
Does the ultimate cost of models exceed the financial savings?
We have been given no published analysis of the impact of changes to educational outcomes for the models.
“NCC sought the views of educational professionals and governors in schools in first phase of informal consultations.”  
•        What were the views of educational professionals?
•        Were the school closures discussed with the educational professionals?
Did NCC Councillors know of potential closures and why were they not disclosed prior to recent elections?
Mileage quoted in consultation is inaccurate and misleading.
Why is Acomb/Beaufront the only merger where the school earmarked for closure has not been identified?
We need to retain a choice of high school.  It is essential pupils have a broader range of subjects including vocational options.  Not everyone is suited to academic courses.
First schools are essential to our rural villages. They are the heart of these communities.  Without the heart they die.  The socio-economic factors which would result from the closure of village schools is huge.
My children currently attend Acomb First School have specific concerns in relation to potential merger/closure of this with Beaufront.
Acomb has recently had a very successful ofsted report achieving ‘good .  This highlights the high education the children are receiving.
Beaufront’s last ofsted report awarded outstanding, however, this was over 10 years ago.  I do not know of any other sector in society that would /could rely on data over 10 years old, to base future decisions on.
Acomb has 59 pupils, 45 of whom live in the village and an additional 6 from the Beaufront catchment.  Beaufront has 4 pupils from catchment (I do not know if or how many from Acomb catchment).
Beaufront would have been our catchment school however, this school has a very different ethos to Acomb and was most definitely not for our children.
We chose Acomb even though at the time was in ‘RI’, but it is a wonderful school and our children have flourished should Acomb close we would not send our children to Beaufront and would look for an alternative (having spoken to other parents believe others would not choose Beaufront either).  
If Beaufront were to close I highly doubt many, if any parent would choose to sent their children to Acomb.  They (schools) are just too different.
Beaufront is known in the area as the prep school for children who go on to be privately educated.
Acomb First School is a huge part of the community. Whilst Beaufront has a ‘school community’ it does not have a village community.  I know I live there.
Acomb First School already has an established, well attended baby and toddler group providing vital social meetings for both parents and children Beaufront does not have this.
Acomb First School has an outstanding nursery on site working with the school to provide a calm, seamless transition for those starting in reception.  It is well established and very well attended.  Many children attending Little Oaks move on to Beaufront.  Beaufront does not yet have a nursery but plans to commence in September, however this will be in with reception children.
Acomb First School already has a successful breakfast club (operated by Little Oaks) and an after school club (run by X) providing essential wrap around care for our many working families.  Beaufront has plans to introduce something similar but not yet established.
Acomb First School is also very lucky to be next to some common land and have trained forest school leaders who can offer some wonderful outdoor experiences in forest school.
Transport.  There are no footpaths (or streetlights) between Acomb and Beaufront.  If Acomb were to close, NCC would therefore, due to safety reasons, under government guidelines have to provide school transport.  Due to pupil numbers a large coach would be needed and could not travel the stated (inaccurate) 1.9 miles as detailed in the consultation document, and would have to travel the A69 and up Oakwood Bank Road (narrow, unlit and dangerous).  There are already parking issues at Beaufront, a coach would cause more.
I would also have huge concerns over safeguarding in relation to children as young as 4 being dropped off on main roads.
•        How would driver know there was an appropriate adult collecting each child?
•        Would it be his responsibility?
•        What happens if a parent was late for collection.  Potentially a child being left on the side of the road? (it happens eg burst water main recently closed road in Acomb).
Currently all but 4 children attending Beaufront are outside catchment and are transported by car, by parents and therefore cost to NCC for transport would be significantly less should Beaufront close.
Neither Acomb or Beaufront could accommodate all pupils.  We have not been given any details about how merged schools would be funded for capital works.
Acomb First School has a proactive forward thinking leadership team who have plans in place for any potential to move to primary.
They have a well managed budget which has never been in deficit under this leadership.
The school continues to be viable as it has been for nearly 150 years.  The educational merits of the school are detailed in black and white, as referred to in the recent ofsted report.
Acomb is an amazing village school and needs to stay open for the whole community.

Parents and pupils need to have a choice of high school whilst QEHS has great results, the subjects are very academic and cover a very narrow range, and not suitable for all pupils.  A wide range of subjects including vocational should be made available over QEHS and HBHS.  Closing first schools:-

Geographical make up of our region does not suit a two tier system.

Closing the school would stop people moving into the village and would result in some leaving.

•        Kills communities

•        No choice of high schools (see part 2)

•        Damages local businesses

•        Closure of first schools (see part 2)

•        Travel times would be increased for very young children and are unacceptable

More children would have extended, unacceptable journey times.  A school of up to 2250 would not have any educational merit for pupils.

Parent / carer

Acomb

No

Not a viable option

No

Not a viable option

No

A school for 4-16 year olds is not a practical option and would raise huge safeguardiing issues.  Where have cost analysis for making site for 4-16's been published / analysed.  How can a ixed syste of 2 &3 tier work in terms of educational merit?

Not a viable option

We have not been provided with enough information to allow informed decisions to be made.  Representatives from NCC who attended the Mart on 17.3.18 were ill informed and unable to provide any satisfactory answers.
No detail is given for any model about how educational performance would be improved.
Misleading and out of date financial information was provided.  Changes to 18/19 funding has not been taken into account.
Have all models been adequately costed?
Does the ultimate cost of models exceed the financial savings?
We have been given no published analysis of the impact of changes to educational outcomes for the models.
“NCC sought the views of educational professionals and governors in schools in first phase of informal consultations.”  
•        What were the views of educational professionals?
•        Were the school closures discussed with the educational professionals?
Did NCC Councillors know of potential closures and why were they not disclosed prior to recent elections?
Mileage quoted in consultation is inaccurate and misleading.
Why is Acomb/Beaufront the only merger where the school earmarked for closure has not been identified?
We need to retain a choice of high school.  It is essential pupils have a broader range of subjects including vocational options.  Not everyone is suited to academic courses.
First schools are essential to our rural villages. They are the heart of these communities.  Without the heart they die.  The socio-economic factors which would result from the closure of village schools is huge.
My children currently attend Acomb First School have specific concerns in relation to potential merger/closure of this with Beaufront.
Acomb has recently had a very successful ofsted report achieving ‘good .  This highlights the high education the children are receiving.
Beaufront’s last ofsted report awarded outstanding, however, this was over 10 years ago.  I do not know of any other sector in society that would /could rely on data over 10 years old, to base future decisions on.
Acomb has 59 pupils, 45 of whom live in the village and an additional 6 from the Beaufront catchment.  Beaufront has 4 pupils from catchment (I do not know if or how many from Acomb catchment).
Beaufront would have been our catchment school however, this school has a very different ethos to Acomb and was most definitely not for our children.
We chose Acomb even though at the time was in ‘RI’, but it is a wonderful school and our children have flourished should Acomb close we would not send our children to Beaufront and would look for an alternative (having spoken to other parents believe others would not choose Beaufront either).  
If Beaufront were to close I highly doubt many, if any parent would choose to sent their children to Acomb.  They (schools) are just too different.
Beaufront is known in the area as the prep school for children who go on to be privately educated.
Acomb First School is a huge part of the community. Whilst Beaufront has a ‘school community’ it does not have a village community.  I know I live there.
Acomb First School already has an established, well attended baby and toddler group providing vital social meetings for both parents and children Beaufront does not have this.
Acomb First School has an outstanding nursery on site working with the school to provide a calm, seamless transition for those starting in reception.  It is well established and very well attended.  Many children attending Little Oaks move on to Beaufront.  Beaufront does not yet have a nursery but plans to commence in September, however this will be in with reception children.
Acomb First School already has a successful breakfast club (operated by Little Oaks) and an after school club (run by Cristina Knox) providing essential wrap around care for our many working families.  Beaufront has plans to introduce something similar but not yet established.
Acomb First School is also very lucky to be next to some common land and have trained forest school leaders who can offer some wonderful outdoor experiences in forest school.
Transport.  There are no footpaths (or streetlights) between Acomb and Beaufront.  If Acomb were to close, NCC would therefore, due to safety reasons, under government guidelines have to provide school transport.  Due to pupil numbers a large coach would be needed and could not travel the stated (inaccurate) 1.9 miles as detailed in the consultation document, and would have to travel the A69 and up Oakwood Bank Road (narrow, unlit and dangerous).  There are already parking issues at Beaufront, a coach would cause more.
I would also have huge concerns over safeguarding in relation to children as young as 4 being dropped off on main roads.
•        How would driver know there was an appropriate adult collecting each child?
•        Would it be his responsibility?
•        What happens if a parent was late for collection.  Potentially a child being left on the side of the road? (it happens eg burst water main recently closed road in Acomb).
Currently all but 4 children attending Beaufront are outside catchment and are transported by car, by parents and therefore cost to NCC for transport would be significantly less should Beaufront close.
Neither Acomb or Beaufront could accommodate all pupils.  We have not been given any details about how merged schools would be funded for capital works.
Acomb First School has a proactive forward thinking leadership team who have plans in place for any potential to move to primary.
They have a well managed budget which has never been in deficit under this leadership.
The school continues to be viable as it has been for nearly 150 years.  The educational merits of the school are detailed in black and white, as referred to in the recent ofsted report.
Acomb is an amazing village school and needs to stay open for the whole community.

Parents and pupils need to have a choice of high school whilst QEHS has great results, the subjects are very academic and cover a very narrow range, and not suitable for all pupils.  A wide range of subjects including vocational should be made available over QEHS and HBHS.  Closing first schools:-

Geographical make up of our region does not suit a two tier system.

Closing the school would stop people moving into the village and would result in some leaving.

•        Kills communities

•        No choice of high schools (see part 2)

•        Damages local businesses

•        Closure of first schools (see part 2)

•        Travel times would be increased for very young children and are unacceptable

More children would have extended, unacceptable journey times.  A school of up to 2250 would not have any educational merit for pupils.

Parent / carer

Acomb

No

Not a viable option

No

Not a viable option

No

A school for 4-16 year olds is not a practical option and would raise huge safeguardiing issues.  Where have cost analysis for making site for 4-16's been published / analysed.  How can a ixed syste of 2 &3 tier work in terms of educational merit?

Not a viable option



[bookmark: 43]This is my response to the public consultation about Education in West Northumberland. I am responding as a parent/carer of a child attending Newbrough Primary School.
Changing school comes at a considerable cost to children as it takes about a term for them to become comfortable in their new school, with their new peers and teachers. By having two changes of school, children in Northumberland are effectively losing two terms from their education compared with just one for children in the rest of the country. Given parents are not allowed to take their children out of school for even a week for a family holiday, having the county enforce a missed term by dint of its 3 tier policy seems stupid.
Option C seems to lock West Northumberland into have two smaller secondary/high schools, to the detriment of both: How can two comparatively small schools compete for national capital funding effectively? The answer is that, as now, they cannot. By choosing Option C we will be stuck with this long term funding problem for a generation.          
Option C is the most expensive and seems to offer the least to the young people of West Northumberland.
Haydon Bridge doesn't need two schools for primary children. You're proposing to use our children to sustain an extra school in Haydon Bridge. The educational rationale of this seems to be completely unfounded.
I know my child, and I don't believe they would thrive in a large 4-16 school in the same way that they are thriving at Newbrough Primary School.
I am concerned that the proposed 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge would not have the Christian ethos and values that Newbrough Primary School does.
Newbrough Primary School is a growing in pupil numbers and is financially sustainable for the foreseeable future. It makes no sense to me that you would close it, so that you could spend more than 60 million pounds building a new, unproven, schooL
I dispute the argument that first and primary schools need to close in order to make schooling in West Northumberland financially stable. Other large, rural counties, such as North Yorkshire and Cumbria seem able to fund primary education in smaller schools.
There is no way my child will be going to the 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge proposed in option C. I will send them to another school instead. - .~ The road between Newbrough and Haydon Bridge is narrow, with lots of ill-Sighted bends, and in my opinion it would be barely safe for the additional school-time traffic that Option C would cause.
Option C leaves parents of pre-school children in Newbrough without any nursery option; that in turn will leave them unprepared when they start school.
82% of our nursery children have two parents who work full or part-time. This would not be possible without nursery provision, and so option C will necessarily result in loss of work for those parents, and consequently 10'3sof income to those families.
I am also concerned that if Newbrough Primary were to be closed, it would mean the loss of playing fields and sporting facilities which are beneficial to the residents of Newbrough and Fourstones. Children won't be able to play football and cricket on the school playing fields in summer, as they do currently. They would be left with no access to suitable outside facilities within walking distance.

Grandparent

Newbrough First School

Concerns regarding the response of the Sele First School to the Hadrian Learning Trust Consultation 
I am writing to you with serious concerns, having read the response of the Sele First School to the Hadrian Learning Trust consultation, which was shared with the Church Schools this week , presumably to warn us of the direction of travel towards a 2 tier system. I would like to make it clear that I am speaking on my own behalf, not on behalf of my Governing Body, although I know many of them share my concerns. I also stated in the meeting with NCC and yourself on Monday 26th March, that I was uncomfortable commenting on the actions or future of other schools but since you assured me that they have no such scruples, I am taking this opportunity to write that I am extremely angry about the demands that have been made by the Sele School to retain its 3 form entry status and PAN of 84, if they are to become a Primary School as a result of the re-organisation.
It was made clear to us in our meeting with you, that the whole focus of the Council consultation is to reduce surplus places and costs, and to make better use of or to improve the existing facilities across the Haydon Bridge and Hexham Partnerships. We understood why, although we do not agree with you, you were suggesting that a minimum PAN for each school should be 15 pupils, which presumably is why Whitley Chapel has been selected for closure in all 3 models. However, the argument should equally be that at the other end of the scale the maximum PAN in larger schools should also be clearly stated; in the case of the Sele First School I presume you were thinking 60 pupils, since in Model B of the Consultation you have said that the Sele First School would become a two form entry Primary. This to my mind would be the fairest way of achieving the stated aim of reducing surplus places. One of the reasons that schools across the Hexham Partnership, particularly the rural schools such as Chollerton, Humshaugh, Whitley Chapel and Beaufront, also possibly Newbrough, have surplus places is because for many years parents have been taking children from their rural areas and dropping them off in Hexham at the Sele First School, which has been able to take them because of its artificially large PAN. I know for a fact that there are children from Hexhamshire attending that school rather than ours.
Historically there have been good reasons for this; for example, I know in my area until We introduced it 5 years ago, there was no wrap around care to support parents working in Hexham or Newcastle.
Also the Sele First School has always been perceived as an Outstanding School, so people have not wanted to give their local Good schools a chance. However, since the parents who are exercising this choice are largely professional parents with the means to travel, and who have high achieving children who are well supported at home, arguably one of the reasons the Sele continues to be an Outstanding school is because of these very children, rather than the ones in their immediate catchment, some of whom come from quite challenging home circumstances. There is also the fact that with a PAN of 84, it is much easier to maintain a highly consistent average data set for EYFS and KS1assessments over time, as each child is only worth around 1%, whereas in a smaller school such as mine, where 1 child can be worth between 15 - 25% in a particularly small year group, the data fluctuates much more frequently. This is another of the reasons why the Sele School has retained its Outstanding judgement up till now, because under the current OFSTED rules, no inspection is required if the data remains Outstanding. That said, Beaufront, Chollerton and Broomhaugh, all of whom had a TOTAL school population of around 65 pupils or less when they received their Outstanding OFSTED judgements, have all managed to retain these judgements over time, despite their small size, by dint of hard work and excellent teaching. So the argument that the Sele First School has put forward for being allowed to keep their PAN of 84 because without it they would lose their Outstanding rating does NOT hold. In 2007, when the Sele was judged Outstanding, the OFSTED  framework made it less of a challenge to achieve Outstanding than it does now - MY school was Outstanding in 2007. The Sele School should not under any circumstances be allowed to demand special status just because of this. If they are genuinely Outstanding as an 84 PAN First School, they could be genuinely Outstanding as a 60 PAN Primary school. If you allowed them to retain their PAN of 84 pupils, and to build an additional 7 classrooms, using DFE money intended for improvements to schools across the whole of the West of Northumberland, on a site that is perfectly adequate, without extra building, to provide a 2 form entry Primary School, thereby continuing the drift of pupils from rural areas to the centre of Hexham, this would be a complete travesty of justice and undermine the whole purpose of your Consultation. The Sele First School Governing Body have stated that changing their PAN would result in a huge amount of appeals, and no doubt it would in the short term, but this would be a relatively short lived situation until parents got used to not being able to go for one particular option and started to consider others which could be equally viable. They have also stated that they would find it difficult to be a Teaching School if their numbers dropped, but equally there are examples across the country of successful Teaching schools with smaller numbers of pupils. They would just have to start working differently, as ours, and many other small schools across the Haydon Bridge and Hexham partnerships have done over the years in order to adapt to circumstances and local needs.
In conclusion, if the consultation results in a change from 3 tier to 2 tier education, there will have to be sacrifices for ALL schools, many of them very painful. However, to give special status to one school just because of its size and bargaining power, over other schools who are equally valued in their own communities, would be manifestly unfair. PLEASE do not do this.

Headteacher

Whitley Chapel CE First School

I write in relation to Northumberland County Council's recent consultation regarding the restructuring of schools in West Northumberland.
As a local resident of Whitley Chapel C of E First School, which has been earmarked for closure in all three of the county council's proposed scenarios, I would like to outline my concerns as follows:
• Potential adverse impact on children's education and well-being (not assessed in consultation documents) • Children from the age of four travelling long distances to another school • Closure would have adverse effects across the community including a loss of jobs • Lack of school in Hexhamshire would prove difficult to attract young families to the area, with far reaching impact including an ageing community and economic effects due to shrinking population • In the school's absence, the parish hall and church would be seriously under threat • Removing parental choice • Lack of early years provision in the area . • Suggested alternative school not C of E • Loss of vibrant Mother and Toddler group currently running in the parish hall
I strongly feel that Whitley Chapel School should NOT be closed for the following reasons:
• Good academic results, high standards • Happy, enthusiastic children • Not in financial deficit, budget well-managed • Unique learning environment that nurtures the whole child • Setting of school allows for a multitude of outdoor activities • No over-capacity in terms of staff numbers • Growing local population • Buildings improved and updated, 'future-proofed' • Strong governing body • Community help with sharing of expertise, volunteering in classrooms, plus financial donations • National Funding Formula (2020) expected to improve financial situation • Good track record of listening and responding to stakeholders- serving the community. • Prepared to change and be flexible when required
It is also concerning that NCC's consultation documents provide no specific information about how any of the three proposed scenarios for the future of the education system will solve the stated problems. As such, they are not fit for purpose.
In short, there is no rational reason for the closure of Whitley Chapel First School, and in fact closure would be have far-reaching adverse effects both to local children now and in the future, and also destroy the wider community. It will effectively sound the death knell for the local community as the school is the heart of Hexhamshire.
I therefore hope that Northumberland County Council will reconsider their decision to impose any change to the school system in West Northumberland.

Hexham

Proposals for education in West Northumberland
I write to you, as the elected representative for education on the County Council, to ask you, on my behalf, to oppose any of the options contained in the proposals for education in West Northumberland. I am unable to access the online consultation but wish to express my opposition to all three of the current proposals.
Firstly, I would like an explanation as to why the Church of England schools seem to be unfairly targeted. I note that the county schools have more favourable conditions.
Secondly, I am very concerned about the closure of the small rural schools. I note there seems to be a lack of any impact assessments. I understand that it is the duty of local authorities to carry out impact assessments as contained in s.149 of the Equalities Act 2010, section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities intending to close schools.
Thirdly, I strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable and wish to stay open, and ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose these plans on my behalf. The impact these closures will have on the local communities will be devastating. Please look at the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee, Dave Miller, Michael Lytton, as well as others, writing for the OECD. I also wonder if the number of new housing estates being built in our villages has been taken into account. 
I note that young children will be expected to travel long distances which will be detrimental to their education as well as their social life. Please note that, as children have to catch the school bus home (other forms of transport at later times being unavailable), they are often unable to join after-school activities, either in school or locally.
I hope that I will be able to expect your support in opposing the closure of our successful schools.

Hexham

Re: West Northumberland Education Consultation
We are a small rural Pre-School based at Chollerton First School in the village of Barrasford, Hexham. We currently have 15 children on role ranging from 2 to 4 years of age and employ 5-part time members of staff. We were rated Good at our last inspection.
We owe our continued existence to the staff and governors of Chollerton School who have supported us through tough financial times. We are now on.an even keel and numbers are increasing. Our position within the school ensures a seamless transition from pre-school to 'big' school and invalidates any suggestion that the school has surplus places.
We would like to offer our response to the recent West Northumberland Education Proposals.
After due consideration we would like to say no to all three models and would like to submit an alternative proposal
Guiding principles
• All children of whatever age deserve the best possible educational opportunities within their local area. • Recognise the special nature of the area, predominantly rural with five areas of more concentrated population and commerce - Hexham, Haltwhistle, Bellingham, Allendale and Corbridge. • Acknowledge the need to support sustainable, vibrant village communities across the region. Providing local schools to encourage families to move into and stay in the countryside thus preventing depopulation and an ageing demographic across the most rural areas of the west. • Small schools are viable and play an essential role in the local community. They should be supported. Closure should only be considered on educational grounds when numbers drop to very low levels, as has happened in the case of Herdley Bank and Byrness. • Recognise the need for a true understanding of the issues facing all levels of education and the wider society across the region. We must all work together but to do so we must see the full picture. What works in one school may not work as easily in another. • Acknowledge that the three-tier system is the most suitable and successful model for this area. Invite government ministers etc to see how it is working. Dare to be different. Trust the people who know, listen to the professionals and the parents of children who have been or are currently going through the system. • Recognise that the system is not broken. There is an underfunding issue at all levels but more so at the high school level and we all support finding the correct solution to that problem but recognise that the rest of the education system is working well and in fact should be supported and celebrated. • Take the Government to task. A national funding formula does not work at any level. You cannot expect the cost of education provision in urban areas and the home counties to be the same as it is in area like ours. • Recognise that there should be choice for our older children. look towards offering both academic and vocational excellence in the local area. Explore the possibility of developing what we have into something for the future that addresses the needs of all children in the west. • When discussing transport arrangements, express journeys in terms of time travelled. This is key as distances may only be short but travel time for young children of first school age may already be 40 minutes plus. It may be necessary to offer boarding options for older children travelling from the more remote areas. • Do not force change on the majority when it is only the minority that need help.
Proposed Model- following the guiding principles outlined above.
• Treat the whole of the west as one large partnership.
• Retain three-tier system as it stands.
• Retain all existing first and primary schools.
• Include all childcare provision within model.
• Retain all existing middle schools.
• Ensure access to middle schools at year 7 for pupils from existing primary schools.
Deliver choice at Year 9. Either two schools offering different things, so no duplicating of resources. Two centres of excellence, one with a focus on academic excellence, the other a more vocational or STEM approach. Alternatively, this could all be offered under the auspices of one large super school. New build or updating of current sites. This would require a large injection of cash but could be a trail blazer for the future. It could include partnership working with Newcastle College and local industries such as farming, forestry and tourism.
Ensure there is enough money in the system to make it work. Value both what we have and what we can develop. Let's lead the way for once.

Chollerton Pre-School

Chollerton C of E First School

We, the Governing Body of Chollerton C of E First School, would like to respond to the recent education proposals for the West of Northumberland.
The points below are a collective response from the Governing Body:
Model A
As a Governing Body we do not agree with any model that will close Chollerton C of E First School.
It is our belief that Chollerton C of E First School is an outstanding school; one we are proud to lead and which we ensure follows our vision of offering educational, personal, physical and psycho-social development for every child.
Chollerton's results consistently demonstrate that our approach benefits each child and year on year we are in the top 5% of schools nationally for EYFS, Phonics and Year 2 SATS. Our School Improvement Partner and Church Assistant Director of Education verify these observations.
We cannot see how closing Chollerton C of E First School will benefit our children. Quite frankly we do not believe our children will fare better in any aspect of their First School educational journey in any other setting, as the opportunities and environment we offer are exceptional.
Our building is sound and, due to outstanding leadership planning and management by both the Headteacher and Governing Body, there are no major foreseeable costs related to it. We offer a safe, secure and stimulating environment for children.
Our grounds are exceptional; enabling us to offer Forest school in a clean, private area on- site and provide opportunities for EYFS activities and whole school creative and physical development. We also have considerable space for expansion, should it be required.

As a Governing Body we do not agree with any model that will close Chollerton C of E First School.

At Chollerton First School we have been able to reduce our financial deficit of 1.4% in 2017/2018 and we will not be in deficit for 2018/2019 or 2019/2020. We benefit from Sparsity Funding and we will receive a predicted 3.3% funding increase with the introduction of the National Formula Funding.

Education in the West of Northumberland is not broken. The children receive an excellent education in the current 3 tier system. Other consultations and proposed changes (HLT) likely to affect the quality of a child's education and the community in which that child develops need to be challenged. There is a funding discrepancy between years 7 and 8 in a secondary setting, as opposed to a middle school setting, and this forms the basis of HLTs '" argument for change. The DFE should be challenged regarding this, rather than disrupting an entire education system that is working well.

Our pupil numbers are sustainable for the foreseeable future. This is before taking into account the plans for building development, including affordable family homes, within the village of Barrasford. These homes will attract new families, particularly if there is an outstanding Christian school in the village.

Each school must be judged on educational standards, its influence on the local community, its vision for the future and both financial and pupil sustainability.

At Chollerton we offer accommodation to a privately run Pre-School, providing rural families with the opportunity for their children to attend, and facilitating some parents' return to work. There is no other nursery provision in our area. There are both financial and educational benefits to the Pre-School from being on the school site. Pre-school children are included in many school activities; they' work closely with older children in Reception and Year 1, they develop relationships with school staff and have access to the excellent school grounds and environment. Pre-School children also have school meal's with our pupils. All these factors enable a smooth transition for Pre-School children into school and facilitate their learning journey. If Chollerton First School were to close the existence of the Pre- School will be threatened and there would be no provision for these children in the Chollerton catchment area.

As a Governing Body we do not agree with any model that will close Chollerton C of E First School.

Actual savings and reductions in surplus places need to be investigated.

We work closely with our local church. We offer regular half-termly Community Worship for all members of the community. These have been very important during the period of interregnum within the Parish. Local residents are invited to the many events in school and enjoy watching and engaging with the children. Many members of the community volunteer in our school and consistently feedback, to staff and Governors, on the children's excellent behaviour, eagerness to learn and the impressive mutual respect they have both for each other and for adults.

This option demonstrates a complete lack of appreciation of the benefits of the 3 tier system and the vitally important role that small local first schools, such as Chollerton First School, play within that system in our relatively sparsely populated but large rural county. Evidence of the success of this system can be found by looking at the Queen Elizabeth High School's excellent academic results. In short - 'if it ain't broke, don't fix it'.

If schools are to close the short, medium and long term implications of these closures need to be investigated properly. The Local Authority has a duty under the Equalities Act of 2010 to carry out these investigations.

We also offer a 'Meals on Wheels' service from school for members of the community. These are delivered twice a week and the recipients enjoy excellent food and the social interaction that delivery brings.

The First School system still serves, as was intended, rural communities. After an excellent start in First School children transfer, at a suitable age, up to Middle Schools in Hexham. These Middle Schools build on our solid foundations with specialist teaching and facilities. Children from rural areas are given greater opportunities for social interaction. Rural children are not the same as children who have attended large First/Primary schools in towns; they need the opportunities to develop independence, to interact in wider social networks and to access the greater facilities available in both Middle schools and Hexham itself. The 3 tier system facilitates this.

As a Governing Body we do not agree with any model that will close Chollerton C of E First School.

The education and welfare of the children who are caught up in these proposals and possible changes, especially in the years 2019 to 2022, need to be taken into account.

The local scout group use our grounds 3 times a week, which enhances the provision they are able to offer. This opportunity will be a loss to so many young people should Chollerton First School be closed.

~

For all the reasons already outlined above we cannot condone closure of small rural first schools in general and of Chollerton First School in particular.

Parents deserve the option of parental choice regarding a High School to attend. We feel everything possible should be done to ensure Haydon Bridge High School is supported and rural first schools are maintained such that we can continue to offer high quality education for all in West Northumberland.

As highlighted, Chollerton First School is an integral part of our community and one which attracts new families to our neighbourhood. Closing the school will have additional wider reaching detrimental economic and social impact on the village and its environs. Families are less likely to move into Barrasford, businesses will suffer loss of earnings (many at present benefit from trade from our parents) and livelihoods may be threatened. The community will eventually suffer the social effects of an ageing population and the economic effects of a shrinking population.

We feel Haydon Bridge should retain a High School that accommodates all students as its vision for the future. Queen Elizabeth High School no longer have facilities for vocational subjects, their emphasis is on the more 'academic' subjects. The continued presence of both schools would provide the opportunity for all children to engage and excel.

We are concerned that the true distance and time our children already travel to attend school has not been taken into account. Many children live in remote farms or outlying villages. It is unfair to impose additional time, for some between 45 to 60 minutes each way, to travel to school. To expect young children, many of whom start school at 4 years old, to travel further is inhumane. Adults who travel long distances to work realise the effect it has on their tiredness, stress levels and the ability to function. The impact on children will be similar. In addition, the roads on which some have to travel are small and during winter may become impassable. Should these children have their journey times extended, there is greater chance of them missing school during inclement winter weather.

WE MUST PUT CHILDREN FIRST 

In summary, we are a financially viable, sustainable and outstanding first school that serves the needs of our rural community whilst providing an excellent education for our children. We can see no argument for closure and fear it will reduce the quality of our children's education.

We refer you to all the points mentioned under 'Model A' as to why Chollerton First School should not be closed.

Parents who live in rural, remote settings will find it difficult to maintain the close links they currently have with schools and others families. This will affect the children's sense of belonging and the opportunities for attendance at out of school clubs and personal interactions during holidays. All of which are detrimental to our children's education and social wellbeing.

Governing Body Chollerton C of E First School

No

No

No

We would like to respond to the West Education Consultation as an interested party of Chollerton First School.
Barrasford Scout Group began in October 2013. With a handful of adult volunteers we opened a Beavers and Cubs with around 30 children. Since then the group has grown to include a second Beaver group and a Scout section. We now have over 90 children enrolled with the group and they come from over 11villages in the North Tyne area. The group is continuingly growing.
We run our weekly sessions from the village of Barrasford, north of Hexham. Throughout the year we extensively use the grounds of Chollerton First School. During Spring, Summer and Autumn months we base all of our sessions outside in their school grounds, field and small strip of woodland. Our Beavers, Cubs and Scouts now meet 4 times a week.
In addition since the group commenced Chollerton First School have fully supported the group by allowing us to:
• use of the school field and grounds for our activities. • borrow sports and outdoor equipment. • erect our equipment storage shed in their grounds. • hold our Summer fund raiser and AGM in the grounds. • build a poly-tunnel in the grounds, which school jointly use. • use the school hall if needed. • use the car park during our weekly sessions and during our camping weekends away.
The potential closure of Chollerton First School would have a devastating effect on the community and our Scout Group. There is no alternative location for our group.
We feel rural children already have limited access to after-school youth activities. The children gain so much confidence and social skills from the interaction in our group. The children join us in Beavers and continuingly learn new skills throughout each stage.
The North Tyne is an amazing area for Scout activities; all whom enjoy our amazing countryside.
We strongly urge you to reconsider the potential closure of Chollerton First School, which is an outstanding school with outstanding grounds in the heart of the community.

Scout Group - Barrasford

Chollerton C of E First School

This is my response to the public consultation about Education in West Northumberland.  I am a parent who has two children at Newbrough Primary School.
There are many reasons why Option C is not good for delivering effective education to children in the West Northumberland area. Reasons for this are listed below along with comment on the other two options.
There is no mention of transportation costs to the Authority in the consultation document, but these would be extremely expensive and there are questions about safe-guarding young children travelling with much older teenagers, which is of concern. Currently the large majority of children attending Newbrough Primary School, (and I am sure it is a similar percentage for ether Primary Schools in West Northumberland), make their own way to school with no cost to the local Authority. Also, the read between Newbrough and Haydon Bridge is narrow with many ill-sighted bends and in my opinion is barely safe for additional school traffic, especially not large coaches. Currently many children walk or cycle to their local Primary school and this exercise is important for their physical health and part of setting a healthy lifestyle which they will hopefully continue in later years. Under Option C children would have to be transported to school in vehicles. 
I believe my children are happy and learn very well at a school were all the children know each other. I don't believe they would thrive in a large 4 -16 school, If option C is implemented, I would choose to send my children to a different school such as Shaftoe Trust Primary.
I question the long-term sustainability of Option C. A village the size of Haydon Bridge cannot realistically sustain two schools catering for primary age children. I expect many parents would choose to send their children to other schools.
If Newbrough Primary School were to close it would mean the loss of playing fields and sporting facilities which I use with my children as do other residents of Fourstones and Newbrough. Children would not be able to play football and ether sports on the school playing fields at weekends and school holidays, as they do currently. They would be left with no access to suitable outside facilities within walking distance.
Detailed financial models have net been published for the new 4 - 16 school proposed under Option C so it is not clear that Option C would actually deliver cost savings. In contrast, Newbrough Primary School is financially sound now and predicted to remain so in the future years, and in terms of pupils, numbers are growing.
Changing school is an unsettling time for children and it takes about a term for them to become comfortable in their new school, getting to know their new peers and teachers. By having two changes of school, (as in the three-tier system), children spend longer becoming comfortable in their new surrounds and therefore loose valuable learning time. I therefore support the two-tier system.
It is easier for larger secondary schools to attract capital investment, it seems to me that Option C will have the effect of reducing such investment. It would be better, as in Option B, for there to be a single large secondary school in Hexham which can attract investment, therefore hopefully bringing benefit to all pupils.
In my opinion, of the three proposals Option B offers the most to pupils in West Northumberland and is the most cost effective. – I trust that my views I have expressed above will be considered along with other parents and carers opinions in response to-the consultation process.

Parent/Carer

Newbrough Primary School

I have received the proposed plans A Band C for restructuring of education in the Haydon Bridge and Hexham partnership. All proposed plans include the closure of small village first or primary schools.
I am a grandmother who is very interested in education and have watched two of my ~ -------'- grandchildren thrive and prosper in the wonderful caring all round education they have just received at Whittonstall First School .The value of these local schools to the children and the village community must not be underestimated. It is a community school of enormous benefit to many
These schools are part of our rural heritage and we must remember we are only part of history and not the end of it .It would be a tragic loss to so many if schools like Whittonstall First School were to be closed.

Grandparent

Shotley Bridge

Newbrough Primary School

Hexham

Threat of closure Model C.  the very essence of the villages of Newbrough Fourstones Warden the Shire and rural areas and of their children is risked.  If there is anything that is more important than any other matters it is this school.  Fron adult  to child... to child to adult families can trace this fundamental progression and treasure its value beyond any cost.  The sounds of the school children..the laughter...the shouting...the talking....the enthusiasm of children at school.  I would give my left hand to save...my right hand I need to write this letter of protest and appeal.  Do not reduce this school to a building to let or land for sale search a dictionary or thesaurus or laptop for education, knowledge sociology, concepts, principles, values, building bricks of the future and no better place to do this than this so well established and proven school.  I strongly object to any proposal that could remove or threaten Newbrough Primary School.

I have known this school as a pupil, a teacher, a governor, a visiting County advisor, a resident artist and most recently as a lunch time supervisor. I know this school for what it is .....a provider of first class educational opportunity for its pupils and a vibrant hub for the community it serves.
The school earned "Good” in both the recent and the previous Ofsted inspections noting that pupils showed they were secure and happy. They also reported that pupils made excellent progress in reading and writing and good progress in mathematics.
The school evidently works to promote Christian values and a family ethos in a way that I believe can only be achieved in a small school. I have been delighted to witness the emotional awareness of pupils both in lessons and in the playground. I have never seen a child looking isolated without support being offered. I have seen pride in children helping each other. I have seen staff developing individual pupil strengths and skills because classes are smaller and they have time to give that extra support.
Our children are not 'vessels to be filled' with topics and subjects that can be shown on league tables. At Whitley Chapel the required standards are achieved but staff also provide the more precious opportunity so their pupils learn to learn. Children and staff are enriched with a mix of enthusiasm and space where achievements are noticed and difficulties unravelled. In whitley chapel scnool peers and storr contnoute to tne caring and safe environment.
Hexhamshire offers an exquisite environment for any school. A rich resource for learning with a community that is keen to support whenever possible. Family, friends and neighbours regularly respond to fundraising events. Children also benefit from contributions from local experts in a variety of subjects - sport, gardening, stained glass window making to name a few. The Chair of Governors is vicar of St Helens and contributes positively to school welfare at all levels. The school and church have just celebrated their 250 year link.
Our school is the hub of our community and is inspirational to us all. This absolute learning gem provides the education we seek for our children. I fear closure of our school would be closure of our community.

Whitley Chapel CE First School

Hexham

I will strive to support Whitley Chapel First School in any wayI can



[bookmark: 44]This is my response to the public consultation about Education in West Northumberland. I am responding as a Grandparent of a child attending Newbrough Primary School.  I don't understand why Northumberland persists with the 3-tier model which has been dropped in the rest of the country. Moreover, because 3 tier education does not fit with rest of the country, it doesn't fit with national education guidance and policy either. For example, the SATs taken at the end of year 6 fall in the middle of Middle School This means that there is no effective way of measuring the effectiveness of first schools, since it is middle schools' responsibility to take them through their SATs.   This-would not happen if Northumberland adopted a 2 tier model
Since it is easier for larger secondary schools to attract capital investment, it seems to me that Option C will have the effect of reducing such investment, undermining arguments for the financial soundness of Option C in the longer term. It would be better, as in option B, for there to be a single large secondary school in Hexham which can attract this investment.
I note from the initial cost estimates from the consultation document that option C is the most expensive option.
Haydon Bridge doesn't need two schools for primary children. You're proposing to use our children to sustain an extra school in Haydon Bridge. The educational rationale of this seems to be completely unfounded.
My child is very happy at Newbrough Primary School and I sincerely doubt that they would be as happy, or do as well, in a larger school in a village they know less well.
I am concerned that the proposed 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge would not have the Christian ethos and values that Newbrough Primary School does. 
You have not published detailed financial models for the new 4-16 school proposed under option C, so it is not clear to me that the Option C model would actually result in the cost savings which are supposedly the motivation for proposing it. This is in contrast to the financial situation at Newbrough Primary School, which is financially sound now and predicted to remain so in future years.
Other rural counties like Cumbria and North Yorkshire seem to sustain small primary schools; I don't see why NCC can't use the models they do to make our schools more financially viable.
There is no way my child will be going to the 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge proposed in option C. I will send them to another school instead.
I can't believe it is seriously proposed to sent a fleet of cars and/or buses along the road between Newbrough and Haydon Bridge. That road is not wide enough and I don't think it could take the additional traffic safely.
The loss of nursery provision for children in Newbrough under option C is not acceptable to me. There will surely end up being a negative educational impact if children cannot go to nursery.
82% of our nursery children have two parents who work full or part-time. This would not be possible without nursery provision, and so option C will necessarily result in loss of work for those parents, and consequently loss of income to those families.
I am also concerned that if Newbrough Primary were to be closed, it would mean the loss of playing fields and sporting facilities which are beneficial to the residents of Newbrough and Fourstones.

Grandparent

Newbrough Primary School

This is my response to the public consultation about Education in West Northumberland. I am responding as a parent/carer of a child attending Newbrough Primary School.
I don't understand why Northumberland persists with the 3-tier model which has been dropped in the rest of the country. Moreover, because 3 tier education does not fit with rest of the country, it doesn't fit with national education guidance and policy either. For example, the SATs taken at the end of year 6 fall in the middle of Middle school. This means that there is no effective way of measuring the effectiveness of first schools, since it is middle schools' responsibility to take them through their SATS.  This-would not happen if Northumberland adopted a 2 tier-model.
Since it is easier for larger secondary schools to attract capital investment, it seems to me that Option C will have the effect of reducing such investment, undermining arguments for the financial soundness of Option C in the longer term. It would be better, as in option B, for there to be a single large secondary school in Hexham which can attract this investment,
Option C is the most expensive and seems to offer the least to the young people of West Northumberland.
Haydon Bridge doesn't need two schools for primary children. You're proposing to use our children to sustain an extra school in Haydon Bridge. The educational rationale of this seems to be completely unfounded.
My child is very happy at Newbrough Primary School and I sincerely doubt that they would be as happy, or do as well, in a larger school in a village they know less well.
I am concerned that the proposed 4-16 -school] in Haydon Bridge would not have the Christian ethos and values that Newbrough Primary School does.
Newbrough Primary School is a growing in pupil numbers and is financially sustainable for the foreseeable future. It makes no sense to me that you would close it, so that you could spend more than 60 million pounds building a new, unproven, school
Other rural counties like Cumbria and North Yorkshire seem to sustain small primary schools; I don't see why NCC can't use the models they do to make our schools more financially viable.
I won't send my child to any new 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge; I will instead send them to school in Hexham.
Option C seems to increase the distance travelled by primary children whereas Options A and B seem to increase the distance travelled by old children. This is unfair in primary-aged children.
There is no replacement nursery for younger children under Option C.
It concerns me that parents won't be able to work as much if there is no nursery: in Newbrough.  If they can’t work that means those families will have less money.
The school playing field and MUGA are the only place in the village where children can play a proper game of football, cricket or rounders.

Parent

Newbrough Primary School

I am writing as an active member of the Parish of Warden with Newbrough in response to your consultation about the educational changes in the West of the County.
Firstly, I feel that NCC has a complete discrimination against the Christian schools in this area. Proposals A and B mooting the closure of 5 C of E schools and Proposal C suggests the closure of 6. This feels like an attack on faith and I believe a you are removing the free choice, which is the law, to be able to have children in this community taught at a faith school.
Secondly, the school in Newbrough has long been affiliated with the church. The pupils attend services, if they wish, at religiously significant times of the year at which they are able to have a free environment to exercise and develop any faith they may have. This is a very important opportunity that I believe children should not have wrenched away from them.
This also gives them the opportunity to meet with the wider community, through active participation in the church. They are able to learn from the elderly in our community and form friendships in the villages which leads to greater social cohesion, helps eliminate the loneliness epidemic sweeping the elderly and makes Newbrough, Fourstones, Warden and Allerwash a safer and community led area to live.
This direct attack on the religion of the country is deeply saddening and upsetting. Show that you support rural communities and faith schools. I urge you to KEEP NEWBROUGH PRIMARY OPEN.  I am an ex-pupil of Newbrough Primary School (NPS) and I am writing to implore that you invest in the future of the school to KEEP IT OPEN.
I went on from this small village school to University where I achieved a 1st Class Degree in Biomedical Science and now work as a Study Director with some of the biggest chemical producers in the world. Why do I mention this? I do not think I would be where I am today without the foundation that was laid by Newbrough Primary School in my early years. 
The community is at the heart of NPS. The community coming into school allowed me at a young age to socialise with elderly members of the community. I was able to help compile a list of World War Veterans with members of the PCC while I was at Newbrough. I was able to learn to knit and sew from members of the WI. Members of the community came in and gave the children lessons in gardening.
This makes the villages of Newbrough, Warden and Fourstones stronger. I now return here, and I know community members who are now in their 80s and 90s. I am able to talk to them, help them and make sure they feel safe in the community. Without the school, the village would not have this. It would have no families living here as they would not be near a school. The village would become a ghost town, a resting place for the older generation and consequently kill the community.
This allowed me in my formative years to develop social skills. I have always been comfortable talking to anyone of any age or background with ease, understanding and comfort as NPS gave me opportunities to mix with the community. These foundations were essential for me to build upon and succeed in later life.
I think closing NPS and bussing the children to HBHS4-16-year-old school to be an extremely unsafe, terrifying and traumatic experience for the children. I was considered mature for my age at school and yet the thought of myself at the age of 4 in a large school, with pupils so much older horrifying.   
• What happens to Nursery children catered for at Newbrough primary? This was mooted at the meeting at HBHS to which a councillor responded, 'Oh well we can make the new school at HBHS 3-16!' What an utterly narrow- minded and off-the-cuff retort. • How are the children going to get there? A bus - have you seen the road that links Newbrough and Haydon Bridge? A road which in places is single carriageway, windy, steep and dangerous. A life-threatening accident occurring only last summer. •Do you really think it is appropriate to have 4-year-old children on the same bus as 16 year olds? The safeguarding implications of this alone are huge. Also, children of a certain age and height have to be on booster seats by law - the council will provide these I assume? • There is NO public transport link between Haydon Bridge and Newbrough. What happens if an incident arises in HBHS and a parent who cannot drive is in Newbrough. The will be unable to get to the school.  Again, this causes huge implications for the children and the parents. • Why would I want to send my child to HBHS which will have a worse level of education compared to the option currently on offer which is rated Good by OFSTED.
I am deeply concerned that you have a three-week turnaround to assess all of the responses which in my eyes I feel means you have already made your decision and couldn't care less what the opinion of the public is. In West Northumberland, the communities have felt disenfranchised by NCC for some time and this is a continuation of it. I feel you are playing with the lives of venerable children without any consideration of the harm you are causing to them - to the children it seems you are personally picking on their school.
I am also very confused by how you expect the public to make an informed decision when you off NO evidence that any of your proposals can work? You offer NO strategic planning to read, you offer NO evidence that this will improve the problems faced by HBHS and you offer NO indication of why you think closing schools that are financially viable is a good idea. Or can you please supply me with this?
Ultimately, I am deeply ashamed to have Northumberland County Council as my representatives. I am astounded and appalled that not a single councillor has face to visit the -school and see what work it is doing. To say you can make a fair decision when you shun the opportunity to visit is very insulting. I think the way that the online response channels you into making a decision when NCC is promoting a 'discussion' shows that you have an agenda, that you have your own political motives, that your decision has been made and this is merely a formality for you.
I hope you reflect on the effects that the closure of Newbrough Primary School would have on this community, commit to supporting rural villages and keep Newbrough Primary open.

Hexham

I am writing this letter as response to the public consultation on education in West Northumberland. I am responding as a parent of children attending Newbrough Primary School and Haydon Bridge High School. I therefore do not agree with any of the options put forward by NCC. I would however fully support HBHS's proposal which would provide a tailored curriculum guided by future pathways for students. It would also give parents an alternative to the education their child receives.
The only option, at the moment, that would see Newbrough Primary close is option e. I have one child already at the school and one about to start in the nursery after the Easter holidays. I know my child would not be happy going to the 4-16 years school as proposed in this option. She is very nervous about new surroundings and has taken a while to settle into school but is now thriving at Newbrough. To start again at a much bigger school, at such a young age would certainly be detrimental to her. Newbrough Primary School is growing in numbers and financially viable for the foreseeable future. It makes no sense to close it.
Another worry, as a parent, if option C was to be implemented, would be the proposal of sending my young children on buses along roads between Newbrough and Haydon Bridge. The road is not wide enough and could not take the additional traffic safely.
The loss of other provisions that the school offers is also not acceptable to me. If the school closes we will also loose the nursery provision, local Tiny Tots group, the school playing field and MUGA. I help run the local tots group and my children have gone from this group onto the nursery and followed onto the school, The friendships and bonds they get from this continuation is invaluable.
I have particular worries when it comes to the possible closure of HBHS. My son is in year 9 currently and if closure was to go ahead he would be changing schools September 2019. This would be in the middle of his GCSE's. He is a bright boy and in his last parents evening I was told that he is heading towards achieving the equivalent of a grade A in Maths. I need to know that the continuation would be in place so that he could still achieve the goals he has set at HBHS. I under no circumstances want the school to close. It, in my opinion, is a great school. Even under all the pressures that the school has faced, my son has been oblivious to any problems, the staff have certainly gone about things 'business as usual'. I think this is a credit to them, to protect the students from any uncertainty surrounding the school. I can't praise the head, Mr Glover and the staff enough for their professional approach and passion towards keeping the school running smoothly.
If HBHS was to close, my main concern is that there would be NO CHOICE in terms of High School for children or parents. I certainly would not choose to send my children to school in Hexham and my elder son does not want to go to school in Hexham either. My younger children would, I assume, have to go to the proposed 'Super School' with approx. 2500 students. This is unacceptable in such a rural community. Children and young adults growing up in these communities are not used to being around big crowds and in such big buildings. This is a completely different lifestyle to people living in large towns and cities. I grew up in a large town so see the differences I have many concerns when we talk about the proposed 'Super School'. I believe an already congested Hexham will struggle to cope with the extra traffic at school pick up and drop off times.
My final plea to you is to please consider HBHS option D. It gives students and parents the choice they deserve.

Parent/Carer

Newbrough Primary School

Thank you for the opportunity to give my personal views.
I have been a resident in the Tyne Valley since 1992 and have lived in Hexham since 1998. Although I do not have any direct link with the education system in the area, I do feel very firmly that I must put my personal views forward. I have attended a couple of meetings during the past few weeks and must admit the information is rather complex.
My main points are as follows:
I do appreciate there needs to be a modernisation of the current system, but I would be concerned if this resulted in closures which was more to do with savings and not for the benefit of the all round true education of young people, who after all are our future. 
I am very concerned about the proposals which result in a very super high school of more than 2000 pupils. I feel this would affect both pupils and teaching staff. 
One of my other worries is how the very young children will be affected by the changes. One area in particular, is that of transport of the very young. 4yr olds being transported will result in problems with safety and safe guarding for the children and drivers. 
All 3 proposals are flawed and I do srongly feel none can be passed. 
Thank you for the opportunity to put my views forward and I pray that a way will be found which is in the best interests concerned as the true education of our young people is paramount. 

Tyne Valley



[bookmark: 45]Applies to Model A, B and C:
My husband attended the Haydon Bridge High School consultation drop-in
event on Monday 26th February, when he spoke to a number of council
officials. In particular, he spoke to Bruce Parvin (Education & Skills Business
Manager) who stated that no financial or capacity modelling had been carried
out on any of the three models presented in the consultation document. He
was unable to say which of the models would be the most financially viable.
In addition to this, Guy Opperman MP’s response to the consultation was to
say that he could not support any of the proposed models. In his response he
drew attention to the new National Funding Formula and how it would work to
increase funding to our schools. He also pointed out that the predicted
deficits cited in the consultation document did not take into account the
changes to the budget formula.
Specific for Model B:
Based on this information, it would appear to be impossible for a lay-person to
make any kind of informed judgment on whether the Model B ‘represents a
good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of
Northumberland’. However, it is possible to comment on the potential impact
of implementing Model B.
Hadrian Learning Trust’s influence on the consultation
First of all, I have genuine concerns about the influence Hadrian Learning
Trust may have on the ultimate selection of a two-tier model by NCC for
formal consultation. I raised these concerns at the very start of this process
with both Guy Opperman MP:
“Given the dependency of any future educational structure in West
Northumberland on the Hadrian Learning Trust providing
high/secondary education, particularly if the DfE were to request the
discontinuance of Haydon Bridge High School, I find it hard to see how
NCC is in a position to conduct a fair and unbiased consultation. This
impression is reinforced by HLT’s recent announcement that, whilst
apparently engaging with the consultation process, it intends to
continue towards a change to an 11-18 secondary model regardless.”
…and Councillor Nick Oliver:
“Given the key role that Queen Elizabeth High School plays in the
geographical area covered by the consultation, and HLT’s stated
preference to convert to a single 11-18 secondary school, I have
concerns that HLT will have undue influence on the outcome because
any future model will require its support. Likewise, as I’m sure you are
aware, if HLT did decide to progress its age-change proposal then
statutory guidance states that the Department for Education would
expect schools to ‘work together to ensure an appropriate co-ordinated
implementation’ and would ‘only approve any individual proposal in that
context’. So, from the outset it looks as though HLT and NCC are
mutually dependent.”
Pre-determination of consultation outcome?
These concerns were further compounded when the Northumberland News –
a Northumberland Conservatives publication - contained an article about
building work at Darras Hall Primary School that stated:
“The new school is due to be completed by September and is part of a
plan by Northumberland County Council for a primary and secondary
system of education across the whole of Northumberland.”
School closures
It is also possible to comment on the potential impact of school closures to the
magnitude of 14 schools, including Haydon Bridge High School.
In particular:
• Some rough modelling of the data suggests that Model B leaves
scarcely any capacity across the partnerships, thereby reducing future
flexibility should villages and towns grown in size; this has been a
problem in other areas of Northumberland.
• HBHS already has a catchment area of c.800 square miles and the
thought of QEHS expanding to take in this catchment, in addition to its
own, is quite astonishing – there would be clear impact on pupils in
terms of travel times, school size and transition. There would also be
no choice of secondary education in the area for miles around, which
would severely limit parental choice and raises concerns should
QEHS’s offer deteriorate in the future.
• Under Model B, the 2-tier proposal:
o QEHS’s capacity would increase to 2250 pupils, making it the 5th
largest secondary school in England. This raises concerns
about educational experience, SEND provision, pastoral care
and, in particular, the transition from small primaries to vast
secondary. The transition dip at age 11 is a well-documented
phenomenon, resulting in poor progress in KS3.
o National analysis shows that GCSE results from 3-tier systems
are higher than those in 2-tier systems. This is thought to be
due to the specialist teaching provision in years 5 and 6 and
continued strong progress in years 7 and 8. This works well in
our rural setting, where many first schools are small and even as
primaries they would not be of a size to offer specialist provision.
o Personal insight: My daughter had a wonderful experience at
an ‘Outstanding’ local first school with one form entry. However,
she has an absolute passion for mathematics and had already
started to disengage in Year 4 when she had moved beyond the
class. Her passion for maths has been reignited at middle
school where she has specialist teaching, the benefit of being
able to work alongside other like-minded children and can also
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particular:
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of secondary education in the area for miles around, which would limit
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the future.

them were in financial deficit at the end of 2016/17 to the tune of
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• Of the three models outlined in the consultation document, Model B
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these particular schools have been identified for potential closure.

• If Model B were to go ahead, the transition arrangements for children in

• One suggestion in Model A worthy of further exploration is the

Hexham middle schools would be hugely disruptive. For example, a

relocation of Hexham Middle School and Queen Elizabeth High School

child currently in Year 5 at either St Joseph’s RC Middle School or

onto a single, shared site offering 9-18 phase of education. Both
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single site only.

• Many of the schools identified for closure are cited as being financially

Parent/Carer

Broomley, Whittonstall, Corbridge Middle

No

No

No

My husband attended the Haydon Bridge High School consultation drop-in   event on Monday 26th February, when he spoke to a number of council   officials. In particular, he spoke to Bruce Parvin (Education & Skills Business   Manager) who stated that no financial or capacity modelling had been carried   out on any of the three models presented in the consultation document. He   was unable to say which of the models would be the most financially viable.   In addition to this, Guy Opperman MP’s response to the consultation was to   say that he could not support any of the proposed models. In his response he   drew attention to the new National Funding Formula and how it would work to   increase funding to our schools. He also pointed out that the predicted   deficits cited in the consultation document did not take into account the   changes to the budget formula.   Specific to Model C:   Based on the information above, it would appear to be impossible for a layperson   to make any kind of informed judgement on whether the Model C   ‘represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the   west of Northumberland’.   However, it is possible to comment on the potential impact of school closures   to the magnitude of 10 schools and on some of the other points and   suggestions raised.   In particular:   • Some rough modelling of the data suggests that Model C appears to   remove too much capacity from the Hexham Partnership.   • The loss of so many small, rural first schools/primaries could prove   catastrophic to our region. Schools are often the hub of their local   communities and provide value well beyond the school hours by   providing nursery and wrap-around child care, facilities for local   community organisations, and are often a key employer in the local   area. For these reasons, government guidance states ‘There is a   presumption against the closure of rural schools.’   • Many of the schools identified for closure are cited as being financially   viable and are already delivering Ofsted ‘Good’ or ‘Outstanding’   education. The consultation document lacks transparency as to why   these particular schools have been identified for potential closure.   • One positive aspect of Model C is the continuation of Haydon Bridge   High School which, under its alternative proposal, promises a more   vocational offer to the academic focus of QEHS. The existing school   buildings clearly require investment and a new build school on a   smaller footprint seems sensible.   • A second positive aspect of Model C is the suggested relocation of   Hexham Middle School and Queen Elizabeth High School onto a   single, shared site offering 9-18 phase of education. Both schools   clearly require capital investment and this suggestion could deliver a   new build and the financial savings associated with running a single   site only. A new build school could be built on a footprint to match   expected capacity, thereby reducing the excess spaces noted at   Hexham Middle School.   

(please continue on a   separate sheet if necessary).   I am a parent, not an educational expert, and I am therefore not in a position   to provide detailed alternative models. However, I can provide thoughts and   views on how I would like to see new models for future consultation   developed.   Letter to NCC from 15 schools across West Northumberland   First of all, I would like to state my support for the letter to Northumberland   County Council dated 21 March 2018 to Northumberland County Council,   which was signed by Head Teachers and Chairs of Governors of 15 schools   across the Haydon Bridge and Hexham Partnerships requesting a review and   extension of the timetable of the consultation:   “The right solution, not a quick solution, needs to be found. To make   the scale of changes proposed, on a ‘once in a generation basis’, with   such significant financial investment, requires more time and more   depth of information.”   Alternative models proposed by schools   In addition, I have read and considered the alternative proposals offered by   Corbridge Middle School, Haltwhistle Community Campus and Haydon Bridge   High School and I note that all include the maintenance of the existing 3-tier   provision as it stands or, in the case of Haltwhistle Community Campus, a full   return to 3-tier provision across the board. My views on these proposals are   as follows:   • I fully support CMS’ ‘Collaborative Pathways Model’, which seeks   to group schools together in hubs based on geographical areas and   allow schools to work together to try and solve any educational or   financial challenges. Given that the majority of schools, particularly in   the Hexham Partnership, already offer Ofsted ‘Good’ and ‘Outstanding’   education and are largely financially viable, this would seem a sensible   way to proceed. We already have many fantastic Headteachers,   Chairs of Governors, teaching staff and wider staff working in our   schools – they already work in partnership, know the issues and they   are best placed to make decisions and develop models for the future   education in their areas.   • I fully support Haydon Bridge High School’s alternative model,   which seeks to incorporate vocational and apprenticeship opportunities   as well as specialist SEND. This will provide a genuine alternative to   the very academically inclined QEHS and I believe will appeal to many   parents, not only those in the Haydon Bridge partnership.   Aspects of models A and C   From Models A and C put forward in the consultation document these are the   aspects that I think warrant further consideration:   • The relocation of Hexham Middle School and Queen Elizabeth High   School onto a single, shared site for ages 9-18. Both schools clearly   require capital investment and this suggestion could deliver a new build   and the financial savings associated with running a single site only.   • The retention of Haydon Bridge High School, possibly as an all-through   school and incorporating vocational and apprenticeship options.   General principles for developing future models for consultation   In terms of general principles that should be taken into account when   considering future models, these are the ones I feel are essential:   • Recognise that our existing schools already provide excellent   educational journeys for our children within our local communities.   • Ensure that rural schools are retained wherever possible, in order to   safeguard rural communities and to remain in line with government   guidance.   • Recognise that rural schools often provide nursery provision, wraparound   childcare and facilities for community use e.g. evening classes   • Celebrate that the Hexham Partnership currently delivers the best   outcomes in Northumberland at GCSE and top 10 results at KS2, and   value the three-tier system for working in this rural area where our   middle schools provide a vital step – in terms of size and provision -   from small first schools to much larger high schools.   • Recognise that the Hexham Partnership of Schools is currently   operating a revenue surplus, and that HLT published a surplus revenue   of £91k to 31 August 2017.   • Value the Headteachers, Governors, teaching staff and wider staff that   we already have in our schools in West Northumberland.   • Ensure any future models are developed collaboratively and involve all   schools.   • Maintain or enhance parental choice, rather than narrow the options by   large-scale closures and a move to a two-tier system.   • Recognise that neighbouring Prudhoe Partnership is a successful   three-tier system and that parental choice means that children currently   move from one partnership to another.   • Support and extend SEND provision across the area.   • Invest in educational facilities where this is needed and build on   smaller, more appropriately sized footprints.   • Do not allow Hadrian Learning Trust to dictate a model of education   across the Hexham Partnership, and challenge HLT on its noncollaborative   approach and the misleading information provided in its   consultation documents.   • Remember that thousands of our children are already settled, happy   and thriving at their schools in West Northumberland. This has already   proved to be an unsettling time for pupils and school staff and it is hard   to see for what gain. Please ensure that our children, who only get one   chance at their education, are your number one priority during this   consultation.   

viable and are already delivering Ofsted ‘Good’ or ‘Outstanding’
education. The consultation document lacks transparency as to why
these particular schools have been identified for potential closure.



[bookmark: 46]Parent/Carer

Sele First and Hexham Middle

No

I don't support the closure of HBHS.  HBHS should be retained in order to minimize travel time and offer an element of parental and student choice within Tynedale.  I have no objection however to the proposed merger of the smaller (costly) rural first schools which, to my mind, owe their existence to a bygone era of greater rural industry and lesser ability to travel, where parents lived where work was rather than through lifestyle choice, and children were more likely to have to walk to school.

No

I don't support the closure of HBHS as per above.  I also would prefer for the three tier system to be retained in the Hexham area and for QEHS to remain a 13-18 school.  However I recognize that this is out of council control.  If QEHS does become a 11-18 school, Model B does not work for Sele First as per the model it would become a two-form entry school.  In order to continue to deliver quality education and to meet parental demand, it is essential that Sele First remains a three-form entry school on any conversion to Primary.  Please refer to the response from the Sele First Governing Body (of which I am a member).  As per above, I have no objection to the proposed merger of the smaller rural first schools.

Yes

In my view, this model is the best starting point. This model offers the opportunity of capital investment for both HBHS and QEHS/HMS.  I cannot comment on the HBHS buildings but for QEHS/HMS this is badly needed and I swallow any objections in principle to NCC funding an academy trust.  The challenge for NCC is that Hadrian Learning Trust appears set on converting to secondary age range.  I would suggest that (i) retention of the 9-18 age range and (ii) adequate physical separation and distinction of HMS and QEHS on the proposed shared site are conditions of any funding NCC may provide to the Hadrian Learning Trust.

None of the options put forward by the NCC or Hadrian’s Learning Trust are necessary or make any sense. It would swap a system which is currently providing choice and an excellent education for children to a no choice 2 tier system ran by an academy which doesn’t seem able to balance its books and wants to run a school which would be 2,000 pupil capacity. Granted, some of the current First schools may not be sustainable but to my knowledge the Middle schools are. The 3 tier system is proven to work very well for children. There is clear evidence of this (ref Nigel Wyatt 3 Tiers for Success) and I see it with my own eyes!! The Middle schools are excellent schools and have supplied the QEHS with well-educated children for a great many years.

The Hadrian Learning Trust are trying to pull the wool over everyone’s eyes. Some of their students seem to have recognised this (Ref Hexham Courant 30/03/2018). There are also rumours about The Hadrian Learning Trust showing an interest in Haydon Bridge School and there are concerns that it would wheedle in and collapse it from the inside or be scouting to see if it is a viable option for placing children whom are less likely to be A* students. Perhaps slightly less of an exam factory.

Haydon Bridge School is viable and could be an excellent school in its own right, with a bright future given some investment. Students could board again, on site. There’s potential accommodation there. It would be good to have a school that also covered more vocational subjects, as the Governors have suggested. It was let down by a business, known as an academy.

At a meeting at the The Sele First School recently their sole aim was to put forward their own survival plans. Never mind the Middle Schools or so many other First Schools, despite the fact that many of the Parent Governors probably had the choice of where to send their children, swap schools if one didn’t suit and enjoy the richness of the education in terrific well-equipped subject rooms.

Closure of so many rural schools would be to the detriment of communities and choice and an academy such as The Hadrian Learning Trust having such power and responsibility over 2,000 is too risky for our children's future.

As for a new building, as I understand it (from a Councillor) there is already money there to build a new school and 44 million to sort out the rest.

Please stop this consultation process, do not be forced into a corner by an academy and have a proper process and give the schools time to look at other options more thoroughly.

Any of the 3 options presently in question would force the end to a successful system, devastate communities, devalue people’s homes, create an enormous school which could cause enormous structural expense to alter road layouts to accommodate a huge concentration of traffic and stop everyone having a choice.

I am writing to you in relation to proposed restructuring of educational provision in West Northumberland. As parent of children at/due to attend Whitley Chapel First School, I thought it appropriate to write to you directly and express my concerns with Northumberland County Council's “consultation” which describes the proposed closure of many rural schools, including that of Whitley Chapel in all three projected scenarios.

While I will later outline my concerns with the inadequacy of NCC's consultation exercise, I will first state my objections to the proposed closure of Whitley Chapel first school.

Quite simply, there is no case against the school in terms of educational experience or outcomes, or in terms of financial sustainability. The school consistently achieves high academic results, with parents and students highly satisfied with the education offered. The children benefit from a fantastic learning environment with access to enviable outdoor activities. The school buildings are well maintained and fit for purpose. From a fiscal perspective, the school is well managed, with budgets being set and met. Staffing levels are appropriate to student numbers – there is little scope for “rationalisation” (aka job cuts) due to current “over capacity”, and as the school and land are owned by the church, it is difficult to see the financial benefit to NCC in forcing its closure. In removing the school, the Council would be depriving the community in which it is embedded of a prized asset, and future generations would lose the opportunity to be educated at a well managed, financially viable and educationally vibrant school at the heart of their local community.

I also have serious misgivings with the approach NCC have adopted throughout the consultation period. The models set out in NCC's consultation document can in no sense be understood to represent innovative or unique approaches to the provision of education, and provide no evidence that they prioritise achieving the best educational experience and outcomes for future generations across west Northumberland. No meaningful detail or evidence is presented from which the models can be interpreted, analysed and forwarded for future debate and necessary scrutiny. As such the whole document cannot be interpreted as offering a positive, sustainable and viable future for education which places the interests of pupils at its centre, and is therefore must be rejected as not fit for purpose.

At the very least the council needs to provide objective detail concerning:

how each model will improve the experience of education for pupils.

how each model meets existing govt./DofE guidelines including those relating to closure of schools.

how each model meets the long-term future needs of the population – including how it reflects various demographic, population and economic changes.

financial analysis of each model presented, including transparency regarding the assumptions which have been used in generating future projections.

the necessary capital investment for each model, and how this would be managed and spent effectively.

the ongoing environmental and financial impact assessments of additional distances travelled by pupils under each model.

the ways in which each model reflects local development plans including provision of housing and transport.

how any changes implemented will be managed, not least with regards to

how disruption to affected children's educational experience will be avoided

the commissioning, design, planning, procurement, & development processes that will be undertaken in each model requiring new build/redevelopment of existing estate.

Staffing – in particular how any changes will be managed and phased to ensure no disruption to education.

From the outset the consultation process has been conceived and implemented in a consistently misguided manner. Consultations ought to offer balanced and neutral resources if they are to foster meaningful engagement across the communities affected. Open dialogue and transparency is fundamental to this process, in which all cases should be presented without prejudice or advantage. Despite this, the NCC consultation documentation has neglected to provide necessary evidence to support the models presented, and when requested council representatives have been unable or unwilling to offer any significant further information, sources, or data from which modelling and future scenarios have been developed. When challenged on the matter, answers have been evasive or dismissive, with some officers suggesting that no such work has yet been carried out. In the absence of any such objective, neutrally presented information it is difficult to envisage any meaningful analysis or discussion taking place. Given what is at stake here – namely the ability of individuals to make decisions which influence the future of both their children and their communities – it is unsurprising then that the resulting consultation has resulted in tension and conflict between parents and officials. Where interests might have been aligned with each striving to ensure the best possible education for all children in the region, these natural allies have been turned into adversaries.

The extent of any public consultation should not be limited in scope, or appear scripted or pre-determined in terms of likely outcomes or the authority's desires. Producing “hit-lists” of schools which face closure fundamentally undermines the effectiveness and legitimacy of NCC's approach. Not least this is due to the ways in which this engenders an atmosphere in which those schools whose survival is threatened are inevitably represented as being less than equal to those that are not. Moreover, limiting the terms with which the public are able to engage in discussion to narrow fiscal and managerial arguments is completely misaligned with the communities' own priorities and the values that they place upon education and their children's futures. The resulting consultation offers little reassurance to individuals that their values and responses will inform decisions others make regarding their children's futures, thus reinforcing the sense that proposed policies favour the interests of the council rather than children.

It is imperative that future dialogue and consultations are focused on the quality of education provided, rather than crudely oriented around institutional imperatives. The repeated favouring of financial and managerial solutions starkly illustrates the council's inability to recognise either the value of education provided by schools across the region, nor the vital role they play in the wider communities they serve. Ultimately this leads to a profound sense of disempowerment within the public at large – at present the council seem to have issued this consultation as a token “box-ticking” exercise as a means of supporting their own legitimacy as decision makers, rather than allowing for meaningful participation with students' and communities' interests at its heart.

Whitley Chapel First School

I appreciate the time you have taken to consider the concerns I raise above, and would urge you to reconsider your future approach to the matter, and in particular to reject any proposals to close Whitley Chapel C of E First School. While the costs of closure are unequally distributed across individuals and communities, the council has a moral obligation to listen to all of those affected in order to develop a positive vision for education across the county, acting in the interests of those all whom it is there to serve.

Almost two years ago, my marriage broke down and I relocated back to the UK after 11 years’ living and working overseas. I chose Hexham as the best place to bring up my then 7 year-old daughter, primarily because of the excellent reputations of the three-tier schools in the area - reputations that I first became aware of when going through teacher training, 20 years ago. I sold my house in Newcastle in order to place my daughter in the best education system and schools available to us. 

        I worked for 7 years as a Teacher of English and Drama at Whitley Bay High School in North Tyneside, in a school community which rejected the two-tier system in 2000 and still operates within a highly successful three-tier system. Parents, staff and students favoured the three-tier system because it is so much more child-focused; it allows children to develop their skills and gain confidence at a steady, more gradual pace, rather than forcing them into adolescence and young adulthood too soon in a larger and more socially pressured environment. As educators, my colleagues at WBHS felt higher levels of financing came at the expense of children’s wellbeing; anxious or quiet children, like my daughter, and those with borderline additional needs, can slip through the cracks at large secondary schools, and are at risk of not getting the attention and support they need. They are less likely to have the confidence to speak up regarding problems, and staff cannot be expected to recognise every child’s issues in schools where numbers are in the region of 2000 or more. There are fewer opportunities to form relationships that ensure every child has the best chance of reaching their potential and obtaining support in institutions which force teachers to focus on crowd control and grades, rather than the holistic development of children in their care. It is often necessary for discipline to be administered on a ‘one size fits all’, punitive approach, rather than recognising the challenges and circumstances of individual children which facilitates positive strategies being put into place. Children may not get recognition for their achievements and cease to be individuals; money becomes the focus, rather than students, and while money is important for the development of better buildings and resources, these things do not educate a child - people do. The teachers at schools throughout West Northumberland are dedicated to providing a positive ethos and inspiring learning experience for their pupils; we must focus on what we already have, rather than focusing solely on what we don’t. Teachers are stretched to breaking point already, and the profession is losing more staff nationally than ever before; the expansion of high schools to secondary schools will push them still further. 

        The three-tier system in West Northumberland offers choice. Cutting schools and subjects has a negative impact on children and their learning; opportunities are diminished due to increased travel times, fewer opportunities for extra-curricular activities and larger class sizes. The proposed two-tier system favours the more able and stable, rather than giving all students a range of opportunities to succeed. The proposal to close successful, rural schools is deeply alarming; these schools are often at the heart of their communities, and small villages and towns are at risk of losing their community focus. Farming communities are at serious risk, as they do not have the flexibility to adapt to longer school commutes; the figures indicating distances from the schools earmarked for closure to the next nearest school do not take into account the distances children are already travelling to reach the school under threat. There may be an increased risk of absenteeism as parents struggle to get their children to more distant schools, placing those children at an even greater disadvantage for their future learning; this will impact on the future of the entire region. Rural schools have worked hard over recent weeks to put together proposals for groups of schools to form ‘hubs’, working together and supporting one another, without the need to close down. Successful future learning is based on solid foundations at first and middle school levels; to throw ever-increasing quantities of money at high schools and secondary schools at the expense of earlier years is to shut the stable door after the horse has bolted. If opportunities for sound and confident learning have been thrown away by the time a child reaches secondary school age, those positive learning habits will not be recovered.

        The proposed change to two-tier in West Northumberland removes any choice for parents. If Haydon Bridge High School is closed, there will be no other high or secondary school in the area, entirely removing the element of choice. Even if HBHS remains open and is developed as a post-16 vocational college, as some emerging proposals suggest, there is a rising concern among parents that Hadrian Learning Trust will utilise HBHS as a way of siphoning off students who are not expected to attain top grades at A level. This will reduce opportunities for those students for the sake of league tables. Potential changes to catchment boundaries could impact on Prudhoe High School, which is successfully raising standards for its current students; an influx of students from the current QEHS catchment area may threaten their ongoing progress. 

        I do not dispute the great need at Queen Elizabeth High School for improved buildings and facilities, but no one school should dictate the fate of many others, particularly when significant funds have been allocated to that school already. Hadrian Learning Trust was awarded £12 million for the renovation of the Hydro building; however, Northumberland County Council appear to have failed to put a contract in place with HLT to stipulate how those funds will be used. X , with whom I spoke at great length at the NCC Consultation Day at Hexham Mart on 17th March, attempted to convince me, and others, that £12 million was insufficient to redevelop the QEHS site, and indicated that he might favour a new build. This would create a new slew of potential problems. A new school of between 1900 and 2250 students requires a great deal of space; the only sites mooted so far have been either on a flood plain next to the Tyne or well out of Hexham’s centre, close to the cemetery. To add to the thought of so great a number of students and staff attempting to navigate their way around such a vast site, there is a strong probability that the location of a new build would mean students could no longer walk to school, exacerbating the traffic and parking problems Hexham already endures. 

        Of additional concern is the situation should HLT’s proposal fail to deliver. The group have already backtracked on their 3 year business plan, less than 18 months later. It is generally accepted that to place all of one’s eggs in one basket is foolhardy - when that basket contains 2250 eggs, with no other basket left to put them into, NCC risks being left with a huge, ‘white elephant’ of a superschool and with failing all of the children of West Northumberland. Central government has neglected the region for decades, and is attempting to force NCC’s hand; it is vital that we do not accept less than we already have as it sets a dangerous precedent going forward.

        QEHS’ academy status was a negative issue for a number of parents and teachers prior to its initiation, but it seems to many in the local community that concerns were not heard or taken seriously. Another possibility suggested by local people is for QEHS to continue with its renovations with the £12 million NCC allocated, while additional council funding is used to create another, maintained high school in the area to offer parents a choice in the learning opportunities their children can access. Evidence is already emerging to suggest that MATs are not necessarily financially sustainable, and their greatest successes come in deprived or failing schools - the opposite of Hexham and QEHS’ status.

        I was deeply concerned by my conversation with X. I asked him repeatedly about the educational benefits he perceives for children in a secondary school of the size he hopes for; he referred only to the amount of money each student would attain from central government within the secondary system. Eventually, he informed me wearily that the children would benefit from better facilities, resources and increased support staff; I pointed out that North Tyneside schools had achieved all of these things while remaining in a three-tier system. I asked him about his experience of the three-tier system; he stated he has not worked within the system prior to coming to Northumberland, and bases his decisions on approximately two years’ experience as Executive Head of Hexham Middle School and QEHS prior to the announcement of proposed changes. His own children will go through the new, two-tier system the majority of parents were against introducing in Ponteland. I was aware as I spoke with him that Hadrian Learning Trust is, first and foremost, a business - I heard nothing to convince or reassure me there are any benefits to children’s education or holistic development and wellbeing under the group’s proposals.

        I am greatly saddened to see a number of influential schools within West Northumberland have decided - naturally - to safeguard their own interests, rather than looking at the wider implications. The entire consultation has been rushed through without detailed and considered examination of the wider impact of the proposed changes. The proposal seems short-sighted, rather than looking to future implications, and the timing of announcements appears cynical, whether intended or not. The announcement of a consultation came around two weeks prior to the start of the summer holiday last year, meaning there was no time before the break for communities to gain any information about what the proposed changes might be; by the time they were announced, the initial level of feeling had dissipated. Deadlines and meetings for feedback have been short and poorly publicised; it is only thanks to groups like STARS and Save Our Schools - West Northumberland that many parents and community members have known of them at all. Public feeling has been raised again by the consultation documents being released, meetings held and full details of the proposed options being released; however, the result of the consultation is due to be issued in July this year, around the time of the summer holiday. HLT state, at the end of their consultation document, “We hope final decisions will be made by the end of the Summer Term to avoid prolonged uncertainty.” Yet again, the timing of the announcement reduces the possibility of any challenge to a final decision.

        Hadrian Learning Trust have suggested that a low number of responses to the consultation documents would indicate a silent majority in favour, or at least, not opposed, to the proposals. I challenge this; there is a general feeling this is a ‘done deal’ - there is no point in challenging those with greater power and inside knowledge. I believe many people are uncertain about sharing their concerns because they have no background or inside experience in education, and feel cowed by the slick jargon presented by those involved in the decision making process. 

        I fought the two tier proposals as a teacher in North Tyneside, and am fighting them as a parent now in West Northumberland. I am focused on my own child’s future and wellbeing, but also on the wellbeing of children, parents, teachers and communities throughout the entire, diverse and widespread region. There are so many national, political threats to our children’s futures; I refuse to accept more limitations placed on them regionally without raising my voice and asking for it to be heard and considered.

Parent/Carer

Sele First School

I write in relation to Northumberland County Council’s recent consultation regarding the restructuring of schools in West Northumberland.

As a parent to two children who will be going to school within the Hexham partnership, I feel it is my duty to do all I can to make you reconsider the models put forward in the current consultation. We have been asked to contribute to options for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland, to develop a unique and innovative system that meets the needs of children and families now and over the next 50 years. However, we have not been given the information nor the appropriate forums to allow constructive input. The manner of the "informal" consultation is tokenistic and does not follow best practice for community involvement. The whole process as it has played out in conjunction with the Hadrian Learning Trust consultation has been lacking in transparency and spawned an adversarial rather than collaborative atmosphere. I hold the county council responsible for this approach.

Many schools have published their consultation responses and they seem to convey a different picture to the NCC consultation document. The energy and determination to maintain the current model of education that has been displayed throughout the consultation period should have been harnessed in a collaborative, transparent and inclusive process - instead we have heard reassurances and unsubstantiated claims from a county councillor that we have nothing to worry about, defensive attitudes from council officers when questioning the consultation process, worried leaders, staff and governors at our school and challenges of the basic facts of the consultation document. It has not helped that the Hadrian Learning Trust and NCC have decided to each blame the other for the upset caused by both consultations. As parents we need to see the county council engaging with HLT and reassurance that NCC will safeguard our children's education. A successful model has to take a long view, but also cannot disregard the immediate impact on the children now in or just about to start school.

There is no good explanation for the condensed timescale of the sweeping changes set out in the consultation. We were told by a council officer at one of the consultation events that most of the modelling of the financial implications of these proposals has not been done yet - how can we be sure that they even present good value as a simple numbers game? How can we trust the county council to manage the changes well in this time if so many things are still left to work out? How can we be reassured that capital investment will be best spent, good designs developed and building projects well managed? Are we to believe that you are simply held ransom by one single academy and have lost all initiative and power to provide leadership for education in the county?

I don't believe that it would be good for education in the region to only have one high or secondary school option. The resultant school would be too big. Size is not the only factor deciding viability. It would limit parental choice which is the supposedly what should drive quality in educational provision under the academy system. More than one high school would allow developing stronger profiles and give greater choice across the region. The proposal outlined by Haydon Bridge High School sounds very promising and I would think it much better to have 3 high/secondary school locations within the area.

As a parent to a child about to start reception at Whitley Chapel in September and who is already making use of the 30 hours of early years education provided by that school which is ensuring a seamless transition into formal education in a place where he is already well settled, I must strongly object to all the proposals put forward by the consultation. We have chosen Whitley Chapel not only because it is a good, small school which suits our child much better than the larger schools in Hexham, but also because my partner works nearby. The impression given by the consultation is that pupils outside of catchment area do not count and the potential impact on them can be disregarded. Once the new structure has been established parents can make the choice or not to apply for a place outside catchment area, but in the meantime a large number of children are going to see their everyday life and relationships even more disrupted as it might not be practically possible to transfer to the same school as the rest of their class. I would have preferred to feel comfortable sending my child to our catchment area school in Hexham, but as the Sele has indicated that if the 2-tier system is pushed through they want to grow even further and are likely to apply for academy status in order to do so, I am more likely to consider moving from Hexham and Northumberland altogether to a place that cares more for the education of their children and young people.

It is not clear why and how the closure of 8 schools will make education more sustainable and viable. It is not explained why 75 pupils is the preferred capacity, nor why an extra 12 miles (2x6) a day is seen as acceptable. With the exception of Kielder, none of the first or primary schools are more than 6 miles from another option. None of the rural schools have 75 pupils. The number of pupils of Whitely Chapel CE First school do not include early years provision, so there is no way of knowing if the other schools have accurate numbers ascribed to them. There is no analysis of past and potential future pupil numbers. The consultation portrays the future of 16 schools as a pure numbers game, without presenting all of the numbers, nor the reasoning behind why some schools should close and not others. For example Chollerton, which has a larger number of pupils and only a marginally smaller capacity and an Outstanding Ofsted report is proposed to close and merge with Humshaugh, which is rated as Good. Whittonstall which is currently at capacity and has the furthest to another school within the Hexham partnership is proposed to close – is that because many people think it's such a good school that they choose it even though it's not within their catchment area? What is sadly lacking from the whole of this document is a clear vision of what the county council would like education in the west of Northumberland to be like and an analysis of the impact on communities if provision changes. Schools are not interchangeable, standardised entities, which is shown by the number of parents who choose to send their children to school outside of catchment area. Some of these are from outside of Northumberland, which surely brings resources with them?

Parent/Carer

Whitley Chapel is a Good school, at the centre of a close knit community and with wonderfully dedicated teaching and leadership. It is financially viable and soundly managed. It fosters independence and kindness in children. It is responsive to the needs of parents and children, through early years provision, breakfast club and after school clubs. It has well maintained, fit for purpose facilities. Small schools like this have the potential to support population growth in rural areas and we are informed that the number of pupils are increasing rather than shrinking. Instead of proposing closure, NCC should support schools like this to continue to do a great job and become even more important centres for service provision in their communities.

High Schools and Middle schools
We believe that option A would result in a very large high school combined from QEHS and HBHS and in addition offer no parental or pupil choice especially for pupils who live in remote areas.

No"3) Having read the consultation document thoroughly, I believe that Model B represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland. This model includes the closure or merger of several schools. Yes No Don’t know

A joint site for HMS and QEHS (Inc. HBHS) would have to cater for extremely large number of pupils from age 9-18 (potentially at least 2000). How would this accommodate the needs of all children?

a) Your reasons for ticking the above (Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary). We believe that option B would result in a very large Secondary school combined from QEHS and HBHS and years 7 and 8 from the middle schools (2250 pupils) and in addition offer no parental or pupil choice especially for pupils who live in remote areas. Another consideration is that if there were to be just one high school based in Hexham there would be long distances on minor roads resulting in lengthy times spent travelling for Northumberland children especially from the North Tyne and West of Haydon Bridge.

It appears there would be admissions to HMS at year 5 and year 7 (from HBHS primary schools) due to the mixed economy of 2 and 3 tiers across the partnership. We do not believe that a mixed economy provides the foundations for secure financial and educational planning. This could have a devastating effect upon the Haydon Bridge primaries as many parents may choose to move their children to HMS at year 5. This model means that some children would have 2 years at HMS before transferring to high school which is a short time in an educational journey and may have detrimental effects upon pupils. In addition having 2 admission points into HMS could create a lack of stability for existing pupils and staff.

There would a lack of parental choice for children aged 11-18 due to closure of HBHS.

In addition if there were to be just one high school based in Hexham there would be long distances on minor roads resulting in lengthy times spent travelling for Northumberland children especially from the North Tyne and West of Haydon Bridge.

Would QE provide a broad range of opportunities and courses for all children of all abilities and skills?

There would a lack of parental choice for children aged 13-18 due to closure of HBHS.

Closure/ merger of small schools

Would QE provide a broad range of opportunities and courses for all children of all abilities and skills?

The county figures are based on 75 children capacity for a Primary school. There are highly successful and viable smaller schools nationally.

Transition to a larger middle school for year 5 children from smaller rural schools which may be detrimental to many pupils at this young age.

Closure/ merger of small schools

Closure/ merger of small schools

The county figures are based on class size of entry of 15 (half form entry) for a viable Primary School. There are highly successful and viable smaller Primary schools locally and nationally. The document lists Kielder as an exception due to distance from nearest school. We would like to know the rationale behind Whitfield remaining open as a Primary school with a 0.3 Form of Entry (FE) which is smaller than or similar to other schools that are proposed for merger or closure. See table. (in background papers)

3) Having read the consultation document thoroughly, I believe that Model C represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland. This model includes the closure or merger of several schools. Yes No Don’t know

Alternative proposal

The county figures are based on 75 children capacity for a First School. There are highly successful and viable smaller schools locally and nationally.

Mergers of Catchment areas and closures; Surely priority for remaining open should be given to schools who provide for children from within catchment areas and within the Local Authority

a) Your reasons for ticking the above (Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary).

All our children and the children of the future are on an educational journey which should have the best possible provision.

In this County journeys are often made on minor roads and this has not been taken into account especially for buses and the resulting safeguarding issues for very young children.

The proposed mergers of catchment areas based on existing numbers on role may not produce accurate numbers due to parental choice. Many parents may make other choices.

Whilst we welcome the provision for alternative secondary provision in HBHS by providing 4-16 In Haydon Bridge with new building we do not support a mixed economy of 2 and 3 tier across the partnerships.

We are not in a position to provide an alternative proposal based on the limited information we hold regarding other schools budgets, pupil numbers from catchment areas and the county.

Mergers of Catchment areas and closures; Surely priority for remaining open should be given to schools who provide for children from within catchment areas and within the Local Authority

If the proposed mergers are based on the numbers of children in catchment areas the figures may be very different.

In addition, some of the schools proposed for closure/ merger have greater pupil numbers, including from their catchment areas, and capacity than several which are identified to remain open or become primary schools. The table below presents some of these anomalies and raises questions.

However we do have a number of non-negotiables that we believe are needed for educational merit and success for all children, and viable sustainable schools and communities for the future.

The proposed mergers of catchment areas based on existing numbers on role may not produce accurate numbers due to parental choice. Many parents may make other choices.

In addition documentation and models are available which states that a Primary school is viable with 55 pupils in classes with 5 children when the school is well managed with excellent educational outcomes and financial sustainability.

Model C To remain open or become Primaries

• Provision of Secondary education for all pupils that offers academic, skills and vocational curriculums

If the proposed mergers are based on the numbers of children in catchment areas the figures may be very different.

In this County journeys are often made on minor roads and this has not been taken into account especially for buses and the resulting safeguarding issues for very young children

(Table in background papers)

• Need two Secondary or High school provisions for the pupils of West Northumberland that provide broad curriculums and specialist teachers.

Other questions to be answered

Other questions to be answered

Within the Hexham partnership Acomb appears to be a viable size for the children in its catchment area.

• Sixth form provision that is wide ranging.

• How would academy status in the Haydon Bridge Partnership affect potential mergers?

• How would academies situations in the Haydon Bridge Partnership including their Ofsted grades affect potential mergers?

We also refer to our comments on options A and B. In addition

• Keep as many rural schools open as possible for local populations and communities

• Capacity of HMS and QEHS in Sept 19? Potentially 3 years without appropriate buildings?

• Capacity of Secondary schools and Primary in Sept 19 and beyond? There are potentially 3 years without appropriate buildings?

• If there is 4-11 provision in both Shaftoe Trust Primary and at the proposed HB 4-16 all through provision surely this will affect numbers and viabilities of both schools Primary provision.

• No mixed economy of 2 or 3 tier meaning that there are multiple transition dates which affects the viability of schools.

• Data for every school for children from catchment areas who attend their local schools.

• Provide data for every school about the numbers of children from catchment areas who attend their local school.

• As there is no proposed sixth form for Haydon Bridge will the sixth form provision at QEHS be for all pupils including more technical and vocational subjects?

• Please note that we are not involving our children in the consultation or publicity as we do not believe it is age appropriate.

Governing Body Acomb First School

No

NO

"

No
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3.1        There is no evidence that any of the potential models will improve educational outcomes. 
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3.2        There is a serious risk that such dramatic changes, particularly the closure of many small rural schools and, in models A and B, a high school and / or 5 middle schools, will be detrimental to educational outcomes. 
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3.3        The Hexham Partnership overall enjoys very good educational and pastoral standards. Those standards should be promoted and, ideally, exceeded. We should strive to improve on what we already do well and extend those standards to all schools in Northumberland. None of these potential models is likely to fulfil that aim, but there is a significant risk that what is presently done well will be damaged.  
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3.4        Such extensive changes will be highly disruptive to the educational journeys of the children and to the strong partnerships of schools.
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3.6        On the contrary, every school closed will result in a loss of £110,000 capital funding from central government plus £16,000 PE funding for schools with primary age children. Taking sparsity funding into account, Model B produces the most significant loss of funding of circa £1,540,000 each year, whilst Model A produces the “best” loss of circa £990,000 each year. These are enormous losses in the context of our school budgets. 
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3.7        Whilst the consultation document contains no analysis of the impact that closure of large numbers of schools will have on the local communities that they serve, nor on the local economy more generally, it is overwhelmingly likely that such closures will have a profound and, in some cases, devastating impact. The schools suggested for closure / merger are in many cases an integral part of the local community, and often the very reason that families move to an area. We will discuss this further in relation to Beaufront below. 
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3.8        Part of the rationale for the proposed changes is the overall surplus of places within the 2 partnerships. We understand from discussions with NCC that this issue is driven by concerns raised by the Department for Education. We believe that there is an underlying lack of understanding on the part of the DfE in relation to the geographical challenges within this part of Northumberland. In the case of a small rural school, a small number of surplus places can appear as a large percentage: in practical terms, one or 2 families moving into an area (often because there is a good local school) results in those “surplus” spaces being taken. We trust that NCC will ensure that the DfE is provided with the necessary information to enable them to achieve a proper understanding of the situation. Ultimately what matters most is educational attainment and financial viability, rather than whether there are surplus places on the basis of PAN. 
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3.9        In any event, most surplus places actually lie in the larger schools. These might appropriately be reduced by rationalisation of buildings / sites, particularly in the context of the clear existing need for building works. 
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3.10        All potential models dramatically reduce parental choice in the appropriate school for their child. Reducing parental choice is wholly inconsistent with Government policy. In model B, there will be no choice at all in relation to secondary education and in model A there will be only limited choice up to Year 8. Real parental choice is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland. It inspires parental confidence and engagement, and promotes inclusion. One size does not fit all, as the experiences of many of the children in our school have shown: a steady number of our pupils transfer to Beaufront having failed to thrive and progress in their catchment school; we are sure that this is also the case with other schools.
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3.11        All models will result in significant travelling issues for many children and our local transport networks. 
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3.11        All models will result in significant travelling issues for many children and our local transport networks. 

6.        Beaufront is a popular, successful and sustainable school that delivers excellent educational outcomes and an outstanding educational experience within a nurturing, supportive and inclusive environment. We are a pro-active member of the Hexham partnership. As a governing body, we have planned that this should continue to be the case for the foreseeable future whatever system ultimately prevails, by further development of what we offer to the families choosing our school and what we can share with (and beyond) our partnership schools.  

(a)        Closure of small rural schools (all models) will result in very young children requiring school transport around rural areas. Aside from issues of cost, we believe that it is a highly undesirable situation for young children.
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(b)        Closure of one high school (models A and B) and / or 5 middle schools (model B) will result in the need for transport of hundreds of children to and from Hexham. Assuming that local transport providers have the capacity to provide transport (we anticipate that this may itself be an issue), this will be costly, will increase substantially the already significant congestion in and around Hexham, will result in an extended school day for pupils, and will reduce the opportunities to participate in after-school enrichment activities. 
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7.        In this section, we set out our vision and proposals for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland. We then discuss the position of and our plans for Beaufront specifically. 

(c)        There are obvious negative environmental consequences of a significant increase in the use of road transport. 
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(d)        The consultation document points to the fact that many parents already choose to transport their children to schools outside their catchment area: whilst this maybe correct, it is one thing for a parent to make such a choice for their child but quite another to have no choice in the matter.   
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Securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland
8.        Educational outcomes in the Hexham partnership are, overall, very good. The results achieved by our children at Beaufront (our KS1 results for all subjects were in the top 10% for attainment nationally) and in many other first schools, the results produced by Middle Schools at Key Stage 2, and the results produced by QEHS at the end of this educational journey provide clear evidence that the system for the education of our children in the Hexham Partnership is working well. We must strive to exceed these achievements and extend them elsewhere. 

3.12        Model A will result in one very large high school serving the whole of west Northumberland. Model B will result one of the largest secondary schools in the country. We have expressed our concerns in this regard in our response to the HLT consultation, a copy of which is attached at appendix 1. Good schools attract families to west Northumberland. In the event that the “super-school” formed in models A or B suffers a reputational / performance drop, there is a serious risk of wider economic consequences should west Northumberland becomes a less desirable place in which to live. 
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9.        These outcomes have been achieved in a 3 tier system. For the reasons set out in the response to the HLT consultation (appendix 1), we continue to believe that the 3 tier system best suits west Northumberland, given the nature of the population spread and the numbers of small first schools. We must remember that accessible and appropriate education may, of necessity, look different in different areas.

Concerns

Concerns

Concerns

10.        However, we believe that it is important that we do not become fixated upon whether the system is 3 or 2 tier – or, in some areas, a mixture of both. We must focus instead on what we are trying to achieve for the children in west Northumberland. What is ultimately behind the success of the schools in the Hexham Partnership? Inspirational teaching and learning opportunities improve outcomes regardless of the system.  Together with strong pastoral care and carefully managed transitions, these are the keys to success. 

4.        NCC are already aware of the concerns that we share with many other schools with regard to the consultation process and the adequacy of information provided to potential respondents, as summarised in a letter from 15 schools dated 21 March 2018. We have been assured that NCC will take specific notice of this collaborative and consensual letter. 
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11.        We should aim to offer real parental choice. We believe that this is a necessity rather than a luxury, particularly in an area with the unique geographical challenges presented across west Northumberland. It inspires parental confidence and engagement, and promotes inclusion. One size does not fit all, as the experiences of many of the children in our school have shown: a steady number of our pupils come to Beaufront having failed to thrive and progress in their catchment school, and we are sure that this is also the case with other first schools. We understand that there are similar transfers for similar reasons in middle schools. In middle and high schools a reasonably proximate alternative school is crucial for children who need “a fresh start” and this can prevent exclusion. 

5.        Individual responses received in relation to parts 2, 3 and 4 of the Consultation must be considered carefully in light of the information supplied to respondents because:
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12.        We appreciate that a solution for the situation that has regrettably developed at Haydon Bridge High School must be found. It must, though, be the right solution for that whole community and must not be one that adversely affects either the Hexham partnership schools or the other schools within the Haydon Bridge partnership. Short term subsidisation of HBHS (or any school) should not be considered “wasted” if it allows the time to find the right solution, both from educational and financial sustainability perspectives.

5.1        The way in which the consultation is presented is such that many respondents do believe that they are being asked to choose one of 3 options, due to the way that the response form is worded (see paragraph 2 above). We know this from the feedback that we have received from staff, parents and carers in our school, and from others in discussions at public meetings.

5.1        The way in which the consultation is presented is such that many respondents do believe that they are being asked to choose one of 3 options, due to the way that the response form is worded (see paragraph 2 above). We know this from the feedback that we have received from staff, parents and carers in our school, and from others in discussions at public meetings.

5.1        The way in which the consultation is presented is such that many respondents do believe that they are being asked to choose one of 3 options, due to the way that the response form is worded (see paragraph 2 above). We know this from the feedback that we have received from staff, parents and carers in our school, and from others in discussions at public meetings.

13.        More broadly, we appreciate that finances are an important factor. It is unclear if the proposals around the majority of the school closures proposed in the consultation would lead to cost savings: as illustrated below, closure of Beaufront would reduce income by more than it reduces costs. We acknowledge that the large financial deficit at HBHS (and perhaps those predicted elsewhere, about which we know less) will need to be tackled. In doing so, we are sure that NCC will see the “bigger picture” when it comes to education. Putting money into education, either as capital or as an annual spend, is not to be considered a subsidy but an investment in the future of our children. As a visionary local education authority, we are sure that NCC will see this as a worthwhile investment. Safe, happy, healthy children who have been educated to achieve their maximum potential will become happy and fulfilled adults, able to make a positive contribution to society and significantly less likely to present a future burden to other public services or health care. 

5.2        Whilst the majority of schools did agree that there should be a consultation, it is not the case that the majority of schools agreed to a consultation that anticipated such extensive closure of schools. 
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5.2        Whilst the majority of schools did agree that there should be a consultation, it is not the case that the majority of schools agreed to a consultation that anticipated such extensive closure of schools. 

14.        We identified in paragraph 10 that the keys to success are inspirational teaching and learning opportunities together with strong pastoral care and carefully managed transitions. We believe that this can best be achieved by close and dynamic collaboration between schools: essentially, an “improved and enhanced” version of the excellent working relationships that schools already enjoy, with greater scope of sharing facilities and teaching provision. Essentially, the keys to success can be delivered in an economically viable and sustainable way. 

5.3        It has been a challenge to respond to this Consultation and that of HLT simultaneously but with different time lines. We have been told that this unfortunate lack of constructive co-ordination lies in the hands of HLT. It is most regrettable that the assurance from HLT that they would work closely with NCC so as to “dovetail” the consultations has not been fulfilled. We appreciate that this puts NCC in a difficult position. NCC will no doubt appreciate that this also causes difficulties in responding to this consultation. It would be helpful to know how this will be factored into the NCC analysis of responses to the consultation.
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5.3        It has been a challenge to respond to this Consultation and that of HLT simultaneously but with different time lines. We have been told that this unfortunate lack of constructive co-ordination lies in the hands of HLT. It is most regrettable that the assurance from HLT that they would work closely with NCC so as to “dovetail” the consultations has not been fulfilled. We appreciate that this puts NCC in a difficult position. NCC will no doubt appreciate that this also causes difficulties in responding to this consultation. It would be helpful to know how this will be factored into the NCC analysis of responses to the consultation.

15.        Accordingly, we support the “Collaboration Hub” proposed by Corbridge Middle School as a means to facilitate such collaboration openly, constructively and supportively. We believe that the proposal can be developed and refined by:

5.4        There is an immediate and understandable inclination for respondents to “pick” the “least worst” model for their school, particularly in circumstances where they perceive these to be the options from which they must choose. This is particularly so in the context of the HLT consultation. This assertion is based on feedback we have received from parents and staff, and through discussions held at the public meetings in Haydon Bridge and Hexham. 
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(a)        Analysis of the particular strengths of each school, so that such strengths can be shared with others;
(b)        Identification of areas that could be improved in each school, so as to benefit from the strengths or facilities of others; 

5.5        None of the potential models include any analysis of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver, nor of the potential risks inherent in such model. 
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5.5        None of the potential models include any analysis of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver, nor of the potential risks inherent in such model. 

(c)        Identification of common needs, that might be shared through capital funding;
(d)        Careful grouping of schools, so as to best match overall mutual benefit, with collaboration across hubs to accommodate more specific requirements and share more specific strengths;

5.6        None of the potential models include any financial detail or modelling that would demonstrate the financial impact of each and enable respondents to judge comparable viability. 

5.6        None of the potential models include any financial detail or modelling that would demonstrate the financial impact of each and enable respondents to judge comparable viability. 

5.6        None of the potential models include any financial detail or modelling that would demonstrate the financial impact of each and enable respondents to judge comparable viability. 

(e)        Greater collaboration in curriculum development – both within educational tiers and between them. 

5.7        The models do not take into account changes in Government funding for schools. The consultation document suggests that these changes will make the overall financial position of our schools worse and the case for change greater, when it is not at all clear that this will be the case. 

5.7        The models do not take into account changes in Government funding for schools. The consultation document suggests that these changes will make the overall financial position of our schools worse and the case for change greater, when it is not at all clear that this will be the case. 

5.7        The models do not take into account changes in Government funding for schools. The consultation document suggests that these changes will make the overall financial position of our schools worse and the case for change greater, when it is not at all clear that this will be the case. 

16.        This must be a dynamic process approached openly and within an environment of safety. We would welcome support and guidance from independent professional educationalists in steering this process. It is likely, ultimately, to result in a re-shaping of the way in which education looks in the west Northumberland over the forthcoming years, but this will have been achieved through a process of careful collaboration to produce a demonstrably effective system.   

5.8        None of the potential models include any information about the wider risks or benefits to their local community. 

5.8        None of the potential models include any information about the wider risks or benefits to their local community. 

5.8        None of the potential models include any information about the wider risks or benefits to their local community. 

17.         The Collaboration Hub could plainly incorporate Haydon Bridge High School: there is every reason why a school that has suffered the difficulties experienced at HBHS over recent years would benefit greatly from supportive collaboration. We have already indicated in paragraph 12 above our view that the right solution for the whole community around HBHS should be found. As a small first school in the Hexham partnership, we are happy to share what we feel makes us successful but do not feel further qualified to advance a solution. However, we understand that an interesting and constructive proposal has been advanced by HBHS. If that proposal is supported by the local community and by other schools in the Haydon Bridge partnership, it is our view that it ought to be supported by NCC. 

5.9        The lack of information set out in 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 above has an impact on the ability of respondents to make an informed choice with regard to these models and has made the requirement that schools consider and develop their own alternative models particularly difficult. 

5.9        The lack of information set out in 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 above has an impact on the ability of respondents to make an informed choice with regard to these models and has made the requirement that schools consider and develop their own alternative models particularly difficult. 

5.9        The lack of information set out in 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 above has an impact on the ability of respondents to make an informed choice with regard to these models and has made the requirement that schools consider and develop their own alternative models particularly difficult. 

18.        We accept and support the proposition that capital funding should be made available to QEHS / HLT. However, any capital contribution from NCC must be conditional on a long-term agreement with HLT to ensure that they respect the views of elected members and their communities (council tax payers), as expressed through this consultation process. 

Governing Body

Rather than outline the reasons for our responses above on a Model by Model basis, we have outlined our reasons below. Many of our concerns and points of support cross the Models and we believe this is a simpler and more effective way of expressing our views.
Equally, much of the content above in our overall response makes our views and ambitions for education in West Northumberland plain.
Points of Concern
• We are not in a position to respond ‘Yes’ because we simply do not have enough evidence to enable us to understand the potential viability and sustainability of each model. That is our primary concern and it is very real, based on the scrutiny expected of Governors, on sound commercial principles and feedback from the community.
• If we are to be consulted on a programme of enormous change and multimillion pound investment that could result in an entire organisational restructure then we need to have the information necessary to make informed decisions. At the moment we’re being asked to judge without a business case (in the broad sense, rather than the technical sense. We know that a technical business case is not required of the Council at this stage, but maintain that some form of evidenced case is right and reasonable to expect to allow for a properly informed debate).
• Without any modelling evidence whatsoever to support the three models, even at a top line, we cannot therefore responsibly state with any confidence that we believe any of the models taken as a whole are viable and sustainable.
• Capacity issues specifically are not spread evenly across the partnership. Aggregating the data in the consultation document masks some areas where capacity gaps are currently concentrated.
• Based on evidence supplied in NCC consultation documents it appears that around 40% of capacity actually lies within HLT schools and Haydon Bridge. So major inroads to this particular issue could immediately be addressed by rebuilding these schools at a more sustainable and appropriate size. The current approach in all three models outlined appears to be avoiding focusing on these specific issues and instead tackling the problem by spreading it out across schools that, in many cases, have nowhere near as much of a capacity problem.
• We also have no idea of the capacity buffer the Council is working to in the provision of places, which is surely a key strategic decision in any planning for the future. While there may be a need to consider reducing surplus places, there is also an imperative to ensure sufficient capacity is retained in the system to create flexibility for future population shifts.
• Some rough modelling carried out by others using the data in the consultation document suggests that there may be potential issues with capacity in the future under each of the three options:
o Model A – appears to remove too much capacity at First School level in the Hexham Partnership
o Model B – appears to leave more or less no capacity in the partnerships overall
o Model C – appears to remove too much capacity in the Hexham Partnership overall
While this is not necessarily a robust case and absolute data on which to make decisions, it raises enough concerns in our minds about the appropriateness of current models in terms of provision of places or not. What target capacity is the Council working towards? Is this in line with population trends and plans for regional housing strategies? We would welcome greater clarity on the impact on surplus places.
• Currently the Hexham partnership is running at a financial surplus and is predicted to continue into the financial year 2019/20. This may change in the future according to forecast predictions, although the accuracy of these forecasts has been challenged throughout the consultation. However, we are unable to assess what, if any, financial surplus would result from each of the proposed models. Do Models A to C cut too far and too hard? Or not far enough? What is the impact of each model on financial sustainability? We simply cannot tell. Figures provided by HLT as part of this debate are unclear, have been publicly questioned (as in the letter from Nigel Wyatt) and need to stand up to genuine scrutiny. We cannot be expected to simply take them at face value.
• We do have concerns currently over the viability and sustainability of a system that could see up to 12 schools closed, in many cases in small rural communities. Financially and in terms of surplus places this may or may not address the issues (we do not know based on lack of evidence and information), but looking beyond those two concerns it’s not clear how educational outcomes would be maintained and improved and what the impact would be on the wider considerations on the rural communities in which schools currently form such a central heartbeat.
• There is more detail required to look at transportation implications (especially in light of the 2002 research carried out Scottish Executive Central Research Unit Review of Research on School Travel). Distance to nearest school does not always work effectively as a real measure. If a child already travels from West to East to school and then the school closes and moves further to the East again the total travel time will be significantly more than measured by proximity to previous school.
• Under all the proposed models some schools are proposed to close and effectively merge with others. At this stage, there are many important questions to be understood as to how this would be managed in practice across the partnership:
o In almost all cases investment will be required in facilities at the remaining schools, whether they become Primaries or remain as enlarged First Schools.
o We recognise that the consultation document makes reference to the need for a programme of capital investment and this is welcomed.
o We need to understand in more detail how this would work in practice in our school. We are absolutely not saying necessary changes are not possible in principle, they undoubtedly are, but we are saying that on current information we cannot be entirely confident as to the implications.
o We need to be clearer on the level of financial support available, how this would be distributed across the partnership as a whole and how this would be applied to our school. Governors cannot responsibly state unqualified belief in the model without greater assurance as to what capital investment would be made available to make the necessary changes.
o While we currently have some capacity, any changes under each of the models would require an investment in our school, as it would no doubt in the majority of schools should the main thrust of models A to C be realised.
o If our school is to change in size, either as a result of closure of other schools or in a move to become a Primary, we will need capital investment potentially to create new classroom spaces, enlarged staff and administrative areas, a larger school hall, additional toilet facilities. None of this is by any means impossible to achieve in principle, but without the confidence that the appropriate investment can and will be made, we risk committing at this stage to an approach that places financial strain on the school.
o We also need more information on how the timescales for change are to be implemented in order for us to consider their viability. Making significant changes to physical environments of any schools will be a challenge, especially given health and safety considerations in creating building sites on schools with staff and especially young pupils attending.
o Again, we’re not saying that it can’t be done, we’re saying we’d need to understand more about how the Council plans for it to be done before we judge the viability of timescales for change as currently proposed in the consultation document.
o Would the Council be providing any centralised service for planning, designing, commissioning, procuring and managing a large programme of works? How would additional pressures on Heads and Governors be managed during the transition stage? What additional resources would be made available given that it’s well documented that schools don’t exactly have lots of spare resources and hours to manage the day to day activities, let alone large scale building projects and all the associated time required for change management.
o We need to know how the transitions would be managed effectively. If schools are to be closed in a phased transition, if badly managed this could have a disastrous effect on education for a number of years. We would like to see information on the risks identified by the Council and the strategy to manage these. If a school is confirmed to close within a two year timeframe is it realistic to expect staff to wait until the school is closed before seeking alternative employment? Some may but many may prefer to progress their career elsewhere and sooner. We must be confident that the transition years will put the needs of children first and foremost.
• And, finally, as stated above at length, due to the parallel consultation approach that has been regrettably made necessary (not for any argument we can see that puts the interests of children and educational outcomes first or even as a priority), we cannot state with confidence that we believe any of the models are viable or sustainable without more information from HLT and a clear direction from the Council, HLT, the RSC about what is possible. The consultation document necessarily (not the Council’s fault, but a reality nonetheless) presents an incomplete picture because it is not in control of all the facts and evidence.
• Whatever one’s personal views are on the subject, we have seen in Brexit the vast difference between indicating support for a principle outlined with no real detail behind it and the reality of trying to implement complex change. We are not for one second comparing the relative importance of Brexit and proposed changes to education in the West of Northumberland. What we are doing is highlighting the risks of committing to a direction of travel with only a very limited understanding of what the real implications may be. Our views on our children’s futures, the futures of our schools and our communities are simply too important to be decided without at least some more detail, even at this ‘informal’ stage.
• And our final point is that we don’t really believe (and nor do parents as per the survey results and all our conversations) that what’s on the table now really, truly represent ‘unique and innovative’ solutions that reflect the distinctive characteristics and needs of the area served by the partnerships.
• The impression (whether intended or not) is primarily one of relatively crude measures of closing a very large proportion of schools (the strategy behind which is not made at all clear in the document – why, for example, are two schools listed as close / merge’ and all others listed as ‘close and merge’?) to cut costs and/or moving the entire system to a model currently followed by the rest of the country on the basis that this is what everyone else is doing.

Governing Body Broomhaugh CE First

No

No

No

In response to all three models A, B and C we do not believe we can support any of the options as, “a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland.”

"In response to all three models A, B and C we do not believe we can support any of the options as, “a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland.”

In response to all three models A, B and C we do not believe we can support any of the options as, “a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the West of Northumberland.”

Some concerns raised include:

Some concerns raised include:

Some concerns raised include:

- Damage to successful partnerships

- Damage to successful partnerships

- Damage to successful partnerships

- Negative impact for our children (academically and socially/emotionally)

- Negative impact for our children (academically and socially/emotionally)

- Negative impact for our children (academically and socially/emotionally)

- Closure of good and outstanding schools

- Closure of good and outstanding schools

- Closure of good and outstanding schools

- Closure of financially viable schools

- Closure of financially viable schools

- Closure of financially viable schools

- Impact on rural villages and communities

- Impact on rural villages and communities

- Impact on rural villages and communities

- Impact of increased travel for children

- Impact of increased travel for children

- Impact of increased travel for children

- Potential reduction in providing a “broad and balanced curriculum”

- Potential reduction in providing a “broad and balanced curriculum”

- Potential reduction in providing a “broad and balanced curriculum”

There is not a simple solution.

- Lack of choice - 2,250 (approx) pupils education in the hands of one organisation

- Lack of choice - 2,250 (approx) pupils education in the hands of one organisation

- Lack of choice - 2,250 (approx) pupils education in the hands of one organisation

This is now a complex situation – with many schools being threatened with closure.

- Lack of financial modelling

- Lack of financial modelling

- Lack of financial modelling

There are different challenges facing the range of schools in the West. We believe all leaders are dedicated to ensuring the best for our children, although it is obvious that not all will share the same view on how the best can be achieved.

This has some potential although a high school or secondary school provision should be funded in Haydon Bridge. The closure of the small rural schools is of high concern. Creating working partnerships with these schools could be an alternative to forced closure of successful schools

We cannot see how this structural change has any educational argument in our successful Hexham Partnership. We know we would be a successful Primary School, (with the necessary capital investment) but we would not provide the same educational opportunities which are currently on offer to the pupils in our very successful three tier system. The pupils thrive from our current provision both academically and socially and emotionally, which the Model B could significantly change.

All through schools have not proven to be very successful but we believe providing an education choice in the Haydon Bridge Partnership is vital.

Building on and formalising partnerships is the best way forward. We believe a viable, long term solution which addresses the individual challenges can be implemented over time and as necessary with schools and organisations working together.

Governing Body Corbridge CE First

"



[bookmark: 48]Majority decision by the Governing Body.
We do not agree that creating an 11-18 secondary school is the only option or the best way to meet the
objectives. In summary we strongly believe that an age range change would have a detrimental impact on
our students, families and communities. We urge you to listen to all the schools in the Hexham Partnership
to ensure that all the schools continue to go from strength to strength. We would refer you to the ‘Making
significant changes to an open academy - Departmental advice for all types of academy trust’ document
which states:
Where proposals are likely to have a significant impact on other local provision a full business case will
usually be required to provide evidence that the education of children in the area, as a whole, will not be
compromised. Where local provision is organised in three tiers and the aim is to move to two tier age range,
the department expects schools to work together to ensure an appropriate coordinated implementation,
and will only approve any individual proposal in that context.
Our view is based upon the following and responds to information from the Hadrian Learning Trust
consultation document which has been shared with Hadrian Learning Trust
1. EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES AND EXPERIENCE
All schools in the Hexham Partnership are good or outstanding. Outcomes at the current 13-18 Queen
Elizabeth High School are:
● in the top 12% schools nationally for KS4 progress
● 4th nationally in your group of 55 “similar” schools for both KS4 attainment and progress
● 22nd nationally in the Sunday Times parent guide for non-selective secondary schools
● in the top 15% schools nationally for KS5 with progress score 0.16 and average grade B vs C nationally.
● Last year, 60% of your KS4 students stayed at your school for post 16 studies.
Currently approximately 40% of all students at Queen Elizabeth High School are part of Hadrian Learning Trust
by virtue of having attended Hexham Middle School.
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Impact on the wider partnership
Model B states that there would be a significant impact on other schools within the partnership and their
communities including the potential closure of Corbridge Middle School and some of the first schools closing
or becoming primary. From responses we have received, we know that this would be overwhelmingly
unpopular with our parents, staff and wider community. (Appendix 1)
No information has been provided to suggest how, by changing the age range of the schools this would
improve the progress of students. The pupils in a primary school would not have the range of specialist
teaching in years 5 & 6 which we believe would risk the standards currently achieved at GCSE. This level of
specialism would not be possible in one form entry or less primary schools. We have noted from the Sele First
School response to your consultation, that they propose forming a three form entry primary school with the
offer of specialist teaching in years 5&6. This would suggest that the current provision of specialist teaching
in middle schools is valued by the Sele first school which is a National Support Schools and a Teaching School.
A broad and balanced curriculum for primary aged students is currently a focus for Ofsted. At Corbridge
Middle School we do have specialist teaching in years 5 to 8. We have attached an extract of the speech
given by Amanda Spielman, HM Chief Inspector of Education, Children’s Services and Skills, at the Festival of
Education 23rd June 2017 which shares her views on curriculum and the substance of education (Appendix 2).
Without evidence that a risk assessment on the effect on attainment at KS2 has been completed we are
concerned that standards may not be maintained at KS2, leading to the potential that standards at KS4 would
not be maintained let alone improved. Evidence from other schools, or partnerships of schools, who have
expanded or changed their age range shows this is a high risk. Nine of the sixteen secondary schools in
Northumberland have changed their age range. In 2017, the top four secondary schools for progress 8 and
top three secondary schools for attainment 8 are all 13-18 secondary schools with feeder middle schools.
We have seen no measurable evidence that students in the care of Hadrian Learning Trust since year 5 have
progressed any better than those from Corbridge Middle School or St Joseph’s Middle School. There is no
evidence that the progress of pupils would be improved by extending the teaching, leadership and
management of Hadrian Learning Trust for all 11 - 18 students.
No evidence how educational experience would be better than now
The enrichment opportunities that students at Corbridge Middle School have are outstanding. We are able
to frequently involve whole year groups in a variety of enrichment opportunities. We also engage fully with
local businesses and members of the community to extend students’ learning into business and the local
community. This would be much harder in a very large secondary school, with little evidence that this
currently takes place at Queen Elizabeth High School. There is a lack of evidence how enrichment
opportunities would be maintained or improved. This has an impact on lifelong learning, engagement and
future aspirations.
Our current structure of education allows children to have three chances for holding positions of
responsibility across the breadth of school life whether this is as a member of school council, captain of
houses, leader of bands, sports teams, or main acting/singing parts in school productions. Almost half of the
children at Corbridge Middle have represented the school in a sports event or competition and almost 60%
8
have participated in a lunchtime or after school sports club. Participation and uptake of activities for pupil
premium children is comparable with all other children.
No information regarding what an 11-18 school can achieve and deliver compared to the current structure
with modifications
There has been no information provided or research evidence on how the change in structure would improve
the provision for the pupils in 7&8 or indeed 9.
Corbridge Middle School has never been opposed to making changes. We do believe we have played an
instrumental part in the partnership work on assessment, age related expectations and continuity of the
curriculum across schools. We have attempted to explore the sharing of staff with Hadrian Learning Trust as
we already have experience of successfully sharing both teaching and support staff with other schools outside
our partnership. We would welcome further opportunities for working together at a strategic level, as a close
partnership of schools, for the benefit of the wider community.
As part of the consultation, we had expected that an improved more inclusive offer for post 16 education
would have been incorporated into the plans. Given the context of our large rural catchment area, it is
disappointing that for whatever reason 40% of year 11 students at Queen Elizabeth High School have to
continue their education much further afield.
2. PROPOSED SIZE OF THE SCHOOL AND THE IMPLICATIONS
Currently Queen Elizabeth High School, with a KS4 cohort size of 302 (in 2017), has the 58th largest cohort
size in England. If QEHS received approval to become a secondary school, the Sele First School would become
the only primary school with more than one form entry with all other feeder schools being one form entry or
less (30 pupils or less).
Of those “secondary” schools with a cohort size similar or greater than the size of Queen Elizabeth High
School, 29% (17) are 13/14-18 high schools. The Hadrian Learning Trust statement on page 7 that ‘our local
three tier system is increasingly out of step… there are now only 46 13-18 high schools (1.4% of all
secondaries)’ is therefore misleading. Schools of a similar size to Queen Elizabeth High School are more likely
to be part of a three tier system than the national picture suggests.
Commentary
We struggle to understand how any organisational or physical design of a new secondary school could
minimise the enormity of the transition from small primary school to large secondary school. Parental
feedback (Appendix 1) confirms our belief that there would be serious implications for the wellbeing and
education of children moving to such a large establishment.
Hadrian Learning Trust Consultation Document Section 5. What does this mean for your child? identifies some
aims for how they will be improving the educational journey for all children. They have not explained how

One of the complications of this consultation is that it is trying to address

they plan to achieve these aims and we would disagree that the aims mentioned would provide any

● Hadrian Learning Trust’s wish to change their age range to 11-18,

improvement on what we currently have. Parental feedback has confirmed that:

● the lack of sponsor and threatened closure of Haydon Bridge High school
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● a surplus places issue and

● the current transitions are gentle and align with the physical development of our children from small

We do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial

● financial concerns in some schools whilst final details of the national funding formula and

first schools to a large high school

modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided. We do wish to make the following

future housing projections are unclear.

● they feel no need to align time spent in school with the key stages as long as the curriculum taught at

points:

There are also added complications due to the number of academies involved in the consultation over

each stage is aligned across the partnership of schools

1. Co-location of HMS and QEHS on one site - with a new build, this may resolve the issues of

which NCC has no control.

In addition:

decaying building stock and surplus places at both schools whilst also allowing for both

What has been missing in this consultation is the opportunity for groups of schools to work together,

● there is no evidence to suggest that there is a dip in learning as a result of our three tier system, as

financial efficiencies (to be determined) and educational advantages from a closer proximity of

with the data required, to come up with solutions to the current challenges being faced by some

shown by the 2017 Progress 8 score for Queen Elizabeth High School placing it in the top 12% schools

the two schools.

individual schools. We have tried to gather views from across the Hexham Partnership regarding

nationally

2. Haydon Bridge High School - keeping a secondary school in the Haydon Bridge Partnership

individuals’ views on:

● Carrying out KS2 SATs halfway through middle school is felt to reduce the stress caused by SATs being

supports our view that our stakeholders view that it is important for there to be two

1. What do you like about the education currently offered to your children?

‘the finale’ of primary school. How much preparation for KS4 exams is required? Parents already tell

“high/secondary” schools in the west of Northumberland to allow for parental choice,

2. What could be better? What would you like a new improved education to look like?

us that the level of testing carried out at Queen Elizabeth High School in preparation for KS4 exams is

management of risk if either QEHS or HBHS failed either financially or educationally for

3. What, succinctly, is your dream?

causing stress for their children

whatever reason and the opportunity for the two schools to work collaboratively together

We concentrated on trying to come up with a Collaborative Model (Appendix 3) where 6 individual

● Providing more time in larger schools does not necessarily allow pupils to take part in more “aspects

along with Prudhoe High school.

hubs could be given the time and data to come up with an age 3-13 educational pathway, leading into

of school life”. Currently students have a real opportunity to represent their school as a part of many

3. Haydon Bridge High School - it is not known whether there is a potential sponsor so whether

a new age 13-18 high school. This model was sent to all school leaders in both partnerships. We have

different types of team, perform in or support school shows, be part of the school council and take

Unanimous decision by the Governing Body.

this option is viable. If it is viable it is felt that the school should have a fresh start with a new

not had the time to speak with each school individually on their views of such an approach. It would

part in competitions. This is all made possible because the schools are small enough to make

We do not feel that enough information has been provided to answer the question. No financial

build which supports the planned curriculum offer and capacity required within the HBHS

be fair to say that where we currently have close working relationships in the Hexham Partnership,

opportunities more accessible.

modelling or impact upon local communities has been provided. We do however wish to make the

proposed model. This should remove the current surplus capacity and place the school on a

feedback has been positive.

Loss of parental choice for children at age 11 in rural areas with poor public transport

following points:

sound financial footing.

Feedback from parents and colleagues widely shared the view that although they liked the idea, there

We have major concerns that parents would have only one choice of secondary education. Whilst the

1. Closure of Haydon Bridge High School - our stakeholders are clear that it is important for there

4. Closure of ten schools- whilst offering fewer closures than option A, it is not clear how the

needed to be a second choice of school post 13 in west Northumberland. We have adapted the model

‘Collaborative Model’ that we shared with parents has been well received, the main feedback has been on

to be two “high/secondary” schools in the west of Northumberland to allow for parental choice

annual loss of 7% revenue income to the two partnerships will be found in efficiency savings by

to come up with version 2; the Collaborative Pathways model (Appendix 4). We have deliberately not

the lack of choice from age 13. This would be exacerbated if the age range was changed to 11-18. We have

and in the event that QEHS failed either financially or educationally for whatever reason.

the closing/merging of schools.

said whether schools are first, primary, or ‘all-through’ - this would be for the school leaders in the

adapted our ‘Collaborative Model’ (Appendix 3) to a ‘Collaborative Pathways Model’ (Appendix 4) accordingly

2. Closure of eight schools- whilst offering the fewest closures of the three options, it is not clear

5. A two system in Haydon Bridge partnership and three tier system for Hexham Partnership

different ‘hubs’ to discuss. There are different needs and therefore potential solutions for the Hexham

to include provision up to age 18 in the Haydon Bridge area.

how the annual loss of 6% of the total revenue income to the two partnerships will be found in

could continue the current “leakage” of children from Haydon Bridge to Hexham partnership

Partnership and the Haydon Bridge Partnership. The groupings of the schools is not set in stone and

Distances involved and lack of public transport within the Hexham (and Haydon Bridge) catchment areas

efficiency savings by closing/merging schools.

this could continue to place at risk the small primary schools in the Haydon Bridge partnership.

we already know that some schools would like to “collaborate” in different hubs from those set out.

mean that already parents have little choice but to send their child to their “catchment school”. Any choice

3. Continued hybrid system in Haydon Bridge partnership - the current situation of small primary

6. Surplus places - the closure of Haydon Bridge High School, Haltwhistle and Bellingham Middle

Hadrian Learning Trust are not wishing to engage whilst they drive forward with their plans to change

that currently exists would be taken away. If HBHS were to close and with William Howard school instructed

schools being close to middle schools provides an ongoing risk to the viability of small primary

schools would remove a large percentage of the total number of the current 50% surplus

their age range.

to reduce its PAN; NCC would still have an obligation to provide places but currently the only nearest options

schools. It appears that currently some parents are choosing to move their children at the end

places from the Haydon Bridge partnership, however the proposed closures would still leave

In the Hexham Partnership where educational outcomes are already good we feel we should be able

at year 7 would be Hexham, Prudhoe Highfield Middle School, Ponteland Middle or High School, Consett,

of year 4 to middle schools rather than remain for years 5&6 in their primary schools.

30% surplus places in the Haydon Bridge Partnership and no spare capacity (-14 places) in first

to take stock rather than rush into a solution at this stage. We are not talking about an extensive

Ryton or Blaydon.

4. Surplus places - the closure of Haydon Bridge High School would remove a large percentage of

schools in the Hexham Partnership (Appendix 6 Education in the West and Surplus School

period of time to carry out this work but more time than has currently be allowed given the pressure

3. INCLUSION

the total number of surplus places from the Haydon Bridge partnership, however the proposed

Places).

of following a “formal” consultation process. We would welcome the support of NCC or other

Attainment and progress data from Corbridge Middle School and feedback from our School Improvement

closure of the suggested first/primary schools would leave no spare capacity (-14 places) in first

7. Travel time for pupils in the rural parts of Haydon Bridge catchment area would increase

independent experts in carrying out this work.

Partner indicate that Corbridge Middle School provides an excellent educational experience for pupils and

schools in the Hexham Partnership and still leave 29% surplus capacity in the first/primary

significantly for children aged 11.

We would like to see more formal collaboration between schools, both across phases and within

particularly for SEN and disadvantaged students. Parental feedback and feedback from outside agencies from

Governing Body Corbridge Middle

Dont Know

schools in Haydon Bridge partnership.

No

Dont Know

1

phase. All-through collaborations, with strong leadership, from 3-18 could be fantastic.

Northumberland, County Durham and London education authorities is outstanding. We have not been
provided with any information detailing why provision for disadvantaged students or students with Special
educational needs and disabilities will be enhanced by Model B.
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Any details of proposed enhanced provision, SEND support or specialist services are missing from your
consultation report.
4. Managing Change
We have not had access to a risk assessment or an impact study that supports the Hadrian Learning Trust
view that it has the capacity to drive the school to become an outstanding school as well as manage the
significant changes should this proposal go ahead. The scale of the changes which are being proposed would
require outstanding Leadership and Management
● Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School are good schools, not outstanding schools.
● Ofsted judged Leadership and Management to be good, not outstanding
● Reducing the MAT from two schools to one school is out of step with policy of the National School
Commissioner.
● Queen Elizabeth High School is not a National Teaching School or National Support School
● Hadrian Learning Trust is not an approved sponsor. It would be useful to know where this age range
fits with any longer term strategic plan to expand the MAT. There has been a lack of information
regarding future growth of the MAT: vertical, horizontal or geographical expansion.
At Corbridge Middle School we believe that we are an outward facing school who actively seek the
opportunity to work strategically with others. We are particularly keen to work together on any aspects of
Teaching and Learning and Leadership. We would welcome the opportunity to work with the Hadrian
Learning Trust and all other schools to work together on a vision for educational provision.
5. FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
There is no financial modelling for Model B. Please see appendix 5 for more information.
Hadrian Learning Trust achieved a surplus of £91,000 in their first annual accounts ending August 2017
Hadrian Learning Trust have shown a swing of +£500,000 in forecast year end balances by end August 2019
in the nine months between consultations.
Hadrian Learning Trust have shown a swing of +£720,000 in forecast end balances by end August 2022 when
comparing both consultations.
No modelling has been provided to show the impact of becoming an 11-18 school in expenditure so we are
unable to make any further judgement.
Closure of fourteen schools- has the largest impact on school closures of all three options, it is not
clear how the annual loss of 9% of the total revenue income to the two partnerships from this
potential model will be found in efficiency savings by closing/merging schools.
Size of school rather than phases in school
There are too many variables to state that a primary-secondary system is inherently more efficient to run. It
is both the size of the school/s and organisation of schools which attracts efficiencies rather than the phases
educated. With 72.9% of the income in schools relating directly to the number of pupils in the school, it is
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more important to achieve economies from expansion either through federation or multi academy trusts,
than considering age range change.
Our geographical area does have different challenges in that only 52% of the residents of the Hexham
catchment area live in the town of Hexham and only 29% of residents of Hexham/Haydon Bridge catchment
area live in the town of Hexham. Any education system being designed for our area must take into account
the needs of those residents who live not only in Hexham but also in the wider catchment area.
The potential financial gain for Hadrian Learning Trust cannot be viewed in isolation but must incorporate
any financial implications for the schools feeding into Hadrian Learning Trust and income into the partnership
of schools as a whole. This includes the loss of lump sum funding @ £110,000 per school, sport premium
funding of £16,000 per school and the potential loss of up to £25,000 sparsity funding per school if rural
schools are merged to form larger schools. NCC have currently put forward a potential model of two tier
education for both Hexham and Haydon Bridge partnerships which would see a loss of £1.6 million in budget
share per annum for the partnerships of schools in the West. This loss in income equates to 9% of the total
budget share (minus rates). We would be interested to see your modelling for this.
Minimum per student funding level
The information supplied in the Hadrian Learning Trust Consultation document is misleading.
We have received the following information from the Funding Policy Unit at the Department for Education:
It is correct that the minimum per pupil funding level is lower for KS3 only schools than it is for secondary
schools which teach both KS3 and KS4. The minimum per student level for secondary schools has been set in
consideration of the requirements of teaching both KS3 and KS4 students. The policy intention is that the
factor provides a minimum level of funding to the school as a whole, depending on the phases of education it
provides. The funding is not for the education of the individual students who attract it. This is why the
minimum per student funding level for key stage 3 only schools is lower.
Having said that, we have received feedback from several stakeholders about the size of the differential, and
we are reflecting on this for 2019-20.
In 2018-19 and 2019-20 LAs can choose whether or not to implement the minimum per student funding levels
and can choose to set them up to the values used in the NFF.
The funding levels published for 19/20 are under review and at present the NCC Schools Forum has used the
funding provided to support the higher Key Stage 4 AWPU of £4,580 (cf £4,386 Hard NFF rate). The current
18/19 budget share for Queen Elizabeth High School, Hexham Middle School, Corbridge Middle School and
St Joseph Middle School show that all schools are receiving more than the minimum per student funding level
so no top up funding is to be received.
The technical guidance note confirms that the minimum per student funding level is in place for 18/19 and
19/20. There is no evidence that this per student funding guarantee will be available after implementation of
the hard National Funding Formula. We also now understand that the Policy Funding Unit of the ESFA are
reviewing the guaranteed levels for KS3 and 4 for 2019/2020.
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If this were an important consideration for Hadrian Learning Trust, they are already in a position to combine
Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School into one school to attract the higher per student
funding level for 40% of the proposed Key Stage 3 students.
6. CAPITAL INVESTMENT HAS BEEN PROMISED FOR EDUCATION IN THE WEST
Parental feedback has confirmed that they would wish for capital investment in the building stock of both
Queen Elizabeth High School and Hexham Middle School and ideally a complete new build for Queen
Elizabeth High School.
We understand as part of the NCC consultation into education in the west Northumberland that NCC have
set aside £45m for investment in education. It has been made clear that any investment ‘relies upon a
rationalisation and investment process’. Whilst all three potential models put forward by NCC include
statements regarding a new build of Queen Elizabeth High School/Hexham Middle School whether a two or
three tier system is in place, it is not clear how much “rationalisation” ie schools closures would be required
in order to release any capital funding. We hope that capital funding is forthcoming to provide Queen
Elizabeth High School with a state of the art facility which can be achieved for far less than £50+ million
without major disruption to all other schools.



[bookmark: 49]Educational outcomes in West Northumberland are, overall, excellent. The results produced by Queen Elizabeth High School (2nd in the North East according to the Sunday Times Schools Guide for 2018) and, despite all the challenges it has faced, Haydon Bridge High School (8th out of 14 in Northumberland for progress and 5th for A-levels), provide clear evidence that the system is working well. This educational journey has its foundation in our first and middle schools. Our priority is to maintain (and, ideally, exceed) the excellence of this entire educational journey and to extend that experience elsewhere.

We welcome the opportunity to have a collective discussion about the future of education in West Northumberland and we recognise that there are some challenges that need to be addressed.
However, we do not accept that the current consultation approach as set out and managed by Northumberland County Council is providing a fair, robust and appropriate opportunity for school leaders, parents and the wider community to create a unique and innovative' vision for the future of education in our area.

We have expressed these concerns at every stage of the process so far, both in meetings and in dialogue with the Council. To date, we have seen little evidence that our views, based on our years of experience and actually working on the ground in the communities affected, are being taken into account. The more we talk to parents and our communities, the greater our concerns grow.

This is why we are now calling on the Council to:
1. Review and extend the timescale of the consultation. More time and engagement is required
in order to consider properly the far-reaching implications of the proposed options, and any alternative options.
2. The Council has requested feedback on which models are a 'good option for securing
sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland'. We believe that school leaders, parents and the community require the following information to enable a property informed and therefore meaningful response:
a. The Council's vision for education in the West Northumberland area, beyond the financial
and surplus places numbers. What are the key design principles of the proposed options?
b. A clear and logical analysis, supported by robust evidence, of the expected improvements in
educational outcomes each model will deliver.
c. Detailed financial modelling for each option proposed in the consultation, based on hard
National Funding Formula, to demonstrate the financial impact and enable respondents to judge the viability.
d. Impact analysis on surplus places and capacity allowed within the system for each model: (i)
as matters stand; and (ii) based on future housing projections.
e. The data that demonstrates the impact of loss of income from out of catchment children
under each model. Specifically, the loss of income from children who travel not just out of catchment but into Northumberland from other local authorities.
f. Rural impact studies to show the likely effect on each local community should each of the
rural schools named in the consultation be closed.
g. The evidence used to support the Council's intent to seek to rebut the presumption against
closure of rural schools set out in DfE Guidance.
h. Details of all information the Council has received from Hadrian Leaming Trust in order to
ensure any multi-million pound investment of tax-payers money in an academy outside local authority control represents the best investment
i. Details of any precedents the Council can show where a local authority has made an
investment of this size in an academy
j. An update on progress made to claim back the £1m paid to Bright Tribe at Haydon Bridge
High School, as per comments made earlier in the year by Councillor Daley.

It is simply impossible to answer the Council's own questions in any meaningful way without a better understanding of why any of the models represents an appropriate solution to the issues set out in the consultation document. Without the information listed above, we have no confidence that the consultation provides a fair and genuine opportunity for the public to respond to the consultation in an informed and meaningful way.

We are keen to see the future of education set up for success. Where there are genuine challenges to be overcome we are committed to working in an open and collaborative way to develop the most appropriate solutions. We also recognise that there is a pressing need to provide direction for what happens at Haydon Bridge High School. However, the right solution, not a quick solution, needs to be found. To make the scale of changes proposed, on a 'once in a generation basis", with such significant financial investment, requires more time and more depth of information.

We are fortunate in that Hexham First School remains in all three models suggested. However we are concerned for the communities whose schools are facing closure and we would urge the Council to look carefully at keeping as many schools open as is possible. 

Should the three tier system of education remain in place we are confident that we can continue our journey towards becoming an 'outstanding' first school. However, if HLT change their age range we are confident that we could become an outstanding primary school. Hexham First School would need considerable financial investment in order to ensure all of our children are provided with the best possible educational experience. 

We reiterate both our willingness and desire to work with all stakeholders.  

Governing Body Hexham First School

We do not support any particular Model, as our school is unlikely to be directly affected by these proposals.  However, our catchment area covers the partnerships of Haydon Bridge, Hexham, Ponteland and Prudhoe High School pyramids and we would like to make the following points.

For over two years our Governing Body has been actively seeking a solution to increase the provision for West Northumberland children with special educational needs but have, up until now, been pushed backed by the RSC.  We feel that we have a responsibility to find a solution not only for the children who attend our school but for all children in West Northumberland with special education needs.

Hexham Priory School will continue to support dual registrations for children with severe learning difficulties, enabling our pupils to attend their local mainstream school as well as Hexham Priory School, whatever the results of this consultation.

From an early age, children with severe learning difficulties and complex needs often have to travel a lot further than any of the children affected by this consultation, in order to get to their local specialist school.  And, if there aren’t any places, their only choice is to travel for over an hour each way to an out-of-county provision.  This is not ideal and we need to ensure that local provision is maintained and increased as needed.

Governing Body Hexham Priory

In considering an alternative to the proposals  in this consultation our governors are seeking to best meet two objectives:
1.        The best educational outcomes for all children in Northumberland.
2.        Provision for as many children as possible in West Northumberland to experience and have access to a faith based and Catholic education.
ABOUT US
We occupy a distinct position within our area.  Our Catholic Federation provides faith based education for the entire area covered by this consultation and St. Joseph’s is the only school which provides such education for children between 9 and 13 years.
In order to secure our future, our two schools have recently federated with a single governing body and a single executive head-teacher. We have also strengthened our ties with our closest outstanding Catholic comprehensive school, St. Thomas More in Blaydon.
However, being located in the centre of Hexham, we are part of the Hexham Schools’ Partnership and are, therefore, intimately involved with the future of all of our children, families and communities affected by this consultation in both the Hexham and Haydon Bridge School partnerships.
WHAT WE PLAN TO ACHIEVE
We plan to continue providing first class Catholic education in Hexham from 3 years to at least 13 years of age, admitting children from both the Hexham and Haydon Bridge Partnerships whose parents choose our school for its Catholic Christian ethos. We also require that this is part of a viable and successful partnership throughout the entire west of Northumberland. 
HOW WE PLAN TO ACHIEVE IT
While our key aim is to maintain the availability of faith based education for the west of Northumberland, we are pursuing this aim within a context of a search for the common good, working collaboratively with as many institutions and communities as possible.  As a consequence, our view of how we can achieve the best outcome has been developing throughout this consultation period as a range of proposals has emerged. 
We hope that the plan to achieve educational excellence and financial viability for Hadrian Learning trust is also open to alternative ways of achieving this goal. 
Key elements of the various models proposed by Hadrian Learning Trust, Haydon Bridge High School, Haltwhistle Community College and Corbridge Middle School can be combined to allow our schools to flourish. 
These key elements are:   
●        Outstanding educational provision for all of our children whatever their needs and abilities.
●        Support for the communities in which they exist and recognition of their different identities.
●        Choice of schools
●        Careful planning to ensure a smooth transition maintaining high educational standards while moving to a sustainable model for the future.
 
Taking into account these key objectives we would broadly support the plan proposed by Haydon Bridge High School which would deliver these objectives for the Haydon Bridge Partnership area, while being compatible with the existing Hexham Partnership area. It would allow choice of schools in terms of location, ethos and specialisms as well as maintaining close links with local rural communities. It would also provide entry for pupils from both First and Primary schools in either Year 7 or Year 9.
The Corbridge Collaborative model supports, further, our recognition of the vital need to continue to work closely together to ensure excellence in our schools.

Model B proposes the closure of all middle schools throughout the west of Northumberland and the removal of all choice at secondary level education.  

Haltwhistle Community College’s model also recognises the paramount importance of co-operation and working together as well as giving particular attention to the huge gap in current provision for SEN pupils. However it would require radical review of the existing First School provision with the attendant costs and need for support of the communities involved. 

Currently Hexham Middle School and QEHS are already federated and the benefits of their working together in a co-operative and supported framework have shown fruit, particularly in the improved outcomes for Hexham Middle School.  We fail to be convinced by the arguments put forward by their proposal to amalgamate, expand and change age range in order to secure improved educational outcomes and financial sustainability for Hadrian Learning Trust. If their goal is to attract capital funding to create a new single site for their school it may well result in some future economy of scale for Hadrian Learning Trust but this cannot be done without consideration of the impact on all other schools in our two partnerships.     

Some points to consider: 

The proposed amalgamation and expansion of HMS and QEHS is based on amalgamation and expansion to include almost all other schools throughout the whole of the west of Northumberland and the total restructuring or closure  of schools which are currently very stable and successful, many of whom are strongly opposed to this move. The impact of the HLT proposals on the diverse communities served by our existing schools has the potential to be particularly destructive. 

●        Responsibility of Academies to support schools requiring support ( ref: HLT /HBHS)

The success of schools in our area is strongly supported by co-operation and mutual support for each other as well as a recognition of our distinct identities. QEHS and HMS have flourished within this environment and we sincerely hope that Hadrian Learning Trust will recognise the great extent to which this contributes to its own high standards.   
We consider that there must be an alternative provision at all age levels, to promote healthy competition and shared opportunities for improvement and collaboration between a number of schools, and our Catholic schools allow this and will participate in this. 

We feel that Haydon Bridge High Schools’ recently proposed model for its future viability maintains and extends educational opportunities from age 9 or 11 up to age 18 and offers choice in terms of ethos, local identity and educational pathways along with educational excellence. It deserves very serious consideration as a real alternative to QEHS, complementing the model currently provided by the Hadrian Learning Trust.

●        Autonomy of Academies, lack of local accountability etc. which has been strongly emphasised by NCC … If HLT becomes the only provider of secondary education for our entire area, how do we have any influence on their actions or  philosophy?

The middle school system of education has been operating successfully in West Northumberland for over 40 years. There is no evidence to suggest that this model is failing pupils, or that a change to a primary/secondary model will improve educational outcomes for our children. On the contrary there is recent published evidence (3 Tiers for Success, Nigel Wyatt, National Middle Schools Forum, January 2018) which provides evidence for the effectiveness of Middle Schools.

Its proposal to offer on-site facilities for Special Educational Needs and disability is of particular importance since it is publicly acknowledged that there is a serious lack of such provision in our entire area.

This preserves St. Joseph’s RC VA Middle School.  Our catchment includes the whole of the Hexham and Haydon Bridge School Partnership areas. 

Northumberland, as the least densely populated county in England, creates special and unique needs in considering the future of how to maintain rural life.  Local schools are fundamental to this as they are in many cases a key focus in the local community in an era where local community commercial facilities such as post offices, pubs and other social amenities have closed down.

This includes 

  

●        Precedent of  continuation of  three-tier  structure for our closest and most recent  large new-build MAT in Prudhoe

Our schools have an intake of 443 pupils from an area of 650 square miles. There is no other faith based school in the local area providing education up to 13 years.

The High school at Haydon Bridge acts as a focus for the education system in the west, and measures should be taken to improve the offer available and the financial sustainability of the school; this could be done in partnership with HLT schools.  As an academy, Hadrian Learning Trust should see it as part of their responsibility to support other neighbouring schools during periods of difficulty.

o        Consistently higher outcomes at age 16 than all schools nationally

Model C proposes major changes in the Haydon Bridge Partnership and the closure of its middle schools. 

Its admissions criteria would allow entry at either Year 7 or Year 9, thus catering for children attending either First or Middle schools. We would urge that the Hadrian Learning Trust would also accept this model, following also the example of the Prudhoe High School model. Thus there would be compatibility throughout the entire Tyne Valley area, not just in the west of Northumberland. Co-operation across these institutions could result in an amazing choice of courses and centres of excellence for our young people with fluidity of movement between each centre.  This choice has gradually reduced in more recent years since the original establishment of Haydon Bridge with a Sports specialism, QEHS with an Arts specialism and Prudhoe with a Technology specialism. 

Catholic Education has been in Hexham since 1832 and it has been an integral part of the community. Both St Mary’s First School and St Joseph’s Middle School are OFSTED rated GOOD and St Joseph’s is currently near capacity. This confirms the need for a faith based school, at least up to age 13 years. We are schools of choice for both Catholic and non-Catholic parents and provide a caring ethos as well as a high standard of education which many parents choose before other schools in the area. 

We feel that it would be detrimental to all the pupils in our School Partnerships and West Northumberland if we were left with only one very large Secondary school based in Hexham. 

o        Ofsted inspections (Sept2017) - % middle schools achieving good or better is higher than secondary schools.

It suggests that all education for post 16 pupils should be offered by Hadrian Learning Trust in Hexham.

●        Problems in maintaining educational standards during the transition period at  Cramlington super-school 

Our Catholic Schools are a very important part of the community; as are our rural village schools. Although we are aware that there are surplus places in some schools, if they were to shut or merge, this would decrease the number of families wishing to live in the villages. Parents of young children prefer to have access to convenient local schools, not have a journey, in some cases of up to 12 miles. The proposed new primary schools may then be teaching mixed age classes in order to cater for years 5 and 6 with no specialist teaching. This is not the most effective way to deliver the curriculum and this does not compare with the opportunities pupils currently have at a middle school. The rural communities would begin to die out which would ultimately change the profile of our county forever (as well as ultimately further affecting the financial viability of its remaining schools).

o        Better managed and smoother transitions between schools at developmentally appropriate ages

We would expect that if examination of this model showed it to be affordable and sustainable then Haydon Bridge High School would work in close partnership with the Hadrian Learning Trust’s schools as well as those in its own partnership and that all of our children would benefit from this co-operation and the offer of a much richer and diverse range of educational opportunities in the entire west of Northumberland, particularly after 13 years of age. 

We consider that there must be an alternative provision, to promote healthy competition and shared opportunities for improvement and collaboration between a number of schools, and our Catholic schools allow this. 

o        Offers more broadly based and balanced education

We think a change of age range to cater for pupils from 4 to 16 years at Haydon Bridge High School is neither viable, sustainable nor likely to produce improved outcomes for the children and the communities from which they are drawn.

The provision for SEND pupils in both our schools is very successful and there is a demand and need for this provision across the west of Northumberland. This has not been given serious consideration in the model proposed by Hadrian Learning Trust.

o        Access to more specialist teaching

 

The proposal that QEHS and Hexham Middle School should become a single school for 9 years to 18 years seems irrelevant to the main issue. They are already part of the same MAT, federated together with a single head-teacher.  In order to secure our own future, our two Catholic schools, St. Mary’s and St. Joseph’s have also recently federated with a single governing body and a single executive head-teacher. We have also strengthened our ties with our closest outstanding Catholic comprehensive school, St. Thomas More in Blaydon. Such measures do not need to destabilize others.

●        Response of Ponteland Middle School to  Ponteland High School’s decision to change age range.  

While we support this model insofar as it safeguards our contribution to the whole education offer in west Northumberland, we have great reservations about the impact it would have for the whole area of the Haydon Bridge Schools’ Partnership and its linked impact on the Hexham Schools’ Partnership.  We have detailed our explanation of this in section B. 

 If the middle school system is to remain in place (as option A detailed by NCC in their consultation suggests) then there must be also be a guarantee from HLT (negotiated through NCC) of flexibility within a 'multi economy' entry system that would assure students a place at both Yr7 and Yr9 in the proposed new QE Secondary School.  This would democratically allow parents within the Hexham and Haydon Bridge Partnership the freedom of choice to send their children to St Joseph's, Corbridge  and Haltwhistle Middle Schools should they desire.  The multi-economy entry is a fairer way of allowing schools to co-exist in the spirit of unity that has always been a feature of rural Northumberland communities.  

o        Better progress at Yrs 7 & 8 in Middle Schools compared to secondary

Haydon Bridge’s Shaftoe Trust Primary School already provides education from 4 to 11 years of age. This is located within about ½ mile from the High School.  Competition from a 4-16 High School should not be considered.

However, it would make sense both financially and educationally to share the same site and this would depend on capital funding being made available and a review of the use of the existing QEHS and HMS sites.

It ultimately allows healthy competition and the 'separate schools' ethos' to thrive within a system where the proposed alternative is for only 'one choice' at 11 years old, for the whole of West Northumberland catchment area. - It would not put all our 'children/eggs in one basket'.

o        More ready to make progress at secondary school

 OUR PROPOSAL 

A further practical reason for our support for this option is that it would require no capital spending for our Catholic schools or the many other First and Middle schools which were purpose built for the three tier structure. 

o        Better mental health and well-being for pupils While we agree that capital funding should be made available for Haydon Bridge High school we do not agree with the educational model described in C.    

Finally, we would urge the County Council and the Regional Schools Commission to accept that education itself should serve the needs of an entire community and, therefore, its structure should be such that it fits the particular and distinctive identities of people within that community.  Change, in itself, is inevitable but decision makers should be visionary and courageous in allowing for difference to flourish.

A variation of model A which maintains option for faith based education to age 13.

Capital spending could then be focused on the creation of outstanding facilities across both partnerships which would benefit all of our children in the later stages of their education and preparation for work.

 

Our preferred model is Haydon Bridge High School’s “A Vision for the Future of our Students” which describes the need for a school at Haydon Bridge and suggests a structure which is imaginative, ambitious and inclusive. We have referred to this in Section B below. 

 

Governing Body St Mary's and St Joseph's

Yes

No

We do not see this as a viable option. This view is strengthened still further since a considerable degree of mistrust of the Hadrian Learning Trust has developed as a result of the conduct of their recent consultation.  To become the single institution responsible for the well-being and education of our children the fundamental requirement would seem to be absolute trust and confidence in each other and an ability to work together co-operatively for the good of all.

No

We believe a far better option would be for HLT to build a new 9 - 18 school on one campus, thereby saving on site management, staffing costs and facilities, and increase the size of the sixth form. If QEHS could also make the sixth form provision more attractive by providing more inclusive courses then it would be able to increase pupil numbers and budget from the top rather than the bottom and make itself more financially viable. This would enable the other Middle schools in Hexham and Corbridge to remain and retain parental choice across the partnership.  Haydon Bridge also most assuredly needs a secondary provision to ensure that pupils do not have to travel too far, and to protect the impact of closing the school on the local community.   In effect, we would support Model C, but with the provision that good or Outstanding small rural First Schools would not need to close. If the 3 tier system is retained, there would be no need for this to happen. It is by no means guaranteed that if these schools were closed parents would choose to send their children to the new merged Primaries. We also believe that to 'pick off' the Church schools in particular is extremely prejudiced and seriously limits parental choice.

Governing Body Whitley Chapel CE First

No

Because Whitley Chapel First School, designated Good by OFSTED, and economically viable for the foreseeable future, would have to close, along with several other First Schools in the same position, to the drastic detriment of their local communities. 

No

Because Whitley Chapel First School, designated Good by OFSTED, and economically viable for the foreseeable future, would have to close, along with several other First Schools in the same position, to the drastic detriment of their local communities. 

No

Because Whitley Chapel First School, designated Good by OFSTED, and economically viable for the foreseeable future, would have to close, along with several other First Schools in the same position, to the drastic detriment of their local communities. 

Our formal Consultation Response regarding models A, B and C.
It has been proposed in all three models that Whittonstall First School would close / merge with Broomhaugh CE First School.
This is not an acceptable proposal and is strongly rejected by our governing body on the grounds that;

 We are financially viable
 We are close to capacity and closing Whittonstall would not address the problem of surplus places in other Northumberland schools.
 We have significant shared costs, staff and resources with Broomley First School which support our financial viability as a Federation. This proposal would be very detrimental to this arrangement and have far reaching implications for the viability of Broomley.
 The closure of Whittonstall First School would have a severe detrimental impact on the cohesion of the local community to which it contributes so much – including the significant loss of jobs in the area.
 We are in the process of forming a MAT with the Tynedale Community Learning Trust; a process that we have been actively involved in for a year now.
 There insufficient capacity to accommodate our pupils at Broomhaugh
 Distances pupils will be expected to travel from their homes to school are of real concern
 No provision has been made for pre-school education in the proposals
 The local development plan is in turmoil but we have on our doorstep a significant brownfield site which, if developed in the future would have a significant impact on Whittonstall pupil numbers. There is current interest from developers in this site which has the capacity for 300 new homes within the catchment.

More generally, our response to all three models A, B and C is NO
We cannot accept the models being put forward on the grounds that;

 There is no clear vision for education in the West Northumberland area presented in the document.
 There is no clear and logical analysis, supported by robust evidence, of the expected improvements in educational outcomes each model will deliver.
 There are no detailed finances provided behind each of the models to judge financially viability.
 It is not clear how surplus places and capacity are being modelled in each option and we have concerns around the lack of any link with a housing development plan with Northumberland.

Governing Body Whittonstall & Broomley

No

No

No

 The impact on our rural communities has not been considered in the event of the school closures and Dfe guidance in this area does not appear to have been followed.



[bookmark: 50]The proposals for drastic reorganisation of education in West Northumberland take no account of how well the present system works here.

As a former governor at Lowgate First School, I experienced how manipulation of the facts and the propagation of scare-mongering publicity led to the orchestrated decline and closure of that and other excellent small schools a few years ago. Parents were driven to take their children out of the threatened schools by the advance negative publicity, thereby creating a self-fulfilling prophecy.  Ofsted had stated at the last inspection of Lowgate school, that, if the atmosphere in that school could be bottled and sold, every school in the country would buy it. Such places should be held on to fiercely.  We have the right to expect out County Council to defend them.

Now this is happening again with other small schools in West Northumberland. The heavy persuasion tactics, financial incentives, and bullying of local authorities and schools into accepting a one-size-fits-all policy on education takes no account of the very different needs of such a rural area from those in the crowded southeast of England where children are never more than a few miles from another school. The proposals will result in children as young as four years old having to travel considerable distances. 

Most of the threatened schools have a good record educationally. Our grandson attends Whitley Chapel School, which has good Ofsted results and provides a delightful caring environment for children. It is financially viable, and selling it off would provide no advantage to County, or the Trust, as it is a Church of England School and the church owns the land. Indeed many of the schools affected by the current proposals are Church of England schools, so selling them and their land will not benefit the LEA, or the Trust, by providing funding for educational needs elsewhere. 

The assumption that all the children will be able and willing to transfer to Slaley school is patent nonsense. Children come in from several directions in this very scattered rural area.  

The Hadrian Trust, the LEA  and those in national government need to re-examine how they treat the more rural communities in the North.  Rural is not Surrey. Rural in much of Northumberland may mean isolated farms on empty moors. It is time to stop trying to force very different communities into the mould that fits the Home Counties. The fact that it doesn't work is blindingly obvious by the ongoing collapse of attempts to re-mould Haydon Bridge High school.   The shrinking of facilities in the west of Northumberland since the loss of Tynedale District Council, its erstwhile excellent defender, is being accelerated by such moves, making it difficult to attract businesses and investment.  Rural schools like Whitley Chapel school provide not only a good caring education for the young, but a centre for the community where other activities can take place. 

Please rethink. Let this not be a sham consultation such as we have experienced previously.  The LEA and Northumberland council should be ashamed at not standing up for the excellence of caring, effective small schools in this county.

 am writing to you concerning Northumberland County Council's schools consultation to ask that it be suspended. The process is flawed as it aims to resolve 3 serious issues in one go. They are:
The 2 tier versus the 3 tier education system.
The future of Haydon Bridge High School
The future viability of rural schools and communities.
Each of these issues needs careful consideration with access to proper figures and projections. Communities are being asked to decide the future of education in West Northumberland with little or no access to the facts.
If you chose to let the consultation go through please be advised that it is deeply unpopular and not enough time has been allowed for alternatives to plan A, B and C to be made.

Newbrough

Also please take into consideration that the removal of schools from rural areas, alongside the loss, over the past 10 years, of shops, pubs, post offices and public transport will contribute to the decline of rural communities, as well as increased local unemployment.

Parent/Carer

Whitley Chapel First School

As parents of a former Whitley Chapel pupil who is now studying for GCSE'S this year, we would highly recommend the school to any prospective parents. The Education standard is high, not only on an academic basis , Sport Music Art Drama are all taught and encouraged. The children even learn to grow their own fruit vegetables, which are then used in school lunches which are nutritious and wholesome. Whitley Chapel is a church of England first school, however, the children learn about, and, respect other religions. The school is well equipped, has a fantastic playground and a large school field where the children can run and play safely in beautiful countryside. We always consider that a happy environment is the best learning environment, this was certainly the case at Whitley Chapel. We found the school to home communication excellent, therefore as parents we were always reassured that anything we needed to know would be reported to us immediately. If we needed to make a choice of primary school again, we would not hesitate in making Whitley Chapel our first choice

Acomb and Beaufront First Schools are both located within the Anglican parish of St John Lee.  Both these successful rural schools are proposed for closure/merger under all three options A, B and C of the county council’s proposals for reorganisation of education in west Northumberland.  St John Lee parochial church council wishes to register its objections to all three options on the following grounds:
Both schools are currently financially viable, and in no way are failing schools.
Neither school has a predicted financial deficit for 2017/18, and the council’s consultation document admits that it is not unusual for the predicted deficits for 2018/19 and 2019/20 to be recovered by cost savings, usually in terms of staffing reductions.
Neither school contributes significantly to the oversupply of school places.
Acomb currently has 59 pupils with a net capacity of 75; it is therefore only 16 pupils short of capacity.  Beaufront currently has 70 pupils with a net capacity of 75; it is therefore only 5 pupils short of capacity.  Set against the context of other rural first and primary schools located throughout the Haydon Bridge and Hexham partnerships, Acomb and Beaufront are not significantly contributing to the oversupply of school places.  Closing or merging either school would not help address this issue.
Both schools have different and complementary strengths.
Acomb First School has a Good Ofsted accreditation (January 2018) demonstrating the benefits of an education service that only smaller rural schools can provide.

Acomb First School is a true community school, with 76% of its pupils residing within catchment.  There are historically strong links with the wider community of Acomb, evidenced by links with both the Anglican and Methodist churches, the local horticultural show, the local history society and the local Buffs club.

Acomb First School is physically well located within the village, making it easy for children to walk to school, reducing the environmental impact or car commuting, providing regular exercise and providing opportunities to forge relationships of other members of the community.

Acomb First School has excellent early years provision in partnership with the on-site Little Oaks Nursery, which has Outstanding accreditation from Ofsted (May 2016).  There are also thriving breakfast and afterschool clubs, greatly assisting working parents.

Acomb First School serves a village with a growing population, evidenced by a new estate of 40 family homes currently under construction on Garden House Lane.  Families may choose not to move into Acomb if the school is not located within the village.

Acomb and Beaufront First Schools are not in competition, effectively serving different markets, but they work cooperatively with each other.

Beaufront First School has an Outstanding Ofsted accreditation (November 2007) confirmed in Ofsted’s interim assessment of April 2011, again demonstrating the benefits of providing education within a rural small school context.

Beaufront First School has strong and consistent pupil numbers (currently 93% of net capacity) so the proposed closure/merger will do nothing to address oversupply.

Beaufront First School has Key Stage 1 SATs results which are in the top 5% nationally.

Beaufront First School has a track record of delivering financial surpluses, with an expectation that this will continue in the future.
There are difficult transport issues to overcome if the two schools are merged.
The additional travel distance faced by pupils should closure/merger of either school proceed is 1.9 miles, just short of the 2 mile limit under which children under the age of 8 are statutorily provided with free school transport.  Closure/merger of either school could therefore result in the very unwelcome situation of children as young as 5 being expected to walk to school along single track country lanes without either pavements or street lighting, primarily used by large agricultural machinery.  Alternatively if school transport is provided, the road infrastructure between the two schools is unsuitable for regular transit by school buses.  No public transport exists between Acomb and Beaufront for precisely this reason.  There are also issues of safeguarding and supervision, and concerns regarding dropping off very young children at remote locations, possibly without a parent or guardian being present.

In conclusion.
As stated at the start of this document we feel we must register our opposition to the proposals A, B, and C in the strongest terms. To undertake to close or merge these schools would in our opinion unnecessarily damage the education and wellbeing of our children. We feel it would significantly damage the life of our village communities. And, significantly, we believe that it would not bring about any material benefit to budget of Northumberland County Council. We strongly urge the Council to think again, and think very hard, before taking this process any further so that irreparable damage is done to our children, their families and communities.

For and on behalf of St. John Lee Parochial Church Council

Newbrough Church of England Primary School is located within the Anglican parish of Warden with Newbrough. This very successful rural school is earmarked for closure under option C of the County Council’s proposals for reorganisation of education in West Northumberland.  Warden and Newbrough Parochial Church Council wishes to register its objection to the County Council’s proposals on the following grounds:

If it’s not bust don’t mend it.
We cannot begin to understand why NCC would choose to propose the closure of a perfectly healthy, well run school, with proven long-term viability.
Our church school is a “Good” school (Ofsted and SIAMS inspections 2015)
Our church school currently has a stable number of pupils on roll and now has an increasing number of pupils in the lower years, the trend for which shows a continuing increase over the next few years. This will bring about a steady increase in the overall number on roll in future years.
Our church school currently has 57 children on roll plus an additional 14 in Nursery. A total of 71 pupils aged 3 -11.
Our church school has a good reputation for providing a safe, nurturing environment, with a sound Christian ethos.
Our church school has an excellent reputation for early years provision. 82% of our nursery children have two parents who work full or part time. It is not clear in the proposal where the alternative nursery provision would be and parents of 3 year olds have told us they would not allow their children to travel by bus to Haydon Bridge.
Our church school provides a vital pre-school nursery service for local children and their families. This enables parents to work and function economically and its closure would have wide ranging consequences.
Our church school is financially sound and is predicted to continue to be in future years.
Our Church school is not bust - so don’t try to fix it!

What’s the likely outcome of Proposal C on the life of our village.
It is widely recognised that for a village to be viable and healthy it needs four things: a village shop, a pub, a church, and a school. If anyone of these establishments is missing the life of the village is negatively impacted. Remove more than one and the life of the village becomes shaky and potentially untenable. In recent times Fourstones has lost its pub. The local shop has ceased being a Post Office, and there is long term uncertainty about the future of the shop and garage. The church in the villages remains strong and healthy as does the school. However ... 
Working parents who choose to live in our community because the village school provides wraparound care before and after school would no longer have this available. They have indicated to us that had the school not been here before they moved into the village they would not have done so. If the school were to leave the village then in due course (for some sooner rather than later) they would be looking to leave the area so that they could be closer to their children’s schools. This would have a significant impact on the long term viability of Newbrough and Fourstones villages in particular.
Our Church school plays a very active part in the life of our community. Children are involved in a number of community activities throughout the year: for instance the Community Pantomime, the village Youth Club, the Newbrough Village Festival, and many of the community activities that take place in Newbrough Town Hall. Breaking these bonds would be very unfortunate.

And what of the proposed new school.
As the Parochial Church Council we have a responsibility for Newbrough Church of England Primary School - it is our school. We are extremely worried by the prospect that the new school proposed for Haydon Bridge would not be a Church of England School. We are concerned that the distinctive Christian values and ethos the children currently experience would be lost. We have a great deal of evidence to say that the families who bring their children to our Church school greatly value the Christian ethos under which the school lives and runs. It is no secret that only a tiny proportion of the families who live in the village are regular church goers. And whilst we encourage attendance at Church we have an entirely open admissions policy. Any child of any faith or none, of any colour or creed, of any ability is welcome to find a home and an education at Newbrough Church of England Primary School. We are very anxious that the choice of attending a Church school should not be lost.

In conclusion.
As stated at the start of this document we feel we must register our opposition to the County Council’s proposals in the strongest terms. To undertake to close this school would in our opinion unnecessarily damage the education and wellbeing of our children. We feel it would significantly damage the life of our village communities. And, significantly, we believe that it would not bring about any material benefit to budget of Northumberland County Council. We strongly urge the Council to think again, and think very hard, before taking this process any further so that irreparable damage is done to our children, their families and communities.

For and on behalf of Warden and Newbrough Parochial Church Council

Rector

Acomb, Beaufront and Newbrough

Thanks for the opportunity to respond to this consultation about the future of education provision in the West of Northumberland.

We feel that this consultation cannot be read in isolation and that the future of the schools in the Hexham and Haydon Bridge Partnerships are inextricably linked to the results of the Hadrian Learning Trust consultation, regarding the future of Hexham Middle and Queen Elizabeth High Schools.

Whilst the financial arguments may seem timely and pursuasive on the face of it, our concerns are:
•        that the closure of small rural schools in the Hexham and Haydon Bridge Partnerships will have a significantly adverse impact on the future viability of small rural communities;
•        The reduction in the number of schools and narrowing of parental choice will see increased competition for places at schools with a positive reputation for results, leadership and particularly those awarded Ofsted Outstanding.

We have concerns regarding each of the proposed models in this consultation. We feel that the high number of proposed closures/mergers in each model does not take account of the educational and pastoral needs of children in rural communities and that further information is required prior to a formal decision. We also feel that clarity is needed regarding the potential move from a three tier to a two tier education model in the west of Northumberland. It is in this context that we are responding to the consultation.

We give the example of Sele First School in Hexham, the school our son attends. Models A and C propose no changes for this school, but would not work should the Hadrian Learning Trust move to an 11-18 school in Hexham. Model B is unacceptable to us, we do not support the reduction in the Published Admissions Number (PAN) from 84 to 60 as this number is historically too low. Pupil numbers at Sele First are sustainable as a larger than average school compared to national primary school benchmarking figures. We are concerned that this number will result in the inability of parents to place children in the school of their choice. It will impact on those currently in the Sele nursery and will impact younger siblings of children currently with a place in the school. We are particularly concerned that our younger son, due to enter Reception in September 2020, will not have a place in our first choice school without creditible alternative.

Sele First is the largest first school in the Hexham Partnership, consistently achieving positive results for its children. It is well led and cost effectively run, enterprising in outlook and with a strong sense of community, located in the historic buildings close to the historic heart of Hexham.
Whatever the outcome of the consultation, we feel it is crucial to ensure that the transition process is  well managed and takes full account of the needs of children, families, staff and wider communities.
We particularly ask Northumberland County Council and Hadrian Learning Trust, in the event of a move towards a two tier “Primary/Secondary” model, to work together to ensure the transition of children currently in Year 4 to Year 5 does not disrupt their learning and social development.

We look forward to hearing the outcome of the consultation and to participating further in this important moment in our children's education.

Parent/Carer

Sele First School

I am the chair of Greenhead PC so in my position I would like to make sure you are aware of the effect your proposal will have on my parish. The three proposals put forward try to address the financial and vacant places in each school with not much consideration given to the effect on the children. I am sure you will be aware of the strength of objection from all schools the village ones in particular as removing the school has a negative effect on the whole area therefore to really improve the education in this area consider the following:

Parent/Carer

Greenhead School

No

Yes

No

Establish a good primary and secondary in each town - Haltwhistle, Haydon Bridge and Hexham. Leave village schools to feed into them at age 11. This means if you live in town it probably means just changing building in the village, no buses until you are 11 resulting in the minimum disruption to all children. Having attended local meetings I am sure closure of at least Greenhead school will be met by fierce opposition. Regards



[bookmark: 51]I am writing in response to the potential closure of Newbrough Primary School which my 4 year old
child attends, my son is very happy at this school and I have many concerns
about such a drastic change for a young impressionable child:
*A change would be very unsettling for my young son, who is thriving under the current education
provided by a small rural school and I sincerely doubt he would be as happy or do as well in a larger
school.
*My husband works full time and requires our one family car to commute to work on a daily basis,
which leaves me without a vehicle. Putting my very young son on a bus to Haydon Bridge is simply
not a viable option both financially and for safety reasons, The road between Haydon Bridge is
narrow with lots of ill-sighted bends and would become dangerous due to the increasing traffic flow
of the “school run”
* As well as my 4 year old son I am pregnant with my second child, so as you can imagine my
concerns are for the future education of both my children.
*My son also enjoys playing on the school playing field and MUGA which are the olnly place in the
village where children can play a proper game of football, cricket or rounders.

Newbrough Primary School is growing in pupil numbers and is financially sustainable for the
foreseeable future. It makes no sense to me that that you should close it, so that you could spend
more than 60 million pounds building a new, unproven school!
If this closure does occur, I shall exercise my parental right to choose by sending my children to
school in Hexham rather than 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge.

As you can imagine, this closure would affect both my family and many other local families on a
financial basis as well as safety concerns and their future education!

Parent/Carer

Newbrough Primary School

Newbrough

Yes

School remains open

Yes

School remains open

No

School would close

Yours sincerely,

This is my response to the public consultation on Education in West Northumberland and I am responding as a parent of two children attending Newbrough Primary School.

I don't understand why Northumberland persists with the 3-tier model which has been abandoned by the rest of the country and rightly so; the 3 tier education does not only not fit with rest of the country, it doesn't fit with national education guidance and policy either. For example, the SATs taken at the end of year 6 fall midway through Middle school meaning that there is no credible way of measuring the effectiveness of first schools, since it is middle schools' responsibility to take them through their SATs. This would not happen if Northumberland adopted a 2 tier model.

Since it is easier for larger secondary schools to attract capital investment, it seems that Option C will have the effect of reducing such investment, and in doing to, undermining any argument for the financial viability of Option C in the longer term. It would be better, as in option B, for there to be a single large secondary school in Hexham which can attract this investment.  Option C is the most expensive option and seems to offer the least to the young people of West Northumberland, and there is no need for two Primary schools in Haydon Bridge, thereby reducing options for parents and children in a society where one solution is not suitable for all.  To me is seems you are proposing to simply use our children to sustain an extra school in Haydon Bridge. The educational rationale of this seems to be completely unfounded and utterly bewildering.

I know my children, and I don't believe they would thrive in a large 4-16 school in the same way that they are thriving at Newbrough Primary School.  It is not what we want for them and If option C were chosen I would absolutely choose to send my children to school in Hexham instead of the new 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge; to presume the choices of all the families your consultation is threatening to disrupt would be most unwise and educationally dangerous for our children.

As well as the above, Newbrough Primary School is growing in pupil numbers and is financially sustainable for the foreseeable future. It makes no sense to me that you would close it, so that you could spend more than £60 million building a new, unproven, school.  Other large, rural counties, such as North Yorkshire and Cumbria seem able to fund primary education in smaller schools - why can't West Northumberland do likewise?

The loss of nursery provision for children in Newbrough under option C is not acceptable to me; as parents we both work long hours and this would not be possible without nursery provision, which for us personally provides just the start to the school years that we wish for our girls.

Parent/Carer

Newbrough Primary School

We would be extremely sad to see the closure of Newbrough Primary School, it is indeed at the heart of our community and has been for many decades, and the closure of such would have many immeasurable effects on Newbrough as a village and the community as a whole.

This is my response to the public consultation on Education in West Northumberland and I am responding as a parent of two children attending Newbrough Primary School.

I don't understand why Northumberland persists with the 3-tier model which has been abandoned by the rest of the country and rightly so; the 3 tier education does not only not fit with rest of the country, it doesn't fit with national education guidance and policy either. For example, the SATs taken at the end of year 6 fall midway through Middle school meaning that there is no credible way of measuring the effectiveness of first schools, since it is middle schools' responsibility to take them through their SATs. This would not happen if Northumberland adopted a 2 tier model.

Since it is easier for larger secondary schools to attract capital investment, it seems that Option C will have the effect of reducing such investment, and in doing to, undermining any argument for the financial viability of Option C in the longer term. It would be better, as in option B, for there to be a single large secondary school in Hexham which can attract this investment.  Option C is the most expensive option and seems to offer the least to the young people of West Northumberland, and there is no need for two Primary schools in Haydon Bridge, thereby reducing options for parents and children in a society where one solution is not suitable for all.  To me is seems you are proposing to simply use our children to sustain an extra school in Haydon Bridge. The educational rationale of this seems to be completely unfounded and utterly bewildering.

I know my children, and I don't believe they would thrive in a large 4-16 school in the same way that they are thriving at Newbrough Primary School.  It is not what we want for them and If option C were chosen I would absolutely choose to send my children to school in Hexham instead of the new 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge; to presume the choices of all the families your consultation is threatening to disrupt would be most unwise and educationally dangerous for our children.

As well as the above, Newbrough Primary School is growing in pupil numbers and is financially sustainable for the foreseeable future. It makes no sense to me that you would close it, so that you could spend more than £60 million building a new, unproven, school.  Other large, rural counties, such as North Yorkshire and Cumbria seem able to fund primary education in smaller schools - why can't West Northumberland do likewise?

The loss of nursery provision for children in Newbrough under option C is not acceptable to me; as parents we both work long hours and this would not be possible without nursery provision, which for us personally provides just the start to the school years that we wish for our girls.

Parent/Carer

Newbrough Primary School

We would be extremely sad to see the closure of Newbrough Primary School, it is indeed at the heart of our community and has been for many decades, and the closure of such would have many immeasurable effects on Newbrough as a village and the community as a whole.

I am writing in response to the alarming propositions that have been put forward for consideration.

As a resident of Allerwash, a member of our local church, a volunteer, and previously school governor, of Newbrough School, I am particularly worried by proposal option - Model C.

Before moving to the Tyne Valley 12 years ago I lived in the south of England. My work, both there and in Northumberland, has involved visiting many First and Primary schools. Our 3 children attended a small village C of E school.

Newbrough Primary School is one of the best. It provides a first class primary education, with the added benefits of a thriving Nursery class, breakfast club, and after school activities and care. 
Within each class there is a complete range of abilities but every child feels valued and assisted to achieve of their best both within the classroom, on the sports field, and in community activities.
Most of the children live in our villages and surrounding hamlets and many of them walk, cycle or scooter to school.

Our villages are a healthy mix of all generations, longstanding residents and incomers, and the school plays a vital role in the local and church community. It is noteworthy that almost all the children who live in our villages choose Newbrough School. However at secondary transfer our parents naturally want the school that will be the best for their individual child's needs. The majority vote with their feet (or rather car wheels) and opt to transfer to Hexham. The present muddle over 2 tier / 3 tier schooling makes our situation especially difficult and causes much anxiety and also some loss of older children at Newbrough.

The situation in Haydon Bridge is appalling and I do not see how a school of that size could provide the range of subjects and specialist teaching needed for all children but especially the more able. 
A whole cohort of children has already been let down. 

The Education department must take a clear lead and continue the move to a 2 tier system with a big comprehensive secondary school in Hexham. This will require a new building which is already long overdue.

When our children move on to secondary school they should ALL have opportunities to a wide ranging choice of subjects both academic and practical with additional help for those with special needs. 
It will be necessary to reinstate free bus transport from Newbrough  to Hexham so that we do not have educational segregation based on household income.

If Newbrough school were to close then our village life would be impoverished and many families would look to live elsewhere. The rest of us would suffer from excess traffic as children were transported to and from school. 

Newbrough Primary School

Allerwash

Email received:
To whom at may concern
I am writing in response to the public consultation about education within west Northumberland.
I am a parent of a child who attends Newbrough First School.

My child loves Newbrough First school, he's so happy. It's an excellent school with some incredible teaching.

We live in Haydon Bridge and choose to travel to this school and will continue to do so, I believe this school offers such alot, not only to his education but his happiness. As a parent the welfare of my children will always be the most important to us.

He has turned into such a lovely bright boy and we are so proud of what he has learnt, and the person he is becoming, I believe this has a lot to do with the Early years within the school.

It breaks my heart to think that my other children could miss out on such a fantastic education, due to these cuts.

My middle child is due to start in September, she is very shy Newbrough will most definitely build her confidence, I really can't imagine her in a huge school, Newbrough is needed it is the heart of the community and is growing, it offers so much. Please don't close our lovely school.

I choose option B.

Option C seems to be the most expensive.
As mention above the welfare and happiness of our children is vital to promote, their education and give them a heads up in life, if option C is chosen this will have a huge impact on all my children's happiness and in turn effect their education.
I have lots of questions, which don't seem to have any answers.

Why have two Primary Schools in Haydon Bridge?

Why close an excellent well established school, which is growing and can fund itself?

What will happen with transport from Newbrough to Haydon bridge (safe guarding) what ages will the children be?, how many children will use these buses, as their is such a huge age gap. Who will man these buses(Child protection)

What will happen to those children aged under 4(Early years) this will have a knock on effect with with working parents, like ourselfs.

What will happen with further education, I can't seem to see anything post 16 at Haydon Bridge?

Newbrough Primary School

Haydon Bridge

No

Yes

No

I finally would like to add that I will not send my children to Haydon Bridge if option C is chosen, due to unanswered questions above.

I would like to register my views on the current plans for educational provision. 

I live in Allerwash, very near Newbrough C of E Primary School. I understand that this has a healthy and growing school roll and was rated ‘Good’ in its most recent OFSTED report. The nursery provision is well-subscribed and new houses are being built within easy walking distance of the school. It recently converted from First to Primary School and has, I understand, come through this potentially tricky process very well. It offers breakfast and after-school provision which is a major attraction and it plays an important part in the life of our local villages in all sorts of ways. It is, I understand financially viable.

Were it to close, I believe there would be several  effects harmful to our local children, families and community as a whole.
1. I live on the  road between Newbrough and Haydon Bridge. It is not suitable for large buses.
2. The local population tends to work and shop in Hexham and eastwards. It seems to me quite possible that significant numbers of parents would be unwilling to send their children to school in Haydon Bridge.
3. The fact that Newbrough is a Church of England school is important to some. It seems to me unlikely that the particular ethos that comes with that status would be a part of the proposed new 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge.

I think it would be madness to ditch a valuable, financially viable local school in favour of an alternative which appears to offer no advantages and several major disadvantages.

Newbrough Primary School

Allerwash



[bookmark: 52]I am writing to you concerning Northumberland County Council's schools consultation to ask you to suspend it. The process is flawed as it aims to resolve 3 serious issues in one go. They are:

The 2 tier versus the 3 tier education system.

The future of Haydon Bridge High School

The future viability of rural schools and communities.

Each of these issues needs careful consideration with access to proper figures and projections. Communities are being asked to decide the future of education in West Northumberland with little or no access to the facts.

If you chose to let the consultation go through please be advised that it is deeply unpopular and not enough time has been allowed for alternatives to plan A, B and C to be made.

Also please take into consideration that the removal of schools from rural areas, alongside the loss, over the past 10 years, of shops, pubs, post offices and public transport will contribute to the decline of rural communities, as well as increased local unemployment.

 

Parent/carer

Otterburn First School

No

Yes

Including West Woodburn children into the Otterburn catchment makes sense travel-wise and a school with more children will be more sustainable - Otterburn has grounds to enable extensions if / when necessary and has large classrooms and dinner hall. Becoming a primary also makes sense in terms of completing KS2 in one school and increasing the number of pupils thus making small rural schools more sustainable.

Otterburn/Rochester/Byrness children to be able to feed into Ponteland Secondary

No

As it stands I would never chose to send my child to Haydon Bridge High School. From the Otterburn area you are travelling further than you would if children go to Hexham or ideally Ponteland.

I write to register my objection to the proposed closure of Newbrough First School under model C of the options being considered by Northumberland County Council.

I have lived in Fourstones for 20 years, my children have both been pupils at the school and I served as a governor, initially as a parent governor then as Chair of governors for a few years. I object to the proposed closure for a number of reasons outlined below:

The school is the centre of the community of the villages of Fourstones and Newbrough. It engages successfully with the community beyond simply providing somewhere for the children to be educated.
The school is successful and financially viable. The numbers at the school remain at a level they have been for years and the school is rated good by Ofsted.
The school has been forward thinking in planning for a possible two-tier structure to education in Northumberland - something that has been mooted for many years.
The school provides wraparound care for children with breakfast and after school provision. This is something which is attractive to parents and should maintain a healthy demand for places in the future.
The school is happy and inclusive and provides a great education in a setting which is good for children in the village.

The proposed alternative, that children go to school in Haydon Bridge, has many disadvantages. Transport would be difficult with young children travelling on a bus or taken by parents along a quiet, twisty country road.
The environmental impact of transport would be considerable - much worse than the current situation where many people can walk to school.
Many parents travel East to work so Haydon Bridge is the wrong direction.
There is no mention of nursery provision - would that be lost?
The proposed school in Haydon Bridge would not be a Church of England school.

Fourstones

There has been a significant outcry from people in the village about these proposals. At least a third of the current parish magazine is taken up with information about it and it seems that the parish councils of Warden and Newbrough are opposed to the plan. Even our MP, Guy Opperman, is opposed so hopefully Northumberland County Council will take heed and decide not to pursue this proposal.

Parent/carer

Otterburn First School

No

Yes

Seems to be the only financially viable option for the smaller rural schools. Also better to cut losses with Haydon Bridge and feed into the CLOSER Secondary schools. Hexham school is an OK option for Otterburn children but Ponteland would be better

No

Haydon Bridge is NOT a viable option

Ideally Otterburn/Rochester/Byrness children should feed into Ponteland Schools

Fourstones

I am a pensioner and only moved from a life spent in North Yorkshire to Fourstones village a year ago.  I have been very impressed with the communities of Fourstones, Newbrough and Warden.  They are vibrant villages with activites for adults and children, a well used beautiful Town Hall, a garage/shop and Newbrough school where I have attended events on several occassions.  Northumberland County Coucil is to be commended for supporting such a community.  Closing the school would be very detrimental for the children (who must be our first consideration).  I am thinking especially of the younger children as they would be out of the care of the community and the road to Haydon Bridge is tricky (especially in winter) and there would be increased traffic with associated risks.  It would not be good for the adults too (teachers, parents and friends) for obvious reasons.   It would be very bad for the wider community and the life of the village.  There are new houses been built at Newbrough which will not attract  families if there is no village school.  The commuity would decine without an influx of new younger people.  Why spoil something that is working well? As I understand it the school has Good Ofsted reports and is a successful part of the community. Please don't throw the baby out with the dish water and save our village school which is the pillar of the community.

In considering an alternative to the proposals  in this consultation the governors of our schools are seeking to best meet two objectives:
1.        The best educational outcomes for all children in Northumberland.
2.        Provision for as many children as possible in West Northumberland to experience and have access to a faith based and Catholic education.
I agree with their vision.
ABOUT OUR CATHOLIC SCHOOLS
They occupy a distinct position within our area.  Our Catholic Schools’ Federation provides faith based education for the entire area covered by this consultation and St. Joseph’s is the only school which provides such education for children between 9 and 13 years.
In order to secure their future, our two schools have recently federated with a single governing body and a single executive head-teacher. They have also strengthened ties with their  closest outstanding Catholic comprehensive school, St. Thomas More in Blaydon.
However, being located in the centre of Hexham, they are part of the Hexham Schools’ Partnership and are, therefore, intimately involved with the future of all of our children, families and communities affected by this consultation in both the Hexham and Haydon Bridge School partnerships.
WHAT THEY  PLAN TO ACHIEVE
They plan to continue providing first class Catholic education in Hexham from 3 years to at least 13 years of age, admitting children from both the Hexham and Haydon Bridge Partnerships whose parents choose their school for their Catholic Christian ethos. I also require that this is part of a viable and successful partnership throughout the entire west of Northumberland. 
HOW THEY PLAN TO ACHIEVE IT
While their key aim is to maintain the availability of faith based education for the west of Northumberland, they are pursuing this aim within a context of a search for the common good, working collaboratively with as many institutions and communities as possible.  As a consequence, their view of how they can achieve the best outcome has been developing throughout this consultation period as a range of proposals has emerged. 
I hope that the plan to achieve educational excellence and financial viability for Hadrian Learning trust is also open to alternative ways of achieving this goal. 
Key elements of the various models proposed by Hadrian Learning Trust, Haydon Bridge High School, Haltwhistle Community College and Corbridge Middle School can be combined to allow our schools to flourish. 
These key elements are:   
•        Outstanding educational provision for all of our children whatever their needs and abilities.
•        Support for the communities in which they exist and recognition of their different identities.
•        Choice of schools
•        Careful planning to ensure a smooth transition maintaining high educational standards while moving to a sustainable model for the future.
 
Taking into account these key objectives I would broadly support the plan proposed by Haydon Bridge High School which would deliver these objectives for the Haydon Bridge Partnership area, while being compatible with the existing Hexham Partnership area. It would allow choice of schools in terms of location, ethos and specialisms as well as maintaining close links with local rural communities. It would also provide entry for pupils from both First and Primary schools in either Year 7 or Year 9.
The Corbridge Collaborative model supports, further, our recognition of the vital need to continue to work closely together to ensure excellence in our schools.
Haltwhistle Community College’s model also recognises the paramount importance of co-operation and working together as well as giving particular attention to the huge gap in current provision for SEN pupils. However it would require radical review of the existing First School provision with the attendant costs and need for support of the communities involved. 
Some points to consider: 
•        Responsibility of Academies to support schools requiring support ( ref: HLT /HBHS)

Model B proposes the closure of all middle schools throughout the west of Northumberland and the removal of all choice at secondary level education.  

•        Autonomy of Academies, lack of local accountability etc. which has been strongly emphasised by NCC … If HLT becomes the only provider of secondary education for our entire area, how do we have any influence on their actions or  philosophy?

Currently Hexham Middle School and QEHS are already federated and the benefits of their working together in a co-operative and supported framework have shown fruit, particularly in the improved outcomes for Hexham Middle School.  I fail to be convinced by the arguments put forward by their proposal to amalgamate, expand and change age range in order to secure improved educational outcomes and financial sustainability for Hadrian Learning Trust. If their goal is to attract capital funding to create a new single site for their school it may well result in some future economy of scale for Hadrian Learning Trust but this cannot be done without consideration of the impact on all other schools in our two partnerships.     
The proposed amalgamation and expansion of HMS and QEHS is based on amalgamation and expansion to include almost all other schools throughout the whole of the west of Northumberland and the total restructuring or closure  of schools which are currently very stable and successful, many of whom are strongly opposed to this move. The impact of the HLT proposals on the diverse communities served by our existing schools has the potential to be particularly destructive. 
The success of schools in our area is strongly supported by co-operation and mutual support for each other as well as a recognition of our distinct identities. QEHS and HMS have flourished within this environment and I sincerely hope that Hadrian Learning Trust will recognise the great extent to which this contributes to its own high standards.   

•        Precedent of  continuation of  three-tier  structure for our closest and most recent  large new-build MAT in Prudhoe

I consider that there must be an alternative provision at all age levels, to promote healthy competition and shared opportunities for improvement and collaboration between a number of schools, and our Catholic schools allow this and will participate in this. 
The middle school system of education has been operating successfully in West Northumberland for over 40 years. There is no evidence to suggest that this model is failing pupils, or that a change to a primary/secondary model will improve educational outcomes for our children. On the contrary there is recent published evidence (3 Tiers for Success, Nigel Wyatt, National Middle Schools Forum, January 2018) which provides evidence for the effectiveness of Middle Schools.

•        Problems in maintaining educational standards during the transition period at  Cramlington super-school 

I feel that Haydon Bridge High Schools’ recently proposed model for its future viability maintains and extends educational opportunities from age 9 or 11 up to age 18 and offers choice in terms of ethos, local identity and educational pathways along with educational excellence. It deserves very serious consideration as a real alternative to QEHS, complementing the model currently provided by the Hadrian Learning Trust.

This includes 

Model C proposes major changes in the Haydon Bridge Partnership and the closure of its middle schools. 

o        Consistently higher outcomes at age 16 than all schools nationally

It suggests that all education for post 16 pupils should be offered by Hadrian Learning Trust in Hexham.

Its proposal to offer on-site facilities for Special Educational Needs and disability is of particular importance since it is publicly acknowledged that there is a serious lack of such provision in our entire area.

•        Response of Ponteland Middle School to  Ponteland High School’s decision to change age range.  

Northumberland, as the least densely populated county in England, creates special and unique needs in considering the future of how to maintain rural life.  Local schools are fundamental to this as they are in many cases a key focus in the local community in an era where local community commercial facilities such are post offices, pubs and other social amenities have closed down.

o        Ofsted inspections (Sept2017) - % middle schools achieving good or better is higher than secondary schools.

  

This preserves St. Joseph’s RC VA Middle School whose catchment includes the whole of the Hexham and Haydon Bridge School Partnership areas. 

The High school at Haydon Bridge acts as a focus for the education system in the West, and measures should be taken to improve the offer available and the financial sustainability of the school; this could be done in partnership with HLT schools.  As an academy, Hadrian Learning Trust should see it as part of their responsibility to support other neighbouring schools during periods of difficulty.

o        Better managed and smoother transitions between schools at developmentally appropriate ages

I think a change of age range to cater for pupils from 4 to 16 years at Haydon Bridge High School is neither viable, sustainable nor likely to produce improved outcomes for the children and the communities from which they are drawn.

Its admissions criteria would allow entry at either Year 7 or Year 9, thus catering for children attending either First or Middle schools. I would urge that the Hadrian Learning Trust would also accept this model, following also the example of the Prudhoe High School model. Thus there would be compatibility throughout the entire Tyne Valley area, not just in the west of Northumberland. Co-operation across these institutions could result in an amazing choice of courses and centres of excellence for our young people with fluidity of movement between each centre.  This choice has gradually reduced in more recent years since the original establishment of Haydon Bridge with a Sports specialism, QEHS with an Arts specialism and Prudhoe with a Technology specialism. 

 

The schools have an intake of 443 pupils from an area of 650 square miles. There is no other faith based school in the local area providing education up to 13 years.

I feel that it would be detrimental to all the pupils in our School Partnerships and West Northumberland if we were left with only one very large Secondary school based in Hexham. 

o        Offers more broadly based and balanced education

 

Catholic Education has been in Hexham since 1832 and it has been an integral part of the community. Both St Mary’s First School and St Joseph’s Middle School are OFSTED rated GOOD and St Joseph’s is currently near capacity. This confirms the need for a faith based school, at least up to age 13 years. They are schools of choice for both Catholic and non-Catholic parents and provide a caring ethos as well as a high standard of education which many parents choose before other schools in the area. 

Our Catholic Schools are a very important part of the community; as are our rural village schools. Although I am aware that there are surplus places in some schools, if they were to shut or merge, this would decrease the number of families wishing to live in the villages. Parents of young children prefer to have access to convenient local schools, not have a journey, in some cases of up to 12 miles. The proposed new primary schools may then be teaching mixed age classes in order to cater for years 5 and 6 with no specialist teaching. This is not the most effective way to deliver the curriculum and this does not compare with the opportunities pupils currently have at a middle school. The rural communities would begin to die out which would ultimately change the profile of our county forever (as well as ultimately further affecting the financial viability of its remaining schools).

o        Access to more specialist teaching

Haydon Bridge’s Shaftoe Trust Primary School already provides education from 4 to 11 years of age. This is located within about ½ mile from the High School.  Competition from a 4-16 High School should not be considered.

I would expect that if examination of this model showed it to be affordable and sustainable then Haydon Bridge High School would work in close partnership with the Hadrian Learning Trust’s schools as well as those in its own partnership and that all of our children would benefit from this co-operation and the offer of a much richer and diverse range of educational opportunities in the entire west of Northumberland, particularly after 13 years of age. 

PROPOSAL 

While I support this model insofar as it safeguards the contribution of our Catholic schools to the whole education offer in west Northumberland, I have great reservations about the impact it would have for the whole area of the Haydon Bridge Schools’ Partnership and its linked impact on the Hexham Schools’ Partnership.  I have detailed an explanation of this in section B. 

I consider that there must be an alternative provision, to promote healthy competition and shared opportunities for improvement and collaboration between a number of schools, and our Catholic schools allow this. 

o        Better progress at Yrs 7 & 8 in Middle Schools compared to secondary

A variation of model A which maintains option for faith based education to age 13. 

The provision for SEND pupils in both our schools is very successful and there is a demand and need for this provision across the west of Northumberland. This has not been given serious consideration in the model proposed by Hadrian Learning Trust.

o        More ready to make progress at secondary school

While I agree that capital funding should be made available for Haydon Bridge High school I do not agree with the educational model described in C.    

The proposal that QEHS and Hexham Middle School should become a single school for 9 years to 18 years seems irrelevant to the main issue. They are already part of the same MAT, federated together with a single head-teacher.  In order to secure their own future, our two Catholic schools, St. Mary’s and St. Joseph’s have also recently federated with a single governing body and a single executive head-teacher. They have also strengthened our ties with our closest outstanding Catholic comprehensive school, St. Thomas More in Blaydon. Such measures do not need to destabilize others.

Finally, I would urge the County Council and the Regional Schools Commission to accept that education itself should serve the needs of an entire community and, therefore, its structure should be such that it fits the particular and distinctive identities of people within that community.  Change, in itself, is inevitable but decision makers should be visionary and courageous in allowing for difference to flourish.

A further practical reason for supporting   this option is that it would require no capital spending for our Catholic schools or the many other First and Middle schools which were purpose built for the three tier structure. Capital spending could then be focused on the creation of outstanding facilities across both partnerships which would benefit all of our children in the later stages of their education and preparation for work.

 If the middle school system is to remain in place (as option A detailed by NCC in their consultation suggests) then there must be also be a guarantee from HLT (negotiated through NCC) of flexibility within a 'multi economy' entry system that would assure students a place at both Yr7 and Yr9 in the proposed new QE Secondary School.  This would democratically allow parents within the Hexham and Haydon Bridge Partnership the freedom of choice to send their children to St Joseph's, Corbridge  and Haltwhistle Middle Schools should they desire.  The multi-economy entry is a fairer way of allowing schools to co-exist in the spirit of unity that has always been a feature of rural Northumberland communities.  

o        Better mental health and well-being for pupils My preferred model is Haydon Bridge High School’s “A Vision for the Future of our Students” which describes the need for a school at Haydon Bridge and suggests a structure which is imaginative, ambitious and inclusive. This is referred to in Section B below. 

However, it would make sense both financially and educationally to share the same site and this would depend on capital funding being made available and a review of the use of the existing QEHS and HMS sites.

It ultimately allows healthy competition and the 'separate schools' ethos' to thrive within a system where the proposed alternative is for only 'one choice' at 11 years old, for the whole of West Northumberland catchment area. - It would not put all our 'children/eggs in one basket'.

 

Hexham

Yes

No

I do not see this as a viable option. This view is strengthened still further since a considerable degree of mistrust of the Hadrian Learning Trust has developed as a result of the conduct of their recent consultation.  To become the single institution responsible for the well-being and education of our children the fundamental requirement would seem to be absolute trust and confidence in each other and an ability to work together co-operatively for the good of all.

No

Our school is a good school with increasing numbers (Sept 16 total 56, Sept 17 total 62, Sept 18 current estimate total 71 and Sept 19 estimated total 75)
While it appears that approximately 50% of children from our catchment area attend our school, the picture is more complex than this and it is changing. It is largely the result of historical reasons:
1. the school did not, until 2 years ago, offer wrap-around care which meant parents who worked chose to take their children elsewhere. 
2. parents of Year 4 children have chosen to transfer them to Hexham Middle School and Queen Elizabeth High School. 
* This pattern is now changing, with the school being at or close to the PAN in the current reception (14/15) and Year 1 (13/15) cohorts and 11 children expected to join Reception in September 18. 
* The school offers breakfast and After School Club daily with up to 12 children per session attending
* We offer nursery provision for children in nursery have 2 parents who work full or part time.
* All of this means that the school is offering a vital service to thsoe parents who wish to work
* This would be lost, if the school were to close and transfer to Haydon Bridge. Parents who work in Newcastle or Hexham would not wish to travel in the opposite direction in order to drop their children off at school. 

B. Our school is FINANCIALLY VIABLE and remains so for the foreseeable future. 

C. Newbrough has a GROWING REPUTATION which means that we have attracted a number of children from out of catchment. Children receive a good education with lots of additional activities e.g. our Mini Police; we are the only school in West Northumberland involved in this scheme for Year 5 children. We have taken an increasingly active role in local sporting competitions, often cometing against teams from Middle Schools, and gained a silver games mark award in recognition of this. If the school was closed and transferred to Haydon Bridge, it would be more difficult for children to stay for after school activities like sporting events because of the need to catch the school buses. 

D. Currently, a HIGH PROPORTION OF OUR PUPILS WALK, CYCLE OR SCOOT TO SCHOOL and we have worked hard to promote these healthy and environmentally friendly methods of transport through schemes like 'Living Streets'. Parents have expressed many concerns to us about the possible transport of children as young as 4 to Haydon Bridge each day and safeguarding issues that might arise of all the children and young people from the village were transported on the same bus. The cost of transporting 60 children each day would also be considerable. 

E. Newbrough C E Primary School IS VITAL TO THE LIFE OF THE VILLAGES of Fourstones and Newbrough; close the school and it would be far less likely that families with young children would move into the village. The school is also increasingly being used for local community events. 

F. The school currently supplies MIDDAY MEALS (cooked by a trained chef) not only to the children in our school but also to Humshaugh CE First School. In addition, the school kitchen supplies 'Meals on Wheels' to elderly residents of the village. Close the school, and these local services would be lost or more challenging and costly to maintain. 

G. The school already has EXCELLENT FACILITIES including a fantastic sports field, a MUGA which is also used by the community, and a developing Forest School area. It doesn't make sense to shut these, transfer the school and then spend additional money recreating them elsewhere. 

H. We are concerned that the closure of the school, ad transferring it to Haydon Bridge as a 4-18 school, would mean that our DISTINCTIVE CHRISTIAN ETHOS would be lost. 

I. As a staff, we have no PARTICULAR ALLEGIANCE TO A 3-TIER MODEL of education and, for our school which is already a primary school, it would be better if a 2-tier model across the whole area. We recognise and respect the fact that there are strongly -held and differing views on this subject. However, we believe that there are STRONG EDUCATIONAL ARGUMENTS FOR A PRIMARY/SECONDARY MODEL - not only becase the national curriculum is designed in this way, but also because every time that the pupils change school, it has been shown that they lose approximately a term of progress. This is of particular concern in relation to our more vulnerale learners. 

J. However, we believe that there SHOULD BE CLEAR PRESUMPTION AGAINST THE CLOSURE OF SMALL, RURAL SCHOOLS. The consultation document proposed sweeping and wholesale closures or mergers as part of any potential structural re-organisation of education and we do not support this. Should nay closures really be necessary, we believe it should be decided on a case by case basis with clear criteria set out against which the decision should be made. 

K. We would prefer, along with many of our parents, to see a CHOICE of secondary schools if at all possible. We recognise that, in its present form, Haydon Bridge High School faces real and possibly insumountable challenges but would urge the council to look favourably on any proposal which might retain a secondary school in Haydon Bridge. 

Staff Group

Newbrough CE Primary School

Yes

This consultation is meant to be about improving educational outcomes for children within the Hexham/Haydon Bridge partnerships. Closing Newbrough and transplanting the school to Haydon Bridge, with subsequent transport problems for many, simply would not deliver this for the children in our villages. 11 signatures to the document received. 

Yes

No



[bookmark: 53]I write in relation to Northumberland County Council’s recent consultation regarding the restructuring of schools in West Northumberland.

 As a resident of Hexhamshire and therefore connected to Whitley Chapel C of E First School, which has been earmarked for closure in all three of the county council’s proposed scenarios, I would like to outline my concerns. Whitley Chapel School is a financially viable, OFSTED good rated, structurally sound school; and I believe its potential closure to be completely irrational.

·         It consistently offers good academic results: last year its Early Years assessments were the best in the West of Northumberland. They achieve consistently well in the Year 1 Phonics test and KS1 SATs.

·         It is financially viable, with a well managed budget, and has never been in deficit

·         It has a strong, highly competent and experienced governing body made up of dedicated members of the community with a wide range of skills who manage the school with foresight

·         The buildings have recently been improved and updated: the school is now in an extremely good state of repair and thus ‘future-proofed’

·         It offers a unique learning environment that nurtures the whole child - the setting of the school allows for a multitude of outdoor activities eg their Forest School, the pond

·         The staff: from the headteacher to teaching assistants, are highly experienced and dedicated

·         There is a growing local population in Hexhamshire; not only children of local farmers, but new people who are attracted to the area for whom the school is an important factor

·         The school offers both breakfast and afterschool care, both vital in an area where parents may travel long distances to work. 

·         A new Early Years playground has been built during the last 18 months

·         They have invested in new high quality ICT equipment such as smart boards, IPads and PCs, so that pupils are well equipped for the next stage of their education

·         As a result of these initiatives, and the quality of the teaching on offer, the children are happy, enthusiastic and wellrounded

·         It has a very strong relationship with the community at large: volunteers help in the classrooms, with reading and craft activities; local organisations such as the Leek Club, the Young Farmers, the WI and the local councilor  have made financial donations for specific projects

·         The school is strongly rooted in the local community, taking part in church activities, activities organised by community bodies such as the Leek Show, and in local history events and activities

·         The National Funding Formula (2020) is expected to improve financial situation

It has a track record of listening and responding to stakeholders, and is prepared to change and be flexible when required.
 

If the school were to close, it would be hugely detrimental, not only to the children, but to the community at large:

Children from the age of four would be forced to travel long distances to school
Closure would have adverse effects across the community including a loss of jobs
Without a school,  it would be difficult to attract young families to the area, with a far reaching impact including an ageing community as well as economic effects due to a shrinking population
In the school’s absence, the parish hall and church could also be under threat: the parish hall and the school share infrastructure
Closure would remove parental choice
There would be no early years provision in the area
The suggested alternative school, while good, is not a Church school
 
It is also concerning that NCC’s consultation documents provide no specific information about how any of the three proposed scenarios for the future of the education system will solve the stated problems. As such, they are not fit for purpose.

Closure of Whitley Chapel First School is a completely irrational decision: there would be no financial gain for NCC as both the building and land belong to the Diocese. 

Closure would be likely to have far-reaching adverse effects both to local children now and in the future, and also the wider community. I therefore sincerely hope that Northumberland County Council will reconsider their decision to impose any change to the school system in West Northumberland.

Hexhamshire

I am writing to you concerning Northumberland County Council's schools consultation to ask you to suspend it. The process is flawed as it aims to resolve 3 serious issues in one go. They are: 
The 2 tier versus the 3 tier education system. 
The future of Haydon Bridge High School 
The future viability of rural schools and communities. 
Each of these issues needs careful consideration with access to proper figures and projections. Communities are being asked to decide the future of education in West Northumberland with little or no access to the facts.
If you chose to let the consultation go through please be advised that it is deeply unpopular and not enough time has been allowed for alternatives to plan A, B and C to be made.

Hexham

Also please take into consideration that the removal of schools from rural areas, alongside the loss, over the past 10 years, of shops, pubs, post offices and public transport will contribute to the decline of rural communities, as well as increased local unemployment.

I am writing in connection with the proposals put forward by Northumberland County Council concerning the structuring of the schools in West Tynedale. As a past parent, member of the local community, practicing member of the local church, school governor, organiser of the flourishing baby and toddler group and retired teacher I would like to take the opportunity to express my concerns about the proposals made, particularly in relation to Whitley Chapel C of E First School.

Whitley Chapel School, like many others of the small rural schools which are faced with proposed closure, has a specific character suited to the local community of young farmers and families who have moved into the area so their children can experience the family atmosphere where the whole child is  encouraged to develop while enjoying high academic standards. The staff are experienced and well qualified and are supported by an active governing body.  The school budget is well managed and has never gone into deficit, and continues to be financially viable. The premises are more than fit for purpose with beautiful grounds.

 The school has worked hard to reflect the needs of the community, with the introduction of breakfast and after school care. Huge efforts have been made to adapt the timetable in order to offer parents as many nursery schooling hours as possible with quality teaching from an experienced early years teacher and her team. Adaptations have been made to the premises and grounds to provide excellent facilities for the youngest children. Other recent improvements to the school and to curriculum resources, e.g. high quality ICT equipment have been made, using grants from the diocese and money raised from the local, very supportive, community.

 The school fits into and contributes to the local community well and uses Whitley Chapel Parish Hall and the parish field regularly, takes part in the local leek club show and joins in events at the St Helen’s Church amongst other things.

Local people enjoy helping and joining in with the many activities organised, through this the children are encompassed by a loving and caring community which gives them all a feeling of belonging and well being.

 The Church has set up a baby and toddler group to provide companionship and support to the increasing number of young families in the area. The school has forged good links with this group and its members are frequently invited to events such as coffee morning, services and celebrations.

 I am making the effort to remind you of all that is good about this school and am aware many of the other rural schools under threat have also the same points to make. I suggest that it is wrong to close schools which are functioning extremely well, providing an excellent education and form an integral role in their community. I am sure that these first schools could be maintained within the area and could continue to provide a high quality, well managed education for the children living within their community.

 The loss of a first school such as Whitley Chapel could lead to the following issues:

A potential adverse impact on children’s education and well-being (not assessed in consultation documents).
Children from the age of four and even younger travelling long distances to a school which is not part of their community.
The lack of a local school means it would be difficult to attract young families to the area, with far reaching impact including an ageing community and economic effects due to shrinking population.
Closure could have adverse effects across the community including a loss of jobs.
In the school’s absence, the parish hall and church may also be under threat due to difficulties with ownership of shared land including the sewage system.
Removing parental choice.
Lack of early years provision in the area which is vitally important for so many families as shown by the success of the nursery provision at Whitley Chapel.
The suggested alternative school is not Church of England.
 
I am aware that there are complex reasons which have led to the need for this consultation and am concerned about the lack of detail and supported forward planning in the documentation. There are many assumptions, for example it is assumed that if Whitley Chapel School is closed all the children will go to Slaley First School, but what would happen if the parents chose a Hexham school, or even further afield? There is no consideration given for this in the proposals, which many consider are not fit for purpose.

 It is important that the requirements of the young children in our very rural communities are met and not dictated by the larger schools in the more urban areas of the county.  I suggest that a more flexible approach to the overall structure of schools within this part of the county is appropriate, keeping the successful and very appropriate rural first schools, the children of which could be fed into the schools in Hexham  and possibly Haydon Bridge at the end of Year 5. This system has successfully provided very capable and well educated children to the middle and high schools for some time.

 I am also aware of the strength of concern about the proposed closure of our school among parents, future parents and the majority of the community and sincerely hope that their voices are not only being heard but also listened to. Educating any child is vitally important for its future and a great responsibility and cannot merely be looked at merely in financial or political terms. Like many, I am not against change but do feel that it is wrong to try and make all schools fit one “size” and to change a system which is working well and could potentially cause many unforeseen problems.

 I do hope that you will consider some of the points made,

Hexham

 

Whilst I recognise that there is a problem with schools being below capacity, it is important to find the right long term solution. 

In particular there is obviously a significant problem with Haydon Bridge High School which has been mismanaged for a number of years.  Personally I doubt that it can recover from this. 

To concentrate on Option 3, because I believe that HBHS is beyond recovery I do not think that this attempt to salvage it is appropriate.  It will involve children travelling along narrow roads for some distance.  For the majority of parents this journey is in the wrong direction as they are travelling to work in Hexham or Newcastle.  This will particularly apply to those who live at Warden who are much more likely to want to take their children to a Hexham School.

Also, if I had children of this age, which I don’t, I would be unlikely to want to send them to a 4 to 16 school.  I think that this wide age range would be difficult to manage, and ultimately they will have to transfer to a different school at 16 for A levels.

Overall there would be a significant increase in traffic, even if some children were able to travel by bus.  The loss of schools in village communities will have a significant adverse impact on those communities and this will not be good for childrens’ out of school environment.  Education is important but only part of the successful upbringing of children.

For all these reasons I do not believe that Option C is an appropriate choice.

Hexham

 



[bookmark: 54]We are parents of two children; one at Chollerton First School and one at Chollerton Pre-school.  Chollerton First School is earmarked for closure under all 3 models.  We cannot support the closure of this school as, not only will it threaten the quality of our children’s education and pastoral care, it will also have an enormously detrimental knock-on effect throughout our thriving rural community. We submit this in addition to completing the NCC consultation forms, and express our grave concerns regarding this consultation.

Our School - Chollerton First School: 
•        Is Ofsted rated ‘Outstanding’, 
•        Is rated ‘Outstanding’ by the School Improvement Partner (March 2018)
•        Has a ‘Good’ SIAMS Report (Statutory Inspection of Anglican and Methodist Schools)
•        Has Key Stage 1 results in the top 5% nationally
•        Has Early Years Foundation Stage & Phonics at least 5% higher than the national average
•        Has an attendance record above the national average.
•        Has achieved the ‘Gold School Games Award’ for the past two years. 
•        Is supported by a committed governing body and 
•        Is supported by a pro-active PTFA, 
•        Has strong and consistent pupil numbers for the next three years. 
•        Has buildings and grounds in excellent repair; in a modern, efficient building. 
•        Has a playground, sports field and a forest school environment (safe woodland) complete with allotment, polytunnel and mud kitchen on-site. Children can play in a protected, clean, safe and secure environment that is beneficial to learning. 
•        Has space for expansion, should that be required. 
•        Unlike many schools, has a fully operational kitchen that provides nutritious hot meals for the children on a daily basis.
•        Supports a fantastic pre-school, which one of our children currently uses and our eldest child attended previously, which provides excellent local childcare for working parents
•        Provides a meals on wheels service to the elderly in the village
•        Allows the beaver and cub groups to use the grounds and facilities
•        Is a place for community worship
Fundamentally provides a nurturing, caring, supportive and stimulating environment in which children flourish as they start academic life.

We are extremely concerned that Chollerton First School’s financial situation has been misrepresented in the consultation document and believe the document is both incorrect and misleading. The introduction of the National Funding Formula (specifically the rural sparsity payment) from 2018/2019 means Chollerton First School will not be in deficit as depicted in the document. 

Your Proposal – Move pupils to Humshaugh
How does the proposal in all three models of closing Chollerton First School and sending the pupils to Humshaugh solve any of the issues raised? You propose, from September 2019 to:
•        Put 76 children (39 from Chollerton, 37 from Humshaugh) into a Grade II listed building (inefficient to run, expensive maintenance costs, and issues with expansion) while Chollerton is not listed, is in excellent repair with no foreseeable maintenance costs and has room for expansion. 
•        Humshaugh has a capacity for 55, with no space for expansion and a small concrete yard for playtime.
•        Force children to take playtime in an insecure public park as there is insufficient space onsite. As already stated above, Chollerton is surrounded by secure grounds. 
•        If HLT succeed in becoming a secondary school, Humshaugh would then need to become a primary with near-on 100 pupils crammed into a building built for 55. 
•        Both villages have current and future building plans that will further increase pupil numbers. 

Where is the logic in this decision? You have not provided a clear, transparent argument as to why Chollerton First School has been selected for closure. 

 
Impact of Closing our School on pupils/ staff;
•        Will mean longer travelling times for children from the age of 4 generating tiredness and affecting their ability to learn. It is not acceptable to compare the distance between schools, rather consideration should be given to the distance travelled by the child living furthest away.
•        Will mean moving from an Ofsted ‘Outstanding’ to an Ofsted ‘Good’ institution and the emotional stress of their school closure.
•        Will mean the loss of safe, on-site, facilities including substantial playground, playing fields, allotment, polytunnel, mud kitchen and forest school.
•        Will mean the loss of local Early Years provision; Chollerton Pre-school is situated within Chollerton First School.
•        The loss of physical activity and fitness as children who currently walk to school will have to take a bus. 
•        Closure of the school will unequivocally lead to redundancies/ unemployment/ forced early retirement.  See more detail below.

Impact of closing our school on the rural communities of Barrasford and the school catchment area:
•        School staff redundancies.  These are just the people that live in the catchment area for the school Local school staff redundancies
o        Chollerton First School - a cook,  a full time teacher (there are only 2 full time teachers employed by the school), two classroom assistants, the school administrator, dinner lady
o        Chollerton Pre School - two of the four pre- school workers 
•        The 2 self employed childminders that live in the village have said they will have to close as their businesses will no longer be viable. Closure of businesses supporting the school
•        Chollerton First School provides ‘meals on wheels’ with associated social interaction for local elderly residents. Loss of hot meal provision for the elderly 
•        Chollerton First School provides facilities for the local Beaver and Cub groups to use on a weekly basis. Beavers and Cubs would have to locate somewhere else
•        Chollerton First School offers regular ‘community worship’ occasions for the village. No community worship especially important while awaiting the appointment of new parish vicar
•        We will effectively lose the ‘heart and soul’ of our village with simple things like the loss of social interaction whilst doing the school run (on foot) and loss of local school fundraising PTFA events which are historically well attended by locals and those from neighboring villages and provide community support and interaction. The school is the hub and would be lost
•        Barrasford and the surrounding villages currently have a mixed demographic, young couples, young families, retired couples etc.  Without good local amenities and infrastructure Barrasford and the local villages become less attractive to those looking to relocate with young families.  This will have a negative economic and social impact on our rural community and businesses, an ageing rural population would also place a burden on local health services. Loss of mixed demographic fundamental for thriving communities.
•        Local amenities e.g. pub and shop would be threatened with loss of revenue and may become untenable. Loss of local infrastructure
•        Any loss of local amenities would further impact on the frail and elderly in the village as there is only a limited bus service twice a week to the nearest town and they would become increasingly isolated. Increased rural isolation
•        There will be a negative environmental impact from having to bus children around the County who can, at present, walk to their local school. Increased carbon footprint

I have spent the last eight years working to support communities and micro enterprises in wider upland Northumberland and in and around the Northumberland National Park (facilitating Leader EU funding and as a Community Enterprise Officer).  I therefore know firsthand that these types of changes have devastating effects on communities that are often irreversible.

What about an option D?
This would see fewer schools being closed and instead moving to a model of sharing resources (as an alternative method of saving money if this is fundamentally what the consultation is about).  As an initial suggestion; what about introducing more executive head teachers to cover more than one school in the more rural locations?

In addition we take issue with several aspects of the consultation;
•        There has been no financial modeling either to show what long-term benefit, if any, these models would bring, or to assess the cost implications.
•        There has been no assessment of the impact on staff, quality of education and social wellbeing, the environment and local communities.
•        The initial paper form (distributed to Chollerton First School) is very misleading with regard to which box to tick to answer ‘no’ on Part 4. 
•        We appreciate NCC seeking other solutions, however we think that a general lack of transparency and credible information makes alternative proposals difficult to offer.
•        The timescales suggested (from September 2019) are incredibly short and allow no time for proper planning and enactment. These are not decisions to be rushed through.
•        Staff at Chollerton First School were informed of the content of the consultation document via Tyne Tees television. We think it despicable that a press release was sent out prior to all head teachers being informed. This shows the contempt NCC hold for those who put them in office.
•        Chollerton First School’s financial picture as portrayed in the consultation document is inaccurate and misleading. 
•        There was no consideration in any model to keep Chollerton First School open, with no rational explanation as to why it was highlighted for closure. You have therefore made it incredibly difficult for interested parties to put forward alternative options.
•        The number of church schools highlighted for closure is disproportionate and therefore seems to unlawfully discriminate against church schools.
•        There are too many options to be considered in the document.

The issues in West Northumberland’s education system need to be addressed, however we do not think these relate to our excellent first schools. It feels like vibrant, highly successful rural schools are paying the price for issues ‘higher up the chain’.  

We urge you and the Children’s Services teams to focus your attention on both Haydon Bridge High School and the situation with Hadrian Learning Trust. Pushing through the closure of some excellent, financially viable and unique rural first schools seems almost barbaric.  The proposed closure of so many rural first schools would have negative effects on the quality of our children’s education, their emotional wellbeing, and our vibrant and flourishing rural communities.  To quote a common phrase, “If it ain’t broke don’t fix it”.

We hope these points are received in the spirit of a true consultation and are looked into during the decision making process.

Parent/carer

Chollerton First School

I write today to ask yourself and NCC to work to every end to maintain an option for three tier education in then area! QEHS and the entire Hexham partnership are one of the most successful in the country! They are a non-selective group outperforming many selective schools!

This success begins with the excellent education provided by our small village first schools who know the children and their families intimately; and continues with the fantastic effort our middle schools make in guiding adolescents through a highly specialised time of life both academically and in terms of psycho/social development.

It is the success of our first two tiers that allows QEHS to build upon that foundation and achieve such good results!

Let us shine a light and be a beacon for the rest of the nation on valuing individual learning styles, supporting children  and families for academic, social and emotional growth, and on celebrating the success of all children whatever their strengths and weaknesses!

There is room for improvement!  We need to provide wider options at GCSE and A level, and to find a way to keep in our local system the 40% of students who leave us after GCSE!

Of course we need buildings that are fit for our purpose going forward, and rebuilding schools in required! However both Prudhoe Community High School, and Ponteland High School have managed to come to  arrangements where new state-of-art schools are built and the offer of a hybrid 2 and 3 tier system remains!

Surely West Northumberland can also be assured that we are offered this at a minimum!

Large High schools do not service vulnerable pupils well, and we know that this population is on the rise! In fact , they do not service most pupils to the same successful ends hat smaller schools achieve! Why would we set out to create a super school- one of the largest in the country? It is a costly decision in the long term!

Please give every opportunity to maintain our outstanding three tier system here in the Hexham Partnership!



[bookmark: 55]Please find below my response to your ‘Consultation about Education in the West of Northumberland’. Please note that while I have actively engaged with the process from the outset as Chair of Governors at Broomhaugh C. of E. First School, this is a response written purely in my position as a parent. These are my own, personal views and do not represent those of the Governing Body on which I also stand.
I understand the statutory requirements for both Northumberland County Council (NCC) and Hadrian Learning Trust (HLT) to run separate consultations. As a parent I would like to put on the record that I consider this to be an entirely unsatisfactory approach to designing an education system that puts the best interests of children at its heart.
Taken together, the Models outlined by NCC and HLT represent what can only be described as potentially fundamental and wide ranging changes to the current system. I believe there are two potential justifications for proposing such dramatic change.
1. Fixing a problem – if the current system of provision can be shown without doubt to be inadequate and genuinely not fit for the future.
2. Creating an opportunity – if proposed changes to the current system can be shown to result in significant improvements that will outweigh the risks, realities and outcomes of change management.
No-one should be in any doubt that should any of the proposals be implemented in their broad current form, the consequences will reach far into the future.
I have therefore considered your Models A, B & C, along with HLT’s stated intent to move to a two-tier system in light of these two factors, in order to evaluate the effectiveness and appropriateness of any of the proposals on the table at the moment.
What is the problem that needs fixing?
At the moment,  to be honest. I am very unclear about exactly what problem/s NCC and HLT are really trying to fix.  I realise that there are some problems that do exist, but in my view the way the consultations have been set up and presented makes it hard to establish exactly what these are, where the priorities are and what’s actually driving any proposed need for change.
• I am in no doubt that schools across our area have suffered as a result of years of under-investment by previous administrations. I welcome your suggestion that capital investment will now be made in schools in the West of Northumberland. This seems to me to be a principle worth supporting, with a strong proviso that investment must be made in the right places and in the right way to benefit every step of the educational experience at all levels, not just at one school.
• In educational outcomes I cannot see a problem in the current provision in the Hexham Partnership. All schools are either Outstanding or Good according to latest Ofsted reports. Results from QEHS show excellent performance when compared with other schools nationally. Schools across the partnership at all levels show consistently strong performance and there is a compelling argument that the foundations of QEHS results are built in our fantastic First and Middle Schools. Educationally the system appears to me to be working very well.
• At a time when focus is growing on the apparent disparity between educational outcomes in the North and South, and when there is discussion of an Educational Improvement Challenge to find ways to close the ‘gap’ it seems very odd to me to be proposing such significant changes to the Hexham Partnership, where educational provision should be seen as an example of what works brilliantly in terms of outcomes.
• As far as parental views and the views of school leaders are concerned I have seen nothing throughout this consultation process to show me that the majority of people and schools see a problem and want to change the current system. There does not appear to be any form of widely held view that the current system is not working as far as parents are concerned. Indeed, I believe the strength and shape of current provision is why so many young families move to the area and why so many are keen to stay and bring up their children in the area. These Models do not represent or reflect a call from the community for change to fix a problem they believe exists.
• Change seems entirely driven, as far as I can tell, by an agenda at HLT and by the failure of those organisations responsible to deliver the right solution for Haydon Bridge High School. In this sense it is possible to see the current proposals as an attempt to fix problems that have been created by poor decision making and poor policy in the past.
• Surplus places may be a problem in some areas, but I am far from convinced that your own data supports the necessity for the approaches taken in your proposed Models. Information has been presented in the consultation document largely in an aggregated format that masks the reality that there are some very specific concentrations of capacity (not least at HLT and HBHS, where some analysis suggests around 40% of the current capacity may be found) that is not reflective of ‘capacity’ across the partnership/s as a whole.
• If we assume that there is a need to address the over-supply of places then Models should be based on clear evidence as to how and why they address specific issues rather than a general application. At this stage I am left with the view that the focus on capacity is an attempt to fix a problem that may not exist in quite the way it’s been presented.
• Furthermore, it would appear that under each of your proposed Models there are some questions to be asked about the viability of the proposed reduced surplus places. Initial review of data as published in your document suggests that in all Models there would be either an under-provision or at least a nil-capacity provision. We surely have to have some capacity built into the model to allow for natural fluctuations in population shifts – no system can operate at perfect PAN levels year on year, that’s simply unrealistic.
• More detailed information is required. I would like to know what the Council’s strategic view on ideal capacity within the system overall and at specific schools within the partnerships should be in order to meet demand now and in the future. Failure to provide even such a basic measure of success compromises significantly the quality and credibility of your consultation proposals.
• I am therefore not convinced at the moment that the surplus places problem has been considered robustly enough to identify where the real problems actually lie and how best to address these most appropriately.
• Financial forecasts have been used extensively in your consultation document. There is no doubt that there are increasing financial pressures on schools. However, this must be contextualised in light of the national picture and understood as part of a general trend across the country as a result of many factors entirely independent of local conditions.
• As I am sure you will be aware, these are not unique to our area. In fact, a BBC report in September last year stated that ‘A third of state schools are in deficit’. That means the fact that the Hexham Partnership is showing a surplus across its schools thanks to the level of financial resilience and prudent management by local schools should be acknowledged.
• We should also be mindful of the financial predicament many academies find themselves in. National evidence shows it is absolutely not the case that academisation is a winning solution to financial pressures. Given many of those academies facing financial challenges operate in a two-tier system we can also see that the system itself is no guarantee of viability.
• We should not be blind to the financial pressures and we must all look further down the line to anticipate. But it is not clear yet from data published exactly what the threat really is. Many schools have highlighted the fact that due to the difference between the way accounts and forecasts are run and the reality of budget management, many of these deficits never become a reality. Based on information currently supplied I believe there is a real risk that decisions may be made for reasons that are not as clear as are presented.
• I certainly believe that very real caution should be exercised in the strength of argument used by financial information as currently presented to justify such wholescale changes.
• There are many different ways to manage finances and no doubt there are opportunities for making savings. Closing a raft of schools is only one way of achieving this, and a very simplistic approach at that. Economies of scale in procurement, more effective purchasing, sharing of resources across schools are all ways in which savings could be made. I support the principles set out in the Corbridge Middle School proposal along these lines and would like to see these explored in more detail.
• All too often when it comes to finding savings, the obvious and most crude measures are taken – i.e. in this case to close schools – when a little time and effort to dig deeper and greater freedom through closer collaboration can reveal alternative and more innovative approaches that may work just as well or even better in addressing financial challenges.
• We also have to factor in associated costs with change of course. Money might be saved on staffing costs, but could be lost or at least diminished in additional transport provision. There will be no doubt significant costs incurred in consulting on redundancies and making payments should change on the scale proposed in your document be implemented. There will be a significant cost in managing the transition should any of the models be implemented and to date I have not seen any costings around this critical area. There’s no way educational outcomes won’t be impacted if the scale of change is to be implemented without considerable additional support across the partnerships made to schools to manage the process. A full cost-benefit analysis and risk review is required to give a picture of the real impact that can be reviewed with confidence.
• It is prudent to look down the line, but it is also important to remember that education operates in a constantly changing environment where funding is regularly reviewed and adapted (though not always in the direction we would want to see) and where changes of Government and local authority administrations can make big differences.
• As Valentine Mulholland, Head of Policy at NAHT, wrote in the TES on 3 April:
“To its credit, the government has indicated its intention to move to a "hard formula" going directly to schools from 2020, but there’s a lot that could happen before then and schools urgently need guarantees. It is totally unrealistic to ask school leaders to plan efficiently and effectively for the long term if they have no information about what will happen in as little as two years’ time.”
• We need more information on the financial forecasts, particularly taking into account the implementation of Hard National Funding Formula.
• I do recognise that there may be some issues to be considered around surplus places and I accept that funding for education is a constant challenge.
• What I do not accept at the moment is that the problem around these two factors has been properly identified and analysed to give me the confidence that your consultation is trying to solve the right problems with the right solutions.
• Of course, we cannot ignore the HLT factor, as you have highlighted at every step of the way in this process. I believe that had a different decision been taken some 18 months ago, and HMS and QEHS not become an academy we would be having a very different discussion. At the very least we would be able to have a different discussion because NCC would have access to the full picture in relation to these two schools (and therefore so would we, those who the schools are there to serve) and because NCC would be in a position to propose a holistic solution.
• We are in a ridiculous situation now, where as a parent I’m faced with two consultations, each of which I have to respond to separately, neither of which can present me with a full and clear picture as to what will happen to my two children and the system as a whole. That very fact undermines I am afraid both consultations quite seriously at this stage.
• I do not believe for one second that HLT will do anything other than propose to the RSC that it should become a secondary school and scoop up pupils from forced closures of surrounding middle schools on the justification of balancing its books. That either makes this Council consultation somewhat of a pointless exercise and finally revealing where the real power in education in West Northumberland now lies – with one academy to rule them all – or it makes your consultation a genuine opportunity to make a case to the RSC that there are alternatives that should be progressed. I very much hope it proves to be the latter.
• There have been public questions raised about the accuracy of assumptions made in the HLT proposal, not least by Nigel Wyatt, from the National Middle Schools Forum, around the differences in the way funding is allocated to pupils in two-tier and three-tier systems.
• Questions have also been raised in the Corbridge Middle School response to HLT’s consultation (publicly available on the school’s website) that call for further disclosure and scrutiny of critical figures in financial forecasts before I can be confident as to the real nature of the financial challenges and therefore the appropriateness and effectiveness of the proposed solution.
• Again, to take these figures and information in the HLT document (which is superficial at best, interesting to note that not once does the term ‘SEND’ appear in HLT’s document) at face value, in the light of questions raised, and then use them as the primary argument for a complete change in system of provision would seem irresponsible to me and a massive failure in the interests of generations of children to come.
• It is a shame that HLT does not appear, as far as I can tell, to have followed DfE guidelines at this point in demonstrating working closely with all other schools likely to be affected by any proposed change in age range and I would like to see this challenged by both NCC and the RSC.
• I do not question the fundamental premise that capital investment is desperately needed at QEHS and I do not question the fundamental premise that HLT is facing some financial challenges. What I do question is whether the proposal they have put on the table a) will address those issues to the extent that we can be confident we won’t be back round the table in another 18 months’ time with new issues being raised, b) is the only solution to these problems such as they may really be and c) is the most appropriate solution.
• There is clearly a problem that needs fixing at Haydon Bridge High School, in as much as the future of the school has been called into question by the RSC. This is the result of the failed academisation strategy and the appalling record of Bright Tribe – an organisation about whom repeated concerns were raised by the community, but ignored.
• As I understand it, the RSC has not written ‘to ask NCC to close the school’ as was stated publicly at the Hexham Mart event by Councillors. From my conversations with Council officers and the way the original letter from Janet Renou was presented to Chairs and Heads by Andy Johnson, I understand that the RSC has requested a viability report. This is a procedural request triggered by the withdrawal of Bright Tribe. I may be wrong, but if the reality is that the RSC has written to the Council to ask it to close HBHS then this should be made clearer in RSC and Council communications in the interests of a fair and open debate.
• A solution needs to be found, and this is of pressing concern without a doubt. However, I believe NCC has a responsibility both to the children in Haydon Bridge, but also the thousands of other children across both partnerships to find the right solution. Simply closing the school, with all the knock-on effects, without considering any alternatives in any detail cannot be the right way to approach this. Bright Tribe were given two years and a lot of money to come to their conclusion and withdrawal – why should the Council and the community by extension be expected to solve the problems Bright Tribe leave behind under such different circumstances? Surely this is an opportunity now Bright Tribe have finally left to put right whatever the mistakes of the past may have been.
What is the opportunity that we can create?
The alternative perspective is to look at proposals and see how they will build on the excellent platform that has been put in place in over 40 years of three tier education in the Hexham partnership. In what ways will your proposals provide my children and thousands of others for decades to come with a better educational experience?
• The Council has made much of its ‘strategic leadership’ role, expertise and experience. Now is the time to demonstrate leadership.
• I note with interest Councillor Daley’s article on your website on the potential benefits of a North Tyne Devolution deal to education, in which he says:
“One thing I’ve seen which I passionately believe in is how outstanding leadership of a school can lead to outstanding results for pupils who, in other walks of life, might well have been written off.”
I could not agree more about the importance of leadership. And I believe it is incumbent on NCC to demonstrate this leadership now, while recognising and supporting the outstanding leadership shown in schools across the partnership. The quality of education provision in the Hexham Partnership is a reflection of this outstanding leadership. Not always perfect, for sure, and always room for improvement naturally. But the way the partnership has worked together, the vision, passion, dedication and ambition that school leaders and staff have for our schools and our children are what has characterised my experiences as a parent.
• We were promised a ‘Unique and innovative’ solution to the challenges as set out in your documents. I do not believe that proposing a programme of massive school closures and moving to a system that is used by the majority of the country (and which may nor may not be the Council’s ultimate plan to roll out two-tier education across the county), is either unique or innovative.
• So, when I ask myself the next question – how are your proposals creating even better educational environments, experiences and outcomes, the answer at the moment in response to your three Models is ‘I don’t know’.
• There is nothing to inspire me or present a vision for what I’m being asked to support. All the content is functional, data-driven and entirely without any sense of the same kind of vision, passion, dedication and ambition that I see in school leaders in the West of Northumberland.
• Nowhere in your document, your presentations and your communications that I have seen is there any argument or evidence put forward to convince me that these Models will be better for educational outcomes. That is a real shame.
• Data published by the National Middle Schools Forum suggests that pupils in three-tier systems perform better than those in two-tier systems in GCSEs.
• Ofsted has raised concerns in 2013/14 about the quality of transition from primary to secondary schools and how effective this was in educational terms.
• Arguments can of course be made to support both views, but I have yet to see any evidence in your document or that proposed by HLT that conclusively shows me the two-tier system will deliver better outcomes for my children and justify the scale and cost of changes required to implement.
• Are any or all of your models really creating a more financially sustainable model? I simply don’t know at this point because I do not have the evidence I need to make that decision. I don’t know what the predicted surplus (if any) would be for schools and across the partnership and I don’t know what benefits any surplus might bring in terms of reinvestment back into educational outcomes.
• The DfE has published a presumption against closure of rural schools in its statutory guidelines on closure of schools. That, I assume, is in there for a very good reason and no doubt on the back of extensive research and modelling at national level. The assumption is that closing a rural school should only be a last resort, presumably because of the detrimental effect it can and will have on local communities. Your three Models propose a significant programme of closure of rural schools and at this stage I cannot see how this is creating an opportunity or a better future for those communities.
• Proposals to build a new ‘super school’ are not made by HLT or NCC with any real evidence or case as to how it would represent a better system than the one we have now. Do we really need schools within schools when we already have plenty of excellent schools doing a great job?
• How would the closure of so many local schools and the move to a much bigger secondary school support the emotional and mental wellbeing of children? This is simply not addressed in the consultation documents. Current provision creates a supportive, local solution with transitions at ages that allow children to grow and develop in relevant ways at relevant stages. That was a very big factor in our decision to move in to the area when our children began to approach school age.
• What would the impact be on travel time to and from schools? While your consultation data measures distance from nearest school, in my view it fails to understand the nature of a rural catchment area. Many children already travel some distance in to school. If that school closes and they are forced to travel further away from home we need to consider journey time, not distance from nearest school.
• The case for the advantages of establishing such a large school when considering practicalities such as access, transport planning, parking, ability of students to walk to school in a safe manner etc has not yet been made.
• Closing Haydon Bridge High School would compromise parental choice in the partnerships and put all the eggs into one academy basket. While HLT has not made changes to its admission policy since becoming an academy it will always reserve the right to do so. It is my belief that we have seen so far from HLT an approach that makes it clear the Board will continue to pursue its strategy regardless of community views. That is their right. However, it would be remiss to expose the wider provision of education to further risk of handing more control over to the academy.
In conclusion I do not believe that a case for opportunity has been made in clear, convincing and compelling terms. I do not personally believe at this stage, based on information provided in your consultation document, that any of the proposed models can be viewed as offering a better system for educational outcomes than the one we currently have.
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What do I want to see?
• I would like to see the Council listen to what parents, school leaders and the local communities say in response to this informal consultation. And I would like to see the Council act on that feedback. This is not a referendum, I know that, but if the views of the community carry no influence then it renders the process pointless. You have repeatedly stated that you’re listening and that you welcome thoughts and ideas. Now is the time to prove that in your actions.
• I would like to see the Council provide the community with an alternative to a two-tier model as imposed by default by HLT, if the views of the community are clearly and consistently opposed to HLT’s proposals.
• I would like to see the Council explore innovative approaches that retains the strengths and successes of the current system, whether that be the Hub model proposed by Corbridge Middle School, options around a MAT or any other approach that is line with the views I have expressed.
• I would like to see the Council make every effort to retain the three tier system consistently. It is a system that works extremely well educationally and has done so for over 40 years.
• I would like to see the Council make every effort to maintain local provision in small rural schools wherever possible.
• I would like to see capital investment made where it is needed most to improve educational outcomes – certainly at QEHS but also at other schools across the partnership.
• I would like to see the Council provide more detail of its capacity planning and financial modelling at the next stage so I can be in a position to make a proper judgment of the effectiveness or otherwise of any proposals.
In conclusion
At this stage I am answering ‘No’ to the question asked against each of your models, for reasons stated above. There are some elements within the models I have supported and some I do not.
Overall, however, I cannot say I currently believe any of the models “represents a good option for securing sustainable and viable education in the west of Northumberland.”
I am not opposed to change. But any changes made to a system of provision that has been proven to work for decades and delivers educational outcomes ahead of national averages must not be taken lightly or without careful consideration and with a very strong case made for benefits of change.
I believe change should be driven ideally by a focus on the principle of improving the educational environment, experience and outcomes for children. I see no evidence of a compelling argument in any of the models that this will be the result.
I also accept that we do not live in an ideal world. Maybe the end result of this process will be that change has to be driven by more pragmatic considerations around finances and capacity planning.
If it is a necessity then I need to see the appropriate evidence and arguments that focus on the right problems in the right way. This is all the more critical if educational outcomes are to be put second to principles about the kind of education we should ideally offer.
At this point I do not believe that the problems have been correctly framed in sufficient detail and therefore I cannot believe that the solutions proposed are the only or best way forward.

Parent/carer

Broomhaugh CE First

No

No

No

Letter received: 
Please find below my thoughts on the proposals for school provision in west Northumberland (specifically Model C which envisages the closure of Newbrough Primary School).

I will begin by saying that I wholeheartedly reject any plans to close this flourishing school which provides first class education, financial viability and an important hub for the communities of Warden, Fourstones and Newbrough. 

You will be aware that new homes are being built in Newbrough and any decision to close the school could serously compromise the value of these to families which the area desperately needs. The demographics of the villages along the Stanegate already show an aging population and I do not believe the option of potential new families having to bus their children to Haydon Bridge. 

More importantly the school is financially sound, well run, promotes educational achievement and also plays a vital role in the community working to give all residents a level of social cohesion which we all would be sorry to lose. The pub in Fourstones has stood empty for several years and I can see the provision of a school bussing service threatening the excellent X85 which serves the community so well. In the absence of a local plan I can envisage councillors asking themselves why a bus is required more than twice a day; ignoring the needs of the many non-drivers along the Stanegate and adding further traffic to a road already seriously suffering from erosion and pot holes which the authorities seem reluctant to address. 

I should also point out that Model C makes no reference to provision for nursery age children. The school currently provideswraparound care in a thriving breakfast and after school club, meaning children can attend from 8am to 5:30 pm and working parents can live locally and continue working the same hours. This has been a big influence on parents choosing to send their children to Newbrough. 

Add this to the serious practical considerations in the Model C proposal of sending children as young as four on a school bus, along a small rural road to Haydon Bridge every day. The bus would obviously also include children up to the age of sixteen which could raise serious behavioural and safeguarding issues as well as the practical road safety aspects already alluded to. 

The Model also ignores the needs of the many parents who work in Hexham and Newcastle and would not want to or choose to send their children to a school in the opposite direction. A potential defection to schools in Hexham to avoid this would do little to reinvigorate Haydon Bridge which would have two schools of primary-age children plus the new 4-16 school. 

I am not of a religious nature but should also point out that Haydon Bridge would not be a Church of England School. It is important to be tolerantto belief systems and respect the decision of parents to send their children to a trhriving faith school. 

Newbrough Primary School

Fourstones

No

Yes

No

It seems that the children of Newbrough Primary School are being sacrificed to increase numbers in the ill-thought-out proposed 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge. I appreciate the authorities have been somewhat backed in to a corner by the tide of Academy conversions. Please do not allow this consideration to colour yoyur thinking and protect out thriving well-respected school. 



[bookmark: 56]Response summary:
This response is informed by discussions that we, Newbrough PTA, have had with parents, carers, staff and members of the wider community as part of our own consultation meetings. Newbrough Primary School PTA rejects the three models proposed by NCC. This response outlines the reasons why we reject Model C in particular, as this is the one which involves our school directly. We support the alternative model which has been proposed by Haydon Bridge High School and does not include the closure of Newbrough.
Our online petition, which urges the council not to close the school currently has 466 signatures. We are confident that there is strong support for our thriving and sustainable school from within the community and beyond. 
Community
Newbrough Primary School has been a cornerstone of our village community since 1818. Many of the current children’s parents, grandparents and great-grandparents attended the school.  But our village populations are not stagnant. Our school is the reason why many young families have moved to Newbrough, Fourstones and Warden meaning the numbers have grown and now we have a healthy population of 54 pupils and 14 currently in Nursery, who are expected to continue into Reception. Predictions for the local birth rate are high and there are 16 new houses being built right next to the school.  The population of our villages are growing and changing and this means new relationships and friendships are forged every day, bringing new life and ideas into our community. Clearly, if the school closes, the villages will become less attractive to young families. This will mean the villages will have an aging and diminishing population and ultimately will become smaller and less vibrant.  There would of course be an additional economical impact on local businesses. This is not something anyone would wish for our community or our villages.
Our unique school
The school has fantastic and passionate staff, a good Ofsted report and provides good educational outcomes for our children. As a small but vibrant primary school, the children are brilliantly supported by teachers and peers. Older and younger children mix well and know each other’s names.   The rural environment provides unique learning opportunities; we have a Forest School and also a gardening club which generates vegetables for school dinners. The children look after the school chickens and the eggs are also used in school dinners and baking.  The school is a happy and inclusive place, with a positive atmosphere and ethos. 
 There is no guarantee of any of this in the 4-16 Haydon Bridge school which is proposed in Model C.
The PTA is run by a dedicated team of parents and we work hard to raise funds and support the school with resources that are needed. We contributed to 10% to the refurbishment of the library, buying new books in addition to much needed sports equipment. The next PTA supported project is raising money to build a bike shed to protect the children’s bikes and scooters and encourage more children to cycle and scoot to school.  Local families are active in helping to support our creative projects and donate resources regularly. 
The school land includes a large recreation area, the playing field and MUGA, which is vital to our community life. It is the only place in our village where children and families can play ball sports, enabling children and families from the area to meet and play outside school hours.  Clearly, the loss of this would be devastating to village life in our community.
The school plays an essential role within our community. We hold an annual summer fair which is attended by the wider community in addition to local families and those of the school children.  The children are part of a mini police scheme which teaches them about becoming responsible members of the community. They have participated in a number of local environmental projects, collaborating with local community members. The school is also used for adult dance classes. All of this would be lost if the school were to close.
Finance
Newbrough is financially stable and predicted to remain so in the future.  Detailed financial models for the new 4-16 Haydon Bridge school proposed under option C have not been published. There is no evidence, then, that this new school model would actually result in the cost savings which are supposedly the motivation for proposing it. 
Transport 
Currently, over 80% of our school children walk to Newbrough Primary School. This means they get much-needed exercise, develop road safety awareness and have opportunities to mix with members of the village community. However, the council is proposing to send children as young as four on a bus on an eight mile round commute to Haydon Bridge everyday. Clearly, putting young and vulnerable children on a bus with older children is a huge concern. The road to Haydon Bridge is small and single lane in many places. It is not designed for buses to travel along and we would be very concerned for the safety of our children. The increase of traffic on this road would not be ideal. 
It is also worth noting that many parents and carers who work in Hexham and Newcastle have stated that they would not want to add to their daily commute by taking their children 4 miles in the wrong direction.  This would mean that some families would not send their children to the proposed Haydon Bridge School.
Effect on working families
The school has a popular breakfast and after-school club (there is an average of 15% utilisation) and a thriving nursery. 82% of our nursery children have two parents who work full or part-time. Clearly the loss of wraparound and nursery care means a potential loss of income to the families involved. Such a loss of income will be necessarily detrimental to the children in those families. The consequences of this could be serious, as evidence shows that poverty is strongly and directly associated with worse educational outcomes.
The proposed 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge
Although we have many parents who are hoping to send their children to High School in Haydon Bridge, most of them reject the 4-16 school proposed in model C. None of our parents like the idea of their children going to a very large school, which is a largely untested educational model, with such a broad age range. Most parents have expressed concern in terms of their children’s social, psychological and educational development. There is very little mention of SEN provision and no mention of nursery. This new school would have none of the special and unique features of the small, supportive, rural primary school where our children thrive. In fact, many parents have stated that they would prefer to send their children to another primary school altogether, such as a school in Humshaugh, Hexham, or Shaftoe Primary School in Haydon Bridge.  Clearly, the 4-16 school will not work if it doesn’t have a big enough primary population.
As Newbrough is not under threat in models A and B, it appears that the Council’s proposal to close it has nothing to do with our school, our financial stability, sustainability or our numbers. You are simply proposing to utilise our children to populate the proposed 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge. Clearly you cannot use the primary population in Shaftoe School as this is now an academy. Therefore, it seems that the children of Newbrough are being targeted purely for our geographical proximity to Haydon Bridge and this is simply not a reason to close a thriving local school. It also seems strange that there would then be two schools competing for primary school children in Haydon Bridge.
Finally, but importantly, many parents are concerned that the proposed 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge would not have the Christian ethos and values that Newbrough Primary School does. There is a strong connection between the church and school this is the reason that many parents chose to send their children to Newbrough.
The Newbrough Primary School PTA proposal
Whether or not the individual parents support the 2 tier system, as it is already a primary school, Newbrough already fits into the model. What is most important is that families from the area have a right to be able to choose which school to send their children to.  Parents might want to send their children to a bigger school or a smaller school, a school which suits their child’s personal and educational needs best, or a school which is practical for the needs of the family. We believe that Haydon Bridge absolutely should retain a school, but not the one proposed in Model C. Instead, we support Haydon Bridge High School’s alternative proposal, which offers a viable, original and inclusive education for families in West Northumberland. Most importantly, it affords families and children the choice that is their right.  We would urge you to consider supporting this new proposal, thereby retaining both Newbrough Primary and Haydon Bridge High School and securing for our children the future they deserve.

Newbrough PTA Newbrough Primary School

I am writing to you concerning Northumberland County Council's schools consultation to ask you to suspend it. The process is flawed as it aims to resolve 3 serious issues in one go. They are: 
The 2 tier versus the 3 tier education system. 
The future of Haydon Bridge High School 
The future viability of rural schools and communities. 
Each of these issues needs careful consideration with access to proper figures and projections. Communities are being asked to decide the future of education in West Northumberland with little or no access to the facts.
If you chose to let the consultation go through please be advised that it is deeply unpopular and not enough time has been allowed for alternatives to plan A, B and C to be made.
Also please take into consideration that the removal of schools from rural areas, alongside the loss, over the past 10 years, of shops, pubs, post offices and public transport will contribute to the decline of rural communities, as well as increased local unemployment.

Letter received: 
Please find below my thoughts on the proposals for school provision in west Northumberland (specifically Model C which envisages the closure of Newbrough Primary School).

I will begin by saying that I wholeheartedly reject any plans to close this flourishing school which provides first class education, financial viability and an important hub for the communities of Warden, Fourstones and Newbrough. 

You will be aware that new homes are being built in Newbrough and any decision to close the school could serously compromise the value of these to families which the area desperately needs. The demographics of the villages along the Stanegate already show an aging population and I do not believe the option of potential new families having to bus their children to Haydon Bridge. 

More importantly the school is financially sound, well run, promotes educational achievement and also plays a vital role in the community working to give all residents a level of social cohesion which we all would be sorry to lose. The pub in Fourstones has stood empty for several years and I can see the provision of a school bussing service threatening the excellent X85 which serves the community so well. In the absence of a local plan I can envisage councillors asking themselves why a bus is required more than twice a day; ignoring the needs of the many non-drivers along the Stanegate and adding further traffic to a road already seriously suffering from erosion and pot holes which the authorities seem reluctant to address. 

I should also point out that Model C makes no reference to provision for nursery age children. The school currently provideswraparound care in a thriving breakfast and after school club, meaning children can attend from 8am to 5:30 pm and working parents can live locally and continue working the same hours. This has been a big influence on parents choosing to send their children to Newbrough. 

Add this to the serious practical considerations in the Model C proposal of sending children as young as four on a school bus, along a small rural road to Haydon Bridge every day. The bus would obviously also include children up to the age of sixteen which could raise serious behavioural and safeguarding issues as well as the practical road safety aspects already alluded to. 

The Model also ignores the needs of the many parents who work in Hexham and Newcastle and would not want to or choose to send their children to a school in the opposite direction. A potential defection to schools in Hexham to avoid this would do little to reinvigorate Haydon Bridge which would have two schools of primary-age children plus the new 4-16 school. 

I am not of a religious nature but should also point out that Haydon Bridge would not be a Church of England School. It is important to be tolerantto belief systems and respect the decision of parents to send their children to a trhriving faith school. 

Newbrough Primary School

Fourstones

No

Yes

No

It seems that the children of Newbrough Primary School are being sacrificed to increase numbers in the ill-thought-out proposed 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge. I appreciate the authorities have been somewhat backed in to a corner by the tide of Academy conversions. Please do not allow this consideration to colour yoyur thinking and protect out thriving well-respected school. 

Letter received: 
Please find below my thoughts on the proposals for school provision in west Northumberland (specifically Model C which envisages the closure of Newbrough Primary School).

I will begin by saying that I wholeheartedly reject any plans to close this flourishing school which provides first class education, financial viability and an important hub for the communities of Warden, Fourstones and Newbrough. 

You will be aware that new homes are being built in Newbrough and any decision to close the school could serously compromise the value of these to families which the area desperately needs. The demographics of the villages along the Stanegate already show an aging population and I do not believe the option of potential new families having to bus their children to Haydon Bridge. 

More importantly the school is financially sound, well run, promotes educational achievement and also plays a vital role in the community working to give all residents a level of social cohesion which we all would be sorry to lose. The pub in Fourstones has stood empty for several years and I can see the provision of a school bussing service threatening the excellent X85 which serves the community so well. In the absence of a local plan I can envisage councillors asking themselves why a bus is required more than twice a day; ignoring the needs of the many non-drivers along the Stanegate and adding further traffic to a road already seriously suffering from erosion and pot holes which the authorities seem reluctant to address. 

I should also point out that Model C makes no reference to provision for nursery age children. The school currently provideswraparound care in a thriving breakfast and after school club, meaning children can attend from 8am to 5:30 pm and working parents can live locally and continue working the same hours. This has been a big influence on parents choosing to send their children to Newbrough. 

Add this to the serious practical considerations in the Model C proposal of sending children as young as four on a school bus, along a small rural road to Haydon Bridge every day. The bus would obviously also include children up to the age of sixteen which could raise serious behavioural and safeguarding issues as well as the practical road safety aspects already alluded to. 

The Model also ignores the needs of the many parents who work in Hexham and Newcastle and would not want to or choose to send their children to a school in the opposite direction. A potential defection to schools in Hexham to avoid this would do little to reinvigorate Haydon Bridge which would have two schools of primary-age children plus the new 4-16 school. 

I am not of a religious nature but should also point out that Haydon Bridge would not be a Church of England School. It is important to be tolerantto belief systems and respect the decision of parents to send their children to a trhriving faith school. 

Newbrough Primary School

Fourstones

No

Yes

No

It seems that the children of Newbrough Primary School are being sacrificed to increase numbers in the ill-thought-out proposed 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge. I appreciate the authorities have been somewhat backed in to a corner by the tide of Academy conversions. Please do not allow this consideration to colour yoyur thinking and protect out thriving well-respected school. 

Letter received:
As a parent of two children who attend Newbrough C of E Primary School, this letter expresses my concerns if Option C was chosen for Newbrough C of E Primary School. 
We moved to Fourstones eight years ago and viewed Newbrough C of E Primary School as an asset for our children's education, We wanted a Christian ethos for our children's education and that is what Newbrough C of E Primary school provides and the values are very important to us. 

Our children absolutely love their school and are extremely happy there, I do not believe they would excel in another school, the education and the opportunities they receive at Newbrough C of E Primary school is fantastic. Changing to a new school, this will be very disrupting for them both and it will take them time to settle in. We were extremely pleased when Newbrough became a Primary school as we didn't want to send them to a Middle School. 

It seriously does not make any sense we have a perfectly wonderful school whose pupil numbers are increasing each term to think that it may close?
We have new builds in the village which will attract my families, this will again increase the pupil numbers. This school has provided the community a meeting place for families, to make friends and support each other as parents. The school provides the Community a place to come together for events like the Suumer fair, Barn Dances and film nights. It is the heart of our villages and a place that is very important to us all, parents, neighbours and families. 

The school is financially sound for the foreseeable future and has a very dedicated PTA team who fund raise to provide the children of the school equipment that is needed. They have contributed to 10% of a refurbishment of a new library, provided new books and the next goal is a bike shed. 

Our children have the option to walk, cycle or scoot to school and majority of the time they do. We often get leaflets promoting exercise and healthy eating for our children. If Option C was chosen for Newbrough to close then the children would be ferried to school, which I strongly disagree with. The road to Haydon Bridge is seriously dangerous, with narrow bends and blind spots. This would create traffic congestion ont he back roads and unhealthy children who will arrive at school lethargic and having had no exercise before school. 

I strongly feel I would not send my chidlren to Haydon Bridge school if Option C was chosen as it is in a different direction to wher eI work and does not offer Christian ethos. Newbrough Primary School is aChurch of England school, but the 4-16 school in the proposal would not be and I truly value my children being brought up with a Christian ethos very highly. 

Since it is easier for larger secondary schools to attract capital investment, it seems to me that Option C will have the effect of reducing such investment, undermining arguments for the financial soundness of Option C in the longer term. It would be beter, as in Option B, for there to be a single large secondary school in Hexham which can attract this investment, 

Changing school comes at a considerable cost to children as it takes about a term for them to become comfortable in their new school, with their new peers and teachers. By having two changes of school, children in Northumberland are effectively losing two terms from their education compared with just one for children int he rest of the country. Given parents are not allowed to take their children out of school for even a week for a family holiday, having the county enforce a missed term by dint of its 3-tier policy seems absolutely ludicrous. 

Option C is the most expensive and seems to offer the least to young people of the West Northumberland. 

I would question the long-term sustainability of Option C: A village the size of Haydon Bridge cannot realistically sustain two schools catering to the primary age range. I know many parents will chose to send their children to other schools, and the 4-16 school would be left a very empty shell. For what purpose?

We have not seen any published detailed financial models for the new 4-16 school proposed under option c, the Option C model would actually result int he cost savings which are supposedly the motivation for proposing it? This is in contrast to the financial situation at Newbrough Primary School, which is financially sound now and predicted to remain so in future years. 

Do the research and look at other rural countioes like Cumbria and North Yorkshire who are able to sustain small primary schools; I don't see why NCC cannot use the models they do to make schools more financially viable?

82% of our nursery children have two parents who work full or part time. This would not be possible without nursery provision, and so Option C will necessarily result in loss of work for those parents, and consequently loss of income to those families. Where would the nursery children go?

I sincerely hope that all letters and points are taken seriously this is not a matter to make rash decisions by NCC to try and save money. This is about our children's education and for generations to come and about our wonderful school. We want Newbrough C of E to stay open like many other the rural schools there are doing great just as they are, why try to fix something that is not broken. 

Parent/Carer

Newbrough Primary School

Fourstones

No

Yes

No

Yours sincerely

Firstly, let me introduce my self as a former member of staff who worked in Housing Benefit before I left with a heavy heart in November 17 when the Council withdrew its promise of homeworking. I live rurally and I was made impossible for me to juggle work and childcare.

I have just started new employment with the NHS due to my local First School at Wark introducing wraparound care making it possible for me to once again work to support the future for my kids. Now you plan close close this school and I asked you to explain why when taking the following into account:

1. Wark School is vital to our community. You take this away and families will no longer move in and you sign a death warrant to an ageing village.
2. The school is a financial viable school running with no deficit forecast.
3. The land and buildings are not owned by the Council. You make no financial gain from the buildings if you close the school.
4. The children thrive in this school. Their progress is above the national average.
5. This is a faith school and you are removing our right to practice our faith and maintain the ethos we have. I went to many schools due to moving frequently as a child and I have never known such a great atmosphere. These kids help each other all the time instead of rivalry and it is wonderful to see.
6. The school has the potential to grow. You have not considered the potential of these schools in your plans to adapt to change, i.e. form into Primaries if needs be. You have drawn a circle on a map and discounted all within it.

I am not a fool. I understand the savings required, I understand the deficit the Council has from my work in Benefits and I understand that some of these schools will need to close. But please at least consider the ones which are financial viable. It makes no sense to close them.

I challenge you to visit all 8 of these First Schools before you give them the chop. Please come and see why they are so important to our communities. I think you at least owe them the courtesy.

I feel the failure of Haydon Bridge has been cascaded down and our first and middle school are being made scapegoats. Sort out the problems at the top, not the bottom. We all want to remain 3 tier, it works in our rural setting but that does not mean we are not willing and able to adapt to change if 2 tier is the future.

In a closing note, it seems your building work in Ponteland shows you have already shown a preference to which proposal you wish to follow. I am not sure this is legal before a consultation? Anyway, you have shown your hand which can only help.

I would be grateful if you could respond to this email out of courtesy. And seriously consider my challenge of visiting the schools.

Wark



[bookmark: 57]I am shocked and dismayed that after the farce by the former administration of closing down the middle school system in Ponteland it looks as if the same is to be repeated again.

Ironically how the tables have turned it is now Labour arguing for the middle schools and the Conservatives falling into the same trap of ignoring the very residents who they are there to serve and who elected them.

Recently as you will be well aware the top performing schools, according to the results and the percentage of their pupils reaching the expected standards in reading, writing and maths in Northumberland was Ponteland Middle.  The very school the previous administration wanted to close and thank God for academies it is still open.

Can I just explain that whilst I understand the situation with Haydon Bridge it does not mean that the County Council cannot step in and take control to improve standards in that school.  

Prior to me being elected in 2003 the former Labour administration decided in their wisdom to close down the middle schools as they were all things bad and the same arguments came up with us, surplus places.  

The middle schools closed despite the problem always being with one of the first schools and high school that was under-performing and today the high school is still struggling.  Whilst the primary schools peaked they are now starting to dip and in some cases performing below the national average.

Children were educated in portakabins and their life chances were affected and yet the politicians made the decision and will never be recalled.  So I say this to your goodselves.  We are still talking about money and have options which if it is not a foregone conclusion why is the status quo not there for consideration.  It is a disgrace and a mess. Nobody seems to be thinking about the children or the communities.

Could you place on record that if this is consultation then the current system as it stands as three tier, could continue if that is the wishes, the views and the mandate from the people.  Furthermore will you place in writing that if the life chances of children are affected by the decision that you make as elected members, that you can be recalled back at a later date to justify your decisions.

As an Independent councillor I have worked with all parties.  I was a close friend of the great Alderman Marian McWilliams.  I despair at how the Conservatives have been given a golden opportunity, to work with the people of Northumberland and yet they are likely at an early stage to be just the same as the rest.

Please prove me wrong and most importantly do what is right by the people you are supposed to represent, not by any personal beliefs and furthermore if this is the case we would have nothing to fear because as said above if the people want to keep what they have you surely can give a commitment now that you will honour this.

Failure to give this commitment you may as well not bother with the consultation as a decision will have been pre-determined and the outcome is inevitable.

Newcastle Councillor

I understand the importance of reviewing the school situation in West Northumberland and have come to the view that there is a clear case for the closure of Haydon Bridge High School.

In the assessment of the smaller village schools it is important that adequate weight is given to the potential prejudicial effect of closure of these schools on the viability of Small Communities.

I would be grateful if you would include these remarks in your Consultation.

I am writing to you on behalf of Hexham Constituency Labour Party to ask you to suspend Northumberland County Council's schools consultation. The process is flawed. It aims to resolve three serious and far-reaching issues in one go, which require much more careful consideration with full disclosure of all relevant information. They issues are:

·      The 2 tier versus 3 tier education system

·      The future of Haydon Bridge High School

·      The future viability of rural schools and communities

All three three options presented by the County Council's consultation are deeply unpopular and not enough time has been allowed for alternatives options to be developed.

The closure of schools in rural areas, alongside the loss of shops, pubs, post offices and public transport will contribute to the decline of rural communities, and increase local unemployment.

All these issues need careful consideration, with the public being given access to proper figures and projections. Communities are being asked to decide the future of education in West Northumberland without access to all the relevant facts.

Labour Party Hexham

We believe the consultation process should be suspended until full disclosure of all relevant facts and figures is made and a full and careful consideration of the far-reaching implications of these issues can be carried out.

Letter received:
Following the recent publication of the consultation into education in the West of Northumberland. The plans presented by Northumberland County Council will significantly damage the long term social and economic prosperity of many small communities around the West of Northumberland. 

The consultation documents sets out a very bleak picture for Haydon Bridge High School. Saying;
'Only 361 students (including 6th form) were on roll at the school in October 2017. The school struggles to recruit sufficient pupils to fill a single class of 30 in each of years 7 and 9. So far in 2018, there have only been 23 applications for a place in Year 7 and just 14 for year 9.'
However, let's not forget that many parents who would have normally sent their children to Haydon Bridge and chose not to through fear for their child's education during the disastrous process where Bright Tribe were to transfer the school to an academy. A process which should have taken less than six months, took over three years resulting in Bright Tribe abandoning those plans. This was overseen by the Regional Schools Commissioner who allowed this to happen, and Guy Opperman MP who lauded Bright Tribe and the future of Haydon Bridge as an academy. 

During that period, Northumberland County Council failed to invest properly in Haydon Bridge allowing it to go into terminal decline, and now, not only Haydon Bridge but many smaller communities in the West of Northumberland will suffer and bear the brunt of this complete disaster. 

The proposals put forward will see a disastrous effect on local communities in outlying areas, but also see many parents and small children expected to travel greater distances to their nearest school. The distances quoted in the consultation document are simply school to school and for many this will be a significant increase in travel. 

Many of the schools within the proposal are not expected to enter into financial deficit, with many of the schools well attended and financially viable. However, outside the scope of this review are schools which are in a deficit position or expected to enter a deficit position in the next two academic years. An example of this from your own document shows that Whittonstall First has a roll of 58 and yet is proposed to close, yet Humshaugh has a roll of 37 and is to take children from the proposed closure of Chollerton.

Is this exercise simply a way of smaller outlying schools and communities propping up both the pupil numbers and financial viability of other schools which this administration appear not to want to include in the review. 

Likewise, the closure and merger of many schools would also seem at odds with the rationale for closure of others for example;
If West Woodburn closed, (23 pupils) to merge with Otterburn (34 pupils) this would create a school with 57 pupils. Yet the consultation options include closure of Acomb with 59 pupils, Beaufront with 70 pupils and Newbrough with 54 pupils. How can operating a school with 57 pupils (Otterburn and W Woodburn) be more financially viable than operating a school with 59 (Acomb) or even 70 (Beaufront)?

It is important also to point out that, much of these proposals rely on the agreement of QE High School in Hexham, which includes pupils from Haydon Bridge transferring to QE. It was not long after QE and Hexham Middle merged to create the Hadrian Learning Trust that they sought financial support from parents to meet the 'funding gap' in March 2017 asking parents;
'To help relieve the pressure, we are now taking the unprecedented step of asking parents for a voluntary contribution towards our schools' costs. We do not undertake this lightly. However, faced with the prospect of making cuts that will affect our students, we believe it would be irresponsible not to ask for your help'

Clearly the proposed closure of Haydon Bridge and other smaller currently maintained schools presents the question of whether their closures are a way of financial bolstering a struggling academy trust. 

In 2013 the Scottish Government carried out its 'Commission on the Delivery of Rural Education'. the Commission noted that;
'the level of individual attention possible in small schools and how much staff and pupils valued the 'family' atmosphere in these schools'. 

That report also made a number of recommendations in respect of consulting on school closures;
* It should be acceptable for an Educational Benefits Statement to conclude that the educational impact is neutral, with no overall educational detriment to the children directly concerned. In such circumstances, if a closure continued to be proposed, it would be essential that any other factors are fully and transparently scrutinised, including identifying clear overall benefit tot he rural communities involved. 
* School closure proposals should be accompanied by transparent, accurate and consistent financial informaiton, rigorously evidencing any financial argument that is deployed. 
When considering alternatives during a closure proposal, the local authority should always include keeping the school open as an option. 
* All local authorities should clearly articulate their travel policy for school pupils and allow it to be debated locally on a regular basis. 
* Local authorities should ensure that all school closure consultations receive sufficient attention to detail, in order that communities have confidence in both the specifics regarding their school and the local authority's wider plans and commitments. 
* Local authorities should ensure that all school closure consultations include appropriate consultation with children and young people and use the results of these exercises in their statutory consultation. 
* There is a strong need for research evaluating the impact on children and communities following a school closure. 

The impact on many of the small communities in West Northumberland should not be overlooked, often small schools are a key part of the community not only offering children an education, but also school buildings which can often be used by the local community. Communities suffer from school closures in many ways, such as young people and families less likely to move into those communities if there is inadequate education for young children. This results int he demographic of those communities becoming older. 

Likewise, job prospects in many outlying communities are poor at best. Closing schools in those areas will have a detrimental effect on economic prosperity,a nd individuals in relation to employment. Something which the National Education Union are committed to protecting for our members. 

our education system is already under threat nationally, and now locally through these proposals. 

Yours sincerely

NEU

No

No

No

We are writing to you concerning Northumberland County Council's consultation on West Tynedale schools, to urge you to suspend it.  We are two retired teachers with about 70 years' experience between us, whose children and grandchildren have been very well served by the County's schools at all levels.  We regard the proposed changes to be as unnecessary as they are deleterious, and ask that the current consultation be stopped while a radical rethink takes place which would allow a return to important first principles.

We are especially concerned that the future intentions of one group of schools (the Hadrian Learning Trust) appear to dominate the thinking behind the changes that the County is proposing.  We appreciate that finances are an issue, but remind you that (apart from Haydon Bridge High School, whose deficit is largely due to gross mismanagement by Bright Tribe) the schools in line for closure or merger are not running deficits and have had positive reports from Ofsted. 

In addition, the village First Schools, play such an important role in their communities that closure would have a serious negative impact on the villages’ social viability.  Also, where closures were to occur, lengthy and tiring journeys to and from school would also be imposed on the children concerned.

The increase in size of QEHS, were it to become an 11-18 school, and especially if it were to incorporate students from Haydon Bridge, gives rise to further questions.  There is certainly no room for any extra pupils on the Whetstone Bridge Road site, and even if a new school were to be built, we doubt that sufficient space could be provided on the one site for extra-curricular and sporting activities. 

We appreciate that in the 3-tier system the move between schools falls in the middle of Key Stage 3 and that this is sometimes cited as a problem, but surely the present collaborative arrangement between the three linked first, middle and high schools is working well enough and would prove to be just as effective as a division between them after Key Stage 2.

Hexham

For the above reasons among others we would urge the County Council to extend the period of consultation to allow for serious consideration to the wider implications of the proposed changes, which we hope would lead to the abandoning of the current proposals.

I am writing to you concerning Northumberland County Council's schools consultation to ask you to suspend it. The process is flawed as it aims to resolve 3 serious issues in one go. They are: 
The 2 tier versus the 3 tier education system. 
The future of Haydon Bridge High School 
The future viability of rural schools and communities. 
Each of these issues needs careful consideration with access to proper figures and projections. Communities are being asked to decide the future of education in West Northumberland with little or no access to the facts.
If you chose to let the consultation go through please be advised that it is deeply unpopular and not enough time has been allowed for alternatives to plan A, B and C to be made.
Also please take into consideration that the removal of schools from rural areas, alongside the loss, over the past 10 years, of shops, pubs, post offices and public transport will contribute to the decline of rural communities, as well as increased local unemployment.

I am writing to you about Northumberland County Council's schools consultation to request you to suspend it. In my opinion, the process is flawed as it aims to resolve three serious issues in one go.

They are: 
2-tier versus 3-tier education system. 
The future of Haydon Bridge High School 
The future viability of rural schools and communities. 
Any one of the above issues deserves careful consideration with access to proper figures, projections and case studies from similar rural communities.
Meanwhile, Northumbrian communities are being asked to decide the future of education in West Northumberland with little or no access to the facts and only three projected solutions.
If you chose to let the consultation go through please be advised that it is deeply unpopular and not enough time has been allowed for alternatives to plan A, B and C to be made.
Also please take into consideration that the closure of rural schools is likely to have a direct effect on the viability of shops, pubs, post offices and public transport in the county. When services close, they rarely return and communities gradually fragment with a serious impact on local employment.

 

Well I don't think its going to take this email to tell you that the good folk of the Tyne Valley who voted  for you are not happy with the current consultation proposals. So come on Wayne, you keep telling me you are listening and I really believe you, so let’s not have our lives dictated to by a High School that can’t look after its own finances, and who is now  blaming the previous management at his school for his current problem! Tut tut.
The three tier system is obviously hugely successful , village schools are a must in our sparsely populated county so do the right thing and keep the status quo.
By the way....
I was sitting in the public gallery  at county hall when you said you would fight tooth and nail to get that huge sum of money back from Bright Tribe and I really believe you  will- go for it!



[bookmark: 58]As a grandparent of a child at Whitley Chapel C of E First School, which has been earmarked for closure in all three of the County Council’s proposed scenarios, I would like to outline my concerns as follows:

Potential adverse impact on children’s education and well-being (not assessed in consultation documents)
Children from the age of four travelling long distances to school
Closure would have adverse effects across the community including a loss of jobs
Lack of school means it would be difficult to attract young families to the area, with far reaching impact including ageing community and economic effects due to shrinking population
In school’s absence, the parish hall and church may also be under threat
Removing parental choice
Lack of early years provision in the area
Suggested alternative school not C of E
 
I strongly feel that Whitley Chapel School should NOT be closed for the following reasons:

Good academic results, high standards
Happy, enthusiastic children
Not in financial deficit, budget well-managed
Unique learning environment that nurtures the whole child
Setting of school allows for a multitude of outdoor activities
Not over-capacity in terms of staff numbers
Growing local population
Buildings improved and updated, ‘future-proofed’
Strong governing body
Community help with sharing of expertise, volunteers helping in classrooms, as well as financial donations
National Funding Formula (2020) expected to improve financial situation
Track record of listening and responding to stakeholders- serving the community. Prepared to change and be flexible when required

It is also concerning that NCC’s consultation documents provide no specific information about how any of the three proposed scenarios for the future of the education system will solve the stated problems. As such, they are not fit for purpose.

Grandparent

Whitley Chapel CE First

In short, there is no rational reason for the closure of Whitley Chapel First School, and in fact closure would be likely to have far-reaching adverse effects both to local children now and in the future, and also the wider community. I therefore hope that Northumberland County Council will reconsider their decision to impose any change to the school system in West Northumberland.

I am writing with regard to the councils 3 possible options and also the HLT consultation.

First of all I would like to say how appalling it was to find our school (Beaufront) was possibly going to close on a TV news report, I think common decency would have to give staff prior warning, even if just 24 hours.

Secondly I can’t possibly make an informed decision on the information (or lack of information) you have provided.  We need financial and educational analysis to be able to do this on both NCC & HLT consultations.

HLT have again given a small window for consultation, as they did in the summer.  Could they have not given the same period of time as NCC or at least given schools until the end of the Easter holidays to respond?  Shame on you HLT, shame on you.

Northumberland is a unique county.  A very rural county, with lots of small communities/villages, schools being the heart of many of these communities.  Their closure could be the nail in the coffin for some of these places. The local school is often the village hall, home for the parish council, a polling station etc.  We don’t all want to live in towns and cities.

I would imagine most of the first schools in the Hexham partnership do not have space to build extra classrooms to accommodate year 5 & 6 children if middle schools were to close. What amount of capital will be available? (If any) to do this, if they have the space.  We are not just talking about classrooms, but larger kitchen facilities, larger sports hall/dining area, more toilets.

Are parents now not going to have the choice where their child is educated? Will they only be able to attend their catchment school? 

Looking at the data regarding surplus places in Hexham Partnership there are 575 surplus places however 325 of them are within HLT (QEHS & HMS) schools.

Middle schools offer subjects and have equipment and specialist classrooms for science, art, food tech etc that first schools don’t have. Teachers often have more in depth specialism’s preparing children for high school.  If we have no middle schools children are going to miss out on 2 years of this which surely is not a good thing! 

What I find difficult to understand is why are you trying to fix something that is not broken!.  Why don’t you just give QEHS and HBHS money to build new schools to be built and leave the first and middle schools including HMS alone!

Am I right in thinking HMS is £66,000 in credit and it is QEHS who are running at a defecate?  Dissolve HLT academy status and revert back to NCC control.

Bright Tribe/NCC needs to be held accountable for the decline of HBHS and the possible affect this must have had on children’s results currently and over the last few years.  These are the most important and stressful times in a child’s life, qualifications and grading that moulds their future lives. If I was a parent of a HBHS student I would be looking into suing!  NCC also need to take legal action to have any monies given to Bright Tribe paid back and then give it to HBHS to give them some stability.

 How can Prudhoe get £12.5 million to build a new school in September 2016 and a further £272,000 from Sports England without going to two-tiers? 

However QEHS need to remember that all children are not academic and it needs to offer a wide variety of vocational subjects to its students.  Education is for all not just the cream of the crop.

Article 29 of UN convention on the rights of the child: states that children’s education should develop each child’s personality, talents and abilities to the fullest.

Finally has anyone thought of or giving children the right to be listened too?

Article 12 of UN convention on the rights of the child states: Every child has the right to have a say in all matters affecting them and to have views taken seriously.

Beaufront First School

My conclusion is that all the NCC & HLT potential models are ill thought out and do not give the public enough information to make an informed decision. (It shouldn’t be on financial matters it should be based on what is right for the children).

Letter received:
At a meeting of the Northumberland National Park Authority on 21 March 2018, the matter of the current consultation on the future of education services in the west of the County was discussed, particularly the potential impact on Greenhaugh First School which is located within the National Park. AS proposed, each of the three potential options would mean the merger/closure of Greenhaugh, Greenhead, Wark and West Woodburn First Schools, the catchmnets of which all serve communities located within the National Park. 

The National Park Authority comprises local parish councillors, county councillors and members nominated by the Secretary of State has after discussion asked that I write to express the concerns of this Authority in relation to the proposed options. 

Whilst understanding that school provision is a difficult and challenging matter, the Authority would like to stress how the potential merger or closure of these schools (in particular Greenhaugh First School) could work against its key objectives ina iming to support sustainable communities in the National Park, one of the most rural parts of England. 

Northumberland National Park Authority has a statutory duty to 'seek to foster the economic and social well-being of local communities within the National Park', something that is reflected in the aims and objectives of the Northumberland National Park Management Plan (2016-2021). The Management Plan has a stated aim 'ensure the thriving and vibrant communities have a strong sense of place and an economy grounded in the natural and cultural qualities of the National Park'; and a stated objective that 'people have opportunities to work and live in resilient communities in and around the National Park.' 

The Northumberland National Park Authority's Local Plan aims to deliver the spatial aspects of the overarching strategy for the National Park as set out in the Management Plan where possible through the land-use planning system. A key component of this is ensuring that the identified needs of local communities with regards to housing, community facilities and infrastructure can be met as reflected by outcome 4.2 (Effective infrastructure supports active communities with a high quality of life and improved health and well-being) and objectives 4.2.1 (To ensure a balanced range of housing that meets local needs) and 4.2.2 (To ensure the retention of rural services) of the Management Plan. 

I know that these aims are something which the emerging Local Plan for Northumberland would support for our rural areas. Ensuring effective community services and facilities are in place is critical in achieving socially and culturally active communities and the availability of local first schools is a key part of the community infrastructure. Recent public consultation on the NNPA Local Plan review has highlighted the protection of community facilities, services and infrastructure as being very important to local communities living in and around the National Park. 

The profile of the National Park's population is ageing, with those aged 65 years and over increasing markedly (by 8 %) relative to those in the younger age groups over the period between 2001 and 2014. The National Park Authority feels it is important to have more young adults and people of working age living in the National Park and blieves the retention of community facilities such as the availability of local first schools is critical to this. 

In addition the infrastructure and community facility considerations set out above it is also important to consider that the Authority has always taken as active involvement with schools in and close to the National Park through our education, engagement, ranger and specialist officer teams. Our aim has been to help enrich the curriculum and learnign experiences within these local schools using the assets of the National PArk. The Authority has, for some time, also recognised the importance of such education to helping from an early age to inspire future generations of National Park custodians. 

I would, therefore, ask that serious consideration be given to the impact on communities within the National Park of proposals which may result from the potential closure or merger of Greenhaugh, Greenhead, Wark and West Woodburn First Schools. The National Park Authority is keen to engage with Northumberland County Council on this issues and would welcome the opportunity to do so. 

Northumberland National park

Greenhaugh First School

Don't Know

Don't Know

Don't Know

Yours sincerely

Governor

Broomhaugh CE First

I submit this response as a governor of Broomhaugh First School, Riding Mill The following comments apply to ALL models A, B and C. Please note that I am completely opposed to the adoption of any of the three models proposed by Northumberland County Council on the following grounds: • Current educational outcomes for those schools in the Hexham Partnership are excellent, the result of effective, collaborative professional engagement between schools at all levels • To date, the methodology underpinning the consultation and proposed models is not sufficiently robust through: a) lack of evidence and detail to support financial sustainability; b) lack of evidence and detail in respect of the impact on the rural community and environment; c) lack of evidence and detail to support purported educational benefits, which would at least match, if not exceed current outcomes; d) lack of evidence and detail to support the argument in respect of surplus places. I am unable to make an informed comment on any of the three proposed models due to lack of sufficient evidence and detail. Alternative  proposal 1. Haydon Bridge School: Years 9-- ‐12/13 For Haydon Bridge to remain and develop its own unique identity through adoption of a more creative/vocationally--‐based curriculum structure. This innovative approach could inspire engagement with businesses on a local and regional level. 2. Queen Elizabeth High School: Years 9--‐13 Retain the existing Year 9--‐13 structure. Parents may opt to send their child/--‐ren to QE to follow a more academically--‐focused curriculum. Advantages of proposal: a) Greater emphasis on standards and quality of education for all, where pupils take precedent. This proposal places a greater emphasis on the quality of education, standards and the overall educational experience for each child. These must take priority over questionable ‘state-- ‐of--‐the art’ new builds and closures. Pupils are not commodities. b) Development and implementation of inspiring, complementary but contrasting curricula: Provided there is a robust, forward--‐thinking management structure in place, this approach has the advantage of stimulating healthy competition between both schools, holding both schools to greater account educationally and financially, thereby driving up standards. c) Gives back control to parents, offering freedom of choice Giving parents the choice of two different curricula, tailored to the needs of their child/-- ‐ren, is an attractive proposition for parents in west Northumberland – giving them back control. d) Offers potentially more cost--‐effective, financially prudent approach This proposal argues the case for more imaginative, carefully planned, thoughtful refurbishment as opposed to wholesale demolition of existing structures to allow the creation of a single all--‐purpose structure which would be disproportionately expensive, disruptive and environmentally damaging. e) Puts the needs of the whole community first The uniqueness of the predominantly rural nature of the local community is a major factor. Retention of the existing first/middle school structure, which has a proven track-- ‐record of success throughout west Northumberland, would guarantee the richness, diversity and sustainability of local communities. People and communities matter. 

 I am this letter to strongly object to the proposed closure of  the primary first school in the village where I live. I do not have children attending
Newbrough First School but I do see a most successful school where well disciplined children are happy and ready to learn.
                      It would be very short sighted on the part of the education department to close this school as there would cease to be an incentive for families to come to live in this village and we would begin to lose the harmonious community spirit we enjoy today. The alternative idea of bussing children as young as five years old to Haydon
Bridge High School, in the company of children as old as sixteen, is not a good idea and is potentially dangerous.
                      To do away with something as important as our village school, which is at the heart of our community, for financial reasons is so short sighted and will have long term consequences for the community of villages in this area.

Newbrough

                       Hands off something that works !

After chatting to so many people over the last few weeks I felt I had to write again to voice my concerns over an issue that crops up continuously - the well being of the children who are at the centre of all this. 
Every single person you talk to, regardless of age or background are appalled at the suggestion that such very young children from the age of 4-9 should be put on a bus in the early morning to travel miles to ‘another’ school.
It is generally agreed that the first few years of schooling are the most important and bearing this in mind, the main issues that are constantly being discussed are as follows.
*Young children should be educated within their own community, to learn and integrate with people of all ages and to feel a part of a bigger ‘whole’.
*School buses are notorious for bad behaviour, noise and even worse; bullying. Young children absolutely should not have to contend with this on their way to school
*Then there is a repeat of this ordeal at the end of the school day - there is no-one on the bus to supervise and the driver can do nothing except concentrate on driving safely.
*This journey, in the case of Greenhead, would be along the busy A69. Surely, there is a health and safety issue involved here?
*The emotional and spiritual well-being of young children is not being considered. These proposals are based solely on financial reasons. PROPER funding needs to be addressed. 
Non of the options offered by NCC are sensible. 
We must think again and talk about SAVING rural schools



[bookmark: 59]I believe that none of the options suggested in the consultation document are acceptable, the document
itself is set out to invoke tension with each school or village defending their bit . When it should have
united the Western Region with structured planning for a joined up and inclusive system that recognizes
the unique and complex nature of the region. The graphs and charts with projected future figures would
appear to be designed to create a dire image, this is unacceptable.
Having studied the Haydon Bridge High School proposal- to keep The Haydon Bridge School open with a
full curriculum and provision for all pupils / students from either 2 tier or 3 tier systems through to 18
years - all to be included with a very clear infrastructure putting education first and bringing out the very
best in every students whatever their capabilities is admirable. I would fully support this proposal as
inspirational - A Vision for Education in the Future.
Whether students are academically proficient and destined for university or college, to those wishing
to follow a more vocational pathway especially with links to local businesses and apprenticeships is truly
inspirational. The provision for special educational needs and provision for those with disabilities is also
long overdue and welcomed as everyone in society has a right to be included. This is important not only
for these students but also for everyone to accept each other without prejudice and bodes well for all
students to develop tolerance and acceptance. The vocational aspects will give more opportunity to
those with creative skills that may be developed and encouraged - and with local apprenticeships the
links to the local community, which the school has always enjoyed, will be enhanced.
The site of HBHS is large and having buildings from the original Technical College already in place, with
investment to redevelop creating buildings fit for purpose the vision would be totally feasible. The
Western Region has waited patiently to follow other regions in Northumberland in having their schools
brought up to date - HBHS does have a recently built Eco building and the school gym was recently
extended and refurbished, it also has The Lodge which was refurbished relatively recently all these
resources are usable assets
The Lodge being entirely separate from the school could be used as a training center for adult
education or company hire as a training venue - this could be charged for and would generate an income
as well as filling a need in the area. The sports hall could also attract an income - The Parish Council and
Shaftoe Educational Trust helped to fund this building with the use by the community being advocated
at the planning stage. For many years public access ceased though the village has no access to gym
facilities, on opportunity exist for a week-end and evening leasing to a fitness franchise, again
generating income.
The Western Regional Consultation Document seemed to favour a large new built school to eventually
house all Secondary students from the total catchment area of both Hexham and Haydon Bridge. An
area of 1,000 square miles. The newly built school would be on a new site and the logistics of
transporting all of the pupils would be astronomic. The number of buses and parking would be
detrimental to the new site and those in the vicinity, also to move children from the current location
would entail some of the pupils then requiring transport. That is currently unnecessary as the existing

Hexham High School is central in location. This option would also commandeer all available funding for a
newly built school, and run by a newly created Academy - is this wise?
The huge area that forms the HBHS catchment area - 800 sq. miles enforces many pupils to travel a
considerable distance and the B roads that are traveled necessitate the transfer of some pupils from
taxis / mini buses before catching the school bus - to then extend the distance is unacceptable. The
Consultation document implies that the two High Schools are only 6 miles apart ( it’s actually 7) this
gives anyone not knowing the area a false impression - the area is vast.
Surely if there is funding to be acquired for the western regions school it is inconceivable to spend it all
on one site - especially a New Academy that does not have to comply with the Education Authority
further more - to create one super school would mean that students or their parents will be denied a
choice. This contravenes Government Policy surely? The very logistics of travelling outside this vast area
would make it impossible - so no choice would be possible.
The current situation of diminishing pupil numbers at Haydon Bridge was caused by parents choosing to
move their children to Hexham because of Scaremongering in the press and the Brite Tribe Academy
fiasco what would happen if Hadrian Trust Academy failed and parents wanted to move their children?
There must also be taken into consideration the devastating effects on an area if a school is closed as
they are a vital part of the infrastructure and source of employment, in the village of Haydon Bridge the
school is the only large employer in the area and the influx of people on a daily basis brings trade for
shops - so supporting further employment. The village has worked hard to increase the tourist trade as
this replaces the school trade at holiday times. Without the shops the tourist trade would diminish so
making the infrastructure no longer viable.
I think the long term future of the western region also needs to be taken into account - with large
house building developments recently in the region, and as the trend is towards working from home
using modern technology,we will see an increase in population. The effects of Britain coming out of
Europe will necessitate the development in farming regions to produce locally and as Haydon Bridge
School has access to the School Farm - modern farming technology can be explored - so helping in the
building of a sound foundation for development.
Haydon Bridge has maintained good results throughout the recent turbulent times and given the
opportunity will continue to do so - on a personnel level - I was educated there as were my three
children. More recently four of my grandchildren did really well - One is now teaching A level Chemistry,
another is in the final months of a Masters Degree in Chemistry the third is in the final stages of a Music
Degree and the fourth just completed an apprenticeship in fine cuisine.
This consultation is about the future not only for education but also that of The Western Region of
Northumberland without a choice of good schools development will be impeded. Haydon Bridge High
School will attract more students with their forward thinking and all encompassing vision and - a clear
pathway so students fulfill their aspirations. Of course this will depend on the support and funding being

put in place and an unbiased IEB overseeing the initial development, then given time in the future an

No

No

No

Academy will see the potential and enthusiasm, then eagerly sponsor HBHS

Acomb

No

I do not agree with closure of Haydon Bridge High school.  I do not agree with operation of a mixed two and three tier system

No

I do not agree with closure of Haydon Bridge High School.  I do not agree with operation of a mixed two and three tier system

No

I do not agree with operation of a mixed two and three tier system

It is very important to keep open as many first and primary schools as possible along with their pre / nursery schools to maintain viability of rural communities.  I therefore suggest the following: Change to a totally two tier system.  Undertake a site survey and financial appraisal of each first school to indentify if they are viable for conversions to primary schools based on the future funding formula and need for capital expenditure, as well as keeping open their pre / nursery schools.  Conversion from first to primary schools will utilise surplus spaces and improve financial viability by teaching 9 to 11 year age group.  Pupil travel distances will also be minilimised.  Close all middle schools or covert to primary schools if required.  Queen Elizabeth High school to continue on existing or new site teaching 11 to 18 age groups.  Absorption of 11 to 13 age groups from middle schools will improve their financial viability.  Undertake site surveys and determine capital costs.  haydon Bridge High School should remain open and also teach 11 to 18 age group.  It is important to have a choice of comprehensive schools.  The Hexham High school proposal to expand to up to 2250 on one site if far too many for a small market town.  It does not need to be this large to be viable.  The average size of uk primary school is 260 (although can be viable with fewer pupils) and the average size of secondary schools is 910 pupils.  A school of 2250 pupils would create severe traffic congestion in hexham.  Provision ofa secondary school in haydon Bridge would also provide choice and reduce travel distances for pupils compared to having to travel to Hexham comprehensive secondary school.  Adoption of a 2 tier system would better comply with the curriculum, texting, ofsted inspections and school funding formula.  In my opinion secondary and higher education needs to be more vocational to equip children for work.  Too many students are wasting their time and running up debts at university studying subjecs such as Phylosopy, history, literature, politics etc which are or little value in securing a job.  More students need to undertake vocational degrees in Engineering, teachnology, applied sciences (ie agriculture, food, water, fisheries, forestry, engery mining sections etc business, medical . pharamceutical sectors etc so that they are qualified and have the skills/ knowledge required by employers.  Not all pupils are academic and are better suited to learn a trade via an apprenticeship.

West Woodburn No

I am a firm believer that 3 tier education is the best model for this unique part of Northumberland

No

I am a firm believer that 3 tier education is the best model for this unique part of northumberland

No

I am a firm believer that 3 tier education is the bext model for this unique part of Northumberland

I believe 3 tier education is the best model fo Northumberland my reasons are as follows:  Transport - It is morally wrong to nus children as young as four years old on the accident prone A68  goiing North, especially in the winter months, and given the winter we have seen it is beyond belief.  The blue lights of Police and Ambulance can go up this road at least once per week and more in the summer months to accidents and heaven forbid the school bus was caught up in it also.  The mileage given in the document is false, going by the Otterburn Mill bridge, the mileage is 6.8 miles this is succeptable to flooding in extreme weather by the A68 Elishaw Road, the mileage is 7.3 miles.  Otterburn school is on a main road approx 2 miles out of the village and without parents having a car could potentially find it very difficult to get to school for illness or other such need.  West Woodburn is in the hear of the village, children in the village walk, run or cycle to school, again promoting healthy living.  The school invites the villagers to open days which was complimented by Ofsted as inclusion with village life and uses the village church for special services ie carol and harvest  festival.  This helps to give children a religious grouding and is welcomed by the parents.  The local Leek and Veg show also incorporates work produced by the children.  If the school closes (because the spread sheets tells the powers of B what they want to see and hear) then the heart of the village will be ripped out, it will have a knock on effect concerning village businessess ie local shop, village pub, garage etc.  Young families unless tied through employment will just leave the village, they have no ties and the fact that they come because they know this school has a good standard of education in some parts outstanding with a caring nurturing staff will mean nothing.  This is complete opposite to the government white paper that states more houses should be built in Northumberland, what is the point!  when we have a dying village which will just fester and die.  This consultation is very short sighted, ill conceived and will be the demise of these villages in this unique part of Northumberland.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge  High School

Knaresdale

No

Because the school will be very busy and not having all the A levels compared to Option D

No

No

I agree with Model D because it caters to all expectationa and will help people to get good results while their being less people in the school.

Pupil / student

Dont Know

Dont Know

Dont Know

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haydon bridge

No

It does not cater for my educational needs

No

It does not cater for my educational needs

No

It does not cater for my educational needs

Option D proposed by HBHS as it offers vocational and academic courses to fit the needs of many not the few.  Also as a resident of Haydon bridge by school closure I would worry house prices would increase.  I also wound not want to attend a big school.  In my opinion I think having one superschool is a ridiculous idea.  Many kids wont get a 6.7 average meaning options for further education for them is extremely restricted.  The idea is ludicrous and I strongly agree with Option D.  it would leave Haydon Bridge like a ghost town and effect local businesses if HBHS was to shut.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

Does not fit my needs

No it is not a viable option for individual needs

No

Does not fit my needs

not viable

No

No sixth form

not viable

I choose Haydon Bridge option D

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge High School

Option D meets my needs

Pupil / student

Haltwhistle

No

It does not cater for my or other individual needs

No

No

Does not include 6th form but uou would need 6.7 average GCSE to get into QE

I agree with HBHS D as it meets the needs for all children.

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge High School

Haltwhistle

No

It is not a viable option.   It does not met my needs and it does not cater for all

No

No

Pupil / student

Haltwhistle

No

Does not allow me to achieve furture careers

No

Don't like the though of the super school

No

Does not give me the options.  No option for sixthform

Pupil / student

Greenhaugh

No

Not viable

No

I'd rather not go to QE

Yes

Haydon stays open at least.

Keep 6th form

model D please

Pupil / student

Haydon bridge High School

Barden Mill

No

does not meet everyones needs

No

does not meet everyones needs

No

does not meet everyones needs

Option D it meets my  needs.

Pupil / student

Haydon bridge High School

No

This option does not cater for all and does not meet my needs for the future.  Also many students will be forced to move from their area for their education.

No

Not viable

No

Not viable

I vote for Haydon Bridge High schools option D

Pupil / student

Haydon bridge High School

No

I does not meet my needs and does not cater for all

No

No

I support the idea for Haydon Bridges option D as it supports all children's needs

Pupil / student

Haydon bridge High School

No

Option A does not cater for all.  Doesn't meet my needs and no its not a viable option because of this.

No

No

I vote for Haydon Bridge Option D

Pupil / student

Rochester

No

I don't agree with model A . I don't want the school to close

No

I dont agree with B

No

I don't agree of there is not any need to close the other school

Model D

Pupil / student

Haydon Bridge HS

Kielder

No

The school should not merge as too many pupils

Yes

I think a bigger school would be good

Yes

I agree that some feeder schools should be closed

Beaufont County First School

Sandhoe

Beaufont First school is a special school and part of community life within the Parish of Sandhoe.  It is outstanding in all it does and provides the best education for the children of the Parish and surrounding areas.

The school is a vital part of the community it is full of life and enjoyed by all pupils.  To close or move the school would play a huge part in the community.  The location of the school in a rural setting is so special to the community and surrounding areas.

The school plays a large role within the village show each year helping to keep the show going.  it becomes part of most community events and enjoyed by most pupils.

Sandhoe parish Council urge NCC to re consider any options considering Beaufont First school and allow it to continue as a very good school as it is not.

Acomb First School

No

I went to both Acomb First school and Beaufront and out of the two Acomb First school is more convenient for someone living in the village.  I was able to walk to school and get the same education as I did at Beaufront.  Acomb school also allowed me to interact with fellow village childrren which built connections going through to higher education.  Acomb school also has a nursery which is a valuable asset to parents in the village.

Acomb

No

This model would restrict choice for secondary education, to an independent trust only.  It would create an enomous school which could have a deterimental effect on children's wellbeing, eg shock in transferring from smaller rural school.  one high school model would dramatically increase travelling time for many pupils with impact on their learning, well being, extra curricular activities and time with families.

Money from switch to primary model should go to support small schools in furthest / outlying regions with pupils who could be badly effected by longer travelling distances.

No

See reservations on merging Haydon Bridge with QEHs outllined in response to model A above.  Greenhead school should remain open due to accident risk potential or travelling daily on A69.  (Poor road / safety record).  Greenhaugh should remain open due to poor roads to Bellingham.

Should this model be adopted (even though I don't agree with it) the money saved by going to primary system could be used to support Greenhaugh

Yes

Keeps choice in secondary neducation.  Acomb village school need to be kept open and Beaufront merged with it, due to vast majority of Acomb children within catchment attneding it.  Unlike Beaufront which mainly has children outside of its catchment.  Acomb school has real links to its local community and is rapidly improving due to good leadership.

This option avoids changing firt / middle to primary model.  Should be some forward planning to change this.  First / middle model is more expensive than primary model and doesnt follow pattern of end of key stage assessments.  Ofsted have picked up on poor performance in several schools in Northumberland.  Can be tendency for first schools to take eye off ball in years 3 / 4 and middle schools in years 7 / 8 due to less accountabiliity

Two high schools - haydon Bridge as community / village school 4 - 16 is good idea.  Switch to primary system despite inevitable outcry.

Parent / carer

Acomb First / Beaufront / HMS/ QEHS / Little Oaks

Acomb

No

This model would mean further travel which would impact on education, family life and extra curricular activities.  QE would become an enormous school - too large for children to feel comfortable in.  Haydon Bridge School has assets which would be lost ie, the farm and boarding part.  if offers more vocational training in its curriculum.  I am happy to lose middle schools to save money.  I agree that Westwoodborn should merge with Otterburn as there are good road links and Otterburn has space to take on pupils.  I also agree with Whitley Chapel travelling to Slaley to merge, and the same for Whittonstall First school to Broomhaugh because most of the kids are outside of the catchment area.  i agree with merging Wark to Bellingham as its close with reasonable roads.  I am tempted to say keep Chollerton and Close Hainshaugh as it is smaller, but dont have  a strong opinion on this.  See model C for Acomb and Beaufront.

No

Although this is my second best option.  I still object to haydon bridge merging with QEHS.  I don't agree with Greenhead going to Haltwhistle as they'd have to travel on the A69 which has a bad accident record.  I agree with the first schools going Primary, but the mergers are the same as above (model A) and below (Model C).  The money saved with primary could be used for Greenhaugh.  I don't agree with Greenhaugh being merged with Bellingham because of the bad roads - particularly in the bad weather.

Yes

Beacuse it keeps haydon bridge and QEHS seperate, but I don't agree with kids being bused at age 4.  its got to have excellent new buildings to compete with QE.  As for the first scool mergers see above and re Acomb and Beaufront.  Acomb should stay open because its numbers come from its catchment area.  Kids can walk to school.  Whereas in beaufront only 4 kids are local.  Infact, i know of one family who moved to Dandhoe (Beaufront catchment area) and they were refused a place because it was full with kids from outside the catchement area.  Acomb has the outstanding nursery Little Oaks and the Forest school.  It has ample grounds to expand if needed.  Acomb is truely a community school from nursery to (possiblt primary - they have capacity to do it.  The village is expanding with 38 hourses 3 / 4 bedroom houses being built.  Whereas Beaufront catchment is small and low populated.

The only change I would suggest is for First schools to go primary in this model.  I would like to point out that provision for kids with special needs / disabilities need to be taken into consideration for travelling.  There must be school buses.

It is inevitably difficult to find a model that fits the hodge podge system the torys have instigated.  There are very unique factors to N'lands education because of the great distances and rural nature of the community here in the west.  I blieve the conservative counsellors should put pressure on the government to put extra funding into N'land to deal with these problems to sustain a long term model.  Whatever happend Acomb school should stay open for the reaons given above.

* Retain 3 tier system

Don't understand the need to merge/close first schools in this model. This would have a devastating impact on these rural communities. Many are in good financial standing and with good/outstanding ofsted ratings. 

* Don't close the schools in small villages (especially where they are in good financial standing)

Parent / carer

None (child not yet at school)

Hexham

No

I don't believe the true costs of closing the schools have been factored into your calculations. 

Not a viable option due to closure of schools in small communities.

No

I don;t support the move to a 2 tier system. See previous answer regarding quality of schools, their financial viability and the impact this would have on the communities. 

Not a viable option due to closure of so many first schools and scrapping 3 tier system. The worst of the ns presented

No

The best option with regard to Haydon Bridge perhaps. But why propose to close all these schools in all 3 models?

Not a viable option due to closing so many schools.

* Just sort the school out in Haydon Bridge, since that seems to be the main problem, and leave the other good schools alone. 

Parent / carer

None (child not yet at school)

Hexham

No

I do not agree with the closure/merging of the first schools specified int he consultation document. It is not clear or justified int he document as to how this will save money - indeed there may be other costs not factored in, such as more buildings on the merged sites. This doesn't seem to be included in the consultation. Many of these first schools are good/outstanding, and not in financial deficit, nor predicted to be. These first schools are the hearts of the local community, and closing them would have a devastating impact on rural communities. It is not clear why these schools need to be closed/merged, when it is HBHS that seems to be the main issue. I do not think that it follows that because HBHS is in difficulty, good / outstanding first schools must close. 

Do not close /merge the first schools. If HBHS and WEHS must merge, I would prefer 2 sites as I think otherwise a high school of that size would be too large. 

No

See above in Model A. I do not support the closure/merging of good/outstanding and financially viable first schools, closure would have a devastating impact on rural communities inNorthumberland. Similarly, I do not think it is well justified to close the middle schools, which work well in very rural communities with children living over large geographical areas. 

It is not clear or justified how closing/merging the first schools will help. Not costed, and scrapping 3 tier system complex with many uncertainties and anxiety for parents and children for years to come. Seems likely to be many expenses that haven't been factored in/explored. 

No

As above. Don't close/merge first schools with good financial standing, that are the heart of rural communities. Seems unrelated to the issues at HBHS to close first schools. The best of the 3 options, with regard to Haydon Bridge High School - invest in it and provide a good high school that parents will then choose to send their children to, rather than just close it. 

Keep option of extending HBHS age range, but don't close / merge other first schools

Don't close small rural village schools, especially when in good financial standing and good ofsted results. Sort out Haydon Bridge High School, investing funds into that as that seems to be where the mains problems are. 

I recently attended a meeting at St Joseph’s Middle School in Hexham regarding the proposed changes to the education system in the West Northumberland area.  

Having also read through the lengthy consultation document I feel very strongly about this and I want to respond as this is something that is going to affect my daughter’s future education.  My daughter is due to start Reception class in September this year and she currently attends St Marys Nursery in Hexham.  

In my opinion the 3-tier arrangement in Hexham works extremely well and is a system that provides an excellent educational outcome for its pupils.  The quality of the education at both St Mary’s and St Joseph’s is fantastic and I feel it is very important that this is maintained. The staff are also extremely dedicated.  It is important for me that my daughter is able to receive a catholic education for as long as possible and this is also something that I had myself in Hexham.  The schools as they are now have the people and the facilities to make learning so enjoyable!  

The closure of the middle schools in the area under Model B is not something that I agree with.  The first and middle school system up to age 13 is important because by the age of 13 the children will have been properly prepared and will be ready to make the transition to high school whereas at 11 years of age I feel this is too young for such a big change. 

Another concern for me is the proposal for QEHS to become an 11-18 academy under Model C.  This is something that I do not agree with.  If we have one huge secondary school for up to 2250 pupils, if this model fails, then what?  If this option is chosen then we as parents will have no other choice, there is no other school for us to choose from. With this option there will be no school-to-school support as there is now.  St Mary’s and St Joseph’s schools know their pupils and their families and with a school with a capacity of 2250 then I fear there is a danger of pupils becoming just a number.  I don’t agree from changing from a method that clearly works and which has been developed through years and years of hard work to something that has no guarantees will work.  

I therefore want the 3-tier system to remain as I feel this will offer the best educational outcome for the pupils in these schools.  



[bookmark: 60]We are writing to re-iterate our serious concerns regarding the possible closure of no less than 16 West Northumberland schools within Northumberland County Council's consultation document.  Rural schools are a vital part of village communities and we strongly urge the Council to consider fairer distribution of funding instead of taking the kind of drastic action that will impact adversely on so many families and the communities they live in. 

The school in our own village of Greenhead is one of those threatened with closure. 
A school whose staff have worked incredibly hard to make into an excellent, safe, happy and viable learning environment.
A school with a thriving (and Ofsted rated Outstanding) Nursery attached.   
A Church School virtually next door to St Cuthberts where the children regularly make the short, safe walk to attend Assemblies. 
A school with its own forest school in the grounds, offering a wealth of outdoor learning opportunities.  
It is completely understandable why students, parents, families and the Greenhead community as a whole are shocked and horrified by the prospect of closure. 

Greenhead

No

No

No

In a county so sparsely populated, it is totally unacceptable to adopt a "one size fits all" attitude.  Each school and each community has its own individual needs which should be taken into account on a case by case basis.  We are certain that, in every single case, school closure is not the answer.  We are even more certain that expecting children as young as four years old to make unnecessarily longer journeys to and from school is unpalatable. With these points in mind, we ask the Council to scrap proposals A, B and C and return to the drawing board.  Such drastic measures as those proposed within the three options would have devastating, far reaching and long term affects on so many families, communities, and many generations to come (our daughter and son-in-law's village school is also one of those threatened with closure).

Please accept this as my response to the consultation on Education in the West of Northumberland.

I do not support any of the models proposed in the consultation document. I would like to highlight some overarching concerns with the way in which the consultation is being conducted.

When two of the key drivers for change are school capacity and funding it is disappointing that there is no modelling or assessment of impact of each option on the issues of capacity or financial viability.  It is unrealistic to expect parents to make a judgement on the education of thousands of Northumberland children without access to this vital information.

II.           Similarly there is no assessment of the educational impact on our children of these changes.

III.        There is no consideration of SEN provision.

IV.          Though I understand this is an informal consultation, there is no reference to the points                  raised in respect of rural schools of DfE Opening and Closing Maintained Schools:  statutory guidance for decision makers and proposers: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/514556/16-04-06_FINAL_SO_Guidance_ED_Regs.pdf 

V.         Consideration of the impact on early years provision is woefully inadequate

Newbrough Primary School - option C

I am extremely disappointed by the proposal to close Newbrough Primary School in option C of the consultation, particularly as the educational and financial justification for doing is very weak.  Unlike some of the schools recommended for closure, Newbrough Primary School is not in financial deficit and is not projected to enter deficit in the near future.  

The school has been rated as “good’ by Ofsted and its leadership and teachers are held in very high regard by the local community.  I also understand its roll numbers are expected to increase, beyond the timeframe outlined in the consultation.

The schools has excellent links to the local community, for example through the police schools initiative and hosting of the local Tiny Tots play group for children aged 0-3 years old.  Not only does Newbrough School allow Tots to use the school hall for a nominal sum it enables Newbrough and Fourstones’ youngest children to become familiar with the school environment and its teachers from an early age.  Consequently my son cannot wait to start nursery at Newbrough after Christmas and he and his future teachers already know each other.  As a parent I could not wish for a more welcoming environment that creates such a positive and engaged attitude to school and learning for my children.

Related to this point, I am very concerned by the lack of consideration of early years provision and wraparound care in the consultation document.  Newbrough Primary School currently offers nursery provision for 3 year olds, in addition to breakfast and after school clubs between 8-5.30pm. As working parents we will need to access this invaluable provision in the near future and I am unsure how I would secure alternative provision in Newbrough when combining this care with my son’s funded nursery hours. There is no consideration of whether private early years provision has capacity to offer equivalent hours Newbrough provides but given the systemic underfunding of the 30 hours childcare for children of working parents, I have reservations about this.  

Additionally, some of the most economically disadvantaged parents who want to access the 15 hours early years provision do not drive - if Newbrough school closes their children will be unable to access nursery provision elsewhere due to the prohibitive cost and timing of public transport.  (There is not even a direct bus between Newbrough and Haydon Bridge; you must travel east into Hexham then catch a second bus west back to Haydon Bridge.  Having done this in the fairly recent past I was shocked to learn this cost £11 for a return journey and took the best part of two hours).

Furthermore most working parents work east of Newbrough in Hexham or Newcastle and it makes no sense for them to travel west to drop off and collect their children. 

If Newbrough’s children are to be transplanted to Haydon Bridge from nursery age it is frankly ridiculous to expect 3 year olds to travel there by bus to access their funded nursery entitlement and I am appalled that this is how the council considers treating infants during their vital early years. If Newbrough school closes there is little prospect of a private early years provider considering it viable to step into the resulting void in nursery provision. 

The proposal for Newbrough’s children to be sent to Haydon Bridge to an all-through 4-16 school has no educational or financial merit (for Newbrough’s catchment of children at least) and our village’s very young children are simply being used as part of an expedient but wholly unsuitable solution to keep Haydon Bridge High School open.

A glaring omission in option C of the consultation document regarding primary education is Shaftoe Trust Academy.  I appreciate that because Shaftoe is an academy it is out with the scope of the consultation; however it is concerning that its existence is not even acknowledged.  Does the proposal envisage Haydon Bridge having two schools for primary aged children while Newbrough has none?  Or would the council expect the Regional Schools Commissioner to close Shaftoe?  

If both schools remained open in Haydon Bridge it is important to point out that parents in Haydon Bridge would have two local choices regarding where to educate their children, whereas Newbrough’s children would be denied the same degree of choice and these children would be expected to be educated alongside sixteen year olds.  Without exception, every parent I know has serious reservations about educating four year olds alongside sixteen year olds.  It is likely therefore that Haydon Bridge parents would continue to educate their children at Shaftoe Trust Primary Academy and only Newbrough’s children would be expected to attend the 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge.  Though not an ideal situation, if we lose our fantastic local school, many parents, myself included, would do everything possible to educate our children in another primary school, for example, in Hexham or Humshaugh.  Some parents are already considering home schooling as an option, such is the level of opposition.  As such, option C would may not even work in practice if parents simply refuse to enrol their children in an all through school in Haydon Bridge.

I appreciate the proposal for an all-through school is not unique and that there are examples of such schools in the North-East, for example, Newcastle’s Excelsior Academy, which currently requires improvement.  However, a fundamental issue here is choice.  Parents in a large core city such as Newcastle are logistically able to educate their children at an alternative school if they do not believe their children will thrive in large all-through school environment.  Parents in West Northumberland lack this same choice due to our rural situation.  It is for this reason that our small local primary and first schools are so vitally important to our communities. 

Transporting children as young as 4 en masse by bus every day is very concerning.  The consultation document provides no analysis of the cost of this, or the impact on our children.  If children as young as four are to share travel with sixteen year olds, this presents a safeguarding risk, which I believe could only be mitigated by having DBS checked adults in appropriate ratios, accompanying very young children on buses.  

The additional travel distances resulting from the proposal are calculated only between the two schools and do not take into account travel from children’s homes. Furthermore the important factor is less travel distance than travel time.  Children as young as four cannot be expected to wait at bus stops on their own and working parents may be unable to wait with them therefore will buses have to take children from door to door?  If so, a bus journey could take around thirty minutes each way.  This is a significant amount of time for a four year old just beginning formal education, whose time is already limited by the demands of homework etc... without additional and unnecessary travelling.  Furthermore there is no assessment of the educational impact of extended travel times for such young children.

The consultation lacks clear detail about the logistics of transporting very young children additional distances for any of the options outlined.

My partner and I are local to West Northumberland but we specifically bought a house in Newbrough and started a family here because of our fantastic local school.  If the village loses its school we will likely move.  No doubt many other families feel the same way.  As such village schools are vital for communities to thrive - the Hexham parliamentary constituency already has the second oldest age profile in the North-East (after Berwick I believe), which clearly has demographic consequences linked to adult social care etc...  Does the council really want to exacerbate this issue by closing schools, which are the most important public asset many villages possess?

Haydon Bridge High School:

While I do not dispute that the financial deficit and falling roll numbers at Haydon Bridge High School require action, I do believe the school’s current predicament could have been avoided. 

I believe Northumberland County Council has wanted to create a super school in Hexham for several years and by making the process of an academy sponsor adopting the school protracted, difficult and onerous, it has engineered managed decline for Haydon Bridge High School.  Swift action to remedy the situation at Haydon Bridge High School could have largely prevented this.  It could also be argued that this entire chain of events was set in motion with the closure of Allendale Middle School and Haydon Bridge High School having to absorb its students and move to two tier too quickly. 

Should Haydon Bridge High School be given the short term support and investment it deserves from Northumberland County Council I am confident its standards would improve and its roll numbers would increase, at least perhaps to the level seen before the school entered special measures.  I feel it is disingenuous of the consultation only to present Haydon Bridge’s roll numbers from this time when there are special factors causing the decline.  

The school’s leadership is regarded to be doing a very good job in difficult circumstances and I would be happy, and indeed keen, to send my children there in the future should the school be supported to implement its “option D” -  http://www.haydonbridgehigh.co.uk/newcontent/letters/HBHS_ProposalFinal.pdf I am particularly interested in the apprenticeship focused opportunities and the option to complete more GCSEs over a three year period.

If local people’s confidence in the school could be restored, many more people would send their children to Haydon Bridge instead of Hexham.

Hexham super school:

I do not object to the existence of super schools entirely; however, my issue with Hadrian Learning Trust’s proposal and the potential closure of Haydon Bridge High School is lack of parental choice.  Schools with around 2,000 students exist in Newcastle, such as Heaton Manor, and perhaps my children would do well in such an environment.  The key difference again between urban and rural schools is, once again, choice.  if a child is struggling or being bullied at Heaton Manor for example, urban parents have a viable alternative secondary school at which to educate their children.  Parents in West Northumberland do not have this option.  Both William Howard and Prudhoe High School are too far away to be feasible choices and I understand William Howard is also at capacity.  Maintaining a degree of parental choice is a key reason to keep Haydon Bridge High School open given the geographically huge catchment it already serves.  Closing Haydon Bridge High School would unfairly penalise rural families simply for the misfortune of where many of us have happened to live for generations. 

Two tier versus three tier education:

I have no preference between two and three tier education and can understand the rationale for two tier education in terms of matching national curriculum key stages.  I also appreciate there is a tension in operating both systems in a single partnership area as if both primary and middle schools offer year 5 and 6 children places, it is easy to see how this creates over capacity.  

Whilst I cannot support Option B in the consultation because of the closure of rural first schools, I would rather see middle schools close if it meant more first schools can stay open and convert to primary schools, if this is financially beneficial.

My overarching concerns are maintaining a choice of secondary education for parents in West Northumberland by keeping Haydon Bridge High School open and keeping as many rural first/primary schools open as possible as I believe it is highly detrimental to young children’s education to make them travel long distances each day.

We do not agree with any of the proposals for schools in West Northumberland.   Our biggest concern is that it the drive to achieve the proposals the County Council is risking damaging a system which currently works very well for the Tynedale District.   In other words,” if it is not broken why change it”.

In addition, it is apparent that no consideration has been given for the well-being and sustainability of the communities in which the threatened schools are situated.   A school and its buildings can be the lifeblood of the community.

Furthermore when stating that the proposed change will only mean a 4 or 5 mile journey for the pupils who have to move.   This takes no account of the mileage that the children are already travelling and could make it very difficult for parents who are working to take their children to school and arrive at their workplace on time.

With specific reference to Whittonstall School and the proposal that it should be merged with Broomhaugh in Riding Mill, Whittonstall has a large catchment area which includes Hedley and to centre the education of Hedley children on Broomhaugh will place these children under additional stress.

Stocksfield

Finally, we understand that Whittonstall School is federated with Broomley School in Stocksfield and therefore the closure of Whittonstall could have an adverse financial and administrative effect on Broomley.

I’ve been unable to complete the consultation online so hope that I can comment here.

I am responding as a parent of a child in a Northumberland First School. I’m concerned about what I would expect to be a detrimental effect upon our children’s education if the proposed mergers and two tier systems go ahead. I support the middle school system and also recognise the importance of local and rural first / primary schools in small villages. I really hope there’s a way to sustain these schools as hearts of their communities, and retain a middle school system.

Parent/carer

No

No

No

Best wishes



[bookmark: 61]To Whom It May Concern,
I am writing to you primarily as a governor of Newbrough C of E Primary School, but
also as a parent of children who have been through the education system in West
Northumberland, a healthcare professional who has a knowledge of many schools in
the area and a member of the local community.
My understanding is that the aim of this reorganisation is to improve the educational
outcomes for children in our area. Having studied the document closely I do not feel
that there is any evidence within it to convince me that any of the 3 options will
achieve this, in fact I feel that the education of the children in our area would be
adversely affected if any of these proposals went ahead and that NCC have shown a
lack of strategic thinking and vision and the contents are not based on any evidence
based research.

It is very apparent that the individuals who have put together these proposals have
no understanding of rural communities, the unique and distinctive characteristics of
each village and the widely differing needs of the populations that they serve. A
village school is not just a place where children are educated, it is often an integral
and central focus for a widely dispersed community. I therefore feel that the 3
options do not treat these dispersed and rural communities in a fair or equitable way
and I do not feel that the document explains how and why the current options have
been developed and on what they have based their proposals.
There are many reasons why I oppose Option C in particular. The consultation
document fails to present any rationale as to why Newbrough Church of England
Primary School has been identified as a school for closure. I have been a governor at
this school for over 20 years and I can honestly say the school is in the best place I
have ever known it in this time, with excellent leadership and staff and children who
are safe and happy and enjoying all the unique benefits of a special educational
provision that only a small rural school can provide. The school is financially viable,
has a good Ofsted and Siams report and the numbers on the school role have been
consistent and are growing. Our reputation for early year’s provision is widely
recognised as excellent. In Option C our amazing school would be transplanted in to
a large 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge hence losing our Christian distinctiveness,
quality nursery provision and wrap around care in addition to all the benefits of a

school set within its own community. Having attended consultation meetings within
our community I know that there are huge parental concerns around very young
children having long journeys on narrow rural roads, longer school days due to
travelling and the reduced access for families to extracurricular activities and
parental involvement in school life (especially if they do not drive as there is no
public transport between our villages and Haydon Bridge). I believe that if Option C
went ahead parents in our community would vote with their feet and send their
children to schools in Hexham.
One of my main arguments against all 3 proposals is that within them all there is a
loss of choice for families. Education should not be approached with a “one size fits
all” rationale. The demographics of the Haydon Bridge and Hexham partnerships are
very different and I do not believe that a super school in Hexham will be able to
meet the needs of some of the Haydon Bridge pupils, especially those with SEND.
QEHS is very results driven, indeed with his GCSE results our son would not have
been able to do his chosen A levels at QEHS and would possibly not be in the
position he is now with a good degree and promising career. Within all options there
will certainly be a loss of choice for parents who wish to send their children to a
Church school. Why have church schools been targeted in this way?
On a more personal note, although my children no longer live in Northumberland,
they were dismayed to discover that all 3 of the schools they attended are
earmarked for closure. They cannot believe the changes at Haydon Bridge High
School in the last few years following the fiasco with Bright Tribe and the self-
fulfilling prophesy that followed, which we are all convinced was part of a political
agenda. Some of their most precious school memories are walking to school with
their friends, being taught to knit, sew and cook by elderly members of our
community and being supported in Christian and inclusive schools where all talents
were celebrated and rewarded. I do not believe that following the restructuring of
the education in West Northumberland future pupils will have all these
opportunities and as a family that makes us very sad.
I hope that NCC will really study the responses to this consultation and come up with
an inspiring and compelling vision of what the education in West Northumberland
will look like in the future, because the consultation document has failed to do this
on any level.

Governor

Newbrough C of E Primary School Hexham

No

No

No

Yours faithfully,

I would like to raise my concerns at the proposed changes to the education system in West Northumberland.

First, I’would like to make it clear that I am grateful to live in a country which offers my children an education, unlike many Countries across the world where there is no such provision. I do not take this for granted, so whichever option is implemented I think we should not lose sight of the fact that we are fortunate. I understand that decisions must be made in order to make long term financial savings and it’s important for all stakeholders involved to work alongside the County Council to ensure we make the right decisions within the financial framework. If the decision  is to implement change then I hope that personnel involved will manage the transition carefully to ensure that our children - especially the ones in school years which will be affected immediately - do not pay the price for a decision made by adults that could ultimately have a detrimental effect on their learning and their future.

Whilst I understand that this consultation is primarily about the education system I think the repercussions of these changes will have far reaching impact on the local economy and environment in Tynedale and West Northumberland: these factors should also be given consideration. I am a parent of an 11 year old and a 13 year old who attend Corbridge Middle school and whilst I do not honestly understand a number of factors surrounding the proposals (such as who initiated these proposed changes and why) I understand generally what is being proposed and wish to add my voice. I am, however, nervous about completing the consultation response form because statistics can be ambiguous and I’m equally concerned about other factors (outlined below) that these plans will influence. I am also struggling to digest all of the proposed changes and their broader implications on a number of school. Whilst I appreciate that this is a complex issue, as a lay person I find the information which we have been provided confusing and quite complicated. I wonder if this might put off other parents from responding to the consultation response form. 

Children in West Northumberland generally do well academically. Some might argue that this success is down to the individual, the parents, or socio-economic class. Some might argue that it is down to the three tier system, which I believe is now pretty much exclusive to Northumberland. I’m no expert but I do believe that the three tier system gets better results but I doubt very much that there will ever be an admission that the three tier system is superior, as to do so would imply that the rest of the Country’s education system is inferior. I genuinely believe that the three tier system manages the transition between different size schools and age-profiles very well and helps prepare the child to integrate securely into each school. The idea of an eleven year old going to high school with another 2,000+ children concerns me. 

The site will have a feeling much like a University campus and I cannot see how that would benefit a younger child, even if the proposed shiny new buildings and new facilities were to miraculously materialise during the summer holidays! The significant disruption which school-age children will endure in the foreseeable future while new buildings are being built and personnel hired should not be overlooked. There is no doubt that the children will be pushed from pillar to prefab post in the coming years.

The economic impact these changes will have on Tynedale and West Northumberland does not appear to have been considered. Many people move to Tynedale/West Northumberland in the knowledge that their children will be educated within the three tier system. We have been resident in the area for a number of years and the existence of the three tier system and the results that it achieves has meant that we have been more than happy to remain here to bring our children up. Most recently, I moved into Corbridge with my family because it has a wonderful community feel, a strong sense of family and great schools with committed and excellent staff. I strongly suspect that families will not be so keen to move into villages in Tynedale and West Northumberland if the first or middle schools currently there were to close. Why would some of the most rural communities in one of the most rural counties in the county be expected to volunteer to educate their children in a facility bigger than the vast majority of inner-city schools which have for quite some time been acknowledged to be so large that they cannot give children the sort of individual and nurturing environment they currently have here? As parents we would not volunteer to educate our children that way: the Council should certainly not force such a decision on the children within its care!

Further, if the first and middle schools were to close no doubt the land, which the schools currently occupy, will be sold to housing developers. With no schools in the villages, even if those houses sold (not a guarantee given that one of the key draws for people to come to the area would have been lost), the complexion of the village would have been changed from functioning, dynamic and complete communities, to bland dormitory villages populated by people with a reduced connection to the location. This in turn will effect village businesses, events, public transport etc etc. Any money NCC might make from the sale of the land would ultimately be outweighed by the issues created for those communities affected. We should not underestimate the impact of not having schools in the village will have on our local economies; it could be devastating. Further, the fact that village schools close is well known to have a substance detrimental impact upon the social viability of villages.

Closing small rural schools will mean that those children who currently walk (probably a few minutes) to school will need to be driven (many miles) to/from school. Using vehicles which emit greenhouse gases and increase our carbon footprint. How far is too far for a child to travel to school? Many of the children from rural villages will end up travelling hours to and from school. 

I do not believe that the much-vaunted economies of scale which we hear about could outweigh the risk that significantly more children are affected by failure: if the school get’s it wrong, hires an incompetent head teacher, or makes mistakes, the mistakes will effect up to 2,500 children. Is it worth taking the risk!

I don’t believe this is a consultation solely about schooling or education: this consultation should have involved everyone in West Northumberland because everyone and their communities will be effected by this decision. I believe that a decision to change the way we educate our children will fundamentally, irrevocably and detrimentally alter the complexion and future of a huge area of Northumberland, and will ultimately tear the young heart from the county.

Thank you for inviting feedback and I hope you will find my thoughts of interest.

In the Summer Term of 2017 the governing body cited Greenhead Church of England Primary School as being well established within the village, supported by the community, and playing a central part of village life.  

Following a recommendation from The County Council, Greenhead School recently spent money on bringing in a new headteacher on a consultancy basis, a new kitchen and classroom facilities.  However, this is deemed expendible for short term financial gain.

Having observed and being subjected to numerous decisions regarding the education of our children over 66 years, made for short term/quick financial gain, I am deeply disappointed to see this happening once again.

Along with my husband I was invited at Christmas to meet with the children, eat with them and play games.  I currently have grandparenting duties but my husband thoroughly enjoyed this all enhancing, interactive experience, finding much ammusement as the children directed the play.  He regularly attends the nursery who meet at the school (future entrants to the primary school), and is often accosted by parents saying they have had to buy books read by him and loved by the children.  

As older residents we have a role to play and time to spend in bringing the love of reading to children who may not have read much at home.  We are often invited by the children to attend activities within the village supported by the school.    

I would therefore like to emphasise:

1) The benefit to children being educated within their local communities, supported by the community as is currently happening at Greenhead School
2) The disadvantage to primary school age children being subjected to extended journeys far from home
3) The survival of Greenhead as a multi age community, sharing experiences together

Education is not just about passing Ofsted inspections and tests.  Eduation is much broader than that and the local community where a young person lives and thrives has a role to play in helping broaden the minds and experiences of our young.

Greenhead

Letter received:
Dear to whom it will concern
The council at Morpeth is proposing to change our education system with 16 school's in our region at risk of closure. One of them being our local village school at Greenhead. It is absolutely appalling that this can be allowed to happen. My own 3 children went to Greenhead School until they were 9 years old and then moved on tot he Middle school. I currently have 3 Grandchildren ead school and 1 grandson in the nursery which is just next door. He should be starting full time at the school in September. The whole idea of closing a great little village shool is absolutly appalling it is not the fault of the parent's or indeed the children who are most upset with all this uncertainty hanging over the school. It is all down to bad management at the top that the school is in deficit of £20000. Teacher's that have been made redundant or taken sick leave, a brand new kitchen that is hardly ever used to name a few. Closure of our village school will rip the heart out of the village, the children would have to travel long distances to other schools some as young as four. Greenhead School has happy and enthusiastic children and is Ofsted good rated. I amongst many other's are absolutely devastated that this may be allowed to happen. Yours sincerely

Greenhead

Brompton

No

No

No

PLEASE just leave well alone. The 3 tier system has worked well for years



[bookmark: 62]To whom it may concern,

This is our response to the public consultation about education in West Northumberland.  We respond as a grandparent of a child attending nursery at Newbrough Primary School.

Of the three options proposed, option C is the most expensive and seems to offer the least to the young people of West Northumberland and we would questions it’s sustainability.  A village the size of Haydon Bridge cannot realistically sustain two schools catering to the primary age range.  We would not be comfortable seeing our grand-daughter attend a campus where there are 4 – 16 year olds all together so we believe an alternative option would be preferred.  We do not believe she would thrive in a large 4 – 16 year old school in the same way that she is thriving at Newbrough Primary School.  As her grandparents we also value her being schooled within a Church of England school which Newbrough is but the 4-16 school would not be. 

If option C is implemented we agree with her parents that it would be best to send her to either Henshaw as an alternative Church of England school or possibly to Haltwhistle as they already attend nursery in Haltwhistle as this is more convenient for work.  This will also be the case for our grandson, who would be due to start nursery at Newbrough in 18 months’ time.  The new 4 – 16 campus has no provision for nursery education and we believe this is a vital start to their education and without this service children would be unprepared when they start school.

Our other concerns include the safety issue of additional traffic which would mainly travel along the Newbrough to Haydon Bridge road, it is already busy enough and we don’t believe this is safe option.  We believe Newbrough and Fourstones would suffer as a village due to the closure of Newbrough Primary school.  Houses are currently being built in Newbrough, but who wants to move to village without a school, and once the school has gone, how long before the Fourstones garage suffers with its shop and the post office van bi-weekly visits which is vital to keep the villages thriving.  The loss of the playing fields and sporting facilities would also be detrimental to the residents of Newbrough and Fourstones.  Children would be left with no access to suitable outside facilities for playing football and cricket in the summer within walking distance.

Newbrough Primary School is growing in pupil numbers and is financially sustainable for the foreseeable future.  It makes no sense that you would close a successful, proven school to spend more than 60 million pounds building a new unproven school.  Other rural counties such as Cumbria and North Yorkshire seem to sustain small primary schools, why can’t NCC use the models they do to make our schools more financially viable?

As for the alternative options of A and B, we do not believe that option A is a good move.  Changing school comes at a considerable cost to children as it takes approximately one term for them to become comfortable in their new school, with new peers and teachers.  By having two changes of school, children in Northumberland are effectively losing two terms from their education compared with just one for children in the rest of the country.  Given parents are not allowed to take their children out of school for even one week for a family holiday, having the county enforce a missed term due to its three tier policy seems ludicrous.  B is a more solid option, since it is easier for larger secondary schools to attract capital investment, however this is a negative move for those children to the west of Hexham and reduces choice of everyone in the area fo secondary schooling to one.  If parents felt that the school is not serving their children well, what option would parents then have?  For this reason we support option D proposed by Haydon Bridge High School.  This academic and vocation model proposed by Darren Glover would result in a viable school in the heart of the community, engaging students of all abilities to exceed in their own education. 

If Haydon Bridge High School was to follow this model then we would be delighted for our grandchildren to attend Newbrough Primary School and then follow on to Haydon Bridge High School.

Grandparent

Newbrough CE Primary

We look forward to the future with Newbrough Primary School and we are sure that following the consultation period that NCC will also come to the conclusion that the only course of action with regards Newbrough is to stay open and serve the community as it currently does.

This is our response to the public consultation about education in West Northumberland.  We respond as a parent of a child attending nursery at Newbrough Primary School.

Of the three options proposed, option C is the most expensive and seems to offer the least to the young people of West Northumberland and we would questions it’s sustainability.  A village the size of Haydon Bridge cannot realistically sustain two schools catering to the primary age range.  We have already made the decision not to send out daughter to Shaftoe and we would not be comfortable sending her to a campus where there are 4 – 16 year olds all together so we would look for an alternative option.  We do not believe she would thrive in a large 4 – 16 year old school in the same way that she is thriving at Newbrough Primary School.  We also value her being schooled within a Church of England school which Newbrough is but the 4-16 school would not be.  One of our many reasons for choosing Newbrough was also the Forest School aspect of the curriculum plus the interaction of the school with the police service for the ‘mini police’.

If option C is implemented we would choose to send our child to either Henshaw as an alternative Church of England school or possibly to Haltwhistle as they already attend nursery in Haltwhistle as this is more convenient for work.  This will also be the case for our son, who would be due to start nursery at Newbrough in 18 months’ time.  The new 4 – 16 campus has no provision for nursery education and we believe this is a vital start to their education and without this service children would be unprepared when they start school.

Our other concerns include the safety issue of additional traffic which would mainly travel along the Newbrough to Haydon Bridge road, it is already busy enough and we don’t believe this is safe option.  We believe Newbrough and Fourstones would suffer as a village due to the closure of Newbrough Primary school.  Houses are currently being built in Newbrough, but who wants to move to village without a school, and once the school has gone, how long before the Fourstones garage suffers with its shop and the post office van bi-weekly visits which is vital to keep the villages thriving.  The loss of the playing fields and sporting facilities would also be detrimental to the residents of Newbrough and Fourstones.  Children would be left with no access to suitable outside facilities for playing football and cricket in the summer within walking distance.

Newbrough Primary School is growing in pupil numbers and is financially sustainable for the foreseeable future.  It makes no sense that you would close a successful, proven school to spend more than 60 million pounds building a new unproven school.  Other rural counties such as Cumbria and North Yorkshire seem to sustain small primary schools, why can’t NCC use the models they do to make our schools more financially viable?

As for the alternative options of A and B, we do not believe that option A is a good move.  Changing school comes at a considerable cost to children as it takes approximately one term for them to become comfortable in their new school, with new peers and teachers.  By having two changes of school, children in Northumberland are effectively losing two terms from their education compared with just one for children in the rest of the country.  Given parents are not allowed to take their children out of school for even one week for a family holiday, having the county enforce a missed term due to its three tier policy seems ludicrous.  B is a more solid option, since it is easier for larger secondary schools to attract capital investment, however this is a negative move for those children to the west of Hexham and reduces choice of us all of secondary schooling to one.  If we feel that the school is not serving our children well, what option would we then have?  For this reason we support option D proposed by Haydon Bridge High School.  This academic and vocation model proposed by Darren Glover would result in a viable school in the heart of the community, engaging students of all abilities to exceed in their own education. 

If Haydon Bridge High School was to follow this model then we would be delighted for our children to attend Newbrough Primary School and then follow on to Haydon Bridge High School.

Parent/Carer

Newbrough CE Primary

We look forward to the future with Newbrough Primary School and we are sure that following the consultation period that NCC will also come to the conclusion that the only course of action with regards Newbrough is to stay open and serve the community as it currently does.

My Wife and I moved to Allerwash five years ago from Cambridge

Our own children are now grown up but were educated in a village school 

One Son is a ship's master,one son a merchant banker in London and my daughter is a lawyer in Hong Kong

My Wife and I firmly believe in village schools

Small classes. Teachers very willing to freely communicate with parents and an atmosphere of caring

Newbrough strikes us as having all those attributes

New houses being built in the village.Prospective buyers would be impressed with a school so close by. 

How will you attract young people to these houses if their children have to be bussed from the age of 4

The school is financially viable so what justification is there to close it

Newbrough CE Primary

Please keep Newbrough school open

Letter received:
Dear Sir / Madam, 
I am writing with my concerns about the possible closure of Newbrough Primary School. Along with the Town Hall, the school is one of the main focal points of the villages of Newbrough and Fourstones. The tiny tots are based at the school along with gardening clusb, dance classes as well as the breakfast and after school clubs. The kitchen also provides meals on wheels to some pensioners int he villages, often the only contact some of the have with anyone outside their families during the week. Being local, the school offers the opportunity for the children, parents and grandparents to walk and bike to school helping towards exercise for all the family and precious time to bond. Generations have passed through the school and many are known to staff who can relate to them to current children in the school. This familiarity helps the less secure child to 'fit' in and feel part of the community. The school, being local, also offers the opportunity for relatives to take part in class activities and easily visit sports days, nativity and other functions. I have had the opportunity to walk to school from my workplace and talk to children about my work and how they could develop skills to do the same job, a thoroughly enjoyable experience!
The transport network in the area is not very good, there are no buses to Haydon Bridge and only an hourly service to Hexham. At the moment if a child is ill or requires attention, it is usually easy for a family member or designated friend to be at the school within a short time even if they don't drive. 
Many people have voiced their concerns about young children spending a not inconsiderable time travelling on buses to a school outside the village and spending this time in the company of much older children. The roads around here also raise concerns as they are narrow, in poor condition and suffer in adverse weather. The school was well attended even in the harshes of the latest snow storms when children could be seen dragged to classes on sledgesils be transported elsewhere, as suggested in Option C, one resident pointed aut that, God forbid, there was ever a major transport accident, an entire generation could be wiped out!

Newbrough CE Primary

Newbrough

No

No

No

I can understand how the creation of large school could concentrate resources but I feel that the proposed changes to local schools, although workable in an urban environment, would be a great detriment to the rural areas and communtiies. Yours sincerely

As a resident of Newbrough I am very concerned to learn that there is a likelihood/possibility of closure of the Primary School in the village and indeed other villages of Northumberland.  Newbrough School is a successful, growing school and if it was closed it would cause so many problems for parents and children to be relocated to a bigger centre.  It is also financially sound, and it would seem unwise to 'fix something which isn't broke'.

Northumberland has many outlying, rural areas and if there are no local schools for families to use, those families will have no choice but to relocate - that would cause huge social issues and create a vacuum of no young people/families in some of the outlying areas. For the families that can't relocate, the logistics of getting some of these children from outlying areas to school will be a nightmare for the families and the children, who will have no choice but to endure very long travelling times before they even start their school day.
 

Newbrough

I hope that common sense prevails and that some sort of compromise can be reached.

I do not agree with any of the potential models in the consultation document.
I do not agree that any rural first schools need to be closed at all; they can remain first schools, or convert to primary to fit with a 2 or 3 tier model, but we must not loose our local schools.
We live on an isolated farm and our children attend our local catchment school, Newbrough.
Newbrough is a brilliant, nurturing school with fantastic facilities and we are shocked that it could be considered for closure. It is an expanding school with sound financial projections and an amazing early years provision. 
If our children didn’t attend our local school we would not have got to know anyone in Newbrough. Without the school, children on outlying farms would never develop any sense of belonging to their local community. 
In model C it was suggested all our children travel to Haydon Bridge to a 4-18 all through school. This is a terrible idea and my children, and all the other parents of Newbrough children I have spoken to, will not be doing this. If Newbrough closes and this 4-18 school is built, parental choice will mean increasing numbers in other village schools around if they remain- Humshaugh, Beaufront, Henshaw or Acomb. The 4-18 school would be just about empty and unviable. Sending our children to these other village schools will fragment our community and ruin the village but at least our children would still be educated in the type of local village first/primary school that is this regions strengths. People move to a village like Newbrough to use the good quality primary school and not to have their children travel miles every day to a 4-18 school. Families won’t move to Newbrough without the school and the village would decline. 
Newbrough has an outstanding early years provision and without this many parents couldn’t return to work. 

Newbrough CE Primary

No

We also value the Christian ethos, values and nurturing family atmosphere of Newbrough school and this could never be replaced by a 4-18 school in Haydon Bridge; another reason why we would choose not to use a school like that even if it was built. 

I am a parent of three children aged 11 - 15 - 17
They now attend Hexham Middle and Queen Elizabeth High School but have also been at Whitfield First - then Primary, Allendale First, Middle and Primary, St Joseph’s Middle and Haydon Bridge High. The middle child, through no fault of his own has attended the whole lot, except Whitfield.
We have been living in Ninebanks, Hexham, for ten years now and we moved here in large part because of the excellent schools.
I have read your consultation document and I am really sorry for you that you seem to be in this horrible situation of having to make such impossible decisions. I think the County Council is in really difficult spot. Obviously somebody has gone into a lot of trouble to produce the consultation document and make it as comprehensible as possible.
The trouble is, education is not just a numbers game and the consultation document says nothing about the communities surrounding each school which are earmarked for closure/merger or vast expansion.
I am sure you now have enough evidence of the enormous support felt in rural communities for their excellent small schools. I was part of the parent group that fought very hard for Whitfield School when that was earmarked for closure. As a community we knew that if we lost our school there would be no more community. And if community is not what you live for then you need to think really hard about what you will be doing to the rural economy if you close down the local educational hubs. Just for an example - as I said we moved to the Ninebanks area because of Whitfield school, we wouldn’t have moved out here otherwise. My partner is now responsible for employing 20 local people - jobs which would not exist had he not moved into the area. 
Where is the information in the consultation document about the wider picture created by school closures/mergers/expansions? I can’t see how anyone can make a meaningful decision without this information. I can see that this would take a while to collate but the decisions you are looking to make will have massive impact and I can’t see how you will ever be able to judge whether they have been good decisions or not without putting a bit more work in. 
Finally it seems to me that though it is being suggested to us that these changes will improve educational outcomes in the area, it is really all about money. Obviously if you don’t have enough money you can’t do what you want, but I am suspicious that the issue of no money is being used to push through changes. Especially as QE is dangling the carrot of £50 million to build a super school on the edge of Hexham if we agree to what it wants. If I thought that making any of the suggested changes (including building a super school) would solve the money issues of education in the West Tyne I would be sorely tempted to agree to them. But I don’t think making these changes will alter the fact that there is at the moment not enough money to run schools, anywhere. This is a government decision that will not alter until the government does, or decides to change it’s policy. I think you as a County Council should be pushing for a better funded education system, for all. 

I am all for keeping Haydon Bridge open.  The choice of Bright Tribe as an academy sponsor for this school was a disaster, but it was not the pupils, nor the parents, nor the school that made this choice. I don’t see why they should have to pay the price for the bad choices made by others who should have seen Bright Tribe for the opportunistic outfit that it is. There is no reason why Haydon Bridge should not be a successful and well loved school once again and it sounds as if the current head teacher has some good ideas for how to make this happen. 

I hope you can add this as my response to your consultation document, apologies for not being able to figure out how to do it myself. Good luck with collating all the responses and I look forward to reading your report.

Parent/Carer

Hexham Middle / QE High

No

For A and B the main reason is that I don’t think Haydon Bridge and QE should merge. I am not going to mince my words, I don’t think the leadership team at QE is good enough to take on the complex and diverse needs of the whole of the Tyne Valley. They have done a remarkably good job of antagonising all the schools in the area by pushing for two tier and are well on their way to infuriating parents as well with their cack handed response to minor infringements of the uniform policy. Add this to their cutting down on well loved art and humanities subjects and putting off all but the most able from studying A’levels and you are well on your way to finding QE has lost the reputation that it had as a centre for educational excellence- whatever the numbers say. 

No

For A and B the main reason is that I don’t think Haydon Bridge and QE should merge. I am not going to mince my words, I don’t think the leadership team at QE is good enough to take on the complex and diverse needs of the whole of the Tyne Valley. They have done a remarkably good job of antagonising all the schools in the area by pushing for two tier and are well on their way to infuriating parents as well with their cack handed response to minor infringements of the uniform policy. Add this to their cutting down on well loved art and humanities subjects and putting off all but the most able from studying A’levels and you are well on your way to finding QE has lost the reputation that it had as a centre for educational excellence- whatever the numbers say. 

But option C also includes the closing down of small successful rural schools and I think this is a big, big mistake. 

I have just been looking at the Executive Headteacher’s Welcome to the school’s website. It exudes optimism and inspiration. It sets out the philosophy behind the school’s approach to the development and education of the village’s children. I quote:

Our school is an integral part of the village community. We work with our neighbours and all contribute to the feeling of belonging and citizenship. 

As one of those neighbours I am deeply disappointed that there is a proposal to deprive the village’s children of their opportunity to feel that they belong and can play their part in the life of the village, because it also deprives me of the opportunity as a retired person to play my part in that aspect of the children’s development and to benefit from the contribution that the children make to the community.

Education in this country has evolved over the last century and a half into the form we know today. Many schools are actually named ‘Community Schools’. The local environment is one of the major resources that a school can draw on (usually at no cost!). For instance, the teaching of history starts in the present at home and radiates out and backwards. The practical application and embedding of skills learnt in the classroom can be taken out of the building into the familiar context of the village where their relevance can be most easily appreciated.

We must stand against accountancy-driven decision making and simplistic assessment-based judgments. When it comes to our children’s future – to our future – we must stop trying to make important those things that are easily measured and, if necessary, find ways of measuring those things that are genuinely important. The three R’s are not the be all and end all of our education system. They form part of a greater, over-arching imperative that I would term the three C’s that the schools should be helping the children to develop - Curiosity, Creativity and Communication. These things start within the child and gradually ripple out through the known and familiar into the wider world. This process cannot take place smoothly and pleasurably if the child is taken away from the known and familiar.

Greenhead First

Greenhead

I want to live in a balanced village. I do not want to live in a place where young families are discouraged from settling because of the lack of appropriate schooling and which will consequently lose its identity as a village. I would urge the governors and other decision makers to put the children and community first and reconsider their proposal.

I write as a resident of Haydon Bridge. I have no direct link to any of the schools affected by the County Council’s proposals, but I have become increasingly concerned about the way in which this process has been, and continues to be, managed and the failure of the County Council (NCC) to grasp the position of Haydon Bridge High School in particular.

I attended the NCC event at Haydon Bridge High School, but learned little that I did not already know, from following the process from its inception. During the hour I was there, there was no public presentation from NCC officers that would have provided evidence to justify the three scenarios offered. Having been involved in public consultations elsewhere, I have to say that this one seemed to me to be profoundly amateur in the way it was managed.

In particular, I had expected to understand better the aims and objectives of NCC in launching this process. It was not clear what these were other than trying to address a shortfall of children in West Northumberland in relation to available places. I did not grasp what criteria were being adduced in order to calibrate decision-making. If the quality of education offered was the priority, this was not evident from the process.

As regards Haydon Bridge High School, I can scarcely believe what is evident to everybody I have spoken to (including parents and staff), that NCC has grossly neglected grasping hold of the situation that arose when the (ill-considered) proposal to appoint Bright Tribe as academy sponsors came to nothing. Under the NCC’s management, the school has been allowed to decline to the point at which its closure seems inevitable. This neglect on the part of NCC seems cruel and calculated. I feel for the students who pass my house daily during term-time for whom this is their lifetime’s opportunity to be given an education on which their future as citizens will be founded.

I am no expert in education, but I don’t think I’ve been helped to understand the relative merits of the 2-tier or 3-tier system.

The role that our schools play in our communities, and not only the remote rural ones, cannot be ignored. Our high school plays a vital part in the social fabric of Haydon Bridge. I am not only thinking of the shops and businesses that benefit from the presence of our students and their families. A local school adds real intangible value to its community by fostering the virtues of learning and citizenship. That should not be sacrificed.

Haydon Bridge

In short, I do not find any of the three proposed options persuasive. All of them, in their different ways, would create (or rather, add to the) unrest and disaffection in West Northumberland. I urge the NCC to terminate the consultation, withdraw the proposals, and think again.

I have two god children affected by the consultation and would firmly  like to voice my opinion, and vote no to the proposal for the below reasons
The consultation ignores the impact on children -  children deserve the opportunity for an excellent education and children, some as young as three, should not be expected to travel excessive distances to access education.  Our current school (Whittonstall) provides a fabulous education and has done for over 100 years.  It has been rated as “Good” by Ofsted and consistently produces some of the best excellent academic results in the country (KS1 SATs results are in the top 5% nationally).  
Financial position - Whittonstall was federated with another local school in 2012 in order to ensure its financial viability.  The Federated status means that costs are shared between the two sites with a shared headteacher, and other staff, as well as shared service contracts.  The consultation document does not recognise the federated status and does not consider the impact on the other school -  if Whittonstall closed the other school wouldn’t be able to stay open either.
There is also a wider impact on the community - the school is the third largest employer in the area employing 45 people; the proposals would hugely impact all of these people as well as local businesses and the community as a whole
This will adversely affect the community and the children and I am staggered that you would put such a proposal together

I am deeply upset to see that the proposed closure of smaller schools in Tynedale and the North Tyne are all, apart from a couple, Church schools. As a Christian and a member of staff working at Green Head, I was shocked when reading the proposed list. 
I have worked in education for many years, both in more secular schools and church schools. Sadly there is a huge difference. Teaching in smaller church schools is underpinned by Christian values of love and respect and compassion, which enables children who would normally flounder in a larger establishment to gain confidence and reach their full potential. 
Like Green Head, the Christian ethos in these schools is distinct. Not only do children gain a wide moral, caring and rounded education but they are part of the local community. 
Parents recognise the distinctiveness of these smaller schools and choose to send their children there wether they have a faithor not. 
It feels as though Church schools are being squeezed out and more secular education is being forced upon us, putting money first and children second. I feel it will be detrimental to our local area and society if the closure of these schools go ahead. 
People will possibly be forced to move out of the villages and local businesses will suffer. 
I hope you will take time to consider my opinion. 
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I am writing to you because, as you are paid from the public purse, you should take full account of the opinions of the people affected by the above consultation.

The proposals you make are unimaginative, limited in scope, and artificially restricted in the way they consider the consequences of their implementation.

I am acting Chair of a large primary school in Newcastle (I have also been a governor at a secondary school), and my company works in schools across the North of England.  I have been an inner-city high school Head of Year and Head of Science.  I have seen badly conceived plans like these increasingly spring up in the wake of either failed free school initiatives, inappropriate academisation programmes crashing, or more commonly, failing to meet the  targets they themselves set.  

This group of schools has suffered in particular from the insertion of Bright Tribe, against the wishes of informed voices, and without taking proper account of the messes and pension deficits they have overseen in other parts of the country.  For this reason alone you need to reconsider whether you are prepared to fall into the same uninformed pattern of action again.  In Whitehaven parents, teachers, the MP, and councillors chased Bright Tribe out of town.  You should consider the precedent this sets.

These plans are predicated on the idea of Northumberland being something of a nuisance because of its population distribution.  Setting a context for consultation that makes such an assumption is not the place of public servants  - Elected or appointed.  The Government, the CBI and many other economic forecasters predict a period of economic growth reduction following Brexit. Do you really want to be the person held responsible for the economic and cultural damage done to large and small  Northumberland communities by these ill-thought-out plans?

Finally, the idea, in 2018, of hugely  increasing the fossil fuel-powered road miles of school children would be met by historians as funny, if it were not so tragic.  

Think of the wider context, ask people who know about this stuff, and don't prejudge the answers with a  rigged consultation.  It is unclear to me that all the relevant information is in the public domain at present.  Consultations are expensive. It would be a failing of yours it this one had to be re-run.

Allendale

No

No

No

My alternative proposal relates solely and precisely to that alternative proposal which has been lodged with NCC by the headteacher of Haydon Bridge High School, a proposal which sets out a viable future for that same school. I support the proposal. I clarify here that I support the HBHS alternative proposal whether or not, on or about 08/05/2018, OFSTED publishes a re-inspection report which allows the school to emerge from special measures and whether or not, by that same date, NCC has been permitted, by the Department for the Education, to appoint and to put into place, its own INTERIM EXECUTIVE BOARD. 
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I am a resident of Fourstones and as such I am writing to oppose the proposals that NCC have put forward for the restructuring of the education in the West of Northumberland. In particular I have very strong feelings about Option C which involves the closure of Newbrough C of E Primary School.

As a grandmother of pupils who have previously attended this exceptional school and mother of one of the governors, I am deeply opposed to its closure. My understanding is that the school is financially viable and it is at the centre of our growing community. It is an extremely happy and inclusive school with an excellent head teacher and staff. To force children as young as four to travel by bus along minor country roads to a new school would be nonsensical. Having spoken to many parents in our villages I am convinced that most parents would not use a catchment 4-16 School in Haydon Bridge, but would prefer to send their children to a Hexham School.

My experience as an ex teacher means that I am completely against teaching children in a school with an age range of 4-16 as I feel that younger children would be lost and unhappy in such a large establishment.

As a churchgoer and having previously served on Newbrough and Warden PCC, I was horrified to discover how many church school were earmarked for closure in the proposals. In my opinion the Christian distinctiveness of these schools helps to build an extremely important foundation for pupils which carries them forward for the rest of their education, indeed I have witnessed this in my own grandchildren.

To conclude; our village school is the central point of our village community and without it I believe our village will go in to decline.

Newbrough CE Primary

Fourstones



[bookmark: 64]I have lived with my family in Fourstones for nearly 25 years and our children benefited from an excellent education at Newbrough C of E First (now Primary) School, St Joseph’s RC Middle School and Haydon Bridge High School. Since then they have both gone on to gain degrees and are forging successful careers for themselves. 

I was dismayed to read that all three of the schools that our children attended are earmarked for possible closure in the consultation document. After reading the document I was still unclear as to how the options had been developed or what they would mean for our community and therefore I attended a meeting at Newbrough Town Hall to find out more. 

Following that meeting I came away with many concerns, in particular regarding Option C which involves the closure of Newbrough C of E Primary School. I feel that if our village school closes it will lead to a gradual decline of our village as new families will chose to set up home elsewhere. Unless you live in a rural community it is impossible to understand the vital role a school plays in the wider local community.

My understanding is that in Option C the current pupils of Newbrough Primary School solely will be used to make up the primary end of a new 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge. In doing this, not only would the Christian distinctiveness of the school be lost, but very young children would be forced to travel long distances on dangerous roads in a bus on a daily basis. This would inevitably mean that days of schooling would be lost over the winter and also that parents with no transport would be unable to get involved in their children’s education because there are no public transport links between our villages and Haydon Bridge. There would be additional transport costs which have not been addressed in the consultation document and also an environmental impact of all the additional buses travelling on the roads. One thing that our children particularly remember of their school days are the walks to school, which not only had positive benefits for their health, but also helped them to forge relationships with other members of the community and develop their road safety skills.

A major concern within the community was that Option C does not make any provision for nursery age children. At present Newbrough School has a thriving and growing early years provision which is well recognised as providing an excellent foundation for the pupils in our community, for this to be lost would be a huge mistake. Another concern was the loss of wrap around care in the village. Most parents work in either Hexham or Newcastle and therefore sending their children to school or accessing pre and post school care in Haydon Bridge would make no sense. The overwhelming feeling in the meeting was that parents would not chose to send their children to a 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge.  

At the meeting I attended there was a presentation from Jo Trotter (The head teacher at Newbrough Primary School). She was able to assure the audience that the school is financially viable for at least the next 3 years. The school has a good Ofsted report and pupil numbers are set to grow. When considering all this, what is your rationale for closing this school?

Although I feel much better informed regarding Newbrough Primary School than the other schools I would also like to express how disappointed I am by the way Haydon Bridge High School has been let down by NCC. Our son only left the school in 2012 and the change in the school since then has been enormous due to the disastrous process with Bright Tribe with the obvious consequences of reduced confidence in the school and parents choosing to send their children elsewhere. 

We were lucky enough to be able to choose to send our children to our church village school, a church middle school in Hexham and then on to Haydon Bridge High. Parents and pupils in the future will have no choice and this is my major concern with this whole consultation process. I would therefore not support any of the 3 options in the consultation document and feel that following the consultation NCC need to be looking to produce an inspiring and compelling vision of what the future of education in West Northumberland should look like, so that future pupils will have the same educational experiences that our children were fortunate to have.

Newbrough CE Primary

Fourstones

This is our response to the public consultation about education in West Northumberland.  We respond as a grandparent of a child attending nursery at Newbrough Primary School.
Of the three options proposed, option C is the most expensive and seems to offer the least to the young people of West Northumberland and we would questions it’s sustainability.  A village the size of Haydon Bridge cannot realistically sustain two schools catering to the primary age range.  We would not be comfortable seeing our grand-daughter attend a campus where there are 4 – 16 year olds all together so we believe an alternative option would be preferred.  We do not believe she would thrive in a large 4 – 16 year old school in the same way that she is thriving at Newbrough Primary School.  As her grandparents we also value her being schooled within a Church of England school which Newbrough is but the 4-16 school would not be.  
If option C is implemented we agree with her parents that it would be best to send her to either Henshaw as an alternative Church of England school or possibly to Haltwhistle as they already attend nursery in Haltwhistle as this is more convenient for work.  This will also be the case for our grandson, who would be due to start nursery at Newbrough in 18 months’ time.  The new 4 – 16 campus has no provision for nursery education and we believe this is a vital start to their education and without this service children would be unprepared when they start school.
Our other concerns include the safety issue of additional traffic which would mainly travel along the Newbrough to Haydon Bridge road, it is already busy enough and we don’t believe this is safe option.  We believe Newbrough and Fourstones would suffer as a village due to the closure of Newbrough Primary school.  Houses are currently being built in Newbrough, but who wants to move to village without a school, and once the school has gone, how long before the Fourstones garage suffers with its shop and the post office van bi-weekly visits which is vital to keep the villages thriving.  The loss of the playing fields and sporting facilities would also be detrimental to the residents of Newbrough and Fourstones.  Children would be left with no access to suitable outside facilities for playing football and cricket in the summer within walking distance.
Newbrough Primary School is growing in pupil numbers and is financially sustainable for the foreseeable future.  It makes no sense that you would close a successful, proven school to spend more than 60 million pounds building a new unproven school.  Other rural counties such as Cumbria and North Yorkshire seem to sustain small primary schools, why can’t NCC use the models they do to make our schools more financially viable?
As for the alternative options of A and B, we do not believe that option A is a good move.  Changing school comes at a considerable cost to children as it takes approximately one term for them to become comfortable in their new school, with new peers and teachers.  By having two changes of school, children in Northumberland are effectively losing two terms from their education compared with just one for children in the rest of the country.  Given parents are not allowed to take their children out of school for even one week for a family holiday, having the county enforce a missed term due to its three tier policy seems ludicrous.  B is a more solid option, since it is easier for larger secondary schools to attract capital investment, however this is a negative move for those children to the west of Hexham and reduces choice of everyone in the area fo secondary schooling to one.  If parents felt that the school is not serving their children well, what option would parents then have?  For this reason we support option D proposed by Haydon Bridge High School.  This academic and vocation model proposed by Darren Glover would result in a viable school in the heart of the community, engaging students of all abilities to exceed in their own education.  
If Haydon Bridge High School was to follow this model then we would be delighted for our grandchildren to attend Newbrough Primary School and then follow on to Haydon Bridge High School.
We look forward to the future with Newbrough Primary School and we are sure that following the consultation period that NCC will also come to the conclusion that the only course of action with regards Newbrough is to stay open and serve the community as it currently does.

Grandparents

The education in the west should remain a 3 tier system as this has delivered quality education for the children for many years.  I have been involved with West Woodburn First School in excess of 25 years as a parent, member of staff and a governor.  In all that time this school has delivered an excellent standard of education and been financially viable.  There is a slight blip in the budget this year due to unforeseen circumstances.
The children who attend WWFS are happy and feel secure in their environment.  Moving to another school, in the event of the closure of this school, would create a lot of stress and upset for both children and parents.  Also long journeys on a school bus are totally unacceptable for small children and raise the question of safeguarding issues and longer school days.  There is a reason why small schools were built in villages in the first place! Children have always been encouraged to walk, cycle or scoot to school for a healthier lifestyle.  This would be impossible if our children had to travel to Otter burn.

The consultation document is flawed and contains lots of misinformation.  Also running two consultations side by side was very poor timing.  Maybe NCC should have waited for the outcome of the QEHS consultation before they embarked on their process.  More time is needed for other options to be explored and a feasible plan put forward for our schools in the west.

If WWFS were to close, this would have a major impact on the village changing the demographics and affecting local businesses and employment.  Young families would probably move away from the area and others wouldn’t consider moving here. It would eventually end up as a retirement village which would have a negative impact on health costs.

Governor

West Wooburn First School

No

No because West Woodburn First School should remain open.

No

No because West Woodburn First School should remain open.

No

I am writing to you concerning Northumberland County Council's schools consultation to ask you to suspend it. The process is flawed as it aims to resolve 3 serious issues in one go. They are: 
The 2 tier versus the 3 tier education system. 
The future of Haydon Bridge High School 
The future viability of rural schools and communities. 
Each of these issues needs careful consideration with access to proper figures and projections. Communities are being asked to decide the future of education in West Northumberland with little or no access to the facts.
If you chose to let the consultation go through please be advised that it is deeply unpopular and not enough time has been allowed for alternatives to plan A, B and C to be made.
Also please take into consideration that the removal of schools from rural areas, alongside the loss, over the past 10 years, of shops, pubs, post offices and public transport will contribute to the decline of rural communities, as well as increased local unemployment.

Thanks for the opportunity to respond to this consultation about the future of education provision in the West of Northumberland.
We feel that this consultation cannot be read in isolation and that the future of the schools in the Hexham and Haydon Bridge Partnerships are inextricably linked to the results of the Hadrian Learning Trust consultation, regarding the future of Hexham Middle and Queen Elizabeth High Schools.
Whilst the financial arguments may seem timely and pursuasive on the face of it, our concerns are: • that the closure of small rural schools in the Hexham and Haydon Bridge Partnerships will have a significantly adverse impact on the future viability of small rural communities; • The reduction in the number of schools and narrowing of parental choice will see increased competition for places at schools with a positive reputation for results, leadership and particularly those awarded Ofsted Outstanding.
We have concerns regarding each of the proposed models in this consultation. We feel that the high number of proposed closures/mergers in each model does not take account of the educational and pastoral needs of children in rural communities and that further information is required prior to a formal decision. We also feel that clarity is needed regarding the potential move from a three tier to a two tier education model in the west of Northumberland. It is in this context that we are responding to the consultation.
We give the example of Sele First School in Hexham, the school our son attends. Models A and C propose no changes for this school, but would not work should the Hadrian Learning Trust move to an 11-18 school in Hexham. Model B is unacceptable to us, we do not support the reduction in the Published Admissions Number (PAN) from 84 to 60 as this number is historically too low. Pupil numbers at Sele First are sustainable as a larger than average school compared to national primary school benchmarking figures. We are concerned that this number will result in the inability of parents to place children in the school of their choice. It will impact on those currently in the Sele nursery and will impact younger siblings of children currently with a place in the school. We are particularly concerned that our younger son, due to enter Reception in September 2020, will not have a place in our first choice school without creditible alternative.
Sele First is the largest first school in the Hexham Partnership, consistently achieving positive results for its children. It is well led and cost effectively run, enterprising in outlook and with a strong sense of community, located in the historic buildings close to the historic heart of Hexham .
Whatever the outcome of the consultation, we feel it is crucial to ensure that the transition process is well managed and takes full account of the needs of children, families, staff and wider communities. We particularly ask Northumberland County Council and Hadrian Learning Trust, in the event of a move towards a two tier "Primary/Secondary" model, to work together to ensure the transition of children currently in Year 4 to Year 5 does not disrupt their learning and social development.
We look forward to hearing the outcome of the consultation and to participating further in this important moment in our children's education.

Hexham

(COUNTED AND INCLUDED AS 54 INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES) As a school community we are deeply concerned at your proposal to potentially close our school which is at the heart of our village and has been established for nearly 150 years. Our school is based within the village, with a large school yard, a large playing field with play equipment, a pond and an orchard. The children also have access to common land situated adjacent to the school site.
We currently have 59 pupils, of which 4S are within catchment and another 6 who are from the Beaufront catchment, (more than attend Beaufront First School which is currently only 4). These children started at Little Oaks nursery based within our school and chose to continue at Acomb First.
We strongly believe the school's educational merit speaks for itself with children achieving excellent results over the whole curriculum.
Despite being given a 'requires improvement' Ofsted rating In November 2015, no children left the school and the school still attracted children from outside the catchment, some from within the Beaufront catchment despite the fact that Beaufront First school has an outstanding Ofsted rating awarded in December 2010.
A monitoring visit to Acomb First School In May 2016 praised the rapid improvement made by the staff and governors. The more recent Ofsted report in January 2018 'awarded the school a 'good' rating and amongst other highlights comments on the following:
'quality and respect are high on the school agenda' 'outstanding practice across the school and that all staff had a comprehensive knowledge of individuals'
As detailed in the report the leaders and governors are highly ambitious for ill pupils and ensure happiness and success and ~ child are at the heart of the school.
The school provides for broad range children within the village community with the following groups all now established and well attended.
Baby and toddler group - held each Wednesday which now attracts not only families from Acomb but from Humshaugh, Hexham and Corbridge.
Little Oaks - an Ofsted outstanding nursery which works closely with the school and has created a great, smooth transition (as highlighted in the January 2018 Ofsted report) for children moving into reception at Acomb First. All the staff working in the nursery live in the Acomb locality so not only know the children but also the families.
Breakfast club (operated by Little Oaks) - this is well attended and provides essential early morning care for our working families.
After school club (operated by Cristina Knox) - this is also well attended and provides our working families with the option for late collection while providing engaging activities for the children.
Forest school - We are privileged to have 3 trained forest school leaders and 1 forest facilitator within the staff of school and Little Oaks which allows the school and nursery children the opportunity to experience regular days In the forest learning some wonderful life skills.
School clubs - we now have a range of activities available for the children, run by the school staff Includirg, ballet, coding dub, multi sports and maypole dancing.
Community events - the school, along with the nursery hold many events which are all well attended by the Acomb community Including spring and summer fairs, end of term barbeque, carol service and a Christmas shopping evening.
The head and governors are forward thinking and have for some time now focused on ensuring new staff are experienced and could provide for years 5 and 6 without staff changes (or impact to our pupils) should any decision be made regarding a move to primary status. Existing staff experience and skills have been audited and training has been, and continues to be provided.
We have a new housing development under construction, planning approval for which was based on the sustainability of the village. This planning was approved by Northumberland County Council and any plan to close Acomb First School would contravene Policy 2 of the neighbourhood plan, again approved by Northumberland County Council. As per the neighbourhood plan It is expected that this development will bring one additional child per school year into the school. This along with strong established historical family relationships with the school and recent Ofsted report we expect admissions will rise.
It is Important to note that despite being a small school the budget has never been in deficit. We are finanCially well managed by current leadership and our current budget has been forward planned for first school, or ' primary school status and will adjusted accordingly depending on future decisions.
We cannot stress enough the importance of our school to the whole village and believe If it were to close new families would no longer choose to move into the village, and some families who currently live here would be forced to move out, resulting In an aging community as is the case for villages suchas Wall and Birtley.
We may be a small school but like the oak tree in our logo, we are mighty.
You will not see our children demonstrating In the press.
You will not see our parents protesting In public.
Why?
We have made a conscious decision not to involve our children in decisions which may or may not affect their education In the future.
We are concentrating on helping our children with the decisions that are important to them right now;
• Which books shall I read? • What game should I play? • How do chickens hatch? • Which castle can we research for our school project? • Which puddle can we jump in?
We are keeping all of our focus, time and resources to use on our children.
Before any decisions are taken regarding closure we would invite you all to visit our amazing, village, community school and not only gain an understanding of the Importance and necessity to our village but to see how happy and engaged our children are at the start of their educational journey.

School Community (54) Parents, Grandparents and carers

Acomb First School
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Also please take into consideration that the removal of schools from rural areas, alongside the loss, over the past 10 years, of shops, pubs, post offices and public transport will contribute to the decline of rural communities, as well as increased local unemployment.

Hexham CLP

Model A does not present any clear educational benefits. I believe Haydon Bridge High School needs to stay open, and the problems resolved by effective management, not closure. I have no particular objection to the consolidation of HMS and QEHS onto one site, but we should be clear that this is for financial rather than educational reasons.

Rather than close HBHS, turn it into a successful school again by managing and funding it effectively.

Model B does not present any clear educational benefits. I believe Haydon Bridge High School needs to stay open, and the problems resolved by effective management and funding, not closure.

Model C does not present any clear educational benefits. Whilst this option would result in Haydon Bridge High School remaining open (which is welcome), I feel it has two major drawbacks.  Firstly it would mean the closure of the sixth form at Haydon Bridge, which has produced some outstanding students. Secondly, I believe the children remaining in one school for 12 years is  not in their best interests, and that they would be at risk of becoming 'institutionalised'.

Closure/merger of the eight primary/first schools will be deleterious to the educational wellbeing of our children, and the communities within which they reside. This is clearly based on financial rather than educational reasoning, and I strongly object to this aspect of the model. Moreover, since the proposed QEHS/HMS merger still essentially conforms to a 3-tier structure, I cannot see how the closure of these eight schools would support the revised arrangements in Hexham.

Consolidate HBHS and Shaftoe Trust onto the HBHS site, but retain it as a 3-tier structure. This will yield financial benefits from having a single site but will not adversely impact on the rest of the schools which are 3-tier.

The proposal to create an 11-18 'super-school' in Hexham from the merger of QEHS and HBHS, and the absorbtion of Y7/8 pupils from 5 middle schools, is clearly for financial rather than educational reasons. I do not consider that a school of this size is appropriate for a rural area with a distributed population, or indeed for a town the size of Hexham.

I have no particular objection to the consolidation of HMS and QEHS onto one site, but we should be clear that this is for financial rather than educational reasons.

Rather than turn HBHS into an 'all through' school, retain it as a high school but manage and fund it effectively.

Some alternative suggestions are mentioned above, but they are: 1) Retain HBHS as a high school, manage and resource it effectively to make it a success again. 2) Retention of HBHS is essential to giving students a choice of high school in West Northumberland. 3) Consider consolidating Shaftoe Trust and HBHS onto one site if this will yield financial benefits.

Parent/carer

No

No

Closure/merger of the eight primary/first schools will be deleterious to the educational wellbeing of our children, and the communities within which they reside.This is clearly based on financial rather than educational reasoning, and I strongly object to this aspect of the model.

Not a viable option

No

Closure/merger of the eight primary/first schools will be deleterious to the educational wellbeing of our children, and the communities within which they reside.  This is clearly based on financial rather than educational reasoning, and I strongly object to this aspect of the model. Moreover, since the proposed QEHS/HMS merger still essentially conforms to a 3-tier structure, I cannot see how the closure of these eight schools would support the revised arrangements in Hexham.

Consolidate HBHS and Shaftoe Trust onto the HBHS site, but retain it as a 3-tier structure. This will yield financial benefits from having a single site but will not adversely impact on the rest of the schools which are 3-tier.

The fundamental point here is that we ALREADY have a system that works well, and there is no need for radical change. It is very clear that there is overwhelming support for retaining a 3 tier system, and the arguments in favour are well-documented.  It is a distributed network of relatively small schools which has evolved to serve the needs of our distributed rural population.  I believe it is a near optimal system, it works and if it is (or appears to be in financial terms) more expensive when compared to bigger more centralised schools, then so be it! I would much rather pay what’s necessary for a good system that works than have a poorly thought out, unproven system which is substantially less convenient and offers no discernible educational benefits. Fund and resource the existing system properly and we will have an education system to be proud of in West Northumberland.

I am writing to you concerning Northumberland County Council's schools consultation to ask you to suspend it. The process is flawed as it aims to resolve 3 serious issues in one go. They are: 
The 2 tier versus the 3 tier education system. 
The future of Haydon Bridge High School 
The future viability of rural schools and communities. 
Each of these issues needs careful consideration with access to proper figures and projections. Communities are being asked to decide the future of education in West Northumberland with little or no access to the facts.
If you chose to let the consultation go through please be advised that it is deeply unpopular and not enough time has been allowed for alternatives to plan A, B and C to be made.
Also please take into consideration that the removal of schools from rural areas, alongside the loss, over the past 10 years, of shops, pubs, post offices and public transport will contribute to the decline of rural communities, as well as increased local unemployment.



[bookmark: 65]Letter received:
Dear Councillor Peter Jackson, 
I am writing to you as a member of the Conservative Party since the age of 17. 
I am astounded at the thought of Primary Schools, having to be organised into such large numbers of pupils in classes, in Northumberland. I spent one year, teaching 8-9 year old pupils - with 44 pupils in my class, in Bridgnorth, Shropshire. 
One of the little girls was educationally subnormal. She needed one Teacher to spend the whole day with her - whatever was taking place. She was a lovely little girsl. She would be celevrating her 60th Birthday, this year, if she is still alive. 
One little boy had difficulty seeing the Blackboard, reading, doing his arithmatic. It took me several weeks to learn that he had had an accident, playing with sticks in his garden, with his brother. He had lost one eye. When children are first at school, they are likely to develop all kinds of germs; if they are unwell, it is a very goo didea, if the parents are living close enough to the school, to be able to take them home, for peace and quiet. 
The children at Humshaugh School, often visit, especially the elderly people living near. They bring Harvest Festival gifts to the elderly - carrying heavy boxes containing every kind of food. 
This Easter, one of the pupils brought me Easter Eggs. 
These children are so delightful. 
At the age of 8-9, it is lovely if they are all reading. My son was certainly reading at that age. He passed 10 'O' Level exams, at 14; and 3 'A' Levels, at 16; and one more 'A' Level at 17. At 16, he was offered a place at Oxford University. 
When there are 44 pupils in one class, I know, from experience, that it is impossible to hear, every child read each day. 
I taught in Secondary Schools, for 20 years. So many children were arriving at the School, unable to read at the age of 11. 
I taught Music, Rural Science, PE, English, French, Science, Mathematics etc. 
Music was my speciality. I had spent many years learning to play the pianoforte. I began to play duets with my Father from the age of 3.5. We enjoyed Johann Strauss Music. 
I was educated at Kent College, Pembury, and St Joseph's Convent School, Gravesend, Kent. 
After I had qualified at the Royal Academy of Music, in London, my Headmistress from St Joseph's Convent invited me to teach her Nuns, Pianoforte. They were all such clever pianists and loved their music.
The older nuns had known me from the age of 3.5 when I started school. 
I do hope that Humshaugh School is able to continue its record of lovely education for the pupils who attend. 
Having to travel by coach or bus to and from the village, especially in the winter when the coaches leave so early and return at 3:50 p.m. - and then the pupils would have to walk down the road to their homes, sometimes when it is beginning to get dark, it is not the safest way for young children. 
I do hope it will be possible to reach a satisfactory decision, for everyone concerned. 

Humshaugh

Yours sincerely

Model A does not present any clear educational benefits. I believe Haydon Bridge High School needs to stay open, and the problems resolved by effective management, not closure. I have no particular objection to the consolidation of HMS and QEHS onto one site, but we should be clear that this is for financial rather than educational reasons.

Rather than close HBHS, turn it into a successful school again by managing and funding it effectively.

Model B does not present any clear educational benefits. I believe Haydon Bridge High School needs to stay open, and the problems resolved by effective management and funding, not closure.

Model C does not present any clear educational benefits. Whilst this option would result in Haydon Bridge High School remaining open (which is welcome), I feel it has two major drawbacks.  Firstly it would mean the closure of the sixth form at Haydon Bridge, which has produced some outstanding students. Secondly, I believe the children remaining in one school for 12 years is  not in their best interests, and that they would be at risk of becoming 'institutionalised'.

Closure/merger of the eight primary/first schools will be deleterious to the educational wellbeing of our children, and the communities within which they reside. This is clearly based on financial rather than educational reasoning, and I strongly object to this aspect of the model. Moreover, since the proposed QEHS/HMS merger still essentially conforms to a 3-tier structure, I cannot see how the closure of these eight schools would support the revised arrangements in Hexham.

Consolidate HBHS and Shaftoe Trust onto the HBHS site, but retain it as a 3-tier structure. This will yield financial benefits from having a single site but will not adversely impact on the rest of the schools which are 3-tier.

The proposal to create an 11-18 'super-school' in Hexham from the merger of QEHS and HBHS, and the absorbtion of Y7/8 pupils from 5 middle schools, is clearly for financial rather than educational reasons. I do not consider that a school of this size is appropriate for a rural area with a distributed population, or indeed for a town the size of Hexham.

I have no particular objection to the consolidation of HMS and QEHS onto one site, but we should be clear that this is for financial rather than educational reasons.

Rather than turn HBHS into an 'all through' school, retain it as a high school but manage and fund it effectively.

Some alternative suggestions are mentioned above, but they are: 1) Retain HBHS as a high school, manage and resource it effectively to make it a success again. 2) Retention of HBHS is essential to giving students a choice of high school in West Northumberland. 3) Consider consolidating Shaftoe Trust and HBHS onto one site if this will yield financial benefits.

Parent/carer

No

No

Closure/merger of the eight primary/first schools will be deleterious to the educational wellbeing of our children, and the communities within which they reside.This is clearly based on financial rather than educational reasoning, and I strongly object to this aspect of the model.

Not a viable option

No

Closure/merger of the eight primary/first schools will be deleterious to the educational wellbeing of our children, and the communities within which they reside.  This is clearly based on financial rather than educational reasoning, and I strongly object to this aspect of the model. Moreover, since the proposed QEHS/HMS merger still essentially conforms to a 3-tier structure, I cannot see how the closure of these eight schools would support the revised arrangements in Hexham.

Consolidate HBHS and Shaftoe Trust onto the HBHS site, but retain it as a 3-tier structure. This will yield financial benefits from having a single site but will not adversely impact on the rest of the schools which are 3-tier.

The fundamental point here is that we ALREADY have a system that works well, and there is no need for radical change. It is very clear that there is overwhelming support for retaining a 3 tier system, and the arguments in favour are well-documented.  It is a distributed network of relatively small schools which has evolved to serve the needs of our distributed rural population.  I believe it is a near optimal system, it works and if it is (or appears to be in financial terms) more expensive when compared to bigger more centralised schools, then so be it! I would much rather pay what’s necessary for a good system that works than have a poorly thought out, unproven system which is substantially less convenient and offers no discernible educational benefits. Fund and resource the existing system properly and we will have an education system to be proud of in West Northumberland.

In considering an alternative to the proposals  in this consultation the governors of our schools are seeking to best meet two objectives:
1.        The best educational outcomes for all children in Northumberland.
2.        Provision for as many children as possible in West Northumberland to experience and have access to a faith based and Catholic education.
I agree with their vision.
ABOUT OUR CATHOLIC SCHOOLS
They occupy a distinct position within our area.  Our Catholic Schools’ Federation provides faith based education for the entire area covered by this consultation and St. Joseph’s is the only school which provides such education for children between 9 and 13 years.
In order to secure their future, our two schools have recently federated with a single governing body and a single executive head-teacher. They have also strengthened ties with their  closest outstanding Catholic comprehensive school, St. Thomas More in Blaydon.
However, being located in the centre of Hexham, they are part of the Hexham Schools’ Partnership and are, therefore, intimately involved with the future of all of our children, families and communities affected by this consultation in both the Hexham and Haydon Bridge School partnerships.
WHAT THEY  PLAN TO ACHIEVE
They plan to continue providing first class Catholic education in Hexham from 3 years to at least 13 years of age, admitting children from both the Hexham and Haydon Bridge Partnerships whose parents choose their school for their Catholic Christian ethos. I also require that this is part of a viable and successful partnership throughout the entire west of Northumberland. 
HOW THEY PLAN TO ACHIEVE IT
While their key aim is to maintain the availability of faith based education for the west of Northumberland, they are pursuing this aim within a context of a search for the common good, working collaboratively with as many institutions and communities as possible.  As a consequence, their view of how they can achieve the best outcome has been developing throughout this consultation period as a range of proposals has emerged. 
I hope that the plan to achieve educational excellence and financial viability for Hadrian Learning trust is also open to alternative ways of achieving this goal. 
Key elements of the various models proposed by Hadrian Learning Trust, Haydon Bridge High School, Haltwhistle Community College and Corbridge Middle School can be combined to allow our schools to flourish. 
These key elements are:   
•        Outstanding educational provision for all of our children whatever their needs and abilities.
•        Support for the communities in which they exist and recognition of their different identities.
•        Choice of schools
•        Careful planning to ensure a smooth transition maintaining high educational standards while moving to a sustainable model for the future.
 
Taking into account these key objectives I would broadly support the plan proposed by Haydon Bridge High School which would deliver these objectives for the Haydon Bridge Partnership area, while being compatible with the existing Hexham Partnership area. It would allow choice of schools in terms of location, ethos and specialisms as well as maintaining close links with local rural communities. It would also provide entry for pupils from both First and Primary schools in either Year 7 or Year 9.
The Corbridge Collaborative model supports, further, our recognition of the vital need to continue to work closely together to ensure excellence in our schools.
Haltwhistle Community College’s model also recognises the paramount importance of co-operation and working together as well as giving particular attention to the huge gap in current provision for SEN pupils. However it would require radical review of the existing First School provision with the attendant costs and need for support of the communities involved. 
Some points to consider: 
•        Responsibility of Academies to support schools requiring support ( ref: HLT /HBHS)

Model B proposes the closure of all middle schools throughout the west of Northumberland and the removal of all choice at secondary level education.  

•        Autonomy of Academies, lack of local accountability etc. which has been strongly emphasised by NCC … If HLT becomes the only provider of secondary education for our entire area, how do we have any influence on their actions or  philosophy?

Currently Hexham Middle School and QEHS are already federated and the benefits of their working together in a co-operative and supported framework have shown fruit, particularly in the improved outcomes for Hexham Middle School.  I fail to be convinced by the arguments put forward by their proposal to amalgamate, expand and change age range in order to secure improved educational outcomes and financial sustainability for Hadrian Learning Trust. If their goal is to attract capital funding to create a new single site for their school it may well result in some future economy of scale for Hadrian Learning Trust but this cannot be done without consideration of the impact on all other schools in our two partnerships.     
The proposed amalgamation and expansion of HMS and QEHS is based on amalgamation and expansion to include almost all other schools throughout the whole of the west of Northumberland and the total restructuring or closure  of schools which are currently very stable and successful, many of whom are strongly opposed to this move. The impact of the HLT proposals on the diverse communities served by our existing schools has the potential to be particularly destructive. 
The success of schools in our area is strongly supported by co-operation and mutual support for each other as well as a recognition of our distinct identities. QEHS and HMS have flourished within this environment and I sincerely hope that Hadrian Learning Trust will recognise the great extent to which this contributes to its own high standards.   

•        Precedent of  continuation of  three-tier  structure for our closest and most recent  large new-build MAT in Prudhoe

I consider that there must be an alternative provision at all age levels, to promote healthy competition and shared opportunities for improvement and collaboration between a number of schools, and our Catholic schools allow this and will participate in this. 
The middle school system of education has been operating successfully in West Northumberland for over 40 years. There is no evidence to suggest that this model is failing pupils, or that a change to a primary/secondary model will improve educational outcomes for our children. On the contrary there is recent published evidence (3 Tiers for Success, Nigel Wyatt, National Middle Schools Forum, January 2018) which provides evidence for the effectiveness of Middle Schools.

•        Problems in maintaining educational standards during the transition period at  Cramlington super-school 

I feel that Haydon Bridge High Schools’ recently proposed model for its future viability maintains and extends educational opportunities from age 9 or 11 up to age 18 and offers choice in terms of ethos, local identity and educational pathways along with educational excellence. It deserves very serious consideration as a real alternative to QEHS, complementing the model currently provided by the Hadrian Learning Trust.

This includes 

Model C proposes major changes in the Haydon Bridge Partnership and the closure of its middle schools. 

o        Consistently higher outcomes at age 16 than all schools nationally

It suggests that all education for post 16 pupils should be offered by Hadrian Learning Trust in Hexham.

Its proposal to offer on-site facilities for Special Educational Needs and disability is of particular importance since it is publicly acknowledged that there is a serious lack of such provision in our entire area.

•        Response of Ponteland Middle School to  Ponteland High School’s decision to change age range.  

Northumberland, as the least densely populated county in England, creates special and unique needs in considering the future of how to maintain rural life.  Local schools are fundamental to this as they are in many cases a key focus in the local community in an era where local community commercial facilities such are post offices, pubs and other social amenities have closed down.

o        Ofsted inspections (Sept2017) - % middle schools achieving good or better is higher than secondary schools.

  

This preserves St. Joseph’s RC VA Middle School whose catchment includes the whole of the Hexham and Haydon Bridge School Partnership areas. 

The High school at Haydon Bridge acts as a focus for the education system in the West, and measures should be taken to improve the offer available and the financial sustainability of the school; this could be done in partnership with HLT schools.  As an academy, Hadrian Learning Trust should see it as part of their responsibility to support other neighbouring schools during periods of difficulty.

o        Better managed and smoother transitions between schools at developmentally appropriate ages

I think a change of age range to cater for pupils from 4 to 16 years at Haydon Bridge High School is neither viable, sustainable nor likely to produce improved outcomes for the children and the communities from which they are drawn.

Its admissions criteria would allow entry at either Year 7 or Year 9, thus catering for children attending either First or Middle schools. I would urge that the Hadrian Learning Trust would also accept this model, following also the example of the Prudhoe High School model. Thus there would be compatibility throughout the entire Tyne Valley area, not just in the west of Northumberland. Co-operation across these institutions could result in an amazing choice of courses and centres of excellence for our young people with fluidity of movement between each centre.  This choice has gradually reduced in more recent years since the original establishment of Haydon Bridge with a Sports specialism, QEHS with an Arts specialism and Prudhoe with a Technology specialism. 

 

The schools have an intake of 443 pupils from an area of 650 square miles. There is no other faith based school in the local area providing education up to 13 years.

I feel that it would be detrimental to all the pupils in our School Partnerships and West Northumberland if we were left with only one very large Secondary school based in Hexham. 

o        Offers more broadly based and balanced education

 

Catholic Education has been in Hexham since 1832 and it has been an integral part of the community. Both St Mary’s First School and St Joseph’s Middle School are OFSTED rated GOOD and St Joseph’s is currently near capacity. This confirms the need for a faith based school, at least up to age 13 years. They are schools of choice for both Catholic and non-Catholic parents and provide a caring ethos as well as a high standard of education which many parents choose before other schools in the area. 

Our Catholic Schools are a very important part of the community; as are our rural village schools. Although I am aware that there are surplus places in some schools, if they were to shut or merge, this would decrease the number of families wishing to live in the villages. Parents of young children prefer to have access to convenient local schools, not have a journey, in some cases of up to 12 miles. The proposed new primary schools may then be teaching mixed age classes in order to cater for years 5 and 6 with no specialist teaching. This is not the most effective way to deliver the curriculum and this does not compare with the opportunities pupils currently have at a middle school. The rural communities would begin to die out which would ultimately change the profile of our county forever (as well as ultimately further affecting the financial viability of its remaining schools).

o        Access to more specialist teaching

Haydon Bridge’s Shaftoe Trust Primary School already provides education from 4 to 11 years of age. This is located within about ½ mile from the High School.  Competition from a 4-16 High School should not be considered.

I would expect that if examination of this model showed it to be affordable and sustainable then Haydon Bridge High School would work in close partnership with the Hadrian Learning Trust’s schools as well as those in its own partnership and that all of our children would benefit from this co-operation and the offer of a much richer and diverse range of educational opportunities in the entire west of Northumberland, particularly after 13 years of age. 

PROPOSAL 

While I support this model insofar as it safeguards the contribution of our Catholic schools to the whole education offer in west Northumberland, I have great reservations about the impact it would have for the whole area of the Haydon Bridge Schools’ Partnership and its linked impact on the Hexham Schools’ Partnership.  I have detailed an explanation of this in section B. 

I consider that there must be an alternative provision, to promote healthy competition and shared opportunities for improvement and collaboration between a number of schools, and our Catholic schools allow this. 

o        Better progress at Yrs 7 & 8 in Middle Schools compared to secondary

A variation of model A which maintains option for faith based education to age 13. 

The provision for SEND pupils in both our schools is very successful and there is a demand and need for this provision across the west of Northumberland. This has not been given serious consideration in the model proposed by Hadrian Learning Trust.

o        More ready to make progress at secondary school

While I agree that capital funding should be made available for Haydon Bridge High school I do not agree with the educational model described in C.    

The proposal that QEHS and Hexham Middle School should become a single school for 9 years to 18 years seems irrelevant to the main issue. They are already part of the same MAT, federated together with a single head-teacher.  In order to secure their own future, our two Catholic schools, St. Mary’s and St. Joseph’s have also recently federated with a single governing body and a single executive head-teacher. They have also strengthened our ties with our closest outstanding Catholic comprehensive school, St. Thomas More in Blaydon. Such measures do not need to destabilize others.

Finally, I would urge the County Council and the Regional Schools Commission to accept that education itself should serve the needs of an entire community and, therefore, its structure should be such that it fits the particular and distinctive identities of people within that community.  Change, in itself, is inevitable but decision makers should be visionary and courageous in allowing for difference to flourish.

A further practical reason for supporting   this option is that it would require no capital spending for our Catholic schools or the many other First and Middle schools which were purpose built for the three tier structure. Capital spending could then be focused on the creation of outstanding facilities across both partnerships which would benefit all of our children in the later stages of their education and preparation for work.

 If the middle school system is to remain in place (as option A detailed by NCC in their consultation suggests) then there must be also be a guarantee from HLT (negotiated through NCC) of flexibility within a 'multi economy' entry system that would assure students a place at both Yr7 and Yr9 in the proposed new QE Secondary School.  This would democratically allow parents within the Hexham and Haydon Bridge Partnership the freedom of choice to send their children to St Joseph's, Corbridge  and Haltwhistle Middle Schools should they desire.  The multi-economy entry is a fairer way of allowing schools to co-exist in the spirit of unity that has always been a feature of rural Northumberland communities.  

o        Better mental health and well-being for pupils My preferred model is Haydon Bridge High School’s “A Vision for the Future of our Students” which describes the need for a school at Haydon Bridge and suggests a structure which is imaginative, ambitious and inclusive. This is referred to in Section B below. 

However, it would make sense both financially and educationally to share the same site and this would depend on capital funding being made available and a review of the use of the existing QEHS and HMS sites.

It ultimately allows healthy competition and the 'separate schools' ethos' to thrive within a system where the proposed alternative is for only 'one choice' at 11 years old, for the whole of West Northumberland catchment area. - It would not put all our 'children/eggs in one basket'.

 

Hexham

Yes

No

I do not see this as a viable option. This view is strengthened still further since a considerable degree of mistrust of the Hadrian Learning Trust has developed as a result of the conduct of their recent consultation.  To become the single institution responsible for the well-being and education of our children the fundamental requirement would seem to be absolute trust and confidence in each other and an ability to work together co-operatively for the good of all.

No

Letter received:
I am writing to you as the elected Leader of our county council to seek your support in strongly opposing the proposals contained within the consultation document on education in West Northumberland. 
I have completed the online consultation process but wanted to impress on you how strong my opposition is to all three of the current proposals and to ask you to lobby on my behalf to find an alternative. 
Specifically, I object to the proposals that disproportionately close Church of England schools and would ask that you enquire into the bias that this shows, particularly in light of the alternatives offered to county schools that have not been extended to the church ones. 
My concern is that it would appear from the proposals that the church schools have been discriminated against on grounds of religion, contrary to legislation and your duty under s.149 of the equalities Act 2010. I would value your enquiry into this and look to a subsequent response. 
Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without the proper community impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these impact assessments is contained within section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. 
Next, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others. 
Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder School to Hexham QE)
Thank you again for your support and I look forward to your response to the above points in due course.

Hexham

Yours sincerely

I have read ‘A Consultation about Education in the West of Northumberland’ Phase 2 19 Feb – 9 April 2018.  My comments are based upon my reading of this document as well as my experience as a parent and resident of Northumberland.
My husband and I have lived in Northumberland for the past 22 years; in Haydon Bridge for the past 19 years.  
We have three children.  Our eldest son attended Shaftoe Trust First School, Allendale Middle School and then Haydon Bridge High School, leaving  with 3 A levels and progressing to study at University where he is currently a student.  Our  two youngest are currently in primary school.  One of our sons has been assessed as having additional educational needs.
I was also a parent-governor at Shaftoe Trust First School until 2006/7 ish.   
•        I appreciate there are numerous issues at work in the matter of education in West Northumberland; however have to conclude that I am unable to support ANY of the proposals suggested by the Local Authority.  I also recognise that there are massive financial concerns and agree that the matter has to be seized; however I think there is a risk of the ‘baby being thrown out with the bath water’.

•        I also appreciate it is easy to criticise or be an ‘arm chair’ policy maker.  I would however have to say that having lived in numerous counties during my life I am forced to conclude that irrespective of the party of leadership, NCC has been a poor steward of education for the children growing up there.

•        The matter before the dept has been further complicated by the mixing in of academies of various hues, whose operation now lies outside of the remit of the local authority.   

•        With hindsight I wish that NCC had enforced the move to 2-tier education, as happened in South East Northumberland, after the 2004 ‘Putting the Learner First’ Consultation document from Hallam University. 

•        Whilst my older son had the experience of middle school and did well there for the first two years, I would have to say that I do not favour this model now.  This is primarily because it cuts across the key stages meaning that choices have to be hurried in year 9 after having joined the school.

•        I have to declare that my interest is primarily in respect of HBHS.  I accept that some schools have become too small to be viable.  As a parent/ resident,   whilst I can understand that there can be economies of scale between schools being larger and sharing resources, I think it would be undesirable to have very large amorphous schools.  I am unclear as to when a school becomes financially unviable?  Is there a formula to make this clear? 

•        I appreciate from the consultation paper, that in some schools the majority of the pupil role is made up from children living outside the catchment area.

•        In my view one of the crucial other parts of education is that of attending a local secondary school with other local folk from that community, establishing lasting bonds and relationships which as the friendships of my son from HBHS testify, survive university and hopefully serve him well in later life.  I was educated in rural Somerset and was ‘bussed’ 3/4 miles to a focal rural school with a massive catchment area.   

•        I believe that it is important to save HBHS.  A number of alternative proposals have been made.  Haydon Bridge as a village is quite a focal point for other smaller outlying villages, having services available that they do not in their village.  I recognise that numbers of pupils have been falling at HBHS.  However I don’t think this can only be attributed to the poor Ofsted report.  I have anecdotally heard parents say that they have moved their children to Hexham believing they are anticipating the inevitable; that HBHS will close, and in so doing, trying to reduce the upheaval of another change of school for their child.   

•        Whilst the consultation is very forward looking – and has to be, I think there needs to be some very careful consideration for the children who are currently going to be caught up in the changes.  I know from anecdotal experience that a number of children found being part of a failing/closing middle school and then a failing high school, traumatic.

•        Model C is undesirable as it stands.  It has implications for Shaftoe Trust Academy as the new Haydon Bridge school would be competing for the same potential pupils.  Could the 2 schools be incorporated into a 3-18 provision?  Clearly WISE and Shaftoe Trust would need to be involved in such discussions.

•        I would oppose the closure of HBHS although I recognise it cannot go on with such an excess of places accruing debt as it is.  Could it not be a smaller school?  The buildings no longer needed used in some other way?  It seems that many of its problems are related to excess capacity.  Although I gather there are also issues about staff sickness and calibre.  However given the malaise of uncertainty, good and ambitious staff members have left.  A conspiracy hypothesis begins to look like, leave the school in limbo, people will leave making it impossible to be viable, close it.  I hope this is not the sub-plot to NCC’s plans.

Parent/carer

Haydon Bridge High and The Sele

I am writing to you as NCC Deputy Leader and Portfolio Holder for Children’s Services to protest about the proposals contained within the Northumberland County Council consultation document on education in West Northumberland.
I will be formally replying to the consultation process, but wished to contact you direct. I am a parent and governor at Chollerton First School, but this message represents my own views. I have made reference to Chollerton, but do not wish to see any school close which has been echoed by so many over recent weeks. This demonstrates such strong views of the public and feel of injustice. I also attended the consultation event at Hexham Mart on 17 March 2018.
 I feel let down by the authority and the elected councillors. The approach to the whole process is very sad, it smacks of politicians making decisions from a distance (in the south east of the county) looking a spreadsheets and manipulating the facts to back a political decision. Notification was made through the press without any prior notice / consultation to the school.
The consultation paper provides no reason for decision, Chollerton is shown for closure in all 3 models, where is the option? The school has strong and constant pupil numbers for the next three years in a village with an imminent planned housing project near the school. This appears to go against the County plan with plans to grow rural villages. Closing rural schools will not attract new families. Once closed the school will never re-open, this is what happened on the National Railways under the Dr. Beeching reports of the 1960’s now widely seen as a wrong decision in many cases.
The options don’t put children first, indeed closing an Ofsted outstanding school does not make sense. The options certainly don’t consider the impact on the rural community of which Chollerton School is a vital part, including the pre-school, meals on wheels, pre-school, scout group – what a loss!
The three tier solution is proven to provide the best education in rural areas, for the west of the county. Where a 2 tier systems has been introduced there is proven evidence (Hansard reports) that the education has suffered and schools gone into special measures.
Closing Haydon Bridge is a mistake, it is the only high school until the Cumbria boarder from Hexham. The travel distances for pupils in the west would be too far, I oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from the age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder First School to Hexham QE).
Haydon Bridge appears to have been run down due to lack of investment – no wonder the pupil levels have dropped. There is a need to invest and give some pride for the local people. Has anybody even asked the pupils of Haydon Bridge? I quote a letter in the Hexham Courant dated 9 March 2018, where a student was very happy with the school and the education provided. They are concerned by the use of mobile classrooms during a merger, and are pleading for support from the council rather than the constant negative reporting. Creating a school in excess of 2,000 (which will be circa the 8th biggest in the UK) is a disaster for the education of our children at every level. They will become a number and not a person!
Information used in the publications appears misleading, for example Chollerton is only 1.4% in deficit for 17/18 (due to unplanned expenditure to bring in extra staff to address and specific pupil issue). For the next 2 years the school will be in surplus benefiting from the increased sparsity payment, and QEHS is in surplus!
Why has the proposal unlawfully discriminated against a high proportion of religious schools, where state schools are allowed to consult?
The report fails to mention any estate and physical aspects of the schools.  Chollerton School for example has ample room for expansion and it is in sound physical condition, without any significant long term maintenance costs. The options appear ad-hoc and not strategic in this respect.
The catchment area of Chollerton School has a comparable geographical area of Newcastle / Gateshead. The school is located in the south west of this area (nearest to the next school at Humshaugh), however those pupils in the north east will now have to travel in excess of 10 miles on narrow country roads to the next school. This is not good at any time of the year, but consider a typical Northumberland winter and the snow of recent weeks. Travelling this far has proven to be detrimental to the education of children as well as greatly increase transport costs.
I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without proper impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these implications is contained within s.149 of the equalities Act 2010, section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools.
I strongly oppose the closure of any or our rural schools that are viable, and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others.

Governor

Chollerton First School

Please listen to the community, your voters and think about the impact on the children! I look forward to your response to the above points in due course. I would be grateful if this is not a generic reply.



[bookmark: 66]Letter received:
I am writing to you as the elected Leader of our county council to seek your support in strongly opposing the proposals contained within the consultation document on education in West Northumberland. 
I have completed the online consultation process but wanted to impress on you how strong my opposition is to all three of the current proposals and to ask you to lobby on my behalf to find an alternative. 
Specifically, I object to the proposals that disproportionately close Church of England schools and would ask that you enquire into the bias that this shows, particularly in light of the alternatives offered to county schools that have not been extended to the church ones. 
My concern is that it would appear from the proposals that the church schools have been discriminated against on grounds of religion, contrary to legislation and your duty under s.149 of the equalities Act 2010. I would value your enquiry into this and look to a subsequent response. 
Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools and Bellingham Middle without the proper community impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these impact assessments is contained within section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. 
Next, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others. 
Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder School to Hexham QE)
Thank you again for your support and I look forward to your response to the above points in due course.

Wall

Yours sincerely

Letter received:
I am writing to you as the elected Leader of our county council to seek your support in strongly opposing the proposals contained within the consultation document on education in West Northumberland. 
I have completed the online consultation process but wanted to impress on you how strong my opposition is to all three of the current proposals and to ask you to lobby on my behalf to find an alternative. 
Specifically, I object to the proposals that disproportionately close Church of England schools and would ask that you enquire into the bias that this shows, particularly in light of the alternatives offered to county schools that have not been extended to the church ones. 
My concern is that it would appear from the proposals that the church schools have been discriminated against on grounds of religion, contrary to legislation and your duty under s.149 of the equalities Act 2010. I would value your enquiry into this and look to a subsequent response. 
Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without the proper community impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these impact assessments is contained within section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. 
Next, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others. 
Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder School to Hexham QE)
Thank you again for your support and I look forward to your response to the above points in due course.

Simonburn

Yours sincerely

Letter received:
I am writing to you as the elected Leader of our county council to seek your support in strongly opposing the proposals contained within the consultation document on education in West Northumberland. 
I have completed the online consultation process but wanted to impress on you how strong my opposition is to all three of the current proposals and to ask you to lobby on my behalf to find an alternative. 
Specifically, I object to the proposals that disproportionately close Church of England schools and would ask that you enquire into the bias that this shows, particularly in light of the alternatives offered to county schools that have not been extended to the church ones. 
My concern is that it would appear from the proposals that the church schools have been discriminated against on grounds of religion, contrary to legislation and your duty under s.149 of the equalities Act 2010. I would value your enquiry into this and look to a subsequent response. 
Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without the proper community impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these impact assessments is contained within section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. 
Next, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others. 
Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder School to Hexham QE)
Thank you again for your support and I look forward to your response to the above points in due course.

Simonburn

Yours sincerely

Letter received:
I am writing to you as the elected Leader of our county council to seek your support in strongly opposing the proposals contained within the consultation document on education in West Northumberland. 
I have completed the online consultation process but wanted to impress on you how strong my opposition is to all three of the current proposals and to ask you to lobby on my behalf to find an alternative. 
Specifically, I object to the proposals that disproportionately close Church of England schools and would ask that you enquire into the bias that this shows, particularly in light of the alternatives offered to county schools that have not been extended to the church ones. 
My concern is that it would appear from the proposals that the church schools have been discriminated against on grounds of religion, contrary to legislation and your duty under s.149 of the equalities Act 2010. I would value your enquiry into this and look to a subsequent response. 
Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without the proper community impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these impact assessments is contained within section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. 
Next, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others. 
Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder School to Hexham QE)
Thank you again for your support and I look forward to your response to the above points in due course.

Simonburn

Yours sincerely

Letter received:
I am writing to you as the elected Leader of our county council to seek your support in strongly opposing the proposals contained within the consultation document on education in West Northumberland. 
I have completed the online consultation process but wanted to impress on you how strong my opposition is to all three of the current proposals and to ask you to lobby on my behalf to find an alternative. 
Specifically, I object to the proposals that disproportionately close Church of England schools and would ask that you enquire into the bias that this shows, particularly in light of the alternatives offered to county schools that have not been extended to the church ones. 
My concern is that it would appear from the proposals that the church schools have been discriminated against on grounds of religion, contrary to legislation and your duty under s.149 of the equalities Act 2010. I would value your enquiry into this and look to a subsequent response. 
Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without the proper community impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these impact assessments is contained within section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. 
Next, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others. 
Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder School to Hexham QE)
Thank you again for your support and I look forward to your response to the above points in due course.

BIRTLEY

Yours sincerely

Letter received:
I am writing to you as the elected Leader of our county council to seek your support in strongly opposing the proposals contained within the consultation document on education in West Northumberland. 
I have completed the online consultation process but wanted to impress on you how strong my opposition is to all three of the current proposals and to ask you to lobby on my behalf to find an alternative. 
Specifically, I object to the proposals that disproportionately close Church of England schools and would ask that you enquire into the bias that this shows, particularly in light of the alternatives offered to county schools that have not been extended to the church ones. 
My concern is that it would appear from the proposals that the church schools have been discriminated against on grounds of religion, contrary to legislation and your duty under s.149 of the equalities Act 2010. I would value your enquiry into this and look to a subsequent response. 
Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without the proper community impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these impact assessments is contained within section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. 
Next, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others. 
Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder School to Hexham QE)
Thank you again for your support and I look forward to your response to the above points in due course.

Wark

Yours sincerely

Letter received:
I am writing to you as the elected Leader of our county council to seek your support in strongly opposing the proposals contained within the consultation document on education in West Northumberland. 
I have completed the online consultation process but wanted to impress on you how strong my opposition is to all three of the current proposals and to ask you to lobby on my behalf to find an alternative. 
Specifically, I object to the proposals that disproportionately close Church of England schools and would ask that you enquire into the bias that this shows, particularly in light of the alternatives offered to county schools that have not been extended to the church ones. 
My concern is that it would appear from the proposals that the church schools have been discriminated against on grounds of religion, contrary to legislation and your duty under s.149 of the equalities Act 2010. I would value your enquiry into this and look to a subsequent response. 
Secondly, I object to the closure of any of our small rural schools without the proper community impact assessments being carried out into the short, medium and long-term implications of these closures. The duty on local authorities to carry out these impact assessments is contained within section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties on local authorities considering closing schools. 
Next, I would ask that you represent my views and strongly oppose the closure of any of our rural schools that are viable and want to stay open, on the basis that their closure risks devastating our villages and small towns in the medium and long term. The evidence for this is well documented and can be seen in the research carried out by Jacquelyn Oncescu, Bill Slee and Dave Miller, and Michael Lytton writing for the OECD as well as others. 
Finally, I would like you to oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age 11, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder School to Hexham QE)
Thank you again for your support and I look forward to your response to the above points in due course.

Wark

I am writing in defence of the the three tier system in Northumberland represented by option A in the current consultation.

My principal argument is that the existing 3 tier arrangement has operated successfully for 40 years and out performs the two tier system in a number of areas.

I was a product of the two their system as I originate from outside of the area. Having experienced both systems,  it is obvious to me that the two tier system does not work as well as, in my view, 11 years olds are emotionally less well equipped to handle being in the company of 18 year olds than they are at 13 years of age. In addition the middle school system allows them to mature at a more relaxed pace which has positive outcomes in both educational and personal achievements. Also, the  additional levels of pastoral care that the middle school system achieves allows for greater positive mental health and well being amongst pupils. Attending Y7 and Y8 at middle school allows children to transfer smoothly into high school.

In Nigel Wyatts's recent publication "3 Tiers for Success" he states that there are consistently higher outcomes at age 16 than all schools nationally for pupils who attended middle schools.

Ofsted inspections (Sept 17) indicate that middle schools out achieve the secondary schools.

From a Catholic perceptive, retention of the middle school system also means that Catholic education is available up until Y8 in West Northumberland.

Parent/carer

I would be grateful for your support in this matter.

Letter received:
I am very concerned to learn that Whitley Chapel First School (according to all three considerations) faces closure. 
Whitley Chapel is an excellent First School, with a rising number of pupils. Thanks to an excellent and dedicated Board of Governors, the school building is in extremely good repair and the school expenses are and always have been, well within budget. 
This is a faith school, there are no First Schools in Hexham who can boast such. Therefore, the ethos of and the support for the school and excellent staff, lead by Miss Jenny Morgan is exceptional. 
As a Faith school it is quite literally the heartbeat of Whitley Chapel and beyond. There is regular connection and interaction with the Church and Parish parishoners. 
I am well aware that no community wishes such a closure. 
I also realise the challenges for the County Council must be immense, however, I do feel very strongly that were Whitley Chapel School to close, it would be a huge loss for the County as a whole, as this school is exemplary in every regard. It pays its way, the staff are devoted and extremely skilled and most importantly, the school produces confident, educated, disciplined children, who are well prepared for the next stage of their educational journey. 
Please come and see for yourself, I know that you will leave inspired and impressed as well as proud that the County has such an educational gem. 

Hexham

Yours

I write in relation to Northumberland County Council’s recent consultation regarding the restructuring of schools in West Northumberland.

As a parent of a child due to start at Whitely Chapel C of E First School in September 2018, which has been earmarked for closure in all three of the county council’s proposed scenarios, I would like to outline my concerns. These are:

The provision of a local faith school provides a nurturing, faith based education that will equip children with a more holistic education: the suggested alternative school is not C of E and this removes parental choice.
Lack of early years provision in the area
I am very concerned about the impact of this consultation on young children and the feeling anxiety and instability that these proposals will lead to for pupils (as well as teachers and parents)
I am not satisfied with the alternative school suggested and would be looking to move my child to a new catchment area
Potential adverse impact on children’s education and well-being (not assessed in consultation documents)
Lack of school means it would be difficult to attract young families to the area, with far reaching impact including ageing community and economic effects due to shrinking population
 
I strongly feel that Whitley Chapel School should NOT be closed.

 Good academic results, high standards
Happy, enthusiastic children
Not in financial deficit, budget well-managed
Unique learning environment that nurtures the whole child
Setting of school allows for a multitude of outdoor activities
Growing local population
Buildings improved and updated, ‘future-proofed’
Strong governing body
Community help with sharing of expertise, volunteers helping in classrooms, as well as financial donations
Track record of listening and responding to stakeholders- serving the community. Prepared to change and be flexible when required.
 
It is also concerning that NCC’s consultation documents provide no specific information about how any of the three proposed scenarios for the future of the education system will solve the stated problems. As such, they are not fit for purpose.

Whitley Chapel

Hexham

In short, there is no rational reason for the closure of Whitley Chapel First School, and in fact closure would be likely to have far-reaching adverse effects both to local children now and in the future, and also the wider community. I therefore hope that Northumberland County Council will reconsider their decision to impose any change to the school system in West Northumberland.



[bookmark: 67]I am writing to you concerning Northumberland County Council's schools consultation to ask you to suspend it. The process is flawed as it aims to resolve 3 serious issues in one go. They are: 
•        The 2 tier versus the 3 tier education system. 
•        The future of Haydon Bridge High School 
•        The future viability of rural schools and communities. 
Each of these issues needs careful consideration with access to proper figures and projections. Communities are being asked to decide the future of education in West Northumberland with little or no access to the facts.
If you choose to let the consultation go through please be advised that it is deeply unpopular and not enough time has been allowed for alternatives to plan A, B and C to be made.
Also please take into consideration that the closure of schools from rural areas, alongside the loss, over the past 10 years, of shops, pubs, post offices and public transport, will contribute to the decline of rural communities, as well as increased local unemployment.

Vivienne Charlton

I am writing to you concerning Northumberland County Council's schools consultation to ask you to suspend it. The process is flawed as it aims to resolve 3 serious issues in one go. They are:

·       The 2 tier versus the 3 tier education system.
·       The future of Haydon Bridge High School
·       The future viability of rural schools and communities.

Each of these issues needs careful consideration with access to proper figures and projections. Communities are being asked to decide the future of education in West Northumberland with little or no access to the facts.

If you chose to let the consultation go through please be advised that it is deeply unpopular and not enough time has been allowed for alternatives to plan A, B and C to be made.

Also please take into consideration that the removal of schools from rural areas, alongside the loss, over the past 10 years, of shops, pubs, post offices and public transport will contribute to the decline of rural communities, as well as increased local unemployment.

I wanted to register my protest against the current schools consultation – one which amounts to bullying of a larger organisation to ensure our children have no choice over where or who they are taught by. I believe fundamentally that the quality of education will suffer both for the those who attend the new prosed super school and those who choose not to.

I hope that you will make mine and other parents

 

·         The three tier systems as it stands offers a high quality education for all pupils and also offers choice for parents

·         Smaller 3 tier school offer nurturing and safe places to learn, where each child is known - giving younger children at year 5 access to specialist teachers in a small supportive environment.

•        Our three tier system has skilled & inspirational staff who we value

•        Work in partnership to achieve outstanding results at KS2 and KS3 - the transition from middle to high school is seamless and makes the children feel safe and secure going into that high school environment at a later age.

•        Three tier school system is a  vital part of local communities and serves our rural communities well.

•        A recent middle school survey found that those going through a 3 tier system were achieving high grades that in  a 2 tier.

•        We also have a faith school system in Hexham which services the community well in providing a faith option for those who wish.

•        Moving to a large 2 tier system will force the closure of many schools that are thriving and achieving high standards of education for our children.

 

Haltwhistle Town Council are urging parents and residents to respond to the consultation. However, thy have approved the following statement:

Haltwhistle Town Council support the widest possible consultation so that local needs are considered rather than pre-conceived solutions given the unique geography of the South West of Northumberland.

Town Council - Haltwhistle

Therefore, the Town Council is supportive of a localised three tier system which holds geographical boundaries with Cumbria and Haydon Bridge. The location of a new secondary school should be in either Haltwhistle or Haydon Bridge.

Catton

No

These are sweeping changes that, if implemented, would have swinging effects on the children in the communty the local aconomies and ineveitably on the viabilty of the rural areas concerned.  Too great a change to be made in a hurry.  there is need for a substantial, non-party political, open agenda review to ensure the full impact of the educational changes are in the best interests of the future health and sustainabilty of communities in Northumberland.

No

These are sweeping changes that, if implemented, would have swinging effects on the children in the communty the local aconomies and ineveitably on the viabilty of the rural areas concerned.  Too great a change to be made in a hurry.  there is need for a substantial, non-party political, open agenda review to ensure the full impact of the educational changes are in the best interests of the future health and sustainabilty of communities in Northumberland.

No

These are sweeping changes that, if implemented, would have swinging effects on the children in the communty the local aconomies and ineveitably on the viabilty of the rural areas concerned.  Too great a change to be made in a hurry.  there is need for a substantial, non-party political, open agenda review to ensure the full impact of the educational changes are in the best interests of the future health and sustainabilty of communities in Northumberland.

Take time to be open about the agenda that as been followed in making these suggested options.  Hasty decisions now, which will affect many layers of rural functioning could be impossible to reverse if they are not the most appropriate.



[bookmark: 68]We believe that in considering the potential changes to Education in the West of Northumberland
the following should be incorporated as guiding principles;

 The educational outcomes of all students should remain at the forefront of decision

making.

 The distinct nature of Haydon Bridge partnership should be valued and embraced in

the future plans of the area.

 The post-18 pathways of students, both now and in the future, should form the basis

of educational decisions pre-18.

We also support the views held by other colleagues in the partnership;

 There are issues which may have an effect on educational outcome, that are not

immediately obvious, but can nevertheless be important and should also feed into the
decision making. These issues include, amongst others, friendship groups (living too far
away from the main catchment) and being able to attend after school activities, whether that
be sports, arts, or catch up academic classes.

 The following should also be considered;

1. Parental Choice
2. Future Pathways for students based on student needs not a point system
3. Catchment areas
4. Home to school transport
5. Rural and wider community issues
6. Special Educational Needs and Disability
7. Pupil Transition
8. Buildings and Finance
9. Admission Arrangements
10.Sport and Recreation Implications
11.Impact on employees of schools and academies

PROPOSAL

 The maintenance of parental choice is crucial to ensure the educational breadth across the

west of Northumberland. It is possible for a hybrid system to be in place.

 Under this proposal Haydon Bridge School would provide a tailored curriculum guided by

future pathways for students, employer requirements and the needs of the local community.

 A reduction in the number of schools currently delivering across the west of

Northumberland: this will reduce surplus places and through economies of scale address
some of the financial challenges facing the schools in the west of Northumberland.

 This proposal focusses on the potential options for Haydon Bridge High school but also

takes into consideration some of the potential changes within other schools.

 The hybrid system currently in place within Haydon Bridge High school enables two

transition points, the model put forward here would enable a two tier, three tier or hybrid
system to be applied.

 The competition between HBHS and QEHS provides parents with difficult choices at year 6

or year 8. The proposal provides an alternative to parents whilst not negatively affecting the
educational outcomes or life chances of the students.

 Depending on different outcomes from the consultation, the potential number of new intake

students (year 7 or 9) within catchment for HBHS in future years is;

 There remains the issue of students attending schools out of catchment. HBHS has

significantly improved outcomes, is ranked 8th in Northumberland for Progress 8 and 5th for
A Level results. The uncertainty of its future has significantly affected parental choice. This
proposed model, along with increased certainty for parents will increase the percentage
retention. Even without this increase the potential numbers in 2020/21 would increase
viability.

 One potential model to increase potential numbers of students would be the closure of

middle schools and all first schools to become primary schools, with some merging.
However this is not essential for the proposal

 There is a need for a small school to be creative in its curriculum delivery to enable breadth

and depth of choice for students whilst also being financially viable.

 This model is scalable, it has been designed with minimal numbers of students, enables

staffing levels to be optimised and for the school to be economically viable (based on “in
year” costs not historical deficit) but can also be adapted in line with increased student
numbers

 We believe the following structure would address many of the concerns:
 A project based learning curriculum in Years 7 and 8
 Years 9, 10 and 11 Key Stage 4 courses with identified pathways
 Post 16 provision to incorporate Apprenticeship and Vocational

pathways

 Sharing of staffing across the partnership
 Special Educational Needs Centre based on site

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
158 188 278 256

PROJECT BASED LEARNING IN YEARS 7 & 8 (2019)

 A project based learning model in years 7 & 8 with separate core

subject delivery (English, maths & science), providing the strong
foundations for the next pathway stage. Combined year group
structures would enable staffing rationalisation and mixed ability
teaching in non-core subjects.

 Project based learning focuses on the key skills employers have

identified ;

 Communication, Relating to others, Enterprise, Application, Thinking

skills and Emotional Intelligence

 A carousel system would enable curriculum delivery and focussed

projects ensuring educational progression is enabled.
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 Learners would develop these skills alongside the core subjects of

English, mathematics and Science through cross age projects including
community based projects.

 This structure enables staffing flexibility in non-core areas, which enables

staffing rationalisation where required or possible.

THREE YEAR KEY STAGE 4

 In order to maintain breadth of curriculum offer, a revised curriculum

delivery model: in each academic year students could complete two
option courses.

 The option courses would be double weighted, in terms of teaching

periods, and delivered within one academic year.

 Cross age groupings could/would be applied where necessary or possible.
 For courses with smaller student numbers this would ensure that these

courses could still be delivered within the curriculum.

 Each student would study GCSE in English, English Literature,

mathematics and three separate sciences

 In the following year the same model would apply with different courses

being offered in the two option blocks.

 In the following year two option blocks would again be offered, however

this would also enable some students to either begin their A level courses,
complete enrichment activities or to complete some intervention work.

 The increased option offer would enable students to follow courses which

have particular personal relevance to them rather than being dictated by
performance tables.

 For identified subjects there would be the potential to run over two years

based on curriculum requirements

 By the end of year 11 students could potentially achieve up to 12 GCSE

qualifications (or equivalent) thus broadening their potential future options.

 This structure would enable staffing to be rationalised where appropriate

and ensure viability whilst still responding to student needs and future
pathways.

POST 16 PROVISION TO INCORPORATE APPRENTICESHIP AND VOCATIONAL
PATHWAYS

 The school has already taken steps to address small student numbers

post 16. The cross age teaching in subjects in both years 12 and 13

Haydon Bridge High School

enables a breadth of curriculum and increases financial viability. The
‘Academic’ qualifications offered would be retained as a result of the other
changes within Key Stage 5.

 The student movement towards Apprenticeships is noticeable, with many

students choosing this route post 16 and 18. Haydon Bridge would
become an apprenticeship trainer for courses in the Business,
Engineering, Child Care, Health Care, Agriculture and Sports areas.

 This would increase the opportunities for students, increase retention and

increase external student applications.

 Links with employers would enable secure pathways for students as well

as increasing opportunities for vocational experiences.

 The provision of alternative provisions (Hair and Beauty / Construction)

would also facilitate increased retention and increase external student
applications.

 These proposals would be enabled through increased student numbers

and the rationalisation of key stage 4.

SHARING STAFFING ACROSS THE PARTNERSHIP

 This is already happening on a smaller scale, certain staffing members are

able to work across the partnership. These staffing could include:

 SENDCO
 Business Manager
 Data Manager
 Identified specialist subjects (e.g MFL/MUSIC/DRAMA/TECHNOLOGY)
 This sharing of staff would be possible through one school employing

(ensuring employee security) and providing for an agreed time (i.e one day
per week) thus enabling staffing rationalisation across the partnership,
continuity of curriculum, increased transition information and educational
delivery.

SEND PROVISION ON SITE

 There is a real need for the most vulnerable students to be placed in an

educational provision close to their home.

 The increase in students diagnosed with ASC across the County means

that there is a need for specialised provision at HBHS.

 The ASC unit could provide educational provision for students aged 5 + to

18 and where appropriate would have integration to the main body of the
student population, thus enabling inclusion within the students’ community.

 This provision would ensure the increased building usage, thus reducing

capacity issues.

SUMMARY

 We believe that for all parties it is essential that an educational provision is

present at Haydon Bridge.

 The proposals identified would require capital investment but would ensure an

educational structure that is fit for purpose, meets the needs of employers, the
community and most importantly enhances the future opportunities for the
students.

 The changes to the delivery at Haydon Bridge would provide parents and

students with an alternative educational choice and would increase student
retention.

 We believe the proposal for Haydon Bridge
 Addresses the surplus places
 Ensures financial stability without compromising educational outcomes

or offer

 Responds to the community and employer needs
 Provides an alternative for parental choices



[bookmark: 69] I believe that at present there is a hotch potch of educational provision in west Northumberland with a mix of first, primary, middle and high school and this needs to be addressed.  I can see that it is unaffordable to maintain so many small rural schools.  I recognise that this is a very emotive subject and closing a small rural school will have an impact on the surrounding community.  However, I see no value in delaying the inevitable and keeping schools open when pupil numbers are dwindling and schools are struggling to make ends meet.  

 I believe that a 2 tier system is a better option.  This is in part because the children are barely at the High School before taking their GCSE’s.  Students in middle school do not have the benefit of subject specific teachers and have a more limited timetable.  This means that prior to arriving in the High school they must make choices on whether or not they wish to study subjects that they have not yet experienced.  Also, I believe the way funding is allocated by key stages means that it is shared between first and middle or middle and high schools which I do not believe is very efficient. 

As mentioned in the previous option, I am in favour of a 2 tier system of education. I feel that this provides greater continuity for students.  Starting secondary education in Year 7 allows students to settle in and try a variety of new subjects before making option choices without fully experiencing the subjects.  

I feel that the staff within the local first schools do a great job and it would be of benefit of students and staff to allow the students to remain in the same school for another 2 years to build on the good work. The current 3 tier system forces children to grow up and transfer schools at a young age. Many students find this transition stressful and become anxious which impacts on their learning and socialisation.  The proposed mergers of some of the smaller rural schools would ensure that there are sufficient pupil numbers to avoid students remaining with a very small number of pupils throughout their early education.  

Having worked within many, many schools within various areas of Northumberland and Newcastle I have observed first hand how financially deprived the schools in the West of Northumberland are.  The Queen Elizabeth High School is in a state of disrepair due to continued funding cuts and lack of investment.  As Hexham is viewed as an affluent area this has reduced the funding allocated per pupil and has added to the lack of investment in the school building which is now in need of urgent repair to bring it up to a reasonable standard.    

 

Parent/carer

St Joseph's RC Middle

No

No – I believe 2 tier is a better option.

Yes

Ensure that the money saved from the closure of schools and made from sale of land/schools is invested back into the schools of west of Northumberland and not redirected to Ashington, Blyth or other areas.

Don't Know

This option is similar to option B and has some positive aspects.  Although I am not opposed to Model C, I believe that it could be perceived as a second class option.  I can see the value of offering a school which could focus on agricultural, vocational and technical education rather than the more academic model offered by QEHS.  However, my concern is that students may be directed down this route at too young an age (from 4 years) thus restricting their academic potential.  Also, parents and students choice to attend HBHS may be linked to financial restraints if funding for transport is not provided and parents do not have the ability to transport their child to school in Hexham.

Ensure that the money saved from the closure of schools and made from sale of land/schools is invested back into the schools of west of Northumberland and not redirected to Ashington, Blyth or other areas.

We are not just neighbours of Newbrough Primary School but have had a long and profound relationship with the School via employment, volunteering and schooling for our three children. The School has proved an excellent and reliable service within a Christian ethos. However, Newbrough Primary also serves as the vital hub to our community. I am a Parish Councillor but write as an individual.
However, I would like to quote from our PC’s response to emphasise the strength and unity of feeling in the village against any threat to the School:

Newbrough Parish Council strongly objects to any proposal to close Newbrough Church of England Primary School. The Council fully supports the School’s Governing Body as well as the parents, pupils and the wider community who are all keen to keep this school functioning in Newbrough. It is an excellent school (as reflected in recent OFSTED and SIAMS inspections) with a growing reputation and an increasing number of pupils. This school is financially sound (current Government funding model) and is forecast to remain so for the foreseeable future.  NCC states that there is no predicted financial deficit by 2019/20. In addition to this the school has excellent facilities; it is a very active community school and has valuable nursery provision. The Council can see no possible reason for closing this school.

Newbrough is a growing village. Sixteen new houses (14 ‘affordable’) are being built adjacent to the School. The School’s nursery provision (age 3+) is a magnet to working parents and the marketing for the houses makes specific reference to the proximity and excellence of Newbrough Primary School.

Our local garage is a vital convenience store, mobile Post Office, hairdresser and fish-and-chip van. Go Ahead Northern has recently instituted the X85 hourly bus service (Newbrough-Newcastle) which is so well used we are a ‘double-decker village’; this includes school travel for those who choose Hexham schools. Newcomers mention the attraction of a successful school on the doorstep. We also have National Park tourism including local walk guides, a village gastro-pub of high repute and are developing the business opportunities provided by the Coast-to-Coast cycle route.

Email received:
Dear Sir

Please find below the comments to the consultation for education in West Northumberland from the Councillors of Otterburn Parish Council.

There is concern among the Councillors (and many residents of Otterburn) that given the poor press coverage, drop in roll numbers as well as withdrawal of Bright Tribe, the reputation of Hayden Bridge High School (HBHS) is now in a position that attracting pupils will be difficult.

As such the Councillors believe option B is the most viable however have further concerns over the proposal and in particular the impact on local children. The following points have been raised and the Parish Council as well as parents would like reassurances before any final decisions are made

Since the Ofsted inspection in December 2014 when HBHS was put into special measures there have been an increasing number of parents in Otterburn (and indeed across the Rede valley) who have been sending their children to Ponteland. Whilst perhaps outside the ‘official’ catchment area the people of Rede Valley would not want to see children penalised for choosing Ponteland as an option for their children to attend. Perhaps now is the time to give consideration to Ponteland being the default catchment area.
It is reassuring from the point of view of parents in Otterburn to see the school will remain open. However with other schools likely to be closed in the area there is a concern the length of journeys children will have may increase significantly.
Another reason an increasing number of children from Otterburn and surrounding communities have been attending Ponteland schools is that the journey time is shorter. Whilst the option of boarding was available the majority of children were going down towards Hexham but that facility is no longer available.

No

Yes

Regards

No



[bookmark: 70]Corsenside Parish Council wish to express their very great concern about the recent consultation
document on the future of schools and education in the west of Northumberland.
This is causing a great deal of anxiety, worry and concern and not a little anger amongst many members
of our parish.
We feel that this consultation is flawed in presenting proposals at this stage and feel very strongly that
parents and stakeholders should be consulted, and their views and opinions listened to and taken into
account, before any proposals are developed. Proposals developed after consultation could then
genuinely be said to be cognisant of the views and opinions of the communities which will have to live
with the impact of their implementation.
We feel very strongly that none of the options presented can be supported as all options presented
are prejudiced against several schools who would be earmarked for closure under every proposal
should one of these be adopted. Further, there is no information provided to show how any of the
suggested models offer the best educational outcomes for our children whilst also tackling the issues of
budget deficits and surplus places. Without such detail how can an informed decision be made
regarding the viability of one model or another.
Whilst there are arguments for and against both two-tier and three-tier education we feel that the
three-tier model is the best fit for the rural and remote nature of the communities in the west of
Northumberland. This system allows small schools to remain in the heart of their local communities, it
mitigates the effects of lengthy travel distances and times for young children for as long as possible,
promotes health and well-being by allowing many children to walk to school, it promotes social and
moral development by allowing children to access out of hours provision and contributes to the viability
of local communities and the maintenance of key local services.

History, School Effectiveness and Support in Corsenside
There has been a school in West Woodburn for two hundred years, 2018 being the schools bicentenary.
It is located in the very middle of the village, is embedded at the centre of the community and is close
to the heart of generations of local people who have happy memories of their early education at the
school. It is very well supported by the wider community who attend events and lend their financial
support enthusiastically. For example, Ofsted (2017) noted that the school had “worked diligently to
strengthen links with the local, rural community, within whose heart [it] lies”. It is also highly valued
and held in very high esteem by the current cohort of pupils and parents: “Parents say that their
children ‘rush’ to get to school each morning because they are happy, well looked after and enjoy all
that the school has to offer ‘academically and socially’. Pupils agree enthusiastically, saying that they
feel safe because they are with ‘people you know you can trust’. According to pupils, ‘everyone is
friendly’ and there is no bullying. Pupils and their parents would recommend the school to others
without hesitation.” (Ofsted, 2017) It enjoys the support of a highly skilled, capable and dedicated staff
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team who are driven by the desire to do their utmost to improve the children’s education, welfare and
social development and this is at the forefront of the considerable work they do. This was recognised
recently by Ofsted who judged the school to be Good overall but with many of the features mentioned
in the report thought to be Outstanding.
We feel that the loss of the school in West Woodburn would be a severe blow to the village of West
Woodburn and the wider parish of Corsenside which the school serves so very well.

Budget
We are concerned that this consultation presents seemingly inaccurate and potentially misleading
information with respect to funding and projected deficits, given that no account is taken, or
information provided, regarding the considerable increase in funding as a result of the introduction of
the new National Funding Formula for schools. Indeed, the consultation document states that the
projected deficits “do not take into account the changes to the budget formula for 2018/19”. This
formula, according to Department for Education figures, will see West Woodburn First School budget
increase from £182,000 in 17/18 to £300,000 in 18/19 when the formula is introduced. This represents
an increase of some 42% in pupil led funding for West Woodburn First School, the highest increase of
any of the schools in the west of Northumberland and yet all options you present would see the closure
of this vital community asset.
We are also aware that the figures with respect to schools’ budgets have been changing and are being
updated by NCC on a very regular basis (as schools’ governors finance sub committees meet to set
indicative budgets for the coming year) meaning the information provided in the consultation based on
pre-New Funding Formula figures is now out of date and inaccurate. This does somewhat lead us to
question the wisdom of the timing of this consultation and the soundness of the decision to go ahead
with it at a time in the financial year where budgetary uncertainty and flux is to be expected. West
Woodburn First School, for example, has a deficit of less than £10,000 next year and in the following
year it will be less than £1,000. These figures are based on the old funding formula and would be easily
absorbed, leading to a surplus budget, under the new Funding Formula’s allocation.

Educational Outcomes
We feel that the outcomes for pupils are best served by the three-tier system and therefore strongly
support the continuation of Bellingham Middle School. There is strong evidence of a dip in pupils’
progress when transfer takes place at age 11.
This reversal of progress in two tier systems is well documented and it has been termed a national
scandal by Ofsted and by successive education secretaries.
“Continuity in the curriculum and progression in learning as pupils move from primary to
secondary schools are long standing weaknesses of the education system.” – (Changing Schools,
HMI 2002 p.2)
Indeed, work carried out by Professor Maurice Galton of Cambridge University indicates that:
... around half the pupils in English and Science (49% and 49% respectively) made no gain in
their level score one year after moving from primary to secondary school. For mathematics,
however, the corresponding figure was 33%. ... the relatively high proportion of the sample
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failing to make progress suggest that transfer to secondary school is still associated with
subsequent underperformance in the case of certain pupils.
Also, and importantly, as research conducted as part of the Cambridge Primary Review points out,
middle school systems -
... avoided the developmental double whammy of school transfer coinciding with the onset of
puberty. (Community Soundings: the Primary Review regional witness sessions, Cambridge Primary Review, 200,
Page 38)
There are better educational outcomes for pupils educated under the three-tier system. The evidence
shows that pupils in middle schools make greater progress during KS3 than pupils in any other type of
schooling, even though it includes the transition from middle to upper school in Year 9. Indeed, data
compiled on the achievement of about 6,000 pupils leaving Year 8 in middle school in 2011 showed that
these pupils achieved at a level above that achieved nationally at the end of Year 9 in other schools as
demonstrated by the results of the last of the nationally set KS3 SATs in 2007.

Emotional Wellbeing and Mental Health
We feel that the three-tier system is also more able to cater for the moral and social development and
well-being of pupils as schools have a narrower age range on which to focus and are better able to
meet the differing needs of children at different stages of their education. Coupled with this there is
also the advantage of reducing the influence of teenagers and young adults on those pupils who are still
children.
We also feel that there would be potential for a significant risk to the emotional wellbeing and mental
health of pupils who would move from still relatively small primary schools under a two-tier system to a
potentially very large secondary school of two and a half thousand children or more should Haydon
Bridge High School close and Queen Elizabeth High School expand. Coming from a relatively small,
nurturing and safe feeling primary school, this could be completely overwhelming for many children.
We also feel that a secondary school of such a size can not possibly deliver education on a personal
level and children would inevitably become just a face in the crowd or just a number on a register
rather than being able to develop good relationships with staff who truly know and understand the
individual as would be possible in a school with smaller numbers on role.

Travel, Physical Health and Wellbeing
Your consultation sets out additional travel distances for travel to the next nearest school, however
appears not to take into account that many children currently have no travel at all as they live within
the village and walk to school. This, from a health and well-being perspective, is surely to be
encouraged and is one of the stated aims of NCC’s own ‘Go Smarter, Go Cheaper, Go Greener’ initiative.
Indeed, this initiative cites that ‘Teachers find that pupils who walk, cycle or scoot to school are more
relaxed, alert and ready to start the day than those who travel by car’, it also expounds the benefits of
improved health and fitness and increased independence and social interaction along with
improvements in safety, pollution levels and congestion.
We feel it very wrong to subject children as young as 4 years old to daily bus journeys of up to an hour
for the round trip, in order to be educated elsewhere. We feel that this exposes them to unnecessary
disruption and risk and they are best served educationally within their own community. It would also
be difficult for children who are transported to school by bus to access after-school clubs and other
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such activities as they would need to be on the bus to get home – it would rely on parents being able to
collect their children at the end of the extended day and obviously result in more and unnecessary car
journeys and adversely affect families from lower-income households who do not have transport. Given
the Sutton Trust’s (2017) recommendation that children should have more access to extra-curricular

No

No

No

opportunities to increase social mobility, this unnecessary travel would be detrimental to our children’s
social capital and social mobility.
There is also the impact upon pre-school education to be considered where children younger than 4
would be facing long journeys to access the pre-school hours they are entitled to. Indeed, these
measures seeing the closure of many local schools could, at worst, disenfranchise some families
altogether from pre-school education if they have no transport or the family vehicle is required to get
the working partner to work.
We have further concerns on the impact on children’s education that winter weather would bring.
There would be a hugely increased risk to the children who would need to make journeys on icy roads
which are steep and twisting in places. Additionally, there has been several days this winter where the
A68, the road through West Woodburn, has been impassable due to dangerous conditions and we have
observed periods of time in the recent past where the road has been blocked for longer periods of time.
Parents are constantly being reminded that every day at school counts and yet the proposals set out a
future which has disrupted education built in by default. We find this unacceptable and would point
out that WWFS has remained open and continued to serve its pupils and the community throughout
most of these disruptive bad weather events.
In terms of travel it is difficult and disruptive enough for the older children of our parish who are
subject to up to 2 hours per day on a bus from age 13 (Year 9) onwards in order to access their high
school education but we feel that it would be entirely wrong to enforce these journey times on children
of 11 and 12 (Years 7 and 8) which would be necessary should a two tier system be implemented. This
travel time could be spent much more productively and lead to better outcomes, if education was to
remain locally under the three-tier system, by using it to complete homework or for wider social
development.
With particular respect to West Woodburn First school, the school in our parish, the data you supply
regarding distances to nearest school is inaccurate. The nearest school with a travelling distance of 4.6
miles is Bellingham First School. However, you cite 5.8 miles to the next nearest school in the table on
page 8, the same figure you quote for Otterburn First School, the two schools which each of your
proposals see merging. The inaccuracies here surely call into question the accuracy of other aspects of
the document causing concern as to how much trust we can place in the information presented. [See
Appendix A]

Social Capital
As a by-product of the loss of our school there are implications wider than the loss of local education
and a local community resource. Having a school at the heart of a vibrant, sustainable local community
provides children and young people with the social capital that supports their wider development and
improves their educational outcomes. A by-product of the loss of the school would be the loss of this
social capital. Families would be less likely to move into our community and this would erode the
viability of key community services such as our shop, post office and public houses and have a negative
impact on our parish community as a whole.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
We would not and could not support any of the options as laid out in the consultation and feel that
none of the proposals represent the best outcomes for pupils or represent the needs or wishes of the
people NCC are elected to serve.
It would seem that the proposals are based on out of date and inaccurate information making it
impossible to make a properly informed judgement.
These proposals will have a significant impact upon the current cohort of children who are in line to
have their educational lives severely disrupted and risk creating a ‘lost’ generation who, by the
potential actions of NCC, are unable to achieve to their full potential. Pupils, inevitably are becoming
aware of the potential for change and whilst, in West Woodburn First School, the staff are doing their
utmost to calm and reassure them, children as young as four are already becoming unsettled and
beginning to worry about their future. This is wrong. Our children should be treated with more
respect and afforded the best opportunities available based on evidence of best outcomes.
We feel that the development of a model which allows successful schools to remain at the heart of
their local communities under a three-tier system, which is cognisant of the rurality of the west of
Northumberland and the extremely long travel times for children, should be developed and would be
our favoured option.
We respectfully ask that you abandon the current consultation, based on seemingly inaccurate
information, and begin again by engaging and listening to parents and stakeholders in a meaningful
dialogue to elicit their views and opinions which could then, along with accurate figures from the
new National Funding Formula, inform the development of realistic proposals which have as core
values the best educational and social outcomes and fulfil the needs of our children and represent
the views and wishes of the people of west Northumberland.

Appendix A
Inaccuracies in Travel Distances
Your document states that no child should be subject to an additional travel of greater than 6 miles.
For the children of West Woodburn First School you cite in the table on page 8 that the distance to the
nearest school is 5.8 miles, the same distance you quote for Otterburn First School. This implies that
Otterburn First School is the nearest school to West Woodburn First School. Bellingham First School
however, is actually the nearest being 4.6 miles from West Woodburn First School
Despite your assertions of 5.8 miles in the table on page 8 of your document, you cite a maximum
additional travel distance of 4.7 miles in the proposal details on page 13 (model A) and page 16 (model
B) but go back to 5.8 miles on page 19 (model C). Each of these models sees the merger of West
Woodburn First School and Otterburn First School.
The actual distance, as measured by car odometer is 6.1 miles to Otterburn First School, however, this
road is often impassable due to flooding after even moderate amounts of rainfall, the alternative route
on non-flooding roads would be a travel distance of 7.3 miles.
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NCC Leader Peter Jackson

xxxxx.xxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx

NCC Deputy Leader and Children’s Services Wayne Daley

xxxxx.xxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx

NCC Local Councillor John Riddle

xxxx.xxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx

NCC Chief Executive Daljit Lally

xxxxxx.xxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx

NCC Director of Education and Skills Andy Johnson

xxxx.xxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx

Schools Commissioner for North of England Janet Renou

xxx.xxxxx@xxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx

Member of Parliament Guy Opperman
xxxxxxxx@xxxxx.xxx
Chair of Governors WWFS Tony Gibson

xxxxxxxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxx.xxx

Head of School WWFS Victoria Rutherford

xxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx

Executive Head WWFS Caroline Elsey

xxxxxxxx.xxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx



[bookmark: 71]Email received:
On 19th February 2018 Northumberland County Council (NCC) launched a consultation on
two tier schooling in the West Hexham area. The document proposes three restructuring
options for the schools contained within the Hexham Partnership; in all three proposals
Whittonstall First School (WFS) would merge with Broomhaugh Primary School and WFS
would close.
Following the NCC consultation the Hadrian Learning Trust (the Trust that runs Hexham
Middle School and the Queen Elizabeth High School) released a consultation proposing
the replacement of the current three tier educational model (first, middle and high schools)
with a two tier (primary and secondary) model. Should this proposal be accepted the
resulting impact would be similar to that of the NCC consultation, i.e. the closure of first
schools and middle schools and a move to a two tier system throughout the county.
The Shotley Lower Quarter Parish Council strongly oppose both consultations documents,
which would lead to the closure of WFS, for the following reasons:
1. The children - all children deserve the opportunity for an excellent education and
children, some as young as three, should not be expected to travel excessive distances
to access education. WFS has provided excellent education for the children of this
Parish, and for the neighbouring areas, for over 100 years. It has been rated as “Good”
by Ofsted and consistently produces excellent academic results. As well as focusing
on academic excellence WFS nurtures kindness and the ability to care for others. WFS
currently has 63 pupils in the main school and a further 8 children in the nursery. Both
nursery and reception classes are over subscribed for the 2018/19 academic year.
2. Financial position - WFS federated with Broomley First School in 2012 in order to
ensure its financial viability. The Federated status means that costs are shared
between the two sites with a shared headteacher, and other staff, as well as shared
service contracts. WFS is currently running with a financial surplus and this is forecast
to continue. The consultation document does not recognise the federated status and
does not consider the impact on Broomley First School should WFS close. WFS and
Broomley First School run effectively as a federation; closing WFS would be

detrimental to Broomley in terms of both finances, staffing and shared educational
resources.
3. The impact on the community - WFS is the third largest employer in our Parish
employing 45 people; these proposals threaten the livelihood of each of these
employees. In addition, the closure of WFS would impact local businesses and the
community as a whole.
Whilst the Parish Council recognises that there are issues that need to be addressed
within the Hexham Partnership we strongly believe there is a viable alternative that could
be implemented. We are fully supportive of Leanne Barker (Executive Headteacher of the
Whittonstall and Broomley First School Federation) and her Board of Governors and
support the alternative approach which they presented to the NCC in July 2017. Their
proposal was to form the Tynedale Learning Trust. This would have been a partnership
across ten schools in Prudhoe and Hexham which would further develop the current
federation and would have offered an all through approach to education for 3-18 years old.
This proposal would not involve any school closures. The NCC chose to defer their
decision to approve this solution in December 2017. We feel that this is a viable solution
and should be given serious consideration.
Please may we ask that all residents respond to the consultation and help us save
Whittonstall First School
1. NCC Consultation:
Please complete the attached consultation form and return to:
FAO Lorraine Fife, Children’s Services, FREEPOST MP135, County Hall, MORPETH,
NE61 1BR or send your response electronically to: email
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx.
An electronic version of the form can be found on the NCC website at:
https://form.northumberland.gov.uk/form/launch/con_res_sch_hx_hb
The form must be received by the NCC by 9th April 2018.
2. Hadrian Learning Trust consultation:
Please complete the online form at:
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/HLTconsultation
The form must be completed by 3.30pm on Thursday 29th March 2018.
May I take this opportunity to thank you in advance for taking the time to support your local
community; it is important for all residents to respond individually as the relevant bodies
have indicated that a nil response is the equivalent as an acceptance of their proposals.
Yours sincerely

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

I cannot see any viable reason to close or merge Acomb School.

No

No

Acomb First School is a fantastic school it provides outstanding education to my children/grandchildren.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

I wholeheartedly disagree with merging or closing our rural schools especially Acomb.

No

I wholeheartedly disagree with merging or closing our rural schools especially Acomb.

Don't know

I wholeheartedly disagree with merging or closing our rural schools especially Acomb.

Acomb First School is a fantastic school.  My children have thrived at Acomb.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

I object to ABC.  Do not merge or close our school.

No

I object to ABC.  Do not merge or close our school.

Don't know

I object to ABC.  Do not merge or close our school.

Parent/carer

Acomb First School

No

I disagree with the merger/closures of Acomb & Beaufront First

No

I disagree with the rmergers/closures of Acomb & Beaufront First School.

Don't know

I disagree with the mergers/closures of Acomb & Beaufront First School.

Letter received:
Haydon Parish Council strongly supports the continuation of Haydon Bridge High School (HBHS), which has for many years played a vital part in the village framework. It is the largest employer in the village, and has provided excellent and friendly education to most of those growing up in the village and in the school's extensive catchment area of approximately 800 square miles, (South to Allenheads; North to Kielder; West to Greenhead). We do not therefore support either consultation Models A or B. 
The Parish Council accepts that the HBHS has run a financial deficit recently. We see this to a large extent having been caused by relentless adverse publicity in the local press, (apparently quoting spokespersons from NCC), suggesting that the school was likely to be closed; this in turn leading to concerned parents sending their children elsewhere. 
The Parish Council notes that the problem of schools in West Northumberland running a deficit is not confined to HBHS. We conclude that a radical change in the overall system is required to rectify the problem. Accordingly the Parish Council supports the idea of closing both Haltwhistle and Bellingham Middle Schools, with HBHS being able to take on children from the age of eleven. The added pupils from both these middle schools who would hopefully come to HBHS should provide the extra income to enable HBHS no longer to run a deficit. We therefore recommend that a two tier system should be implemented in this part of West Northumberland. 
So far as the HBHS his deficit is concerned the Parish Council notes that the school owns a large stone built house on the North Bank which is apparently unused, (The Park). This could be sold to reduce the deficit substantially. (In any event we understand that had Bright Tribe taken over the school as planned NCC would have written off that historic deficit). 
The Parish Council considers that the closure of HBHS as in Model A and B would be disastrous, particularly for children about to do their GCSE or A Level exams. There clearly is not sufficient room at Queen Elizabeth High School (Hexham) to accommodate 361 pupils from HBHS, even if QEHS was agreeable to taking in all the pupils from HBHS their education would have to continue in porta-cabins or the like until suitable classrooms could be built. It is the view of the Parish Council that this is hardly a satisfactory way to educate children. 
The Parish Council believes that if HBHS were to close it would effectively deprive parents in the Haydon Bridge catchment area of the right to choose a high school int he county for their children. Thus for a family in the Haltwhistle area for example, it would be a choice of Hexham or Hexham. If QEHS was subsequently to be rated by OFSTED as below standard or in need of special measures where would the concerned parent from Haltwhistle send his child?
We believe there is a place for a relatively small high school in Haydon Bridge concentrating on students' individual needs as outlined in the HBHS proposal 'A VISION FOR THE FUTURE OF OUR STUDENTS' (copy attached to the original letter), which document in our view provides real choice both for students who wish to pursue an academic route and for thoose looking for a more vocational one. We are in full support of this document. We see a successful future for our school with both academic and practical learning, the latter including apprenticeships, engineering and IT. HBHS has an adjacent local authority owned farm where students from this rural area have for many years received practical, hands on education. We are pleased to note that HBHS intends to provide excellent facilities for those with special needs. 

No

No

Yes

Yours sincerely



[bookmark: 72]We focus on two main aspects - the future of Haydon Bridge High School, with which our area
has had long association, and the future of our own Greenhaugh First School
Haydon Bridge High School
1.NCC should be allowed to regain responsibility for and support HBHS’s attempts to recover
from the appalling damage inflicted by the withdrawal of Bright Tribe.
This includes damage to its reputation and the prolonged insecurity about its future, leading
inevitably to disadvantaged entrance numbers, which are then used against it remaining open.
These figures cannot be taken as a true indicator.
2.We understand that HBHS has just undergone another Ofsted inspection to see if it can be
removed from Special Measures. Sadly we have no confidence in this process at this time. Ofsted
accounts to a government , which like the one before it, is a strong advocate of the academy
route and the consequent marketisation of education.
3. We think that Haydon Bridge High School’s paper ‘The student comes first’ outlines a
thoroughly appropriate model for the school going forward. The proposals for vocational as well
as conventional academic courses enlarges educational opportunity for a wider skills-base for
many pupils. We believe HBHS has an important role to play in offering more widely based
parent-choice thus avoiding a narrowly-based academic route.
4. We think it inappropriate as well as totally undesirable to subsume HBHS into QEHS by creating
one very large school in Hexham, one in which students can more easily be ‘lost off’. There is
considerable literature to suggest that large schools simply cannot offer the same pastoral care
of their students’ development as the smaller schools - nor provide the same nurturing which
promotes their confidence through a sense of identity with place and valued links to local areas.
Hence educationally there is nothing to be gained and much to be lost from creating one large
school. The quality of educational provision must be the key priority for the NCC which is
responsible.
5.In addition, the proposed temporary arrangements for students at QEHS pending the
development of a new campus are totally unacceptable for parents, teachers and pupils alike.
The quality of all the students’ education would be badly compromised by this head-long
proposal to start closing one school before there is a proper campus built to accommodate the
extra numbers entailed.
It would also cause local chaos and total congestion at both ends of the school day, from the
increased amount of traffic and parking, including the need for many more school buses. This is
potentially dangerous as well as unacceptable to the residential amenity of the area.
5.The scandal of Bright Tribe’s involvement must not go without proper redress or the return of
public funds. There must be accountability, especially if the due diligence period was in any way
prolonged unnecessarily, creating the lengthy uncertainty about the school’s future which can be
shown to have had a negative impact on its viability. (We note that in 2017 the DofE changed the
method of accounting for academy expenditure which we trust will lead to improved
transparency.)
It also seems clear that the school was not given a reasonable time under its first IEB to improve,
before Ofsted came in and pronounced it as ‘failing’, triggering the move to HBHS becoming an
academy. The decision to run this inspection at this time should have been challenged at the
highest level.
The sudden closure of the boarding wing at Ridley Hall mid-term is another event under Bright
Tribe’s tenure that was completely unacceptable and requires rigorous censure. This rendered
the NCC unable to provide for the needs of students from rural areas for whose educational
welfare it is responsible.
Overall we believe that HBHS has a very important role to play in the future of educational
provision in West Northumberland and that it should be given every possible support to succeed.
We are deeply concerned about the existence of a parallel ‘consultation’ being run at the same
time as NCC’s by the Hadrian Learning Trust, the academy trust which currently runs QEHS and
Hexham Middle School. Since the Trust clearly has a vested interest in the process this is
inappropriate. It is also worth noting that the QEHS consultation has been strongly criticised by,
amongst others including parents, the Association of Middle Schools.
Options for Greenhaugh School
We reject all 3 ‘options’ offered for Greenhaugh School, Tarset, which are all for closure. We think
that NCC is actually offering no options, which is suggestive of fait accompli. This does not comply
with the ‘presumption against closure’ , DofE’s Statutory Guidelines ( 2016)
We regard NCC’s numerically-based exercise as bearing no relation to the qualitative needs of
children in our area, and its use does not take into account the important ‘rural proofing’.
Instead it denies the essential contextual perspective of rural life and the interdependencies that
are at the core of its communities. Of these communities, those in the more sparsely populated
Uplands are under the most pressure from recent loss of services through austerity measures
and are the more fragile as a result.
NCC’s measurement of distances for travelling to schools is very misleading. Anyone who lives in
an area like the Greenhaugh catchment area knows that travelling 5 miles or so on small rural
roads is very different thing from travelling the equivalent distance on a main road. Travel to
school must be measured by time taken not by simple mileage. Better acquaintance with a
school’s area is essential background to NCC’s proposals.
In addition to proposing a precipitate timescale, the option to close takes no account of the
normal criteria for schools – at Greenhaugh First no budget deficit is predicted and it will benefit
from the new funding formula; it is assessed ‘good’ by Ofsted so is not a ‘failing’ school; it has a
large catchment area to draw from.
1. Greenhaugh lies in the Northumberland National Park, which has a statutory duty to ‘seek to
foster the economic and social well-being of local communities’ within it. This is reflected in its
Management Plan (2016-2021), which states its aim to ‘ensure the thriving and vibrant
communities have a strong sense of place and an economy grounded in the natural and cultural
qualities of the National Park’, and a stated objective that ‘people have opportunities to work and
live in resilient communities in and around the National Park.’
2.Rural areas have suffered from the lack of a strong independent champion since the axing of
the Commission for Rural Communities in 2013 and the demise of the RDAs and the RCPU.
Responsibility for these areas has devolved to DEFRA ( rather than DCLG) which is currently
consulting on ways forward after Brexit, based on its recent paper, Health and Harmony. While
naturally addressing farming issues, this consultation is importantly inclusive of the wider context
and the particular plight of the Uplands.
3.There is clear recognition that in order to achieve the necessary changes and delivery of the
wealth of ‘natural capital’ benefits that the Uplands offer ( carbon capture, biodiversity, flood
control measures, food production, clean air, recreation opportunities etc) it is essential to
maintain the ‘social capital’ of those areas and their infrastructure.
In other words, the successful delivery of natural capital outcomes is co-dependent with the
viability of the social capital.
4.An essential part of this social capital is the intergenerational mix in a community. Tarset has
maintained a fairly healthy demographic owing in large part to the existence of Greenhaugh First
School. Without the school as an engine for continual renewal in the area, in its attraction for
young families, it is widely believed that it would decline rapidly. There would be an
overwhelming number of retirees who are not economically active, and this in turn would be
highly detrimental to the economic and social health, and thus the overall future, of the area.
5.Others will rightly attest , and we completely concur, to the benefits for young children in being
able to attend schools in their home areas where there is opportunity for interaction with other
community members and where they can learn from their own environments, developing a
strong sense of identity. Greenhaugh FS children have also taken part in many important local
projects over the years, many instigated by them in response to the local environment, like Dark
Skies events and Red Squirrel protection, and the school’s inclusive events form an important
part of the community calendar. The school’s presence is a hugely valued part of our community.
Overall, we reject the option to close, and totally support the continuance of a school at
Greenhaugh, where that be First or Primary.
We would like to see NCC engaging in fully joined-up thinking with the policies and statutory
commitments of other agencies, and specifically we would like to see the following:
1. An end to this precipitate process and hasty consultation which will do long-term damage
to the quality of our children’s education and welfare, and to the viability of this Uplands
area.
2. A carefully considered process and assessment of the range of possibilities for the
school’s future, in conjunction with its staff and governors, and requiring at least one
officer at County Hall to be properly familiar with the practical constraints of living in the
area under discussion.
3. A commitment to apply ‘rural proofing’ to all proposals from now on, and to work in
conjunction with DEFRA and the Northumberland National Park Authority, to safeguard
the future of the ‘vibrant communities’ which are so essential for the delivery of the

No

No

NO

benefits to our country in the form of the natural capital found in it Uplands.



[bookmark: 73]Please note the submission to the Phase 2 consultation from the Governors of West Tyne Church Schools, resolved by unanimous decision on 28 March 2018, which accompanies the points we made in Phase 1:

The Governors of the West Tyne Church Schools Federation hold in mind the best interests for the education of our children. In light of this we recognise that, for Greenhead Primary School to continue to be part of the education system in the West Tyne, we must find a solution to the existing and continuing financial deficit (approx. £200k), and we must secure a roll of approximately 50 children. 

The Governors are committed to working with parents and members of the community to find solutions to these questions. However in the light of the challenge they present we would also propose to NCC that they include an alternative option to that being consulted upon, as part of the larger consultation on education in the West of Northumberland. 

The Governing Body proposes that, if NCC judges Greenhead Primary School to be unviable: 

      that Greenhead School site closes (providing that the next two conditions are met) 

      that the current catchments of Greenhead and Henshaw Schools are merged and 

      that pupils from the new larger catchment be accommodated on the existing Henshaw Primary School site, which has sufficient space for the larger intake in a modern building, and plans currently under way for expansion to deal more appropriately with providing Key Stage 2 teaching and learning. 

Greenhead Primary School

Yes

In addition, the Governors recommend most strongly that the NCC Consultation process does not permit any "mixed economy" of schools in West Northumberland: moves already taken to implement a coherent network of Primary/Secondary schools must be completed across the West of Northumberland. 



[bookmark: 74]Some definitions:
Two tier = primary schools, ages 3-11, secondary schools, ages 11 – 16/18
Three tier = first schools, ages 3 -9, middle schools, ages 9-13, high schools, ages 13-16/18

 When considering the possible changes to the education provision in the West of Northumberland, we

believe it is important that we look first at what we want to achieve, before deciding on the best ways to
meet those goals.

 In the initial consultation, a number of key factors were listed, to take into account (we have listed them

below). We urge all officers and councillors to reflect on these factors and put each of them in the context of
each community. These will be in a different order for a large city (Newcastle), a town (Hexham), a small
town (Haltwhistle) and villages (Wark).

 Then there are issues which may have an effect on educational outcome, that are not immediately obvious,

but these things can be important and should also feed into the decision making. These issues include things
like friendship groups (living too far away from the main catchment) and being able to attend after school
activities, whether that be sports, arts, or catch up academic classes.

 When putting our proposal together we have ranked the importance of these factors as a whole for the

West of Northumberland. We have made considerations for the large town, the smaller towns and the rural
villages. The order in which we have placed these are:
1. Catchment areas
2. Home to school transport
3. Rural and wider community issues
4. Special Educational Needs and Disability
5. Pupil Transition
6. Buildings and Finance
7. Admission Arrangements
8. Sport and Recreation Implications
9. Impact on employees of schools and academies
All leading to:

 Positive Educational Outcomes

Proposal

 To address the concerns surrounding surplus places and present and future funding (which are directly

linked to surplus places) we believe there has to be a discussion and decision made regarding the two-tier
and three-tier system.

 A mixture of two tier and three tier, as is currently the case in West Northumberland, creates a lack of clarity

for parents and children. It equally creates competition for children between schools, which is not helpful.
This hybrid system has contributed to the falling numbers in the Haydon Bridge Partnership due to too few
children being spread across too many schools.

 From the information shared, we believe there are a total of thirty-seven schools in the West of

Northumberland. We believe this could be reduced to thirteen schools saving 1000 surplus places,
addressing the financial challenge and providing parents with choice and a best-fit for community and local
schooling offer.

 We believe the focus should be very much on the development and shape of education in the whole West of

Northumberland and not purely about Secondary education: Haydon Bridge and QEHS

 When considering the whole picture we believe the following structure would address many of the

concerns:
o Retain (and reintroduce) a Three Tier System (consistently across the whole of the West of
Northumberland.

 This would include:

o Six First Schools
o Four Middle Schools
o One 3-13 Provision incorporate First / Middle in Bellingham
o Two High Schools

 This would reduce the surplus places by just under one thousand places.
 In a recent informal consultation, it is quite clear that there is not an appetite from

parents, carers and professionals for a change in the three-tier system and a move to a
larger two-tier model.

 It would be vital that the Three-tier System was incorporated across the whole of the

West of Northumberland, with very clear school sizes, and feeder schools identified, to
ensure closer partnership and educational continuity.

 Special Educational Needs should be incorporated in all three tiers and not centrally

located. There should be a local offer and an inclusive approach to all wellbeing and
disability issues. The majority of children should attend a mainstream school within their
local area.

 Transport and infrastructure must be reflected upon when making decisions on whether

to retain an element of local offer - is there a transport and road network sufficient
enough to ensure the safety and wellbeing of all children?

 Restructure First and Primary to create six First Schools

 There would be a need to review all first and primary Schools and reduce the number to

six first schools, ranging from 250 to 370 on roll. Some work would be needed to make
sure the combining of schools ensures the best locations, facilities and resources.

 These first schools would now be large enough to be cost effective, without large

numbers of surplus places, and with staff being redeployed where needed.

 Transport and facilities would need to be reviewed and considered.
 Some work would need to be done to upgrade buildings and it would be right and

proper to offer some funding from the central pot which has been identified as in the
region of £40m.

 Although some younger children may have to travel a little further than at present to

their first school, on the whole the vast majority of children will be placed in a school
near to their home communities, and will only have longer travel as they grow older.

 Children currently in smaller schools will now have a school where they can be in a class

of similar age children, and not having to share classes with older and younger children
due to financial constraints, as is the case at present.

 Maintain Four Middle Schools

 Retain the middle schools in:

o Corbridge
o Hexham RC
o Hexham
o Haltwhistle

 Having a middle school structure means there is a stepped approach and children stay

closer to their local communities than travelling to a big secondary. Although this goes
against the national trend, the West of Northumberland needs a bespoke offer due to
the size of the area we are serving and the travel that children will have to make out of
their local communities. It is not correct to say that the three tier system is educationally
less sound – we know this not to be the case.

 By ensuring there is a structured and consistent three-tier structure in place, then all

four middle schools would have enough children to be full, and therefore be financially
viable.

 Some work would need to be done to upgrade buildings and it would be right and

proper to offer some funding from the central pot identified as in the region of £40m.

 Bespoke Offer in Bellingham

 To address the specific need in the Bellingham area, there needs to be a bespoke model,

due to the remoteness.

 We propose that they are still in line with the 3 tier system, and we propose there is an

all phase school in Bellingham that caters for three-to thirteen year-olds on one site.
This would address the surplus places and ensure there are clear pathways for the local
children to attend a ‘local’ provision and then go into the 14-19 curriculum as other
children do in the area.

 Maintain the offer of Two High Schools

 At secondary level, the limited success of new government 14-19 initiatives, such as

UTCs and Studio Schools is largely due to the fact that they compete for Year 9s (13 year
olds) in a two tier system, where children are already settled into secondary schools
from year 7 (age 11). However, these new 14-19 schools fit perfectly with a three tier
system. It is vital that all schools have an identical entry age to avoid a disjointed system.

 We propose that QEHS has a new build, but remains a 14-19 provision, as this supports

the three tier system, identified as suiting the West of Northumberland best. Its size
would remain at 1300.

 We propose that a second 14-19 High School offer (600 students) should be within the

area west of Hexham, (also in a new build), either on the present Haydon Bridge Site or
somewhere else within the west of Northumberland, to compliment the curriculum
offer at QEHS and to ensure that there is a genuine parental choice. This would give the
west of Northumberland a high school offer of 1800 places, with clear choice and
pathways.

 At present the recent Haydon Bridge 2017’s data states that this is an ‘Average’ school

and actually sits eighth out of fifteen schools in the whole of Northumberland. This is in
spite of the recent challenges and difficulties it has faced. We propose that NCC and the
RSC work together to ensure that this positive description is shared with all local MATs
and communities to foster a more positive view of the school and seek a sponsor, as this
is not how the school has been presented recently in the press.

 We propose that a second high school is vital to provide a broad educational offer in the

west, at the same time as supporting those children who in our experience, are more
likely to develop well and exceed expected progress in a smaller, more personalised
environment. The second school will also provide some choice for students and parents.

 It would be right and proper to offer this provision a new build too, funded from the

funding of £40m identified.

 The alternative secondary school in for children in the west of Northumberland, which

is over the border in Brampton, Cumbria, has just announced that it is reducing each
year group by thirty children, which will result in one hundred and fifty fewer spaces.
Therefore fewer Northumberland children will be accepted in the future. This will create
a lack of choice for the children in the extreme west of the County, if there is no offer
west of Hexham.

 The wellbeing of all children should be a key principle. The need to address attendance

issues at Key Stage 4 and to look to long term solutions for the area regarding young
people Not in Education, Employment or Training should be a key consideration when
designing new educational establishments and offers, as should the need for quality
vocational education for 16-18 year olds.

Summary

 We believe that Northumberland County Council, The Regional Schools Commissioner and

Councillors have a duty to review the key factors for all the communities in the West of
Northumberland and the needs of all groups of children.

 There is an acceptance by all professionals that something has to change, given the surplus

places and the financial pressures that go hand-in-hand with them.

 This is a debate about the whole educational structure of the West of Northumberland and

not purely about a particular phase or area.

 There is a need to take into account the local offer of schools for all abilities and to address

the inclusion agenda. Parent and community voice should be heard and respected, and
parents should be given choice.

 We propose a three-tier system to reflect the challenges and needs of the rural communities

and the size of the area in which we serve. There needs to be a bespoke response to the
unique challenges that the organisation of the education of children in the West of
Northumberland brings.

 We believe the re-introduction of the First schools, with a reduced number of

establishments:

 Addresses the surplus places
 Ensures children are attending classes with children of their own age
 Financial security helps ensure a good or better offer is given to all children
 Upgrade in facilities, where needed, for all establishments from the £40m
 We believe the establishment of four middle schools allows:
 Addresses the surplus places
 Financial security helps ensure a good or better offer is given to all children
 Upgrade in facilities, where needed, for all establishments from the £40m
 Address the governments challenge at Key Stage 3 and the ‘Missing / Hidden Years’

 The retention of the offer of two high school establishments that complement each other,

with both having new facilities to serve their curriculums will enable

 New building offer to QEHS for 1300 on roll
 New building offer for another ‘more western’ high school for 600 on roll
 Curriculums that are designed to support the diverse challenges of the local area
 Addresses the surplus places

Financial security helps ensure a good or better offer is given to all children

 Allows some parental choice, and an alternative if a situation ‘breaks down’ for a

student at high school age.

 We believe the SEN offer should be retained at community level, where appropriate support

and resources are built into the thirteen schools to address children’s needs in their local
school, with their local friends.

 We believe these proposals ensure that local communities still maintain school buildings

that can be used as a central hub for community identity and use. Great schools have great
parental and community support and in-put.

Haltwhistle Community Campus (Haltwhistle First and Haltwhistle Middle schools)



[bookmark: 75]We believe that in considering the potential changes to Education in the West of Northumberland
the following should be incorporated as guiding principles;

 The educational outcomes of all students should remain at the forefront of decision

making.

 The distinct nature of Haydon Bridge partnership should be valued and embraced in

the future plans of the area.

 The post-18 pathways of students, both now and in the future, should form the basis

of educational decisions pre-18.

We also support the views held by other colleagues in the partnership;

 There are issues which may have an effect on educational outcome, that are not

immediately obvious, but can nevertheless be important and should also feed into the
decision making. These issues include, amongst others, friendship groups (living too far
away from the main catchment) and being able to attend after school activities, whether that
be sports, arts, or catch up academic classes.

 The following should also be considered;

1. Parental Choice
2. Future Pathways for students based on student needs not a point system
3. Catchment areas
4. Home to school transport
5. Rural and wider community issues
6. Special Educational Needs and Disability
7. Pupil Transition
8. Buildings and Finance
9. Admission Arrangements
10.Sport and Recreation Implications
11.Impact on employees of schools and academies

PROPOSAL

 The maintenance of parental choice is crucial to ensure the educational breadth across the

west of Northumberland. It is possible for a hybrid system to be in place.

 Under this proposal Haydon Bridge School would provide a tailored curriculum guided by

future pathways for students, employer requirements and the needs of the local community.

 A reduction in the number of schools currently delivering across the west of

Northumberland: this will reduce surplus places and through economies of scale address
some of the financial challenges facing the schools in the west of Northumberland.

 This proposal focusses on the potential options for Haydon Bridge High school but also

takes into consideration some of the potential changes within other schools. The school
would be open to exploring other options including an all through provision up to 18.

 The hybrid system currently in place within Haydon Bridge High school enables two

transition points, the model put forward here would enable a two tier, three tier or hybrid
system to be applied.

 The competition between HBHS and QEHS provides parents with difficult choices at year 6

or year 8. The proposal provides an alternative to parents whilst not negatively affecting the
educational outcomes or life chances of the students.

 Depending on different outcomes from the consultation, the potential number of new intake

students (year 7 or 9) within catchment for HBHS in future years is;

 There remains the issue of students attending schools out of catchment. HBHS has

significantly improved outcomes, is ranked 8th in Northumberland for Progress 8 and 5th for
A Level results. The uncertainty of its future has significantly affected parental choice. This
proposed model, along with increased certainty for parents will increase the percentage
retention. Even without this increase the potential numbers in 2020/21 would increase
viability.

 One potential model to increase potential numbers of students would be the closure of the

middle schools in the catchment and all first schools to become primary schools, with some
merging.

 There is a need for a small school to be creative in its curriculum delivery to enable breadth

and depth of choice for students whilst also being financially viable.

 This model is scalable, it has been designed with minimal numbers of students, enables

staffing levels to be optimised and for the school to be economically viable (based on “in
year” costs not historical deficit) but can also be adapted in line with increased student
numbers

 We believe the following structure would address many of the concerns:
 A project based learning curriculum in Years 7 and 8
 Years 9, 10 and 11 Key Stage 4 courses with identified pathways
 Post 16 provision to incorporate Apprenticeship and Vocational

pathways

 Sharing of staffing across the partnership
 Special Educational Needs Centre based on site

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22
158 188 278 256

PROJECT BASED LEARNING IN YEARS 7 & 8 (2019)

 A project based learning model in years 7 & 8 with separate core

subject delivery (English, maths & science), providing the strong
foundations for the next pathway stage. Combined year group
structures would enable staffing rationalisation and mixed ability
teaching in non-core subjects.

 This would incorporate a “knowledge based” curriculum for years 7 and

8 as supported by E.D Hirsch; this approach will better prepare
students for the new the KS4 curriculum, which has increased content.

 Project based learning focuses on the key skills employers have

identified ; Communication, Relating to others, Enterprise, Application,
Thinking skills and Emotional Intelligence

 A carousel system would enable curriculum delivery and focussed

projects, ensuring educational progression is enabled.

L

 Learners would develop these skills alongside the core subjects of

English, mathematics and Science through cross age projects including
community based projects.

 This structure enables staffing flexibility in non-core areas, which enables

staffing rationalisation where required or possible.

‘Knowing those things – and not just recalling the bald facts but deeply understanding them – gives you an
upper hand. It gives you the confidence to discuss a wide range of live topics with those around you, it
gives you social status. It makes you part of the club that runs the world, and the inside track to change it.’
Dame Rachel De Souza. Parents and Teachers for Excellence (PTE) and Inspiration

THREE YEAR KEY STAGE 4

 In order to maintain breadth of curriculum offer, a revised curriculum

delivery model: in each academic year students could complete two option
courses.

 The option courses would be double weighted, in terms of teaching

periods, and delivered within one academic year.

 Cross age groupings could/would be applied where necessary or possible.
 For courses with smaller student numbers this would ensure that these

courses could still be delivered within the curriculum.

 Each student would study GCSE in English, English Literature,

mathematics and three separate sciences.

 In the following year the same model would apply with different courses

being offered in the two option blocks.

 In the subsequent year two option blocks would again be offered.

However, this would also enable some students to either begin their A-
level courses, complete enrichment activities or to complete some

intervention work.

 The increased option offer would enable students to follow courses which

have particular personal relevance to them rather than being dictated by
performance tables.

 For identified subjects there would be the potential to run over two years

based on curriculum requirements.

Haydon Bridge High School

 By the end of year 11 students could potentially achieve up to 12 GCSE

qualifications (or equivalent) thus broadening their potential future options.

 This structure is currently used at small schools in the area.
 This structure would enable staffing to be rationalised where appropriate

and ensure viability whilst still responding to student needs and future
pathways. We would hope that the Local Authority would assist in this
process.

Year 1
• Students in
year 9 and 10
can complete 1
or 2 GCSEs in
one year
• Support
Lessons
allocated for
students not
able to
complete the

Year 2
• Students in
years 9, 10 and
11 can
complete 1 or 2
GCSEs in one
year.
• Smaller uptake
subjects cross
age teaching
ensures
viablility

Year 3
• Students in
years 9, 10 and
11 can
complete 1 or 2
GCSEs in one
year.
• Enrichment
lessons (begin
A Level) for
more able
students

POST 16 PROVISION TO INCORPORATE APPRENTICESHIP AND VOCATIONAL
PATHWAYS

 The school has already taken steps to address small student numbers

post 16. The cross age teaching in subjects in both years 12 and 13
enables a breadth of curriculum and increases financial viability. The
‘Academic’ qualifications offered would be retained as a result of the other
changes within Key Stage 5.

 The student movement towards Apprenticeships is noticeable, with many

students choosing this route post 16 and 18. Haydon Bridge would
become an apprenticeship trainer for courses in the Business,
Engineering, Child Care, Health Care, Agriculture and Sports areas. We
would look to work with the Adult Learning Service within NCC to help
facilitate and support this, working in partnership.

 This would increase the opportunities for students, increase retention and

increase external student applications.

 Links with employers would enable secure pathways for students as well

as increasing opportunities for vocational experiences.

 The provision of alternative courses (Hair and Beauty / Construction)

would also facilitate increased retention and increase external student
applications.

 These proposals would be enabled through increased student numbers

and the rationalisation of key stage 4.

Funding Available for Apprenticeship

Sector Apprenticeship standard Level Funding
Band

Funding
Band
maximum
Accounting Assistant Accountant 3 9 £9,000
Administration Business Administrator 3 7 £5,000
Administration Leisure Duty Manager 3 7 £5,000
Adult care Adult Care Worker 2 4 £3,000
Agriculture, Environmental and Animal
Care

Arborist 2 11 £15,000

Agriculture, Environmental and Animal
Care

Horticulture and Landscape Operative 2 7 £5,000
Construction Building Services Design Technician 3 10 £12,000
Engineering and Manufacturing Engineering Technician 3 15 £27,000
Engineering and Manufacturing Leisure and Entertainment Maintenance

Engineering Technician

3 13 £21,000
Financial Services Financial Services Administrator 3 10 £12,000
Hair and Beauty Hair Professional 2 9 £9,000
Health and Science Animal Technologist 3 8 £6,000
Healthcare Healthcare Science Assistant 2 7 £5,000
Healthcare Healthcare Support Worker 2 4 £3,000
Healthcare Senior Healthcare Support Worker 3 4 £3,000
Hospitality Hospitality Team Member 2 7 £5,000
Hospitality Hospitality Supervisor 3 7 £5,000
Land-based engineering Land-based Service Engineer 2 12 £18,000

Land-based engineering Land-
based Service Engineering Technician

3 15 £27,000
Travel Travel Consultant 3 9 £9,000
£10,200

Depending upon which Apprenticeships we deliver the average funding per learner is £10,200; a
significant increase on current post-16 funding. This funding will offset some of the additional costs
that would be initially incurred as part of the start-up costs / capital investment.

Partnership
As a school we feel this consultation process provides opportunities to bring various parties
together and would welcome discussions around partnership work including federations in the next
phase of the consultation.
The apprenticeship programme delivered at HBHS will require a significantly increased
partnership programme. The school already has established links with engineering employers in
the area, and further partnership programmes could include:
National Health Service
NALS
Askham Bryan
Matfen Hall
Close House
As the programme develops we will continue to forge new partnerships including FE
establishments and local organisations.

Rationalisation of Buildings
Currently there is one substantial building on site which we would propose was de-coupled from
the school site. The building, referred to as ‘The Park’, would be segregated from the current
school site and made available for development, potentially realising a substantial amount of
capital (circa £400k) which could be used to partially fund some of the refurbishments required.
This would require an application to SOS but we feel would be supported based on the
reinvestment. Again, we would welcome the opportunity to further this discussion in the next
phase of the consultation.
The Lodge would require some adaptation to enable the delivery of the ASC programme at a
potential cost of £150k.
Currently in the main building there are 4 rooms which could be ‘mothballed ‘, reducing the day to
day costs in the short term.
The building at present is fit for purpose but will require investment in order to maintain long term
viability as a building. The immediate work required would include;

 Re-roofing for Admin block (est £20k)
 New windows replacing current (est £120k)
 New wifi (£ 4k)

SEN Hub / Additionally Resourced Provision
There is an increasing need for SLCN students to access specialised support and provision within
Northumberland. Currently students are either transported via taxi to a provision or educated
outside of the county. One example of this is a student with SLCN who is transported to a
provision at a cost of £48000 per year currently, a cost which would be significantly reduced by the
establishment of an appropriate provision at HBHS. The considerable costs of these provisions
are met by NCC and could be significantly reduced through an all through SEND provision based
at HBHS. The provision would be situated in a current building which would require some
adaptation but already has disabled access. The students would wherever possible be integrated
into the school community and access appropriate educational courses.
The initial provision would be based on 12 students in year 1, each allocated £10k plus additional
top up funding based on individual assessments. This model is based initially on key stages 3 and
4 but could be adapted to include an extended transition as part of key stage 2.
Funding for SEND students is significantly increased and therefore there would be no additional
costs to the school, and in school leaders previous experience this has led to increased
economies which have benefitted the school.
The staffing of this provision could largely be absorbed within the current staffing with additional
support staffing required as the provision develops.
The table below demonstrates that within three years all costs have been met including capital
investment based on a staffing ratio of 1:4 students and a generous resourcing budget.

ARP funding

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21
No. of Students 12 18 24
Staffing £96000 £128000 £160000
Resourcing £30000 £40000 £50000
Total Costs £126000 £168000 £210000
Total Income (12500
per pupil) £150000 £225000 £300000
Balance £24000 £57000 £90000
Capital Cost £150000 -£126000 -£69000
Balance -£126000 -£69000 £21000

SEN SEMH/KS4
The increase in students with EHCP for SEMH, lack of assessment places and no Pupil Referral
Unit for Key Stage 4 students presents a number of issues for NCC. The additionally resourced
provision model for SLCN could also be applied to a resource provision for SEMH students with
the same economies and costings identified. This provision could be further enhanced through the
alternative curriculum offers within the main school site.

Staffing:
The staffing required for the SEN Hub within HBHS could be accommodated from current staffing
expertise within school, as the provision expands this would provide opportunities for the
redeployment of staffing including Teaching Assistants from any schools affected by the
consultation.

Alternative Curriculum Courses
Two potential examples of this for Haydon Bridge would be the establishment of a Hairdressing
Course and Construction course. These courses could be established for Key stage 4 and 5 and
would provide young people with increased opportunities to develop their future pathways. An
appropriate building which is situated separately to the main school site already exists and some
modifications would be required. Leaders at the school have experience of establishing these at
previous schools and costings below are approximate but based on 6 students per course in the
first year.

Alternative
Curriculum funding

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21
No. of Students 12 18 18
Staffing £52000 £52000 £52000
Resourcing £10000 £10000 £10000
Total Costs £62000 £62000 £62000
Total Income (12500
per pupil) £96000 £144000 £144000
Balance £34000 £82000 £82000
Capital Cost £35000 -£1000 £81000
Balance -£1000 £81000 £163000

The Alternative curriculum courses also provide opportunities to provide outreach support for other
schools at a rate which meets costs and is not restrictive to those schools. This would again
alleviate some of the pressures leaders in schools are currently facing in the West of
Northumberland where alternative provision is not as available as in other parts of the county.

Training
The majority of the courses identified within the proposal are already within the skill set of current
staffing, however the apprenticeship provider qualifications and additional training for specific
courses would be estimated at £12k. There would also be a requirement for specialised training of
staff within SEND and the alternative curriculum provision. This training would be estimated at
£18k over a three year period. These costs could be reduced through increased partnership work
and with NCC support for training needs.



[bookmark: 76]Those responsible for governance of Shaftoe Trust Academy welcome the opportunity to
comment on the school re-organisation proposals affecting West Northumberland.
It is clear that all of the schools in the west of Northumberland are valued by their
communities and nowhere is this more the case than in Haydon Bridge. Whilst Shaftoe Trust
Academy is in the fortunate position of being part of a larger Trust and this affords a degree
of security for our own establishment, we are keenly aware of the concerns that exist
elsewhere in the community regarding the continuity of local school provision.
All providers of education have a social responsibility to their communities and Shaftoe Trust
Academy recognises the need to give local children the chance to attain and achieve to the
highest of their ability. With this in mind, Shaftoe Trust Academy is open to exploring
opportunities which will improve life chances of children from Haydon Bridge and surrounding
areas.
The view of those responsible for governance of Shaftoe Trust Academy is that there exists
a clear need for continuing all age provision in the Haydon Bridge area. As such, the Local
Governing Body is interested in exploring viable options that provide high quality
local educational provision set within the highest quality facilities. This includes ensuring the
rich heritage and identity of Shaftoe Trust is preserved.

-2-

Please accept this as confirmation that Shaftoe Trust Academy is willing to engage in further
discussions with a view to working together with other partners in finding the most
appropriate educational solution for the whole of the area.

Haydon Bridge Shaftoe Trust Primary

On behalf of Shaftoe Trust Academy

As we support a local rural community we believe that the closure of Haydon Bridge High School
would be a mistake.

This option works best for our pupils. It keeps our feeder school open and means it can specialise in providing an

Many of our children aspire to become farmers or work on the land and we would like to see

alternative education for students that require a more vocational provision.

Haydon Bridge High School site develop more of a specialist curriculum to provide to children who

We also think that keeping haydn Bridge site open means there is future capacity in the buildings to provide a SEN

want to pursue a more vocational career path.

unit , which is currently not available in the west, as the recent SEN consultation beds down into practice. It seems

In order to make any new school successful at Haydon Bridge we think there will need to be an overhaul of

Having heard that Hexham QE doesn’t run any level 2 courses we believe there is enough demand

bad business to close a working site if in the future a new build would have to take place at Hexham QE to make

the curriculum to provide something alternative to the provision at Hexham QE.

for an alternative provision in the area to include level 2 courses: considering Haydon Bridge has

good provision for children with additional needs.

Parents and students need choice and the choice needs to be between two outstanding places that provide

Whitfield C of E Primary

No

the largest catchment area in England.

No

Please see previous reasoning- Model B is still a closure of Haydon Bridge High School.

Yes

It also seems to make sense to convert more schools to primary in line with most other counties in the country.

very different options for future pathways.

Email received:
This is a response from the Parents of Kielder First School.
Having read the options in the Consultation Document, we are unanimous in
our wish for our school to become a Primary School from September 2019. Our
children would then travel to Hexham Queen Elizabeth High School, or a
secondary school of parents’ choice from the age of 11.
We believe Kielder First School would be able to offer our children an
outstanding education from ages 2 to 11 in our existing nursery and school
building. This would be possible through the experience of existing staff,
having taught recently in a Primary setting, a personal and individual approach
to the needs of the children and by extending the close relationship we have
with partnership schools. We have the physical space and financial viability to
undertake this change.
We request that the catchment area is redrawn and travel policy altered to
enable children to be transported free of charge to Kielder School, from
Falstone. This would ensure our school remains financially viable. The route
from Falstone to Kielder is direct and traffic free. Kielder First School has
ample parking and there is a large carpark where a bus could safely drop
children for easy access to the school building.
Extending our age range would provide parents with knowledge that their
child’s education is secure and the uncertainty of recent years is removed.
This response is signed by all the parents of children at Kielder
First School and is unanimous with 100% of parents agreeing to a

Parent Group

Kielder Community First School

No

Yes

No

2-tier approach.

Email received:
This is a response from the Staff of Kielder First School.
Having read the options in the Consultation Document, we are unanimous in
our wish for our school to become a Primary School from September 2019. Our
children would then travel to Hexham Queen Elizabeth High School, or a
secondary school of parents’ choice from the age of 11.
We believe Kielder First School would be able to offer our children an
outstanding education from ages 2 to 11 in our existing nursery and school
building. This would be possible through the experience of existing staff,
having taught recently in a Primary setting, a personal and individual approach
to the needs of the children and by extending the close relationship we have
with partnership schools. We have the physical space and financial viability to
undertake this change.
We request that the catchment area is redrawn and travel policy altered to
enable children to be transported free of charge to Kielder School, from
Falstone. This would ensure our school remains financially viable. The route
from Falstone to Kielder is direct and traffic free. Kielder First School has
ample parking and there is a large carpark where a bus could safely drop
children for easy access to the school building.
Extending our age range would provide parents with knowledge that their
child’s education is secure and the uncertainty of recent years is removed.
This response is signed by all the staff of Kielder First School and

Staff Group

Kielder Community First School

No

Yes

No

is unanimous.

Email received:
This is a response from the Governors of Kielder First School.
Having read the options in the Consultation Document, we are unanimous in
our wish for our school to become a Primary School from September 2019. Our
children would then travel to Hexham Queen Elizabeth High School, or a
secondary school of parents’ choice from the age of 11.
We believe Kielder First School would be able to offer our children an
outstanding education from ages 2 to 11 in our existing nursery and school
building. This would be possible through the experience of existing staff,
having taught recently in a Primary setting, a personal and individual approach
to the needs of the children and by extending the close relationship we have
with partnership schools. We have the physical space and financial viability to
undertake this change.
We request that the catchment area is redrawn and travel policy altered to
enable children to be transported free of charge to Kielder School, from
Falstone. This would ensure our school remains financially viable. The route
from Falstone to Kielder is direct and traffic free. Kielder First School has
ample parking and there is a large carpark where a bus could safely drop
children for easy access to the school building.
Extending our age range would provide parents with knowledge that their
child’s education is secure and the uncertainty of recent years is removed.
This response is signed by all the Governors of Kielder First
School and is unanimous with 100% of Governors agreeing to a 2-

Governing Body Kielder Community First School

No

Yes

No

tier approach.

Email received:
This is a response from the children of Kielder First School.

We have discussed with the children what the options are and all the children
are keen on staying at Kielder for an extra two years. They enjoy meeting
more children when we visit Bellingham First School every week and this has
helped hugely with their socialisation.
We are aware that they are young but interestingly, many have siblings at
Bellingham Middle. We thought this might mean they would be keen to go
there at the end of year 4 but when I spoke to the older children they actually
cheered when I said they might be able to stay here instead of going to

Pupil Group

Kielder Community First School

No

Yes

No

Bellingham Middle School.



[bookmark: 77]1.    Summary

The Newbrough Governors have sought and received a wide range of local views on Northumberland County Council's (NCC) consultation proposals and in responding we have sought to convey the essence of those views as succinctly as possible. 

We have grouped our thoughts firstly, to capture the significant concerns we have about the consultation process itself, secondly, the impact that closure of our school would have upon the community it serves and finally to identify some of the key, wider implications of closure.

Our primary concerns are as follows:

We believe that NCC have launched an ill-conceived and poorly implemented process that lacks professionalism or leadership 

As a pre-requisite to any further planning, NCC must provide a clear steer on whether the future schools structure is to be based on a 2-tier or a 3-tier model

NCC must also provide details of its underlying aims, assumptions and the measurement criteria against which change options can be measured

Whilst future financial challenges must be met we believe that the primary yardstick against which our success will be measured is the extent to which the quality of education is improved

It is unacceptable that consistently good, financially viable primary schools, such as Newbrough, are being considered for closure

The wider role that village schools have on the social and economic fabric of rural communities must be taken fully into account by the review, in accordance with DfE guidelines

We are alarmed at the number of church schools that are under threat and the loss of choice that would ensue  

2.    The consultation process and the consultation document 

The three options do not treat the dispersed rural communities in a fair or equitable way. There is no transparency in terms of explaining:

how the current options have been developed

the underlying aims / criteria / assumptions that the Council has used to produce their proposals  

why the option of retaining the current structure has not been included

The consultation document does not evaluate the pros or cons of any of the 3 options to enable comparison. 

Based on the information presented, there is no confidence that there are any real financial savings to be made – in fact there would be substantial additional costs including:

redundancy costs

cost of new buildings / facilities in locations where schools merge or expand

more children travelling to school will increase transport costs

the cost of providing escorts on transport for young children?

The consultation document does not provide evidence-based research or impact evaluation for any of the proposed changes including those relating to:

educational outcomes for pupils. 

longer journey times, especially for the youngest children

pupils’ mental health and well-being. 

The consultation document states that ‘Northumberland County Council has already sought the views of education professionals and governors during the first phase of the consultation process’, but does not explain what those views were, nor does it mention that education professionals were not consulted on the closure of schools. 

The consultation document does not provide any information relating to the guiding principles that Northumberland County Council Cabinet will follow when making their decisions following the consultation. (Transparency and equity are vital, if local communities are to view this process as fair). 

The consultation process and the three options show a lack of strategic thinking and vision and are in themselves ad hoc, uncoordinated, and a muddled bag of proposals.

3. The effect of Option C on our children and on the villages of Newbrough,       Fourstones and Warden

Our main concerns relate to the following areas:

Our primary aged children being ‘lost’ in a large 4 - 16 age range school in Haydon Bridge. 

The quality of educational provision for both our nursery and primary age children. 

The distinct lack of information in the consultation document regarding the provision for nursery age children.

Working parents who choose to live in our community because the village school provides wraparound care before and after school would no longer have this available.

The consultation document does not give any consideration to the implications of transporting very young children to school including:

very young children travelling on a bus with older children

longer journey times to and from school

fewer opportunities to engage in the extended curriculum

increased traffic on narrow, rural roads with the associated risks 

The proposed age 4-16 school in Haydon Bridge would not be a Church of England School. The distinctive Christian values and ethos the children currently experience would be lost. 

The choice of attending a Church school would be lost.

The consultation document fails to present any rationale as to why Newbrough Church of England Primary School has been identified as a school for closure. The following evidence would suggest that there is no need for Newbrough Church of England School to close:

Our church school is a "Good" school (Ofsted and SIAMS inspections 2015)

We have had a stable number of pupils on roll and now have an increasing number of pupils in the lower years, the trend for which shows a continuing increase over the next few years. This will bring about a steady increase in the overall number on roll in future years.

We currently have 57 children on roll plus an additional 14 in Nursery. A total of 71 pupils aged 3 -11.

We have a good reputation for providing a safe, nurturing environment

We have an excellent reputation for early years provision. (82% of our nursery children have two parents who work full or part time. It is not clear in the proposal where the alternative nursery provision would be and parents of 3 year olds would not allow their children to travel by bus to Haydon Bridge).

The school provides a vital pre-school nursery service for local children and their families. This enables parents to work and function economically and its closure would have wide ranging consequences. 

 Newbrough Church of England School is financially sound (and is predicted to be in future years).

The school sits at the heart of our 3 villages and community life in the surrounding area – lose the school and the villages risk losing their vitality and soul. Without the school the villages become less attractive places to live for families with young children. 

The school is used for community activities/ events and has a Multi-Use Games Area within the grounds which was provided by community fundraising for shared use by the community and the school.

The school has very good facilities with recent and expensive work having been undertaken.  It seems foolish and short-sighted to close and make redundant such facilities only to have to build new somewhere else. 

So - Why transplant a good primary school that is financially viable, with growing numbers of pupils, from Newbrough to Haydon Bridge (where there is already a primary school) - thus ripping the heart out of our communities? 

4.    Wider concerns

We believe that NCC may not have fully understood or may have misinterpreted DfE guidance contained in the recent publication: "Opening and closing maintained schools - Statutory guidance for proposers and decision-makers" (April 2016).

Governing Body Newbrough Primary School

No

No

No

This document states that:

 ‘There is a presumption against the closure of rural schools’ and ‘that the case for closure should be strong and a proposal must be clearly in the best interests of educational provision in the area.’

The proposer (Northumberland County Council in this case) is asked to consider:

the likely effect of the closure of the school on the local community;

educational standards at the school and the likely effect on standards at neighbouring schools; 

the availability, and likely cost to the LA, of transport to other schools;

any increase in the use of motor vehicles which is likely to result from the closure of the school, and the likely effects of any such increase; and

any alternatives to the closure of the school. 

The consultation process has, in the minds of many children, created uncertainty and anxiety relating to their future schooling (and all of this at a time when mental health and wellbeing are high on the national agenda and also when our schools and parents are preparing children for key stage testing.)

We acknowledge the intractable problems faced in Haydon Bridge, particularly in respect of 

the future structure of secondary education. However, we are certain that the solution does not lie in the closure of numerous perfectly sound primary/first schools in the west of the county and believe it is nonsensical to plan to have two primary schools sitting side by side in Haydon Bridge. 

The consultation fails to address any of the points above.

5.   In conclusion: 

The reorganisation of education in West Northumberland is meant to be about improving educational outcomes for children within the Hexham/Haydon Bridge partnerships.  However, we feel very strongly that this consultation has failed to provide any evidence that would prove this to be the case. In fact, we believe that the proposed options would actually worsen educational outcomes for young people who are currently in the system and those who would be part of it in future years. It is totally unacceptable for any child to have lower standards of educational provision as a result of school re-organisation.

We have no particular allegiance to a 3-tier model of education and, for our school which is already a primary school, it would be better if there was a 2-tier model across the whole area. We recognise and respect the fact that there are strongly held and differing views on this subject. However, we believe that there are strong educational arguments for a primary/ secondary model - not only because the national curriculum is designed in this way, but also because every time that pupils change school, it has been shown that they lose approximately a term of progress. This is of particular concern in relation to more vulnerable learners.

Therefore, the Governing Body of Newbrough Church of England Primary School are unable to support any of the options put forward in the consultation document and propose a complete re-think to the educational issues that prompted this consultation. To date Northumberland County Council and its officers have failed to provide an inspiring and compelling vision of what the future of education in West Northumberland should look like. 

Signed 



[bookmark: 78]Letter received:
Dear Sir, 
I hope this is in order to write this letter.

Wark First School

Wark

I am a pensioner my mother went to Wark School, I went to Wark School and both my children went there also. We have fond memories of our time. If Wark school closes the village will be a retirement village as people with children will not live here. All us oldies love seeing the children skipping to school very happy and they are learning good. Children aged 5 should not have to wait in our village in all horrible weather for a bus we have no shelter for them it is bad enough the older children standing in the village. Stonehaugh and out lying areas have 5 miles before they get to Wark then over 5 miles to Bellingham or may be further. I have been to the meetings at the school and the teachers are so passionate about the school and have some brilliant ideas. I hope Wark School never closes. Thank you for reading this. 

I am writing to you on behalf of Hexham Constituency Labour Party to ask you to suspend Northumberland County Council's schools consultation. The process is flawed. It aims to resolve three serious and far-reaching issues in one go, which require much more careful consideration with full disclosure of all relevant information. They issues are:

The 2 tier versus 3 tier education system

The future of Haydon Bridge High School

The future viability of rural schools and communities

All three three options presented by the County Council's consultation are deeply unpopular and not enough time has been allowed for alternatives options to be developed.

The closure of schools in rural areas, alongside the loss of shops, pubs, post offices and public transport will contribute to the decline of rural communities, as well as increased local unemployment.

All these issues need careful consideration, with the public being given access to proper figures and projections. Communities are being asked to decide the future of education in West Northumberland without access to all the relevant facts.

We believe the consultation process should be suspended until full disclosure of all relevant facts and figures is made and a full and careful consideration of the far-reaching implications of these issues can be carried out.

Yours faithfully,

Broomley and Stocksfield Parish Council discussed the consultation at its meeting of 5
March 2018.
We acknowledge that the Council has a limited role in responding in detail to the three
options described in the consultation, given our geographical position, but we would like to
express our sympathy for those villages which are facing the closure of apparently viable
schools which not only provide high quality education for their pupils, but also play a vital
role in the life of the local community.
In addition, we are seriously concerned that the eventual outcome of the consultation is likely
to have a detrimental impact on Broomley First School. Members discussed the fact that,
despite drawing from different catchment areas and being ‘feeders’ for different schools,
Whittonstall and Broomley First Schools are ‘federated’ and share a head teacher. Since all
three options for the future of education in West Northumberland include the closure of
Whittonstall First School, the potential financial impact of such a closure on Broomley First
School is significant, with the possibility of at least half of the funding for the head teacher
being removed from Broomley First School’s budget. As the schools currently manage their
budgets jointly, the closure of Whittonstall First School is also likely to result in the loss of
teaching assistants and several part time staff from Broomley First School, as well as
reducing the number of activities which the school is able to offer at present. Since this
issue is not mentioned in the consultation document, this Parish Council urges
Northumberland County Council to provide further detailed information about how it intends
to safeguard the quality and range of education at our local high-achieving First School
before decisions are made about the future of Whittonstall First School.
More generally, we strongly regret that the provision of education across Northumberland has,
for a variety of reasons, become so fragmented, and wish to highlight the need to determine the
future of the High Schools in West Northumberland before addressing issues within the lower
tiers. Finally, we would like to point out that the deliberations over education in West
Northumberland continue to delay the finalisation of the Prudhoe Multi Academy Trust
arrangements, thus creating more uncertainty and jeopardising the education of local children
and young people.

Email received:
As a resident of Newbrough I am gravely concerned about the potential closure and loss of our
Primary School. The school currently is growing. It is financially viable. The staff, governors, parents.
and children give it their best. It would be folly to undermine it.
If the school was to be ‘translocated’ then some very serious issues would arise for the parents of all
our children, particularly for those with very young children.
The school’s closure would have a major detrimental effect on our villages. It would initiate a spiral
of decline. At present the school is held in high regard by the community here, and further afield. A
wide range of local people give it their support by offering their gifts and talents to the governors,
staff and the children.
The loss of a Church school (one amongst many), without any consideration or consultation, would,
in my opinion, reduce the choice (which our secular society applauds) for parents, that government
upholds.
I understand that the status quo is not an option. I would ask you to reconsider your three options
building on what is already strong.
I cannot support any of the options as they stand.

Newbrough

Yours sincerely,



[bookmark: 79]The NDEB wishes to work in partnership with all stakeholders including the Local Authority
wherever possible. The Director of Education attended Scrutiny and Cabinet meetings where the
proposal to go out to consultation for the West Tyne was determined, with a view to adopting a
partnership approach to any proposals for change. In light of this the NDEB and the Bishop were
deeply disappointed with the paper presented which outlined the potential closure of up to five
GOOD or OUTSTANDING Church of England schools in the West Tyne area of Northumberland. The
number of church schools proposed as affected came as a surprise and the NDEB and the Bishop
would not be able to support the closure of such a significant number of our schools, leaving
parents with limited opportunity for the choice of a church school. The NDEB had made clear that
they would be supportive of change if necessary to ensure the best outcomes for children and had
hoped that the paper would have been more reflective of this stance. In light of this we cannot
currently support any of the proposed options but set out further comments below.
2. The NDEB has always welcomed an open dialogue from all stakeholders regarding the future
education of children in the West Tyne. The Local Authority has tabled concerns regarding future
numbers of children across the partnership and we have seen the most recent request from the
ESFA highlighting its own concerns around surplus places and asking the Local Authority to look at
the overcapacity in the system. We therefore continue to feel it is important to discuss how we
can best educate our children in a way which is both sustainable going forwards into the future and
to the highest standards.
3. We currently have 6 maintained first schools; 3 maintained primary schools and a Primary Academy
which could, in some way be effected by any potential changes that are made in the two
partnerships. 9 of these schools are graded as either good or outstanding by Ofsted with one
awaiting an inspection (Whitfield). Since the consultation has commenced the Governing Body of
Greenhead have requested the support of the Local Authority to consult to close the school. This
difficult decision has been made in light of financial pressures facing the school. The Diocese
SUPPORT the Governing Body providing the LA is able to support the expansion of Henshaw C of E
Primary school to include the catchment of Greenhead and provide suitable transport to those who
are entitled under the current transport arrangements.
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4.

Ultimately the local authority is the decision maker in determining the future of our
maintained schools – church or non-church. In order to close a school a number of factors need to
be considered. With a high number of surplus places, it may well be that the partnership as a
collective have to accept that some schools may have to close. We would hope that any such
decisions are made with absolute openness and transparency.
5. The NDEB are keen to have a clear understanding of the outcome of the Hadrian Learning Trust
consultation. If a decision was made for Hadrian to educate children from Year 7 our schools would
have to consider changing from First to Primary in order to provide an education from the end of
Year 4 to Year 6 and avoid the risks of having a mixed school economy of three tier and two tier.
Several of our schools have indicated their desire to commence work towards becoming
Outstanding providers of Primary Education and we will support individual governing bodies in
these decisions when we know more. For the avoidance of doubt we consider that it is possible for
both three tier systems and two tier systems to work extremely well educationally (and indeed we
have experience of working with both). However, we do not believe it is in the best interests of the
children to have a fragmented system including both two tier and three tier options due to the
difficulties of various different entry points and managing transitions.
6. Primary Education can be more challenging in a rural context with lower numbers of children in
each year group and the need for mixed age classes; however, the delivery of an outstanding
education is still possible with appropriate support.
7. The Diocese is keen to explore the option of the provision of education from 11-16 in Haydon
Bridge with a partner organisation. We would need this to be a new Free School which would
require a purpose built school building with additional facilities to support the community of
Haydon Bridge.
8. In the event of a decision to change to a two tier system there will need to be a significant injection
of capital into the current school building provision and we would look to the LA to continue to
work with all schools in helping to provide school buildings which are not only fit for purpose but to
the best possible standard we can reasonably afford to provide.
9. Many of our Governing Bodies have already asked for our ongoing support during this period of
consultation and the joint education team working for the NDEB will be here to support colleagues
throughout this process. This may include consideration of shared leadership options and the
delivery of a MAT – albeit mixed or church.
10. In light of the response from the Sele in Hexham we would strongly refute the request for a three
form entry primary school. There are a number of Outstanding two form entry (and indeed one
form entry) teaching primary schools in the North East with a proven track record of success. We
also feel that such a PAN for this school would significantly impact on the viability of smaller rural
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schools which are GOOD or better in the community should their governing bodies wish to change
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to primary status.

As our elected representative for education on the County Council, we are asking for your support in firmly opposing all of the options in the consultation document for education in West Northumberland.

 

We particularly object to the disproportionate closures of Church of England schools and wonder why this is. Our local Wark C of E First School is financially viable, has had good OFSTED and SIAMS reports; the majority of children walk to School (those coming from Stonehaugh have a relatively short bus journey); the School has a rising intake; the community is very much involved in its extracurricular activities; the School has recently set up a pre-school and is quite capable of becoming a primary school and educating children up to the age of eleven.

 

The closure of any such small rural schools would have a detrimental effect on the villages concerned. Why would any young family move into a rural area which had no school? We ask that proper impact assessments be carried out into the immediate and long-term implications of any such closures. It is the duty of local authorities to carry out such impact assessments as contained within s.149 of the equalities Act 2010, section 6A of Education and Inspections Act 2006 and other legislation, which all detail the duties of local authorities which are considering closing schools.

 

Finally, we ask that you oppose any proposals that include the need for young children, some from age eleven, to travel as far as 80 miles each day to attend secondary school (the return distance from Kielder School to Hexham QE).

 

Wark

Wark

Thank you for supporting our children’s education. We look forward to your response and to hearing of your submissions to Council and Cabinet.



[bookmark: 80]I am writing on behalf of the Governing Body of Prudhoe Community High School. We are concerned
about the future of education in Tynedale and the west of Northumberland and its role in our region.
We are disappointed that the consultation document has no vision beyond rationalisation of surplus places
and investment in state of the art facilities at Hexham. If this is, as you say, a once in a generation
opportunity, we would like to see your aspirations for the organisation of education that will improve
outcomes and sustain rural communities.
In the absence of a coherent vision, the analysis and evidence presented in your consultation document
does not provide consultees the opportunity to answer your questions in a way which helps anybody. It is
not surprising that the schools are coming forward with alternative proposals based on a collaborative
approach, building on good performance, strong community support and a clear understanding of the
issues of surplus places and financial planning. We support this approach. If the outcome of this
consultation is for you to work strategically with the schools to “create a unique and innovative system that
meets the needs of children and families” in Tynedale, we would support this also. But it would mean a
different course to the one you are on.
We believe an important context for education planning is the local plan. We are currently in a planning
vacuum with the local plan withdrawn and the County Council consulting again on where people would like
to see housing and economic growth. Until a vision and strategy for the future of our rural communities is
developed and approved, it is premature to reorganise good viable schools based on your current
assessments of capacity. Our schools are arguably Tynedale’s greatest asset.
Your own research shows that this is an area in decline with an increasing proportion of elderly and falling
numbers of people of working age. Pupil numbers are at best static. Closing schools sends a clear
message that the Council’s policy for Tynedale is to manage decline with growth being directed
elsewhere.
We are seeing significant growth nearby, in West Gateshead and North Durham, with many affordable
houses being built for families who access the regional jobs market. There is a long-standing tradition of
these communities accessing education in Prudhoe and Hexham which benefits the schools and their
communities. It seems perverse to us that the Council wants to create a hard border between Durham and
Northumberland in its school places planning.

Continued/....
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The three options put forward in the consultation resurrects the 3 tier v 2 tier issue. Yet the document is
completely silent on the educational benefits of the options. If the County Council is holding to account its
schools for their performance, it must have a view. Currently QEHS and its feeder middle schools and first
schools deliver excellent education, in the top 15% nationally. This education could be compromised by a
change to 2 tier, yet you provide no evidence to support that this will not happen.
A clue to your view may lie in your aspiration to have as few transitions as possible. We agree, a learner’s
progress through the system from 3 – 18 and beyond should be seamless. This can be achieved by
schools working together in the maintained sector as we are in Prudhoe and in Hexham. In Prudhoe our
proposed MAT will strengthen our capacity to manage transition, align with the national curriculum and
deliver improvement in an all through system.
If it is clear from your consultation that the schools and their communities want to keep and build on the
success of the current system and there is no evidenced base case for change to two tier, you should
support your schools in our view. Hadrian Trust, if it decides to proceed to 2 tier, must state if it has your
support or not. Without your support it is likely that the Hadrian Trust proposal will be rejected. We trust
this is the first key decision you will make in a more joined up approach. Something must change, but it
can be about how we work together.

.

Yours sincerely




    

  

  
